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Transferring Coal from RaiJroad to Vessel

The inelhods of transferring cual

from railroads to vessels, big and little,

has, during recent years, tindergone

some important developments. Special

machinery has come more and more

into service. .And yet, some of the

older methods are continued, partly be-

cause they are still good methods, and

partly because the necessities for a

ports. There are a number at Xew
^orl< harbor, several at Hampton

Roads and a couple at Baltimore, Md.

.\t Charleston, S. C, the Southern Rail-

v.ay operates a movable car dumper

—

that is, a dumper which moves on its

own track out onto the deck of a large

pier.

The "moviiii. Iielt" has also come in-

decks the coal is brought, not in the

cars used to bring the coal from the

mines to the seaboard, but in specially

made electrical coal cars. They run

under their own power from the dump-
ers to the land-end of the pier, where

they arc received by elevators which

hoist car and coal to the deck 90 ft.

above the water. These cars then move

IIOI'I'KK COM. C.\H UP SIDK DOWN OX Df.MPER. e. iL'C.II TELESCOPE (IIUTE TO EO.\T.

change have not been sufficiently i)ress-

itig. The mechanical "car dumper"
has come into prominent use at many
places. Most of these, so far as the

United States is concerned, arc at rail-

road terminals on the Great Lakes,

particularly on Lake Erie. Car dumpers

are also in service at several .\tlantic

Ic- service as a means of conveying coal

after it leaves the dumper and bringing

it out onto the pier and placing it at

points from which it may be more

readily put into the vessels. Such belts

form part of the system in use in Balti-

more. .Vt Hampton Roads, the most

modern piers are those onto whose

i.long the deck to the desired points.

.\t Charleston, X. C, the railroad car is

taken out onto the pier. Sometimes

the car dumper is right alongside the

water's edge. The loaded car is ele-

vated and dumped, the coal movement

being onto an apron and from the apron

into a chute and then into the vessel.
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Wliiii tlic cars can be dumped prac-

lically at once into the holds of vessels.

as just described, the problem of trans-

ferring coal from rail to boat is much

siniplilied. Apparently there are no

cases as yet where a dumper delivers

coat directly to big trans-Atlantic

Ncsscls. If these long, wooden piers

used at Atlantic ports are tall enough

and the water deep enough, the coal

mav be delivered by chutes to big

ocean-soing ships. Thus, there are

such piers at Philadelphia and Balti-

more. The big wooden pier of the H.

& (_). at Curtis Bay at Baltimore harbor

is a notable example of the tall, obl-

limc. wooden pier. The old, low pier,

may deliver coal to a barge or lighter

and the latter make delivery to the

vessel. This is the general practice at

Xew York. The ocean liners, as a rule,

do not go up alongside coal piers to

get their coal, but receive it from

harbor boats. This coal is handled

at least twice after it leaves the

mint— first. when it is delivered

from the railroad car to a pocket or

bunker on the pier and thence to the

harbor boat; second, when it is trans-

ferred from this boat to the bunkers of

the big ship.

(letting the coal out onto these

wooden piers is often a railroad job

pure and simple. If the general level

of the railroad is high above the water,

then it may be possible to have the deck

of the pier at about the same height.

The cars are pushed out onto the deck

bv a locomotive to the land-end of the

cars have to be brought up a consid-

erable distance. There may be a long

gentle up-grade or a short steep one.

It may be a (juestion of how much
room there is. Geiierally. empty cars

are rolled off the pier by a down-grade

leading back to the land-end. Tlie load-

ed cars are discharged into bins or

C.\R mwil'EK .\1 Cii.\.\i;.\i-T. :iiiio

pockets beneath the deck. Here the

coal is kept until wanted. From the

bin. it goes by a chute .lUtwards and

downwards into the vessel.

The great height of some of the piers,

both wooden and steel, which make

AK IMMI'i k I

,;cek If il;e .lok i.. ;.bs.dntely h-Ncl, delivery in this way is a necessary

then the r.>r. uill lued 1o be pushed out. ibing. The Imttom .,1 ih.' bn. must be

!l il l,.-,~ i> d....n.^rade towards the sea, high enough almve the hatch <.t the

then it mav be sultfient to get the cars vessel to produce a >tecp d<.\Mi--:rade.

to the i.ct^inning of this down-grade. .\ It may be necessary that the end e,i

gentle up-u'ra<le l.,wards the sea will the chute shall be tar ..ut tr..m the

rcnuire tlie c.rs to b.' pushed all the side of the pier. The turther out the

way -^..metimes the general level of end is. the higher the bottom of the bin

the' railrr.ad mav be low, so that the will have to be above the hatch m order

to get the proper steep grade. Some of

the big vessels are both broad and tall,

j'he top of the hatch will be higher the

more nearly empty the ship is. A big

vessel may, when empty have a hatch

standing 43 ft. out of the water. This

is as high as the roof of a three story

Iiouse. When we consider the neces-

sity of the chute above the hatch and

ot the pier deck above the bin, such

heights as 90 ft. become reasonable.

There are two piers of this height in

this country. These are the great,

modern structures of the C. & O. and

the X. iS: W. railroads at Hampton
Roads. The \'irginian Railway has a

pier in the same harbor about 70 ft in

iieight. Wooden piers of the height

needed for the business at the spot are

apt to be popular because they are not

especially costly to build nor expensive

to operate. It is very attractive as a

general rule, to railroad inanagers when
if is possible to use ordinary locomo-

tives in getting the loaded cars out on-

to the pier decks. But questions of

space and rapidity of action also have

io be considered. It is probably quick

I'Ction that has impelled the construc-

tion of mechanical car dumpers, espe-

cially on Lake Erie.

The coal business on the Great Lakes

si-ems to have grown up in consequence

of the shipment of grain and ore from

ports on Lake Superior to ports on

Lake Erie. So coal came to be shipped

in quantity and could be sent at a low

cost because the ships had to move.

These ships could not afford to wait

any length of time to get their coal. .A

long stay in a port a: either end of the

route made the freight cost increase.

The loaded car is run up-hill to the

dumper; then it is lifted to a level previ-

Miisly decided upon; and then it is over-

turned sideways. The coal tumbles out

1 nto a big apron. This is set to slope

(iownwards. .Xs the coal slides down.

the sides of the apron converge and

icircc it into the mouth of a chute. The

coal now passes through the chute into

the whale-back. When the cradle, as

the L-shaiied elevator of the dumper

is called, returns to its bottom position,

another loaded car is ready to come on

board. The new car may shove the old

lie ofT. The empty car now runs down
-liort incline to a kick-back. The

rtsult is that it is started back in the

general direction from which it original-

ly came. The elevator of the duinper

runs up and down, mi and down, making

,-1 round Iriii in a very short time. It

will be understood that the shorter the

distance from the bottom position to

the dumping position, the greater the

•'limber of rdiiud-lrips that may be

made in an hour. In order to get this

distance as short as may be. the bottom

].ositiou is set at a little hei.ght above

the surroundings. There will be a
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rather sharp incline leading up to the
bottom position. The loaded cars are

not usually pushed up this incline by
means of a locomotive. A special

stationary engine, electric or steam, is

employed to operate a wire cable. A
"mule" or "ground-hog" or "barney"
is a small car which, when carried along
by the cable, pushes the loaded rail-

road car up the incline. Gravitation

would carry the mule or ground-hog or

barney back to the bottom of the in-

cline after it has pushed the new car

onto the cradle; but reliance on gravi-

tation alone does not give results quick

enough for one or two of the more re-

cent installations. The cable is oper-

ated to carry back the mule. The head
rope pulls it up; the tail rope pulls it

down. The two round-trips, one up
and down the incline, the other up and
down the dumper tower, are timed to

match each other. The loaded c.ir

doesn't have to wait; nor the cradle.

When the loaded car goes onto the

cradle, it finds itself on a short bit c^f

railroad track. This track is not cm

the floor of the cradle itself, but is on a

low platform mounted on rollers or

wheels. This platform may be move 1

directly across the railway track. The
cradle, as has already been intirnatei,!,

is L-shaped. That is, there is a hori-

zontal floor and a vertical wall at one
side. When the car is handled the op-

eration is accomplished by lifting this

E-shaped cradle. This is carried out

by means of one or more hoistin.g

engines hauling in on wire ropes ar-

ranged to hoist the cradle and its load.

After the hoisting has been going on
for a time, the proper level will be

reached. At this juncture the cradle

will be halted from going any higher.

But the pulling on the ropes still con-

tinues, with the result that the I.-

shaped cradle is made to rotate. In

fact, the resistance to the further verti-

cal movement of the cradle is on one

side only. This is the side where the

vertical wall is placed. The arrange-
ments for halting the upward move-
ments are such that the cradle is

in effect hinged or pivoted along
the region where cradle floor and
vertical wall meet. As the cradle turns,

the loaded car comes to rest more and
more on what was the vertical wall.

The weight on what was the floor be-

comes less and less. When the rotation
has continued for 90 degs. the weiglit
will be entirely on the "vertical" wall.

Some of the coal will have fallen out
by this time, perhaps the most of it.

The car will be resting on its side and
not on its wheels. Some dumpers of a

late style are able to rotate through an
angle of 160 degs. This is only a short
amount less than a complete overturn:
180 degs. would upset the car com-
pletely.

One might expect the car to tumble
oft', but when the cradle begins to rise

gripping irons come into action. Thus,
in one device the car as it rises carries

i:p with it cross pieces reaching from
one side of the car to the other. These
cross-bars come into contact with the
lop edges of the sides of the car. On

C.\R DU.Ml'llR I.\ .\CT1UX.

the side where the vertical wall of the
cradle is, th-esc cross-bars or clamps
may each have a rod running down
through the cradle floor. Suppose that
there are four of the cross-bars. Then
there will be four wire ropes corre-
.'iljonding to them. These ropes are
hoisting ropes and run up in front of

against the top edges of the car. When
the car is almost completely upside
down, it rests largely on the cross-bars
and the cross-bars rest on the ropes.

It will readily be understood that a
car dumper handling large loads must
be itself a heavy structure and must
have a good solid foundation. Even
with the movable dumping apparatus at
Charleston, where the loads are prob-
ably only of ordinary size, the dumper
is a heavy affair. After the car has re-
ceived its load, it is sent along in the
larcction of the dumper at the distant
terminal. There a man gets on the car
while in the loaded yard and stays with
it until he gets into the "empty" yard.
lie is on the car, managing the brakes,
when the car is taken in charge by the
"ground-hog" and rushed up the sharp
incline onto the movable platform on
the cradle. He now locks his brakes
and gets off. When the cradle comes
down again with the empty car he gets
on board and controls the car as it runs
down to the kick-back and then makes
its run to the empty yard on a suitable
down-grade.

.At Charleston the steel tower rests
I 11 wheels and is in reality a kind of
ir:ivcling gantry, bsing self-propelled
It runs on its own track, which en-
closes an ordinary railroad track be-
tween its rails. This machine moves out
on the pier, the vessel to be loaded be-
ing alongside, and the gantry takes up
a position abreast of the hatchway into
which coal is to be dumped. The loaded
railroad car from the mine is run out
f nto the pier to a position on the cradle
of the dumper. The delivery when the

CO.XL DUMPKR WITH C.OXDOL.\ UK.\DV KOK rM.O.VDING.

the cradle—that is, on the outside of
the vertical wall (or perhaps through
it). When the cradle overturns, each
of these ropes bears against the cross-
bar corresponding to it. .A groove is

arranged on top of each cross-bar to re-

ceive the rope wjien this occurs. The
effect of the "ropes bearing against the
cross-bars is to keep the latter tight up

car is overturned sideways is onto an
apron or guide discharging into a hop-
per. The hopper feeds a big, curious
loading arm. which stretches out over
the water. This arm is not perfectly

straight, but has a slight curvature.

Through it a push conveyor operates,

pushing the coal along to the outer end
over the water. However, the coal does
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not simply drop (roiii the end into the

vessel. The curved arm has at its end

a chute which hangs down into the hold.

The coal passes into this device at its

upper end and out at the bottom The

long curved arm may be lifted at its

outer end or lowered, carrying the load-

ing chute with it. The chute may also

be directed to different points in the

hold, thus facilitating the distribution

of the coal in the vessel's hold. Alter

the region of the ship opposite the

dumper is pretty well filled, the dumper
may be shifted abreast of another hatch-

way. Likewise the .yantry carrying the

( urvcd arm is shifted along to a proper

position between dumper and vessel.

Both at Charleston and at Baltimore the

coal is discharged by a car dumper; so

that in this respect tlie two plants are

upon an equality. .\t Baltimore one

object is to serve a foreign trade de-

manding coal in condition to be fed onto
grate bars located 3 ins. apart. It is

quite a problem to do all the handling

necessary to get bituminous coal out of

the mine, along the railroad and out on-

to a pier, and into a vessel's hold with-

out smashing up the luinps a good deal,

even though the fall is divided up.

Mallei Locomotives of the Wheeling & Lake Erie
Twenty large 2-6-6-2 type Mallet loco-

motives have recently been delivered to

the Wheelins & Lake Erie Railway by

the .American Locomotive Company.

These engines are being operated on the

Toledo division between Pluron, Ohio and

Brewster, Ohio, a distance of 80 miles.

The ruling grade is 0.6 per cent, 5 miles

long. One of these new Mallet engines

takes 61 loaded cars, making a total of

4.314 tons, over this division at an average

speed of 17 miles an hour. This is the

daily performance of these engines.

The engines were designed for 22-deg.

curves. They have a total weight, engine

and tender, of 611.3(X) lbs., a total weight

of engine of 435.000 lbs., and a weight on

drivers of 357,500 lbs. The total wheel

base of engine and tender is 80 ft. O'/i ins.

The total wheel l)ase of the engine is 50

boating surface uf 1,4.^0 sci. ft. is thereby

obtained.

-\ll the cylinders have ijiston valves, the

low pressure cylinders having a 12-in.

(loul)le ported valve. The ashpan is ar-

ranged for outside hoppers. On the rear

section of tlie frame the usual splice is

omitted and the whole section cast in one

piece. The tender is arranged suitable

fur the type C Street Stoker and also so

:hat it can be changed, if desired, with the

least possilile alterations to suit pulverized

fuel. Tlie boiler and machinery were de-

signed for a pressure of 220 lbs. This en-

gine was built at what used to be called

the Brooks Locomotive Works at Dun-
kirk. X. ^V Some of the dinunsions. etc.,

are here appended for reference.

Track gauge, 4 ft. Sji- ins.; fuel, bit.

coal; piston. H. P. 25'4 ins.

Flues—Material, cold-drawn seamless

steel; number. 48; diameter, 5'i ins.

Tubes—Thickness, No. 11, W. G. ; flues.

No. 9, wire gauge; length. 20 ft. ins.;

spacing, 13/16 in.

Heating Surface—Tubes and flues, 4,319

sq. ft. ; firebox, 305 sq. ft. ; arch tubes, 54

sq. ft. ; total, 4,678 sq. ft. ; superheater,

1,450 sq. ft.; grate area, 99.2 sq. ft.

Wheels—Driving diam. outside tire, 63

ins.; center diam., 56 ins.; driving mate-

rial, main, cast steel; others, cast steel;

engine truck, diam., 33 ins. ; kind, cast

steel ; trailing truck, diam., 36 ins. : kind,

cast steel; tender truck, diam.. 33 ins.;

kind, cast steel.

.\xles—driv. journal- ni.iin. 10'. x 13

ins.; other. 10' j x 1.5 ;n>. : engine truck,

journals, 6Jj x 12 ins. ; trailing truck jour-

nals, 8 X 14 ins. ; tender journals, 6x11 ins.

ft. 3 ins., the driving wheel base is 32 ft.

4 ins., and the rigid wheel base is 11 ft.

ins. Cylinders 25',/- and 39 x 32 in., 63-in.

driving wheels, and a boiler pressure of

2<K> lbs. give a maximum tractive power.

.. orking compound, of 80,400 lbs. The
compotmding is controlled by the Franklin

Railway Supply Co.'s Simplex system.

The boiler is of the straight top in-

vi.rted slope type. .\t the first course the

barrel measures 90 ins. in diameter outside,

wliilc ill'- outside diameter of the larger

cour.<e is ',>8 ins. The barrel is filled witli

251 tubes, 2', I ins. in diameter, and 48

flues. 5'.: ill-, in di.imetir and 20 ft. long

<ach. \ conil>iistion chamber 39 ins. long

is included. The firebox is 132 ins. long

and lOK^^ ins. wide, having a grate area of

S9.2 sq. ft., a firebox depth at the front of

83 ins. and at the back of 59 ins. The
distance from the top of the grate to the

center of lowest tube is 17^ ins. A total

heating surface of 4.67X sq ft. and a super-

ryUnder— Type, valv( ; diam. L. P. 39

ins. ; stroke, 32 ins.

Tr.Rlive— power, simple; ,-<0.4(10 lbs.

Factor of adhesion, 4.43.

Wheel Base—Driving, 11 ft ins. and

total. 50 ft. 3 ins.; engine and tender, 80

ft. Oy2 in.

Weight— In workinu .ir.ler. 435.000 lbs.;

on drivers, 357,500 lbs.; on trailer, 48,500

lbs. ; on engine truck, 29,0(X) lbs. ; engine

and tender, 611,300 lbs.

lioiUr—Type, straight top ; O. D. first

ring^. 90 ins. : working pressure, 200 lbs.

Firebo.x—Type, wide; length, 132 ins.;

widtli, 108'<i ins.; combustion chamber,

with length, 39 ins. ; thickness of crown,

•;.< in.; tube, ''.. in.; sides. \k in.; back,

~: i in.; water space front, sides, back, 5

ins.; depth (top of grate to center of

lowest tube') 17;'2 ins.; crown staying,

1 1/6 ins.

Tubes— Material, radial hot-rolled seam-

less steel: number, 2r'\ ; diameter, 2'.^ ins.

P.oxes -Driving, main, cast steel; others,

cast steel.

Hrak(! — Driver, .'\nierican ; tender,

Westingliouse ; i)ump. 2-11 ins.; reservoir,

1-1SK> X 96 ins., 2-18.';:. x 132 ins.

Fngine truck, I'.cononiy ; trailing. Cole.

Exhaust— Pipe, single: nozzles, 7",s, 7'4,

7-5'^ ins. ; grate style, rocking.

Piston—Rod diam., 4 ins. ; piston pack-

ing, snap rings.

Smoke Stack— Diameter, IS ins.: top

above rail, 15 ft. 6 ins.; tender frame.

channel.

Tank—Style, water bottom; capacitv-.

9,000 gallons; fuel capacity, 15 tons.

'Valves—Types, 12 ins.; piston travel, H.

P., 61/2 ins. ; steam lap, 1 in. ; L. P. travel,

6 ins. ; steam lap, 1 1/16 ins. ; ex, clearance,

n. P., 14 in.; L. P., 7/16 in.; setting, H. P.

li in.; L. P., 3/16 in.

This engine is a good example of the

powerful machines of this type, which are

now c<instantl\ being built.
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Convertible Cars For Rough Freight
These are the days when there is an

alleged shortage of freight cars, and the

causes of the so-called shortage are be-

ing gradually eliminated. It is quite

probalile when this is thoroughly done,

that it will be found tliat there are cars

enougli, but they have not hitherto been

loaded rather than dumped, and for which

a standard box or gondola with flat, even,

floor is the most suitable.

The objects sought by the use of the

convertible car are briefly: To provide a

flat bottom gondola with removable ends

and swinging sides for the movement of

STOCK C.\R WITH I, i:\KI K, kK..\l)V FOR CONVERSION'.

handled as they might have been. One carlli, ballast and rough freight. To coni-

of the endeavors to reduce this "short- prise in this car a form of construction

age" of cars is the introduction of con- making it readily convertible into a hop-

vertible cars. That is a class of car that per car for ballasting track by discharging

can carry rough freight and quickly the ballast between the rails and spread-

dump it, and on other occasions the same

car can transport livestock and other

forms of merchandise which must be un-

ing it over the ties while the train is in

motion. To maintain such construction

that the cars could be readily converted

nito standard gondolas for revenue traffic,

ore, coal, and other rough freight.

The car already designed has not only

capacity and strength to carry tifty-five

tons of ballast in the hopper between the

trucks, but has also when converted into

tile gondola form, sufficient capacity to

Larry lifty-live tons of coal. The drop

doors in the floor for discharging the load

facilitate very greatly the unloading of

coal, and the door in the bottom of the

hopper for controlling the discharge of

ballast saves all the labor expense of dis-

tributing the ballast. Both of these fea-

tures are combined in one car, making a

car having high efficiency for ballasting

during the summer months, and for coal

liandling, and ore carrying, during the

winter. The newer type of car is meet-

ing with a measure of favor, and is being

purchased by such roads as the Chicago

& .\orthwestern, the Illinois Central and

the Denver & Rio Grande, railroads.

Convertible cars are built either of

wood, composite material, or all-steel

construction, for any gauge of track, and

for any capacity from twenty tons up to

and including fifty-five tons.

STOCK CONVERTIBLE C.\R. .XKRANCED FOR C.\R

RIAGE OF ANIMALS.
130X CAR \"
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IGHT.
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This style of car is only one of the

various kinds of general service cars

which are built by the different manu-

facturers, each of uhom have a varying

the cuts, shows one-half of the car

with doors closed, and flush with the top

of crosstie diaphragms and under co\er

plates, which form a lap, and the otlier

I'. I;. & (). CON I II II,

A

flit'ference in their o«n special design, but

all of which designs follow the same gen-

eral principal of construction and opera-

tion cxcmplilicd in our illustrations.

As to the question of general service.

box or stock cars, the floor invariably is

similar in design, but usually the drop

floor doors are of wood on steel frames,

with angles which support and stiffen the

doors for the various lading and even to

the carrying of machinery and pig iron.

The description as revealed in one of

;iio\vi\r, FLAT rrnciR.

tuo sections, one showing doors e

removed, and the other showing the

tlown in full position, will give a good

idea of how the thing is done.

.\s to the operating of these cars as

dump cars, this is done by the manipula-

tion of the levers, pawls and ratchets in

place at each corner of the car. They are

attached to the locking shaft, which

shaft is turned by the lever in a rolling

motion, outward to close, and inward to

open, the doors always resting on this

lo-king shaft. In this case the levers are

outside the end sills, but it is often de-

sirable to put them inside the end sills,

and sometimes under the fixed floor near

the end sills, in which case lever sockets

are provided. With the general service

car it is possible for one man to dump the

contents in from live to ten minutes.

:&it^:

n:,TiiKKN ] A.ji u WITH m Ml' doors open.

Inspection and Testing of Steam Locomotives and

Tenders
It appearing, tliat the act of March 4,

1913 (Public No. 318, 63d Congress),

amending the act of February 17, 1911,

making said act apply to and include the

entire locomotive and tender and all their

parts, requires, among other things, that

each carrier subject to said act shall file

its rules and instructions for the inspec-

tion of locomotives and tenders and ap-

purtenances thereof with the chief in-

spector within three months after the ap-

proval of the act and after hearing and

approval by the Interstate Comtnerce

Commission, such rules and instructions,

with such modifications as the commis-

sion requires, sliall become obligatory

upon such carrier ; Provided, however.

That if any carrier subject to said act

sliall fail to fde its rules and instructions,

till- cliief inspector shall prepare rules and

instructions not inconsistent therewith, for

the inspection of locomotives and tenders,

to be observed by sucli carrier; which

rules and instructions being api)roved by

the Interstate Commerce Commission, and

a copy thereof being served on the presi-

dent, general manager, or general super-

tendent of such carrier, shall be oliliga-

tory. and a violation thereof punished as

provided in said act.

It furtlur apl'eariim. That a full iuves-

tigati^n has been had and that there has

been a full hearing and consideration by

the commission of evidence, liriefs and

arguments with respect to the rules num-

bered 129 and l.M ni the rules and in-

structions lor inspection and testing of

steam locomotives and tenders, as submit-

ted by the chief inspector and referred to

in the order of the conunission dated Oc-

tober 11, 1915;

It is ordered, That said rules num-

bered 129 and 131 of the order of the com-

mission dated October 11. 1915, providing

rules and instructions for inspection and

testing of steam locomotives and tenders

to be observed by cacli and every com-

mon carrier subject to the act of Con-

gress aforesaid as the niiniiumu require-

ments, shall be as follows:

LIMITS.

129. Lucomotii'cs used in road service.—
Each locomotive nsctl in road service be-

tween sunset and sunrise shall have a

headlight which shall afford sufficient

illumination to enable a person in the

cab of such locomotive who possesses the

usual visual capacity re(|uired of locomo-

tive enginemen, to see in a clear atmos-

phere, a dark object as large as a man of

average size standing erect at a distance

of at least 800 feet ahead, and in front

of such Iieadlight; and such headlight

must be maintained in good condition.

Each locomotive used in road service,

which is regularly required to run back-

ward for any portion of its trip, except

to pick ui> a detached jiortion of its tr.'iin,

or in making terminal movements, shall

have on its rear a Iieadlight whirh shall

meet these several foregoing requirements.

Siuh headlights shall be provided with

a device whereby the light from same

may be diminished in yards and at stations

or when meeting trains.

When two or more locomotives are used

in the same train, the leading locomotive

only will be required to display a head-

light.

131, Locoinutives used in yard service.

—Each locomotive used in yard service

between sunset and sunrise shall have two

lights, one located on the front of the loco-

motive and one on the rear, each of which

shall enable a person in the cab of the

locomotive under the conditions, including

visual capacity, set forth in Rule 129, to sec

a dark object such as there described for

a distance of at least 300 feet ahead and

in front of such headlight; and such he.ul-

lights must be maintained in good condi-

tion.

li is further ordered, That the said

rules numbered 129 and 131 shall apply to

all locomotives constructed after .Inly 1,

1917, and for locomotives constructed

prior to that date the changes required

by the above rules shall be made the first

time locomotives are shopped for general

or heavy repairs after July 1. 1917, and

all locomotives must be so equipi)cd be-

fore July 1, 1920.

By the Commission

:

(Seal.) C.F.oRnE R. McGinty.

Secretary.
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Friction Draw (iear

Effect of Impact on a Standing Car—What Is Capacit\ of Draw Gear—The Differenrt- in

Give Between Wooden and of Steel Cars—Experiments Regarding Centre

Line of Buffing and Pulling—The Rivet Shearing Test

At a recent meeting df the Canadian

Railway Clul). held at Montreal, Que.,

Prof. L. E. Endsley, professor of engin-

eering in the University of Pittsburgh,

Pa., spoke substantially as follows

:

Draw gears have been much discussed

by the railway people for a great many
years, and there are many phases of this

subject. The attempt will be made here

to give a few points in regard to this

matter. There arc three things that

draw gears may do in the handling of

railway cars. These may be divided in

general as follows: 1. Produce slack in

starting trains. 2. Control slack in the

movement of trains. 3. Reduce the im-

pact force in the switching of cars. In all

of these the princii)le involved is the

same, namely, producing the same speeil

in two cars that may he coming togetlier

or going apart because of differences of

speed. The draw gear to be effective in

doing this, must have a capacity that is

relative to the difference in speed. A
difference in speed of, say, one mile an

hour, a draw gear of small capacity will

suffice, but if the difference in speed is

4 miles an hour, it will take a much larger

draw gear, namely, si.xteen times as large

to prevent a .shock, for the energy of a

moving body is proportional to the square

of its velocity.

Draw gear capacity is the number of

footpounds of work required to just c1o.«e

the gear. That is, it can be represented

by an area, as shown in Fig. 1. The
lower line of this area in Fig. I represents

the travel of the draw gear and the

upper distance represents the force on the

coupler until the gear closes and the horn

strikes. This is the force on the draw

gear. Now, if we assume a gear with a

travel of 2 ins., or from .\ to C in this

figure, a final pressure of 150,000 lbs.,

or from C to B, and that the pressure

necessary to close the gear under dis-

cussion was directly proportional to the

movement, the line of action of the gear

would be a straight line and would be

represented by AB. The capacity of the

gear then would be represented by area

ABC. Now. it will he appreciated that

if we wish to increase the capacity with-

out increasing the slope of the line .VB.

we must increase the travel, and if we
should increase the travel to double that

shown in the shade.! area, we would have

4 times as much capacity as we ha<i be-

fore. That is, if AC equal half of AF. the

area ABC is one-fourth of AEF. While if

we wish to increase the capacity of the

gear and not the travel, we will have to in-

crease the slope of line .^B to AD, in

order to keep this pressure 300,000 lbs.

or below, and will only get an area rep-

resented by ADC, which is only twice

that of ABC. The slope of line AD is

much greater than line AB, and should

we want to get 4 times as much area as

we had in ABC and still have the same
travel, we will have to increase the pres-

sure to 600,000 lbs., and then the area of

AGC will be 4 times ABC, or area AGC
will equal AEF, and the capacity of these

two gears will be the same. The 2-in

travel gear will have twice the final force

tliat the one with the 4-in. travel will

have. This final force is what a great

many people have called the capacity of

a draw gear. The comparison shown in

Fig. 1 is ideal. I think it would be almost

QZ
O
0-
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started to close the gear and the travel of

the gear was 3 ins., tlic total capacity of

the gear would lie represented by 18 ins.

Personally, I think that we shouUl take

care of 4 miles an hour switching speed

in the draw gear design. It we should

do this, that is, if tlic draw gear would

just close under a speed of 4 miles an

hour and never close under a speed of

less than that, it is certain that the coupler

or any part of the car would never 1)e

damaged in an impact hctween two cars

at a speed of 4 miles an hour. There is

not a coupler on the market but that will

stand a greater impact force than the

force necessary to close any draw gear

o:i the market today. I have given some

heights of drop that a 9,000-lb. hammer

should fall before it shears olT one or both

lugs with nine rivets 19/32 ins. in diam-

eter. This method of testing draw t;c.ai>

was first used, I think, in September, 1908,

by the Westinghouse Airbrake Comp;ui.\.

but there 9/16-in. rivets were used. To

my mind, this is the best method of de-

termining the capacity of a draw gear.

In this method of testing, the gear is

mounted on two lugs that are riveted to

two short pieces of channels and held

upright between posts. Each lug has

nine rivets, each 19/32 ins. in diameter.

each lug carries half of the load, and the

test is made by dropping the 9,(XI0-lb.

hammer frnm 1 in.. 2 ins., 3 ins. and so

on. uiuil one lug is sheared off. This

shearing of these rivets occurs at a pres-

sure of about 275,000 lbs., for that is the

average that I obtained on several sets

of lugs.

hammer falls 20 ins. and rebounds say

10 ins., it is evident that the absorption

has been half the capacity. This feature

of the draw gear comes into play in the

controlling of the slack of a long train

in going up and down grades and in the

starting and stopping of trains. We can

not e.xpcct a draw gear to last the life of

the car any more than we can expect a

brake-shoe to last the life of the car.

They both are put on a car for a some-

what similar purpose, namely, to stop the

Ni,. I.

Cowra

Spctd

Fir,. .\ DEFCJKMAImx iiF SILLS OX
CI-.XTRE I.IXF. iiF DKAFT.

car, and if we e.xpect to get any value

from our brake sh.'es, we must expect

wear.

A tiling which may be of interest is the

results of some tests which I have just

made in regard to the center line of draft.

Some time ago the committee on car

construction made some recommendations

with regard to the center hue of draft.

a cor, total -.fcighl l.;il.llO<J l-nunds.
.Vpproxiniate

luiKlit

Capacity of of drop of

miles Appr.j.\iniate gear in foot- 9,000 hammer
per eneruv in pounds to to shear nnie

hour. footliounds. just close. 19/.i2 nvetv

1 5.000 1,250 4.7 iiulies

2 20.000 5,000 9.7 inches

3 45,000 11,250 18.0 inches

4 80.000 30.000 2S.7 inches

5 125 000 3L250 44.7 inches

180.000 45,000 (,.).() inclHs

When the 9,000-11). hammer drojis ver-

tically on a draw gear that is supported

on these tw" lugs that rest <<\\ a solid

base with these same rivets in tlie lugs,

they will not shear otT until an approsi-

mate |iressure of 27.=;.000 lbs. is reached.

an<l in a good many tests with the same

draw gear an<l <lilTerent sets of lugs, the

variation i^ never more than 1 in.

In the paper. I have talked about drau

gear c.ipacity but have not mentioned tlir

ab>orbini; capacity. 1 wish to distinguish

between these two. I defined draw gear

capacitv a> tin- footpounds of work lucis-

sary to clo^r the gear. The absorliing

capacny i^ tliat which is not given back

when the draw gear is released after 1r--

in? cl.. = ed. This feature of a draw gear

can be \ery easily obtained from the dn^p

of the 9.'K)0-lb. hammer by putting a re-

cording pencil on tlie hammer and causing

it to mark on a revolving drum. If the

nels with tlie center line of draft 6^ ins.

from the edge, were made, one set of

which did not have any tie plate. The

results obtained are given in Table No.

II It is evident from this table that the

center line, the center of the channel of

7|,j ins. from the edge and this distance

from the edge decreased by 1J4 '"s. until

lYi ins. was obtained. Two sets of chan-

nels with the center line of draft, 6J4 ins.

from the edge, were made, one set of

which did not have any tie plate. The

results obtained are given in Table No.

II It is evident from this table that the

center line of draft should be for maxi-

nunii strengtli within 2 ins. of the center

line of the sills, and that the tie plates are

o! great value in strengthening the sills.

By looking at Fig. 2 it will be seen that

\vl,c-ii the line of draft is on the center,

l.oih uiipcr and lower flanges are bending,

while with the line of draft 3% ins. from

the edge, as shown in Fig. 3, nearly all of

the bending is at a place in the edge of

I be- cliannel closest to the line of draft.

Ibis is nothing extraordinary, for if you

eccentrically load any two pieces of steel,

the one close to the load is going to take

most of the work and the ultimate

strength of the system is reduced.

Maxim'uni pressure obtained in impact

test iiiaile on 15-in.. 40-lh. channel with

15,IKI()-lb. i>enduluni baninicr with differ-

ent center line of draft :

Table No. II.

Maximum
Distance pressure olitained

from ((We before the

nul channel failed.

us. I.IS.S.OOO lbs.

1,125,000 "

960,000 "

723,000 "

662,000 "

without tie plate 744,000 "

I b

liFI-<

1 IM-.

sTLLS. ( KX-
ixriiES

r.i-.i I 'W-

Tl'.esc recommendalii when applied to

most cars fixed the center line of draft

within 2 or 3 ins. of tlie center of the sill.

In order to get some information on this ... ^

subject six sets of channels were made gear when we design it under 4 or more

up. Figs. 2 and 3. The channels were inch travel

attempted to bring to your minds

tw three very importan things in the

selection of draw gears and the design of

freight cars. One of the most important

things is. we will have to increase the

travel of the draw gear above that which

was thought sufficient some years ago.

Some years ago it was felt that 2 or 2'4

ins. was as much travel as sliould be. But

I am ready today to say that we should

have at least 4 ins. of travel, or possibly

more, in any draw gear. It is evident

from the first of my paper that this ai"-

rangement is going to allow us to materi-

ally increase the capacity of the draw

•ach l.s ins. high ami weighed 40 lbs. per

foot. The center line of draft of one set

was placed on the center of the channel

of 7'L> ins. from the edge and this distance

from the edge decreased by I'.t ins. until

2' '. ins. was obtained. Two sets of ch.an-

\nother thing that is of importance to

railway men is. how are they .going to

know what capacity of draw gear they are

getting. I am confident that the best

method for them to use is the rivet-shear-

ing test, as already described. Whether
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it l)e nine rivets 9/16. ten rivets of

9/16, or any other number of rivets does

not enter into the subject. What they

should have is a set of lugs that will

shear just above the force which is neces-

sary to close the gear under test. 1 can

conceive how a gear can be designed for

a final pressure of 350,000 lbs., then a test

of rivets shearing off at 275,000 lbs. would

not be fair. But in any design of a lug,

the lug should be made much stronger

than the rivets in order that the lugs will

not bend down and the gear show a false

capacity. I can see how a lug may be built

and give false capacity of draw gear, but

the lugs should be designed stronger than

the rivets.

One thing that is important in the de-

sign of a freight car is that the under-

frame of the car should be made stronger

than the coupler. In the past it has been

the coupler that has been saving the car

after the draw gear went solid. You men

who repair cars appreciate the large num-

ber of couplers that fail. If we move the

center line of draft out from the center of

the sills or leave off the tie plate, then the

pressure of only 662.000 lbs. destroys the

sills with the center line of draft 2^2 ins.

from the edge of channel. The new coup-

ler will stand this and more in compres-

sion, which means that it will not be the

coupler but the underframe, and if the

underframe it will cost considerably more

to replace than the coupler. I assume

that everybody here knows that a friction

draw gear is superior to a spring gear,

but I do not believe that all of you know

how much this difference is. The highest

capacity spring gear in use, made of two

M. C. B. Class G springs, will fully pro-

tect the 100,000-11). car and lading at a

switching speed of a little less than two

miles an hour.

There are friction draw gears in gen-

eral use on thousands of cars that will

protect the same car and the lading at 4.5

miles an hour. Also, there are many

gears on the market that will fall between

these two extremes, and each of these

gears has a definite speed at which it will

protect the car. But if you .should at-

tempt to switch the cars at 4 miles an

hour while equipped with a spring form

of draw gear that only protects the car

at less than 2 miles an hour, the coupler,

underframe and load are bound to suffer.

Either the coupler or the underframe will

fail if this speed of switching is kept up.

While, should this same car be equipped

with the highest capacity gear, it could be

switched at 4 miles an hour without any

damage to un<lerframe or coupler.

Unless we put a draw gear of sufficient

capacity to keep it from going solid, the

force is going to the strength of the weak-

est part. If this is the coupler it will be

from 400,000 to 700.000 lbs. on most coup-

lers in service, or if the car be equipped

with the new M. C. B. coupler type D.

this force will be from 6(X),(I(K) to 1,000,000

lbs. If it be the underframe that is weak-

est, and this may occur if the dcsigii is

not correct, this pressure will be a little

less than that given above lor the strength

of the coupler. But in any case, this force

may be 600,000 lbs. Now, if the impact

force and shock is 600,000 lbs. and the

weight of the car 150,000 lbs., the end

pressure per pound of car weight and

load will be 4 lbs. per pound of weight, or

will be equivalent to standing a car on

end that has 4 times as much load in it as

the car in question contained. This is

what has been knocking out ends of cars,

damaging roofs, side walls, and racking

the car in general because of insufficient

draw gear protection. Now, if the travel

and capacity of the draw' gear is enough

to keep this end force down to 300.000

llis.. the force per pound of weight on the

car and load will only be 2 lbs., which

would result in practically no damage to

the car.

I wish to say that more care must be

given the draw gear in the manner of in-

.ipection and repairs in order that it may
do the work which it was put on for, and

which it will do if kept in repair. It may
mean new gears or parts of gears, and

there will be some expense attached to

this inspection and upkeep, but the saving

in repairs to other parts of the car is

bound to more than make up for this

expense.

Saving Freight Cars.

There has for a long time been an an-

nual cry of ear shortage, and most people

have construed this to mean that there

was not enough cars in the country to

handle the traffic offered. The German

war has shown us that this alleged car

shortage was more imaginary than real.

Good loaf'ing has greatly increased the

number of available cars.

On 77 of the principal railroads of the

United States, a saving of 114.109 cars

was effected in one month of this year

solely by increasing the average loading

of "less than carload" freight. The re-

ports on which these figures are based, the

latest that have been compiled, cover the

month of July of 1917. and also July.

1916. They show that the average load-

ing for that class of freight during July

of that year was 13.927 lbs., as compared

with an average of 11,619 lbs. during the

same month the previous year. The '1

railroads from which reports have been

received were able to move the total vol-

ume of less than carload freight last July

in 579,180 cars. Had the average loading

lor each car been at the same rate as dur-

ing July. 1916. the railroads would have

been compelled to use 693.2S9 cars.

In addition to increasing transportation

efficiency through this form of intensive

loading, the railroads are also waging a

vigorous campaign to reduce the number
of cars and locomotives under repair in

their own shops.

The July, 1917, reports show the aver-

age number of freight locomotives in the

shop or awaiting repairs was 4,122 against

4,460 in the same month the previous year,

a decrease of 7.6 per cent, hreight cars

under repair in July numbered 135,831,

which was 8,647 less than in July, 1916,

a decrease of 6 per cent.

Reports to the American Railway As-

sociation from all the railroads of the

country show that on November the first

of last year the excess of unfilled car

orders amounted to 140,012 cars, an in-

crease of 25,104 cars over the same day

in 1916. Of this number, 97.000 cars

are called for in other parts of the

country than the congested region east of

Chicago and North of the Potomac River

where the abnormal war business ii

heaviest. Many of these orders for cars

could be filled if the cars now delayed in

the congested regions could be released.

The Railroads' War Board is now ap-

plying remedies in the endeavor to ac-

complish this much needed work of re-

form, brought to our very doors by the

German war now raging.

Influence of Environment.

Very few of us understand how great an

influence "oiir environment" and all that

the word implies, plays in our lives. The
general idea of men who are too busy or

too careless to bestow much thought upon

the matter is. that from the time they

reached man's estate they have molded

their own lives ; that they have adopted

such and such a business, have chosen

from all the world the woman who is to

be their lifelong companion, have selected

their particular friends, and, in short,

have ordered their whole career, and this

is the reason we so often hear of "self-

made men." It is rather remarkable that

it is only when a man rises from obscurity

to some high position, or from poverty to

aflluence. that he likes to employ the term,

or to hear it coupled with his name. Let

his course have been in the contrary di-

rection, and be at once disclaims having

had any hand in the matter : then his own

will was iiotbing ; beredilary. evil influ-

ences, bad luck, everything was against

him ; but even a> he speaks, he is only

half convinced of the truth of his excuses.

His conscience, if he has one still, whis-

pers to him that he might have done bet-

ter if he had tried earnestly.

But while courage and energy and

perseverence arc undoubtedly large fac-

tors in a man's success, they do not as-

sure it. Many a man possesses all these,

and yet his career proves a failure, be-

cause his environment has been such as

to neutrali7e them and defeat all his ef-

forts to get on in life.
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Locomoti\e Headlights
Peculiarities of the Parabolic Curve Made Use Of—The Electric Headlight—How Case

and Reflector Serve Their Purpose—^Mathematics and Practical Ideas Are Involved

A locomotive hcadliyht is a very neces-

sary tiling on an engine running on a mod-
ern crowded railroad, yet few who are

guided or warned by its light ever con-

sider the study and the knowledge of

higlier mathematics which are involved in

the design of a good headlight. Take for

-.xample the case and the reflector made by

a good reliable firm such as the Glazier

Manufacturing C«j.. of Rochester, N. V.,

and tliink what its |)roduction involves,

when lit by the glow of an incandescent

bulb, with electrical power behind it, how
close to what we arc apt to call perfection.

it is.

Tile case is well made of sheet steel en-

ameled wliite inside. It lias no smoke
vent, for with the electric lamp it does

not need one, but there is an ample venti-

lator on top, which stands in place of the

small smoke vent of the oil lamp, and witli

its air ingress openings below, and its

ventilator top, provides for the free circu-

lation of cool air through the case, all the

time, and this is a satisfactory condition.

The .uround glass plates lor the train num-
ber, at each side of the case, are lit up

briglitly Ijy a small incandescent bulb of

any candle-power the purchaser chooses to

use, and the white enamel in the case helps

the diffused li.ght inside the case to illum-

inate the number plates. Any railway

using electrical car lighting, may be able

to use up old bulbs grown too dark for,

pa^^enger car illumination, by applying

tlicni in the inside of its headlights to

illuminate the case and tlius efhciently

do a necessary piece of work at low cost.

The actual reflector, made very accu-

rately and carefully of spun copper, is not

cut in order to illuminate the number
plates. The reflector has only one small

hole on the axis at the back and tliat is

just the size of the screw-neck of an

ordinary electric bulb. Back of the re-

flector is the socket for the bulb held in

place by an adjustable stand, with grip-

nut >. so that the filament of the bulli may
be approximately placed in the focus of

the reflector, and when so placed and
clamped by the gripnuts, the essential

position of the bulb is maintained, with-

out the least tendency for the holder to

work loose or shift, and this is a condi-

tion which is one tliat recpiires to be nio^l

rigidly adhered to. or the headlight loses

its maximum efllciency at once.

There is now on the market a form of

coiiceiitraled I)iill>. where the fiilament is

wound in a close s|>iral, which brings tlie

light clr.se to tile focus.

•Vot only is tlie unbroken reflector ni.Mdc

of substantial copper plate, but the inside

surface is silvered he.ivilv. and in no case

is the silver replaced or altered to nickel.

Actual copper and silver are the two sub-

stances used.

When we referred to the accurate spin-

ning of tile copi)er. we mean what we
say, for tlie standard of accuracy is not

set by man, nor determined by. financial

considerations. It is the cold, clear-cut re-

quirements of the science of mathematics

which must be satisfied to the last turn, or

tlie product is inferior.

'I'lie niatliematical cur\e to which the

reflector must exactly conform is one of

a most interesting family of curves called

the "conic sections." The study of these

curves is not new, they are traced out in

cutting a right circular cone and each has

distinguishing characteristics which form

for each its own peculiar properties. The
lirst is the circle, made by cutting a cone

across at right angles to its vertical axis

or in other words to saw it straight across

parallel to its horizontal base. The curve

so cut out is a circle. If this sawin.g

across was not exactly parallel to the base

of the cone, an elipse would result. If

tlu' cone were sawed through on a plane

liarallel to one of its sloping edges, a

parabola would be produced, and that is the

curve we are interested in. when coiisid-

erin.g the locomotive reflector. If, how-

c\er. the plane cutting the cone be paral-

lel to the axis of tlie cone or perpendicular

to the base, we would have an hyperbola.

These four curves are of one family, and

shade imperceptibly into one another as

the cuttin.g plane moves from the position

of parallel to the horizontal base to the

position of vertical, or at right angles to

the base of the cone.

When we come to treat these sections

of the cone as mathematical curves, we
discover certain distinguishing character-

istics or properties, all different, which

each particular curve possesses. .Among

others, the one which makes the parabola

of )iarticular interest to us as the best

form for a Iocomoti\e headliiiht reflector

is that when a light is set in the focus of

this curve, all tlie rays of light which do

not pass out of the aperture in the front,

are caught on the smooth, silver surface of

the parabolic reflector, and pass out of

the aperture as a beam of light parallel to

the axis of the reflector. We have, there-

fore, the small quantity of divergent di-

rect light from tlie source of illumination,

and the greater bulk of reflecte<i li.ght. each

lay of which passes out parallel to the

axis of the reflector and parallel to each

oilier. Now why this is so. is the proper-

ty peculiar to the parabola. None of the

other conic section curves .irive it. and a

sm.all deviation from this exact form viti-

ates the result. It is therefore easy to

see why the correct manufacture of the

reflector is a matter of importance. The
complying with conditions is not simply

in order to satisfy some man. It is the

essential, or the correct reflection will not

take place. You cannot talk a wrongly

made reflector into giving good results

and you can't bribe a mathematical

curve nor frighten it into going against

its nature.

The parabola has lieen defined by mathe-

maticians as a curve which is equally dis-

tant from a fi.xed point called tlie focus,

and from a fi.xed line called the directri.x.

The theorem drawn from this is that the

normal, or the line drawn at right angles

to the tangent at any point, bisects the

angle enclosed between two lines, one of

which is that parallel to the a.xis, and

the other is that from the focus to the

point on the curve. This really amounts

to saying that at any point, taken where

j-ou may choose on the curve, the tangent

to the curve at the casually selected point

is infinitely sliort ; and the equal cutting

of the angle by the normal, shows that the

angle is such as to deflect the incident

ray of light from the focus, and project

it along the line parallel to the axis of the

reflector. The bi-section of the angle by

the normal, makes the angle of incidence

equal to the angle of reflection which is

in accordance with one of the primary

laws of optics.

This infinitely short array of tangents,

as we are conceiving them in the mind,

may be considered as coming together so

closely as to form, not so much a close

series of definite tangents each with a

minute angle between, but really so near

each other are they, that though they

perform the function of light reflection,

they yet blend or shade into each other

so intimately, and so imiierceptibly. as to

form one continuous curve, and this

curved line is without a break or an angle,

and is in fact, the parabola with its many
wonderful properties. In this fact lies the

reason why the paraliola is able to throw

all its reflected light out of the aperture,

as a parallel beam of white light.

The parabola is a plain curve, and can

be laid out on a drawing board in an offlce.

In ordir to produce the actual reflector

for a lieadlight. the parabola must be re-

volved about its axis, and the c.ivernous,

deep, silvered reflector is then correctly

spoken of as a paraboloid of revolution.

The practical proof of this is to take a

locomotive with lamp lit and move it up

close to the roundhouse door and on the

door will be seen two concentric circular

areas of light. The larger and fainter of
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the two will be the direct light, just as if

a candle of high power was placed so that

the light passed through an aperture in a

divergent beam from the head lamp. The

smaller area of brighter light is only

slightly larger than the ring of the aperture

and it is the reflected light. By placing the

engine as described, any one interested

will have the apparent "mystery" of tlie

parabolic reflector explained at a glance.

We referred just now to the lirightcr

area of reflected light being slightly larger

than the ring of the aperture. So it is.

and this is because of the physical im-

possibility of bringing down the source of

light to a mathematical point. Tlicre

must be a compromise somewhere, be-

cause we cannot have an intense source of

briglit, white light, the size of a pin's head.

Theoretically that is what we want for

absolute perfection, but so far, it has not

been available. It may be that in the

future some supply firm, or other agency,

will bring out an electrical bulb in which

the filament may be run out on two

"wires" and then coiled or zi.gza.gged so

as to put the mass of the illuminant close

together in about the size of a thimlilc.

and so get closer into the focus than at

present. Up to the present time, such a

bulb has not been developed. Now it is

necessary to compromise, and this neces-

sity is the cause of the slightly divergent

reflected beam of light. Incandescent bulbs

are what they are for good and sufficient

reasons. The reflector is what it is owing

to the conditions it has to meet. If a

compromise has to lie made—and here it

must be made. It is better to deviate

;

slightly though it be ; from the theoretical

focal position of the light, than to sacri-

I. CIRCLE. 2. ELIPSE.

fice what we call perfection, where we can

attain to it. We attain practical perfection

in the manufacture of the reflector by

making it of readily spun copper, and coat-

ing it with a heavy, smooth layer of what

is, perhaps, the best reflecting substance

known, that is silver. Such then is the

Glazier headlight, reflector, case, Inilb or

oil light and the mathematical beauties of

this wonderful curve is what it all is de-

pendent on.

In our illustration, Fig. 5, which is a

meridian section of a parabola, the line

F P, drawn from the focus F, to any point

P, on the curve, is always equal to the

line P D, drawn from the point P, on the

curve to the directrix. Tlie tangent T A,

at the point P, with its normal P N, bisects

the angle F P R, and the angle F P N is

the angle of incidence, and the angle

N P R is the angle of reflection. At P
(anywhere on the curve) the point P is,

as it were, an infinitely short tangent; but

instead of the parabola being a series of

short separate tangents, they merge into

I'AKA1!0I-A. 4. IIYI'KUIUJLA.

a curved line willi tlie various properties

we liave described, and these peculiarities

and properties and mathematical laws,

give to the parabola, when properly

drawn, its unicjue value for a headlight

reflector.

We do not have to offer apologies for

touching on the mathematical character-

istics of the curve, though we have re-

Iraiiu'd from introducing formulas or

arithmetical calculations. If the work-

men who make the reflectors do not

know these facts, someone else does

know them, or the original pattern could

not have been made. The fact that it has

been made, and is strictly adhered to,

speaks well for the manufacturers, and

the fact that they have put durability be-

fore cheapness is one of the favorable

characteristics by which they are known,

riicir idea is good quality and a good,

^crviccable headlight which will stand the

rough usage of railway life and will last

a long time. This makes economy stand

out prominently.

One need not discant on the other and

singular properties of this family of conic

curves. It may be mentioned as a matter

of interest, if nothing more, however, tliat

one of the derivatives of our conic section

curves is extremely useful to man. If the

focal point of each of these curves be

taken as an axle, and the curve rolled

along a flat level surface, the axle so made
would trace out a line on an upright wall,

which would be exceedingly interesting.

The focus of a circle is the centre, and an

axle through that point, with circle rolled

along as a wheel, the end of the axle

would scrape or scratch a straight line on

the neighboring upright wall. If an

elipse was so treated the line scratched on

the wall would be a curve called by mathe-

maticians, an unduloid. The hyperbola

would give a nodoid, and our headlight

parabola would trace out a catenoid. This

new derived family of curves are called

the roulettes of the conic sections. Among
these the catenary curve is the one de-

rived from the parabola and is the one

as its Latin name implies, that a chain

or rope assumes, when of equal diameter

throughout, and hanging freely suspended

from each end.

This is the curve used for the cables of

a suspension bridge. They assume this

form naturally when free or equally

loaded on its entire length like the Brook-

lyn, N. Y., bridge. It is in frequent use

in engineering works and its wonderful

relation to the first of the open curves of

tlie conic sections makes it unique. Some
of the comets which have visited our solar

system and which will never return, have

been proved by astronomers to have trav-

eled to us, in their mysterious flight, on

parabolic curves. The path of a heavy

projectile hurled from a powerful gun, is

a paraliola. modified by friction through

the air; and the course of a baseball

deftly thrown from the arm of an expert

"twirler," follows the gentle modified

curve of the parabolic arc, like the death-

dealing shell from the gun.

Safety First.

"Safely h'irsl" is the foremost thought

of an efficient workman. His skill, knowl-

edge and experience must be exercised at
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Adjusting the Guides and Crossheads
If il is easier lo keep well than make

well, it is also easier to construct well

than to patch up afterward. These two-

eclRed remarks apply particularly to the

I)roper adjustment of guides and cross-

heads on the locomotive. It goes with-

out saying that they should not only be

set perfectly true with the center of the

cylinder, but it is equally important that

as near an approach as possible to ac-

curacy should be maintained during the

time that the locomotive is in service.

The action of the main crank on loco-

motives that arc generally run in one

direction only is Id create an unequal

amount of wear on tlie guides and cross-

lieads, and apart from the inevitable rapid

increase of lost motion tliere arises a dis-

tortion in the alignment that cannot be

rectified by a mere hapliazard removal or

introduction of thin liners between the

guides and guide blocks.

The perfectly parallel adjustment of the

bearings of the crosshead to the direct

path of the piston is usually provided fur

by attaching the piston to the crossliead

and having the crosshead bearings plamil

in perfect alignment with the piston rod.

This insures a full bearing of the entire

surface of the crosshead bearings— tli.it is

if the guides are properly adjusted. On

the other hand, if the crosshead bearings

are not in the same plane with the piston

rod. no amount of tinkering with guide

blocks or liners can remedy the defect.

.Assuming that the piston rod and cross-

head bearings are straight and that the

piston has been removed from the cross-

head, the operation of lining the guides

in place may be proceeded with by first

be of the alligator variety, adapted to run

on two-bar guides, the distance from the

bottom bearing of the crosshead to the

center punch mark may be obtained by

extending a parallel strip, or straight edge,

along tlie bearing and carefully measur-

ing the distance at a right angle from

the straight edge to the center mark. It

should not be assumed that the figures

shown on some drawing of that particular

class of engine are always exactly dupli-

cated in the work, even admitting that the

ALr.ir,.\TOR CROSSHEAD.

work may have passed through the hands

(]f the most skilled mechanics. Perfection

in mechanism, as in art, eludes and ever

will elude the seeker after the ideal. Hence

the necessity for repeating our measure-

ments as we proceed from point to point.

Some mechanics use a guide gauge, con-

sisting of an adjustable needle slidably

engaged on a graduated scale, the lower

end of which may be held on the straight

edge while the needle is adjusted to the

center mark. Having obtained the exact

OXE PIECE AI.I.TCATOR CROSSHEAD.

ascertaining the exact center of the hole

in the crosshead into which the piston rod

has been fitted. This may be readily done

by fitting a piece of wood into the hole

and attaching a piece of tin or copper to

the wood and wiih a pair of calipers mark

the exact center, when found, with a fine

center punch. Supposing the crosshead to

di^lance, a fine line or wire should be

stretched through the cylinder and fas-

tened at some movable point beyond the

guides. This line should be set by the

rounterbore in the cylinder. If tlie coim-

terbore in tlie back of the cylinder can-

not be conveniently reached and the line

clearly seen, the line may be adjusted by

the stufling box. In any event it should

be borne in mind that on the careful and

exact adjustment of this line along the

center of the cylinder the complete suc-

cess of the operation entirely depends.

The lower guide bar may now be

clamped in place, and the guide gauge or

scale will readily show its location in re-

lation to the center line. While adjust-

ing the guide bar longitudinally to its true

position by liners or otherwise, it should

be noted that it is perfectly level cross-

wise. A straight edge laid across the

frames will furnish a suitable basis for

levelling. It need hardly be said that it

would be poor practice to set the guide

bar exactly level while the frames might

be showing some variation. The guide

bar should correspond transversely, and,

except in the case of inclined cylinders,

longitudinally with the frames.

It will be borne in mind that in adjust-

ing the bearings of guides and crosshead.

almost all kinds of crossheads are fur-

nished with gibs. These form a part of

the complete crosshead and should be se-

curely clamped in place while taking the

measurement to or from the center, and

with guide blocks already in place it may

be found advantageous to place a liner

of tin or other metal between the gib and

body of the crosshead. In some railway

repair shops a standard size of crosshead

gib is maintained, the aim being to en-

tirely obviate the use of liners, the gibs

being replaced with the standard size when

a certain amount of lost motion has man-

ifested itself. This, of course, is a matter

of detail generally left to the individual

judgment of the superintendent.

When the bottom guide is securely

placed, the upper guide should be placed

in position and also tried with the gaupe

or scale, noting that it should be parallel

with the bottom guide, which, after be-

ing properly adjusted, becomes the basis

of the oper.ition. When both .guide? are

attached it will be readily noted by tin-

use of the straight edge and scale whether

the upper guide is centrally located "tide-

ways as well as parallel with the central

line. The crosshead may be calipcred with

gibs attached and the gibs so adjusted

that the uibs may not require any liners.

The cro.Ouad mav then be placed in the

guides, and the cibs put in po-^ltion rind

the outer plates attached, care lieing l:d<en

to note that the crosshead moves easily

the entire length of the guides. Varia-

tions that may occur in the location of the

holes in the guide blocks may be readily

rosebitted. and new bolts fitted, care being

taken that the clamps holdiivjf the guide

and guide blocks to.gether are properly se-

cured against the contingency of moving.

Tn the older types of locomotives where

four bar guides are in use. the same

methods may be employed, the bottom
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guides being set parallel, longitudinally

and crosswise with the center hue, an al-

lowance of l-32d of an inch being added to

the distance between tlie bars, to allow for

lateral motion in order to avoid excessive

friction in the movement of the crosshead.

When the bottom guides are properly

placed the line may be dispensed with and
the crosshead placed in position and the

top guides adjusted to suit the crosshead.

While the tine adjustment of the four bars

is a more intricate task tlian setting the

two-bar guides, they are more easily

moved, in the event of tightening at some
part of the crosshead's movement. A
piece of paper inserted at a certain edge

of the guide block will have the effect of

slightly relieving the tight point.

A peculiarity in the refitting of guides

and crossheads which will be noticed by

the observing mechanic is tliat in stretch-

ing a line a considerable distance beyond
the guides and measuring the distance

that the line may be away from the frame,

it will rarely be found that the line is ex-

actly parallel with the frame. It will also

be found that the lines passing through

the two cylinders are rarely exactly par-

allel to each other. Original organic de-

fects there may be, arising; from the plan-

ing of the saddle and cylinder faces. iVIod-

ern machine shop tools by their sheer

weight and massivcness of construction

turn out better work than the older and
lighter machines. As is well known, cut-

ting tools penetrate metals deeper at the

beginning of the cut than at the end. The
variation may be very slight, but when
a number of planed surfaces are bolted to-

gether the variation becomes more appar-

ent. In this connection it may be added
that what is known as a slight shrink-

age of the metallic molecules that are ex-

posed to varied climatic conditions such

as that which the front end of a loco-

motive experiences, whereas the back end

of the cylinders and related parts may
be said to be less exposed. Whatever of

fact or fancy there may be in this tlieor-

izing, certain it is that the lines passing

through the cylinders at different periods

of the working life of a locomotive will be

found to vary slightly and always in an

outward direction. In cases where the

hole in the guide block is found to be out

of line with the hole in the guide, it is

sometimes better practice to plug the hole

through which the guide block is attached

to the guide yoke, and proceed to drill a

new hole rather than apply the rosebit, the

fact that the guides frequently are hardened
their entire length, thereby rendering the

operation of rosebitting impracticable, un-

less a softening process be applied to the

end of the guide.

In the case of guides that are set above
the center of the cylinder, it will readily

suggest itself to the intelligent mechanic
that the upper guide must first be placed

in position and precisely adjusted by the

center line to suit the distance from the

crosshead center, the lower guide follow-

ing by calipering and levelling as already

described. In the case of the single bar

guide, the crosshead and guide may be
placed in position together and the line

passing through the cylinder and through
the hole in the crosshead, the crosshead

being readily moved from end to end of

the guide as required, and the guide ad-

justed to suit the requirements of the sit-

SINGLE GUIDE CROSSHEAD.

nation, as shown by the line in the hole

in the crosshead.

A clever device has been used in some
of the leading railroad shops in regard to

babbitting crossheads. The single bar

guide and crosshead being set in their

proper positions, apart from each other,

the cap and sides of the crosshead form-

ing an enclosed vacant space, which is

fdled with the molten metal, which, when
cooled, forms a perfect bearing with just

sufficient clearance to make a fine running

bearing, requiring no other adjustment

until sufficiently worn to necessitate an-

there is much more that could be said

upon the subject Manly clever mechan-
ics have tools of their own devising, de-

signed to facilitate the work and obtain
that degree of accuracy essential to the

importance of the work. As shown in the

accompanying illustrations, the bearing

surfaces of crossheads and guides arc
made of such a shape and secured in such

a way that the repairing or taking up of

the wear usually means dismantling the

crosshead or disturbing the guides. The
latter is a prolific cause of resultant pis-

ton packing troubles, arising from the fact

that the guides are not always set up true

to the cylinders. In the case of being out

of line, the guides cause the crosshead

and piston to run out of line also, and
therefore the packing does not have a fair

chance to perform its special duty. When
the crosshead is dismantled there are the

usual number of fitted bolts to be loos-

ened ; with the customary result that one
or more of them is damaged to such an
extent that it cannot be used again. Often

most of them will not have the proper

draw when tried again, and the result is a

full or nearly full set of new bolts to be

made. With the numerous examples of

substantial crossheads used in stationary

practice that have ready and practical

means for taking up the crosshead wear.

it would seem as though our locomotive

practice should develop a scheme for an

easy adjustment for the inevitable wear.

Some devices now being experimented

.\LLIGATOR CROSSHEAD GUIDES AND CAFT .<;tEEL GUIDE YOKE.

other application of a fresh supply of the

molten compoimd. The oilway is pro-

vided for by a small rod extending through

the cap of the crosshead, which is easily

withdrawn when the metal has sufficiently

hardened.

In conclusion it may be noted that while

we have endeavored to be exact, as far as

our space permits in describing what may

be called some of the common practices

in adjusting the guides and crossheads,

upon are full of promise, and a general

adoption of some such scheme would

save much roundhouse labor, besides over-

coming many difficulties arising from the

annoying leaks so frequent in piston pack-

ing.

To these ccneral remarks we may add

that we expect to be able to take up the

subject again at an early date and present

further means and methods used in ad-

justing the guides and crossheads.
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Heavy Locomotives for the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Railway Company

The Santa Fc System is now receiving,

from The Hakiwin Locomotive Works, a

consignment of heavy Mil<ado or 2-8-2

tj-pe of locomotives. These engines use

coal as fuel, and are intended for freight

service on the Eastern Lines. They
logically followed the lighter Mikado type

of locomotives built in 1916. The new
design was worked out conjointly by the

railway company and the builders, and

existing Santa Fc standards were used

wherever possible tliroughout the con-

struction. A comparison of the leading

dimensions of the new locomotives with

those of the previous type is as follows

:

Date.

1916.

Cylinders. Pr

ilic tirebox is equipped with a brick arch

supported on four tubes. An auxiliary

dome, mounted over an opening in the

shell, is of sufficient size for inspection

purposes, and is placed back of the main

dome and on the same course with it.

.\ single liner is placed under both the

domes, and they thus cover the longitudi-

nal seam, which is on the right hand side.

Tlic boiler accessories include a power-

operated fire-door and grate shaker. The
minimum air opening specified for the

ash-pan is 15 per cent, of the grate area.

The throttle valve is fitted with an aux-

iliary drifting valve.

Water Super- Weight Wriglit,
lieating healing on total Tractive
Mirface. surface. drivers. engine. force.

4,111 SSO 228,000 2<)2.4':iii 59,600
4.1.14 1,0S6 22S.900 .il4,'iil() S'J.,'!0')

not only brace the pedestals through

their entire depth, but are also extended

to form long braces for the top rails.

They support, respectively, the guide

yoke, valve motion bearer, and a boiler

waist sheet.

The shoes and wedges are of cast steel,

and the driving boxes are of the same

material, with brass hub faces. Long

main driving boxes are used. The tires

are all flanged, and flange oilers are ap-

plied to the leading drivers. The leading

truck is of the Economy constant resist-

ance type, and the trailing truck is of the

Hodges type. Each truck is equalized

with two pairs of driving-wheels. The

arrangement (if cross equalization fre-

quently applied by the builders, consisting

of two transverse beams connected by a

LuLii.M(jii\ J-: FOR I 111-; .\. 1.

Wheel load limitations prohibited a

material increase in the weight on drivers,

as compared with the design of I9l0; and

while the new engines are heavier, the

additional weight is carried on the front

and rear trucks. The principal advantage

derived from this greater weight, is the

increased steaming capacity of the en-

larged boiler. With this additional steam

-"PPly. the larger cylinder horse-power,

incident to the use of driving-wheels ot

.i;reater diameter, can be dcveloi)e<l. For

an increase in total weight of not quite

S per cent., there has been an increase in

water heating surface of over 11 ]jcr cent.

'ihe starting or tractive force, with steam

pressures giving approximately the same

ratio of adhesion, is practically the same
for both locomotives; but. as inentioncd

previously, the larger cylinders, wheels

and boilers of the new engines, give them
lireater horse-power capacity. This addi-

tional power will be ulitizcd in maintain-

ing higher speed with the same or possibly

,1 little greater tonnage.

The boiler is of the extended wai^c in-

top type, designed for a pressure of 22,5

lbs.. Inil in service carrying 190 lbs. It

contains a 43-elcmcnt superheater, and

The cylinders are designed with direct

exhaust passages of ample area, free from

abrupt bends. Gun iron is used for the

cylinder and steam chest bushings, piston

and valve, bull and packing rings, and

crosshead shoes. The piston heads are

of rolled steel, and the crosshead bodies

of .40 carbon cast steel of the Laird de-

sign. Special steels are used for the pis-

ton rods, valve stems, main and side rods

and main crank pins. The Baker valve

motion is a!)plied, and is controlled by the

type "B" Ragonnet power reverse gear.

Fifty per cent, of the weight of the recip-

rocating parts is balanced.

The frames are of substantial design,

the main sections lt;iving a width of Syi

ins., while the depth over the front driv-

ing pedestals is 8J/2 ins,, and over the re-

maining pedestals 7|.. ins. The top and

bottom rails are tied together between

adjacent pairs of pedestals, by strong

vertical ribs of I-section. These ribs car-

ry the equalizing lieam fulcrum pins,

which are fitted into case-hardened bush-

ings. Transverse liraces are applied at

each pair of driving pedestals. Three of

these braces, two at the second pair of

pedestals and one at the fourth pair. These

central, vertical link, and it is here used

between the rear drivers and truck.

The cab is placed well back, thus pro-

viding ample deck space. Special atten-

tion has been paid to the arrangement

and placing of the cab fittings, in order to

have all levers, valves, etc. within easy

reach of the crew, and to place the

steam, air and water gauges where they

can be easily seen and read.

The tender is carried on two six-wheel

trucks, wliich are equipped with clasp

brakes and Standard rolled steel wheels.

The tender frame is of cast steel, made

in one piece. The buffer between the

engine and tender is of the radial type.

.V coal pusher is applied.

These locomotives, in accordance with

Santa I'e practice, are fitted with steam

heat equipment so that they can, in cases

of emergency, be used on passenger

trains. Their leading dimensions are

given in the table, as follows

:

Gauge, 4 ft. 8j4 ins. ; cylinders, 27 x ^2

ins. ; valves, piston, 15 ins. diam.

Boiler—Type, wagon-top ; diameter, 82

ins.; thickness of sheet, 54 'i., 27/32 in., %
in.: working pressure, 190 lbs.; fuel, soft

coal ; staying, radial.
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Firebox—Material, steel; lengtli, 114

ins. ; width, 84>4 ins, ; depth, front, 8,'< 5/16

ins.; back, 785/16 ins.; thiol<noss of

sheets, sides, >| in., back, )^ in., and

crown, 5^ in. ; sheet tube, Yz in.

Water Space—Front, 6 ins.; sides, 5

ins. ; back, 4>^ ins.

Tubes—Diameter, Sj4 and 2;4 ins.;

material, SJ4 ins., steel ; 2J4 ins., iron

;

thickness, Sj-2 ins.. No. 9 W. G., 2,' 4 ins.,

.\'o. 11 W. G. : nnmlicr, 5'_. ins.; diameter,

43 ft. 2^4 ins., 252; length, 20 ft. 9 ins.

Heating Surface—Firebox, 232 sq. ft.;

tubes, 4,348 sq. ft.; firebrick tnlics, 34 sq.

ft.; total, 4,614 sq. ft.; superheater, 1,086

sq. ft.
;
grate area, 66.8 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels— Diameter, outside, 63

ins.; diam. center, 56 ins.; journals, main,

12 X 20 ins.; journals, others, 11 x 12 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,

3154 ins.; journals, 7 x 12 ins.; diameter,

back, 40 ins.; journals, 9 x 14 ins.

Wheel Base— Driving, 16 ft. 6 ins.;

rigid, 16 ft. 6 ins.; total engine, 35 ft. 1

in.; total engine and tender, 71 ft. Sjii ins.

Weight—On driving wheels, 228,900 lbs.;

on truck, front, 31,000 lbs.; on truck, back,

55,000 lbs.; total enj;ine, 314,900 lbs.; total

engine and tender, 563,900 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 12; diameter,

35 ins.
;

journals, 5Vi x 10 ins. ; tank

capacity, 12,000 U. S. gals.; fuel capacity,

16 tons; service, freight.

Hospital Car for the Eric Railroad

r.XD .X.N'D SIDL \ 1L\'. I

Hospital car No. 1097 has been sta-

tioned in Jersey City on the Erie Kail-

road, where it may be held in readiness

for government service. It will probably

be used to transport sick soldiers from

the various cantonments to the base lios-

pitals. It may even carry those invalided

home from foreign service, if such mis-

fortune is for us. Competent physicians

who have inspected the new car say tliat

it is an up-to-date hospital equipment.

One of the Eric Railroad steel under-

frame parlor cars. No. 983, was selected

as the most suitable for conversion into

this hospital car. The vehicle measures 70

ft. over the body end sills and is therefore

of very large capacity.

A receiving and supply room 10 ft. >S' _•

ins. long, with a sliding door at each side,

has been fitted up at one end of the car.

At the other end, there is a small rest

room, provided with a sofa and lavator>

The main portion of the car is about .'I'

ft. 6 ins. long and contains seven two-cot

on each side, and has, therefore, capacity

for 28 patients. The "two-story" cots arc

of a new design furnished by Frank A.

)i i:rik !I0SPIT.\L c.\r.
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Hall & Sons, of New York. The springs

of these cots are adjustable to any de-

sired position to suit an injured patient's

back or legs. The cots are finished in

white enamel.

The supply room contains a fircless

cooker, a drinking water tank, a wash
l)asin and supply locker. The annuncia-

tor on which calls from any part of the

car are indicated, is also placed here.

The car is e<iuipped with electric lights,

the current being furnished by an axle

generator. The electric lighting fixtures

are on the side decks. Emergency lights

are provided by Pintsch gas lamps located

in the center of the upper deck. The in-

terior finish of the new hospital car is a

light gray, which is very pleasing in ap-

pearance. From a humanitarian stand-

point it is hoped that there will be but

little use for the new car, but in case of

need the Erie is in position to furnish a

good, commodious and up-to-date hospital

car. Our illustrations give a very good

idea of the ajipearance of the new car.

showing both the outside and the inside

of the car.

INTERIOR OF HOSPITAL CAR ON' THE ERIE.
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Unscientific Measurement of Light.

In )4lancing at the order of the Inter-

state Commerce Comtnission regarding

locomotive headlights, which order we
print in another part of this paper, we
find that section 129 specifies that each

locomotive shall have a headlight suffi-

cient to give illumination to a person in

the cab, who possesses tlie usual visual

capacity required of enginemen, to see

through a clear atmosphere a man on the

track 800 feet in front of the light. This

is practically a test of vision, not a meas-
ure of the intensity of light. The usual

test applied to enginemen is for color,

and in an article in the Century Maga-
zine, written some years ago by Dr. Ed-
ward A. Ayers, he says:

"There are two kinds of light waves
emitted from all objects—color and white

waves. Whenever a source of light, as the

sun, strikes an object, part of tliat light

is absorbed and part reflected. The latter

represents such object's 'luminosity.' The
color-blind are never blind to this form
of light." In the absence of the sun, as

at night, even without the moon, there is

usually a feeble diflfuscd light. The
headlight takes artificially, the place of

the sun. Color-weak vision (for total

color blindness is rare) will show objects

to the observer, but the ability to see a

man 800 feet ahead probably varies very

considerably from one observer to an-

other. Any deficiency which may exist

must be made up by a re-adjustment of

the headlight. Poor vision requiring a

powerful light and good vision doing

very well with a feeble hght. As the

power of vision varies, from man to man,

the power of the light may be altered in

inverse proportion. Here are two variable

factors introduced into the problem.

Even supposing that such men and such

headligiits were co-ordinated so as to

eft'ect the desirable result of seeing a

man on the track 800 feet ahead, all

might be well, as far as saving the man
un the track is concerned, but the various

powered headlights would be run in the

opposite direction to trains on an adjacent

track. Here it is quite possible for a

[jour-vision man, with an intense and con-

centrated beam of light from his lamp, to

temporarily blind a man on a train run-

ning in the opposite direction on the other

track. The adjustable headlight, if such

were used, helps one man and handicaps

another. Further than this, how is the head-

light left at high power by a poor-vision

man, to be quickly readjusted for a good-

V ision man who has to go out on the road

in a hurry, and who has no obliging and

fearless friend to stand 800 feet in front

uf the onrushing train, and wait until he

is "focused" as a pliotograplier might do,

Ijy the good-vision man with the low-

burning lamp? This adjustment and read-

justment would constitute a technical com-
pliance with the order. The whole matter

may easily have its aspect changed by

the variations of wind and weather, snow

or rain.

Mr. George H. Stratton, the psycholo-

gist, says : "Even in the quiet of the

psychological laboratory, the errors which

a person will make in trying to direct his

eye with speed and accuracy toward a

given point, surprise us by their largeness.

He may feel confident tiiat he has swept

his glance clear to the point selected, yet

a record taken by exact photography will

often show that he did not look directly

at the point at all ; his attention made the

full sweep to the goal, but his eye lagged

far behind."

Attention plays a large part in the

ability to "see" things. A case was noted

where a man, in a test, on the engine,

looked for a man on the track, and "saw"

01. e, when no man was there, and the

expert in charge had secretly prohibited

any man from walking the track for that

particular experiment. In certain psycho-

logical states persons see the things they

are expecting, hoping or fearing to see,

although these may all be hallucinations.

A case was given by a correspondent,

some years ago: "There was a mine in

which horizontal passages connected with

a vertical shaft, at different levels. In

the vertical shaft was a cage for carrying

cars of coal to the surface. Occasionally

a miner would shove a loaded car of coal

off into the empty vertical shaft. In

many such cases the miner reported that

he actually saw the cage waiting to re-

ceive 'the car. Psychological investiga-

tion proved that this was true. For some
reason tlie miner 'saw' what he expected

to see, and not what was actually there."

The vagaries of even close-up sight is here

exemplified, and other similar cases exist.

The specification of light judged by the

work to be done by a man, with all his

fallible tendencies of eye, attention, and

observation, does not seem to be what

might be considered a scientific standard

of light, however, desirable the object to

be attained, may be. The intensity of

liglit should be stated in candlepower,

which is a recognized standard, and can

lie tested for by the photometer with the

highest accuracy. Very many of our rail-

ways do not object to the use of such a

standard when stated as a minimum, if

they be allowed some judgment, when
guided by the conditions of track and

traffic, which vary from one road to an-

other. Each railway manager, looking

squarely at his own conditions, is un-

concerned with a different set, which may
obtain on a neighboring road or on one

traversing an entirely different countr\

from his own. Each is ready to accept

the specified and uniform minimum for

his road, yet each wishes to provide his

enginemen with a headlight best suited tn

the needs of the road, having always tlie

supreme duty before him of secOring full

safety for the traveling public, the man
on tlie track and the engineman who re-

quires a satisfactory tool for this work as

well as for any other of his onerous

duties which our growing complex mech-

anisms have called into service.

Passing Over Curves.

Among questions frequently submitted

to us by disputants there are few more

frequent than the ever-recurring question

of the slipping of locomotive wheels when

passing around curves, and, while we pre-

fer answering questions by letter, it may
at this time be stated for the benefit of

some of our readers that locomotive

wheels are beveled on the bearing rims to

assist in passing around curves. It can

be seen at a glance that the natural

tendency of the locomotive to run in a

straight line has the effect of pressing the

flange of the wdieel against the outer rail

when passing around a curve. The larger

diameter of the wheel being near the

flange, each revolution of the wheel must

necessarily traverse through more space

than the wheel passing around on the

inner rail of the curve. As curves arc

variable, it would be impossible to have

the rims so beveled as to suit every degree

of curve. Hence the beveling of the rim

is merely an engineering effort to aid in

the purpose aimed at.
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The raising of the outer rail has noth-

ing to do with the problem of partially

solving the question of varying the diame-

ter of the periphery of the wheels, but

has the effect of overcoming the tendency

of the locomotive to exert undue pressure

on the outer rail. It has been observed

that many derailments occur at curves,

occasioned largely by passing around

curves at high velocities, when the ten-

lency to jump over the outer rail is very

great on account of the momentum of

the locomotive furnishing an increased

force to move in a straight line.

It has also been observed that even

when the rims of the wheels are deeply

worn they are always larger near the

flange, and hence the effect of the bevel-

ing of the face of the tire is not alto-

gether lost. That a certain amount of

slippage occurs on the inner wheel when

worn is unquestioned, but under the vary-

ing conditions of curves and varying

velocities, slippage also occurs on the

outer wheel. As it is impossible to adapt

the raising of the rail to the varying

velocities, so it is also impossible to main-

tain the rims of the wheels to the exact

requirements of each particular situation,

the united effort in beveling the rims and

varying the elevation of the rails as well

as varying their width being only partially

successful.

It may be noted that in the latter re-

gard, the widening of the rails is also

serviceable in allowing the locomotive tj

pass around a curve, as the rigid wheel

requires some added clearance where llie

rails are not in a straight line, and where

the amount of lateral motion in the Ijco-

motive bearings is necessarily limited.

Claims That the Shop Made Him.

One expression tliat used to be com-

mon with machine shop superintendi-nts

was, "we made that man and it is shame-

ful that he should go away when he is

becoming useful."

We were recently very much struck

with that expression as used by a machine

shop proprietor when a young man was

leaving to better himself, after a term of

service extending over six years. The
old gentleman was quite honest and sin-

cere in wliat lie said, although it was a

fact entirely apparent to anyone familiar

with the circumstances, that the young

man had, as machinist and draftsman,

simply made himself by hard work at the

bench and drawing table during shop

hours, and, in some cases, still harder

work over books in other hours, and in-

stead of having been "made" by the shop.

had along with a few others of the more
progressive and intelligent men about

the place, succeeded in keeping it some-

where near up-to-date, all the while con-

tending against the stupid and narrow-

minded conservatism of the proprietor,

whose instinct made him oppose every-

tliing that looked like the least deviation

from the practice that had been followed

there for twenty-five years.

The young man, as we happened to

know, was leaving simply because too

much vitality and nerve force were used

up in simply overcoming utterly unrea-

sonable objections to progress, and he

was going where he believed there would

be fewer hindrances to his work and the

making of himself.

A successful shop proprietor lays down

a general plan upon which he proposes to

operate his establishment. In carrying

out his plans he selects from those who

are available, the men whom he thinks are

best suited for the various positions of re-

sponsibility. These men usually owe

tlieir selection to something which is with-

in themselves. They are not selected to

be made, but because they have, to a

greater or less extent, been already made,

and are supposed to be capable of assist-

ing in the work of making a shop and its

products. They are not usually given

more of either money or opportunity for

advancement than they show themselves

clearly entitled to, as in most cases if ad-

vancement is not possible where they are,

it will be attained somewhere else—other

employes will come to recognize their

ability, and their success or failure will

depend mainly upon themselves, and very

little upon others, who may or may not

imagine they are making the first class

workmen.

.Shop organization has, of course, an

influence upon men, and may keep or re-

tard their development, but the fact that

no one claims to have made a man who

is a failure, in itself proves that the de-

gree of success he attains is by the same

token due primarily and mainly to him-

self, so the shop proprietor who talks of

"making" the successful man who has

worked for him, should, to be consistent,

also claim to be the maker of the unsuc-

i-essful ones, but we never heard of any

of them doing it.

Lightness in Construction.

Referring to the article in this issue

descriptive of guides and crossheads,

some remarks might have been added in

regard to the marked improvements in

the lightening of designs of crossheads,

pistons and other reciprocating parts, but

as the subject has been fully discussed

in a recent issue of Railway and Loco-

.MOTmE Engineering, little further need

be said at present other than that the

marked advance toward a greater degree

of lightness in construction has been made

possible by the development in alloy

steels. Among these chrome-vanadium

steels are, in their physical properties,

much like chrome-nickel steels, but they

have a greater contraction of area for a

given elastic limit than the latter. This

higher degree of contraction in the

pulling test is associated with a. more

ready adaptability to machinability, as

cbromo-vanadium steel, with an clastic

limit of 150,000 lbs. per square inch,

may be machined rapidly, whereas a

chrome-nickel steel, with an elastic

limit would quickly dull the cutting tool

if cut at the same speed. Vanadium,

when present, favors quality. When used

in high duty forgings and structural parts

of machines, a lesser amount of weight of

material will suflnce for the service.

Hence it is not surprising that as the

weight of locomotives are increasing, tlie

weight of pistons, crossheads, guides and

other parts are diminishing. Indeed, it

has been claimed by high authorities that

the addition of 0.06 per cent of vanadium

to a one per cent carbon steel raises the

yield point from 79,000 lbs. to 156,000 lbs.,

or 44 per cent ultimate strength from

134,000 to 193,000 lbs. It is not surpris-

ing, therefore, that lighter weights of the

parts to which we have referred are

rapidly coming into general practice.

The Taking Over of the Railroads.

President Wilson has assumed control

of the railroads during the war. As we
pointed out, the British government took

similar action immediately after the dec-

laration of war in 1914. As described in

the December issue of Railway and

Locomotive Enginering, page 409. Rail-

road security holders are to be guaran-

teed a return equal to that of the three

years preceding. The present force of em-

ployes will not be disturbed, except in

such instances as a glaring need of

change may manifest itself. That there

will be a marked increase in the efficiency

of the railroads is beyond a doubt owing

to the complete elimination of competition.

National necessity requires that traflic be

carried over the lines that can handle it

with the greatest expedition, and this

necessitates the taking it away from

roundabout or from temporarily congested

roads.

The chances for the government making

a certain amount of profit are excellent

In Great Britain a saving of $1 .W.OOO.Oai

per year has been effected by the govern-

ment operation of the roaas. A great

saving has been made in the accountinij

department because interline accountinu

disappears, and there are savings in ad-

ministration expenses. Not only so but

the constant uncertainty in regard to rates,

the ever-recurring menace of strikes will

also disappear and something approaching

a national system of railroads will fall

upon us like a blessing. What it will be

after the war is not hard to predict. It

will not be government ownership. It is

sufficient to say that it will never likely

fall back into the old system of ruinous

competition with the aggravating condi-

tion of seeing a large portion of the rail-

roads in bankruptcy, while a few better

located are flourishing in wealth.
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Air Brake Department
Brake Cylinder Leakage—Porosity of Leathers No Longer A Cause of Leaka<re-

(^uestions and Answers

I'arayraph Xu. 1-) of the Rules and

Instructions fur inspection and testing of

steam locomotives and tenders, as revised

and approved by tlie Interstate Commerce
Commission, February 1, 1917, reads in

part. "With a full service application from

maximum brake pipe pressure, and with

communication to (be brake cylinders.

closed, the brakes on the locomotive and

tender shall remain applied not less than

five minutes."

The original idea was to limit the

brake cylinder leakage to 5 lbs. per

minute per cylinder, but after some tests

it was decided that this would be unneces-

sarily severe, especially as a leakasjc of 5

lbs. per minute in a locomotive driver

brake cylinder with 4 inches piston travel,

would not be in excess of 2J4 lbs. per

minute with the .same diameter of cylimler

on a car when the piston travel was 8

inches, and it was then pointed out tliat

inasmuch as 5 lbs. per minute leakage

from a brake cylinder with 8 inches piston

travel would double to 10 II)s. per minute

if the piston travel was taken up to 4

inches, or if the brake cylinder volume

was halved, the opening through which

leakage was escaping remaining uti

changed, and with the result that the

compromise quoted was established.

When this ruling went into effect, it

was hailed with delight by those who were

not in the habit of attaching air gages to

locomotive brake cylinders for tests, and

they naturally assumed that it would be

the easiest thing in the world to kec]i

locomotive brake cylinders in a condition

that the brake would remain applied for

a period of five minutes with communica-

tion to the brake cylinders closed, and it

i'i not such a difFieult matter if the cylin-

ders are so located that heat from the

boiler or firebox is not transmitted to the

interior of the cylinder and where there

are but two driver and one tender br.ake

cylinder per locomotive, but others who
have had considerable experience with

cylinders located at points where the

temperature was high and had engine

t'uck and trailer brake cylinders con-

nected with the driver and tender brake

cylinders, stated flatly that the portion of

Rule Xn. 14. qnoted above, was the most

rliflKidl paragraph to comply with in the

eiilir<' set of Rules and Instructions.

Recognizing this condition, the Pitts-

burgh An Brake Club, at one of their

meetings, appointed a committee to report

on the subject of "Cause and elimination

of leakage in driver brake cylinders." .All

of Ibp members took active interest in

(be subject, extensive tests were con-

ducted with various kinds of lubricant,

experiments were made with various

kinds of chemicals for the composition of

the filler forced into the pores of the

leather to keep it air tight, and in an

effort to obtain a filler that would remain

in the leather under high temperature the

experiments reached a stage where the

leathers became so bard and brittle that

they could be broken like glass when cold.

Tlie members of this club finally reached

the conclusion that it would be impossible

to secure a packing leather that would

leinain air tight and give satisfactory re-

sults in locomotive brake cylinders that

were subjected to a high temperature from

the boiler, firebox, or cylinder saddles.

During some tests leathers were applied

to cylinders and a leakage test would at

that time show but from 1 to 3 lbs. per

minute, and in 24 hours time another test

on the same cylinders would show from

25 to 30 lbs. leakage per minute, princi-

pally because the high temperature had

destroj'ed the filler in the leather and the

compressed air was forcing itself through

the pores. The chemists of the .Air Brake

Company were consulted, and members of

the committee worked with them in an

effort to find a substitute for the leather,

and for some months there was very little

promise of success, but at the present time

we arc proud to state that this, like many
other air brake problems, has been solved,

and a composition packing cup has been

developed to take the place of the b-ake

cylinder packing leather.

These cups have been iimlergoing tests

under conditions where the packing

leathers showed 2.'i or 30 lbs. leakage per

minute a short lime after being applied,

and after 6 months service show no leak-

age and practically no indications of wear,

and one railroad has about 1.400 engines

cr|uipped with the packing cups which are

giving entire satisfaction.

With the understanding that the Air

Brake Department of this magazine is

not an advertising medium, it will not

be out of place to state that the packing

cups to replace the packing leathers are

being manufactured by botli the Westing-

house Air Brake Company and the H. W.
Johns-Manville Company and possibly by

other companies, but we arc unable to

stale whether both products are of the

same material and know nothing whatever

of anv comparison between the cups, only

that at the present time the price of the

cup is a trifie higher than the price of a

packing leather for the same diameter of

cvlindrr. The objppt in stating this is to

inform our readers of the fact thai loco-

motive brake cylinder leakage may now
be kept within a very reasonable limit,

in fact, indications are that by the use

of the packing cup it may be brought down
to a point where the original recommenda-

tions would not be unreasonable, as leak-

age througli the leather is eliminated, and

we believe that this has been accomplished

largely through the efforts of the members
of the Pittsburgh Air Brake Club.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Cniitiinird from />(/-, .^')9. Dec. 1917.)

150. Q.—Is there any possibility of for-

getting to re-open the cocks to allow the

engine to leave the inspection pit with the

brake cut out or the pump throttle

closed?

A.—No. These leakage tests are all

completed before the brake valves arc

used or tested.

151. Q.—When is ibe main reservoir

pressure controlled by the maximum gov-

ernor top?

.\.—When the automatic brake valve is

in lap, service or emergency positions.-

152. Q.—Can a feed valve be tested with

110 lbs. pressure in the brake pipe and

120 lbs. pressure in the main reservoir?

A.—No accurate test can be obtained.

153. Q.-Wby not?

A.—Because the tension of the supply

valve piston spring of the feed valve

ranges from 7 to 12 lbs., and with but

10 lbs. difference between the brake pipe

aiul main reservoir pressure, the feed

valve coidd not be expected to operate

correctly.

1.54. O.—What force then actually oper-

ates the brake pipe feed valve?

A.-—The difference in pressure in the

main reservoir and brake pipe.

155. Q.—In wdiat position of the brake

valve is the feed valve operated ?

A.—Running and holding positions.

156. Q.—Wbat air pressure will be in

the application cylinder and release pipe

with the brake valve handle in running

position and the brake released ?

A.— .Atmospheric.

157. O.—Could the brake be applied

while both the automatic and independ-

ent brake valves are in running position"

.A.—Yes. if the brake pipe and pressure

chamber of the distributing valve have

been overcharged.

1.55. O.—What then prevents the escape

of application cylinder pressure through

the release pipe?

.\.—The movement of the equali'itr;

slide valve to lap position which sepa-
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rates the application cylinder and release

pipes.

159. Q.—At what time is there air

pressure in the application cylinder pipe ?

A.—-At all times the brakes are applied.

160. Q.—At what times is thcrt- air

pressure in the release pipe between the

brake valve and the distributing valve?

A.^At times when the brake is ap-

plied with the equalizing slide valve in

release position, or after the equalizing

slide valve has assumed release position

with either one of the brake valves away
from running position.

161. Q.—How is the brake applied with

the equalizing slide valve remainini; in

release position?

A.

—

W'hh the independent brake valve.

162. Q.—When is there air pressure in

the release pipe brancli between the brake

valves ?

A.—Only when the automatic brake

valve is in holding or release positions

after a brake application.

163. Q.—How is this pipe tested for

leakage ?

A.—By having the automatic valve in

holding position and making a full ap-

plication with the independent valve and
returning the independent valve to run-

ning position.

164. Q.—It is understood that all pip-

ing is to be free from leakage, but what

3 pipes on the locomotive must be main-

tained absolutely tight?

A.—The application cylinder pipe, the

equalizing reservoir pipe and the equal-

izing reservoir gage pipe.

165. Q.—What must be observed in the

way of preventing vibration of the brake

valves, feed valve and reducing valve

and signal valve?

A.—That these parts are securely tisht-

ened to their respective brackets and that

the brackets are tight on the boiler or on

whatever parts of the locomotive they

happened to be fastened.

166. Q.—Wnat is the first thing that

should be observed w-hen placing the hand

on the handle of the automatic brake

valve ?

A.—That there is no undue lost motion

between the valve handle and rotary valve

key, or between the key and the rotary

valve, and that the valve handle works
freely.

167. Q.—What is the effect of consid-

erable lost motion between the brake

valve handle and the rotary valve key?

A.—It tends to produce imperfect port

openings when the handle is in running

and service application position.

168. Q.—When does this disorder be-

come annoying?

A.—When the port opening is not prop-

erly made with handle in running posi-

tion, where the flow of air from the ap-

plication cylinder will be restricted, caus-

ing a slow release of brakes on the en-

gine.

169. Q.—With full air pressure in the

brake pipe and main reservoir, how is

the brake valve test to be made?
A.—By first making a 5 lb. brake pipe

reduction with the automatic brake valve

in service position.

170. Q.—What should be llic result of

this?

-\.—An application of the brakes on the

engine and tender.

171. Q.—What is wrong if the brake

does not apply ?

A.—There is an undue amount of fric-

tion in the equalizing or application por-

tion of the distributing valve, that is, the

distributing valve is not sufficiently sensi-

tive, or the valve may be of the retarded

application type.

172. Q.—Why are distributing valves of

a retarded application type used?

A.—To operate with modern passenger

car brake equipments that have these fea-

tures to the intent that brakes on engines

and cars will apply uniformly.

173. Q.—How much brake pipe reduc-

tion is required to apply the retarded type

of distributing valve?

.'\.—Between 8 and 10 lbs.

174. How is this retardation of the ap-

plication of the distributing valve ac-

complished ?

A.—Through adding a filling block

chamber between the distributing valve

and reservoir and having additional ports

leading from the pressure chamber to the

filling block chamber so that the first

movement of the equalizing piston and
attached graduating valve will admit air

from the pressure chamber to the filling

block chamber.

175. Q.—How long does this flow con-

tinue during a brake pipe reduction?

A.—Until the pressure chamber and
filling block chamber have equalized.

176. Q.— .Vt wliat pressure do they

cq-ialize?

A.—At 105 lbs. from a 110 lb. brake

pipe pressure.

177. Q.—What happens after equaliza-

tion, if the brake pipe reduction is con-

tinued?

\.—.\fter sufficient differential in pres-

sure is obtained to move the equalizing

piston with the equalizing slide valve at-

tached, the brake applies in the usual

manner.

178. Q.—What would be wrong if this

type of valve applied with 5 lbs. or a

trifle more brake pipe reduction?

.'\.—It would indicate that the filling

block chamber had been removed or that

the port leading to it from the pressure

chamber was stopped up or that in mak-
ing repairs a standard type of equali^^ing

slide valve or graduating valve had been

used.

179. Q.—Why does this type of brake

release with the brake valve in release

or holding position after an application?

A.—Because the release pipe between

the brake valves is usually disconnected

when this feature is applied.

180. Q.— Willi the standard ivjic oi

lirake, if the brake will not apply with
a 5 lb. brake pipe reduction, how will it

be determined whether the equalizing or
application portion is at fault?

A.—This will be determined by the in-

dependent brake valve test.

181. Q.—What else is to be observed
during the first 5 lb. brake pipe reduc-
tion ?

A.—That the equalizing piston of the

brake valve responds promptly, and dis-

charges brake pipe pressure, and that it

closes off tightly, and that the compressor
governor is sensitive enough to permit the

compressor to start promptly as the brake
applies.

182. Q.—After the first 5 lb. reduction,

how much should the ne.xt be?
A.—5 lbs. more, to see that appro.xi-

niately 25 lbs. brake cylinder pressure is

obtained for the total 10 lbs. reduction.

183. Q.—How much should the ne.xt

reduction be, and why?
A.—10 more pounds, which should de-

velop 50 lbs. brake cylinder pressure

and the object is to ascertain the proper
amount of brake cylinder pressure per

pound of brake pipe reduction is obtained.

184. Q.—What is the amount of the

next brake pipe reduction, and for what
purpose?

.\.— 15 more pounds to see that brake

cylinder pressure does not increase above

68 lbs., the aditistincnt of the safety valve

of tlie distributing valve.

(To be contmucd.)

Train Handling.

(Continued /row (•age 400, Dec. 1917.')

168. Q.—Can it be modified for trains

of all loaded or a!l empty cars?

A.—It can be without any serious re-

sults, bnt as a general proposition, the

method outlined will produce the smooth-
est stop.

169. Q.—What kind of an application

v.-ould be made if the make up of a train

of empty and heavily loaded cars was just

the reverse, that is, if the loads were be-

hind the empty cars?

A.—The same light initial reduction.

170. Q.—Would it be best to make the

initial reduction with the engine throttle

open?

A.—No.
171. Q.—Why not?

.\.—It would not then be desirable to

keep the train stretched.

172. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because the slack would be bunched

by the influence of the brake application

through the loads crowding against the

empty cars on the head end.

173. Q.—What would be the logical way
of attempting fc control the slack actior>

under such a condition?

A.—To bunch tlie slack with a light ap-

plication of the independent brake before
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the automatic brake valve was used.

174 0._ricase explain just why this

would l~e done to produce a smooth stop

..r to prevent a rapid change in slack?

A,—Under this condition, the loaded

cars tend to run a further distance than

the empty cars, tlierelore they would run

into llie empties from the rear, and the

l.rake application would become effective

on the head cars first, therefore there

would be no chance of a change in slack,

if the slack was bunched or gathered m

before the brake application on the train

was started.

175. (J— H^*"' "'^ >"" Kuided then if

the cmplic.-. and loads are mixed uidis-

criminately through a tram.'

A.— By nnting in wliich direction the

.slack run5 during the lirst brake appli-

cation.

17(j. y.—Why are trains of all loads

or all empty cars so much easier to handle

than mi.\ed traiii.s?

.\— Because there is no tendency for

a harsli run out of slack in cither direc-

tion a> a result of a brake application.

177. O.^ Why not?

.\.—The brake application becoming

elTective on the head cars first, tends to

gather in the slack on the head end, and

tliere is nothing particular except track

conditions' that would liave a tendency

to cause a runout of slack thereafter.

17S. Q.—Would you in all cases use the

light initial reduction for making a stop

with a frtiglit train?

.\.- -^'c-. priivided tliat tliere was ample

distance in which t.i make the stop.

I7.J. <j._Why?
.\,— In order to lie on the safe ^ide ..i

anv adverse track conditions, or in casc-

...f ilefective or inoperative brakes having

a tendency to change the run of >lack.

l,v<jl Q._Would an allowance be made

for a b7ake apidication if the rear of the
.

train liaiipeiieil t., be rounding a curve,

t.r be on a reverse curve.'

A.— Yes. the elTect of the curve would

he to add ci.pnM.ieraMe retariling I'-'fce

t,, the l)rake> at the rear end of tin- train.

\H\ o_Mow woiiM a trion ..i all rnip-

tie, or loads be liaiidled under tbw con-

dilion''

.\,— .\s though the t:r..aM ixrc, lUa.;.-

f,f brakini.; po«er v.a. al i!;' r.-.ir . i.d ui

the train, as the Knater retarding elTeci

would ''e under sir b conditions,

l.sj. M._l|ow ii a ^lo], to take v.ater

made '

.\.-Wiih the sain.- b-'lit initial l.rai;e

[,i|.e reduction, iar eiioir,.;li aw.-iy from the

water iilug for this apidication to >top

the irabi bef'.r.- tli- pbig i- reached.

]s3 (J --^Ilr.w v,ill water tben lie taken

'

A Uy ruttini: olT the ..ii',;iMe and run-

nini! v.\< 10 the idug.

1S4. M-Wliat if the speed :, hiffh .'

.\--l^dlow with the -econM rerUirtion

to bring the -peed doan to IS' or 20 miles

piT hour and relea- and rechariie for

the hnal application for the stop at tank.

135 (j._llow about pulling into a side

track?

A.—The same method would be em-

ployed.

lj^6 Q.—What about the Brakeman's

objection to walking some distance to

the switch if the distance of the stop is

misjudged?

.\.— It is easier tor him to walk a few

hundred feet and open a switch than to

drag up enough chain to get the train

together if you happen to part it.

187. Q —What is a good general rule

to follow in this respect?

A.—Attempt no sjiotstoiis with a long

freight train.

lj<S. O.—How about backing into a

xiding^

A—'l'lie stop should be made in the

same general way, but under ordinary

circumstances the application should be

made with the engine throttle open and

the independent brake valve in release

p<isition.

1S9. Q.—For what purpose?

A.^To offset so far as possible the

undeiuv for the slack to run out or

away while the brakes on the head end

are applying.

190. O.—What should the train crew

do in a case of this kind?

..\.—Apply enough hand brakes on the

rear end of the train to prevent the slack

from running out harshly.

191. g— How is the brake valve han-

dled in case of emergency?

.•\.-lt is placed in emergency position

and allowed to remain there until after

tlie train has stopped.

19_'. (J.—How is a release of brakes

made after an application?

..\._l;y placing the brake valve handle

in release position.

193. (j_\vhy not in running or hold-

ing position.'

.\.—Because release position was in-

c.rporated for the purpose of emptying

r.ie main reservoir pressure into the brake

liipe for a Midden increase of brake pipe

l.re^sure with which to accomplish a re-

lease, at least so far as the liead end of

:he train is concerned. Cu- increase will

;., rapid.

194 o.--Why is the increase slower

Mill the valve handle in running position?

.\. Because in this position all the

ir. ssure that enters the brake pipe must

ass tl,ro-..i;h the feed valve and the ol'en-

nes are smaller.

105 (J.—Why are they smaller?

.\.--l'rin. ipally so that it will not main-

lain excessive leaka.i;e and that the lirake

can lie ai.plied with a conductor's valve

of a back-up hose while air pressure is

iee'lir,'.; from the main reservoir to the

hrake iMpe

1'". iJ.--.\hout what is the si?c of the

openiui; into the brake pij.e with the brake

..,'.•' landle in relea';c position?

A.—About one-third of a square inch.

197. Q.—How may this expression be

confused?

A.—By the term one-third of an inch

square.

198. g.—For what length of time is

the brake valve placed in release position

to accomplish a release of brakes?

A.—It depends upon air pump and

main reservoir capacity, length of the

train, type of triple valves in use and the

amount of brake pipe reduction that has

been made.

199 Q._.\.ssuming an ordinary total re-

duction of 20 lbs. on a train of 100 cars.

having both H and K triple valves, and

with modern main reservoir and air pump

capacity, how long would the brake valve

handle be allowed to remain in release

position?

.A,.—From 1? to 20 minutes.

200. g.—Why not longer?

A.—To prevent an unusually high over-

charge of the auxiliary reservoirs at the

head end of the train.

201. Q.—What would be the result of

this overcharge?

A.—A heavy re-application of the brake

on the overcharged cars.

(To be coHtiniwd.)

Car Brake Inspection.

(Conlhu.ed from ^^;^ 401. Dec. 1917.)

1(59. Q._How is the brake cut out?

A.—By closing the slop cock in the

brake pipe branch pipe leading to the

triple valve and bleeding the air pres-

sure out of all 01 the air brake reser

voirs on the car.

170. g. -How can the universal valve

be cut out for a lirake rigging detect?

.\.—By means of the brake cylinder pipe

cut out cock, leaving the reservoirs

charged for operating tlie water raising

'system.

171. Q- H""' '•'" -^ triple valve equip-

ment be cut out and still leave the auxil-

iary reservoir charged to operate the

water raising system'

A.—By closing the cut out cock in the

branch pijie and then bleeding the auxil-

iary reservoir, then open the cut out

cock a tritle. or .iust a suflicient amount

to start a flow from the reservoir bleeder

cock, then close the bleeder cock and leave

the reservoir charge up. The plug at

the opposite side of the pipe connected

to the high speed reducing valve should

he removed or the reducing valve pipe be

disconnected.

172. g.—What could be wrong if a sig-

nal to apply brakes is given and the brake

pipe, exhaust port of the brake valve will

not close?

.,\._The yard plant might still be con-

nected with the train: otherwise the brake

on the engine is defective.

173 Q._^Vhat might be wrong if two

engines were coupled to the train?

A.—The brake valve cut out cock of
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the second engine might he open.

174. Q.—What might be wrong if the

brakes could not be applied from the

first engine of a train, and they could

be from the second ?

A.—One of the brake pipe angle cocks

between the engines might be closed.

175. Q.—Who should be aware of this?

A.—The enginenian in charge i)f the

first engine.

176. Q.—Why so?

A.—He would know from the length

of the brake pipe e.xhaust that the brake

pipe of a train of cars was not coupled.

177. Q.—What should be done if a

freight car is to be made up in a pas-

senger train?

A.— If it has a K triple valve it should

he replaced with one of the H type and a

safety valve should be screwed into the

brake cylinder connection.

178. Q.—To what pressure should this

safety valve be adjusted?

A.—About 60 lbs.

179. Q.—Why should the retaining valve

pipe be disconnected if special instructions

do not prohibit?

A.—So that the e.xhaust of brake cylin-

der pressure will not be restricted.

180. Q.—Why should the K triple valve

be removed?

A.—Because if near the head end of

the train it may assume restricted release

position in which the e.xhaust of brake
cylinder pressure would be unnecessarily

retarded.

181. Q.—What should be done if a pas-

senger car is made up in a freight train?

A.—The high speed reducing valve or
safety valve should be adjusted to carry
about 35 lbs. brake cylinder pressure.

182. Q,—What is this for?

A.—To reduce the percentage of brak-
ing ratio of the car.

183. Q.—What is the idea?

A.—To make the retarding force ob-
tained with a full service application of

the brake more nearly uniform with

that of the freight car brakes.
184. Q.—Why is it not uniform with-

out any special adjustment of the brake
cylinder pressure?

A.—Because the service braking
ratio of a passenger car is usually
based on 907o of its light weight while
that of the freight car is based on 60
or 70% of its light weight.

185. Q.—What will be the effort ii

no change is made when the car is

made up in a freight train?

A.—The passenger car will set up a

much higher retarding force than a

freight car and tend to produce surges
in the train and more than likely re-

sult in slid flat wheels on the passenger
car if a great amount of braking is

necessary.

186. Q.—In what way will slid flat

wheels be produced?
A —Through the passenger car being

called upon to furnish a much greater
retarding eflfect than the freight cars
and must assist in retarding them there-
fore a surge in the train when the

brakes are fully applied may at any
time break the adhesion or frictional

force obtained between the wheel and
the rail of the passenger car and cause
the wheels to slide.

187. Q.—What is the difference be-

tween a brake test on passenger and
freight trains?

.•^.—None in particular except that

the signal system is not used in freight

service and that a test of the retaining

valve is sometimes ;;pecified on freight

cars.

188. Q.—At what time is it im-

portant to make a retaining valve test?

A.—Just before descending a long
heavy grade.

189. Q.—How is a dead locomotive
made up in a freight train?

A.—Same as a car but the stop cock
in the brake valve branch of the loco-

motive must be closed.

190. Q.—How is the brake arranged
on an engine having the E. T. equip-

ment?
\.—This is usually provided for by

engine house employees and whether
the brake valve cut out cock is closed

depends upon whether the engine has
the standard dead engine fixture.

191. Q.—In what position must the

brake valve handles be?

A.— In their running position.

192. Q.—How is an engine with the

New York L. T. equipment arranged

tor being hauled in a train dead?
A.—Same as the E. T. equipment,

with either one a dead engine feature

is used to charge the main reservoir

for operating the driver brake, and if

this is missing the brake pipe exhaust

port of the automatic brake valve can

be plugged and the brake valve cut out

cock left open and the adjusting nut

of the feed valve slacked off to prevent

a back flow of air into the brake pipe

during a brake application and it is a

general practice to set the safety valve

or the distributing valve or control,

valve to about 30 or 35 lbs.

193. Q.—In making up and testing

the brakes on a passenger train, what
would be done if engine was coupled up

and could not accumulate or maintain

the required air pressure?

.•\ —The train would be inspected for

leaks.

194. Q.—Where could the leakage

be if none could be found in the brake

pipe or in the hose couplings and if all

reservoir drain cocks were closed?

.\.— .\ conductor's valve might be

open.

195. Q.—What if all are closed?

.\.—^Go to the pilot of the engine and

see whether there is any leakage on the

engine or from the brake pipe angle
cock on the pilot.

196. g.—What would be done if

no leakage whatever could be found?
A.—Close the angle cock at the rear

of the tender and note whether the
brake applies. If it applies instantly
there must be brake pipe leakage in

the train, if it does not, request the
Engineer to make an examination of
the air compressor and the brakes.

197. U.—In shifting cars should the
conductors valve ever be used?

A.—Only in cases of emergency.
198. Q.—Sometimes a brake fails to

release when shifting cars and a quick
opening of the conductor's valve will

sometimes release it. is this not a good
practice?

.A.— .\o, it is likely to result in an
emergency application of the brake and
a break-in-two of train.

199. (J.—How in a break-in-two?
A.—Emergency application of the

brakes originating from the rear of a
train or from the opposite direction in

which it is moving is liable to stop
the rear portion of the train while the
forward portion is still in motion and
one end of a train in motion with the
other end stopped cannot continue but
for a very short period of time without
the couplings being parted.

200. Q.—What is the object of the

back-up hose?

A.—To be attached to the brake pipe
hose coupling for operating the brakes
in case it becomes necessary wji-i a

passenger train is backing into a
station.

201. Q.—In how many ways can the

brake be applied with this device?

A.—Either in service or emergency
or it may be used as a warning whistle

202. Q.—When is it to be used?
A.—Whcnexer cars occupied by

passengers are being shifted.

203. Q.—Must the brakes be oper-

ated with the back-up hose?
•-\.—No. only in cases of emergency.
204. Q —Who operates the brakei?

A.—The Engineer as usual on signals'

from the trainmen.

205. Q.—WHiat kind of signals?

.\.— Both communicating and hand
signals.

206. Q.—W hr.t ..iIht times is the back-

up hose used ?

A.—When cars arc being backed in an

opposite direction to the line of traftic.

207. Q. -When is the back-up hose

then to be used in slopping the train ?

A.— If for any reason that the engineer

does not ri-p'Uid to the stop si.cnal.

20S. — \\ hy is it not generally used

fcr makini: brnke applications?

.\.—Because rough stops generally re-

sult through the opening, making a re-

duction that is not uniform throughout

the tr.Tin.

(To !',• eonliiiiicd.)
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In the last tlircc issues we have cov-

irc'l the design and manufacture of the

transformer. W'c have pointed out that

tlic function of the transformer is to

transform electrical energ>- at one volt-

ape to electrical energy at anotlier volt-

.iilt i>roductd ti\ the electric genera-

tors, so as to proviJe high voltages for

transmission of power to long distances,

and arc u-cd to reduce the high voltage

supply to a low voltage suitable for the

operation of mtary-convc-rters, motors,

lights, etc. The former devices, which

increase the voltage, are called "step-up"

transformers, the latter "step-down"

transformers.

Step-down transformers are locatcii

along and at tlic end of the high voltage

tr.insmis'inn lines in sub-stations. .\\>-

paratus of some kind is needed to con-

nect and disconnect the high voltage t'>

the transformer. .-Xpp.iratus is also need

ed to protect the electrical apparatus

from surces and from lightning.

We will consider a su!i-station designed

for raihv.iy service and explain how the

power is brought into it. what apparatus

refjuircd for the handling of the power
!<' the dc-is;ii anrl construction of this

P/oteClass <sf='*'^^*'^ ^

KMKIU'
TENSION I.F.Ali.-

IM.U.DINi.

app.iralub. In a later number wir will

con idcr lln- rol.iry i'onvcrttr, wliich i-

thc rotary macliinc that converts the al-

t' rii.ilMr.- . i!r.'. n; mji , i\\r:-,-\. cnrri-nl i'lr

ibir.l r.ul o; tioUi;. r,i„-|-ation.

1 he pottfr fiiiirinkr ihc sub-slalion :

invarial ly ..i ihr'r \\\w^>- allcrn.iting cur

rent. The voltage deiiends a great deal

on the distance which the power is trans-

mitted. It may be 11,000 volts as on the

Long Island railroad electrit'ied section,

or it may lie ()l).()00 to 100,000 volts, as

on some of the Western railways.

I'sually all of the electrical apparatus

FIG. 2. HICII TF.N.«I()\ \\\\<\\ I'.\SSING
TlIKi)t_"(ill WAI.I..

is mounted in the sub-station building, so

that the higli voltage wires must be

brought into the buildin.g. There are

two general methods used for getting

the high voltage through tlic walls of

the building. The arrangement is such

that the power will not be grounded and
moreover, such that the wind and weather

cainiot enter.

The arrangcnienlN arc shown in Fig.

1 and big. 2. In the arrangement, as

-hiiwn by Fig. I. a tile pipe section is laid

ill the wall, in one end of which is placed

a plate glass partition, provided with a

-mall hole at the center, so as to allow

the wire, carrying the current, to pass

through. The tile pipe and the wire are

>lantei|. so as to prevent any water, dur-

ing.' a rainstorm, traveling along the wire

ami into the 5ui)-station. To prevent the

rain and wind from driving directly

ai;ain-t the glass a protecting roof is in-

^.-lri,l!rly installed.

'I he other arrangement is shown by

big- -.'. In it the wire fits closely in a

l"'rri;laiii tube. .X loop is made in the

I i'l-l befi

... -., that

lit :.iiil drop oiT

\iti r entering th

I -inn wirL-> are

itclu--. proviiiiiiL;

conditions the waves may so synchronize

with the natural period of vibration of

the circuit as to develop a voltage several

times the normal voltage and which

would become injurious unless dissipated

by some form of protective apparatus.

Protective apparatus is therefore neces-

sary in the sub-station to keep the light-

ning and the surges which come in along

the wires from damaging the transform-

ers and the rotaries.

The protective devices can be divided

into two classes: First, those designed

to protect the circuits against overloads

of current, and. second, those designed

to release the circuits from the electrical

stress and strains, due tM bglitning and

voltage surges.

The overload apparatus may lie divided

into two classes— fuses and automatic

circuit breakers, b'uses are used to pro-

tect the auxiliary apparatus, so that

n.

it passes through the

ir.li,. -., that all water will run to this

substation, the high

tiM-iun wire> are inn to disconnecting

means for discon-

i;ertiiin ibc p(,wer iroin all apparatus in

the siib-slation brom the switches the

P'.wer is led to the apparatus.

Trai.~niis~ii.ii bins are (xposed to

lii;bininu. In adibiic.ii they are subject

1,1 ^urye-
: alternatim; current is electric-

i;. ill t!'' fill III ..:' wave-, and under special

if trouble occurs :ind the load becomes
e.xcessive on that particular piece of appa-

ratus, the fuse will blow, disconnecting

the wire from the pnwer. buses are

well known and hardly need any detail

description.

The circuit lireaker is used for making
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and breaking the high voltage power to

the transformers and must be capable of

rupturing the arc, which, under ordinary

conditions, would be severe. High volt-

age ares cannot easily be broken in the

atmosphere; they break under oil and

the apparatus is called an oil circuit

breaker. The construction and operation

of an oil breaker is interesting and we

will consider this in detail.

For handling the three-phase circuit,

each unit circuit breaker consists of three

tire-proof brick chambers, in each of

which an oil reservoir or oil tank is

placed, in these the contacts are immersed.

Fig. 3 shows an oil circuit breaker made

up of the three compartments as men-

tioned. The left hand compartment is

covered over by a door, which is re-

movable. The middle compartment shows

the door removed with the oil tank in

position, and the right hand CDmpartment

FIG. 4. E.\U \ HAS <<F CIUCflT
BREAKER Ol'E.M

shows the tank removed with the contact-

exposed.

On the top of the brick compartments

is shown the operating mechanism. This

mechanism controls all poles simultane-

ously, and is operated by a large magnet
coil shown in Fig. 3. The magnet coil

pulls the mechanism, to closed position

and it is held in this position by a latch

or toggle. The magnet is energized In

closing a small switch usually located on

the switch-board which may be several

feet away and in other words the breaker

is what is called "remote controlled."

The breaker can also be opened in a

similar manner. At the switch-board,

current is connected to a tripping mag-
r.et on tlie breaker which releases the

latch or toggle and the breaker opens.

There may be times when high internal

pressure exists, so that the tanks are de-

signed to prevent distortion. This high

pressure occurs when the breaker opens

a severe short circuit. ' The tanks are

elliptical in form and have lap welded

joints. A large air space is provided

above the oil level to allow for the ex-

pansion of the gases which always oc-

cur.

When the oil circuit-breaker is opened

under load an arc is formed which dis-

integrates some of the oil, forming a

bubble of gas which is carried away by

the oil circulation, new and cool oil tak-

ing its place. Oil circuit-breakers should

be examined periodically, say once a

month. This examination consists in tak-

ing down the tanks, inspecting and clean-

ing the contacts and occasionally testing

and changing the oil. Sufficient oil must

be kept in the tanks and a gauge glass is

litted to the tank so that the proper

height may easily and surely be main-

tained.

High Direct-Current Voltages.

^^lention was made in a former is-

sue, of the f\irther electrihcaliou of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad.

The present electrification uses 3,(XX) volts

direct-current, and the same system and

voltage will be used for the extension.

This reference to the electrification brings

up the subject of "voltages." It was only

a few years ago that 600 volts was the

maximum voltage used for nearly all elec-

tric traction purposes. During recent

years one of the most important advances

in the art of electric railroading has been

the adoption of higher voltages.

Hi.gher voltages have progressed along

the line of two systems—namely the alter-

nating current and the direct current sys-

tem. When the limit of 600 volts as a

trolley voltage was foreseen, one of the

two manufacturing companies (the West-

inghouse Co.) brought out the single

phase motor and developed the single

phase system. The trolley voltage first

used was 3.300 alternating current. This

\ oltage was brought up to 6,600. and then

to 11.000-12.000 volts, which is now gen-

erally used in this country, although

abroad 15,000 and even as high as 20,000

volts have been used. Aiter the single

phase system had demonstrated the ad-

vantages of "high voltage" : the voltage

of the direct current system was increased

first to 1,200, then to 1.500 and on up to

3,400 and finally to 3,000 volts.

What has been gained by the use of

higher voltages, is a question worth an-

swering. The gain has been purely an

economical one. In the case of a road,

say 200 miles in length, substations are

required at intervals to supply electric

power to the line and trolley wire and

feeders are required to convey this cur-

rent from the substations to the locomo-

tives. The size of the copper trolley

w'ires and feeders depends on the amount

of electric current to be furnished to the

locomotives. Let us sec what effect the

voltage has on this amount of current.

We will assume that an electric loco-

motive is pulling a heavy train and is

developing 1,500 horsepower. There is a

definite relation between the electrical

unit (kilowatt or 1,000 watts) and the

mechanical unit (horsepower). This re-

lation is 1 horsepower = 746 watts. The
electrical energy- required then for the

above is 1,500X746=1,119,000 watts. A
watt, as we know, is the energy of one

ampere at one volt. Therefore if the

voltage was 600 volts the amount of cur-

rent taken by the locomotive would be

1,119,000

=: 1,865 amperes. If the voltage

M)
was 1.200 volts, the current taken would

1,119,000

be = 932.5 amperes; if 2,400

1,200

volts would be 466.3 amperes and if 3,000

volts would be 373 amperes.

Increasing the voltage has, as seen from

the above statement, decreased the amount
of current for the same power trans-

mitted. The question how does the de-

crease in current affect the economical

side of the electrification is answered by

showing that it effects a corresponding

decrease in the size of the copper conduc-

tors and an increase in the distance be-

tween sub-stations; that is fewer sub-sta-

tions for the 200 miles. Electric current

flowing through a copper conductor meets

w-ith resistance, as does water flowing in

a pipe, and voltage or pressure is lost.

The larger the copper conductor the less

the pressure loss. The voltage loss, or

drop as it is called, can not be too great,

otherwise sufficient voltage or pressure

will not be available for satisfactory oper-

ation of the locomotive. It naturally fol-

lows that the larger the current, the larger

must be the copper conductor to carry

this current. Therefore with the higher

voltage and the lower current the con-

ductor can be brought down in size, and

the sub-stations spaced further apart for

the same percentage of voltage-drop. The
higher voltage makes it possible to elec-

trify long distances, which would be pro-

hibitive on accoimt of the cost if 600 volts

were used, due to the immense amount of

copper which would be required.

Moreover if may he added that increase

in volta.ge for operation of electric rail-

ways, may be looked for in the near fu-

ture as extensive electrifications using

high voltages have already met with much

success in various parts of the country.

There is no doubt that the introduction

of high voltages has in the past been at-

tended with many difficulties, and the still

further extension of high voltages will

increase rather than diminish these dif-

ficulties, nevertheless it is safe to affirm

that high voltages have come to stay, and

there is no doubt that many important

advantages will yet develop.
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Maxiinuni Speed, Retardation and Rail Conditions

as Related to Control of Trains

Hv WALTER V. TIHNKH. Mana-.r of Eii-iincering. Westiiighouse Air Brake Co.

Rctcrriiis. to a certain extent, to pre-

vious articlefi on the subject of train con-

trol, I wish to point out first, that ac-

celeration is the first factor to dictate the

ma.ximuni speed physically possible on

congested districts, and station spacinc of

trains enters in the way of providinR, or

failing to provide, first, the period of time

durint; which this speed can be main-

tained before it is necessary to stop,

which influences the speed over a division

or rather the average speed. The re-

tardation phase, however, determines

what is the safe maximum speed. New
brake devices, which give for emergenry

high retarihition rates over those devel-

oped for service operation of the brake

and electro-pneumatic control, which

makes these high rates possible without

tearing up the train, have boosted the

safe speed to a point which for other

reasons railway managers do not care to

approach.

In grade service the maximum speed

will depend upon the reserve braking

force, the heating of the brake shoes and

car wheels, ami local conditions, such as

curvature and change in grade. With

the single capacity brake it is necessary

to crawl down a mountain grade, because

the margin, or braking reserve between

control and a runaway train is so small.

.\t low speeds the coefficient of brake

shoe friction is high, making a more effi-

cient brake, and the time provided for

recharging the brake system, before the

increase in speed has taken the brake

shoe frii'tion to a greatly reduced value,

i>. prolonged. The empty and load brake,

with air consumption reduced one-lialf

and brake effectiveness increased two-and-

one-half. or more times, permits material-

ly increased speeds down mountain

grades. The braking reserve, increased

anywhere from 500 to 1000 per cent more,

iiiables a very short stop to be made at

any time during the descent of a grade,

where the c<jrresponding stop with a

^inyle capacity brake is measured in thou-

sands instead of hundreds of feet. Curves

also have an influence on the maximum
speed which can be attained or made
and slow downs for curves consume botli

linie and energy.

The relation of retardation to the tr.iffic

vrilume haii'llcd liy the train unit has pre-

'. iMU-ly bc'-n nuntioned in these articles.

Retardation <li |ieiids, of course, on tlie

ina.Minum speed, because the energy to

be removed from a moving train in bring-

ing It to a -late oi rest varies as the

sijuare of the spf.cd
; that is, as the speed

is donbkd the sto|) distance will be mul-

lil)lied lour times, other tilings remaining

eipial, or constant.

The energy of a moving car varies di-

rectly with the mass or weight therefore,

other things being equal, the stop distance

will lengthen as tlie weight is increased.

This explains why the hand brake is so

inadequate for niudern c ir \vei:;hts. The

brakenian of today is no stronger than

the one of yesterday, but car weights have

doubled, tripled and even quadrupled. If

more effectiveness is sought by increasing

the leverage, or by applying hand brakes

separately to each truck, the time element

lor getting brakes into action is greatly

increased, which offsets the gain in brak-

ing effort. I-",very second's delay in get-

ting the brakes into action means, at a

speed of 00 miles per hour. 88 feet added

to the stop distance. To handle the great

voluines uf compressed air reipiired for

modern equipment with the least possible

loss of time, requires devices of the most

careful and scientilic design.

The question of brake shoe duly; uni-

form braking ratio; number of cars;

serial action: air brake equipment neces-

sary for cutting down the time -for get-

ting brakes applied and lor serial action,

and for maintaining a constant braking

ratio, whether the car be empty or loaded;

a suitably designeil foumlalion brake gear

which will avoid, among many others,

that evil in the form of low elTective re-

tardation due to the attempt to "dribble

on" the lirakes and avoid shocks, have all

been referred to.

When the brakes are apiilied on a car,

each wheel thrusts forward on the rail

with a force eipial to the brake shoe fric-

tion effective on that particular wheel.

The eijiial and opposite thrust of tlie rail

on each wheel or against each wheel, is

the force, which, ajiplied from a point ex-

ternal to the wheel, causes retardation.

Obviously, if a demand of this sort is

made on the rail in excess of the static

or rolling friction (generally teriiu-d ad-

hesion 1 between the wheel and llie rail,

this friction will fail to keep the wheel

turning and the brake shoe friction will

cause the wheel to slide. The wheel-rail

friction now changing, or becoming
kiiutie in nature, will be very much re-

duced and the actual retarding force act-

ing on tin- wheel correspondingly reduced,

l-roni this ii is evident that the breaking
proMini must begin and end with the rail.

If the cnditiou of the r.iil surface is bad,

which is another way of saying that the

coefficient of friction is low, the amount
ipf brake shoe friction that can be

usifl withonl wheel sliding is very much

reduced, and likewise the retardation pos-

sible.

.\s before mentioned, the retardation in

percentage (or, what is the same thing,

the actual retarding force in relation to

the weight of the vehicle) is expressed

accordin.g to standard nomenclature.

P

R = P ef

C
Where the actual cylinder pressure (p)

equals the pressure (C) used as a basis

for the braking ratio (P). this expression

is simplilicd thus,

R = P ef

Now if .\ be the desi.gnation for the ad-

hesion, or coefficient of rolling friction be-

tween the wdieel, and the rail, the critical

point for wheel sliding will be wdien the

retarding force equals the adhesion ; that

is,

P ef = A
The actual value of the adhesion A

will vary from 12 to 30 per cent depend-

ing upon weather conditions of tempera-

ture and relative humidity. With sand on

the rail it may run even higher than 30

per cent. Taking an efficiency factor of

8 per cent, and an adhesion value of 25

per cent (which is rejiresentative of the

usual coiiilitioiis of rail surfaces) the

braking ratio (P) necessary to slide

wheels is.

A .25

P =^ =: = 312.5 per cent

ef .08

On the other hand if the adhesion drops

to 12 per cent, due to uncontrollable

weather conditions, the braking ratio nec-

essary to slide wheels is only.

P = 1.50 per cent

If in the latter case the efficiency factor

be 24 per cent, the braking ratio need be

but 50 per cent to cause wheel sliding.

Thus it is appreciated that the dependence

of the whole problem of braking becomes

not as popularly believed, upon the ques-

tion of braking ratio alone, but upon the

values of wheel-rail and shoe-wheel fric-

tion as well, for here w'e have illustrations

of wheel sliding with braking ratios vary-

ing from 50 to 300 per cent.

The difference lietween a train in mo-

tion and one at rest is one of kinetic en-

ergy content. In order to bring a moving

train to rest it is necessary to remove this

energy, and until recently the only avail-

able means was to cause it to flow from

the train through the brake shoes in the

form of heat energy and to be dissipated

and lost in the surrounding ;itniosphere.
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The energy content of a modern train,

due to greatly increased mass and veloc-

ity, is such that, could it be properly har-

nessed and directed, it would carry a full

load of an 8000-kilo\vatt power plant for

one minute's time. Any means then for

saving this energy for use in accelerat-

ing trains is an economy of vital import-

ance. Electric operation of trains pro-

vides an opportunity for effecting this

saving in that a suitable motor control

apparatus can direct the driving effect

of the moving train to operate the mo-

tors as generators and return thereby the

kinetic energj' of the train to the line

in the shape of electrical energy. This

is regenerative braking. In addition to

the energy saved, wear and tear on the

car wheels and brake shoes is avoided.

However contrary to the e.xpectations

of the uninitiated, the need for modern air

brake installations is just as pressing with

regenerative braking as without it, for

otherwise, in the event of any failure in

the line or in the motor equipment, the

train would be altogether uncontrolled.

Moreover, where regenerative braking is

employed with the electric locomotive, the

responsibility for control is vested in

one or two units, and a failure of one or

both means a failure of half or of all

the power to control. On the other hand,

with an air brake equipment on every

car in the train, a failure of one, two,

six or ten units (depending upon the to-

tal number in the train), will be of rela-

tive insignificance.

Thus it is of apparent significance, that

to realize the best economies in the con-

trol of freiglit trains down mountain

grades with the regenerative brak-

ing it will lie necessary to employ
the empty and load brake in order to

provide the l)raking reserve indispensable

to speed and safety, otherwise if the

single capacity brake is employed and the

safe speed for this type of brake is ex-

ceeded at any time during regeneration,

a failure of the regenerative brake means
the runaway of the train. This subject

of regenerative braking is worthy of a

volume in itself and will again be re-

ferred to in these columns.

Horse Power and Tractive Effort.

By C. RiCH.\RDfON. Bridgeport. Co.nx.

The article in the December issue of

R.MLw.^Y AND Locomotive Engineering
in regard to horsepower and tractive

effort was ilhiminating as far as it went,

but to my mind it did not quite go to the

rcot of the matter. Mere formulas are

not very satisfactory to the young look-

ing after facts. The question naturally

arises—how was the formula obtained?

In venturing an illustration it is not

i.ecessary to dwell on the 83 per cent of

the allowable boiler pressure, it is so gen-

erally accepted as being about all that is

available in steam engine practice. Com-

ing to the means of obtaining the tractive

effort of a locomotive, assuming that tl'.e

diameter of the piston is 26K' in., then the

area of the piston is 552 in., and suppos-

ing the steam pressure is 180 lbs., 85 per

cent of which equals 153. Hence this

amount multiplied by 552 equals 84,456

lbs. This pressure acting through one

stroke, 30 in., gives 2,533,680 inch pounds

;

but while the driving wheels make one

revolution, the pistons make four strokes

on each side of the locomotive, so tiie

total inch pounds developed during one

revolution of the drivers is 4 .x 2,538,680

inch pounds, or 10,134,720 inch pound.s,

and this total power developed is trans-

ferred into a horizontal drawbar pull over

a distance equal to the circumference of

the driving wheels. The diameter of tlic

driving wheels, say 63 ins., the circumler-

cnce would be 198 ins. Dividing the total

10.134,720 by 198 gives 51,185 lbs. as the

tractive effort or drawbar pull. If a loco-

motive of these dimensions and pressure

could maintain this pull at 35 miles per

hour, it would develop about 3,500 hors'V

power.

parts the job is completed, and will be

found as serviceable as new pistons, the

cost being more than 50 per cent, less

than the cost of complete new pistons, not

to speak of the so called unavoidable de-

lay eliminated in having orders for new
material promptly filled in these strenuous

times.

Reclaiming Main Valve Pistons for

95/2-inch Pumps.

By J. H. Haiin, Bluefielu, W. Va.

The present high price of material

justifies the reclaiming or repairing of

any part of the mechanical appliances

used on railways, more particularly if the

repair is as good as a renewal. The
drawing we reproduce shows in detail a

method of reclaiming the main valve pis-

tons of the 9'/2-'m. pumps. The main

Loose Pulleys Scratch Shafts.

A writer in one of the English Tech-

nical publications, calls attention to a very

simple way of preventing the scratching

of shafting by loose pulleys. For some

reason, unless special care is taken, loose

pulleys badly score the shafting at both

sides of the pulley. The fit of the pulley

apparently has ncrt very much to do with

the matter. It may be reasonably as-

sumed, and it is backed by experience,

that there is little danger of the shafting

being broken by the scoring of the shaft

but it causes inconvenience in other ways,

to say nothing of the bad appearance. By
rounding off the edges of the bore of the

pulley, the scoring is prevented, and this

should always be done with loose pulleys,

especially on fast running shafts. Addi-

tional work is caused from time to time

by rows of dirt collecting, and then the

collar has to be taken off and the shaft-

ing scraped clean. Preferentially, loose

pulleys should be run on bushes were the

extra cost is not too great a considera-

tion.

—

Practical Engineer.

A Call for Food Saving.

The United States Food -Vdminis-

Irator is urging upon all editors to call

DRILL VVQtLW RUD
TUP ^Ib" fOR OOWEU.

valve bush 31,251 is first bored out, a

special boring bar described and illus-

trated in Railway and Locomotive Engi-

neering some time ago being well adapted

for the purpose. The left main valve

cylinder head 5.166 is bored in the lathe,

keeping the size of the same in the neces-

sary proportion to the main valve bush.

The pistons are then finished according

to the drawing and turned to the proper

sizes for their respective bushings, and

after fitting the rings and assembling the

particular attention to the fact that the

.\merican people eat much more than is

necessary to maintain health. Some of

the figures furnished are startling, but

they are beyond controver.sy. The hoard-

ing of food is also strongly condemned.

The question is one that seriously adds to

the demand upon our railways for cars

because oi our military demands, as it is

with extreme difficulty that we can now

move the vitally necessary food to the

markets.
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Peiioriiiance of the Mohawk or 4-8-2 Locomotive of

the New York Central Railroad

Good Iractive Effort Maintained at High Speed—The Variahle Factor—Good Points of

Satisfaetory Type?;—Bnilders and Designers Work In Harmony

TTlie Moliawk 4-S-2 engines wliicli have

been used on the division of the New
York Central Railroad, which takes its

name Irom tlie beantilul valley along the

river ol the same name, wore built by

the American Locomotive Company in

the months from July to December, 1910.

These engines are of the following di-

mensions: Cylinders, diameter 28 ins. and

stroke 28 ins.; driving wheel, diameter 09

ins.; boiler, diameter 80 ins.; slcam i]re^-

surc, VX) lbs.: firebox, length lU'j in^.:

firebox, wirlth 84.' 4 ins. ; tubes ( small ),clia.

216, 2'ux21 ft. 6 ins.; tubes (large), 45.

.^'jx2I ft. 6 ins. Wheel liase. driving

IS ft. ins.; engine 38 ft. II ins.; cngiiie

and tender, 72 ft. 9 ins. ; water capacity.

8.(X)0 gallons; maximum tractive power.

50.000 lbs.; weight in working order, on

leading truck 52,500 lbs.; weight in work-
ini; order of engine 2.M.00O ll)S ; weight

Mohawk Division is essentially a

de>ccnding grade from west to east along

the Moliawk River; tlie short grades in

lliat direction do net exceed .5 per cent,

except ilie low grade line near Schen-

ectaily. which is approximately eight

miles long, of ver_\- nearly uniform grade

and not exceeding .27 per cent. West-

bound grades are generally ascending

and do luit exceed .5 per cent.

So far as sjiecial appliances are con-

cerned, there are few upon this type, of

any particular interest. 'Die engine is

equipped with a superheater, the dome is

oi pressed steel formed in one piece, the

lire box is equipped with the Security

brick arch, the engine has a 40^11. com-

bustion chamber and 21 ft. i) in. lines. The

main driving boxes .n e 18 ins, long.

whereas fither driving boxes are 13 ins.

long. The main pedestal jaws arc wid-

ized, the chief causes were the burning

of wooden cars in wrecks, the splintering

of sills in collisions, the scarcity of timber,

the danger from electricity and the de-

mand for fireproofing material where pos-

sible. There was also a demand for in-

creased speed, greater train length, and

larger car capacity. Mr. Sackett claimed

tliat steel cars have also a lire hazard,

as it is the contents and not the car itself

that carries the danger. The other points

were debatalile. Why vvootlen sills should

be more harmful and dangerous than steel

ones is not clear. Tlie greatest danger

when collisions occur, is caused by the

telescoping of the cars, that is, the floor

level of one car rising above that of the

next, and the im[)act shoving the one into

the other. Xo matter whether the cars are

of steel siiper-stnicture or wooden, the

telescoping takes place just the same, and

\Kll[.\\VK 4SJ n\ Tilt: \K\V NOUK rr.XTK.M.

on trailing truck, 56.500 lbs.; total engine.

343,o(K) lbs.; weight in working order oi

tender, 166,500 lbs.; heating surfaces,

tubes, 2,72.? sq. ft,; flues, 1.387 .-(|. ft.;

firebox. 292 sq, ft.; arch tubes, 28 sq. it.;

heatinu surface, total 4,430 sq. ft.; super-

he,ilir. 1,212 ^q. ft,; grate area. 66.8 ^q.

ft.
I
factor of adhesion, 4.68; coal capai it>-.

14 tons.

The tonnage hauled by these engines is

comparable with that hauled by other en-

gines developing the same starting or ini-

tial tractive effort, but this type of en-

gine is able to handle these tonnages at

higher rate> of speed, because tlieir Irac-

tive effort is better siutained at higher

speeds tlian is the cave with the freight

cnginev lnretoforc used. Tliese engines

have he'll able to show a decrease in the

time rvquired lor the handling of heavy

slow fn_ight traiii.i. They have been

handling fa'.t freight trains of 2.500 to

3.5lJ*J t.jii-, or frrim 75 to 95 cars over the

Mohawk Division ( 140 miles) in from

five to eight honrv.

ened by the use ol steel castings bolted

agaiuit the inside lace of tlie frame pedes-

tals. These castings also periorm the

function of frame crossties. The throttle

valve is the balanced outside dome con-

nection tyiie.

This type of eii.uiiie was designed to

meet specihc cnditioiiv ot sliced and trac-

tive effort requirements, and the New
\ork t^eiitral Railroad are just now re-

ceiving from ihe .\mericaii Locomotive
Company a secomi large lot of this type

ol engine.

Wood and Steel Car Construction.

In an interesting paper with tlie above
caption read before the members of the

Car I-oremen's Association of Cliicago a

sliort time ago by Mr. II. S. Sackett.

limlier engineer, Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. I'aul Railway, a careful comparison
was niad<- between the records of the steel

car and the wooden car, and an analysis

ot tlie causes that led to the introduction
of the steel equipment. I'.rieflv summar-

|)robably to a mure serious degree in the

longer steel trains on account of their

enormous weight. Even in the case of the

all-wood car, the uiiderstructure is so

much more subslaiilially built than the

super-structure, tliat telescoping is bound
to take place no matter whether the train

contain cars of all-wood construction or

of steel and wood mixed. It might be

well at this time to st.ite that there are

three general types of car construction

—

all-wood, all-steel, and steel underframe

with wood superstructure.

As to the supply of timber, the latest

available records of the Government
showed that at the present enormous rate

of consumption, not considering new
growth, there was sufficient to last for

60 years. It is selling for little more than

it cost ten years ago, whereas steel has

increased enormously in price and is dif-

ficult to secure. .Steel cars have made pos-

sible greater length of trains, but it is

doubtful if they have also enabled trains

to increase in speed. They have made
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necessary an increase in motive power,

and an increase in the size and weight

of the rails.

The two factors of paramount import-

ance to the passenger are comfort and

safety. There seems but little use of dis-

cussing the advantages of the wooden

car from the standpoint of comfort, as

almost any traveler will testify that the

wooden cars are warmer in winter and

cooler in summer ; that they are less

noisy; that they are easier riding, being

more plialjle and less stiff than the steel

car; and last but not least, that they arc

eminently more pleasing to the eye. The

effort on the part of the steel car manu-

facturers to imitate wood has not given

the results that tliey may have expected.

The ubiquitous "redness" of the Pullman

cars has become monotonous to every

traveler, and it has been noted recently,

with a great deal of satisfaction, that this

imitation mahogany color is giving way

to some soft grays and browns, which

greatly improve the appearance of the

cars.

In spite of the ten years' propaganda

for steel passenger cars, however, there

were in service last year in the United

States, 41,382 all-wood cars, 14,286 all-

steel, and 6,060 cars with steel under-

frame and wooden superstructure—nearly

twice as many all-wood cars as all-steel

and steel underframe combined.

In summing up, Mr. Sackett stated that

from the data which has been available, it

is evident that for many reasons the pub-

lic is inclined to favor the wooden passen-

ger car and sleeper, that is, a car with a

steel underframe and steel skeleton super-

structure insulated with wood. The only

point in which the public would seem to

prefer the car of all-steel construction is

in its "supposed" greater safety. As has

liccn stated, however, it is felt that this

measure of safety depends to a consider-

able extent upon the size of the train, the

speed at which it is run, and the motive

power used to haul it.

From the standpoint of the railroad it

has been fully demonstrated that the steel

equipment costs more originally, costs

more to maintain and repair, has the indi-

cations of a shorter life, and on account

of the excessive weight costs more to

operate than the wooden equipment. The

only other question to be answered in this

connection is, does it earn more than tlie

wooden car? Such information has been

impossible to secure, and it is doubtful if

any of the railroad companies have com-

piled definite information on this point.

Certainly, however, it is a subject worthy

of investigation.

A very lively debate followed the read-

ing of Mr. Sackett's paper, some of the

most important points being the facts

that in 1909 of all the passenger cars built

26 per cent were of steel, 22.6 per cent were

of wood with steel underframes, and 51.4

per cent were all wood. In 1916 about 91

per cent of the passenger cars were of

steel, 7 per cent were of wood with steel

underframes, and only 2 per cent of wood.

Engineman Becoming Motorman

A certain amount of uncertainty, not

to say fear, existed in the minds of

many persons when the electrification

cf parts of our large trunk lines came
to be a practical question. As soon as

electric locomotives got to work all

objection by the crews regarding

heavy trains came to an end, as it makes

no difference whether the men have

forty or a hundred cars in the train.

L'ndef steam operation the locomotives

may be changed every division. But

v.hen the motors stay with a train for

at least two divisions and change at an

intermediate division point, the run-

ning time over the old divisions may
be shortened, and so the crews often

look favourably on motors.

At one time many of the train men
were sceptical about their chances in

case of a wreck if the trolley wire tell

down and killed the train crew and left

the train to run wild. This condition

looks impossible to the electrical engin-

(•er, but it is not easy to remove it from

the minds of men who have never had

any experience with electricity. The

eld operatives are preferable to men
who have had a little experience with

low-voltage circuits, enough to make

them foolhardy with higher voltage. The

steam men know nothing about elec-

tricity; they admit it and are ready to

take, to precautions before handling any

electric apparatus whether energised or

not.

It was difficult for enginemen of

steam locomotives to realize how im-

portant the trolley wire and the panta-

graphs were, until they had an accident

or two involving these equipments. In

the early stage they were intent on the

operation of the locomotive only, and

if they were (by a careless or negli-

gent switchman) headed into a track

which had no trolley wire it was quite

likely that they would take the signal

and go into it only to discover that

they had a dead motor and could not

KCt back to the wire again, or the pan-

tagraph had been caught and smashed

against the overhead wires or other

obstructions.

Men have been instructed never to

go on top of the locoinofives or to

open any covers over electrical appar-

atus with either of the pantagraph

current collectors up against the wire.

Each locomotive is equipped with a

long pole hook and dry rope which

can be used to pull a pantagraph from

a wire. Since there are two panta-

graphs on each machine, it is compara-

tively easy to disconnect one if it is

damaged and to make use of the other one.

< )perating men regard the whole ar-

rangement of electrification as a suc-

cess. Shorter working hours, the clean-

liness of the surroundings of work,

little on the locomotive requiring close

attention, less danger involved, no
anxiety about coal and water, and con-

fidence in the equipment by knowledge
of its operating details, have won many
friends to the electric locomotives from
among the men who use them.

Instruction work was comparatively

easy. The men would talk over the

new machines, and their various ex-

periences with each particular feature

were discussed by them, so that much
instruction work was briefly passed

over. And the men after being out

on the road were willing to drop in

and become acquainted with the motor
blue-print wiring diagrams, and learn

just w-hat details were necessarily re-

quired.

Passenger crews on a line in Eng-
land which had been partly electrified

were given more work in learning than

the freight men, since on through-

runs there was little opportunity to

show up the fine points. These men
usually had half-a-day off every other

day, and ca,mt to the round-house,

where an instructor would purposely

remove fuses on .-i spare locomotive,

put match stems in the relays, and

cause a multitude of troubles for the

engine men to find and remedy.

The technical terms used by electrical

engineers for apparatus and electrical

quantities were readily taken up by

the steam men where they were not

confusing or where one term for a

tiling is strictly adhered to.

This account, although noticed in

England is largely drawn from the

writings of Mr. W. F. Coors of the

General Electric Company. He has

had much experience of the process of

changing men from being engine men

en steam trains to drivers of electric

trains. Some' English railway com-

panies which have converted parts of

their lines from steam to electric trac-

tion have had similar experience, but

generally in their case multiple-unit

electric trains are used instead of elec-

tric locomotives.

Order to Supply Coal

Orders relative to pnividing an ade-

quate supply "f bituminous coal to four

of the larK'c railroads of the country have

been issued by Harry A. Garfield. United

States Fuel .\dministrat(ir. Tlie roads

for which this action was taken are the

Pere Marquette, Seaboard .-Mr Line, At-

lantic Cnast Line, and the Norfolk South-

ern. The orders follow the general policy

of the Fuel Administration in assuring a

coal supply for all railroad companies.
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Latest Design of Reversing Planer-

Motor Equipment.

Amoni; machines cqnipiH-il with an

electric drive there are probably none

meeting with more general favor wlicr-

ever they liavc been established tlian the

Westinshoiise planer-motor, designed to

operate sucli machines as planers, draw-

cut shapcrs, slotters and gear planers.

These tools are used in practically all

machine shops, and especially by ma-

chinery builders, railroad shops, and l>y

locomotive and car builders.

The equipment particularly adapted for

planers consists of a special commutating-

pole motor, and a controller, which is

operated automatically by the movement

of the driven machine. The motor is

direct-connected to the planer and re-

verses with each stroke, so that lielts,

tight and loose pulleys, and countershafts

are eliminated. The equipment as now

perfected is the development of mucli

careful experiment, and forms a positive,

economical and highly efficient drive. The

cutting and return speeds can he readily

adjusted, independently of each other, so

that the most economical speed can be (1,^.

used to give the maximum production for

any length of stroke, depth of cut. or

weight of platen, either heavily or lightly

loaded.

The design embraces tlic quality of low

flywheel effect and (juick reversing. 1.;

point of durability the maximum dei^rcc

of economy may be said to liave b'cn

reached. The complete absence of spark-

ing assures long life for the comniiitator

and brushes. In regard to the armature,

it may lie slated that in any service re-

quiring ([uick starting and stoi)ping tlic

flywheel elTcct of the armature is an im-

portant factor. .Vs the armature is ac-

celerated to full speed, energy is stored

up and a momentum obtained which

must l)e overcome when tlie motc^r is

stopped, and as the flywheel effect in-

creases with the square of the armature

diameter, it is evident that

the rela'.i. ily sTnall diameter

of the armatures used in

this cIa-~ of Miotors are par-

ticularly a'iaiited for ([uick

startini;. stopping and re-

ver.-ing v. lib relatively low

current CM;iiiiin)ition.

Our il'.ii^lraii'.n sli^'Ws the

compact 'li ~i^'n of the

planer motor. Of the con-

trol il ni:iy be said briefly

i^t-, of a control-

•:t -witch, and a

pendant swilcli, Tlic mas-

ter switch is mounted on

the planer bed, .-,„d is op-

erated by a tripping niech-

ani.-in attacbi d to the pla-

ten, and furiii--Iied by tl

builder of the iiiaebine

When il is tripped, the mo

starts, and it is automatically accel-

d to the desired speed ; at the end of

stroke, the iiia-ttr suitcli is tripped

again, and the motor is stopped by tlic

dynamic braking, and is immediately

started in the reverse direction.

( )1 the material, it would be a mere

reiteration cd' what has frequently ap-

peared in our pages in regard to the

work of the engineering department of

the Westinghouse Electric and Manufac-

turing Company. The latest improve-

mems in alloy steels and other metals are

t.ikeii admir.ible advantage of, so that

there is a degree of lightness in these

powerful motors which in contrast to the

hnrse-power developed is airia/ing.

Journal Box and Train Pipe Hanger
and Clamp.

The National Oiled .Spring Journal Box

is a marked improvement in journal

boxes. \part from the niateri.il. which is

malleable iron, tlie desii^n is the result of

nmcli practical experience, embracing as

it does a safeguard from the inevitable

wear from the pedestals and equalizer by

)f hard steel inserts cast into the

jiedestal guides and equalizer seats which

insure lasting wearing (jualities. .\nother

marked improvement consists of a new
ilesign of the lid or cover. .As is well

known this part of the journal bo.x should

be so constructed as to prevent ^\ust from

entering the box when closed and also

prevent the oil from leaking out. As
sIkiwu in our si'veral illustrations there is

a spring lever jiivoted tn the inside face of

the lid uliich receives the thrust from a

c. liled spring seated in a pocket in the lid,

and transforms the ]lres^ure of the spring

liy fulcrumiiig ag.iinst the hinge lug into

a powerful direct inward pull against the

center of the lid at right angles to it and

the mouth of the box when the lid is

closed. The pressure of the sjiring is

Mich that it completely prevents the wear
of parts thr. lugh vibration of the truck

tliat

ler. ;

while in motion. The box is applicable to

all trucks now in general use either of

the M. C. B. arch bar or special types for

all standard sizes of journals. This new

type of journal box is manufactured by

the National Malleable Castings Coin-

jiany, Cleveland. Ohio-

The same enterprising tirm has also

placed on the market an ingenious but

simple device for fastening the air brake

iMPK(i\i;n .im'K.\.\i. \ui\.

pipe to the car framing. .As shown in our

ilhistration it consists of a hanger and

clamp. It is also made of malleable iron

which, oil account of its rust-resisting

properties and ability to withstand shocks,

makes it extremely durable and strong,

and is especially adapted for use on re-

PL.WKR SKRVICK.

TU.MX I'li'i-; ii.\\<;i:k .wd ci.amp

frigerator and stock cars, where the ordi-

nary iron strap banger soon rusts out,

and becomes unlit for use. .\s is shown
only one bolt is necessary to clamp the

Iiipe. .\n interlocking, pinless hinge

facilitates the work of installing the air

brake ])ipe, but is so designed that should

the bolt drop out while the car is in

transit, the parts will not become sepa-

rated and lost. The clamp may be made
with any length of shank to suit the re-

quireineiits.
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Bushings Advantageous on Shafts.

In coiitiiuially using shafting it is not

unusual to find that spare pulleys ac-

cumulate in the shop or store room, in

the course of years. It is not unusual to

find that in the collection of spare pulleys,

some of suitable diameter for some par-

ticular job, but with wrong bores for

the shafting to pass through. If the hole

nrsiiixc SHOWING kevwav.

IS too small, and the wheel boss has suffi-

cient substance, re-boring to the right

size can be managed, and a fresh key-

way cut, but where the hole is too large

a bush must be made and a new key

fitted. The thickness of the bush depends

on what reduction of size is to be made.

Time may be an important factor, and

the bush may be either cast or wrought

iron, as may be convenient. It should

(|_
BUSH IX CE.\TRE OF PULLEY.

be turned up true both inside and out.

and should be a tight fit for both pulley

and shaft, and a piece should be cut out

to form an extension of the keyway in

the pulley. The keys used would have

to be thicker by the thickness of the bush

than in ordinary cases, otherwise a prac-

tically useless bit of work would have
been done.

—

Practical Engineer.

The Transportation Unit.

What has been called the "Transporta-
tion Unit" consists of the car to carry tlie

load. A locomotive to move that load.

The track upon which the train runs, and
the automatic signal to direct the move-
ment of the train. Car, engine, track and
signal thus become, in a sense, the Unit

of Transportation. In England a new
road is not opened for business or per-

mitted by government to operate until it

has been inspected by a representative of

the Board of Trade (a govermnent de-

partment), and has been found to lie fully

equipped with a thoroughly satisfactory

signal system, in good working order.

Why this is not the case here has not been

satisfactorily explained. Time was when

there may have been an excuse, but today
an adequate reason is wanting.

The signal system in England is not

considered as an auxiliary, or a sort of

transportation frill. It is regarded as a
vital necessity, just as much a part of the

railroad as the track it is considered indis-

pen.sable. Without it, a company can not

do business. Our system as it stands with

a signal system left as a voluntary idea,

puts England in the lead as far as this

matter goes. A short time ago one of

tlic New York daily papers pointed out a

fact in a railroad news item. It was, that

ii release motive power, conserve fuel and
reduce railroad congestion, one of our

large railways recently withdrew from its

New York service, eight passenger trains,

four in each direction. Several local trains

were also annulled, and it was announced

that a further curtailment in local service

would become efl^ective early in January,

I'JIS. .\ reduction in the numebr of parlor

cars attached to trains operating between

.\cw York and Washington equal to eight

trains has been put into etTect by another

sxstcm. The restrictions, it is estimated,

will enable the railroads to increase

ficight movement by al)out 40,000 tons

daily. This means that eight passenger

trains taken off, make way, each, for

,^.000 tons. Such an addition (5,000

tons every day), for a month of ,30 days,

aggregates 150,000 tons. This is worth

while doing in these days, now the war is

on. It is only stating a truism to say the

car should carry the maximum load. The
locomotive should pull the maximum train.

Hut unless the means for directing the

train movement is efficient, a large part of

the gain due to the maximum load of the

car and the tractive power of the locomo-

tive is lost. Block and interlocking sig-

nals protect the value of the investment

in cars and locomotives and increase their

utility through efficient direction of train

movements, as nothing else can. and they

help to save life when properly obeyed, as

they must be.

On a single track road a fast passenger

trains owns the track ahead of it for 5

minutes and for 10 minutes behind it. If

the train is going 60^niles an hour, there

arc 15 miles of good track preempted to

keep this train safe. It is necessary and it

Muist be done. Now if a doulile track road

is properly signaled, no matter what the

speed the train runs at, it just owns the

track ahead of it up to the first signal in

front, and back to the signal behind it.

That is usually a good deal less than IS

miles. The following train may go ahead

when the home signal arm drops and it is

at the same time warned that the passen-

ger train is in the next block ahead. By

means of these signal "directions" a train

can sooner begin to follow a fast pas-

senger train with perfect safety if the

signals are implicitly obeyed, as they must

be, and thus the freight train gets over

the road in a shorter time than if no
signals were in use on the line.

With S.OIM) tons daily increase in haul-

age, and the time on the road shortened
safely enough, for freight, it looks as if a
very substantial piece of transportation

work was in siaht, and a safe and expe-
ditious solution had been hit upon. The
discipline may not be all that 0)uld be de-

sired, but if the men on the road are told

and shown how it helps the work of the

railway, that it is an old rule with a fuller

meaning, and above all that it is a safe

and really patriotic thing to play the game
squarely, they will respond in a full and
loyal way, and the vagaries and uncertain-

ties of the "chancetaker" will be things of

the past for good and all.

A. R. E. A. Officers.

The following have been nominated for

ofiicers of the .Vmerican Railway Engin-
eering .Association for 1918: President,

C. A. Morse, chief engineer. Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific. Chicago; vice-

president. H. R. Safford. chief engineer,

Grand Trunk, Montreal. Canada ; treas-

urer, Geo. II. Bremner, district engineer,

Division of \'aluation. Interstate Com-
merce Commission, Chicago ; Secretary,

E. H. Fritch. Chicago.

Appeal to Railway Men
In an appeal to the emplnyees of the

Lehigh Valley. E. E. Loomis. the presi-

dent says : "There must be no slackers

among us. Every man must stick to his

job in these troublesome days. It is a

time for self-sacrifice. This means work-

ing thirty days a month, if necesary. re-

gardless of weather conditions ; losing no

time after pay day ; assisting, each in his

place, in running this railroad at the

highest point of efficiency. I call upon

you all to enlist heart and soul in this

patriotic service."

New Agency for the White American
Locomotive Sander Company.

In aililitii'U !' tlie railway specialties

already represented by Oscar K. Osthy,

2736 Grand Central Terminal. New York,

he has been appointeil sales representa-

tive of the White American Locomotive

Sander Company. Roanoke. Va., for ter-

ritory from P.altimore north to the Can-

adian border, and west as far as Pitts-

burgh and Cleveland.

Big Wind.

The Pffiihir Sri.-iu-c M.'iithly assures

its reader> that there is a stretch of rail-

way along the west coast of Ireland where

it is not uncommon for the trains to be

blown off the rails by the wind. Movable

ballast is said to be placed en the cars to

increase their adhesion during these

stormy period^.
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Items of Personal Interest

1918

Mr. J. W . Coulter has been appointed

master mechanic of the Alton & Southern,

with office at East St. Louis, 111.

Mr. J. A. Delancy, ti)rmerly master
mechanic of the Rio Grande division of

the Te.xas & Pacific, at .Alexandria, La.,

has been transferred to Big Spring, Tex.

Mr. W. W. Lemon has been appointed

superintendent of the motive power and
car departments of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with headquarters at Denver,
Colo.

Mr. W. D. Hitchcock has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of tlie .\1-

buquerque division of the .Vtchison, To-
peka & Santa Fc, with office at Winslow,
Ariz.

Mr. li. Gamble, formerly roundhouse
foreman of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern,
has been appointed roundhouse foreman
of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with ollice

at Sapulpa, Okla.

-Mr. W. B. Whitsitt. formerly sliop

engineer in the drawing room of the

Mount Clare shops of the Bnltini.ire &
Ohio, Baltimore, Md., has l)ecn apixtiuted

chief draughtsman.

Mr. James E. Manzell, formerly shop
motor mainlaincr on the New York,

*

Ontario & Western, has been apjiointed

to the position of electrical foreman, with

office at Middletown, X. Y'.

Mr. L. W. Hendricks, formerly master
mechanic of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, has been appointed super-

intendent of shops at \'an Nest, X. Y.,

succee<ling .Mr. J. L. Grouse, resigned.

Mr. L. L. Allen, formerly general fore-

man of the St. Louis, Brownsville &
Mexico, at Kingsville, Tex., has been ap-
pointed master mechanic of the Gulf
Coast Lines, with office at De Quincy, La.
Mr. W. H. Keller, formerly master

mechanic of the Texas & Pacific at Big
spring, Tex., has been transferred to the
I-t. Worth division, with office at Ft.

Worth, Tex., succeeding Mr. G. W. Deals.
Mr. E. S. Pardee has been appointed

mtchanical engineer of the Cleveland.

Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, with
headquarters at Beech Grove, Lul., sik-
ceediiiir Mr. W. E. Ricketson, proniot,-,!,

Mr. C. F. Liidinglon, formerly super-
intendent of the fuel department of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, has 1.. en aii-

pointcd fuel supervisor of the C liirairo.

Milwaukee & St. T'aul. with <.!:lrr in

Chicago, HI.

Mr. C. F. Lingcnfelter has 1 ecu ap-
pointed assistant road foreman of engines
of the Pittsburgh division of the Pennsyl-
vania, with headquarters at Concmaugh,
Pa., succeeding Mr. S. G. Gl,-i^=!,::rn!

tran.sfcrred.

Mr. W. R. Harrison has been ai^p .it. .1

master mechanic of the Southern K.-^as

division of the .Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe, with otHce at Chamite, Kaiis.. succeed-
ing Mr. W. H. Hamilton, assigned to

other duties.

Mr. C. E. Peck, formerly general fore-

man of the Southern Pacific at Roseville,

Cal., lias been appointed master mechanic
of the Portland division, with office at

Portland, Ore., succeeding Mr. George
Wild, resigned.

Mr. M. Turton has been appointed me-
chanical superintendent of the Interna-

tional Railways of Central America, with
office at Guatemala City, Guat., succeed-
ing Mr. R. Potts, resigned, to accept
service with another road.

Mr. C. A. Wirth has been appointed
master mechanic of the Pasco division of

the Northern Pacific, with office at Pasco,
Wash., succeeding Mr. G. F. Egbers, who
has been granted leave of absence to enter
the Russian Railway Service Corps.

Mr. G. I''. Wicseckel, formerly master
inecliaiiic of the Western Maryland,
witli ofiice in Hagerstown, Md., has
been appointed superintendent of mo-
tive [lower, with office at Hagerstown,

,
succeeding Mr. R. Warnock, resigned.

-Mr. R. L. Browne has been associated
with the sales department of the Gold-
schniidt Thermit Company, X. Y'., as

conimercial engineer. Mr. Browne has
had a thorough course of training in the

Thermit welding jirocess, and is among
the leading experts in the trade.

Mr. T. S. Davey, formerly shop super-
intendent of the Erie at Buffalo, N. Y.,

car shops, has been appointed master me-
chanic in charge of engine terminals at

Croxton, N. J., and Mr. L. C. Fitzgerald,

formerly car foreman, succeeds Mr.
I^avej'.

Mr. William H. Fetncr, formerly acting
snperintendent of motive power of the
Central of Georgia, has been appointed
-u[ierintendcnt of motive power, succeed-
ing Mr. F. F. Gaines, who on account of
continued itnpaired health has been as-
signed to other duties.

-Mr. H. R. Warnock, formerly super-
intendent of motive jiower of tlic Western
Maryland at Hagerstown, Md., has been
appointed general superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with headquarters at Cliica.go,

III., succeeding Mr. .\. F. M.mchcster, de-
ceased.

Mr. X. B. Payne, electric crane spe-
cialist, dealing in new and second hand
Ir.Tveling cranes, has opened an office at
2.5 Church street. New York Mr.
Payne has had a wide experience in this
class of work, and was formerly cm-
)iloyed with Manning, Maxwell &
Moore, Inc , Xew York.
Mr. H. Clewer has been appointed

superintendent of Fuel Economy of the
Chicago, Rock island & Pacific with head-
quarters at Chicago, 111. Mr. Clewer has
appointed assistants at the chief division

points of the road, and systematic methods
of instruction in economy and efficiency

are being placed in operation.

Mr. R. X. Xichols, formerly general
foreman of the Central of Xew Jersey at

Communipaw engine terminal, Jersey
Lity, has been appointed assistant mas-
ter mechanic, and Mr. W. E. Hardy,
formerly at East Twenty-second street,

has been promoted to general foreman
at Coninninipaw^ succeeding Mr.
Xichols.

Mr. C. E. Mc.-Xuliffe, formerly master
mechanic of the Missouri Pacific, at

Atchison, Kans., has been transferred to

Wichita, Kans., succeeding Mr. R. H.
Tait, transferred to Kansas City as master
mechanic. Mr. F. Rauber has been ap-
pointed division foreman at Wichita, and
Mr. Samuel W. Ashford has been ap-
pointed master mechanic of the White
River division.

Mr. J. W. White has been appointed
manager of the power and railway divi-

sions of the Detroit office of the Westing-
house Electric & Mfg. Com|.any. Mr.
White was formerly connected with the
Pittsburgh office of this company, subse-
quently becoming associated with the .\IIis

Chalmers Comiiany, and has now returned
to the A\'estinshousc Company, assuming
the position al)o\e noted.

Mr. J. H. Pardee, president, and Mr.
J. P. Riiilev, railway engineer, of the J.
Cr. White Management Corporation. Xew
York City, have been visiting the Phil-
ippine Islands, making a general inspec-
tion of the Manila Electric Railroad and
Light Company, and other interests in

the islands operated by the management
corporation. They arc expected to re-
turn to Xew York before the end of
January.

Mr. Leonard S. Cairns, formerly assist-
ant general manager of the Manila Elec-
tric Railroad and Light Company. Manila,
P. L, has been appointed general manager
of the Eastern Pennsylvania Railroad
Company, with office at Pottsvillc, Pa.
The White Management Corporation, Xew
York City, arc the operating man.agers of
both companies. He succeeds Mr. L. H.
Palmer, who recently became assistant to
the president of the I'nited Railways and
Electric Company, Baltimore, Md.

_

Mr. D. G. Cunningham, fnrmerlv as-
sistant superintendent of motive pow'er of
the Denver & Rio Grande, has been ap-
pointed superintendent of motive power.
Mr. Cunningham is a graduate of the Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute and entered as
machinist's apprentice in the Norfolk &
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Western Shops at Roanoke, Va., in 1890.

Latterly he has had experience in

several western roads and was for several

years superintendent of shops of the Den-

ver & Rio Grande at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mr. D. O. Leary, master mechanic of

tlie Pacific Coast railroad since 1893

and also master mechanic of the Pacific

Coast Steam Ship Company's repair

works, has resigned to accept a position

as machinery inspector with the United

States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet

Corporation. Mr. Leary is a member
of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, and the American Rail-

way Master Mechanics' Association, and

his appointment to the Government
emergency service meets with universal

approval.

Mr. Charles H. Ewing has been ap-

pointed vice-president of the Philadelphia

& Reading, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. Ewing entered the company's service

in 1883 in the engineer corps construction

department, and with the exception of

several years' service as chief engineer of

the Central New England railway, has

occupied many important positions in the

Philadelphia & Reading for over twenty-

five years, and was latterly general super-

intendent. Mr. F. M. Falck has been ap-

pointed General Manager, both appoint-

ments taking effect in December.

Hon. John F. Hylan, who has been

elected and installed as mayor of New
York, is a member of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers, Division 419,

Brooklyn, N. Y''. Mr. Hylan is from

Greene County, N. Y'. In 1887, he was

engaged laying the tracks of the Brooklyn

elevated railroad, and was shortly given

a position as fireman and promoted to an

engineer. He studied law at night and

graduated from the New York Law
School in 1897. He was elected county

judge of Kings county, and in the recent

election for mayor had the largest |)lur-

ality of any candidate that ever ran for

the office. He retains a warm interest

i" the welfare of railroad men.

Mr. L. T. Hamilton, formerly maiiaycT

of the advertising and specialty depart-

ment of the National Tube Company,

Pittsburgh, Pa., has accepted a similar

position with the Walworth Manufactur-

ing Company, Boston, Mass. .A.s noted

in pur pages some months ago the Wal-

worth company purchased the Kewanee
works from the National Tube Company
and Mr. Hamilton's familiarity with the

"Kewanee" products eminently qualifies

him for his new position. His marked

success in training specialty students and

in supervising specialty and sales pro-

motion work has won for him an en-

viable reputation. He is a graduate of

the University of Illinois, and became

associated with the Western Tube Com-
pany in 1897, advancing from claim de-

partment and secretary to sales manager.

In 1908 he became associated with the

National Tube Company, and became
identified with the remarkable advertis-

ing success of the company's products.

He was elected first president of the

Pittsburgh Publicity Association. Mr.

n.\MlLTO\.

W. L. ScliactYcr, formerly assistant to

Mr. Hamilton in the service of the Na-

tional Tube C ompany, succeeds to the

position held by Mr. Hamilton as man-

ager of the advertising and specialty de-

partment.

Mr. Lewis A. Larsen has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president of the

Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., with

headquarters at Lima, Ohio. Mr. Lar-

sen was born at Ridgeway, Iowa, in 1875.

He received his early education in the

r.Ewis .x. r..\R.=:Ey.

pulilic schools of Ridgeway and Decorah,

Iowa, and Upper Iowa University.

Northwestern University and St. Paul

College of Law. In 1897 he entered the

service of the Chicago Great Western

Railway as clerk to the master mechanic.

He held successively the positions of

chief clerk to the superintendent of

motive power and was later chief clerk

to the assistant general manager. In

1904 he resigned to accept the position

of chief clerk to the superintendent of

motive power of the Northern Pacific

Railway at St. Paul. In November, 1906.

he became associated witli the W. H. S.

Wright Railway Supplies, representing

the Railway Steel Spring Co., Pittsburgh

Forge and Iron Company and others, and

in 1907 he entered the service of the

American Locomotive Company. In 1909

he was appointed assistant to the vice

president in charge of manufacturing

and in July, 1917, was appointed assistant

comptroller, which position he has held

up to the present time. Mr. Larson had

a wide experience in railway operation,

particularly in mechanical department

matters and an equally valuable experi-

ence in locomotive building. For several

years past he has been a special lecturer

in the .\lexander Hamilton Institute.

New York, and has contributed a num-
ber of papers to the railroad and tech-

nical magazines of the countrv.

Merging of the Economy Devices Cor-

poration and Franklin Railway

Supply Company.

The consolidation of the Economy
Devices Corporation and the Franklin

Railway Supply Company into one or-

ganization, to be known as the Frank-

lin Railway Supply, Company, Inc., has

been made with the following as the

board of officers: J. S. Coffin, chairman

of the board of directors; S. G. Allen,

vice-chairman; H. F. Ball, president;

Walter H. Coylc, senior vice-president:

J. L. Randolph, vice-president in charge

of western territory; C. W. Floyd Cof-

tin, vice-president in charge of eastern

and southern territory: C. L. Winey,

secretary and treasurer; Harry M.

Evans, eastern sales manager; C. L.

P.urkholder. western sales manager; Hal

R. Stafford, chief engineer, and William

T. Lane, mechanical er'iincer. All of the

officers are men of wide experience in

the railway supply department and have

I'cen prominently identified in engineer-

ing and construction work.

Call for Railway Men.

.\nnounccniont l;as been made by the

War DcpartiTicnt that volunteers are now

being accepted lor a provisional reinforce-

ment railway regiment, for the National

ariny. which is being organized at C.amp

Grant. Kockiord, III. Men are wanted

who have qualifications in railway con-

struction, operation and maintenance

;

shop work and transportation, .\pplica-

tions are received at all of the principal

recruiting stations.
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Uailroad Equipment Notes

The Pacilic Electric is building car

sliops, 75 by 220 ft., at Torrance, Cal.

The Essex Terminal has ordered SO

gondola cars from the Canadian Car &

Foundry Company.

The Republic Creosoting Company.

Indianapolis. Ind., is inquiring for live

10,000-gal. tank cars.

The Lehigh Valley has let contract

for building a boiler house 40 by 118 ft.

at Perth .Xmboy, N. J.

The Indiana Rtlining Company. Law-

renccville. 111., is inquiring for 25 8,000-

gal. capacity tank cars.

The United States Government has

ordered 65 gun cars from the .\merican

Car & l-'oundry Company.

T. E. Ilamman, Milmine, HI., has or-

dered five bo.K cars from tlic Central

Locomotive & Car Works.

The Central of Brazil has ordered 2

Consolidation locomotives from tin-

Baldwin Loccmiotivc Works.

The Alabama & Vicksburg has

ordered 2 Mikado engines from the

Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad S:

Navigation Company has let the (-..n-

trart for a roundhouse at Taccmia.

Wash.

1lu- .'<ant:i I'e has commenri-d con-

struoiion work on its new machinr slioji

builrliiig at Temple, Tex. It is In be

00 by 100 ft.

The Louisville & Xashville has or-

dered .^OO steel undcrframes for SO-ton

gondola cars from the Pressed Sucl

( ar Company.

The fireal Xortiiern has ordirtd

l.l.ls tr.n^ of steel from the .\ineii.an

Bridge Company for the renewal of loO

inner pockets at ore dock .\'o. .». .Allouez,

Wis.

The Glen Xina Tank Line. X. M.

Pierce, owner, Buffalo, X. Y. has or-

vered .^0 8,000-gal. capacity tank ears

from the Pennsylvania Tank ( .ir ( om-

pany.

The Xorlolk & Western lias ordered

from the Union Switch & Signal Com-

pany 15 signals, style S, for use on the

Big Sandy division, lu-.o' Kenova,

W. \'a.

chine, six levers. The material has

been ordered from the General Railway

Signal Company.

Tlie U. S. Government has placed

orders for 4.975 cars for American

forces overseas, as follows: 2,250 box,

1.725 gondolas. 500 flat, 250 tank and

250 refrigerators.

The Xew York Central is understood

1o have reserved space with the rail

mills subject to government require-

ments for the rolling of about 150.000

tons of standard section rails.

The French Government has ordereil

1.000 steel underframe Hat and 850

steel underframe gondola cars of 60 cm.

(1 ft. 11.5k in.) gauge from the .\meri-

can Car iS; Foundry Company.

Tlie Philadelphia & Reading is re-

ported to have purchased about 3,000

tons of rolled and cast steel for the con-

struction in its shops of 15 locomotives,

10 freight and 5 passenger engines.

The Illinois Central has been getting

bids on 1.000 hopper cars; the Lehigh

(enient Copany, .Mlentown. Pa., for 50

hojiper cars; the Richmond. bVedericks-

linrg & Potomac, 100 hopper cars.

The Atchison, Topek.-. i*t Santa Fe h:is

ordered a 20-levcr, Saxby & Farmer

interlocked machine, equipiicd with

.illeni.-iting-current electric locks, for

installation at Morris. Kan. The field

work will be carried out by the Santa

I'e's regular construction forces.

The Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe com-

jiany is contemplating the construction

of a freight station ami a machine shop

at Temple. Tex. The iiroi)osed ma-

chine shop will be 60 ft. by 10(1 ft., with

concrete foundations, liriek wiiUs, ma-

cliin.ry foundations. electric light,

steam he.it and tar and gravel roof.

The Mnictiire will cost $15,000, exclu-

si\ e of machinery.

The Oregon-Washington Railroad I'v

.\a\ ig.ition ( ompany is building a

roimdhouse at Tacoma. Wash., which

will cr.st about $10,000. The building

will contain three stalls. 97 ft. long. It

will be a fr.ame structure with concrete

pits anil concrete footings supported on

piles. The contract for the work w;is

let to the 1-:. .1. Ronmls Construction

Company. Seattle, Wash.

The Union Pacific is to install a me-

chanical interlocking plant at R'epubli-

can River Bridge; Saxby <v larmer ma-

The Southern Railw.ay has awarded to

the General Railway Signal ('ompany a

contract for the construction and in-

stallation of automatic block signals

between Charlotte. X. C.. and Spartan-

burg. S. ( ., 7b miles, double track. With

pIXON'S
.»<*•!; PAINT
j/'"»'OUK COLORS °>^.'
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts,

Th« Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
CnglReers, Iron

Pounders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufacturers of Injectors, Ejectors.
Boiler Wiisliers and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

:R

THE
y^^""

GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE CHICAGO, ILL.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boston, Mass'

the completion of this work, the South-

ern will be equipped with automatic

block signals from Washington, D. C,

to Atlanta, Ga., 649 miles; and alternat-

ing current is used throughout.

According to reports, the orders out-

.slanding for cars and locomotives

1 laced last May on behalf of the Russian

Government have not been canceled,

but work on them has been held up.

The orders outstanding call for about

.^00 large locomotives and 10,000 four-

V heel freight cars. The orders for 1,500

locomotives and 30,000 cars which were

in contemplation and which were dis-

tributed in October and November were

not definitely signed and no work has

been done on them.

Press despatches from .\thens state

that ten monster .\merican locomotives

::re standing on a side track at the

Piraeus, gradually rusting away for lack

of use. They are evidence of the pro-

:.::ressive modern inetbods which a re-

cent government railway administration

sought to put into practice without,

however, making due calculations in ad-

vance. The engines were greatly ad-

mired when they arrived, but when they

were put on the tracks it was discov-

ered that the light rails almost flattened

.lUt with their weight, and the bridges

along the .main routes were not strong

iTioutjli for them.

The M. C. B. and the M. M. Con-

ventions.

.\ meeting of the Executive Commit-

tees of the Master Car Builders and the

.American Railway Master Mechanics'

.\ssoeiations was held at the Hotel Bilt-

iiiore. New York, on Dec. 20, and after

disposing of the routine business, the

Huestion of holding the annual conven-

tions was discussed at length, and on

motion it was agreed that on account

of continued war conditions and the

necessity of every railroad man being

at his post that no conventions be held

this year.

Utilizing Exhaust Steam.

In the interest of economy much saving

may be made during winter by the care-

ful use of e.xhaust steam. It may readily

l.c applied as heating feed water for the

steam boiler, for many washing purposes.

licating buildings and other purposes. A
small investment in additional boiler-

room equipment, such as an exhaust

steam heater would effect a considerable

saving even in a moderate sized plant.

Saving Oily Waste.

Many railroads and machine shops

still follow the extravagant practice of

burning their oily waste, but scarcity of

fats and petroleum products has created

wider interest in the reclamation of
both waste and oil by extraction in cen-
trifugals, liltcring and refining the oil

for further use, and drying the waste in

ovens. The high price of cotton waste,
as well as lubricating and cutting oils,

makes reclamation profitable.

Breaking Up Cars for War Materials.

In Great Britain the Ministry of Mu-
nitions are licensing various firms to

purchase cars, especially those of the
older types, in order to break them up
to recover the aluminium, bronze, brass
and steel. These materials are sent in

to the official smelters to be made into
war material. .Muminum is especially

needed for aircraft. The upholstering
is utilized as rags, and the old tires,

woodwork, leather, etc., can all be util-

ized for purposes connected with the
war.

Electrification of Swiss Railways

Tlie Swiss Federal Railways have
made appropriation for the coming
year for the electrification of tracks,

including roundhouses, stations, and
power houses. It has been decided to

proceed as early as possible with the

v-ork. This question is rendered all

the more urgent owing to the present

scarcity and high price of coal, and,

on the other liand, it is understood that

the principal diflicultj' with reference

to the electrification at the present time
is the great scarcity of the necessary

electrical material and particularly of

copper.

New Rolling Stock for Chile.

By a recent proclamation of the Presi-

dent of Chile, an appropriation has been

made for the use of the .^rica-La Paz

Railway to be employed in the purchase

of 100 steel freight cars of 25 tons ca-

pacity, and 3 Mallet locomotives. Details

tnay be had from the Ministry of Rail-

ways, Santiago, Chile.

Wood's Latest Invention.

William H. Wood, engineer, inventor

and builder of special machinery for forg-

ing, riveting, flanging and other purposes,

has perfected a hydraulic shell testing

press for testing sliells to 18,500 pounds

pressure, and to work fmni an accumu-

lator pressure of 1,500 ll)s. to the square

inch. Particulars of this and other de-

vices may be had on application to W.

H. Wood, Media, Del. Co., Pa.

The greatest favor you can confer on

anyone is to give liim a chance to do his

best.

But it's no trouble to find trouble.
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Books. Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc

Proceedings of the International Rail-

way General Foremen's Assn.

Xs ann .unccd in our columns last June,

the annual convention of the Interna-

t.onal Railway General Foreme.i s Asso-

ciation was suspended for th.s year. The

work of the association, however, has not

.lacked down on accunt of 191/ benig

a blank vear with them, as far as the con-

vention "is concerned. The papers wh>ch

would have been read in 1917 are never-

theless pruned in the form of proceed-

ings Tlie question of what constitutes

an engine failure is dealt with very tuUy.

Meeting the Federal Inspection Laws is

discussed. The paper is profusely illus-

trated, and is divided into parts. Maxi-

mum .service and minimum wear forms

the subject of another paper, and the

subject is treated from the influence whicli

proper alignment of parts has in produc-

ing the desired eftect. The interest a

locomotive foreman has or may have ni

car matters came in for discussion afte,- a

long and interesting paper had been pub-

lished.

These papers were printed and sent to

the members, and though the discussions

of its topics may not have been as spon-

taneous as if the meeting had been held

but thev certainly contain the results of

careful and intelligent judgment. Copies

of the proceedings may be had from the

secretary. William Hall, C. & N. W .

Winona. Minn. Xo convention will be

iK-ld in 1918.

to secure a copy of the new edition as

the improvements and changes m the

modern automobile are of prime mi-

portance to all who desire a thorough

Knowledge of the machine. Price, $3.00.

Du Pont Products.

\ new edition of the Du Pont Products

Book has just been issued by E. I. du

ront de Nemours & Company, and its

associates, Du Pont Fabrikoid Company.

Du Pont Chemical Works, the Arhngtoii

Works, and Harrison. Inc. It hstf all

Industrial Motors.

The second of a series oi catalogues

of industrial motors has just been dis-

tributed by the Westinghouse Electric

and Manufacturing Company of East

Pittsburgh, Pa. This is known as Cata-

logue 30 and covers the company s com-

plete line of direct current motors and

generators for industrial service. After

several pages giving general information

regarding the ordering, classihcation and

selection of direct current motors there

follows complete descriptions, rating and

dimensions for type SK commutating-

pole motors, various modifications of

type SK elevator motors, reversmg

planer motor equipment, type CD motors
Works and Harrison, inc. ii- '>- - planer motor equipmeui, Lj,i.t -" _

the products of the above concerns and
^^^^ g^- ^^^ cD motor generators and

describes their uses as well as who uses
^^^ welding equipment. Much new in-

Ihem On account of the enormous ex-
{^rmation is given, especially on such

pansion of the enterprising firm's busi-
^yi^jects as arc welding, headstock equip-

ness made necessary by the war and by
^^^^ ^^^j ,j3^^.,.y charging service. The

the inability of this country to longer ^^^ catalogue is identical in size and

import many of its chemicals and raw
^jj, ^^. j,^g ^.j^^jer for the company's line

materials, it became necessary for the

Du Pont Company to greatly expand its

industrial activities, and the purpose of

the Du Pont Products book is to tell the

public of the hundreds of commodities

Ihev make and sell, many of which until

recently had never been made on this

continent. Every mercantile, professional,

industrial and particularly railway supply

man should have a copy of this book

which extends to 192 pages and is

elegantly bound. Copies may be had on

application to the company's main ntl^ce,

Wilmington, Del.

of catalogues covering supply apparatus

and small motors.

The Modern Gasoline Automobile

A new and enlarged edition of tli

Modi-rn Gasoline Automobile, 1)

Vicf.r M. Page. M.E.. has just be, „

issued bv the Norman W. Henlay Pub-

li-hine r.,mpany. 2 West 45th Street,

New York. His work has already been

recognized as the standard work on the

subject of the design, construction, op-

i ration and maintenance of the ga.solinc

automobile. The present edition ex-

tends t., 1.032 pages, with over l.Ono

illustrations, and 13 folding platen

The book is divided into sevent.cn

chapter-, and is in many respects llie

most complete, practical and up-to-lair

irratis- on uasoline automobiles e\y'

published. It is a popular favorit, m

-iuloniobile schools, and has the Urn-

,„,alitv of not beina too technical :<

tl,e br:;lnner nor too elementary !
r

the .jxiM-rt. Mr. Page's style is rcnvul:

M.lr i.ir it, clearness, as well as u,

rompbiriv- His pr.-ictical hints :-r

I.,c.-itinL' inuHi'- troubles show how car,

fully h.- b:.s mastered the subject, aii'l

wc ar." .onvinced that the book v, ill

contiirie 'm grow in favor. Wc inml.t

ndd that those having the early edition

l.ublislicl ^ix years ago would do w.Il

Tests of Welded Joints.

An interesting scries of tests of

strength of Oxacctylene welded joints in

mild steel plates has been completed by

the Engineering Experiment Station of

the Tniversitv of Illinois. Specimens

uere supplied by the Oxweld Acetylene

Company of Chicago, and the result of

the tests showed with no subsetiuent

treatment after welding, the joint efii-

ciencv for static tension was found to be

about 100 per cent for plates one-halt

inch in thickness or less, and to decrease

for thicker plates. The joints were

strengthened by working after welding,

and were weakened by annealing at 800

degrees C. I'or static tests and for re-

peated stress tests, the joint efficiency frc

quently reached lOO per cent; the etli-

ciencv of the material in the joint is

less, indicating the advisability of build-

ing up the weld to a thickness greater

than that of the plate. In general, the

test results tend to increase conlidence

in the static strength and in the strength

under repeated stress of carefully made

r.xacetvlene welded joints in mild steel

l.lates.' Copies of the Bulletin M. 98, may

be obtained from C. R, Richards, Direc-

I'rbana. Ill

Elements of Electrical Engineering

This notable work is a text-book for

use in colleges and- technical schools

by William S. Franklin, New York, and

published bv the MacMillan Company.

It is f^nelv printed and elegantly bound

and extends to 475 pages, with numer-

ous illustrations. It is the first volume

of a projected series extended to re-

view and survey elementary and ap-

plied electricity and magnetism, and

present direct-current machines and

systems. Price, #4.50,

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.

SOLTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors

Send for Catalog
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In the Maritime Alps of France

Our illustration this month gives one ural military advantage and the surround- Italy, now allies, will never resort to war

an idea of the single-arch steel bridge on in^ eminences are crowned by strong to settle differences which can be more

the Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean Rail- fortifications, communicating with the easily and more honorably adjusted around

way in the vicinity of the strongly forti- town, and with each other, by subterra- the green table.

fied town of Brianqon, close to the borders nean passages. One of the heights upon The bridge which spans the gorge is a

of Italv. The town is situated on a hill, which the village of St. \'eran is built single arch. 127 ft. long by 180 ft. high.

,1 Al r.KIANCnX ()\ rilK I'.\RIS. I.VOXS .\NU MiaUl l:KK.\Ni;,\N KAll.WAV (1F FKAXei:,

about 4.300 ft. above sea level; and is

near the source of the Durance, which

flows down the deep rocky gorge which

forms the subject of our illustration. The
fortifications command the road between

France and Italy across Mount Gencvre.

The position of Briangon gives it a nat-

is the highest in France, and Briangon is

not many feet short of the highest. The

fortifications, although they are well built,

are of a former day, and the present war,

with its modern high-power ordnance,

might easily destroy the defenses. It is,

however, to be hoped that France and

That means that from the top of the floor

to a line joining the abutments it is 180

ft., though the gorge falls away below a

thousand feet or more.

In the town of Briangon, floss and silk

manufactures are carried on ; small iron

ware, leather and the making of lavender
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w.iur liriaiKdii ilialk is wiiloly kiinHii. ,i Miihi.ii> poNi iiiuUi ilic K»m,nis. Alloi lis |i,i|iiil.itioii is al>out 7,>2-\. Tlio plioto-

Mu\ Hri.iiK"'" in.mn.i, «liicli is a kilul kI iIu- iall »l tlio Roman I'lupiro, this city iir;\[A\ wliicli wo arc cnaMoil to nive to

ii-sin, IS aUo ox|ioilcil ln>iu this volUiliiMi inaiiitaiiicil ilsi-lf as an imU'iiomlout ro- our ri-ailors was taken for the imr|iosc of

of human ilwi-llinss, pcrcht-il liko an inihlic fvir many viars ami only hcoame a oalliiiK attention to this I'M. pictiircsniie.

cauli-'s nrst on the IukIi mountain oraK part of Iranec in l7l.v In the elosinR ami historic town hy the famous Taris,

llrian>.-on is helieveil h\ some autlion- wars of the ijreat Napoleon, the town l.yvms ami Me.lilerranean Raih\a\. of

lies I., he the ancient cit> of r.ri,nanliuM\. matle a nohlc ami spiiilcil ilefense in U^15. iMance.

Oiitsitlf lii(l(|iiii<l(iil IcxUiiii; VrianfifiiUMit

—

(fCar l";j>il> Sdjuslrd INnscrliil

III \«tion — I.itllc W«ar

An cvcellenl locomolivc reverse .v;eit

dcsiKiicil hy Ml. t.'. .1. Melhu, cousultini;

cn^jincer of the .\meric.ui locomolixe

Company, has hceu hroui.:ht out In that

coiKcrn ,iml iipplicil hy them Ivi a luunher

of euKincs which the> have lecenlly

lurueil out The essential fe.itmes, »>r

r.ither one of the princip.il component

parts ol the appaialus, consl•.^^ of an or-

ilmar> cvhmler with a cup packed |us|ou

anil J crossheail with a sni,i;le itniile har,

»n o|>eratinK \al\e, a llKkn\^ <le\ ice .mil

a luml-lever with .i latch \,iKe in the

cah What looks like the hottom uniile

(or the crosshe.ul is really a pivoted har,

which may he drawn n|i .it one end and in

a sense clamped on the imdeiside of the

crosshcad, and this reall.\ forms a clamp

which locks the crosshcad and prevents

any crccpins of the mechanism, due to

leakage or from other causes It is this

outsule or incch.imcal system ol locking:

that forms one of the ilisinictive leatmes

of the Mellin near,

\ close iuspccliou of ilus mecli.misin

shows that the top i;uide is stationary,

and the crosshcad entirely encloses ii, so

that if the lower har or clami> har was to

tall olT it would make no dillerence to the

stiaiicht line movement ol the crosshcad,

I'he .iction of the clamp har is siuiple

hut ellective. On top of the .ipparalus is

pLiced what is called the lockuiv; device

It consists of a cylinder or cas,- contain

ini; a spnun at one end of which is a

piston moviiii; in a small cylinder winch

is formed .is a coutiim.ilion ol llie spniii;

CIS,- h ma\ he said of this ,leMi;n ih.U

the licking device is of the iiiciion \ .i

rielv, wilh the spring case eomhiiicd with

a lele.ise cvliiidcr. There is a spun;;, and

connected to the pivoted Kuide, which h\

the tension of the spring is m.Kiiiiieil

lhroiii;h a hell crank leverage, ind this

lorce i;rips the crosshcad hetwccii il .iiid

the m.iin i;uide. Tlie hand lever l.itch

or lo.k rele.isc valve is .i simple poppet

iiilit and discharge valve, snhject to the

movement of the hand lever l.iich, hv

means ,.f .i lrii;i;er and holte.l li> ihc

lever iu'.crnm hr.icket

When the reverse mecliaiiisin is .li .nii

to he used, the hand which urasps ihe

lever puts the latch handle ui' aconsi

the main li.indle and this opens the sui.ill

jvoppe! valve, relericd to ahove Mi

iherelore llow s into ihe 's-iu pil'e lead motion lliii>iiv;li the lli>atiiii; lever, shown

inn to the ,iir ciul of the sprinv; case. I'lle vertically in cenlr.il position in our il-

.lir pressure so introduceil moves the lustration, with the crosshcad connection

small pisli>ii and compresses the sprin.n to it as ,i fnlcrum, and this movement

ill ils case 111 coiise>iiiencc of lliis, the opens the o|hi .iliuv; v.ilve The motion

l>olt from ilie sprin.i; case moves h.ick and ol the ciosslu-.u! which follows, Iraus-

ihrou^h its connecliv>ns, loosens the pivot mils moiioii throuijh the lloatiiiK lever

evi locking har under the crosshe.id, wilh ilie handlever connection as a ful-

The hinged lock har or i;nide must crum. ami closes the valve when the K<-'-'r

clear the iiivi'tcd shoe on the crv>sshoad is stoppevl and i;ripped hy the lock at thf

hy 's in. in its p.irellel position with the correspondinK position of the h.uidlever.

in.iin miide, so lh,il it t.ikes an inclineil \l .inv movenienl m either direction of

^ .^
""^"

^
Ml I I IN IMIMM'U Kl'\ I'K.^^I (.1 \U,

posilion

cliiialiou

inner en

vari.ilioti

on Ihe c

and hcl
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Physically and Mentally Protected
Sudden Sickness or Faint Provided For—The Dead Man's Handle—Mental Lapses Are

Real—How Provided Against—The Stop Signal

It is not often that we stray into the

field occupied by the interurban trolley

line, but the illustration we are able to

give here and what we have to say on the

subject represented, is quite applicable to

a steam-operated railway. We regard this

vehicle and its occupants as properly pro-

tected against dangers, physical and

mental.

The man in charge is purposely kept

alone, without a mate, and he is isolated

from the passengers for the purpose of

preventing his being distracted and his

attention withdrawn from his work by ir-

relavent conversation. So far this ar-

rangement is good and it shows that, even

in a very crude fashion, the idea of pro-

tecting the man from the vagaries of his

own mind is given some faint attention.

At least the tacit acknowledgment of the

possibility of his being distracted in cer-

tain ways is here made plain.

The man in charge stands at his post,

isolated from his fellows, and he governs

the movements of the car or of the train

by what is commonly called the "Dead
Man's Handle" attached to the controller.

This handle, as most people know, is made
with a knob or button at the top of the

point of hand grasp. The button must be

pressed down about H or J-j in. against

the upward thrust of a small spring; and

this pressing down makes connection so

that the discs of the controller move with

the handle through all its positions. If,

however, the pressure of the hand is re-

laxed or withdrawn, the discs of the con-

troller are disconnected from the handle

and in obedience to the action of a power-
ful spring, they fly back to the zero point,

cutting off the flow of electric current to

the motors, and at the same time opening

an escape valve in the air brake, and thus

the brakes are applied in the emergency.

This two-fold action of- the dead man's

handle deals very effectively with a physi-

cal derangement of the normal actions of

the man. If he is the victim of heart

failure, or is temporarily overcome by an

attack of acute indigestion or merely faints

in the heavy, drowsy heat of the day. his

grasp relaxes, and the train automatically

comes to a dead stop. In fact so satis-

factory is the action of the dead man's

handle that if an automobile is recklessly

driven across the front of the train on a

road crossing all the man in charge of the

power has to do is to let go of the handle,

seek safety if need be, and the powerful,

but uncomprehending mechanism sets

about at once arresting the motion of the

train and doing it in minimum time.

Here the danger of sudden and unlooked

for physical disability is amply recognized

and adequately provided for. All that

safety demands for the preservation of

the lives of those who have trusted them-
selves to the company's care has been

done fully and properly and with this

high-minded single end in view. The iso-

lated man in the cab, though temporarily

overcome or permanently stricken down,
cannot jeopardize the lives of those

whose safety the company has thus far

guaranteed.

The isolated occupant of the cab is, how-
ever, not yet actually safe from himself.

He may be alone, but he is liable to

momentary lapses of the mind. He may be

CAR WITH DE.\D MA.VS H.\NDLE ST.WD-
l.NG AG.-MNST STOP SIGNAL.

the prey of sudden impulses or he may be

the victim of mind distraction, emotion,

fear, flurry or inchoate thought, and so

be in a worse plight than the man who
failed through physical weakness or the

direct attack of disease.

We have all seen the front brakeman

i.f a freight train run ahead of the engine

t'> throw a switch. We have known him

to reach a switch which by accident or

design had been set right for the oncom-

ing train, and we have seen him de-

liberately throw the correctly-placed pair

of switch-rails to the wrong position al-

most under the truck wheeds of the en-

gine while he himself was mastered by the

relentless power of the idea that he must

do something—he must act. Little short

of violence will make such a man become

rational again, and too often he only

awakens from this state of mind when he

has succeeded in putting the engine on the

ties. This is not an isolated or uncom-
mon case. It exists, and does its deadly

work quite as often as the man in the

cab fails through physical causes. The
brakeman is mentioned as a type. A
motorman or an engineman on a locomo-
tive may experience a similar state of

mind, yet he may appear to be normal,

though the circumstances surrounding him
will differ from those of the brakeman.

Instances can be given where a quarrel

before the trip may so occupy the atten-

tion of the man in the cab, as to inhibit or

shut out of his perception the events

happening close at hand. The thought or

even the hope of a lucrative private trans-

action may have the same result. Sickness

of a child at home, or the distress caused

by a slight wound on his hand may be the

dominant and all-embracing distraction

which to him renders the nearby world
only as a shadowy and unrelated realm

amid the vital realities around him. Her-
bert Spencer says in his work on the

Principles of Psychology, "Among de-

rangements of perceptions, I may refer in

passing to those which great fear produces

—the misinterpretation of visual impres-

sions being in this state of mind very-

marked." Again, further on he tells us,

"While under a state of depressed spirits,

judgment fails because the proportions

among the nervous discharges are inter-

fered with in an opposite way." The op-

posite way referred to, is where the high

tide of elation renders discriminations

hard to make.

We have before us perceptional mis-

interpretations which are implied by great

fear, and the failure of judgment caused

by a state of depression. The common-
place instances which we have just given,

such as that of the isolated man left alone

with the vision of his sick child, he fear-

ing the worst, or the dread of blood-

poisoning from his own slight wound.

Neither of these agonies are mitigated by

a friendly word to the lone man, and these

facts may form for us a picture which

most likely must have had its counterpart

in the mind of the gifted psychologist as

he penned those lines. At any rate they

prove that protection of the train and the

passengers is not absolutely provided for

while the isolated man is not delivered

from his own fallible mental make-up.

The car, which we show in our illus-

tration, stands against a stop signal in

position. The man in charge, be he the

victim of fear or a prey to mental de-

pression or suffering from any form of

distraction or preoccupation, cannot pass

on into the forbidden block ahead. His

forgetfulness produces the same result as
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careful watching. It at least makes the

necessary halt imperative. The man may

be normal or not. but any lapse will be but

a failure in one known direction, and the

dire results of such failure can be and are

anticipated and provided against, for they

can be predicted. The stop signal nullifies

the rc.'iults of mental lapses, and the safety

of those who trust themselves on board

the train is not violated.

This stop signal consists of a bar of

iron or steel co-acting with the blade of

a semaphore, and when the signal is in

the stop position the bar comes down so

as to strike and break a bulb of glass,

something like an electric lamp, made with

a metal end threaded to engage with a

socket in the roof of the vehicle. The

breakage of this bulb permits air from the

trainhnc to escape and applies the brakes

in the emergency. No amount of snow or

ice on the bulb can prevent its being thus

destroyed.

The fact that mental lajises occur in

everyone's experience is attested in the

memory of nearly every one of us, for

who cannot remember passing by, perhaps

only a short distance, the corner of the

street he should have turned off at. Our

outlook was then perhaps rosy or somber,

but it momentarily prevented a clear-cut

cognizance and prompt appropriate action.

No accident happened, for at that inoment

we may have carried no rcsponsibiliy to

others. The lapse was certainly there, as

clearly defined as fainting from overheat.

Those who deny the existence of these

mental facts or deliberately shut their eyes

to proof that mental lapses are reali-

ties, arc wilful men of the type who
go on mistaking casual immunity for a

settled condition, or they call it "good

luck," until at last the deadly peril that

they have compelled others to take, breaks

upon all in stern, pitiless disaster. Thus

only can some men be made to see the

truth. Then, like Macbeth, affrighted by

the haunting spectre of Banquo, his dead

victim, they behold their own responsibil-

ity and complicity, but they are, as he was,

powerless to make reparation, and like

that guilty monarch at the feast, can only

answer with false words the enduring,

voiceless, accusation of the dead.

Eight-Coupled Locomotives for the Newhurgh &
South Shore RailwayS^

The Newburgh & South .'^hcirc op-

erates a general switching and transfer

service in the industrial section of the

Cleveland district. It is a well-built line,

with 90-lb. rails and a large percentage

of steel ties. There are curves of 25

degs.. and the steepest grades are 52 and

60 ft. to tlie mile, respectively, each grade

being two miles long.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

supplied six-coupled and Mogul type lo-

comotives ti) this road, and a heavy

crated tire door, and jiower reverse

mechanism. The t)oiler is designed to

comply. with the requirements of the In-

tecstate Commerce Commission and the

'fflfeyj State law. It is of the straight top,

wfde firebox type. The front end of the

firebox crown is supported on three rows

of Haldwin expansion stays, and there is

a complete -installation of flexible bolts

in the watqj legs. The throttle valve is

of the imprd^!qd Rushton type, with aux-

iliary drifting valve. It has a vertical

motive is cross ei|ualizcd in front, and

the equalization is divided on each side,

between the second and third pairs of

drivers.

Special attention has been given the ar-

rangement of the cab fittings, so that the

engineman can easily handle the throttle

and reverse levers, brake and sander

valves, etc., while keeping his head out of

the cab window. .^ radial buffer is ap-

plied between the engine and tender. The

latter is carried on rolled steel wheels and

Kniirr-wiiEKi., SWITCIIKK l-OK TIH^ \ S S. S.

cight-coupled engine (here illustiated)

has recently been added to the equipment.

This locomotive is employed in hauling

hot metal ladles. It develops a tractive

force of 48,8(X) lbs., and as the total

weight is 221,700 lbs., the ratio of ad-

hesion is 4.54. This is a suitable ratio

for a locomotive which, such as this one,

operates near industrial plants, where rail

conditions are often unfavorable.

This engine is strictly modern in de-

sign, as it uses superheated steam and

is equipped with a brick arch, power op-

piljc of flattened cross section, so located

that the dome can be entered for inspec-

tion purposes without dismantling the

piping.

The steam distribution is controlled by

12-inch piston valves, which are driven by

Walschaerts motion. The driving tires

are of vanadium steel, and are all

Hanged, and flange oilers are applied to

the front and rear pairs of wheels. The
spring hangers are also o!f vanadium

steel, an<l frames and spring rigging are

designed for severe service. The loco-

arch bar trucks. It has a heavy fratne

composed of 13-inch channels, and the

tank is of the water-bottom type, with

sloping back.

The Rushton throttle valve used on

these engines possesses several features

which give a very distinct advantage to

the locomotive so equipped. In the first

place the whole arrangement is compact

and designed to be strong and service-

able. The throttle valve is a double-

seated valve of the ordinary type, but in

this case the centre is cored out so that
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a IVi-inch pin fits loosely in it and it

passes through the body of the valve. At

the top there is a small single-seated valve

which is opened by the upward move-

ment of the central pin, which takes place

when the main throttle valve is opened.

When the small subsidiary valve at the

top is lifted from its seat a small quan-

tity of steam passes through four pas-

sages, each ^ ins., to the interior of

the large valve, and so on to the cylin-

ders. This has the effect of preventing

the throttle, under ordinary running con-

ditions, to close tight, it remains open and

feeds a little steam to the cylinders (using

superheated steam), while the engine is

drifting. This is in connection with the

lubricating problem, and the small valve

is termed a drifting attachment.

Other minor and incidental advantages

may be traced to the presence of tlic

drifting attachment. Owing to the hot

steam passing into the centre of the main

valve above the collar on the central stem

the valve becomes as hot as the case and

expands with it so that the valve is easily

kept tight on its seat.

When the throttle is opened steam

pours to the dry pipe through the four

(iprnings mentioned above, and in conse-

i|iuncc the first rush of steam to the dry

pi|)e is accomplished without violence.

Further particulars of the engine are

.yiven in the table of dimensions

:

Gauge, 4 ft. 8'/2 ins. ; cylinders, 24 ins.

by 30 ins.; valves, piston 12-in. diameter.

Boiler (straight type)—Diameter, 80

ins.; thickness of sheets, 13/16 in.; work-

ing pressure, 180 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal

;

staying, radial.

Fire Bo.x (steel materiaH—Length, 120

ins. ; width, 75^4 ins. ; front depth, 75 ins.

;

liack depth, 57)4 ins. ; thickness of sheets

—sides. ^ in. ; back, % in. ; crown, ^i in.

;

tube, 14 in.

Water Space—Front. 4'/j ins. ; sides and

back, 4 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, S'/i ins. and 2 ins.;

material, steel ; thickness, S'/i ins. No. 9

W. G., 2 ins. No. 11 W. G.; number, S'A

ins. 36, 2 ins. 242; length, 14 ft. 9 ins.

Heating Surface— I'ire box, 197 sq. ft;

tubes, 2,618 .sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 28 sq.

ft.; total, 2,843 sq. ft.; superheater, 614

sq. ft. ; grate area, 62.7 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Outside diameter, 54

ins.; center diameter, 46 ins.; main jour-

nals, 10 ins. by 12 ins.; other journals,

9 ins. by 12 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. ; rigid, 16

ft.; total engine, 16 ft.; total engine and

tender, 51 ft.

Weight—On driving wheels, 221,700

lbs.; total engine. 221,700 lbs.; total en-

gine and tender, about 355.000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number of, 8; diameter

of, 33 ins. ; journals, S'/a ins. by 10 ins. ; tank

capacity, 7,(XX) U. S. gals. ; fuel capacity.

12 tons; service, switching.

Tractive Effort and Horse Power
Horse Power Defined—What Is Tractive Effort—How One Goes I p as the Other Goes

Down—The Mathematical Conception Involved In Each

In answer to a correspondent who does

not think we went far enough in a recent

article, we may say that tractive effort,

or tractive power, or draw-bar pull, is a

mathematical conception which assumes

certain things. In dealing with a locomo-

tive engine there are cyHnders (stroke

and diameter), driving wheels (circum-

ference), and steam pressure (in pounds

per square inch^. These are the only

things taken into account, and the assump-

tions are the mean effective pressure, re-

sulting from the steam, and the fact that

the engine is just starting and has no

speed. Now, in the first place, one as-

sumes that 2C0 lbs. boiler pressure will

give, with the throttle wide open, 85 per

cent, as the mean effective pressure. This

is 170 lbs. An engine having 20 x 24-inch

cylinders and a driving wheel diameter of

60 inches will give the following results

:

The area of the cylinder is 20 x 20 x

.7854, giving 314.16 sq. ins. There arc

two cylinders and each of them is filled

twice, to make one revolution of the driv-

ing wheels, whatever its diameter may be.

D is the diameter of the driving wheels

multiplied so as to give the circumference

of the wheel (i. e.. by 3.1416").

Now this formula should be remem-
bered by the way it is built up, and not

as a mere formula. A person who forgets

the formula as such should be able to re-

construct it by knowing how and why it

is made. The two cylinders, twice filled

for their whole length, make, as it were,

a horizontal pillar of steam, with the

given area for cross section. The mean

effective pressure in this imaginary hori-

zontal pillar, of 20 ins. cross section and

S ft. long, is the assumed M E P of 85

per cent, of 200 lbs., that is, 170 lbs. All

this is equal to one piston of 20 ins.

diameter pushed along for 8 ft. at 170

lbs. The whole of this force acts on a

driving wheel at the circumference, be-

cause the rail is the only point of effective

contact of the engine with the outside

world.

Now, when we have built up this for-

mula, we may look at it simply as a math-

ematical expression. Such a view of it

shows us that it can be shortened, and

that it can be done without reference to

the number of drivin.g wheels that may be

under the engine. The reason for this is

that the circumference of the wheels with

which we must deal is a constant, and

cannot be varied in the problem, as the

steam pressure can be, and the number of

wheels present simply provides means to

satisfactorily carry weight; that is, a large

boiler, of good size and length, requires

more wheels under it, in order to keep

the axle load within bounds. The num-

ber of wheels does not directly affect the

tractive effort. It affects it indirectly

only, in so far that a large boiler can keep

up its pressure under a heavy use of

steam more readily than a small boiler

can.

The formula derived from all this may
be put in the form :

—

d' X .7454 X 2S X MEP X 2

T=r

DX 3.1416

Where T is the tractive effort.

d' is the cylinder diameter squared.

2S is twice the stroke in inches.

MEP is the mean effective pres-

sure, 85 per cent, steam pressure.

2 is for the two cylinders on an

engine.

.7854 is the fraction to get the area

from the diameter.

This formula can be made much sim-

pler. In fact all the figures cancel out.

We see that .7854 X 2 X 2 comes to 3.1416,

which is exactly the figure in the denomi-

nator, and when these cancel out we have

simply the letters left and the formula

wears its old familiar aspect

:

d' X MEP X S

T=
D

Where T is the tractive effort.

d' is the diameter of the cylinders,

squared.

MEP is the mean effective pres-

ure of 85 per cent of the boiler

pressure.

S is the stroke in inches.

D is the diameter of the driving

wheels in inches.

The tractive effort here is 27,200 lbs.,

and the force developed in the two strokes

of the two cylinders.^ which we have

likened to a horizontal pillar, four times

the length of one cylinder, is distrib-

uted over a distance equal to the circum-

ference of the driving wheels, and this is

the distance the engine moves for one rev-

olution. ITere it is 15.708 ft. The wheel

turns 336.13 times in one mile. This
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tractive effort' of 27,200 lbs. we said was

assumed to be developed when the engine

was in the act of starting, and when it

had no speed and practically no motion.

Suppose that a weight of 27,200 lbs. to

be attached by a steel cable to the draw-

bar of the tender and carried back over

a frictionless pulley, so that the weight

hangs down over a cliflf behind the engine,

and disregarding for the time being the

internal friction of the engine and tender,

we should find this engine quite able to

balance the weight, and we must make

one of those curious assumptions a person

is often called upon to make in mathe-

matics and say that the engine drew up

this weight at no velocity at all. That is

practically impossible, but it enables us to

think of the engine winning in this tug-of-

war, so infinitely slowly that it just the-

oretically wins and no more.

Now, going on to what we call work, in

the mathematical sense of pressure acting

through distance, the engine is not doing

any, as long as it practically only balances

the weight of 27,200 lbs. When the move-

ment becomes apparent and measureable,

then it is work. When the time element

is introduced—that is, uhen a definite

amount of work is done in a specified

time—wo have horse power. One H. P. is

equal to 33.000 lbs. raised one foot in one

minute. We have just been considering

an engine with a calculated tractive power

of 27,200 lbs. and at every revolution of

the driving wheels the engine advances

15.708 ft. The wheels revolve 336.13 times

to cover a mile, and they do this whether

the engine is running fast or slow, no

more, no less. In order to lift the weight

15.708 ft. the engine would have to de-

velop 427,257.6 foot-pounds of work. If

done in one niimite it would require

12.9441 H. P.

This brings us In the point where it is

evident that there is a reason why an in-

crease in H. P. is brought about when

the engine is run at higher speeds. At

high speeds steam is cut off early in the

stroke, and a good deal less steam is used

at each stroke, for this reason—the mean

effective pressure on the road is far less

than used just at the start. This does

not at first sight look reasonable, but as

a matter of fact it is true. Su])pose the

engine is traveling at about 40 miles an

hour, with reverse lever notched up near

the center, and early and short cut-off

brings the M. K. P. down to say 75 lbs.

We find by calculation that the H. P.

under these circumstances has gone up

very considerably under the comparatively

light steam pressure, and using the trac-

tive effort formula ue find the tractive

effort has correspondingly gone down.

The apparent anomaly disappears when

we remember that the fast moving engine

receives in its cylinders, a scanty supply of

steam, much oftener per minute, and if

one may so say, wdiat steam does come in

enters in a heavy gush at the beginning of

the stroke, is quickly cut off, and eventu-

ally brings back-pressure down to a small

figure, as the steam easily clears itself

through the exhaust.

To prove this by ligures, say the mean

effective pressure has gone down to say

75 lbs. At 40 miles an hour the engine

passes over 3,520 ft. in one minute. Each

revolution of the driving wheel developed

12.9441 H. P. (say 12.95) and at 40 miles

an hour, or 3520 ft., it developed 7,600,158

foot-pounds, or 230.3007 H. P. At this

speed with M. E. P. at 75 lbs. the calcu-

lated tractive effort is 12,000 lbs. instead

of 27,200 as it was at the very start, but

the H. P. has gone up from 12.95 to

230.3007 II. P. It is evident from this rea-

soning that a locomotive could not sustain

its ma.ximum tractive effort at anything

I ut a pace so slow that it may be practi-

cally disregarded. The tractive effort or

starting power or draw-bar pull is really

a mathematical abstraction, but it forms a

convenient method of comparing one or

more engines together. Our calculations

here give us a good hint as to why an

ample boiler with good steaming qualities

is able to do such work amid the arduous

conditions imposed in modern railway

service, where tractive effort has practical-

ly no velocity and H. P. has high speed.

Telephoning to a Moving Train

Train Cannot Get Beyond Hope of Recall—A "Lap Order" Can Be Annulled Before

Too Late—Connection to Rails by Wheels to Car—Anyone, Anywhere

with Telephone Can Reach a Moving Train

There have been many instances in tlic

past where a railroad irain-dispatihor

was the one-man power on the road, and

some of the most melancholy and dis-

astrous wrecks occurred by the issuance

of what is familiarly called a "lap order."

This mistaken form of train-dispatcliin

consisted in giving the same right xi a

to two opposing trains at the same tiiiK

I'or instance, authorizing a train at .\. to

run to B; and simultaneously permiitiuK

the train at P., to start out on the road

for .\. Instances have been recorded

where the train-dispatcher has discovrr< d

his mistake before' the opposing trains

actually collided, and heart-rending

scenes have been enacted in the little of

fice, when frantic calls to stations A and

E revealed the desperately tragic condi

tion that the trains had both gone, and

were beyond the reach of human hel]>

No stage-made tragedy can ever shadow

forth the appalling situation of such a

dispatcher, as he contemplates he de-

struction and death which must shortly

follow. dp stands there, powerless to

help, with the full realizati<

has raised up a monstrous I'

which be cannot overcome.

Many ingenious appliances

that he

ikenslein

(OWKCTinX FROM RAIL TO WHEEL
.WD SO TO TIIK C.\R. CAKADI.VN

1 ;i i\i:rn'mf.nt raiiavay.s.

Ln.u.uht out with the object of prevent-

ing a moving train from ever getting be-

yond communication. Signals controlled

liy the dispatcher, automatic block signals,

stop signals and interlocking signals prob-

ably rc|)resent the best methods of insur-

ing safety today, but a step forward seems

to have been made, whereby the telephone

has been called into requisition to carry

informatinn without producing any forced

lialt, like the stop signal. Information,

trivial or highly important, can be given

, telephone and the necessary connec-

1 •)! can be made by the central office

II ! any city telephone system from any

point where a telephone is to be found.

The fact that tliere are such states as

temporary lapses of the memory, which

ni.iy come to a man or that distractions

may break the continuity of a definite

line of thought ; arc conditions which are

beginning to reach the serious conscious-

ness of the railway general manager.

They are truths old as the hills, but are

now well established. To disregard

them is to court dani.»t"r. This fact can-

not be successfully disputed.

One of the many inventions, or in thil

case applications, of existing facilities to

this important function of directly com-

municating with a moving train from the

dispatcher's office, or from any other of-
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fice on the line, or from a house in the

city or town, or from one moving train

to another, is the system put in use liy

the Macfarlane Train Control and Tele-

phone Company. This system also pcr-

mit^ telephoning to be done from one

end of a train to the other or to any

part of the train. The conversation may
he held as easily as from house to house.

The tone of the voice is just as clear as

with the telephone on a city circuit. One
cannot tell that the train is moving, as

far as the sound in the instrument is con-

cerned. Telephoning under any circum-

stances is not spectacular but uhen a|)-

plicd to train movement it is exceedingly

useful ; in f.ict, the art rises to the levil

of a splendid safety appliance.

We are able to reproduce some phot"

graphs for the benefit of our readi r

The system has been applied to a pa ;

of the Intercolonial Railway, by tl;^

Canadian Government and appears

give every satisfaction. The main {<..

ures of the system are quite clearly dl^-

closed in the half-tones. They show the

way in which the apparatus is attached,

and that the only connection with the

rails is through the wheels; they might

show, but do not, that there are no wear-

ing parts in connection with the appa-

ratus. It is so simple that it can be in-

stalled on any car in three hours and

at a relatively low expense. The lienc-

operated as well as installed independent-

ly and three conversations may be held

with the train while it is in motion, even

when at a speed of sixty miles an hour.

The telephone apparatus enables train

dispatchers, tower men, etc., to get into

instant communication with trains while

ilu y are moving.

i'hc train telephone saves a good deal

._u.\m;CTIO\ I- ROM Ol-MCK TO POST
AND TO TRACK. C.\N.\DI.\N

GOVERNMENT R.MLWAYS.

of time and trouble in transmitting mes-

sages to freight trains, and in foggy

weather enables the engineer and caboose

men of a freight train to keep in touch

with each other, even if a drawhead pulls

out and the caboose is in one block and

Ti:r,KI'IIONINn a MOVIXC train- M\X TX office COM.MINICATlXn WITH A
MAN ON A FA.ST MOVINC TRAIN, i ANAIJIAN GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS.

fits to be derived from it far outweigh

the small first cost.

There is one advantage that goes with

a government owned road, and that is

that experiments can now and then be

tried under suitable authority, by the ex-

penditure of a little public money. Of
course this advantage is always liable to

abuse, but so far there has been no out-

cry that the thing has been overdone on

the Intercolonial. The telephone may be

the engine in another. It connection is

made with the regular Bell telephone sys-

tem, trains can be put in communication

with any Bell telephone subscriber. Im-

agine paying a reasonable fee and speak-

ing to a member of your family about a

matter which had suddenly developed, al-

though that member of the family had

already been gone half a day. You can

get an answer instantly and the decisive

"ves' or "no" is vours at once.

However convenient, or whether spec-

tacular or not, telephoning to a moving
train by one in authority, concerning its

movement or right of way, is always a
matter of the greatest importance, and
in emergency it may be of superlative

concern to those on board. The tele-

phone may not prevent a lapse of mem-
ory or a distraction from casting the

shadow of doom upon an ill-starred

train, but the telephone provides a most
efficient method of promptly rectifying a

mistake, before it is too late. The train

is never beyond the reach of help. It can

never be unwillingly abandoned to its

fate.

Peat Fuel

Mr. I". B. Ilaanel, chief of the division

1 fuels and fuel-saving departments of

lines, Ottawa, says that Canada has an

• Mormous reserve of fuel lying undevel-

icd in her peat bogs, which are situ-

ated mainly in Ontario and Quebec.

The mention in the past of peat fuel to

people of Canada or the United States

recalled to their minds the story of the

financial failure of company after com-
pany which promised great things at the

start, but which, in turn, ended in the

same way, the money spent and no cheap
fuel supplied. Today the story is differ-

ent. The Federal department of mines

has demonstrated that a cheap and satis-

factory fuel for all domestic purposes,

as well as for many metallurgical opera-

tions, can be manufactured from the peat

1 ogs of the country.

The success of the peat fuel industry

in this country, or in any country, de-

pends upon the cmploj'ment of known
and tried methods of manufacture by
f]ualified engineers, specially trained in

tliis particular line of w-ork. The manu-
facture of peat fuel is a successful in-

dustrj' in many European countries, where

thej' employ but one method, namely, the

"wet process." The wet process is the

one recommended by the department of

mines, and is the only one in successful

operation today.

Peat fuel, as it occurs in nature, says

Mr. Haanel. contains 80 to 90 per cent, of

water. This water content must be re-

duced to between 2.>*'and 35 per cent, be-

fore the peat can he placed on the market

as a commercial fuel. The use of pres-

sure or arfiticial heat, or both together,

has always proved a failure for reasons

both physical and financial. The wet

process employs the sun and wind to dry

the wet peat as received from the bog;

both these agents are ever ready and

cost not a cent for their use.

There is every indication that the mat-

ter will be taken up with a degree of effi-

ciency, and with sufficient means to guar-

antee the successful utilization of the peat

deposits and that its large use will be

speedily established.
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Efficiency on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe

New Equipment—Advantages of Using Oil Fuel—Details of the Construction and Repair

of Oil Burning Ajipliances

III llic iircscnt congestion of railroad

traffic iiKideiit to the extraordinary de-

mands made upon the management, it is

gratifying to observe that there are quite

a number of the leading railroads meeting

the situation with a degree of efficiency

that is altogether admirable. Among these

the Santa Fe is particularly prominent,

and it must not be imagined that because

this great road is largely beyond the

Mississippi that it has not felt the pres-

sure 111 tratTic due to war conditions as

much as the Eastern roads have felt it.

There is little shipping on the Pacific

Coast for the .Atlantic ports, resulting, of

.iM!r-i- it' j'oatlv incre.i'^ed t"!iiin<;i' hv

ever, were of brief duration, and there

would have been no shortage at any time

if the connecting lines had been able to

return the cars promptly, or had there

been ships enough to receive that which

the cotiipany was prepared to deliver.

The reports show that the company has

made heavy expenditures for rolling stock,

motive power and other forms of equip-

ment. Orders were placed last year for

130 of the heaviest type of locomotives,

70 of which were of the 2-8-2 type, 10

of the 4-8-2 type, 20 of the 4-6-2 type, and

thirty of the duplex Mallet, or 2-10-2 type.

The average weight of these locomotives

is aliout 32,s.nno ]hs. All arc equipped

railroad system the improvements in con-

struction work are particularly marked.

Xew concrete roundhouses have sprung

up all along the line, with engine pits and

flooring smooth as pavement. Almost

every known kind of mechanical equip-

ment is in polished profusion, and a spirit

of intelligent activity and fraternal feeling

is manifested in all ranks, even to the

humble but trustworthy track walker.

They who have eyes to see may behold

him in the dead and silent night with his

vigilant eye directed toward the landslide,

the washout, the broken rail, with war-

time additional terrors of concealed at-

tack—the cNpInvioii, the stab in the dark.

Till-: CAI-IIOUM.X I.IMITKI) ON THE .VH 1 1 1.SON. TOl'KKA .\N"D S.WT.X I'l': k,\lLVVA^'.

rail. In .\rizona and Xew Mexico the

copper and zinc industries have had ab-

normal stimulation, and the demand for

foodstuffs has produced large prices for a

heavy grain crop. The oil industry has

felt the interruption of supplies from Old

World sources, and the enormous in-

crease in the use of gasoline continues to

stimulate that industry to an alinormal

extent. The largest passenger traffic in

the railroad's history has also been carried

to the Pacilic from points cast of the Rio

Grande. The growing popularity of

Southern t alifornia as a resort and play-

ground in both summer and winter is

enormous, and at no time has ther: been

any shortage of equipment with the ex-

ception of box cars. Such times, liow-

with superheaters, brick arches and out-

side forms of valve gear, mostly of the

Walschaerts t.\pe. [n regard to freight

cars, 2.4311 have been ordered during the

\ear, and this ei|uipnu-iit is being rapidly

delivered and placed in service.

Much of the line degree of preparedness

.Old continued spirit of enterprise has

been owing to the masterly management
jf .Mr. E. P. Ripley, the worthy president

of the .Santa Fe system. While his work
has lieen largely in the operating depart-

ment, his studious and trained mind has

mastered all of the engineering problems

of railroad work. Polished by l'".astern

education and broadened by the vastness

of Western enterprise, he is an excellent

railroarj president. .\ll .iloiig the great

the unimaginaliU- but suspected stroke of

frightfulness. His aim is to guarantee a

clear and unbroken track for the railway

traffic on schedule; when the engiiir

attendants at the division points, mud-
beplastered and smoke-begrimed, working

underneath tanks from which embryo ice-

bergs as big as blacksmiths' anvils are

suspended, or working like iron puddlers

underneath red-hot tireboxes, with a gale

far below zero sweeping over their chilled

bodies; they toil uncomplaining and alone.

Of such material men are made; men
who rise to the occasion when the call

comes. Three thousand of them are now
in battle harness, among them three arc

now lieutenant-colonels, 94 commissioned

otVicers, and volunteering or drafted are
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2,903. Those who return after setting the

Huns right will find the Santa Fe glad to

receive them.

This leads us to observe that a decided

advantage has accrued to the Santa Fe and

other Western roads by the use of oi! fuel,

and the apparently inexhaustible supply

of the oil has engaged the attention of the

leading railway men, and, as may be ex-

pected, a variety of devices, or rather a

number of variations of the same general

method of providing appliances for the

burning of the oil, have come into use,

and a brief description of these with the

addition of some of the latest changes

and improvements that are being made,

cannot fail to be of interest at this time.

In the matter of the repairing of these

appliances it may be briefly stated at the

cutset that the repairing that may prop-

erly be classilied under the heading of

running repairs consists chiefly in main-

taining the brick arch work which is an

essential feature of the appliances in oil

burning locomotives. The best kind of

fire-brick in use rapidly deteriorates in

the great heat to which it is submitted.

the wasting of the brick being more rapid

than in the fire-brick arches that are in

use in coal burning locomotives, and the

danger to the lower parts of the fire-box

from exposure, in the event of portions of

the brick work falling away, is con-

sequently great—the average period of

service of parts of the brick work not

exceeding three weeks in the case of

locomotives that are in constant service.

Fortunately the fire-boxes of coal burn-

ing locomotives lend themselves readily

to oil fuel consumption. On some rail-

ways the changes necessary have been

made with a degree of rapidity that

seems surprising, and in districts where
oil fuel is plentiful and consequently

cheap, and where coal is high priced on

account of having to be conveyed con-

siderable distances, the saving in almost

ever>' instance has been considerable. In

this regard it may be stated that a gen-

eral comparison between the prices of oil

fuel may be obtained by estimating the

price of oil at two-and-one-tenths of a

cent per gallon, and taking the comparison
between oil and coal on the generally ac-

cepted basis that 200 gallons of oil is

«qual in calorific quality to one ton of

coal. It will thus be seen that coal cost-

ing $4.20 a ton would be equal to the

price of that amount of oil required to

produce the same quantity of heat. The
work necessary in handling the material

is much less in the case of oil, and if the

price of coal is higher than the figure

quoted, it can be seen that there is an
economical advantage to be gained by
the use of oil as fuel. In regard to the

steaming qualities of the locomotives all

authorities agree that the oil fuel, properly

managed, produces better results than the

best coal. This is not to be wondered at,

as the almost complete absence of matter

that may be said to be non-combustible,

and which is always present in greater or
lesser quantities in coal is almost entirely

absent in even the lower grades of crude
oil.

In making the necessary changes from
a coal burning to an oil burning loco-

motive the grates and side bearings on
which the grates rest are removed and a

cast-iron plate is put in 5 or 6 ins. below
the mud ring and extends over the entire

space covered by the fire-box. There is

generally three openings in this plate

measuring 9 x 15 ins., one opening being

near the front end of the fire-box the

next in the centre and the third opening
near the back of the fire-box under the

lire-box door. The ash pan and dampers
may be left as they were. The cast-iron

plate is entirely covered by fire-bricks in

iirder to protect it from the intense heat

of the burning oil. On this brick founda-

two or three separate arches—a short
arch in front measuring 3 ft. in length,

another arch under the fire-box door one-
nnd-a-half feet in length, and an over-
hanging arch centrally located, 2 ft. in

length, and occupying a central position a
few inches higher than the other two
arches. The dimensions and location of

these separate arches have been a matter
of much experiment among railway men,
tile aim being to obtain the most perfect

combustion by causing the oil fuel to de-

flect against several masses of heated fire-

brick thereby insuring the combination of

the inflammable oil before passing to the

flues.

The oil tanks arc located in the pit of

the water tank and the oil, before being in-

jected into the firebox is heated usually by

a coiled pipe passing through the oil tank.

This pipe may have its connection with

t!ie dome cir sleani chamber on the boiler

DKT.MLS OF FRONT END HrRNF.R FIKN.VC K, ATCHISON. TOPF.KA & SANTA

tion a wall of fire-brick is built reaching
as high as the level of the bottom flues in

front, and nearly as high as that of the

lire-box door along the sides and back
fire-box sheet. The thickness of the fire-

bricks is usually 5 ins. The three open-
ings are not covered by fire-bricks, their

purpose being to admit the amount of air

necessary for combustion. It may be

added that the cast-iron plate forming the

Ijottom of the fire-box has sides attached

to it securely filling the space between the

Iicittom of the firebox and the mud ring.

.\ brick arch resting securely upon the

side walls of brick, and extending across

the fire box from side to side and begin-

ning at the front end of the fire-box and
reaching backwards about 4 ft., the part

of the arch nearest the firebox door being

about 18 ins. higher than the front part

near the flues. This brick arch is perhaps

the most variable appliance used in the

apparatus, sometimes taking the form of

head, and in some cases the steam passing
through the pipe is conveyed back to the

boiler through adjustable valves and
nozzles as in the case of the action of the

injector. In others an escape valve is

opened sufliciently to allow a small jet of

steam to pass into the air. The proper
degree of temperature to which the oil

should be heated U< produce the best re-

sults has been carefully determined and
the variations are incident to the degree
of thickness of the oil, the thickest kinds
of oil should be heated to a temperature
of bctweea 150 and 170 degi F. The
thinner oils from 100 to 120 dcgs. F.

The temperature should be carefully ob-

served and a measuring rod may be
readily suspended in the forward tank
nearest to the fire-box. The general

method of heating the oil is to open wide
the steam valve and heat the oil readily

and when the proper degree of heat has

been reached the valve may be shut, and
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-je---|W- ^-gj--'^fe!HU..^^,,;.77T7-.^ -mT- f°''^ t'''^ unburncd particles of the spray
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the oil is projected towards the flues.

'~\^_._l2s---'i *H~4"i7// /'/>£• The advantages, however, appear to be

[< 3^'— -*i ,„ore imaiiiiiarv than veal, as the change

(if nositioii of the appliances has not
VON I'.oi/IN l\<;l KS Oil. nUR.NKK. ' ' ,
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'

j • .
^ changed the eouMiniption of oil to any

length to extend from the outer wall of which case care shouhl be taken not to n»«-l«*l 'l^^^'-'^-

the boiler to which it mav be conveniently damage the brick work by throwing wood

attached inward beyond the mud rin.; an.l carelessly into the hre-box. The front
Casehardenine

brick work into the fire-box. The inner end appliances are the same as m coal
Casehardenmg.

cvlinder has a small opening and the burning locomotives, witli the exception A quuk nulbod for ease hardening con-

outer cylinder has a larger opening p.nal- ;liat there is no need of netting or other sists in heating the material to be hard-

lel to each other and so adjuste.l at an M'ark-arresting .ievices. The omission of ened to a red heat and submerging it in

antle carefullv calculated so that v.h.n tlie netting calls for extra care at the a bath of molten cyanide of potassium,

the valves with which the pipes are :,',.d lime wbn, a fire of wo„d has sufficiently leaving it from one to „ve 'Ours accord-

are opened the jet of steam will pr.^.t heated tlu water so that a pressure of nig to the sue of he article to be hard-

the snrav of oil against the inner centre Meam may be ap,died to the oil-burning ened. Cyanide of potassium gives off

of the "slanting arch to which we have .leviee, A shower of sparks may then be ,
poisonous fumes, consequently the vessel

Ireadv alluded ex|)ected and it is well to observe that containing it should be placed in a fur-

*
Tn'' Starting the fire in locomotives there is no valuable mat<'rial in the vicin- nace with a draught.

: •
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Oxy-Acetylene and Electric Welding
At a recent meeting of the Canadian

Railway Club, held at the Windsor Hotel,

Montreal, Mr. A. F. Dyer, general fore-

man, welding department, Grand Trunk
Railway, Montreal, read a paper on the

subject of "Oxy-Acetylene and Electric

Welding and Cutting Proces.'ics in Loco-

motive Works," in the course of which

Mr. Dyer stated that the processes have

proved themselves fitly to be ranked

among the greatest time and labor savers,

and also money savers, introduced for a

long period. For instance, in the not very

distant past, a locomotive with a broken

frame was due for a period of several

days in the shops l>efore they could strip

down one side and remove the frame to

the smith's shop, weld it and perhaps have

it machined and then replaced. Xow we
drop the pair of wheels which may cover

the break, cut out the crack with the cut-

ting torch to the shape of a double V
at an angle of 90 degress, clean off the

o.xide caused by cutting and weld up with

the metal electrode, using soft steel or

Swedish iron. A frame 4 in. or 5 in. being

cut and welded in under 14 hours, and it

can be done in less time by having two
operators on the frame at once, but the

men do not like facing each other's arcs,

as when they are changing the tilling

rods their eyes get sore.

Frames, w^hen worn by brake gear and
stays, are built up and worn holes are

plugged and welded instead of reaming
ihem out to a larger size and therebx

weakening the frame. In rebuilding and
superheating engines, the same boilers are

seldom used on their original frames.

;md in very few cases do the various

holes in angle irons, furnace bearers, etc.,

come into alignment with frames or

lioilcrs, these holes are welded up and re-

drilled.

The present price of tool steel demands
that none shall lie wasted, therefore we
use it down to the last inch by welding
it to tire steel. Twi.st drills, taps and
reamers when broken near the socket end
are welded and put into use again. For
this purpose we use either the electrode

or gas. but in both cases we use vanadium
steel filling rods, as we find this gives the

best results. Spokes of driving wheels
are welded and flat spots on tires have
been successfully welded up when it was
necessary to do so.

L'p to now we have not had much siu-

cess on cast iron with the iron electrode

although with the carbon you can make a

fair job, but the gas is untiuestionably
the best for any of this material. We
have successfully welded with the gas.

steam shovel engine frames, slides and
cylinders by welding in patches of cast

iron where worn or broken. When our
contract for shells was completed and the

lathes that were used for this purpose

were being overhauled, it was found that

most of the V slide Ijcds were worn down
by the tool carriers. These were built up
with the gas, which saved machining

these beds down in man cases )^ in.

In regard to boiler work, most of the

welding is done with the iron electrode

using a mild steel or Swedish iron as a

Idler, it is found that the electric process

localizes the heat more so than the gas,

though it is the writer's humble opinion

that the gas makes a closer and neater

weld, as all welds made by the electrode

are more or less porous unless hammered
up. It pays better whenever possible to

do so to put quarter or half sides in

order to get out of the lire line in prefer-

ence to putting in a patch, for, as a rule,

however well the patch is welded it gen-

erally gives out in from twelve to eighteen

months' service, and the same applies to

cracks, whereas the half or quarter side

should last as long as the firebox.

When a nest of small cracks is found

round the staybolts. the bolts are re-

moved and the holes countersunk and
welded up. This method has been found
to be very successful.

I'"or cutting steel and wrought iron the

oxy-acetylene process has practically no
competitior. it being impossible with the

carI>on point to cut as fast or as fine and

neatly as the gas torch, although for

scrapping fireboxes and frames, the car-

bon point is cheaper if time is no object

and labor cheap.

Xo roundhouse should be without an

oxy-acetylene outlit. both for repair work
and as a part of the wrecking outfit. Many
days are lost by engines being tied up
through parts having to be sent to the

nearest big shops for repair, which could

be repaired on the spot with a welding

and cutting outfit. .Ml large roundhouses
should have both processes, as they would
pa\ for themselves over and over again.

There are many different opinions as to

which is the best process, no shop is com-
plete unless it has both eiiuipments. al-

though the gas has really the widest range

but. on the other hand, a heavy piece of

steel or iron needs no pre-heating with

the electrode but welding can be com-
menced as soon as your arc is drawn. 95

per cent of the failures which occur in-

stead of being laid on the process should

be placed on the shoulders of the opera-

tors.

Welding should not he treated as a side

line of the machinists' nr boilermakcrs'

business, but should be treated as a trade

in itself, as it really is. for it needs the

entire concentration of a man's mind,

careful study, plenty of practice and a

conscientious man to make a welder.

Wherever possible a separate building

or suitable space should be provided for

bench work, and should be equipped with

a suitable furnace for heating and anneal-

ing castings, and also plenty of floor room
to allow of charcoal fires being built for

lireheating cast iron jobs for welding.

.\n unusually interesting discussion fol-

lowed the reading of Mr. Dyer's paper,

in the course of which Mr. Barry of the

Oxy-.\cetylene Company, said that the

company's work came from all over the

country, from the smaller roads, such as

lumber roads, and contractors' outfits, and
the like. They ran up against anything

and everything and it is interesting to see

what they have accomplished when it comes
tt) acetylene and electric welding. Now,
if you wish you can weld fireboxes com-
plete with either the acetylene or electric

welding. It is quite immaterial which
process you use, and of course, the acety-

lene operator will claim that his process

is the best, but he does not know any-
thing about electric welding. Both pro-

cesses have their advantages, and you can
use both. In using the oxy-acetylene

process on fireboxes we have tried the

liutt weld, and the result looks fine, but on
.iccount of the chance of the operator be-

ing careless the lap weld is best. I beg
to differ from Mr. Dyer, as by putting a

lap weld in fireboxes, especially in the

corners, you can reinforce as heavily as

you like, and we have found more success

with the lap weld than with the butt weld,

but there is no doubt that in welding side

sheets to crown sheets or in the corners
of fireboxes, either the butt or lap weld
can be used. It depends upon the opera-
tor. The same thing applies to steel tank
work. Many years ago we started in the

manufacture of steel tanks, and my ex-

perience was that the lap weld was best.

\(m can reinforce it, and make two welds
;is against one in the butt weld. Electric

welding is also applicable to tank work.

Mr. Royer said that he had seen men
calling themselves welders, keeping the

flame of their blowpipe at one spot, and
fusing the welding rod in the crack to be

welded.

It stands to reason that at that one
sr-ot the metal was liable to be too hot

while the surrounding parts were too cold

fur proper welding. A good welder should

keep his blow-pipe moving all the time, so

as to distribute the heat evenly at the

point he is welding and bringing in fusion

at the same time the two edges of the

chamfer and the added welding rod.

There is no doubt that a considerable

amount of boiler work can be done very

satisfactorily, if the men arc properly

trained, however discrimination should

I-e exercised in boiler work, in using onb'

reliable weblers in jobs where failure

would he dangerous, and apprentices can

be used on parts where failure will not

pmducc accidents

Other speakers also stroncl.\ favored

the use of both .>\> acetylene and electric

e<|uipnieTit.
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Home Shops on the 13. & 0. Turn Out Refrigerator Cars
New Features in the Desijiii—Insulation Layers Without Air Spaces Between

—

Collapsible Ice Tanks 70,000 lbs. Capacity, Hold 15,000 lbs. of Ice

The general design shows tlircc layers

of H-in. hair felt in the sides and ends

and four layers in the ceihng. This was

the original mctliod of insulation used in

the first lot of tliis class of car. This was
later increased to four layers in tlie sides

and six in the ceiling, as shown in the

cross-section. The cars are all ccjuippetl

with coUap.sible ice tanks of the Bohn

type, which have been arranged with wire

netting applied so as to give 2 ins. air

space between the sides and the ends of

the car and netting, except at the top of

the sides where it has been cut short to

permit free movement of the bulkhead to

the upper position.

The bulkhead is insulated with 1 in. cork

board, secured between a layer of ; j in.

an advantage, but the real heat resisting

value is not on account of its inflammabil-

ity, but because it contains countless mi-

nute air spaces formed in the asbestos

paste and heat finds these small gaps most

dirticult to pass over or through. The ap-

plication hero made to these B. & O.

rcfrigeraliir cars is based on this very

principle.

.\ good circulation of cold air is main-

laincd. The bulkhead of the ice chamber

is solid with good sized openings at the

top and bottom, and wooden racks are in-

terposed lictwcen the floor and the perish-

al)lc contents. To get the greatest good

from the ice, a wire netting holds the ice

away from the ends and sides of the car.

sri lliat very little heat is abstracted by the

sills, spaced 12",^ ins. apart; bottom

flanges at the rear of draft sill are con-

nected to the center sill flanges by rivets

passing through the flanges and tied to-

gether at the bottom by pressed steel

tollower guides. Center sills tied at the

body bolster with cast steel center plate sup-

port and tiller casting, the surfaces of

which are smooth, true and at right angles,

and are solidly fitted against all adjoining

members. If the surfaces of castings are

rough they are ground ofT or otherwise

finished. The bottom of the casting must
be perfectly fair with bottom of the center

sill reinforcing angles produce a per-

fectly flat surface for supporting the body
center plates. The flaxlinum used was
supplied by the Northern Insulating Com-

^_J,'^, g'/i- -i ^°JiJ*'?p^J^!!:^li.^^ /2'4--

RACK 1-I.onR 1-()K 1',.\1.T1MI)RE & OHIO REFRIGERATOR CAR.

and a layer of 13/16 in. lining. Openings

are left at the top and bottom to induce

circulation. The cold air is le<l out under

the floor racks which are hinged to the

floor. These cars are of 70,000 Ib^. capac-

ity and are equipped with steel under-

frames and 5x9 ins. second-hand (rucks.

The latter were previously removed from

dismantled steel hopper cars. The capacity

of the ice tanks is 15,000 lbs. of ordinary

chunk ice. These cars were Imilt en-

tirely at the shops of the Baltimore &
Ohio Railroad, with the excepti"M oi the

steel underframes ; these were -iipplicd

by the Ralston Steei Car Comp.i; '.

.

The object of the modification '^f the

usual method of insulation wdien dii'nitc

air spaces are provided, is the realizatii'U

that the effective dead air spaces rr^icle in

the insulation itself. Boiler covering made
of asbestos and plastered on a b(jil<r does

not liave any special insulating v;dije be-

cause it will not scorch or burn, I hat is

walls. .Air easily circulates around the

ice. The bulkhead is also insulated so as

not to carry heat to the ice. The insulated

liulkliead largely prevents the deposition

of moisture which is likely to damage
perishable material placed so as to touch

the bulkhead.

The sides and ends of these cars are

made of several layers, as follows: Inside

lining l.Vlfi ins. Oregon fir. Two layers

ajiproved make of fibmus insulating paper,

saturated with an asphaltum bitumen.

Three layers of Jj in. flaxlinum or linofelt

as apiiroved. and of substantial material,

free from low volatile compounds and

(llur undesirable matter. Tlli^ material is

'trong. tinigb, slightly flexible and not

easily breakable. Three layers of '
'. in.

cork board, free from low volatile com-

pounds and other undcsirabile matter. It

I- Mr.ing. tough and sliglitl.\ llexiblc.

The center and side sills are made of

open hearth steel plates and shapes. Draft

pany of .St. I'aiil, Minn., and the linofelt

came from the factory of the Union Fiber

Company of \\ inona, Minn.

The process of melting ice for re-

frigerating purposes is practically the op-

posite of burning fuel for heat. Long ago

the plant from which coal comes largely

gave out oxygen and took up carbonic

acid. Burning coal today re-unites the

formerly discarded oxygen with the car-

bon. In the other case the formation of

ice necessitates the giving up of heat in

large quantity and in order to melt the ice

heat is again taken up by the ice and this

it draws from all substances aroimd. Salt

is often added to melt the ice more

quickly, just as go(]<l draught and very in-

flammable fuel makes the fire burn harder.

The theory of insulation is to make the

passage of heat more difficult from those

things we do not want to coid, and this

makes the melting ice draw the necessary

heat from the perishalde contents of the
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car, and those are the things \vc want lo

make and keep cold.

The side doors arc carefully looked

after. Special care has been taken to

properly fit the doors to the bevel of the

lintel and threshold, chalking the threshold

plate as a guide in fitting. The doors are

made true and parallel to the door posts.

Stiles and rails are of Oregon fir. Sheath-

ing, lining and insulation of doors are the

same as side walls of car. The doors are

hung by malleable iron hinges, secured

with 5^-inch, of galvanized iron carriage

bolts, heads inside and grip nuts outside.

No nails are driven into the cap. After

the insulation and canvas have been ap-

plied the canvas is treated with a coating

of hot paraffine, which fills the pores of

the canvas and prevents moisture from

attacking it and the insulation underneath.

A coat of boiled linseed oil is then ap-

plied to the edges of the doors, which are

left to dry thoroughly before applying can-

brake shaft, 13 ft. 10 5/16 ins.; height

I'rum rail to center of coupler, 2 ft. \0'A

ins. ; distance from center to center of

trucks, 31 ft. 8% ins.; wheel base of truck,

5 ft. 4 ins.; center to center of journals,

(i ft. 4 ins.; size of journals, S ins. by 9
ins.; height from rail to top of floor, 4 ft.

13/16 in.; width of side door opening, 4

ft. ; length over end sill channels, 41 ft.

11'/. ins.; length over striking casting,

A2 ft. 8<A ins.

This car is a good example of a scicn-

tilieally designed vehicle, intended for a

special purpose, and fulfilling tliat purpose

admirably. The railway company built

It themselves in their own shop, under the

supervision of Mr. F. H. Clark, the gen-

eral superintendent of motive power of

the B. & O. road.

calculated to within 1 per cent., and the

correction made on the rim after a trial

run on the road. The drive is conveyed

lo a tooth-wheel pump, which forces oil

against a piston, the. rise and fall of the

piston according to the speed of the train

actuating the pencil. An indicator, of

dial-face type, which may be placed in

front of the engine driver, is also actuated,

and a clock with pencil mechanism may
he added which will trace a time curve on

I he chart paper.

Railway Speed Recorder.

.An instrument that will record the

speed of a train with some close approach

Locomotive Headlight Law.

July 1, 1918, has been fixed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission as the date

after which the application of high-pow-

ered headlights to all locomotives must be

carried into effect. Two years are allowed

to complete the equipment. The order

calls fur the application of the headlights

oil all locomotives under construction

END VIEW OF n. S: O. RKFKIl ll: R.MOR CAR. KNi) or siDi:. .siiowim; he mix, u.m.timore & OHio.

vas. All tacks and nails used arc galvan-

ized. Recessed holes for the nuts on door

rods are plugged.

Length inside, 39 ft. 8-^ ins.; length

between ice boxes, 33 ft. % in.; length

over sub end sills, 40 ft. 9^ ins.; length

of outside over body, 40 ft. 10% in.--
;

width over siding, 9 ft. 3% ins.; width

over frame, 8 ft. 7H ins.; width inside.

8 ft. 3 ins.; width at eaves, 9 ft. 514 ins :

width over side facia, 9 ft. 7 ins.; width

over ice hatch doors, 8 ft. 9^ ins.

;

maximum width over side ladders, 9 ft.

9J-1. ins. ; height inside, floor to ceiling, 7 ft.

6 ins.; hci.ght from rail to eaves, 12 ft. 2

13/16 ins.; height from rail to top inside

edge of hatch door, 12 ft. 8'A ins. ; height

from rail to top of ntnning board, 12 ft.

11 9/16 ins.; height from rail to top of

to accuracy, showing the speed variation

on every mile of the run, will correct

curves of the rise and fall at all starts and

stops, should yield data of great value to

the engineers as well as to the drivers and

traffic managers. All this is claimed for

the "Boyer" recorder, made by the Chi-

cago Pneumatic Tool Company, Fisher

liuilding, Chicago, and 9, Bridge-street,

Westminster, S.W. 1. The recording pa-

per has vertical lines, '/^ in. apart for each

mile, and horizontal lines J4 in- apart for

5 iniles per minute. The print of this

record is quite easy to follow, though re-

duced to one-third of the original size.

The instrument is driven by a belt en-

ga.ging a V-rimmed pulley fixed on an

axle of the engine truck or a car. The

required diameter of this pulley can be

after that date, as well as all locomotives

that may pass through the shops for gen-

eral or hcaxy rei)airs.

It is

Burning Soft Coal,

well not to cover the whole fire

at once. Ho not load the furnace with

coal. Do not carry the fire over twelve

inches thick. I'se the slice bar only

when you have to ; that is seldom. Don't

turn the fire over when slicing. By all

means avoid holes in the fire. Cover the

lire only where it burns out, keeping it

level. Keep the steam jet or other blower

on for a minute after firing. Keep the

ash pit empty, the boiler free of soot, and

the water at the same height in the gauge

glass all the time. Save coal.
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Use of Wood in Railway Cars

The effect ot heat and cold as regards

their effects in kngthenins; or shortening

or warping wood may practically be dis-

regardend. The trouble experienced m

using wood is almost exclusively causeil

by the presence or absence of moisture.

This is entirely different to the effects pro-

duced by heat and cold and moisture on

metals. Heat and cold manifestly atfect

them, moisture does not.

Wood is made up of cells, some of which

lie with their length up and down the tree

as it grew, other cells lie at right angles

to the first, extending from the bark to-

ward the centre. Those extending up and

down are the most numerous, and the

largest in size. .Ml woods have these

cells, and all woods have fibres running

up and down the trunk. These cells are

what draws when wood is drying, and this

unbalanced pull may warp the wo.kI or

cause it to check.

To quote the Hardwood Record \\ hen

wood behaves in this manner it is doing

nothing new. The handle of the stone

hatchet of the paleolithic man wariied as

badly, and in the same way, as tlie ax-

handle of the modern lumberman. Wiu.d

has not changed. Modern methods of

working it have not increased or lessened

the material's natural tendencies to twist

or pull out of shape. The modern lioat-

builder who is compelled m reject a

warped stanchion is confroiiteil by vrv-

cisely the same condition as faced Noah

when he discovered that a king-poM of the

ark had wariied and had pulled the rnof-

tree out of line.

The stress is produced by tlie ilrying,

and conse<iucnt shrinkage. When the

water in green or wet wood goes out, the

cells become smaller by the contracting of

their walls. Every cell so shrinking pulls

a little, and, such a force multiplied by

millions, becomes strong enough to pro-

duce warping. A piece of wood contracts

sidewise but not very much endwise.

That is because the individual cells com-

posing the piece shrink sidewise but very

little endwise. The shrinkage of a plank

or beam is only a multiplication of the

shrinkage of individual cells or fibres.

This is very readily seen by noticing bow

a hammer handle becomes loose in the

head, while any alteration in its length

produces no inconvenience for the u-er

The vital problem in the us,- ,.f kilns,

is to so dry lumber that shrinkage is

equallv distributed throughout the parts

If not ecpially distributed, one part will

contract more than another aii.l warp the

material or produce checks and .racks.

Devices have been provided for extractnig

the moisture evenly from all pan- ..f a

plank so that stresses will be count, racted

and the plank remain straight aii<! with..ut

checks. Moisture from the int.ri. r ..l a

piece of wood can come out only ..i a cer-

tain rate. Attempts to lake it ..ut too

fast will cause shrinking in some parts,

with checking and warping.

\'eiiecr panels are built up of single

sheets, the grain of the superimposed

sheets crossing one another at right

angles. That is done so that the pull of

one shrinking sheet is in one direction, the

next pulls at right angles s,. that ..ne off-

sets the other, an.i the panel remains

straight.

The .luestion ..f cost also ernes up as

well as that of practical utility. One of

our leading railways recently t.iok this

matter up and after going into it very

thoroughly, came t.i the conclusion that a

goo.l sulistitnte f.ir mahogany must be

fouiiil. .\ccordingly a competent man was

assigned the duty of investigating the

matter. Kitchen and pantry of dining and

buffet cars and indeed other parts of these

cars had been tinished in mahogany.

It was decided at the mechanical staff

nueting held by the officers of that de-

partment on this road, that the use of

mah..gaiiy shoul.l be discontinued on all

classes .>t w.i.hI work except in business

cars aii.l in .lining rooms of diners and

bulTet cars. White wood was substituted

l.ir mahogany on all other parts of these

cars except seat ends where birch was

used. Birch d.xirs were also ordered. -A

very substantial saving was promise.! by

the alt.-ratioiis outlined liere.

Peck, vice president in charge of opera-

tion, and Mr. Benjamin McKeen, vice

president in charge of real estate and

purchases. The headquarters for the

Western Lines will continue to be in the

Pennsylvania station at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Changes of Names on P. R. R-

The I'eniisyK auia Railroad Co. has taken

..v.r the operati.Hi i<i the railr..ad lines

west of Pittsburgh, which were hereto-

fore operated liy the Pennsylvania Com-

pany. These portions of the system will

in the future be known as "The Penn-

sylvania Railr..a<l Company; Western

Lines." Thes,- lines were previously

called the 'Northwest System" and the

"Central System." They constitute the

ilirect main lines and the branches of the

Pennsylvania System between Pittsburgh

and Chicago. •j'lie Pittsburgh, Cincin-

nati. Chicag.. and St. Louis Railr.iail.

c.mm.inlv callc.l tin- "Pan Handle." and

.niliraciiiL; tbi- "Southwest System." is not

alT.-cte.l by tliis arrangenicnt. but it will

.-ontiiuu- t.i In- operatcl un.ler its .)wn

nanie anil iirgani/ation.

Ceiieral sup.rviM..ii over all ilepart-

inents of "Tb.- Pennsylvania Railroad

Cimpany. We-tern Lines." will lie in the

hands of Mr J J. Turner, with the title

.11 senior vice presi.i.-nt. Prior to the

present arrangement. Mr. Turner was

first vice president. Pennsylvania Lines

West of Pittsburt;h. The four chief

.leiiartments ..f tlu- Western Lines will

remain in charge of the same vice presi-

dent as beret. ifore. viz. ; Mr. K. B. Taylor,

vice iiresideiit in charge of finance and

accounting; Mr. D. T. McCabe, vice pres-

ident in charge of trafTic ; Mr. George L.

Degrees of Curves.

On .\merican railways, curves are al-

ways spoken of as being so many degrees.

In other countries where English is spoken

curves are described as being of so many

feet radius. .American railway engineers

measure and describe a curve as part of

a circle whose radius is established by the

angle of deflection. If the angle of de-

flection is 1 deg. the radius of the curve

will be 5,730 ft. ; 2 degs., half of that, and

so on. Consequently a 10-deg. curve is

part of a circle having 573 ft. radius. It

is easy to memorize the radius of a 10-

deg. curve, and then a simple mental cal-

culation will enable to tell approximately

the true radius of any curve.

.•\nother metho.l growing in popular

favor is the method of having railroad

curves expressed in degrees an.i minutes

of central angle subtended by a chor.l

of 100 ft. Thus one degree of curvature

being equal to a radius of 5,730 ft., hence

5,730 X 2 X 3.1416 = 3» X 100.

Usuallv the slight error produced by

measuring the distance as a straight line

instea.l of an arc may be ignored, except

in verv sharp curves. The slight inac-

curacies mav be briefly stated as at 10

deg. the actual ra.lius is 0.7 ft. longer;

at 20 .leg., 1.4 Linger: at 30 deg., 2.2 ft.

longer; an.i at 40 .leg,. 2.')5 ft. longer

than li\ the formula.

Oil-Saving Rules.

l\,- ,,nly closed oil cans, with spouts

that will deliver drops, or at ni.ist .>nly

a thin stream. Use all luliricating aii-

paratus strictly according to instructions

and put the oil only where it will actually

lubricate. li a machine has automatic

droiipers shut off the supply while ma-

chine is stan.ling. Do not use cylinder

„il (,n shafting .>r elsewhere when cheaper

oil will answer. Keep all rubbing sur-

faces in good ci'iidition. Rough surfaces

and too tight b.ixes c.msume more .nl.

Worn and leaky bearings waste .dl. .M-

ways use drill pans, and arrange to lilter

aii.l cleanse the .'il s.i caught. It .is as

go.id as new. I .dle.t all greasy waste

an.i wiping cloths, s.i that the oil may be

reovered. .Xever burn them. Be care-

ful ab.iut using lubricating oil for doling

a bearing. Water will .dten .lo as well.

He careful ab.nit using oil f.ir cleaning

and polishing. Never clean the hands

with oil. .'\ greasy cl.)th will do as well.

.\ great .leal .if waste takes place in

shops where men take a preliminary wash-

up with coal .lil. There is no d.mbt that

this is very effective an.i adds t.i their

convenience, imt it is waste.
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Norfolk & Western Gondola
Long Car with Smooth Outside Apf.earance—Car Supported on Twelve Wheels-

Lewis Truck—90 Tons Capacity; 29 Tons Tare

49

The Norfolk & Western Railway have

recently put in service one thousand high,

straight-side gondola cars for the car-

aiul many parts of the truck are M. C. B.

standard construction. Single type brakes
arc used, the brake beams bciuR M. C. B.

M >I<1'"()LK AMI \\"l> I I I.'

riage of coal and other rough freight

when required. The company have built

the cars at their own shops, like several

other of our leading railways. The car

shown in our half-tone is No. 101,393 and

is a 90-ton capacity car. This railway

has now some 1,716 cars of this capacity.

Mr. W. H. Lewis is superintendent of mo-
tive power of the road.

The car shown is of the dat-bottoni,

gondola type, without drop doors, and !>

used in the company's own coal trade,

the car being handled over the dumping
machine at Lambert's Point. The car is

built with inside side stakes and gussets,

the outside being quite smooth. The
bolster construction is unique, there arc-

two bolsters at each end of the car and
these are so arranged that the top flange

construction of the bolster e.xtends up

into the cavity of the car. This has been

done in order to give more deptli for

these bolsters, and also to avoid cutting

the top flange members where they pass

the center sills.

These cars are equipped with the Far-
low single-key draft gear attachments. In

this case the yoke is laid in a hori

zontal plane and abuts against a combined
back stop and body bolster center casting,

which is of cast steel. They are also

equipped with the M. C. B. 6 .x 8 ins. type

"D" couplers with a 1^ x 5 ins. key. The
N. & W. have in use on their several

cars various different kinds of draw gear.

The one shown in the half-tone is the

Miner, A-18. The trucks are of the

Lewis articulated, six-wheel type, as

manufactured by the American Steel

Foundries. The truck bolster is an in-

tegral steel casting of X-shape, there be-

ing a pair of rigid side frames to each
truck and a pair of articulated side frames
to each truck. The journal boxes are of

the regular cast-iron M, C. B. pattern,

Of the 1,756 cars of this capacity in

service the first sample one was built in

1912 and a second sample and also an
order of 750 cars was completed in 1913.

The successful performance of these led

to the building of an additional order of

1.000 cars and of four additional sample

lars of special design in 1915-1916. They
have all been in service for a sufficient

time to demonstrate their practicability,

and the advantages gained in paying load,

and in low train resistance or increased

.oiinage rating, together with lessened

cost per ton of terminal handling. All

tliese considerations fully justified and
^till justifies their use. The upkeep per

Uar does not appear to be noticeably more
jilian for lighter capacity cars, although it

is reasonable to suppose tliat the attention

to wheels, brasses and brake shoes would
he increased in direct proportion to the

number of them per car. The light

weight of the cars of this design averages

58,300 Ills, The capacity painted on the

outside is 180,000 lbs, and the cars are

stencilled for wrought steel wheels. The
car is 44 ft. long. The truck frames are

hinged over the centre axle box so as to

«ive flexibility of movement to the whole.

The hinge joint at the centre also facili-

tates repairs and wheel changing. In our

illustration the truck wheels are Davis

cast steel 33-in. wheels. The ratio of

paying load to tare weight is more than

3 to 1.

)!• VIF.VV OF THE LEWI.S TRUCK.
.\(jRi-i)LK \ \vi':sri-:!<N\

Babbitting Boxes.

Instead of u>ing putty or clay for plug-

ging up the ends of the boxes while the

babbitt is being poured, some old asbestos

pipe-covering may readily be ground up

with cylinder oil to the consistency of a

stilT putty. This mixture has these ad-

LEWI.S AUTK I'lAlll' .'ilX WIIKII. IKtTK. NiiKIi'IK ,^ WKSTFRV.

The volume of this car is 2,843 cu. ft.

level full and 536 cu. ft. in a 30-deg. heap,

or a total of 3,379 cu. ft. in all. The rail-

way has had some of these cars in serv-

ice for five years and the results got from
them have been entirely satisfactory.

vantages : It is proof against the softening

influence nf heat, sticks far better to the

box than either putty or clay, never

"blows" when the hot metal comes in con-

tact with it. and can be used over and over

without loss or hardening.
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ilicy art-, without speculation and without

llic retinements of pure theory. The work

I. mcs from a man who has done the

work he write.s about, who has faced and

(.\ercomes ditlicuhie.s and has succeeded.

His experience and skill are put within

easy reach of the learner, and the picking

out of this work amid a host of others

bv tlie Government of our country, not

only gives the engineman who follows

cl.isc behind tlie tirins line tlie best as-

sistance of the kind in its power, but it

cnnfers another enviable distinction on its

\eteran author.

"Doing Our Bit."

.\n iinli r has been received by the pub-

lishers of K.\n.\v.\Y .\.Ni) Locomotive E.n'-

GINRERING for a thousand copies of .An.mis

Sinclair's well-known work, now in its

twenty-third edition, Locomotii-c Engine

Runnin;.; and Management. The order

emanates from the Federal Government

at Washington, and has been sent to us

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works of

Philadelphia.

.\part from the justifiable feelings of

satisfaction and pride which this unso-

licited order gives rise to, there exists

in the mind of Dr. Sinclair, the author,

the knowledge that the high endorsation

his work has thus brought forth, will be

shared by "our boys" in France, to whom
the book is to be sent by the Government.

It is intended that our American engine-

men, working .Xmerican locomotives on

foreign soil, shall have the bt st means

of gaining most useful, quick and prac-

tical help, and knowledge, in easily as-

similated form, while "doing llieir bit"

for the cause of Liberty in the devastated

lields of fair brance.

The book is too well known to rvcinire

any detailed description here, suflice it to

say that the difficulties presented by the

air brake are smoothed away in its up-to-

date pages. The book breathes the sjiirit

of, and is in close touch with things as

•• 'Quit You Like Men—Be Strong."

l\Aii.\\ Av AMI Locomotive Engineering

does not as a rule go into financial mat-

ters, but confines itself to the presentation

of technical subjects to its readers, which

relate to the management and construc-

tion of locomotives and cars, appliances

and devices, and such other railway mat-

ters as have a bearing on, or are involved

in. these phases of railroading.

We have, however, had put before us

the preparations which are being made

to float another Liberty Loan, and it is

only plain patriotism to call attention of

nur many readers to the laudable efforts

uliich are being made in this direction.

In tlic Review of Reiie-a-s for January,

I'llS, there appears an article on French

(".niada in which the author says, it was

a "monumental blunder," of the British

uovcrnment to have permitted the contin-

ued use of the b'rench language. It may

have been a mistake, but it was one of

the heart and not of the head. To de-

stroy the language would have been coer-

cion. Tie very properly says that to speak

luiglish is eventually to think in the Eng-

lish way. This is true enough, but what

underlies this is the fact that coercion in

any form is distasteful to the .Anglo-

Saxon. He revolts at its application to

biinself and he refrains from imposing it

on others. In leaving the language un-

touched, Ijreat Britain refrained from

even the pose of a conquerer.

The application of all this to the Lib-

erty Loan, soon to lie put on the market,

is that the purchase of Liberty bonds is

not compulsory. The appeal of the gov-

( rnnicnt is to a free jjcople. The govern-

ment states its needs for the war; it has

ileiined the war aims of the country; for

this is not, among the great democracies,

a dynastic struggle. It is a jicoples' war.

In this the government is the peoples'

agent and it is for tile people to respond

i:nancially, if they want the work done

1 liirieiilly and at once. Tlie government

|il,ic<s and sights the gun, but it is the

people who pull the lanyard for the high

and noble cause of Liberty

The strength (.f the whole of this mone-

tary campaign is that it is voluntary,

("ompulsion is foreign to the .Anglo-Saxon

mind ; a thousand-fold happier is he who

feels a duty has been voluntarily per-

formed by him than that he should be

told how to act The men who now pre-

pare for, and eventually buy, a Liberty

bond feel a justifiable satisfaction which

cannot be purchased ; it cannot be valued

in coin. Those who respond are pro-

tected financially, for the bond is em-

phatically a loan, bearing substantial in-

terest and negotiable at any time. The

man who now meets this liigh em-

prise in the true democratic spirit, laying

politics and party gain aside, has raised

himself fully up to the exalted level

where a deep and heartfelt satisfaction is

his present meed, and he has entered the

nobler region where gold is not the cur-

rency.

These days are not bright, save only

for the bow of promise which tells us

that the sun still shines. We must not

despair. The words of St. Paul have a

special meaning for us today, " 'quit you

like men—be strong." Tlie Liberty Loan

affords a means to many of realizing the

feeling and the knowlctlge of duty freely

done, and again to tjuote the apostle to

the Gentiles, let us say with hiiu, "I have

fought the good fight, I have kept the

faith."

Saving Coal and Doing Other Things.

Reports which have been received from

all divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad

(lines east of Pittsburgh and Erie) show

that as a result of the reductions in pas-

senger train service, made effective in

January, I'dS. the 104 week-day and the

,S1 Sunday trains which were taken off,

has produced economies in motive power

and man-power. Thus far the locomo-

tives saved per day were 29, the locomo-

tive crews saved per day were 55, the

train crews saved each day were 47, and

the train miles saved each year were

2.708,212.

The locomotives which have lieen saved

are being used in part to rejilace others

in the passenger service which are in

need of repairs, and in part for moving

the lighter forms of freight. The engine

and train crews saved have been assigned

to new duties in accordance with the

seniority rules of the railroad. This is not

tnerely a case of good men losing their

jobs. In most cases the crews actually

affected remain in passenger service, but

the junior men, in the various grades of

employment, on each division, have been

transferred to other duties, either in the

freight train service or elsewhere- in jias-

senger train service.

Thirty-five lines of parlor and sleeping

cars were discontinuetl in the general re-

duction, each parlor or sleeping car taken

off being replaced by one or more day

coaches of approximately triple the carry-

ing capacity of the freight equipment.

One more thing can be done, and very

effectively done while the Government is

in charge of the railways, and that is

to look into the whole signal question.
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There is nu manner of doubt that a prop-

erly signaled road has had its capacity

increased by that very fact. In this coun-

try reliable returns show that new rail-

roads are built in greater quantity than

the signal systems on all lines are in-

creased. In other words, the equipping

of all roads, and the mileage protected

by signals, has not kept pace with the

growth of the total mileage.

On practically every British railway tlie

Board of Trade regulations make the

block system of signalling obligatory.

The only exceptions are on what are

called "Light" Railways, and branches

where only one engine in steam is al-

lowed ; and even then the junctions arc

properly signaled and a staff or tablet is

carried on the engine.

In this way the Government acting for

the people put safety in traveling on the

high and necessary plane on which it

should stand. In our case, a board of

experts on which practical railway men

should have a place should go into the

whole matter with the avowed purpose

of doing something and not leave the

question in the stage of simply an aca-

demic report.

It is right and proper and good busi-

ness to save coal and conserve man-power,

but at the same time increasing the ca-

pacity of the road seems to go hand in

hand with it and to be logically related

to it in the closest way possible.

Leaking and Freezing

Leaks between the tank and the in-

jector are fatal to the working of the

injector. A leak in the check valve be-

tween the boiler and the injector pipe is

also a serious detriment to the operation

of the injector. Leaks in the throttle

valve or dry pipe are positively danger-

ous, by the former the full boiler pres-

sure will in a short time reach the steam

chests, and as both valves are never fully

closed the pressure will reach one or both

pistons, and the engine may move at a

time when it is dangerous to life and

limb. Leaks in the steam pipes not only

affect combustion in the furnace, but

waste steam, fuel and water. Leaks in

sliding or piston valves or piston pack-

ing are equally deleterious. Even leaky

cylinder cocks .are not only wasteful

of steam, but are a positive nuisance.

The same may be said of the blower

valve, gauge cocks and other boiler ac-

cessories, including the safety valves and

the whistle..

When it comes to the air brake, with its

many pipes and joints, which are mostly

invisible, they are not discoverable by the

inexperienced. If we add to this the

heater pipes used in winter, and the elec-

tric conduits, which are pipes in the sense

that they convey a "fluid" that seems to

have a peculiar aptitude for leaking, the

troubles multiply, and it is no wonder
that the puzzled engineman is apt to

think at limes that the weaknesses incident

to locomotive running and management

are past finding out.

Rut this is not all. In mid-winter the

(roubles are doubled. If an engineman

halts the locomotive four minutes to stop

a serious leak, the chances are that

something freezes, and figuratively speak-

ing, a voyage into unknown seas has to

be made to find out the frozen spot or

spots. If the stoppage is prolonged, the

north wind does its work, and pieces of

ice a sixteenth of an inch in thickness

ill the bottom of the cylinder will hold

the locomotive as still as if it were in

ibe hands of a Titan, and the road is

I>!ocked, and the telegraph is buzzing and

telephone hells are ringing soon after.

Whether it is coal shortage or ammuni-

tion waiting delivery, the daily press

makes caustic reference to the delay.

That there are remedies for the few

1 roubles that we have referred to is

known to the railroad fraternity, but a

locomotive does not carry a machine

sliop, nor a special thawing apparatus ; if

it did, the conditions are such that it

could not operate on all of the frozen

appliances on the engine. The essential

(perations necessary to betterment call

for experts just as a well-equipped hos-

pital calls for medical experts familiar

with the nature of accidents to the human
body.

In these days, when the manifest effort

of the railroad man and the lay man is

to save coal, the allowing of steam leaks

to uselessly blow away the energy con-

tained in the fuel is highly reprehensible,

\n say the least of it. Much good work

has been done by the technical press, by

instructional pamphlets, and by lectures

to bring clearly before the enginemcn the

waste that takes place by allowing pop

\alves to simmer or blow. The argu-

nionts used against this form of waste are

inactically applicable to all kinds of leaks.

The consumption of steam, even with-

'iut leaks, is heavier in the winter than

ill the summer. In winter the boiler, the

lir pump, the exposed lengths of pipe, all

readily radiate heat to the cold atmos-

pliere. The necessity of blowing back

^team into the water of the tender is

practically a source of dead loss, because

tlie necessity does not exist in the sum-

mer. The air entering through the ash

pan and being used in the firebox enters

at a far lower temperature than it does

in the summer, yet it reqtiires to be heat-

ed to the same service temperature in all

seasons.

In winter a train of cars is harder to

pull than it would be when days are

v,arm, for the reason that oil becomes

slightly thicker and does not readily flow,

and even in the best days of the winter

the rail usually has a more or less slip-

pery coating of frost or snow. This coat-

ing, minute as it is, interferes with the

motion of the train because it has to be

crushed down or broken or shoved off

the rail, and though no short stretch of
track offers any great resistance, yet the

cumulative effect mounts up, and its pres-

ence places one more obstacle to the

movement of the train and gives the en-
gine that much more work to do, and
compels more coal to be burned to do it

than it would if skies were clear and fields

green.

The duty of engineman and fireman,

and the duty of the round house in these

days of war, winter and work is to make
every endeavor to reduce the unneces-
sary use of coal by prompt single move-
ment handling at the terminal and the

stoppage of the many avenues of steam
escape produced by the presence of small.

insidious and often untended leaks.

Delay in Mail Deliveries.

'Ihc unusii.illy large number of letters

that come to us from the readers of

R.MLWAy AND Locomotive Engineering,
complaining of the non-delivery of the

periodical at the usual early part of the

month induces us to take the opportunity

to advise them not to trouble themselves

u riting to us too soon after the regular

(late of delivery. The delay is not with
us, and while the Government claims that

the delay to mails is entirely due to con-

gestion of railroads, we are led to be-

lieve that there has been considerable

congestion of mails in the post oflSce, par-

ticularly about the advent of the new year.

owing to the vastly increased volume of

matter passing through the mails. Now
that the Government has assumed control

of the railways, it is possible that the

mails may be expedited. In any event,

the delay is not our fault, and we would

ask that our readers generally and our

subscribers particularly, would exercise

'heir souls in patience, in view of the

momentous conditions under which we
live.

Not only so, but the additional holidays

are affecting a large part of the industrial

population as well as the manufacturers,

who are not permitted to burn coal on

Mon<lays, with the result that even,- fiber

of our industrial system, including the dis-

tribution of mail matter, feels the retard-

ing effect.

New High-Speed Steel.

A new high-speed steel has lately been

patented in Kurope. The patent specifica-

tion states that the steel shall contain

carbon, 1.2 per cent : manganese, 1.2 per

cent.: silicon, from 0.1 to 0.3 per cent.;

chromium, from 3 to 10 per cent., and

colialt. I..i per cent This material is said

by the invent! r> to be an improvement

upon a similar steel which they patented

last year containing molybdenum. In its

manufacture the molybdenum is omitted,

ami the percrnfacc of manganese and

chromium is increased.
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Air Brake Department
Cleaning and Lubricating Brake Cylinders—Questions and Answers

Any reference to brake cylinder leak-

age from the viewpoint of the brake cyl-

inder packing leather only, is necessarily

incomplete for the reason that the leak-

age from a brake cylinder is not always

through, or past, the packing leather, and

in some cases the leakage is caused by

some matter between the leather and the

wall of the cylinder, for which the

leather itself is in no wise responsible.

Regardless of what may have been

said w'itli reference to porosity of leatli-

ers, re-testing or re-filling, some consid-

eration must be given the cleaning and

lubricating of the cylinder if satisfactory

results are to be obtained with any kind

of leathers or cups, and in the followin.y

an effort will be made to set forth what

is generally conceded to be good prac-

tice in performing any work on a brake

cylinder.

In cleaning a brake cylinder, kerosene

or carbon oil may be used for removing

the dirt and rust from the wall of the cyl-

inder and waste maybe used for applying

this oil and removing the dirt. l)ut the

final wiping should be done with rags, to

prevent particles of waste or lint from

remaining in the cylinder and working

in between the leather and cxiindcr and

causing leakage. The leakage groove

also should be cleaned when the cylinder

receives any attention on the interior.

The accumulation of heavy bodied

grease should be removed from the

piston with a wooden scraper, and car-

bon oil may be used for cleaning the

piston and follower plate, provided that

it docs not touch the packing leather; if

it does, it destroys the filler th:it is

placed in the leather by the manufacturer.

and the result is a leaky leather, for the

reason that this filler has been forced into

the leather for the purpose of making it

what is termed air tight. If a leather is

too hard or stilT to permit the expander

ring to hold it against the cylinder it

should be removed, but not necessarily

destroyed, as the leathers can be retreated

at a comparatively small cost per leather.

However, in ascertaining the pliability of

the leather, it must never be rnbberl to-

gether or crumpled up for the purjiosc of

softening it, as the bending or rubbing

breaks and destroys this same filler and

also causes the leather to leak

One of the most prolific sources of

brake cylinder leakage, especially on loco-

motives, is past the studs holdint; the fol-

lower plate on the piston, and in many
instances it is caused by the sliid screw-

ing out of the piston when an .it-

tempt is made to remove the nut I'rom tlie

stud. If. in renewing a leather, one of

the studs backs out of the piston, the

nut should in all cases be removed and

the stud tightened into the brake piston,

using red or white lead, before the fol-

lower plate and leather are bolted in

place on the piston. What, in many in-

stances, contributes to leakage past these

studs in the piston is the fact that the

studs are '', inch and 12 threads per inch

and some one has attempted to use a

standard '_.-inch stud or one of the 13

threads per inch, and in consequence has

ruined the threads in tht- piston. The
luits and studs specified by the manufac-

turer should in all cases be maintained

in stock and be used for the purpose for

which they are intended, and it will be

found to be a decided advantage to have

':.-inch 12-thread tajis and dies for this

purpose even if used for no other. It is

obvious that no matter how tightly the

stud screws into the piston a damaged
thread will cause leakage, brake cylinder

leakage, that cainiot be remedied by the

application of any kind of a leather or cup.

When threads in the piston are found

to be damaged, the piston should not he

used until it has been repaired, which

may be done by making a special stud or

bv bushing the bolt in a manner that a

standard-sized Imle with a perfect thread

can he obtained.

The condition of the expander ring is

also of the utinosf importance, and in all

cases uliere a ii.icking leather is re-

moved, tile expander ring should be

gau.ge<I before being returned to service,

and contrary to some pre\iously ac-

cepted theories, the ring should not con-

form to the circumference of the cylinder,

but rather to a cylinder '.^-inch less in

di.-iineter than tliat of the brake cylinder

tlie ring is to be uscil in. Such a gauge

may be manufactured without any diffi-

culty, and when a ring is compressed and

placed in it. it should conform to within

]/?i2-\nch all around and the ends of

the ring should be from 1,/32-inch to '-j-

inch aiiart. The iiositinn nf the ring will

at this lime .ipproximate llu' position it

is in when insiric of the bather in the

cylinder.

It is also quite evident that a cylinder

may be worn, especially one in which the

brake piston works on a horizontal plane,

and wdien this is found to ho a fact, the

wear is us\iall> .it tlie lu)tlom of the

cylinder, caused by the weight and wear
of the piston, t'nder such circumstances

we know of no repairs that can be made
outside "f renewing tlu' cylinder. An-
other thing that contributes to brake

cylinder leakage is a badly worn non-

pressure head, at the point at wdiich the

piston passes through it. .ind this part, as

well as a badly worn piston rod or re-

lease spring, should be renewed when e.x-

cessive lost motion or wear develops. In

some shops the non-pressure heads are

repaired by rebushing the worn hole.

There should be some hard and fast

rule laid dou n for the lubricating of

brake cylinders, and it should be enforced

to the letter. The particular kind and

amount of hiliricant to lie used will de-

pend somewhat upon local conditions, but

an excellent practice is to limit 8 and 10-

inch cylinders to 4 ounces; 12 and 14-

inch cylinders to 5 ounces, and 16 and 18-

inch cylinders to 6 ounces, which if ad-

hered to will iirevcnt a waste of lubricant,

and what is much worse, the possibility

of any of it workin.g back into the triple

valve or other car brake or locomotive

brake operating valve.

It is interesting to note in this connec-

tion that one railroad at least has con-

sidered brake cylinder leakage, or the

elimination of it so far as possible, to be

of sufficient importance to build brake-

cylinder packing leather test racks and

install them in shops, so that instead of

applying the leather to the piston at the

car in the yard, the leather is applied in

the shop, and the piston and leather are

placed on the test rack, composed of

brake cxlinders of various sizes, and the

leakage in pounds iier minute is ascer-

tained, and if not in excess of a specified

amount, the piston and leather attached

is jilaced in a protection casing or con-

tainer and transported to the car.

It ma\ Ih" of assistance to quote the fol-

lowing from certain standard instructions

governing the application or replacement

of a Iirake cylinder piston : "When re-

placing the piston in the Iirake cylinder,

care imist be taken to keep the expander

ring between the packing leather and the

follower jilate, and the opening of the

expander ring when placed in the cylin-

der at the top. one-quarter away from the

leakage groove : also that portion of the

packing leather that had before been at

the bottom of the cylinder is now turned

to the top of the cylinder. When the

piston head and leather have been well

entered into the cylinder, the end of the

piston should be raised to a horizontal

position, at the same time pulling it out

slightly to prevent the leather from turn-

ing in the wrong direction. Sharp tools

must not be used to help enter the

packing leather, .\fter the piston is en-

tered into llie brake cylinder it can be

ascertained whether the expander ring

has worked out of position by moving the

end of the piston so as to describe a circle

of about 8 inches in diameter. If the ring

is out of place this cannot be done, as

the piston will stick."
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Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 19, January, 1918.)

185. Q.—Should a further reduction in

brake-pipe pressure be made at this time?

A.—Yes.
\S6. Q.—How much and for what pur-

pose?

A.—Enough more to bring the brake-

pipe gauge hand below the brake cylinder

hand.

187. Q.—Why?
A.—To see that there is no back leak-

age from the brake cylinders into the

brake pipe, if the distributing valve is

equipped with a quick-action, equalizing

cylinder cap.

188. Q.—How could air enter the brake

pipe from the brake cylinders?

A.—If the brake cylinder check valve

of the quick-action cap is leaking, air from

the main reservoir could flow through the

brake cylinders into the brake pipe when

brake-pipe pressure has reduced below

brake-cylinder pressure.

189. Q.—What would at this time oc-

cur if the check valve was leaking?

A.—A heavy blow would start at the

brake-pipe exhaust port of the automatic

brake valve.

190. Q.— Is this a serious defect of the

brake ?

A.— It might never be discovered with

the engine in passenger service, but it

might have serious results if the engine

went into freight service in this condition.

191. Q.—How?
A.—With the lower brake-pipe pressure

carried in freight service, a 2S-lb. brake-

pipe reduction would result in at least

an equalization of pressure; then brake-

pipe pressure becoming lower than brake-

cylinder pressure with the result men-

tioned would cause a loss of main reser-

voir pressure and possibly a release of

some of the brakes in the train at a time

when all the braking force available is re-

quired.

192. Q.—Continuing the inspection,

after this brake-pipe reduction what

should be done?

A.—The brake should be released

with the independent brake valve.

193. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To know that the locomotive brake

can be released independently of the

train brakes.

194. Q.—At what time would such a

release be desirable or necessary?

.\.—In the event of driving wheels

picking up and sliding at a time or under

conditions where the train brakes could

not be released without incurring the lia-

bility of a run-by or an accident.

195. Q.—What would likely result if an

engine was allowed to run with the brake

in a condition that the brake could not

be released and leave the train brakes ap-

plied?

A.—Slid flat driving wheel tires or

overheated and loosened tires.

196. Q.—What would be wrong if the

independent brake could not be released

under the conditions being considered?

A.—The exhaust port of the independ-

ent brake valve might be stopped up or

the application cylinder and release pipes

would be wrongly connected either at the

distributing valve or independent brake

valve.

197. How can the difference be told

without tracing the pipes, or examining

the exhaust port of the brake valve?

A.—By moving the automatic brake

valve handle to holding position, then

moving the independent brake valve han-

dle to release position.

198. Q.—Will the engine brake then re-

lease if the application cylinder and re-

lease pipes are wrongly connected?

A.—Yes.

199. Q.—Will the brake then release if

the exhaust port of the independent brake

valve is closed?

A.—No.
200. Q.—Could anything else prevent

the release of brakes under this con-

dition?

A.—Yes, a stopped-up application cyl-

inder pipe.

201. Q.— Is this liable to happen?

A.—It has happened, but the disorder

- does not exist for any considerable period

of time.

202. Q.—Why not ':•

A.—Because the independent brake

could not be applied at any time with the

application cylinder pipe stopped up.

203. Q.—How long should it take to

exliaust application cylinder pressure

down to 5 lbs. or less under the condi-

tions mentioned?
.•\.—From 2 to 3 seconds.

204. Q.—What if it takes considerably

longer than this time"

A.— It indicates some partial stoppage in

the application cylinder connections usu-

ally found in the ports or cavities about

the equalizing slide valve bushing of the

distributing valve.

205. Q.—After this test what is the

next brake valve movement?

A. The brake valve is moved to re-

lease position.

206. Q.—For what purpose?

.'\.—To overcharge the pressure cham-

ber of the distributing valve reservoir, or

to about 125 or 130 lbs.

207. Q.—How long should this take?

A.—Somewhat over a minute, the pres-

sure chamber pressure having been con-

siderably reduced from the previous op-

eration.

208. Q.—What should be observed in

connection with the ports of the auto-

matic brake valve at this time?

A.—That the warning port is open and

discharging air through the direct ex-

haust port.

209. Q.—How does the time of charg-

ing the distributing valve reservoir com-

pare with- that of auxiliary reservoirs?

A.— It charges uniformly with them.

210. Q.—Why?
A.—The feed grooves of all operating

valves are proportioned in size to the res-

ervoirs they are required to charge from
the brake pipe.

211. Q.—Why is uniform rate of charg-

ing or recharge desirable?

A.—To produce as nearly as possible

uniform applications of brakes, when ap-

plications follow each other with very

little time elapsing between brake appli-

cations.

212. Q.—What else should be done
while the brake valve is in release po-

sition?

A.—The hands of the air gages should

be compared.

213. Q.—What pressures should the

black hands and red hand of the large

gage register?

A.—They should register the same
pressure.

214. Q.—Why?
A.—Because main reservoir, equalizing

reservoir and brake pipe pressures are

equal.

215. Q.—What will indicate that the

black hands are registering correctly?

A.—They were compared with the test

gage when entering the cab.

216. Q.—How is it determined whether

the brake cylinder gage hand is correct?

A.—During the independent brake valve

test.

217. Q.—During this comparison, what
is wrong if the red hand of the large

gage registers more or less pressure

than the black hands?

A.—The red hand is not registering

correctly.

218. Q.—What is wrong if the black

hand of the large gage registers 110 lbs.,

the black hand of the small gage 105 lbs.,

and the test gage 110 lbs.?

A.^The black hand of the small

gase is out.

219. Q.—How are the locomotive

gages sometimes indicated?

A.—As the No. 1 and No. 2 gages.

220. Q.—Which is the No. 1?

.\.—The large gage.

221. Q.—What would be wrong if the

test gage shows 105 lbs. and the engine

gages 110:

.*\.—The engine gages are wrong.

222. Q.—How do you know that the

test gage is not wrong?

A. If it was it would show wrong with

all other engines.

223. Q.—What would be wrong if the

test gage and both engine gages

showed 105 lbs. and the main reservoir

pressure was 140 lbs.?

A.—The feed valve would be improp-

erly adjusted.

224. Q.—When should a feed valve be

adjusted?

A.—When it is out of register 3 lbs. or

more.

(To be continued.)
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Train Handling.

(Continuiil from page 20, Januiiry, 1918.)

202. Q.— Uliat would cause the reduc-

tion necessary to apply these brakes?

.A.—The llow of brake-pipe air to the

uncharged cars at the rear o£ the train.

203. Q.—Why not leave the brake valve

in release positron for a period of less

than 15 seconds?

A.—Because it requires about this

length of time to force all of the K
triples possible to retarded release po-

sition.

204. Q.—Why is it desirable to have

them in retarded release position?

A.—To hold the brakes applied and

prevent any rapid run out of slack while

the rear brakes are releasing.

205. Q.—Do the reservoirs at the head

end charge as rapidly when the valves are

in retarded release position?

A.—No.
206. Q.—Why not-

A.—Because one of the feed grooves is

closed in this position.

207. Q.—For what purpose?

.^.—To produce a uniform recliarge of

auxiliary reservoirs tlirough a smaller

charging port from the higher brake-pipe

pressure at the head end.

208. Q.—Why will a 5-lb. brake-pipe

reduction cause an application of all of

the brakes in a train if they are K valves,

but will not all apply on a long train with

H triple valves?

A.—Because K triple valves have quick

service features whereby each valve

makes a local brake-pipe reduction as it

moves to application position, thus con-

tinuing the brake-pipe reduction through-

out the train.

209. Q.—Where does this brake-pip'-

pressure vent?

A.—Into the brake cylinders of the

cars.

210. Q.—What might be the effect of a

very heavy overcharge of the head aux-

iliary reservoirs on a long train?

A.— It might result in undcsired quick

action.

211. Q.—On which cars?

A.—On those at the head end of the

train.

212. Q.—Why not on the rear ones?

A.—They will not have recharged suffi-

ciently.

213. Q.—What will be the probable ef-

fect of quick action on only the head

cars of a long freight train'

A.—A buckling and wrecking of the

train if conditions happen to be rignt.

214. Q.—How is the brake-pipe reduc-

tion necessary to produce quick action

under this condition obtained?

A.—Through the rapid flow of brake-

pipe air to the rear cars before the aux-

iliary reservoirs on them have had time

to become fully charged.

215. Q.—When does this heavy .ippli-

cation on the head cars take plai c after

a release?

.•\.—When the brake \alve handle is

l)roui;ht to running position.

216. Q.—What does this do to a brake

pipe that is charged beyond the adjust-

ment of the l)rakc-pipe feed valve?

.A.— It cuts off the supply from the

main reservoir to the brake pipe.

217. Q.—Why?
.•\.—Because the feed valve cannot open

until the brake-pipe pressure is below

the tension of its regulating spring.

218. Q.—What will usually occur at the

head end, even if the brake valve is not

allowed to remain in release position for

more than 20 seconds?

.A.—There \\ ill be a rcapplication of the

head brakes when the brake valve is

brought to running position.

219. Q.— Is this desirable?

.•\. No, but it cannot be avoided, if the

brake valve is held in release position long

enough to insure a release of brakes on

the rear cars of a long train.

220. Q.—How are these brakes then re-

leased on the head cars?

.A.—By a second short movement to re-

lease position about 10 or 15 seconds after

the return to running position.

221. Q.—What causes the compressors

to stop at this time?

A.—The action of the excess pressure

governor top.

222. Q.—How can the compressors be

kept in operation?

A.^By moving the brake-valve handle

partly to release position.

223. Q.—Is this generally recom-

mended?
A.—No.
224. Q._Why noff

A.^Because of the liability of over-

charging the brake pipe excessively.

225. Q.—Can this movement be made

and the compressors be kept in operation

by a man who thoroughly understands

what he is doing?

.'\.—Yes. With a little practice the

amount of pressure admitted to the brake

pipe can be regulated in a manner to keep

the compressors in operation and accom-

plish a release of brakes in the shortest

possible space of time.

226. Q.—What is required to release

the rear brakes on long trains?

A.

—

A driving head to force the com-

pressed air back to the brake pipe at the

rear.

227. Q.--WIiat is this driving head?
.•\.—Excess pressure, or the difference

ill pressure in the brake pipe at the head

and rear end of the train.

228. Q.— Is it, then, possible to have a

vast difference in the pressure in the ends

of the brake pipe on a long train?

A.—Yes; it is not unusual to have over

100 lbs. pressure in the brake pipe of the

head cars during a release of brakes and

less than 50 lbs. pressure in the brake

pipe of the rear cars.

229 O.—Do yon know of a more ex-

treme example'

-\.—Yes; with large capacity air com-

pressors it is possible to pump up the

standard brake pipe pressure on the en-

gine with the angle cock at the rear end

of a long train open.

230. Q.—.About how long would it take

for compressed air under 110 lbs. pres-

sure in the main reservoir to flow

through the brake pipe on a 100-car train

and issue from the angle cock at the rear

end '

.\.— .About 20 to 25 seconds.

231. Q.— I'nder brake-operating condi-

tions, about how long would it take for

compressed air to flow from the main

reservoir to the rear of the train and re-

lease brakes ?

.A..—.At least one minute.

232. Q.—-And under unfavorable condi

tions as to leakage and small capacity

compressors '

A.— It might require two minutes, or

even more, to make any noticeable in-

crease in the lirakc-pipe pressure on the

rear cars.

233. Q.—After an ordinary brake ap-

plication, how long would you wait after

moving the brake valve handle to release

position before moving the engine throttle

to start the train ?

A.—.At least one minute and a quarter.

234. Q.—What would be expected to

happen if the brake valve was moved to

release position and the engine brake was

released with the independent valve and

the engine throttle opened about 15 sec-

onds after the movement to release po-

sition ?

A.— If the locomotive was powerful

enough to get away there would likely be

two or three sections of the train left.

235. Q.—Why would the train likely

break in more than one place?

A.—Because the first break would oc-

cur near the point where the brakes were

still applied ; then quick action would

likely take place at the rear of those cars

on which the brakes had released, and

possibly cause one or more breaks-in-

two.

236. Q.- Why does quick action ema-

nating from the rear of a train usually

result in a brcak-in-two?

A.—Because the rear of the train usu-

ally stops while the head end is still in

motion.

237. Q.—llow long would you wait be-

fore opening the engine throttle after a

brake application if the engine had been

cut off from the train for some time?

A.— It would depend somewhat upon

the pump and main reservoir capacity of

the locomotive, and the pressure shown
on the brake- pipe gage after coupling the

air hose.

238. Q.—How long, with proper pump
capacity, even if the pressure was consid-

erably depicted?

;A.—From 2 to 3 minutes.

(To be rnnliitucd. )
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Car Brake Inspection.

(Conlinited from page 21, January, 1918.)

209. Q.—Why is it not uniform?

A.—On account of the brake valve of

the locomotive feeding air into the brake

pipe at one end of the train while the

pressure is reducing in the brake pipe

near the back-up hose connection.

210. Q.—How are these instructions

usually varied?

A.—By local conditions governing the

various shifting movements.

211. Q.—In case of a broken brake pipe

what can be done to keep the car moving

to a point where the pipe can be re-

paired ?

A.—The signal pipe can be used on that

car to connect up the brake pipe on tlie

cars ahead and behind it.

212. Q.—In what manner?

A.—By connecting the brake and the

signal hose couplings.

213. Q.—Can this be done?

A.—Yes, but it is sometimes necessary

ta hammer them together.

214. Q.—What should be done with the

hose couplings after they are then

parted ?

A.—The hose should be removed and

the couplings be gauged before they are

returned to service.

215. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To ascertain if they have been in-

jured through the hammering together.

216. Q.—Have air hose ever been

known to be obstructed?

A.—Yes ; such things as hose linings

obstructing the hose have occurred, but

it does not occur with hose of modern
manufacture.

217. Q.—How is the freight triple valve

distinguished from the passenger triple

valve* ?

A.—The freight triple valves usually

have two exhaust ports, while the pas-

senger valve has but one.

218. Q.—How may they positively be

distinguished?

A.—By the bore of the slide valve

bushing and the bolt holes in the flange.

219. Q.—What is the bore of the slide

valve bushing of the H-1 triple valve?

A.—1^ inch.

220. Q.—What is the bore of the slide

valve bushing of the P-2 valve?

A.—1^ inch.

221. Q. The bore of the H-2 and P-1

valves?

A.—Ifg inch.

222. Q.—How may these two valves

then be distinguished?

A.—By the fact that the H-2 valve has

three bolt holes in the flange and the P-1

has but one.

223. Q.—How are the K valves dis-

tinguished?

A.—By a fin on the back of the valve,

placed there for the purpose of distin-

guishing them from H valves.

224. Q.—What important diflTerence is

(here in the graduating springs of freight

and passenger triple valves?

A.—The passenger valves have a heav-

ier spring.

225. Q.—Can you describe the spring of

the passenger valves?

A.—It is of 13^4 coils and of 8/100

nickeled steel wire.

226. Q.—What is the freight spring?

.A.—Of 15j^ coils, and the wire is

58/1000 in diameter.

227. Q.—In what other way may the

springs be distinguished?

.\.— By their length or free height; the

freight triple valve spring is 2-34 inches

and the passenger spring 2% inches.

228. Q.—How are the freight triple

valves used with different sized equip-

ments?
.\.—The H-1 and K-1 valves are used

with 8-inch equipments and the H-2 and

K-2 with 10-inch equipments.

229. Q.—In the event of making up a

car in a train that does not happen to be

equipped with a high-speed reducing

valve, and the brake-pipe pressure is 110

lbs., what should be done?

.'\.—A safety valve set at 60 lbs. should

be screwed into the brake cylinder.

230. Q.—What if one cannot be ob-

tained?

A.—The engineer must be notified of

the condition.

231. Q.—Should he reduce the brake

pipe pressure on the train?

A.—No; he will remember this condi-

tion when applying the brakes.

232. Q.—What could be wrong if an

emergency application of the brake was

made and when the brake valve handle

was placed in release position the brakes

failed to release and one car was found

where there was a heavy blow of air

from the triple valve exhaust port?

.•\.—The emergency valve of that triple

valve would be off its seat.

233. Q.—What could be holding it off?

A.—An obstruction on the seat, but

more likely the emergency piston has

stuck in the bushing.

234. Q.—What could be done to reseat

the valve ?

A.—The brake-pipe stop cock could be

closed and the auxiliary reservoir bled

and the valve again cut in quickly, which

might seat the valve.

235. Q.—Should such a valve be al-

lowed to continue in service?

A.—No; it might again stick open and

cause an unnecessary delay.

236. Q.—What should be done if the

engine couples to a train and quick action

of brakes occurs when a service applica-

tion is attempted?

A.—A test must be made to locate the

defective valve.

237. Q.—How?
A.—By closing an angle cock in the

middle of the train and trying the brakes

on the forward portion.

238. Q.—What would be done if the

brakes did not then work in undesired

quick action?

A.—Release and recharge thoroughly

and cut in some more cars until the de-

fective valve were traced down to a cer-

tain number of cars.

239. Q. As an example: If the train

contained 20 cars and quick action devel-

oped after five cars were added to the

first 10 that were tested and found to be

working in service, what would be the

most positive way in which to locate the

defective valve?

A.—By requesting the engineer to make
a five-pound brake pipe reduction and
watching to see which brake did not apply.

240. Q.—What would the brake not ap-

plying indicate?

.'\.—The defective or "sticky" triple

valve.

241. Q.—Is there a more positive way
to locate the defective valve if it becomes
difficult to locate?

A.—Yes, by first closing the brake-pipe

stop cocks in the branch pipes lead-

ing to each of the suspected triple

valves, then signaling for the re-

lease of brakes. After the release of all

other brakes, the stop cocks should be

opened very slowly to a point where the

triple valve receives enough brake-pipe

pressure to effect a release; then, after

waiting a reasonable length of time for

the reservoirs to become fully charged,

signal for another application of the

brake.

242. Q.—What can be expected durinf

this application?

A.—Only the defective valve can work
in quick action.

243. Q.—Why?
A.—Because the cut-out cocks are s«

nearly closed that when the triple vaWe
kicks or "dynamites," it can only go info

quick action itself, as it cannot reduce

brake-pipe pressure through the restricted

opening in the cut-out cock at a sufficient

rate to produce quick action on the rest

of the cars.

244. Q.—How will th» valve then act

after it has applied in quick action under

the conditions mentioned?

A.— It will release a few seconds after-

ward.

245. Q.—What will cause it to release?

A.—Assuming that 8 or 10 lbs. brake-

pipe reduction has been made, the brake-

pipe pressure will be verv- nearly the

maximum, but the valve that works in

quick action will equalize the brake cylin-

der and auxiliary reservoir pressure at a

much lower figure than the pressure in

the brake pipe, and the brake-pipe prei-

sure will at once flow into the check ralre

case of the triple valve through the re-

stricted cut-out cock, and in a few sec-

onds' time the brake will release through

the triple valve exhaust port.

(To be continued:) j I
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New Design of Locomotive Valve Gear

A> we have stated before, perfection

eludes and ever will elude the seeker

after the ideal. No better proof of this

fact can be found than in the ever-

recurring appearance of a new valve mo-

tion. The present century has seen quite

a crop blossom into being on the .\meri-

caii locomotive. The adoption of the

Wakchaerts' gear was followed by the

Baker- Pilliod. the Southern, the N'oung,

connected to an arm of the tumbling

shaft at a point spaced from the ends of

the tumbling shaft, and at its other end

is connected with the usual reversing

lever in the cab of the locomotive. An

auxiliary reach rod is connected at its

ends with the end of an arm of the

tumbling shaft, and an apertured exten-

sion that is formed on the end of a

tumbling shaft reverse yoke. This yoke

ing advantage of the rapid movement of

the crank and eccentric rod at the lower

an,d upper parts of the stroke of the

crank a quick opening and closing of the

valve is obtained with a reduced velocity

when the valve is fully opened. The di-

mensions of the parts, of course, are such

as are readily adaptable to the general

dimensions of any locomotive, and as the

parts are few in number, the cost of con-

struction would consequently be corre-

spondingly less than a more complex

mechanism, not to speak of the compara-

tive ease in assembling or disassembling

the parts.

SIDK VIKW OK THE SMITH VALVE GEAR.

and others, all stamped by some peculiar-

ity, and all meeting with more or less

approval as compared with the old shift-

ing link or Stephenson valve gear as it

is '.jcnerally called. Last month another

contrivance appeared before us. It is

the invention of W. L. Smitli, Tuscuni-

bia, Ala. The design is marked by sim-

plicity. The absence of the sliding or

oscillating link, so common in radial

sears, uives promise of durability, as the

wearing parts arc few and may readily

be made substantial, the appliance may

be attached to different types of loco-

motives and reversing engines, without

necessitating any material change in the

construction of the engine to which it

is to be attached.

Our illustrations show a side elevation

and fragmentary top plan. It will be

noted that an auxiliary crank is attached

to the main driving pin, the auxiliary

crank bcins coupled to an eccentric rod.

A frame, consisting of transverse bars, is

mounted on the locomotive. Plates and

bar.'; sustain the frame. On the bars near-

est to the steam chest there is a U-

shaped bracket in which a bell crank is

journaled. and connected pivotally at one

end with the outer end of the valve rod

or stem, and at its other end is pivotall\

connected to one end of a substantially

upright link. The link is connected at it^

lower end with the eccentric rod, at the

extreme end of the eccentric rod. The

ends of the bell crank are bifurcated to

receive the ends of the bell crank and

eccentric rod.

A tumbling shaft securely mounted on

the frame extends to a point flu.sh with

the plates of the frame. A reach rod Is

is U-shaped and straddles the plates on

the frame. The lower ends of the sides

of the yoke are pivoted to the frame and

serve to support and properly guide the

tumbling yoke, the arms of the yoke be-

ing arranged upon opposite sides of the

plates.

.\ radius bar or link is pivotally con-

PI.AN VIEW OF SMITH VALVE GEAR.

nected with the eccentric rod at a point

slightly spaced from the connections of

the upright link previously alluded to.

Tills radius bar or link is approximately

upright and connected at its upper end

pivntally with upper arm of the bell

• rank, the lower arm as already stated,

being attached to the valve rod. The ra-

dius bar, being supported by the tumbling

yoke, it will be readily seen that by mov-

ing the reverse lever the tumbling yoke

u ill be moved in an arc, and in so alter-

ing moves the radius bar link in such a

way that the eccentric rod is caused to

change its position and the reversing of

the valve is resultant.

Such is a brief description of the new

valve gear, and it is claimed that by tak-

Boiler Management.

Quite recently Mr. C, E. Stromeyer,

the chief engineer of the Manchester

(England) Steam Users' Association,

made some remarks on, boiler manage-

ment, a great deal of which is ap-

plicable to locomotive firing. He said

in part

:

While tlie fire door is open, there is

practically no combustion on the grate

and relatively little heat comes from the

coal on the grate. A distinct loss of

heat is caused by the rush of cold air

through the furnace and flues, as this

cold air takes heat from the brickwork

and the plates. This is a serious matter.

The cold air which comes in at the

open door has not to overcome any

resistance as it passes over, not through

a thick bed of coal. It travels with great

velocity and its weight will be from SO

to 100 times (say 50 times) the weight

of the coal which would have been burnt

in the saine time if the door had not

been open.

If the average supply of air is 15 lbs. per

pound of fuel burnt, then for the combus-

tion of 1 lb. a minute we have a total

supply of 15 lbs. X 13 mts. = 195 lbs.

and say 50 lbs. x 2 mts. ^ 100 lbs., mak-

ing a total of 295 lbs. in IS mts. (door

opened every quarter hour for 2 mts.)

for the burning of 13 lbs. of coal or

nearly 20 lbs. of air, instead of the theo-

retical 15 lbs. The minimum loss through

the stack with a waste gas temperature of

500 degs. Fahr. abo\e the atmosphere is

about 1.5 per cent. If the weight of the

waste gases is increased to 20 lbs., the

loss is 20 per cent (alioutV If it is in-

creased by poor firing to 30 per cent, the

loss mounts up to very serious fi,gures.

If a careless or inexperienced fireman

keeps the door open 3 or 4 mts. instead

of even 2 mts., he will easily exceed the

30 lbs. of air per pound of fuel burnt.

Roughly speaking, every 2 mts. the door

is open means a loss of efficiency which

may reach 5 per cent, and the power of

the boiler is reduced by about double the

ratio of open to closed-door time. Not

only is there no steam production from

the furnace when a door is opened, but

the cold air of the furnace actually ab-
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stracts heat. One of the chief reasons

why mechanical stokers are economical is

because with them the doors are never

opened except for raking or similar pur-

poses.

The man who may be watching the

fireman will soon discover that the more

quickly the firing is done the more easily

can steam be maintained, but only if the

firing is properly done. Suppose that the

coal is thrown on the grate anyhow

;

then, as there is less resistance to the

passage of air at the thin parts than at

the thick ones, the latter hardly burn away

at all, while the former burn themselves

first into pockets and then into holes, and

long before the ne.xt firing is done there

will be a rush of cold air through these

holes. This unfavorable condition has,

of course, to be remedied by raking, but

that operation introduces cold air and re-

sults in a diminished steam production

and a reduced efficiency.

It would, however, be wrong to forbid

the raking of the fires or the opening of

the doors. Some coals must be broken

up, and some coals, because they produce

smoke, must be supplied with air

through the doors. This latter air sup-

ply has to be regulated by studying the

smoke discharged from the stack. If

it is black or dark, then the air supply

through the firedoor is insufficient; if

there is no smoke, then there is an ex-

cess of air either through the door or

through holes in the bed of the fuel, or

through the bed of fuel if this is too thin.

The question of thickness of fire is a

somewhat complicated one. Let it be as-

sumed that the fuel on the grate is very

thin, then much air will pass through it.

Of this air only a small portion will

come in contact with the coal, and will

escape without causing combustion. The
result will be a relatively large volume
of waste gases, and the efficiency, or the

steam production, and the draught will

be low. If the thickness of the coal were
to be increased this should result in per-

fect combustion and high duty, even
though this thickening increases the re-

sistance to the air and reduces its flow.

Any additional thickening will still fur-

ther reduce the air supply, but as this

reduction is associated with the evolution

of combustible gases, the total quantity

of coal consumed will be increased. But
the gas which now escapes is partly com-
bustible, and would carry away much
potential heat. Here, however, perfect

combustion can be effected oyer the bed
of fuel by admitting air through the door
and mingling it with the escaping gases.

Now, it is evident that immedi.itely

after firing, when the bed of fuel is thick.

a comparatively large quantity of air

should be admitted through the fire door.

but gradually, as the bed of incandescent

fuel on the grate is reduced, and as more
and more air passes through it, the air

supply through the door should be re-

stricted. The ideal conditions would be

to pile so much coal on the grate that

at first there is what mighf be called per-

fectly incomplete combustion, and never

to let the fire burn itself so thin that ex-

cess air can pass through. The study of

this subject will take time, for the reason

the man watching the stoking operation

should decide to devote a day or two to

it. He will find that, because of the

steadily increasing bulk of clinker on the

grate, the thickness of a fire at the end

of the day is only apparent. The flow of

air is then restricted by tlie clinker even

more than by coal of the same thickness,

and therefore, as the fire gets dirtier and

dirtier, the production of combustil)le

gases grows less, and the air admission

above the bars has to be decreased. These

changes can be balanced by altering the

positions of the dampers, unless these are

already full open because the boiler is

over-worked.

Seeing that both steam production and

economy are affected by the thickness of

fuel on the grate, an onlooker will be

interested to study the extremes of thin

and thick fires. Thin fires, as already

mentioned, allow too much air to pass

through the fuel without burning it. The
heaviest steam production would take

place when the maximum amount of air

passes both through the fuel and through

the door, provided that it is completely

used up. The best condition varies for

different coals and for different conditions

of the bed of fuel. Suppose that this

best condition has been found with the

fire door, say, half open. Then, if we
thicken the bed of fuel, we reduce the

flow of air through it, but we increase

the relative amount of combustible gases,

and the door can perhaps still be kept

half open, the efliciency is likely to be

the same as before, but as the amount of

perfect combustion in the bed of fuel has

been reduced, the steam production will

also have been reduced. If now we in-

crease the thickness of the fuel still

further, both the perfect and the imper-

fect combustion in the fuel will be re-

duced, and the door will have to be par-

tially closed, unless the space over the

fuel has a smaller sectional area to that

of the half-open door. In that case, of

course, the door will have to be kept full

open. Under these conditions the power

will have been reduced, but not the effi-

ciency. If the thickness of tlie fire be still

further increased, insufficient aid will en-

ter above the grate and both the power

and the efficiency will be reduced.

Here it must be understood that Mr.

Stromeyer is speaking of conditions of

stationary boiler firing, but it serves to

show the importance on a locomotive, of

keeping the door shut. The best con-

ditions of working are evidently too

vaguely defined to be determined by trial

and error. A more rapid determination

can be made by purposely working under

extreme conditions of thin and of thick

fires, and then adopting the mean condi-

tion as being probably the best.

Roughly speaking, coals can be divided

into caking and non-caking. The latter

break up while burning, and, if disturbed

by raking, they fall through the grates,

and the resclt is much waste. Coal of

this class should therefore be thrown
evenly on the grate, and should not be

disturbed. Considerable manual skill and
a good eye are required to do this work
properly. Caking coal must be broken up
after it has become heated and stuck to-

gether. Caking coal produces smoke, and
that has to be avoided. The general

practice with this coal is therefore to

throw it on to the front end of the grate.

Then this mass of coal is broken up
with a rake and shoved back, the fire

door being closed some time after. An-
other method, called side firing, is equally

effective in preventing smoke. The firing

interval is divided into two short ones

and during the one opening of the door

the fuel is thrown only on the one side

of the grate, and during the next on the

other side. The smoke which is pro-

duced on the newly charged side is con-

sumer as it passes to the other side.

In ordinary times, it is, perhaps, not

necessarj' for managers to trouble about

steam production, if one fireman cannot

maintain steam, or if he burns too much
coal for the steam produced, he can

easily be replaced. Today, however, re-

placements are not easily effected, and

the substitutes who have taken the place

of reliable firemen have to be guided into

methods of firing which will give the best

results.

Bad results are, however, not always

due to the fireman ; in many cases the

inspection and cleaning of flues it not

properly carried out. The following re-

cent case is an instructive one: In a

certain factory the power requirements

had increased somewhat, and on account

of bad coal and poor firemen the steam

production sank lower and lower, and the

coal consumption rose higher and higher.

On the advice of an outsider a sixth

boiler was added to the five overworked

ones. The trouble grew worse ; even

more coal was burnt, and less steam was

produced. Several people were asked

to give advice. On examining the various

dimensions it was found that the flue area

was only sin'taMc for throe boilers, and,

as alterations could easily he made, the

buildinpr of a larger flue was recom-

mended. It was also discovered that there

was a solid layer of flue dust, which

must have been damp occasionally, of two

feet in thickness. The factor>' can now

he worked wUh the greatest case with

five boilers and the saving of coal is

probably well over £1,000 per annum.

This is stationary practice, but the facts

are very significant, for locomotive

enginemcn
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Electrical Department
The Rotary Converter—Design and Construction—Methods Used In Starting-

lication of Electric Motors to Machine Tool DriveAppli

The Rotary Converter.

In the preceding article we considered

the railway substation and described in

detail the two principal methods used in

getting high tension electric transmission

wires into the building. We pointed out

that the apparatus in the substation must

be protected anj that choke coils and

lightning arresters are installed to pre-

vent the lightning from entering the sub-

station on the wires and damaging the

electrical apparatus. Before considering

those protective appliances we described

the oil circuit-breaker, which connects

and disconnects the high voltage current

from the main apparatus, showing in de-

tail its construction.

The railway substation as it is generally

known is for the building containing

machinery for converting high voltage

alternating current into direct current, the

direct current being connected to the

overhead trolley wires or to the third rail,

as the case may be, for the operation of

electric cars or electric locomotives. Tlu-

use of high voltage is economical, in that

it is possible to generate all of the power

for a long railway electric section at one

centralized point in a main powerliouse.

Electric power can then be distributed to

the various substations located along the

right-of-way at a high voltage and then

stepped down to a lower voltage and con-

verted into direct current for use by the

electric motors. The generation of power

at one point costs much less per unit of

power (the kilowatt hour) than if gen-

crated at several points, and the losses

in transmission are not excessive, the effi-

ciency of a system of this kind lieing at

least 80 per cent.

In the substation, as mentioned above,

we have traced the current up to and

through the oil circuit-breaker. Without

considering, at the present time, the ap-

paratus for hghting protection, the cur-

rent after leaving the oil-breaker passes to

the main apparatus.

This main apparatus consists of a bank of

transformers (by a liank we mean a group

or several, which usually consists of

three ), and the machine for converting

the aUcrnating current to direct current.

The machine is a rotating one and is

called a rotary converter or synchronous

converter. The use of the first name is

perfectly ol)vious, namely, that it is a

piece of apparatus wliich converts electric

current from one kind to the other and

rotates. The use of the second name is

equally obvious to the electrical man, but

not quill- =o rommon, pcrliaps. The word

synchronous imans, to happen or take

place at the same time—in other words,

to keep in step. When applied to the elec-

trical field it means that the machine is

keeping step with the electric generator

at the powerhouse. We know^ that alter-

nating current is not of a constant value,

but has a certain frequency or alter-

nations. This frequency in the current

waves, when connected to a closed field

winding around the frame of a motor,

causes rotation of the armature. There

FH RiiTARV rONVERTFR rOMPLETE.

are two kinds of alternating current mo-

tors, the iiultn-tion motor and the syn-

chronous motor. Wlien a load is put on

the induction motor the rotor or armature

does not run as fast as the field rotates

(the field rotation remains constant and

only varies if the frequency varies), and

the difference in speed is called the

Mip." (See issue of March, 1911, page

125.)

The sMuhrniioiis innlor is different to

f-''i!}i
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this. The armalnre mtates in -tep with

the field utkI doe^ not vary with the load;

in other words, there is no slip. The ro-

tary con\erter i^ a synchroncnis motor

driving a direct current generator, so to

speak, except instead of two different ma-

chines coiijiled together the two features

are comliined into one machine. The

speed is rcmstant under all loads, hence

the name svnchronous converter.

Let us -ee how the conversion of alter-

nating cnrunt into direct current takes

place. The rotary converter consists of

an armature revolving in a frame fitted

with pole pieces and fields. A complete

rotary converter is shown in Fig. 1.

The armature is of the drum-wound

t\pe. Thin sheet steel laminations are

supported in dove-tailed grooves on a

cast-steel spider, to which is fitted a com-

mutator on one side and a series of cop-

per rings on the other. The armature

partially wound is shown in Fig. 2 and

the commutator is shown in place. The

completed armature looking at tlie oppo-

site side and showing the slip rings is

illustrated in Fig. 3.

The laminations are carefully annealed.

They are assembled with air ducts for

ventilation. The armature coils are form-

wound and are interchangeable. One end

of each coil is connected to the commu-
tator as in the case of the direct current

generator, but unlike the generator con-

nections are made at the other end at cer-

tain positions, tn the copper or collector

rings.

The alternating current, passing

through the circuit-breaker, is reduced or

stepped down to a low voltage of approx-

imately 400 volts by tlie bank of trans-

formers. The low alternating current

voltage is applied through the collector

rings to the armature winding. The ro-

tary then starts running, comes up to

speed, and is in reality a synchronous

motor. At the same time, on account of

the rotation of the armature, the windings

or the conductors are cutting the lines of

force from the fields which are located

around the frame, and this voltage is

commu'tated by the commutator and di-

rect current is taken oflf by means of the

carbon brushes. .\s explained before,

there is but one winding on the armature

and it is comiected to both the commu-
tator and the collector rings, .-\nalysis of

the flow of currents in the armature

winding shows that part of the current

passes from the collector rings directly

through the winding to the commutator

and flows through Inn a part of the

winding.

A rot.iry cnnvertcr has a certain ap-

proximate ratio between the alternating

current voltage applied and the double

current voltage delivered, the ratio de-

pending on the winding of the rotary. It

is well to know these voltages and they

are here tabulated for our readers. There

are several ditTcrent arrangements of

winding rotary converters so that the

ratio of the two voltages is given

for each rotary machine concerned:
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Assuming
D. C. Voltage

• to be 1 .0

A. C. VoltaKC
Type will be

Single phase 707

Two phase 707

Three phase 615

Six phase double delta 615

Six phase diametrical 707

There are three different methods used

in starting rotary converters, namely^

(1) motor starting, (2) direct current

self-starting, and (3) alternating current

self-starting.

In the first method the shaft of the con-

verter is extended and an induction motor

is mounted on it of sufficient size to turn

over the armature and bring it up to

speed. The speed of the induction motor

is higher than the synchronous speed of

the rotary. In starting, the induction

motor is run up, and when the speed

of the rotary reaches that of the syn-

chronous, the A. C. power is connected

to the slip rings by the closing of the oil

circuit-breaker. The current is then dis-

connected from the starting motor.

In the second method the rotary is

started like a direct current shunt-motor

by the application of the direct current.

When speed is reached the A. C. is con-

nected to the power supply and voltages

adjusted so that the rotary is delivering

D. C. current back into the D. C. line.

In the third case the converter is

started by the direct application of the

alternating currents, at reduced voltage,

to the 5lip rings.

Applications of Motors to Machines

While the number of steam railroads

which have been electrified is comparative-

ly small, it does not signify that they are

entirely unacquainted with the principles

of electricity. Railroads are equipped with

signals, small power stations are operated

for light and power, and shops are pro-

vided with machine tools fitted with elec-

tric motors, giving individual drive.

There are very few railroad shops which
are entirely equipped with electric motor
drive, and it is the purpose of this article

to take up a few of the most common
machine tools found in railroad shops
and explain the correct methods of drive.

together with the horsepower required for

different sizes.

The horsepower recommended is based
on average practice; it may be decreased
for light work and must be increased for

very heavy work. There are three class-

es of motors generally used in machine
tool work namely: (1) Adjustable-speed
shunt-wound direct current motors where-
evtr a number of speeds is essential

;

(2) constant-speed shunt-wound motors
(direct current) where the speeds are

obtainable by a gear box or cone pulley

arrangement or where only one speed is

req,iired; (3) squirrel-cage induction
motor where direct current is not avail-

able. A gear box or cone pulley arrange-

ment is used for different speeds.

Boring and Turning Mills. All three

of the types mentioned may be used.

Size Horsepower
of tool Average Heavy

37 to 42 inches 5 to 7^ 7}4 to 10

50 inches V'A T'A to 10

60 to 84 inches 7 'A to 10 10 to 15

BuHdozcrs or Forming or Bending Ma-
chines. Compound-wound motors are

used for shunt wound.

Width Head Movement
Inches Inches H. P.

29 14 5

34 16 71/2

39 16 10

45 18 15

'>3 20 20

Hrilling and Boring Machines. All

three types may be used.

1 1. P.

Sensitive drills up to '/> in.
J-^ to i4

Upright drills 12 to 20 in. 1

Upright drills 24 to 28 in. 2
Upright drills 30 to 32 in. 3

Upright drills 36 to 40 in. 5

Upright drills 50 to 60 in. 5 to 7'/2

H.P.

Heavy
Radial drills, 3' ft. arm 3

Radial drills, 4 ft. arm 5 to 7'/i

Radial drills, 5, 6, 7 ft. arm 5 to 7K
Radial drills;, 8, 9, 10 ft. arm. 7K' to 10

H.P.
Average

Radial drills, 3 ft. arm 1 to 2

Radial drills, 4 ft. arm 2 to 3

Radial drills, 5, 6, 7 ft. arm 3 to 5

Radial drills, 8, 9, 10 ft. arm 5 to 7y,

Cylinder Boring Machines. All three

types may be used.

1 'ia. of Spindle Max. Boring Dia

Inches. Inches H. P.

4 20 7'/2

6 30 10

8 40 15

I. allies. .-Ml three types may be used.

Engine Lathes

'^wiiig Horsepower
Inches Average Heavy

12 'A 2

H J4 to 1 2 to 3

16 1 to 2 2 to 3

18 2 to 3 3 to 5

21) to 22 3 7A to 10

24 to 27 5 7'A to 10

^0 5 to 7'A 7A to 10

32 to 36 7'A to 10 10 to 15

38 to 42 10 to 15 15 to 20

48 to 54 15 to 20 20 to 25

60 to 84 20 to 25 25 to 30

Wheel Lathes

Size Tail Stock Motor
Inches H. P. H. P.

48 15 to 20 5

51 to 60 15 to 20 5

79 to 84 25 to 30 5

90 30 to 40 5 to 7'A
100 40 to 50 5 to 7'A

Many times it is very convenient to

know the horsepower required to take a

given cut on a lathe or other machines
using a round-nose tool. Different horse-
power is required for different metals. If

we have a constant for each metal and
know the cubic inches of metal removed
per minute, then we can determine the

horsepower. The rate of removing metal

can be determined by the aid of a dia-

^%l
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Headway or Spacing of Trains
By WALTER V. TURNER, Manager of En-incpring, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Obviously the design of an efficient

brake for passenger equipment is very

closely related to the headway or spac-

ing of trains on which the brake is to

be used, and the fundamental considera-

tion for the headway or spacing of trains

is the element of safety. Safety of opera-

tion in turn depends upon the possible

retardation or ability to stop; the nia.xi-

num speed, and the installation and

characteristics of signal apparatus. These

factors are arranged in order of relative

importance, though, of course, each is

closely bound up in, and not to be dis-

associated from, the others.

The minimum headway for the move-
ment of trains may be determined in two

difTercnt ways. One method is to base

the proper time interval between the

trains, on a system of trains ruitnins at

ma.ri)innii speed. The other is to base

this time spacing on the closiiig-up of

trains at stations. The method of these

two which gives the larger minimum
headway must be the one to use for the

conditions in question, for obviously of

two critical values, the safer—which is

the larger—must always be chosen.

In the subsequent analysis certain as-

sumptions are to be understood, namely,

straight and level track, with no irregu-

lar local conditions, and carrying traffic

in one direction only; a block system

equal in length to tzi-ice the emcrgenry

stop distance from the maximum speed

;

stop distances proportional to the square

of the maximum speed, duration of re-

tardation directly proportional to the

maximum speed.

It is needless to attempt an investiga-

tion of this kind with a thousand and one

variables. The modifications necessary to

apply the results herein estabiislied to

special conditions of grade, curvature.

interlockings, and other local conditions

will be apparent, once the results are un-

derstood. The above assumptions arc

sufficiently accurate in every respect to

make worth while this analysis of the

factors influencing headway for train

movements. Xo attempt will be made to

deal with the laying out of a signal sys-

tem for the system of trains to be con-

sidered, as this may be found complete

and in detail elsewhere.

In general, trains running at speed

should be spaced by a distance equal to

the sum of

—

1. The length of the train.

2. The length of the complete block

system.

3. The distance between the distant and

home signal.

4. The distance sufficient to permit the

signal to clear and the engineman to

identify the signal indication.

In the New York Subway the overlap

system of signals is used, which provides

for two home signals and one distant sig-

nal protecting the rear of each train. In

order to give each following train a clear

distant signal (and this should be the

normal condition), the complete block

section plus the distance between the dis-

tant signal and the second home signal

should be taken as three times the length

of the block, or as six times the emer-

gency stop distance of the train.

The distance spacing for this system is

illustrated in the following figure.

The Constant C (item 4 in the list

above) may be a given distance or a

given time. If taken as a constant dis-

tance, the time will, of course, vary, ac-

cording to speed. The Time spacing or

speed, that is, the braking distance will

equal some constant times the square of

the speed. Whence, substituting in (1)

(2) 11.=
1.467 I--

If the allowance C, as illustrated, be

taken as Time instead of a space con-

stant to permit signals to clear and mo-
torman to identify them, (2) becomes,

ky+NL
(3) Hr = l-C.

1.467 K
Solving (3) for V, we have in quad-

ratic form

(//r-C) V21S(//r-Ct)MftJVL

(4) F=.733 H

Jc 2k

The headway determined by closing up

M flurcmatic stop operaf/t/e.

• 5top inoperative
Overlap

'i:^im>
,

\~uu

-B/ocK-

1177 Fw* TIT

-DIOCH-

^ Constant ctj^tisnce (or time)
ollowcnce for iicjnats to clear ana
tor motormon to identify inaication.

I Total spacing finr Trains

Train length

DIA(^RAM Ol" OVKRLAP SYSTEM OF BLOCK SUIXALS
ILLUSTRATING SPACING OF TRAINS.

headway between trains will be the time

necessary- to run this total distance spac-

ing, or expressed mathematically,

65-e -I- ATL + C.

(I) //. =
1.467 V

where

:

//r = headway determined by nmning

at speed (seconds)
;

.S",.
— emergency stop distance (feet)

from

r'r=maximum speed (mph) ;

C, =.?/'afr constant (feet);

A' = number of cars in train

;

A = length of each car (feet).

While the kinetic energy of a train

varies directly with the square of the

speed, the retarding force, due to the

lirake shoe friction, is decreased with an

increase of speed. On the other hand,

the initial or reflex time required for get-

ting the brakes into action—constant of

course for any speed—is of decreasing

importance, relative to the total time for

stopping, as the speed is increased. It is

found that the influence of these two

factors, reflex time and brake shoe fric-

tion, are approximately counteractive,

and, therefore, the stop distance will

vary directly with the square of the

at stations is illustrated in the attached

diagram indicated as slieet Ns. 1, and a

comparison is made with the headway
determined by running at speed. The
progress of two trains, B following A
from one station to another, is traced by
the lines i'" and R. These lines mark the

progress of the front and rear ends of

each train on a time-distance basis.

Train R is shown just having left the

first station at the time (70 seconds)

after train A has advanced from this

station about 3,000 feet and is running

at full speed. Train A stops at the sec-

ond station, 4,160 feet from the first, at

about 96 seconds after leaving the first.

After a station stop of 20 seconds, as

shown, it starts again for the third sta-

tion (not shown).

Curve D (dotted) marks the danger
zone inside which the head end of train B
must not come if the rear end of the train

A is to be safe. This zone is based upon
the service braking distance for the

speeds at which train B is running under
normal operation at the particular points

in question along the right of way. Curve
Fb is tangent to curve D at point c,

where the braking must begin for the

stop of train B at station two The time
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interval between this critical point for

train B and the corresponding point d

for train A is the headway (Hs), de-

termined by trains closing up at stations

and is seen to be the sum of, (1) the

time to make the service stop, (Ts)
; (2)

the time the train is held at the station

(Tw), and (3) the time required to ac-

cellerate one train length (Ta). This is

the limiting or critical value for the head-

way and cannot, of course, be realized in

actual practice, because, among other

things, the time of station stop will

change with varjing numbers of pas-

sengers to be loaded or handled. Sup-
pose, under the condition shown, the

time of station stop for train A had been

lengthened 5 seconds. This would cause

an intersection of curve D with Fb at t.

requiring that train B start braking at

(27 seconds) to accelerate one train

length (670) feet), the time for service

braking is only 25 per cent, the time of

station stop, 32 per cent, and the time

to accelerate, 43 per cent, of the total

headway of 63 seconds. The recent im-
provement made in the electro-pneumatic

brake in reducing by two seconds the

refle.v time for brake application still

further diminishes the comparative slight

interference which the modern brake of-

fers to the proposition of operating

trains without any headway at all. In

other words, the air brake art, as exempli-
fied in rapid transit service, has come to

that stage of perfection, has so far main-
tained its lead in the advance of other

factors entering into the movements of

trains, that a 10 per cent improvement in

the brake performance would now result

stop now requiring but 14 seconds and
500 feet, the significance may be better

grasiicd of the above comparison as to

realization of opportunity and fulfillment

of economic trust in the development
progress of the air brake.

Curve S of the diagram under con-
sideration, represents the time-distance

path of the front end of train B follow-

ing A on a headway (Hr) of 51 seconds,

determined by running at the maximum
speed of 40 miles per hour. This is 12

seconds less than the headway (Hs) de-

termined by closing up at stations, there-

fore the latter must govern; for note

that curve S enters the danger zone at

a, and if train B were permitted to con-
tinue as indicated by S, it would come
within 40 feet of train A at b. Were
anything to detain train A by one scc-

CaiPaffLSON BY TfffiiN Sucrr or tliNinun hcaoway rof^ tloverjCNT or /
TifllNS DCTEinrilNCD DY Cl05INC-UP (IT 5nriONi NITh TfifiT DeTCf^niWDt~
Br f^UNNINC OT 5PE€D. SrlurT A/g /

Mf = Miacttay ckfzmtfad ty 'cbsma-oD' of stcjti

cf station j/Dp * Hme (J^
J

for pcceJcrtifim?

- 16 xconai (A' SO) * iO xc * 17 xc
iS.i % t JI7 i t Si 9 %

' n^adffoy dctirrnined by q;
iiotonce eoMl to : oni complefc

distance. In Onrlctp 5yst<

home signals pfotect

len^h * Qiiot^ancc (Jo ff)

of siqnal indlcQf'On
If i/'^-. Ml t- r.-ki = Si sec

this point and advance to the usual sta-

tion stop at point v, as indicated by
curve T. In this case the initial delay of

5 seconds has resulted in a final delay of

18 seconds. This would react corre-
spondingly on the trains following B,
causing an ever-accumulating delay until

the whole service would be disorganized.
The actual headway for service must al-

low a comfortable safety factor to avoid
troubles of this kind. However, for the

purposes of comparison, the theoretical

minimum for her.dway will be used in

every case unless otherwise noted.

Examination of the three factors that

go to make up the headway based on
closing up at stations reveals that, with
the assumed condition of speed (40 miles
per hour), service braking distance (580
feet) and time (16 seconds"), and time

in only 2.5 per cent betterment in the

total headway, whereas a 10 per cent

improvement in the acceleration would

mean a 4.3 per cent reduction in head-

way, or almost twice the saving. Do not

make the mistake of believing that the

part of the brake here resembles a sav-

ins of 10 per cent in the cost of brass

buttons for the conductor, which results

in a net overall saving in operating ex-

penses of one ten-thousandth of one per

cent or less. It should not be necessary

to emphasize the fact that the ability to

move trains at all depends upon the aliility

to control them. When it is considered

that the brake equipment in the same
subway service in 1906 required 41 sec-

onds and 1,450 feet, with no measure of

the same application flexibility and no

release flexibilitv whatever, to make the

end or more, either at the station or

after starting therefiom, a collision

would be the result. Were braking to

commence on train B at point a, due to

proper signal observance of the danger

zone, the initial delay of 12 seconds

would be multiplied into a longer delay.

Preventing Rust.

.\ new rust preventing process for

machines is an application to the surface

of the iron or steel of iron phosphates,

which arc insoluble, and not corroded

under ordinary conditions. After thor-

ough cleansing, a bath containing ferric

and ferrous phosphates is prepared and

the articles immersed in the bath, and

then a little managanese dioxide is added,

at boiline water temperature.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. John R. Tunison has been appoint-

ed traveling fireman of the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey.

Mr. Harry J. Freund has been appoint-

ed traveling fireman of the Central Rail-

road of New Jersey.

Mr. C. E. Nutter has been appointed

chief electrician of the Santa Fe at Tope-

ka, Kan., succeeding Mr. L. M. Gazin.

Mr. R. C. Beaver has been appointed

assistant mechanical engineer of the Bes-

semer & Lake Erie, with oflice at Green-

ville, Pa.

Mr. F. N. Wilson, formerly engineer

of fuel economy of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, has been appointed chief

fuel inspector.

Mr. B. J. Peasley lias been appointed

mechanical superintendent of the St.

Louis Southwestern of Texas, with oflice

at Tyler, Tex.

Mr. L. F. Couch has been appointe<l

master mechanic of the Memphis, Dallas

& Gulf, with oflice at Nashville, succeeding

Mr. F. J. Sears.

Mr. J. B. Conerly has been apiiointed

master car builder of the Missouri, Kan-

sas & Texas Lines, with headquarters at

Denison, Texas.

Mr. A. H. Hackfield has been aiipointed

master mechanic and roadmastcr of the

Southwestern railway, with office at

.\nchor City, Tex.

Mr. Howard H. Kane has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Gulf

Coast Lines, Texas Division, with office

at Kingsville, Tex.

Mr. R. D. Wilson has been appointed

assistant chief car inspector of the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey, with ofTice

at Jersey City, N. J.

Mr. E. S. Pearce has been appointed

mechanical engineer of the Big lour at

Beech Grove, Ind., succeeding Mr. W. R.

Rickctson, promoted.

Mr. P. S. Winter has been appointed

general car foreman of the Bessemer &

Lake Erie, with supervision over the car

shops at Greenville, Pa.

Mr. Ernest S. Draper has been ap-

pointed engineer of structures of the Bos-

ton & Albany, with office at Boston, Mass.,

succeeding Mr. A. D. Case.

Mr. R. H. Nicholas, formerly general

foreman of the Central of New Jersey at

Communipaw, N. J., engine terminal, has

been appointed assistant master mechanic.

Mr. W. J. Eddy, formerly superintend-

ent of fuel economy of the Qiicago, Rock

Islan<l & Pacific, has been appointed mas-

ter mechanic, with office at El Dorado,

Ark.

.Mr. Charles T. Sugars has been ap

pointed master mechanic of the Louis-

iana & Northwest, with headquarters at

Homer. La., succeeding Mr. J. S. Moth-

erwell, resigned to accept service with

another company.

Mr. Albert Husk has been appointed

foreman of the Nashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis shops, at Lexington, succeed-

ing Mr. S. L. Herndcn, assigned to other

duties.

Mr. Daniel Sinclair, formerly road fore-

man of engines of the Northern Pacific,

with office at Glendive, Mont., lias been

appointed futl supervisor, with office at

Glendive.

Mr. J. H. Weston has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Minne-

sota division of the Northern Pacific, with

office at Staples, succeeding Mr. M. S.

Montgomery.

Mr. .\. E. Warrrii. fornurly assistant

manager of the Canadian .Xorthern has

lii-eii appointed head of Canada's govern-

in.nt owned railwax systems, with head-

at Ottawa.i|iiarli.

Mr. D. K. I 'avis has 1m ipi tainted

.MAjiii; I Kt:i.|' KICK MK..\US.

roui.dhoUM- tnrrmaii of ilie Cliicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul at Oltumwa Junction,

la., succeeding Mr. II. Collins, trans-

ferred to Savanna, 111.

.\Ir. S. W. Law, foniuTly ekctrical sig-

nal engineer of the X..rllurii Pacific, with

olTice at St. Paul. Minn, has licen pro-

moted to assistant signal engineer, with

ofiice at St. Paul. Minn.

Mr. Thomas .\llisoii has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Pasco

division of the Northern Pacific, with

headfiuarters at Pasco, Wash., succeeding

Mr. C. .A. Wirtli. promoted.

Mr. J. S. Motherwell, formerly master

mechanic of the Louisiana & Northwest

at Horner. La., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Oklahoma. New Mexico

&• Pacific, with office at .Xrdinore, Okla.

Mr. 1-. Meredith, fornurly road for«-

man of equipment of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific at Silvis, 111., has been

appointed supervisor of fuel economy of

the Iowa, Nebraska & Colorado divisions,

with office at Fairbury, Neb.

Mr. W. W. Warner, formerly foreman

of the car department of the Erie at Cleve-

land, Ohio, has been appointed shop su-

perintendent at Kent, Ohio, with jurisdic-

tion over the west half of the Meadville

and east half of the Kent divisions.

Mr. A. J. Klumb, formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Milwaukee shops

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has

been appointed division master mechanic

on the Prairie du Chien and Mineral

Point division, with oflice at Milwaukee.

Mr. P. Smith, formerly assistant en-

gineer of fuel economy of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific, has been appointed

supervisor of fuel economy on the Cedar

Rapids. Minnesota, Dakota & Des Moines

divisions, with office at Cedar Rapids, la.

Mr. S. H. Brenamen, formerly resident

'engineer on the improvement work done

by the Pennsylvania in Johnstown, Pa.,

fand vicinity, has been placed in charge of

jthe survey for the electrification of the

Pennsylvania between Johnstown and AI-

toona.

Mr. J. E. Buckingham, formerly north-

-western representative of the Standard

Steel Works Coinpany, with offices in the

Northwest Bank Building, Portland, Ore.,

has been appointed general manager of

the Hofins Steel & Equipment Company.

Seattle, Wash.

Major Frank G. Jonah, formerly chief

engineer of the St. Louis-San Francisco,

has been appointed chief engineer in

charge of light railways in the office of

the director-general of transportation in

France. Major Jonah was attached to

the 12th Engineers.

Mr. H. D. Webster has been appointed

engineer of motive power of the Bessemer

& Lake F.ric; Mr. C. C. Richardson, as-

sistant lo the superintendent of motive

power; Mr. 1'. W. Dickenson, master car

builder, ami Mr. C. L. Tuttle, mechanical

engineer; all with luad(iuarters at Green-

ville, Pa.

Mr. E. T. Muninia. formerly electrical

engineer in cliarge of the electric sub-

stations of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul main line, has been apjiointed super-

intendent of the telegraph and telephone

department on the Anchorage division of

the .Maska railways, succeeding Mr. Her-

bert Gaytes.

Mr. A. R. Ruiter. formerly master

mechanic of the Rock Island at Kansas

City, Kan., has been transferred to El

Reno, Okla., as master mechanic, suc-

ceeding Mr. G. M. Stone, transferred

to Manly, la., as master inechanic, sue-
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ceeding Mr. N. T. Fitzgerald, transferred

to Trenton, Mo.

Mr. J. K. Booth, formerly general fore-

man of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, at

Greenville, Pa., has been appointed

master mechanic, with supervision over
the locomotive department shops at

Greenville, and Mr. E. F. Richardson
has been appointed assistant to the en-

gineer of motive power.

Mr. F. S. VVilcoxen, formerly mechani-
cal representative of the Pilliod Com-
pany, New York, has accepted a position

with the Perolin Railway Service Com-
pany as special representative. Mr. Wil-
coxen has had a thorough experience as

an all-round railway man in the mechanical

departments of several of the leading

railway?.

Mr. H. C. Dimmitt, formerly district

master mechanic of the River and Iowa &
Minnesota divisions of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, has been appointed

division master mechanic of the same divi-

sion, and Mr. P. J. Muller, formerly

roundhouse foreman at Sioux City, Iowa,

has been appointed master mechanic of

the Southern Minneapolis division, witli

office at Austin, Minn.

Major Frederick Mears, formerly mem-
ber of the Alaskan Engineering Commis-
sion operating the government railroad in

Alaska, has resigned his place in the com-
mission to join the railroad engineering

forces in I'rance, and Mr. William Grey,

consulting engineer on the .A.laskan En-
gineering Commission has been appointed

engineer in charge of the Anchorage
division of the Alaska railways.

Mr. J. W. White has been appointed

manager of the power and railway divi-

sion of the Detroit office of the Westins
house Electric & Manufacturing Company
Mr. White was formerly connected witli

the Pittsburgh office of the company, su!i-

sequently becoming associated with tin-

Allis Chalmers Company, and has now re

turned to the Westinghouse Company, a*

suming the position above noted.

Mr. W. H. Hart, formerly assistant dis-

trict master mechanic of the Superior
division of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.

Paul, with office at Green Bay, Wis., has

been appointed division master mechanic
with the same licadquarters, and Mr. J.

Bjorkholm, formerly traveling engineer,

with office at Milwaukee, Wis., has been
appointed master mechanic of the Chicago
terminal with otiice at Chicago, 111.

Mr. J. H. Phillips, formerly traveling

engineer of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St. Paul, has been appointed division

master mechanic on the Northern divi-

sion, with office at Horicon, Wis., and
Mr. John Turney, formerly assistant mas-
ter mechanic ef the Twin City terminals,

with office at Minneapolis, Minn., has been
appointed division master mechanic of the

same division, with office at Minneapolis.
Mr. M. F. Smith, formerly division

master mechanic on the La Crosse and

V\ isconsin Valley division of the Chicago,

Malwaukec & St. Paul, with office at Mil-
waukee shops, has been promoted to dis-

trict master mechanic with the same head-
quarters, and Mr. William Joosi, formerly

roundhouse foreman at the Milwaukee

sliops, has been appointed master nuclianic
of tlic Milwaukee terminal and tlic Chi-
ca.tjo and Milwaukee division^ with office

at Milwaukee.

Mr. Milton Rupert has been elected

vice president and assistant treasurer of
the R. n. Nuttall Company, Pittsburgh,

Pa., manufacturers of gear, pinions and

IIKXKV II. \AIGII.\X.

trolleys. Mr. Xuttall has been employed
for the last twenty-seven years in vari-

ous capacities in the company's service

and is familiar with all office and manu-
facturing operations. Latterly he was as-

sistant to the president and general man-
ager. Me will have charge of sales and

manufacturing activities.

Mr. N. L. Bean, formerly assistant to
the president of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford, has been appointed as-
sistant to the general mechanical super-
intendent. Mr. Bean graduated from the

University of Minnesota as mechanical
engineer in 1902, and served as special

apprentice with the Great Northern. He
served in various official capacities in the
mechanical department of several of the
Western roads, and also as locomotive
inspector at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works.

Mr. W. J. Jenks, formerly general
superintendent of the Western general
division of the Norfolk & Western, has
been appointed general manager of the
road. Mr. Jenks has had a wide experi-

ence in the operating department of the
leading railroads in the South. He is from
Raleigh, N. C, and entered railroad

service in 1886 as telegrapli operator on
the Raleigh & Augusta Air Line, now
the Seaboard Air Line, and has served as

chief dispatcher, trainmaster, superin-

tendent and chairman of the car allot-

ment committee.

Mr. Thomas J. Cole, formerly master
mechanic of the Erie at Meadville, Pa.,

has been appointed shop superintendent
at Meadville. Mr. T. F. Gorman, gen-
eral foreman at Brier Hill, Youngstown,
Ohio, has been appointed master mechatiic
of the Meadville division, succeeding Mr.
Cole. Mr. Lee R. Laizure, formerly mas-
ter mechanic at Hornell. N. Y., has been
appointed shop superintendent at Hornell,

and Mr. Albert J. Davis, formerly gen-
eral foreman at Hornell, has been ap-
pointed master mechanic of the Allegheny
and Bradford division, with office at

Hornell.

Mr. Henry H. X'aughan has been elected

president of the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers. Mr. Vaughan was born in

England in 1868 and came to America in

1891. He had some experience in railway

shop work in England, and after several

years' service with the Great N'orthern,

he became mechanical engineer of the

Q. and C. Company, and of the Railway
Supply Company of Chicago. In 1902 he

became superintendent of motive power
of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,

resigning in 1904 to accept a position with

the Canadian Pacific as superintendent of

motive power for eastern lines. In 1905

Mr. Vaughan was appointed assistant to

the vice-president, and resigned in 1915

to accept the presidency of the Montreal

.Ammunition Company. Mr. Vaughan is

also vice-president and manager of the

Dominion Copper Products Company,
vice-president of the Albany Car Wheel
Company, and is a member of the board

of directors of the Dominion Bridge Com-
pany Mr. \'aughan was president of

the -American Railway Master Mechanics'

-Association in 1908, and is a member
of many of the leading engineering so-

cieties.
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OBITUARY.

George W. Kiehm.

It is with a feeling of profound sorrow

that we have learned of the death oi

George W. Kiehm, at his residence in

Washington, D. C. Mr. Kiehm was i"

the front rank of air brake experts in

America and conducted the Air Brake

Department in Railvv.w and Locomotive

Engi.neering since 1909. He was also

chief air brake inspector of the Washing-

ton Terminal Company. He was from

Johnsbury, Pa , and entered the service of

"the Baltimore & Ohio in 1895. He had

a wide experience on several of the

I'.astern roads, particularly on the An-

napolis. Washington & Baltimore, tlie

I'onnsylvania, and latterly on the Wash-

ington Terminal. Of a studious dispo-

sition, his writings, particularly on air

lirake subjects, were marked by clearness

and a degree of exactness that has had

low equals. Many of the leading air

Cleveland, Ohio. ' Existing war condi-

tions are believed to be a compelling

force to hold a convention, rather than

a deterrent against it, for the good rea-

son that the Air Brake Association is an

educational organization whose whole

activities are directed to improve the air

brake service on American railroads, and

doubly so in war times. In referring to

tlic shortage of material, Mr. C. H.

Weaver, president of the association,

calls the attention of the members to the

fact that there are many parts of the

air l)rake apparatus which can be re-

paired by bushing worn portions, such as

air pump cylinders, main valve bushings

anil caps, governor steam body, feed

valves, triple valves, control valves, dis-

tributing valves and brake valves. Air

valve cages and caps can be made of steel.

Air pump piston rods can be forged from

old axles, and many packing leathers and

leather gaskets of all kinds may be re-

claimed by the refilling process at a

Mnall cost. Other parts too numerous

to mention here may be reclaimed.

Don't forget the importance of the scrap

pile in reclaiming and conserving ma-

terial. All material saved and repairs

made not only save money and delay to

I he railroads, but leave the manufac-

iiirer free to furnish more of such ma-

terial that cannot be repaired.

Mr. D. L. McBain, superintendent of

motive power. New York Central Lines,

i\ill address the convention at its open-

ing, May 7, and Mr. Walter V. Turner

o. ill deliver a lecture on a timely sub-

icct May 8.

<lEOUGE \V. KIKIIM

brake instructors have been usinu Mr

Kichm's monthly contributions to our

pages as the leading feature of their in

struction to railway men studying the air

brake. The course now running in the

Question and Answer form is among hi-

leading works, and as he had finished the

complete series, his work will continue t-

appear in our pages for the greater part

of the present year. Of a modest an<l

gentlemanly disposition, he was much

esteemed in railroad circles and will bo

greatly missed at the conventions and

other meetings of railway men.

Central Railway Club

The twenty-eight annual dinner of the

Central Railway Club was held in Buf-

falo, N. Y., last January. An inter-

esting paper on "What constitutes the

equipment department and the advant-

ages offered in this department for the

advancement of young men," by Mr. F.

W. Brazier, superintendent of rolling

stock, New York Central Lines. At the

banquet in the Hotel Statler, Mr.

Charles C. Castle, vice-president of the

Railway Appliance Company, acted as

toastmaster.

Shop Stewards

A new functionary has recently made

his appearance in Great Britain. He is

supposed to be useful regarding the

settlement of shop grievances, and for

all practical purposes the question of

the recognition of the Shop Stewards has

been settled in favor of this new element

in trade organization. The new agree-

ment is described as an instrument for

avoiding disputes, and it is proposed that

the workmen of the unions employed in

federated establishments shall be en-

titled to appoint representatives from

their own members to act for them. The

method of election of the shop stewards

is determined by the unions. Although

they are to be subject to the control of

the unions to which they belong, it is a

long step in democratic shop government.

There ought to be less room for mis-

understandings, and difficulties should be

dealt with promptly. In that prospect of

the quick handling of disputes lies the

important hope.

The functions of the shop stewards

are shown by the suggested functions and

shop stewards' method of procedure in

case of disputes. (1) A workman or

workmen desiring to raise any question

in which he or they are concerned shall

discuss the matter with his or their fore-

man. (2) Failing settlement, the ques-

tion shall, if desired, be taken up with

the management by the appropriate shop

steward and one of the workmen con-

cerned. (3) If no settlement is arrived

at the question may, at the request of

either party, be further considered at a

meeting of the management and the ap-

propriate shop steward, together with a

deputation of the workmen concerned.

At this iTieeting the organizing district

delegate may be present, in which event

a representative of the Employers' As-

sociation shall also be present. (4) The

question may thereafter be referred for

further consideration in terms of the

provisions for avoiding disputes. (5)

No stoppage of work shall take place

until the question has been fully dealt

with in accordance with this agreement

and w-ith the provisions for avoiding dis-

putes.

Air Brake Association

The executive cominillec of the .Air

Brake Association .at a recent meeting

has decided to hold the 1918 annual con-

vention The 'iate fixed is May 7-K). at

Short Line Railroad Association.

The American Short Line Railroad As-

sociation has amended its constitution so

as to admit not only members from the

Southern roads, but from all parts of the

I'nitcd States. Its main office is located

at 709 Union Trust Building, Washington,

1). C. The ofTicers are: President,

lUr<l M. Robinson; vice-president, B. S.

Barker; secretary, T. F. Whittelsey; as-

sistant secretary, M. M. Ashbaugh; gen-

eral counsel, S. S. Ashbaugh.

.\ large number of new members have

been added to the roll.

Wiped Joint.

In these days when many find it neces-

sary to make small repairs it is frequently

convenient to be able to make a wiped

joint. To do so, melt the solder in a ladle

and pour it in the joint (jnite plentifully,

.\s the solder accumulates wipe it into

shape with a piece of canvas folded

several times and greased with tallow.

The canvas is also very useful to hold

the solder as it is being poured upon the

joint.

A little practice will make any handy

man perfectly proficient at the job, and

be ready for an emergency.
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Practical Coal Saving
i]i yliiiiciiig over the report recently

issued by the Department of the Interior

(Bureau of Mines) one very significent

feature is likely to attract the notice of

the thoughtful. It is this

:

Constant effort to strengthen the in-

terest and co-operation of engine and

terminal men to assist, and to feel them-

selves partners in the work, is made
largely through the use of such figures as

are given by the Bureau.

Of prime importance is the use of fig-

ures for individual road engines, showing

consumption of coal in pounds per 1,000

gross ton miles, both passenger and freight

service. This data is prepared by an ac-

counting force and the records of the

various engines are examined and mem-
oranda made concerning cases of engines

whose consumption is running out of line

with good practice; class of power and

service considered. Fuel supervisors then

ride on the engines and make reports to

the master mechanics of defective boilers,

machinery, draft rigging, grates, plugged

flues, etc. Also, if needed, the crews arc

instructed in the proper handling methods

;

or the terminal may be checked with re-

gard to coal used during lay-overs.

Here is the common sense idea not only

in telling men what is required but why it

is required, and showing them where, by

complying with the order, the gain to the

company and to themselves really lies.

Giving an order, apparently without

rhyme or reason is apt to be looked upon

out on the road as a method of showing

authority, and in any case it smacks too

much of the Prussian drill sergeant's

methods, to be of any real value on a rail-

way in this country. Tell the men what
you want and why you want it, that is the

best way. Issuing an order and putting

one's feet up on a mahogany desk and
lighting a cigar never worked out in prac-

tice except in the form of dismal failure,

as far as the order is concerned.

The supervision of fuel naturally in-

cludes losses by overloading of tenders

;

by waste about coaling stations ; by failure

to remove all coal from coal cars ; by pre-

venting theft; by loss through holes in

decks of engines, and by all similar means.
Fuel supervisors should report the need
for cleaning up coal which is dropped
along the right-of-way so that it can be

utilized at section houses and for station

needs, and for switch shanties, etc. The
general fuel supervisor should bring to

the notice of the higher operating officers

any cases of misuse of power, resulting in

fuel waste; as, for example, unnecessary

double-heading, light mileage, excessively

large engines on small trains, etc. Super-

intendents should endeavor to lessen the

delay in transit of all trains, and particu-

larly, heavy freight trains. Attention

ought to be given to the fact that the

stopping of freight trains entails a serious

loss of fuel from which no returns are

had, and care must be exercised by dis-

patchers to avoid, if possible, the stopping

of trains at the foot of steep grades, from
which points it is difficult and expensive

to start.

As as example of good methods well

applied the N. Y., N. H. & H. Railroad

may be cited, on that road the saving of

fuel has the constant attention of prac-

tically all employees in the operating de-

partment, beginning with the superin-

tendents and ending with the men who
clean the fires on the ashpit. Their atten-

tion is constantly directed to the savings

inoduced by careful thought and action

and to the losses resulting from inattention

and neglect. In order to determine the

iici results on a broader scale than by
such estimates as have gone before, some
ii.u;ure.s from actual operation of all engines

in freight and passenger service, both yard

and road, are appended to show that the

varied efforts have produced a very con-

siderable reduction in coal consumption,

and consequent large monetary saving.

Comparison is made between the per-

formance in September, 1917, versus 1916;

the results for which are typical of those

for broader periods. The statistics of coal

ii.'!cd are those covering all issues to loco-

iiiotives as charged under the primary

accounts, I. C. C. classification.

Proper loading of trains with respect to

engine capacity is of the greatest im-

portance in obtaining a low unit consump-
tion. An overloaded engine is wasteful of

fuel. An underloaded engine is equally

>o, measured in "gross ton miles per unit

of coal used." An engine with two-thirds

its rating will burn nearly as much coal

per train mile as it will with full rating,

and the ton-mile cost is correspondingly

liigh.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

lord Railroad estimates a fuel saving

amounting to more than a million and a

third dollars, based on comparison of

actual performance of its locomotives in

December, 1917, as against December,
I9I6. It gives an indication of the ideal

that can be approached by the railroads of

the country and the tremendous saving

that can be accomplished not only from a

money point of view but also in the actual

saving of coal.

There were 313,713,362 gross passenger

ton miles handled in September, 1917,

which, if 1916 consumption rate had pre-

vailed this year per 1,000 gross ton miles,

would have required 9,729.5 more tons of

coal than were actually burned. Since the

cost of coal on tenders averaged $5.09 per

ton, the saving was $49,523 for the month,

or at a yearly rate of $594,276.

There were 632,287,097 gross freight ton

miles handled in September 1917, which,

if 1916 consumption rate had prevailed

this yea' per 1,000 G. T. M., would have

riiiuircd 8,757 more tons of coal than were

actually burned. Since the cost of coal on
tenders averaged $5.09 per ton, the saving

was $44,573 for the month, or at the rate

of $534,876 per year.

Under the stress of these war times,

numerous changes in the personnel of fire-

men in railroad service, makes education

much lejs complete than is desirable or

possible in more stable times, but con-

tinued effort made to instill into the en-

ginenien and lirtmen, the seriousness of

the coal shortage and the tremendous bur-

den which the present high prices place on

their own road, and the entire nation, is

a good productive work.

When the nun arc told of the current

prices of coal charged to the company they

usually express surprise, as, generally, they

have not realized that the extraordinary

prices of the present, affect the railroad

to the same extent as they are affected in

their personal living expenses. Almost
without e.xception the men agree to co-

operate in fuel saving. Tell the men
what you want and why you want it. This
plan has been tried in practice and it has

been found to be of the very greatest

value. It succeeds every time.

Animals Killed on Railroad Tracks.

President Herbert, of the St. Louis

Southwestern, has presented in striking

fashion, for his road, a placard, conspicu-

ously posted, setting forth the fact that in

12 months 2,792 cattle, horses and sheep

were killed on the Cotton Belt Route,

and that the bodies of these animals, if

they had been worked up in packing

houses instead of being wasted on a rail-

way right of way, would have produced

more than 1,000,000 pounds of food prod-

ucts
—

"or the equivalent of the meat ra-

tion of 70.(XX) soldiers for approximately

30 days." The placard tersely emphasizes

the fact that this is not only an enormous
waste of food, but also a drain on the

resources of the railway company at a

time when every dollar of its income

should be used productively.

Not only so, but the question naturally

arises, if this loss is incurred on 1,809

miles in the cotton belt country, what

does the loss amount to on 270.000 miles

of track most of which passes through

regions where the production of food ani-

mals is greater in comparison, and what

for the whole countrv'

Making Coal Oust Non-Explosive.

There arc two general methods of ren-

dering coal dust non-explosive—first, by

wetting tlie dust to prevent a cloud of

dust from being formed, because only

when the coal dust is in a cloud is it ex-

plosive ; second, by adding to the coal dust

enough incombustible dust to make the

mixture non-explosive. The Bureau of

Mines says the first method is extensively

used : the second is comparatively new in

the United States.
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Railroad Equipment Notes

The Philadelphia & Reading will build lor 40 engines, each builder to take half

IS locomotives in its own shops. the contract.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul is

contemplating the purchase of SO steam

locomotives.

The Southern will build a work shop

and engine repair shed, 30 by 80 ft., at

Bull's Gap, Tenn.

The Louisville & Nashville has ordered

300 steel underframes from the Pressed

Steel Car Company.

The Republic Iron & Steel Company

has ordered 200 coke cars from the

Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific

has under construction at Monroe, La.,

an engine house and shop building and

will build a coach and paint shop.

The Lehigh Valley has let a contract

for the building of a boiler house, 40 by

118 ft., at Perth Amboy, N. J.

The Chilean State Railways have or-

dered 20 Mikado locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company.

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

is installing electric welding machines in

its boiler shop at Nashville, Tenn.

The Green Bay & Western has placed

an order with the American Locomotive

Company for 2 Mogul locomotives.

The Colombian Northern has ordered

2 third-class passenger coaches from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Columbian Northern has ordered

six IS-ton wooden gondolas from the

American Car & Foundry Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

has ordered 15 Mikado locomotives from

the American Locomotive Company.

The United States Navy has ordered

60-ton steel underframe box cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company.

The Wichita Falls & Northwestern will

rebuild a mechanically-operated coal chute

at Frederick, Okla., recently destroyed by

fire.

The Pennsylvania Company's repair

and machine shops at Pitcairn, Pa., were

recently damaged by fire; estimated loss

is $35,000

The Richmond, Fredericksburg & Poto-

mac, Richmond, Va., is having plans pre-

pared for an addition to its engine house

to cost $20,000.

The Norfolk & Western has placed or-

ders with the American Locomotive Com-

pany and the Baldwin Locomotive Works

The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis

is building new roundhouse and repair

shops at Chattanooga, Tenn.; also put-

ting in a pumping station at that point.

The Louisville & Nashville has let con-

tracts to the Roberts & Schaefer Com-

pany for coal-handling machinery for a

coaling plant at Nashville, Tenn., and a

400-ton concrete coaling plant at Guthrie,

Ky.

The -Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe is

building additional repair shops at Ot-

tawa, Kan., at a cost of about $60,000.

Swanson Brothers Contracting Company,

Topeka, Kan., has the contract for the

work.

The Chilean State Railways recently

ordered 20 Mikado locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will have 22 by 28-iii. cylin-

ders, a total weight in working order of

195,000 lb. and will be superheated.

The Hocking Valley has authorized the

installation, complete, of a Robertson cin-

der equipment to be installed alongside of

a 300-ton concrete coaling plant which the

Roberts & Schaefer Company is building

for this line at Nelsonville, Ohio.

The Bessemer & Lake Erie has placed

an order with the Roberts & Schaefer

Comi)any for the equipment for a coaling

plant of 400 tons' capacity, using four

"R and S" measuring coal loaders, elec-

trically operated, for North Bessemer, Pa.

The United Railways of Yucatan have

ordered from the Railway Storage Bat-

tery Car Company, New York, three 55-ft.

all-steel storage-battery passenger cars,

and tw-o 27-ft. baggage and express trail-

ers for service between Progresso and

Merida.

The Rhodesian Railways have ordered

9 mountain type locomotives from the

.American Locomotive Company. These

locomotives will have 22 by 24-in. cylin-

ders, a total weight in working order of

172,000 lb. and will be equipped with su-

perheaters.

Tlie Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company is building a round-

house at Tacoma, Wash., which will cost

about $10,000. The building will contain

three stalls, 97 ft. long. It will be a frame

PIXON'S
.!«il,5vl PAINT
^''t'OUR COLORS^"
*"» i>ixo« cRifcnu* ^ ,

'

tRSKvcm-, .^-'

Long Time
Protection
is given to signal appa-

ratus and all exposed
metal or woodwork by

DIXON'S
Silica-Graphite

PAINT
the Longest Service paint.

Nature's combination of

flake silica-graphite,
mixed with pure boiled

linseed oil, is the ideal

combination which forms

a firm elastic coat that

will not crack or peel ofif.

This prevents access to

agents that will corrode

and injure the metal.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint is used throughout

the world by railroad

engineers.

Write for Booklet No.

69-B and long service

records.

Made In JERSEY CITY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon CrucibleV^ Company ^^<n
ESTABLISHED isn

'"" """
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

•nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th« Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

TouMders, Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

ManurnrtiiriTS of InJi'dLrx, Ejectors.
H..l|..r W.Tvli.T^ ...

1 Boiler CIi.-pIib.

Check Valvea.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

J^

THE

Y'h'^.T. 6EN[RAT0R

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY
900 SOUTH MICHietN AVENUE

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That La»t

The Ashton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Botton, Masa'

Structure with concrete pits and concrete

footings supported on piles.

The contracts for 9,000 freight cars for

export to Italy are reported about to be
(listril)uted by the War Industries Board.
The Standard Steel Car Company and
tlie American Car & Foundry Company,
who have steel purchased for Russian
cars, which orders have been suspended,

will, it is said, probably construct the

largest number of cars for Italy.

The Central of Georgia has contracted

with the General Railway Signal Com-
pany for an electric interlocking plant at

Macon Junction to replace one recently

destroyed by fire. The machine will have

97 working levers and IS spare spaces.

All switch levers will be provided with

lever lights, and an illuminated diagram
with 23 lights will also be provided.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has award-
ed a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer

Company for a 300-ton reinforced con-

crete automatic electric locomotive coal-

ing plant and a sand plant for installation

at West Brownsville Junction, Pa. ; also

a 200-ton concrete automatic electric coal-

ing plant and a sand plant at Blairsville,

Pa.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake is re-

ceiving 1,000 steel coal cars, which cost

$2,000 each. This company is also com-
pleting a concrete coal terminal operated

by electricity at Provo, Utah ; also a store

room, roundhouse and shops at a cost of

$250,000. At Caliente, Nev., the company
is spending $20,000 on a modern coaling

station.

Reclaiming Oil and Grease.

It is interesting to note that in the

I'lcaning of machinery generally in Great

liritain the process of reclaiming of oil

has reached a degree of economy that is

worthy of imitation. The process, after

dismantling, consists of placing the parts

in a cradle and submerging it in a tank

of water with which a jet of steam is

turned so as to bring the water to boil-

ing point. Caustic soda is added to the

water until a solution of about 3 per cent.

strength is obtained. The whole of the

grease is removed from the parts in the

process of boiling and comes to the top

of the water. Before the contents are re-

moved the grease is drawn off the top.

This is done through an overflow pipe

of large diameter which leads into a bar-

rel.

The cradle of parts- is then transferred

to a second tank of clean, boiling water,

which finishes the cleansing and, as the

parts are drawn out quite hot, they drain

perfectly dry and absolutely dean.

It is claimed that the saving is consider-

able.

Tate Sleeve Facing Device.

Among the recent new tools used in

installing and repairing staybolt.'= is a
clever and neat device used on Tate
sleeves that are not infrequently knocked
about and the cap seats become nicked
with slight indentations, or may thus be
damaged during application, and these
nicks or notclics on the sleeve where the
cap makes its bearing at times cause
leakage.

To obviate the necessity of taking
sleeves out of the boiler, the use of the

facing tool shown in our illustration may
be used. It may readily be screwed over
the cap end of the sleeve, and by slightly

turning the knurled head until the cutter

comes in contact with the sleeve face, by
gradually increasing the tension by screw-
ing on, at the same time turning the cut-

ter, the nicks may be speedily removed.
Oil or grease should be used for the cut-

ter face when the nicks are removed,
determined by the feeling, then release

the tension slightly, and one or two revo-

REFACING TOOL FOR T.ATE SLEEVES.

lutions of the cutter will leave a smooth

bearing.

There are tools of a similar character

that can be used to refinish cap seats

when damaged, by making an end mill,

with smooth diameter to fit the tops of

the cap threads neatly, with shank to fit

either a speed lathe or air drill, or with

a square end for wrench.

Lubricant for Cutting Threads.

For cutting threads ir. copper and even

steel, one of the best lubricants is common
beeswax. Rub the partially finished

threads with a lump of the wax and a

clean thread w-ill be cut, provided that the

tool is sharp.

A Double Hack Saw.

For cutting soft metal place two blades

in the saw frame, one in the usual way

and the other reversed so that the teeth

will point back toward the handle. One

blade will cut while the saw is pushed

forward, and the other makes its cut when

drawing the saw back. While one blade

is dragging it will prevent the other from

taking too deep a cut on the metal.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Baldwin Record No. 88.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works have

issued a catalogue which they call Record

88. It is profusely illustrated with line

cuts as well as half-tones. The Santa Fe

type or 2-10-2 engines are shown, and an

explanatory description accompanies the

illustrations. A Portuguese East African

engine, also of the 2-10-2 type is given

with description and views. The same

type as used on the Chicago, St. Paul,

Minneapolis & Omaha, is treated in the

same way. The 2-10-2 on the Texas &
P.icific is illustrated and described. The
Duluth, Missabe & Northern have used

the 2-10-2 type, and record is made of the

fact. The Chicago Great Western, the

Union Pacific, the Chicago Burlington &
Quincy, the Lehigh Valley, the Southern.

the St. Louis-San Francisco, the Bessemer

& Lake Erie, the Baltimore & Ohio and

the Erie railroads are all illustrated and

described with regard to their 2-10-2 en-

gines. The whole gives information con-

cerning this type of power as used on

these roads and the reader can get a very

comprehensive view of the whole subject

by i careful perusal of Record 88 of the

Baldwin Works.

Finding and Stopping Waste in Mod-
ern Boiler Rooms.

1 he above is the title of a new book

by the Engineers of the Harrison Safety

Boiler Works, Philadelphia, and extends

to 276 pages, with 213 illustrations, and

sold at one dollar per copy. The book

is the result of experiments and tests and

is divided into five sections, the first be-

ing devoted to "Fuels," under which are

considered the coals of the United States

and their classifications, size of coal, coal

sampling, proximate analysis, ultimate

analysis, heating value of coal, ash and

clinker, value of coal for steaming pur-

poses, purchase of coal under specifica-

tion, washing of coal, storage and weath-

ering of coal, coal measurement, oil fuels

and gaseous fuels.

The second section is on "Combustion,"

taking up the chemistry of combustion,

air theoretically required, grates and grate

surface, hand-firing methods, thickness of

fire, mechanical stokers and their opera-

tion, furnace temperature, furnace gases,

clinker, draft, flue and stack proportions,

draft required by stokers, mechanical

stokers, draft gages, dampers, flue gas

temperatures, flue gas analyses.

The third section treats of "Heat .Ab-

sorption," including heat transmission by

conduction, convection and radiation, heat

transfer from a fluid in a channel, heat

transfer in economizers, air heaters and

superheaters, improving heat absorption,

relation between heating surface and

boiler capacity, boiler setting, refractories

and fire brick, soot, scale, softening feed

water, and feed water heating.

The fourth section, on "Boiler Ef-

ficiency and Boiler Testing," covers heat

balance, heat absorbed by boiler, heat

losses due to moisture in the coal, hydro-

gen, chimney gases, combustible in the

ash, moisture in the air, and unaccounted

for loss, efficiencies, efficiencies with dif-

ferent coals, boiler capacity and efficiency,

and boiler trials.

The fifth section, on "Boiler Plant Pro-

portioning and Management," discusses

various arrangements of auxiliaries with

regard to their effect upon feed heating,

and also describes the Polakov functional

system of boiler room management.

Staybolts.

Last month's issue of Staybolts contains

a continuation of instructions in the ap-

plication of parts with a series of illustra-

tions of the tools necessary for the proper

installation of the Tate flexible staybolt.

The descriptive matter accompanying the

illustrations show the absolute necessit>'

of the use of the tools, more particularly

in those parts of the boiler where the

outer and inner sheets are not parallel to

each otlier. Where continued tightness of

the joint is a primal necessity a perfect fit

cannot be expected unless pains are taken

that a correct alignment of the bolt holes

is made, and this largely depends upon
means being used to adjust the cutting

tools so that the staybolt shall be attached

at right angles to the inner sheet. Full

particulars are furnished of the right way
and wrong way of doing the job, and the

tools desribed and illustrated are the out-

come of practical experience. Send for a

copy of Vol. 5, No. 4, to the Flannery
Bolt Companx-, Vanadium building. Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Lubricating Engineer's Handbook.

J. li. I.ippincott Company, Philadelphia,

has published a book on the above sub-

ject, by John R. Battle, M. E., extending
to 333 pages, with 161 illustrations, tables

and charts. It embraces descriptions of

the various kinds of oils, greases and
lubricants, and manner of testing the

same. The diflferent kinds of bearings

and the particular problems attending the

lubrication of each are shown. There are

also descriptions of various machines,

with numerous suggestions, recommenda-
tions and ideas looking to better service

with the machines in use and for the use

of the most suitable lubricant for each

purjjosc. To those interested in the

means and methods of lubrication the

book is of real value.

The Nation's Call to Railroad Men.

Hon. William G. McAdoo, Director

General of Railroads, has issued an
earnest appeal to all officers and em-
ployees of the railroads of the United

States to apply themselves with new de-

votion and energv- to the work of keep-

ing trains moving on schedule time and
to meet the demands upon the transpor-

tation lines, so that our soldiers and

sailors may want for nothing that will

enable them to fight the enemy to a stand-

still and win a glorious victory for Amer-
ica and the Allies. Fair treatment is as-

sured to every employee, and the appeal

is endorsed by Mr. Samuel Rea, president

of the Pennsylvania Railroad and is pub-

lished in the form of an illuminated pos-

ter and prominently displayed where all

the railroad nun may have an oppor-

tunity of reading the timely and eloquent

appeal.

Reactions.

The current i.isuc of Reactions, pub-

lished by the Goldschmidt Thermit Com-
pany, 120 Broadway, New York, contains

an excellent article by T. O. Martin in

regard to a new field for the use of ther-

mits. The article describes at length the

making of a reamer by inserting the fin-

ished blades in a cylinder the same size

and taper of the reamer, with the cutting

edges against the wall of the cylinder.

With a carbon steel core in the center,

and the use of beeswax a perfect matrix

is formed to be placed in a regular mold
for welding. The job may be quickly and
efficiently done. A number of clever op-

erations are also described and illustrated

in connection with fracture on parts of

locomotives, all of which cannot fail to

be of interest to railroad men engaged

in repair work. Copies of the publication

may be had on application to the com-
pany's main office. New Y'ork.

The Norwaik Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CO\N.

Makers of Air and C.as Compressors
Ml Purposes

Send for Catalog

IS DKlrl AND HAMMER COMBINED.

The Armstrong

Automatic Drift Drill

J
l»ww?j^

«[_^J~j

The handle or driver Is always
ready to strike a blow ajl the
spring nutomatioally throws It

fl tig (S f back Into position.

» £ JA LEAVES ONE HAND FREE TO
_ SAVE THE TOOI..

Special Circular Mailed on Request.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
S18 N. Francisco Ave.. CHIOAOO, U. 8. A.
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British-Built Ambulance Train for U. S. Soldiers

in France
Result of Experience Shown—All Necessaries Provided—Train intended for Special

Purposes, Properly Designed—Good Work Well Done

Hv KOBEKT W. A. SLATER
This train is of special interest to us.

as our half-tones illustrate a new ambu-

lance train recently completed by the

Midland Railway of England, at their

carriage and wagon works, Derby, for

service with the American Expeditionary

Forces in France.

The train comprises in all si.xtecii

coaches, with accommodation for about

four hundred and thirty persons. In gen-

eral design, both exterior and interior,

British practices are followed. The total

length of the train, without locomotive

and tender, is 913 feet and the vveishl.

empty, is 455 tons. VVestinghouse brake-

origin in an international council held at

Cjtneva, in Switzerland, in 1863. At this

conference the so-called "humane" prac-

tices on the battlefield were discussed, and
lield and permanent hospitals, ambulance
service, and the many humane methods of

caring for the wounded, were officially

recognized by the signatory powers. How-
tar the German government has departed

from its own voluntary and solemn

pledges in the present war of brutal out-

rage on land and cruel piracy at sea, is

a matter of common knowledge. At the

t me of tlic conference all seemed well and
a iailge was devised as the distinguish-

fitted tlirougl.out with electric lights and

fans. The roofs are stmi-elliptical. with

lofty ceilings. The gangways Ijctwecn

cots arc wide enough to allow the carry-

ing in or out of the army stretchers.'

Apart from the drinking water reservoirs

on the cars, a supply of 2,835 gallons is

carried in tanks built on the roof.

The order of the cars on the train is

as folloW'S, and for identification purposes

the number of each car and the distin-

guishing letter are conspicuous on each

side: A-10, brake and "lying" infectious

ward car; B. statT car: 1)-1. kitchen car,

witli officers' compartment; A-1, .\-2,

BRITISH-BUILT

equipment has been installed. Special

care has been taken that the cars ma>
be keptdean with the least effort. Floors

are covered with , linoleum and have

rounded corners. Roofs are semi-ellip-

tical with lofty and airy ceilings.

Each car is well built and painted kliaki

color, like that of the soldiers' uniforms.

The car color is without relief save for

two large red crosses on a white ground
on either side.

The use of what is usually called tin-

Red Cross to designate ambulance serviei

1 the field and in hospitals, had it^

A.MCULANXE TR.MN FOR U. S. SOLDIERS,

i;m mark for this noble form of service,

riie flag of Switzerland is a white cross

1 :i a red ground, the arms of the cross

not reaching the borders of the flag. .\s

a compliment to the land where this

limiane work w-as .sanctioned, the flag of

Switzerland was taken as the design witii

the colors counterchangcd, making it a

square "Geneva" cross in red, charged on a

uliite ground. Thus docs the "red cross'

eome to be the symbol of Christian tolera-

tion and service to friend and foe, on the

:ield of strife and bloodshed.

This ambulance train is v:stibuled an I

•OVF.R THERE."

A-.^, .\-4. uar^l rar<; !'. (ibarinacy car;

.\-5. A 0. A-7. A-.^, .\-9, ward c.rs; D-2.

kitchen car i witli X. C. (I.'s and men's

I oniiiarlinent I ; C. persontiel car; E.

lirake and stores car.

Car \-10 contains four wards, an at-

teiidani's c.'iiirirtnieiit. u i;h toilet, and

gnanl's conipaniiu-nt with bed. folding

table, seat, kr.at-rv. etc.. in ad'lition to

the usii.il brake equipment. Eacli car is

54 feet long aii'l mounted on four-wheel

bopics or triiL-l-s. as we would say. The

couplings, lirawhooks. steam ccf-nections

and siile c!:ai;i? are made to -conform to
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the iiiteriiational standard. The statT car

contains a dining-room, and also sleepiiiK

accommodation for medical officers and

for nurses. Kitchen car (B-1) lias an

officers' pantry and cook's room, with

three sleeping herths.

patient. The sides and roofs of these

cars are painted in glossy white enamel.

The last car in tlie train is the brake and

store car. and has plenty of linen. Each

car is fifty-four feet long, and is built of

well-seasoned liinlier. The wliole train is

•Di

line \V.\Rri (WR

Tlu- kitchen, which is a spaii>

partmeiit. i^ fitted with an army

range, and a ".'^oyer" stove, while a com-

fortable sitting room for "sick" otTicers

forms a i)art of litis car. The pharm.icy

car has a dispensary and a "treatment"

room, willi medical officer's c|uartcr--.

linen room, a pantry for medical com-

forts, and an emergency compartnunl-

I'ersonncl car C is arranged siimlarly i..

the nine ward cars, except that the iii.il-

tresses of the beds are upholstered in

.^merican cloth, so that they can be iiM-d

as seats for the official staff during tlu'

day.

I'.rake and .Syores car E, contain^ a

l;.rge linen store and a compartment in

which are shelves for carrying general

provision^i. a kit store, a compartment lor

perishal)Us and a meat safe, and brake

eciuipnu-nt similar to that on car .'\-10. C' iiii-

pletes the vehicle. First in the train is the

brake and infections ward car. ubicli

contains four wards each, fitted with si\

beds.

Next is the staff car for llie olli-

cers. wiili dining room and sleeping c.>m-

l)artments and lavatory and toilet arcom-

modalions, including side sprays. Thi^ car

i- (urnished with wardrobes, (a^inrt^

and bookracks, and is finished and iianrl.-I

tlir.>ughout in poli^hed mahogany. The

ward cars are open throughout, \mi1i :i

la\atory compartment at one end. I acli

car contains thirty-six folding '•oi> in

tliree tiers. .\n ample supply of drinking

water and conveniences, such as pa|ier

racks and ash trays, is provided for •;i< li

II t

gi\rll

lierl in ll

t the yi

to the

uiiit^

snr.niicR.s.

car-1>uil<icr's art

ars of war experience

British nation is cm-

of this train. Its neiit

!, conspicuiiiis "rec

Proper Use of Oil on the Road.

There is a bad practice sometimes re-

sorted to by trainmen, when a hot bo-x

makes its apiiearance. These men go to

the engine and get a piece of rod cup

grease, or driving box compound, and

put it into the troublesome box on top

of the waste probably on both sides of

the j(.jurnal. The box very likely cools

off, but if the waste and grease are not

removed at once, after the journal has

cooled down, and the box be at once re-

packed with saturated waste in the regu-

lar manner, it is almost sure to run hot

again in a very short time. Tlie reason

for this is that while it is hot it plasters

the surface of the packing with a hard,

gummy coating of grease so that the oil

that is still held in the waste beneath

.and ready to lubricate, cannot get up

through it to the journal, so that when
the oil supply is thus shut ofif after the

grease is worn out. it gets hot again.

Large oil manufacturing concerns have

-.pended great sums of money in bund-

le laboratories, which are superintended

. expert chemists who work to combine

ic best materials of various kinds of oil.

reping in mind the kind of work the oil

1^ expected to do. If, for example, en-

gine oil and valve oil are mi.xed together,

the unity of each is destroyed, or so al-

tered, that very much less satisfactory re-

sults follow than if they were used sepa-

rately. Everyone concerned should know
what the different kinds of oils are and

understand what they are intended to be

used lor. \'al\e oil is for tlie lubrication

cross" proclaim it as liaving emanated

Ironi a business people engaged in tlie

business (if war, yet liumane, tliough fear-

less, and as a tribute to .America's efforts

In Ic-t the .Anglo-Saxons stand strong to-

rt In until victorv

of valves, cylinders and air pumps of the

locomotives. I-'.ngine oil is for the valve

gear and engine trucks, and other oils for

other purposes. Oil slioiild not be ap-

plied to boxes or to crank pins prepared

for grease when they are running hot.
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Safety Devices for Overhead Cranes
Safety Devices in Use—Can Be Applied to Existiiifr Cranes—They Save

Limb and Preserve Valuable Properly

Lif.

Makers of electrically operated overlifiid

cranes for locomotive repair shops are

now-a-days provided with special safety

devices. In fact electrically operated uvd-

chinery is generally so fitted, "and it

seems that the use of the electric current

lends itself to the adoption of devices for

preserving life and limb. In the matter
of overhead traveling cranes for shops.

all alternating current cranes have two
brakes; a solenoid and a mechanical
brake. The solenoid brake is attaclicd

direct to brake wheel on the hoisting mo-
tor and goes into operation whenever the

current is shut off either by the control-

ler's break of the line circuit or from
some other cause.

This brake in itself has sufficient cap.ir

ity to hold the full load when the current

is cut off. The mechanical brake is in-

stalled in the gear train and is used to

prevent any acceleration of the load, when
lowering. The Whiting brake for in-

stance is so designed, that if anythinij

should happen to the solenoid brake or

motor, or even to the gear train, back of

the mechanical brake, the load would In-

held from dropping by the mechanii :il

brake alone. This is a very important
safety feature and is considered an ex-

cellent feature by all crane users. The
limit switch is so designed that when the

block reaches the danger point in h(>i^l-

ing, it strikes a paddle, which, when raised

1/16 in. or more, will shut off the nir-

rent from the hoisting motor.

The wiring is so designed that no move-
ment, except a lowering movement, can be

obtained after the limit switch has been

I 1 I. i.lKlil.lo AMI s \l ! n hi \|( i;--

tliroun. On olil designs when the limit

switch was raised or thrown out, a cir-

cuit breaker went out. If the operator

did not throw his controller back to the

neutral point, and turn to his switchboard

to replace the circuit breaker, the hoisting

would contiinic and cause as mucli dam-

age as lIlou^ll no limit switch was in the
circuit.

This is now impossible with this later

design of switch. !)ecause it is absolutely
necessary for the operator to throw his

controller back t.> the neutral point, and
then to a lowering point, before any mo-
tion whatever can be obtained in the
hoisting equipment.

This is a design tliat crane users have
required for many years as it is abso-
lutely fool-proof. On some high-speed
cranes the momentum of the gears often
allows the block to travel a slight dis-

tance higher after the switch has been
thrown. This is now overcome by plac-
ing, on the .,haft of the main limit switch
rod, a heavy coil spring. When the switch
is thrown, the block conies in contact with
^pring. whicii holds it down, and so stops

momentum of the machinery, .\ltogcther

these safety features are well worthy of
careful study and of adoption by any pro-
spective crane user who is contemplating
the adoption of an overhead crane, or
these features can readily be adapted to

existing cranes.

The idea of automatic safety and
mechanical security is practically "in the

air," at the present time, and this as it

should be. for the sanctity of human life,

>(> wantonly sacriliced in war, needs pre-

« r\ iiii; a< it never did before.

o\i:Riir„\r) shop craxe with meciiaxi
^rnnrx st iPS or .\x

CAL SAFETY DEVICES WHICH PREVENT
)\Kl<\\OlNn PKfM
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Lubricating Air Compressors
Wliat Is Ke(|uired in Lubricating Air Cylinder of Compressor—Quality of Oil an

Important Item—Minimizing the Danger of Explosions

—

Carbonizing of Oil Objectionable

tin- crank case and is used overTlic important subject of iubricatini;

air compressors was dealt with, not long

ago, by a member of the Texas Company,

who read a paper before the Lubricating

Engineers' Association. His remarks arc

here quoted, not necessarily word for

word, but in substance he said

:

In general, air compressors may be di-

vided into two classes—the single cylin-

der, single stage type, and the multi-

stage type. In the single stage type tlie

air is compressed in one cylinder and in

one operation, while in the multi-stage

type the compression is reached by two

or more stages. The single stage com-

pressor is the one in most common use

and generally operates under a pressure

of from SO to CO lbs. to the square inch.

The compression of air results in the

conversion of the energy used, into heat.

The rise of temperature of a volume of

air under compression follows certain

laws, and tables have been compiled

whicii show the theoretical temperatures

the air will attain when compressed to

certain pressures. The following table

gives the temperature that air will attain,

taking the inlet at M degs. F.

(iauge
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air compressor at or above the point of

air intake.

The greatest efficiency is obtained by

the use of automatic lubricators, and

many types of compressors are now-

equipped with these lubricators. In many
cases of steam driven compressors two-

compartment lubricators are used for

feeding two kinds of oil, one to the steam

cylinders and the second to the air com-
pressor cj'linders. These lubricators in-

sure a uniform rate of feed irrespective

of any changes in the air pressure.

It is impossible to make any hard and

fast rule as to the proper amount of oil

to use in a compressor. Trouble experi-

enced with air compressors is probably

more frequently due to the use of an ex-

cessive amount of oil than to any other

cause. The amount of oil necessary to lu-

bricate an air cylinder is usually about

one-third or one-fourth the quantity re-

quired to lubricate a steam cylinder of the

same size. If the lubricant is unsuitable,

an excessive amount is required to keep

the cylinders from groaning, and the re-

sult of the use of an excessive amount of

oil is carbonization in the air passages, and

particularly on the discharge valves. Stick-

ing of these valves allovVs hot compressed

air to flow back into the compressor cylin-

der. This is a sign of too much oil. The
discharge valves should be examined reg-

ularly, and the receiver and discharge

pipes blown out.

Another cause of complaint has been

found to be due to the use of unsuitable

oils, such as compounded steam cylinder

oil, in the air compressor. These oils, be-

sides being very viscid, contain much free

carbon matter, which clings to the orifices

of the discharge valves and seats, gather-

ing dirt from the air. Under the influ-

ence of the dry heat, together with the

dirt from the air. these oils soon become
carbonized and form a hard, flinty sub-

stance that requires considerable labor to

remove, while the animal oil used in com-
pounding separates and forms a sticky

residue which under dry-heat condition^

decomposes, liberating a free fatty acid.

This will honeycomb or etch the cylinder

and piston surfaces and also make the

piston rings more brittle.

One of the lubrication engineers reports

a series of tests which he conducted to de-

termine the effect that heat would have
on various lubricating oils when subjected

to high temperatures such as exist in an
air compressor cylinder. He says the best

way would be to test the oils in the cyl-

inders of an air compressor, but as in

most types of compressors the valves arc

in one large heavy casting, which, with
the water pipe connections, make them
difficult to remove, not many engineers
rare to go to the trouble of doing it.

lie devised a plan whereby he could de-

termine approximately the action of dif-

ferent oils under heat conditions some-
what similar to those which exist in an air

compressor cylinder. This was accom-
plished by taking a block of cast iron about

6 or 8 ins. square and 2 ins. thick and plac-

ing it on a layer of dry sand in a shallow

iron pan, packing the sand close around
the cast-iron block, and placing the pan
over a gas burner. The upper surface of

the block was polished and a hole about

; 2-inch deep drilled in it, large enough to

hold a mercury bulb, cylinder oil was
jioured into the hole so as to .make a close

licit contact.

Air, taken at a temperature of 60 degs.

I'ahr., and compressed to 125 lbs. per

square inch gauge pressure, will theoreti-

cally attain a temperature of 540 degs.

Fahr.

When the thermometer showed 400

dc.ys. i'':ihr., a certain oil was taken that

had been used at a certain compressor

plant. It was a very light bodied, paraf-

liiie base oil. like a spindle or ice machine
oil. .A drop of this oil was allowed to fall

from the point of a lead pencil from a

height of 2 ins. onto the block. In 10

seconds it had spread out to a circle of

I'.s ins., smoked slightly, and dried up al-

most instantly, thus indicating that it was
a very poor compressor lubricant. Then
a drop of a slightly heavier oil, such as

would be suitable for use in turbine and

motor bearings, was tried. This spread

out quickly to a diameter of Ij/j ins.,

smoked slightly and dried up in two min-

utes. It was but little better than the first

oil. .V still more viscid oil, like a medium
bodied engine and machine oil, was then

droiiped on the hot surface. It spread

out slowly to a diameter of 1;^ ins..,

smoked slightl.v, and the surface was oily

after live minutes. In the meantime the

temperature, as shown by the thermom-
eter, had gone up to 420 degs. Fahr. A
still heavier oil, such as is usually used in

gas engines, did still better, even after the

teniiierature had gone up to 450 degs.

Fahr. It smoked but little, and a good
iraic of oil was still on the block after

10 minutes. .\ steam cylinder oil was
tlun tried. It did not smoke or dry up.

bm after a wliile it became thick and

gummy.
Fveii at the highest temperatures the

> n;. iiie oils burned up clean, leaving no

trace of dry coke or carbon matter, which

tends to conlirm the theory that the hard

fiirmation often found in and around the

iii>ihar?c valve? of air compressors is due

largely to the presence of dirt in the air.

wliiiii adheres to the oily surfaces, .^lld

which, under the continuous dry heat,
' cc .nies baked and burnt on.

The deductions that may be drawn
fii.im these crude tc<ts are that lor such

•iiiperatures as would be encountered in

a sinvjie stage compressor, compressing to

IJ.^ I'is., a hiah-grade filtered minerrd oil

( / mi'deratcly hish vaporizing point, suit-

aMt- viscosity, and especially low in car-

tioii ci'ntent. will give most coononiioal re-

sults. If such an oil is used in moderate

amounts, and if the air inlet is properly

placed, no trouble will be experienced
with lubrication.

The location of the air inlet on an air

compressor is of great importance, and
extra care should be used in placing it. It

is surprising what a large amount of

abrasive material can be passed through
a compressor without the cylinder ualls

or valves being scored. Troublesome
conditions usually develop from a contin-

uous circulation of abrasive matter in the

air in the valve gauges, where it accumu-
lates with oil which adheres to the surface

of the valves, and eventually becomes
carbonized from continuous subjection to

the temperatures caused by the compres-
sion of the air.

The lubrication of the air compressor
constitutes an important part of Diesel

engine lubrication. In the Diesel engine

the gases of combustion are exhausted
after the power stroke and the cylinders

filled with fresh air which is compressed
by the piston on the up or out stroke.

These compressors are of the multiple

stage type, in which the air is compressed
successively through two or three cylin-

ders. In the first cylinder it is com-
pressed to 40 to 80 lbs., in the second

cylinder to 200 to 300 lbs., and finally in

the third cylinder the pressure reaches

800 to 1,100 lbs. per square inch, .^s the

air passes through intercooUrs in its

passage from one cylinder to another it

reaches its maximum pressure in a com-
paratively cool state. The air then passes

to containers which allow any moisture

that the air may contain tn precipitate

and also acts as a storage reservoir to

draw from when starting the engine.

These compressors are usually connected

directly to the main engine shaft and
form a part of the engine in a stationary

plant.

Air compressors exposed to wc.ither

conditions, such as .those used on electric

railway cars, require a lubricant ivr win-

ter use which has a low cold test. The
Texaco air comjircssor oils are low cold

test oils, and will meet all temperature

rei|uiremenls.

While air compressor ex,jlosions occur

at rare intervals, the fact should be em-

phasized that properly perated and

properly cared for compressi-.r* are as

harmless as steam cneiiie- The theory

that these e\pIo<i.)ii> arc .In.- in ilie ii-e '!>f

an oil witli a ci>miiarativel>' Kw ["ash

point is discredited, as the explosions oc-

cur more fre'iiionlly when, a hitli 'la^h

oil is used. It is also generally agreed

•hat the explosion is due to the accumula-

tion of carbon deposits in the .iir ]iiic».

This deposit in turn is cau-cd eiliur iy

the use oi an unMiitable oil which de-

composes, or to the use "' '-r f^-'-rssive

amount of oil. or to tlif ''cin

. I tile air inlet. The ' rx-

plosion is always produce . ncn

It a volatile mix"irc -suaily of varcrized
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oil and air, tlioush possibly of coal dust

and air, in the air tanks or lines, is ques-

tionable in view oi the fact that the small

amount of oil volatilized in the air com-
pressor cylinder would tie insufficient to

form an explosixc mixture with the air,

as this \()latile matter is constantly be-

inH carried oft with the air. It could

only be in a case where an excessive

amount of oil was used or where

pockets of oily residue were allowed to

collect that a sufficient amount of vapor-

ized oil could collect to form with the air

an explosive nuNture. ICvcn in such a

case the cause of the explosion would not

be the vaporized oil, but would be some
other factor which produced a spark or

flash. The probable source of this spark

is a.nain the carbon deposit, which may
be responsible for a sufficient increase in

temperature, by restricting the air passage

and thus increasing the pressure so as to

cause the carbon to become an incandes-

cent mass. It is not improbable that in

some cases this glowing mass of carbon

may weaken the tensile strength of the

air receiver or the air lines to such an ex-

tent that they are no longer able to with-

rtand the pressure of the air, the result

I'.ein.g an explosion.

Swiss Decapod Type of Locomotive on tlie Paris,

Lyons and Mediterranean Railway
Originally Intended for the Gotliard Section of the Swiss Railways

A corres])! indent in Switzerland who is

very nnich iiUerested in the general good

that is being effected by locomotive feed

water heaters has sent us a photograph

of a Decapod or 2-10-0 engine built by the

Swiss Locomotive Works at Wititerthur

in 1916. These enguies were intended for

order .S.S.,S tons. Tender ISm— '. Coal 7 best of its kind in those days, and
tons. \\ ei,ylu empty 16.2 tons. Weight consisted of several > oke of oxen, com-
in working onler 41.8 tons. Total weight monly known as "hay-burners."

in working order, engine and tender, 127.6 Mr. Hi.uginson ran his train on a tri-

tiins. Total lengtli in working order of weekly schedule. When he had gathered

engine and tender 19,195 mm. up a "cargo" and everything was ready
When compared with an engine not for the trip he loaded tlie oxen into the

the Swiss 1-edcral Railways. Gothard

Section ( Class C. 5/6).

]',y some international aL;reeincnt these

engines have, during the < ierman war,

been used in helping service in hrance on

the lines of the Paris, Lyons and .Medi-

terranean l^ailway. The engines sliown

in our half-tone, made from the i)hoto-

gr;iph reci iicd, are ])owirtiil niarhines.

being of the I'our-cylindri compound

goods type litte<l with snperlir.il.r and

with the Schithau feed water luali r.

The dimensions, which are given ac-

cording to the metric sysuin. are high

pressure cylinders 470 mm. Low pres-iure

c\ liiiders 710 mm. Stroke <yiO mm 'I'lie

diameter of the driving wheels i- 1.3.W

:vm. Rigid whcelbase 2,900 mm. Total

wheelbase 8.,'<00 mm. P.oiler pressure 15

atmospheres, (".rate area 3.7 m -". Heat

ini; surface 265.2. Weight on dri\iiig

wheels 7'> 1 tons. Weight in working

ei|Uippecl with feed water heater, this en-

gine using the Schichau system on the

newest Decapods which we here represent,

whei- in ordinary ser\ ice on tlie Swiss

State KaiUv.iys, give a coal saving (so it

is stated) of from 10 to 12 per cent, on

the Gotliard line where they ran before

living taken for pusher service on the P.,

1.. & .\1.

A Strange Kind of Old Railway

The history "i r.iil\\a\ opeiation in

lis coiuilry is full 'f many curious

id interesting details. .Xniong them

ne are stranger than those that con-

rn the Memphis. ICI Paso & Pacific

ailroad. a forty-mile road operated be-

een Mar.shall, Tex., and Shrcveport,

i., during the Civil War.

The owner of this line was Mr. John

igtjinsoii. The motive power was the

I i;k \m' w K.\^^.\VA^^

nrst lioN car in ihe tram. In the next

car he put tlie freight and the passengers,

and ill llie third he himself rode. The
cars started down the steep grade out of

Marshall and, after they had run as far

as they would. .Mr. lligginson set the

brakes and liroeeeded to unload the oxen

and hiuh them to the coupling of the

car. Tlieii he released the brakes and

started the train up the grade. At the

top the oxen were again loaded into their

car and another start was made down
hill. I'y repeatin.g this operation several

times Mr. lligginson and his train would

finally reach Shreveporl.

The passeneer rate was 25 cents ?

person. hreight charges were anything

the owner of the line could get. Since

there was no competition. Mr. Ilig-

ginsdii maile money. .Ml freight was
marked "red ball" anil handled as soon

as received.
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The Business Box Car
At a recent meeting of the W'estern

Railway Club, Mr. W. j. Rohan, mechan-

ical engineer of the Xorthern Pacilic,

read a paper on "The Business Box
Car." In this paper, a synopsis of which

we give, Mr. Bohan dwelt on practical

business judgment, based on experience,

and accurate technical information.

Continuing, he said, among other things :

The most economically efficient bo.x car,

is one in which every detail, even the

grab irons, are made to do their share in

assisting the proper uses of the car and

resisting the abuse to which it is exposed

in everyday life. The body of such a

car should not be built around any one

member, but all of its members should

form a unit, having maximum inherent

strength and resilience, and acting as a

unit should act in dissipating all reason-

able strain. It should have the fewest

possible primary and special parts. Joints,

gussets, rivets, bolts ^ and fastenings.

which work and wear to the detriment of

the car, increase its cost of upkeep, and

loss of time on repair tracks should be

reduced to a minimum. A general speci-

fication for a car that would meet these

re(|uirement would be briefly as follows:

The weight for, say, a 40- foot, 40-

ton box car should be between 45 and

50 per cent of the stenciled capacity. It

should not exceed 48 per cent. This

weight can be obtained without sacriticc

of strength. In connection with the mat-

ter of efficient weight: Electric motor
builders design a motor to handle 25

per cent overload for two hours with

out abnormal stress. There seems to be

no reason why box car design should not

be designed upon some such basis. It is

to be understood that a 25 per cent over-

load rating is not the correct rating for

a box car.

The body of the car should be a steel

frame throughout, preferably pressed

steel of resilient quality. The under-
frame, sides, ends and roof should be

diagonally braced throughout. There is

no question about the efficiency of diag-

onal bracing. Its value has been many
times demonstrated in the reclamation
of old cars. As the diagonal bracing of

the entire construction will distribute the

strains due to the live load and the

shocks to all members of the car. the

fish belly type of center construction is

not necessary. Ten-inch center sills of

ordinary cross-section are sufficient.

Side and end posts and braces at the

points of attachment with sills and plates,

underframe bracing at the points of at-

tachment with center and side sills, an<l

roof bracing at the points of attachment
with ridge pole and plates should be di-

rectly connected, that is, the usual con-

struction using gusset plates or other

secondary members should be eliminated

as the strength and efficiency of the car

can be materially increased by so doing

and unnecessary parts can be eliminated.

.\utogenous (electric or oxy-acetylene)

welding may be used to advantage in

such a construction.

Diagonal underframe bracing at the

ends should be securely tied to both

center and end sills at their junction, and

e.\tcnd continuously aroun'd the ends of

the body bolster and cross tics, with al-

ternate connections to the center and the

side sills. The same general construction

may be followed in the roof for the at-

tachments of diagonal bracing and plates,

ridge pole and door carlines. At the

door openings the underframe should be

substantially reinforced by supplementary

diagonal bracing. The plate may be

similarly reinforced above the door, or

the door track built to form the rein-

forcement. The roof reinforcement at

the door openings may be made by the

use of carlines at the door posts. The
end construction with its attachment to

the end sills and plates is similar to the

side construction.

The corner posts should be formed by

directly connecting the end side post and

side end post members throughout their

entire length. This will not only tie the

oar together securely, InU it very greatly

assists in forming an integral construc-

tion. The corners may be further rein-

forced by continuous corner and end

grab irons.

.'-ide and end sheathing should be made
of two sections of .sheet steel, their junc-

tion should be reinforced by plates, and

:ill securely riveted together, forming

side and end girths, the girth reinforcing

plate extending continuonsly from the

side door post to the side door post

around the end of the car.

Fnd and side lining should be of

matched lumber, sides ^ ins. or 13/16 ins.,

ends 1'4 ins., the lining extending from

floor to plates. The floor luay be of the

usual \}i ins. matched stock, secured to

the furring of the underframe. using

standard grain strips at the intersections

of the floor and sheathing.

The roof should be of the circular type

and may be constructed of two sheets

(\n. 16 steeH running lengthwise of

the car, with joint at the ridge pole, the

two roof sheets being securely riveted

between the ridge-pole and a weather-

proof ridge pole. The roof sheets should

also he securely riveted to the diagonal

braces, end and side plates, thus forming

an integral member of the car capable of

sustaining its share of the load. It is

necessar.v that the inside of the roof be

what is commonly called "non-sweating."

This can be had by the application of a

heavy coat of "round cork and red lead

or mineral paint applied to the exposed

metal surfaces. The door should be of

steel, framed and sheathed similar to the

body of the car, and mounted with

weather-proof shields at the posts and
plates. The truck should, like the body,

have as few parts as possible and be pref-

erably of the cast-steel type.

Particular attention should be given the

brakebeam mounting to insure even brake

shoe wear and proper .alignment of the

levers and rods. All these points arc of

extreiTie importance not only in that

they may perform their special functions

properly, but that the irregular trans-

mission of stresses to the car itself be

avoided, as far as possible. Brake
equipment of the standard makes is quite

satisfactory. Special attention, to secure

proper application and alignment of

parts, is absolutely necessary to obtain

safe and efficient results. This special

attention is very often lacking.

Draw gear should be of the friction

type, having a minimum recoil action,

which should be just sufficient to read-

just the parts in release. Travel should

be approximately 4 ins.. The shock dis-

sipating capacity of the pear should be

the maximum obtainable with prescribed

travel and standard clearance conditions.

The draw lug fastenings should approach

strength sufficient to resist maximum
shocks regardless of draw gear capacity.

The holes in the framing should be

die-punched to templets. .Ml rivets and

bolts should be of the best quality ob-

tainable and of full cross-section. Bolts

should have properly proportioned heads

and clean cut and accurate threads to

provide for a good lit of the nuts. N"uts

should also be of best quality and manu-

facture. .Application of both rivets and

bolts should be made without drifting,

rivets having full and concentric heads

and driven at the proper temperature.

Double nuts, lock nuts, cotters and split

keys where used should be given special

attention. .\ good design of nut lock is

superior to a cotter or 'plit key on ac-

count of the extreme difficulty in getting

the proper application of cotters or split

keys. No one little thing is a source of

more trouble on a car than loose nuts.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon

the importance of more careful practical

engineering study of both general and

detail design to secure a well-balanced

resilient car unit, i^omc manufacturers

have done a great deal of excellent work

in this direction on underframes. but have

not. in my opinion, extended the resilient

features far enough, as there is no reason

why it should not extend to the entire

superstructure of the car. Particular at-

tention should also be given to the selec-

tion and assembly of the best obtainable

r-ateri?l "'i'l i~ tiken from all sources
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Retardation Due to Water Scoops.

Nut 'nniy ago Mr. H. C. Webster writ-

iiiy to the Railway Review of London,

made some very interesting remarks on

the subject o! tlie effect ot uater scooping

en train usistances. It appears from

what he said that, the resistance caused

by taking in water from a trougli be-

tween the rails, wlien a train is travelling

over it at speed, is larger than is ordinari-

ly supposed, and those who are accus-

tomed to ride on the footplate liave. no

tloubt, noticed the drag that results when

ilic scoop is dropped. Although tlie

amount of water taken varies witli llie

circumstances it is seldom less tlian i,5U0

I'allons, all of which has to lie lifted

about 8 ft. This represents some 2( 10.000

ft. lbs. of work.

During its passage through the tro.igh

the scoop becomes a moving vane, and is

governed by the same principles a, an

ordinary turbine is governed Ijv except

that the impact in the lormcr case is

caused by the collision of the moving

scoop against the stationary volume of

V. ater. and in the latter case by the mov-

ing water against the stationary or ^louer

mo\ ing vane.

It follows, therefore, that having its

xelocity relative to the scoop altered l)oth

in magnitude and direction, the water e.\-

erls a pressure upon the scoop that takes

the form of an added resistance to the

motion of the train, and it is this resist-

ance that is considered.

The velocity of the water is alured in

direction but not in magnituiU'. The

original velocity being clianged to a

velocity at right angles to it, cepial to a

certain amount, by the impressed force

that the scoop exerts upon the water. We
t'.nd by a scries of calculations that the

relation between resistance and ilelivery

pipe of given area is shown in the follow-

ing table :

Area in s|. in>. y? 40 45

Rcsi-tan-e (inlbs. ) 11.31 l>'<.il 2100

velocitv taken at

which gives the varying resistances for

these train speeds, and from which is

plotted the appropriate diagrammatic curve.

This curve presents no special character-

istics, being regular in form. It is extended

above and below the iiractical limits at

which water would be taken in order to

obtain a range sufficient to show the na-

ture of the curve.

Friction Draw Gear.

The \nder>on briction Draw Gear was

lirsl introduied in I'dO. and has since

litcn put on a iniinber of car> and engines

of various types. The varied char-

acter of the service encountered on

cars and locomotives has afforded a very

searching test of its efficiency and dura-

bility under all conditions. The construc-

tion of the gear is unique in that its

followers) and two class "G," coil springs

making seven parts in all. The principle

of ojieralion of the gear is intended to

insure a resilient initial action and a posi-

tive release, which are two very important

considerations in the selection of a draw

gear. The breaking of springs and other

parts is avoided by designing the follower

castings so that they butt solidly at the

end of the travel before the springs

tUjse. The type "B" gear is interchange-

able with other standard friction gears,

taking the standard M. C. B. sill-spacing

12js ins. and using a yoke 9V^ x 24^ ins.

It has a capacity of 350,000 lbs., and 2^
ins. tra\eL

,\X|i|:KSri\ IKK IKIN Ill;\\\ (.[AR.

movement is cushioned by a form of

spring resistance transmitted through a

rocker, whose leverage increases with the

travel, and which is augmented by the

frictional resistance of the \'-grooved sur-

faces of the rocker and spring cap, wdiere

(lie rotates in the other.

Its comparative simplicity and its form of

construction are shown liy a glance at our

half-tone illustrations of the various parts

uliich go to make up one gear. There

arc live steel castings (including the two

from which is obtained an appropriate

curve. ;.roperly i)lotted. This is here a

straight line, and serves to show that a

minimum area is desirable in designing

the 5c;.o|i -onsistent with the volume ol

w.iler to be lifted over a given length of

trough.

In the foregoing the resistances consid-

ered are .additional to the normal resi«i-

aiii e •] the train to motion, and no a--

>.onnt ii:i~ Ihh.ii taken of the ener:cy store.

1

ui tile tram as momentum. Here it only

re'.n:es the drawbar pull to zero a-

demonstrated by traction dyiiainometcr.

Pioceeding in this way with velocitivs '.e-

iween 25 an '. oO miles an hour the i.jlli,.-.

-

ii;y taMe i- obtained, the area being 5'i

s<i. ins.:

50 55
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British Railways and llie Board ol: Trade
At a very early date in the history of

British railways, Parliament conferred

powers on the Board of Trade to in-

spect new lines previous to their open-

ing for trallic, and to withhold their

sanction of the line being opened if any-

thing wliich might be required by the

Board of Trade inspecting officers to be

necessary and requisite for safety was

not provided.

The first act of Parliament, giving this

power to the Board of Trade, appears

to have been passed in 1840, and, in

addition, railway companies were required

to make returns of traffic and accidents,

to submit their by-laws for approval, &c.

The Board of Trade requirements now
in force apply to all lines on which pas-

senger trains are run and to the junctions

of lines for working freight trains only

with lines over which passenger trains

run, and for the guidance of the railway

companies, the requirements are set out

in detail. Apart from the question of the

degree of safety reached by the observ-

ance of these requirements, there is the

fact that they have a certain standard-

izing effect on the equipment of all rail-

ways, a consideration of some value in

view of the great amount of running;

of one company's trains over another

company's line. It may be mentioned

that the Board of Trade also have power

to inspect alterations of any importance.

due either to extra accommodation, or to

reduction of existing accommodation, or

renewal.

The Block Telegraph is used to insure

a proper space interval between trains.

except in the case of a single line worked
by only one engine in steam carrying the

train staff (usually a wooden lokcn'i.

This, of course, is not insisted on if

some sort of automatic signalling is pro

vided instead.

The Signals are home and distant for

each direction. These must be provided

at every block or signaltiox. Starting

signals are required for each dirccti'Hi

at all passenger stations which have sig-

nal boxes. .Mmost even.- station has one

or more signalboxes, but a few (mostly

in sparsely populated districts) have not.

Wayside halts on both single and double

line? seldom have signalboxcs. .Ml

crossovers and connections between jias-

scnger and goods lines must be proleited

by signals. This also applies to sidings.

except on single lines where the p<>int<

are unlocked with the train staff or ta;>

let. Signals at junctions must be pi., cc 1

on separate posts or on brackets. Dis-

tant signals must be distinguished In a

notch cut out of the ends of the arms.
and if placed on the same post as a

home or starting signal, they must be

controlled by such home or starter, so

that thev can never show an .All P.iglit

signal when the home or starter is at

danger. When in such a position, both

applying to trains proceeding in the same
direction, they must be fixed under the

home or starter.

For sidings, either a disc signal or low

short arm and small signal light to be

provided, distinguishable from the arms
or lights provided in running signals

(i. e., controlling fast moving traffic).

In practice, however, it works out that

these signals are sometimes as high as

20 ft., where a number of arms direct-

ing to a number of routes from a siding

or group of sidings are placed on the

same post, one above the other. Every
signal arm must be so constructed that

if any portion of the mechanism were to

break the arm would fly to danger, and

this is obtained by the spectacle side of

the arm being made heavier than the

semaphore. The lights of signals should

be Green for all right and Red for

danger. Some modification has of recent

years been made in the lights of distant

signals on certain sections of lines, yel-

low being used, but this practice, even

in new work, is at present by no means
universal.

The backlights of signals wdien at

danger, should be White and as small

as possible, having regard to their being

visible either from the signalbox or

anywhere else where the indication of

the arm is of value.

Electrical indicators, showing the posi-

tion of the arm and whether lamp is

alight or not, of any signal out of sight

of the signalbox, are also required. The
lights of disc or dw'arf signals arc white

when in the danger position, instead of

red, except where the signals control

movements from sidings to running

lines or in and out of running loops.

Facing points must not be placed more

than 250 yards from the box and the

detection of the switch blade plunger is

necessarv if over 200 yards away. Trail-

in.g points may be 3(X) yards away. In

order to insure that facing points are in

their proper position before the signals

leading over them are lowered, detectors

showing the position of the switches

must be provided. To guard against

facing points being shifted when trains

are passing over them, they must be

fitted with facing point locks and lock-

bars, or some other device for the same

purpose. These lockbars should be of

a greater length than the space between

any two pairs of wheels. It is the prac-

tice of one large railway to work their

facing points, switch plunger and lock-

bar, from one lever in the box, but the

usual practice is for one lever to work

the points, and another to work the lock-

bar and plunger. A common form of

bar is one carried on 4 or ? rocker^

clipped to (he side of the rail, the bar

working to and fro in the direction in

which the rails are laid. The switch

plunger, or facing point lock, is a piece

of steel which shoots into a slot in the

stretcher rod between the facing point

switches in one or other position, ac-

cording to which way the switches lie.

Such plungers and bars are worked by

rodding from the signalbox. The final

requirement in regard to points is that

they must be worked by rods and not

b\ wires.

Interlocking, dealing also with signal-

boxcs requires levers by which points and

signals are worked are to be interlocked

and brought close together into a position

most convenient for the person working
them in a signalbox or properly con-

structed stage. The box should be com-
modious and have a clock and also block

instrument for signalling trains on each

line of rails. The point levers and sig-

nal levers to be so placed in the box
that the signalman when working them
shall have the best possible view of the

railway, and the box itself to be so con-

structed and situated as to enable the

signalman to see the arms and the lights

of the signals and the working of the

points.

The requirements in regard to inter-

locking are that a signalman shall be un-

able to lower a signal for the approach

of a train until after he has set the

points in the proper position for it to

pass ; that it shall not be possible for

him to exhibit at the same moment any

two signals that can lead to a collision

between two trains ; and that, after hav-

ing lowered the signals to allow a train

to pass, he shall not be able to move any

points connected with, or leading to, the

line on which the train is moving. Points

also, if possible, to be so interlocked as

to avoid the risk of a collision. Home
and starting signals next in advance of

trailing points, when lowered, to lock

such points in either position, unless such

locking will unduly interfere with the

traffic. .An exception to the locking of

trailing points by Imme or starting sig-

nals might occur where such signal was

some distance in advance of the points

and where, consequently, a heavy freight

train might be a long time in passing

such signal, resulting in other movements

in a shunting yard being held up. nistanf

signals must not be capable of being

lowered unless the home and starting

signals in advance of it (i. c.. worked

from tlie <ame signalbox) have been

lowered.

.\dequate nie.ins to be provided for

the signalman to remind him of vehicles

which are standing within his control.

This mn\ lake the form of track circuit,

electrii a' "r riocbanical fouling bars. &c.
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Sidini^is, it is reiiuircd by the Hoard of

Trade, shoidd be laid in so that shuiitini;

or switching operations over them shall

cause the least possible obstruction to

passenger lines. The exact meaning ol

tliis, of course, depends on local con-

ditions. It docs not mean that two short

sidings with one connection to the run

iiing line and a capacit.v of. say. a dozen

cars, must have a "shuntin.g neck" wluii

it may only be used for half an hour

daily; on the other hand, where a switch-

ing engine is at work for a considerable

period of the 24 hours, it would pay a

railway company to provide sufficient ac-

commodation to do its work wholly in

the sidings, in order to leave the running

lines clear for passing trains. Safety

points must be pro\i(ied upon (icids and

Mineral lines and sidings at tlie junction

with pas>ieuger lines, and to he so ar-

ranged tliat the points in the sidings are

niu-mally closed against the passenger

lines and interlocked with the signals.

Junctions, sidin.g connections and cross-

over roads in a passen.gcr station are so

arranged as to prevent as far as possible,

any necessit.v for standing trains on

them, pre-umalily to avoid the risk of

Muh jioints being pnlieil between the

wheels of tlie train and thereby giving

an opportunity for derailment. The junc-

tions rif single lines to l>e. as a rule,

formed as double line junction-,.

The foregi'ing i> a brief re>nine. with

comments, of the present I'.oard of Trade

requirements in regard to .Signalling, &c.

These requirements arc issued at peri-

ods of a few years, but may be said to

follow, rather than lead, the signalling

practice of the railway companies. In

special cases, safeguards, in addition ta

those specified by the Board of Trade,

are considered necessary and are pro-

vided by the companies, and in other

cases where the conditions are abnormal,

the requirements are not carried out to

the letter.

Automatic sjoualling schemes are in

force at various places, as for instance,

on the tube railwa\s of London, and are

inspected by the Hoard of Trade prior to

opening, Imt as the equipment is special-

ized to lit the conditions, they are not

considered sutticimlly standard to war-

rant an\ I'.oard (if Trade reriuircment

being issued.

Scientific Investigation Regarding the

Priming and Surface Tension of Liquids

Pure science concerns itself not with

application but with knowledge. If pure

science has industrial applications it is in

some sense accidental. Technical re-

search, on the other hand, investigates in-

dustrial problems, and in its work may

make substantial additions to pure

knowledge. Eminent scientists, notably

Lord Rayleigh investigated a chil-

dren's plaything, the soap-bubble. He

experimented with bubbles, and so did

Prof. C. \'. Bo\s, who lectured on the

subject in the London Institution in IS'^b

Lord Rayleigh investigated their struc-

ture, coloring and durability ; the rearch

evolved new theories as to the surface

tension of liciuids. Pure knowledge is

never without possilde ulterior utilit.\,

liowever long the application may be de

laved

The view of the elndlition of water un-

der pressure thrnugh a glass panel witli

an interior light, has cinite an industrial

application. It is interesting to watch the

actual prcjcess of steam generation. Bub-

bles of small size rise through the heated

fluid, coalesce into larger, join into froth

and presently subside, having discharged

their vaporous contents. In the case of

sea water, for example, the frothy mass

reminds one of washing day, and it is of

considerable depth. The whole question of

foaming or priming in a steam boiler is

a question of bubbles, and the researches

of scientists have a direct bearing upon

the subject. It is almost wholly a matter of

fluid skin or surface tension. There is

a disimct suspicion that alkalinity in the

presence of grease—which, latter, being

lighter than water, is at the surface—gen-

erally leads to saponification, increased

surface tension, and foaming or priming.

Yet. on the other hand, small doses of oil

have been known to stop the undesirable

conihtions li.vestigation ilocs not seem

_\et to have been matte taking the soap

bubble precedent as to tlie saponified

condition of the water

The use of the surface blow-oft is not

practised as it might lie. and tlie scum-

ming of boilers is very desirable to eti'ect

changes at the point of steam liberation.

The thermal loss due to this cause is

more tlian counterbalanced b\ the drier

steam produced, ami the likelihood of

lessened foaming. While the majority of

boiler attcnd.-mts are aware of the neces-

sity of using the blow-down valve to dis-

charge sludge and prevent undue concen-

tration of the water, the value of scum-

ming and tile fittings therefore seem

largel> to be overlooked. (irease in a

boiler is the least desirable of all con-

tents ; it lias a remarkable resistance to

heat penetration when present as a thin

film on heating surfaces ; and is very

much worse than scale in iliis connection.

TIic chemistry of feed-water and feed-

water rectilication are large subjects, but

every engineer should know the constitu-

tion of the feed-water employed, and a

periodic analysis is a simjilc measure of

precaution. Knowing this, together with

the internal condition of the boiler, will

in most cases allow some sort of treat-

ment to oliviate the worst conseciuences

of any undesirable ingredients. Short of

ilistillation there is no such thing as pure

water, and absolutely pure water is not

necessarily desirable, and as steam gen-

eration means the concentration of boiler

water, it is essential to do something to

remedy what otherwise may become dan-

gerous, (jr at least not conducive to the ef-

fective life of the boiler itself. Kxternal rec-

tilication of feed-water is now a rather im-

portant engineering specialist field, and the

locomotive fraternity now employ some ap-

paratus to secure the obvious benefits re-

sub in- 1 1 oil! good feed-water purification.

Rushton Reverse Gear.

Tile Rushton n\erse gear is a power-

operated piece of mechanism, frequently

used on engines Ijuilt liy the Baldwin

Locomotive Works, of Philadelphia, Pa.

It consists of a rotary air engine, which is

mounted on a suitable frame secured to the

Jioiler. The motor drives tlirough gearing,

a horizontal shaft having a threaded sec-

tion. On this section is mounted a nut, to

which the reach rod is attached. The nut

is made in h, lives, and these are held to-

gether by two horizontal bolts. A certain

amount of clearance is allowed between

the halves of the nut. and by removing

thin liners placed on titlier side, and tight-

ening up the bolts, the two sections can

be drawn together to compensate for

wear. The nut slides on a horizontal

guide, so tliat the shaft is relieved of

bending stresses.

The shaft carries a threaded secticm at

its rear end. and this threaded section

engages with ,i loothed sector. To the

sector is allaclied a pointer, so as to in-

dicate the iioiiit of cut-off. .-Xdmission of

air and the (iirritiiiu in which the motor

rotates, an coinrolled by an operating

handle com cnientK jilaced with reference

to the engineman When the gear has

been shifted the desired amount, the han-

dle is brought b.ick to central position,

tlius stopping the motor. .\ hand lever

is provided for use in cases of emergency.

The entire device is very compact and

simple to operate. It is handled by the

Franklin Railway Supidy Company. Inc.,

of New York. The device resembles the

English screw reverse gear, and is al-

ways positive in its .u lioii.

Meeting of the Western Railway Club.

M the Western Railway Club which held

its regular monthly meeling. Mr. (ieorge

Austen, general insjiector of boilers on the

A. T. & S. F. reail a paper on "Locomotive

Firebox Maintenance and Repairs."

The use of electric and oxy-acetylene

equipments was strongly recommended.
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Locomotives for the French Stale Railways
Forty consolidation type loconiotivi^

for Clu-mins de Fer dn Midi, and lOi)

Consolidations of the same design, but

with a different diameter of driving wheel

(and other minor changes) for the Frencli

State have recently been completed by

the American Locomotive Company.

These engines are of basic American de-

sign modilled in fittings and fixtures to

suit French practice. They were dc-

• signed by the American Locomotive Com-
pany, and each drawing was approved by

a representative of the railway company
and the State Department of France. All

<liniensions are in the metric system; In-

ternational system of screw threads are

used, however, and the French-Westing-

bouse system of pipe-threads, which the

workmen used direct.

The boiler in general follows American
practice, a good grate area being obtained

by the use of a short wide firebox. Hand-
holes are used instead of washout plugs

to give greater accessibility for washing

out. A dump grate in the front of tlie

firebox is operated from the cab by a

screw ; the fire door opens inside, as re-

rpiircd I)y a French law, and the outside

end of the blow-off cock has a special

thread for connection to the fire hydrants

of the City of Paris.

This is a precautionary measure of the

highest importance for the protection of

the capital city of France, which contains

so much that is in itself beautiful, and of

so great historic value. Much that is

beautiful and artistic in France has been
destroyed by the insensate, coarse and
barbarous Hun, that what is left deserves
the enlightened foresight for its protec-

tion. In the event of a general conflagra-

operating valve worked from both sides

of the cab. Lagging on the boiler is

omitted ; the jacket being supported on a

crinoline frame, leaving an air space,

wbich acts as a non-conductor. Confined

air is a very good insulator of heat, and is

used with excellent results. A pneu-

matic Sander is combined with a screw

cmvcyor, which extends through the

sandbox, and is operated from the cab.

.Ml these engines have a variable exhaust

operated from the cab by a screw which

Ijasses through the handrail.

Some other interesting features are the

left hand drive, screw reverse, cross-

balanced driving wheels, muffled cylinder

cocks, French Westinghousc brakes,

I'Vcnch standard buffers and couplers,

spark arrester, Roy buffers between
engine and tender, by-pass valve operated

liy an air cylinder, firebrick arch and
superheater, and also the water brake,

which is used, as a general thing, in de-

scending long, hard grades. The water

brake consists of an arrangement for

letting a little hot boiler water into the

cylinders, and this is at once vaporized.

and tile engine being, of course, reversed,

llie slight pressure of this steam thus jiro-

duced, acts with a retarding effect upon
ulieels, but the pressure is not sufficient

in rotate them against the motion of the

engine going down grade. The whole
tiling acts as a retardcr and checks any
nndne increase of speed.

Dimensions and details of 8-8-0 for the

Chemin de Fer du Midi: Track gauge,

1440 mm. or 4 ft. 8'< in.: fuel, bituminous
cal : cylinder, type piston valve, diameter
.',1 stroke. 26 in.; tractive power, simple

35,100 lbs.; factor of adhesion, 4 ft.;

lbs.; firebox, type wide length, 96'h in.,

width .SI'.; ill.; iirebox, thickness of

croHn, ':s in., tube
; j in., sides Vg in.,

back 1-8 in.; firebox, water space front,

4 in., sides 3' 4 in., back 3< j in.; firebox,

depth (top of grate to cenler of lowest

tube), 27 5/16 in.; crown staying. 15/16

in. radial; tubes, material, hot rolled seam-
less steel, number 166, diameter 2 in.;

fines, material, cold drawn seamless steel,

number 26, 5'^ in.; thickness tubes No.
12. flues No. 9: tube, length, 15 ft., spac-

ing 11/15; heating surface, tubes and flues

1,840 sq. ft.; heating surface, firebox, 142

sq. ft.: heating surface, total. 1,982 sq. ft.;

superheater surface, 456 sq. ft. ; grate area,

34.2 sq. ft. Wheels—driver, diameter out-

side tire, 1,400 mm., center diameter 1,260

mm.; wheels, drivers, material, inain cast

steel, others, cast steel ; wheels, engine

truck, diameter, 8.50 mm., kind, cast steel

;

wheels, tender truck, diameter 960 mm.,
kind, cast steel. S. T. .Xxles—drivers,
journals, niain, 228 mm. by 250 mm.,
others 210. mm. by 250 mm.; engine

truck journals, 145 mm. by 260 mm.;
tender truck jmirnals, 130 nun. by 240

mm. Hoses— Driving, main cast steel;

others, cast steel. Hrake^ Driver, .Amer-

ican, truck none ; trailers none ; tender,

W'estinghouse ; air signal, I'rench State

Railway slandar<l ; pump. tw<i-stage fives;

reservoir. I.illie. 1-28' j in. by 78 in. En-
gine truck, swing center. Exhaust pipe,

single ; nozzles, variable, (irate, style,

rocking. Piston, rod, diameter, 3.}4 in.;

piston packing, snap rings. Smoke stack,

diameter, 14 in ; top above rail. 13 ft.

lOjj in. Tender frame, Channel. Tank

—

Style, water bottom; capacity, 4.756 gal-

lons ; capacity fuel, 5 metric tons. Valves,

rOXSOl.lD.vi lOX FOR Tlii.; | |;|.N( II SIATE R.MLW.W.S UUILT I;V lllK .\MKKIl .\\ I.nro\liiTI\ F cns\V\sy

tion every locomotive within the bounds
of Paris could be turned into an im-
promptu fire engine, and more engines
could be brought in from the outside, if

need be. The Napoleonic aphorism that

"Paris is France'' seems to have lost noth-
ing from the clays when it was uttered.

In order to quickly free the smokcbox
of smoke, the blower is made as a quick

wheel base driving, 16 ft. 9 in., rigid 16

ft. 9 in., total 24 ft. ll;:i in.; wheel base

total, engine and tender, 53 ft. 3'i in.;

weight in working order, 159.500 lbs., on

ilrivers. .138.500 lbs.; estimated weight on

engine truck, 21,000 lbs.; estimated weight,

engine and tender, 264.500 lbs.: boiler, type

extension wagon top. O. D. first ring

'>4''s in.; boiler working pressure. 170.6

type, 260 initi. : piston travel. 155 mm.;
steam lap. 26 mm.; felting, lead. 6 mm.

Dimensions and details for 2-S-O en-

gines for the St.ite Department of France :

Track gauge. 1.440 nini.. t 4 ft, 8'j in.:

fuel, bituminous co.il : cylinder, type,

piston vl. ; di.'tnicier 23 in., slmkc 26 in.

Tractive power, simple. 35. UX): compound
— Factor of adbe-ion. simple, 3.97; com-
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pound—Wheel base, driving, 16 ft. 9 in.

;

rigid. 16 ft. 9 in.; total, 24 ft. W'A in.

Wliccl base, total, engine and tender, S3 ft.

3;4 in. Weight in working order, 160,000

;

on drivers, 139,200; on engine truck

21,000; weight engine and tender, 266.400.

Boiler, type, extension wagon top ; O. D.

first ring. 64-5^ in. ; working pressure,

170.6. Firebox, type, wide, Icngtli 96>^

I'lues, material, cold drawn seamless steel,

number 26, diameter 5}i in.; thickness

tubes. No. 12; flues. No. 9; tube. length,

15 ft. ; spacing, 11/16 in. Heating surface,

tubes and flues, 1,840 sq. ft.; firebox, 142

sq. ft; total, 1.982 s(i. ft.; superheater

surface. 456 sq. ft.; grate area, 34.2 sq. ft.

Wliecls—Driver, diainclcr outside tire,

1.440 mm. nr 5f>.7 in.: center diameter.

mm. or 10 in.; tender truck journals, 130

mm. by 240 mm. Boxes, driving, main,

cast steel; others, cast steel. Brake, driver,

American; brake, tender, Westinghouse

;

air signal. Fives and Lihie, two stage

reservoir, 1-28; j in. by 78 in. Engine

truck, swing center; exhaust pipe, single;

nozzles, v:iria1>lc; grate, style, rock-

ing; piston, rod, diameter, 95 mm.; piston

C0\S01.in.\Tli).\ i;ni,-| 1;Y •IIIK ,\MF.RTr.\N I.0C(TM0TIVE COMIWXY for the CIIEMIN ill MIDI.

in., width Sl'-j in.; tliickness of crown js

in.; tube, K' '"• ! sides, -J^ in.; back.

}-8 in. ; water space, front, 4 in. ; sides.

S'/j in.; back, 3'/j in.: depth (top

of grade to center of lowest tube),

27 5/16 in. Crown staying. 15/16 in..

Raihal. Tubes, material, hot rolled scam-

less steel, number 16f). diameter 2 in.

1.300 mm.; driver, material, main, cast

steel: otliers, cast steel; engine truck, di-

ameter. 8.50 mm. ; kind, C. S. S. T. ; tender

truck, tliameter. 960 mm.; kind, C. S. S. T.

.\xles, driver, journals, main. 228 mm., or

9 in., by 250 mm. or 10 in.; other. 210

mm. or 8 in. b\' i.^0 mm. or 10 in.; engine

packing, snap rings; smoke stack, diame-

ter. 14 in.; top above rail, 13 ft. 10'/' in.;

tender frame, cbaiuiel. Tank—Style, water

leg : capacity 4.7.^6 gallons ; capacity fuel.

5 metric tons. X'alves, type, piston;

travel, 155 nun.; steam lap, 26 mm.: ex

lap clearance. nmi. ; setting, lead, d mm.

truck journals, 145 mm. or 5'< in. by 260 1 nun. =0.03937 inch.

Locomotive Spark Arresters and Petticoat Pipes
Fires caused by sparks from a locomo-

tive are of much rarer occurence than

formerly. The devices now in use have

reduced the danger to a low point. Prof.

Goss made extended experiments some

years ago and among other interesting

things discovered that on high winds

sparks small enough will fly more than

a hundred yards from the track and si ill

retain some heat which might kinille sonie

very inflammable substances. The beavi

est sparks do not pass over thirty yards

from the track, and this may safely be

called the danger line, beyond which it i^

doubtful if any disaster directly traceable

to sparks ever occurred.

It is conceded to be a physical impos-

sibility to entirely avoid the danger, inas-

much as the production of sparks is one

of the inevitable circumstances arising

from the burning of any kind of wood or

coal under any condition. With a forced

<!raft such as is caused by the intermittent

lilasts from locomotive exhaust pi|)(-. the

spark producing causes are very great,

and it will be noted tliat the greater the

power that is used in propelling the loco-

motive, the greater the production of

M.arks.

Powdered coal and oil fuel on the con-

trary may be said to he free from sparks,

and it wotild be interesting indeed to com-

p.UC til
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larger space for the same purpose. It is

an important feature in the construction

of smoke-box screens that the amount ol

opening in the netting should be larger

than the area of the smokestack. A cer-

tain percentage of excess of area should

be allowed, as some clogging of the open-

ings either in netting or perforated metal

is inevitable. The openings in netting or

plates being generally more than half of

the entire surface of the material, a

comparison between the smokestack area

and the area of the netting can readily \i<:

made.

In the case of fitting the netting or ikt-

furated metal around the steampipcs it is

of importance that the titling should be

exact and securely attached, as the heat

to which the material is subjetced, with

intermittent cooling, has tlie effect of

warping and bulging the material in a

very short time, with the result that open-

ings and fractures not infrequently occur.

The best materials of which the spark ar-

resters may be constructed soon lose their

consistency and rapidly crystallize and de-

cay. Patchwork, unless carefully made,

creates new rents, and there is perhaps no

part of the locomotive more liable to frac-

ture or disturbance than the spark ar

roster.

It is to the credit of the railroads gen-

erally that the smoke-boxes of the loco-

motives are kept in good condition.

Probably the device in its present form

is as near perfection as can be expected,

but this does not prevent our inventors

from experimenting with new appliances.

\\ c had recently the opportunity of ex-

amining contrivances that looked like

windmills in the smokestack, one of them

devised to whirl the sparks through an

e tended pipe back to the firebo.x again.

Another, with an enlarged smokestack,

whirled the sparks into a large recess sim-

ilar to the balloon stacks of the wood-

burning days. The failure in both ex-

periments was complete. The back pres-

sure on the exhaust affecting the com-
bustion to such an extent that it was
found impossible to maintain the requisite

steam pressure. The present appliance, it

properly maintained, has a degree of elTi

ciency that it would be difficult to sur-

pass.

Reference might be made to what is

known as the petticoat pipe, which in

some form has for many years been a

feature in American locomotive appli-

ances, and is more or less of a necessity

in view of the limited dimensions of the

smoke stack on the modern locomotive.

It serves in a great measure the same
purpose as the tubes of an injector do in

inducing the flow of water. The drauglit

of air passing through the flues is led into

the bell mouth of the petticoat pipe by the

action of the exhaust, and it is essential

that in the event of the petticoat pipe be-

ing separate from the smokestack, its size

at the upper end should be proportionate

to the size of the smokestack, and it should

be set exactly central with the e.xhaust

nozzle and smokestack. The effect of the

petticoat pipe in regulating the draught

in the smoke box is coincident with the

deflector sheet, and both are intended to

.SMOKEBOX WITH DR.\FT REGIT-.XTING
DAMl'KK IWlnl-V Ol'KX.

create a uniformity of draught through

tlie flues, so that the heat should be equal-

ly distributed over the entire area occu-

pied by the flues.

Exact rules cannot be laid down for the

location of the petticoat pipe. The dis-

tance from the top of the exhaust pipe to

When the draught is strongest the flues

are cleanest, and if flues are partially

choked with soot or ashes it is conclusive

proof that tlie draught has not been suf-

ficiently strong in that locality to keep

them clean.

Generally speaking, if the petticoat pipe

is set too high, the draught will be strong-

est in the lower flues, and if the pipe is

set too low the upper flues will receive

the strongest amount of draught. In view

of these facts very little experimenting

should be necessary to obtain the best

working height at which the petticoat pipe

should be kept.

In the case of badly proportioned or

badly set petticoat pipes the effect on the

fire is of the most pernicious kind. In

cases where the fire is burned rapidly in

some |)arts of the firebox it is safe to as-

sume that the cause of the trouble is in

the petticoat pipe, and a slight change of

position of the pipe will show some varia-

tion in the appearance in the degree of

evenness with which the coal is being

burned in the firebox, and the indications

will readily lead to such changes as may
effect a complete remedy.

The petticoat pipe has long been in

service on .American locomotives, but its

use in European locomotives is compara-
tively recent. The tendency in American
locomotive construction is to form the

petticoat as an extension of the smoke-

stack, a portion of which is so constructed

as to lead downwards near the center of

the smoke box, and it is safe to assume

that this method will eventually become
standard.

i;i-:.\EK.\l. .\KU.\N(,l-.Ml;.\J Ol- TIIK M.XSIKR MKi 1I.\NU:S- .\.sSnU\lInN
.sKr.Kci E..\\iN(; .SM()Ki:i;iix

the lower edge of the petticoat pipe is

usually made about equal to the diameter

of the smokestack. A slight change of

the height of the pipe in regard to its lo-

cation has often a considerable effect on
the draught and consequently in the

steaming qualities of the engine. The
uniform appearance of the flues is the

best test of the uniformity of draught.

Meanwhile, as already stated, too much
importance cainiot be placed on the neces-

sity of adjusting the petticoat pipe in ex-

act alignment with the exhaust nozzle and

smokestack. The height may be deter-

mined by experiment, its action by the ap-

pearance of the fire and condition of the

flues, and it slumld be examined every day

together with the netting.
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Pneumatic Firedoors On Locomotives
Details of Construction—Economy In Operation

In these days when economy is tlie aim

and safely ihe password, it is surely right

and proper that a word sliould be said in

favor of those special devices tliat com-

bine the desirable qualities referred to,

more especially if the cost of their appli-

cation is paid for by the uniiuestion.ililc

saving accomplished in a very short lime.

Among these the use of the pneumatic

liredoors has already become particularly

prominent, and bids fair to become uni-

versally applied to the modern steam loco-

motive. On the heavier types of locomo-

tives, not equipped with mechanical

stokers, it has become a real necessity.

Several very successful devices have

already been perfected, and among these

the Franklin Automatic Fire Door has

already grown in marked popular favor,

and a brief description of tlie det.tils of

this device will be of interest lo all who
may not be familiar with its conslructiun.

It consists of a door frame, door plales,

operating cylinder and pedal which con-

trols the movement of the door. Taking

what is known as the "Biitterliy'' door as

iieing among the most common in use, llie

door i)lales are mounted on hardened

pivots and work together through heavy

gear teeth. One door plate is connected to

the enclosed operating piston by a steel

connecting link. The door is oi)cned by

a movement of the piston, the power hein.t;

compressed air admitted to tlie cylinder on

which the piston is enclosed. When the

piston reaches the maximum tra\cl tlie

l;|-rTi:i(FI.Y I-lliF. I.Miik

door is fully open. Baffle pb.ic-, an- i!

to the door plates, and protrt the i

plates from the intense heat .i llie

liox. They also serve to heat the air

jiasses through the openings in lli<- «

idates. This not only aids conibu^li'iH,

lielps to maintain a more uniform tin

temperature. It will be observed in

first illustration there is a hand levt v.

purpose of which is for oticratiny

loors in the roundhouse when tlurt i

air pressure on the engine. Wlnii

door is operated by air pressure this I

dots not move. In general service, as we

liavc already stated, the door is operated

by air pressure, the air being admitted

through a strainer valve and an adjustable

\alve into the operating valve. When the

foot of the operator is placed upon the

tread, a valve is opeiuul at tlie lower part

of tile door, being raised from its seat.

l)l-.T.\ir..S OF FR.WKI.IN PNF.UM.VriCAI.-
J.V (iriCR.\Ti:j) FtRE IKlOR.

allowing the air pressure to pass through

a pipe which connects the valve lo the

cylinder head. The enclosed piston is car-

ried forward by the action of this air

pr'-ssiire, and transmits its movement to

tlie doors tlirouyli a link wliich is at-

tached to the left hand door plate. The

plates avi.' connected bv iiitirnH-sliiii;^ .i>ear

teeth.

,\s the piston moves forward the door

plates arc rotated around the fulcrum

|inis until they have uncovered the open-

iiiL? ill the door frame. In this position

tile link is centered, and it is impossible

lor the piston to travel any further.

Should the momentum of the door jilates

!i( MU li as to carry the doors beyond the

iiill o|)cning p(.sition the piston would lie

imlled hack against the air pressure in

the cylinder. This would ait as a cushion

and bring the dcmrs to a st.i|i without

any jar or noise.

When the foot of the operator is re-

moved from tread the valve closes, cutting

"(T air ]in-ssiire to the cylinder, at the

same time iiermitting the air in the

cylinder to exhaust to the atmosphere
through an exhaust imt in the valve body.

Ihe weight of the doors causes them to

1 lose, at the same time returning the

piston to the left end nf the cylinder.

In closing the door is cushioneil, as the

do^rs close rapidly there is sufficient

pressure remaining in the cylinder, the

exhaust hcing restricted, to slow up the

movement of tlie doors and allow the

jdates to come together without slamming.
A latch Iiaving two notches to engage

the hand lever is also provided. The first

notch, which is known as tlie smoke notch,

holds the door open about eight inches at

the bottom to allow the admission of air

to the tire-bo.x, while the locomotive is

standing at stations. The bottom notch

is located so as to hold the doors in the

full open positi(ni. The supply of air for

operating the door should be taken from

the main reservoir pressure. All doors are

furnished complete with frame ready for

application to the boiler, and may be

readily attached during boiler washout

periods, the job being usually done by two
men in aliout three hours.

In o])cration, the door should be

opened and closed after each scoop of

coal by means of the jiedal, and from

carefully collected data there is an aver-

age of 585 distinct movements on the part

of the fireman for each ton of coal con-

sumed on locomotives not equipped with

pneumatic fire doors. This number of

movements is reduced to an average of

234 by the use of the door described. On
some long freight runs, wdiere twenty tons

of coal may be consumed, the relief lo the

I'lrcman is very great. The lessening of

I-VTICRIOR (IF r OrOMOTIVE CAB SHOW-
i\i.

1 N.WKi i\ \ I uricAr. FiRK nooR.

the labor of the lireman is not the only
gain. The ready opening and closing of

the docjr after each scoop excludes as

much air as possible from the firebox,

thus preventing the expansion and con-
traction of the tube-, keeping up the tem-
perature of the firebox and insuring the

air being drawn through the grates so as

to furnish necessary air for combustion.
Extensive tests have also shown that

in the amount of coal used on engines
cquijipcd and not equipped with the

pneumatic fire doors the difference is con-
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siderable, the lowest showing a gain of

over 6 per cent, and in several tests as

high as 12 per cent, the average being

based on the number of miles run per ton

of coal with the same class of locomo-

tives, and showing 19.62 miles per ton

with the Franklin fire door, and 17.45

miles per ton with hand-operated door,

the nearest approach with the latter

method being 18.29 miles per ton, as com-

pared with 19.44 milfs per ton wlieii

equipped with the pneumatic door.

The care of the door involves Hltle

labor. An oil cup is provided on tlie top

of the cylinder, and the fulcrum pins are

oiled through oil holes on tlie front of

the cylinder. All other parts of the door

should be operated without oil, the use of

oil on the door plates being a detriment

to their operation.

In conclusion, it may be noted that

while we have confined our description

to what is known as the "Butterlly"

door, the device is used in a variety of

forms, some with the doors opening ver-

tically, one portion moving upward and

the other downward. This type is

especially serviceable in the case of boilers

equipped with double doors, and where

the limited space between the doors would

preclude the movement of the doors used

in the "Butterfly" type.

Apprentices on the Santa Fe.

Not long ago at a meeting of tlie

Western Railway Club Mr. W. K
Thomas, supervisor of apprentices on the

Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe outlined

the system of training young men for

mechanical work, on that system. He
referred to the equipment, to the shop

instructors and to the method of select-

ing apprentices; a system in which let-

ters of recommendation were not required

nor were they deemed of much value.

Continuing he said, in part

:

We have in our shops, a body known
as the apprentice board. This board is

composed of the general foreman, depart-

ment and gang foremen, the shop instruc-

tors and the school instructor. Each ap-

prentice either in person or in name, is

brought before this board every six

months during his apprenticeship nf four

years. All matters relating to the l.dent

or fitness of the boy arc looked into

and handled in a recommendatory manner
and the result is sent to the ranking

mechanical officer of that shop for liis

action, and finally to the supervisor of

apprentices. This plan makes an olliccr

take an active interest in the boy. He is

called upon to pass judgment upnn tlie

boy. and he soon feels and knows he must
find out about the boy. It has also cre-

ated an interest in the other shop em-
ployes, and desire upon the part of each

foreman to treat all men with that inter-

est and feeling which begets loyalty and

service.

We furnish to each master mechanic

one, to the superintendents of shops two

or three, graduates of engineering or

technical colleges. These are known as

special apprentices. They are selected

solely upon a personal interview. We
place no credence or faith in letters of

reference. Experience with these college

men has been of doubtful success. So

few remain long enough to prove their

worth. There is no doubt of their ability

—but serious doubt of their adaptability

or application. They are apparently un-

willing to start at or near the bottom

and work up. They must, however, in

railroad work, acquire the practical

knowledge. One cannot afTord to put

a man in authority who does not know
his business.

The Santa Fe selects about a dozen of

the best and brightest of the graduates

of its apprentice system and sends them

to the best contract shops in the country,

to acquire new ideas in handling men and

material. Some previously sent, went to

the Baldwin works. The Baldwin people

gave these young men an opportunity such

as has never been enjoyed by any before.

The Santa Fe Railway's apprentice sys-

tem has been in vogue nine years. From
345 boys in 1907, the number has grown

to 1,023 today. Starting out with ma-

chinist apprentices only, it has expanded

till now we are giving instruction to boys

in eleven trades. Over 120 boys have been

promoted to some position of respon-

sibility on the road. The Topeka Shops,

tlie largest shops on the system, have

not employed a skilled mechanic from the

outside for over two and a half years. It

is some comfort to the master mechanic

or superintendent of shops, to know when
going about his duties that he has not to

keep on his mind the worry whether he

will have enough men for his shops. In

habits and character these young me-

chanics are made out of good stuflf. Their

homes are there, their friends and com-

panions are there. They are more than

first class shop men ; they are good

citizens.

Reducing Fire Losses on the P. R. R.

Promptness on the part of employes of

the Pennsylvania Railroad in extinguish-

ing fires, before the arrival of the public

fire companies in the year 1917, saved

$10,445,196 worth of the company's prop-

erty from destruction. Altogether 334

fires were put out by emi)loyes. These

occurred on property very highly valued,

but the total loss was only about $12.

The total fire loss of the Pennsylvania

Railroad in 1917, including those cases

in which public fire companies responded,

was $306,465.

Last year's fire record of the P. R. R.

clearly illustrates the value of training

employes in fire fighting methods, and of

organizing fire brigades, and of providing

extinguishing apparatus at various points.

The regularly organized fire brigades ex-

tinguished altogether 66 fires. The entire

loss sustained was $3,867, or less than

$59 per fire. Chemical extinguishers

checked 30 blazes. Fire pails were used

53 times to extinquish fires. Locomotive
fire apparatus was used in 19 fires in

which the combined loss was $1,176, the

property threatened being valued at $332,-

42Q. Water casks and fire pails extin-

guished 23 fires with a total loss of $800.

hire hose was used 18 times. The high

pressure fire lines put out eight fires at

a loss of $108. Chemical engines proved
their value in four fires by keeping down
the total loss to $630. Sand pails, ex-

tinguishers and tug boats were utilized in

putting out other fires. The employes of

the railroad, without apparatus, extin-

guished 107 fires.

Fifty-one fires occurring on the prop-

erty of the Pennsylvania Railroad, last

year, were due to causes beyond the con-

trol of the employes. Adjacent property

burning caused 25 fires; adjacent rubbish

caused two; boys playing about were re-

sponsible for two ; incendiaries for three

;

lightning for three; tramps for three; a

tornado for one, and spontaneous igni-

tion for 13. The largest number of fires,

except those from adjacent buildings, are

due to this hitherto unexplained cause.

The majority of spontaneous combustion

fires result from the collection of inflam-

mable rubbish with a sufficient dampening

of oil or such-like substance, the rubbish

heap being somewhat protected and in a

position to retain what heat may be de-

deloped, until the igniting temperature

is reached, when flame bursts forth and

this may not be discovered until it has

gained headway.

Substitute for Sheet Steel

It is reported that in England a sub-

stitute for sheet steel for various pur-

poses has been found in the form of an

asbestos-cement composition. Ground as-

bestos mixed in the proportion of one

to six with Portland cement and worked

into a paste with waicr is the funda-

mental in this substitution. A machine

something like those used in the making

of paper forms this material info sheets,

which are trimmed to size and, if de-

sired, corrugated for roofing purposes.

After seasoning the material is ready

for use. It is durable, resistant to

climatic conditions and also to any acids

in the atmosphere ; it is fireproof, and

also a non-conductor of heat.

Crossing the Bosphorus.

It is reported that work will be begun

next nnjiith on a bridge and tunnel across

the Bosphorus uniting Europe and Asia.

The narrowest point is about 1.800 feet.

The contract has been awarded to a Buda-

pest firm by the Turkish government.
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A Chance for Action.

One of the best opportunities tliat has

e\tr presented itself in the railroad

wc.rld is in sight and the Government

should take advantage of it in the pub-

lic interest. The function of a Govern-

ment is not always to restrain or nilt,

right and proper as these things are. It

may at limes, it seems to us, be that en-

hghtened leadership, is one of the strong

roles it can play with advantage. In the

matter of compulsory safely, the field is

open to it as it is to no other agency.

One docs not feel insulted, nor is there

any imphed reflection on a man's honor

when tlie cash register hands out a bill,

added up without flaw, or a full receipt

for only the exact amount paid. This

mechanical rectitude and machine-made

lionesty, is looked on as commendable

ratlior tlian tlic reverse. We have before

II. ,w spoken of tlie "Dead Man's Handle,"

where death or a sudden faint of the

niotorman, enforces the safety of thi

iiavilrr, by the stoppage of the train.

The "-\"o Voltage Control" in the ma-

cliine shop Cmore fully explained on

p:i!,;e ')i of this issue), makes for mech-

anical safety of the operative. In case

the current IjV which the machine is

'lri\en, fails or is cut olT for some reason,

from outside while the machine controller

is on, intelligent ihonght must be used

to do further work. The machine can-

not be started again when the current

goes on again, unless the operator re-

turn the machine controller to zero and

moves it up point by point as the ma-

chine is desired to gain power and speed.

Ill this way the inadvertant working

aliout or tinkering with, a stopped ma-

chine by the operator, perhaps tired of

waiting for current, is avoided. The

machine can only be re-started by the

nitentioual purposive action of the man

in charge. His forgetfulness of cause of

the stoppage cannot jeopardize his life

or limb. Safety is his, without the ask-

ing and perhaps his knowledge.

Keceiitly a proposal was made by an

assemblyman that all telephones should

be supplied with an automatic electrical-

ly-operated counter, so that a subscriber,

at the end of a given period, should be

guaranteed the statement of the number

of calls and the price of each, for the

given time, so that like the cash register,

lie need not be compelled to take the

word of an interested or careless or in-

accurate employee. The need for such

things is apparent when it is remembered

that army surgeons and experts, so it

is stated, after examination, found 2 per

cent of drafted men were mentally de-

fective or in some way incompetent.

;\11 these things; the cash register,

the (lead man's handle, the no-voltage

control, the telephone recorder, and the

mental test of soldiers, have for their

object the elimination of the "human

element," and the plain, straightforward

reason for this is that the human ele-

ment has been demonstrated to be un-

reliable, and it has conclusively proved to

be so. in the variety of ways, as exempli-

lied in the few devices and methods we

ha\e mentioned. Our readers can sup-

lily other examples and we would be

i;lad to have them do so.

Now, if this fallibility of the "human

eiiuation" exists, and as this danger

owing to mental makeup of various men

is there, beyond (|uestion, is it not time

that the stop signal be also included as

one of the most necessary and effective

safety appliances?

Human fallibility on a railway is no

dilTcrcnt from what it is in other in-

stances, but its consequences may be the

most serious in the world. On page 37

of our February, 1918, issue, we gave

some explanation of an exceedingly in-

expensive and cflfective stop signal, where

the breaking of a glass globe, no more

costly than an electric bulb, struck by a

li.ir of iron, held in the stop position and

co-acting with the semaphore blade, does

the buH'^ess. On page 40 of the same

issue, we called attention to a new and

effective method of telephoning a moving

train, the system is being tested by the

("anadian Government. It is a magnilicent

safety scheme.

\\ c have shown the existence of mental

failure; we have shown how, in other

walks of life, the serious endeavor is to

remove the menace of forgetfulness, dis-

traction, thoughts wandering from the

business in hand, and other forms of

mental failure ; we have given two tested

methods of eliminating the "human ele-

ment" on railroads—the stop signal, and

the speech with a moving train—and we

believe that as the rialroads have, so far,

not fully acted on the cogent evidence

at their command, it is time for the Gov-

ernment to take some effective steps to

get results, and not permit a vitally im-

portant subject to be smothered in re-

ports, monographs or minutes. The Brit-

ish Board of Trade have done it properly,

why not the United States as well?

Service.

It may very reasonably be asked, what

does a railway supply man mean when

he speaks about "Service" ? Briefly, it

means looking after the performance of

the tilings he has sold, it is said that

recently a railroad man called a jirom-

inent supply firm on the long distance

telephone asking for a repair part for a

lire door that had been accidentally

broken. The supply firm sent a repre-

sentative to a neigliboring railroad, and

borrowed the part wanted, and then for-

warded it on a fast train by one of its

own employes. Only for this quick action,

an engine on the railway asking for help

would have been out of service for

several days. As a matter of fact, it lost

not a minute. This is real service.

In a poem by Rudyard Kipling called

"Kitchener's School," written after the

British had prevented the Sudanese, in

1898, from constantly menacing Egypt, tlie

poem supposed to be by a Mohamedan,
speaking of the English, says:

"Till these make come and go great

boats or engines upon the rail But

always the English watch near by to prop

them when they fail." Now, this watching

near by and this ability to prop, exem-

plify what we call service.

Another feature which stands out very

prominently in dealing with a reputable

supply house is that tliey do not want

any one to buy an appliance in the dark.

They are as eager for the searching road

test as the railway man. They feel that

the sale of goods does not end the transac-

tion, but that the good-will and the satis-

faction of a customer is not only very

well worth while, but it is an essential.

In old days, the "gentleman'' looked

down upon trade, and upon those who
made their living by trade. We are in-

clined to regard this attitude as unworthy

and snobbish. The gentleman never ad-

mitted the social c<iuality of the man who
"soiled his hands" with trade. This may
be untrue, and it may have liecn unworthy,

but it had its origin in the practice of

the tradesman of that day. His idea was
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to sell goods, if need be, by misrepre-

sentation, trickery, dishonesty and extor-

tion. He resorted to any kind of scheme

simply to sell his wares, and the subse-

quent discovery of fraud by his customer

was nothing to him. He offered no satis-

faction and gave no redress. In time the

practices of the "trade" were regarded as

due to the objectionable character of the

men in trade. In the days when the Kcn-

tleman placed chivalry and scrupulous

honesty in the category of the highest

virtues of squire and knight, the feehngs

toward trade were then almost com-

pletely justified.

Today the idea of service, which takes

close cognizance of good will, honesty.

and the making good of statements about

devices, and looks for the pleased return

of customers, has revolutionized the old-

fashioned conception of the man wlio

sells. It was from the double-dealing of

the . seller, that the expression, "Let the

purchaser beware," crept into the Latin-

ized legal formula of a maxim. Service.

as we know it, has swept all this away.

A railway device is put upon the

market, sometimes it is advertised, hut

what is bound up with the article, and

what is sold with it, is service. Tha* is

not always so stated, but it is implied, it

"goes without saying." Those who arc ac-

customed to dealing with our supply firms

have no doubt noticed the ready and eager

acceptance of an offer of test an appliance

made by or sold to a railway company,

and no question can be asked that the

supply firm will not answer or make ar-

rangements to find the answer to no

matter what trouble and expense may he

involved. The old days of buy "on siglit.

unseen," where investigation was lin--

cluded and where probable perform.mco

was unknown, are now rapidly giving

way to the safe and sane method, where

applied science leads the way onward in

the light, and where the old-time groping

and stumbling in the dark for the sake of

some one's unworthy gain, have given way
to straightforward statement of efficient

performance backed by careful trial, and
where honesty, fair-dealing and generous
treatment have placed the hallmark of

sterling goods on the products and spe-

cialties offered for sale in the railway

world today.

The General Service Car.
The activities of the railways' war

board have moved in the right dircition.

One of their accomplishments has been

"to arrange for the movement of coal for

naval use from mines in West Virginia to

the Pacific Coast in box cars instead of

in open cars, in order to prevent the nn-

economical empty haul of open cars from
the Pacific Coast point to the Fast."

They have with keenness of perception

seen the advantage of making the best

possible use of what cars we already

have.

Our problem is very largely one of

utilization of the individual car. A slightly

different construction of these box cars

which are to be shipped west with coal,

would help to relieve the situation. What
we have in mind is that when these cars

reach the Pacific Coast, loaded with coal,

they must be unloaded by hand at a time

when we need cars in active service, and

also at a time when we need men for the

war.

From a utility standpoint it seems not

only fitting but imperative that we should

speak again of the possibilities of the

general service car. Many of these cars

are already in use by the railroads and are

carrying freight in both directions, for

which they are well fitted.

Referring again to the war board's

action, it ilhistrates the fact that while a

coal mining region is not very often a

manufacturing center, yet from the coal

nn'ncs the coal must go to the manufactur-

ing centers, and from the manufacturing

centers the articles which they have man-
ufactured must travel. This is also true

of products from the farm. As in the

case referred to, the car must in many
instances (in bringing the coal from the

mines), travel a long distance and over

the same road on its return, and if it is

not adapted for its return lading, it means

an empty haul. This in turn means loco-

motive power wasted, time and money lost

on train crews and operation, the car out

of service, with the loss of earning

power. While these things are all im-

portant, the most important thing is the

fact that cars are needed and needed

badly. From the construction of the

general service car it can come into a

situation of this kind, and make possible

the use of the coal car on its way from

the mine with coal, and on its return trip

it can be utilized to bring back that which

could be used in or near the mining sec-

tion. It is at once apparent that without

attempting to interfere with or change the

movement of freight, we may by the use

of the general service car, adapt our

railroad vehicles so that fhcy can be used

coming and .going.

If we are to build more cars, they

should be so constructed that they can

carry any kind of freight, or dump any

kind of load ; so that they may be kept

constantly in service. By the application

of the general service car idea, to the

gondola, such a car can be used for

lumber, steel billets, rails, etc. At the

same time such a car is suitable for coal,

because it can be dumped. With the box

or stock car. to which the general service

car idea is applied, a railway not only

has a box or stock car suitable for stock

or classes of freight that need ordinary

protection, but it also has a car suitable

for coal or material that may be dumped.

What is accomplished in the general

service car is the continued usefulness of

any car for the work which it has always

performed, and in addition a railway has

practically acquired a car suitable not only

of carrying any material capable of being

dumped, but so constructed that such

material can be quickly dumped. It is

no idle theory to say that the general

service car can do the work of two. The
work performed by cars of the general

service type can be done with economy.

Fuel Saving.

The coal situation in war time was the

subject of a paper read before the Cana-

dian Railway Club, Montreal, last Jan-

uary, l>y Mr. T. Britt, general fuel agent

of the Canadian Pacific Railway. In al-

luding to the coal shortage, Mr. Britt said

that the United States Government has

been very considerate toward Canada, and

will continue to be so, the intention being

to treat Canada on an equality with any

State in the Union, but. wliile doing this,

they expect and insist that we do the same

as they are doing, viz., inaugurate a cam-

paign for the intensive conservation of

fuel.

Canadian railways have already reduced

their annual passenger train mileage by

10,000,000 miles, and have further de-

creased the fuel consumption by lengthen-

ing out the times of other trains and by

eliminating fast freights and instead run-

ning trains with full tonnage, and by

equipping locomotives with superheaters

and the best known modern means of les-

sening fuel consumption. The Canadian

Pacific Railway has been helping the cause

by breaking up and using old ties for fuel

—this even at considerable expense of la-

bor, train service, etc., gathering and

handling.

Referring to the waste of fuel, Mr.

Britt claimed that there is a lot of fuel

wasted by automatic stokers not receiving

intelligent attention from the fireman. The

stoker itself when in proper working or-

der will do all that is required of it, but

there arc, however, occasions when it will

not do what it is supposed to, and it is

then that a properly instructed fireman

will give necessary assistance with a con-

sequent saving in fuel.

The majority of our passenger trains,

particularly the sleeping cars, are over-

heated—it being left largely to the discre-

tion of the colored porter as to what is

considered a comfortable temperature.

The result is that the temperature is kept

up to a point that means comfort for the

porter and discomfort for the passengers.

As a matter of fact, the one practical

and needftd thing today is to save coal in

order that our transportation lines and

munition plants may have sufficient to

earn.- on. It may be patriotic and a cer-

tain amount of pleasure may be derived

from singing "Keep the Home Fires

Buniin?," but the saving of one ton of

coal is of more practical benefit toward

assisting the boys in the trenches than the

singing of 100 songs.
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Air Brake Department
The Brake Leverage System: and the Clasp Brake—An Air Brake Lift Gauge-

Questions and Answers

March, 1918

CEXERAI. RATIOS—LOSSES IN TRACTIVE POWER

DUE TO DRAGGING SHOES—CLASP BRAKE

FIRST USED IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IN

EUROPE—EFFICIENCY GAINED WHEN
USED IN THE UNITED STATES.

Discoursing on Recent Developments

in Brake Engineering Principles and

Practice, Mr. W. S. Dudley said in ef-

fect, to the New York Railroad Club at

a recent meeting that until the Lake

.Shore tests of 1909, the generally ac-

cepted maximum multiplication (total

leverage ratio) was 9 to 1. When the

car weight exceeded the al)ility of ne
size brake cylinder to provide the desired

braking ratio with 9 to 1 total leverage

ratio, tlie ne.\t larger size brake cylinder

was used, which permitted a correspond-

ingly lower total leverage ratio to be cm-

ployed. Experience has shown that, av-

erage conditions being considered, the

use of a higher total leverage ratio than

9 to 1 would so ma.gnify the etTects of

shoe wear, horizontal travel of shoe, and

lost motion and deflection in the brake

rigging, that the piston travel could not

be maintained at the desirable 8 ins. for

full service applications without destroy-

ing the shoe clearance necessary to avoid

the many evils of dragging brake shoes

and "stuck" brakes when the brakes were

supposed to be released.

One of the most interesting and in-

structive, if not the most important re-

sults of the Lake Shore tests was the

determination, from dynamometer car

records, of tlie loss in tractive effort due

to the brake shoes rubbing the wlicils.

With the brake rigging adju.sted to 6 ins.

instead of 7 ins. piston travel with a

standing emergency application, an ni-

crease of 35 per cent in tractive eflfurt was

found to be required to haul the train at

60 miles per liour, this lieing the average

observed over one mile of track. The rc-

prirt points out that on trains with heavy

. cars equipped with six wheel trucks and

a 9 to 1 and greater leverage ratio, this

l.'ss was going on, day after day on all

licavy, fast passenger trains and strongly

urges the advantages in hauling capacity

of locomotives and saving of fuel, to be

realized from a lower total leverage ratio

and consequently greater shoe clearance.

The design of the modern six wheel

truck is such that the single brake shoe

must 1)C hung low on the wheel. The

forces on the single brake shoes are con

sequently in s\ich directions as to devclo])

a considerable downward pull on the

brake beam hangers, irrespective of the

direction of motion of trucks, sufficient,

at least, to finally hold the shoe down to

its lowest position, whether reached by

the direct pull of the hangers or the mo-

mehtary compression of the equalizer

siirings, due to motion of the car body.

The forces thus developed especially on

six-wheel truck cars are sufficient to com-

press the equalizer springs practically

solid so that on releasing after the stop,

the upward movement of the pedestals,

with respect to the journal boxes, is from

'., to Vi ins. The effect of this is, of

course, to lower llie jiosition of the shoe

on the wheel during the stop, and the

horizontal movement of the shoes multi-

plied by the leverage, together with what-

ever lost motion exists, produces the ex-

cessive increase in running over standing

emergency piston travel which has been

observed in all tests made under these

conditions.

This is a source of direct loss in brake

cylinder pressure, both in amount ob-

tained for a given reduction and in time

lo obtain it. It is evident that if the

total leverage ratio could be reduced, the

evil effects of this action could be cor-

respondingly lessened. In general, the

amount of reduction possible depends on

the car and rigging arrangement For

l:ic type of six-wheel truck with one shoe

per wheel used in the Lake Shore tests,

it appeared that a total leverage ratio

exceeding 6 to 1 would involve material

losses in efficiency as a result of the ex-

cessive increase of running over standing

piston travel adjustment when slack ad-

justers were not uscil. or of running em-

ergency over running service piston travel

when automatic slack adjusters were used.

Realizing the importance of the shoe lo-

cation in this connection, the committee

presented a sliding scale recommendation

(if 6 to 1. 7 to 1 or 8 to 1 maximum

permissible total leverage ratio according

to whether the shoe centers were .5 ins.

or more, 2 ins. to .S ins., or 9 to 2 ins.

below the wheel centers.

This was a temporary move in the right

(l.recfion to produce immediate better-

ment. P.ut after a study of the reasons

for the losses experienced the crux of

the problem lay in the location of the

shoes and the disposition of the forces

applied to them. When existing evils in

these directions were eliminated, a total

leverage ratio ,.f 9 to 1. or even higher,

was shown to be feasible.

Xo part of the brake apparatus has

snfTered more from neglect in design, in-

st.illation and maintenance than the rig-

ging connecting the brake cylinder to the

brake shoes. When installing the brake

rigging on new cars, the possibility of

levers or rods fouling, in passing from

one extreme of all new shoes and wheels,

new rigging and slack adjuster "in" to

the other extreme of worn shoes and

wheels, worn rigging joints and slack ad-

juster "out," is often overlooked. But

while there is room for betterment in

the elimination of defective installation

features, it is now generally recognized

that will) the weights of modern passen-

ger equipment cars and the brake forces

they require, the single shoe type of

brake is unsatisfactory to the point of

being decidedly detrimental.

A recognition of the possil)le losses in

these directions appears to have influ-

enced the design and application of the

brake rigging in Great Britain and on the

continent, from the lirst, along the very

lines that seem to have been persistently

avoided in this country. There the use

of two brake slioes per wheel is the rule,

and during the last few years we have

witnessed in the United States a growing

interest in the advantages of the clasp

type of brake rigging.

Messrs. T. L. Burton and H. A. Wahl-

ert have sunnnarized the advaiUages of

the clasp brake somewhat as follows: It

has been demonstrated by train brake

tests that with an emergency brake ap-

plication, a much shorter stop can be

made with the clasp brake than with the

single shoe brake, other conditions being

the same. If properly <lesigned. manu-

factured and installed, there is no occa-

sion to discoiniect any part of the clasp

brake rigging between shopping of cars.

A thin brake shoe, or loss of a brake

shoe does not in all eases necessitate cut-

ting out a brake to save the brake beam.

If the clasp brake is properly designed,

manufactured and ai>plied to the car it

will be practically imiiossible to adjust the

rigging so as t^i impair its efficiency or

interfere in any w:i> with its proper op-

eration.

The axles ami truck frames in aildition

t(- performing their usual function, be-

come safety hangers for the major por-

tion of the brake rigging, thus reducing

the possibility of derailment caused by

brake rigging dropping on the track.

While the possibility of disconnected

brake parts dropping on the track is

greatly reduced, the dangi r is further re-

duced on accoimt of the clasp brake parts

being much lighter than those of the

single shoe type. Careful investigation of

the complaints of roughly handled pas-
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senger trains indicate that most of these

troubles are due largely to non-uniform

braking power and time in which it is

developed as a result of improper piston

travel. The clasp brake, by largely re-

ducing "false" piston travel, affords the

most favorable possible conditions for the

pneumatic brake apparatus to operate as

intended in its design. The use of two

shoes per wheel eliminates the journal

bearing and pedestal reactions necessary

to withstand the high pressures imposed

by the use of a shoe on but one side of

the wheel.

As twice the number of shoes are pro-

vided to do the work required of the

brake, the improved results mentioned

are accompanied by a substantial decrease

in cost of brake shoe material and by a

proper design and construction of the

brake rigging a low maintenance cost can

be insured. Further and convincing evi-

dence that the single shoe type of brake

is being considered inadequate to the re-

quirements of modern heavy passenger

cars is found in the fact that a total of

over 1,500 passenger cars of various

roads have been equipped with clasp

brake rigging during the last three or

four years. Twelve of the large trunk

lines of the country have 50 or more

clasp brake cars in regular service on

iheir lines.

The requirements of the truck con-

struction, brake shoe location and capacity

to absorb heat, the per cent braking ratio

and intended air brake performance are

all factors in determining what weight

of car warrants the change from one to

two shoes per wheel. The conclusions

from the L. S. & M. S. tests were, that

for 12 wheel cars, 149,000 lbs. For 8

wheel cars, 100.000 lbs. These figures

were based on the assumption that 18,000

lbs. pressure per brake shoe should not

be exceeded and that the rigging efficiency

is 85 per cent.

The M. C. B. Committee on train brake

and signal equipment recommended in

1915 that the limit of one shoe per wlieel

be for four-wheel truck cars, 96,000 lbs.

For six-wheel truck cars, 136,000 lbs.

This was adopted as recommended prac-

tice of the association by a vote of three

to one in favor of the clasp brakes.

During the Pennsylvania-Westinghouse
Brake Tests of 1913, an ingenious ar-

rangement was devised to measure the

pressure delivered to the brake shoes by
means of the impressions made by a

hardened steel ball in a soft steel plate

of known hardness, inserted in the brake
rigging as near the brake shoe as pos-

sible. While the values observed were
vitiated by the disturbing effects of the

unavoidable vibrations, etc., the data se-

cured in the standing tests was much
more consistent than any before obtained.

There is still lacking, however, a means
for determining accurately the normal
brake shoe force acutally delivered to the

wheel. The data secured during the 1913

tests, though unsatisfactory in many re-

spects, indicated that in an emergency

application, 125 to 150 per cent braking

ratio, the particular rigging installation

tested, actually delivered to the wheel

approximately 85 per cent of the pressure

calculated from the observed brake cylin-

der pressure and total leverage ratio.

Air Valve Lift Gauge.

Apart from the constant addition that

is being made to the devices used in the

air brake, there has recently been added

some valuable appliances used in the re-

pair and testing of the parts, most of

which are not only labor-saving, but the

use of which insures a degree of accuracy

in the details that are essential to the ef-

ficient operation of the appliance. The
Westinghouse Air Brake Company has

recently begun the manufacture of a per-

fected Air Valve Lift Gauge, for use on

the 8^-inch and lO'j-inch cross com-

LIFT FOR 8i
CROSS COMPOUND^

9 jAND n'cOMPRESSORS

valve has a lift greater than standard by
an amount equal to the distance between
tlic gauge arm and the stop. If this lift is

greater than the maximum permissible, a

repair valve having a long stop is substi-

tuted for the old valve and the stop low-

ered until the standard lift is reached, as

indicated by the gauge.

To determine the lift of the lower air

valve, the gauge is first applied to the bot-

tom flange of the air cylinder, as illus-

trated in Fig. 1, and the sHding arm ad-
justed until its end rests against the stop

in the cylinder, in which position it is

locked by means of the thumb nut. With
the arm thus locked, the gauge is applied

to the air valve cage and air valve, as il-

lustrated in Fig. 3, and if the valve has
proper lift, the shoulder on the sliding

arm will just rest upon the upper side of

the collar of the air valve cage, as illus-

trated. If the gauge arm fails to touch
the stop on the valve when the shoulder
on the sliding bar rests on the collar face

on the cage, the valve has a lift greater

LIFT fOR 10 j

CROSS COMPOUND
COMPRESSOR ONLY

Fig. 2

J

Fig. 1 Fig 3

UET.Wr.S OF .AIR VALVE LIFT G.VUGE.

pound, and 9^-inch and 11-inch single

stage steam-driven air compressors.

The purpose of the air valve lift gauge

is to enable railway repairmen to readily

determine the lift of air valves of steam-

driven air compressors. In determining

the lift of the upper air valve, the gauge

is first applied to the top flange of the air

cylinder, as illustrated in Fig. 1, and the

sliding arm adjusted until its end rests

against the top of the stop on the air

valve, in which position it is locked by

means of the thumb nut With the arm
thus locked, the gauge is applied to the

valve cap, as illustrated in Fig. 2. If the

gauge arm fails to touch the stop on the

valve when the shoulder on the sliding

bar rests upon the face of the collar, the

than standard by an amount equal to tfie

distance between tlie stop and the gauge

Locomotive Air Brake Intpection.

{ Continued from page 5i, February, 1918.)

225. Q.—When should an air gauge be

removed, repaired and tested?

A.—Whenever it is out of register

more than 3 lbs.

226. Q.—What is wrong if all hands

show 135 lbs. with the brake valve han-

dle in release position?

A.—The pump governor is out of ad-

justment.

227. Q.—What should be done after the

pressure chaml)er is charged to 125 or 130

lbs.?
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A.—A brake-pipe reduction just suffi-

cient to apply the brakes should be made.

228. Q.—For what purpose?

A.—To see that the brake will operate

properly under all conditions.

229. Q.^How is this done?

A.—By making this application and re-

turning the brake valve to running po-

sition.

230. Q.—Where must the brake pipe

pressure remain during the test?

A.—Above 110 lbs.

231. Q.— If the locomotive brake is in

good condition, will the brake now re-

main applied with the brake valves in

running position?

A.—Yes.
232. Q.— Will they remain applied if

the brake pipe pressure is lower than 110

lbs?

A.—No.

233. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because the feed valve will open at

110 lbs. and increase the brake pipe pres-

sure and move the equalizing valve of

the distributing valve to release position.

234. Q.—What could be wrong if the

brake would not remain applied after

this movement and the brake pipe pres-

sure remaining was above IIS lbs.?

A.—There would likely be a leak in

the pressure chamber of the distributing

valve reservoir or the equalizing slide

valve or graduating valve of the distrib-

uting valve would be leaking badly

enough to permit a sufficient diflference in

pressure for the brake pipe pressure to

return the equalizing parts of the dis-

tributing valve to release position.

235. Q.—What kind of test would this

really be?

.*L.— .-\ test for a leaky equalizing slide

valve graduating valve.

236. Q.—Why would the trouble not

likely be due to a leak in the reservoir

or from the equalizing slide valve or

seat?

.\.—Because this leakage would have

been discovered while testing the reser-

voir with the torch, and the leaky equal-

izing slide valve would have been de-

tected by a leak from the exhaust port

of the automatic brake valve when the

brake valve handles were in running po-

sition.

237. Q.—Would not a wrongly con-

nected application cylinder and release

pipe also cause the brake to release un-

der this condition?

A.—Yes, but the release with the inde

pendent brake valve while the brake was

applied with the automatic valve indi-

cates that these pipes are coupled up

correctly.

23S. O.—Would not a leak in the ap-

plication cylinder pipes also cause this'

A.—Yes. but there was no leak in the

application cylinder pipe nr the brake

would have released during the brake

cylinder leakage test when the independ-

ent brake valve was on lap position.

239. Q.—Why is this test important?

A.—To be assured that the brake will

remain applied when the engine is the

second one in double heading.

240. Q.— Sliould this same test be made

on an engine having the retarded applica-

tion type of distributing value?'

A.—\'es.

241. Q.—Why?
.\.— It establishes a uniform practice,

and the brake valve movement must be

made for a comparison of the gauge

hands.

242. Q.—What is the dilierence between

the brake valve tests on such engines?

A.—The release pipe branch between

tlie brake valves is disconnected on the

engines having the retarded type of

brake.

243. Q.—When will the graduating

valve leakage be discovered on an engine

with the retarded type of brake?'

A.—At the first application of the au-

tomatic brake valve, if the leakage is of

sufticient volume to cause a movement of

the equalizing valve to release position.

244. Q.—Why?
A.—Because the release pipe is discon-

nected and a movement of the equaliz-

ing valve to release position will result in

a release of the brake.

245. Q.^Is there any other test for a

leaky graduating valve of the distributing

valve than the one outlined for testing

standard equipment?

A.—Not a very reliable one, hut if the

application portion of the distributing

valve is sufficiently sensitive, a leaky

tiraduating valve that will release a brake

can sometim'es be detected by a sharp ex-

haust from the distributing valve exhaust

port as the equalizing valve moves to re-

lease position.

246. Q.—What will cause the hard sharp

exhaust'

.\.—A slight reduction in application

cylinder pressure due to its expansion

into the release pipe when the equalizing

slide valve moves.

247. Q.—What should next be done

during the brake test, after the brake has

been found to remain applied with the

pressure chamber overcharged and both

brake valves in running position?

A.—The brake pipe reduction should

be continued until the brake pipe is at

110 lbs.

24S. Q._What next?
.•\.--.'\ straight 20-lb. reduction should

be made.

249. Q.— I'or what purpose?

A.—To time the rate of equalizing re-

servoir reduction.

250. Q.—Through what port does this

pressure reduce?

A.—Through the preliminary exhaust

poi^.

251. Q.—What is the size of this port?

.^.— 1/16 of an inch.

252. Q.—What time should be con-

sumed in reducing the pressure from 110

lbs. to 90 lbs?

A.

—

SJ4 to 6 seconds.

253. Q.^What is wrong if it takes

longer than this time?'

A.—The exhaust port is partly closed,

or there is some leakage from the main
reservoir or brake pipe into the equalizing

reservoir.

254. Q.—Where is this leakage usually

from?

A.—Through the middle body gasket

of the brake valve or past the equalizing

piston packing ring of the brake valve.

255. Q.—How can the equalizing piston

packing ring be tested?

A.—If the brake valve cut out cock is

in the reservoir pipe, the brake valve can

be placed on lap position and the angle

cock at the rear of the tender opened
and the drop in equalizing reservoir pres-

sure will indicate the amount of leakage

past the packing ring.

256. Q,—Can the same thing be done
if the cut out cock is in the brake pipe?

A.-Yes.

257. Q.—Can another test be made if

the stop cock is in the brake pipe?

A.—Yes, by closing the cock and mak-
ing a full service reduction, if the equal-

izing piston does not lift slightly and ex-

haust a ver>' small quantity of pressure

the air pressure under the equalizing pis-

ton ring nnist have passed the packing

ring due to it leaking.

258. Q.— I Tow can the stop cock in the

brake pipe be utilized to locate leakage

into the equalizing reservoir?

A.—When it is closed with the brake

valve handle on lap position, any leakage

into the equalizing reservoir will show
almost instantly on the black hand of the

large gauge and any leakage into the brake
pipe under the piston will lift it and cause

an escape of air from the brake pipe ex-

haust port.

259. Q.-What if the equalizing reser-

voir reduction from 110 to 90 lbs. takes

place in less than 5'< seconds'

A.—It indicates that the preliminary

exhaust port is too large or that there is

some additional leakage from the equal-

izing reservoir.

260. Q.—What is the effect of too large

a port?

A.— It tends to cause too rapid a reduc-

tion which contributes to undesired

quick-action.

261. Q.—What is the elTcct of leakage

from the equalizint: reservoir or pipe

connections?

A.—The same in regard to undesired

quick action, and it also tends to cause

the loss of brake pipe control when the

engine is coupled to a train of cars.

262. Q.—llow can this occur?

A.—When the brake valve is placed on

lap position, the equali/ing reservoir and

brake pipe pressures are separated, and

any leak from the equalizing reservoir

will allow the equalizing piston to lift
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and discharge a like amount from the

brake pipe.

263. Q.—Why docs a slight leak that

is scarcely noticeable cause this on the

train and does not result in the lifting of

the piston when the engine is alone?

A.—On account of the greater volume

of air under the equalizing piston when

coupled to a train.

264. Q.—How is a leak in the equaliz-

ing reservoir usually discovered?

A.—By the lifting of the piston and

the discharge of brake pipe pressure

when the brake valve handle is placed

on lap position.

265. Q.—What is wrong if there is a

leak at the brake pipe exhaust port when

the brake valve handle is in running po-

sition?

A.—Dirt on the seat of the equalizing

piston, or a defective seat.

{To be continued.)

Train Handling.

(Continued from page 54, February, 1918.)

239. Q.—What causes about 90 per cent,

of the slid flat wheels in freight service;

A.—Starting the train with some of

the brakes applied.

240. Q.—How do you estimate the time

required for diflferent brake operations on

long trains?

A.—In minutes instead of seconds.

241. Q.—When would it be advisable to

use a watch in checking up this time?

A.—W'hen occupying the main track,

close upon the time of a first-class train.

242. Q.—Why at this time?

A.—Because at such a time 30 seconds
seems about like 10 minutes.

243. Q.—Is schedule time, then, of sec-

ondary importance to careful operation in

freight train braking?

A.—Yes; more time may be lost in at-

tempting to hurry a movement than if

ample time was allowed for a release of

brakes.

244. Q.—How so?

A.—Jerking cars back and forth in tn,-

ing to start a train with brakes applied
on the rear cars does not gain in time.

245. Q—How are you likely to lost

time in this way?
A-—These same attempts to start .t

train usually result in an additional
amount of brake pipe leakage, and even
if the train can be started the rear brakes
retard the speed of the train to such an
extent that no time is gained in the total

movement.

246. Q.—Why do air brake men al

ways emphasize the importance of allow-
ing ample time for the release of brakes
before starting a train?

A.—Because more trains break-in-two,
and wrecks have been caused by disre-
garding those instructions, than from
any other single phase of incorrect train

handling on level track.

247. Q.—What should be done if run-

ning at a low speed and a signal to pro-

ceed was received?

A.—The train should be allowed to

come to a stop before an attempt was
made to release brakes.

248. Q.—Can this ever be varied?

.•\.— It can if the train is not too long

and if there are enough type K triple

valves on the rear end of the train to

prevent a run out of the slack at the

head end.

249. Q.—Spuppose that on a descend-

ing grade the brake valve has been in

release position for about 15 or 20 sec-

onds, where should it be brought for the

feed valve to control the pressure passing

to the brake pipe?

A.—To holding position.

250. Q.—Why?
\.—So that the engine brake will be

held applied with the K triple valves at

the head end of the train.

251. Q.—What about releasing when
the rear end of the train happens to be

rounding a sharp curve?

.\.—As a general thing it should be

avoided if possible.

252. Q.—Why?
.•\.—-As the effect of the curve sets up a

considerable amount of retardation in

addition to the brakes at the rear end.

253. Q.—How is the independent brake

valve to be handled in train braking?

.\.— If used, it is to be graduated on,

and when released to be graduated off.

254. Q.—How does grade braking dif-

fer from level track braking?

\.—Trains are usually very much
shorter, and the chief consideration is

to hold the train against the possibility

of a runaway.

255. Q.—What should be done before

descending a heavy grade?

A.—A standing test of brakes should

be made in accordance with the instruc-

tions covering brake operation on that

particular division.

256. Q.—In descending, when should

the first application be made?
A.—As soon as the train tips over the

summit of the hill.

257. Q.—About how much brake pipe

reduction?

.^.—.^bout 8 lbs. on the average train.

258. Q.—What should be observed at

this time?

A.—That the brakes are holding, and
that the length of the brake pipe exhaust

corresponds with the number of cars in

the train.

259. Q.—Why will the brake pipe ex-

haust be shorter with K triple valves than

if all are t>-pe H valves?

.^.—Because K triple valves absorb a

considerable amount of brake pipe pres-

sure by admitting it to the brake cylin-

ders, thus leaving less of the brake pipe

volume to pass through the brake valve

exhaust port.

260. Q.—How much difference is there

in the length of this exhaust with all II

valves in one case and all K valves in an-

other ?

A.—With K valves the exhaust from
the brake valve will only be about one-

half as long.

261. Q.—What if the first reduction

does not materially check the speed of

the train?

A.—Make a further reduction in the

brake pipe pressure.

262. Q.—What if the brakes are not

holding as they should?

A.—Make a full service brake applica-

tion and call for hand brakes.

263. Q.—What are retaining valves

used for?

A.—To retain a certain amount of the

brake cylinder pressure while the triple

valves are in release position and re-

charging the auxiliary reservoirs for a

subsequent brake application.

264. Q.—When are they used?

A.—Only in descending heavy grades.

265. Q.—How many of them are used

in a train?

A.—It is intended to use enough to pre-

vent any material increase in the speed of

the train while reservoirs are recharging.

266. Q.—What governs the number to

be used?

A.—The number of cars in the train

and the type of valve, and this is covered

by the instructions for brake operation on

the division on which the grade is lo-

cated.

267. Q.—What is to be done if the first

brake-pipe reduction reduces the speed of

the train to the desired amount?
.\.—The brakes are to be released and

reservoirs recharged.

268. Q.—How?
A. By moving the brake valve to re-

lease position and leaving it there until

ready to re-apply.

269. Q.—Why leave the handle in re-

lease position?

A.—To have a wide-open port for the

prompt recharge of the auxiliary reser-

voirs.

270. Q.—What will control the brake

pipe pressure?

A.—The excess pressure governor top.

271. Q.—How?
A.—The feed valve pipe will contain

pressure controlled by tlie feed valve, so

that the brake-pipe pressure can rise but

20 lbs. higher than normal with the han-

dle in release position, regardless of the

maximum main reservoir pressure car-

ried.

272. Q.—Why is 20 lbs. more brake-

pipe pressure desirable in descending

grades?

A.— It provides a greater factor of

safety.

273. Q.—In what way?

A.—It permits of a full service or 20-

Ib. brake application without lowering the

brake-pipe pres'^iire below that normally
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carried, so that in the event that a stop

is required immediately after an applica-

tion and release, normal braking effect

may be immediately obtained.

274. Q.—.^re there any special instruc-

tions as to the pressure to be obtained in

the brake pipe before starting the descent

of a heavy grade?

A.—Some roads specify that the brake

valve be placed in release position and

left there until the brake pipe and auxil-

iary reservoirs are charged to 90 or 100

lbs. before the descent is begtxn.

275. Q.—How is the brake-pipe pres-

sure maintained on descending grades?

A.—By making the brake applications

as light as consistent or necessary and

recharging as frequently as possible.

276. Q.—Will a 10-lb. brake-pipe reduc-

tion, from 90 to 70 lbs., result in more
brake-cylinder pressure than a reduction

from 70 lbs. to 50 lbs. ?

A.—No.
277. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because the same number of cubic

inches of free air leaves the auxiliary res-

ervoir in each case.

278. Q.—How can a Iiigher brake-cylin-

der pressure be derived from 90 lbs.

brake-pipe pressure than from 70 lbs.?

A.—By a brake-pipe reduction that

produces equalization between the brake

cylinder and the auxiliary reservoir.

279. Q.—How much brake-pipe reduc-

tion will be required from a 90-lb. brake-

pipe pressure?

A.—From 24 to 27 lbs.

280. Q.—From 70 lbs. brake pipe and

auxiliary reservoir pressure?

A.—From 20 to 23 lbs.

281. Q.—\\hy the margin of three

pounds?
.\ — It allows for difference in piston

travel.

2X2. Q.—Which will require the heav-

iest reduction to produce equalization?

A.—The cylinder with the longest piston

travel.

283. Q.—How is the independent br.ike

handled in grade braking?

A.— It is graduated off as soon as the

car brakes arc felt to be holding.

284. Q.—Why?
A.—To prevent overheating the driving

wheel tires.

285. Q.—When is it re-applied?

A.—Just before releasing and recharg-

ing the car brakes.

28/). Q.— Wb.'it is the engine brake tlicn

used for?

.'\.—To assist in holding the train while

the auxiliary reservoirs are bcinn re-

charged.

287. Q —Why are damaging shocks not

so likely to occur in grade braking?

.'\.—Because retaining valves and pos-

sibly set hand-brakes on the head cars of

the train prevent any rapid change in

ilacic

(To be conlinued.)

Car Brake Inspection.

(Continued from j^agt- 55, Jebruary, 1918.)

246. Q.—Sometimes there is a question

whether undesired quick action has really

occurred, how can you tell whether the

brakes are actually working in undesired

quick action?

A.—Usually by tlie sudden movement
of the brake pistons and the opening of

the high speed reducing valves.

247. Q.—Will not the reducing valves

open whetlier the brake works in quick

action or if a 25-lb. brake pipe reduction

is made ?

A.—Yes, but in one case the reducing

valve will be wide open, reducing brake

cylinder pressure about as fast as it can

flow through the service port of the triple

valve, and if the brake works in quick

action there will be a restricted blow at

the start which will increase in volume

as the brake cylinder pressure reduces.

248. Q.—What kind of an application

can be made to be sure if there is any

doubt about the action of the brake?

A.—The brake can be .applied with a

12- or 15-lb. brake pipe reduction, and

under this condition the reducing valve

will not open unless the brake has gone

into quick action.

249. Q.—How will it be positively de-

termined if there is a P. C. equipment

or a universal valve in the train?

A.—Either of these valves will exhaust

practically all of the brake pipe pressure

to the atmosphere when they work in

(|uick action.

2.^0. Q.—How will the L. N. brake

equipment act when the triple valve as-

sumes the quick action position?

A.—The safety valve of the distribut-

ing valve will be cut ofif from communi-

cation with the brake cylinder and the

safety valve will not pop.

251. Q.—If the undesired quick action

continues until after it cannot be found

in the five cars next to the engine, what

kind of a test should be made?
A.-—The angle cock at the rear of the

lender should be closed to ascertain

whether or not the trouble may be with

the engine equipment.

252. Q.—After a terminal test has been

made and it is necessary to close an

angle cock in the brake pipe for renew-

ing a hose gasket or for any purpose

whatever, what must be done before the

tr:iin leaves?

.A.— .\nothcr test of the brakes must be

m.ide.

2.^,1 0,--Wliy'

.\. It must be absolutely known
before leaving that all of the brake can

be operated that is, applied and released

from the locomotive and tliis is to be de-

termined only by a test.

2.^4. Q.—Why is this an absolute rule?

.\.—To have inspectors in a position to

be positive that no angle cocks were

closed or any repairs made to any part

of the brake equipment after the brakes

were tested and the engineer has been
notified that all brakes are in good con-
dition.

255. Q.—What controls the operation
of a brake on a car?

A.—The triple valve or a similar oper-
ating valve.

256. Q.—Why is it called a triple valve?

A.—Because it controls a flow of air

from the brake pipe to the auxiliary

reservoir for charging up, a flow of air

from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake
cylinder for applying the brake and from
the brake cylinder to the atmosphere for

releasing the brake.

257. Q.—From instruction pamphlets it

has been easy to learn the names of parts

and the operation of a brake, what is the

principle upon which an automatic brake
operates ?

A.—Upon the creation of a differential

in pressure between two stored volumes
of compressed air.

258. Q.—What usually separates these

pressures ?

A.—.\ piston with a packing ring in-

tended to be an air-tight fit.

259. Q.—How is the differential in pres-

sure required to operate a triple valve

obtained.

A.—By alternately increasing and de-

creasing the pressure carried in the brake-

pipe.

260. Q.—Does a reduction in brake-pipe

pressure apply the brake?

A.—Not necessarily.

261. Q.—Why not?

A.—The rate of reduction may not be

rapid enough or leakage from one volume

to another may prevent the attainment of

the necessary differential in pressure.

262. Q.—What applies a brake that is in

an operative condition?

A.— .A. difference in pressure between

the auxiliary reservoir and the brake pipe

great enough to overcome the frictional

resistance of the piston and slide valve to

movciucnt.

263. Q.—Does an increase in brake pipe

pressure result in a release of the brake?

A.—Not necessarily.

264. Q.—Why not?

A.—The differential in pressure neces-

sary to move the triple valve piston and

slide valve to release position may not

be obtained.

265. Q.—What would prevent it?

A.—.An increase that would be at too

slow a rate and leakage between the vol-

umes or past the triple valve piston and

packing ring or a reduction in pressure

so light that the proper difference in pres-

sure rcfjuired for a release could not be

obtained.

266. Q.-IIow is a brake in an opera-

tive condition released'

A.—By obtaining a sufficient difference

in pressure between the auxiliary reser-

voir and the brake pipe to overcome the

resistance of the parts to movement.
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267. Q.—How may this difference in

pressure be obtained?

A.—By increasing brakepipe pressure at

a sufficiently rapid rate or by reducing

pressure in the auxiliary reservoir.

268. Q.—How may brake pipe pressure

be reduced for an application of brake?

A.—By means of the locomotive brake

valve, a conductor's valve or by the open-

ing of an angle cock to discharge brake

pipe pressure to the atmosphere.

269. Q.—What two different rates of

brake pipe reduction are used in applying

brakes ?

A.—Service and emergency.

270. Q.—What is the service rate used

for?

A.—For making ordinary stops.

271. Q.—What is the emergency rate

used for?

A.—When the shortest possible stop is

desired, that is, in cases of emergency.

272. Q.—What is the proper length of

piston travel for the brake cylinder on

cars of single shoe brake gear?

A.—About 7 in. standing travel.

273. Q.—If it is 6y2 ins. standing on the

average car, about what will it be when

the car is running?

A.—Very nearly 8 ins.

274. Q.—What causes this difference in

travel?

A.—Lost motion in the trucks, journal

boxes and through the braking effect

tending to pull the trucks closer together

when the train or car is running.

275. Q.—What is this difference in

travel usually called?

A.—False, or fake piston travel.

276. Q.—How does piston travel affect

the pressure that will be obtained in the

brake cylinder from a fixed auxiliary re-

servoir volume?

A.—The longer the travel, the iess

pressure that will be developed from a

given drop in the pressure in the auxiliary

reservoir.

277. Q.—Why is this?

.\.—Because the longer the travel,

the greater the space in the cylinder con-

sequently the greater the volume of free

air that will be required to develop a cer-

tain cylinder pressure.

278. Q.—What is the effect of too long

a piston travel?

A.—Inefficient brake.

279. Q.—Of too short a piston travel?

A.—Insufficient brake shoe clearance.

and too high a brake cylinder pressure

consistent with the specified brake pipe

reduction.

280. Q.—What is the effect of too high

a brake cylinder pressure for a given

amount of brake pipe reduction or rather

that will not correspond with the amount
of brake pipe reduction?

-^.— It tends to cause rough handling,

and shocks to trains.

(To be continued.')

Heat Treatment ol Steel

At a recent meeting of the American

Drop Forge .Association, Mr. J. il. Hcr-

ron read a paper on the "Structural

Changes During Heat Testing." lie said,

among other things, that in considering

the subject of heat treatment of forgings

it is necessary that we understand the

Icrm "heat treatment"^where it begins

and what it means. On receiving any

kind of treatment which is corrective

through heat it should be called steel

which has received heat treatment. The
subject of heat treatment of materials is

very important. In considering the sub-

ject of heat treatment there are a number
of features which refer to the treatment

and the manner of this treatment. First

the fundamental heat treatment, which

is distinguished from the reheating. The
critical point is the point where some
structural change takes place, not only

wlicre alloying is concerned. It is the

boundary between one condition and an-

uthcr in the elements contained in the

metal, where a structural change, entirely

new, takes place. Where originally there

was a high carbon steel, its structure may
be changed so as to reduce it to a low

carbon steel, or the reverse, certain

ihangcs take place, and the points where

the changes occur are the critical points

on the heat curve. We are dealing now
only with the heat curves, which do not

in every instance affect every metal, yet in

most instances the structural condition of

the metal is always affected by heat.

Where changes occur they are called

points of re-fusion, because they show

some increase in heat, and from the out-

set the steel has passed through the

critical point. It is necessary to bring

the steel to this or that critical point in

Older to change its structure. It is the

critical point we desire to know of if

there is going to be any change.

As a matter of fact, in many cases steel

which will show marked properties of

hardness these must be observed to be

\nulerstood, because the critical point has

developed at a time when not expected or

anticipated. The critical point may be

reached quickly or slowly, and to guard

against a too severe structural change,

the utmost care must be exercised to sec

wlicn the change takes place. If we dis-

cover that the critical point is likely to be

rapidly reached, we do not bring it to the

critical point, but to some other place

along the line. In all instances, however,

no marked structural change occurs unless

the steel has been heated decidedly above

the critical point. So that, unless it is

specifically desired to bring the steel, after

the first heat, to a point above the critical

point, so as to effect a structural change.

it is not done.

Ordinary forge steel nf about 30 point

carbon, with steel is heated above the

critical point. One may not be able to use

that steel in a die because it has lost its

original properties and is no longer of

value because of its extreme softness.

One will find that steel as high as 40
point carbon which has undergone a struc-

tural change may be practically useless to

machine because that change may make
is too soft and practically worthless.

On the other hand, one may have per-

mitted it to cool too slowly in the cooling

operation. Steel of 30 point carbon can
be taken out of the furnace and piled on
the ground when hot and will serve every
purpose of the machine shop, but it may be
so soft as to be unusable if allowed to

cool very slowly. The hardness and the

structural value, in that respect, will be

largely determined by the rapidity with

which it is allowed to cool. In the regular

heat treatment, one can heat steel above
the critical point, and if the metal is not

permitted to cool too fast or too slowly,

as soon as it has passed through the

critical range, the condition is arrested.

In the heat operation, increase the heat

and the metal begins to lose its hardness,

and if it is not proportionate with the

temperature to which it is subjected—say

at 1,300 degs. if allowed to cool rapidly

afterward it will not lose the initial hard-

ness it would gain by quelching.

We have certain elements affecting the

critical points in steel. As stated before,

the carbon is more affected than anything.

So that, where we have 90 point carbon

steel the critical point is comparatively

low ; while with soft steel or steel with

less than 10 per cent carbon, the critical

point is rather high. One must first

select the temperature for the combustion

of the steel. The rest is judgment after

selecting the temperature. The critical

point varies. Carbon steels are deter-

mined by the temperature to which they

may be subjected.

Some of these steels will be subjected

to the critical point at a very low tem-

perature, others at a very high tempera-

ture, while in other cases the physical con-

dition of the metal remains the same after

having passed the critical point. We have

all these elements to take into considera-

tion, and which should be taken into con-

sideration in the heat treatment of

forgings. We have got to deal with

chromium in steel, which is very difficult

of fusion. Vanadium in steel, which pro-

duces a structural inertia in the steel and

requires that the steel in which it is

present shall be subjected to a very much

higher temperature to treat it satisfac-

torily, than other .steels, although the steel

with the chromium in it has practically

similar properties, so that they are about

the same. Wc iisually treat these steels

with from 100 to 200 degs. Fah. higher

temperature, and subject them to that
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temperature for a greater length of time

than tlie softer a^d less brittle steels,

which we treat at a lower temperature.

To make any structural change, therefore,

there arc two elements to be taken into

consideration, these are temperature and

time.

To come speciiically to the point of heat

treatment of drop forgings, we all know-

that tlie tendency is to heat steel for drop

forgings to a very high temperature, ll

Hows very much better in the dies. The

fact is, as the reports sometimes tell us,

they melt in the dies. However, that may

lie exaggerated, but we do heat to too

great a temperature. The steel is heated

l)ctween 2.000 and 2,500 degs. in most drop

forging operations.

If one wishes to correct physical con-

ditions already existing it becomes neces-

sary to heat the forgings to a proper tem-

perature and then draw them back to their

original structural properties. Then the

steel can be heated again and again.

In heat treatment of steel great care

should l)e exercised. If overheated disas-

trous efTccts may be produced. If high

in carbon the surface may crack. In some

steels expansion occurs below the critical

point, at other times above. It may be of

interest to many to learn about the ele-

ments and physical properties of steel.

Nickel is considered as a depressent. In

liigh carbon steel manganese adds to the

xtrengtli of the surface. High carbon

manganese is good for springs. Man-

ganese gives resiliency, Init nickel toughens

it or reduces the resiliency. Nickel tends

to increase the strength without decreas-

ing the toughness. That is, it increases

the elastic limit without altering the

strength. Chromium tends to harden the

steel without increasing its brittleness.

If hardness is desired, chromium pro-

duces it, if we do not wisli to increase

its lirittlencss. Vanadium is used where

steel is subjected to dynamic stresses.

Carbon increases hardness and makes

good steel statically. One cannot have

good static and good dynamic properties

at the same time. If one wants dynamic

properties in steel, vanadium i? desirable.

Piston Rod and Valve Rod Packing

Details of ('.(Hi.slnirtion and Maintenance

Any one familiar with the locomotive

knows that the loss of steam occasioned

by leaks in piston packing is considerable.

It is not owing to mechanical defects in

the packing, as almost all packing, either

on piston or valve rods, has the quality

of adjusting itself to the rod and main-

taining a steam-tight joint at all times.

The packing usually consists of a gland,

ball-joint, viiirating cu]). three soft metal

rings, known as one ring, follower, pre-

TRDI.W MF.T.M.LIC PISTON R<iD

P.NCKING.

venter, spring swab cup and oil cup. The

gland is for the purpose of holding tlic

packing in the stuOing box, and furnish-

ing a bearing or scat for the ball ring

whicli forms a universal joint between

the vibrating cup and the gland. Hence,

tlic- packing is, properly speaking, a float-

in;.; packing, and follows the rod whether

the rod he exactly central or not. The

ulirating cup holds the packing rings in

their proper position. The ring is of

soft metal, and is the only wearing part

of the packing, as no other part of the

device should come in contact with the

moving rod. The flange follower is used

to transmit the spring pressure to the

I)acking ring or rings, and to follow up

the packing as the inevitable wear takes

place.

It is not as generally known as it

siiould be that the chief purpose of the

spring is to keep packing rings and all

joints in proper position when steam is

shut off, and is not as is supposed by

many for the sole purpose of setting in

the packing as the wear takes place. The

steam iiresses the rings in to the piston.

At the same time the spring should be

strong enough to hold the packing firmly

together, as without the spring there

would be nothing to prevent the packing

from becoming disarranged when the

steam pressure is shut ofif. The prevent-

er is for the purpose of only allowing

the packing to move backward and for-

ward aliout 1-16 of an inch, thereby in-

suring its perfect flexibility.

When the packing becomes dry or the

rod hccomes rough, if it were not for this

preventer the packing would hang io the

riKl on its inward stroke, compressing the

spring luitil the coils became tightened,

and when the engine took steam the pack-

ing would be forced up against the

gland with such force as to crush the

packing or perhaps break the gland. The

fireventer also furnishes a close fitting

casing around the outside of the spring,

and never allows the spring to come in

contart with the rod by allowing the

<Iirinu' to become cocked. The swab cup

forms an important function in furnish-

ing a reliable lubrication to the packing,

as the oil cups do not always accomplish

the purpose intended, as cups are not in-

frequently clogged with dust or cinders,

and pipes may become choked or broken

oflf. P.oth should receive careful atten-

tion.

Leaks in the rings usually occur when

too much material is cut out of them.

When in proper working order they

should come solidly together. They will

last much longer in this way than when

separated at the joints. They should

never be cut after the first time, and then

1-16 of an inch is enough. Leaks also

occur if the piston is much worn. Taper-

ing and shouldering of the piston is in-

evitable, and a departure of 1-32 of an

inch at any part of the piston from the

exact trutli will cause a considerable

leak, it sliould always be remembered

that neither the packing or the piston will

endure forever. Much time and waste

of steam will be saved by trueing up the

rods and renewing the packing. This

precaution with good lubrication will in-

sure tight packing.

The rings should be machined all over.

The three rings should be faced sepa-

rately, and the outside ring should con-

form exactly to the vibrating cup. The

rings should be sawed apart with a 1-16

inch saw. On no occasion should one

new ring be placed with other older and

worn rings. They can never be made to

fit properly. It should be noted that they

lit exactly on the rod. Leaks also occur by

foreign luaiter getting in the joints, and

frequent cleaning is necessary, and pos-

sibly a refitting of the joints. The nearer

MKT.M.I.IC
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the exact center the rod is the lietler will

the result be. This is especially true of

the valve rod, which in the case of slide

valves, has a tendency to fall repidly be-

low the center, and should be kept in

place by the use of liners under the valve

yoke. The joints in the rings should be

separated wdien placed in the vibrating

cup, and a leak should never be allowed

to continue until a more convenient sea-

son. The loss by packing leaks is ex-

actly the same as if a stream of coal and

another of water were continually run-

ning out of the coal box and tank with

this difference that the loss is lost for-

ever.
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Electrical Department
The Automatic Railway Sub-Station

—

No Voltage Release Connections—Track

Circuiting on Electrified Railroads

Last month we took up the rotary

converter and explained the design and

construction of this useful piece of

mechanism. The rotary converter or

synchronous converter, as it is sometimes

called, is a rotating machine used to con-

vert or change the alternating current lead

into the substation building into direct

current, and which is also stepped down

to low voltage by the transformers. We
pointed out that there are three different

methods used in starting rotary convert-

ers, namely:

(1) Motor starting; (2) direct current

self-starting; (3) alternating current self-

starting. The operation of starting up a

rotating converter in the usual sub-station

is done by the operator. Switches are

closed to start the machine, and when

the proper speed is reached, other

switches are closed connecting the rotary

to the source of supply. It is very in-

teresting to see the experienced operator

manipulate the switches and control—the

whole process being done witli precision

and regularity.

A little thought will show one that the

duties of the operator in the moderately

sized sub-station are not specially strenu-

ous. There are many hours of leisure,

with no machines to cut in or out, to care

for varying load conditions, and no in-

terruptions. The operator must, however,

be alert, as overload conditions on the

line may cause circuit-breakers to open,

and they must be closed immediately, and

there are many little things which may
occur at any moment, requiring imme-
diate attention and adjustment. Usually

the 24 hours is divided into three shifts of

8 hours each, and thus 3 operators are

required.

The overhead expense of maintaining

these three operators is a considerable

item in substations, where the service is

light and the operating e.xpense would be

reduced if the operators could be elimi-

nated. Another saving could be obtained

if the "no-load" losses were eliminated.

Let us explain. In the case of a railroad

substation, furnishing current to an elec-

tric railway where the service was in-

frequent, say a car or train every half

hour, the load \\ould be on the substation

only a few minutes out of each hour.
'

The rest of the time the substation would
be running idle, waiting for the next
train. Although the substation might not

be delivering any direct current to the

trolley-wire or third rail, some alternating

current power would be required to keep
the rotary running and supply the losses.

These "no-load" losses may, and do

run up in certain cases, to a large

amount. They could be eliminated by

shutting down the substation and starting

it up when the train was due to run. It

would be extremely difficult to do this with

operators. Trains or cars are not always

at the same place at the same time each

day or hour, and moreover, extra cars or

trains are frequently dispatched. The
only way to reduce the operating expense,

that is eliminating the operators and shut-

ting down the substation, when not re-

quired, is to make the substation auto-

matic in every detail so that it will start

up, run, shut down, stop and care for all

emergency conditions such as over-loads

on circuit-breakers, etc., without the aid

or the presence of an operator. This

seems at first sight to be impossible, but

it has nevertheless been accomplished by

the two big electrical manufacturing

companies. We will describe the method

used in the Westinghouse scheme.

The equipment duplicates in every way
the manual operation of the substation

apparatus. Switches are closed in the

same sequence, and each succeeding

switch-moving operation is dependent

upon the proper functioning of the pre-

ceeding operation. The control has been

designed to duplicate manual operation.

It starts and shuts down the apparatus

depending upon the load demand upon

the substation.

We will assume that tlie road is short

and that there is more than the one

automatic substation . to be considered.

To get an idea of its operation, let us

consider that there is no load on the

substation so that it is shut down, that

is, the rotary is not running. In railway

work, the substations are "tied together."

By this term we mean that they are all

connected to the trolley wire or third rail,

which is continuous. Therefore, while

the automatic substation is not running,

still there is voltage on the trolley wire

furnished from one of the other adjacent

substations. Now it is the value of this

voltage which governs the starting up

of the automatic station. We will call

the automatic station "A" and the adjacent

station "B." With no car or train operat-

ing between "B" and "A." full voltage

(we will assume 600 volts) will be on

the trolley-wire. A train starting from

"B" running toward "A" will be obtain-

ing (when at "B") the full voltage, but

as it runs toward "A" will be getting less

and less voltage, due to the voltage drop

in the trolley wire and feeder. The volt-

age at "A" will drop also, and will be

the same as at the car, since the car is

between "A" and "B." The further the

car is from "B," the greater is the drop.

Too low voltage is undesirable, so that

the automatic station "A" should start up

before the limit is reached and help to

supply the current to the car. With both

stations running the current is divided

and the voltage drop is less.

.•\s mentioned above, it is the value of

the voltage which starts up the station

"A." A voltmeter fitted with a contact

is set so that when the voltage falls to

some predetermined value, say 75 per

cent, of normal or below, the contacts are

closed and the rotary is started, and when
at speed, direct current is supplied to the

trolley. The substation will keep run-

ning as long as power is required. To
avoid the station shutting down every

time the power is shut off for a few

seconds, a relay which can be set, is used,

making it necessary for the current to be

off say four or five minutes before the

station will finally shut down.

Protection has been provided for every

condition or combination of circum-

stances which can arise, even though they

may be anticipated very frequently. The
following are some of the principal pro-

tective features

:

First. Should trouble develop any-

where between the high tension side of

the transformers and the DC side, the

alternating current oil circuit-breaker will

open, thereby cutting off AC power.

Second. Should the voltage on the AC
side drop to too low a value, the AC
breaker will open.

Third. Thermostats are placed in the

machine bearings so that should these

bearings heat, the thermostats will shut

down the station by tripping the AC
breaker.

Fourth. .^ mechanical speed limit de-

vice is fitted to the rotating armature so

that if the speed exceeds a dangerous

point, the AC breaker will open.

No Voltage Control

On page S4 of the present issue, refer-

ence is made to the no voltage release,

which is adapted to machine tools to af-

ford protection for the workman, in case

the power is shut off unknown to him.

Machine tools arc driven by motors oper-

ating from either DC or AC current, so

that there arc two arrangements to con-

sider. First, the no voltage release for

DC motors and second, no voltage re-

lease for .AC motors.
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Willi motors operatiiiK on DC (direct

current), starting rheostats arc used to

regulate the flow of current to the motors.

This allows the motor to start up smooth-

ly and evenly and gain in speed until

full speed is reached. This is like the

controller on a trolley-car. A diagram

of a starting rheostat is given in Fig. 1.

When the han<llc "H" is in the position

FIG. 2. .AUTO-ST.\RTER WITH \0 VOLT-
.\GE RELE.^SE.

shown there is no current flowing to the

motor, although the motor switch "S" is

closed. When the handle is at the ex-

treme riyht all of tlic starting resistance

is cut out and the motor is running at

full si)eed. .-\ spring is fitted to the

handle tending to return it to the off

position so that with the switch "S" open,

the handle would fly hack to the off po-

stat and the handle is fitted with a strip

of iron or steel "R." The electromagnet

is connected from across the line so that

when power is on the motor, it is ener-

gized. The iron strip ''R" is so mounted

that when the handle is in the running

position it engages or touches the poles

of the electromagnet and the handle is

held in the running position, due to the

attraction of the magnet. Now it is

clearly seen what occurs when power is

turned off. There will be no longer any

current flowing through the magnet,

therefore there will be no attraction of

the magnet for the iron bar "R" and the

spring returns the handle to the ofif po-

sition. Before the motor can start the

handle must be thrown on again. This

is the no voltage release and the machine

tool operator is protected by the fact that

although he did not shut off the power,

he is forced to turn it on if he wishes his

machine to start.

In the case of the .AC motors, an

au.xiliary device is used for starting.

This device is called an auto-starter ; the

outside view is shown by Fig. 2. These

starters reduce the initial primary volt-

age and at the same time supply the in-

creased starting current needed without

drawing excessive current from the line.

The no voltage release device consists of

a small solenoid with a laminated core

and a pivoted armature, all mounted on

the outside of the case, .^n extension

from the armature locks the handle in

the running position. The coil is con-

nected across one phase of the running

circuit. A very small current holds the

handle locked, because the air gap is

closed. On failure of the voltage from

the outside the handle is released and

returns automatically to the off position.

UIII'.O.ST.AT FOR DC MOTORS WITH NO-VOI-T.\GE REI.E.\SE.

sition if pulled over to the extreme ri;.lit

or running position and then released.

\\ ith power on, that is, switch "S" closeil,

it would be impossible to hold the handle

in the running position all the time when

the motor is running, so that provision

must be made to keep it in the running

position. This is accomplished by an

electromagnet "I" mounted on the rheo

This release is invariable whether the

voltage falls slowly or rapidly.

Track Circuiting on Electrified Rail-

roads.

How is it that the main current, used

by the electric locomotives and which is

returning back to the power-house along

the running rails, can pass through the

track bonds without diflkulty, while the

current used for the signals cannot pass?

This is a most interesting point and one

worthy of careful study. The most in-

teresting application of electrically oper-

ated signals occurs when they are used in

connection with electrified roads. Alter-

nating current is used on the signal sys-

tem. Not only do we meet all the prob-

lems encountered in the steam road track

circuit, but it is necessary to provide an

electrically continuous return path for the

main current from block to block, while

in a signalling sense, preserving between

blocks the insulation necessary for opera-

tion.

Since there are limitations to the use of

the single rail circuits we will consider

only the double rail track circuit. The
novel feature of the double rail track

circuit is the impedance bond installed in

the track circuit to provide a path for

the main current (used by the locomo-

tives) and which current goes back to the

powerhouse. It is this bond which pre-

vents the two different currents from

mixing, so to speak, and we will explain

how this impedance bond acts and why it

allows the passage of the power or pro-

pulsion D. C. current, and chokes back

the signal current, which is A. C.

There are two general systems of elec-

trification, namely, alternating current

(AC) and direct current (DC). We will

consider the DC system in detail and point

out the slight difference which exists in

itself equally, under normal conditions,

between the two running rails, so that the

direct current flowing from point (a)

into the bond at one end is equal to the

direct current flowing from point (b)

into the other cii<l. The number of turns

of the winding from the (a) end to the

point (c) is the same as the number from

the (b) end to the point (c). where a

tap is brought out for connection to the

other adjacent bond. The two direct cur-

rents unite at the point (c). flow into the

other bond at point (e), where it divides

equally, one-half flowing out at (f) and

the other half at (gt.

.A study of l-"ig. 1 shows that the two

equal currents arc flowing in opposite

directions around the laminated core and

therefore neutralize each other as far as

the magnetizing action is concerned and

no magnetic flux will flow in the iron core.

The lines of force are practically destroy-

ed, which the windings would otherwise

produce. There is then no impedance to the

flow of the propulsion current. It flows

freely through, and on to the power house.

The subject of impedance, inductance,

etc., was carefully explained in the March
and April. 1917, issues. It was there

pointed out that when a current flows in

a wire, that wire is surrounded by magnet

lines of force or a flux: that these flux

lines radiate outward concentrically, just

like ripples of water formed by the drop-
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ping of a stone into a pond. The strength

of this magnetic field depends on the

strength of the current flowing in the

wire. If the current alters its strength,

the field is also altered, increasing and

decreasing with the current and becoming

non-existing when the current ceases. We
have pointed out in the above mentioned

articles that the self-induction of a coil

is due to the lines of force from each

turn of a coil cutting the case of the AC
system. Look at Fig. 1. The track rails

are shown by RR and TT. The insulat-

ing pieces "I" separate the track into

blocks, which are only connected together

electrically by the impedance bonds "B."

The signal transmission line carrying AC,

60 or 25 cycles, to the various blocks for

the operation of the signals, is also in-

cluded. For transmission purposes it is

necessary to use a voltage very much
higher than can be used on the track

circuit, so that for each block a step-

down transformer is required.

To understand the principle of opera-

current flow is the same in all the bonds
it is only necessary to consider one. The
propulsion current divides the other turns,

thereby producing in them a secondary

electromotive force or voltage which will

oppose the impressed voltage driving the

current through the coil. This opposing

voltage nearly offsets the impressed volt-

age and cuts the current down to nearly

a negligable quantity.

As mentioned above, the two main direct

currents in the bond neutralize each other

so that there is no flux in the iron core

and hence no self-induction as far as the

direct current circuit is concerned. How-
ever, the condition is different with the

AC signal circuit. To avoid confusion,

but realizing that the condition still exists

in the bond at the left, we will consider

only the AC signal current in the bond at

the right. This carries alternating cur-

rent, reversing in direction many times a

minute, so that the direction of current

flow, as shown by the arrows, is the in-

stantaneous direction. The alternating

SIGNAL TR^SMISSION LINE AC 60 CYCLES

FIG. 1-IMPEDENCE BOND (O.XXECTION'S, AND CURRENT DIAGRAM.

tion, we should be acquainted with the

construction of the bonds "B." These
are called bonds because they are low
resistance connectors between adjacent
track circuits, and they are called im-
pedance bonds because they impede, or

choke back the flow of the AC signalling

current from one rail to the other of the

same track circuit across which they are

connected. The impedance bond consists

of a laminated iron core, over which is

wound two heavy copper windings. The
schematic arrangement of the winding on
the bond and the method used in connect-
ing up the two bonds at each insulated

section is shown in Fig. 1.

Let us suppose that there is an electric

locomotive somewhere to the right of

Fig. 1, with the power-house to the left

so that the main or propulsion current
flowing back to the powerhouse is in the

direction along the rails from right to left.

The arrows show the direction of the

propulsion current in the track and
through the bonds at the left. Since the

current enters the bond at point (h) and

leaves it at point (j), all of the turns

being in series. There is no alternating

current flowing through the jumper over

to the other bond, as there is no circuit.

This latter bond connects with another

section of rail, insulated from the block we
are considering and supplied with AC
current from another transformer.

The turns being in series, there is no

neutralizing effect so that the core is

energized and a high self-induction

exists. The result is that very little AC
current can flow through.

As mentioned above, the DC and AC
current exists in the same bond at the

same time, but do not mix or affect each

other. The bond is necessary to provide

a means of connecting the rails together

around the insulating joints, placed in the

rails to divide the road into blocks so as

to allow the main current to return to

the powerhouse or substations. Were it

not for their choking effect, the bonds

would act as a short circuit across the

track circuit. It must be remembered
that these bonds do not absolutely in-

sulate one rail from the other. There is

at all times a certain amount of signalling

current which leaks across from one rail

to the other, depending on the AC voltage

and the impedance of the bonds.

The arrangement is the same in the case

of alternating current electrifications. All

AC roads in this country employ an alter-

nating current of 25 cycles so that the

signals employ an alternating current of

60 cycles. While the propulsion current is

of an alternating character, still it is

divided up, as is the DC.current, and be-

tween the two opposing windings and is

neutralized. The iron core remains un-

magnctized as far as the 25 cycles current
is concerned and the effect of the 60-cycle

signal current is same as explained above.

French Railroad Investments in Spain.

The Wall Slrci-t Journal states that in

f've years the French government will

turn over to the Spanish nation all the

leading railroads in Spain, which the re-

public built and administered under a 99-

ycar lease. It is interesting to note that

the roads have cost France more than was
expected, and some of the most expensive

tunneling in the world was done in north-

ern Spain, where in some sections as

many as 20 tunnels within a few miles

had to be driven through the moun-
tains. Many of the lines are antiquated,

single track affairs. French investments

in Russian railroads have been tragic.

For instance, it is estimated that France

advanced $800,000,000 to Russia to con-

struct strategical railroads, particularly

in connection with troop moving. Not a

dollar of this money, apparently, was
spent in railroad building, and it was this

lack of transportation which in part led

to the military downfall of Russia. Legis-

lative tangles and lack of imperial ukases

I)revented the French cash from being

utilized for what it was intended.

U. S. Railway Equipment in France.

Some idea of the scope of the work of

equipping the regiment.; of railway en-

gineers now in France is indicated by the

cost of materials ordered up to date,

which approximate $70,000,000. The

equipment so far ordered includes sev-

eral hundred locomotives, more than

100,000 tons of rails, more than 3,000

complete turnouts. 500.000 ties, 12,000

freight cars, 600 ballast cars and 600 miles

of telephone wire and apparatus, as well

as large quantities of construction and

repair equipment.

Water Power of Canada.

The water power available in Canada

so far as figures can be arrived at,

amounts to a possible total of 18,803.000

h.p. of which less than one-tenth has been

utilized up to the present.
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A Summer and Winter Car
The Pullman Cars of the Freight Train

Roughly si)eaking, there arc tuo con

ditions through which perishable freight

may be called on to successfully pass

through, in order to maintain its market-

able value. These are more or less ex-

treme heat and cold. Up to the present

time, tlie railroads in this countrj- have

produced a good refrigerator car. It is

used to protect perishable products from

putreiication in warm or hot weather, but

there is no adequate number of cars

which will do the opposite, and equally

necessary, service of protecting these

products from the effects of cold. There

are perhaps a number of plausible rea-

sons which may be given for this state

of affairs ; none of them are cogent and

few of them are creditable to the under-

standing.

Melting ice to keep things cool is prac-

tically the opposite of combustion, by

which things are made warm. In distant

ages, when plant life was luxuriant on

this planet, the process of growing was

accompanied, or in fact, dependent upon,

the giving out of oxygen and the taking

in of carbon, in the form of carbonic

acid gas. Burning fuel, such as coal and

wood, largely consists in re-uniting the

previously expelled o.xj-gen and giving

out the carbonic acid gas. Now, in the

melting of ice we must remember that in

the previous production of ice, immense

quantities of heat were liberated from

the water. This is latent heat or the

heat cif liquefaction. It must be there in

the water or the liquid will become solid.

The melting of the ice is accompanied

by a heavy drain of heat on all objects

surrounding the ice. This is a law of

nature and as we are fairly well able to

govern the areas of heat abstraction, we

pet a more or less efficient refrigerator

car. .An analogous principle is involve<l

in the design of the freight car with a

heater.

It has been proposed, and with a great

deal of good reason, that the railways.

shippers, and producers be encouraged to

build and maintain a suitable form of

summer and winter car, owned by the

railways or as private lines. Such "idea!"

cars have been called the PuUmati cars of

the freight train. The analogy is not

merely fanciful. They generally carry

the most expensive products. Their con-

tents are vital to a community Cost

mounts up through delay, for the heating

or cooling service must go on v.hilc the

car is loaded. If one may venture to say

so the summer and winter car content is

the aristocracy of freight shipment^.

There is a large supply of Pullman

car's in the country, managed by a private

companv. charging fares sancfionctl by

the governmciit. In the hot weather

when the bulk of passenger travel goes

north to the New England States and to

the fishing and boating resorts of Canada,

this company handles the north-bound

traffic by diverting the routes of many
of its cars. In the winter when Florida

and Southern California claim the tourist

and the pleasure seeker, a readjustment

of Pullman car routes meets the situation.

In like manner a careful regulation of

the routes of the "ideal" S and VV cars

would put things right and keep them so.

It is essential that a winter equipment

he independent of the engine. Cars may
lie held up by breakdowns, by storms,

placed on side tracks, stopped by wrecks

on the road and for a variety of reasons,

which make it necessary to have any

heating equipment a separate unit on

each car. The heat equipment can be

made to cause a circulation of hot air

opposite to that brought about by melt-

ing ice, and insuring the thorough warm-
ing of the floor of the car. This is the

area where the ravages of frost first

make their appearance in perishable

freight, such as fruit, potatoes, and vege-

tables of all kinds.

The task ahead of us presents no in-

surmountable obstacles', a great deal of

the work required is already done. One
thing, however, we must do, and that is

to equip each car with some form of

good heater, and the alcohol heater on

the market today is said to be thoroughly

adapted to the requirements of the case;

for when once lighted it can run for a

week with little or no danger of going

out. as the very fuel itself—denatured

alcohol—contains in its composition a very

large qunntit>- of the oxygen necessary

for its own combustion, fhis heater

carries a small supply in bulk, which lasts

a very long time and the flame is ex-

ceedingly hot. The fuel of this heater is

fp'l automatically and does not require

attendants to travel with the cars and it

does not bother the train crew. The
heaters are outside, so that the loadin.g

space in car is not diminished by a stove

anrl fuel box. The chance of stealing is

reduced, as there is no excuse to open

the cars for the heater, either in real

emergency or on alleged necessity. In

case the cars pass the international border

and go up to Canada, if the heaters were

inside, it would he imperative to have

a customs officer present when the car

was opened, but with outside get-at-able

heaters no such restriction can take place.

Another ready-made convenience bear-

ing directly on this matter is available.

On any railway of any considerable size,

icing stations already exist with a stafT

of men set apart for the work and with

apparatus for accomplishing it. A liquid

fuel tank can easily be added beside the

existing icehouse, and the same staff of

men employed in the summer for icing

could handle the heaters in the winter.

It would mean steady employment for the

men, and by their constant employment

they would become prolicicnt, with ad-

vantage to the railway.

This extra equipment to cars and fuel

stations and this additional service would

cost something, though the financial gain

to the railway and to the public would

soon far outweigh it. .\s a Pullman pas-

senger is charged extra for superior ac-

commodation, the shipper of perishable

freight might reasonably be expected to

pay an extra fee for the safe and market-

able condition guaranteed by the rail-

way by some such arrangement, and the

extra charge could be fixed by law as

the price of a sleeper berth is settled by

authority.

What we seem to need in this country

is not so much permanent government

ownership, as we need permanent and ex-

pert railway regulation. The British

Board of Trade, which is a government
departmetit just as much as the Admiralty

is, would form a very good model, the

scope altered to suit our requirements,

yet where all the many and varying ques-

tions which come up in railway manage-
ment might be intelligently handled, not

by a mere civilian, unacquainted with

work-a-day conditions on the road and

in the shop, but by a man or men com-
petent to investigate and to decide.

Rate making and tariff's w.is a good be-

ginning, but we now can i)rofitahly ex-

tend the scope of railway regulation, not

oppressively, but in the line of progres-

sive development. We vet have head-

lights, signaling, perishable freight, full

loads, proper loading methods and a host

of transportation problems that require

solution, and demand unified authorita-

tive, common sense action, so that the

days of papers, academic reports, and

records may give place to advantageous

performance in the hard, real railway

world of today.

Russian Railway Mission Delayed in

Japan.

It is officially reported tint the Russian

railway mission turned back by the Bol-

shevik! at Vladivostok last December, is

being still quartered at Nagasaki, Japan,

a large abandoned hotel having been re-

opened as headquarters for the contin-

gent. The railway C'lrps will remain in

Japan until the Russian situation is im-

proved or becomes more definite.
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Railway Supply Trade Notes
New Franklin Organization.

The Franklin Railway Supply Company
of Canada, Limited, has taken over the

business formerly handled by the Mon-
treal branch of the Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Company, Inc. The new company will

have exclusive rights in Canada to all the

products of its parent company and will

continue the same policies and business

methods that have governed the Franklin

Railway Supply Company, Inc., since its

formation. The officers of the new com-

pany are, J. S. Coffin, chairman of the

board
; Joel S. Coffin, Jr., president ; and

Leland Brooks, vice president.

Joel S. Coffin, chairman of the board of

directors, brings to the new company a

wide and varied knowledge gained from

14 years of railroad work and 26 years in

the railroad supply field. He began as a

machinist's apprentice and became fireman.

engineer and road foreman of engines.

Most of his experience was on the Wis-
consin Central. He left the railroad to

enter the mechanical department of the

Galena Signal Oil Company as mechanical

expert, was promoted to manager of that

department and .several years later was
elected vice president. After serving as

vice president for two years he resigned

to accept the vice presidency of the

American Brake Shoe and Foundry Com-
pany, which position he held until 1911.

In 1902 he organized the Franklin Rail-

way Supply Company of which he was
president up to 1916, when he was elected

chairman of the board. In addition to

being chairman of the board of directors

of the [''ranklin Railway Supply Company
of Canada, Ltd., and the parent company,
Mr. Coffin is a director in a large num-
ber of other corporations.

Mr. Joel S. Coffin, Jr., has been elected

president of the Franklin Railway Supply
Company of Canada, Limited, with offices

at Montreal. Mr. Coffin brings to this

new organization a wide experience in

both the railroad supply business and loco-

motive building. He was born at Wau-
kesha, Wisconsin, and received his educa-
tion at the Public Schools in Franklm.
Pennsylvania, and Stevens Institute. Af-
ter leaving Stevens he entered the service

of the Venango Manufacturing Company
at Franklin, Pennsylvania, and later

served the American Locomotive Com-
pany in the erecting shop and as Locomo-
tive Inspector.

In 1912 he entered the employ of the

Franklin Railway Supply Company as a

service representativ;. He later went into

the sales department and in 1915 was ap-

pointed Canadian sales manager, which
position he held up to the time of his re-

cent election.

Leland Brooks has been elected vice

president of the Franklin Railway Supply
Company of Canada, Limited, with offices

a- Montreal. Mr. Brooks was born at

X'cw York City and received his educa-

tion in the public schools at that place and
Stevens Institute. Upon leaving Stevens

he entered the employ of the New York
Central, serving 7 years in the engineer-

ing department. Leaving the New Y'ork

Central he took a position with the Frank-
lin Railway Supply Company, Inc. For
the past year he has been connected with

their Canadian branch as assistant mana-
ger, which position he held up to the time

of his recent election.

Seventhly, Here Are Seven Cases.

Seven has always been the number de-

noting perfection. When the children of

Israel marched around Jerico they

sounded the trumpets once each day for

six days. On the seventh day they

sounded the trumpets seven times and

the walls of the city fell down, and com
plete victory was theirs. There were also

the seven champions of Christendom that

upheld the chivalry of the world in early

days. And now in the industrial world

and in our own day a champion of an-

other kind appears in the form of the

.Xational Tube Company of Pittsburgh,

This concern has just issued a circular

in which it gives seven instances of the

remarkable ductility of National pipe.

One is where it twisted a piece of ^-
inch pipe (7 inches long) 713,000 times

and made it look like rubber. Another

instance is where gas in a gas well blew

off the end cap, but failed to injure any-

one of the 26 lengths of National pipe

used in the well. The pipe eventually

bent into what looked like an enormous

whip lash 500 feet long. There are au-

thenticated instances where National pipe

stood up to tensile, twisting and com-

mon tests, and. seventhly and lastly, this

SCO feet of National Tube was racked

and forced and pushed and pulled and

blown out of an oil well, and was found

to be O.K. There's perfection for you.

Just count seven, and think of it

Incorporating a New Company.

The Louisville Frog & Switch Company,

Louisville, Ky., has been incorporated with

a capital stock of $200,000 to take over

the business of the W. M. Mitchell Com-
pany, Inc., and to manufacture switches,

frogs, crossings and other special track

aijparatus and fastenings. The officers in-

clude W. M. Mitchell, president, and H.

O Wieland, secretary and treasurer.

Charles H. Krauss, superintendent of the

Weir Frog Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,

has resigned to become general superin-

tendent of the Louisville Frog & Switch

Company.

Tests on Car Sills and Joist*

The U. S. Department of Agriculture

has m»oe some practical tests on west-

ern yellow pine car sills and joists, for

the purpose of getting some knowledge of

the mechanical properties of wood. These
tests began in 1912 at the Seattle labora-

tory of the Forest Service. The sills and
joists were selected by the representatives

of the Forest Service, and they were
graded according to the association's ex-
port rules for 1911.

The tests resulted as follows:

(1) Car sills and joists representative

of the various commercial grades. The
car sills were 5 by 8 in. by 16 ft; and
the joists, 2 by 10 in. by 16 ft.

(2) Small, clear pieces cut from the un-
injured portions of the tested beams.
Tests on these were made to determine
the relative strength of wood free from
knots and other defects.

The comparatively small number of ex-
periments made on western yellow pine
limited the conclusions drawn to the fol-

lowing:

(1) The strengtli of structural timbers
are influenced by the defects found in them.
These values vary according to the grades
in the green material ; but the increase in

strength from air seasoning is not uni-

form and does not vary with the grades.

(2) Seasoning greatly increases the

strength of the wood, the -ncrease being
greater and more tmiform in small, clear

sticks than in structural timbers, owing
to the development of defects in the latter.

Lowering the moisture content of yellow
pine causes it to become more brittle.

(3) Western yellow pine is a lighter

wood than the other western lumber.

The dry weight of clear wood readily sug-
gests its strength or weakness, but this

factor alone can not be depended upon to

indicate comparative strength when
structural forms of various grades are

taken into consideration.

(4) In addition to the results of tests

on western yellow pine, there are included

average values derived from similar tests.

It must be remembered that the figures

given are averages and that the variability

of timber is such that individual speci-

mens of a species may exceed the average

of another species. Wh'n values from
tests of air-dry materials are used for

comparison careful attention must be

given to the moisture content of the ma-
terial compared, and the effect of differ-

ences of this moisture have to be consid-

ered.

Cement for Steam Pipei.

To make a permanent cement used for

stopping leaks in steam pipes where

caulking or plugging is impossible, mix

black oxide of manganese and raw linseed

oil, using enou.s;h oil with the manganese

to bring it to a thick paste ; then apply to

the pipe or joint at leak. It is be«t to re-

move pressure from the pipe and keep it

sufficiently warm to absorb the oil from

the man.cancsc. In 24 hours the cement

will be as hard as the iron pipe.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. E. ^L Lake has been appointed

master mechanic of the Meridian & Mem-
phis, with office at Meridian, Miss.

Mr. W. II. Foster, lorinerly engine

despatcher of tlie Erie at Buffalo, X. Y.,

has been appointed roundliouse foreman.

Mr. V. N. Potts has been appointed

general foreman of the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, with office at Liberal,

Kans.

Mr. .\. B. P.euter has been appointed

representative of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works at Portland, Ore., succeeding Mr.

A. \V. Hinger.

Mr. II. Kopper, forinerly roundhouse

foreman of the Erie at Buffalo, N. V..

has been appointed general foreman of

the night force.

Mr. Gorden Patterson, formerly elec-

trician on the Bessemer & Lake Erie

at Greenville, Pa., has been appointed

assistant foreman electrician.

Mr. Howard H. Kane has been ap-

pointed assistant master mechanic of the

Texas division of the Gulf Coast Lines,

with offices at Kingsville. Tex.

Mr. E. P. McDonald has been ap-

pointed assistant master tiiechanic of

the Tucson division of the Southern

Pacific, with office at Tucson, Ariz.

Mr. .\. Gerrard has lieen appointed

material agent and assistant purcliasing

agent of the Missouri, Oklahoma &

Gulf, with office at Musko.i;ee. Okla.

Mr. Joseph Opia. formerly general

foreman of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St Paul, has been appointed general

inspector, with office at .Austin. Minn.

Mr. \V. P. Murphy and Mr. M. C.

McCullough have been appointed road

foremen of engines on the Chicago, Rock

Island & Pacific, with offices at El Reno,

Okla.

Mr. n. Eisele. formerly general fnre-

man of the Wabash at Decatur, 111., has

been appointed shop superintendent at

Decatur, succeeding Mr. William Cana-

van. resigned.

Mr. T. Tracey has been appointed

foreman of the machine shop of tlic

Wabash at Decatur, III., succeeding Mr.

K. J. Wausbach, who has been appointed

general foreman.

.Mr. \i. Hartenstcin has been appointed

general road foreman of engines on the

Chicago & .Mton ivith jurisdiction over

the entire system, and headquarters at

Bloominglon. 111.

Mr. E. M. Sweetman, formerly master

mechanic of tlie Southern, with office at

Spencer, X. C, has been transferred to a

similar position at Knoxville, Tenn , suc-

ceeding Mr. N. X. Boyden.

Mr. W. D. Hitchcock, formerly fore-

man on the Santa Fe, at Los Angeles,

Cal., has been appointed master mechanic

at Winslow, Ari;^., succeeding Mr. M.

Weber, transferred tcj San Bernardino,

Cal.

Mr. W. W. Lcnicn has hccw appointed

superintendent of the motive power and

car departments of tlie Denver & Rio

Grande, with office at Denver, Colo., suc-

ceeding Mr. W. J. Bennett.

Mr. J. C. Woods has been appointed

acting master mechanic of the Quincy,

Omaha & Kansas City, and the Iowa &
St. Louis, with office at Milan, Mo., suc-

ceeding Mr. C. H. Montague.

Mr. George W. Ray, formerly employed

in the Frisco system at St. Louis, Mo.,

lias been appointed general roundhouse

foreman at the Brighton Park Round-

house of the Chicago & Alton.

Mr. J. H. Edwards, formerly fore-

man electrician at the Silvis shops of

th-e Chicago, Rock Ishuid & Pacific at

Rock Island, 111., has .been appointed

supervisor of stationary plants.

Mr. X. C. KiefTer has been appointed

fuel agent of the Southern railway lines

west, with headquarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. R. D. Quickel,

who has entered military service.

Mr. George Kuhns, formerly superinten-

(V-nt of equipment of the International

Railway Company, of Buffalo, X'. Y., has

been transferred to the position of mas-

ter mechanic, a place formerly held by

him.

Mr. W. B. Steevcs, formerly locomo-

tive foreman of the Canadian Xorthern,

with office at Saskatoon, Sask., has been

appointed master mechanic of the wes-

tern di.strict with office at Edmonton,

Aha.

.Mr. R. V. Lamont, president of the

.American Steel I'oundries, with office at

Chicago, has been appointed a lieutenant-

colonel and assistant chief of the procure-

ment division of the (Inlnance Depart-

nu nt.

.Mr. C. J. Wittel has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago,

Rok Island & Pacific, with office at Her-

iiiL'toii, Kan., and Mr. H. F. Merchant

has been appointed roundhouse foreman

at l-:i Reno, Okla.

Mr. E. W. Harvey has licen appointed

division master mechanic of the Illinois

and Racine and Southwestern division

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

and the Rochclle & Southern lines, with

office at Savanna, III.

Mr. Joseph Rodenberger, formerly

traveling engineer of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Hastings

and Dakota divisions of the same road,

with office at Aberdeen, S. D.

Mr. James Gunther, formerly engine

inspector on the Santa Fe at Topeka,

Kans., has been appointed to a similar

position by the Interstate Commerce

Commission at Kansas City. Mr. Ross

Radcr succeeds him at Topeka.

Mr. Waldo 11. Marshall, formerly presi-

dent of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, and now associated with J. P.

-Morgan & Co., has been appointed as-

sistant chief of the Division of Produc-

tion of the Ordnance Department.

Mr. F. O. Walsh, superintendent of

motive power of the Georgia, has been

appointed superintendent of motive pow-

er and equipment also of the Atlanta &
West Point, and the Western Railway of

Alabama, with office at Montgomery,

Ala.

Mr. J. II. Elliott, formerly general

manager of the Texas & Pacific, with

headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has ac-

cepted the appointment as assistant

general manager of the railw'ays of the

American expeditionary forces in

France.

Mr. L. H. McDaniel, formerly master

mechanic of the Xashville, Chattanooga

& St. Louis, at Paducah, Ky., has been

transferred to Chattanooga, Tenn., and

Mr. D. T. Lucas, formerly master me-

chanic at Chattanooga, has been trans-

ferred to Paducah.

Mr. J. F. Gildca, formerly division mas-

ter mechanic of the Canadian Pacific, with

office at Montreal, Quebec, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Pennsyl-

vania division of the Delaware & Hudson,

with office at Carbondale. Pa., succeeding

Mr. J. J. Reid, resigned.

Mr. W. F. Kuhlke, formerly assistant

trainmaster of the Cliarleston & Western

Carolina, has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power. The position

of master mechanic at Augusta, Ga.,

made vacant by the death of Mr. T. B.

Irvin, has been abolished.

Mr. J. L. Donnelly has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with office at Mc-
Gregor, la. Mr. George Fcnner has been

appointed to a similar position at Ma-
nilla, la., succeeding Mr. J. H. Bell,

transferred to Dubuque, la.

Mr. H. 11. Carrick. formerly assistant

master mechanic of the Southern Pacific

at San Francisco. Cal., has been appointed

master mechanic of the Stockton division,

succeeding Mr. F. P. McDonald, trans-

ferred, and Mr. J. T. Slavin has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the coast divi-

sion with office at San I'rancisco, succeed-

ing Mr. Carrick.

Mr. P. J. Kearney, formerly electrical

engineer of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford, at Xew Haven, Conn., has

resigned to join the Ordnance Depart-

ment at Washington. Mr. Kearney is a

graduate of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, and entered the service

of the New York, New Haven & Hart-
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ford in 1906 as assistant to the electrical

engineer.

Mr. W. H. Erskine, formerly master

mechanic of the Great Western at Des

Moines, la., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Virginian, and Mr. Frank

Aitken, formerly master mechanic of the

Here Marquette at Wyoming, Mich., has

been appointed master mechanic of the

Chicago Great Western, succeeding Mr.

Erskine at Des Moines.

Mr. F. W. Schultz, master mechanic

of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient,

has his jurisdiction extended over the

entire system, with offices at Wichita,

Kans., and San Angelo, Tex., and the

office of superintendent of motive power

and car departments is abolished, the

duties appertaining to the same being as-

sumed by Mr. Schultz.

Mr. G. A. DeHaseth, formerly chief en-

gineer of the Tacoma Railway & Power

Company, and chief engineer and road-

master of the Puget Sound Electric Rail-

way, of Tacoma, Wash., has been ap-

pointed manager of the Ponce Railway &
Light Company, of Ponce, Puerto Rico,

to succeed Mr. P. M. Hatch, who is now

in the service of the government.

Mr. J. M. Kerwin, master mechanic of

the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, for-

merly with office at Estherville, la., has

been transferred to newly opened head-

quarters at Silvis, 111., and Mr. R. J. Mc-

Quade, formerly general foreman of the

locomotive department at Chicago, 111.,

has been appointed master mechanic ti)

succeed Mr. Kerwin at Estherville.

Mr. C. C. Smith, formerly president of

the Union Steel Casting Company, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., has been elected chairman of

the board of directors of the company.

Mr. J. P. Allen, formerly vice-president,

has been elected president; Mr. S. H.

Church, vice-president; Mr. G. W. Eisen-

beis, treasruer; Mr. W. C. Eichenlaub,

secretary, and Mr. J. B. Henry, general

superintendent.

Mr. J. H. Hackenburg, formerly as

sistant purchasing agent of the Pressed

Steel Car Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., has

been appointed purchasing agent. Mr. 11.

B. Fisher and Mr. C. C. Clark have been

appointed assistant purchasing agents

;

Mr. W. C. Howe, formerly in charge of

the .Allegheny plant, has been appointed

assistant to the vice-president, and Mr.

J. C. Ritchey has been appointed electrical

engineer.

Mr. W. H. Lovekin has been appointed

assistant to the president of the Locomo-

tive Feed Water Heater Company. Mr.

Lovekin is from Philadelphia, and is a

graduate of Princeton University. He
was engaged for some time in the Bu-

reau of Municipal Research in Philadel-

phia, and latterly entered the sales de-

partment of R. J. Crozier & Co., of

Philadelphia, and has a wide experience

among railroad men. In June, 1916, he

entered the service of the Locomotive

I'ced Water Heater Company as special

representative. In April, 1917, he was

appointed assistant to the vice-president,

whicli position he held at the time of his

appointment as above.

W. H. LOVEKIN.

Mr. Guy E. Tripp, formerly chairman

of the Westinghouse Electric and .Manu-

facturing Company, has been appointed

by the War Department as chief of the

production division of the Ordnance De-

partment, intrusted with the task of

Report of the American Locomotive

Company.

The semi-annual report of the Amer-
ican Locomotive Company for the six

months ending December 31, 1917, was
issued last month, and presents a very

gratifying condition of the company's

vast industries. The locomotive output

has all been obtained from the Schenec-

tady, Brooks, Pittsburgh and Cooke

plants. The Montreal and Richmond
plants had been occupied on munitions

work for nearly two years, but their con-

tracts were completed last August, and

these are again completely refitted for

locomotive work. The investments have

nearly trebled in three years. A satis-

factory adjustment has been made in re-

gard to 250 locomotives ordered by the

Russian Government in 1917, the United

States Government aiding in the settle-

ment of the matter. The work for the

current year has begun under the most

favorable conditions.

Cl.V E. TRIIT.

supervising and stimulating the produc-

tion of all ordnance supplies. Mr. Tripp

was selected because of his experience

in the manufacture of munitions of all

kinds, the Westinghouse Company having

obtained large contracts from the British

and Russian Governments immediately on

the outbreak of the European war. Mr.

Tripp will give a good account of himself.

Car Foremen's Association of Chicago.

The official proceedings of the Car

Foremen's Association of Chicago were

interestingly diversified at last month's

meeting by the introduction of a series of

pictures furnished by the National Tube

Company. The members were much in-

terested in seeing how iron pipe was

really made. The pictures showed the

ore being taken from the mine; they

showed it being converted into molten

steel ; they showed the steel being poured

into ingot molds ; they showed the ingots

l)eing rolled out to the proper size and

then the bar bent round, the steel re-

heated to welding heat and welded as it

passed through the rollers. The pictures

also showed the different methods of

testing pipe, and inspecting to sec tliat

only perfect pipe was put on the market.

In fact one could read books and maga-

zines for a week and not get as much vital

knowledge of how iron pipe was really

made as was obtained in one hour looking

,it the moving pictures.

Metal & Thermit Corporation.

The Goldschmidt Thermit Company

and the Goldschmidt Detinning Company

will hereafter be conducted by the Metal

& Thermit Corporation, with main of-

fices at 120 Broadway, New York. The

combinations which are exclusively con-

trolled by .Xniericans. arc now placed

under joint management, and it is grati-

fying to observe that extensive arrange-

ments are being made to meet the rapid-

ly growing demand for the company's

products. The following are the officers

and directors: W. T. Graham. Edgar L.

Marston, Daniel G. Reid, F. S. Wheeler,

Hubert E. Rogers. F. H. Hirschland, E.

L. Ballard. L. A. Welles '"harles F.

Dane. Pliilipp Gen^'
' Fred W.

Cohen.
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Railroad Equipment Notes

The Philadelphia & Reading proposes

t,, build 15 locomotives in its shops at

Reading, Pa.

The Kansas City Structural Steel

Company. Kansas City, Mo., is building

100 10,000-gal. tank cars.

The Chicago & North Western will

build a new engine house and repair

shop at Montfort, Wis.

The Delaware & Hudson has ordered

20 Consolidation locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas has

ordered 20 freight locomotives from the

American Locomotive Company.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western

has ordered 15 Mikado engines from the

American Locomotive Company.

The .American Car & Foundry Com-

pany has received an order from the

Ordnance Department, United States

Government, for ISO 30-ton steel under-

frame ammunition cars.

The Hocking Valley has ordered 20 2-

6-6-2 Mallet type locomotives from the

.\merican Locomotive Company. The lo-

comotives will weight 437,000 lbs., and

will be equipped with superheaters.

The Pacific Electric, Los Angeles, is

having plans prepared for the erection of

14 new shop buildings at its works at

Torrance, including machine shops and

ft>rge works. The total cost is estimated

at $1,000,000.

The Portland Terminal has ordered

two six-wheel switching locomotives from

the .\mcrican Locomotive Company.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has or-

dered five Pacific and 15 Mikado loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

Company.

The Maine Central has ordered eight

ten-wheel and four six-wheel switching

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

The Minneapolis & St. Louis has or-

dered IS Mikado and five Pacific type

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

'Ihe Long Island is reported as order-

ing four 101 -ton eight-wheel switching

locomotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company.

The Atlantic Coast Line is reported as

having ordered 1,000 40-ton steel under-

frame ventilator cars from the Standard

Steel Car Company.

The Pennsylvania has ordered from the

General Railway Signal Company mate-

rial for an eight-lever Saxby & Farmer

interlocking machine at Cresson. Pa.

The Oiicago & Eastern Illinois is re-

building its machine shop and engine

hou'^e at Salem, 111., recently damaged

by fire. The new structure will cost

$300,000.

The Miami Conservancy District, Ohio,

lias <.rdercd three 48-ton and 10 38-ton

four-wheel saddle tank switching loco-

motives from the American Locomotiye

CompMjy.

The Central of Georgia has ordered

three Mountain and 10 Mallet type loco-

motives from the American Locomotive

Company. The Mountain type locomo-

tives will weigh 318.000 lbs., and the Mal-

let locomotives 440,000 lbs.

Tlie Chesapeake & Ohio has ordered

15 2-6-6-2 Mallet and 10 ten-wheel switch-

ing locomotives from the American Loco-

motive Company. The Mallet type lo-

comotives will weigh 437,000 lbs., the

switching locomotives 295,000 lbs., and all

will be equipped with superheaters.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas, re-

ported as having ordered 20 freight lo-

comotives from the American Locomo-

tive Company has ordered 25 locomotives.

The locomotives will be of the Mikado

tv|)e and will be superheated and weigh

314.000 lbs.

Tlie Wisconsin & Micliigan has pur-

chased a tract of nine acres in Menomi-

nee, Mich., and will build new shops, en-

gine house, etc. An ore dock will be

built on the site of a former steamship

dock, which will provide adequate facili-

ties without considerable dredging being

required.

The I'ennsylvania Lines West of Pitts-

burgh will have mechanical interlocking

on the new drawbridge at Louisville; a

Saxby & Farmer machine with 30 work-

ing levers and six spare spaces. The

contract for the material and for instal-

l;;tion has been given to the General Rail-

way Signal Company.

The Lenoir Car Works. Lenoir City,

'I'enn., plans to rebuild along larger and

more modern lines its blacksmith and

macliine shop, totally destroyed by fire re-

cently. The engineering and building will

be done Ijy its own organization, and it

does not contemplate any radical changes

DIXON'S
!ii& PAINT
-|^"\"FOUH COLORS')^

KPSKVCITY, N^

Long Time
Protection
is given to signal appa-

ratus and all exposed
metal or woodwork by

DIXON'S
jSilica-Graphite

PAINT
the Longest Service paint.

Nature's combination of

flake silica-graphite,

mixed with pure boiled

linseed oil, is the ideal

combination which forms

a firm elastic coat that

will not crack or peel of?.

This prevents access to

agents that will corrode

and injure the metal.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite

Paint is used throughout

the world by railroad

engineers.

Write for Booklet No.

69-B and long service

records.

Mad. in JERSEY CITY. N. J., by th.

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^>^><^ Company d>^><n
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

other than the installation of an overhead
crane.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, iron

rounders. Machinists.

100 Chastnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maniiractnrerf* of Injectors. EJeetorfi.
Boiler WnsherH and Testers. Boiler Checks.

riieck Valvea.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

iif all descriptions

-fi

THE

iJ~~~ GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS
COMPANY

00 SOUTH MlCHietN AVENUE CHIOGO, III.

ASHTOIVJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Good* That Last

The Aahton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boaton, Maa

The Philadelphia & Reading has let a

contract for erecting a machine shop at

Philadelphia to be 216 feet long, 130 feet

wide at one end and 156.6 feet at the

other ; also a large engine house with 10

stalls 90 feet long and six stalls 110 feet

long. The improvements will cost about

$326,183.

Specifications have recently been deter-

mined on orders received by the Ameri-
can Locomotive Compaay some months
ago for the following locomotives : Cen-
tral of Georgia, three mountain type lo-

comotives weighing 318,000 pounds and
ten Mallet locomotives weighing 440,000

pounds ; Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 25

Mil;ado locomotives weighing 314,000

pounds.

Word from Washington announces

that the United States Government order

for freight cars for France has been dis-

tributed among the car manufacturers as

follows : American Car Foundry Com-
liany, 950; Pullman Company, 500; Stand-

.ird Steel Car Company, 950; Mt. Ver-

non Car Manufacturing Company, 260;

Cambria Steel Company, SOO; St. Louis

( ar Company, 100; Haskell & Barker,

3i)(), and the Pressed Steel Car Company,

500.

The Lake Superior & Ishpeming, and

the Munising, Marquette & Southeastern

lailroads will shortly begin construction

i new shops, at the ore docks of the

former road, to cost $425,000, and to in-

clude an engine house, with boiler room,

;iii 80-foot steel turn table, a machine and

work shop 115 by 143 feet, blacksmith

viiop 42 by 82 feet, oil house, coaling sta-

tion, car repair .shop, steel shop 21 by 41

I'eet and other buildings.

Rustless Steel.

Some years ago a firm in Sheffield,

l-.ng., brought out a process by which

^teel is made non-rusting, unstainable, and

untarnishable. This steel is said to be es-

pecially adaptable for table cutlery, as

the ori.cinal polish is maintained after

use. even when brought in contact with

tite most acid foods, and it requires only

rdinary washing to cleanse.

"It is claimed," writes Mr. Savage,

I'. S. Consul General at Sheffield, in the

commerce reports, "that this steel retains

;i keen edge. Knives can readily be

sharpened on a 'steel' or by using the

ordinary cleaning machine or knifeboard.

It is expected it will prove a great boon,

especially to large users of cutlery, such

as hotels, steamships, and restaurants and

railway dining cars. It is considered that

the saving of labor will more than cover
the increased cost of the cutlery in the

first year."

These two processes are probably not
the same, for the method used with the

cutlery has not been made public as the

other has, though the satisfaction with

knives, etc.. so treated is now beyond
question. The constant, dilligent endeavor
to obtain a rustless steel, which can be
used where great areas are concerned,

is some day likely to be rewarded by
complete success.

Use of the Locomotive Whistle

Superintendent T. Ahern. of the

Coast division of the Southern Pacific

in a letter to the engineers, says: "Ex-
tensive tests show that a whistle call

for a station signal should never be
less than five seconds, the long blasts

of the crossing signal two and a half

seconds and the short ones one second.

Particular care should be exercised to

cut off the blasts sharply and not to

slur them. It is of the utmost import-

ance in causing sound to travel that

these instructions be carried out. .-Xfter

sounding a whistle cut off the steam
completely and allow a perceptible time

to elapse between the blasts. They
then are carried to a distance very

much more clearly than if jumbled into

one continuous blast. The whistle is

an important safety device, of which
we must make efficient use."

New York Railroad Club.

At the regular monthly meeting of the

Mew York Railroad Club, held on Feb-

ruary 15, a technical paper on the sub-

jest of the "Dynamic Augment—Need and

Means of Reducing It," was presented

by Mr. H. W. Strong of the .American

Vanadium Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. The pa-

per contained much valuable data on the

effect of the increased weight of the

reciprocating parts of locomotives and

the difficulty of counterbalancing the parts,

and dwelt with convincing logic on the

fact that in this a.cc cf heat-treated and

alloy steels the desipier has exceptional

opportunities for reducing the weight of

the parts. By using hollow bored crank

pins and piston rods, rolled steel or

alloy and special cast steel pistons; and

by special care in the dcsipn of all de-

tails, a large percentage of saving can

be eflfccted in the weights of reciprocat-

ing parts.

Drilling Hard SteeL

A mixture which will permit hard steel

or iron to be drilled with ordinary drills

is made by using one part spirits of cam-

phor and four parts turpentine. Mix well

and applv cold, letting it remain a few

minutes before applyine the drill. Run

the drill .>;!owIy with fine feed.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Baldwin Record No. 89.

The Baldwin Locomotive Works Bulle-

tin No. 89 consists of an unusually inter-

esting, illustrated historical essay, by J.

Snowden Bell, on "The Development of

lliu Eight Driving Wheel Locomotive."

The author traces the gradual growth

and development of this type of locomo-

tive from that used at the Wylam Colliery

Railroad in 1825, and which had tlie pe-

culiarity of being equipped with inter-

mediate spur wheels for conveying the

motion from the main driving spur wheel

to the other wheels, along to the power-

ful types of our own day. There are

fifteen illustrations used in tracing the

gradual increase in size and variation in

construction showing the numerous im-

provements in structural features and ac-

cessories which have been embodied in

locomotives of the various other designs

that have, from time to time, been intro-

duced. Mr. Bell is of the opinion that

the advantage of the design, as practically

perfected in the improved types in which

it has been applied, is unquestionable, and

other than for exceptional conditions of

service it will doubtless continue to be the

preferred one for freight train work.

Wilson Welding Metals

As is well known in the earlier ap-

plication of electric welding attention

was directed solely to developing the

macliines employed in the operation,

and not as much to the welding itself

as should have been. In the Wilson
system of welding, care has been taken

to provide metals that are not adversely

affected by the heat of the arc. The
latest and most successful development

consists of a manganese copper alloy

used as an electrode forming an arc,

and which combines an excess of nian-

pantse and copper over the amount
burned out in the arc as will retain in

tlic welded joint an additional degree

of toughness and ductility due to said

excess. This alloy has been developed

to the highest point of efficiency

through the extended services of some
of the best metallurgists in America,

and no other system of welding can use

these metals.

Lubrication.

Last montli's l.ubricatinn contains an

iMe article on the subject of "Forced

Lubrication," by Lieut. Commander A. T.

Cbnrrh, U. S. N., wherein he advocate;

the necessity of keeping a careful watch

on tlie temperature of the main bearings

and tlirust bearings. Conditions in forced

lubrication systems are quite different

friim those in sight or wick-feed systems.

?iiK'o the oil is used over and over again.

any that may be squeezed out from be-

tween the bearing surfaces does not rep-

resent a loss ; also the oil can be supplied

in any amount, thereby eliminating the

possibility of an insufficient supply to the

bearings. Therefore a lighter oil may be

used than witli the wick-feed. Every ef-

fort should be made to exclude water,

since the oil must be kept in continuous

circulation, and the effect of a water leak

soon becomes cumulative. One of the

primary requisites of a forced-feed oil is

that it must not saponify and must sepa-

rate readily from water. Too much care

cannot be exercised to keep the oil clean

and free from the least grit that excessive

wear of bearings may be avoided.

Unraveling the Tangle.

Mr. Theodore P. Shonts, president of

the Interborough Rapid Transit Company,

delivered an address last month before

the Detroit Board of Commerce on "How
the Railroad Tangle May Be Unraveled."

Mr. Shonts claims that as a possible

solution of the national problem with

which our country is struggling—Shall

we return to old railroad conditions after

the war?—"1 suggest a partnership be-

tween the Government and the railroads,

something like the partnersliip that has

been formed in New York by the city

and the rapid transit lines for the con-

struction and operation of the city's new
dual rapid transit system.

The interests of the country, with its

need for greatly enlarged and extended

railroad facihties. and the interests of

investors are so interwoven that the fi-

r.ancial responsibility should likewise be

interwoven. This doctrine underlies the

principles embodied in the contract for

New York's new and dual rapid transit

system, probably the first place such a

plan has been attempted with any degree

of magnitude."

The Railroads and Politics

The .-lincrican Industry in War Time
for Feliruary says that the railroads

cannot be divorced from politics under

Government control, and the only

liope is that they will not be in-

jected into the next Presidential cam-
paign in .such a way as to wreck them
pliysically and financially. There is a

grave danger tliat politics may com-
plicate our transportation problem.

The .American people should under-

stand how intimately related Govern-
mental control of the railroads is to

the next Presidential election, and they

should insist that their Representatives

and Senators make the time for turn-

ing back the roads to the stockholders

as short as possible consistent with the

work which will have to be done at the

close of the war.

Graphite.

The lively organ of the Joseph Dixon

Crucible Company, Jersey City, N. J., has

always, apart from the interesting descrip-

tions of its substantial products, some-

thing in keeping with the spirit of the

strenuous days in which we live. Last

month's issue has an excellent article on

"Low Visibility Paints," which clearly

points out the advisability of low visibility

either internally or externally. Blending

with the horizon seems to be the domi-

nant note. Its efficacy has been discov-

ered and utilized in the army and navy.

Art may surpass nature in many things,

but it cannot surpass it in color. Di.xon's

Silica-Graphite paint has two colors that

give low visibility. These are Dixon's

natural color and olive green. They have

been tried and may be said to defy the

elements—at least for a long time.

The Collapse of Tubes.

Bulletin Xo. 9*^, issued by the En-

gineering Experiment Station of the Uni-

versity of Illinois, Urbana, 111., furnishes

a mass of interesting data on the collapse

of tubes, with formulae for ascertaining

the collapsible pressures, and examples

of the various forms assumed by the va-

rious lengths of tubes. Illustrations of

the apparatus used in the experiments

and diagrams of results are furnished.

Eminent authorities are quoted and com-

pared, and the data may be said to be the

very latest in the testing of tubes. Copies

of the Bulletin may be had on application

to the I'nivcrsity. Price, 20 cents.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Purposes

Send for Catalog

THE ARMSTRONG IMPROVED

PACKER RATCHET DRILLS!
ALL STfEL

onil

Hardened All Over

Wni outwear tw.. of the soft kind.

kf aU kliiiis—»n 8l»«.

j-ou want a catalog?

ARMSTRONG BROS.TOOLCO.
-nn- T.1..I H.'M.T IVopU-

112 N. FRANCISCO ATE.. CHICAOO. IIX.
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New Design of High-Power Double- Acting Lathe

Adapted for Machining Axle Forgings
Our frontispiece illustration shows a

new design of high-power double-aitmy

lathe, known as No. 3 Axle Lathe, that

has been recently placed on the market by

the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, New
York, and is a high production machine

of heavy construction throughout, and is

designed for machining axle forgings a<

well as rough machined axles. It is

center driven and adapted for turning

clutch is provided, the clutch being

mounted within the speed box driving

gear. In the case of the lathe being

adapted for an adjustable speed motor

drive for direct current, the motor of 3 to

1 speed variation is mounted on a base

plate attached to the left hand end of the

bed. The motor is geared directly to the

driving shaft.

TIic bed is of very rigid construction

under heavy cuts, and it automatically

compensates for wear of both the car-

riages and the bed.

The center driving head is of massive

construction, completely enclosing the

main driving gear and forms an oil reser-

voir in which the gear runs. It is

clamped to the bed by six large bolts,

and is adjustable longitudinally along the

bed. The main drive is by means of large

\ii.i..>; i;i;.\iENT-po.\D coMP.wvs N"(). ,! .\xr.i; i,.\tiii:

wheel seats and journals simultaneously

at both ends of car axles.

As constructed for constant speed

motor drive for alternating current, the

motor is mounted on a speed box at the

left hand end of the bed as shown on the

frontispiece. Power is transmitted by

gearing from the speed box to the driving

shaft, giving four speed changes to the

driving head, ranging from 16 to 48 revo-

lutions per minute. The speed box gears

are of steel and run in oil, all bearings

being automatically lubricated. For start-

ing and stopping the machine a friction

and is reinforced by cross-girts of box

section 8 ins. wide. The tracks for the

carriage consist of a wide flat way at the

back of the bed and a track of an im-

proved compensating "\"'-shape at inc

front. This improved "V'-shape track

has an angle of 15 degs. at the back and

an angle of 70 degs. at the front. This

feature is shown in the end view of the

lathe. The 15-deg. angle on the back of

the "\"\ serves a doidile purpose; it pre-

vents a thrust-surface at right angles to

the combined forces of the tools, elimina"-

ing all tendency of the carriages to climb

steel herringbi>nc type gear and pinion

which are carried between bearings in

the head. These bearings are of large

proportions, and special provision is

made for a liberal supply of oil. Because

of the spiral action of the teeth, the her-

ringbone gear provides a smooth, power-

ful drive, and all objectionable noise is

eliminated when running at high velocity.

The axle is driven ly a steel equalizing

driving plate, having lugs cast integral

which engage both ends of the double

driver dog. By means of this driving

plate, crooked or irregular axles can be
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niachincil witliout st-ttiiiK up bcndins

^strains.

Two carriages are provided which have

power longitudinal feeds by a right and

left hand screw positively driven by gear-

ing. The split nuts engaging the lead-

screw are provided with automatic open-

ing devices which release them when t!ic

carria.ges come in contact with set coUarr,

on the tappet rod at the front of the ma-

chine. Tlie carriages are laid down In

clamps for their full length and are ad-

justable to the friint and back vcrtic:a

surfaces of the bed by taper gibs. Two

clamps are provided at the front of th

carriages. One of these is used for

clamping the carriage to the bed wlun

turning against shoulders and facmu;

ends of axles. This clamp is operated

by a bolt on the top of the cariage. The

other clamp is under the bridge and

further decreases tlie tendency of the ca;

-

riagc to bft during the burnishing op-

eration.

Wipers are attached to both carriages

to remove all chips and dirt from the

shears. They are fitted with felt pads and

provide the surfaces with a continuous

supply of clean lubricant. A complete

lubricating system for the tools is pro-

vided by means of a pump, jet pipes,

reservoir and collecting channels. The

tool slides are provided with a trough

which is connected with channels in the

carriage bridge for carrying off the lu-

bricant. The aprons are of double wall

construction and all of the mecliauism

except the operating levers, is comidelcly

enclosed. .Ml shafts are suin'orted at

both ends.

The feed gears are located at the right-

hand end of the bed and are completely

enclosed. The feed change lever i-

placed at the center of the machine with-

in easy reach of the operator. Tlu

feeds are provided for the carriamv

1/16-in., 3/32-in.. and 3/16-in. The c^i

riages have a hand traverse on tlie Ik'1

and tool slides have hand cross feed. '1 br

axle is carried on dead centers moimteil

on two heavy tailstocks which arc ad-

justable longitudinally along the bed ai

each is clamiied in position by four lar-^e

anchor liolts. To prevent slipping, a

]jawl is provided wliich engages a rack

ca^t in the bed. The tailstocks have taper

gibs at the front and back of the bed. P':^

mitting alignment of spindles. 1
.i'-

spindle of the right-hand tailstock is ao

justablc liy hand-wheel.

The lathe is also constructed f.ir ..

cone-pulley drive, with a 3-step con-,

having a inaximum diameter of 32 mv
for a 7-ins. lielt. A two-speed counter

shaft is provided, giving six speeds to

tlie driving hea<l ranging from 16 to 4X

revohnions per minule. The single pulley

drive design is driven by a single pulley

26 ins. diameter for an fi-ins. beU, driving

tbrouiih a sjieed box mounted at the left-

liau.l end of the be-1. The speed box

transmits four speed changes to the driv-

ing head, ranging from 16 to 48 revolu-

tions per minute. For starting and stop-

ping the machine a friction clutch is pro-

vided. This clutch is mounted within

the driving pulley and is operated by a

lever conveniently located at the center

stationary ; length, constant speed motor

drive, 18 ft. 9 ins.; width, 4 ft. 3 ins.;

height. S ft.; length, adjustable speed mo-

tor drive, 19 ft. 1 in.; width, 4 ft.;

height, 5 ft.; cone imlley drive, length,

17 ft. 2 ins. ; width. 4 ft. 8 ins. ; height,

S ft.

(II- IMl'Ki)\-|-:ii "V- LR \l K.

of the machine. When the clutch is dis-

engaged a lirake is automatically applie !.

bringing the machine to a quick stoji.

.\ crane for handling axles in and oui

ot tlu- latlu- may also be furnished. The

ciaiie lias a very convenient gripping de-

tn UKoM.i; . I |1K1\ l\i

vice and hoist thai ran be easily handled

by one man.

Ilu following are s,,uie of the general

.liiinnsi.iU- of the lathe: Length of bed

14 ft,. wi<Uh at shears, 27'.j ins.; diameter

of s|.indles. S ins. ; traverse of righ'.-

hand spindle. 9 ins.; left-hanil spindle,

Open Letter to the Hon. The Director

General of Railroads.

CoMrKTiM, .\i'rLi.\NCES AKV Sta.nd-

.\RI)1Z--\TI0N

The follipwiiig letter has been addressed

by the i'resiilint of the Railway Business

Association to the Director General of

Railroads advocating the continued use,

during the war. of established competing

devices on engines and cars. The letter

is as follows

:

To the Hon. Wili.i.vm G. McAdoo.

Director General of Railroads,

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

Maiuif.uturcTs of railway necessaries

respectfully invite you to study certain

considerations bearing upon mechanical

design and practice in the field of rolling

slock construction, purchase and mainte-

nance.

The Railway Business Association, of

which I have the honor to be President,

is a national or.ganization of manufactur-

ers, merchants and engineers dealing with

steam railroads. What we have to say

from our own cxpericnrc accurately por-

trays the iiroliU-ins of thi; whole railway

appliance industry.

It appears from your official announce-

ment that you have delegated to technical

committees the work of recommending to

you a det:ulcd plan of procedure for the

acquirement of new rolling stock by the

railroad systems. The phases upon which

we desire to address you are those which

involve the peculiar interest of makers

of appliances or parts as distinguished

fi oni assemblers of locomotives and cars.

In the field of transportation inventors

and developers of special appliances em-

body the spirit and function of progress.

Our interest and the national interest in

this respect are identical. Wliat the manu-

facturers of railway appliances clierish

and what the public as a whole is inter-

ested in preserving is that flexibility which

leaves the way open to mechanical ad-

vance. .-Mways we have before us two

antagonistic requirements which must

be compromised—improvement through

some change and stability through stand-

ardization.

To a certain extent standardization is

essential. -As transportation became na-

tional and interchange of cars among the

several roads became common, conveni-

ence and economy in repairs required a

tendency toward interchaugeability of

parts. With the organization of the Rail-

roads' War Board last April came for the

first time to any extent use of engines on
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the rails of roads other than the owner.

What has long applied to cars affecting

repairs now applies in some degree to

engines. The drift, as with cars is to-

ward interchangeability of parts. The
method by which inter-line use of cars

was made possible was, to be sure, stand-

ardization, but it was a standardization of

dimensions. If the car frame were uni-

form a device of any patent could be

used upon it. Thus we attained practical

current convenience while preserving va-

riety of design and material, of terms,

delivery and dealings, and hence reason-

able expedition in the demonstration and

introduction of improvements.

We earnestly commend to your favor-

able consideration the fullest adherence

to this method consistent with the most

effective rehabilitation and maintenance

of transportation facilities in face of the

enemy. We are ready for any sacrifice

essential to winning the war. We would

deplore as disastrous to the nation's busi-

ness any departure, not clearly necessary

for national defense, from competition be-

tween patented railway appliances.

Manufacturers of railway goods have

borne an honorable part in promoting the

progress of transportation science. What
they have achieved for the public in

safety, comfort, speed and economy of

railway operation has been accomplished

in an atmosphere of keenest competition.

We could try persuasion upon one inde-

pendent railway manager after another

nrtil the test was made and a demonstra-

tion afforded. Our work has been marked
by variety, elasticity, development. The
inventor, the executive and the salesman

have been inspired by the hope of excel-

ling, roused to effort by the exertions of

rivals. Under such conditions our indus-

tries and the country with them have

progressed and thriven. The man with

whom we have hitherto dealt has had a

definite responsibility for affording his

company the benefit of the latest scientific

discoveries.

We believe that the preservation of de-

•centralization in our dealings is not only

important for the immediate present, but

vital as a precedent for the ultimate ad-

justment after the war.

Looking especially to the present, many
of those engaged in the railway supply

industry are profoundly anxious concern-

ing the policy which you will adopt as it

may affect them and the scores of tliou-

sands of workers whom they employ.

Unofficial statements and rumors have

hinted at the possibility of far-reaching

standardization, under which large num-
bers of plants w ould be swept out of e.^ist-

ence or forced to reorganize for some
other type of service. A maker produces,

let us say, a device which is part of a car.

He is one of several who manufacture
competing appliances that perform the

same function. Will some one of us, he

has been asking, be declared standard and

all the others thrown into the discard?

If so, the conclusion of peace would find

the unfortunates whose products had been

discarded under the edict of standardiza-

tion for the period of the war deprived

of a large part of the value of their pat-

ents through disuse and their business

paralyzed through discontinuance of the

mechanical and commercial processes

which keep any business a progressive

living organism.

Established commercial processes are

the result of experience and of scrutiny

under government regulation, federal and
state. We are confident that you will be

alert to the desirability of performing your
difficult and vital function as Director

General of Railroads with the least pos-

sible disturbance to these processes. We
believe that you will find it practicable

to preserve the business and the individ-

uality of the several makers of rolling

stock appliances. Cars have now been so

far standardized in dimensions that they

can travel over any railroad in the United

States, as anyone can see who observes

upon a freight train the multiplicity of

ownership insignia. So far as speed of

production is concerned little or no delay

is occasioned in changing from one patent

to another and substituting on each lot

the appliances which have been designated

by the particular buyer.

We can see no obstacle to the adoption

of a plan under w-hich, whatever the de-

sign of the car as a whole, every reputable

established appliance for each function

would be sanctioned and the several roads

directed to exercise, as in the past, their

judgment in specifying devices.

What applies to construction of new
rolling stock is of more importance in the

field of maintaining rolling stock that

exists. The largest number of locomotives

ever ordered for domestic account in any

one year was 6,265. The number of loco-

motives in use and under maintenance

according to the last report was 63.862.

The largest number of freight cars ever

ordered in any one year was 341,315. The
number of freight cars in existence and

rc(|uiring upkeep as last reported was
2.326,987. Obviously the big end of the

rolling stock task and the preponderant

consumption of engine and car parts is not

in new construction but in maintenance.

.\part from repairs made by one railroad

ujion cars found out of order on its rails

a highly important proportion of such

work is the thorough overhauling of cars

by the road that owns them in its own
shops. For replacement of parts broken

or worn out each road orders from the

makers quantities of whatever appliances

are standard upon that road. Stability

in the industry during the war will be pro-

moted by permitting in general each road

to determine as in the past which of the

competing appliances it will use in repair.;.

Such a policy, affecting both construc-

tion and repair upkeep, will not only give

rapidity and certainty to the exigent per-

formance in war and preserve for the time
of peace the commercial organizations
which have carried on mechanical pro-

gress, but it will involve the minimum re-

adjustment of shop operation and produc-
tion quotas, thus keeping these enterprises

in a strong position as payers of war taxes

and subscribers to war bonds—these and
the tradesmen and the people of the com-
munities wherein their plants are located

who draw sustenance primarily from the

industrial pay roll.

Please permit me personally, and I be-

lieve I may say the same thing in my rep-

resentative capacity, to felicitate you. Sir.

upon your manifest determination to form
judgments based upon knowledge and
upon the opinion of those whose vocation

fits them to serve the country through you
at this crisis.

Geo. a. Post, President,

Ry. Business Assn.

Reclaiming Waste.

A correspondent ni the Practical En-
gineer states that the high cost of waste

and rags used throughout the machine
shop makes it necessary to cast about for

means to reduce our charges for this ma-
terial, so we devised a washing arrange-
ment, which was made up by our engineer

cut of some old pipe fittings. A piece of

12-in. pipe was arranged with companion
flaiiges on each end, a steam inlet in the

."•ide, and a drain at the bottom. A screen

was then placed in the pipe about 4 ins.

above the steam inlet. The oily waste was
placed in the washer above the screen 1 y
removing the companion flange, and then

the whole mass was boiled by turning in

the live steam, the condensation dripping

down through the waste and carrying the

oil and dirt off through the blow-off

vrjve. While this crude washing did not

t.un out perfectly clean waste, it. never-

theless, took out such a large percentage

of the oil, grit and dirt that the waste could

be used for practically all purposes. The
exjenditure for new waste was thereby

cut down by one-half and one-third each

month.

Railroad Gardening.

.\ garden at every section-house is one
of the food-producing measures which

the Southern Pacific arc putting into ef-

fect this season. .Vgents. section foremen

and trackmen, from Portland to El Paso
and San l-'ranciscn to Ogdcn, are being

instructed to convert to vegetable gardens

all suitable ground available. In addition,

the company is endeavoring to lease all

cultivable land which it owns (not used

by employees) and a pood deal of the

right-of-way land adapted to truck gar-

dening or agriculture, is being leased.

\'egctablc gardens were made last year by

hundreds "f employees with great success.
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Norfolk <!t Western Composite and All Wood Cars

Details 1)1' Goiulola aiul Box Cars—Great Sa\ing of Steel—Unique Method of Framing

and Oilier New Features—Equipped with Farlow Draft Gear

The Norfolk & Wcsttrn Railuay have

recently built sonic gondola and box cars

oi wood, owing to the difficulty of getting

steel. In doing this the X. & W. have

met an existing condition in a common

sense way. After all, that is one of the

lundamcnlal principles of organic evolu-

tion. .A plant living by wet land, sudden-

ly finding that the water has dried up or

receded a long distance from it, is com-

pelled to produce a thick, bull)0us, water-

retaining stem, or it will die. In doing

this, the plant successfully meets a new-

condition, that is all. Some are incliTieil

to think that in this age of steel, revert-

ing to wooden construction is a backward

step. -As a matter of fact it is an evolu-

tionary step forward, and tlie X. & W.

deserves to be commended for its action.

integral with the back stop tie casting,

and the 4 x 8-in. buffing sills are brought

Lip tight to the cast iron member, and form

a solid piece of work where solidity

and resistance of a high order are re-

(juired. The cast iron member is made

uitli flanges which underlie the main

draw sills and support them, without re-

lying entirely on the holding power of

bolts. The castings arc also provided with

large lips or flanges which overlie the

centre sills, and the centre sills are se-

cured to them and, sn to speak, hang from

them by \ertically idaced bolts.

The cars are eipiipped with Farlow

draw gear. The front follower of this

gear is H-shaped with ways for the yoke

arm and seats in pulling against the large

^urface^ of the cheek blocks. The yoke.

and is a steel angle with ends turned up

to form coupler limit stops. It is held by

two y^-'w. horizontally placed bolts. It is

also supported by the llanges of the mal-

leable iron end-cap casting. When the

two carrier-iron bolts are taken out and

the carrier iron slipped out. the coupler

can be dropped, and the limit stops re-

moved. This permits the draw gear yoke

to be drawn out without necessitating the

removal of any additional parts. The

draught keys are headed at one end, and

each has two holes at the sharp end which

takes a L'-shaped keeiier of ' j-in. steel,

the legs of the keci)er being spread similar

to those of a coiur imi. .Many times,

as mechanical men know, trouble has been

experienced with closing cotters, and sub-

sequently ilrnpimiv out. This keeper does

Tliis railway has built i,000 linpi<er cars

with a capacity of 57':. tons each, and out

of the 2,000 at least 1,990 cars have steel

centre sills and steel bolsters. Ten cars

have been built of nothing but wood. The

liraciical rc-iilt of the use of wood in

these cars amounts to saving 18,IKK) tons

of steel, Tlie wooden centre sills are

made of x 12-in. sticks placed 15' j ins.

apart. These sills are 5 1/16-in. bel..A the

centre line of the coupler. .Mong tlie i"it-

tom edge, an.l dowelled to the inside, is

a liiiffing sill, 4x8 ins. These are almost

in line with tlie centre line of draft, and

they extend from one bolster to the other.

In this way the centre sills arc not eccen-

trically loaded to any great extend in

j.ulling or bufling.

Civer each truck. an<l between the <eii-

tre -ills, tiiere is placed a grey iron rasl-

inp, whirh acts as a draw gear back -ti.p

and .ilso as a tie casting to hold the sills

soli.lly in plare. The centre plate is -asi

I ' .1 X .s ins., is made bigger al the key

slot. The coupler key is U.. x 5 ins. The

ke\ has a bearing on each side oi 4's s'l-

ills. The Couplers on the ten all-wood

(.irs have shanks -'S ins. long in order that

the key-slut may not ccnne t lear the

ends 01 the centre- sills, and also to give

a long Ievcra.gc for the coupler mi the

rarrier iron. The c-nds "i the centre sills

are co\ered w-ith a malleable irdii cai>.

which cxtemls over and betueen them,

and so tics them together. This mal-

kalile iron casting is made to act as a

].ocket for the oak block, against which

the h(Mn "f the coupler may strike. This

bli.ck is laced with a llat wr(>u'.;ht-ir'.ii

plate. 1'4 N 4 ins. It is here so arranged

that the horn strikes this idate slightly

before the draw springs go solid, so that

ti-.e cheek blocks are only siibiected t.)

inilling forces and are not intended to

t.ike up InifBng shocks.

The carrier iron is 5 x 3'-j x 7,/I6 ins..

not rotate .111(1 il is eas.\- to remove when

occasion requires.

A flat w-asher is placed on top of the

key, and through it the keeper passes, and

so protects l'-shaped member from wear.

The whole is arraii.ued so that the draw

key does not near in the wood of the

sills.

The bolsters lor the cars, made com-

Iiletely of wood, are composed of tw-o 6 X

20 ins. yellow pine timbers, jiassing over

the centre sills and under the hopper

chute. These rest on top of the centre

castings. They are spaced 4' ., ins. apart,

and the centre casting has a spacing

bracket which comes up between the

bolster beams and forms a stop. The

body side hearings are castings bolted to

the bolster beams and liraccd from the

centre sills. The centre sills for the

majority of the cars are two channels, 25

lbs., and 12 ins. deep, spaced 16.-s ins.

apart, back to back, with a through '4-in.
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cover plate, 22";^ ins. wide, and with 31 i-

X 3'/2 X 7/16 ins. reinforcing angles on the

bottom lianges of the channels. The draw

gear attachments are the same as those

of the other cars, except that the couplers

have the standard 21"4 ins. length of

shank, and the malleable cheek blocks are

riveted to the inner faces of the pressed

steel draw sills. The draw sills are of

7 l(j-iii. ta|)crcd steel i)lales, and arc 15

webs being 15; .• ins. wide. The side fram-

ing and body construction are so made as

to carry most of the load weight on the

side trusses, so that the centre sills only

have limited bending stress due to the

vertical pressure of the load. In order to

do this, a transverse needle beam is pro-

vided at the centre of the car. It is com-

posed of two 4!^ X 12 ins. timbers, spaced

4' J ins. apart, passing through the cavity

^^ K i"K.\.MiX(; .\. >\ w .M.i.wooi) i;,\r.

ins. deep at the front ends and 12 ins. at

the back, where they overlap the inner

faces of the channels, and are spliced to

them. This splice takes only pulling

forces, the buffing shocks being received

by the back stop castings, which are rivet-

ed to the main centre sills. The outer

ends of the draw sills are vertically sup-

ported so that the splice is relieved from

tlie effects of any drooping of the coupler.

The end stakes are made of 4 .x 3 .\ li

I.NSinE OF X. & VV. HOPPER C.AU.

in. angles, and the oak striking blocks are

absent, while the remainder of the draw
gear attachments are the same as those

on the other cars. The body bolsters for

the composite cars are two 33-lbs. chan-

nels 15 ins. deep, with top and bottom

cover plates. The draw sills are made in

channel section and have their flanges

turned inward, the pocket between the

of the car, over the centre sills. The
ends of these needle beams are carried on

the side trusses, practically making the

centre sills into two beams, suported at

the bolsters and the central needle beam.

The cars have four pairs of transverse

(irop doors, reaching from side to side

under the centre sills. They are hinged

to door beams, which are supported from

the side trusses, from their outer ends.

The free ends of the doors have angle

irons of slightly greater length than the

doors and which reach across the car, and

l.oyond the side planking and are sup-

ported wlicn closed, from the side trusses.

The wcigln of the load on the doors i-

supported one-quarter on the centre sill^

and tlirce-quarters on the side frames

Ihc doors are arranged to swing up by

hand, and pivoted hooks, working in the

malleable brackets, drop under the pro-

tecting ends of the door angles. To drop

the doors it is only recessary to knock out

tlie hooks. A lock is provided so that the

doors cannot fall open unless desired.

Tlu-y are so made that every tendency is

for the weight, and the vibration of the

car is to draw the hooks into closer en-

gagement, and prevent their slipping out.

Tlic framing of the car is unique. In-

stead of ordinary diagonal bracing rods.

etc., the side framing is formed into a

king post truss. The main vertical truss

rods at the centre are two ",s ins. U-bolts,

which straddle the timbers and which di-

rectly support the centre door beams and

the ends of the needle beams. The heels

of the trusses are at the bolsters, and are

gray iron pocket castings, to hold the low-

er ends of the main diagonal members.

These are tongued and bolted to the

through side sills. The side sills are con-

tinuous. 4'-j X 9 ins. timbers which form

the bottom of the truss. The diagonals

are 4'/i x 8 ins. and the through top plates

are 4^2 x 6 ins. pieces. The intermediate

braces, and the side and corner stakes are

4H X 4' i ins. .\t each side there is a ^
in. diagonal truss rod which supports the

end of the side framing beyond the bolster

and prevents drooping, and the ends of

the car form a transverse truss for down-
ward forces from the coupler, as well as

provide end coal boards. A ?s ins. inter-

mediate truss rod is introduced between

the bolster and the centre of the car to

support the side sill, and this and the ver-

tical disposition of side planking, relieves

the side sill from vertical bending stresses.

Some of the dimensions of the car are,

length inside, 33 ft. 4'/s ins.; length over

body, 33ft. 4'/j ins. ; length over striking

faces (all-wood car), 34 ft. 9^ ins.;

length over striking faces ( composite

car), 34 ft. S'A ins.; coupler spacing (all

wood carh 37 ft. I in.: coupler spacing

(composite car), 37 ft. 3 ins.; truck cen-

tres, 23 ft. 6!,< ins. ; inside width, 9 ft. 2%
ins. ; extreme width, 10 ft. 4 ins. ; height

lop of sides above rail, 10 ft. 9'/2 ins. ; ex-

treme height, over brake shaft, 12 ft. 6

ins.; volume, level full, 1,980 cb. ft.; vol-

ume, 30 deg. ; heap. 370 cb. ft. ; total vol-

ume, 2.350 cb. ft. ; light weight, 42,300 lbs.

The design of these cars was made
under the direction of Mr. W. H. Lewis,

superintendent of motive power of the

Norfolk & Western and Mr. J. A. Pilcher,

mechanical engineer of the road. The
cars were built in the company's shops at

Roanoke, Va. It is intended that the all-

wood and the composite cars will be in-

EXIi \li;\V OF X. .'v W. LAK.

discriminately handled in trains of all

steel e(iiiipnient in heavy trains, for which

service t'uy are quite fit.

Westinghouse Phoenix Office Moves.

The \Ve>tin:house Electric S; Manufac-

turing Company announces the removal of

its ofl'ice from Phoenix, .Arizona, to Tuc-

son. .Arizona.
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Railway Service and Coal

The International Correspondence

School of Scranton, Pa., of which Mr.

Ralph E. Weeks is president, has lately

introduced in what tlicy call their Railway

Service Division, a highly important and

at the same time, patriotic movement. Il

is a course of study which has for its

ohject the careful instruction of tlio^e

who avail themselves of it, in the matter

of coal saving. This course of study is

not only timely, but just now it is patri-

otic. It is timely because the art of burn-

ing coal has been brought to a high state

of efficiency, the theory has been sought

out and reasons for combustion and the

theory of it agree, and practice has been

advanced, so tliat it is no longer neces-

sary to work by rule of thumb. It is

patriotic now because every saving which

can be introduced and result in such econ-

omies as food conservation, bringing forth

farm produce and material economy, is

of the utmost importance to us as a na-

tion during these days of stress.

The International Correspondence

School with Mr. Edward M. Sawyer as

manager of the Railway Service Division,

has offered free of charge what they call

normal school instruction to any traveling

engineer, fuel supervisor or instructor

that a railway company may send to

Scranton, and this course embraces a

week, and enables those who take it to go

back each to bis railway nnd give the

men under his charge the benefits of what

information he has imbibed at the school.

Speaking of the work, Mr. Weeks says

:

"The object of this educational campaign is

not only to instruct the men in the meth-

ods best adapteil to fuel economy, but also

to instruct tliem in the best methods of

burning the low grade fuels that fre-

quently must be used, so as to avoid

trouble due to engine failures and the con-

sequent disarrangement of railway train

service. .At the present time, students of

the railway courses comes to Scranton

for personal instruction from all sections

of the United States and Canada. Some

of these men are sent in by their company

officials at the railway company's expense.

Sliould a railway superintendent of mo-

tive power or manager decide to send one

or more employes to receive this course

of instruction, the men receive a «cck\

training and tuition and are provided

wit)i the necessary stationery and other

material without charge."

The conrsc laid down is very full, and

is yiven in a series of lectures by coin-

pctiiit men. The conr-e itself consist^ of

lecture^ as follows- 'i'lmiinv. a. m 1^'

in -Opcninu remark'- by Nfr. T. F. Co^-

grove. Subject. 'Toal" 10 to 12. first talk

on Fuel Economy. .\ G. Kinyon. 2 p. m. lo

4 The O.nscrvation of Steam. Blow-

and Steam Leaks How to Locate and

Book Work and Discussion. 4 to 5—An-

swer.-, to (Juestions .\pplical)le to Day's

Work. 'I'ld-sday, 9 a. m. to 11—Second

Talk on the Burning of Coal. 11 to 12—

.\nswers to CJueslions on that Subject.

2 p. m. to 4—Locomotive Drafting. 4 to

5—Writing .Answers to Questions on this

Subject. Wednesday, 9 a. m. to 11—Re-

peat I'^irst Talk on the Burning of Coal.

II to 12—Writing .Answers to Questions

Pertaining to that Subject. 2 p. m. to 4

—

Locomotive Superheaters. 4 to 5—Miscel-

laneous. I lii(r.u!<i\. 9 a. m. to 11—Sec-

ond Talk on the I'.urning of Coal. 11 to

12—Subject to be Selected. 2 p. m. to 4

—

Mechanical Firing. 4 to 5—Repeat Talk

on Blows, l-'riday. 9 a. m. to 10—Lubrica-

tion and Lubricants, by J. F. Cosgrove.

10 to 12—Locomotive Management. 2

p. m. to 4—(icncral Review of Subject,

Burning of Coal." 4 to 5—Writing An-

swers to Questions. Saturday, 9 a. m. to

10—Feed Water Heating. 10 to 12—Best

Methods of Apply the Princi|iles Taught

During Week's Instruction. 2 p. m. to 5

—General Review and .\nswcring Ques-

tions.

Mr. James 1'. Cosgrove. the well-known

textbook writer and who is also an au-

thority on coal, is in charge of tlie railway

instruction work at Scranton. He has had

twenty-live years' experience in w-ork of

this description, and has not only per-

sonally supervised the writing of nearly

all the scliools' literature on locomotive

work, Init personally trained his corps of

assistants. His knowledge and training is

supplemented by having for instant use

at all tinus one of the most complete

study and lecture rooms to lie found

anywhere, and a locomotive instruction

apparatus second to none.

.All through, the co\irsc the instnution

is practical, giv<n by men who have ac-

tually .lone llu- work lliry talk about.

Without tor a moment disparaging other

institutions of learning one may truthfully

say that there pervades the remarks of

those who speak, that subtle, convincing

line of reasoning which while it may lack

the academic touch of a university, never-

theless makes up for that seeming defici-

ency with the intense practicability of

statement, which forms the belief of the

si)caker. backed by the experience he him-

self has been taught, in the days when he

was called on, not to set others right, but

to do his duty .111(1 use his brains for the

terribly real rea-on that he was eoiupelled

to "make good" to the railway that em-

ployed him or give way for someone else.

He had to do bis work rightly or say he

could not.

This training takes from any man a

doymatising .issertion of opinion. .A dis-

covery made in his young days, though

new to the maker, had to meet the

frankly hostile criticism of his associates,

and if it storxl firm against .so vigorous a

test, it was lor the man making it, truh-

ful and complete and above the price of

rubies. It is this kind of training that

the lecturers at the correspondence school

bring into the class room and their ex-

perience is given to the students at full

value and free of cost.

The work done by the school is, as we

said, important and patriotic, and, as far

as we know, such an exhibition of fine

feeling and good performance has not

been given before in this country. "Let

him that heareth, say come, and him that

is athirst come" and drink of the waters

of knowledge. As our representative en-

tered the doorway of the building a class

of sixty students came out, having lis-

tened to a lecture on the chemistry of

combustion practically applied to railway

conditions on the foot plate today.

It recpiires a volume of free air equal

to the cubic contents of two ordinary bo.x

cars, to pass through the firebox for

every shovelful of coal (15 lbs.) thrown

in by the fireiuan. Why this is so and

how to get it, are handled in the lecture

room. .\ cube of coal 2}i ins. on an edge

weighs one pound and requires 6J4 ft. of

oxygen for its combustion. Air mixed

with nitrogen—that inert gas—causes the

total air volume to be much greater than

this. The government estimate for 1915

(with coal at $1.80 per ton), was one

which gave $o24,(XX1.000 preventable waste.

The coal so wasted, if put in 80,000 lbs.

capacity cars, would use up 90,(XX) trains

of SO cars each. Locomotives burn 20

per cent, of all the coal mined in the

Lhiited States, so that preventable waste

is not only a huge railroad problem, but

is a national economic question as well.

It would take a man over 14 years

to count the clollars. at 100 a minute,

represeiUing the preventable waste in

money for 1915. So very large a

question, in these days of conservation

of natural resources, demands attention,

and the powdered fuel companies, the

oil fuel companies, and the ordinary

coal companies are doing what they

can to meet the case. The International

Correspondence School, with its choice of

practical instruction in 280 callings, and

very noticeably in railway work, is doing

its best to assist those who honestly want

to reduce waste in fuel, oil or solid, by

telling and showing how it can be done

on a railway. It is good business well

applied and traveling engineers, fuel su-

pervisors and even master mechanics who
would like to have a brush up on these

matters should go to Scranton and see

how it would suit their men.

The present war shows us how the

economic resources of a country can be

isolated, and is it not our duty to examine

every legitimate method of saving ; and

here knowledge is power.
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Pacific 4-6-2 Type Locomotives tor the Baltimore

& Ohio Kaih'oad
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has re-

cently completed an order for ten Pacific

or 4-6-2 type locomotives for the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad. These engines

are designated as Class P-4 by the Rail-

road Company, and are in many respects

similar to the Class P-3 locomotives

turned out by the same builders in 1913.

Class P-3 has been doing excellent work

in high speed passenger service on the

Philadelphia Division, of the B. & O.,

while the new engines have been sent to

the western end of the system. Classes

P-3 and P-4, although high powered,

modern locomotives, are built to con-

servative dimensions. The two designs

diflfer principally in the details, a thorough

revision having been made in the Class

r-4 locomotives, in order to fit them for

the particular requirements to be met.

These engines develop a starting tractive

force of 33,560 lbs., and with a liberal

ratio of adhesion will be able to fully

placed in tlic Imiler, one near the middle

of the barrel and the other just forward

of the firebox.

The main frames are of carbon cast

steel, annealed, 5 ins. wide. They are

strongly braced, and the pedestal binders

arc secured by three bolts on each side.

Self-adjusting wedges are applied, and

long journals are used on the main axle.

The front truck is of the Economy con-

slant-resistance type, and the rear truck

i-i of the "KW" type, as supplied by the

Commonwealth Steel Co. This truck is

u;.ed in combination with the Common-
v.calth rear frame cradle, and is equipped

with a centering device. The spring rig-

King is cross-equalized back of the rear

drivers, and connection with the truck

frame is made by a vertical link on each

side.

The machinery details include a num-
ber of features worthy of mention. The
pistons have forged steel bodies, with

The trucks are of the pedestal type, with

cast steel frames and equalizers ; while

the tender frame is of cast steel made in

one piece. \ radial buffer is applied be-

tween engine and tender.

Careful attention has been given to the

location of the cab fittings and the design

of smaller details, so that the locomotives

can be conveniently handled. The equip-

ment includes an electric headlight and a

speed recorder.

The leading dimensions are as follows

:

Gauge, 4 ft. H'/^ ins. ; cylinders, 2334 ins.

X 28 ins.; valves, piston, 14 ins. diam.

Boiler—Type, straight ; diameter. 72 ins.

;

thickness of sheets, 11/16 in., 23/32 in.,

34 i". ; working pressure, 190 lbs. ; fuel,

soft coal ; staying, radial. Firebox—Ma-
terial, steel ; length, 108}^ ins. ; width,

75'i ins.; depth, front, 74 ins.; depth,

back, 59 ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

back and crown. >^ in. ; thickness of

sheets, t\ibe. ' .• in. Water Spare— l-'ront,

F. H. Clark, Gcn'l S. M. P.

exert this amount under ordinary rail

conditions.

The boiler has a straight top, and meas-

ures 72 ins. in diameter at the front end.

It contains a moderate amount of well-

disposed heating surface, no attempt h.iv-

ing been made to crowd the tubes at the

expense of circulation. The boiler con-

tains a superheater and brick arch, and is

equipped with a power-operated fire-door.

Flexible bolts are used in the breaking

zones in the water-legs, and the front end

of the crown is supported by four rows

of expansion stays, twelve bolts wide. The

smoke-bo.x is of the self cleaning type.

and is designed in accordance with B. &
O. practice, without a front extension

;

bufthe tube sheet is placed well back of

the stack center, and the total length of

the smoke-box is 81 ins. The main and

auxiliary domes are both placed on the

third boiler ring, and the opening under

the auxiliary dome is 16 ins. in diameter,

so that the boiler can be easily entered

for inspection purposes. Two baffle plates.

to prevent the surging of the water, are

B.\LT1M0RE & OHIO 4 62 CL.ASS P-4

bearing rings and packing rings of gun

iron. The bearing rings are secured by

lilugs and retaining rings, which are elec-

trically welded into place. No extension

Kids are used, but the bearing rings are

« idcned on the bottom so that the piston

has ample supporting area. Gun iron is

also used for the cylinder and steam chest

bushings, crosshead shoes, and valve bull

rings and packing rings. The valves have

cast iron bodies and light cast steel heads,

and are set with a travel of 6 ins. and a

lead of J4 '"• Walschacrts valve motion

is applied in combination with the Ragon-

tiet power reverse gear. The main crank

|iins are of chrome vanadium steel, an-

nealed.

The tender is of the Vanderbilt type,

which has been used very extensively in

freight service on the B. & O. railroad,

and is now being adapted to passenger

service. These tenders have capacity for

9.000 gallons of water, and 16 tons of

coal. They are equipped with coal push-

ers, and are so designed that water scoops

can be subsequently applied if desired.

Baldwin Lo r.nildcrs

sides and back. 4' i- ins. Tubes— Diameter,

5'j ins. and 2;^ ins.; material, steel;

thickness, 5; 2 ins.. No. 9 W. G., 2<4 ins.,

0.125 in.; number, S'A ins., 25; 2% ins.,

140: length. 20 ft. ins. Heating Sur-

face—Firebox, 185 sq. ft.; tubes, 2,359 sq.

ft.; firebrick tubes, 26 sq. ft; total, 2,570

sq. ft. ; superheater, 604 sq ft.
;
grate area.

56.5 sq. ft. Driving Wheels—Diameter,

outside, 76 ins. ;
journals, main, 10!^ ins.

x 21 ins.; journals, others, 9'/i ins. x 13

ins. Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter,

front. 36 ins.; journals, Oyi ins. x 12 ins.;

diameter, back, 46 ins. ;
journals, 8 ins. x

14 ins. Wheel Base—Driving. 13 ft. 2

ins.; rigid, 13 ft. 2 ins.; total engine, 34 ft.

3!< ins.: total engine and tender, 70 ft.

6' 4 ins. Weight—On driving wheels,

165.100 lbs.; on truck, front. 44.900 lbs.;

on truck, back. 45.500 lbs.; total engine,

255.500 lbs. ; total engine and tender about

422.000 lbs. Tender—Wheels, diameter,

36 ins. : journals. 6 ins. x 1 1 ins. ; tank

capacity. 9.000 L'. S. gals.; fuel. 16 tons.

These engines are used in passenger ser-

vice on the Western division of the line.
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Chilled Iron Car Wheels
Recently a paper was prepared for the

Railway Club of r'ittsliurgh l)y Mr. Gi>t.

\V. Lyndon, president, and Mr. F. K. Vial,

consulting engineer of the Association of

Manufacturers of Chilled Car W'heel.^,

The paper was a general survey of the

mechanics of the chilled iron car wlicel,

and many points were brought out that

are very apt to be forgotten or overlooked.

Steel has been substituted for iron in the

rail, witli wood in the construction of cars,

and has found appropriate places in loco-

motive construction, but it has not forced

out chilled iron in the car wheel. Why is

this? The writers of the paper answer

that chilled iron has been found by con-

tinuous use for 67 years to be thoroughly

well fitted for the service it has to per-

form, and that the process employed in

making the wliccl. and the material itself

are most satisfactory. It has stood the

practical test and has not failed.

Chilled ir.)n was introduced in 1850.

and its principal and most useful feature

is its ability to carry any load that the

wheel can bear without crushing or flow-

ing or otherwise becoming deformed. The

association with which ilr. Lyndon and

Mr. Vial are connected claim their ban-

ner year of scientific progress was IW.

when they were able to reduce the large

and heterogeneous list of special wheels

for cars, to three standard patterns for

thirty-, forty- and fifty-ton cars. The

general design of these wheels is good,

as proved by continuous service ever

since.

Satisfactory as the progress so far

made has been, other improvements have

been brought to li.ght. One of the most

important i^ connected with increasing

the llange. This can be done with. ml

altering existing track conditions, and a

much stronger and better flange would be

the result for the heavier varieties of cars.

This is not a fad or fancy of the asso-

ciation or merely a desire to play with

something new. The manufacturers be-

lieve that an increased factor of safet.\

will lie the rcMilt (.f the change, and that

they are entitled to a definite answer that

will affirm or deny tliis statement, with

reasons. They also believe that time i<

unnecessarily iost in handling the matter,

and that the M. C. B. Association and all

others whose interests are affected should

"=how cause." as legal courts say, why

the chance ^liould iMt be made, and made

with authority without further delay.

Among the advantages which chilled

iron wheels possess and as the writers

r,f the paper say. which have contributed

to its reputation, are the following:

"Pirst—Hardness of tread, which gives

a maximum service for the least loss of

metal.

"Sernnd-The roefiicient of friction be-

tween wheel and brake shoe is 25 per

cent greater tlian that developed by steel

under the same pressures. This is of

great advantage in reducing the strain on

the brake rigging and trucks, by prac-

tically giving greater capacity to air

cylinders and air pumps on the engines,

etc.

"Third The durability of brake shoes

when used on chilled iron is 25 per cent

to 100 per cent greater than when used

with other materials, the variation de-

pending upon the type of shoe used. The

slow-wearing insert shoes commonly used

on chilled iron wlieels cannot well be

used on the steel wheel on account of

their scoring action.

"Fourth — The abrasion between a

chilled iron flange and a steel rail is less

than that of a steel flange against steel

rail. The chilled iron flange reduces the

loss in inttal from the flange and also

from the rail, which is an item of eco-

nomical importance.

"Fifth—That part of train resistance

which is developed through flange friction

and tread slipping, is materially less in the

case of chilled iron wheels than with

other wheels. This is one of the most

important items of economy in connection

with the chilled iron wheel.

•'Sixth— .\ chilled iron tread, on account

of the absence of ductility, retains its

rotundity to a greater extent than is pos-

silile in treads tnade of other materials.

Large numliers of broken rails have been

found by thorough investigation to have

been caused by eccentric wheels. The

ordinary flat spots of 2^4 ins. occurring in

the cliilled iron wheels do not produce

anything like the iiripact blow that is de-

veloped in the case of an eccentric wheel.

In case the flat spot is ironed out. an

elongated flat spot or an eccentric wheel

i> i.riKhiced This docs not occr.r in the

chilled iron wheels and, therefore, a noise

is developed such that the location of the

defect is easily disc.vercd. which is not

the case with the eccentric wlieel.

"Seventh The scrap value of a chilled

iron wheel i^ relatively greater than that

of any other material, largely on account

of the scattered locations of wheel

foundries throughout the couiilry. This

is especially true in the West.

"iMylith— Chilled iron will carry heavier

loads without distortion .ir cold rolling

the surface metal than is possible with

other metals.

"Xinth—No expensive lathes are re-

(luired f.ir machining treads, thereby ef-

fecting a saving in shop and machinery.'"

Since 1875 wheel loads have increased

.sOO [ler cent, axle weights 205 per cent,

and wheel weights 75 per cent The

phenomenal and rajiid growth in wheel

loads is well known. Xotwithstanding

this rapid development, statistical infor-

mation shows that the number of wheel

failures during the past ten years are far

less in percentage than during the decade

prior to the introduction of the 100,000

lbs. capacity car. This favorable record

has delayed a study of the relations of

stresses originating in service and the

factor of safety in different parts of the

wheel. An analysis of wheel failures

strongly indicates that the majority occur

because of an entire disregard of the rules

of standardization and extremely unfair

usage.

During the years 1914 and 1915 the

M. C. B. Wheel Committee made a

special efl^ort to collect from all the rail-

roads, and tabulate all failures of chilled

iron wheels with particular reference to

flange failures and cracked plates. Con-

trary to expectations, extremely few

broken flanges were reported, and the

item of cracked plates was 30 per cent

more prevalent in the 60,000 lbs. capacity

cars than in the 100.000 lbs. capacity cars,

and more than Iialf of the cracked plate

wheels in the 30-ton cars were confined

to cars above 42.000 lbs. light weight,

which constitutes less than 5 per cent of

the total equipment in that class. This in-

dicates that the load carried is not a true

criterion of stresses developed within the

wheel. It is certain that wheel failures

would be practically eliminated if the

magnitude and intensity of the internal

stresses, which are developed by various

operating conditions, were fully estab-

lished and the wheel designed and used

accordingly. Xo investigation along these

lines has ever been attempted by com-

mittees who lix wheel standards, and the

rules established by manufacturers are

not officially rccognii'cd. If we review

the M. C. B. proceedings we find hundreds

of pages of valuable information regard-

ing the properties of brake shoes and

other parts of the car. but nothing what-

ever to indicate a constructive effort to

establish the fiind.iinentai properties of

chilled iron or the origin and magnitude

of the stresses within the wheel. Inas-

much as loads SO per cent in excess of

those required under IflO.(XX) lbs. capacity

cars are now safely carried by chilled

iron wheels, it is well to consider whether

wheel loads of 30.000 lbs. are Hearing the

limit of capacity of chilled iron, and if

so. in just what way it will becoine man-

ifest in different iiarts of the wheel. The

particular items requiring investigation to

establish this inforni.ation are: Bearing

power of cliilled iron, the effect of cone

on wheel and rail service, the stresses de-

veloped, within the flange, in the plate

from flange pressure, by vertical load

from axle pressure, in the plate Iiy heat

from brake friction, coefficient of friction

and rate of metal loss in shoes continu-

ously applied at varying pressures and

velocities.
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Chilled iron wheels are not appreci-

ably flattened by any load below 250,000

lbs. As far as bearing power is con-

cerned, chilled iron is ideal for wheel

service, and in addition thereto, the metal

takes on a high polish and produces a

minimum amount of friction when rub-

bing against the rail, which is a quality

of prime importance. The absence of

ductility prevents distortion of the metal

;

therefore, the tread maintains its original

shape as regards taper and the wheel as

a whole retains its rotundity to a greater

e.xtent than is possible with any other

material. From all tests which have been

made it is safe to assume that the average

pressure per square inch over the contact

area between wheel and rail is about

lOO.OOO lbs. For extreme loads above

200,000 lbs. on curved top rails, the pres-

sure per square inch may reach 150,000

lbs. When the top of the rail is worn.

the bearing area is increased, and the

pressure per square inch is correspond-

ingly reduced.

The first permanent set, which indicates

passing tlic elai^tic limit of the rail, oc-

curs when the indentation or penetration

is approximately .007 inch. If we assume

that in regular service, the wheel load

will be such that the indentation shall

not exceed one-half this amount, we have

the following results for maximum per-

missible wheel loads in railway servi -e :

On wheels 42 ins. in diameter—Load

limit 34.000 lbs.

On wheels 36 ins. in diameter—Load
limit 31,500 lbs.

On wheels 33 ins. in diameter—Load
limit 30.200 lbs.

On wheels 30 ins. in diameter—Load
limit 28..S(X) lbs.

An indication of the bearing power of

chilled iron is obtained from crane

service where concentrated loads of over

100,000 lbs. per wheel are not uncommon,
(^ne use for wheels of this type is to carry

unloading bridges and large gantry

cranes. On account of the extreme width

of si)an. which may be more than 200 ft.,

the rails are not always parallel, especially

when one rail is on the dock line. A
spreadin.g track brings strong pressure to

hear on the flanges of the wheels, which

are double on these wheels, therefore the

flanges are designed to climb the rail

under full load and still have a factor of

safety against breaking of 4 or 5. From
the above analysis, and in fact from gen-

eral experience, it appears that 30,000 lbs.

load for a 33-in. wheel is about the limit

of rails of the present type. As far as

wheels are concerned, double this load

can be carried without the least sign of

overload.

The limiting loads will always be gov-

erned by the bearing power of the rail

rather than any consideration on the part

of tlie wheel itself. For this reason

chilled iron is ideal not only for railroad

service, but also for wheels under the

heaviest concentrated loads such as occur

under transfer tables, special cranes, un-

loading towers, swing bridges, gantry

structures, etc., where the wheel load may
exceed 100,000 lbs.

It was early found that a certain

amount of cone in the tread of a new
wheel was advantageous from every

standpoint. The present cone is 1 in 20.

This is the recommended standard of the

M. C. B. Association, and also standard

in Europe where the practice is about

equally divided between a uniform taper

and a slight double taper. The world's

standard may be said, without exaggera-

tion, to be 1 in 20. Two railroads have

other tapers and these deviations have

called for a discussion of the whole sub-

ject and various rail and wheel com-
mittees are now at work to determine the

best standard. It is highly desirable that

there should be but one standard taper.

The paper, which is extremely full of most

valuable matter, too extended and accu-

rately minute for other than passing

notice here, concludes with determina-

tions of coefficients of friction, effect of

heat by friction, results of brake shoe

action, effects of brake shoe-induced heat,

tensile and compressive stresses under

load, rise of mounting pressure, heat de-

fects, and defects developed in service,

which were formerly thought to be in-

herent blemishes, and some conclusions

drawn from a close survey of the whole

question of the utility of the chilled iron

car wheel in railroad service.

Opinion of the Interstate Commerce Commission
The report of the Interstate Commerce

Commission on the collision at Mount

L'nion. Pa., February 27, 1917, and the

conclusions of the committee are quoted

below

:

''The circumstances surrounding this

collision point clearly to the conclu-

sion, often reiterated in previous report-^,

that if accidents of this character are to

be guarded against, some form of auto-

matic device must be used which will as-

sume control of the train and bring it to

a stop within the zone of safety whenever

an engineman fails for any reason to obey

a signal indication that restricts the move-

ment of his train. The only alternative

that suggests itself is reduction of speed

to a point that will enable an engineman

to bring his train to a stop within the

range of vision under all conditions of

weather.

"The condition of dense fog is an al-

most invariable accompaniment of acci-

dents of this character. In numerous
reports attention has been called to the

danger of permitting fast trains to proceed

at undiminished speed when signals are

obscured by fog or storm so as to limit

greatly an engineman's range of vision.

When operating trains in block-signal ter-

ritory in foggy weather, enginemen usu-

ally make no reduction in speed as long

as they are sure of the signal indications,

even though signals can be observed but

a few feet ahead of the engine. Theoret-

ically this is safe, as the signals indicate

the condition of the track ahead with as

great certaintj- in foggy weather as in

dear, and if a signal is seen and known

to be clear there is no good reason why

speed should be reduced. But, however,

safe this practice may be in theor>', expe-

rience has amply demonstrated that as a

practical matter it is not safe. The chance

i-,t misreading a signal from a rai>idly

moving train is immeasureably greater

when fog is so dense that the signal can

be observed but a short distance than

wlien the atmosphere is clear enough to

permit normal observation of signals.

"To have required the speed of this

train to be reduced so that it could be

stopped within the engineman's range of

vision might well be considered excess

caution: yet, in view of the engineman's

feeling of certaint\- that his observation

of the signal was accurate, this was ob-

viously the only absolutely safe course

under the existing conditions. Had there

been an automatic train stop installed

braking distance in the rear of signal

bridge 1904, however, neither the speed of

the train nor the misreading of the signal

at bridge 1912 would have prevented the

train from being brought to a stop in time

to prevent this collision.

"There are a number of automatic

stop devices now available for use which

are capable of development to meet rail-

way operating conditions in a practicable

manner. This work o' development must

be done by the railroads themselves. The

works which the Government is doing in

examining and testing automatic train

r. ntrol devices can go no further than to

indicate whether or not the devices tested

are correctly designed and capable of be-

ing developed so as to perform their in-

tended functions in a proper manner. It

is obviously a duty which the railroads

owe to the traveling public to develop and

use these devices to the end that these

distressing accidents, due to human error,

may be eliminated from railway travel."

The Interstate Commerce Commission

has approved the stop-sicnal idea in no

uncertain way, and has indicated the duty

of the railways to adopt it. Now that the

Government '"owns" the railways, whose

dutv is it?
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Locomotive Ash Pans

Their Development Under the FeJeral Law—Some of Their Varieties In Design

It is now nearly ten years ago that by

an act of Congress it was declared unlaw-

ful for any common carrier to engage in

interstate or foreign commerce by railroad

to use any locomotive in interstate or for-

eign traftic, not ecjuipped with an ash pan,

which can be dumped or emptied and

cleaned without the necessity of any em-

ployee going under such locomotive. Al-

tivc. The fact that there has not been

developed any special device that has met

with universal adoption may be looked

upon as proof tliat all or nearly all the

appliances in use are satisfactory, but this

does not prevent our inventors from pro-

ducing from time to time some new form

or variety of device claiming attention.

Tlie winter through whicli we have just

FK .\'ri..\s nEI.FCI.IC.WIXC. .\SHI'.\X 1-1 iK I.dfdMOTIVES.

thougli the rule was clothed in much

verbiage, and full of repetitions, the

object aimed at was clear, and the pen-

alties attached rendered the law manda-

tory in its application. The only r.\clusion

from the application of the law was the

statement that nothing in the act shall

apjdy to any locomotive upon which, Ijy

reason of the use of oil. electricity, or

other such agency, an ash \r.in is not nec-

essary.

Later an amendment was added to the

original law setting forth instructions that

asli pans shall be securely supported and

maintained in safe and suitable condition

tor service on locomotives built after Jan-

uary 1, 1916, and must be supported from

mud rings on frames. Locomotives built

prior to January 1, 1916. wliich do not

have the ash pans supi)orted from mud

rings or frames shall be changed when llie

locomotive receives a new fire box. Tlie

operating mechanism of all ash pans shall

be so arranged that it may be safely oper-

ated, and maintained in safe and suitable

condition for service. Xo part of the ash

pan shall be less than 2' j ins. above the

rail.

In the hands of the well-trained me-

clianical engineers the problem was not a

rliffirult one, anrl a universal compliance

with the law was completed with a degree

of rapidity that was agreeably surprising.

.'\s may be expected there was, and is

still, a great variety of devices looking

towards a solution of the problem of

cleaning the ash pan without the necessity

of going into the pit under the locomo-

pa^scd has iurn'ishcd the severest kinds of

tests on the reliability of devices during

the intense frosts and heavy snowfalls,

and it is not to lie wondered at that new

ideas are taking form, especially looking

towards anti-freezing appliances guaran-

teeing the free working of the devices

under the conditions recently experienced.

Tlie lioppiT shaped asli pans with slid-

cult of accomiilishnient, and hence it is not

to be wondered at that some clever de-

vices in the way <if steam pipes and other

ajipliances calculated to thaw out the froz-

en parts and force out the adhering ashes

are already in use.

One of the earliest designs calculated

not only to meet the requirements of the

Federal law but also prepared to meet the

natural exigencies arising was what is

known as the .^tlas ash pan. This pan is

arranged so that any leakage from the

mud ring falls outside and not into the

pan. The chief feature of the ash pan,

however, as is shown in our illustration.

Fig. 1, is the fact tliat it is fitted with

scrapers. These are really like pistons,

though of rectangular shape, which by the

operation of a lever for each section, may
be forced through the length of the pan,

thus pushing the ashes out ahead of it.

These scrapers, when in normal position,

act as dampers for the front and rear of

each section. The pan is also litted with

a double bottom which may be tilled with

steam to prevent freezing in winter.

In many of the earlier ash pans that

came into operation with a view of meet-

ing the requirements of the law. the cin-

ders rested against the bottom, and on

account of the weight of the cinders the

springing of tin- bottom plates not infre-

(juently niadt' it difficult and not infre-

quently impossible to operate the slides,

and therefore when the slide was opened,

it was not closed tightly, leaving the pan

in a partially ojien condition at the bot-

.';i:r.F-CLF..\NiX(; .\siii'.\.\.

ing bottoms and heavy cast iron, and in

many cases with thinner cast steel sliding

plates wdiich may be actuated by levers,

are generally in use. During winter the

real test occurs of the efficiency of these

types when the level sliding plates or cast-

ings are in use. On many roads the

climatic conditions have been such as to

render the efficiency of the apparatus diffi-

tom, and in some cases causing delay in

endeavoring to open or close the slides on

account of the slides being very hard to

operate.

A device known as the Sykes ash pan,

Fig. 2, was contrived with the bottom re-

volving in two sections, and leaving the

bottom of the pan entirely open, with

nothing in the bottom on which the cin-
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ders could lodge or preventing the pan

from cleaning itself freely and closing

tight, and in case there might be a cinder

or other obstruction and the pan did not

close the cinder could be removed by oper-

ating the doors, and could be seen from

the outside if the slides closed properly. A

further peculiarity of this device was

means for a flow of water extcndinp the

full length of the ash pan immediately

the pan prior to dumping it, which will

thaw out all the ice, and allow the ashes

to be discharged without trouble.

A more recent invention known as the

Madden hoppcrless ash pan, Fig. 3, has

attracted considerable attention on ac-

count of its simplicity, being entirely con-

structed of 'A in. tank steel, eliminating

all castings and forgings. The formation

of the pan, in what is known as reverse

While these variations in the form and

arrangement of operation might be added

to, it will be generally conceded that the

larger locomotive constructors have met

the situation admirably. The extraordi-

nary demands that have been made upon

the leading locomotive builders for the in-

creasing and varied transportation service,

ranging from the smallest types of narrow

gauge locomotives to the heaviest types of

FIG. 3. M.\DnEN HOPPERLESS ASH PAN, NOW IN USE.

over the revolving bottom, which could be,

if desired or needed, washed off with a

stream of water from the injectors or

from a blower attached direct to the boil-

er, and this being in the form of a sprink-

ler simply washes the plates, or after the

cinders had been dumped to the track

could be used for putting out the fire on

the track. The ashes could be discharged

curves, precludes the possibility of warp-

ing or buckling. The danger of ashes

escaping is also avoided as the ash pan is

air-tight except at the mud-ring, where

there is an opening of ten to twelve per

cent, of the grate area through which to ad-

mit air for combustion. The original low

cost and the almost complete absence of

the need of repairs are advantages in these

Mallets has led to an approach in the

standardization of devices and materials

that arc calculated to meet the require-

ments of every kind of service, as well as

the co-ordination of forms tliat become

readily familiar becau.se of their uniform-

ity. In the matter of ash pans furnished

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, the

operating mechanism has 'received consid-

FIG, 4. ASH PAN FOR LON'G NARROW FIREBOX-PALDWIN LOCOM-'TIVK \V..KKS

from this pan from the locomotive by

hand, air or steam, as desired, or from

the foot-board, or by a lever operated by

a man standing on the ground. An ad-

vantage is in the fact that it cannot be-

come distorted from the heat and in case

of extreme cold weather, when the ashes

in the pan may freeze, hot water or steam

from the boiler may be readily connected

up to overflow pipes, and discharged into

high-priced times. This design has met

with considerable favor in the West, the

Missouri Pacific having over 600 in ser-

vice, and the reports during the recent

winter show that this form of ash pan has

made an excellent record in severe service.

It has also been adopted as standard on

the Western Maryland, and is being tried

on the Wabash, the St. Louis-San Fran-

cisco and other roads.

erable attention, and a degree of sound-

ness of cunstruction as well as similarit>'

in design in the varioiis types has reached

a degree of perfection that is eminently

satisfactory. Our accompanying illustra-

tions, Figs. 4, 5. 6 and 7, show the details

of the arrangements used with a long,

narrow firebox, and which, under the

most trving conditions, during the severe

weather has never failed to be admirably
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rdaptcd tor the end in view. The detail?

as shown are self explanatory, and it need

hardly be pointed out that the openings

for the removal of the ashes being at the

lowest points of the ash pan the removal

of the ashes is instantaneous and com-

plete, while the closing of the movable

doors are, by reason of their acting

against the contracting surfaces of the

ash pan, self cleaning, while the operating

levers by reason of their multiplied ap-

FIG. 5. FRONT OF BALDWIN ASHPAN.

plication nf power entirely restricts any

leakage while the operating lever is in

the closed position. In the absence of any

serious collision there is absolutely noth-

ing to get out of order, for even if it were

possible for any portion of the ash pan

to warp after long service, the overlap-

ping of the movable closing applia^ce^

prevents any tendency to admit of an

opening at these points of movable con-

tact. It will also be noted that the air

as that large class of inventors whose

minds naturally run l.) every conceivable

channel of human endeavor, and it would

not lie surprising if the ash pan should

assume new forms in the undiscovered

future.

A word might be added in reference to

the fact that while the ashpan has re-

ceived considerable attention in recent

xoars. there has coine to our observation

lure .-u'd there evidences that there are

mechanical engineers who seem to forget

that there is such an appliance. It would

not be difficult to furnish instances where

the mechanics in endeavoring to attach

the ashpan in place have discovered pipes,

coupling rods, brake paraphernalia, and

other attachments so situated that the con-

structing engineer had evidently given the

ashpan no thought. This is not remarkable

in \iew of tlie fact that in bridging over

the axles in some types of locomotives,

portions of the ashpan are necessarily

circumscribed in area, and this necessity

leads to another occasional defect. It is

not unusual to find that the limited space

in the ashpan immediately over the axles

is apt to get choked up with ashes, there-

by affecting the combustion in that part of

the furnace.

These detects or instances arc rare, and

the remedy so easy that attention is

menly needed to lie called to them. The

most serious defect, if it may be so called,

has occurred, as we have already stated, in

the severe weather of last winter when in

many instances it became physically im-

pMSMl.le to keep the attachments of the

tachmcnt embodying the simplest and

most eflicient method of overcoming the

difficulty. The ashpan itself may seem

simple, and the problems affecting its up-

keep easy of solution, but it is not as

simple as it looks.

Crippled Cars.

Mr. Charles C. McCord, interstate com-

merce commissioner, says that thousands

FIG. 6. BACK OF BALDWIN ASHPAN.

of crippled freight cars have accumulated

diiough the winter because of neglect of

railroads in making repairs, and that they

occupy miles of tracks in eastern railroad

centers, and are largely responsible for

car shortage and traffic congestion. These

cars could have been repaired quickly

during the winter if the railways had made

proper preparations for covered repair

tricks, according to the opinion of rail-

re a<l administration officials.

!!(;. 7. Dl-;i \il .S OF OI'F.RATINO LEVERS ON BALDWIN ASHPAN.

openings, which are essential to conilms-

tion, are covered with durable netting.

preventing any siuirks or heated ashes

from escaping into the outer air.

It will thus be seen tliat while the suli-

ject of constructing and maintaining ash

pans, in order to comply with the existing

regulations, may seem at first sight sim-

ple and easy of accomplishment, it has

received the attention of the ablest con-

structors of locomotive appliances, as well

mure complicated ashpaiis in good work-

ing order, and the need of some adjustable

aiijiaratus that may be readily attached

lor speedily and completely thawing any

p.irt of the appliance that may become

affected by atnios|ilieric conditions, is so

a]jpareiit that in the near future it will

likely take form in some general way that

will meet the needs of the situation, either

by the general adoption of some device

already in operation, or by some new at-

Saw Setting.

Hand-.saus .ire lilcl by '.^ripping the

blade between two strips of wood held in

the jaws of the joiner's vise. The proud

teeth are levelled off by iiassing an old

file longways over the teeth. The front

angle of the teeth should be about 75 de-

grees, 90 degrees being at right angles to

the line of the tops of the teeth. Set with

a hammer and hail punch on the end grain

of a block of wood.
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Engine Failures—Their Chief Causes and Prevention

The locomulive engineman of to-day can

do a great deal to save or waste the rail-

road company's money, but he is not

alone in this regard. One of the most

hopeful signs of these perilous times is

the intense energy and earnestness with

which the railroad man generally, and,

in our opinion, those engaged in the me-

chanical department particularly, are

striving towards that degree of perfec-

tion in their calling that not only readily

meets and masters emergencies as they

arise, but foresees them, and takes pains

to avoid them. There is no better evi-

dence of this than in the fact that dur-

ing the severe climatic conditions prevail-

ing last winter, the number of engine

failures was reduced to much less than

the average of previous years. Times

of stress and trial induce a greater de-

gree of serious thoughtfulness, and to

this must be superadded the important

fact that the vastly improved system of

the training of apprentices and the per-

sistent education of firemen is already

showing a marked improvement among

the railway men that bids well for the

future.

In this connection it might be timely

to refer in a general way to what are

known as engine failures, embracing de-

lays on account of engines breaking

down, running hot, not steaming well, or

having to reduce tonnage on account of

some defect arising in the engine, making

a delay at a terminal, a meeting point, a

junction connection, or delaying other

traffic, or other circumstances that could

be readily added to but nearly all of

which can be, and, if possible, should

be avoided. Experience has shown that

engine failures may be classified as aris-

ing from recurring causes such as frac-

tures in the mechanism, boiler troubles

prevalent in bad water districts, air brake

disorders, failures in the boiler feed ap-

pliances, blow-off cock and other boiler-

mounting troubles, and last, by no means

least, failures on the part of the engine-

men. Indeed it must be admitted that

while the improvements in the varied

mechanism, in design and operation as

weV as in material, are approaching per-

fection, the human element will never

become infallible.

Taking up some of these troubles cate-

gorically, it may be said that there an:

failures in machinery that are unavoid-

able, and probably cannot be foreseen.

Frequent and thorough inspections by en-

ginemen, roundhouse and back shop men

are the best means of avoiding these fail-

ures. Xeglect in the machine shop is in-

variably heard of afterwards. When
work is taken apart in the machine shop

it should be thoroughly examined with

a view to discover cracks or flaws, and

the whitening of rods, axles, frames and

crank pins and testing by hammering, or

by oiling and drying and lightly ham-

mering, when cracks, if any, will show

some traces not otherwise visible to a

mere casual inspection, will not infre-

quently save the possibility of a fracture

when the engine is in service. Heating

and annealing of parts is also in the line

of safety as lessening the brittlcness, es-

pecially in the case of the lighter parts

that crystallize more rapidly than the

heavier parts.

In the matter of heated bearings, par-

ticularly the driving boxes, it is the spe-

cial duty of the engine inspector to test

the engine for pounds, and the slightest

pound in any of the driving boxes should

he given prompt attention. If necessary

the wedges should be set up, and adjusted

at such a degree of tightness that the

box should move readily upward and

downward without any apparent lost mo-

tion. The rod bushings and rod bearings

generally cannot be maintained in proper

condition unless the driving boxes are

kept in good fitting condition in the

wedges.

In regard to engine failing to steam

well, this defect is frequently caused by

the quality or kind of water, and this

has more to do with boiler failures than

all other causes combined. The boiler

should be washed out as often as re-

quired, and the frequency of the wash-

ings should depend more on the quality

of the water, and upon the amount of

water evaporated rather than upon the

number of trips run or the number of

days in which the engine may have been

in service. The accumulation of mud
may be said to be the chief cause of

defective steaming. The removal of a

number of flues at the bottom or in scat-

tered locations as may be required will

greatly aid in a thorough cleaning of the

boiler. Irregular steam pressure invari-

ably cause boiler failures, and if engines

are left standing in the open air in ex-

cessively cold weather for any length of

time under a high pressure of steam the

tendency to boiler failure by reason of

leaky flues or other defects is very great.

In this connection it might be noted

that, failures of blow-off cocks, though

less frequent, are still among the inci-

dents likely to happen. Sometimes they

(H-cur by reason of bolts, nuts and other

material left in the boiler carelessly, and

gradually gravitating to the blow-oflf

cock, and getting caught in the opening

prevent the blow-oflf cock from closing.

Indeed it was not infrequent to hear some

of the engineers remark that they would

not open the blow-off cock except at ter-

minals in case that they would not he

able to close them again as the operating

mechanism was not infrequently in such

a position that it was diflScult to reach.

Marked improvements have been made

in the operating of the mechanism, and

with the use of screens the jjroblem

should be completely mastered.

The failure of boiler feed appliances

arc largely due either to the liming or

encrusting of the parts from poor water

conditions ; the cutting of seats and no:£-

zles ; from llie presence of sand in the

water, and failure on the part of the

checks, injectors or valves, and last, but

not least, by the failure of pipe joints,

more particularly between the tank and

the injector, where a defect in a pipe or

joint is not only a source of delay and

danger, but a source of mystery. Care

should be taken to see that injectors are

frequently changed and all pipes and

joints examined at regular intervals

growing out of the average requirements

of the service. Boiler checks may require

to be refitted or reground every two or

three days. Their tendency to leak in bad

water districts is great, and a leak from

the boiler to the injector pipes has a most

injurious effect on the working of the

injector.

In regard to air pressure failures; these

?re being thoroughly overcome by the

use of double air pumps, superior piping

aiu' reliable joints. The proper clamp-

ing of pipes is of itself a feature o:

importance, as incessant vibrations of

pipes never fail to produce a defect at

some point. An air brake expert, at one

time a rarity, is now to be found at

almost every division point, and the ap-

pliances generally may be said to be as

ncaily reliable as any mechanical product

can be expected to be, but the details are

becoming more multiplex, and their care-

ful handling can only come by experience,

combined with such opportunities for

instruction as may be gathered from the

standard works on the subject, including

the department devoted to the subject

tliat is conducted in our pages from

month to month.

The growing demand for motive power

at the present time has a tendency to

increase engine failures, and in order to

n^eet the demand, chances are apt to be

taken by ofiicials who, however earnest

and well meaning, are often compelled

to neglect repairs that eventually cause

engines to fail. This may seem at first

sight to savor of culpable neglect, but it

is only those who have been between

what may be called the upper and nether

millstone who understand how men are

drawn into this state of mind to take

chances, and the chances repeatedly suc-

ceeding, the human mind changes its con-

sistency, just as a bar of cold steel of

superior quality may lose its consistency

by repeated blows of a heavy steam

hammer until it is not in the form that i:

should be.
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The Stop Signal in England
The stop signal or automatic train

control idea, which we have consistently

advocated as a safety device of the high-

est order, has also made headway in

responsible (piarters in Great Britain, is-

evidenced by the article we quote from

the pages of the Railway Engineer of

London. The article appeared under the

heading of the "Automatic Train Con-

trol."

"liefon- the war probably no question

relating to the safe working of traffic

commanded more attention than the

(picstion of .Automatic Train Control.

( If course, during the war. this, along

with other pressing questions, has had

!< be shelved for the time being, and

•iltbough its consideration has thereby

licen delayed, it will again compel dis-

cussion when more peaceful times return.

I'll fortunately, in this country, opinion is

\ery sharply divided on the question.

"It is universally conceded that con-

siderable improvements have been effect-

ed in the safe workin.g of traffic by the

introduction of track-circuiting, but these

improvements caimot be considered ade-

quate unless means be adopted to guard

against the failure of the human element,

ill (he person of the driver. No matter

wliat methods be adopted to insure that

the indication given by a signal shall be

the correct one, accidents are bound to

occur unless some check is placed on the

fallibility of the driver.

"I'p to this point it may be said that

all railuaymen arc in agre<?meiit, but

when the (|ueslion of the control to he

I>laced on the driver is considered opinion

varies considerably. There arc some who
argue that the case might be met by the

introduction of a system of cab-signaling,

wherein the indications given by the fixed

signals are reproduced in the cab of the

engine. There arc others, a little more

venturesome, who consider the problem

would be solved by the adoption of a

system of cab-signaling employing some

feature of speed control. I'or example,

should a driver approach a distant signal

at caution and it will be appreciated that

this system can only be applied to the dis-

tant signal, the caution indication will be

given in the engine cab, either visibly,

audibly, or both, and the train brakes par-

tially applied. In some systems no appli-

ratioii of the brakes would be made jiro

vided the speed of the train was bebiw a

predetermined value, p-inally, there arc

a few bold spirits, in a minority at

present, but whose opinion we believe to

be correct and likely to prove acceptable

when the question is thrashed out after-

wards, who believe tliat nothing short of

a full ajiplication of the brakes at a stop

signal will suffice. This rules out the dis-

tant signal altogether, and we think quite

rightly so ; because the distant signal in

modern installations is somewhat an ano-

nial.\-, and will, we believe, in its present

form, be abandoned as the development

of the signaling problem proceeds.

"I'rom time to time several articles

have appeared in The Railway Engineer

urging that the full brake application was
the only satisfactory systetn from a safety

point of view, and showing that such a

system could embody what are known
bere as train stops, cab signals, or a com-
liination of the two. The articles also

dealt in detail with the reorganization of

the signalin.g system which would be ren-

dered necessary by the adoption of such

a system and the advantages which would

accrue thereby. Knowin.g the experience

of the peoiile who held our views and the

study they had devoted to the subject, we
felt confident that we were correct, and

in this respect we are pleased to observe

that official opinion conlirms this in every

respect. Colonel I'ringle, K. E., in his

report dated 17th January, 1917, on the

accident which occurred near Kirtle-

bridge, Caledonian Railway, on 19th of

December, I'Mf) states:

" 'I can suggest no other safeguard in

analogous circumstances than the adop-

tion of a system of automatic control of

trains, wliereby the continuous brake is

applied wlien an engineman passes a fixed

signal at danger. This case has features

wliich strengthen my opinion that any

^ucli system should include provision for

a full lirake application at an actual stop

sigii.-il. and preclude the possibility of a

c!ri\cr releasing the brake until after the

train has come to a standstill.'

"Lieut. Col. Druitt, in his report on the

accident :il Wi.jaii on 10|h of December
la^t. slates that :

" 'To prevent collisions under such cir-

cumstances as obtained in this case the

only solution would ajipear to be auto-

iiialic cniiirol of trains. In which the

b^ake^ are apjibcd when .i sigii.il is passed

at danger. 1 ccinvidc-r tli.it. to do this ef

fectivelv. a full applicitinii of the- brake

should be made if a stop signal is passed

at danger, and it would be a further pre-

caution on the side of safety in such cases

if the driver u.is iinal)Ic- to release the;

br.ikes until the' Ir.iiii bad come to a

stand, but dc-taiK of the necessary appli-

ances can only Ik- deciiU-d ley acttiarcx-

[lerience.'
" 'Syvtems of antomalic control have

b<-(-n under trial l)y several r.iilw.iy com-
jiaiiies for some time, but tlie i|uestion

prc-sents many difficulties, for it is mani-

fest that with so much inter-running of

one company's engines over the other

c'omp.-uiic-s' lines, any system, to he really

edective. must be universal throughout

the country, and it is possible that there

may be more such inter-running in the fu-

ture. Owing to existing conditions,

the matter has not progressed so

quickly as it otherwise would have done.

but it is to lie luqied that it will he satis-

factorily settled in due course.'

"Colonel Pringle, to whom all signal

engineers are grateful not only for the

keen interest he takes in the art, but his

acquiescence and approval of any method
calculated to increase the safety factor,

has also in previous reports clearly de-

fined his attitude on the question of train

control. .Sir Samuel Fay, general man-
ager. Great Central Railway, who also

takes a keen interest in the signaling

problem, is reported to have said, in

speaking of track-circuiting in particular,

'1 am certain that we are approaching a

complete revolution all the way round
in our system of signaling. What we are

doing now is only a commencement.'

"We can only express tlie hope that

railway officials in general, and signal en-

gineers in particular, w-iU be quite ready

to discuss new methods and devices, the

need of which will inevitably arise when
the present l-'uropc-an turmoil is over.

Unless this will be done with the 'safety

first' factor in view all the time, we are

afraid that the pressure of oflicial and

public opinion will prove too ^trong, and
legislation will be the result."

Conservation of Railway Fuel.

Major .Schmidt, formerly pmlessiir of

mechanical railway engineering in the

University of Illinois, and recently as-

signed by tbc- War Dcp.irtmcnt to the

Fuel .Adnlini^tr,•ltiln, held a conference

with the members of the International

Railway Fuel .Association in Chicago

recently. The members of the committee

are E. Mc.\ulifTe. chairman: W. L. Robin-

son, Baltimore & Ohio; E. W. Pratt. Chi-

ca.go ct North Western; L. R. I'yle. .Sc_io

Line, and D, C. ISuell, Railway l-jluca-

tional Piureau, and M. K. Harnum. Rahi-

more iK- Ohio; John Crawford and A. N.

Wilson, Burlington, and Charles Hall,

Indiana Cnal 0|lc-ratllr^' AsM.ciation. also

look |iart ill the ci nifereiice. It is not yet

settled whether the matter of fuel conser-

vation on the railways will be handled by

the Fuel .Xdministration or under the

Director (ieneral nf Railroads.

Science and War.

In a ii.qicr icid rneiill.\ .it c liicago,

Major R. A. Millikan. I'ldlevsor of Phy-

sics in Chicago University, stated that

war was 8.s pc-r cent science and en.gineer-

ing and IS pc-r cent aclual fighting. .-\5

one application of science he mentioned

that it had proved practicable to locate

the position of a heavy gun within .^fl ft.

by observations on the sounci waves set

up on its discharge.

War Department Wants Engineers.

The War Department has asked the

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers to

furnish 50 men for tank service and 1,000

engineers for transportation service in

France.
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Saving Coal by Mixing
Interesting Experiments on the Lehigh Valley

The coal burned in Lehigh Valley Rail-

road engines is fast reducing by nearly 35

(ler cent, the consumption of coal, by a

plan now working successfully and which

gives evidence of proving a big saver.

Not only does the new plan save the

railroad one-third of what it has formerly

spent for supply coal for its engines, but

it releases just that much coal for other

purposes and disposes of an accumulation

of material in the anthracite regions

which heretofore has been regarded as

pure waste. The new plan provides for

the crushing of bituminous coal and its

mixture with anthracite silt, using two

parts of the soft coal to one of silt. Silt

or slush, as it is also called, has always

been regarded as a useless bi-product of

the anthracite industrj'. It is the dust

which has passed through a mesh where

the openings are no larger than three

thirtv-seconds of an inch in diameter.

as it might have been by the company.

The recent serious coal shortage and

the greatly increased cost of bituminous

coal brought the former successful ex-

periments to the attention of Mr. E. E.

Loomis, president of the Lehigh Valley

Railroad. This time experiments were

made with locomotives, particularly the

big engines equipped with automatic

.^tokers. Mr. H. B. Rrown, manager of

the fuel department of the railroad,

joined in the experiments, which were

made on the heavy engines which handle

long trains of coal on the Mahanoy and

Hazleton division. A mixing plant was

erected at Hazleton, Pa., where the soft

coal was crushed and mingled mechan-

ically with the silt in the proper propor-

tions.

The plan has proved successful. Trains

of 50 cars loaded with coal were handled

easily by engines fired with the mixed

index of the business conditions of the

entire country. The freight traffic during

1917 was over 60 per cent, greater than

before the war. The passenger traffic ex-

ceeded that of 1916 by 10 per cent. In

spite of all this the net income is less,

chiefly on account of the increased price

of material, the changing and training of

new employees to fill the vacancies caused

by 11,000 officers and employees entering

the national service, and also by insuffi-

cient equipment due to manufacturing

priority granted to the Government. The
capital expenditures outlined for 1918 are

to increase and enlarge the railroad

equipment and terminal facilities to ac-

commodate further the increasing traffic.

The Chicago Union Station to be jointly

used by the Pennsylvania and other sys-

tems is being continued in certain parts

of the construction work. .-X notable ex-

ample of the acti\ity in the Penn.sylvania

LEHIGH V.VLLLV RAILRO.XD CC.\L TRAIN DRAWN BV LOCOMOTIVE USIX(i MIXKD rul.NI.KIZKH irr.I..

All over the anthracite fields there are

great banks of silt. As far back as .^pril.

1913, Mr. F. M. Chase, vice-president and

general manager of the Lehigh Valley

Coal Company, conceived the idea of util-

izing the silt by a mixture with soft

coal. He called in Mr. M. S. Ilachita, a

Japanese, the coal company's chemist, and

outlined a series of experiments. An old

boiler plant at a colliery near Hazleton,

Pa., was rigged up for the use of the

material mixed under Mr. liachita's di-

rection. He experimented with soft coal

in lumps and also pulverized, and with

varying mixtures together with silt. With

the soft coal pulverized and a mixture

of 70 per cent soft coal to 30 per cent

silt, Mr. Hachita found that the resulting

fuel produced exactly the same amount of

water evaporation as when pure bitum-

inous coal was used. He reported his

experiments to be successful, but as the

demands for coal were not as great then

as now, the matter was not followed up

fuel and the investigators discovered that

it produced 30 per cent more steam than

the same quantity of ordinary bituminous

coal. Additional mixing plants are now

in process of erection at various points

in the coal regions and the mixture will

be quickly transported to all engine ter-

minals and coaling points. The quantity

of the silt, standing in great banks at

every colliery, is estimated at millions of

tons. The whole scheme has resulted in

the very satisfactory saving of coal at a

time when it means much to the railroad

and to the country, and inci-dentally it

helps the companies' finances.— It is all

to the good. The Lehigh Valley Railroad

gives 100 sq. ft. as the size of one of these

grates with 37 per cent air opening

through the bars.

niav be gathered from the report of the

work done at the company's shops at

.Mtoona, Pa. In addition to extensive re-

pair work during the year there were

constructed at the .Mtoona shops 203 loco-

motives, 65 passenger cars and 2,346

freight cars. An example of increased

cost in locomotive running is given. In

1917 the cost of repairs, depreciation, fuel,

lubricants and engine house expense was

$41.55 per 100 miles, as compared with

$28.88 the previous year. The greatest

advance was in fuel, which rose from

$9.60 per 100 miles in 1916 to $18.15 in

1917.

Annual Report of the P. R. R.

The aimual reports of the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company are looked upon as an

Purchase of 20 Locomotives in the

United States.

Consul General L. J. Keena reports

from Valparaiso, according to a decree

published, the Board of Directors of Rail-

ways is authorized to purchase 20 loco-

motives of the type in the United States.
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Men of the Bull-Dog Breed.

Thi- Tliird Lilicrly Loan will be on the

market for sale on Saturday, April 6,

1918. This Idaii is not a gift of money

Ijy the inirrhascr, liiU a paying iiucst-

incnt, yielding interest at an adequate per

cent, and fully redeemable in due time.

The bond is neyntiable any day. Xo one

who purchases a bond will lose money,

t^onirast tliis satisfactory prospect with

tl.e outlook of those who have given their

dear ones to the grave chances and the

imminent hazards of war. Our fine

young men, who have marched away arc

the flower of American stock. They may

not be versed in reading political riddles,

]jut they have answered the call of their

c^.imtry and have believed, with all the

trusting reverence of youth, what you and

others have told them, that our ([uarrel

with the foe is just.

These brave, loved, loyal men nuist be

clothed, fed, transported and ministered

tc. They must be given rifles, and am-

niunition more than sufficient for every

need, ihcy must be given cartridges and

! ttllets so many and more yet, that the

V, eaiion they rely on may prow hot and

smoke in the skillful hands that fire' it,

tbey mu>t be given the sharp, gleaming

bayoi^el. made of the finest steel, that it

may ii-l snap at the crucial moment in

the Iiand that deals the Idow, and tlial

our men may not fail to strike, strong and

true, for the great cause, and horrible

tliouph the work may be, beyond all tell-

ing, let our soldier boys have the means

to fight fearlessly for the right, and stand

with unsullied conscience before the

searching eyes of God.

Those who honorably stay at home

must help the Government by money,

work, and strong resolve, to carry on the

people's war, and to give our men the

chance they need, and must have, if Vic-

tory is to rest with us, and it must be

ours. The army is willing to fight, it

must be made able to fight. Our people

will be called on to make sacrifices, some

of them already have, but nothing can

approach the irreparable loss of a gallant

life, nor soften the unassuaged human

giief of thiise whose sons and brothers

and husbauils will not come back. This

thought must be present and point to a

duty, clear as the day, while there is yet

time to act. This is no hour to count

party gain. No government on earth is

entirely free from mistakes. Did you

ever think it was really praise to say of

a man that he was a splendid hand at a

railroad wreck. If his railroad gave him

enough practice at clearing up each heavy

smash, it is certain that his road was

badly mana.tzed. The man to wdiom this

wrecking work is always new, has been

trained on a road wdiere breakdowns and

collisions are aluKist things luiknown.

Major Guthrie, of the Canadian Army,

with a record of one or two years of

trench service, speaking recently at a gath-

ering in New York, likened the struggle

to the fight he once saw, between a British

bull-dog and a collie. The dogs were un-

equally matched. The collie was large

and powerful, covered with long, smooth,

close hairs, aiul armed with clean, sharp,

white teeth. The bull was small, bow-

legged, with brindled hide, and a set, de-

termined, ugly face. The bull-dog could

get no hold on the long, smooth, coat of

the collie and that dog attacked by a series

of quick, cutting slashes and bites. Soon

the bull-dog was bleeding profusely from

every square inch of his cruelly lacerated

b.irk and sides. He seemed to have gained

n. lliiuL' but his wounds. Suddenly in

fine of ibe swift, slashing attacks, the

bull-dog suffered, but Guthrie noticed that

be had caught the end of one of the

(•(.Ilie's jiaws in his teeth. Shaking or

drayging the paw was useless, the buU-

d.)::'s liiilil was firm. The collie realizing

this, grasped the bleeding form of his an-

tagonist in his teeth and at the same time

raising his iiuprisoned paw. hurled the

bull-di.g up in the air and tlumiped and

batlercfl him down to earth again, bleed-

ing. P.rn. aliuovf stiumed. blindetl and

fiung fiercely aliout, the bull-dog held on,

but his jaws took a fresh hold, an inch-

and-a-half higher up on the collie's leg.

.^l;ain the struggling lift, the tearing

fiish. .-mil the cruel blow t.> earth. Quiv-

ering, with blood-shot eyes the creeping

hold of the bull-dog advanced further up

the leg. .Again, and yet again, and though

the punishment was ruthless and savage,

the creeping gri]) at length showed on

the collie's shoulder. We have seen, said

Guthrie, the paw of the German wolf

caught at Ypres, we have taken the hard,

hard knocks and even the foul bbiws of

war, but have kept the grip tight, each

time going a little higher up, and please

God, the ne.xt fierce clash of arms will

see us at the throat of the German wolf.

—

Remember our boys are there, taking

their [lart with our gallant allies; the

tricolor of enduring France nearby. Our

own star-flag above the Rainbow host we
have sent, and lieyond, the triple cross of

fighting Britain that they call the Union

Jack. The devices on each flag are differ-

ent, but the colors are the same, we are

all united and our colors stand to win.

Those who have to stay, can help on

that cause, and can put strong means to

wdn, within the eager grasp of our own
army. It needs money to do it. This is

not a territorial 5tru.ggle. nur a mere

dynastic clash, it is not the war of those

wdio never fight. It is our war. our men

are in it and our honor is at stake. The

government at Washington is the consti-

tuted agent for waging our w-ar and we
must provide the means. Some years ago

there was a rhyming triplet, ineant to

emphasize some strong position taken by

Lord Beaconsfield, when he was premier

of Great Britain. It ran thus: aiul it

applies to us now

:

"We don't want to fight—but by Jingo!

if we do.

We've got the men, we've got the ships.

We've got the money too."

Liberty-loving .\mericans 1— .-\uglo-Saxons

by blood, by speech, and thought! !

—Men of the Bull-Pog breed 1 !
!—Make

that last line ring true to the Gnvernment

yen have put in power, to carry on your

war, to Victory, and to Peace.

Standardization Without Monopoly.

The open lettir on page 104. addressed

to the Hon. Win. G. Mc.Adoo, Director

General of Kailrciads, by Mr. Geo. A. Post,

]jresident of tbc Kaih\a\ Business .Associa-

tion, contains malerial for thought, not

only for the governmental aiUhorities, the

former railroad managers wdio will one

day have tbeir r,Lihv;i\s in their hands

again, but for ibe pidilic at large.

Mr. Post realizes that a locomotive as

it stands on the track today is the outcome

of two classes of workers. The builders

with their huge plants and thousands of

workers, and the supply man with his spe-

cialty and the large body of employees

concerned in its production. Extreme

standardization, on the one hand, would

tend to destroy industries legitimately

reared under condition^ that the Govern-

ment made no sort of move to hamper

or even modify in the past. Extreme
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standardization would practically amount

in this case to a form of monopoly. Ex-

treme freedom in the production of all

kinds of appliances, both useful and the

reverse, has been automatically checked

by the business and competitive restric-

tions imposed in the commercial world.

Monopoly has been only given to any

Governinent by the consent of the people.

.\t present the postal department is the

most complete, on earth. Nobody objects.

and it is never for a moment conceived

that the management of the post office

w-ill one day fall into the hands of private

corporations.

Mr. Post sees the after-war condition

as clearly as he perceives the present day

tendency. He does not attempt, by his

suggestion, to hamper the Government in

rapidly obtaining large numbers of cars

and engines, nor does he question the ex-

pediency of a suitable war measure, lie

rather defines the direction of aim, and

by setting up a target for all to fire at.

he hopes to see fewer shots go wild. The

interchange of freight cars has, by eco-

nomic and commonsense reasons, pro-

duced a form of standardization, which

while it does not encourage monopoly,

gains the end for which it exists, most

thoroughly and efficiently.

Car interchange has given every manu-

facturer the right to design a coupler em-

bodying his own ideas or his own experi-

ence as to strength, form of yoke, dis-

position of springs, etc., the only condition

being that such coupler must readily unite

"with all other couplers, that the knuckle^.

coupler-head, etc., shall be of a definite

prescribed size and of a pre-determined

contour. This is standardization without

monopoly, and it produces the uniformity

desired, without destroying the individ-

uality of the designer or hampering the

judgment of the buyer. There is in this

system enough freedom and enough com-

petition, to induce good practice, with

hardly a trace of restrictive action. If

any burden exists, it is not felt.

The Railway Business Associatiim thesis

really favors an extension of the Master

Car Builders' conception of a measured

standardization, w-here practical hardship

is eliminated. No one feels the sense of

restriction, nor is legitimate competition

stifled by the use of a definite, known size

of wheels. It is to the skilful application

of this kind of standardization to locomo-

tive design or building, and the choice of

means for particular uses, that the open

letter advocates. It has much to recom-

mend it, for it is already tried and it is

practical. It has a minimum disturbini;

effect on present-day conditions, it will

be as good after the war as it is now.

and it does not call upon the Government

to give up the essentials of a most de-

sirable war measure.

Government experts or those employed

in that capacity will find their ingenuity

fully taxed in any case, but if. as wc ex-

pect, the enlightened and conservative

judgment of the Secretary of the Treas-

III y and his advisers, prevails, there will

be little fear that a judicious war measure

will hamper the growth and expansion of

legitimate industries, which add so much

to the efficiency of locomotives and cars

as they have heretofore been operated

and it will facilitate the production of

large numbers of engines and cars.

Whose Duty Is It?

In the published report of the Interstate

Commerce Commission concerning the

collision at Mount Union, Pa., which we
quote in another column, page 111, the

official opinion of that body is very fully

and very authoritatively stated. The

commission has taken into consideration

the difficulties which engincmen have to

encounter. The seeing of signals from

the cab of a fast-moving engine is by no

means a certainty, even at the best of

times, the fact that the luminosity of a

colored light may be observed a con.sider-

able time before the color is defined. That

is to say. a man may see that lie is look-

ing at a light a long time before he can

possibly tell whether it is red or green or

yellow. This undoubted handicap on the

man is still further weighted down by the

l':ict that in day or night conditions, fojj

may further restrict observation, already

difficult, and the many distractions which

assail the mind of the observer, gives only

a still narrower field to the man who is

conscientiously trying to dn his dutj% and

may practically block the way for intelli-

gent vision and understanding for the

man who is weary or not keen to do his

work.

The commission does not mince words

or obscure its meaning, when it says that

some form of automatic device which will

control the train and bring it to a stop, is

most distinctly required. The object of

such a precaution is primarily to preserve

life. It may prevent property destruction

and financial loss, but the plain, unvar-

nished truth is that man is an imperfect

and unreliable machine, who has been

wrongly expected to perform a service

for which Nature has not specially fitted

or trained him. and the heavy price ex-

acted by Nature for the failure he is

I'.one to, is death. In these days, when
we are giving our sturdy, promising, ris-

ing manhood to the desperate hazard of

war, we ou.ght to protect the lives of

those who honorably remain by every

means in our power.

The stop signal is not a mere beautiful

refinement of railroading. It is a neces-

sity. The Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion says that to provide a stop signal is

a duty, and no one in his senses dreams

of opposing so open, so sure and so in-

viting a path to beneficial attainment of

.cood results as the use of this form of

automatic train control.

The commission declares that the gi;nd

work, this necessary provision, is the duty

of the railways. Granted that it is, who
are now the "railways" f Manifestly, the

Government, functioning through the In-

terstate Commerce Commission. It does

not look like a complicated piece of rea-

soning to see that the properly constituted

investigating body, competent to hear evi-

dence and to pass judgment and to point

cut a clear duty to the railroads should

at the moment it finds itself an intimate

part of the "owning" power, holding and

working the railroads in the public in-

terest—it is not hard to realize that the

(Uity still remains, and only the persons

upon whom that duty now falls, have

lieen changed. As well might a judge, in

a criminal court, after trial, make a calm

statement that the criminal before him
was a burglar and that it was the duty of

someone to punish him. The judge who
finds him guilty pronounces sentence. If

the providing of the stop signal is a dut>-.

and the Commission says it is, it becomes

the duty of the Commission to provide

that signal or seek at once for power to

do what it defines as a definite dutv.

Tractive Effort and Adhesive Weight.

In the matter of tractive effort and

horsepower and draw-bar pull, one more
word may be said about these, and an

also related subject, which is the part

played by adhesive weight. But before

speaking of it one may say that tractive

power and draw-bar pull, although often

taken as interchangeable terms, do not

strictly stand for the same thing. The
calculated tractive power is found by the

use of the well-known formula applied

with the dimensions of some particular

engine. The draw-bar pull, or as some

might say. the tractive effort is this trac-

tive power, less the internal friction of

the engine and tender.

The internal friction of the machine

varies acoordin.g to its make, size or in

other ways, and is often taken at from

10 to 12 per cent, of the tractive power.

Whether or not this is an accurate esti-

mate is by no means certain, but may be

convcnienlly used in the abseuLe of more

definite data. However, it is clear that

tractive power is the theoretically calcu-

lated amount and draw-bar pull, or as

some still call it, tractive effort is the

power minus the friction nf the machine.

Power and Effort are here used distinct-

ivel.v. but there is no hard and fast rule

on the subject and one will often find

these terms u^^cd indiscriminately and

often draw-bar pull is intended to be un-

derstood by the use of the same terms.

Strictly, the two things are quite distinct.

.•\dhesivc weicht is the figure which

represents the effective part of the weight

when it comes to moving the engine along

the track. When loc'^moti^c tr.-jction was

first tried, rog^vheels running on a rack
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was thought to be necessary. Later on

Hedlcy of "Puffing Billy" fame tried

smooth wheels on a smooth track. Me

applied weights, one at a time, and found

that with the engine heavy enough the

smooth-tired wheels ran on the smooth

rails uithout slip. The adhesive weight

now considered requisite is, roughly

speaking, about .25 of the total weight

of the engine. If now the adhesive

weight of an engine with smooth steel

tires is in the neighborhood of one-quar-

ter of the total weight, we have a good

approximation to work with.

If we take this approximation as a

working basis, wx find that it has rather

an incidental relation to the calculated

tractive effort, and is not a part of the

formula. If we find that an engine has

a tractive effort, by calculation, of 40,000

lbs., our problem is a new one, then it is

how this tractive effort can best be util-

ized. If the tractive effort is 40,000 lbs.

we may suppose that the total weight of

the engine, to get full service, is four

times this amount, or 160,(X)0 lbs. We
wish to utilize the 40.000 lbs. advanta-

geously. It will not do to put the engine

at an angle of 45 degrees headed up an

ice toboggan slide. If we did. the engine

would shp and not climb the grade. .Vny

other somewhat unadvaiitageous position

would produce a like result, and we dis-

cover that we have not made full use of

the 40.000 lbs. calculated tractive effort.

If we weight down the engine excessively

the wheels will turn with difficulty or not

at all.

Mankind did not create or devise the

co-efficient between steel tires and stee!

rail. That is one of the laws r)f Nature

to which we must conform. Supposing.

as we have lu-re done, that this co-cftkient

of friction i< .25. our problem is to make

the liest arrangement we can. l"or ordi-

nary railway work, taking one thing with

another, it is good practice to run the en-

gine with smooth, steel tires on smooth,

steel rails of suitable shape, and so pro-

portion the total weight to the tractive

clfMrt a- to jiroilucc the liesi n-iilt for

the work wc wish to do.

Trautwine gives the results of the

Westinghouse-Galton tests in 1S7,S and

1879. The co-efficient of friction of a

locomotive was found to he .33, but the

experimental co-efficient of steel on steel

is .15; an average drawn from these two

j;ives .24. or. let us say, .25. and wc luid

that the engine has a tractive effort ap

proximately one-quarter of the total

weight. Rail conditions vary from one

day to another, so that for a switch rn-

ginc ha-.ing 40.000 lbs. tractive effort, in

order to be sure of no slip— for the en-

gine is coii'-tantly stopping and starting—

we <:hould make the engine heavier than

the theoretical 160,000 Hjs. Good Ameri-

can practice gives the factor of adhesion

(which is the total weight divided by the

tractive effort) as 4|/. instead of just 4.

The total weight of the switcher ought to

be 180.000 lbs. in order to eliminate all

chance of slip. For a road engine, by

which is meant freight and passenger

locomotives, the factor of adhesion is

taken at 4,'4, so that the road engine, to

use satisfactorily the 40,000 lbs. tractive

effort, should weigh 170,000 lbs.

A road engine, though not intended

to slip, may yet give a little slip at the

start with greater impunity than a switch

engine should give, and the builders,

knowing that when the engine in running

normally will have a fine cut-off and use

less steam, and so automatically reduce

the tendency to slip, let it go at 4J4, while

a yard engine working on long cut-off

heavy steam pressure and slow speeds

cannot be permitted to slip without loss

of fuel, power and time. Speaking gen-

erally, the factor of adhesion may be

taken at 4 theoretically. Road engine

service ([lassenger and freight^ require

4'4. and for yard engine service it takes

at 4'{..

"For God's Sake, Hurry Up."

These were the late Joseph H. Choate's

last words to his fellow-countrymen.

They applied to every particular of Amer-
ica's participation in the great war. They
were the passionate appeal of a loyal cit-

izen who loved his country, served it with

distinction, and wished to see it fulfil its

destiny worthily. Never was this appeal

more in need of being answered with zeal

tiui-i now. Time is the essence of a con-

tract and ours is to help to free the world

from tlie tyranny of autocracy. This is

11" time to "let George do it." Every

citizen must lielp the work to which

.\ir.erica is devoted.

These words of Mr. (.'lioatc are applic-

alile to the remedial work to whicli .Amer-

ica is also devoted in her eft'ort to lessen

the horrors of an unnecessarily lirutal

mode of warfare imposed upon the world

by the German military autocracy. The

Red Cross must "hurry up" if it is to save

the live> <if the wounded. The surgeon

and nurse must "hurry up" if they would

restore them to health, strength and fu-

ture effectiveness. Xo calculated, theoreti-

cal card-indexed methods will avail where

life hangs in the balance. And where the

fate of a race dejiends on the prompt re-

sponse to the "hurry up" call of a desper-

ately menaced nation. There is but one

answer, as Emerson finely says: "In all

the worlds of God there is no escape but

performance."

Such a "hurry \\p" call comes from the

Xear F.ast. where for six centuries and

more .Xrmenians. Syrians and firecks have

liecn at the mercy of the brutal Turk

whose natural savagery has l)cen rendered

systematically effective by the introduction

of the Prussianized methods of so-called

"German efficiency." In 1''13 there were

ajiproximately 4,500,000 .Xrmenians.

Syrians and Greeks in .\sia Minor, whose

only crimes were that they were Chris-

tians, lovers of liberty, and successful in

business. This roused the fanaticism and

cupidity of the Turk who, as Sir Charles

Eliot says, "does not know how to make,

but only how to take, money." In 1918

only approximately 2,500,000 of these un-

fortunate peoples remain. The rest have

been deported, despoiled, starved and mas-

sacred, until there is but this scanty rem-

nant left to tell the tale. Like the 7,000 in

Israel who refused to bow the knee to

Baal, they are the "righteous remnant"

that is the liope of the future Christian

democracy of the Near East. They are

in desperate need and from them daily

comes, in the very words used by Mr.

Choate. tlie cry. "for God's sake, hurry

up."

During the past two years the .\merican

Committee for Armenian and Syrian Re-

lief has raised the sum of $8,510,899.96 for

the saving of these peoples. Large as eight

millions of dollars seem, it is small for the

work to be done. The best these millions

have been able to do is to give 17 cents

a day to every refugee who is fortunate

enough to be able to reach a relief sta-

tion. Thousands of others have died and

thousands more are dying for the lack of

even this pitiful dole. Every penny of this

money has been spent in the actual work

of relief. Not a cent has been diverted

for the expenses of collecting or disburs-

ing it. The overhead charges, in Amer-

ica and in the Xear East, have all been

met by tlie private and princely generosity

rrf two Xew York gentlemen who prefer

to remain unknown. The Turk has not

iiUerlered with the work of relief, prob-

ably because it relieves him from the bur-

den created by his own cruelty. The

money is expended on the spot for food.

.\t least $5,000,000 a month is necessary to

finance this work.

If these peoples are to realize the dream

.)f freedom and liberty that they have so

courageously fed their starved souls upon

for si.x centuries of hope deferred, it will

be because .America now gives them bread

to feed their poor bodies and save them

from extermination. .America has a large

investment in and among the subject races

of the Ottoman Empire. For 80 years

almost all the missionary and educational

work done there has been due to .Xmer-

ican faith and initiative.

Unless .\merica gives a jironipt and

generous answer to this "hurry" call, not

only will these defenseless, and now des-

perate but courageous peoples starve to

death and the world will be worse off be-

cause of it. but -Xmerica herself will lose

the approval of its own conscience that

comes from a great duty well done, there-

fore, for the sake ci .Xmerica as well as

for the sake of .'Xrmenia, we re-echo and

reiterate the appeal of the great .Xmerican,

who being dead yet speaketh : "For God's

sake, hurry up."
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Air Brake Department
Relation of Modern Brake Apparatus to the Spacing of Trains in Congested Districts ^

By WALTER \ . TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Brake Co.

Referring to the remarks recently made

on the above named subject, it will be

remembered that the entire object and the

diagrams used, was to illustrate how

closely trains could be run with safety

when equipped with modern, electrically

operated air brake apparatus. The dia-

grams shown here will serve to make this

somewhat clearer and indicate how the

spacing of a system of trains is scien-

tifically accomplished with a view of util-

izing the traffic capacity of a railroad to

its fullest possible measure.

Sheets 2, 3 and 4 give a more detailed

analysis of the relation between headways

Hs and Hr previously mentioned. .Sheet

Xo. 2 gives a complete development of

the various factors which go to make up

the two kinds of headway. The time for

accelerating different train lengths is

given by the formula, and some of the

bases in the way of braking distances, and

Detailed analysis and comparison of the two
methods of figuring headway; one based uiKtn
''closing up" at stations, and the other upon

"running at speed."

time, appear in the previous issue already

referred to.

Sheet No. 3, is a summary of the rv-

sults obtained from sheet 1, and the heavy

lines represent the "running" headway
(Hr) an<I the light lines the "station"

headway (Hs). The dotted lines are for

zero train lengths ; the dot and dash line?

for a train length of 335 ft.; and the full

lines for a train 670 ft. long. Curves for

zero train lengths are given to show what
the limiting conditions are when a train

is considered as a point only. Curve L
gives all points where, for any train

length, Hr equals Hs; that is, it relates

the speeds and these equal headways for

any train length. Thus for a 335-ft. train

length Hs is greater than Hr, and will,

therefore, be the governing headway for

all speeds under 63 miles an hour. M
that speed the two headway curves cross

and mutually indicate a headway of about

64 seconds. .Above this speed, Hr is the

greater and must therefore be the govern-

ing headway.

Summary of the results. For speeds below a
critical value (which is higher as the train
length is increased) the headway based upon
"closing-up" at stations will be larger and there-
fore the determining value for the spacing of

trains.

Sheet 4 gives the relation between the

train length and the headway for various

speeds. The dotted lines show the varia-

tion of running headway with the train

kngth. and similarly the full lines for the

station headway. .As the speed is higher,

the dotted lines become more and more

eicct, showing that the train length be-

comes of decreasing relative importance

for the higher speeds, that is, a change

in train length effects the running head-

way less as the speed becomes higher.

Not so with the station headway, how-

ever, for a change in train length nat-

urally affects the time to accelerate the

train in that distance, by a constant

fftmrwN drruccN /r«. t B*JO Tf^BtH ictiCJrl rot

amount, unless the speed be lower than

that ordinarily attained by the train at

the time it has accelerated a distance

equal to its length. Under such a con-

dition, after the train has attained it, this

speed must be continued for the rest of

the train length, which of course, length-

ens the time for the train to move from
rest a distance equal to its own length.

This explains why as the speed decreases

below a certain critical point, the curves

for Hs (sheet 3) and for (Hs-Tw) sheet

2, turn to the right, indicating increasing

headways for decreasing speeds. For a

train of zero length, the time to acceler-

ate the distance is, of course, also zero,

and therefore the Hs curve for this length

of train does not swerve to the right, but

The running headway will determine the spacing
of trains for train lengths less than a certain
critical value (which is greater as the speed is

higher).

The allowance for signals to clear and for engine-

men to identify their indication may be t,ikcn in

terms of distance or of time. This show-s the re-

sult where the allowance is made in lime. Fig.

18 makes the .illowancc in distance. This applies

only to "running" headway, of course.

continues to decrease with decreasing

speeds.

Curve L on sheet 4, is the locus of all

points where Hs, and Hr, arc equal; that

is, Hs and Hr are both equal to 74 sec-

onds for a train length of 620 ft. and a

speed of 70 miles an hour. Curve L joins

all such points. The two curves L sheets

3 and 4, taken in conjimction with the

other curves, describe in a very complete

manner, the relative jurisdiction of the

two headways, the running and the sta-

tion, as to the point where one takes

precedence over the other. They reveal

that improvements in the way of higher

rates of acceleration, reduced time of sta-

tion slops, and higher maximum speeds

will cause the running headway to be the

determining factor over a wider range of
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train operation in the way of increasing

train lengths. Improvements in brake

effectiveness (higher rates of retardation'),

though they may affect both service and

emergency braking in the same propor-

tion, will nevertheless reduce the "run-

ning'' headway to a much greater extent

tlian they will the "station" headw^ay, bc-

cr.use of the former's larger dependence

upon the braking factor. These improve-

n-ents in braking will therefore have an

effect opposite to the above, by making

tlic station headway the determining fac-

tiir over a wider range of train operation

in the way of increasing speeds and longer

trains. -An isolated example appeared in

connection with the diagrams shown last

month where an initial delay of 5 seconds

to the train was multiplied into a final

delay of 18 seconds. By "initial" delay

i> meant the difference between the time

a train passes a certain spot at the lowest

speed to which it has had to slow down,

and the time it would have taken to pass

this siiot if it had continued at maximum
speed. Thus, if a complete stop is made

from a speed of 40 miles an hour in 18

seconds, (a retardation of about 10 per

cent) the initial time lost is not 18

seconds, but only 9, for it will take the

train 9 seconds titue to traverse the stop

distance if travelling at full speed. If it

requires 40 seconds time to return from

rest to full speed at a uniform accelera-

tion of one mile an hour per second, the

delay this occasions is not 40 seconds, but

20, for it takes 20 seconds to traverse the

acceleration distance at full speed. The

total delay to this train is tlicn, for an

initial delay of 9 seconds (which just

Irings it to a stop). 20 -f 9 or 29 seconds;

that is, the initial delay of 9 seconds

is little over three times. The time the

train remains at rest is added, of course,

to the initial and final delay also. In the

fcllowing issue of R.mlway .\ni) Loro.Mo-

TivE Enxinef.rixg this subject will lie con-

tinued.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

iCuiuniCil :i:o„ /•,/.,, 8V, .\l,„wh, lybS,)

266. Q.—How can the dirt usually be

removed?

.A.—By making a heavy service rediu-

tion. closing the brake valve cut-out cock

and returning the valve handle to running

position '

267. Q.—What if the cut-nut cock is in

the reservoir pipe?

.\.—Make the satue brake valve move-

ment withnnt closing the cock.

26H. (J.—What will this usually do-

.\.— I'.l.jw the dirt from the piston aiul

it- -i-at.

268-:.. Q.—What if it does not?

A.—Tlie pistr.n needs grinding in "ii it-

scat,

269. Q.—Can the equalising piston pack-

ing ring oi a brake valve be tested '->

placing the brake valve on lap po-ilijn

and opening an angle cock if the brake

is of tlie retarded application type?

A.—Xo.
270. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because these brake valves usually

have the collapsible type of equalizing

piston.

271. Q.—How does this piston act under

this condition?

.\.—It collapses and discharges the

equalizing reservoir pressure into the

brake pipe.

272. Q.—What is this type of piston in-

tended for?

A.—For keeping the brake pipe and

equalizing reservoir pressures within 2 or

3 lbs. of each other during a two-ap-

plication stop with a passenger train.

273. Q.— llow^ can \ou then tell the dif-

ference in these valves without taking a

brake valve apart?

.A.—By handling the brake valve as

though the equalizing piston packing

ring was to be tested for leakage by open-

ing an angle cock with the brake valve

on lap position.

274. Q.—Is there anything else that

could cause a too rapid reduction in the

equalizing reservoir or rather in the

chamber above the equalizing piston ?

A.—Yes. a partial stoppage in the re-

stricted port in the gauge pipe tee.

275. Q.—IIow can this usually be de-

tected?'

A.—By a sharp hard exhaust from the

brake valve exhaust port when the equal-

izing piston lifts.

276. Q.—How can this be distinguished

from a sticky equalizing piston that would

also cause a sharp heavy exhaust?

A.—If the port in the tee is restricted

the piston will usually lift instantly, but

if the sliarp exhaust is due to a sticky

piston, the piston will not lift promptly or

until about S lbs. or more, reduction is

made In the equalizing reservoir pressure.

277. Q.—Will the collapsible type of

piston act in the same nianiicr'

A.—Yes.

278. Q.—What cmild be wrong witli a

collapsible piston if it w^nld not lift at

all durin.g a ser\ ice reduction?

.'\.- The spring between the piston and

stem might be broken or the piston and

stem might be stuck together or "col-

lapsed."

279. Q. What is the size of the bmkc
exhaust port of a brake valve wdien there

is an exhaust pipe leading from it to the

double heading cock?

.'\.— Seven thirty-seconds of an inch.

280. Q.- -What is the size with the

Westin.ghouse Sland.ird arrangement'

.\,—One-fourth of an inch.

281. O. What is the size of brake pipe

exhaust ports on engines not equipped

with the K. T. brake'

.\.- -Xino thirty-secfindths of an inch.

282. O. -Why is this difference?

,\,—T.I compensate for the difference or

manner in which the brake pipe pressure

is discharged through the fittings.

283. Q.—Explain this more fully?

A.—When the exhaust is practically

straight away from the brake valve, as

with the exhaust pipe leading through

the cut-out cock, the smallest or 7-32 open-

ing is used. Where the air is discharged

at one right angle turn, as with the

standard arrangement, the opening is

% in. Where two turns are made at right

angles as with the G-6 brake valves, the

opening is 9-32.

284. Q.—What is the ilifference in the

rate of brake pipe discharged with the

different arrangements?

A.—There is none of any consequence

the rate of discharge is practically the

same, the larger size of openings merely

compensates for the restriction of fric-

tional resistance encountered through the

flow of air pressure through the elbows.

285. Q.— .'\bout how much additional

resistance to the flow' of air is encountered

when an elbow is added to a length of

pipe?

A.—Every elbow is equal to about 15

additional feet of pipe from the view

of frictional resistance to the How of air

through the pipe.

286. Q.—Can you determine the size of

the brake pipe exhaust port during an in-

spection of the locomotive brake?

A.— X'o, it cannot be determined with-

out an examination, that is by disconnect-

ing the exhaust pipe or screwing the e.K-

haust fitting out of the brake valve and

measuring it,

287. Q.—How can this exhaust pipe be-

tween the brake valve and reservoir cut

out be tested for leakage?

.A.—By closing the brake valve cut-out

cock and making a service application,

288. Q.—Why?
A.—Because the brake valve exhaust

port is at this time closed by the key of

the cut-out cock.

289. O.—What is the effect of too large

a brake pipe exhaust opening?

.\.— It tends td discharge brake pipe

pressure from a tr;iin at too rapid a rate,

tliercliy contrilmtiim to undesired tpiick-

action.

290. Q. W'liat is to be done after the

pressure is reduced from 110 to 90 lbs. in

from 5'/j to 6 seconds lime durin.g the

inspection '

A.—The brake valve handle is to be re-

turned to holding position.

291. Q.—Why?
.\.—To see Ih.it there is no leakage in

the release iiipe branch Iietween the brake

valves and to see that the feed valve re-

turns the gauge hands promptly to 110

lbs.

292. Q. Why nui-1 tlie feed valve re-

turn the black gauge hands promptly to

110 lbs.'

.•\.—To prove tliat there is no obstruc-

tion to the flow of air through the feed

valve pine or the ports in the brake valve

leading to and fr.>m ihe feed valve.
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293. g.—\\ hat would be the eflfect of

leakage in tile release pipe branch at this

time?

A.—It would cause the brake to release.

294. Q.—What is the next brake valve

movement to be made?
.•\.—The automatic brake valve handle

is returned to running position and the

independent valve placed in slow applica-

tion position.

295. Q.—How lung should it take to

obtain 40 lbs. brake cylinder pressure with

the independent valve in slow application

position?

A.—From 6 to 8 seconds.

296. Q.—What should the final pres-

sure be?

A.—Same as that shown on the test

coupler when the signal whistle was

tested.

297. Q.—Why are the last few pounds

obtained at a slower rate?

.\.—Because the pressure in the reduc-

ing valve pipe and the application cyliniler

pipe are almost equal and the flow of air

through the slow application which is nec-

essarily slower when "the pressures are al-

most equal.

298. Q.—What portions of the air

gauges are being tested by this brake

valve movement?

A.—The red hand of the No. 2 air gauge.

299. Q.—How so?

.A.—By comparing the final brake c\lin-

der pressure with that shown on the test

coupler when the signal whistle was

tested.

300. Q.— Is this always reliable?

A.—No, but it is reliable enough for

practical purposes.

301. Q.—In what way is the test not re-

liable ?

.-\.—Considerable friction in the appli-

cation portion of the distributing valve

would create a difference in the pressure

in the brake cylinders and that in the ap-

plication cylinder and signal system.

302. Q.—How can this be determined?
.•\.—By the next movement of the brake

valve.

303. Q.—What movement is this?

.\.—Graduating the independent brake

oflf by alternating the valve handle be-

tween lap and running positions.

304. Q.—How does this have any bear-

ing upon the sensitiveness of the applica-

tion portion of the distributing valve?

A.—If the application portion is suffi-

ciently sensitive, the brake can be gradu-

ated off about 5 lbs. pressure from the

brake cylinders at a time.

305. Q.—W^hat action \vU\ result if the

valve is not sufficiently sensitive?

A.—The drop in brake cylinder pres-

sure cannot be made in this manner in

less than 8 or 10 lbs. at a time.

306. Q.—Should such disorders be re-

ported '

A.—Yes.
307. Q.—Why'
A.—Because the more sensitive the

brake is to operation, the smoother the

stop that can be made with it. or rather

the more sensitive the parts of the brake

equipment, the more flexible it is.

(To be coiilinucd)

Train Handling.

{Continued from page 90, March, 1918.)

288. Q.—How is the brake valve handled

on the last brake application at the foot

of the .grade?

.\.—The brake pipe pressure is reduced

below the adjustment of the feed valve

and the brake valve handle then moved

to release and running position.

289. Q.—Would it be necessary to

carry the brake valve handle in release

position in descending moderate grades?

.•\.—No. In some instances the valve

handle is carried in running position

while the brakes are recharging when

descending long heavy grades.

290. Q.—W by is it that air lirake men
will not attempt to lay down any fixed

rules for handling brakes on trains?

\.— In order to state just how any train

may be handled the most advantageously

necessitates a thorough understanding of

every operation of the brakes and a

knowledge of the condition of practically

every brake in the train, as v\'ell as having

an intimate knowledge of every local cir-

cumstance as to track conditions, grades,

curves and location of signals.

291. Q.—How does passenger train

braking differ from freight train brakin.g?

.•\.—Passenger train handlin.g demands

a smooth and accurate stop, but a shorter

brake pipe, consequently less brake pipe

xolume permits of more rapid movements

of the brake valve handle for different

requirements, and gives a more prompt

and uniform response of the brakes.

292.
.
Q.—In coupling to a passenger

train, is the operation of the governor

the same as in coupling to an uncharged

freight train?

.•\.—The operation of the governor is

the same, but the train is usually charged

from a yard test plant, or at division

points, the train is left practically cbar.ged

by the inbound road engine.

293. Q.—In what position is the brake

\alve handle when coupling to a pas-

senger train?

.\.—It is allowed to remain in running

position.

294. Q.—Why'
.A.—So *hat there will be no applica-

tion of the brakes when the hose are

luu'ted and on hurried movement the

brakes will be ready for test as soon as

hose have been coupled.

295 Q.—.\fter the train is solid and

signal to apply brakes for test is given,

how much of a brake pipe reduction

should be made?
.\.—Twenty-five pounds for PM equip-

ment and not less than 30 lbs. for LN
equipment.

296. Q.—How is the signal to apply

given?

A.— Hither by verbal request, or four

blasts of the signal whistle or by hand
signal.

297. Q.—How is the signal to release

given?

A.—By four blasts of the signal whistle

transmitted from the rear car of the

train.

298. Q.— Is the brake test then com-
plete?

A.—Not until after the inspector or

trainman announces the condition of

1 rakes, number of cars and number of

operative brakes in train.

299. Q.—Who is responsible for secur-

ing this information?

.\.—Both the conductor and engineman.

300. Q.—What per cent of the brakes

must be in operative condition ?

.\.—Not less than 85 per cent.

301. Q.—How is a release of brakes

made in passenger service?

.\.—By moving the valve handle to re-

lease position and promptly back to run-

ning position.

302. Q.—Why promptly back to run-

ning position?

\.—To prevent the possibility of an

overcharge of the reservoirs on the head

end of the train.

303. Q.—Why is it not necessary to

leave the handle in release position as

long as with a freight train ?

\.—Because the brake pipe is shorter

and the increase of pressure in the brake

pipe throughout is more rapid.

304. Q.— .'Vfter leaving the station,

where will the first application of the

brake take place?

A.— .\t the first opportunity, when the

speed is high enough to permit of a 12-lb.

brake pipe reduction.

305. Q—What kind of a test is this?

\.— .\ running test of brakes.

306. Q.—Made for what purpose?

.\.—To know that all angle cocks are

open and that the brakes are holding.

307. Q.—How is the independent brake

valve handled during this application?

.•\.— It is held in release position while

the 12-lb. brake pine reduction is being

made.

.108. 0.--Why'
.\.—To know that the rotardinc effect is

from the car brakes and not from the

powerful brake on the locomotive.

309. Q.—Why is it necessary to make
such a heavy reduction ?

.'\.—To insure a satisfactory release of

brakes.

310. O.— Is it necessary to make this

12-lb. application in one reduction?

.•\.-—No. it can be split up into two 6-lb.

reductions.

311. O.—Why is a light brake pipe re-

duction liable to result in stuck brakes?

A.—Because of the difference in pres-

sure obtained between the auxiliary reser-

voir and the brake pipe as governed by
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tlie pro|)er adjiistincnt of the feed valve.

312. (J.— E.Nplain this more clearly?

A.—A triple valve may be in a condi-

tion to require a differential of from 5

to 6 lbs. in pressure to accomplish a re-

lease, and with a 6 or 7 lb. brake pipe re-

duction the necessary difference may not

be obtained, whereas if the difference be-

tween the pressure in the au.\iliary reser-

ve lir after the brake application and the

adjnstment of the feed valve is as much

as 10 or 12 lbs. the triple valve will re-

lease promptly.

313. Q.—Would this not imlicatc that

the brake valve handle niiHlit be left in

release position for more than one second?

A.—No, with the large capacity air

compressors, and different types of car

brake operating valves especial care nr.i^l

be taken to see that the brake pipe jires-

sure must not exceed the adjustment of

the feed valve, or if it does during the

release, it must be but momentary.

314. Q.— What if the brake pipe pres-

sure happens to be far below tlie adjust-

ment of the brake pipe feed valve 'f

A.—The handle may be left in release

position until the brake iiipc pressure is

very near the adjustment of the feed

valve.

31.=;. (J —With low pressure in the brake

pipe and the handle in release position,

what may y<iu be considered to be doing?

,\.— Charging the train.

316. Q.- What position of the brake

valve is to be used for charging the

train?

.\.—Release position, same as f<>r

charging a freight train.

317. Q.—Before considering the handl-

ing of passenger trains at liigh speeds,

wliat l)rake valve manipulation shoubl

first be understood?

A.—The successful handling of pas-

senger trains at low speeds.

318. Q.— For what |)uri)ose?

A.—To determine how a train can be

stopped smoothly, so that there will lie

no damage to eciuipment. or complaints

from passengers.

319. O.—When shifting cars of a pas-

senger train, is it permissible to move

cars with the air hose uncoupled?

.•\.— Not on dining cars, or any cars

that are occupied by passengers.

32(1 Q.— When shifting empty cars with

the air hose liclween engine and cars un-

coujiled, is it permissible tn use the inde_

pendent brake valve in '|uick application

position
''

.\.— Only in cases of emergency.

X2\ Q.— Wlien ap[)lying the independ-

ent brake undir such conditions, how
miuh brake cylimler pressure should be

developed from the fir'-t movement of the

independent valve to application position"'

A -Not over .S or 10 lbs.

322. Q Why not more?
.•\.— To prevent a harsh application of

ibc engine brake.

32i. (J.— How should the braUe then be 286. y.—What should be done after the

applied ' brake shoe is renewed ?

.-\.— It should be graduated on same as .\.—The brake should be applied and

if used in freiglit service. the piston travel measured.

324. Q.—What is the idea? 287. Q.—What should be done if the

A.—To take up the slack or let it run piston travel is too long?

out gently. .A.—The slack should be taken up with

325. Q.—How should the independent the adjuster screw.

brake be released under such a shifting 288. Q.—.Suppose that the travel is one

condition? im-h too long, can you take up one inch

.\.— It should be graduated off. ^.jdi {1,^, adjuster screw and know that it

326. O.^ What is meant by graduating
j^ ^n inch ?

the brake olY? .X.— ^es. if the ^crew is moved away
.\.—To allow the brake cylinder pres- fr„m the cylinder one inch, the jiiston

sure to escape alnnit -s lbs. al a time. travel will be taken up one inch.

327. (J. -How does this assist in a 289. Q.—What should be done if

smooth stop if the engine is moving through improper adjustment the slack

ahead and the cars at the rear of the adjuster is found to b;ive the cross-head

engine are crowding against the engine? drawn u|) tbc lull limit where no more

A.— It relieves the tension of the draft
^i;,,.t; j.-i„ ],,, t.iken .ait of the rigging?

^prings .ir the compression of them grad- .\ — Jf |i,,sMblc an entire new --et of

iiall.\ in-tead nl causing a sudden shock shoes should be api'Iicd. and the adjuster

by releasing the tension almost instantly, screw let out .ill nt tlie way and the piston

32i^. Q.— Considering modern types of travel adjusted bv means of the truck

jiassenger car brake equipments, such as levers.

the L. N. P. C. and V. C. how is the 2?0. (J.— \\ bat if the adjii>trr screw-

brake valve bandied if the engine and two will not turn to allow the cioss-luad to

or more cars are coupled to several un- l)e screwed back against the cylinder end

charged carv and a prompt niovetnent is of the adjuster'

desired' .\,— It means that the pawl is engaged

A.—The brake vaKc is moved to service with the ratchet, therefore the stop screw

position and about ,'^0 lbs. brake pipe re- at the end of the adjuster would be

diiction made befon the hose between the slacked otT enough to allow the pawl to

cars can be coupled. become ilisengaged.

(To be continued) 291. Q. What should then be done be-

fore any otlier move is made?

\—The stop screw or set screw should
Car Brake Inspection.

^_^. ^^,^,^_^^,,^ tigbtiiud in its place. Two
iCniliniu-J from /'oa'c 91. .Uarc/i. 1<318.) „.renclies should be used in locking the

281, Q.— How is the piston travel main- stop screw,

laiiied on a iiasscng.r c.ir? 292. Q. What might result if this was

\ lb means oi' an auloin.itic slack forgotten .'

,„li„st,r .\,-'lhe screu iiiigbt be lost and if the

2H2. O, It will be assumed that the adjusted screw was again fouled, it would

operation of the brake slack adjuster is be necessary to take llie adjuster apart in

understood, wliicli wav does the ratchet order to rel.'ase the pan 1 from the ratchet.

ni,u, to take up sl.-.ck:' 293. (J.- Wb.-it uonld bapi.en it a

\, To the right, or in the direction wrench was used to nio\e the ratchet and

of the .adjuster cvlinder, screw while the jiawl was engage.l

-

2,^'3. Q.--1 low is slack s,-cure<l in the .\. Some .u' the teeth u..uld be br.:.ken

brake rigging for the application of new out of the ratchet,

brake shoes? 294. n What att<iili..ii sli..uld ,iii ad-

A.— T.v turning the adjuster screw in juster receive .

the ..pposile directi..n from the adjuster A.— It should be cleane.l and ..ilc.l every

.^IiikUt, time the brake c>liiidcr recei\es ibis at-

2S4. Q —W bv is the slack not taken tention.

.1111 by means of the truck levers' 29'x Q.- Sbonl.l oil or grease be u.sed

\. for the reason that moving the to lubricate the adjuster screw?'

a.ljusier screw is the easiest method, and A.-Xo. it merel> c.dlects dirt and

ilie positions of the truck levers or pin- causes the a.ljust.r s^rew 1.. becmie

bobs should not be changed. galled.

28.S. Q-Why not?' 2%. U- W bai sb.ml.l be use.l as a

.\.-bor the reason that if the founda- lubricant'

tioti brake gear is correct in design, and .N.- Hry grai>hite.

the slack adjuster screw was all the way 297. Q.- Should the brake be cut out if

.lit, and the piston travel adjusted to 6 the adjuster opeiaimg pipe is found

HI-, standing travel when new brake shoes broken off and repairs cannot be made at

wvvr iireviously applied, there should the time''

!!•, ver be any occasion to change the po- A.-Xo. Some of the slack in the rig-

siii.uis of the brake levers when applying ging can be taken up by hand so that the

brake shoes. car can run to some jioint where repairs
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can lie made.

2<;is. Q.— \\ hat will taking up by IkuuI

do?

A.— Prevent the brake cylinder kalher

from passing the port leading to tlic ad-

juster pipe.

299. Q.—Where is the adjuster pipe to

the brake cylinder usually located in the

cylinders ?

A.—About 8% inches from the pressure

head.

300. Q.—To what running travel does it

regulate the piston?

A.— Eight inches.

301. Q.—Why is it that where adjusters

are working properly, the standing travel

on a car with the single shoe brake gear

is not more than 6 inches ?

A.— It means that the difference bolvveon

running and standing travel is about 2

inches, that is, that two more inches of

piston travel are obtained when the brake

is applied on the car when running.

302. Q.—What equipment on the car is

required to change the quick action auto-

matic brake to a high speed brake?

A.—A high speed reducing valve is at-

tached to the brake cylinder.

303. Q.—How is this equipment gen-

erally designated?

A.—As the PM equipment.

304. Q.—What brake cylinder pressure

dose the high speed reducing valve main-

tain?

.\.—60 lbs. per square inch.

305. Q.—How is the high speed reduc-

ing valve adjusted?

A.—By attaching an air gauge to the

brake cylinder.

306. Q.—What if there is no provision

for attaching a gauge to the brake cylin-

der?

A.—The gauge may be attached to the

reducing valve at the pipe plug opposite

of the brake cylinder pipe connection.

307. Q.—What connection could be

made if this plug could not be readily

removed ?

A.—The gauge may be attached to the

au.xiliary reservoir and the brake applied

by exhausting all of the air from the brake

pipe.

308. Q.—Why would the auxiliary res-

ervoir pressure then be the same as that

in the brake cylinder wdicn the brake was

fully applied?

.\.—Because the triple valve then pro-

vides a direct communication between the

auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder.

309. Q.—With 70 lbs. pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir, and with 8 ins. brake

cylinder piston travel, what will the brake

cylinder and aiixiliary reservoir equalize

at?

A.—At SO lbs. pressure.

310. Q.—With 90 lbs. pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir?

A.—.'\bout 65 lbs.

311. Q.—With 110 lbs. in the auxiliary?

A —.\bout 80 lbs.

(To he continued)

Electrification of the Railroads

At the convention of the American

Institute of Electrical Engineers, held in

New York recently. President E. W.
Rice, Jr., in the course of his opening

address, said that where electricity has

been substituted for steam in the opera-

tion of railroads, fully SO per cent in-

crease in available capacity in existing

tracks and other facilities has been

demonstrated. This increased capacity

has been due to a variety of causes, but

largely to the increased reliability and

capacity, under all conditions of service,

of electric locomotives, thus permitting

a speeding up of train schedules by some

25 per cent, under average conditions.

Of course, under the paralyzing condi-

tions which prevail in extremely cold

weather, when the steam locomotives

practically go out of business, the elec-

tric locomotives make an even better

showing. It is well known that extreme

cold (aside from the physical condition

of the traffic rail) does not hinder the

operation of the electric locomotive but

actually increases its hauling capacity.

.\t a time when the steam locomotive

is using up all its energy by radiation

from its boiler and engine into the at-

mosphere, with the result that practically

no useful power is available to move the

train, the electric locomotive is operat-

ing under its most efficient conditions

and may even work at a greater load

than in warm weather. It may, there-

fore, be said that cold weather offers

no terrors to an electrified road, but on

the contrary, it is a stimulant to better

performance instead of a cause of pros-

tration and paralysis.

Rut this is not all. It is estimated

that something like 150,000,000 tons of

coal were consumed by the railroads in

the year 1917. Now we know from the

results obtained from such electrical

operation of railroads as we already

have in this country that it would be

possible to save at least two-thirds of

this coal, if electric locomotives were

substituted for the present steam loco-

motives. On this basis there would be

a saving of over 100,000,000 tons of coal

in one year.

The possible use of water should also

be considered in this connection. It is

estimated that there is not less than

25,000,000 H. P. of water available in

the United States, and if this were devel-

oped and could be used in driving our

railroads, each horsepower so used would

save at least six lbs. of coal per horse-

power hour now burned under the boil-

ers of our steam locomotives. It is true

that this water power is not uniformly

distributed in the districts where the

railroad requirements are greatest but

the possibilities indicated by the figures

are so impressive as to justify careful

examination as to the extent to which

water power could be so employed and

the amount of coal which could be saved

by its use. There is no doubt that a

very considerable portion of the coal now
wastefully used by the railroads could

be released to the great and lasting ad-

vanta.ge of the country.

Our water-falls constitute i)otentiaI

wealth which can only l)e truly con-

served by development and use—millions

of horsepower arc running to waste every

day, which once harnessed for the bene-

fit of mankind become a perpetual source

of wealth and prosperity.

In the Middle and Eastern States, how-

ever, water powers are not sufficient and

it will be necessary in a universal scheme

of electrification that the locomotives be

operated from steam turbine stations,

but as I have already stated, the opera-

tion of the electrified railroads from

steam turbine stations will result in the

saving of two-thirds of the coal now
employed for equivalent tonnage move-

ment by steam locomotives.

Electrification of railroads has pro-

gressed with relative slowness during

these many years, waiting upon the de-

velopment and perfection of all of the

processes of generation and transmission

and of the perfection of the electric loco-

motive itself. When all these elements

had been perfected, as they now have

been, for several years, the railroads

found themselves without the necessary

capital to make the investment.

I realize that the task of electrifying

all of the railroads of the country is one

of tremendous proportions. It would

require under the best conditions many

years to complete and demand the ex-

penditure of billions of dollars.

It is not necessary that electrification

should be universal in order to obtain

much of its benefits. It is probable that

one of the most serious limitations of

our transportation .system, at least in so

far as the supply of coal is concerned, is

to be found in the mountainous districts

and it is i)recisely in such situations that

electrilication lias demonstrated its great-

est value. Electrification of a railroad

in a mountainous district will in the

worst cases enable double the amount of

traftic to be moved over existing tracks

and srades.

If a ircneral scheme of electrification

were decided upon, the natural procedure

would be, therefore, to electrify those

portions of the steam railroads which

will show the greatest results and give

the Rreatc<it relief from existing conges-

tion. Electrification of such sections of

the steam railroads would have an im-

mediate and beneficial effect upon the

entire transportation system of the coun-

try and it is our belief that electrifica-

tion offers the quickest, best and most

efficient solution that is to be obtained.
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Ten Powerful Baldwin Westinghonse Electric

Passenger Locomotives for the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

Twin Motor Design with Quill Drive

The concentration of enormous horse-

power in a single locomotive has long

been the recognized tendency in railway

practice, originating from considerations

of economy and the greater efficiency of

large units. Further increase in size will

yield small improvement in efficiency. Re-

course must be had to some new form c.f

motive power if tlic necessary gain in

hauling capacity is to be made. On the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul R;uhvay,

its use over the 440 miles of line and over

the Rocky Mountains has been so satis-

factory in cutting power costs, hauling

heavier trains and keei)ing traffic moving

in all weathers that the railroad's decision

has recently tjeen made to electrify an-

other mountain division— tlic two hun-

wheel trucks on the adjacent ends. The
center pins are located midway betw'een

the first and second driving axles of each

running gear. On one running gear the

center pin is designed to restrain the cab

both longitudinally and laterally, while on

the other running gear, the center pin re-

strains the cab only laterally, permitting

free lon.gitudinal movement. This arrange-

ment of riding and floating pins relieves

the cab of all pulling and buffing strains

due to train load, as these strains are

taken directly through the running gear

side frames and bumpers.

The ilriving wheels are 68 ins. in diam-

eter, and carry 55.000 lbs. on each a.xle.

Tlie guiding trucks have 36-in. wheels,

while the tun-wliee! trucks each have a

of the standard front end construction of

the American and Consolidation types of

steam locomotives. The two remaining

pairs of driving wheels and the two trail-

ing wheels of the main running gear are

side-equalized together, thus following

accepted steam-locomotive practice.

The center of gravity of the main run-

ning gear, including motors, is 4l;.i ins.

above the rail, and the height of the cen-

ter of gravity of the complete locomotive

is 63 ins. above the rail. Among the

novel features which will be found in

these locomotives are : Large capacity in

single-cab unit. Flexibility of running

speeds wdth small rheostatic losses. Twin
motor design with quill-drive. Low-volt-

age auxiliaries simplifying inspection,

J^.,!?^«71 ~'f*..-^^;J^,/?-:.!^S-^^.^~:rpi,^^'^'^^f^,if?^,:''-, .

r-
- i<:>^5 -'J-..-^-??-.^=U^J?^..

XEW ELi'.( iKii i.< u'l i.Mi > ri\ !: iMK Tilt: < iiii aiih, milw-XUKe;". & st, pail
n. R. \\. .M. P. r.^nl.lc i:.il.l« 1-\V.M] rhoiis

dred and eleven milev from ()thclhi.

Wash., over the Cascade Range to .Seattle

and Tacoma. With the completion of

this work, a distance etjnal to that from

.\cw York to Cleveland, will be under

electrical operation. To handle passenger

traffic over this and the Rocky Mountain

division, the St. Paul has ordered ten

I'aldw in-W'estinghouse electric locomo-

tives.

'I'he Complete locomotive has a total

Icnutli f.ver couplings of 90 ft.; weiglit

le.idy i<ir service, 266 tons, with an ad-

hesive weight of 330.(XX) lbs. Following

;he mo'lern tendency in design toward

con.-ervation of weight and space, these

n.i w locomotives will be singlc-cah units,

.dtliough the horseiiower capacity is mucli

LMt.iier than lor any double-cab engines

iio ', in service. The cab is carried on tlie

two main running gears, each having a

four-wheel guiding truck, three driving

.ixle^ in a 16 ft. 9 ins. rigid wheel base,

and a two-wheel trailing truck. It tlnis

corresponds to two Pacific-typt running

gears coujiled with a link and having two-

load nt .',.s;.5(;() lbs. at tlie rail, v\ith ap-

proximately (3.(100 lbs. distributed on each

ijf the iotir-wheel trucks. On any single

driving wheel the non-spring supported

weight is th.it of the wdieels, axles and

driving bi)xe> only.

The flexible type of quill drive used

riffords a mran> of permitting a motor

located well above the roadbed to drive

an axle which, with its wheels, is free to

follow the rail independently. It is evi-

dent that tins drive secures all the ad-

vantages of a flexible gear in cushionin.g

tile transmittal of the torque and it avoids

the road shock far more effectively than

with the conunon flexible gear construc-

tion au'l mounting. Each main running

gear li.as three-point equalization wdth a

MUgle point toward the end of the loco-

motive, in accordance with accepted steam

locomotive practice. The four-wheel

guiding truck center-pin and cross-equal-

i/ed leading pair of driving wdiecis are

equalized together on the longitudinal

ntiter line of the locomotive. This wheel

arrangement combines all the advantages

maintenance, and operation. S'.mide and

ert'ective regeneration. Improved eiiual-

i/ation to minimize weight transfer in

trucks, .\uxiliary train-heating plant.

Tliese will probably be the most power-

ful locomotives running in passenger

service. .A single locomotive is able to

liaul a 950-t(jn train (12 coaches) over

the entire inountain section at the same

speeds as are called for by the present

schedules. The one-hour rating for one

of these locomotives is 4.000 li. p., and its

continuous rating is 3.2(X) h. p.. with a

starting tractive effort of 112.000 lbs.

The normal sjieed on the level track is

60 m. p. h. ; on a 2 per cent grade it is

about 25 m. p. li. One of the noteworthy

characteristics of these machines, which is

very desirable in passetiger service, but

which has not heretofore been attained

with this type of electric locomotives, ex-

cept at the expense of heavy rheostatic

losses, is the flexibility of running speeds.

There are nine running positions with-

out rheostatic loss. This is accomplished

hv the use of six !.50fl-volt twin motors
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on the locomotive, arranged for three-

speed combinations as follows : Position

No. 1, 1 set 6 motors in series; Xo. 2,

2 sets 3 motors in series; No. 3, 3 sets

2 motors in series. During the change

from one speed combination to another,

the tractive efliort is maintained. Two
additional running speeds are obtained on

each speed combination by means of in-

ductive shunts on the main motor fields,

which assist ip cutting down current

peaks as well as saving rheostatic losses,

thus enabling the power demand over the

varying profile to be kept more nearly

constant. The speed range is from 8 to

56 m. p. h., depending on the load.

The use of the twin motor design with

quill drive not only permits the most ef-

fective use of space between the driving

wheels, but enables the use of two arma-

tures, each wound for 750 volts direct

current, and geared to the same quill.

This also makes possible the advantage of

better commutating characteristics inher-

ent in the lower voltage motors. Low
voltage auxiliaries considerably reduce

the complication and hazard of high volt-

age on these locomotives. The only high

voltage apparatus among the auxiliaries

is the motor of the small motor-generator

which is used for train lighting and

charging the storage battery. The result-

ant simplification secured by the use of

low voltage appliances decreases the com-

plication oi installation, maintenance and

operation. Ordinary inspection can be

carried on, including the functioning of

switches and auxiliaries, with the com-

plete absence of 3,000-volt power on the

locomotive.

The use of regenerative control for

holding trains on descending grades is

such an important function in these loco-

motives that special arrangements have

been perfected to secure positive opera-

tion of this feature over widely varying

speeds. The same main motor combina-

tions for "motoring" are used for "re-

generating" except that the fields of the

main motors are separately excited over

a wide range by axle-driven generators.

These are so connected with balancini;

resistance that inherent stability in tlic

motor characteristics during regeneration

is assured, irrespective of whether the

changes in line voltage are sudden or

gradual. With the regenerative brakini:

of trains lessens the duty on the air brake

equipment, further safety in braking with

electric engines is introduced with the

axle-driven generators. These ma-
chines are mounted on the pony trucks

of the locomotive, and in addition

to exciting the motors during re;;encra-

tion, furnish the power for operating

the air compressors and blower motors

when the locomotive is hauling. This

method insures a current supply to

the air compressor motors irrespective of

the overhead trolley svipply. and pro-

vides that compressed air will always

be available for use of the air brakes.

In electric locomotives without connect-

ed wheels, weight transfer due to tractive

effort is an important thing. This is

caused by the drawbar-pull being exerted

at the coupler height, which, with the re-

action at the rail, tends to lift the lead-

ing end and depress the trailing end.

This changes the weight distribution and

increases the tendency of the wheels to

slip. The method of equalization de-

TWI.V MOTOk WITH QUILI. |1RI\"K.

scribed above reduces the weight varia-

tion on the driving wheels to only 6 per

cent from normal, when pulling at 30 per

cent adhesion, as is possible with electric

locomotives owing to the steady and

gradually increasing torque of the ma-

chine.

The question of passenger train heat-

ing is of vital importance due to extreme

weather conditions encountered in that

controi-m:k for c. m. & st. p.

electric locomotive.

section of the country. Heat must be as-

sured under all conditions of failure of

equipment, and delays of trains. The

hcatin;.; plant, therefore, must be entirely

independent of the electrification. Each

locomotive is equipped with an oil-fired

steam boiler, designed to burn ordinary

fuel oil rs-d by the railway company.

Provision is ma 'c for a storage of 7,500

gallons of water and 730 gallons of oil in

each engine.

The careful attention which has been

given to improve the details of design

and operation of these new engines, it is

hoped, will mark an epoch in the develop-

ment of the electric locomotive, and make
it an important factor in the transporta-

tion problem of this country.

-At a recent meeting of the New York
Railroad Club, diagrams of these engines

were shown, and comparisons were made
with existing electric locomotives. The
fact that the tractive effort of the ma-

chines delivered at draw bar level has a

tendency to tilt the frames and to alter

the adhesive weight on the wheels was

clearly brought out. We intend to offer

some explanation of this phenomenon in

a subsequent issue of R.mlw.w .\xd Loco-

motive Rncixeering.

The fact that an electric locomotive

driving the wheels from a jack shaft with

connecting rod accurately balanced, and

turning the driving wheels, having only

side rods, does away with all the troubles

incident to the dynamic augment, was also

made plain at tliis meeting. It is pos-

sible to balance such driving gear for all

speeds as the torque of the motor is con-

stant and no disturbances due to recipro-

cating motion can take place as the recip-

rocating parts are entirely absent.

Pile Driving with Locomotive Cranes.

Experiments have shown that the regu-

lar standard locomotive crane may be

provided with an entirely separate and

independent attachment, quickly connected

to its boom, that immediately provides

rigid leads in which either a steam ham-

mer or a drop hammer can be installed

and the whole made adjustable for driv-

ing long piles in perpendicular or inclined

positions at any point within a long radius

from the stationary machine and, by mov-

ing the machine under its own locomotive

gear, at any point on cither side of the

track within the boom reach. In such a

case the drop hammer can be handled by

the regular boom hoisting tackle or the

same tackle can handle the steam hammer
i'l the leads and the hammer can be sup-

plied with steam from the regular boiler

opciating the locomotive crane. .\n ad-

ditional whip line can easily be rigged

ciabling the locomotive crane to handle

the piles and place them in the leads with

tl^c important advantage of being able to

swing around and pick them up from the

rcc-i or even to travel back and get them

vh.en necessary.

Such a tool possesses great flexibility

and is almost universally applicalile for a

wide variety of standard operations mak-

ing it available in one shape or another

for many of the most important opera-

tions that a general contractor encounters

in heavy construction work and eliminat-

iiijl the initial cost, installation, and trans-

portation of a nuinl cr of separate ma-

chines tlint would le reciuired to do the

same work.
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Facilities for Locomotive Repairs
At a meeting of the Canadian Railway

Clu'i. litUl last month, E. K. Battley, master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk Railway.

Montreal, read a paper on "Locomotive

Rejiairs," giving interesting details on the

methods in vogue on the Grand Trunk,

and emphasized the need of keeping up the

repairs on the motive power. To do this,

Mr. Battley stated that it was absolutely

necessary to provide pro|)er facilities for

repairing and handHng, at roundhouses

and general repair shops. Lie stated that

it is ditticult to do (|uick work at terminals

unless we provide proper facilities, such

as suitable roundliouses and equipment.

The key to the power handling situation

of the roundhouses is the ashpit, there-

fore, w-e must provide large pits equipped

with a sure and quick ineans of handling

the accumulation of cinders. Ample room

must be provided on both sides of the pit

so that in rush hours fires can be cleaned

or dumped and engines moved along out

of the way to await their turn on the turn-

tal)le. If this space is not provided, and

after an engine or two has been dumped,

it means the work on the engines follow-

ing is at a standstill until those ahead

have been moved. Conditions of this

kind causes ashpit gangs to be idle and at

a busy terminal a large waiting list is tlie

result.

in close relation to the ashpit is the

turntable and sho]) leads. The former

should be of rigid construction and power

operated. The leads should be of sufficien;

length to accommodate outgoing engines

and provided with suitable crossovers and

water-cranes to facilitate the despatching

of pnwcr.

A valuable addition to any roundllou^c

is gi)od machinery. .\ great mistake

sometimes made by railroads is filling up

roundliouse machine shops with antiquated

tools. When a machine job is required

in a back shn]) it is usually a rusli order.

therefore sjieed and accuracy is re<|uired.

If modern tools are used you wet what is

desired without <lelay. .Ml our terminals

of iiniiortance have been e(iiiippe<l witli

portable n.xy-acctylene welding anrl cut-

ting outfits, and needless to say they have

proved invaluable.

f1r.i.'anizatiMn is another vabialilc a^set

to the shop. One may have a splendid

layout, goorl toiils, etc.. Init without sys-

tem efticienex is reduoe<l. We have f'.iuid

by arrangin.g our roundhou'-e staff in

special .i^angs good results have been oli-

taineil. These gangs are grou|ied as

follow-. : Pas.senger, freight and switch,

spring and brake gear, rod and Viox jtacU-

iiig. lij;litmg up. and last but ii^jt lea^t. tlic

liostler gang. The diflfereni gana- are

rnntrollcd by charge men, wlio report \<i

the sliop foreman.

Engineers upon arrival record the neces-

sary work in a book provided for that

purpose. .\ competent inspector also

makes an examination of the engine and

records defects found. The work to be

done is then copied liy a man assigned to

this work, who distributes the slips to the

respective charge hands. When the work

is completed a notation is made in the

report l)ook on the opposite page to the

<_>uv on which the engineer placed his

report.

Duriiii; the busy seas(.>n. when locomo-

tives are at a premiiun, tlie cripples at

roundliouses aecunudate quickly, unless a

close check is kept on the shipment of

repair parts. We have a system of check-

ing up and forwarding repair parts to out

stations tliat has proved very satisfactory,

and has lieen the means of keeping our

locomotives in service during the past

severe winter. Foremen at each station

send a joint message to the Road and

Sliop Master Mechanics as soon as he

finds he requires repair parts. In addition

to tiiis he sends in a daily report of en-

gines undergoing repairs which will take

over 24 hours, stating when engine was

taken out of service, what material is

required and on whom ordered. This

gives tlie master mechanic an excellent

opportunity of keeping in close touch with

the situation on his division. To ensure

requisitions being filled promptly and to

avoid delays in shipment or at transfer

points a "material" man was appointed by

the road master mechanic. His duties are

to check requisitions, receive telegrams

for material, consult shop master me-

chanics and subordinates as to when ma-

terial can be secured, see that there is

no delay in handling, also advise out sta-

tions on what train material is going for-

waril So that he can be prepared to have

it removed promptly on arrival.

General repair shops should be of suf-

eient size to care for the power assigned

to tlie ilivision and centrally located.

When an engine i.s to be placed in the

shop for repairs the nature and extent of

tlie rei>airs is mainly controlled liy the

master nieclianie. .\iiy unusual repairs

may be decided upon after a lioiler in-

siieclion and hydrostatic test has been

apidied. After the engine has be3n

stripped the shop inspector makes out a

final rei}ort and repairs are made accord-

ingly. .Xccompanying each engine to the

shop i^ the Locomotive Foreman's report

of repairs which forms the basis from

which shop Master Mechanic works.

There is approximately 10 per cent, of

our power under repairs at all times.

This is necessary to keep our engines in

good condition, and also provides sufli-

lient work in advance for the shop staff,

who work entirely on the lionus system.

Our output and Ixinus system are so

closely related that in speaking of one it

is necessary to mention the otlier. Tb'^

subject tonight being rcjiairs. tlie bomis

^vstem will oiilv be nienti.ined when

necessary to show why we handle certain

operations in certain ways.

Taking it for granted that the various

repairs have been made and are now in

the erecting shop, it may be stated that

this department was formerly handled

with nine regulai .uajigs, consisting of

approximately ten men per gang, con-

trolled by a cliargehand who was re-

sponsilile for three pits. In addition to

the nine gangs we had- three or four

special gangs, sucli as shoe and wedge,

guide liar, and steampipe. Our regular

pit .gangs carried the engine through from

the time the en.gine was stripped, with the

exception (.f the detailed work above

mentioned. L'nder this system we accom-

plished good work until our forces be-

came depleted through enlistments, and

upon looking carefully into the situation

we found where a gang usually had five

or si.x mechanics it would now have

one or two, tlie remainder being unskilled

help. It was. therefore, necessary for us

to meet the new conditions in order to

keep up the repairs. To do this we re-

arranged our men into special gangs,

mainly to centralize our machinists on

work that really required mechanics, anil

use the unskilled labor on the coarser

work. With this arrangement instead of

a gang having three pits on which to

work they have the entire erecting shop,

therefore ilekiys were reduced to a mini-

mum.
Referring to the bonus system, tliere is

one special feature of this system whi.-b.

is tlie key to the success of that system

;

tliat is. the demonstrating end of the

bonus department. The prices set by

demonstration, when possible, are known
to be fair and correct. The chief demon-

strator and his assistants have charge of

this work over the entire system, and

travel continuously from shop to sliop.

These nun do not bother a great deal

aliout prices, as this has been efficiently

handled liy the bonus department of each

shop, whieli sets the prices according tc

the peculiar conditions surrounding the

different plants, but being our most ex-

pert men tliey concentrate their efforts in

bringing each department in all shops to

a higher state of cHiciency by transferring

best methods, and, if necessary, men from

one shop to another. .-Xs a result of ti'i'

method workmen are free from worry of

price cuttin.L'. tlierefore, tlie standard of

work has shown a steady improvement.

This department also controls the method

of applyin.g the bonus system, with the

result that the method of application is

the same at all slirips. It is needless to

say the results obtained from this system

have been highly satisfactory, and in spite

of the unfavorable lalior conditions, we
have maintained repairs on our locomo-

tives, and in addition to keeping up the

ordinary rejiairs we have been able to

convert >7 engines from saturated to

superheated steam.
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Last month tlicrc was an article on page

84 referring to the no voltage control lor

shop machinery and a description of the

methods used for AC and DC motors

was given on page 93. As pointed out,

the object of the no-voltage release, in

connection with machine tools, is to af-

ford protection to the workman in case

the power is shut off unknown to him.

There is used, in connection with rail-

way equipment on subway and elevated

cars, a no-voltage relay which is to cause

a certain function to go into effect, inde-

pendent of the motorman in case of a

failure of the voltage. The object is not

to protect the motorman in the case of the

failure of voltage, but to protect the ap-

paratus and give satisfactory operation of

the equipment.

The conditions are somewhat different

than in the case of the operation of shop

machines in this way, that power inay I'c

broken from the car itself, although tlioro

is no failure of power to the third rail.

The cutting off of power from the cars

themselves may occur many times during

the trip. There arc along the subway

and elevated roadbed many cross-overs.

so that it is impossible to lay a contin-

uous third rail, although third rail shoes

are carried on either truck and on both

sides, still the "gaps" are considerably in

excess of the distance between the shoe^

on one car. This means that current is

broken to the car while passing through

or over such a gap. While normally on

straight tracks, the length of time re-

quired for a car to pass through a gap

may be very short, a considerable time

may elapse when the train is operating

over a cross-over or along a ladder track,

so that a considerable decrease in speed

may result. With several cars in a train

it would be almost ne.\t to impossible for

the motorman to throw on and off the

controller at the head of the train, so as

to match up with the various cars enter-

ing and leaving the gap. Therefore the

controller is left full on, so that an auto-

matic feature must be installed which will

allow each car to function by itself, de-

pending on whether it is in contact with

the third rail or not, and thus preventing

surging between cars in the same train.

As mentioned above, the no voltage

relay drops out the electrical switches on

each car as it passes through the gap in

the third rail, and when power is again

on the third rail shoes, the switches come

in. The rapidity in the closing of the

sw^itchcs will depend upon the speed of

the car when the shoes come into contact

with the third rail. On long gaps or

cross-overs, the speed may fall consid-

erably and a longer time will elapse for

the switches to come in than if the gap

was short. In the latter case, the se-

quence of the operation will be the same

but they will follow each other as rapidly

as they can operate. There will be no

retardation or pause between steps, which

is the case if the speed of the train falls

off to a low value.

To explain why this is so let us refer

to lig. 1. In addition to the no-voltage

relay, tiiere is a limit switch so-called,

which limits the amount of current which

can tiow^ into each motor and which de-

termines the rate of acceleration of the

car depending on its setting. The no volt-

age relay consists of a large number of

turns of small w-ire wound on a spool,

this coil being connected across (one end

to the 600 volts, the other end to ground).

W'c know that a current of small value

will flow through this coil as this circuit

is of high resistance. The flow of the

current causes magnetization of the

plunger which i)asses through the core

600(1').

NoVoLTAoe. RcLny

C.control
' wires

l/^/T Switch

of the coil, and the plunger is drawn up-

ward. On the bottom ol this plunger is a

small circular disc (d) which when in

the up position, connects together a pair

of control wires. These control wires

must be connected together to keep the

switches in the operating position. When

the third rail shoes leave the Wiird rail

there will be no current flowing through

the no voltage relay coil, and the plunger

will drop due to gravity, thus breaking

the contact of the two control wires and

the disc thus opening up (as explained

above) the electrical switches. On appli-

cation of current to the car, the coil is

again energized, the disc is drawn up, the

control wires are connected together

a.L'ain, and the switches come in.

The speed of the switches coming in,

dciicnds on the speed of the car at the

time it gets the power, and this is gov-

erned by the limit switch. The limit

switch, in principle, is a relay, but the

plunger is operated from the current

flowing through a few turns of heavy

copper strap which carries current for a

single motor. This limit switch oper-

ates and controls the switches when the

car starts from a stand-still. The motor-

man throws the master controller handle

to the full-on running position. The

plunger in the limit switch is loaded su

that its weight will require a certain

amount of current through the coil, be-

fore it will raise. Immediately after the

master controller handle is thrown on,

there is a flow of current to the motor,

the plunger raises breaking the contacts

on the disc (c) opening up the control

wires and preventing further progress of

the switches. We know that as an elec-

tric motor speeds up that the current value

falls due to the back electromotive force

increasing with the speed. When the cur-

rent falls to a certain value, the plunger

is heavier than the magnetic pull and it

falls. Contact is again made on the con-

trol wires, and another switch comes in,

which cuts out a step of resistance ; more

current flows to the motor, the plunger is

drawn up again and is held until the

motor speeds up, and the current value

falls. This is repeated for each step of

the resistance until the switches are all

in.

It can lie readily seen and undcrstnod

that if the train was running say at ten

miles an hour, when the current was con-

nected, that the back electromotive force

of the motor would be such that several

s^cps among the switches would have

to occur, before sufllcient current would

pass through the limit switch coil to raise

the plunger and prevent further progres-

sion of the switches. If the speed was

fifteen miles an hour, more switches

would come in before progression would

be stopped; and if twenty miles an hour

.vere obtained, all of the switches could

come in without the current value ex-

ceeding the picking up <alue for the limit

switch. This explains why there may be

a retardation of the switches if the speed

drops to a sufficiently low value while

there would be no retardation if the gaps

were short.

This automatic feature is the no-volt-

age relay which in a way is exactly sim-

ilar to the no- voltage release or control

described in the previous issue of this

magazine, for machine tool operation. It

is a relay connected across the third rail

voltage with I'ower on the car. that is.

when the third rail shoes aie in contact

with the third mil. The operation of the

control switches is eovcrned by the ope-

ration if the master controller at the

head end ni ihc train and operated by the

fnotormaii. When the master controller
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is on, the switches are in. When it is

thrown off, the switches open and the

power is disconnected from tlie motors

and the train is then coasting.. When tlie

master controller is on and the switclies

are closed, the no-voltage relay plays no

part. Let us suppose the train takes a

cross-over or passes through a ga|).

When the voltage is disconnected from

the car due to the third rail shoes leav-

ing the third rail, there is no longer any

energy to hold the no-voltage relay in its

operating position and the relay dropping

out causes the switches which connect the

power to the motors to open and this car

is in the off position, although the motor-

man has not thrown off the controller,

.^s soon as the current is again connected

to the car, due to the third rail shoes

coming in contact again with the third

rail, the no-voltage relay rises and the

switches come in step by step in the same

sequence and order as if the motorman

had thrown off the controller and notched

it up again.

This no-voltage relay therefore makes

each car automatic, in action, resulting in

perfectly smooth operation of the train

through the gaps, cross-covers, etc., and

it is quite imperceptible to the passengers.

The Portable Railroad Sub-Station.

In our previous articles we have been

discussing the design and construction of

the railway sub-station and liave de-

scribed in detail the automatic sull-^ta-

tion. There is another type of sub-station

which is of considerable interest which is

known as the "portable sub-station." .Xs

the name imidies, it is a suli-station wliich

can be moved from place to place. l'"or

convenience, the complete sub-station ap-

paratus is mounted on railroad trucks so

that it can be transported over tlic road.

The portable sub-station has been in

successful operation on a number of elec-

tric railways tliroughout the country, and

the universal e-xjiericnce has been that a

portable sub-station is always worth con-

siderably more than wliat it costs. I'.l-

low are a few of the uses which can In

made of the sidj-slation of this type.

First— It constitutes a spare eciuipmciit

for practically any nuin1)er of sub-stations

and renders unnecessary the installatinn

of spare equipment in each. .\ railway

load is generally irregular and sustains

maximum peaks during rush hours or ab-

nf.rmal loarl conditions. Sparc rotaries

and equipment are usually mounlecl iti

each sub-.-tation so as to care for tlie

over-load condition, or to be used in case

of emergency where one machine may lie

out of commission on accoiuit of trr.uMe

or out of commission on account id in-

spection and over-hauling. A purtalib-

suli-slation which can be moved from nne

MiU-statioM to another wouM he av.iihilile

for the furnishing of power in case ol

emer'.-'i-Hc\ conditiMUs and it wnnid he ]"-

sdilc to use this portable suli-station a'-

tlie spare equipment for the entire system.

Secondly— It can be used to increase

the capacity of a permanent sub-station

« lien the load is unusually heavy. There

may be times, due to abnormal traffic,

wlien the load on one particular sub-sta-

tion would be exceptionally severe and

greater than the capacity of a permanent

sub-station. By locating the portable sub-

station close to the permanent one the ab-

normal load can be taken care of and no

consideration given to the power require-

ments which would be necessary if the

portable station was not available. In

other words, with only the permanent sta-

tion furnishing power, the size and spac-

ing of the electric train would have to be

regulated so as not to cause a power de-

mand greater than the capacity of the

sub-station, and undoubtedly this arrange-

ment would be far below tlie maximum
traffic that could be handled.

Thirdly— It can be used for determin-

ing the most advantageous point at which

to locate a permanent sub-station. This

use needs hardly any explanation. With

the growth in traffic, it may be necessary

to build a new- sub-station, and the most

suitable location from an electrical stand-

point can be determined by the cut and

try method ; that is, by locating the port-

able sub-station at two or three different

points and comparing results. It can also

be used to provide service while a per-

manent sub-station is being over-hauled

or re-built, and it can be used (inverted)

to test any cable and in transmitting en-

ergy round a lircak when a high tension

gument in promoting the sale of electric

power, as it can be drawn to the desired

point and there arranged to carry the

load for a trial period to demonstrate the

advantages of purchased power.

High voltage alternating current is of

course required for the operation of the

portable sub-station and it can therefore

only be used where the high voltage is

available. In railway work, power is sup-

plied from a central station and the high

voltage is transmitted from this station

to the various sub-stations. Since the

railway owns the right-of-way, it is most

economical to run the high voltage wires

on their own right-of-way, and these

high tension wires are generally strung

along the top of the poles which carry

the other service wires for the operation

of the road. Generally there are high

tension wires throughout the whole right-

of-way, so that practically the portable

sub-station can be used at any desired

point. Tlie direct current from the port-

able sub-station can be made available

very quickly, as its production involves

onlv the transferring of the sub-station

and its connections to the liigh tension

line.

The general view of one of tliese sub-

stations is shown in Fig. 1. The whole

is mounted on a railroad flat car of M.

C. B. standard type, so that it can be

moved over any road. A sectional eleva-

tion is shown in Fig. 2. The weight and

dimensions are a miniinuni. .Ml of the

"li\e" parts are carefully protected, so

tliat tlic danger of accidental contact is

hue is lieiug repaired. Xorni.dly, the sul)-

statirn receives the high tension current,

transmitting it to direct current at ap-

proximately dOO volts. By "inverted" we

nu-.ni that direct current is fed to the ro-

pe ilMAlU.K.

miniini/ed. .\ study of the bigs. 1 and 2

will show that the liigli tension voltage

is not taken into the cab. The high volt-

age, switching and protective apparatus

is mounted out of the way on the roof id

and alternating current is generated the car. While these switches arc on the
tar\

which, when connected to the trans-

former, is stepped up to high voltage al-

ternatiiiL; current. When used in this

way. liiah vcdt.ige alternating current is

.ivailable for testing purposes.

I'ourtbly It can be made a telling ar-

outsi<le they are controlled from a switcli-

lioard mounted directly underneath, by

means of a remote control handle. The

transformer is mouulcd directly over the

truck at the uncovered end of the car.

This arrangement is perfectly feasible, as
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it is an easy matter to construct trans-

formers for outdoor service where ex-

posure to the rain, snow, etc., does not

interfere with its satisfactory operation.

The rotary converter and switchboard,

however, are placed inside of the cab.

A very convenient and satisfactory

method for opening and closing the high

tension current is by means of the air-

break Burke type of switch. The switches.

FIG. 2. PLAN AND SECTIONAL VIEWS OI-

PORTABLE SUB-STATION.

as mentioned above, are controlled from
the inside of the cab. Referring to Fig. 3.

it may be noted that on the top of the

switch, which is mounted on the insula-

tors, is a pair of horns. The arrangement

is such that the contact is made and

broken on the horns while the switch it-

self is closed, the horns being shunted by

the blade. In openin,g, the horns stav in

rir,. ,1, lU-RKE AIRBREAK HOUX
SWITCH.

contact until after the blade is clear of

the jaw, then they open and the arc is

taken on the horns and e.xtinguishtd

thereon. In the permanent sub-station

usually the old circuit-breaker is usi-il.

the oil extinguishing the arc which it

forms when the contacts are opened. In

the case of the horn gap, the arc starts at

the point A, but quickly rises due to tlie

heat. On rising, the distance between the

end of the arc becomes greater and

greater; the are being "drawn out," so to

speak. On reaching the end of the horns,

l>oints BH, the ends of the arc can extend

no further, but the center does, and final-

ly breaks, at which time the flow of cur-

rent is disrupted. Due to the careful de-

sign, portable sub-stations of 500 KVV.

capacity for alternating current voltages

up to 44,000 have been built and are in

use.

Importance of the Superheater

Damper.
One of the most important require-

ments in obtaining the full elTectiveness

of a superheater is the proper operation

of the damper and its rigging. From
time to time attention has been called to

the damage done and the failures caused

l)y reason of plugged flues, leaky steam

joints and other troubles which affect the

steaming of a locomotive, and attention

has been called to the fact that these con-

ditions reduce superheat. Little has, how-

ever, been said about the trouble arising

from a damper working improperly, it

may be just as detrimental to locomotive

performance as any of the things already

mentioned.

The damper controls the draft aiu.',

tiicrefore, the flow of gases through the

large flues. It is placed just below the

lujltom row of large flues, usuallj on the

same level with the table plate, and is

operated by a small cylinder bolted on

the side of the smoke-box. This cylinder

is connected either to the steam pipe or

blower, as the case may be, by a yi-in.

topper pipe, and works automatically upon

the opening of the throttle or blower

valve. This operation opens the damper

which is held in the closed position by a

counterweight when the throttle is closed.

Tlie clamper, as thus operated, protects

the superheater units from overheating

uhen there is no steam passing through

tliem. Failure of the damper to operate

properly, materialh reduces the steaming

rapacity of the boiler and, consequently,

reduces the degree of superheat. For in-

stance, if the damper failed to open, it

would obstruct the passage of gases

through the tubes and flues above it, thus

considerably reducing the boiler evapora-

tion and preventing the effective super-

icating of the steam passing through the

units.

It is also bad practice to wire up or

lilock open the damper. If the damper is

kept open continuously it is equivalent to

having no damper at all. The firebox

Rases passing through the large flues and

around the units when no steam is in them

are very likely to burn the ends, warp the

units and cause leaks, and generally

shorten the life of the units. Enginemen

have been kown to deliberately tie up the

damper although it had proved to be in

working condition when the engine left

the engine house. Enginehouse employees

have been known to do the same thing

when firing up and it is just such prac-

tices as these that lead to engine failures.

One may say that dampers and rigging

should be given a careful inspection at

(recjuent intervals. This requires but lit-

tle time to do. One of the first things to

asscertain is whether the damper closes

tightly and, also, whether it has its proper

opening. Search for irregularities. See

th.it the damper cylinder piston has a full

stroke and be particular to see that the

connecting link between the damper shaft

and the cylinder arm is of the correct

length and that there is no lost motion in

any part of the rigging that would tend

to prevent full opening or closing. Keep
the small copper steam pipe leading from

the steam chest or steam pipe to the

damper cylinder well protected against

the effects of cold weather. This can

readily be done by wrapping it with ^^-in.

asbestos rojjc and covering that with

canvas.
. See that there are no pockets in

this pipe where water can accumulate and

freeze. Drain from the damper cylinder

U. the exhaust passage of the locomotive

cylinders by the use of a pipe, and cover

ii in the satne manner ^s the steam pipe

is covered. See that the cylinder and

the connections in the rigging are lubri-

cated. Paint the counterweight white so

tliat it is easily visible to the enginemen.

If tlie dainper cylinder is so located that

the counterweight is not visible, use a

small target of any description on the

counterweight arm and place it above tie

running board where it can. eafiily h:

seen. .Xn indicator of sort^? ,I<ind is in-

valuable.

Bring home to the enginemen that the

correct functioning of the damper is es-

sential if the hands on the steam gauge

and pyrometer are to indicate the correct

steam pressure and temperature, because

the proper steaming of the locomotive de-

pends largely on the proper action of the

damper.

Removal.

\\c haw to aiinour.;e the change of

address of the Buffalo Brake Beam Com-

pany. They have moved from 30 Pine

street. .\'ew York, to the Mutual Life In-

surance Building. 32 Xassau street, N'cw

York. .Ml communications should now

be addressed to their new offices. This

well known firm are the manufacturers of

Buflfalo Truss Beams; Buffalo Truss

Beams with adjustable heads; Buflfalo 1-

Beams, brake beams; Bufl'alo special rolled

section brake beams, and brake beam

forgint."i. etc.

New Regiment of Engineers.

Col. Frederick Mears, formerly a mem-

ber of the .Maskaii Engineering Commis-

sion, i.s organizing the Thirty-first Regi-

ment of Engineers. Recruiting offices arc

being established at various points.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. !•'. W. l-Vitcluy has been appointed

superintendent of shops of the W'heehng

& Lake Erie, with office at Brewster, O.

Mr. (i. (). llnckctl lias been appointed

master mechanic of the Chicago, Hnrlins-

ton & Quincy, with office at .Mliance.

Nebr.

Mr. .Xrthnr (irohm has been appointed

general master mechanic of the Missmiri.

Kansas & Texas, with headquarters a;

Denison, Te.x.

Mr. T. D. Sedwick, formerly acting en-

gineer of tests of the Chicago, Rock Isl-

and & Pacific, has been appointed en-

gineer of tests, with office at Chicago. 111.

Mr. W. C. Uavis has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Shasta

division of the Southern Pacific, with of-

fice at Dunsmuir, Cal., succeeding Mr, K.

W. Cuvellier.

Mr. J. M. Wood has been apiKiiiittd

foreman of freight car repairs uf the

Georgia Southern S; Florida, with ntfice

at Macon, (ja.

Mr. A. G. Saunders has been appointed

master car repairer of the Tucson di-

vision of the Southern Pacific, with ot1i c

at Tucson, Ariz.

Mr. J. T. Slavin has been appointeil

assistant master meclianic of the Coast

division of the Southern Pacific, with of-

fice at San Francisco, Cal., succeediiii;

Mr. H. H. Carrick.

Mr. v.. C. KudlofT has been appointed

foreman of the car department of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with office at

Denison, Tex., succeeding .Mr. W. 11

Macon, transferred.

•Mr. J. II. Phillips, formerly traveling

engineer on the Chicago, MiKvaukec &
.^'t. Paul, has been appointed division

master mechanic of the Northern division.

with office at Horicon, Wis.

Mr. P. D. Miller, formerly assistant

division engineer of the Pennsylvania,

with office at Cambridge, Ohio, has been

transferred to Toledo, Ohio, siuceeding

Mr. Howard O'Brien, resigned.

Mr. F. F. Gaines, formerly siiiierintend-

<iit cjf motive power of the Central of

Georgia, has accepted an appointment on

the staff of Mr. C. H. Markliam, regional

railroad director, with office at .'\tlanta.

G.i.

.\Ir. W. A. Randon has been aiipointed

master mechanic of the first division of the

Denver and Kio Grande with office at

Pueblo, Colo., and Mr. W. C, Stevens has

been appointed superintendent of sliop at

I'urnham.

Mr. F.. n. Mattingly, formerly car fore-

man of the Baltimore & Ohio, at South

Orauf^c, 111., has been appointed general

(-ar foreman of the Chicago district of

the Baltimore & Ohio, and the I'.altimorc

X- nlii,, Chicago Terminal railroads.

Mr. G. B. Ilerrington has been as-

signed as supervising engineer of the

Tucson division of the Southern Pacific,

with headiiuarters at Tucson, .\riz., and

will have charge of all matters iiertaiiiiiig

to niaintenaiue of uay and structures.

.Mr. 11. r. Bentley, superintendent of

motive power and machinery of the Chi-

cago & Northwestern, lias been requested

to join the staff of the director-general

of railroads at Washington, D. C. Mr.

I'.entley has obtaineil leave of absence for

an indefinite period.

Mr. Charles Raitt, formerly general

foreman of the car department of the

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Rich-

mond, Cal., iias been appointed master

n'cchanic of the Arizona division, with

(. Ilice at Needles, Cal, succeeding .Mr. L.

A. Mattimorc, deceased.

i.d'i' \i I, \. usi'.ok.m;.

Mr. l''.. i;. .\dams, I'ornie. 1\- ..nsultin,"

engineer, ami .Mr. I'. Seromlir. formerly

assistant contn.lKT of tlie Cnuni I'acilic,

have been appninted assist. ml-, to Mr.

R. S. Lovett, director of the division of

capital eNpeiidilure of the Ciiited States

Railroad .\diiiiinstratioii al Wasliingtoii.

.\lr. \. W . .\iiiilet.ni, f..rnierl> general

master mechanic of the Canadian ( iovern-

menl Railways, bas been a|ipointetl super-

intendent of iiHitive power with nifice at

M(..nct..ii, \. 11.. and Mr. W. I'.. Barnes,

formerly master mechanic at _.Moncton,

succeeds .Mr. .Xjipletoii as general master

meclianic.

Mr. R. v.. (irieve has been appointed

assistant road foreman of engines on the

I'itsburgb division of the Pennsylvania,

with oflire at Derby, Pa., succeeding Mr.

Pranklin Mowry, assigned to other du-

ties: and Mr. H. S. Gentzel has been ap-

pointe<l assistant road foreman of engines.

witli headiiuarters at Fast Altoona, Pa

Mr. W. F. Ackerman, formerly shop

superintendent of the Chicago, Burlitigtoii

& Quincy, has been appointed acting su-

perintendent of motive power, lines west,

succeeding Mr. T. Roope, on leave of ab-

sence; and -Mr. G. E. Johnson has been

appointed assistant superintendent of mo-

tive power, with office at Lincoln, Neb.

Mr. Daniel Willard, president of the

Baltimore and Ohio, has been re-elected

chairman of the Advisory Commission of

the Council of National Defense. Mr.

W. S. Clifford and Mr. Grosvenor B.

Clarkson continue as director and secre-

tary, respectively, of the commission, as

uell as director and secretary of the

Council of National Defense.

Mr. J. L. I-'agan, formerly master me-

chanic of the Denver and Rio Grande

with office at Grand Junction, Colo., has

been appointed master mechanic of the

fourth division with office at .\lamosa,

Cii!o., and Mr. F. T. Owens, formerly

assistant master mechanic at Pueblo, has

been appointed master mechanic at Grand

Junction, succeeding Mr. Fagan.

Mr. V'. N. Polts has been appointed

rcneral foreman of the locomotive de-

I
artmcnt of the Chicago, Rock Island &

Pacific, with office at Liberal, Kan., and

Mr. H. W. Burkheimer, formerly assist-

;'nt foreman of the roundhouse at Kno.x-

ville. Tenn., has been appointed night fore-

man of the roundhouse; and Mr. J. A.

•Mtirrian has been appointed assistant

foreman of the roundhouse at Knoxville.

Mr. I.oyall A. Osborne, vice-president

( i the Westinghouse Electric & Manufac-

turing Company, and chairman of the exec-

utive committee of the National Confer-

(iie Board, has been appointed by the

S'ccrctary of Labor, a member of com-

mittee on industrial peace during the war.

The committee consists of five rcpresenta-

;'ves of employers, five labor leaders, and

o pu1)lic men, and is expected to pro-

-de a definite programme in order that

; ere may lie industrial peace, thus pre-

' nting inlerniption of industrial produc-

li in so as not to hani]ier the conduct of

l' e war.

Mr. .Albert j. Stone, vice-president of

t' e Erie, has been ajipointed assistant to

r gional director Mr. A. II. Smith. Mr.

.'tone lias earned a great reputation as a

1 -ilroad (operating expert. He has filled

; 'most every position in the operating de-

partment of the I'rie from that of yard

< k-rk, and with the exception of two

V cars' service as general superintendent

of the Delaware & Hudson Company,

his services have been with the Erie. He
was for several years general manager

:'tid elected vice-president in July. 1914.

Mr. .Stone served as a member of tile gen-

eral operating committee of the Eastern
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railroads which was lornied last fall at

rittsburgh, in pursuance of a plan for uni-

I'od railroad operation.

Mr. R. J. Ilimnielright has been elected

vice-president of the America Arch Com-
pany. Mr. Himmelright is from Ohio,

and graduated with the degree of nie-

clianical engineer at Purdue University,

and cntiTcd railroad service on the Lake

R I. III.MMKI.I'tH'.ll r.

Sliore and Michigan Southern as a special

apprentice, and gained a wide experience

in locomotive operation. After serving

some time with the Locomotive StoUer

Company as mechanical expert, in 1913

he accepted a position with the American

.-\rch Company as traveling engineer, an

latterly as manager of the service depart

ment which position he held at the time

of his recent election.

Mr. William P. Kenney, who has heiii

elected president of the Great Northern.

entered railway service on the Chicago

(ireat Western as a telegraph operator in

1888, and after serving in various clerical

capacities in the coinpany's service, he h-.-

came contracting agent for the Empire
Line in 1899, and in the same year went

to the St. Paul & Duluth as chief clerk

in the general freight office, and in 19(1

1

was appointed chief clerk in the general

freight office of the Northern Pacific. In

19()2 he was chief clerk in the general

freight office of the Great Northern, and

was advanced to assistant general freight

agent, assistant to the vice-president,

assistant traffic manager, general traltu-

manager, and vice-president in charge "i

traffic.

The Chicago, Milwaukee &• St Paul an-

nounces the appointment of the following

locomotive engineers to the position of

traveling engineers: Mr. Ray Austin.

Illinois division; Mr. W. H. Dempsey.

Chicago & Milwaukee division; Mr. Hen-

ry Dersch, Prairie du Chien and Mineral

Point divisions; Mr. Ralph E. Graves,

Superior division ; Mr. V. B. Higbee,

Southern Minnesota division; Mr. B. A.

l.embke, Wisconsin Valley division; Mr.
(jcorge II. Lusk, Iowa West and Ues
Moines division; Mr. John P. Lutze,

Iowa East and Middle division; Mr. A.

M. Martinson, Racine & Southwestern,

and Rochelle & Southern line; Mr. C. 11.

'.'rum, Kansas City division; Mr. George

I'arsage, Chicago Terminals, and Mr. LI.

>. Rowlands, Sioux City and Dakota di-

\ i>ioii.

.Mr. W. L. Keiil has been elected vice-

liresidenl and general manager of Lima
Locomotive Works, Inc., with offices at

Lima, Ohio. Mr. Reid was horn at Pat-

erson. New Jersey. His entire business

l:fe has been connected with locomotive

kuilding. He served his apprenticeship

in the drawing office and shops of tin-

Kcigers Locomotive and Machine Works
at Paterson and became successivel\

irecting shop foreman, assistant superin-

Undent and superintendent of the sani

I'l.mt. Leaving the Rogers works he wa-

..ppointed assistant superintendent of the

I 'rooks Locomotive Works and two ycar>

later superintendent of the Brooks

Works. After serving only twenty days

ni the latter position he was appointed

Mipcrintendent of the Schenectady Works
'<i the .American Locomotive Company.
I c was later appointed manager of the

S henectady plant, and 'general works
manager of the American Locomotive
t'limpany, where his inventive ability

introduced many important improve-

ments. Resigning from the Ameri-
can Locomotive Company he became

w. I-. REIU.

general manager of the National Brake
and Electric Co., Milwaukee. Wis. Six

months later he resigned to become gen-

eral superintendent of the Baldwin Lo-

comotive Works at Eddystone, which

position he held up to the time of his

recent election.

()|{||( \IJV

John Farquharson Mcintosh.

.\mong the celelirated railroad officials

uho have recently passed away was John
h. M'Intosh, locomotive superintendent
of the Caledonian Railway. Born in Scot-

land, he entered the mechanical depart-

nu'nt of the Scottish Nnrth Eastern Rail-

lollN F.\KULII.\RSO.\ .M'l .VTO.^^II.

way at Montrose and lived in the same

house with Angus Sinclair, and together

they took up the study of mechanical

subjects tliat lielped them both in their

careers. Jn running a locomotive Mr.

.M'Intosh had the misfortune to lose his

right hand in an accident. He had al-

ready attracted attention as an earnest

and studious engineer, and on his recov-

I r\ was appointed locomotive inspector

of the northern section of the road. His
)iromotion was rapid. In 1876 he was
appointed locomotive superintendent at

Alerdeen. In 1884 he was placed in

cliarge of the Caledonian's largest works,

and in 1K91 he became chief inspector of

l!ie locomotive department of the system

uiUi headcjuartcrs at Glasgow. In 1895

lie was advanced to the chief position as

Icvomotive, carriage and wagon super-

intendent, and retired in 1914, after 52

years service in railroad work. In 1897

he was awarded the gold medal at the

llrussels Exhibition, and at the request of

the Belgian government furnished designs

fur the locomotives of the state railways.

Ill- introduced oil fuel and superheaters

in nearly all of the leading railroads

in Great Britain as well as on some of

the European continental and other for-

eign railways. In 1911 he was President

of the Railway Locomotive Engineers,

and in tlie same year King George cre-

ated him a member of the Royal \'ic-

torian Order. Two of hi? son."; are officers

in active service in the British .\rmy.
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Railroad Equipment Notes

The Chicag", Burlington & Quiiuy lia.

oidcrcd 4 100-ft. and 1 90-ft. tlirough

turntables, totaling 365 t(jn.s.

The (niantanamo & Western has or-

dered 25 40-ton steel frame box cars from

the American Car & Foundry Company

The Midland Valley has purchased the

old fair grounds at Wichita, Kan., and

will build a new roundhouse, shops and

switching yards.

with the IJoniinion iron i Steel Com-

pany. The government will afterwards

.^ell the rails to ditlerent Canadian rail-

way.-,.

The Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis contemplates the construction

of a roundhouse, machine shop and pas-

senger station at Jeffersonville, Ind. The

estimated cost of the latter structure is

$20,000.

The Grand Trunk Pacific will build a

brick railway station, machine shops and

roundhouse near Cameron Cove, Prince

Rupert, B. C, to cost $250,000.

The Western Maryland has let a con-

tract to the Price Concrete Construction

Company, Maryland Trust building, Balti-

more, Md., for a wheel shop at lla;.^ers-

town, Md.

The Missouri Pacific has ordered from

the Union Swdtch & Signal Company an

interlocking machine, 20 levers, to be in-

stalled in the place of an old machine at

llalsey. 111.

The ^azoo & Mississippi Valley has

ordered from the Union Switch & Signal

Company material for a mechanical inter

-

locking plant, at I'.aton Kougc. La., 21

working levers.

The Canadian Pacific has ordered from

the Union Switch & Si.?nal Company ma

terial for mechanical interlock in:-;. LI

working levers, at Komoka, Ont ,
to re-

place an old machine.

The St. Louis-San Francisco has or-

dered from the General Railway Signal

Company a mechanical interlocking outlil.

35 w^orking levers, to he installed by the

railroad forces at Durant, Okla.

It is reported that only a1)ont «0 miles

of steel remain to be laid on tlie lluds<,n

Bay Railway, and part <>( this year's

C:anadian grain crop may be sent to

Europe over this new short route.

The Canadian Government Railways

have placed orders with the Canadian

Locomotive Company for 6 six-whed

locomotives and 4 ten-wheel narrow-gage

locomotives, to be delivered in June.

The United Stales Government has

ordered 500 low-side gondola cars from

the Haskell & Barker Car Company, an.l

375 high-side gondolas and 200 box cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company

The Pennsylvania has let a contract to

D. W. McGratli, Columbus, Ohio, for the

Construction of two buildings for its pro-

posed locomotive repair shop at Columbus.

A contract for three additional building:,

will be let at an early date.

Tile United States Government has or-

dered for use on military railroads in

I-Tance in addition to the 3,500 recently

reported, 500 low side gondola cars from

the Haskell & Barker Car Company and

375 high side gondolas and 200 box cars

from the Standard Steel Car Company.

The Canadian Government railways

reported taking 20,000 tons of 67-lb.

rails, originally ordered by the Russian

Government from mills in the Unitea

States. It is at present impossible to de-

liver the rails to Russia. A total of ovei

50,000 tons of Russian rails may be turned

over to Canada the same report says.

Two important new subways in New

^'ork City, under Lexington avenue north-

ward from the Grand Central Terminal,

and in Seventh avenue, past the Pennsyl-

vania station, now substantially completed,

are likely to lie unused until about July 1,

because of dilticulty in getting materia'^

for the electrical ecpiipment .d the power

houses.

The Canadian Government has placed

;in order for 100,000 tons of steel rails

The Pennsylvania has ordered from the

Union Switch & Signal Company material

for a mechanical interlociiig plant at Port-

age, Pa.. 24 levers; an electro-pneumatic

interlocking plant with 11 levers, at Paoli,

Pa. ; two electro-mechanical machines at

the same place, and for extensive addi-

tions at Metucheii, N. J.; Harrisburg, Pa.,

and Detiholm, Pa.

The Railway Department of Canada, of

which IL.n. J. D. Keid is Minister, is

mapiiing out a big programme to meet the

railway equipment requirements of the

Dominion. The deiiartment estimates that

there are needed at least 150 engines and

7.500 box cars. Inquiries arc being made

as to prices, specifications and number of

engines and cars. .'\ recommendation to

Ibe Cabiiiel Cnuiicil will likely be m.ide at

an earlv late.

pIXONS
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a firm elastic coat that
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agents that will corrode

and injure the metal.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite
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engineers.
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Booklet No.
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Made in JERSEY CITY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixed and Poi table

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Vdlves.

Cost Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Companv
Engineers, Iron

founders. Machinists.

100 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mannfactur.rs of InJfCtors. EJectcprs,

Boiler Wnshers nnd Tislers. Holler Checks.
1 heck Valvet.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

J^

THE

y^^""
GENERATOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY

1334 NO. KOSTNER AVENUE

fS.A ASHXOINJ
POPVALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashlon Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boeton, Mais

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Powdered Coal as a Fuel.

An important book on the subject of

"Powdered Coal as a Fuel," by C. E.

Ilerington. M. E., and published by the

D. Van Nostrand Company, New York,

comes at a timely occasion, when the

matter is being seriously considered not

only by railroad men, but by all interested

in the economical use of coal. The work

extends to 211 pages, with 84 illustrations.

The pressw-ork and binding are excellent.

The book is divided into 10 chapters, and

treats fully of experiments with various

grades of coal, various types of crushers,

dryers, pulverizers, furnaces and burners.

The use of powdered coal under boilers is

also thoroughly described and fully illus-

trated. The early use, operation and tests

of powdered coal for locomotives are

particularly interesting, and the arguments

in its favor by the use of the appliances

now perfected are of the most convincing

kind. It may not be generally known that

the present annual consumption of pow-

dered coal in the United States is over

.'^.(DO.OOO tons, and its effectiveness and

economy has been clearly demonstrated.

Its use on the steam locomotive produces

a saving of from 15 to 25 per cent, in coal

of equivalent heat value, as compared with

hand firing of coarse coal on grates. Pow-

dered coal may run as high as 10 per cent,

of sulphur and 35 per cent, in ash and still

produce maximum steam-heating capacity ;

so that otherwise unsuitable and unsalable

or refuse grades of coal may be utilized,

and even the saving in cost per unit of

beat evolved will be a considerable item.

Indeed it may be truly said that the

latest efforts toward the burning of pow-

dered coal in steam locomotives has now

passed the experimental stage and ar-

rangements have been completed for pro-

ceeding with commercial applications as

rapidly as the equipment can be produced.

Not only so, but the use of powdered coal

Iiermits the removal of the existing dia-

phragm, table and deflector plates, net-

tings, hand holes and and cinder hoppers,

and makes possible the enlargement of the

exhaust nozzle opening, and also dispenses

witli the use of the existing grates, ash

pans, fire doors and operating gear.

Three hand levers are all that is necessary

lo completely control the appliance in the

regulation of the fuel and air supply to

suit standing, drifting or working condi-

tions.

We have before now des.-rihcd the

appliance for burning powdered coal

in locomotives in recent issues of Rail-

way .\Nn Locomotive Engineering, but

it may be briefly stated that the pre-

pared fuel, having been supplied to

an enclosed fuel tank, gravitates to

the conveyor .screws, which carry it to

the fuel and pressure air feeders, where

it is thoroughly commingled with and car-

ried by the pressure air through the con-

necting hose to the fuel and pressure air

nozzles and blown into the fuel and air

mixers. In combustible form the fuel is

drawn into the furnace by the action of

the smokebox draft. In the matter of

slag, ash and soot collected after each trip

there is less than two handfuls.

The author also clears up the matter of

explosions very thoroughly, showing that

whatever few explosions have occurred in

the past were entirely due to defective

mechanism or carelssness, and that with

the appliances now in use explosions are

impossible. The author has had extensive

experience and his statements have the

verity of personal observation under all

sorts and conditions of service. .\ finely

collated bibliography completes the book.

Price three dollars a copy.

Railroad Repair Shops.

From the report just issued by the De-

partment of Commerce, embracing a cen-

sus of manufactures, under the heading

of railroad repair shops, it is stated that

some idea of the magnitude of work re-

(|uired to keep the rolling stock in proper

working condition can be gained by con-

sulting the tables of statistics indicating

that the enumerated reports show that

there were 64,760 locomotives, 53,466 pas-

senger service cars, 2,325,647 freight-

service cars, and 124.709 company-service

cars in use. The number of repair shops

is given as 1,362, and employees as 361,-

925. The tables furnished show a de-

crease of over 10 per cent, in the early

years of the century, due no doubt to the

concentration of repair work in large re-

pair shops.

Of the employees 99.7 per cent, were

males and three-tenths of 1 per cent,

females. Future reports will show a con-

siderable increase in the latter class. The

degree of fluctuation in the employment

of wage earners in this industry was very

small, the tendency showing a slight

increase during the winter months. Sixty-

six per cent, of the wage earners

employed in the industry were in establish-

ments where the prevailing hours of labor

were 54 or fewer per week. A tendency

toward a shorter working day is shown

by the fact that the number employed in

establishments operating less than 54

hours per week represented XxS per cent.

as against 51 per cent, ten years ago.

The tables also show that fewer locomo-

tives and cars were built in steam railroad

shops in 1914 than during some of the

earlier census years, hut at the same time

the value of the work showed a consider-

able increase, owing doubtless to the in-

creased wcii;ht of the motive power and

rolling stock.

In regard to electric railroad repair

shops the latest official reports show that

28,215 persons were employed in the in-
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dustry, the average of females being even

less than those engaged in steam railroad

shops. In contradistinction in the matter

of tlie fluctuation in the number of em-

ployees a slight increase is reported dur-

ing the summer months. The number of

establishments reported for the industry

is 649, of which 34 per cent, employed

over 500 persons in each establishment.

A Pennsylvania Poster.

.^nother large ilhnniiiatcd jio'itcr has

just been distributed along the Pennsyl-

vania lines, recapitulating the earnest and

eloquent appeal made by the Director

General of Railroads of the niisclhsb

support of the government by every rail-

road officer and employee. The Idler

press is of such size that he \vli<i runs

may read. Briefly it is a call for co-

operation amiiug railway empbivcis. nut

antagonism ; confulcnce, not suspicion
:

mutual helpfidness, not grudging perfor-

mance; just consideration, not arbitrary

disregard of each other's rights and feel-

ings : a line discipline based on mutual

respect and sympathy: and an carne'l de-

sire to serve the great public faithfully

and efficiently The document fitlingly

closes with an assurance by President

Samuel Rea that the officers and em-

ployees will continue to acquit themselves

honorably and faithfully, and with ever-

renewed devotion to the great national

service in which they are engaged, they

will be found equal to the great emer-
gency.

The Locomotive Furnace.

Bulletin Xo. 1, issued by the .American

.•\rch Comi)any, consists of 16 pages and

12 illustrations, with an illuminated cover

design, the te.xt being the work of Mr. J.

T. .Anthony, assistant to the president,

and intended as the first of a series of

bulletins giving a general outline of the

problems met with in firebox and boiler

design—combustion, or the generation of

heat ; the transfer of heat by radiation,

convection and conduction; heat absorp-

tion, evaporation and kindred subjects.

'Iliere is a mastery of detail in the work,

particularly in regard to the heat losses

and such steps as have already been taken

to overcome them. The author shows a

thorough familiarity with the marked im-

provements that have been made in recent

years, and points out clearly and forcibly

that it is the furnace that controls the effi-

ciency and capacity of the locomotive as a

whole. It will be .generally admitted that

there has not been as much attention

given to improvements in this important

feature of locomotive construction as

there might have been, but a degree of

enlightened progress has already been

reached that is altogether admirable, par-

licvdarly in the thorough discovery nf the

variety of causes from which heat losses

arise. The publication is not only timely

in its appearance when the importance of

fuel economy is so pressing, but it gives

promise of still higher accomplishments

in the realm to which it is devoted. Copies

of the Bulletin may be had on application

to the company's main office, 30 Church
.St.. New York.

Combustion of Coal and Design of

Furnaces.

r.ulletiii 135, issued from the go\ernmeut
printing office, is of unusual interest, con-
taining as it does the details of elaborate

tests of coal combustion, and designs of

furnaces with description of apparatus

and practical application of results. The
size of combustion space required for any
desired completeness of combustion, rate

of firing, and the effect of the excess air

on combustion are shown by a series of

diagrams. The possibility of the combus-
tion of bituminous coal without smoke or

soot is clearly demonstrated. It is shown
that soot is formed at the surface of the

fuel bed by heating the hydrocarbons in

absence of air. It is not formed by the

hydrocarbon gases striking the cooling

surfaces of the boiler. As a matter of

fact only a very small trace of the hydro-
carbon gases ever reach the surface of

the boiler. Hydrocarbons that do so are

prevented from decomposition by the cool-

ing effect of the contact. The cooling

surfaces do not cause the formation of

soot : they merely collect soot and pre-

vent its combustion. It seems that most
mechanical stokers are smokeless not be-

c.iuse they burn the smoke, but because

they burn the coal in such a way that

very little soot or smoke is produced.

Hand-fired furnaces are smoky because

soot is produced in or near the fuel bed.

and can not be burned in the limited com-
bustion space of the furnace. Copies of

,

this publication may be obtained free o

charge by addressing the Director of the

I'.ureau of Mines, Washington. D. C.

MacRae's Blue Book.

Mr. .Ml)ert MacRae. the accomplished

editor of the Santa Fe Magacinr. has

shown his patriotic desire to aid the

Government in the purchase of railua>

material. The annual periodical known
as Macfxae's Blue Book, furnishes a

classified index of over 12,000 articles

used on railways, and also shows in al-

pliabetical order the names and ad Iresses

of .-ill important manufacturers, with

trade names, together with a list prire

section, and a miscellaneous data section

The book CNtends to fifteen hundred

pages, and is usually sold at ten dollars

[HT copy. Mr. MacRac offered the book

free to the various Goveriunental depart-

ments, some of wbnm liad been already

i:sing the book, among others the chief

of engineers having ordered seventy-four

copies. Mr. MacRae's ofTer has been

gralefnlly accepted by the Government,

and 210 copies have l.e.n already fur-

nished, and letters of thanks and appre-

ciation have been received by Mr. Mac-
Rae from hundreds of the leading army
officers. The 1918 edition is the best

hitherto published, and in its particular

field stands alone.

Motor-Driven Compressors.

The Westinghouse Traction Brake
Company, Industrial Department, under
date of February, 1918, has issued a high

grade finely illustrated, copyrighted book-
let, 6x9 inches, 113 pages, describing in

detail its complete line of motor driven

compressors, both stationary and port-

able installations, ranging in capacities

from 11 to 110 cubic feet. Compressed
air accessories, for doing almost every

possible kind of work, are included. -Ml

users of compressed air tools will find

many new features and valuable labor

saving help in this book, designated as

Publication No. 9035.

Railway Statistics.

The Bureau (jf Railway News and Sta-

tistics has issued their fourteenth annual

volume from the press of Rogers & Hall

Company, Chicago, 111. It is full of valu-

able data, finely condensed and arranged.

The work is of real value as furnishing

reliable facts to railwav men.

Petroleum Industry.

.\ bulletin on the petroleum industry

recently completed shows that in the nine

months ended September 30 stocks of oil

decreased ''./"/"''.(XK) barrels.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
For All Purposes

Send for Catalog

THE AKMSTBONO IMPROVED I

PACKER RATCHET DRILLS!
ALL STrEL

hardrned All Over

Will oulwciir two of thi> doft kind.

We make nil kloils— all Bizea.

Do you want a catalot?

ARMSTRONG BROS.TOOLCO.
TTic. Tool ll.il.l.T r.'ople,"

112 N. FRANCIBCO AVE.. CHICAGO. Hi.
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Specifications of the United States Government

Standard for Locomotives
It is with great satisfaction that the ly commend to the Director-General's tection against under-bidding by con-

evident aim in framing the Government consideration the fact that a large pro- cerns whose overhead cost has not in-

standard equipment designs and specifica- portion of these enterprises rest upon cUided the experimentation, demon-
tions there appears to be a desire to patent rights and that an indispensable stration, development, or the improve-
adniit a broad scope of interchangeable e-sential to preserving: the (.-nterpri^es merit (if the device- The Director-Gen-

FIG. I. PRIIPOSED V. S. GOVERNMKNT STAN'IJARI) I.ir.HT AN]) IlKAVi' MIKADO TYPE 2-»-2 KNT.INE. Fig .•. I.K.HT AND
HEAVY MOUNTAIN TYPE 4-8-2. FH,. ,i. LIGHT AND IlEAX'i' I'AHFU TYPE 16-.'. FIC. j. LIGHT AND HEAVY

210.' TYPE. FIG. 5. SIX VVIIEKL SWITCHER. FIG. 6. EIGHT WHEEL SWITCHER. Fl(,. ;. M.\LLET
LOCOMOTIVE J66-2. FIG. S. .\I.\LLI:T LOCOMOTIVE 2-8-8-2.

appliances. We are .ylad to record the

assurance by the Director-General that

his purpose is to encourage (during
Government control) the demonstration
and adoption of improvements which
are yet to be established. This is a

policy of progress, and will tend t<>

preserve and stimulate the industrial

enterprises whose purpose it is tf

achieve mechanical advance in tlv.

science of transportation. We earnest

themselves is to maintain unimpaired

the normal status of patents. The
owner of a patent who makes a contract

with a manufacturer has an agreement
which cannot be abrogated without his

consent and which he may not be in

position to abrogate. The royalties are

the earnings of his patent. The enter-

prise which owns patents has for an

asset, (in some cases—its chief asset

as a goin.g business) the right of pro-

eral has evidently no desire to disturb

or disrupt business, and many of the

fears that have been hastily expressed,

may be found, on careful examination,

to be cntirel)' groundless.

The specilications for standard loco-

motives for the United States Govern-

ment, which we give, are made up of a

list of dimensions one each for several

kinds of motive power. These include

a light and .i heavy Mikado type of
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locomotive. 2-8-2. Beginning with the

lighter type we have:—General Dimen-
sions, Light Mikado, 2-8-2 engines. Fig 1.

Gauge, 4 ft. S'/z ins.; Fuel, soft coal;

Cylinders, Simple; Diameter, 26 ins.;

Stroke, 30 ins.; Drivers, Diameter. 63

ins.; Working Pressure, 200 lbs.; Boiler,

Diameter, 78 ins.; Type, conical wagon
Top; Fire Bo.x, 114'4 ins. long: 84'4

ins. wide; Tubes, No. 216, Diameter,

2'4 ins.; Flues. No. 40, Diameter, 5%
ins.; Length, 19 ft. ins.; Heating Sur-

face (approximate) Firebox & Com-
bustion Chamber, 259 sq. ft.; Fire brick

tubes, 27 sq. ft.; 2^4 in. tubes. 2407 sq.

ft.; S'A in. Flues, 1090 sq. ft.; Total,

3,783 sq. ft. ; Grate area, 67.7 sq. ft. ; Ratio

to heat, surf., 1 to 56.8; Superheating

surface, 882 sq. ft. ; Wheel base, driv-

ing, 16 ft. 9 ins. ; Wheel base. Total

Engine, 36 ft. 1 in. ; Wheel base. Engine

& Tender, 71 ft. SK- ins.; Weight in

w-orking order ( a p p r o x im a t e i on

drivers, 220,000 lbs. ; on Front truck,

23.000 lbs.; on Back Truck, 47,000 lbs.;

Total engine, 290,000 lbs.; Tender,

172.000 lbs.; Tractive Power, 54,600 lbs.;

Ratio of -Xdhesion, 4.02; W'ater Capac-

ity, 10.000 gals.; Fuel capacity, 16 tons.

Limiting conditions. Loaded drawing

diiTiensions: 15 ft. ins. high; 10 ft. 4

ins. width over cylinders; 10 ft. ins.

over cab body; 10 ft. 2 ins. over cab

caves and boards, not including cab

handles. Curves, 19 degs. ; Grades. 2

per cent. ; Turntables, 85 ft.

General Dimensions. Heavy Mikado
2-8-2 engine. Fig. 1. Gauge, 4 ft. S'iins. :

Fuel, soft coal : Cylinders, simple Diam-

eter, 27 ins.; Stroke. 32 ins.; Drivers,

Diameter, 63 ins. ; Working pressure.

190 ll)s. : Boiler, diameter, 86 ins.;

Type. Conical wagon top ; F'irebo.x,

120'i< ins. long: 84'4 ins. w-ide: Tulies.

Xo. 247, diameter. 2''^ ins.; Flues. Xo.

45. diameter, Sl/z ins.; Length. 19 ft.

ins.; Heating Surface (approxiniatL-

)

Fire Box & Combustion Chamlicr, 292

sq. ft.; Fire Brick Tubes, 27 s(|. ft.;

2'4 in. Tubes, 2752 sq. ft. ; S'A in. : Flues,

1226 sq. ft.; Total. 4297 sq. ft.: Grate

area, 70 8 s(|. ft.; RaUo to heat. snrt..

1 to 60.5 : Sui)crheating surface. 993 sq.

ft.; Wheel Base, driving, 16 ft. 9 ins.;

Wheel base. Total Engine, 36 ft. 1 in.:

Wheel l>ase. Engine & Tender, 7! ft.

9]/, ins.; Weight in Working ( irder

(Approximate) on drivers, 240.000 11. s.;

on Iront Truck. 27.000 lbs.; on Back

Truck, .58,000 ll)s. Total engine. MS.-

000 lbs.; Tender. 172.000 lbs.; Tractive

power. 60.(X)0 lbs.; Ratio of Adhesion. 4:

Water capacity, 10,000 gals.; l"nil

capacity, 16 tons. Limiting conditions.

Loaded drawing dimensions: 15 ft,

ins. high; 10 ft. 4 ins. width over cylind-

ers: 10 ft. ins. over cab body; 10 ft

2 ins over cab eaves and boards, I'.'it

including cab handles. Curves, 19 deu'^ :

Grades. 2 jier cent; Turntables, 8? ft

General Dimensions. Light Mountain
or 4-8-2 engine: Fig. 2. Gauge, 4 ft. 8'/.

ins.; Fuel, soft coal; Cylinders, Simple;

Diameter, 27 ins.; Stroke, 30 ins.;

Drivers, Diameter, 69 ins.; Working
Pressure, 200 lbs.; Boiler, Diameter, 78

ins. ; Type, Conical wagon top Fire

Box, \20'i ins. long; 84'4 ins. wide;

Tubes. Xo. 216, diameter, 2y4 ins.;

Flues, Xo. 40, diameter, 5'/z ins.; Length,

20 ft. 6 ins.; Heating Surface (approx-

imate) Fire Box and Combustion Cham-
ber, 329 sq. ft.; Fire brick tubes, 27 sq.

ft.; 2^-in. tubes, 2598 .sq. ft.; 5^4-in.-

Flues. 1176 sq. ft.; Total, 4130 sq. ft.;

Grate area, 70.8 sq. ft.; Ratio to heat.

surf., 1 to 58.2; Superheating surface,

957 sq. ft.; Wheel Base, driving, 18 ft.

3 ins. ; Wheel base, total engine, 40

ft. ins. ; Wheel base. Engine & Tender,

75 ft. S'/i ins.; Weight in Working Order
(.Approximate) on drivers, 220,000 lbs.;

on Front Truck, 50.000 lbs.; on Back
Truck, 50,000 lbs.; Total Engine. 320,-

000 lbs.: Tender, 172,000 lbs.; Tractive

Power, 53,900 lbs.; Ratio of Adhesion,
4.08; Water capacity, 10,000 gals.; Fuel

capacity, 16 tons. Limiting conditions.

Loaded drawing dimensions: 15 ft.

ins. high ; 10 ft. 4 ins. width over cylin-

ders : 10 ft. ins. over cab body: 10 ft. 2

ins. over cab eaves and hcjards. not in-

cluding cab handles. Curves. 19 degs.;

Grades. 2 per cent; Turntables. 85 ft.

General Dimensions, Heavy Mountain
on 4-8-2 engine : Fig. 2. Gauge, 4 ft. SYz

ins. ; Fuel, soft coal : Cylinders, Simple

;

Diameter. 28 ins.; Stroke, 30 ins.;

Drivers. Diameter. 69 ins.; Working
Pressure, 200 lbs.; Boiler, diameter, 86

ins.: Type. Conical Wa.gon Top; Fire

Box, l\4% ins. long; 96'-i ins. wide;

Tubes. Xo. 247, diameter. 2'4 ins.; Flues,

No. 45. diameter, 5'.- ins.; Length, 20

ft. 6 ins. Heating surface I appro.xi-

mate ) Fire bo.x and Combustion cham-
ber, 346 sq. ft.; Fire brick tulies. 27 sq.

ft.; 2'4 in. tubes. 2970 s(i. ft.; 5' 2 in.

l-'lues, 1323 sq. ft.; Total. 4666 sq. ft.;

(irate area, 76.3 s(|. ft. ; ratio to heat.

surf., 1 to 61.1; Superheating sur-

face. 1078 sq. ft.; Wheel base, driv-

ing, 18 ft. 3 ins. ; Wheel base. Total

Engine, 40 ft. ins.; Wheel Base,

Engine & Tender. 75 ft. 8M. ins.: Weight
in Working order (api)roxiinatc ) on

drivers, 240,000 lbs : on Fmnt Truck.
55.000 lbs.; on Back Truck, 55,000 lbs.;

Total Engine, 350,000 lbs.: Tender. 172.-

000 lbs.; Tractive power, .S8.00() lbs.;

Ratio of .Vdhesion. 4.13; Water t7apac-

ity, 10.000 gals.: Fuel capacity. 16 tons.

Limiting conditions. Loaded drawing
dimensions: 15 ft. ins. high: 10 ft. 4

ins. width f)ver cylinders: 10 ft. ins.

over cab body; 10 ft. 2 ins. over cab
e.ives and boards, not including cab
handles. Curves, 10 degs. ; Oades, 2

per rent: Turntables. 85 ft.

General Dimensions, Light Pacific or

4-6-2. Fig. 3, passenger engine : Gauge, 4
ft. H'< ins.; F'uel, soft coal; Cylinders,

Simjile; Diameter, 25 ins.; Stroke, 28
ins.: Drivers, Diameters, 73 ins.; Work-

ing Pressure, 200 lbs. ; Boiler, Diameter,

76 ins.; Type, Conical Wagon Top; Fire

Box, 114J/^ ins. long; 84f4 ins. wide;

Tubes, Xo. 188, diameter, 2% ins.; Flues,

No. 36, diameter. 5' 2 ins.; Length, 19

ft. ins.; Heating Surface (approxi-

mate) Fire box and Combustion Cham-
ber, 234 sq. ft.; Fire brick tubes. 27 sq.

ft.; 2H-in. tubes, 2091 sq. ft.; S'A in.-

Flues, 981 sq. ft.; Total, 3333 sq. ft.;

Grate area, 66.7 sq. ft.; Ratio to heat,

surf., 1 to 50; Superheating surface, 794

sq. ft. Wheel base, driving. 13 ft. ins.;

Wheel base. Total Engine, 34 ft. 9 ins.

;

Wheel liase. Engine & Tender. 6S ft.

7;/. ins. Weight in working order

(.Approximate) on drivers. 165.000 lbs.;

on Front Truck, 52,000 lbs.; on Back
Truck, 53,000 lbs.: Total Engine, 270,-

000 lbs.: Tender, 144,000 lbs.; Tractive
Power, 40.700 lbs.: Ratio of Adhesion,
4.05; Water capacity, 8.000 gals,: Fuel

capacity. 16 tons. Limiting conditions.

Loaded drawing dimensions: 15 ft.

ins. high: 10 ft. 4 ins. width over cylin-

ders; 10 ft. ins. over cab body: 10 ft.

2 ins. over cab eaves and boards, not
including cab handles. Curves. 19 degs.;

Grades, 2 per cent; Turntables. 85 ft.

General Dimensions—Heavy Pacific or

4-6-2, Fig. 3, passenger engine : Gauge, 4 ft.

8^ ins.; fuel, soft coal: cylinders, simple;

diameter. 27 ins. ; stroke, 28 ins. : drivers,

diameter, 79 ins. ; working pressure, 200

Ihs. ; boiler, diameter. 78 ins.; type, conical

wagon top ; firebox, 120;/8 ins. long, 84]4

ins. wide; tubes, Xo. 216, diameter, 254

ins.; flues, Xo. 40, diameter, 5^2 ins.;

length, 19 ft. ins.; heating surface (ap-

proximate): firebox and combustion
chamber, 284 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 27

sq. ft.; 2'4-in. tubes, 2,407 sq. ft.; S^i-in.

flues, l,aO sq. ft.; total. 3,808 .sq. ft.;

grate area, 70.8 .sq. ft. ; superheating sur-

face, 882 sq. ft. ; ratio to heating surface.

1 to 54; wheelbase, driving, 14 ft. ins.;

wheelbase. total engine, 36 ft. 2 ins.

;

wheelbase. engine and tender, 70 ft. 8Ki

ins.: wciglil in working order (approxi-

mate): ,m drisers, 180,000 lbs.; on front

truck, 60.aX) lbs.; on back truck. 60,000

lbs.; total engine, 300.000 lbs.; tender.

144.0a) lbs.; tractive power, 43,800 lbs.;

water capacity. S.OT) gals,; ratio of ad-

hesion, 4,12 ; fuel capacity, 16 tons. Limit-

ing conditions: Loaded drawint: dimen-
sions, 15 ft, ins. high: 10 ft 4 ins,,

width over cylinders; 10 ft. in.s. over

cab body
; 10 ft. 2 ins. over cal) eaves and

boards, not including cab handles; curves,

19 degs.; grades. 2 per cent,: turntables.

85 ft.

General I limcnsions— Liglit 2-10-2 freight

engine : F'ig. 4. Gauge, 4 ft. S'/z ins.

;

fuel, soft coal: cylinders, simple; diame-

ter. 27 inv : stroke. 32 ins; drivers, diam-
eter, 57 ins,; working pressure, 200 lbs.;

boiler, diameter. 86 ins.; type, conical

wagon top; firebox, WA'/n ins. long, 9614

ins. wide ; tubes, Xo. 247, diameter. 2;4

ins.; flues. Xo. 45. diameter, 5' 2 ins.;

length, 20 ft. 6 ins.; heating surface ( ap-
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proximate) : firebox and combustion

chamber. 346 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 27

sq. ft.; 2'A-\n. tubes, 2,970 sq. ft.; 5j/i-

in. flues, 1,323 sq. ft.; total, 4,666 sq. ft.;

grate area, 76.3 sq. ft. ; superheating sur-

face. 1,078 sq. ft.; ratio to heating sur-

face, 1 to 61.1; wheelbasc, driving, 21 ft.

ins. ; wheelbase, total engine, 40 ft. 4

ins. ; wheelbase, engine and tender, 7U It.

0^^ ins. ; weight in working order ( ap-

proximate) : on drivers, 275,000 lbs. ; on

front truck. 30,000 lbs. ; on back truck, 55,-

000 lbs. ; total engine, 360,000 lbs. ; tender,

172.000 lbs.; tractive power, 69,400 lbs.;

ratio of adhesion, 3.96; water capacity,

10,000 gals.; fuel capacity, 16 tons. Limit-

ing conditions : Loaded drawing dimen-

sions, 15 ft. ins. high; 10 ft. 4 ins., width

over cylinders ; 10 ft. ins. over cab body
;

10 ft. 2 ins. over cab eaves and boards,

not including cab handles ; curves, 19

degs. ;
grades, 2 per cent. ; turntables, 85

ft. This is a tentative specification.

General Dimensions—Heavy 2-10-2

freight engine : Fig. 4. Gauge, 4 ft. Syi ins.

;

fuel, soft coal ; cylinders, simple ; diameter,

30 ins.; stroke. 32 ins.; drivers, diameter,

63 ins. ; working pressure, 190 lbs. ; boiler,

diameter. 88 ins. ; type, conical wagon top

;

firebox, 132;'a ins. long, 9654 'is. wide;

tubes. No. 271, diameter, 2% ins. ; flues.

No. 50, diameter. S'A ins.; length, 20 ft.

6 ins.; heating surface (approximate):

firebox and combustion chamber, 399 .sq.

ft. ; firebrick tubes, 30 sq. ft. ; 2;4-in. tubes,

3,258 sq. ft.; Sj'^-in. flues, 1,469 sq. ft.;

total, 5,156 sq. ft. ;
grate area, 88.2 sq. ft.

;

superheating surface, 1,230 sq. ft.; ratio

to heating surface, 1 to 58.4; wheelbase,

driving. 22 ft. 4 ins. ; wheelbase, total en-

gine, 42 ft. 2 ins. ; wheelbase, engine and

tender, 82 ft. 1054 ins. ; weight in working

order (approximate) : on drivers, 300,000

lbs. ; on front truck, 30,0(X) lbs. ; on back

truck, 60,000 lbs.; total engine, 390,000

lbs. ; tender, 206,000 lbs. ; tractive power,

74,000 lbs. ; ratio of adhesion, 4.05 ; water

capacity, 12,000 gals. ; fuel capacity, 16

tons. Limiting conditions : Loaded draw-

ing dimensions, 15 ft. 9 ins. high; 10 ft.

9 ins., width over cylinders; 10 ft. ins.

over cab body ; 10 ft. 2 ins. over cab

eaves and boards, not iticluding cab han-

dles; curves. 19 degs.; grades, 2 per cent.;

turntables, 85 ft. This is a tentative

specification.

General Dimensions of a Six-wheel

Switcher (Fig. 5)—Gauge, 4 ft. 8"/^ ins.;

fuel, soft coal ; cylinders, simple ; diameter,

21 ins. ; stroke, 28 ins. ; drivers, diameter,

51 ins. ; working pressure, 190 lbs. ; boiler,

diameter, 66 ins. ; type, straight top ; firebox,

72'1< ins. long, 66;<j ins. wide ; tubes. No.

158, diameter, 2 ins. ; flues. No. 24, diame-

ter, 5'A ins.; length, 15 ft. ins.; heatini:

surface (approximate) : firebox, 130 sq.

ft. ; firebrick tubes, 16 sq. ft. ; 2-in. tubes,

1,233 sq. ft.; Sj^-in. flues, 515 sq. ft.; to-

tal, 1,894 sq. ft.; grate area, 33 sq. ft :

superheating surface, 475 sq. ft. ; ratio ;

heating surface, 1 to 57; wheelbase, driv-

ing, 11 ft. ins.; wheelbase, total engiiu-.

II ft. ins. ; wheelbase, engine and tender,

48 ft. 1054 ins. ; w eight in working order

(approximate): on drivers, 165,000 lbs.;

total weight of engine, 165,00 lbs. ; ten-

der, 144,000 lbs.; tractive power, 39,100

lbs.; ratio of adhesion, 4.22; water ca-

pacity, 8,(X)0 gals. ; fuel capacity, 16 tons.

Limiting conditions : Loaded drawing di-

mensions, 15 ft. ins. high ; 10 ft. 4 ins.,

width over cylinders; 10 ft. ins. over

cab body ; 10 ft. 2 ins. over cab eaves and

boards, not including cab handles ; curves,

19 degs. ;
grades, 2 per cent. ; turntables,

85 ft. This is a tentative specification.

General Dimensions of an Eight-wheel

Switcher. (Fig. 6.) Gauge, 4 ft. S'A ins.;

fuel, soft coal ; cylinders, simple; diameter,

25 ins. ; stroke, 28 ins. ; drivers, diameter,

51 ins.; working pressure, 175 lbs.: boiler,

diameter, 80 ins. ; type, straight top ; fire-

box, 1025^ ins. long ; 6654 ins. wide ; tubes,

Xo. 230, diameter, 2 ins.; flues, Xo. 36,

diameter, 5'/- ins.; length, 15 ft. ins.;

heating surface (approximate) : firebox,

190 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 22 sq. ft. ; 2-in.

tubes, 1,796 sq. ft.; 554-in. flues, 773 sq.

ft. ; total, 2.781 sq. ft. ; grate area, 46.6

sq. ft. ; superheating surface, 637 sq. ft.

;

ratio to heating surface, 1 to 59 ; wheel-

base, driving, 15 ft. ins.; wheelbase,

total engine, 15 ft. ins.; wheelbase, en-

gine and tender, 52 ft. 10'/> ins. ; weight

in working order (approximate) : on

drivers. 220.000 lbs.; total weight of en-

gine, 220,000 lbs.; tender. 144,000 lbs.;

tractive power, 51,200 lbs.; ratio of ad-

hesion, 4.3 ; water capacity, 8,000 gals.

;

fuel capacity, 16 tons. Limiting condi-

tions: Loaded drawing dimensions, 15 ft.

ins. high ; 10 ft. 4 ins., width over cyl-

inders ; 10 ft. ins. over cab body ; 10 ft.

2 ins. over cab eaves and boards, not in-

cluding cab handles; curves, 19 degs.;

grades. 2 per cent. ; turntables, 85 ft.

This is a tentative specification.

General dimensions of a 2-6-6-2 Mallet

Engine. (Fig. 7.) Gauge, 4 ft. 854 ins.;

fuel, soft coal ; cylinders, compound, diam-

eter, h. p., 23 ins. ; 1 p., 35 ins. ; stroke, 32

ins. ; drivers, diameter, 57 ins. ; working

pressure. 225 lbs. ; lioiler, diameter, 90 ins.

;

type, straight top ; firebox, 1 I4V^ ins.

long; 9654 '"s. wide; tubes, No. 247, di-

ameter, 254 ins. ; flues. No. 45, diameter,

5v, ins.; length. 24 ft. ins.; heating

surface (approximate) ; firebox and com-

bustion chamber, 402 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes,

27 sq. ft. ; 254 -in. tubes, 3,478 sq. ft. ; 5'^-in.

flues, 1,549; total, 5.456 sq. ft.; grate

area, 76.3 sq. ft.; superheating surface,

1,260 sq. ft.; ratio to heating surface, 1

to 71.6; wheelbase, driving, 31 ft. 2 ins.;

wheelbase, rigid, 10 ft. 4 ins. ; wheelbase,

total engine, 50 ft. 2 ins. ; wheelbase, en-

gine and tender, 88 ft. 10 ins. ; weight in

working order (approximate) : on driv-

ers, 360.000 lbs.; on front truck, 27,000

lbs.; on back truck, 53.000 lbs.; total en-

gine, 440,000 lbs.; tender, 206,000 lbs.;

tractive power, 80,300 lbs. ; ratio of ad-

hesion, 4.48; water capacity, 12,000 gals.;

fuel capacity. 16 tons. Limiting condi-

tions : Loaded drawing dimensions, 15 ft.

ins. high ; 10 ft. 6 ins., width over cyl-

inders ; 10 ft. ins. over cab body ; 10 ft.

2 ins. over cab eaves and boards, not in-

cluding cab handles; curves, 19 degs.;

grades, 2 per cent. This is a tentative

specification.

General Dimensions of a 2-8-8-2 Mallet

Engine. (Fig. 8.) Gauge, 4 ft. 854 ins.;

fuel, soft coal ; cylinders, compound ; diam-

eter, h. p., 25 ins. ; 1 p., 39 ins. ; stroke, 32

ins. ; drivers, diameter, 57 ins. ; working

pressure, 240 lbs. ; boiler, diameter, 98 ins.

:

type, conical wagon top; firebox, 176^8

ins. long, 9654 ins- wide ; tubes. No. 274,

diameter, 254 ins. ; flues, No. 53, diameter,

554 ins. ; length, 24 ft. ins. ; heating sur-

face (approximate) ; firebox and combus-

tion chamber, 400 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes, 32

sq. ft.; 254-in. tubes, 3,960 sq. ft.; 554-in.

flues, 1,825 sq. ft.; total, 6,217 .sq. ft;

grate, 144 ins. long, 96}4 ins. wide
;
grate

area, 96.2 sq. ft. ; superheating surface,

1.475 sq. ft. ; ratio to heating surface, 1

to 65.2; wheelbase, driving, 42 ft. 1 in.;

wheelbase, rigid, 15 ft. 6 ins.; wheelbase,

total engine, 57 ft. 4 ins. ; wheelbase, en-

gine and tender, 93 ft. 3 ins. ; weight in

working order (approximate) : on driv-

ers, 480,000 lbs.; on front truck, 30,000

lbs.; on back truck, 30,000 lbs.; total en-

gine, 540.000 lbs.; tender, 206,000 lbs.;

tractive power, 106,000 lbs. ; ratio of ad-

hesion, 4.52; water capacity, 12,000 gals.;

fuel capacity, 16 tons. Limiting condi-

tions : Loaded drawing dimensions, 15 ft.

9 ins. high ; 10 ft. 9 ins., width over cyl-

inders ; 10 ft. ins. over cab body ; 10 ft

2 ins. over cab eaves and boards, not in-

cluding cab handles; curves, 19 degs.;

grades, 2 per cent. This is a tentative

specification.

United States Government Orders for

Rolling Stock.

It has been decided that the Fed-

eral government will have the priority in

the matter of having orders filled for

railway equipment necessary for the in-

creased requirements of transportation.

Assurances have been received from the

manufacturers that the steel required for

the 2,000 locomotives to be ordered, and

also for the 100.000 cars is available, but

in the latter case the quantity of steel

plates used will be reduced It is ex-

pected that the order for cars will be

duplicated before the end of the year and

probably 1,000 locomotives. About 40.000

tons of rails are now l)eing delivered

weekly.

Cutting Rust From Bolt Threads.

Mix some powdered emery with grease

and smear the threaded parts both on the

bolt and the inside of the nut then turn

the nut on the bolt and run it back and

forth over the threads. This method will

be found effective even in the most stub-

born cases. Many schemes have been

tried, before now. to remove rust, but this

is as expeditious as any we know of.
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Powerful Santa Fe or 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

For the Belt Railway of Chicago
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has

recently completed five locomotives of

the Santa Fe or 2-10-2 type, for the Belt

Railway of Chicago. These are heavy

engines, specially designed and equipped

for hump-yard service. At the same

time the wheel arrangement is suitable

for transfer or road service should it he

necessary to use the locomotives in such

work. These engines exert a starting or

tractive force of 84,400 lbs. and are liuilt

to the largest dimensions permitted by

tlic specified weight and clearance limits.

The sharpest curves on which the\- oper-

ate are of 10 degs. radius.

The boiler has a straight top, with a

deep firebox placed back of the drivers

and over the trailing truck. The firebox

contains an arch, and has a combustion

chamber 28 ins. long ; while the tubes are

23 ft. long. The boiler barrel is com-

posed of three riiis;*. and the third rint;

e(|uivalent to 27 per cent, of the water

evaporating surface.

The steam distribution is controlled

lyy 16-in. piston valves: and the valve

.uear is of the Baker type, controlled by

the Ragonnet power reverse mechanism.

The conibining-levcr link of the valve

motion, is attached directly to an extension

of the cross-head pin. The pistons have

steel centers, with gim iron bull rings

and packing rings ; and the piston rods

and cross-head keys are of vanadium steel.

The frames are of .40 per cent, carbon

steel and of lieavy construction, as they

have a width of 6 ins. and a depth over

the driving pedestals of 7 ins. : while the

single front rail, to .which the cylinders

are bolted has a depth of 13 ins. The
pedestal binders are attached by three

bolts in each end. The boiler barrel is

supported on the frames at four points,

\i?,: by vertical- plates bolted to the guide

the engine and tender is provided with

a radial bufTer. This is an interesting

case of the adaptation of a road type of

locomotive to special yard service. The
leading dimensions of these engines are

given in the table which follows

:

Cylinders, 30 x 32 ins. ; valves, piston,

16 ins. diam. Builer—Type, straight;

diameter, 90 ins. ; thickness of sheets, %
and 15-16 ins.; working pressure, 200

lbs.; fuel, soft coal; staying, radial. Fire

box—Material, steel; length, 132'-8 ins.;

width, 96 ins. ; depth, front, 89 ins. : back,

75% ills. ; thickness of sheets, sides, J^

ins.; back. .\s ins.; crown, i-i ins.; tube,

fs ins. Water space—Front. 6 ins.;

sides, 6 to 4 ins.; back. 4 ins. Tubes

—

diameter, S'/i ins. and 2' 4 ins.; material,

steel; thickness. 5"j ins.. No. 9 W. G.

;

2;4 ins., No. 11 W. Ci. ; number. 5!6 ins.,

50: 2','i ins., 23S: length. 23 ft. ins. Heat-

mg Surface— I'ire box. 2bi si], ft: com-

iii-..\vv j.KJ.j vn\< TiiK i'.!:i.T K.\n,\VAV nr niTc.vr.n.

E. F. TfiiKs. .\l.-iM. Mc.li. I'.wi.iwni i.nf... \vk>., r.uiia.

is sloped on the l)ottoni in order to pro-

vide a sufficiently deep water-space ini-

der the combustion chamber. In consid-

eration of the nature of the scrviie.

which will refpiire the development of

full ])ower for short periods of tinu

only, a stoker has not been applied ; but

the firedoor is i)ower-operated. Details

of the boiler construction include tiixible

stay bolts in the breaking /ones, three

rows of Baldwin expansion stays over the

front end of the combustion chamber

crown, and an auxiliary ilomc f.)r tin-

safety-valves, which is placed over a 1(-

in. diameter opening in the lioiler shell.

The circumferential seam at ibc jiuntion

of the boiler barrel and out^iile :'irebo\

i' trii)le riveted, and the shell diameter

at this point is 100 ins. .\ lran-\iTse

baffle plate is placed immcdiaril) aluad

of the combustion chamber.

The superheater has .50 units, wliich

are in five horizontal rows of the boiler

fliu-s with ten flues in each r(pw. This

is a large superheater, providing, as it

dfies. 1,418 sf|. ft. of surface, whicli is

yoke aiid valve motion bearer, and to

crossties ]ilaced respectively between tlie

llurd and fourth, and fourth and fifth

pairs of dri\ers. Tlic main drivers have

plain tires, and tlie main driving boxes

are of the Cole pattern. .\ trailing truck

of the Hodges type is used in this design,

and it is equalizeil with the three rear

jiairs of drivers through a transverse

beam which is suspended from the liack

driving springs. The truck is filled with

a centering spring.

Tliis locomotive is equipped lor

^w itching service, and has a step on the

front Inimper instead of a pilot. Four

sand boxes are i)rovided. and are placed

riglu and left on tlie round of the lioiler.

To keep within the clearance limits, the

bell is also placed on the round of the

I'oiler on the left-hand side, and the

whistle is similarly located and is tapped

directly into the roof sheet.

Ihe tender carries 10,000 gallons of

water and 16 tons of fuel. It has a frame

li'.iill of 12-in. channels with cast steel

bumpers; and the connection between

bustion chamber. M sq. ft.; tubes, 4.863

s(|. ft.; fireljrick tiilies, .39 sq. ft.; total,

5.229 sip ft.: superheater, 1.418 sq. ft.;

grate area, 88 sc]. ft. Driving wheels

—

diameter. 58 ins.: journals, main. 13 ins.

X 22 ins.; other journals. 11 ins. .\ 13

ins. Eng. truck w heels — diameter,

front, 33 ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 10 ins.;

diameter, back, 44 ins.; journals. 8 ins. x

14 ins. Wheel base—driving, 21 ft.

ins.; rigid, 21 ft. ins.; total engine, 40

ft. 3 ins. ; total engine and tender, 76 ft.

7',2 ins. Weight—On driving wheels,

.336,000 lbs.; on truck, front, 23,000 lbs.;

on truck, back. 46,000 lbs.; total engine,

405,000 lbs.; total engine and tender,

about 592.000 lbs. Tender—wheels, num-
ber, 8; di;inieter. 33 ins.; journals, 6 x 11

ins. ; tank capacity. 10,000 L'. S. gals. ; fuel

capacity, 16 tons: service, hump switching.

This engine is iutended to move heavy,

long strings of cars up the ascending

grade of the hump and lie able to hold

them there: stop and ~tart the whole

train quickly as one. (jr two cars are

tipped over the hump.
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The Director General on Standards.

In reply to tlic open letter of Mr. Geo.

A. Post, president of the Railway Busi-

ness .Association, addressed to Hon. Will-

iam G. Mc.^doo, concerning the standard-

ization of locomotives and locomotive

material, Mr. Post says he submitted two

questions

:

"first—Are the recently constituted

committees on Locomotives and Cars ex-

pected to recommend to the Director

General standards to be adhered to, not

only in the building of the new locomo-

tives and cars, now- under consideration

for the immediate relief of tratSc, but as

well to all power and vehicles that may
be required during the period that the

railways shall remain under the adminis-

tration of the Director General? .\lso,

are such standards, when approved by

the Director General, to apply and gov-

ern in the matter of repairs to equipment

during such period ?

"Second—During the period that the

railways are under the control of the Di-

rector General, will it be considered so

important to adhere rigidly to any stand-

ard that may he now approved, as to

cause a cessation of trial, development

and acceptance of any new mechanical

inventions intended to improve and econ-

omize railway operation?"

With these two questions propounded

for his consideration, Mr. Mc.Adoo pro-

ceeded to express his ideas responsive

thereto. Mr. Post says he does not at-

tempt to record fully his exact language,

but to condense, animated by an eager

desire to report faithfully and fairly tlie

viewpoint of the Director General : Mr.

Mc.-\doo said, in effect

:

As Director General of Railroads, it

is his duty to see that our railroads are

put in condition to perform with the

highest degree of efficiency possible the

vital part they must play in winning the

war. That their performance thus far

has not met the requirements is a fact

known to everybody. They must have,

as quickly as possible, among other

things, large additions to their power and

rolling stock. The purchase of such

equipment will call for the expenditure >if

vast sums. The natural thought of an

official responsible for such expenditure.

and for the least possible delay in deliv-

ery of sadly needed locomotives and car^

is: "To what extent may they be staral-

ardized?" .-\s a matter of general knowl-
edge, Mr. Mc.Adoo was aware that tin-

.American Railway Association, made up

of the railway executives of the countr>.

had for several years had committees t

work for the accomplishment of stair 1-

ardizafion, so that it was clear the subir> t

was a live one with railway administr.L

tors long before the roads were tak'

:

over by the government under stress

war. The roads had not agreed w':

the change of control occurred.

When Mr. Mc.Adoo assumed the ii

rectorship, the roads were taken over as

going concerns, and their official person-

nel was not disturbed, except as he has

called upon some of the gentlemen of

distinction in their service to become
members of his official staff. When he

s<jught to be advised as to how far stand-

ardization of equipment might be effected,

he caused to be appointed committees

made up of locomotive and car builders

and railway mechanical officials, repre-

sentative of the regional districts which

had been created. Mr. McAdoo disclaims

being a railroad man, and is utilizing the

forces he finds at hand to suggest what

ought to and may be done in. the solution

of this particular railway problem. lie

has laid down no rules for their confer-

ences, has no preconceived notions, and

has given his advisers free rein. No re-

ports or recommendations from them

have yet been received by him (March
6).

Whether he w-ill approve of all their

recommendations when received, he does

not know, of course, but this he would

like the manufacturers of railway mate-

rial, as represented by the Railway Busi-

ness Association, to appreciate, namely

—

that any embarrassments, losses, or nec-

essary expenditures for the purpose of

adaptation to the new standards will be

entailed not by his personal initiative or

prescription, but as the consensus of

opinion of those with whom they have

heretofore done business and to meet the

exigent requirements of war conditions.

1 f the railroad executives had formulated

standards before the war, manufacturers

would have been obliged to endure and

adapt themselves to the changes ordained

by their customers.

Of course, he went on, there can be no

such thing as a permanent standard for

railway practice. America and progress

are synonomous terms. The old gives

place to the new in the onward march of

progress. There was never a time when

the inventive genius of our nation so

needed to be working at highest speed

as now. No matter what may be estab-

lished as a standard for new equipment

under the present pressure for celerity of

manufacture and attainment of economy

lie would hope and expect that when fu-

ture requirements shall confront us, the

inventor and progressive manufacturer

will offer improvements of great value,

to be welcomed as aids to economical and

efiicient railway operation. During the

period that the roads shall remain under

governmental control, it will be the de-

termination of the officials in charge that

our railroads shall be made better than

ever before. .Anybody who has plans to

sug.gest for improvement will be hos-

pitably received.

The proposed standards are for the im-

mediate present, and for new equipment

to be purchased. They will not apply to

existing equipment, which must be kept

in repair with parts already intended for

such repairs. It would be folly to pre-

scribe that cars requiring repairs must
await the arrival of new standard parts,

instead of being repaired with specialties

already in stock, or easily obtained from
the manufacturers.

Accepting the figures presented by the

Railway Business Association, for the

purpose of his comment, there are now in

use and under maintenance 63,862 locomo-.

tivcs and 2,326,987 cars. No one would
consider it wise to do anything save keep-

ing them in service as long a? they can

be made to last by the use in their repair

of such devices as were originally used

in their construction. In so doing there

would be a continuing demand for such

stocks of supplies as the manufacturers

keep on haijd to meet requirements.

Mr. McAdoo can see no reason for the

manufacturers of railway material and

equipment to be filled with fear for their

future. They should, on the contrary,

take counsel of their hopes. He expects

to see them doing a greater volume of

business than in recent years and at a fair

profit. There will be no trouble for any

manufacturer who is willing to do busi-

ness at a fair price.

Peat Fuel

To determine the steam-raising value

of peat fuel with hand-firing a series of

six tests were recently carried out in

Canada, using peat with a moisture con-

tent of 15 and 20 per cent, and a calor-

ific value between 7,000 and 7,500 B.

T. U. Results showed fhat the equivalent

evaporation per pound of coal of about

12,500 B. T. U. was about 8, while with

peat the evaporation was about 4 per

cent. The thermal efficiency with the

coal was of the order of 60 per cent, and,

with the peat, 53 per cent. The low

figure in the latter case is due to in-

complete combustion of the gases and

to their high temperature when leaving

the boiler. In trials with a locomotive

type of boiler a conspicuous feature

was the great losses due to unburnt

gases, which varied froin 11 to 24 per

cent.

American Locomotives in China

.An .\nieric.iii firm has just completed

delivery of two Mikado type locomo-

tives for the Pekin-Mukden railway in

China for freight service. Their total

weight inchiding tender is 134 tons. -As

is well known this type of engine was

first brought out to fulfill a requirement

in Japan, and became known as the

Mikado. Three of this type of loco-

motive had lieen previously in service,

and an order fur fourteen more has just

been made They are said to be giving

great sati-tartion. and it i? likely that

further >r'!<r^ will be received.
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At the Works of the Nathan Manufacturing Company
Flushing, Long Island. New York

The new works of the Nathan Manu-

facturing Company, located at FliislnnK',

a suburb of New York, are now in full

operation, and in so far as producing the

finished boiler moinitings of the modern

locomotive is concerned, the works are

not only the most complete, but the most

extensive of their kind in the world.

Forty years' experience has developed a

mastery in detail, and an application of

means and methods that can only come

as the result of the most painstaking

scientific iiuiuiry conducted by leading

mechanical engineers combining great

natural aptitude with special training.

The older works, located at 106th street

and East River, New York, may be said

to be now entirely occupied in govern-

ment munitions work, for which the Imc

plant is admiralily adapted. The comiiany

has the advantage therefore of devotinu'

tlie new establishment with its excellcnl

accessories of transportation by land or

water exclusucly to its cho-tn tiebl oi

admmistration building. From these bal- same slio]) twice. The succession of ope-

conics, observations may be taken of the rations follow each other m uninterrupted

factory operations. Provision is made in sequence, nearly all the machines appar-

the craneway for two traveling cranes, ently being automatic in action, and un-

each of seven-ton capacity, pipe trenches erring in execution. In the machine shops

and three communicating bridges for use the lathes are set back to back, like bricks

of the second floor. The entire craneway in a wall, so that the operators are not

is covered with wire glass. brought face to face with each other, but

It will be noted from the general block like stars dwell apart, each in his own

plan of the buildings that beyond the ad- sphere of activity. The floor spaces be-

ministration building a plan is evolved tween the rows of lathes are ample for

which permits the reduction or addition the movement of motor-driven vehicles,

of a number of pairs of wings, each wing and the movement of material is like an

being capable of being extended several endless chain. As may be expected, the

bays in length. There are three of these work is almost entirely specialized and

pairs of units or wings, extending 150 ft. the operators naturally become experts at

on each side of the craneway. Additions their own specialties. There is no per-

ma\ lie later built without interfering in sistent clamor for efficiency, the mute, m-

any way with the original building, and sensate machine provides the efficiency,

without' interrupting any of the operations and the operators have an air of satisfac-

of the plant. These wings are about 50 ft. tion that liespeaks complete contentment

in width, the courts between the wings vvith the prevailing piece w^ork rates.

ing from 30 ft to 40 ft. The light

-.led liv the courts give an out-of-door

i.MlNlSTRXTlOV .\Nn WORK lU'IMUNC. TOK X.VIH.NN M.XNUKACTUKl.Ni; ('OM-

PANV H-rslIING, LONG ISI..\ND. NKW V(.UK. F.LT.F.NK SCHOEN. .-.rchucC.

rc-

i-lass

locom..tive and allied work, and tl

suit, as we have stated, jilaces it m :i

by it.self.

rilanciug brielly at the arcbiuctural

features of the buildings, which are of

reinforced concrete throughout, the ad-

mini^tration building occupies the frontal

p.jsition. and its neat and artistic design

is greatly enhanced by an extensive cir-

cular driveway which leads from the mam

gateway through and around an oval lawn

tlanked by terraces that are being trans-

formed into sloping gardens, upon which

the landscape artists are displaying ll'cir

skill, an<l which will presently blo>s,

rainbow beauty as the summer a.'.v

I'rom each floor of the adminiM

building is a passageway to balco!-.

the end of the craneway that rur

entire length of the structure beyoi

1111 m

lightness to every part of the works, par-

ticularly on the second story, where the

greater part of the lathes and other ma-

chines are located.

It would be tedious to describe in detail

the series of operations through which

the material passes from the raw state as

it comes to the foundry, to the finished

product as it arrives in the receptacles

that line both sides of the craneway,

where the various parts may be readily

reached and conveyed speedily to the

packing rooms. SulTice it to say that the

operations and endless variety of tools

arc such that every conceivable detail

seems to have been carefully considered

in advance, so that no part of the product

has at any time other than a forward

movement in the process of manufacture,

and does not have to pass through the

The assembling of the parts, which is

performed by high-skilled mechanics, is

paid on the time basis, although delays or

defects are extremely rare, the operating

proceeding with the regularity of an

eight-day clock. Many of the machines

are of the automatic multiple-spindle va-

riety, and among others there is a new

tvpc of I'.ullard machine with twelve

spiniilcs acting horizontally, adapted for

work on lubricators, the rough casting

living clamiied in place by the operator

.iud by a slight turning of a lever the va-

rious operations are performed by the rap-

idly revolving tools that come successively

into action, and in a few minutes the com-

plete dozen have done their work, and

the lubricator with all its threaded orifices

and double seated recesses and bevelled

\alve seats and finished faces may be said

to be ready for the assembling division.

The burnishing brigade have a turn or

two at it however, and it was interesting

to note that even here there arc also im-

provements in means and nicthods. .K

strong blast of air rushes along a pipe

underneath the burnishing wheels, and a

hood-like c<Mitrivaiice reaches partially

over each wheel, and the dust from the

cleaning and burnishing process rushes

into the conduit beneath. Wandering

molecules of matter that may happen

along in the outer air are drawn into this

vortex and never to return, and the ope-

rator remains unspotted.

The tool room is in itself an epitome of

the ingenuity and self-reliance of the en-

terprising company. .Vs may be readily

imagined, many of the smaller and more

complex tools are made by their own ma-

chinists, and the company has been pe-

culiarly fortunate in securing and retain-

ing the services of the most skilled
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artisans in the tool making department,

which is the crowning accomplishment of

the master machinist. This happy facuhy

of retaining the services of the most

skilled mechanics is marked by the pres-

ence of many men who have spent more

than half a life time in the company's

service, and consequently the loss of

skilled workmen by the country's call to

arms has fallen lightly on the company's

employees for th-e reason that there were

comparatively few young men in the

service.

In this regard it was interesting to ob-

serve the very considerable number of

young women now engaged in the works,

and how cleverly they seem to be adapt-

ing themselves to their various occupa-

tions. In the core making department of

the foundry their work was of surpassing

excellence and rapidity. The blue-print

makers had a commodious section to

themselves, and if all blue-prints were at

all comparable to their work, many weary

eyes would be spared attempting to de-

cipher the puzzling inscriptions.

Details of the laboratories, testing

rooms, annealing plants, nickel plating ap-

pliances, drawing roorns, and packing de-

partments, each and all would take pages

of description by themselves. Suffice it to

say that all were provided with every fa-

cility calculated to produce the best re-

sults in the requirements of the service.

The multitudinous accessories looking

toward the comfort of the employees are

a liberal example to all who have the

welfare of workers at heart. Roof gar-

dens, recreation rooms, dining rooms,

hospital rooms and appliances and hos-

pital nurses into whose hands one would

wish to fall if he falls at all, not forget-

ting the accomplished chef from France,

and his skilled assistants whose gastro-

nomic ability persuaded us to linger

longer in the dining room than is our

wont.

Of the floors, it would be invidious to

make comparisons, but we know by hard

experience that a plain, concrete floor is

hard on the feet even for workers who
move about. Creosoted wood blocks laid

in a thin layer of sand and pitched with

asphalt is the prevailing kind of flooring

in the Nathan Company's new shops. \
paving block flooring is laid in the ship-

ping room where the vehicular traffic i^

heavier, and it seems to us that this im-

portant feature has been well considered.

With regard to the transportation facil-

ities, it will be noted on the general block

plan that the works are located near an

estuary of Long Island Sound, known as

Flushing Creek. A new wharf is con-

structed there and a store house abom
three hundred feet west of the main fac-

tory buildings in connection with the new
wharf. This building, 40 ft. by 150 ft

.

has also reinforced concrete walls witl,

slab roof, supported on steel roof trus!;cF

and purlins, and it is in this vacant space

between the store house and the factory

buildings where extensions may be made
as the natural expansion of the demand
for the company's products may call in

the undiscovered future. -X spur from

the adjacent Long Island Railroad also

enters the works, and hence transporta-

tion both by land and water is immediately

at hand.

Such is a brief outline of the salient

features of the new plant and if we have

omitted the commodious power house,

where some of the boilers are of ^-in.

steel and carry a pressure of 275 lbs.

cral condition of factory workers. The
usual sets of rules and regulations, which

nobody reads, are conspicuous by their

absence. There are no fiery placards

signed by threatening fire commissioners

or other self-advertising authorities. It is

all utility brought nearly to perfection. This

is not accidental, but the concrete essence

of a rare spirit of ingenuity polished by

experience and sweetened by kindness,

and in the directors' room there is a

painting of the founder of the company.

It hangs alone, and like King Arthur of

old, it does not take much imagination

GENF.RAL HI,OCK I'L.\.\. .NATH.XX .MANUFACTURING nUILDING.

per square inch, it is because the works

seemed to be full of power. Electric

motors were thick as blackberries, hang-

ing in clusters overhead, coupled to far-

reaching shafting revolving at high veloci-

ties. The notable feature in such a colos-

sal mechanical establishment was the al-

most complete absence of noise, this may
be partly owing to the comparative light-

ness of the work, but is also easily dis-

tinguishable by the exquisite fineness of

the bearings, the absence of loose pulleys,

and other noise-provoking adjuncts of

a bygone age. Nor should we overlook

the garage just south of the main factory

building, measuring SO ft. by 120 ft. and

constructed similar to the storehouse. A
portion of the garage is two stories in

height, and the upper floor arranged for

apartments.

To conclude, it may be justly said that

the feeling that arises on passing through

and even casually observing the operators

and the appliances is that of moving

through an exposition rather than a fac-

tory. Everything seems at its best. There

is a quiet precision and an air of refine-

ment that is far removed from the gen-

to believe that like his knights of the

round table, the people that live and

move and have their being in connection

with the establishment are like the fabled

knights—all stamped with the image of

the master—Max Nathan.

The Calorific Value of Wood
The calorific value of wood varies

directly as its weight ; thus a cord of

white oak weighs approximately 4.000

lbs. and is equivalent to one ton of

anthracite coal, and a cord of spruce or

pine weighs in the neighborhood of

2,000 lbs., and is equivalent to one-

half ton of coal. The principal hard-

woods available for fuel are maple and

birch, which weigh between 3,000 and

3,500 lbs. to the cord. Dry wood

is very much better and more efficient

than green wood, which contains at

least 25 per cent, moisture. This water

requires heat in order to be evaporated,

and this passes up the flues. In these

day.s of fuel economy it is well to know

the calorific value of wood, and its com-

parison with coal as in many districts

wood is coming into use as fuel.
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New Design of Shop Face Grinder

Installed in the W orks of the Hay-Budden Manufacturing Company

May, 1918

We hail the opportunity of witnessing

the installment of the latest development

in grinding machinery in the extensive

works of the Hay-Budden Manufactur-

ing Company, Brooklyn, N. V., the well-

known tlrm. wliose specialty is solid-

forged anvils, in the manufacture of

which the company produced the first

made in America. Since the heuinnini;

of the war the demand for the com-

pany's products has increased amazingly,

not only in their specialty as anvil makers,

but in varieties of heavy and lis'it forc-

ings. It became necessary to look for

improved machinery, and among other

details the grinding of anvil faces occu-

pied considerable time and skill under the

old methods. The machine shown in

the front or rear, the operator having the

machine entirely under his control from

eitlier position. This is often of import-

ance when grinding complex shapes.

Varying degrees of hardness of the arti-

cles being ground docs not affect the per-

fect evenness of the finished work . The

movements of the mechanism being much

more rapid than is the case on a planer

or milling machine, there is no time lost

in reversing the wheel grinding on both

the forward and backward movement of

the table. The grinding wheel is held

HI an adjustable chuck. This is a meas-

ure of safety bccanse it has been fre-

quently demonstrated 'that all wheels of

til is kind revolving at high velocities

vboiild nut run unsupiiortcd.

machine should be of the most sidjstan-

tial kind, consequently these machines are

unusually heavy, and arc built either for

motor drive, as shown in our illustration,

or belt driven. A iS-horse power motor

is used on the motor-driven machines, and

the motor is placed directly on the back

of the head of the machine. No counter-

shaft, either upon the floor or ceiling, is

necessary. The weight of the motor-

driven machine, including the motor, is

about 12,000 lbs., the weight of the belt-

driven machine being about 11,000 lbs.

The following are some of the general

dimensions of the machine: Length of

bed, 11 ft. 2 ins.; size of table, 7 ft. 2 ins.

by 1 ft. IVi ins.; table travel per minute,

l.S ft.; wheel spindle bearing, rear, 3'/4 ins.

bv 10 ins.; front. 3^2 ins. by 12 ins.

SHOP 1-,\CF. GRixni^K

our illustration was originally desi'.^ncd

for grinding hardened locomotive guide

bars, but this is now only one of its

many uses, .md may be readily ai)plied

to almost e\ery variety of forging or v.isl-

ing that may require a fmi.shed straight

surface on any part desired. The ma-

chine iirodnces smooth flat finished sur-

faces with great rapidity. For general

shop work in removing stock up to = i

in. in thickness, and where surface-, ;.. be

Ljround are not of extensive widlb. i; is

in many cases much more rapid an.
I

sat-

isfactory than a planer, shaper or milling

machine. The machine has alreatb. ''irn

found very serviceable on a wide i;.r,L;e

of work, such as large iron an 1 -••el

floor plates, flanged water pipes, na'. r

cases, column bases, lathe legs an.! i'.r

like.

An excellent feature of the m.f,
:

v :•

consists in its being operated either f: in

The wheel is 30 ins. in .liamcter and

runs about 550 revolutions per minute.

Any kind of abrasive wheel that is best

suited for the work, either emery, carbo-

rundum or corundum, may lie supplied

with the machine. The wheel holder oc-

cupying only a limited space enables the

wheel to be used down to a very eco-

nomical point before it is necessary to

replace it with a new wheel. At the same

time all chances for accidents arising from

wheel bursting are completely prevented.

The bearings arc massive and have bronze

Iioxes adjustable for wear and thorough-

ly protected from dust. The end thrust

V ben in operation is taken by a ball

tlirust-bearing insuring complete absence

of oscillation. The table as well as the

cross feed is cither automatic or operated

by hand.

The eeneral nature of the work per-

formed in this way requires that the

How to Make a Cold Chisel.

When the chisel has been forged to the

required shape the end should be finished

by grinding or filing, and it should then

be hardened and tempered. This should

be done in one heat. The edge of the

chisel should be tempered to a deep plum

color, verging on blue. The difliculty is

that although the extreme edge may be of

the correct tint, yet if the color is allowed

to run down too fast the metal behind the

edge will be too soft, will set under the

shocks of the hammer and break. Then,

again, if the color is allowed to run down

too slowly, the metal behind the edge will

he too bard, and jiieces will break off

bodily. The best way is to heat the chisel

a very dull red for a good inch up from

the edge, holding the tongs in the left

hand and in the right a rub stone (a piece

of broken grindstone or emery wheel, or.

failing these, a strip of emery cloth wrapped

round a small file). Dip the chisel for

about half an inch until it just turns black,

then withdrawing it from the WMter and

letting it rest against the side of the pail,

so as to steady it. rub it sharply with the

stone, or emerv to brighten it, and watch

the color as it runs down from the part

which is still hot, and when the edge is

of a deep plum color, verging on blue,

quench it right out.

Care of Belts

If a pulley has a buniisbed, glassy

surface it means that the belt has been

slipping. The discrepancy in the speed

due to a creeping belt may not be evi-

dent, but it is there and it means a con-

stant waste of both power and material.

The reason for this may be that the

pulley is too small for the work, that

the belt is slack or too frail, or that a

bad type of belt fastener is used.
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The Packing of Truck Journal Boxes

All interesting discussion in relation to

the report of a committee submitting rec-

ommendations for changes in the Master

Car Builders' rules, occurred recently at

a meeting of the Car Foremen's Associ-

ation of Chicago. The recommendation

set forth that a rule be put into cfTcct

providing for the regular repacking of

journal boxes at stated intervals, and also

a proper method of stenciling on the car

the date of repacking, and further tliat

the car owner be made responsible for

the labor only of repacking journal boxes,

the material cost to be borne by the

handling line for the reason that it would

be difficult to establish a value on re-

claimed waste which is now used very

extensively by a great many roads, and

for the further reason, where the reclama-

tion of waste is carried out along proper

lines, there is very little expense involved

ill the repacking of journal boxes, other

than labor.

It might be stated briefly that the mat-

ter has already received a good deal of

consideration at the hands of various

committees of the Master Car Builders'

.Association, but no exact standardization

of rules in regard to the matter has so

far been established. The first rule re-

ferring to the care of foreign cars speci-

fies that "each railway company must give

to foreign cars, while on its line, the

same care as to inspection, oiling, pack-

ing, adjusting brakes and repairs, that it

gives to its own cars."

It was stated in the discussion that only

a few railroads and private car lines have

adopted this method of repacking and in-

spection, but it has been found to be a

profitable undertaking from the first, and

there is no reason why the railroads

who have carried this art beyond the

experimental stage should not put all

cars on their rails in as good condition

as possible at the owner's expense and

insure a quick movement of cars, not only

as a patriotic duty, but as a war measure

for the safe and prompt delivery of com-
modities. Coincidentally it is a well

known fact that cut iournais are due to

the neglect in properly taking care of

journal boxes and contained parts. The
number of cars cut out by all the rail-

roads in the United States on account

of hot boxes is approximately 93,000 car^

per month, and much saving could Ic

effected if each one of our many rail-

roads would adopt a system of periodical

repacking and attention to journal bos •>

which is necessary to prevent the expense.

The repacking of boxes at speci;'< 1

periods is also a subject of vital interest,

and is capable of amendment. It v .i*

shown that journal boxes that may have

been packed in Chicago may pass throucli

a flooded district before they reach New
Orleans, and consequently some forcfcrn

matter will in all likelihood have reached

the packing. The packer is not likely to

be over zealous in inspecting these boxes,

especially as the stencil will show that

the box was packed a day or two ago. .^

proper inspection at each terminal might

take more time, but it would be the means

of saving more than it cost.

Regarding the reclaiming of waste, or

second hand packing, some roads are now-

reclaiming as much as 90 per cent, of the

packing removed, and find that it is in

every way as good as new packing. At

the same time it was almost the unani-

mous opinion of those who took part in the

discussion that the method of repacking

the boxes and the material used should

be standardized before the rule enforcing

it. and making it chargeable to the owner

is put into effect. Meanwhile some roads

are using the very best quality of wool

packing obtainable while others are using

mixtures of inferior quality frequently a

poor grade of cotton waste, and some of

it of a vegetable fiber having little or no

capillarity whatever, so that a s\ stem of

standardization is necessary to protect

those who are using good material against

others who 4re usi:ig inferior stuff.

The general opinion seemed to be that

the association should go on record as

demanding the best and recommending

that, so that all may be given a cliance to

use it. Those who are already using a

:.;ood quality of packing w-ould then get

till- l)enefit and would not have a miscel-

laneous and inferior quality of packing

]nit into their boxes. As it is, it may be

said that all roads use their own pack-

ing and many are controlled by the pur-

chasing department, which, in order to

stand in with the higher officials, fre-

quently purchase a so-called woolen w-aste

at a very low price and will present this

to the management, claiming that it is

just as good, and it saves so much by

using this material, while at the same time

it is hardly worth the time and labor, as

its use cannot do other than lead to pre-

mature trouble, whereas on the other

hand the best material has the quality

when reclaimed and resaturated of be-

ing better than new waste, it being fre-

quently demonstrated under the micro-

scope that the oil cleansed the fibre and

the oil appeared in a greater quantity on

the reclaimed waste than it did the first

time.

It was also claimed during the discus-

sion that there is no road purposely neg-

lecting the inspection of cars, because it

involves the safety of transportation over

its own rails, and the majority of the

speakers emphasized the fact that their

roads were following a regular system

of repacking journal boxes and getting

good results, and as a matter of fact, the

majority of the roads in the country, the

principal trunk lines particularly, are

following good practice. The idea, how-

ever, was approved of, that better results

would be obtained if the Master Car

Builders' .Association should lay down
specific rules in regard to the matter that

would be universally adhered to, and

every road throughout the country would

use the same standard of waste, and all

who endeavored to maintain the essence

of perfection in the packing of car jour-

nal boxes would find that when cars go

to another line that they will still get the

same treatment in material as on their

own line. In this connection it may be

added that the association has already

recommended a specification for 'a stand-

ard waste, but it seems to have been

looked upon as not sufficiently rtiahda-

tory in its application.

Some of the outcroppings of the dis-

cussion were of much value. As an in-

stance, it was stated that in the reclaim-
*

ing of waste, the packing should not be

immediately dumped into the vat on being

removed from the journal boxes. The
packing should be first placed on a sorting

table and the short parts removed. This

also removes the bits of babbitt or other

foreign matter, and only the good packing

is put into the reclaiming vat and carried

out, the scrap material being burned to

reclaim the babbitt and this reclaimed

babbitt is taken into consideration when
giving credit to the owner for packing

removed from his car.

The general conclusion arrived at was

that after the Master Car Builders' .As-

sociation had time and opportunity to

give. the matter full consideration and

establish a standard packing, a rule should

be put into effect penalizing those who
may be found guilty of an infraction of

the standard regulations. The discussion

was particularly interesting in view of the

evident earnestness and frankness of all

who participated in the debate. As might

be expected, tlure was a natural tendency

to lay blame on the other roads rather

than to expose the shortcomings that may
exist on the road in which the speaker

was employed. There were no indica-

tions of attempting to exalt some particu-

lar brand of material, the chief note being

a strong desire to reach a standardization

not only in materials but in methods, and

that the final rules and regulations in

regard to the packing and inspection of

car truck iounial boxes should be estab-

lished and promulgated by the association

having the authority to do so. That this

will evciif.ially be done is a foregone

conclusion, but in the strenuous days

when so much is looked for. railway men.

like all other men, must continue to exer-

cise a patience that never wearies, and

they must always and ever hope and work

for the best.
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Telephone Reaches a Moving Train

A short time ago the Canadian Govern-

ment conducted a test of a new invention

whereby telephonic communication can be

readily and surely established between the

train dispatcher's oftke and a train ac-

tually moving along the track, miles away

from headquarters. The conductor of the

moving train on hearing the dispatcher's

voice and noting what he says, can then

telephone the engineman on the swaying

and rushing machine ; he is heard quite

distinctly by the engineman, with the surge

and roar of the engine is rendered quite in-

audible through the telephone, which sim-

ply reproduces the sounds from the ca-

boose. Further than this, an ordinary

city telephone operator can give you the

dispatcher who reaches the conductor on

the moving train, and the conductor con-

nects you with your old friend, Mr. .\.

O. Brookside, first-class passenger travel-

ing west at the time, and you can say to

. him, "Hello! 'Brooky,' old man, are you

walking or flying or riding, and how are

you?" And you can hear Mr. Brookside

laugh and reply as plainly as if he and

you were face to face.

One thinks of telephoning to a person

on a rapidly-moving train as if it was

almost uncanny. So it is, as far as human

experience goes, but in the world of ap-

plied science there is no wonder, every-

thing acts in accordance with law. This

.'-peaking is not a transmission of voice.

It is a transmission of minute fluctuations

in a current of electricity caused by the

vibrations of the small telephone dia-

phragm found in both receiver and sender

of an ordinary telephone outfit. How the

sound impulses striking the diaplira^m

cause it to vibrate, as a whole, and at the

same time forces the surface to divide it-

self into numerous nodes and vibrating

segments so that the very overtones of

the speaker's voice are reproduced, we

need not now stop to consider. The trans-

mission through the telephone, over the

wire, along the track and through the re-

ceiver is electrical, and at the almost in-

finite pace at which electricity travels, all

things to it are stationary. Imagine a

train bowling briskly along at 30 miles an

hour, under the power of steam and steel,

and suddenly overtaken by a force whose

prodigious velocity is 186,000 miles a sec-

ond. Electricity, if it were sentient, would

not know that the train was in motion

just as a bullet with 3,000 ft. muzzle

velocity would treat a man slowly walk-

ing as if he was stationary.

liut to return from the contemplation

of this fascinating glimpse into the f.iiry-

land of science, let us say that the prac-

tical demonstration given by the Macl-ar-

lanc Train Control and Telephone Com-

pany, r,f New York, with their apparatus

was made on the Canadian Government

Railways at Moncton. N. B., Can., on

March 11. 1918. The test was conducted

between Moncton and Humphrey's sta-

tion. Mr. L. S. Brown, general superin-

tendent of the Canadian Government

Railways ; Mr. \V. R. Devenish, superin-

tendent ; Mr. R. G. Gage, signal and elec-

trical engineer of the Canadian Govern-

ment Railways, and other officials were

present at the testing of the invention,

as well as the inventor. Mr. W.

W. MacFarlane, and his partner, Mr.

D. W. Mulford, of New York; Mr. C. W.
Parker, electrical engineer of the C. P. R.,

and Mr Thomas Roger, representing the

superintendents of railway telegraph and

telephone service of the United States of

.America, were also present.

During the test, which was very com-
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plcte. the conversations were carried on

between the moving train and the dis-

patcher's office in a clear and distinct

manner.

Tlie engine was cut off from the car

and proceeded a mile down the track by

orders telephoned from the conductor to

the engineer. The engine was then

stopped by telephone orders from the con-

ductor, who was on the car, and instruct-

ed to come back and couple up again.

Then an order was given by the conductor

to back up the train and take on the flag-

man, who had gone back to flag.

Before backing up, a telephone message

was sent to the dispatcher's office, asking

if it was safe to back up, and the answer

by telephone from the dispatcher was that

this would be all right, .\fter backing

up to the flagman, the order was receivea

from the dispatcher's oflice to go ahead

to Humphrey's and cross over to the

other track and come back to Moncton.

Before reaching Humphrey's a second

telephone message was received from the

dispatcher countermanding the previous

order to cross over, but to return to

Moncton on the same track, as the train

was protected from the rear.

All these instructions were transmitted

by telephone from the dispatcher's office

to the conductor on the car and by him

transmitted to the engineer by telephone,

while the car was running, showing that

it is perfectly feasible to control a mov-

ing train by telephone from the dis-

patcher's oflice at a distant point.

Communication was also established be-

tween the moving train and the city tele-

phone service. The Canadian Govern-

ment Railway ofl^cials expressed them-

selves as thoroughly satisfied with the

practicability of the whole test, the equip-

ment used and the highly important work

which was then, and can always be done

by this means, of reaching a train which

is usually, under such circumstances, com-

pletely out of the range of control and

entirely beyond help.

Not only is the startling statement made

but it has been verified that communica-

tion is possible to establish between a

moving train and the city telephone serv-

ice, which makes it possible for one to

talk directly through the telephone in

one's hotel room to someone on a train

I(X) miles away running sixty miles an

hour.

The material used in installing the

"railway telephone" is not costly, being

standard goods found in any well-equipped

electrical supply house throughout the

country and it is most easily applicable.

Telephone wires arc attached to the

front and rear trucks of any form of cars

now in use on the various railroads. The

wires are attached to the engine and to

the tender. The voice transmission takes

place throimb the wheels and down to the

rails, when' it runs along and is picked up

by the eiigiiuer, conductor, or dispatcher,

whichever party the signal indicates the

message is for.

Just here a most interesting and ex-

ceedingly useful feature of the whole

scheme of tele]>lioning to a train by means

of track circuit and wheels, axles and

train wires, should be mentioned. It is

this : The block signal system divides the

track into sections, and each section can

lie reached separately. In this country

an accident might destroy a section or a

"block," but the block on each side of the

mutilated one could be reached by tele-

phone, and a train in front or behind the

wreck could be spoken to as if nothing
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had happened. This feature, excellent as

it is for us. might be of priceless value

in France, where the United States Gov-

ernment have miles of railway behind the

Allied line.

Here, mistake, inadvertence, or acci-

dent may destroy a sectional block of

track, and we would find the telephone

with this feature of the highest utility.

Not so, in degrees of convenience only,

in France. There the enemy of Liberty,

free thought, and strong development,

constantly endeavors to break the con-

tinuity of the line. If evil fortune per-

mits him, with some high explosive, to

destroy a "block" of track, he but ham-

pers a bit of the line, because the tele-

phone can reach trains on either side of

the damaged portion. Thus are those

who have enslaved science and made her

work for ignoble ends, and prostituted

the knowledge God has given us as a re-

ward for hard labor and conscientious

thought—these men are beaten at their

own game by applied science, and it is

from this country that the new thought

and impulse comes.

It is not for us to prescribe a course

TELEPHONE CONNECTIOX BETWEKX
ENGINE .\ND TENDER.

of action to the Government or to say

that this or that remedy is infallible. We
offer this sus,gestion, however, that tbe

Government look into this whole matter

of telephone connection to a moving train

and the adjunct that goes with it. of

reaching trains separated by an impass-

able area, or trains in distress, or those

that as they proceed may pick up infor-

mation priceless to the army.

If not used here at present, the tele-

phone will some day be so used, but its

utility for military lines looks to us to be

of the highest value today, when frectlom

stands with its back against the wall

fighting for the right.

The State of the Case.

The Railway Business Association has

recently issued a bulletin for the use of

its members, dealing with the railway st-

uation as it is now. The whole docu-

ment, which is too extensive for repro-

duction here, is nevertheless full of

information, useful to the railway man.

the supply man, and to others. We there-

fore desire to quote one or two of the

most pertinent paragraphs.

F'irst in importance, it seems to us,

comes the railway control act, and the

suspension of rate advances by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission when initia-

ted by the administrator of railroad opera-

tion. This is abolished for the period to

be covered. Under government control

the operating administrator is technically

the President and actually the Director

General. "The President" is empowered

to initiate rates and practices, which upon

complaint the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission may review and amend or set

aside; but pending final adjudication the

President's order shall not be suspended.

This relieves government operation of

the provision of law under which com-

pany operation has had to work, author-

izing suspension of rates when filed by

carriers pending final determination. The

Railway Business Association opposed the

original enactment of suspension power

on the grounds (1) that a railway man-

ager filing a rate advance should be pre-

sumed innocent of unreasonableness or

discrimination until proved guilty; (2)

that if the advance went into effect when

filed and was disallowed the carrier could

refund, but that if it were suspended and

ultimately sanctioned, the carrier could

not collect the revenue which it had lost

ni the meantime: and (3) that in practice

suspensions would clog the docket and

the consequent delays would deprive rate

structures of quick adaptability to chang-

ing commercial conditions. From within

the commission has come the criticism

that the suspension power was being used

tijo freely.

.Adequacy of revenue as a consideration

in the making of rates is for the first time

adopted in this measure as a policy of the

federal government. The provision is

that when the commission is considering

appeals from the President's orders af-

fecting rates, and the President certifies

reasons for increase of operating rev-

enues, including among such reasons op-

erating expenses, taxes, net rentals for

joint facilities and equipment and com-

pensation to the carriers, "the Interstate

Commerce Commission in determining the

justness and reasonableness . . . shall

take into consideration said finding and

certificate by the President together with

such recommendations as he may make."

The elements which in this provision

Congress says the commission "shall"

take into consideration are the elements

which the Railway Business .\ssociation

has urged Congress to specify in defining

the aim of regulation. "Compensation to

the carriers" under government operation

would read, as applying to non-govern-

ment operation, "surplus as a basis for

credit." There have always been mem-

bers of the commission who specified

among their reasons for voting against

rate advances the conviction that the law

as it stands does not make it a part of the

duty of the commission or clothe the

commission with power to consider ade-

quacy of earnings and maintenance of

credit in regulating rates.

Financing of new facilities is provided

for by an appropriation of $500,000,000 as

a revolving fund to pay expenses of fed-

eral control, to defray deficits where car-

riers' net income falls short of the gov-

ernment guarantee and "to provide

terminals, motive power, cars and other

necesary equipment." The President may

order carriers to make improvements, in-

cluding not only rolling stock and better-

ments to road but "road extensions," and

advance them sums from the revolving

fund.

Termination of government operation

is explicitly provided for in the section

which prescribes continuance of govern-

ment control not exceeding 21 months

beyond the President's peace proclama-

tion. The original ".Administration" text

as drawn by Interstate Commerce Com-

missioner .Anderson would have made the

period of government control indefinite.

The General Executive Committee of the

Railway Business Association in its re-

port of March 14, "Plan for Important

Change of Scope," advocates "the preser-

vation of individual initiative in the in-

vestment of capital and in management,"

"reliance upon the judgment of the in-

vesting public in projecting enterprises of

construction or improvement," "respon-

sibility of the owners or their representa-

tives for selection of operating execu-

tives," "maintenance in railroading of a

career outside the government," "preser-

vation of government regulation."

Teak the Hardest Timber.

People familiar with different kinds of

wood are aware that .African teak is the

hardest timber known to the mechanical

industries. So indestructible is African

teak wood that vessels built of it have

lasted over one hundred years. The pe-

culiarity of this wood is its hardness and

great weight, causing extraordinary dur-

ability. Its weight varies from 42 to 52

pounds per cubic fool. It works easily

considering its hardnesss. but the large

quantity of silex in the substance require

the tools to be extremely hard and even

then they are subject to rapid wear. It

also contains an oil which prevents nails

driven into it from rusting.

Filing Soft Metals.

The teeth of a file are soon filled when

the file is used on lead, tin, soft solder

or aluminum. It cannot be cleaned like

the wood rasp by dipping it into hot

water, but if the file and the work are

kept wet with water, there will be no

trouble as the already wet particles of

lead scift s.ilckr. etc., do not readily ad-

here to the file.
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The Anderson Valve Gear

A Double Eccentric Crank Arm. the Main Feature

As is well known valvt- gears liavc en-

gaged the attention of the most inventive

minds since tlie steam engine assumed its

position as the leading motive power in

mechanism. This restless spirit of a con-

stant search for the ideal has resulted in

VIKW SHOWING DOUIiLE CRANK ARM
AND LINES OF CONNECTION TO

SI.IDABI.E I.IXK.

many improvements and varied adapta-

tions of the underlying principles essential

to the harnessing of steam. On the steam

locomotive the Stephenson valve gear, so

called, held the leading place for nnjre

than half a century, but latterly with the

great increase in the size of locom^itivc-.

and the limited .-pace between the franie-.

it became a physical necessity that some

form of outside gear should take the

place of the cumbrous appliance and the

result has been that various forms o!

outside valve gear arc coiumon in steam

locomotive practice.

It is not necessary to particularize their

number anrl variety and advantages at this

time, but to turn the reader's attention

for a moment Xn a new design, the inven-

tion of Mr. J. .\. .\ndcrson, master

mechanic of the Baltimore S: Ohio Rail-

road, at Grafton, W. Va., which in point

of simplicity in design and economy in

construction seems worthy of the attcniiou

of all who are interested in the impr.i\e-

luent of the mechanical appliances used

on railroads.

As shown in our illustration the prin-

ci[ial feature of this valve gear is a douliU:

1 rank arm f;tstened to the end of the main

cr.ii.k pin. Tliis crank arm has two I'iiis

wliicli take tlie place of eccentrics. 'i!n;,

are jilaced in the following manner : k< y

way points are located on axle, the sann

I- for eccentric motion lines are drawn

from center of a.xle, though these points

•.lid distances are spaced off equal to om
':alf the valve travel or the radius of e.-

eiitricity; then the crank arm is desic'tu :

by liaving arms, so made as to connect

up these points, the small arm being e\

tended from the outer end of the pin in

the crankpin arm; liy so doing the ro:i.

nccting ro<ls uiU not interfere when the

axle is re\olving. The motion is trans-

mitted to a link similar to that used in the

eccentric liid<; motion, and continued to

the valve by connection from link to valve

rod, this being taken care of to suit the

design of the locomotive. The link is

raised and lowered to reverse the motion

similar to the eccentric link motion. Of
course, it is necessary for the tumbling

sliaft arm to be on the outside of the

frame instead of the inside.

The advantages brought about by the

gear, that is, made possible by the use of

the double crank arm are its simplicity,

and accessibility for inspection, oiling and

maintenance. The improvement in this

gear over valve gears located between

frame with the eccentric motion are that

it eliminates eccentrics, and straps which

in turn reduce the amount of friction and

does away with the heavy revolving parts.

It also eliminates the heavy rocker boxes

and long transmission rods which in most

cases are curved and subject to consider-

able distortion. Of course, the doing

away of these moving parts between the

frames permits better bracing of the loco-

.SiHTION VIEW 111-" DOriU.K CRANK
ARM IN MAl.V RiiI) PIN.

motive frame which in turn has a ten-

dency to reduce frame breakages.

The double eccentric crank arm is de-

'igned standard for each type of locomo-

tive, being interchangeable from one loco-

motive to another of the same class and

design. After once applying in accord-

ance with specilications, there is no neces-

sity for any changes or adjustments wdiich

are often necessary in the disk eccentric

motion, due to loose or slipped eccentrics

on axles.

In comparing this device with other

outside locomotive valve gears, it has

double crank arms which enable it to take

all of the motion transmitted to the valve

from the axle and secure a variable lead

which in turn makes quick starting loco-

motives and better distribution of steam,

without any connections to the cross head,

and the elimination of these parts, and as

already stated, the apparent merits of the

valve motion in which the double crank
arm is used is its extreme simplicity and
accessibility for oiling, maintenance and
repairs on account of it being an outside

motion with variable lead, and reduced

number of parts, the latter, of course,

making it possible to reduce cost of con-

struction.

Fuel and Power Resources of Canada.
In a recent paper before the Ottawa

branch of the Canadian Society (jf Civil

Engineers, Mr. John Blizzard reviewed

the main sources of supply of heat and

power in Canada. The most important is

coal, of which some tliirty million tons is

needed each year. On account . of the

uneven distribution of Canada's coal, com-
paratively little being found in the central

provinces of Manitoba. Ontario and
Quebec, more than half the total require-

ments comes from the United States. Mr.
Blizzard anticipates, however, that in the

course of a few years this condition may
be reversed, and the United States may
be forced to seek coke and coking coals

from Canada. Of the thirty million tons,

It is roughly estimated that sixteen mil-

lions are used for power i)urposes--rail-

way locomotives, nine millions; industrial

power, six millions ; collieries, one mil-

lion ; a total which, at 7 lbs. per h.p.

hour, wciubl be the equivalent of some-

thing over half a million continuous

horsepow'T.

But the author goes on to point out that

of the eighteen million continuous horse-

power of energy in the form of water

powers at present going to waste, some

eight million is estimated to be within the

present range of markets. This amount,

making all allowance for transformation

and transmissirm losses, would yield, say,

a million and a half horsepower for trac-

tion and industrial uses— three times the

present-day requirements.

The paper also outlines Canada's re-

sources of wood as being very consider-

able; oil and peat in abundance.
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Locomotive De\ elopiiient and Its Effect On Capacity
The development of heavy power

units and large capacity cars in Amer-

ica has been a natural progression. It

has been dominated by demands to

move large heavy shipments long dis-

tances over varying grade conditions.

The use of larger locomotives, making

possible greater train loads, has been

further influenced by increasing de-

mands for higher wages on the part

of all classes of skilled and unskilled

labor that had to do with both the

maintenance and operation of tlie

power and, on the other side, by the

limitation of revenue by adverse legis-

lation. Iriiproved designs and devices

were introduced with the primary ob-

ject of making possible the operation

of power units of sufficient capacity to

meet the heavy tonnage requirements

imposed by American industrial con-

ditions.

On thirty railroads of this country

the average tractive power of locomo-

tives increased 49.7 per cent, between

1902 and 1913. Progressing at this tate.

physical limitations of height and width

soon brought the length of the loco-

motive to its present extreme dimen-

sions and further gain in tractive power
had to be obtained by increases in the

capacity of the locomotive boiler.

which, in the early stages of the grnwtli

in size of the locomotive, was found to

be one of the most important- limiting

factors. There were, necessarily, other

circumstances which presented prob-

lems, but generally these could be

traced to the boiler and their dejicnd-

ence upon the boiler could be estab-

lished. Greater boiler capacity and,

consequently, higher tractive effort \va =

attainable, providing means of operat-

ing at overload for long periods of

time, and reducing the drain on the

boiler for a given power output, by cf

fecting economy in the distribution and

use of the steam or reducing the steam

rate per horsepower hour.

Mechanical stokers of various kinds

followed the efforts to obtain greater

boiler power by using two firemen on

the locomotive. It is most effective in

increasing the capacity of the locomo-
tive and its economy is realized in the

resultant reduction of transportation

costs.

The indirect means of improving the

capacity of the locomotive, or that at-

tained by increasing the economy of

steam production and distribution, lias

accomplished much more than the direct

methods. Compounding was employed,

but this introduced maintenance com-
plications which were not entirely

worked out at the time, probably 'be-

cause other more effective means ap-

peared which could be employed more
readily and produce better results. It

was discontinued for the time being

except in the case of Mallet locomotives

but will no doubt again come into use

at a time when it will be advantageous

to work out the entire solution of tiie

problem.

The successful adaptation of tlie loco-

motive brick arch has also been a factor

in improving the economy and conse-

quently the capacity of the locomotive.

It provided more complete combustion

of the fuel, with consequently higher

tirebox teiuperatures and greater evap-

oration per pound of fuel burned.

There are many other devices that

have been introduced, the purpose of

which is to increase the capacity of the

locomotive. Of these, the one which

is recognized to have accomplished

probably the most, toward making the

present large power unit possible is

the fire tube superheater. By the fuel

and water economy which it effects it

has extended the capacity of the largest

locomotive that it has been practical to

iniild within tlie physical limitations,

up to at least 30 per cent over what it

would have been had the attempt been

made to operate it with saturated steam.

It brought the heaviest ' locomotive

within the capacity of the average fire-

man, and has proved to be a device

suited to American practice on account

of its low maintenance cost compared
with the results obtained, tlius going

far toward offsetting the high wages of

tlie American mechanic. Cylinders,

limited in size by excessive condensation

losses with saturated steam, can be de-

-isrned to suit the governing conditions

without regard for this factor when
superheated steam is used, since there

is ample protection against these losses.

Other details might be covered which

are rather beyond the scope of a gen-

eral discussion of this kind. However,
summing up briely the effect that th^

superheater lias had upon the develop-

ment of the locomotive it may be out-

lined as follows:

P>y virtue of a saving of 25 per cent in

fuel and 30 per cent in water the capac-

ity of a given boiler has been increased

1/3 and since the boiler capacity may be

said to limit the hauling capacity, this

latter has been increased proportionate-

ly. Nor are the possibilities covered by

this, for still higher superheat and con-

sequently greater extension in capacity

are practicable. Two hundred and fifty

degrees has been the maximum em-
ployed to accomplish the above men-
tioned results and it is well within the

possibility of American locomotive

practice to use successfully three

hundred and fifty to four hundred de-

grees of superheat. For some time past

a number of large passenger locomo-

tives have been operated very success-

fully with steam cliest temperatures of

seven hundred and lifly to eight hun-

dred degrees, or with superheat of three

hundred and fifty to four hundred de-

grees and liave given a proportionate

increase in capacity over the general

practice of two hundred and fifty de-

grees. The use of higher superheat is

gradually becoming general and a cor-

responding increase in capacity of the

locomotive is resulting.

Other means of effecting further

economy and consequently extending
the capacity of the locomotive are be-

ing developed and will prove of much
value when in universal use. The feed

water healer is among these and will

conserve for useful work some of the

heat now wasted from the locomotive

boiler. The successful burning of low
grade fuel by pulverizing will further

extend the economies.

Locomotive Consulting Board.

Among the various boards of railroad

men banded together under the new order

of things appertaining to the railways

under government control, Frank Mc-
Mananiy. manager of the Locomotive

Section of the L'nited States Railroad

Administration, has appointed the follow-

ing railroad officers as a consulting board

to consider matters relative to the main-

tenance of locomotives, the distribution

of locomotives to various shops for re-

pairs, shop production and practices, and

other matters of a similar character : H.

T. Bentlcy. superintendent of motive

power. Chicaco & North Western ; C. E.

Chambers, superintendent of motive

power. Central of New Jersey; C. E. Ful-

ler, superintendent of motive power,

Union Pacific; J. Hainen, assistant to the

vice-president. Southern : D. R. MacBain,

superintendent of motive power. New
York Central Lines West; John Purcell,

assisant fo the vice-president, Atchison,

Topeka S: Santa Fe.

Supply Men's Association.

Announcement has been made that

The International Railway Supply

Men's Association will not make its

annual exliibit at the forthcoming con-

vention of tlie International Railway

Fuel .Association. This is in accordance

with the request of the latter associa-

tion, and it is also announced that tliere

will be no exhibits of railway appliances,

and no special entertainments will be

held under the auspices of the Associa-

tion.

Mary liave knowledge and still fail to

acconipHsh. .\bility to apply knowledge

is the necessary factor for success.

Standardization in the engineering sense

means tin- elimination of the unnecessary.
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Handling Locomotive Coal.

Coal is one of the large items in the

expense of railway operation. Not only

docs its tirst cost aggregate an enormous

sum. but its transportation to points of

use reiiuires large ctiuipment and demands

operating service often sorely needed for

other commercial purposes. Even though

the tirst cost of coal at the mine may be

reduced to a minimum by advantageous

contracts with large coal companies and

bv other means, the final cost will also

depend upon the cost of transportation.

These w^ords are practically those used

in the bulletin No. 44 of the engineering

experiment station of the low'a State Col-

lege. Our illustration affords a very good

pictorial representation of how the cost of

coal handling may be run up, especially at

a small station.

It is necessary for the railroad to get

coal to this point, and the high cost en-

tailed is not an effectual deterrent. A
small barge has to be loaded on one side

of a lake and brought across, a gondola

suitable for the reception of the coal has

to be "placed," and a locomotive crane

run to its "objective," as military men

would say, and there operated. Our pic-

ture shows a crane picking up loads of

coal with its clam-shell bucket and tilling

the car, which has then to be hauled to the

engine sited and the barge sent across the

lake again.

It is i.ir these, and other reasons that

railway companies are interested in know-

ing just where lies the economical limit

of haul between any two coal fields, i. e.,

how far they can haul the locomotive coal

from one mine until it becomes cheaper to

use that from the next.

Pursuing this subject, the bulletin con-

tinues: The costs of locomotive coals per

unit of power output do not depend alone

upon the prices per ton at the mine, the

ton-miles charged for in transportation,

and the expenses per ton for handling ; in

addition to these there must be considered

the relative values per ton of the coals

as producers of power. Operating records

will show the former costs, but the rela-

tive power-producing values of coals can

be determined only by scientific tests un-

der operating conditions.

This problem confronts many if not .ill

of the trunk line railroads, and invulvcs

not only a comparison of Iowa coals with

those from other States, but also a com-

parison of coals from different Iowa fiebls.

'I'hus it is to assist in the solution of this

problem that the Engineering division of

this college has begun a scries of tests in

its new transportation laboratory, in co-

operation with the Iowa railway comiia-

nies. The first group of tests was in co-

operation with the Chicago & Northwest-

ern Railway, to aid in determining hist

how far they can afford to haul their coal

from the P.end, 111., mine tow^ard tlicir

Buxton No. IS, Iowa, mine. The coals

from both mines were compared by run-

ning a number of locomotive efficiency

tests and by studying the firing and steam-

ing properties. The coal was burned in a

locomotive provided two years ago by the

Chicago & Northwestern Railway Com-

liay for lalioratory testing purposes. The

bulletin can lie had on application to the

college.

Selecting Committees.

In what are called the "good old days''

of railroad operating, the sending of com-

mittees to consult with general managers

concerning grievances was very common
and pets of fossilized general managers

worked their way in to be representatives

of trainmen. When that practice was at

its height, an old railroad man named

Cyrus Warman became editor of a railroad

paper, and he proceeded successfully to

root out the practice of appointing on

committees what he termed labor trouble

quacks. On this subject he wrote;

"Brothers, when you send a committee

up to see the 'old man,' pick out the best

men on the whole road, men who have

good records of service to the company,

and whom you are sure the officers re-

spect and will listen to. Don't pick out

men noted for talk or bluster and whom
you know are obnoxious to the officials,

who by their very manner will offend

most men and put them on the defensive.

Send gentlemen to meet gentlemen, and

business men to do business ; send them

to argue your case, make offers, open

negotiation, and make contracts as other

business men do, not to bluff and bluster

and threaten and browbeat to secure that

which reason could obtain. The best en-

gineers and firemen on the road arc none

too good to meet the officers of the road

in a test of argument."

The Fuel Problem.

Dr. Xi.yes, of the I-'uel .Vdministration

department, says that there is no use of

I)roducing coal—taking it out of the mines

and piling it around tlie mouth of the

mine. It is better to go down into the

mine and get it witli the machinery avail-

able than to raise it when there are no

cars to put it in. If that is so. and it

seems entirely probable, the coal in the

mine is ready to be taken out and is being

taken out as fast as cars are put there

to receive it. The railroads of this coun-

try distribute a large proportion of our

coal, about 85 per cent., and nearly 35 per

cent, of the entire freight they haul is

coal. No wonder we would like to fill the

coal bin just to have the coal, but we

would like also to get rid of the job of

liatding it. We need the railroads for

other things, not only for hauling food,

but f(jr materials which go into munitions.

The problem of distribution is, after all,

one of the most serious problems in con-

nection with the fuel problem at this

moment.

Combustion.

Most firemen learn the art of firing

in the hard school of experience. Learn-

ing by practice alone is a kind of grop-

ing in the dark; theory should illuminate

the track so that with fewer journeys

the traveller may become familiar with

the way. Therefore it is hoped that

this explanation of the laws of com-

bustion will aid the junior firemen in

their work and will also be helpful to

the senior firemen for examination pur-

poses. Carbon is an element which

forms about four-fifths of weight of

coal. Oxygen is an element which

forms about one-fifth of the total

volume of the atmosphere. Combustion

is the chemical union of carbon and

oxygen, whereby heat is evolved.

This chemical union produces either

of two gases, according to the propor-

tion in which oxygen is united with

carbon. When each atom of carbon is

united with one atom of oxygen, carbon

monoxide (CO) is the gas formed.

When each atom of carbon is united

with two . atoms of oxygen, carbon

dioxide (CO-) is the gas formed. The

quantity of heat evolved in forming

CO: is three times as great as the heat

evolved in forming CO. This addition-

al heat is obtained simply by using up

more oxygen, which costs nothing, and

does not require to be shovelled into

the firebox.

.-\ temperature of about 1210 degrees

F. will enable each atom of carbon to

unite with one atom of oxygen; but be-

fore it can unite with two atoms of

oxygen a tcmiierature of about 2500 de-

grees F. is required. Therefore the

essential conditions for the formation

of CO; arc:— (1) Sufficient air must be

got into the firebox to supply two atoms

of oxygen to each atom of carbon: (2)

the temperature must be very high to

cause them to unite when brought into

contact.

Coal is divided into two main classes

viz., anthracite and bituminous: when a

fresh charge of bituminous coal is

placed into the firebox, a much larger

percentage of coal gas is given off than

in the case of a similar charge of an-

thracite. Therefore, when using bitum-

inous coal (such as Maitland"), it is ad-

vantageous to run with the bredoor

open a notch or two to furnish addition-

al oxygen so as t<i convert tlie coal

gas into CO, before it gets away

through tlie tidies and is lost.

Sellers Injectors,

This injector was patented by Henri

Giffard, a brench engineer, in the year

1858, and was introduced into British

practice by William Sellers and Com-
pany in 1860. In the early form both

the water and steam were regulated,

but the necessity for frequent adjust-

ment of a new type of fixed nozzle in-

jector, which combined a system of
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automatic adjustment of the water

supply. This injector is simply con-

structed, consisting of three separate

cones in one mounting, the steam cone.

combining cone, and delivery cone. At

the end of the delivery cone is a non-

return valve, which acts as a check in

case the boiler clock valve blows back.

All valve seats that need refacing can

be removed.

To put this injector into operation the

water valve is opened, then the steam

from the boiler is admitted to the lift-

ing nozzle by drawing tlie starting lever

out about one inch, which does ndt

withdraw the plug on the end of the

spindle from the central part i>f the

steam nozzle. Steam then passes

through the small diagonal holes, and

by the outside nozzle, through the

upper part of the combining tube, and

into the over-flow chamber, lifts the

overflow valve and escapes through the

waste pipe. .A vacuum is then created

in the body of the instrument, which

causes the water to lift, the starting

lever is then drawn back, opening the

steam valve wide, and a full supply of

steam is discharged into the combining
tube, forcing the water through the

<lelivery tube into the boiler.

All injectors having side openings in

the combining tube, at high steam pres-

sures a large amount of vacuum is cre-

ated in the overflow chamber. Now in

the improved self-acting injector these

holes are utilized to draw- in an addition-

al supply of water into the combining
tube by w^ay of an inlet valve, which
works automatically. When this extra

vacuum is created, this additional water

increases the capacity about 20 per cent.

A cam lever is turned towards the

overflow valve, and is mostly used when
the strainer requires cleaning out witli

the steam from the boiler. To tiRiiteii

up the gland of the steam spindle or re-

pack it. push in the starting lever to end
of stroke, take off the little nut on end
of spindle, disconnect the side links,

then draw back the lever. This frees

the crosshead. which allows the follower
to be tightened up a gland repacked.
This can be done very easily and ciuickly

when on the road.

The action of the injector is due to

the high pressure with which a jet of

steam strikes the water entering the

combining tube, imparting to it its mo-
mentum and forming with it during con-
densation a continuous jet of smaller
diameter, having sufficient velocity to

overcome the pressure in the boiler aM<l

so automatically maintain the suppl.\ of

water. The condensed steam and u.ittr

together form a comparatively heavy hody
moving at a velocity suflicicnt to over-
come the inertia of the standing water in

the boiler. This fact has. when turned to

account, been of the highest value in the

engineering world.

Correspondence

Lining Up Locomotive Guides.

By J. E. Cromwell.

.\s stated in an able article recently

published in R.\ilw.\v and Locomotive
K.vctNEERiNG, there are various methods
in vogue in railroad repair shops in the

lining up of locomotive guides, and 1

would state briefly the method that is in

use by our leading machinists. The first

step is to see that the back cylinder head
is securely fastened in place with guide

blocks plumb with center of cylinders.

This condition can be checked by fmding
the center of each lug and measuring
from these centers to the locomotive

frame. Care should be taken to see that

the joints of both the cylinder and cylin-

dcrhcads are true and clean before apply-

ing the cylinder head. Then see that the

back guide blocks or knees are firinly se-

cured to the guide yoke in the central

position. Then place the bottom guide in

position, securing it in place by temporary
bolts. The crosshead may now be placed

on the bottom guide. A center line should

now be run through the cylinder by fast-

ening a stick to one of the upper front

cylinder head studs, the stick being pro-

vided with a slot in the lower end. In-

sert and fasten a string in the slot, pass-

ing the string through the cylinder and
crosshead, securing the end of the string

to the guide yoke or frame by means of

a stick and clamp or some similar device.

Locate the line in the center by calipering

from front centcrbore of the cylinder and
suifiing box in the back cylinder head,

taking care to have all calipering surfaces

free of dirt and carbon. This location

I'f the center line is used for new install-

ments.

Ill regard to work where the parts are

worn, the center line must be relocated.

If the cylinder has not been rebored, and
piston head is old. that is, if no changes
have been made, then caliper the distance

from the piston and center to the lower
part of the piston head with an hermaph-
rodite caliper or some similar tool. Lo-
cate the center line by this measurement
from the bore of the cylinder at the bot-

tom portion of the cylinder, making it

parallel w ith the original central line. Use
tliis new center line for locating the bot-

tom guide by measuring the distance over

the crosshead shoes, and setting the guide

one-half of this measurement below it.

To line the crosshead and guide bars

both vertically and horizontally, the cross-

head must be pushed to both the front

and back ends of guides, and the cylinder

center line must be found in the center

of the piston rod fit, the exact location

being found by the use of inside calipers.

The top guide may now be set in position,

and lining necessary to place it properly

should be done before the holes are drilled

and reamed. The location of the guides

should tiicn be checked from the frame
to know that they are in right alignment.

One side of the guide bar may be held

temporarily with bolts or clamps, while

the other side is being drilled and reamed.
The reamer used for this work should be

a standard locomotive reamer—that is,

1/16 in. taper to 12 ins. After all holes

are reamed and bolts are fitted to guides,

they should be drawn in and nuts drawn
up tightly.

Removing Stuck Eccentric Spindles

From Monitor Injectors.

By F. \V. Bentley

Missouri Valley. Iowa
The eccentric spindles of Monitor injec-

tors are sometimes very hard to get out,

when they are set by the corrosion and
lime accumulating in the water end of the

injector. These spindles with the attached

loose valve controlling the water are fre-

quently not worked enough to keep the

spindle loose and the al)ove is the result

.=;ectio.\ vii:\v of DF.vict-; for re-
moving ECCF.XTRIC SPINni.ES FROM

MONITOR INJECTORS.

of it. The spindles can of course some
times be loosened by tapping the handle

end of the same after the bonnet and nut

have been removed. Nevertheless in many
cases the handle end is broken in this at-

tempt too. leaving only the flat disc and

surface of the spindle to work on, as the

water valve below will allow no direct or

effective access to it from below.

The sketch shows how a hole can be

drilled in the center of the disc to take at

least three or four full threads of a 5^-in.

tap. By means of a short 5j-in. stud and

a nut the old spindle can be quickly jacked

out against any kind of a plate laid over

the water valve bonnet cavity. L'nless one

has been up against one of these stuck

spindles, it is almost impossible to con-

ceive how firmly they can become cor-

roded. The above is about the quickest

and the easiest way to get them out that

the writer has ever seen practiced and it

has been of much to us on many occa-

sions.
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Standardization.

l.iist numth \vc iHniUcd nut that the

most .-.atisfactorN lurm of standardi/atum

was that afijilicd to freight cars. That
form in its most desirable sliapc had been

brought about by an e\olulioiiary

process : and every one knows tliat e\ ohi-

lion is not an instantaneous event, but

that it retiuires time. Some day we may
get a form of car-coupler which will be

So far ahead of all its competitors as tti

stand alone and be m a class by itself.

\\ c have not reached that degree of per-

fection at present. Imt the whole tendency

of the process we have adopted, is nece^-

sarily leading forward; lirst, by tlie

elimination of undesirable forms, relani-

ing only those tliat stand the service

te^t. Tliis is the survival of the littist.

and second, by leaving the way open lor

new ideas, fresh inventions. an<l the ap-

plicati.iUs of discovery and experience.

Tliat IS lh< supply of new matter at the

I"p. V, bile the jirocess of elimination i;oes

on at iIk- other end. .\ car-coii|iler \'. illi

only the contour and a few dimensions,

<<iMMder((| a> obligatory, permits a '.a-

ricty of new itleas to have a trial, and tin-

subsei|uent failure of any one of tVitni

mean> its atnomatic removal from the

field. '1 I. hinder this process or to s/.ro-

tyjic its action is to invite lethargy an i

stagnation.

The 'iovcrnment requires engines ati'i

1 ar- in large ntimbers and in short order.

This increase in power and in vehicles is

needed because of the heavy congestion

of freight traffic where the product of

munition factories and other Government
industries, crowd outward to the sea. All

the railway lines all over the country are

not equally congested. Some zones are

comparatively free from over-crowding.

The idea is to take engines and cars

from the less crowded districts and use

tlitm on the overworked lines. This is

right and proper, and a good move in an

emergency, but the conditions we see and

the reasonably accurate forecast we can

make, leads us to apprehend that what
confronts us is not so much of an

emergency, sudden as its rise has been

;

but it is a severe condition that does not

show signs of early abatement.

^'iewing this as a severe condition

rather than a mere emergency, tlie powers
that be may w ell look about for a solution

of the problem, and not merely a speedy

and adroit action to get a prompt tem-

porary result. It is like hurriedly apply-

ing a home-made tourniqtiet to a wound,
instead of having a surgeon find and close

the ends of the severed artery. Although
the railway situation cannot be likened to

a wounded man, yet the analogy holds in

so far that bad practice at the start may
leave a scar or a legacy of trouble for

later days. More engines are required for

use in the congested districts. Let that

be granted. Under the natural law of

evolution, each rmhvay in lib- district,

and out of it for that matter, has been
liuying the form and style of engine best

suited to its own needs. Those railways

which require more power are not worked
up to their full track capacity, and they

might be asked to state how nian.\- addi-

tional engines they need. The builders

could also state their maximum capacity

for the remaining months of the year, and
a percentage allotted to each of the con-

gested roads, if their comiilete require-

ments could not be met.

As to the style of engine to be deliv-

ered to each road ; eacli has. as we have
pointed out, bought the engine most
serviceable on the road, be it flat and
level or hilly and full of curves. No
strictly uniform style of engine can be

made to lit conditions, varying as thev do

from one road to another in America.
Each road has its "ideal." or its "best"

engine, iirobably the latest received from
the builders. .\ percentage has. let iis

say. been allotted to this road. What
more natural than tliat each road should

order the lasj and best style it knows of.

where the builders have approved draw-
ings, the requisite patterns, the forging

dies, the forms for pressing steel shapes,

and a complete bill of material on the

table before them. If they cannot supply

these engines promptly nobody can. ami
when delivered the railway has the engine

of its own choosing with jileiny of repair

parts in stock.

An arrangement could be made where-

by the builders would exclusively build,

and each railway keep up its stock of re-

pair parts, and make repairs, without loss

of time. By this arrangement builders

and railways would know exactly what
was exiiected of them, and moreover, each

would be doing what it is admirably fitted

to do. .'Xptitude to do work, and definite-

ness of aim, must produce a saving in

time which would be most important just

now. .\t the close of the German war, or

when congestion abates, a railway having

received the kind of engine it would have

bought for itself, is better ofif than if a

new style had come to it with new repair

parts to be kept in stock. If the Govern-

ment chose to design, say four styles of

engines, with such characteristics and

such construction as would give each type

a wide range of territory in which it was
not only avail.tble, but satisfactory ; well

and good, progress would have been

made, difficult of design as such an engine

or engines would be. The type, however,

would stand for future or present use or

for reference, as the Government "general

utility" engine, optional with builder or

buyer. " Such a series of engines might

fill a niche that has long been vacant, but

the previously outlined plan woulil prob-

ably be the more expeditious of the two.

The elTective production of rapid and effi-

cient transportation is the desideratum,

and we believe the Government is ani-

mated with a most sincere desire to do

the right thing, the wise thing and the

suiireniely onicient thin.g. and though we
do not claim to have here found the

way out of the present transportation

maze, or the philosopher's stone, we have

ventured to init forward what seems to

us to be one worth thinkin.g about.

Necessary Action.

We have had the pleasure of quoting

the oflicial utterance of a most capable,

trustworthy and painst.aking body of in-

vestigators, on the cause of railway acci-

dents. We refer to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission. The men forming

the personnel of this commission have no
interest, pecuniary or otherwise in the

adoption of uliat they recommend. They
have examined the varied causes of rail-

road wrecks with the usu.il saddening ac-

companiment to the disaster of loss of

precious human life. Apart from the

failure of mechanism, wdiich is relatively

small, one fact stands out clearly, and it

is emphatically mentioneil by those who
have the matter ..f investigation in hand.

The fact that they make Clear, though

they do not state it in so many words, is

that man is really an imperfect machine.

In the chapter on ".\ttention." Prof. B. B.

Breese. in the |iages of his work on
Psychology, says : "First come our na-

tive interests— food, sbelter. intense- stim-

ulation, bright lights, loud sounds, moving
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things, etc., and last of all, our acquired

interests—art, literature, science, our pro-

fessions, occupations, etc. Our acquired

interests rest mainly in those things witli

which we have become familiar through

voluntary attention." What we have

learned last we forget first. To give this

a concrete application, the watching tor.

and interpreting of, signals by an engine-

man is necessarily acquired interest and

is not so sure or permanent as those in-

terests which have been stamped into the

very fibre of man's nature in the now

far distant days when tlie race was in its

early formative stage. Man with his

many good intentions cannot always go

right.

This fact has been recognized by the

Interstate Commerce Commission, and

they have stated that some form of train

control is necessary—that it is, in fact.

a duty owed by the railways to the travel-

ling public, to provide an adequate system

of automatic train control. So far their

remarks have been advisory. We now

find tliat the commission is part of the

"owning"' and operating power. The call

of the duty to the travelling public is the

same now as then. The government has

set aside some $500,000,000, which has

been called a revolving fund, and this

money is "to provide terminals, motive

power, cars, and other necessary equip-

ment."

This wording looks as if the only requi-

site remaining now is to show that an

efficient system of train control comes

within the meaning of the phrase. "Other

necessan,' equipment." The majority of

railroad men, both executive officers and

the rank and file, would, we believe, most

unhesitatingly hold that it does, the Inter-

state Commerce Commissions says that

providing such equipment is a duty. TIow

will the necessary action be brouglit about

now ?

The Director General of Railways

says that I'rogress and .\nierica arc

synonymous terms. They ought ti be

synonymous, but if they are they do n^t

represent a fixed condition, or a con-

stant ratio. These words can only lie

made synomyous by constant adiustive

action. Mere statement or flowery

rhetoric will not produce the result. It

is a matter of satisfaction that at this

juncture the Director- General does not

seek to throttle initiative or stifle eincr-

prise. There are many ways that prog-

ress can be made. The Government

acting on expert advice must draw a

definite line of demarkation between
the important and the unimportant The
train control idea—the duty spoken of

by the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion—is one of the most important ac-

tions that can be taken; for it nic.ins

preserving the lives of citizens, in an

era of prodigal and unparalleled w.-te.

brought into our lives hy the hideons

German thing—waste as colossal as it

it unnecessary. These things turn out

minds to sensible conservation in all

things—most of all in precious human
life. If Progress and America are to be

synonymous, they must be made so by

some definite act. Now is the time to

go seriously about doing the act.

Rhode Island Coal Pulverized

The following piece of information has

been received from the president of the

Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company, of

New York, and although it does not di-

rectly refer to locomotive practice, it helps

to direct attention to the increasing use of

\ery fine coal for steam making in locomo-

tive or stationary practice, which is one of

the features of our economic develop-

ment as a nation. There is no doubt that

the whole subject of the use of pulverized

coal is one of national importance, now
more than ever before. This successful

use under stationary boilers of a some-

what refractory anthracite coal points to

the day when it may be burned with

every satisfaction in a locomotive firebox.

This coal can be used in locomotives

when mixed in the propjrtion of 60 per

cent R. I. anthracite and 40 per cent bitu-

minous.

The United States Geological Survey

Professional paper. No. 100-.\. on "The

Coal Fields of the United States." re-

marks as follows: "The Rhode Island

anthracite region, although known since

1760, is of little economic importance, for

the coal has never been mined for a long

period on a commercial scale, and judg-

ing from its comiiosition and the meta-

morphism of the surrounding rocks, it

seems doubtful whether it will ever have

more than a local value, if it is worked at

all. The coal is more highly metamorph-

osed than that of Pennsylvania, so that

some of it is mined and s<ild a? graphite.

It also carries a large percentage of ash,

which makes it an expensive frel to mine

and to use."

United States Geological Survey Bulle-

tin No. 615. on "Rhode Island Coal,"

states qf this coal as follows : "Rhode

Island coal is a high-ash. high-moisture,

graphitic anthracite coal of high specific

gravity. .X careful test in actual practice

showed Rhode Island coal to have 72 per

cent of the efficiency of Lackawanna coal."

Rhode Island coal has had a perennial

interest for the people of that State and

for outside coal and iron men and promot-

ers. Its situation directly on tlic seaboard

and in the renter of a region of dense

population and large manufactures, gives

it a great advantage in the Xcw F.neland

markets over other coals through reduced

cost of transportation, an item that adds

largely to the cost of the coals \\ itli which

New England is now supplied.

The attempt to burn this Rhode Island

coal or to treat it as other coals have

been treated has usually been unsuccess-

ful, but if it is properly prepared and

properly handled, it appears to have possible

uses. Its high content of water requires

that it be seasoned under cover before

it is used, and its commonly high content

of ash is adverse to its shipment for use

at distant points. The attempt to burn

Cranston coal in large sizes, fresh from

the mine, in an ordinary furnace is

doomed to disappointment. Rhode Island

anthracite may be employed for house-

hold use, steam production, metallurgic

work, briquetting, brick burning, and

similar work, the manufacture of water

gas or producer gas for use directly or

for power production.

The coal upon which a test was made,

was some of the by-product from the

Cranston mine operations on a tract lo-

cated immediately south of Providence,

R. I. This coal was mined near the sur-

face and is not of very good quality. This

Rhode Island anthracite, before prepara-

tion, had lieen laying on the ground ex-

posed to the severe weather conditions,

and contained 18 per cent moisture.

-The first test of this coal was made in

connection with a 465 H. P. nominal rat-

ing Stirling type of stationary boiler,

which was being regularly operated with

the Pennsylvania pulverized anthracite.

.\bout six tons of the Rhode Island

anthracite, in pulverized form, was merely

substituted during the regular operation,

witliout any chage in the feeding or Inirn-

ing equipment or furnace, or of any

operating adjustments, for the Pennsyl-

vania anthracite, for the purpose of mak-

ing a general comparison of the combus-

tion results. No difliculty whatsoever was

experienced and the combustion was very

satisfactory, in fact, apparently better than

with the Pennsylvania anthracite. The

next test was made under the same boiler

for the purpose of determining the rela-

tive combustion and boiler efficiency,

and a careful tabulation we have seen

shows the use of the Pennsylvania

anthracite birdseye and the Rhode Island

anthracite by-product under approximate-

ly like equipment and operating condi-

tions. The Rhode Island anthracite

burned in practically the same manner

as the Pennsylvania anlliracite. but there

was a greater accumulation of ash in the

slag-pit. The relatively low boiler-horse-

power was due to the use of feeders of

too small capacity for high ash coal.

It is st.itcd that witli the new means

and methods now developed there seems

to be no reason wliy this Rhode Island

anthracite should not be mined on a com-

mercial basis and utilised to release fuel

oil, Pennsylvania anthracite and bitumin-

ous coal, now being transported by rail

and vessels into the new F.neland district

for in<liistrial steam generation and heat-

ing purposos. as tlie inability to effectively

and o.niiomirally utilize these fuel de-

posits nil to this time has been due to the

lack of ibc proiier method for its prepa-

ration and Inirning.
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Air Brake Department
Relation of Various Rates of Retardation and Acceleration to Multiplication of

Initial Delay in Train Movements Into Final or Resultant Delay.

Bv WALTER V. TURNER, Assistant Manager, Westinghouse Air Biake Company.

This subject has been touched upon in the brake and then receding from it be-

the previous issues of this paper with a yond the jog in the curve because of corn-

view to setting forth a system of proper ing to a stop in reduced time. The two

spacing between trains in congested dis- curves linally parallel one another with a

tricts, such as the New York subways, total delay difference of two seconds in

/fruJT/ON or l^/f/ow5 f?^rc5 or ffrrfjfjMTicN tiNO Mccnzf^^rioN to nutrtPL'canoN or iN'Tiat

DCLflf IN TfffllN MovCnCNT INTO Hn^l O/f HCSULTaNT DULDY
Jjj (initial fiNo riNjL iPvcD -lonpn)

I
Cnifr j\

I
Ijn"'
U

(k-Iav to a train is multiplied several times bei
final delay becomes th& initial delay for a train follov

inidative effect is to disorder tbe whole svste
to absorb unavoidable delays before they influe

and as there is insufficient space in a

publication of this kind to deal with such

a subject in a single issue, an effort has

been made to deal with all of the various

phases of tlie subject in several different

articles, each one being in itself as com-

plete as is possible to make it.

At the present time it must be assumed

that tlic reader has been sufficiently inter-

ested in the .subject to have studied llic

diagrams previously printed, and in con-

nection with the diagram in this issue,

Ko. 1, Chart Xo. 1, compares the various

retardation rates on the before-men-

tioned delay, multiplication when the ac-

celeration is constant. With the higher

retardatiun rate, braking commences later,

other things being c(|ual, and effect the

same result obtained by the lower rate of

retardation. In the comparison made be-

tween a 6 2/3 per cent and a 10 per cnt
retardation, the latter was therefore given

an advantage of 1.8 seconds, determined

by onstruction as shown by the m.iiii

figure, that is. the 6 2/.3 per cent train b.iM

to retard 1 H seconds before it was ncics-

sary for the 10 per cent train to ^tart

retardation. Ilnwcver. tlio curve for \\\r

latter in cliart 1 crosses the former twice,

first overtaking it (the 6 2/.3 per cent

curve) berai^se of greater effectiveness ,,i

favor of the better brake. The dotted

curve makes the comparison without al-

lowing the 1.8 second handicap.

.\ tabulation is given illustrating the

cent and 4.55 per cent respectively. The

other rates are handled in a similar

fashion.

Chart 2 of Fig. Xo. 1 shows the relation

between various rates of acceleration in

this matter of multiplying the initial into

final delay, with the rate of retardation

constant at 10 per cent, in order to have

but one variable in tlie problem at one

time. L'p to the point of coming to a

complete stop ( indicated by the jog or

turn ill each curve! the 10 per cent accel-

eration rate gives a multiplication factor

of two, the 4.55 per cent (one mile per

hour per second) a factor of 3.3 and the

2.25 per cent rate multiplies the initial

delay by 5.9 into the final delay. .As is to

be expected, the better the acceleration the

less the final delay.

.\ny other speeds than 40 miles per hour

may be investigated in like manner for

delay multiplication. The lower the speed

the less multiplication will be, other things

remaining the same, for obviously, the less

accelerating and retarding tliere will be to

do. The reverse is true of higher speeds.

The value of the new electro-pneumatic

brake may now be well appreciated in its

saving of 2 seconds time in reflex time of

brake application ( time frotn brake valve

movement to rise in Iirake cylinder pres-

sure) and its release of brakes in 5 as

compared with 10 up to 17 seconds. This

time saving amounts to from 5 to 12 sec-

—t

—
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where in train operation, the second is

the unit of time schedule, and the delayed

necessity for applying the brakes may
mean in many cases no necessity for apply-

ing at all, because the signal may go

"clear" within the two seconds which are

saved in retlc.x time. Therefore, the total

saving in initial delay of from 7 to 14

seconds means a fmal total saving of from

14 to 40 seconds resultant delay, depend-

ing upon the multiplication factor applying

in the particular case. If the minimum

saving of 7 seconds be taken with the ac-

celeration rate of one mile per hour per

second, which is higher than actually real-

ized, and with a 10 per cent retardation

rate, according to Chart two. Fig. 1, the

saving in final delay is about 23 seconds.

A 23-sec. initial delay for the following

train is multiplied into 43 seconds fmal

delay, and this as initial delay for the

third train and so on. The significance of

the 7 seconds having become apparent in

its cumulative effect on succeeding trains.

This presupposes, of course, that trains

are following each other under minimum

headway, and the necessity for allowing

a delay or safety factor in the headway

actually used is again emphasized. Fig.

No. 2 is a graphical illustration of the

foregoing points, and while not drawn to

scale, it supplements Fig. No. 1 in pic-

turing the time lost before a train which

has been slowed down can get back to

speed, and the value of a brake which

eliminates reflex time to the ma.ximum

degree.

Figs. 3 and 4 were prepared to compare

the traffic capacity theoretically possible in

1906 on the rapid transit lines in New
York City with that now possible. Fig. 4

shows a gain of 350 per cent in traffic per-

formance which is a comparison of 350,000

with 1.3.^0.000 passengers handled daily.

Though the values of these curves are not

of any actual state of afifairs, because

account is not taken of any local condi-

tions, and practical operating allowances,

they are interesting for the theoretical

maximum limit w-hich they point out,

nevertheless for comparative purposes they

are of as much meaning as though they

Tvere in the first place, practical instead

of theoretical values.

The traffic capacity unit of these curves

is the train mile or passenger mile per

second per second. This is an acceleration

unit representing the increase in traffic

handling facilities which can be made in

unit time to care for the peak loads in rush

hours. This acceleration unit is found by

dividing the average or schedule speed

over a given distance (including station

stops) by the headway. If the average

speed Vs be in miles per second and the

headway Hs be in seconds per train, tlie

quotient will be "train miles per second

per second." The corresponding unit

"passenger miles per second per second"

is found by multiplying the train nii'.i-

factor by the train capacity in passen.eer';.

This factor stands in the same relation to

train miles and time that acceleration, as

generally known, stands to space and
time. T just where velocity equals accel-

eration times the time, the number of train

miles per second operating at any instant

teraKe or schedule speed of trains in miles
per second over a district divided by the seconds
headway intervening gives a traffic acceleration
unit—train miles per second per second. This is

a measure of the ability to get trains into opera-
luin quickly to care for peal< trai^c loads.
.Modern brake equipment has rendered possible
..n increase of 50 per cent, over 1906 perform-
ance in the niimber of longer trains it is possible
to introduce into operation in a certain period
of time.

equals the traffic acceleration factor mul-

tiplied by the time during which it has

been in play. Of course after a railway

system has become completely filled with

trains, a maximum velocitv, or number of

niMCNctR-nan «7f Jrcofjo fth Oczonb.

The results of Fig. 24 are here shown in terms
of passenger-miles per second per second. Due
to the use of modern train control equipment, it

;s possible to introduce 350 per cent, more traffic-
handling facilities in a certain period of time
than was possible in 1906.

train miles per second, has been attained

and more trains cannot be introduced, also

as the number of points for introducing

trains is increased, the portion of the en-

tire railway system per point is decreased,

and therefore the time for filling to maxi-

mum capacity is also decreased.

In this it is to be understood that the

term "railway system" applies to that por-
tion supplied from one point. .Many in-

teresting analogies will come to mind in

the consideration of this newly evolved

acceleration factor, and mathematically

these analogies may be summed up as,

SPACE.
1. V =: vo + at.

2. s = vot + }4at'.

3. V = vo -f <ni at.

where,

v = velocity, feet per second

a = acceleration, feet per second',

t ^ time, seconds.

s =: space, feet.

vo = initial velocity at beginning of

time t.

TRAFFIC.
1. V = Vo -f At.

2. M = Vot -f y^.Kv.

3. V = Vo -f- V 2 A M.
where,

^ =^ train miles (or passenger miles)

per second.

Vs.

.\ = train miles per second' =: —
Hs.

Vs = average speed over district, miles

per sec.

Hs =: headway between trains in sec-

onds.

t = time in seconds.

2 M ^ train miles (or passenger miles).

Vo = M per second at beginning of

time, t.

In 19(X) VW brake equipment was in

use. which set an operating limit to train

lengths of 6 cars and cars were 51 ft. in

length. Today the electro-pneumatic empty

and load brake (designated AMUE-E&L)
is the last word in control equipment,

which sets no limit as to train length, but

station platform can accommodate trains

not longer than 10, si.xty-seven-foot cars.

The car capacity was then 143 passengers,

as compared with 260 now, an improve-

ment due in no small measure to the

empty and load feature for uniform rates

of retardation and acceleration irrespec-

tive of the condition of ,he car loading.

For difTercnt conditions of uniform sta-

tion spacing the schedule or average speed

(Vs) in miles per second will be deter-

mined by the distance from one station

to the next in miles, divided by the sum

in seconds of the times of acceleration

running at maximum speed, deceleration

and station stop.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Coiiliiuicd from />a.Ci' 123, ApriJ. 1918.)

308. O.—WIi.Tt is meant by the term

flexible when used in connection with air

brake matters?

A.— It means more readily responding

to the will of the operator or the engineer.

309. Q.— It has been previously stated

that the difference between the condition
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of the two portions of the distributing

\alve would be maniiestcd during tliis

test; what would be wrong it the brake

could be graduated otY in steps of 5 lbs.

at a time, but the brake would not apply

with a 5-lb. brake piije reduction when

the brake valve test was started. Stami-

ard equipment r

A.—The trouble would be witli the

ciiualizing portion of the distrdjuting

valve.

310. Q.—What would you think was

wrong uitii the brake it it would not

comidetely release at this time, but in-

stead a "ijlow" continued at the direct

c.shanst port of the automatic brake valve

and this blow occurred only at this time?

A.— It woidd indicate that there was

exce.-.>i\e friction ui the application por-

tion of the distributing valve and that

the packing ring was stuck in the groove

of tlie application iiiston. or leaking very

badly.

311, Q.— Wliat wuuld cause the contni-

ued blow or where would this waste of

compressed air lie from?'

A.—From the main reservoir through

the brake cylinders and into the applica-

tion cylinder and from there tlirougli the

brake valve exhaust port.

31-?. y.— Is there any other reason wdiy

the application portion of the distributing

valve should at all tiines be sensitive?

.\.—Yes; if there is considerable fric-

tion or resistance to the movement of the

application portion the brake may remain

a|iplied after a light brake application with

no air pressure shown on the gauges.

313. Q.—How could this occur?

-\.— .A very light reduction, possibly

through leakage and a not sufficiently

sensitive feed valve, may result in a very

light brake cylinder iiressiu'e merely

enough to hr)ld the brake pistons out with

the 'ihoes against tlic wheels and not

enough to move the application piston and

attached valves to release position.

314. (J.—Could this occur with leaky

brake -cylinder packing leatliers or leaky

pipe connections '

.\.—Xo,

31.=;. Q—Why not'

A. I'ecau<e the brake cylinder pressure

would not be maintained with the appli-

cation portion of the distributing valve

in this position and the brake cylinder

leaks woulil allow the release spring> to

return the brake iiistons to release posi-

tion.

316. Q.—What would he the probable

result of such a brake action if the |)ai'k.

ing leathers and pipe connectioTis of ilu-

br.ike cylinders were free from leakage'

A.—

(

Iverhiated rlriving-wheid tires.

317. O.^-What woidd the healing likely

result in
''

.\.—Loosening tin- tires on the wheels.

31.''. Q,—Do you make an automatic

.-.pplicatlon of the brake while the inde-

pendent Iirake is fully ajiplied <IuriiiL; a

te«t-

A.—Xo.

319. Q,—Why not?

A.—It is inuiecessar\- and results in an

overcharging of the signal pipes.

320. g.—How so?

.V.—When ihe inde[)endent brake is

fully applied with the handle in slow ap-

jdication position, the reducing valve pipe

and consequently tlie branch to the signal

line is in communication through the in-

dependent brake valve and an automatic

application increasing the application cyl-

inder pressure will also tend to increase

tlie pressure in the signal pipe.

321. Q,—How is this action shown by

the air gages?

A.—.\fter the automatic brake applica-

tion that biulds the application cylinder

pressure up lo 00 or 65 lbs. ceases, the

brake cylinder [)re>sure shows a drop by

the hand ot the gauge while tlie distrib-

utin.g valve exhaust opens showing that

there has been a drop in applicaticm cyl-

nider pressure.

322. IJ.—What is the next movement
iluring the test of the locomotive brake?

.\.—.After completing the graduating off,

the handle is moved to quick application

|K)sition.

?i2i. Q.—For what purpose?

.\.—To ascertain the time required to

obtain 40 lbs. brake cylinder pressure in

quick application position or if a quick

application of the locomotive brake be-

comes necessary.

324. Q.—How long would this take?

.A.—From 2 to 4 seconds time.

325. Q.—What is the difference between

tin- terms "'application" and "reduction?"

.V.— .\ reduction in brake pipe pres-

sure is understood and an application

dates from the time the brake is applied

until it is released so that an application

may consist of any number of reductions.

326. Q.—How- many applications of the

brake have you then made with the brake.

\alvcs during the entire braKc test of tne

locomotive'

.\.—Two applications with each brake

valve.

327. Q.—F.xpl.dn just what movements

you have made iluriug the in-iiection.

\,- -Closed the stop cock in the distrib-

uting vahe. passeil through under ihe en-

gine from the pilot to the rear of the

lender, passed around the engine once, and

entcrerl the cab to complete the inspection.

32S. O.— I'nder ordinary conditions

when nothing bin tlie ordinary run of jobs

.-ire found, aboiu bow long should it take

an experienced inspect< r to make the en-

tire inspection.

.\ -- Approxini.Ufly 1.^ minutes time.

329. n.—What would yon think if an in-

spector \Miuld make the inspection in

somewhat less than 10 minutes

-

\.— n"hat the inspection was not jirop-

erlv made.

3.W. O. -What if it required consider-

;'blv more tl'an ]5 luinutes"

A.—That a great deal of time had been

lost at some point of the inspection.

331. Q.—Does this complete the air

brake inspection ?

A.—Yes.

332. Q—Heretofore the E. T. equipment

only has been considered. What is the

difference in inspecting a locomotive

equipped with the New York L. T. brake?

.A.— It is to be inspected in the same

general way, but the brake cylinder leak-

age is made in a different manner, and the

names of parts and piping are somewhat

different.

333. Q.—How is the brake cylinder leak-

age test made?
A.—By applying the straight air brake

in full and returning the valve handle to

lap position,

334. Q.- What then indicates brake cyl-

inder leakage ?

A.—The fall of the red hand of the

small air gau.ge.

335. Q.—Can this leakage test be made
in a different way?

A.—Yes ; by making a full service ap-

plication with the automatic brake valve

and closing the stop cock in the control

valve supply pipe.

336. Q.—In either case will communi-
cation with the brake cylinders be closed?

A.—Yes ; in both cases.

337. Q.—What is the name of the pipe

that acts for the control valve in the same

capacity as the application cylinder pipe

for the distributing valve?

.A.—The control pipe.

338. Q.—The name of the one that

serves as the release pipe'

-A.—The retain pipe.

339. —Which one is the control pipe?

-A.—The lower one of the copper pipes

at the right band side of the control valve

reservoir.

340. Q- -Where does it lead to

-

-A.—To the automatic and straight air

brake valves.

(7".' /'c Coiitiini,-(!A

Train Handling.

(Continued (ynn !<Lige 124, A(>rH. 1918.)

329. O.-Why'
.\ —To prevent the |)ossibility of the

brake being applied in quick action on the

charged cars.

330. O- How could the brake pipe

])ressure be reduced qnukly and heavily

enough to cause emergency operation?

.A.—Hy opening the angle cock too

suddenly.

331. Q. -Wby is this undesirable at any

time?

A.— It tends to do a great deal of dam-
age to certain ty])es of foundation brake

gear and tends to throw dirt and foreign

substance from the brake pipe into the

brake cylinders and car brake operatin,g

valves.

332. Q.-AVhy is it very desiralde if a

prompt m.neniem is necessary?

.\.— It re(|\ures a much higher brake
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pipe picssure to effect a release than li

service operation resulted from the coup-

ling up.

33i. (J.—How much brake pipe pres-

sure will lie required to release a P. M.

equipment after an emergency application .'

A.—A trifle over 60 lbs.

334. Q.—Why not more?

A.—Because the high speed reducing

valves will reduce-the au.xiliary reservoir

pressure to 60 lbs.

335. Q.—How much pressure to release

the Universal valve after an emergency

or quick action application?

A.—About 90 lbs.

33'j. Q.—Why?
A.—Because this is the equalizing point

of the service and auxiliary reservoirs

with the brake cylinder.

337. Q.—Why is the pressure in the ser-

vice and au.xiliary reservoir maintained

above the adjustment of the safety valve

when the universal valve is in emergency

or quick action position?

A.—Because the safety valve is cut off

from the brake cylinder at this time.

338. Q.—How much brake pipe pressure

will be required to accomplish a release

with the L. N. equipment after an emer-

gency application with the same stand-

ard 110 lbs. brake pipe pressure?

A.—About 107 lbs.

339. Q.—Why such a high pressure?

.A.—Because in this position, the auxili-

ary and supplementary reservoir equalize

with the brake cylinder at about 105 lbs.

pressure if the brake cylinder piston travel

is correct.

340. Q.—Is this high brake cylinder

pressure retained to the point of stop?

.\,—Yes; if the brake is not released.

341. Q.—What regulates the pressure in

the brake cylinder during service opera-

tion?

.\.—The safety valve of the L triple

valve.

342. Q.—Why does it not regulate the

brake cylinder pressure when the triple

valve moves its full travel to emergency

position ?

.\.— Re -anse the slide valve cuts off tlie

safety valve from the brake cylinder in

this position.

343. Q.—In taking slack to start a train.

should the engine be reversed with steam

in the cylinders and the brake released '

A.—No.
344. Q.—Why not!'

.\.—On account of the liability of bn :ik

ing the train in two.

345. O.—How would the engine. csi>c-

cially if a superheater, be reversed when
taking slack ?

.\.—With tlic independent brake applied,

346. O.—How should it be released after

the slack is taken ?

A.— It should be graduated off.

347. Q.—How is a failure to observ<-

this liable to cause a train to part?

.\.—By having the two ends of the t' ^i"

moving in opposite directions at the

same time.

348. y.—Can this happen in passenger

service ?

.\.—Yes ; it frequently does.

349. Q.—What is the effect even if the

train does not part?

.\.— It causes a very heavy shock to the

train.

350. Q.— lixplaiii how the train happens

to be moving in two different directions

at the same time if the reversal is made

too suddenly?

.\.—The engine starts the train back-

ward, and if quickly reversed and the head

end started forward the rear cars may
still be moving backward, which sometimes

I csults in breaking-in-two of train.

351. Q.—Whtn coupUng an engine and

several fully charged cars to a number of

other cars that are not changed or only

partially charged, what may be expected

on the charged cars if the brake pipe

angle cocks are opened suddenly?

A.—Quick action ot the brakes on the

charged cars.

352. Q.—What if they are coupled prop-

erly, and the air compressor and main

reservoir capacity is sufficient to accom-

plish a prompt release of the brakes on the

fully charged cars, will a brake application

a few seconds afterward result of an appli-

cation of all of the brakes in the train?

.\.^Xo.

353. Q.—Which brakes will apply?

.\.—Those on the cars tliat were fully

cliargcd when coupled.

354. Q._Wliv will the others fail to ap-

ply"'

.\,—Because the auxiliary reservoirs

have not bad time to become charged

equally with tlie other cars.

355. Q.—What would be the effect of

having two fully charged cars next to the

engine and several other cars at the rear

that were not fully charged and a brake

aiiplication was made going ahead?

.\.—The brakes would not apply on the

rear cars and there would be a run in

from the rear.

356. Q—If no one was watching the

operation of the Iirakes on the train, what

would the train crew likely assign as the

cause of the shock?

.\.—That the independent brake valve

had been used to stop the train.

357. Q —How could such a train best

be stopped under such circumstances?

A.—With a very light application of

tin- independent brake, or better still to

wait until the reservoirs have become

charged.

3,58. Q.—What is essential to a smooth

stop with a passenger train?

.\.— .\ uniform retarding effect from

the various cars in the train.

359 Q._Can this he obtained with un-

equal auxiliary reservoir pressures?

A.—No.
360. 0—Can it be obtained with un-

equal auxiliary piston travel'

A.—No
361. Q.—Can a train be stopped smooth-

ly with a very high brake cylinder pres-

sure?

A— No.

362. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because the trucks will be stopped

with the truck springs and draft springs

heavily compressed, and as the car bodies

then stop the action of the springs will

again right them on the trucks, and the

heavier the tension on the springs the

quicker and more violent will be the re-

turn to normal state of equilibrium.

363. Q.—Why will this shock be more

violent with high than with low brake cyl-

inder pressure?

A.—Because the higher brake cylinder

pressure will stop the trucks quicker than

the low brake cylinder pressure, therefore

create a greater tension on the truck

springs and also the draft gear springs

wherever ditTerences in braking effect

makes it possible to compress the draft

springs.

364. Q.—What law governs this action?

A.—That action and reaction are equal

in opposite directions, therefore tlie more

force that is put into the springs during

compression, the more tliat will be given

back when the tension is suddenly re-

laxed.

365. Q.—Why is tliis not considered

during cnu-rgency applications of the

brake?

.A.— It is, Init an emergeiicj' application

is intended to stop tlie train in the short-

est possible distance, and smoothness of

the stop is of secondary importance.

366. Q.—In handling passenger trains in

yard shifting movements, where smooth-

ness of the stop is the chief considera-

tion, how much brake pipe reduction

should be made for the initial reduction

for a stop?

A.—It depends upon the length of the

train and the type of brake equipments on

the cars.

367. Q.—With ordinary trains of 10 or

12 cars, with tjpe I. or quick service type

of triple valves?

.\.—From S to 6 lbs.

368. Q._TIow much with other tj-pcs of

triple valves'

.\.—From 6 to 7 lbs. Itrake pipe reduc-

tion, depending upon their condition.

369. Q.—How much with universal

valves or control valves?

A.—Seven to 8 lbs.

370. Q.—Why a heavier reduction with

the universal and control valves'

.'\.—Because these valves arc designed

not to apidy w-itli less than a 5 or 6 lb.

brake piiie reduction at any time.

371. Q—Why is this'

A.—To prevent slight variations in

brake pipe pressure from leakage and de-

fective feed valves from causing a brake

application when it is not desired.

372. Q.—When moving the brake valve

from running position for an application

where should it be moved to •

.\.—Service application position.

(r.T /'.' CciUliiucdA
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Car Brake Inspection.

(Contmu,-d frvm page 125, April, 1918.)

312. Q.—.\bout what figure of brake

cylinder pressure will be obtained as a

result of an emergency application from

110 lbs. brake pipe pressure?

A.—I'rom 85 to 88 lbs. with small brake

equipments^.

313. Q.—What figure with the large

brake cylinders now used?

A —There is practically no gain of any

consequence obtained.

314. Q.—Where does the additional pres-

sure obtained in emergency come from r

A.—From the brake pipe through the

quick action valves of the triple valve.

315 Q._\Vhy is not the same propor-

tion of increase obtained with the large

brake cylinders?

A.—Because the volume contained m

the brake pipe is not sufficient to produce

any materia! gain.

316. Q.—Why is this brake pipe vol-

ume not increased in modern brake equip-

ments?

A.—The brake pipe volume now to be

handled is what may be termed excessive,

and with modern brake equipments, a

high emergency brake cylinder pressure is

obtained bv the addition of reservoirs,

while the brake pipe pressure is exhausted

to the atmosphere for the transmission of

quick action, from one brake to the other.

317. Q._What is the proper sized auxi-

liary reservoir for use with various sized

brake cyUnders?

A.—
Cylinder <liam. Reservoir. Cu. in. capy.

10 inch 12 X 27 -'450

12 • 12 X 33 3088

14 •• 14 X 33 -^76

16 " 16 X 33 5724

18 16 X 42 7436

31i< O.—What is the total piston pres-

sure developed by the various sized brake

cylinders at W lbs. pressure per scjiiare

inch?

A.—
("vHnder diameter. Cu. in. lai.y.

10 inch ^•7*1'^

p .. 6,700

14 ..
'.'.'.' 9.200

12.0.50
16

18 '• 1?'^"0

3)9. Q._\Vhat sizes of type P triple

valves are used with these cylinders

-

.\.— I'-l tor the 10-inch and l'-2 for

the larger sizes.

.320 g.— llow do ymi tind the capacity

of one of these reservoirs?

.\._By multiplying the inside diameter

t-y it-ell. and the product by the decimal

.7854 and this sum multiplied by the in-

side length .if the reservoir in inches '.^ives

the cubic-inch contents of the resery,.ir

O.— How do you find the contents i i tne

brake cylinder?

.\ — In the same manner, by mnltiplyim.'

the square of the diameter by the ^:ini(

decimal tigure and the product by ibr

length of the piston travel in incbe-

ilZ. Q.—What are the names of the

levers attached to the brake cylinder?

.\.—The piston lever and the cylinder

lever.

323. (J.—What is a lever and what is it

used for?

A.—A lever is a mechanical device

hinged on a fixed point called a fulcrum

and is used to increase and sometimes

decrease the eflfect of a force applied to it.

324. Q.—How many classes of levers

are used?

A.—Three.

325. Q._How are they designated?

\._-.\s lirst, second and third class

levers.

326. Q.—What class of lever is the

floating lever?

..\.—A third class lever.

in Q.—Why:^
.\.— Because the force is aiiplied between

the weight to be lifted and the fulcrum.

328. Q.—What class of levers are live

I ruck levers .'

,\._-L'sually levers of the second class.

329. Q.^What are the cylinder and pis-

ton levers
•

.\.— l-'irst class levers.

330. Q.—Where is the fulcrum point on

a first class lever?

..\._Between the points at wliich force

IS applied and where the weight is lifted.

331. Q.—Where is the fulcrum point of

a second class lever?

A.—At the opposite end of the lever

from which the force is applied.

332. Q.—How are the levers then dis-

tinguished?

A.—By noting the point of fulcrum and

the point at which the force is applied.

333. Q.— Is the calculation of braking

forces a difficult problem?

.\._lf one rule is remembered it is a

very simple matter.

334. Q.—What is this?

.\.—To find the force delivered by a

lever, multiply the force in pounds deliv-

ered by the distance in inches from the

point wliere the force is applied to the

fulcrum and divide this sum by the dis-

tance in inches between tlie fulcrum and

tlie ii.'iiit at wbicli tlie inrce is delivered.

335. g.--l)oes this apply to any par-

ticular class of lever.-'

.\.— No; all that is necessary is to dis-

tinguish the fulcrum and the force ap-

plied points.

336. Q.—What i- meant by tlie term

leverage ?

A.— In car braking it nu-aiis a cmnbina-

ti<in of levers, through ubirh the force

developed by the brake cylinder is nuilti-

lilied and transmitted to the brake shoes

t.. become effective on the wheels.

337 O—In these calculations, how arc

tlie distances on levers measured?'

,\._l-'rom the centers of the pin holes

3,38. (J.—What is meant by the propor-

tion of a lever?

A._The ability of a lever to develop a

certain force, in proportion to the force

applied to it.

339 Q_How is this proportion found?

A.—By dividing the force applied end

by the force delivered end.

340. Q.—How is this division made on

a second class lever?

A.—By dividing the total length of the

lever by the short end.

341. Q._How is the proportion of a

first class lever found?

.\._By dividing the long end of the

lever by the short end.

342. Q.—What is the name of the truck

lever to which the force from the pull rod

is applied?

.•\.—The live truck lever.

343. Q.—What is the name of the other

upright lever .*

A.—The dead lever.

344. Q.—Which is the cylinder lever?

A.—The one which connects with the

slack adjuster or pressure head of the

brake cylinder.

345. Q.—What is the name of the lever

at the opposite end of the cylinder?

A,—The piston lever.

346. Q.— \\'hat is the duty of a brake

cylinder ?

A.—To utilize the power of the com-

pressed air and transmit it through the

foundati.iii brake gear to the brake shoes.

347. Q.— If a brake cylinder develops a

piston force of say 5.0*) lbs., what will be

the force delivered at the other end of

the lever if the distances between force

applied and force delivered points and

the fulcrum are equal?

A.—5.0(:kI lbs.

348. Q.—What will be the force devel-

oped if the distance from the piston lever

connectiirii to the fulcrum is 24 ins. and

the distance from the fulcrum to the force

delivered jioints in 12 ins..'

A.—10.000 lbs.

349. Q.—Why will the force in the lat-

ter case be doubled?

A —Because the distance through which

the force acts before reaching the fulcrum

point is doubled.

350. Q.— In this case, if the force deliv-

ered and travels say 4 ins., during a

brake operation, how far must the piston

lever end travel?

.•\.—Double the distance or 8 ins.

351. Q.—Is there any limit to the inim-

lier of times the cylinder value should be

multiplied through the leverage system in

a lirake ycar"

A.—Yes.

352. O — What i- this limit

'

.\.^lt should 11. .t be inuUiplied over 9

times.

353 Q._\Vbal is this multiplication of

the cylinder force termed "'

A._Total levera.w.

(r,i h,- foiiliiinrd:)
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Electrical Department
The Lightning Arrester—Electric Surges—Transfer of Weight Between Driving Wheels

With the advent of spring and summer,

with the accompaniment of clouds and

rainstorms, or lightning which is a great

source of annoyance and trouhle to the

electrical operating man will he upon him.

Lightning can cause a great deal of dam-

age to electrical machinery, and it is ab-

solutely necessary to provide protectiun

against sucli damage.

Atmospheric lightning is due to dis-

charges of electricity between two op-

positely charged clouds, or between a

cloud and the earth. These two charged

bodies gradually become more heavily

charged until the pressure, which runs into

millions of volts, gets to a point where the

atmosphere is broken down and the two

bodies neutralize each other by the pas-

sage of lightning or current which surges

between them. This lightning-discharge

is not one discharge so to speak, but a

series of oscillations of electric current.

For instance, assuming a discharge lie-

tween the cloud and the earth, the current

will first pass from the cloud to the

earth. A larger amount passes than is

necessary to neutralize each, thereliy

bringing the earth to a higher potential

than the cloud, and causing a surging

back to the cloud again. This process is

repeated many, many times in a very

short space of time, and continues until

the surges die out and the charge becomes

neutralized. It is somewhat similar to

the swinging of a pendulum which sways

back and forth and finally comes to rest.

The speed of the electric discharge is

very high, so that many surges take

place in the fraction of a second. Light-

ning from the standpoint of the electrical

man is a term used to cover all kinds of

disturbances in electrical transmission

systems that take the form of high

voltage. There are, really, two kinds of

lightning—the atmospheric lightning men-

tioned above and the high voltage surges

which are due to internal disturbances in

the line itself. Lightning arresters are

designed to obviate the destructive effects

of both of these conditions.

The lightning arrester in dealing with

atmospheric lightning discharges docs not

handle the direct lightning strokes. W'iun

a discharge from a cloud strikes an elec-

trical conductor directly, it almost always

breaks down the installation at or very

near that point. It rarely travels along

the wires far enough to reach the pl.icc

where an arrester may be located, and

even if it did, it would probably destroy

any type of arrester, e.xcept possibly an

electrolytic one. which will be described

in detail later.

The difficulties with lightning are not

due so much to the actual direct strokes

on the line as they are to the disturbances

which are induced on account of the

lightning discharges taking place in close

proximity to the transmission lines. The

frequency of a lightning discharge is very

high, amounting to hundreds of thousands

of cycles per second, and this high frequen-

cy may build up a very high voltage in the

windings of electrical machinery or trans-

formers, resulting in a breakdown. The

voltage of the induced disturbances varies

all the way from very high values where

the lightning occurs close to the line,

down to a very small value where the

lightning is a great distance away. A
surge, therefore, induced by the light-

ning may cause damage either because of

its high voltage which breaks down or

punctures the insulation \i< tlie ground.

fk;. 1. .\r.^MI\l^[ travs fok
ELF.CTROI.VnC ARRESTER.

or because of its high frequency. While

the energy due to the surge is almost al-

ways small, still the voltage is sufficient

to break down the insulation, and conse-

quently the power current has then a

chance to follow through, causing great

damage.

Internal lightning, or internal surges,

may be caused by chanijes in the load. If

a circuit-breaker is opened suddenly, or

there is a momentary ground in one part

of the system, a sudden high voltage surge

may be set up which will pass over the

system, and unless eliminated by a light-

ning arrester, will cause damage to the

electrical machinery. This surging is

somewhat analogous to the hammer in a

water pipe. We are all more or less

familiar with the fact that if running

water is suddenly stopped a considerable

blow may result throughout the piping.

There are several types of lightning

arresters, but the most important, and

the one which is now used extensively in

power-circuits is the electrolytic lightning

arrester. There are two essential proper-

ties inherent in this type of arrester, and

it is due to these important properties

that it operates so successfully. They

are as follows

:

(1) It offers a very high resistance to

the llow oi current at normal voltages

and a very low resistance to current at

abnormal voltages.

(2) Its effective resistance to currents

at the normal frequencies is great, but

to currents at high or abnormal fre-

quencies it is small.

We have mentioned above, that light-

ning troubles were due to the high fre-

quencies and also to the high voltages,

so that here is a piece of apparatus which

will take care of either of these abnormal

conditions. The lightning arrester is con-

nected to each of the transmission lines

coming into a sub-station or power house,

and in large systems arresters are con-

nected to each of the transmission lines

at frequent intervals along the right-of-

way. This type of arrester is ideal, be-

cause it possesses characteristics anal-

ogous to those of a steam safety valve

or an hydraulic relief valve. Such an

appliance permits no escape of steam

r water at normal pressures, but when
the jiressurc exceeds the normal, the

valve opens and the excess is relieved.

Thus, with the electrolytic lightning ar-

rester, while it is connected between the

line and the ground, none of the power-

current passes through it, but when ab-

normal voltage surges or high frequency

oscillations are set up, due to atmospheric

lightning discharges or to internal surges,

they arc dissipated through the arrester.

When the excessive stress is relieved, the

action of the arrester immediately pre-

vents further flow of current.

The electrolytic lightning arrester con-

sists of a system of ne.^ted aluminum cup-

shaped trays (supported on porcelain and

secured in frames of treated wood) ar-

ranged in a steel tank. The system of

trays is electrically connected between

line and ground and between line and

line. The shape of the trays is shown in

Fig. 1 and the asseinbly in Fig. 2. A
cross-section of the complete arrester is

shown in Fig. 3. .A. certain amount of

electrolyte is placed in each tray and.

due to the shape, the liquid comes in con-

tact with the bottom of the tray imme-

diately above. Every tray is filled, so

that there is a complete connection

throughout the whole series of trays.

Transformer oil is then poured into the

tank. The electrolyte is heavier than oil

and therefore remains in the bottom of

the travs. The oil serves four purposes,

viz.: ni It improves the insulation be-

tween the trays. (2) It increases the in-

sulation between the tanks and the trays

in all cases where insulation is necessary.

(3) It prevents evaporation of the elec-

tro! vtc. (41 It helps to dispose of the
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liiat caused l>y lightning discharges by:

Aljsurbmg some of the heat, and carry-

ing the heat to tlie steel surface of the

tank, whence h can be radiated, lhu>

permitting the arrester to discharge con-

unuously l.,r relatively long periods with-

out becunung overheated.

When the power is connected to the

arrester after the latter has been a^^em-

ble.l. current liows fr.m tray to tray

through tlie electrolyte. The passing of

this current through the liquid acts on

tlie liquid and there is formed on each

aluminum tray a lilm. This him, although

very thin, has an exceedingly high ap-

parent resistance when moderate voltages

are impressed on it. but when the pres-

sure reaches a Ingher well-estabhshcd

value, known as tlie critical voltage, the

film lircaks clown in myriads of mniute

punctures. The critical voltage varies

with various electrolyte,, but it is approx-

imatclv .190 volts for alternating current

a,„l 440 voUs for direct current. \ olt-

ages al'ove the critical point are very

nearly short-circuited, and the flow ot

current is retarded only by the resistance

of the electrolyte. The discharge current

is permitte.l te. pass with a freedom pro-

portional to the superficial area of the

aluminum plate surfac- exposed to tlie

clectrolyte. When the excessive pressure

is relieved and normal pressure restored,

the minute punctures at once seal up
;
the

original resistance reasserts itself, and no

discharge of dyanmic power follow^, Ihc

periods are practicable, depending on the

condition of arresters and the surround-

ing temperature. Charging is accom-

plished by bridging the horn gaps for a

lew moments; this impresses line voltage

on the arrester and rebuilds the films.

The horn gaps arc placed in the connec-

liem between the line and the arrester;

nnrmallv they insulate the arrester from

the line, but at excess voltage they arc

over and permit a discharge through the

arrester.

There is a tendency . .n the part of the

lilms on the aluminum trays to disinte-

grate when tlie trays are allowed to re-

main inderinitely with no voltage con-

nected across them. If an electrolytic

arrester has stood for some time without

being connected to the circuit, there will

be a sudden rush of current through the

arrester, aiul it may lie necessary to re-

duce t1ie \oltage to iireveiit an excessive

current- it the arrester is connected daily

1,, tlie line, the lilm is maintained in good

c.ndition, and the rush of current will

l.e harmless in magnitude.

There is a tendency for the films on

the travs to disintegrate more rapidly

when the electrolyte is at a high tempera-

ture, and therefore it is necessary to

charge more often in xvarm weather than

in cold weather. The arrester is charged

by short circuiting the horn gaps for a

period of live seconds. This may be re-

peated two or three times, as the pas-

sage of the power-current builds up the

lilm.
.

The condition of the arrester is indi-

cated by the arc which exists when the

horn gaps are bridged. If a heavy, fluffy,

reddi-h arc is maintained which rises high

„u the liorns. it shows that tlie arrester is

in bad c.nditi.iu and the film has not

f,,ruud. If all of the plates are not in

contact through the medium of the elec-

trolyte or if the oil has run into the

.pare between them, due t,. the fact that

Ihe travs were not proiurly tilled with

electrolvte, there will ^e very little sj.ark

if anv.'when the horn gaps are bridged.

The normal condition of the arrester is

indicated bv a bluish, crackling spark,

which tends lo die out and which does

n.it rise high on the horn gap.

\n arrester should be watched and in-

spected at fre.iueiit intervals, and should

l.e carefully examin

yiar. just liefore tl

It mav lie necessary

the plate thoroughly, and refill the alum

inum travs with electrolyte and oil.

& St. I'aul electric Kcoinotives. that a

natural question would be. What were

the considerations which led to the selec-

tion of this type of locomotive, possessing,

as it does, certain additional mechanical

Hid i-.t 'J-'
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with 30 per cent adhesion, the weight

transfer o£ this wheel arrangement is no

more than 6 per cent, while if the wheel

base was as short as 10 ft. 6 ins., Fig. 2.

the weight transfer under tlie same con-

dition would be 16.4 per cent. From this

it can be seen that tor drag or heavy

fi eight service, the use of side rods has a

distinct advantage, since all of the driv-

ing wheels on the truck arc coupled.

American railroad track is a cushioned,

yielding structure, but, unfortunately, the

yield of the rail, due to wheel loads, is not

uniform, and varies greatly, depending

upon the track joints, and special work.

conditions of ballast and grade. Thi<

FIG. 1.

general condition is augmented, of course,

by the extreme weather conditions experi-

enced in the country which the C. M. &

St. P. road traverses.

A great deal of importance has been

placed upon such questions as center of

gravity, wheel arrangement, size of wheels

and equalization on steam locomotives,

especially for passenger service. The

steam locomotive, of necessity, consists

of a large mass, including boiler and cylin-

ders, carried on the locomotive frame, the

driving wheels being loosely and flexibly

connected thereto. Space limitations also

require a relatively high center of grav-

ity. It is a curious coincidence that this

leclly Counterbalanced for all speeds,

since the motion of the rods is of pure

rotation only.

In calculations involving adhesive

weight we have generally taken the ac-

cepted figure .25 and this has been all

right. Electrical engineers say that this

ligure is very frequently too low, and

that with a clean, dry, rail, perhaps auto-

matically sanded slightly by the wind

blowing grit in on it that the adhesion

ought to be higher, say at about .30. If

this is true, the electric engine makes

even hetter use of it, than the steam

locomotive does, with its reciprocating

motion, where the connecting rods exert

maximum pressure at one part of the

stroke and zero at another. The steam

locomotive may almost proceed over the

track by a scries of bounds, and if badly

counterbalanced for a certain speed, it

may even periodically leap into the air. This

will never be visible to the naked eye, but

experiment may show that such a condi-

tion exists in fact. The electric locomo-

tive, having a constant torque, and coun-

terbalanced to a nicety, does not tend to

bound, but progresses steadily and evenly

along the track without dynamic augment.

If adhesion is higher than .25. the electric

locomotive makes the very best of the

advantage caused by the circumstance.

FIG. 2.

limitation in the design of steam loco-

motives automatically secures easy action

upon the road bed. This is on accouri of

the flexibility of the heavy parts of the

locomotive, the individual axles being

relatively free from restraint from di-

rectly imposed weight. In the electric en-

gine here considered, these advantaecuus

features are all retained In the u^c of

side rods on electric locomotives tiie

action differs from that of steam loc.ino-

tives, in the entire absence of dynamic

augment, produced by the lack of counter-

balance of the reciprocating parts of tiie

steam locomotive for all speeds. The

electric locomotive with side rods is per-

away which quickly increases the area of

contact, giving a much larger surface to

leceive the heat, thereby reducing the tem-

perature. In this case the heat is sufTieient

to cause disintegration of the metal from

a net work of fine thermal cracks which,

as in tl;e case of the shelled-out spot dis-

integrates and drops out from the surface

of the tread of the wheel in subsequent

service, leaving a rough and jagged ap-

pearance.

This latter defect is commonly termed

"comby from slid burn." If the sliding

had continued over a much longer distance

a typical flat spot would have resulted,

which would necessitate the removal of

the wheel. It was formerly the custom

to call these defects "sand holes" or "slag

in the metal," indicating an initial defect

The "Shelled-Out" Spot.

It often happens in a long, heavy train

that certain cars are called upon to do

from 100 to 300 per cent more work in the

matter of retardation than other cars of

tlic same capacity, and inasmuch as this

excessive retardation is transforming

mechanical energy into heat the final result

must show itself on the tread of the

wheel. This has been called, when it is

formed, a shelled-out spot, and it was

(riginally considered to be an initial defect

ill the wheel for which the maker of the

w heel was held to be responsible, and he

was accordingly charged with the result-

ant cost of the change. This is really an

error, as brake action appears to be en-

tirely responsible for the defect. Our il-

lustration shows a cross section of a

shelled-out spot. That portion between

A and C during the process of skidding

is at an extremely high temperature prac-

tically at the melting point, and expansion

is restricted by the shoulders .\ and C of

cold metal, and as the hottest portion of

the metal is at the center B, it expands

upward, allowing the concentric rings of

mttal to expand toward the center, caus-

ing a cleavage plane along the line B-D.

.\fter the skidding ceases, the metal is

very quickly cooled, which causes thermal

cracks to be introduced in concentric rings

and the subsequent pounding on the rail

disintegrates the metal which, after falling

out, gives us the familiar shelled-out spot.

Where the wheel slides for a greater

distance, the melting point is reached and

a segment of the metal is rapidly rubbed

B C

CROP,=; SECTIOX OF SHEIXEDOUT SPOT.

in the wheel. This idea, however, is not

consistent with observations in practice.

where it is usual to find such defects in

both wheels of a pair, indicating that the

defect arose from the slipping of the wheel

on the rail. The tendency of wheels to

shell in pairs or in several pairs under the

same car is well illustrated in an analysis

of results obtained from 500 refrigerator

cars, representing a total of 4,000 wheels.

Of this number, 189 were removed for

shelling-out, and the relation of this de-

fect to tlie mate wheel on the same axle,

is shown by the summary: 174 shelled in

pairs, 15 shelled singly.

This indicates not only that shelling-out

is due to intense local heating while the

wheel is skidding on the rail, but it is also

a matter of observation that this defect

occurs under equipment having the high-

est braking power and making most fre-

quent stops, such as tender wheels, heavy

passenger and intcrurban carwheels, and

in freight service it is much more common
in the cars of heavy tare which, in some

cases, have a braking power 10 per cent

above the M. C. B. standard.

The Colors of Nature.

Nothing in nature is actually the color

we see it. It only appears to us at a

given moment as a particular color in re-

lation to other apparent colors, which

surround it. Thus we may walk out on a

rainy evening, when the sky and e\ ery-

thing is prey, and come indoors and light

the lamp, and immediately the sky which

we see tlirotigh our windows appears as

a beaiitiitil ami tender blue, though there

was n.. trace <•{ l>lue in the sky a minute

before, when we were outside. The

change is produced in our senses by the

color of the sky taking its place in rela-

tion to .1 rnnge of warm colors in the

lighted r.u.m.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. B. W. Goggins has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with office at Lewis-

ton. Mont.

Mr. \V. F. Wright has been appointed

assistant purcliasing agent of the Lou-

isiana & .\rkansas. with ofhce at Tcx-

arkana. Ark.

Mr. .\. J. Beuter. formerly representa-

tive of the Baldwin Locomotive Works
at San Francisco. Cal.. has been trans-

ferred to Portland, Ore.

Mr. W. B. Stokes has l)een appointed

master mechanic of the Wrightsville &
Tennille. with office at Tennille. Ga., siic-

cee<hng Mr. M. G. Brown.

Mr. Thomas Spratt. assistant pur-

chasing agent of the Norfolk & West-

ern, with office at Roanoke, Va., will

assume the duties of purchasing agent.

Mr. K. S. Stephen-., formerly assistant

storekeeper of tlie .\tchisoii. Topeka &

Santa Fe, witli office at Temple, Tex.,

has been appoimed storekeeper at Galves-

ton. Tex.

Mr. W. I.). Hartley, formerly division

foreman of the Santa Fe at Barstow, Cal.,

has been appointed general foreman at

Richmond, Ca!., succeeding Mr. C. Kaitt.

promoted.

Mr. T. Devaney, formerly general fore-

man of the locomotive repair shop of the

Toledo. St. Louis & Western, has been

appointed master meclianic, with ol^ice at

I'rankfort, Ind.

Mr. W. !•'. Lamb lias been appointed

division storekeeper of the Southern

railway, witli headquarters at South

Richmond. \'a., succeeding Mr. J. E.

Angel, promoted.

Mr. W. R. Gili)in. formerly road fore-

man of engines on the L'nion Pacific, with

office at 1-hanston, Wyo., has been ap-

pointed general air brake inspector with

headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

Col. Henry ii. Pope has resigned his

position as vice-president and general

manager of sales <if the Carnegie Steel

Company, and Mr. William G. ("lyde

has succeeded to the position.

Mr. T. W. McP.eath, formerly travel-

ing foreman of the Canadian Govcrn-

nicnt railways, with fiffice at Moncton.

X. I'.. Ii,i~ been appointed master me-

clianic. with (iM'ice at Moncton.

Mr. } W keynolds has been appointrd

blacksmith foreman of the Southern P:i-

oific, with oflice at Tucson. .Ariz., siu-

ceedim; Mr. J. (i. .\yers. promoted tn a

similar position at Portland, Ore.

Mr. Thomas B. Dickerson has l>e<ii

appointed acting superintendent of sliopv

of the Central Kailroa'l of .\'ew Jc^-e.

with office at Elizabethport. X. J., mh-

ceeding Mr. ('•. L. \'on Dorn, resigned.

Mr. C. O. Davenport, formerly road

foreman •( engines of the Chica^if).

lUirlingtun &: (Juincy, with office at

Alliance, Xeb., has been appointed

master mechanic, with office at Sterling.

Colo.

Mr. W. H. Winterrowd. formerly as-

sistant chief mechanical engineer of the

Canadian Pacific, has been made chief me-
chanical engineer, with office at Mont-
real. Que., succeeding Mr. W. F. Wood-
house.

Mr. E. E. Ramey. formerly supervisor

of trains of the Baltimore & Ohio, with

headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has

been appointed supervisor of fuel con-

sumption, succeeding Mr. W. L. Robinson,

resigned.

Mr, G. H. Robinson, general storekeeper

of the Oregon Short Line, with office at

Pocatello, Ida., has been appointed acting

purchasing agent in addition to his duties

as general storekeeper, with headquarters

at Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mr. Charles P. Angell, formerly train

master of tlie X'ew Castle division of the

Baltimore & Ohio, has been appointed as-

sistant superintendent in charge of ter-

minals of the Pittsburgh division, with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. M. J. Powers, formerly master

mechanic of the Denver & Rio Grande,

(Colorado lines, with office at Denver. Col.,

has been appointed superintendent of mo-

tive power of the Colorado Midland, with

office at Colorado Springs, Colo.

Mr. H. Eisle. fortnerly general fore-

man of the Wabash shops at Decatur.

111., has been appointed shop superintend-

ent, and Mr. T. Tracy has been appointed

foreman of the machine shop, succeeding

.\lr. E. J. Wansbach, appointed general

foreman.

Mr. E. C. Anderson, formerly me-

chanical en.gineer of the Colorado &
Southern, with headquarters at Denver,

('(do., has been appointed assistant ine-

clianical engineer of the Chicago, Bur-

lington iV nuincy. with ofTice at

Chicago, 111.

Mr. George .\. Kirley. formerly as-

sistant signal engineer of the Boston &
.Mbany, has been appointed signal en-

.i;ineer, with headquarters at I'xiston,

Mass.. aiul Mr. ].. I. Gardiner, formerly

draftsman in the signal dcparlnunt, suc-

ceeds Mr. Kirley.

Mr. H. D. Savage has been elected

\ icc-])resident of the Locomotive Pul-

\erized I'nel Company. He will also

continue as vice-president of the .\incri-

c.-m .\rch Company. Mr. Savage has had

a wide experience in the application of

n-fractories to the metallurgical field.

Mr, r.culfrey Lamberg has been api>oint-

ed general foreman of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with office at Minne-

.qiolis, Minn., and Mr. John H. Honck
has lieeii appointed shop foreman, and

Mr. Herman I". Belitz has been appointed

roundhouse foreman, at Minneapolis.

Mr. 11. P. .\nderson, formerly me-
chanical engineer of the Missouri,

Kansas & Texas, has been appointed
superintendent of motive power, with

headquarters at Denison, Tex., succeed-

in,g Mr. F. W. Taylor, who has been
promoted to be general manager, with

headquarters at Parsons, Kan.

Mr. V. W. Schultz. master mechanic
of the Kansas City. Mexico & Orient of

Texas, with office at San Angelo, Tex.,

has also been assigned to the duties of

superintendent of motive power and
car departments of the same road, the

latter office having been abolished. In

addition to headquarters at San .\ngelo,

Mr. Schultz will also have offices at

Wichita. Kans.

Mr. F. W. Taylor, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Missouri
Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at

Denison, Tex., has been appointed gen-
eral mana.ger, with headquarters at

Parsons. Kan., succeeding Air. H. .And-

erson, who has been transferred to San
.Antonio. Tex., as superintendent of

terminals of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas of Texas.

Mr. W. L. Robinson, formerly super-
visor of fuel consumption of the Balti-

more ct Ohio, has accepted a position

in the operating department of the E.

I. du Pont de Xemours Company, Wil-
mington. Del. Mr. Robinson is vice-

president of the International Railway
I'nel .Association and the Smoke Pre-

\ ention Association, and is a recognized
authority in railway fuel matters.

Mr. .A. L. Roberts, formerly mechanical

engineer of the Lehigh \'alley, has been

appointed master mechanic, with office at

Wilkesbarre, Pa., and Mr. J. P. Laux,
formerly master mechanic, with office at

Sayre, P.i., has been transferred to South
Easton. I'a.. and Mr. !'..

J. Kleinkauf,

formerly general foreman at South
ICaston. has been appointed master me-
chanic at Sayre. succeeding Mr. Laux.

Mr. H. S. Wall, formerly superintend-

ent of shops of the .Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Coast Lines, at San Bernardino,

Cal , has been appointed mechanical su-

perintendent, and Mr. .A. B. .Armstrong,

formerly master machanic at San Bernar-

dino, has been appointed superintendent

of .shoiis, succeeding Mr. Wall, and Mr.

John Pullar. formerly master mechanic

at Fresno. Cal.. lias been transferred to

the Los .Angeles division, with office at

San Bernardino, succeeding Mr. .Arm-

strong.

Mr. J. C. Rockwell has been promoted

from manager of the light and power de-

partment to general manager of the

Manila. P. I.. Electric Railroad & I.i.dit
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Company. Mr. Rockwell was graduated

in 1904 from Cornell University with tlic

degree of mechanical engineer. Follow-

ing his graduation he engaged in track

construction work. In 1906 he became

superintendent of transportation of the

Syracuse, N. Y., Lakeshore & Nortliern

Railroad Company. He was appointed

general superintendent in 1909 of the

(. harleston, W. Ya., Interurban Kail-

road Company, and the following year

was elected general manager of this

company. In 1911 he joined the operat-

ing organization of the J. G. White Man-

agement Corporation, New York City,

and was assigned to the Manila Electric

Railroad & Light Company as manager

of the light and power department. Mr.

Rockwell has been on a visit to the

United States and is now returning M
Manila.

Mr. W. S. Bartholomew, president of

the Locomotive Stoker Company, has

been elected vice-president of the Wc->t-

inghouse Air Brake Company, with

charge of the activities of the Stoker

company and such other duties as may he

assigned to him. Mr. Bartholomew is a

graduate of the North-^^'estern Universi-

ty. After serving as eastern manager for

the firm of Adams & Eastlake, he entered

the service of the Westinghouse .\ir

Brake Company in 1903 as New England

representative at Boston, Mass. In 190.T

he was appointed western representative,

witli headquarters at Chicago, 111. In

191.1 he was elected president of the Lo-

comotive Stoker Company, and has been

particularly active in the development of

the Street stoker, and its installation on

Mr. George W. Wildin has resigned as

general manager of the New York, New
liaven & Hartford to accept an appoint-

ment in the employ of the Westinghouse

.Mr Brake Company as general manager

\V. S. n.-\RTIIOr.OME\V.

locomotives throughout the country. Mr.

Bartholomew still retains his office is

president of the Locomotive Stoker Com-
pany, in addition to his new appointment

as noted above.

i;i:ou(;k \v. wildi.v.

of the Locomotive Stoker Company, with

iieadquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa. Mr
Wildin is a graduate of the Kansas State

Agricultural College with tlie degree of

r.achclor of Science, and entered railway

service on the Santa Fe in 1892. As ma-

ihinist, fireman, cngineman, car inspector,

and mechanical engineer, he had a wide

experience on some of the leading rail-

ways in the West. In 1901 he was ap-

pointed mechanical engineer for the Cen-

tral Railroad of New Jersey. In 1904

he was appointed assistant mechanical su-

I
I rintendent of the Erie, and in the same

\ear promoted to mechanical superintend-

ent at Meadville. Pa. In 1907 he served

,i- assistant superintendent of motive

power of the Lehigh X'alley, and in tlie

siune year accepted the position of me-

ihanical superintendent of the Xcw
liaven, and in 1917 he was advanced to

i;eneral mechanical superintendent, and in

ihe same year was again promoted to the

position of general manager as noted

aliove. Mr. Wildin is a meinber of many

of the leading engineering societies or

elulis. and in 1910 was president of the

American Railway Master Mechanics'

.\ssociation.

Mr. W. S. Murrian. S. M. P. & E. on

the lines East and West of the Southern

Railway, with headquarters at Knoxville.

has tendered his resignation, to accept

another position. He learned the trade

of machinist on the U. P. and worked in

that capacity for several years, having

been promoted from time to time to the

various positions that arc available in

railroad circles. Mr. Murrian is person-

ally interested in the specialties now being

manufactured by the Southern Locomo-

tive Valve Gear Company, and he is also

thoroughly familiar with the effieciency

of the commodities.

Many of the leading business men in

Kno.wille are connected with the Valve

(jear Co. and General L. D. Tyson, now
in active service in the United States

.\rmy, had been president since the or-

ganization of the company. In tendering

his resignation, he made the recommenda-

tion that Mr. Murrian be requested to ac-

cept the presidency of this concern, and

take u]! tlie active management of the

Gear company's affairs. Mr. Murrian ac-

cepted tlic position leaving the service of

the Southern RaiKvay.

Mr. George A. Post has recently re-

signed the Presidency of the Railway

Business .Association. Mr. Post was edu-

cated in the academy and normal school

at Oswego. New York. He entered rail-

road work in the freight department of

tlie ICrie Railroad Company in 1872.

later he liecame assistant to the superin-

tendent of motive power on that road.

During this time he studied law at night

and was finally admitted to the bar of

Pennsylvania. Later he became vice-

president of the Standard Coupler Com-

pany and was subsequently elected to the

presidency of that company. He was

elected to the forty-eighth Congress. He

was the youngest member of Congress at

the time of his election and was then an

active temperance stump speaker. He ac-

quired much parliamentary experience ow-

ing to his connection with a number of

fraternal societies and his intimate rela-

tion with politics. After becoming a

manufaeturer. be was an infl'iential figure

in the activities of the Railway Supply

.Manufaeni'crs' .\ssociation in . onncctian

with the Anurican Railway Master Me-

chanics' .\-*o,iation and the Master Car

Builders' .\ssociation. In 1908 Mr. Post
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proposed and with the assistance of Mr.

C, A. Moore, Mr. J. S. Coffin and Mr.

Otis H. Cutler convoked a meeting which

resulted in the formation of the Railway

Business Association. This association

had the etTect of bringing together men

engaged in the production of widely di-

verse articles but the common aim of all

was to help of the purchasing power of

the railways, to wdiich all these gentlemen

sold more or less of their output. Mr.

Tost during the nine and a half years of

service as president of the Railway Busi-

ness Association has become widely

known as a speaker and leader of public

thought on various transportation ques-

tions. His resignation from the presi-

dency of the association will not diminish

his interest in the welfare of the organi-

zation hut will enable him to devote more

time to the prosecution of his own busi-

ness.

Thomas P. Kenney

The service flag with one blue star that

hangs in the office of R.mlway and Lom-

MOTiVE Enginkering rccords the fact that

one of our statT is with Uncle Sam's

forces in the war in which .America has

resolved to beat down this hideous Ger-

man thing. The star stands for Thomas

Patrick Kenney, a sturdy young man of 2-4

years, who was one of the juniors in mir

office, and a brother of our esteeemed gen-

eral manager. He was educated at St.

James' .Academy, Brooklyn, N. Y., from

which he graduated in 1914. Young

Kenney was prominent in athletics, and

thus not only strengthened his physique

but imbibed the manly qualities so many

athletic men exhibit, which is to lii;hl

be an honor and an enduring help to the

noble cause for which his country stands

pledged.

Mr. Kenney, after graduation, was em-

ployed in munition work, where he

learned what could be learned in the time,

of munition making, and many facts con-

nected with mechanical drawing and en-

gineering. He came later to the Angus

Sinclair Company, where the science of

engineering is the subject at which all

work. He remained with us two years,

until the call to the colors was sounded

thniugluiut tlie land. He is now awaiting

active service with the first Replacement

Regiment of Engineers.

Tnm Kenney is the type of man to make

what newspapermen call "effectives," and

he has the requisite qualifications in high

degree. Civil life has surrendered its best

to the army at the imperative call of duty,

and his family have the satisfaction of

knowing that they have "done their bit,"

without counting the cost, in the service

(ii ilir land they love. No one can do more,

and while the office has lost the services

of a zealous, conscientious and willing em-

]iloyee, it must inevitably stand aside in

apportioning the honor to his family and

Ills country, but it may boast that the man

who has joined the khaki columns of

America and the Allies as they blend into

one clay-colored host fighting for the right.

It has given the best it has seen or known.

into the Government service, testing mo-

tors for the war department.

The four Sinclair sons all made their

way in the world very successfully. On
his last visit to the family residence,

Angus answered a ring at the door bell.

ri|..M.'\S V. KKNNl-.V.

clean, and take and give hard knocks

without losing his temper, or luiiig occa

• ioiied unnecessary fright or thrown into

panic—the very type of soldier to rlo

credit to his own family and friends and

OBITUARY.

Alexander Eraser Sinclair.

We regret to announce that our Glas-

gow correspondent, Alexander Sinclair,

died on March 10, after a brief illness.

.Mexander was the youngest of four sons

of .Alexander Sinclair and Margaret Mc-

l.cay. .Angus, our chief, being the eldest,

is now the only remaining member of the

family.

Tlir father of the Sinclair family was

lliglilaiul born and, like many others.

iiMvid to the Lowlands when railway

loiislniction began and he continued in

that oicuiialion during his whole working

liic. The sons naturally followed that

employment and .Alexander began his first

work on the Oban Railway. After en-

gaging in other lines of work for a few

years, he entered His Majesty's Customs,

where he remained until he reached the

age limit and was superannuated. He

always had an inclination towards jour-

iialisin. and for many years he wrote for

the AiitomobUc Magachu: When that

IHiMication went out of the hands of the

Angus Sinclair Co., Alexander connected

himself with Raii-w.av and Locomotive

h.Nf;iNf:ERiNG, a position he held at the

time of his death. For many years he

was also a contributing editor on the staflf

of the Gla.sgow Herald, and conducted

tlie engineering and automobile depart-

ment in that popular Scottish newspaper.

On the outbreak of the war he was called

am:xani)F.r f. sinxi.air.

and the gentleman who called said he was

looking for Mrs. Sinclair who had the

four braw sons. That was the standing

she had in the village. The standing of

.Angus, the eldest, is well known to our

readers. Donald, the second son, became

a railroad contractor and finished his la-

bors by constructing a large part of the

drainage canal at Chicago; the third

brother, William, became a doctor, and

was knighted by King Edward VII,

owing to his high professional services.

Sir Collingwood Schreiber.

\ remarkable figure in railway en-

gineering has passed away in the death

r)f Sir Collingwood Schreiber. For sixty

\ears he had been actively associated in

the construction and development of the

railways in Canada. .As deputy minister

of railways he wisely administered the line

directly under the government, and super-

intended the construction of tlie Grand

Trunk racific. lie was in the earlier

days of its establishment chief engineer

of the Canadian Pacific, and latterly chief

engineer of the western division of the

National Transcontinental Railway. He

was born in Essex. England, in 1S31, and

came to Canada in lS.'i2 and began his

railroad career on the engineering staff

of the Toronto and Hamilton Railway.

In 1860 he superintended the construction

of the Northern Railway, and from that

date until a few years ago he seemed to

be connected with the engineering depart-

ment of nearly every railroad in Canada.

He was a typical pioneer, of great physical

strength and at the age of 79 he con-

tinued his inspection tours from road to
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road a horseback. He died at Ottawa
last month after a brief illness.

It is needless to say that he was the

chief consulting engineer of the Dominion
government and there was hardly an en-

gineering or scientilic society in Canada
that did not look for his name to be

on their list of prominent members. He
was recognized by the Imperial authori-

ties by having the honor of knighthood

conferred upon him in consequence of his

distinguished services and unique position

as an engineer. The letters which follow

his name, K. C. M. G. refer to his being

made in 1916 a knight commander of St.

Michael and St. George, an order of

knighthood which is honored throughout

the British empire and on its list of

members are many colonial men uf

prominence and high merit.

Joseph W. Taylor.

Mr. Joseph W. Taylor, secretary of the

Master Car Builders' and the Master Me-

JOSEPII W. TAVr.OR.

chanics' Associations, died at his home in

Chicago, 111., in April 24. Mr. Taylor en-

tered railroad service in 1876 as clerk in

the freight office at Lottsburg on the West
Pennsylvania division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad. In July, 1880, he entered the

office of Mr. F. M. Wilder, superintendent
of motive power of the New York, Lake
Erie & Western Railway, and served in

various capacities under Mr. Wilder and
under the latter's successor, Mr. K. H.
Soule. In 1887 Mr. Taylor was appointed
chief clerk in the office of Mr. R. H. .Soule

who was then general manager ul the

New York, Lake Erie & Western. On
Mr. Soule's resignation Mr. Taylor ac-

cepted a position in the office of Mr. S. M.
Felton, first vice-president of the same
road. He was later secretary to Mr. A.
Hegewisch, president of the United States

Rolling Stock Company at New York
City. Mr. Taylor resigned to accept the

position of secretary of the Chicago &

Calumet Terminal Railway Company. In

1891 he took service with Mr. John W.
Cloud, the western representative of the

Westinghou.se Air Brake Company, and
secretary of tlie Master Car Builders' As-
sociation, and later also secretary of the

Master Mechanics' Association. Mr.
Taylor remained continuously in this serv-

ice until his election to the secretaryship

of the two associations on Mr. Cloud's
resignation to go abroad in 1899. Mr.
Taylor was thus eminently qualified both
by education and experience for the du-
ties of the offices which he has tilled ever
since with marked ability. He was a flu-

ent and ready speaker, and of an engag-
ing personality, and his thorough knowl-
edge of the intricacies of the offices that
lie held and his knowledge of correct
parliamentary procedure made him of
service at the societies meeting. He was
.ijreatly appreciated and liked by the mem-
liers among whom he was held in the
highest esteen.

Rufus F. Emery.

Mr. Rufus Franklin Emery, secretary and
treasurer of the Westinghouse AW Brake
Company, died April II, 1918. Mr. Emery
u as born in 1869 at Chatham, Mass., where
lie spent the major part of his early life.

I le was educated in the grammar and
high schools of Chatham, graduating
with honors. He entered business life

early. After service with several business
interests in the Pittsburgh district, he en-
tered the employ of the Westinghouse Air
Brake Company in September, 1892, where
lie held various positions of trust and re-

sponsibility, finally being elected secretary
and treasurer in 1909. At the time of
liis death, Mr. Emery was an officer and

Air Brake Association.

The Iwenty-lifth annual Convention of

the Air Brake Association will be held at

Cleveland, Ohio, beginning on Wednes-
day, May 7, and continuing the remainder
of the week. The officers are as follows:

President C. H. Weaver, L. S. & M. S.

Hy.
;

first vice president C. \V. .Martin,

P. R. R. ; second vice president, F. J.

Barry, N. Y., O. & W. Ry. ; third vice

president, T. F. Lyons, L. S. & M. S. Ky.
Secretary F. M. Nellis, Westinghouse Air
Brake Company.

Triennial Convention, B. of L. E.

The second triennial convention, being
also the 5Sth anniversary of the estab-

lishment of the order, will be held in

Cleveland, Ohio beginning on Wednes-
day, May 7, in the Auditorium built

for the express purpose of accommodat-
ing the delegates when they assemble to

represent the 75,000 members. The loy-

alty of the Brotherhood in the present na-
tional crisis is beyond question, and it is

expected that steps will be taken to em-
lihasize the views of the Brotherhood in

the unanimity of action in sustaining the

.4uvernment in the new relationship which
has been established.

Machinery Convention.

Tin- enormous [iroblem of manufactur-
ing and sujiplying machinery and tools

sufficient for the carrying out of the gov-
ernment program for the production of
ships, shells, guns and aircraft will be the

subject considered at the great "War
Convention" of the machinery, tool and
supply industry of the country, to be held

in Cleveland the week of May 13.

One thousand men who are bearing the

brunt of the unprecedented demand for

machinery will gather from all parts of

the country to lay out a plan, with the

aid of government officials, to keep the

great munition program going at top

speed. The big war convention will be

a joint meeting of four great national

associations, the American Supply and
.Machinery Manufacturers .Association.

tlie National Supply & Machinery Deal-

ers Association, the Southern Supply &
Machinery Dealers Association, and the

.Xational Pipe & Supplies Association,

which will meet together in order to co-

ordinate their elTorts toward one com-
mon ijoal.

New York Railroad Club.

The regular monthly meting of the New
^'ork Railroad Club was held on Friday

evening, .April 19. Mr. R. L. Browne,

Engineer of the Metal & Thermit Cor-

poration, read an interesting paper on
director in a number of prominent business "Thermit Welding," giving a very inter-

and financial institutions in the Pittsburgh esting historical and scientific presenta-

district. tion of the subject with numerous lantern
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slide illustrations. A large number of

locomotive repair operations were slu)\vn,

among which were welding in mud rings,

the welding being made without cutting

tile sheets. The attend.mce was large, and

the discussion brouglit out much valuable

data.

Early Locomotive Engineers.

As early as 1839 a warm discussion

arose among American railroad oflicials

concerning the experience and skill neces-

sary in tlie men assigned to the running

of locomotives. A prominent oflicial writ-

ing ill Colbiini's RuiliLHid Advocate held

that some of the men put in charge of

that expensive machine, a locomotive,

should not be entrusted to have charge of

horses pulling a stage coach. A move-

ment was started to establish instruction

places for the training of firemen to make

them ethcieiit locomotive engineers.

The Man in the Cab.

When yon saw him last he was

sitting ijuietly in his seat back of llie

big bcjiler, watching tlie crowd hurry

down the platform to business and

friends—a strong unromautic figure in

oily overalls," says an editorial in 'The

World To-day." "I'robably you did not

give him a second glance, Init a lew

moments since he had held your life

and hundreds of other li\es literally in

his hand.

"Engine <lriving makes automobile

driving mere play. If you are able to

buy or borrow money enough to liuy

an automoliile you may have the joy ol

facing death wherever you may choose

and the policeman is not watching. Init

ymi are mercifully prevented from

letting many others share your fate.

The engineer has no such limitations.

He is at the mercy of mankind, nature,

and his time-card, but a train load i>f

people is the slake for which he plays.

Of himself he cannot think. I'ace to

face with the inevitableness of the next

monicnt, if disaster comes through an-

other's carelessness he must be the

first to sufTer. If he himself errs, there

is no one to share the Ijlanie. lie i-

the incarnation of responsibility that

can neither be shared nor shifted.

Priming in Locomotive.

I'riminK is water carried a'.vay with |1

steam from the boiler to the cylinder

it was found that in every ease of ]iriii

ing investigated the cause was the fo.-ni

ing of the water in the boiler. Foamii

i- the phenomenon exhibited by son

waters of producing a very large mn
ber of small bubbles wlien boiled. 'II

bnblih-s occupy a larue volume of li

•team space, and in extreme cases ta'

up the whole space iirevionsly occupii

by Ihc liquid as well, so that there is i

li(|uid, as such, left. These hubbies are

about one-sixth inch diameter. Both

foaming and priming are liighly danger-

ous; the foam may be so bad as to leave

little liquid in the boiler, thus risking

overheating and collapse of crown plate

or tubes.

.Again, the form tends to fill the gauge

glasses and prevent the driver from ascer-

t.iining just how much water is in the

boiler.

I 'riming washes the lubrication off

valves and cylinders, wastes fuel and

water, and sometimes fractures cylinder

covers; to prevent such fractures the

cylinder cocks should be opened.

The first indication that priming is

likely to occur is usually given by the

w.iter in the gauge glass becoming turbid;

])riming may be detected by a spray at

the fuimel and by the sound of the ex-

liau-t.

I'lianges in pressure increase the ten-

deiuy t(j foam. 'J'lierefore the regulator

Klinuld be oiiened gradually. If too much

\\aler is carried in the boiler it reduces

ijie -team space and thereby increases the

lemlency to prime.

Il is known that priming can be

stop]ie(l by a dessertspoonful of castor

oil placed in the gauge glass or in the

lender, but this is objectionable because

a film of oil is deposited on tubes and

criiwu plate, reducing the efficiency of

I lie boiler and rendering tubes and crown

plale liable to overheating.

I'oaming is not caused by matter held

in Misiiension in the boiler water, but by

mineral salts or organic matter (nearly

.ilu.iys the former) held in solution. The

salts that cause foaming consist of (1)

an active salt which need only be present

111 small (|uantity, say 3 grains per gal.;

(J I a |iassivc salt which enables the ac-

li\e one to cause foaming; the passive

-alt must be present in large quantity,

vay 200 grains per gal.; but this condi-

tion will be satisfied sooner or later by

the concentration due to the continued

e\aiioratioii of water in the boiler. Mag-

nesium carbonate is an activt' salt, sodium

chlorate, common salt is a passive salt.

W hell the concentration of the passive

sail becomes great enough to cause prim-

iie.^, the boiler should be blown down to

expels some of the concentrated solution.

.\nollier remedy is that the water should

be tirst softened and then made neutral

with sulphuric acid. This treated water

-liould be used in a boiler from which

all se.ile has been removed, and should

not be mixed with other water. It will

be seen that this is a remedy that must

not be attempted by cnginenien, and one

that n(|uires some arrangement whereby

ibe engines using it will not leave the

di-trirt where the treated water is avail-

a'.le. It need hardly be added that the

iudiciiuis use of the blow-ofT cock and

the injector are essential to maintaining

safety.

Mistaken Economy.

We lately heard a shop foreman scold-

ing a carpenter for failing to pick up a

few nails which he dropped when busy

at work. I'he impression which we re-

ceived was that the man's work would

be reduced by the operation of picking up

the nails to an extent that would out-

balance the value of a few nails. There

are many causes of mistaken economy

more promninced than that of picking up

nails and there is no place more likely

for them to be found than in the machine

shop. Melt laces cost money. When a

belt is to be taken up, it may be care-

fully unlaced and the lace may be used

again. The lace is not as good as new

if the belt has done any work since the

previous lacing, and the lace cannot usu-

ally be used again in the same belt, as it

will be too short, because the ends neces-

sary to pull it through are usually cut

off after each lacing of a joint; still, belt

laces co.st money and are therefore worth

money, and a lace saved is money earned.

We have known a funny, nagging shop

proprietor when a main belt has slipped

off on account of being too slack, stopped

the work of a score of men, insist upon

the careful unlacing of the belt and the

saving of the laces, although it meant

the loss of ten minutes to do it.

Files cost money, therefore all the work

possible must be got out of them before

they are thrown out. Proprietors who

complain about their foremen having

their file bills too high would often make

money if tbc-ir tile bills were double what

they are. .Machine tools cost money,

therefore they must be used until they

are worn out, and they never wear out,

a policy which keeps our shops filled with

tools that individually cannot turn out

one-hall of a day's work, according to

the standani of the more advanced tools

and processes.

Patterns cost money, and, therefore must

be hung on to until they pay for them-

selves. 'I heir first making may have been

an actual blunder, or they may have been

all right at the time, but only one year

may have slmwii llial they were obsedete

but thev must be used.

Tempering Steel.

I"or most ]inrposcs it is necessary to

temper tools after hardening, for if left

•dead hard." as it is termed, they are

very brittle and aiit to break, and tem-

pering increases their strength largely.

Some turning and planing tools, es-

pecially for cast iron, can be left "dead

hard," but taps, ilrills, reamers, screw-

ing dies, etc., should be tempered. The

methods of tempering vary somewhat,

according to the article, but they mostly

consist of brightening part of the article

and applying heat. In manufacturing

in a large way the de.gree of heat is

often determined by some apparatus,
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but in a small way 'by the color of tlie

Dxulc. Such articles as screwing or

stamping dies, flat cutters, etc., are best

tempered by placing them after polisli-

ing the upper surface, on a piece of

sheet metal over a gas ring, or, if gas

is not available, on a large piece of

red-hot iron. The work must be watcli-

ed carefully, and it is w^ell to keep

turning it round, end for end, as tliis

prevents one end getting hotter than

tlie other. Dies for screwing, stamping

;nul such articles should be dipped wlien

"1 a full straw color.

Removing a Stubborn Nut.

The best method of removing a stub-

born nut is to heat an open ended wrench

that fits the nut, and while hot place it on

the nut and allow it to remain for two

or three minutes. The heat will cause the

nut to expand and it can be taken olf

with ease. The intense heat of a blow

torch has the effect of heating the bolt

at the same time, whereas the heated

wrench only heats the nut. A nut that

resists the hot wrench will probably have

to l)e split to be removed.

Hardening Soft Iron.

Wet the iron with water and scatter

over its surface powdered yellow prus-

siate of potash. Then heat to a cherry

red heat, which causes the potash to melt

and coat the surface of the soft iron.

Then immerse quickly in cold water, and

repeat the operation, and a degree of sur-

face hardness will be obtained that would

111- (MITicult to surpass.

Removing Grease from Paint.

Washing with cold or hot water not

infrequently injures the paint. It is safer

to rub the painted surface with a paste

or ordinary whiting. When dry and

rublied off with a cloth the dirt and grease

are taken away with the whiting.

Pig-iron.

Pig-iron is a word suggested by the

word "sow." When iron is melted, it runs

off into a channel called a sow, the lateral

l)ranches from which are called pigs.

Here the iron cools and is called pig-iron.

Cleaning Brass.

.\n ounce of ahnn put into a point of

boiling water will clean brass very quick-

ly without harm to the hands or tlic

metal. Stains as well as tarnish arc re-

moved Iiy rubbing with a cloth.

'.An education," meditatively main-
tained this descendant of the Cherokee,
"is a specific asset to young people in

tliese days, yet how grossly misinter-
preted is the word, just as knowledge
and wisdom are often confused. In my
opinion, the best education is that got
by struggling to get it."—Joe Mitchell

Chappie.

Railroad Equipment Notes

The Nevada Northern is inquiring for 8.000-gal. capacity tank cars from the

a number of Consolidation locomotives. .American Car & Foundry Company.

The Santa Fe has completed a new
machine shop building at its plant at Tem-
ple, Tex.

The Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has

ordered 100 Mikado locomotives from the

I'aldwin Locomotive Works.

Tlie Chicago, Burlington & Quincy has

issued inquiries for shop equiimient. The
list contains about 100 items.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
is to expend about $5,000 on improving

its roundhouse at Elmira, N. Y.

The Arcade & Attica is to build an en-

ginehouse at Arcade, N. Y., to be 60 by

75 feet, and of cement construction.

The Pennsylvania is to expend about

$20,000 on machine shop, roundhouse and

passenger station at Jeffersonvillc, Ind.

The Western Maryland has let a con-

tract for a shop l)uilding, 34 by 80 ft., at

its Ilagerstown shops, costing about $10,-

000.

Tlie Central Railroad of New Jersey

lias ordered 2,50 tons of steel for a power
liniise and 100 tons for a substation at

Jersey City, N. J.

The Texas & Pacific, it is reported, will

build a roundhouse in connection with

plans to improve a 125-acre site for yards

at .Alexandria, La.

The Missouri Pacific has plans pre-

jiared for rebuilding the 10-stall round-

house at Lake Charles, La., which was
burned last January.

The Grand Trunk Pacific is to expend

about $250,000 on terminal improvements,

including shops, roundhouse, etc., at

Prince Rupert, B. C.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered from

the General Railway Signal Company a

38-Iever interlocking machine, to be in-

stalled at Easton, Pa.

The United States Government has or-

dered for use in France 875 gondolas, and

200 box cars. This is besides the 3,500

ordered some time ago.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered

from the Union Switch & Signal Com-
pany a Saxby & r'armer interlocking, 48

levers, for Outville, Ohio.

The United States Government has or-

dered 38 cars from the American Car &
Foundry Company, including 4 narrow
gauge flat cars, 32 standard gauge flats

and 2 standard gauge box cars.

The L'niled States Railroad Administra-

tion has asked car builders to submit bids

on a 50-ton steel sheathed box car in lots

of 1,000. Manufacturers received draw-

ings and specifications and were urged to

submit their propositions at earliest possi-

ble moment.

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered a

48-lever Saxby & Farmer machine for in-

.stallation at Outville, Ohio. The field

work will be performed by the railroad

company's construction forces. The Union

Switch & Signal Company is furnishing

the machine.

New water tanks on steel towers were

erected at Itasca, Wis., Belle Plaine, Win-
dom and Mankato, Minn., and Newcastle,

Nebr., replacing old tanks worn out. At

Spooner, Wis., a lSO,000-sallon steel tank

on a steel tower was erected, joint with

the city of .Spooner.

The placing of contracts for government

cars is being somewhat delayed by con-

ferences with the War Industries Board

as to the possibility of using steel and

lumber which may be needed for ship-

building. The W ar Industries Board has

the determination of priority on such

matters.

The Evans-Thw'ing Refining Company,

Kansas City, Mo., has ordered 50 40-ton,

Orders have been received by the

American Locomotive Comjiany for the

following locomotives for the Central

Railway of Brazil : 3 Consolidation type

locomotives, weighing 165,000 lbs. ; 1 Mal-

let type, weighing 280,000 lbs.; and 2 Con-

solidation type locomotives, weighing

167,000 lbs.

The Los Angeles & Salt Lake City has

offered the following rail lor sale for use

in necessary industrial, logging and min-

ning tracks and other necessary work

:

Forty-seven track miles of 7S-lb. rail;

eight track miles of 60-lb. rail ; three track

miles of 56-lb. rail and 13 track miles of

52-lb. rail.

The Pennsylvania, Western lines, have

recently placed an order with the Union

Switch & Siunal Company for a 32-Iever

improved Saxby & I'armer interlocking

machine and other materials, to be in-

stalled at Sniitl'.\ illc, Ohio. The field

work will be carried out by the railroad

company's regular construction forces.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Hani)bix)k of Chemistry and I'mvsk :s. by

Chas. D. Hodgman, B.S., and Mel-

ville K. Coolbaugh, M.A. PublislK-d

by the Chemical Rubber Company of

Cleveland, Ohio, 1917. Sixth edition.

Price, $2.00.

This handbook of 480 pages is a ready

reference pocket book of chemical and

physical data. The work opens with some

plain, highly important information about

poisons and their antidotes, and about

burns and scalds and what may be called

burns by acids or alkalis and their reme-

dies, or readiest metliod of alleviating the

pain so caused. Mathematical tables

come ne.\t, and these contain e.xamples

worked out, mensuration formulas and

many other mathematical data, not usually

found in other handbooks in the form

they are presented here. The coniposi-

tiiin and physical properties of alloys,

and the physical constants of the elements,

contains information which, in as com-

pact, yet comprehensive presentation is

not to be had in other books. The pliy-

sical constants of inorganic compounds

IS treated in the same way and the tables,

like the others, are concise and full of

thmgs not generally known. Heats of

formation and solution of substances is

most useful and in this table all the

chemical combinations of such substances

is fully dealt with. A few interesting

pages arc devoted to the electromotive

force series of metals.

The physical considerations of various

substances opens what may be called the

Physics section of tlie book. It is hardly

necessary to speak of the properties of

matter, the expansion of solids, tlie prop-

erties of water, its vapor tension, the

specific heat of gases and the many kin-

dred subjects that have not been forgotten

by the authors. All through the hand-

book there is evidence of careful investi-

gation and painstaking tabulaticjii.

livcryone knows that water, free to the

air, boils at 212 dcgs. Fahr., but when

it comes to higher or lower temperatures

under pressure, or where pure or heavily

charged water is dealt with, it is evident

that conditions have changed so that care-

ful, quantitative experiment is imi)erative.

This is only given as an example, but it

serves to show how the immense variety

of subjects is handled. The most re-

liable data in each case has been collected

and set down in order and with system.

The book is a highly valuable contribution

to the sciences. It is brief and to the

point. A comprehensive index rounds iiji

the work and greatly assists the man vho

uses the book. A few blank pages at ilic

end are supplied for whatever notes, re-

marks or comments the owner of the

book desires to make. The book is worth

the price charged and can be had by

writing direct to the publishing brni in

Cleveland.

Bkidok E.NGi.-^i-.t.kiNG, by J. A. L. Waddell,

C.E., B.A.Sc, Ma.E., D.Sc, 2 vols.,

2.252 pages. 6 by 9. Illustrated. Cloth

binding. I'ublished by John Wylie &

Sons,, Inc., New York. Net, $10.

In this book the author gives all the

inforniatioii that he has accumulated

during forty years. It is a useful book

for all engineers who are engaged,

either directly or indirectly in design-

ing or building bridges and especially

to young professional men. Not only

are the principles of design explained

and exemplified, but also many practical

hints are given.

The book, of which there are two

volumes, was not prepared as a text-

book for engineering students, but is

well adapted to supplement any of the

treatises used in the classroom to-day.

This book is not a text-book, or a

mere summary, it is really a synoptic

analecta. It contains the results of a

long and busy professional life. Dr.

Waddell has looked at his subject

uuderstandingly, not with mere inter-

est, he has brought keen observation

to bear on the matter, not a mere

cursory examination, he has tabulated

results and drawn conclusions, and has

not been content with compiling mere

extensive statistics. His minute re-

searches are the more valuable be-

cause what he has seen and experi-

enced have licit only been fully .set

forth, but they have been interpreted.

The extent of the phases of the whole

matter of bridge building, may be

judged when we say that there are

eighty chapters, a very comprehensive

glossary of terms, and an index. The

anther has cbuie much .yod work ini-

Ijroving the advantages nf albiy steel

ccintaining nickel, vanadium and chro-

mium or such combination of these as are

suitable for long spans. Alloy steel

having the quality of raising the elastic

limit, permits high working stresses and

a reduction in weight. The weight of

the long girder causes tlie greater part

of the stresses wdiich have to be re-

sisted, and these are in excess of those

due to wind pressure or the moving

load.

CJiie may safely say that there is

practically not a bridge-building con-

dition which has not been dealt with

by the practical author, and hints for the

beginner are given. The work all

through may be simply said to be com-

plete, and one wdiicli is well written,

with an intelligent and painstaking

effort to leave nothing out of sight.

The statements arc nowlierc the results

of guesswork, they are the result of

carefully applied and minute analysis

which cannot fail to be of the highest

value to the student, the searcher for

truth and the professional man.

DIXONS
Ticondero^a

FLAKE?
GRAPHITE

Lubrication
of Air Pump
Cylinders
Lubricating air pump

cylinders has always been

a difficult and annoying

problem.

The maintenance of air

pump cylinders in loco-

motive service is the rea-

son that air pumps are sent

to the shiip for repairs.

DIXON'S
Ticonderoga

Flake Graphite

will cMoikI at lca>l M)'/o Uic

tiiiif liotwecn ovi'rliaulinos of

llu- luiini).

l)i.\(nrs i'lakc Graphite pol-

islu's the working surfaces of

the c\-liii(ler and piston, im-

proves the iJt, and reduces

Iriclitni.

Write to Dept. (j9-C for rec-

ord nf fourteen months' con-

tinuous service without the

aid of a drop of oil and method

of stn-ce^sfiilly feeding' dry

orapliite- iiil<i cylinders.

Made in JERSEY CITY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

:5<><N Company d>^><n

IeISTABLISHED 1»27
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

Touaders, Machinists.

100 Chistnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maniifn.'tiir.TS of Injectors. EJect.irH.
Boiler Washers and Testers. Holler Cbecka,

Check Valve».

Locomotive Electric Headlights
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-fi
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YLF —
ATIONAL
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COMPANY

1334 NO. KOSTNER AVENUE CHICtGO. ILL.

ASHTOIV
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goodg That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boaton, Mass

Psychology, by Prof. B. B. Brcese. Pub-

lishers Charles Scribner's Sons. Il-

lustrated. New York, 1918. Price,

$2.00.

This book, so the preface informs us,

is intended to give a comprehensive view

of the facts, principles, and theories of

human psychology. There are twenty

iliapters and an index, making 482 pages

ill all. The chapter No. 3, on attention,

i.'-. if one may say so, worth the price of

the book. This subject is clearly dealt

with and it is very important for it

strikes the reader, even though he be not

a psychologist, and it "comes within his

ken."

There is one charisteristic of attention,

says Prof. Breese, and that is clearness.

It is always present. Attention itself is

dear consciousness. We are more clear-

ly conscious of some objects tlian others,

of some topics of thought than we are of

others. Clearness must not be con-

founded with high intensity. A low

degree of sensation may be perfectly clear

in consciousness, or a high degree of

sensation may not be attended to at all

;

it may not be clear. The pop of a fire-

cracker may be perfectly clear in con-

sciousness, while the boom of the cannon,

fired to mark noon, may not be heeded

;ui(l therefore not be clear. The sound

may have high intensity but low clearness

in the mind.

It is true that high intensity usually

attracts attention and becomes clear, and

if is true that low intensity escapes at-

tention. Gearness and intensity are dif-

ferent attributes of consciousness.

It is a common belief in popular thought

that the degree of attention is proportion-

ate to the effort expended in attending. This

is true only within very narrow limits.

In voluntary attention it requires eflfort

to direct and hold the attention. In the

liitfhcr degrees of attention, and in rapt

aiul absorbed attention there is no effort

at all. If one becomes deeply attentive

all effort to attend disappears. A meas-

ure of attention is to note the strength of

the distracting influence, necessary to pro-

iliicc a decrease in efficiency.

This is of the utmost importance, and

\vc. of the railway world, may note cither

« ith sorrow or satisfaction the inroads

that a distracting influence may make or

may he resisted by a man in the cab of an

engine as he is called on to give his at-

tention, observe and obey the signals on

the road over which he and his engine

and train are rapidly moving.

The other chapters in this book deal

with their designated subjects in the same

frank, open and commonsense way that

the important subject of attention is here

handled.

The Volatile Matter in Coal.

Technical Paper. No. 183. issued by the

Bureau of Mines, embodies "New Views
pf tlic Combustion of the Volatile Matter

in Coal," by S. H. Katz. The paper is

one of a series issued from the Govern-
ment press, containing the results of
analyzing and testing fuels belonging to

or for the use of the Government with
the purpose of determining how these

fuels may be utilized most efliciently. The
paper deals exclusively with volatilization

of the hydrocarbons in coal, and the

burning of the volatile matter in the com-
bustion space of the furnace. A careful

persusal of the paper gives a concep-
tion of the reactions and equilibriums of

tlie mattter which composes a fire. These
reactions are very complex, and much of

the reasoning is speculative, but the aim
is to correct error by disseminating the

best information obtainable. Copies may
be had from the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, Government Printing Office, Wash-
ington, D. C.

The New York Traction Problem.

Mr. Theodore P. Shonts, president of

the Interborough Rapid Transit Com-
pany, is a voluminous writer on trans-

portation subjects, and his most recent

effort takes the form of a twenty-eight

page pamphlet, setting forth in detail the

difficulties in the rapid transit problem in

New York City and vicinity. With ex-

press trains 700 feet long, running every

two minutes, and locals 500 feet long,

every three minutes, it is the most in-

tense passenger trafiic in the world, and
no more could be done with the existing

roads. It only remains to extend the sys-

tem and this is being done. So far the

facilities for rapid transit have not kept

pace with the increase of population. Mr.
Shonts claims that transit facilities at-

tract population, but the growth of New
York Citj- is inevitable, and in the clamor

for better facilities for travel no scheme
for overtaking the grow-th of the city has

yet been evolved. One architectural

genius is attempting to induce the com-
mercial portion of the community to con-

tent themselves by living near their work
instead of trying to get as far away as

possible, and has succeeded in building

accommodation for a few hundred in the

lower part of the city. We doubt the

success of his experiment. City people

will rush to the suburbs, just as rurals

will go to the town when the day's work
is done. Systems of transit may change,

but human nature cannot be changed.

Graphite.

The use of graphite as an aid to lubrica-

tion has been so thoroughly explained in

the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company's

periodical Graphite, that the advantages

in its use are now beyond controversy.

In using the thin flake graphite the flakes

are cau.ght in the microscopical irregular-

ities of the bearing surfaces and form a

veneer-like coating of marvelous smooth-

ness and endurance. Not only in metal
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bearings, but, as we have stated beturc,

as an air-brake cylinder lubricant the

graphite attaches itself to the leathers as

well as to the surfaces and cylinder walls.

The result is tliat brake cylinder leakage

is reduced to a minimum, leathers are

always kept soft and pliable, and brakes

respond accurately to all pressure varia-

tions, because the parts are moving on

graphite rather than leaiher on metal.

Tests of Varying Sizes of Coal.

Hiilletin No. 101, entitled "Compara-

tive Tests of Si.x Sizes of Illinois Coal

On a Mikado Locomotive," describes in

detail a series of tests to determine tlie

value of different sizes of coal, conduct-

ed by the Engineering Experiment Station

of the University of Illinois inider an

agreement witli the International Railway

iMiel Association and the United States

Bureau of Mines. As is well known tlie

relative values of several sizes of coal

for locomotive use have not been as well

understood as they might have been, .i-.

most tests have been made with mino-inii

or occasionally with lump coal, and tin-

data heretofore published are inadequate

and conllicting. The introduction of the

mechanical stukcr for locomotives has re-

sulted in tlie use of various sizes of

screenings. The Bulletin is of speeial

value as furnishing reliable data on tlie

subject to which it is devoted, and copies

may be had without charge from tin-

Engineering E.\iieriment Station, L'rbaiia,

III.

Staybolts.

The April issue of Stayholls, published

by the Flannery Bolt Company, I'itts-

burgh. Pa., contains a full reprint of a re-

port presented by a special committee oi

the Master Boiler Makers' Association at

their convention held in Chicago in May,
1913. It points out with great clearlH^^

and conciseness that a boiler explosion i^

never an accident, and is always prevent-

able because it arises from a cause that

might have been foreseen. The defeU

could haxe been remedied and the explo-

sion prevented. The priiu'ii)al causes of

weakness are: Weakness and defect in the

design, construction or workmanship, im-

proper treatment, carelessness, nei;le. t

or ignorance on the part of the boiler at

tcndant, wasting from wear, tear and . oi -

rosion, overpressure, worn-out conditio oi

and overheating from lack of water, i!r

fective conditi'in of safety valves .u .I

other mountings, exposure to conditioii-

wliich cause development of defects, or i

general deteritiration of the boiler. Tlv
Tate flexible st;iybolt is also fully di

scribed and illustrated in tlie issue. Tin

growing popularity of the use of the flex-

ible slaxbolt is the best proof of its meri!

Copies rjf the issue may be had on a|ipli-

cation by arldressing the company's main

office at Pittsburgh.

Lighting for Production and Safety.

The Cooper-Hewitt Electric Company,
Hoboken, N. J., has done an excellent

service to all who are interested in the

selection of a system of illumination with
a view to ultimate efficiency of the plant

by publishing an admirable paper on the

subject from the pen of William A. D.
livans, an eminent authority on the mat-
ter. l'"ive tine illustrations and numerous
diagrams illustrate the work, all tending
to show that daylight can be surpassed,

because sunshine in all its brilliancy being

single, casts shadows, whereas the electric

lamps arrayed along the walls and be-

tween the bays preclude the possibility of

shadows. The tubular shape of the Cooper-
llewitl lamp jjarticularly adapts itself to

tins form of lighting, and statistics show
tliat a greater degree of efficiency is im-
mediately recogni/^cd wlicre it is es-

tablished.

Save the Concrete.

Tlie !•:. 1. du Pont de Nemours & Com-
pany, Wilmington, Del., publish a circular

in regard to the chipping of concrete on
account of the freezing action causing

cracks to appear. This chipping and
cracking of the surface of the concrete

detracts from the appearance and the

strength of the concrete. A sure way to

lirevent this destructive action is to thor-

oughly coat the surface of the concrete

with a floor dressing paint. This coat-

ing preserves the texture and individual-

ity of the concrete and prevents all moist-

ure from penetrating the surface. If new
concrete floors are covered with two
coats of this paint and recoated at in-

tervals of about six months the concrete

surface will remain unscarred and with-

out cracks. The use of this "crack pre-

ventative" is becoming greater each .vcar

and many factories use it in large

amounts.

War Gardens.

Owing to tlir -uccess .if the War Car-

(leu scheme proposed by the Pennsylvania

railroad last year to tlie emiilo.vces over

1,201) gardens on company land raised

crops estimated at one-quarter of a million

dollars in value. This record is expected

to be surpassed this year, as the good

work is being taken up all along the line.

The Late James Hill on Success.

"If you \\ant to know whether you

are going to be a success, you can

easily lind out. .Are you able to save

money? If not, drop out. You will

fail as sure as you live. The sccil of

success is not in you."

I.illle minds are tamed and subdued

by misfortune. Great minds rise above

Statement of the oivnership, management,
etc., required liy the aet of Congre.':s of August
24, 1912, of Kailwav and Locomotive Engi-
NEEBiNc. pnblishetl montlilv at New York
A', v.. for April I, 1918.
State of New I'l

unty of New York
Before me, a Nolo

State aud county afot
Public in and for the
nd, personally appeared

who. hainng been duly sworn
f that he is

Harry A. Kc _
aecordin;; to law. dcpo,, ,. o„„
the Business Manager of the Railwa „ ...,-

COMOTIVE Kngineering, and that the following
>s. to the best of his knowledge and belief a
true statement of the o-<mers!iip. management,
etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date
moien m the above caption, required by the
Act, of .'.ugust 24. 1912, embodied in section 443,
Postal l.a-.fs and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit:

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-
lisher, editor, managing editor and business man-
agers arc: Publisher, Angus Sinclair Co., Inc.
114 Liberty St., New )\>rk. .V. Y. : Editor. Angus
Sinclair. 114 Liberty St.. New York N Y.
Managing Editor, James Kcnncdv, 114 Liberty
St.. A'ctii York. N. Y.: Business .Manager. Harry
A. Kcnn-y. 114 l.iberlx St.. New York. N. Y.

2. 77,1/ I'.e oioners are: Angus Sinclair Co..
Inc lu l.iheny St., New York, N. Y. Stock-
holders oiening I per cent, of the total amount of
stock: Angus Sinclair. 114 Liberty St., New
York, N. Y.: James Kennedy, 114 Liberty St.,
New York, N. Y.; Harry A. Kennev. 114 Lib-
erty St., New York. N. Y.; Mrs. O. J. Schan-
bacher. 40 Hcddon Terrace. Newark, N. J.

3. T'i(!( the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding 1

per cent, or more o' the total amount of bonds
mortgages, or other u-riirities are: None.

4. That the t-.oo paragraphs ne.rt abo-.'c. giv-
ing the names of the owners, stockholders and
security holacrs. tf auv, contain not onlv the
list of stockholders and securil\ holders as thev
appear upon the hooks of the Company, hut
also, .'ii cases where the stockholder or security
holder appears upon the books of the company
as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation, the
name of the person or corporation for whom
such trustee is acting, is given: also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements embrac-
ing athant's full knowledge and belief as to the
circumstances and conditions under which stock-
holders and securilv holders who do not appear
upon the books of the company as trustees, hold
stock and securities in a capacity other than that
of a bona tide o7Vncr: and that this affiant has
no rea.Kon to believe that any other person, as-
sociation or Corporation has anv interest direct
or indirect in the said stock, bonds or other se-
ritrit'cs II an as so stated bv him.

IsEM.
I Habrv .\. Kenney,

Business Manager,
S7Vorn to and .lub.icribed before me this

fifteenth day of April, 1918.
Oliver R. Grant.

Notary Public,
l.'v . omwissioii expires .March 30. 1919.
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ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.
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312 N. Francisco Ave., Chicago, U. S. A.
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Chestnut Hill Electrification. P. R. R.

The Chestnut Hill line on the P. K. K. is

an extension of the Philadelphia Paoli

qnirmcnl is intended to h.andle a service an average grade of .84 per cent. The

)f .32 trains each way per day, the rush-

Electrilication and connects with the same hour service heing eight-car trains on a

line at a point near West Philadelphia, live-minute interval.

and e.xtends over the main line to North

Philadelphia and over the Chestnut Mill

The averaa grade lictuecn Xorth

maximum grade on this branch is 2.5 per

cent between Highland Station and Chest-

nut Hill. Of the total of 12 miles of

the Chestnut Hill Electrification, eight

Philadelphia and the junction with the miles are on tangent and four miles on

Branch to Chestnut Hill. The distance Philadcli.lii:. Paoli Flertriticati ..33 d track. The heaviest curve at

OUTDOOR TRWSIOKMER STATION .'\T NORTH PJIir..\nEr.rni.\— P. R. R. Kl.I-.t TRIFK WTION.

irom Broad street to Chestnut Hill is

12 miles. The length of the new electri-

fied Chestnut Hill line is 10 miles, 2.3

miles of which is four track and 7.7

miles two track. There are at present

in daily operation 21 trains, totaling 88

cars, in each direction. The electric

per cent, and the maximum .grade is 1.3

per cent., near the easterly approach to

36th Street Tunnel. The ditTerence in

elevation between the junction of the

Chestnut Hill Branch with the main line

at North Philadelphia and the end of

the track at Chestnut Hill is 297 feet, or

North Philadelphia is 11 degs. and is

about .2 miles in length. The remain-

ing curve track varies from 40 min. to 5

degs. 20 min., most of which is on rising

grade. There are 11 stations on the

Chestinit Hill Branch, s,iaced about one-

half mile apart, except in one case, where
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the distance between stations is one and

one-half miles.

Power for the Chestnut Hill Electri-

fication is furnished by the Philadelphia

Electric Company. This power station is

on the east bank of the Schuylkill River

at Arsenal Bridge. Three-phase power

is generated here at 13,200 volts, and is

transmitted over four 350,000 c. m. three

conductor submarine cables to the Ar-

senal Bridge transformer station, whicli

is located on the west bank of the river,

about opposite the power house. Power

for the Paoli Electrification was taken

from one phase of the Philadelphia Elec-

tric Company's system. With the Chest-

nut Hill load added, the three-phase

power is transmitted to the Arsenal

Bridge transformer station, where two

groups of Scott connected transformers

are employed for transforming the sup-

ply into two-pha>e 44,000 volt power.

wire, from the source of supply at West

Philadelphia transformer station. The

transmission lines are protected by a V&

in. Siemens-Martin galvanized steel

ground wire carried on to]) of the trans-

mission poles.

A safety tying system of special de-

sign is used on both the power and signal

transmission lines on poles adjacent to

liighway crossings and station platforms

in order to insure against burning ofif and

falling of wires in case of insulator fail-

ures. These safety ties consist of flat

galvanized iron plates, 3^2 ins. wide

placed under and clamped to the trans-

mission wire and to yokes on the insu-

lators. The plates extend about 18 ins.

beyond the insulators. Two insulators

are used at higlnvay crossings and on

sharp curves.

Tlie equipment in the West Pliiladel-

]ihia transftirnier station originally- con-

i h iN .«iio\viX(; sc>ri;.\iii;i> wires i;.\der i.i

j\ i;i<iii:.\r) iiichwav I!RII)<;e.

Phase balancers are installed in tin

Philadclpliia Electric Company's power

house to correct the unbalancing whicli

occurs due to the variation in load rc-

t|uiremcnts of the Paoli and Chestnut

Hill systems.

I'or the Chestnut Hill supply, trans-

mission lines are of stranded aluminum

steel reinforced wires, having a conduc-

tivity equivalent to No. 00 copper, car-

ried on cross-arms on separate tran.s

mission iioles. .X signal power line ' f

stranded aluminum steel reinforced wire-,

having a conductivity equivalent to Xo.

copper, i^ carried from Xorlh Philadel-

phia to Chestnut Hill on cross-arm^

placed (jn the transmission poles belov.-

the jiower transmission cross-arms. Tlie

signal power line of insulated copper

listed of two 2,000 kva oil insulated

water-cooled step-down transformers,

in order to take care of the Chestnut

Hill Klectrilication, two 3,000 kva. oil-

insulated water-cooled transformers were

installed in this transformer station and

connected to tlie Paoli phase. The two

2.000 kva. transformers which they re-

placed were connected to the two Chest-

nut Hill transmission lines and trolleys.

.Ml of the transformer station apparatus

i- deNigned for outdoor service. The

lerniinals on all transformers and oil

circuit Ineakcrs are equipped with high

\Mltagc porcelain insulators, and all of

the live parts and operating mechanisms

are enclosed in weatherproof cases. The
iran-fi.irnier station equiiiment is pro-

tected tr(im lightning discharges and

surges by means of electrolytic lightning

arresters on the high tension and trolley

feeders. In each of the transformer sta-

tions there is a small brick or concrete

building in which the relays for auto-

matic circuit breaker tripping and the

magnet or relay switches for closing the

oil circuit breakers are located. These

buildings also contain filter press for

cleaning and drying the oil in the trans-

formers and oil circuit breakers. In the

case of the Allen Lane transformer sta-

tion the building also contains a small

storage battery and motor generator set

for charging the battery, which is used

for automatic circuit breaker tripping.

Power for this purpose in the case of the

North Philadelphia transformer station

is obtained from a storage battery in GD
signal tower. ?'ach transformer section

is equipped witli a large tank of sufficient

capacity to hold the oil from one trans-

former, and, in addition to this, small

tanks are provided into which the oil

from circuit breakers is pumped for clean-

ing and drying.

The catenary system is carried on

bridges spaced about 300 feet apart.

Catenary construction consists of a steel

supporting wire, secondary messenger

wires or auxiliary trolley and a contact

trolley wire. The secondary messenger

and contact trolley are clamped together

with bronze clamps, spaced 15 ft. apart,

and both are supported from the messen-

ger by flat steel galvanized hangers every

30. ft. on tangent track, and 15 ft. on

curved track. The catenary is anchored

approximately every mile on either over-

head highway bridges or signal bridges

designed to support the catenary over all

tracks on either side of the bridge in case

of a break in the catenary system on the

opposite side. Catenary supporting

bridges are of several types, designed to

!it different conditions and locations.

Wlierever possible tubular pole construc-

tion with guys is used.

The tubular pole bracket type of con-

struction is used extensively for support-

ing the catenary over the two tracks on

the branch. Structural poles and extra

heavy tubular poles, bracket type con-

struction, without guys, are used over the

two track construction on the branch

where space will not permit the use of

guys.

The messenger wire is of J^^-in. extra

high strength seven-wire steel strand

galvanized, having a breaking strength

of 27,000 lbs The secondary messenger

is of No. 00 grooved copper wire. The
contact trolley is of No. 000 grooved

copper alloy (phono-electric) wire. The
cross catenary structures consist of a

messenger wire of .'4 in. extra hi.gh

strength 19-wire steel strand .galvanized

with a body strand of 'j in. diameter

wire of same material. The catenary

system is insulated from supporting
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bridges by three shell suspension type

Locke insulators. It is insulated from

the overhead highway bridges by Ohio

Brass post type insulators.

The rails of the inain line tracks are

double bonded at each joint with two

pin-type expanded terminal bonds of Xo.

1/0 B. & S. Gauge, each bond consisting

iDHL

IXSIDE OF JtOTORMAN'S BOX.

of Z7 strands of soft-drawn copper wire.

The rails carrying the propulsion current

return are sectionalized at each signal

block ; the propulsion current flowing

through impedance bonds which are con-

nected around these points. These im-

pedance bonds are designed to allow the

flow of propulsion current and to sec-

tionalize track against the flow of the

60-cycle signal current.

The multiple unit car equipments are

similar to the car equipments used for

the Paoli Electrification, except in the

following principles: The comjircssor ;5

driven from a separate motor instead of

from the blower shaft. The main trans-

former is designed to operate on a lower

mganetizing current and the insulation

improved. Preventative coils are used

in connection with switch groups instead

of resistances, resulting in a reduced

power consumption. A low voltage relay

is provided, making it possible to operate

cars with 1,000 volt greater variation

trolley potential. Increased illumination

is provided in the cars. Car inspection

and repairs will be conducted in the car

inspection building located in Paoli yard,

where the inspection and repairs for the

equipments of the Paoli line is also done.

The multiple unit cars which are used

on both the Paoli and Chestnut Hill lines

are interchangeable for either line, and

the repairs and maintenance to same will

be handled in the one inspection building.

The maintenance of the Chestnut Hill

line equipment will be handled by the

same maintenance force as formerly han-

dled the maintenance of the Paoli line,

its headquarters being at West Philadel-

phia.

The design and construction was con-

ducted by Gibbs & Hill, consulting elec-

trical engineers for the Pennsylvania

Railroad Company, in the same manner

as the Philadelphia Paoli installation.

The multiple unit car equipments were

installed by the railroad company at tlic

.\ltoona shops. All signal equipment and

the necessary work in connection willi

telephone and telegraph lines was done

under the direction of the railroad signal

and telegraph departments. The motor

car equipments, transformer station equip-

ment was supplied by the Westinghouse

Electric & Manufacturing Company.

Structural poles and signal bridges by

the Lackawanna Bridge Company. Mis-

cellaneous structural material, consisting

of highway bridge supports, substation

structural inaterial, protection screens,

Steward & Stevens Iron Works and Bel-

mont Iron Works. Tubular poles. Na-

tional Tube Company. Steel messenger,

cross span and ground wire, J. A. Roeb-

ling's Sons Co. Aluminum transmission

wire and fittings, Aluminum Co. of

Ametnca. Contact trolley wire, Bridge-

port Brass Company. Secondary messen-

ger wire, Waclarke Wire Company.

Bonds, American Steel Wire Company,

Electric Service Supplies Company, Ohio

Brass Company. Insulators, Locke Insu-

lator Manufacturing Company, Ohio

Brass Company. Guy rods, Oliver Iron

& Steel Company. Steel castings, Atlan-

tic Steel Castings Company. Malleable

iron castings. Eastern Malleable Iron

Company. Catenary hangers. West Phil-

adelphia Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad

Co. Bronze hanger clip castings, Altoo-

na Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

Catenary fittings, bolts, nuts, hanger rods,

pull-ofT rods, etc.. West Philadelphia

MOTORM.\X IX rOSITIOX—P. R. R.

Shops, Pennsylvania Railroad Co., Amer-

ican Iron & Steel Co. Sockets and turn-

buckles, Thomas Laughlin & Co., J. A.

Roebling's Sons Company. Block and

automatic signal equipment, Union

Switch & .Signal Company.

Radiant Heat and Firebox Design

The Central Railway Club, of ButTalo.

listened to a paper prepared by Mr. J. T.

Anthony, assistant to the president nf the

American Arch Co., on Radiant Heat and

Firebox Design, a short resume of which

wc give. Mr. .Anthony said, in effect, that

the terms, "radiant heat," "heat of convec-

tion'' and "heat of conduction" are not

descriptive of different kinds of heat, but

of different methods of heat transfer.

Heat is conducted from the hot part of

a body to a cooler part by the vibration

of the molecules within that body. .\n

iron rod, for instance, with one end sub-

jected to heat is rapidly heated up

throughout its entire length by conduction

of heat from one particle (or molecule)

to another.

"Heat of convection" means heat that

is conveyed from one body to another

or to the same body by means of cur-

rents of hot liquid mingling with the

cooler parts. "Radiant heat" is descrip-

tive of a method of heat transfer which

we call by this name ; heat passing from

the hot to the cooler body without the

aid of any material substance (in the or-

dinary sense of the word) ; the most fa-

miliar example o' this being the radiation

of liizbt and heat from the sun to the

earth thnaii^h a space of about 93 millions

of niilis at a speed of 18<').000 miles a

sec<ind. As our atmosphere is said to ex-

tend on!\- about 50 miles above the earth's

surface, the intervening space between

the earti: and the sun is (so far as we
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know) filled with elastic ether by which

the heat and light are transmitted.

Heat is a form of energy. We can-

not conceive of energy or force acting

through space without the aid of some

medium. That medium is ether. In or-

der to get some idea of radiation, it is

necessary to know something about the

body of matter that is giving of? heat.

Matter, in whatever form it is found, is

composed of small particles called mole-

cules. These molecules are made up of still

smaller particles called atoms, and atoms

are composed of still smaller particles of

electricit>-. We know that there are two

kinds of electricity, positive and negative.

I'.oth kinds enter into the structure of an

atom, these particles of electricity being

known as electrons. The center, or core,

of the atom is composed of both positive

and negative electrons. Revolving around

this as a nucleus, are negative electrons.

The outer electrons by their revolutions

form the surface of the atom. It is well

knuwn that opposite kinds of electricit\

have an attraction for each other, wliile

the same kinds of electricity repel eacii

other. It is believed that the vibration

of these negative electrons set up the

ether waves that act as the conveyors

of radiant heat.

With such a structure in mind, we can

get some idea of how the electrons vi-

brating within the atom would strike

tightly stretched suppositious threads of

ether, causing them to vibrate, and so

. set up waves.

A stream of cold air rushing throui^li

an open tire door t.. the flues, is com-

paratively unaffected by the heat risin;4

from the fuel bed and tlames, and can

only be warmed by mixing it intimately

with the hot gases in the firebo.x. Burn-

ing gas. or flame, both absorbs and emits

heat, but the instant the flame goes r.ut

and the gases become transparent, radia-

tion ceases. This property of gases has

an important bearing on hrebo.x design.

The prficess of radiation is illustrated

in I"ig. 1. Suppose that the atom .\ wa~

'^K^-^^^-^
l-Ili. 1. I'RiKKSS OF RADI.MION.

in tlie hot bod> and it, electrons \m r

vibrating rapidly. They would strike tb

inia.i.:inary ether threads, and set up wave

that would travel out in all directuiu-

and some of them would strike on 1

The elect rolls revolving rapidly in a siii.i

orbit set u]) short waves of great h<

<iueiuy. while the electrons revolving U-

rapidly in a larger orbit will set up loiv..;.

waves of lower frequency. The lone<

wave> known, such as the "wirib-..

wave, mav be more than a mile long, pr'

ducing about IWi.dOO oscillations per -e

ond ; while some of the shorter ultra-

\iolet light is produced by more than

three thousand billion oscillations per

second. In the visible spectrum there are

seven colors, each of which corresponds

to a different wave-length.

Color Waves
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oughly mix the oxygen with the combus-

tible gases in the time required.

The brick arch has proved to be a very

effective gas mixer ; but the lack of air or

oxygen can only be offset (or partly off-

set) by increasing the firebox volume, by

adding a combustion chamber and thereby

increasing the time available for the com-

pletion of combustion.

The effect of temperature upon the

amount of heat radiated is shown in Fig.

3, the points determining the curve having

been calculated from the Stefan-Boltz-

mann formula, where the heat radiated

per square foot of radiating surface is

equal to the difference between the fourth

powers of the absolute temperatures of

the radiating body and the receiving body,

multiplied by a constant. The figures at

the left show the heat units radiated per

minute per square foot of radiating sur-

face at the different temperatures, while

the figures at the right show the corre-

sponding equivalent evaporation in pounds

per hour per s(|uare foot of radiating sur-

face, the radiating surface being the fuel

bed or the exposed flame surface. In-

creasing the temperature from 1,500 to

2,000 degs. Fahr. more than doubles the

evaporation, while increasing it from 1,500

to 2,500 degs. increases the evaporation

four times.

If we know the average firebox tem-

perature and the area of the radiating sur-

faces, we can approximate with a fair de-

gree of accuracy, the total amount of heat

radiated to the firebox surfaces and the

amount of water evaporated by the fire-

box surfaces ; or if we know the temjiera-

ture of the gases entering the flues ur

the temperature of the gases at the front

end and the analyses of the gases, we can,

after establishing a heat balance, roughly

calculate the total evaporation from the

flues. This amount, subtracted from thi'

total boiler evaporation, will give us the

firebo.x evaporation.

The latter method has been used in

analyzing test data on a Pacific locomotive

in order to determine approximately the

relative value of firebox and tube heatini;

surfaces. The locomotive in question had

a grate area of 70 sq ft., barrel combustion

chamber 36 ins. long, flues 19 ft. long, 2,'4

ins. in diameter, total firebox and combus-
tion chamber heating surface 307 sq. ft..

total flue heating surface 4,557 sq. ft.

Using a formula proposed by Profs. Fes-

senden and Haney, as the result of tests at

the Universit}- of Missouri, on heat trans-

mission through boiler tubes, the tube

evaporation was calculated for the vary-

ing rates of combustion and these were
subtracted from the total evaporation to

get the firebox evaporation. The results

in pounds of water evaporated per square

foot of heating surface showed that the

evaporation per square foot of tube heat-

ing surface varied from lyi to 11 pounds
per hour, while the actual evaporation jier

square foot of firebox heating surface

varied from 42 to 91 lbs. per square foot

of heating surface per hour, as the rate

of combustion increased from 30 to 170

lbs. of coal per square foot of grate. On
a basis of equivalent evaporation, the fire-

box absorbed from 66 per cent of the

total heat at the low rates to 39 per cent

at the highest rate.

The coal as fired had a heat value of

about 14,300 B. T. L'. ; firebox tempera-

tures ranged from 2,150 to 2,570 degs.

Fahr. : total pounds of gas per pound of

coal fired varied from 14 to 8, when burn-

ing 160 lbs. coal per square foot of grate

per hour (or a total of 11,200 lb.s. of

coal per hour, the firebox had an equiva-

lent evaporation of 33,400 lbs,, while the

tubes evaporated 50,800 lbs. The total

evaporation from the boiler being 84,200

lbs. per hour. .Assuming that the firebox

was completely filled with flame, the flame

radiating surfaces equal the firebox heat-

ing surfaces, or 307 sq. ft., and the equiva-

lent evaporation per hour per square foot

of firebox heating surface was about 109

tubes evaporated H9.\ per cent of the total

;

the firebox and first 15 ft. of tubes evap-

orated 96.6 per cent of the total; while

the last four 1-ft. sections adjacent to

front end accounted for only 3.4 per cent

of the total. This was with 19 ft. 2% ins.

tubes. These figures indicate the relative

value of the different heating surface lo-

cations, and show conclusively the value

of combustion chamber and firebox heat-

ing surface exposed to the action of ra-

diant heat, as compared to heating sur-

face gained by the use of long flues.

So far, no attempts have been made to

establish a definite relation between com-
bustion chamber length and flue lengths

;

or between the length of firebox from
door sheet to flue shset and length of

tubes. These proportions of course should

vary with the nature of the fuel used.

When using bituminous coal, the indica-

tions are that the firebox from door sheet

to flue sheet should be approximately as

long as the tubes, and in some cases it

could no doubt be made longer.

lljs. -At this rate each .s(|uarc foot of fire-

box heating surface absorbed 105,730 heat

units per hour; and since the effective

flame radiating surface equals the fire-

box heating surface, each s(|uare foot of

radiating surface was radiating at the rate

of 105,730 heat units per hour, or 1,762

lieat units per minute.

In order to radiate this much heat, an

average temperature of 2.400 degs. Fahr.

was required : while during the test in

question the pyrometer located at the end
of the arch indicated a temperature of

about 2,550 degs.

The resulting evaporations per 1-ft. sec-

tion of flues run from 8,210 lbs. per hour
from the first 1-ft, section to 620 lbs, per

hour in the last 1-ft. section: giving an

equivalent evaporation per square foot of

tube heatin.g surface of from 34 lbs. per

hour in section adjacent to firebo.x to Zyi

lbs. per hour in the section nexj to the

front end. The firebox and first 10 ft. of

\ ( II.X.MBEK.

This statement is based not solely upon
the value of the different heatin.g surfaces,

but also upon, the fact that locomotive

boiler efficiency is governed primarily by

the furnace efficiency, ind high furnace

efficiency cannot be obtained without am-
ple firebox volume. There is no logical

reason for applying long flues and pro-

viding larue areas of heating surface be-

fore adequate provision has been made
for a firebox that will burn the coal and

liberate all the heat contained. Tests con-

ducted both in this country and abroad

show clearly that nothing is to be gained

by increasing the flue lengths beyond 18

or 19 ft. Tests have likewise shown the

advantage of a combustion chamber in in-

creasin.g boiler capacity.

As shown by evaporation curves, the

boiler without a combustion chamber,

reached its maximum capacity at a rate cf

combustion of 135 lbs. of coal per square

foot of grale: while the combustion cham-
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bcr boiler continued to increase in capac-

ity even at a rate of 160 lbs. This indicates

that the firebox of boiler without combus-

tion chamber could not be forced beyond

a rate of 135 lbs., and even at tliat rate

its furnace etlkiency was only 62 per cent.,

while that of the combustion chamber

boiler was 74 per cent. This diflference

may not have been due entirely to the

combustion chamber, but it was due to an

improvement in combustion conditions

which resulted in higher temperatures and

increase in radiating surfaces.

In this presentation of the case we have

touched only upon some of the important

features of the t'lrebo.x and boiler ques-

tion. W'c have much yet to learn con-

cerning the transfer of heat, and more to

learn about the generation of heat. The

proper proportioning of grate areas, fire-

box volumes, combustion chamber lengths,

cross section areas and shapes of flame

passages, etc., are problems yet to be

worked out; but the evidence we have

points to the fact that the firebox is at

present, to say the least, efficient ; that the

fuel bed is but little more than a gas

producer and that provision must be made

for burning the large volumes of gas

above the fuel bed. The recent action of

the Standardization Committee in speci-

fying combustion chambers for govern-

ment locomotives (except the switching

type) will probably give added impetus

to the use of such fireboxes. This will,

no doubt, result in boilers of greater ca-

pacity and efiiciency being designed, but

also in reducing engine failures, mainte-

nance costs, and terminal delays.

No Man Can Serve Two Masters

The Director General of Railroads lias

lately issued an order from whicli the

following is taken:—

"In view of the direct responsiliility

for the operation of the railroads of the

country placed upon Director General

Mc.\doo by the act of Congress and by

the proclamations of the President, he

has been unable to escape the conclusion

that it will be advisable to place in direct

charge of eacl^ property for operating

purposes a representative, to be known

as the l''cdera! Manager, who will report

to the Regional Director. As far as prac-

ticable, this Federal Manager will be cho-

sen fnmi tlie operating officers of the

particular property, who are therefore en-

tirely familiar with its employees and

with its conditions.

'lL\iept so far as may be necessary t<i

meet the emergency conditions wlncli

comiH-l the government to take conlr-l (if

the railroads, the Federal Manager of

each railroad will endeavor to avail liini-

self to the fullest extent of the advan-

tages incident to the operation of the par-

ticular railroad as a unit and the pre-cr-

vatioii of its identity. This is believe'. ••

l.e of essential importance, not onlvM

secure the best results during the pniod

of government control, but also to give

the greatest degree of reassurance to the

otticers and employees that the railroad

careers upon which they have entered

will not be narrowed, but, if anything,

will be broadened, and to give the great-

e>t jjossible reassurance to the stockhold-

•^ that their just interests in the prop-

spoken against, ye ought to be quiet, and

do nothing rashly."

Resolution on Railroad Administration.

The Railway Business .Association at

its Chicago annual meeting unanimously

passed a resolution regarding railroad ad-

ministration. The association went on

jrtics will be respected and that nothing record as saying

will lie needlessly done to have even the

appearance of impairing their just rights.

"While in this way the responsibility

fur the operation of the property will be

directly to the Regional Directors, and

nut til the boards of directors, it is the

liurpose of the Director General to accord

to the boards of direcors and their rcpre-

.sentatives the fullest opportunity to keep

ad\ise(l as to the operation and improve-

ment lit the properties and to maintain

with the Director General and the Re-

sioiial Directors the fullest interchange

if views as to what is in the best interest

of the government and of the stock-

holders.

"In the ilevclopment of this policy the

RcLiinnal Direcors, and also the Federal

"The Director General in choosing as

his subordinates for operation of the rail-

ways men who have passed their lives in

railwa.N- service has recognized the high

character and competence of the railway

personnel. We have observed with pleas-

ure their /eal in promoting for the war

the ' success of government operation.

Their achievements during 1917 and dur-

ing the severities of the past winter were

fine illustrations of .\merican skill, pluck

and patrioti'im."

The association also resolved that,

"with satisfaction we observe that the evi-

dent aim in constructing the government

standard equipment designs and specifica-

tions was to admit a broad scope of in-

terchangeable appliances. We welcome

scntatives of the United States Railroad

Administration."

-Managers, will be required to sever their also the assurance by the Director Gen-

iilticial relations with the particular com- eral that the_purpose is to encourage dur-

panies and to become exclusive repre- jng government control the demonstration

and adoption of improvements not yet es-

tablished. These are policies of progress.

They will tend to preserve and stimulate

the industrial enterprises whose occupa-

tion it is to achieve mechanical advance in

transportation science. We earnestly com-

mend to the Director General's considera-

tion the fact that a large proportion of

these enterprises is founded upon patent

rights and that an indispensable essential

to preserving the enterprises themselves is

to maintain unimpaired the normal status

of patents. The owner of the patent who
leases to a manufacturer has a contract

which cannot be abrogated without his

consent and uliich he may not be in posi-

tion to aiirogate. The royalties are the

earnings of his genius. The enterprise

which owns patents has for an asset, in

some cases its chief asset, as a going

business the right to protection against

under bidding by concerns whose over-

head cost has not included the experimen-

tation, demonstration, development and

improvement of the device."

Great Is Diana of the Ephesians.

When Paul preached in Ephesus, the

cry of Demetrius, who made silver

shrines for the worshipers of the god-

dess Diana, voiced in essence what has

been recently heard in the railway world.

It now as then, "This our craft is in dan-

ger." In our day the Government of the

L'nited States has taken over ouf trans-

portation systems, and has broached the

que.-tioii of standardization and has been

qnoteil as adverse to the payment of le-

gitimate royalties on patented articles.

How that strange idea got abroad we

need not now stop to consider. It was

started somehow and found a lodgment

in the minds of many. As in the case of

the F'phesian uproar, so without investi-

gation, the curious power of mob psy-

chology manifested itself, and the bulk

of those supposed to be affected knew

not wherefore they were come together,

but were ready to loudly cry out. "Great

is Diana of the Eplicsians."

When one or two straight questions

bad been asked by responsible men, of

responsible officials, it turned out that the

Government had no intention of disturb-

ing honest business relations, nor of cut-

ting into the legitimate return in money

L-nj

Dumping Cars at the Track Level.

Lay a strip of canvass across the bot-

tom of each car and up the sides. Fasten

one end of tlic canvas to the upper edge

of the cai, .m the side that is to descend

when dumping. Fasten a heavy cleat to

, . by a patentee, who had disposed the other or free end of the canvas, with

his invention for his own and another's a ring in the cleat. After dumping the

,d. The town clerk at Ephesus ap- car. t'le dnmpman hooks a rope to this

ring, and the engineman winds in on the

rope, wbiib |i.isscs through the snatch-

blocks and around the winch head of the

engine. W hereupon, the strip of can-

vas is thrown back across the bottom and

sides of the car ready for the next load.

peased the mob and it dispersed, while in

1918 some here have sought to keep up

the cry in the now deserted market place,

"This our craft is in danger." The ad-

vice of tlie town clerk might well apply

to ii~. "Seeing that these things cannot be
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Ten -Wheel Locomotives for the Central Railroad

of New Jersey

In 1910 the Baldwin Locomotive

Works built for the Central R. R. of

New Jersey, ten locomotives of the

4-6-0 type for fast freight service. These

engines used saturated steam, and de-

veloped a tractive force of 35,000 lbs.

with a weight on drivers of 158,800 lbs.

They proved to be a decided success, and

in 1912 the company ordered ten addi-

tional locomotives of generally similar

design, but equipped with superheaters.

In them the steam pressure was reduced

and the cylinders were enlarged, the re-

sulting tractive force being 36.500 lbs.

Ten additional superheater locomotives

were ordered in 1913; and another con-

signment of ten, as illustrated by the ac-

companying picture of engine 789, has

recently been placed in service. The

new locomotives are closelv similar to

wheels, therefore, no trailers are used.

These locomotives have proved to be

specially successful in operating the

joint service, with the Philadelphia &
Reading Ry., on the line between New
Vork and Philadelphia. This is a high

speed route, with moderate grades, han-

dling a large amount of fast freight traf-

fic, which must be kept clear of passen-

ger trains. The ten-wheelers handle this

business efficiently ; while they can

(should occasion require it) be tempo-

rarily transferred to passenger service.

The boilers of these locomotives are

of the modified Wootten type. The de-

sign embodies a short combustion cham-

ber, or D-head, 5 ins. in length, which

serves to keep the fire out of the bot-

tom tubes. The grate is of the rocking

type, and the bars are grouped in longi-

ward end of the crown. The fiat areas

of the front tube sheet and back head,

above the tubes and firebox, are stayed

by gusset plates. The boiler barrel con-

sists of two rings, the first of which

is tapered, increasing the shell diameter

from 74 to 79J4 ins. The main dome is

placed on the second ring, and the auxil-

iary dome, carrying the safety-valves and

wliistle, is over the firebox.

The steam distribution is controlled by

piston valves 13 ins. in diameter, which

are driven by the Walschaerts motion.

The cab, in this design, is placed over

the middle of the boiler, and no reach

rod is required, as the vertical arm of

the lifting shaft is extended to form the

reverse lever. The pistons are steel

castings, with follower plates of the

same material, and Dunbar packing

TEXW IlKF.r. TYI'E i46C>) FOR THE CHNTR.M. R.\n.RO.\D OF NEW .1 EK.SK'i'.

C. E. Chambers, S. M. P.

tlie design of 1913, but the steam prt.-:-

sure has been raised from 200 to 220

lbs., thus increasing the tractive force

to 40,140 lbs. With 170,800 lbs. on driv-

ers, the ratio of adhesion is 4.25, which

is ample for the service.

During the past few years the building

of ten-wheel or (4-6-0) type locomotives

for main line work, has decreased; mi
the Pacific or 4-6-2 type has been sii''si:-

tuted. In the present case, however, the

continuation of the ten-wheeled t>pe is

fully justified. These locomotives use

fine anthracite, or a mixture of anthra-

cite and soft coal, as fuel. This is

burned on a large grate in a comp.ira-

tively shallow firebox, which can easily

be placed above the 69-in. drivers with-

out raising the boiler to an excessive

height. There is, therefore, no necessity

for using trailing wheels, and the result

is a compact design of locomotive with

a relatively large proportion (75 per

cent.) of its total weight on the driving

tudinal sections which are separated by

water tubes. The finger bars are small

castings, designed so that they can be

used interchangeably in fireboxes of dif-

ferent widths. These finger bars are fit-

ted into slots formed in the supporting

or rocking bars, which rest on the grate

side-frames. This construction involves

the use of a large number of castings,

but if a finger bar breaks there is a mini-

mum amount of material to be replaced,

and this can be done without dismantling

any other part of the grate-work. The
firing is done through two circular doors,

whose centers are 38 ins. apart, trans-

versely. The door opening is formed by

flanging both the inside and outside

sheets backward, and uniting the flanges

with the sleeve.

Flexible bolts are used exclusively in

the side water-legs below the boiler cen-

ter line, and similar bolts stay the greater

part of the throat and back-head. Three

rows of expansion stays support the for-

R.ildwin Loco. Works. Biulders.

rings. The cylinder and steam chest

bushings, piston and valve bull-rings and

packing rings, and pedestal shoes and

wedges, are of gun iron. The cross-

heads are each made in one piece, of cast

steel, with tin lined wearing surfaces.

They work in guides of the alligator

type. The frames are of carbon cast

steel, 5 ins. in width, each made in one

piece with a single front rail.

The tender is carried on equalised

pedestal trucks, and has a one-piece, cast

steel frame. The tank is equipped with

a water-scoop, operated by compressed

air. Further particulars are given in the

table of dimensions.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8!4 ins. ; cylinders. 23 x

28 ins. : valves, piston, 13 ins. diameter.

Boiler—Type, wa.gon-top ; diameter, 74

ins.; thickness of sheets, 13/16 and %
ins.; working pressure, 220 lbs.; fuel,

fine anthracite; stav-ing, radial. Fire

box—Material, steel: length. 122!4 ins.;

width, 108': ins.; depth, front, 64^ ins.;
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depth, back, 52' j ins.; thickness of

siieets, sides }i ins. ; back and crown

tube, f^ ins. Water space—Front, sides

and back, 4 ins. Tubes—Diameter, 5f^

ins. and 2 ins.; material, 5^ ins. steel, 2

in-i.. iron; thickness, 5^ ins. No. 9 W. G.,

2 ins.. No. 11 W. G. ; number, Sj'.s ins.,

,TO: 2 ins., 210; length, 13 ft. 10;4 ins. Ileat-

iiiij surface— Fire box, 211 sq. ft.: tiil>o<.

2,095 sq. ft.; total. 2,306 sq. ft.; super-

heater, 477 sq. ft.; grate area, 91.4 sq. ft.

Driving wheels—Diameter, outside, 69

ins.; center, 62 ins.; journals, main 11 .x

12 ins.; others, 10 .x 12 ins. F.ngine truck

wheels—Diameter, front, 36 ins.; jour-

nals, 6 X 12 ins. Wheel base—Driving,

13 ft. 6 ins.; rigid, 13 ft. 6 ins.; total en-

aine. 25 ft, 2' i ins.; total engine and ten-

der, 56 ft. 5'yi ins. Weight—On driving

wheels, 170,800 lbs.; on truck, front,

54,800 lbs.; total engine, 225,600 lbs.;

total engine and tender, about 370,000

lbs. Tender—Wheels, number, 8 in all;

diameter, 36 ins.; journals, Syi ins. x

10 ins. ; tank capacity, 7,500 United States

gals.; fuel, 13 tons of coal; service, haul-

ing frciuln trains of ample capacity.

The Corrugated Firebox Sheet

The corrui;ating of boiler plates is not

new, but the application of the principle

to complete locomotive lirebo.xes is among

the more modern attempts to strengthen

the internal structure of the boiler, pro-

vide greater heating surface and save

e.xpcnse. When these phases of the

matter are looked into, the product of

the William H. Wood Locomotive I-'i re-

box and Tube Plate Company of Alcdia,

Pa., will be found to possess merits of a

very substantial order and to have a

number of points which are well worth

looking into, as tliey are cap.ililc of

•i./.S U». per si|uare incii is .6557 inches,

while that of the corrugated sheet loaded

to S9.9 lbs. per square inch is .6421 inches.

This gives the corrugated plate the ad-

vantage of .0136 inches with an excess

load of <S6.15 lbs. per square inch over

the fiat plate. Our illustration shows tlie

section modulus of the two plates as

.11717 for the flat plate, and .7967 for the

corrugated plate. These figures for the

section modulus are each a purely geo-

metrical quantity, depending solely on the

(limcn-.ions and shape "i the >ectinn. and

are inik'i)enilciit nt the material or man-

generally used type, the inherently

stronger [date will stand wider spacing of

staybolts than the generally used type.^

This is exactly what is found in practice.

In certain fireboxes where corrugated

plates are used, many staybolts have been

eliminated, and it adds 3.97 square feet

to the total heating surface of the fire-

box and combustion chamber.

The corrugated sheet, however, has an-

other advantage to ]iut f<irwaril in the

matter of sta.\ holts. ThMsc staybolts

which must lie put in the bo\. arc treated

in the mildest manner liv the sheet with

—— Locomotive Boiler

W". H.Wood's Patent Fire Box and Tube Plates

sound mathematical backing, and in the

matter of practical test, have success-

fully stood up to the exacting re<|iiire-

nients of every-day service on the -\'ew

York Central Railroad and on oilier

lines. In this test they showed liul

economy and no slay-bolt breakage.

When we consider the corrugated plate.

say f« inch thick, made like a series of

frozen waves, the crest of each wave 5

inches apart, with a depth of \% imhes,

we liiid that this plate is stronger tli.iii

the flat plate, by a very substantial mar

gin. The dellection caused by a ^;iven

load on a Hat and a corrugated plate,

docs not tell the whole story. .\<..>rr|-

mg to Mr. J. II. Hickley, one of the en-

gineers of the W'ood Firebox Coinp,in\,

the deflection of the flat plate loade.i to

ner of loading. These ligures. like those

for dellection, do not tell the whole >tory

nor, as far as ue are concerned, do not

tell tlie important story.

The vital mathematical backing is made

[ilain when we w-ork out the librc stress.

The result obtained from such an opera-

lion shows that, taken at a most coii-

scrv.itive ligiire, the ci>rrugaled jilate,

without stays, and depending wholly on

its shaiie for stifi'ness, is more than

seven times as strong as the tlat plate,

fhis i)iits the factor of safety away up,

ami entirely beyond controversy. One
of the first facts which would imme-

iliately strike any conscientious investi-

gator of this matter is that if, say, a

crown sheet, of one t> pe, is inherently

seven times stronger than another, and

—VV"HWooD —
ENGINEER -—

N0V26.I»09 MEDIA — FENMA.—

the many folds. I-.xpansioii and contrac-

tion are the two worst enemies that a

staybolt has to enconntcr. The constant,

though slight, movement of the stiff

sheet bends the bolts alwa>s at the same

point, and ultimate rupture is the result

unless tlexible bolts are used. The cor-

rugated sheet itself moves in obedience

to this law of nature, and it must

move under the influence of heat and

cold, but the staybolt does not now feel

it as much because the folds of the corru-

gated sheet open and close through a

minute ili-taiue. like the motion of the

folds (.if a concertina. This movement is

taken up by the folds of the sheet and

does not affect the staybolt to any appre-

ciable extent.

This unique method of handling the
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expansion and contraction strains by the

corrugated plate, might also be called

beneficent, and certainly it would be, if

the plate knew what it was doing. It,

however, brings the Hues under its in-

fluence and the beading of the lines is

not pulled out of position by the expan-

sion or contraction of the firebox as its

folded, concertina-like shape takes up all

such movement. This incidentally leads

to less beading and re-rolling of flues

being performed as running repairs, and

the number of leaky flues may be very

materially reduced.

The corrugated plate firebox has the

advantage of presenting a larger area of

heat radiating surface to the water, than

a flat plate can present. The folds of

the sheet add very considerably to the

extent of plate upon which the water

rests, and within the box the area upon

which the fire can play is augmented.

This has a beneficial effect on the steam-

producing qualities of the firebox, and at

the same time, the pressure area is not

rendered the least bit larger. We mean
by this that if the corrugated sheet had

the folds pulled out flat, it would occupy

a larger area, and this larger area is

what the heat can pass through to the

water. The pressure area is not altered

because if one square foot of sheet sus-

tains a pressure of 200 lbs. per square

inch, it does not in the least matter if

the sheet is flat or arched or bent or

folded. No more than 200 lbs will he

sustained by the one square foot, irre-

spective of its shape, while heat takes

advantage of any and all variations of

shape to get through to the water. The
corrugated plate is free for heat trans-

ference

The absence of some bolts acts to give

a free circulation to the water as it is

heated : by the flow of cool water to the

hot plates, and this process is known as

convection.

The corrugations of the sheets have

incidentally another advantage. We
know that the sheets with the folds, in

common with the flat sheets, are amen-
able to the laws of nature, and one of

these laws is evidenced by the results

of expansion and contraction, due to heat

and cold. Roth kinds of sheets move in

obedience to this law, but the corru:4ated

sheet provides means to follow the law

without deterious effects to itself. The
flat, rigid sheet "puts up" a fight in which
it must ultimately lose, or bre.ik some
of its staybolts or loosen its tubes. Both
kinds of sheets move, but the corrugated

sheet has by what amounts a slight

crumpling action a tendency to break up
and shift any particles of sediment before

they harden into scale. The corrugations

are usually placed like solid waves, across

the box, and the water surging over them
is tossed about in a way to aid convec-

tion and the slight movement of the plate

between the folds acts against the forma-

tion of scale and the tossing, surging

water flowing over the stiflly settled

"steel waves" of the crown sheet washes
away the unsolidified sediment and auto-

matically keeps the sheet clean, and in

good heat-radiating condition.

This firebox itself is flexible, and any
rigid connections to it such as bolts,

slings, flues, or stays find themselves, like

progress in knowledge has been achieved,

if they are not valid, the sooner we all

know it the better. If it is possible to

test this form of box, reliable data will

add to the knowledge we have, if the

tested liox fails it is worth while to know
about it. In the William H. Wood fire-

box the crown and inner sheets are cor-

rugated, so that the whole box can

lengthen and shorten under the influence

of heat and cold without distortion of

any kind taking place in the other parts

of the l)oiler or in the staybolts or slings.

COMPAKISOX OF CORRffiATED AND
FLAT PLATES.

an anchor at the bottom of the sea, hold

ing a ship firmly yet without the neces

sity of preventing the slight swing or

heave or tide movement, which the vessel

must have, while it is in the water, and
which movement, being provided for by
the shape and build of the boat, is both
safe and legitimate.

An Ancient Boiler.

People who enjoy the privilege of visit-

ing various parts of the world sometimes
meet with surprises in seeing ancient

inventions that are supposed to be en-

tirely modern.

This impression came forcibly home to

llie writer when he visited the Museo
Porbonies in Naples, Italy. Here he
found many copper and bronze tools

preserved that were exhumed at Pompeii.
.\mong the curiosities to be seen in that

museum is a small vertical boiler of cop-

l)er. This has a firebox and smoke flue

through the top, a door on the side, and
water grates composed of small tubes of

copper crossing the firebox at the bottom.

Pompeii was destroyed by an eruption

of Vesuvious. A. D. 79.
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TAIiLE OF TEST OF WOOD'S FIREBOX ON THE N. Y C.

In these days when it has been most
sagaciously said that America and Prog-
ress are synonymous terms, may not the

powers that be, in the railroad world to-

day, look into the advantages, scientific-

ally backed by theory and test, which this

company makes claim to. If a boiler of

a locomotive can be made stronger, more
efficient, and with man> economies, it ap-

pears to he a good thing to study, and
officially judge of the value of the claims

put forward. If the claims are valid,

Will Require Year to Complete.
Tluiuuh eomplcted, there is still suf-

ficient work in connection with the Quebec
bridge t(i engage the attention of Lieut-

Col. C. X. Monsarrat, chairman and chief

engineer of the board of engineers, for at

least another year. This was announced

in parliament recently by Hon. J. D. Reid,

Minister of Railways and Canals, who
also paid high tribute tn the services ren-

dered liy Col. Monsarrat in connection

with the big bridge.
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Synopsis of Mr. Geo. A. Post's Address

Mr. George A. Post, the retiring presi-

dent of the Railway Business Associa-

tion, addressed that body at the lately

held annual meeting, and said some very

interesting and very important things.

Space does not permit us to reproduce the

speech in full, but we have endeavored

to give the salient features of the ad-

dress, and to call attention to what we

believe to be the real intention of the

government. The Director General has,

through his trusted subordinate, Mr. John

Skehon Williams, the director of finance

and purchases, spoken with authority.

Mr. Williams is also the comptroller of

the currency.

The bogy of patent royalties, being un-

real, has gone. In fact, it was not part

of the enlightened policy of the govern-

ment. It was but a figment of the imag-

ination which readily found lodgment in

the minds of those who, without inves-

tigation, feared the worst, and Mr. Post

has done good service to all concerned

when he asked a straight question and

got an authoritative answer. The princi-

pal points brought out in Mr. Post's ad-

dress are here reproduced. He took up

the question, or rather he spoke of the

correct attitude the supply men should

adopt in the war. He said

:

"There is no body of men in this coun-

try of ours whose bosoms are stirred

more deeply than ours at this moment

;

whose contributions of every kind and

nature, of money, of intelligence, of

energy, arc being poured forth more

freely than from this craft of ours: and

it will ill become anybody, anywhere, by

innuendo to challenge for a moment the

patriotism of the railway supply craft,

just because there shall happen to be some

little question about the prices of our

commodities.

"We are at the forks of the road, and

the t|uestion is: Shall we follow the

wise path or the jiath without wisdom'

A new order of things now obtains. Wo
are going to do business for the next

few years under conditions !,'reatly

changed from those that have hitherto

prevailed. It is deeply upon my mind

and conscience that we must not at this

juncture heedlessly assume some atti-

tude which may be misunderstood, where-

by we may be assailed as a sullen 'ir

defiant band in our dealings with the

government.

"Let us not, because of uncertainty or

anxiety in this period of adjustment, be-

come hypercritical as to the methods that

are being pursued in doing business with

us. There may some of them now new

There will be many of them that will be

old, with which we arc thoroughly ac-

quainted: and I beg of this audience and

of our craft that we shall not fall into the

awful error of standing around hotel cor-

ridors hurling anathemas at the govern-

ment of the United States because of

some little delay on the part of a govern-

ment officer in meeting an appointment

with us, or of his brusque manners and

inquisitiveness.

"Perhaps it might be well for us sup-

ply men to tear a leaf out of the book

of experience of the railroads. You

know that when the government began

til think that perhaps it ought to have

>(.)mething to do about the regulation of

the railroads, there was considerable ag-

gravation expressed and manifested.

There was a disposition to rebel. But

—

and I think it is the asseveration of all

now—if there had been in the early stages

more of a spirit of co-operation and of

patient desire to explain the ins and outs

of this and that, that there would have

been less trouble for the railroads than

ensued as the result of their attitude at

that time. The facts should have been

spread out in good humor, the truth told

every moment of the time, and they should

have acceded to the idea that perhaps in

a time of agitation the right is not all on

one side.

"We may find that the government,

facing us for the first time in the ca-

pacir\- of our customer, does not know

all that we know about our business

;

that it may have erroneous impressions

in regard to the way that we do busi-

ness. It does not understand how we

arrive at our cost, how we figure on what

we think is a proper profit upon our busi-

ness adventure.

"These men who are the government

officials with whom we have not here-

tofore dealt, must be reached by per-

suasion, by explanation, and if they do

not get it the first time, try to have

them get it the next tiine. Thus we

shall be to the government what we

have a right to be and ought to be, and

that is, an esteemed body of men whose

product is of prime importance to the

salvation of our countn,'. Let us show

tb.in that in this hour of peril by no

:ui of , our'; will the government be

L'ouged.

"Let us put forth always the argu-

ment, which must be maintained, and

which cannot be gainsaid, that the man-

ufacture of any product, giving employ-

ment to men and to capital, must, in

the last analysis, when it has been pro-

duced and conveyed to the customer,

bow in the remittances made therefor,

a profit which will warrant the continu-

ance of that enterprise, that it may con-

•inue to be a unit in the great industry

of our country. Nothing sadder could

liappcn to this country than that exac-

tions mistakenly made by the govern-

ment agency itself should reduce profits

until an industry becomes prostrate, its

power to employ labor gone, as well as

its power to make contribution liberally

to all patriotic causes. Nothing worse

could happen to the railroads of this

countrv', now a department of the gov-

ernment, than such a weakening of in-

dustrial forces as shall minimize their

output, which in turn would minimize tlie

tonnage to be carried by the railroads,

and which would reduce the earnings of

the railroads. ."Ml these dangers, if we
will be careful, if we will be patient, if

we will be tactful and honest, can be

cleared away.

"While we say the government is in

control and the government is buying,

go where you will all over the country,

into every purchasing agency, and you

will find that while the name over the

door may be "Uncle Sam" it is the

same old crowd inside with whom you

have long been acquainted. As Mr. Mc-
Adoo said to me when I was talking with

him one day, T have taken these rail-

roads over as a going concern, and have

hired or fired nobody.'

"We have been quite deeply stirred of

late, and probably this audience sitting

here is now greatly disturbed over what

is known as the patent question. Rumors
have flown thick and fast as to what was

going to be required by the government.

Wouldn't it be a great mistake for us

to denounce the government, when all

the trouble that we are facing today in

regard to patents, conies from the ac-

tive, insistent, plausible propaganda of

a man now and long in the railroad sup-

ply business, a man of eminence in our

craft, who openly and everywhere, with-

out concealment on his part, has been

advocating to government officials that it

would be a proper thing to do and easy

of accomplishment for manufacturers of

patented devices to eliminate royalties as

cost factors, and that we should be asked

to waive our patent rights? That con-

ception never arose or emanated from the

Director General of the Railroads or

from the Director of Purchases. What-

ever inquiries are being made to find out

whether these sug.gestions are as easy of

accomplishment and as acceptable to us

have been started by one who is an equip-

ment manufacturer.

"I may say that no man could have re-

ceived a representative of an organization

like ours with greater courtesy and cor-

diality, and accorded more time for me
to speak freely than when Secretary Mc-

Adoo gave me an audience a few weeks

ago.

"Mr. McXdoo is emiihatically for prog-

ress and on the question of standardiza-

tion, there was nothing that I wanted to
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discuss that he was not willing and eager

to hear and to give full and free expres-

sion with regard to it. I asked the ques-

tion of Mr. McAdoo, 'Will it, in your

opinion, be necessary to adhere so rigidly

to standards now to be fixed as to cause

a cessation of all trial development and

acceptance of new mechanical devices in-

tended for the more economical operation

of the railroads?' To which his response

was, quick and emphatic : 'Why, certain-

ly not ! There never was a time in the

history of our country when inventive

genius should be working at high speed

more than now.' And responsive further

he said. 'Why, if there shall be perfected

devices that are of major importance and

if the men who have designed and per-

fected them seek an opportunity to try

them out, and are not able to effectuate

that through the railroad officials, I would

like to have them come and see me, be-

cause progress and America are synony-

mous terms.'

"The Director General of Railroads,

when he said that to me. as your repre-

sentative, could not have had in his mind

that the men of inventive genius in Amer-
ica should focus their minds upon the

solution of problems vital to the increased

usefulness of the railroads, get men to

back them and spend money freely so

that they might go on with the work,

furnish the material and equipment where-

with to make trial and experiment, cov-

ering weeks and months, and after they

have done it, after they have demon-
strated that it is a desirable and import-

ant entity, that the government of the

United States would turn and say, 'Thank

you ! There is nothing doing in the money
line for you.' I do not believe any such

frame of mind was his. I do not believe

that so alert and practical an American

as the Director General could ever have

had it in his mind that he could spur on

the inventive genius of the country, in-

vite investment of large proportions upon

the gamble of success in the construction

of a desirable thing for railroads, with-

out having a reward which should take

the shape of revenue whereby there should

be increased living comforts and accumu-
lation for the man or men who had given

their brains, time and money to evolve it.

"I have been told that the Director of

Purchases, whom I had not yet had t!v

opportunity of meeting, was an austere

personality, a man who had a precon-

ception of what he was going to do and

going to compel our people to do; that

to get an audience with him was an im-

possibility. I said to his secretary by

telephone. 'I am Mr. George A. Post,

president of the Railway Business Asso-

ciation.' and when I saw him I found him
courteous, not much given to having any

loose talk, wanting to get right at the

point. I had a good, straightforw.-ird

business interview. In the course of the

conversation, I think I did touch the

pulse of tliis situation. Having learned

that at the meeting on Monday, a week

ago, when the manufacturers of engine

specialties were in Washington, there

were many of them, closely packed into a

small room, where it was impossible that

there could be a satisfactory conference, I

ventured to suggest that perhaps there

was a better way to do than that. I said

that there had been called about 140 of

these men, who came to Washington, and

that the meeting had been more or less

futile. I said that there is soon to be

called a meeting of the car specialty man-
ufacturers, and when that call is sent out

there will probably be 200 people, too

great a number to get into any chamber

in the Interstate Commerce Building, and

too large a number to carry on anything

like a conference. I ventured the sugges-

tion that the Railway Business Associa-

tion should appoint a committee of five

or seven men, men of executive status,

men who know, who are of high repute

as production experts, men of technical

skill, men of ripe business experience,

accustomed to the anxieties, uncertainties

and the responsibilities of business, who
could, in his presence, in a room, engage

him in a conversation and could answer

his questions. Mr. Williams asked: 'But

will this committee have power to do

business, to make contracts for every-

body?' 1 said, 'No; they will not. That

can only be done by individual firms.'

Mr. Williams was not able to see that

the session would be one of accomplish-

ment, nd courteously said that he did

not think that would work.

"Expressing my regret, I called his at-

tention to the point that pending the time

that this committee should have had this

colloquy and marshalled for him the in-

formation they could give him, there

.-•iiould be held in abeyance any decision

or order in regard to the use of patented

articles in connection with the cars and
locomotives. I said, 'As long as the'com-

mittee is not to come, and as long as I

am here, will you permit me to briefly

sive you the situation?' I said. "At the

meeting on Monday last, the Purchasing

-Agent, who then presided over that meet-

ing, said that in making their quotations

the manufacturers would be expected or

requested to eliminate royalties as a fac-

tor of cost and to waive their patent

rights.' I said, 'This request or expec-

tation or requirement, whichever it may
be, is impossible of effectuation by many
people. In many cases it is absolutely

impracticable and legally impossible to

accede to such a proposition.'

"He (Mr. Williams") said: 'The idea

of taking away from the owner of the

patent, or designer, the royalty that is

agreed to be paid him is not what I am
thinking about. Whatever you make,

supposing that it is in the specifications

as one of the things that may be used,

then, of course, it can be used for on«

or 100,000 cars. Supposing that your ca-

pacity for output of this patented com-
modity was only a third of what the

government might desire to buy, enough,
say, to equip all the cars with your de-

vice. If I should buy the full capacity

of your plant, and the government still

wanted more than you could make, why
cannot there be some arrangement made
whereby you will grant the right to some-
body to make that which the government
needs, you having got all the business you
can take care of? The inventor, the roy-

alty man, will be deeply interested in hav-
ing the government buy as many as it

will.' This showed that he still had no
thought but that the person who had de-

signed, who was dependent upon the in-

come from the royalty should be made
happy rather than miserable.

"I explained to him, of course, what a
patent device meant, and how its utility

rested entirely upon its being properly

made, dimensions accurately adhered to

and the assembling done with precision

;

that unless all those things were done
it was useless to buy it anythow because

it would not function as it should, and
nobody would be responsible for it when
it was delivered. He said, 'Couldn't some
arrangement be made whereby the arti-

cle could be manufactured, beyond the

capacity of your plant, by somebody who
could manufacture under your supervi-

sion, making the requirement that it

should be the same as you are making,

and for which service you should re-

ceive pa}', not as much as the profit that

you get from those you are making your-

self, but a fair allowance for the work
that you do in having made that thing

which the government believes it needs?'

"That constitutes the whole of the inter-

view had with the Director of Purchases.

No man could ask to be received more
courteously than I was, no man could

ask to be given more time to state his case

than I was accorded. He, perhaps, does

not know all about the supply business

that I and you, my associates, do. I had
told him some things I think that he had
not up to that time had explained to him,

and from that time on he will know what
those particular things are.

"Lot us take this world as we have it

now. It is a new world, with new and

higher ideals awakened, and new meth-

ods of doing business in process of estab-

lishment. We are patriotic men, we are

business men, we have brains, and we
have solved many a problem before.

Problems lie before us to be solved, and I

will bet my bottom dollar that the railway

supply craft of .America has brains enough

and patience enough to solve this one to

our solid satisfaction, so that the govern-

ment shall be well served and not over-

charged, and that we shall all be happy."

Mr. Post gives an accurate outline of the

utterances of the Director General of Rail-

roads and the Director of Purchases.
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Lubricators—Their Construction and Maintenance

The degree of perfection which has

been attained in the construction and

operation of nearly all o£ the lesser ap-

pliances of the modern locomotive is apt

to lead to a mistaken idea that being

mostly automatic in their action they do

not require as much attention as appli-

ances that may be said to depend entirely

on tlie careful manipulation of the engine-

man. This idea uas impressed upon us

during the severe weather of last winter

by learning of the bursting of a number

of lubricators that had been allowed to

become frozen when a little forethought

Coming back to the lubricator, the con-

structors usually furnish directions for

use. Like shop rules and other lengthy

proclamations, they are not read and

digested as often as they might be, and a

brief recapitulation of some of the prin-

cipal precautions against lubricator

troubles should not be considered amiss

at this time, even if the danger is less

during the summer when obstructions are

not so common, or are more readily

solvent.

It should always be observed that in

coupling a lubricator in place the steam

MILL'S KVK" r.orriMOTTVF. LUBRICATOR FIVE FEED TYPE.

could li.ive prevented the di^ast^^^ n--

ferrcd to. Openini; the waste cock at

the bottom of the- lubricator, witli tlie

steam valve open, tlic obstruction of

whatever kind will lie blown out lhi<iunli

the waste cock. Tlie common precaution

taken in dwelling houses of allouiiiv; a

little water to pass through an u]i]ier

faucet during inten-e frosts [irev. nt-,

nuich freezing of pipes. Of c.r,n-^e,

landlords have their wits sharjieiuil in

the interests of economy. The freivint:

of water pipes in a building is a pers..nal

biss, and it rarely Ijappens twice to the

same landlord.

pipe ^lllluld lie carefully cleaned, especi-

.illy it an irnn pi|)e. The formation of

M ,ile and cliips in tlie inside of such

pi]ies is coiuinuous, and their tendency

to reach tlie lubricator is very great

where they clog up the pipes and other

r.;.s>ages. It shoubl als.i be observed that

steam is taken from the liiyhest part of

the ii.iiler. Turrets are not infrequently

called upon to furnish more various

iipeiiings for the delivery than they are

lapalile of supplying. A special dry pipe

lor the use of the lubricator, if possible,

is better practice. Pipes should be so ar-

ranged that water traps arc impossible. A

steady fall towards the steam chests is

essential. Oil will float upwards through

water, but will not float downwards. The

need of straining the oil before filling it

into the lubricator is also a prime neces-

sity, as the tendency in oil to attract and

retain foreign particles is very great, and

these substances, of whatever kind, have

a pernicious effect on the valves and

openings. Not only so but some kinds of

oil invariably leave a residue behind that

is ai)t to harden and affect the working

of the lubricator, hence it is good prac-

tice to immerse the lubricator in a lye

bath. In the case of the choke plugs

being stopped up, close the steam valve

of the lubricator, and open the throttle

valve of the engine. This will blow

steam from the steam chest back through

the choke plugs, and blow the obstruction

into the sight chamber, and leave the

choke passage free. In the case of the

oil disappearing from the reservoir, this

may be caused by the water pipe, leading

from the condenser to the oil reservoir,

being sjilit or loose, or by reason of

cracks developing in the passages, near

the top of the oil reservoir, allowing the

oil to feed directly into the delivery

arms or into the con<lcnser, and from

thence into the tallow pipes, without

passint; vi-ibly tlirough the glasses. This

may occur from freezing or from care-

less handling.

A word might be said in regard to the

general underlying principle or cause of

action in the lubricator. .Assuming that

the cyliiKler or chamber of the device is

filled with oil, a pressure of steam forces

the oil through nozzles up through a

body of condensed steam in the lubri-

cator, and the oil passing through this

body of water or condensed steam, the

oil can be seen through a glass bull's eye

or short glass tube. The amount of oil

flowing may thus be readily observed, and

regulated by needle valves operating

under the nozzles. While the number of

nozzles may be increased, the operation

in each is separate, and may be regulated

according to the rccpiirements of the mov-

ing parts to be luliricated.

As the drops of oil pass into the pipes

leading towards the parts to be lubricated

it mi.xes with the steam, and thus forms a

steam lubricant, thereby reaching every

part of ibe valve seats or cylinder walls.

The device is in every way vastly superior

to the older methods of lubricating by oil

cups pl.iced over the steam chests, the

cups being filled at intervals by the fire-

man wlio had to traverse the distance

from tile cab to the steam chests or other

parts. The saving in point of labor may
not be very great, but the saving in the

use of the lubricant is very great. Not
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only so. Init the lubrication is positive

and readily proportional to valve and pis-

ton travel, and therefore proportioned to

the work done by the locomotive, and

when the locomotive stops lubrication

stops. The reservoirs may be filled while

in operation, and each feed, as we have

already stated, can be adjusted separately,

the adjustment ranging from one drop in

10 strokes to 20 drops in one stroke. The

adjustment once made remains accurate

under all conditions, and engine efficiency

increased, with fuel and water consump-

tion decreased.

It may be noted in this connection the

mileasje per pint of oil will vary from 70

to 150, depending on type, power and

speed of locomotive, steam pressure and

temperature, grade of track and other

causes, among which may be mentioned

the fact that in bad water districts the oil

allowance is necessarily increased some-

times as high as 25 per cent. It may be

added that no difficulty has been experi-

enced in the lubrication of locomotives

having superheater appliances. A su-

perior quality of oil has been introduced,

and the fastest superheated locomotive in

the world is lubricated by an automatic

force feed system. It might be imagined

that the dryness and high pressure of the

steam might have a deterrent efTect on

the steady flow of the lubricant, but the

principle of operation remains undis-

turbed because the column of water

under boiler pressure forces the oil float-

ing on top of it into the cylinder oil pipes

leading to the bearing surfaces. The dif-

ference in pressure which forces the oil

is equivalent to the weight of a column
of water equal in height to the difference

in levels of lubricator outlet and bottom

of choke plug, less the friction in the

pipe, plus the difference between the

boiler and the steam chest pressure.

In regard to what are known as force

feed lubricators, they were in service on

European railways for several years, Init

did not appeal to American engineers.

especially on account of the increased

consumption of oil due to the difficulty

of adjusting the feed. The improved
American system of force feed lubrica-

tion applies the motion from some part

of the valve mechanism, the motion of

which is proportional to the valve itself.

and is transmitted to the lubricator, and
operates individual pumps that f rce the

oil through pipes to the bearings to be

lubricated, the speed of the plungers

being thus regulated by the travel of tlie

valve.

As may Ik- expected, many improve-
ments have been made on the lubricator

since its original appearance. Manufac-
turers vie with each other in keeping
pace with increasing boiler capacity and
steam pressure, as well as with the in-

creasing number of parts to which the

lubricator may be applied. Among the

more recent variations in form and im-

provement in design the Nathan Manu-
facturing Company have added the "Bull's

Eye" pattern, which, since its introduc-

tion, has met with much popular success.

This is owing to the fact that while re-

taining all the excellent qualities of the

previous types of lubricators, the firm has

substituted for the older form of tubular

glasses a new form of disc glass, which

will not break under any condition of

service, thus eliminating all danger to en-

ginemen, as well as delays to trains, re-

sulting from the breaking of glass. Its

introduction also makes for the simplify-

ing of the design in other directions. This

type of lubricators is also fitted with

gauge glasses to indicate when the reser-

voir is nearly empty. All glasses are

packed in casings, which screw into the

body, making their removal for inspec-

tion or repairs very convenient. Fig. I

shows the Nathan "Bull's Eye" type of

and does away with the necessity of shut-

ting off the feed regulation valves at a

terminal or refilling on the road and con-

sequently the necessity of opening and

readjusting these valves after refilling or

at the commencement of a service move-
ment.

This oil control valve has a lever han-

dle and index plate, and is so designed

that from the "closed" position a half

turn to the "all open" position will open

all feeds, or a quarter turn the feed to

the air pump only, and vice versa. The
duty of the air pump is so severe that it

requires almost constant lubrication from
the time it leaves a terminal to its return

to the roinidhouse. It is, therefore, of

importance that the air pump feed be

left working while the locomotive is tem-

porarily at rest at a station or on a sid-

ing. .'\ quarter turn of the oil control

valve handle provides for this. In this

conncctiriii it niav iie stated that when

MDTIVF, LT'BRICATOR ,«F.VF.\ FKF.D STANDARD.

lubricator with five feeds. .\s will be

observed it has no supporting arms or

other accessories to shake loose, but is

of a compact and substantial form, and

is meeting the requirements of the high-

powered modern locomotive service with

a degree of reliability that would be diffi-

cult to surpass.

."Xmong others the Detroit Lubricator

Co. has also achieved an enviable reputa-

tion, making numerous developments and

improvements during the last forty years

that are adapted to every type of locomo-

tive. Among some of the comjiany's im-

provements is the introduction of an oil

valve in the oil passage between the

reservoir and the sight feed regulating

valves in the Detroit Bull's Eye lubri-

cator. This places in the hands of the

operator a means of instantly starting,

stopping or throttling the rate of feed.

the feeds are choked at the lubricator in-

stead of at the steam chest two types of

lubrication chokes are used. The ball

choke, consisting of a movable ball

adapted for closing or opening the pas-

sage way. is adapted to all lubricators

where the feeds so fitted are used for

lubricating the air pump. The brass

choke, consisting of a short, double-

seated, sliding appliance, is fitted to cer-.

tain types of lubricators, and used for

balancing feeds for valve and cylinder

lubrication. It may also be applied to

lubricators where other than air pump
feeds are to be choked.

Our illustration Fig. 2 shows a front

view of the light-feed standard Detroit

bull's-cyc locomotive luliricator containing

several important improvements, and

adapter] for separate airbrake pump feeds

and .)ther similar forms of service.
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Economy in Psychophysical Movements

We are able to present to our readers,

through the courtesy of the Frankhn

Kailway Supply Company, Inc., some

psychophysical aspects of the Ragonnet

reverse gear, as applied to locomotives,

and these aspects are most strikingly con-

trasted with the motions of a man who

puts his foot against the steady-pin, and

pulls a long reverse lever over from for-

ward to backward motion. The word we

have used, psychophysical, simply means

the combined action of the mind and the

body or as it is often more aptly phrased,

to work "w'ith brain and hand."

In the case before us, a man is har-

nessed" up with wires and small electric

bulbs on his wrists, ankles, etc.. and he is

then photographed against a dark back-

ground, the lights being arranged so that

they do not illuminate his body, and the

result is that we get a line of light show-

ing his movement, reduced to its lowest

terms, or in skeleton form, the pauses

being indicated by bulbous "bags" of light

and the rapid movements by thin undu-

lating lines of light. A glance at our

illustrations reveals the fact that the

bodily movements necessary to manipu-

late the Ragonnet gear are smaller, more

compact, and simpler than for the other

old-time hand-operated gear. In it, on

the other hand, where the man perlorin--

the reversing of an engine in th- n-iuil

;.I..\iMI.M^ '.; M \N WITH KL\'l !: !

:,i-:-. i:k. hk.mi. arms and i-icti.

AI.I. MOVK TIIKOUGH LONG
liISTANt ES.

v.ay. fof.t, body, arms and hands .in ail

called into play and long lines of iiower

ful action are shown which contr:.-'.

clearly with the 'hnger and thumb" mo- work of the "ringer and thumb" appara-

tion required by the Ragonnet gear. tus over the heavy, long, lever-pull, as

In all these motions, whether either gear would be apparent in sweeping into a

is employed, they must be made up of dust pan, the contents of a can of green

actions in whicli the mind directs and peas fallen and scattered on the floor.

the hand iieriorin> ; and the nearer we

EXGIXEMAX AS HE SITS IN CAB WITH
LARGE REVERSE LEVER.

approach t.. rellex action, the nearer we

come to animal automatism, and nearly

perfect automatism would be labor with

the very minimum of fatigue. One of

the must common "reflexes" is the winking

uf the eyelid on the approach of a hos-

tile fist, and this is performed without

appreciable fatigue. The actions required

in any kind of work when analyzed, re-

i|nire, search, finding, selecting, grasp,

use. release, transport of the etnpty hands

..nd waiting. Search is the putting forth

of the hand; rinding is the approach or

api)rehension of the handle; selecting is

Ihe derinite location of the handle; grasi"

is the tightening of the hand to hold, and

avoid slip; position is holding the hand

>o it may act; use is the movement of

the handle ; release is letting go when

the work has been done, and transport

uf the hand is simply withdrawing it.

alter use, for rest or other employment,

and if no unnecessary movements have

been introduced, fatigue is at its lowest;

rest is the pause before another opcra-

tidii is begun.

It is fair to say that these lines of light

which are shown in the illustrations, give

one a good idea of the psychophysical

value of the old way and the new. They

show a-- clearly the superiority in point

of speed, muscular exertion, and brain

which is manifestly much more expedi-

tious than separately picking up by hand

each little round edible globule.

Another feature appears prominently

when the Ragonnet and the reverse

lever action is carefully studied.

The Ragonnet gear calls into play

the finer, more active, and more readily

trained muscles, while the reverse lever

calls upon the larger and more powerful

and, one may say, more clumsy muscles

Lit the body. This difference in appara-

tus represents a distinct gain in several

ways such as time, bodily fatigue and

thought. One of the well-known psy-

chologists of today wdio conducted many

interestinfi and instructive experiments;

to the interpretation of which he gave

much incisive analytical study, says

:

"Labor with the large muscles has. for

psychophysical reasons never been easily

combined with the subtler training of the

finer muscles. Hence a social organiza-

tion which obliged the men to give their

energy to war and the hunt, both, in

primitive life, functions of the strongest

muscles, made it necessary for the do-

mestic activities, which are essentially

function> uf the -mall niu'-cles. to be

.M(i\l--M1N1- •I Ixr.ixL.MAN WLIH
KAGO.NXKr i,K.\R. XOTf. THE FEET
AND HKAO ARE STU.L. HANDS

MOVE ONLY.

carried out l>y women. The whole his-

tory of the machine demonstrates the

economic tendency to make activities de-
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pend upon those muscles wliich presup-

pose the smallest psychophysical ctYort."

A time-study of the Ragonnet gear re-

vealed 'the fact that a locomotive could

be reversed in four seconds, while the

reverse lever took about 10 seconds to

pull over. This may not sound very

much or look like a substantial gain, but

it is a decided and desirable advantage

all round. Few people form any reliable

conception of time unless they witness

the movement of a material body, like

the progress of the hands of a clock, or

hear the rhythmic tick of a metronome.

Locke, writing on the "Human Under-

standing," says time is "Duration set

forth by measures." Piazzi Smith, at one

time astronomer royal for Scotland,

points out in his greatest work that "in

the broadest sense time is said to be

measured by the movement of some body

progressing at an equable rate." It is

for these reasons that clocks were in-

vented. The object being to drive and

mechanically regulate the rate of pro-

gression of the hands over the face of

the clock. Time absolutely by itself is

not properly conceived of by multitudes

of people. There are 60 minutes in the

hour, 24 hours in the day, 7 days in the

week. There are therefore 1,440 minutes

in the day and 10,080 minutes in the week.

Obviously one minute is a very small

quantity of time compared with a whole

week. Indeed, our forefathers consid-

ered it small as compared with one hour,

and called it "one minute," meaning a

very tiny or minute fraction—namely, one

sixtieth of an hour. When they came
to require still smaller sub-divisions of

time, they divided each ininute into 60

still smaller parts, which in Queen EH.^a-

beth's days (1559-1603) they called "sec-

ond minutes" (that is small quantities of

the second order of minuteness.) Now-
a-days, when we speak of these small

quantities of the second order of small-

ness, we say they are "seconds." But few

people know why they are so called or

how really minute they are.

Instances have been noted where people

in the New York subway have looked

wearily out of the windows at a station

and have felt as if time had been allowed

to drag on into a long and tiresome wait.

The actual time measured by a stop-

watch, was from 7 to 10 seconds during

non-rush hours, though it seemed to be

half an hour to the impatient passenger.

A witness at a trial recently mistook 17

seconds for a minute and was thunder-

struck when informed of his misjudg-
ment by the court.

It is tolerably clear by this time and
movement study of the Ragonnet reverse

gear, that it is decidedly superior to the

old hand reverse gear. Its superiority

does not rest on hearsay or preference

or the subtle influence of ihe pleasing

personality of a salesman, nor the wish
to have it succeed, which mav he in the

mind of the buyer. The study before us

is the work of unimpassioned, unenthu-

siastic science laying bare the truth with

the same cold impartiality that it would

record a failure. The gain in time is

there to be seen, in the "finger and

thumb" gear. The minimizing of fatigue

though not glaringly apparent, exists in

some form, and is here reduced so that

its cumulative effects are satisfactorily

staved off or put back so far that they

may not seriously impede the work even

on a switching engine. The bringing

down of the necessary mental effort tends

to appro.ximate to automatic action, with

its ready hand training, and this study

shows us that at least one step forward

has been taken toward the theoretical

goal of effortless work. Independent

of any talking points or selling qualities

in the pear or any improvements that

may appeal to a prospective purchaser,

the railroad world has been afforded a

sight of a "close up" (as the movie peo-

ple say) of a scientific piece of apparatus

which does its work quicker, with less ef-

fort, mental and physical, than the hand

gear did it, and has introduced into

railway work a product which repre-

resents careful thought, correct applica-

tion and satisfactory performance, and

where scientific progress does what it

always endeavors to do ; makes work into

play and looks toward swift and easy

directness, to take the place of laborious

exertion and comparatively slow move-

ment. It acts promptly and scores.

Giving All a Chance.

It seems that a part of the standardiza-

tion scheme broached by the government

is one of dimensions and not one of par-

ticular appliances. The dictionary mean-

ing of standard, that applies to us of the

railway world, is practically that which is

set up as a unit of reference, a form, a

type, an example, an instance, or combina-

tion of conditions that is deemed to be

correct. In this there is no hint of select-

ing one thing and using it exclusively. .Xs

an example, a hat without a brim would

hardly be considered as the standard hat

in this country. The fact that the brim is

standard does not prevent any desired

variety of size or shape. Applying this

reasoning to mechanical devices and

taking the car-coupler as a type, the only

thing really standard about it is its con-

tour and a few dimensions chosen to in-

sure interchange and a fit.

If all injectors were made so that the

bolts that would hold one class of injector

would also hold any other make, the

standardization here would not be oppres-

sive, because it would permit a maker to

put into his product, his own invention or

any acquired patents, or his scheme for

the saving of metal, or his ideas of ef-

ficiency, and in fact he could introduce

thin.gs he hopes to sell it by. These
might all be incorporated, and cxclusivelv

his own, if only he made his product to

take the place of another similar article.

This not only saves time in changing one

for the other, it facilitates repairs. It is

enlightened common sense, and it should

afford a maker some degree of satisfac-

tion to know that his product was received

with favor because it was an excellent

piece of work and an evidence of applied

knowledge, and did not, and could not,

appeal to railway men for the fatuous

reason that the bolt holes were exactly

7-inch centres, and not something else.

The government by this action would

merely compel men to do what they could

have done years ago, and jn some in-

stances (like the air brake) they have al-

ready done.

In railway matters, the acts of Congress,

the Sherman and the Clayton laws have

certainly produced effects, but the very

things these enactments sought to prevent

may, in a sense, come about by a sort of

backward electrical surge, produced by a

powerful discharge. Car builders usually

employ cheap labor, and in large quanti-

ties. One of the larger concerns might, if

it chose, by the offer at an exceedingly

low price, practically eliminate com-

petition.

This might be done, perhaps without

sinister intent. The 'arger concern, with

huge plant, extensive capital, and prac-

tically unlimited resources, might not, for

the time being, feel the effects of an al-

most unremunerative contract. In the

case, as it is today, where all former cus-

tomers have been merged into one, and

that one prepared to take maximum out-

put from perhaps twenty concerns, a price

which would represent a living wage, and

in some cases, only a slender profit, would

seem at least to be equitable. Under the

circumstances such as now exist it may
look unseemly for the lowest price to

emanate from the largest concern. Manu-
facturers ought to be able to show that

monopoly is far from their intention or

desire, yet, on the other hand, cut-throat

competition is as repugnant to them as is

the other extreme. It is not the policy of

the government to permit the destruction

of competition, however, or that any sol-

vent concern shall be forced to the wall. In

times like these, patriotism is not en-

hanced by the stifling of commercial life

at home, wlioii at any moment exigencies

in the field may demand the very maxi-

mum national output. .\t the moment
when a- on a warship, "all the ammuni-

tion hoists should be working." it is not

a good time to inspect and rig up ma-

chinery that has been forced to rust in

premature idleness. It seems but wisdom

for the strong and powerful to hold, as it

were, the umbrella over smaller and more

limited concerns, until the sky clears, and

the vrovernment. we may well believe, will

not welcome an offer when it but gives

satisfaction to a few. while it does not

incre;i-e national efficiency upon which

such ar.ive issues are now depending.
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Union of Associations.

.\ii idea, which has lung Iain dormant,

ha.s hecn bruuglu to the fore by the Di-

rector General of Railroads. It is the

amalgamation of the various railroad

societies into (jne. In conformity with

the wishes of the Director General, the

.-Xmerican Railway Association has com-

municated witli the mechanical and allied

associations. 'I"he replies received from

these bodies are not yet definite enough

to constitute any pertinent suggestion

upon which those having the matter in

hand can act.

Tlu: joint meeting of the executive

committees of the A, R. M. M. A. and

the M- C. B. associations was called by

instructions from the Director General

of Railroads to make arrangements for

tlie future work of the associations, and,

a? the letter from the .American Railway

.•\ssociation. pursuant of this idea,

points out, "That the form of organiza-

tion of 'Congress of Associations' to

n:eet the desire of the Director General

for an amalgamation of the various as-

sociations is to provide one organization

to make authoritative recommendations to

liim."

TJie opinion of llie president of .Ameri-

can Railway Master Meclianics' .Associa-

tion. Mr. WilHam Schlafge, is favorable

to the idea of amalgamation. In replying

to the .American Railway .Association, he

says, among other things, when writing

as llie mouthpiece of the executive com-

mittee, which recently met in Chicago:

"It is the unanimous opinion that the

formation of a 'congress' as outlined is

the desirable procedure. This associa-

tion would constitute under this plan a

fully organized section, covering the field

of its ]iresent activities as outlined in

.Article II of its constitution."

It appears to us to be quite feasible,

ihe formation of one large society in

which several sections could all operate

independently and yet be bound together

by a governing board of the wdiole. This

kind ui society is exemplified by the

American Association for the -Advance-

ment of Science, or the British Associa-

tion, or the association of electrical men.

These societies have each several di\erse

sections. The American .Association for the

.Advancement of Science has a president

and twelve vice-presidents. Each of the

vice-presidents is the presidin,g officer of

one section, and each section has its own

secretary.

The sections which might be gathered to-

gether under such a name as perhaps the

American Railway Mechanical Associa-

tions might include the Master Mechan-

ics, the M. C. B., the Mechanical Engin-

eers, the Air Brake men. the General

Foremen, the Railway Electric men, the

Chief Car Inspectors, the Car Foremen,

the Blacksmiths, the Boilermakers, the

Fuel Department men, the Car and Lo-

comotive Painters, and the Traveling En-

gineers. Each one of these thirteen

groups has now a society of its own, and

these could be brought together, each

with a vice-president of the larger so-

ciety as its chief officer, and its own in-

dividual secretary, like those of the

American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science. If this was done, the

new Railway Mechanical Association

would not only discuss and report upon

goi.d practice, it would then have the

machinery with the American Railway

.Association to make its views effective.

Substantial Small Economies.

These are the days of economy, that

word generally refers to small savings,

and in designing machines it includes the

-implification of parts. It must not be

confused with economics, which is one

of the branches of political economy.

I conomics as a science deals with the

production and distribution of wealth

and takes no particular note of individ-

ual small savings effected in the use of

I onimodilies.

It is, however, with small economies

that we are all interested nowadays,

t )ne of the conunodities that certaiidy

call f<jr reduction is an im|)onderable

quantity; it is human labor. It has been

defuiitely determined by laboratory ex-

|ieriments, that men do not work at an

even rate, that is periods of the day each

has its appropriate rate at which work is

done. This is as true of mental activity

as it is of physical exertion.

As an example, take a man on a switch

engine. There is a great deal of "re-

versing" to be done in the day's work.

With tlu band re\erse gear this work

is usually perlonned by the use of the

larger muscles of arms, trunk and legs.

These muscles are less readily trained

than those of the hands. .A man at 7 :00

a. m. is frt^b and presimialil> on good

terms with bnnsell. Me reverses the

engine quickly aiul readily in response to

a signal. .\s time wears on. though the

W'ill is as strong and probably as alert as

ever, a slight slackening in the swiftness

and power in the work of the arms, may

be noticed. Then comes relief and the

dinner hour. One o'clock finds the man

almost, though not quite, as fresh as in

the morning, and work proceeds, rapidly

and strongly. .\s 4 or 5 o'clock approaches

the slackening is again in evidence, and

liy 6 o'clock, definite fatigue may begin

to impede the work.

In all this and subtly enhancing the

feeling of fatigue, is the monotony of

the work. This monotony, as mathema-

ticians w'ould say, is a product of time

and repetition. The work of "horsing her

over" is laborious at any time and its

repetition is not of itself pleasing. Just

here the Ragonnet reverse gear comes in

and fills a long-felt want.

An account of this feature appears in

another column. This gear enables a

man to make the cut-off of the valve

advance or recede by almost infinitesmal

degrees. The old-style hand gear has

definite and well defined spaces on the

quadrant like steps on a stairway, while

the Ragonnet gear is more like the "slide"

of an inclined plane. To alter the simile

the old-fashioned hand gear may be

likened to the half-tone spaces of the

diatonic scale in music, while the Ragon-

net gear may be said to have smaller

divisions than even those of the chro-

matic scale. It has the difference in

"shading" quality which exists between

a cornet with valves, and the larger

range of a slide trombone.

In this newer, air-operated reverse

gear, a distinct gain in bodily exertion

largely eliminates fatigue, and a gain in

time is the result. The man is practically

as good at 6 p. m. as he was at 7 a. m.,

and the gradual slowing down before

dinner and previous to quittin.g time is

not apparent. The man's performance is

even, and there is no reason why fluc-

tuations shuuld appear. Conserving a

worker's timi' and reducin.g his bodily

exertion are tbin,i;s which make for small

savings, cumulative in their good effects,

which are real and substantial economies.

Six Decimals and an Assumption.

The story is told of a witness in court,

called by the defense, to uphold the build-
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ing of a stone wall. He gave his evi-

dence clearly and without confusion.

He said the wall had been carefully built

by experienced and competent men. It

had been put up in a good season and

the stones properly fitted and the mortar

was just as it should be. In fact, one

would almost have believed that lie had

inspected every stone of it. The wall

was excellent and nothing could be bet-

ter. "But," said the counsel for the

plaintiff, "you admit that the wall fell

down. It is gone, and nd explanation of

its fine qualities will overturn that fact."

A short time ago an accident occurred

on one of our prominent railway lines

by which the engineman and three others

were killed. The derailment is said to

have occurred at a defective switch. A
freight train had been able to pass over

the switch, previously, and it was then

thought to be somewhat out of order.

The belief, however, prevailed that the

signals protected the road and would
give sufficient warning to prevent any-

thing going wrong with following trains.

The press disi)atch reads : "According

to the testimony of railroad men, tlie

crew of a freight train which passed over

the switch a few hours before the acci-

dent found it could not be locked. A
series of block signals, however, was be-

lieved to be sufficient to guard trains fol-

lowing from the danger of running over
the switch at too high a rate of speed,

and two other trains did pass the switch

before the special, without any difficulty.

The wreck is believed to have been due
to the engineer, who was killed, running
past a signal to slow down."

It is quite probable that the signals did

all that was expected of them. We arc

not trying to rehearse the incidents of

the unfortunate occurrence and we do
not vouch for the accuracy nor for the

sequence of events, as stated in the daily

prints. We are concerned with the fact

that is glaringly obvious, that is, the sig-

nal system did not fail, it was in good
working order and that it gave the full

and adequate warning that it was ex-
pected to give. It did its part most sat

isfactorily and yet the accident happened.
It is alleged that the engineman ran past

the signal or disregarded the warning.
The engineman is dead and cannot admit
or deny the allegation. But the accident
is there with all its baleful consequences.
The fact, if it be a fact, that the dead
engineman did transgress, affords small

comfort to the traveling pubHc and it

brings home to everybody, exactly what
is the function of the signal system, and
what it is expectetd to accomplish.

The signal system affords a clear, un-
equivocal warning, but it does not, nor
is it expected to, control the train. Tliat
is the fundamental point and it emi^ha-
sizes the fact that a control system is

now in order. This does not discredit

the signal systems of the country. They
are carefully thought out, they are well

made, they work excellently, but they do

not control the movement, nor the speed,

nor the stopping of the train. That is an

attribute of railway signaling work that

is not here yet, and every day the neces-

sity for it becomes more and more ap-

parent. The whole signal system is a

monument of skill, of efficiency, and of

well-directed labor. But the time in

which we live, requires more. A con-

trol signal is urgently needed. The de-

mand is imperative.

Have you ever thought that forgetting

to post a letter for your wife is no more
of a sin than many enginemen commit,

viewed simply as an intellectual lapse?

Nothing happens to you, but the engine-

man kills someone. The consequences

have nothing to do with the lapse. All

"forgets" are psychologically equal. The
fact that the engineman sacrifices himself

to death proves he is in the grasp of

something he cannot resist. To assume
that one can discipline a man so that

he shall never make a mental mistake or

be guilty of a mental lapse again after he

has made one, is to run in the face of

ascertained knowledge.

Suppose you w-ant the length of the

shadow of a factory chimney at noon.

You take the angle with the horizontal

made by the sun over the chimney top at

12 o'clock. You do this with a sextant

and get it right. You know the angle

at the base of the chimney on the ground
line is 90 degs., but you assume the

height of the chimney. You solve the

triangle and carry the work out to six

places of decimals. Your mathematics
arc absolutelty right and your result be-

yond question
; yet you can't swear to the

length of the shadow, even when worked
out to six decimal places—because you
assumed one factor, the height of the

chimney which you did not know.
The signal system may be worked out

to six decimals one may say, and the

mathematics and the functions are cor-

rect, yet it occasionally fails on account

of an assumption, and the assumption is

that a man is always up to 100 per
cent efficiency, when it is know-n, and
it has been proved time and time again,

that he is not always up to, and some-
times not near that mark. The weak
spot in the whole signal system that we
use today, with its excellent mechanical
accuracy, is the man, and the false as-

sumption made about him. lie now and
then disastrously fails.

of water to tlie pound of coal. These are

undeniable facts, yet accounts of boiler

efficiency are sometimes published that

display gross ignorance or a desire to

deceive. When a new type of boiler is

offered to steam users, extraordinary
claims are frequently made concerning the

performance. A case is cited of a new
furnace abroad, which, it is said, evapor-
ated 36 pounds of water per pound of

coal, and another gentleman (a professor,

be it noted) says that an ordinary boiler

furnace evaporated 26 pounds of water
per pound of coal. The improved furnace
was one-third better than the common
one, while the latter got twice as much
energy out of a pound of coal as there

was in it. People who say that engineer-
ing is not advancing, will have to revise

their statements.

The Air Brake Association.

Our report of the convention of the
Air Brake Association, though necessarily

condensed, will, we are assured, prove, if

proof be necessary, that meetings of this

afsociation are indispensable. A com-
plete mastery of the details of the air

brake and the constant development of

marked improvements in its construction

and application is so engrossing an occu-
pation that periodical exchanges of opin-

ions among the leading men engaged in

tliis sphere of mental and mechanical ac-

tivity becomes a prime necessity. Not
only so, but in the well-chosen phrase-

ology of one of the committees, that

never in the history of the world has

there been a time when it was so vitally

essential that the best operating condi-

tions prevail as right now. Now when
it is so highlv important that all possible

despatch be given to munitions of war,

foodstuffs, clothing or any commodity
consigned to "our boys" who have given

up all that was near and dear to them at

home and have gone into foreign lands to

fight, and if need be die, to deliver the

world from an autiKracy that would be

equivalent to slavery itself, and those of

us who have been left at home can do our

"bit" in no better wa" than by seeing

that the cars laden with anything for the

.'\merican soldiers and their allies to eat,

wear or shoot out of existence the ele-

ment that would destroy democracy and
engulf the \\orld in slavery, are given the

best movement possible and such move-
ment cannot be complete without the air

brake and it maintained in the proper

operating condition and manipulated in

the proper manner.

Boiler Efficiency.

Few locomotives eva()orate more than
six pounds of water to each pound of
coal consumed in the furnaces; the most
efficient compound, stationary or marine
engines, with the best design of boiler,

very rarely evaporate more than 10 pounds

Removal.

Owing to the need of larger facilities

for the rapidly expanding business, the

United .States Metallic Packing Company
have moved the main offices to 221 North

Thirteenth street, Philadelphia, Pa.
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Air Brake Department
Twenty-fifth Annual Convention of the Air Brake Association—Reports of Committees

and IniUvidiial Papers

The twenty-filth annual convention of

the Air Brake Association was lu;ld at

tlie Hotel Winton, Cleveland, Ohio,

during May 7, 8 and 9. I. H. Weaver,

president, delivered the opening address,

followed by D. R. MacBain, superintend-

ent of motive power of the New \ ork

Central, and by Grand Chief Warren S.

Stone of the Brotherhood of Locomotive

Engineers, and Walter V. Turner, West-

inghouse Air Brake Company. The ad-

dresses were all of an intensely patriotic

kind, and reflected in an impressively

eminent degree the earnestness of the

members in the important work in wliicli

they are engaged, and the general results

of the work of the association is the best

proof of the need of a continuance of the

opportunity of meeting for an exchange

of views on the vital questions aftectiuK

the improvement in the details of the air

brake whicli is so important a factor in

railroad transportation.

The secretary and treasurer's reports

showed that the affairs of the society are

in a very satisfactory condition. .Six-

teen of the members are now in the

Xational Army Service, but the entire

membership of nearly one thousand may

be said to be devoting their unreserved

energies and experience in the servic nf

the Xational Government. It was also

gratifying to observe that the members

have the good sense to keep the expensc-

of the society well within the inc6me. a

balance of about $3,000 being in hand.

$1,000 of which was invested in war

savings certificates.

The first paper submitted on a tiili-

nical subject was one continued from

last year. G. H. Wood, chairman, asso-

ciated with H. L. Sandhas. M. E. Hamil-

ton. Mark Purcell, H. F. Wood, L. S.

Aver, T, F. Lyons. S. D. Streetcr, M. S.

Beek. W. J. Hatch, C. H. Rawlin, J. .\.

Burke, R. C. Burns and William Siniue.

The subject treated was entitled a« fol-

low= :

recommended constant instruction and

supervision, and also pointed out that un-

satisl'actory liandling occurred owing to

slack action in starting trains. This is

caused by a change in velocity between

the various cars composing the train, the

degree or severity of such slack action,

depending upon the rate at which the

change of velocity takes place, and the

weight and number of cars involved.

The report pointed out that the per-

nicious effects of slack action were caused

chiefly by : sliutting off the engine throttle

and applying the engine and train brakes

somewhat heavily; by applying the en-

gine brakes and then the train brakes

;

Slack Action in Long Passenger

Trains.

.\.s is well known unsatisfactory

handling prevails liv enginemcn of exjier-

icnce as well as by inexperienced men

In cases where trains are poorly handled,

the same train was at other times handled

well by llie same cngineman over the

same route indicating that goo<l handling

was possible. This shows that some

ongincmen aradually grow lax ni the

matter of train handling, with the result

ibat conditions change. The comnmcr

1 II W K.WICK. PRESIDENT AIR BR.\KE

AS.SOCIATION 1917-18.

trains witli brake conditions that produce

efl'ective braking power on tlie engine and

head cars in advance of the rear cars;

cars in a train having a lower percent-

age of braking power to their total weight

than the balance of cars, which may be

due' lo their lieing loaded in one case and

empty in another; and inability to pro-

duce a low-l)rake cylinder pressure in

the beginning of a brake application.

Admitting all the conditions to exist,

with the exception of the ability to olitain

a low brake cylinder pressure at the be-

ginning of a brake application, if the en-

gineer so manipulates the brake that light

brake cylinder pressure will be obtained

when the brake application is first started,

it is possible to so control the brake that

it will be applied slowly until the slack

ba> .idin^ted it«elf. and no cliange in

brake equipment would be necessary, even

if the other features mentioned above

existed in a train. On the other hand, it

is impossible for the engineer to control

the brake cylinder pressure in the begin-

ning of the brake application if the other

features referred to are not modified to a

controllable condition.

Referring to the question of building

up the braking slowly to accomplish a

smooth stop ; Where heavy brake appli-

cations produce unsatisfactory results, it

is the practice to slightly increase the

time in which the stop is made by grad-

uating the brake or through light reduc-

tions when the application is first started,

and instead of attempting to stop in

thirty-five to forty-five seconds, the time

is increased to sixty seconds. This in-

crease of a few seconds provides ample

time to avoid any noticeable slack action.

The report also pointed out that a form

of foimdation brake gear can be em-

ployed, which will permit of a longer

piston travel being maintained than is

common. This could be depended upon,

if equipped with automatic slack ad-

justers, to maintain the piston travel as

designed, that is for 8 ins., without

greatly increasing the piston travel

during brake applications when the train

is running, thus insuring a low brake

pressure in the beginning of brake appli-

cations, regardless of the train's speed.

With the single shoe type of foundation

brake .year, now in common use, consid-

erable false piston travel exists ; that is.

when the car is standing, the piston travel

may be S ins. with 60 lbs. in the brake

cylinder. When the car is running at a

high rate of speed. 60 lbs. brake cylinder

pressure increases the piston travel to 8

ins. ; however, at low speeds, the same

cylinder pressure will not force the pis-

ton out to the same extent as occurs at

a high rate of speed, consequently, the

cylinder volumes for low rates of speds

are very small compared to the auxiliary

reservoir. Hence it is necessary that a

predetermined brake cylinder pressure be

decided on for making piston travel ad-

justmeiU : that is. the cylinder pressure

should ' f^ that at which the slack ad-

juster operates, if employed, or the max-

imum prcsiiure obtained under full

cylinder pressures when the train is run-

ning.

The rate of retardation for service

braking should be automatically fixed so

that any movement of slack occurring

will take place sufficiently slow as not

to be noticeable in the form of shocks.
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The effect of slack action is aggravated

by excessive slack in draft gears ; exces-

sive unequal braking power between

various cars; great differences in weight

of cars; increasing the number of cars

per train ; unequal piston travel
;
propor-

tion of auxiliary reservoir and brake

cylinder volumes; time element between

the movement of various triple valves

throughout a train ; rate of producin;,'

brake cylinder pressure; differences in

rate of retardation between various cars

in a train; and the requirements of

service in different localities.

The report closed by emphasizing tlie

need of enginemen being instructed that

they may understand the principles and
purposes of the equipment they are

handling, and thereby giving a full op-

portunity for rendering the service of

which it is capable, and which is in some
details capable of further improvement

What Is the Safe Life of an Air Brake
Hose?

The committee on the above subject

consisted of the following: M. E. Hamil-
ton, chairman ; George W. Noland,

Joseph W. Walker and U. S. Belk. They
reported that 28}^ months was the aver-

age safe life of an air brake shoe. The
committee had obtained records of 25,000

air hose in service. These were in-

spected in five different groups, and over

18 per cent were found porous. The
committee had no means of discovering

how long a hose had been in a porous
• condition before it was found by inspec-

tion, but the average life of the porous

hose is nearly the same as the average

life of the burst hose, so that the period

of service considered safe was empha-
sized by the general average of hose

bursting and becoming porous being

nearly alike.

Of the detrimental effect of porous
hose, the committee caused five trains to

be tested for leakage, inspected for porous
hose, and again tested for leakage after

the porous hose had been removed. The
train in each case consisted of 65 cars,

and therefore represented 130 hose, ex

elusive of those between the engine and
tender. The number of hose found to be

porous ran from a minimum of 5 to a

maximum of 8 on each train, or an aver-

age of 4.85. The leakage per miniue
before testing was from 12 lbs. to 20 lbs

.

and the leakage per minute after tlie

porous hose had been removed was frnm
6 lbs. to 8 lbs. per minute. When it i-

borne in mind that the average in all

hose inspected was as high as 18 per

cent, it can be realized the handicap
under which enginemen are working
under the present average conditions

The committee recommended that tlic

various railroad companies put into effect

a system of inspection and soap siuls

tests, at least on repair tracks for the

purpose of detecting and removing from
service all porous hose. Instances were
given where such a system had been

established, and while it was found that

the percentage of porous hose ran very

high at the beginning, it gradually les-

sened until within two months it was re-

duced to such a point that only 2 per

cent of the hose tested were found
porous. It was also found that out-

bound terminal air brake delays de-

creased. Recommendations were also

made that the railway companies insist on
procuring a guaranteed hose from the

manufacturers, or take up the use of

properly constructed braided hose. These
items will slightly increase the first cost

of hose, but reduce the ultimate cost.

The Best Methods of Preparing Air
Brakes at Terminals to Avoid Train

Shocks and Break-in-Twos.

A lengthy report on the above subject
«as presented by a committee consist-
ing of B. Heartenstein, chairman; O. R.
P.radbury and John Foster. The report
emphasized the need of a proper instal-

hition and a careful and constant main-
tenance of the air brake appliances. It

was not to be expected that the man or
men in charge of the maintenance depart-
ment should be experts and be able to

trace the flow of the air through all the
valves or know the size. location and
duty of the parts and passages, but that
the test rack operator and the man doing

cars without Irrst seeing that branch pipe

strainers are inserted and in good con-

dition, and failure to clean out dirt col-

lections at proper intervals, deprives the

triple valves of the protection they are

entitled to and causes numerous triple

valve troubles.

The car foreman must be held directly

responsible for knowing absolutely that

the man who is actually doing the work
is turning out a product of proper char-

acter, quality and quantity. In the matter
of inspection also care should be taken

to examine train pipe for rusted or worn
places at body bolster, for defects or
corrosion at angle cock nipple, and for

condition of retaining pipe at end sill

bend, after which brake pipes should be
blown out to free them from dirt and
pipe scale. Note that pipe clamps are in

place and secured, that angle cocks arc

turned so that they point toward center

of track and are located as per M C B
standard. When angle cocks are turned
to proper angle one side of hexagon por-
tion will be exactly horizontal. When a

triple valve is removed its gasket should
be removed also and taken to the air

brake room for inspection. Cracked,

brittle, thin or cut packing leathers must

TESTING DEVICE FOR RR.^KE CYLINDERS AND KET.MNING VALVES.

the repair work should have sufficient

knowledge that he knows how to tell

what effect an ordinary defect will pro-
duce. He should know that when a triple

valve is applied to a car that it has been
properly repaired, cleaned and tested, and
is suitable for service, for unless it has
been, it will defeat the entire purpose of

the air brake by preventing it from per-
il >rming its normal functions which make
lor safety and economy, and will invari-

ably contribute to heavy financial loss

far in excess of the maximum possible

cost of maintaining these devices in good
operating condition.

The application of levers of improper
dimensions and proportions cause brake-
rigging failures, slid flat wheels, improper
and unequal braking power and a detri-

mental influence in train handling.

Changing brake shoes without readjust-

ing to between seven and eight inches
standing travel of the piston is often the
direct cause of slid flat wheels, break-in-
twos. train shocks and prevents proper
manipulation, .\pplying triple valves to

be placed in cylinder with thickest part
of leather at the bottom of the cylinder.

Hard packing leathers may be made
pliable by soaking them in brake cylinder

lubricant. Piston travel on all cars must
be adjusted to between 7 ins. and 8 ins.

when brakes are applied with a 20-lb.

service reduction from an initial brake
pipe pressure of 70 lbs. Piston travel

must be adjusted so that line lever on
each truck stands at approximately the

same angle to top rod when brakes are

applied. If necessary to renew any brake
shoes they must be renewed before the

piston travel is adjusted.

The outgoing freight brake test is. or
should he. merely a check against error.

Immediately on arrival each train must
have a general inspection under blue

signals. A thorough brake inspection can

now be given, minor repairs made and
cars with inoperative brakes marked for

repair tracks, all during the time and pro-

tection afforded by the general inspection.

War time merely emphasizes the need
for making the incoming brake test in-
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variably ami correctly. Road foremen

ami trainmasters, while on other duties

on the engine or in the caboose, should

instruct and check against errors and

delinquencies. Thej- cannot do so if they

get off when entering yards.

Commenting on brake pipe leakage, the

report states that the most common
cause for it is poorly clamped piping

that will permit shifting of such jjiping in

switch movements or shocks that occur

along the track. Allowing train and yard

men to pull hose apart instead of separat-

ing them by hand, as this produces

spread coupling jaws, destroys gaskets

and creates porous hose, all of which

play an important part in the causes of

train shocks, and break-in-twos. Brake

8y2-Inch Cross Compound Compresser
Maintenance.

.\ conipiehensive report on the .-ubject

of maintenance of the SJj-i"- cross-com-

pound compressor was presented by a

committee consisting of C. N. Remery,

chairman ; T. E. Lyons and Frank

Schaller, from which we take the oppor-

tunity to make a condensed abstract of

M)me of the salient features.

At the outset the report convincingly

pointed out that without the air compres-

sor the railroad train of to-day could not

be taken safely down a mountain grade.

Tlic position and fastenings of the com-

jiressor were fully described. In the han-

dling of the appliance detailed instruc-

tions are furnished in the report. Par-

AIR C/\VC£ 3f
V</A B CAT. Ii9 S9099

f car OUT COCK turnep
AND THReADED TO FIT HO 55
COUPLINC. w A-B <:^TN° 2233

TK.STIXC llK\'I( I

cylinder and auxiliary leakage are also

productive of damage to trains. K.xces-

sive draw bar slack is also a liberal con-

tributor to train shocks and consoipient

breaks-in-lwo. With no slack and good

draft rigging, trains could not be '.roken

in two.

.\ variety of other valuable sugne-tions

were advanced by the committee looking

toward reducing to a minimum train

shocks, tlie general purport of which

were impressing the necessity of seeing

that all cars were in good operating con-

dition, piston travel properly adjusted and

trains properly handled. In fact, many
matters which relate to the efTicicnt ai:iion.

K SI.VGI.E C.-\RS.

ticular stress was laid on the lulirication,

and care should be taken that the piston

rod swabs should be lubricated with valve

oil, the throttle opened gradually, and the

Compressor run slowly until all condensa-

tion is worked out of the steam cylinders,

then tlie drain cocks sliould be closed.

While the compressor is yet working

slowly, 10 to 15 drops of oil should be

fnl to the steam cylinders and 8 to 10

drops to each air cylinder, .\fter obtain-

ing about 40 lbs. pressure the throttle can

be opened as required for the service in-

tended. The steam cylinders need about

3 drops per minute in freight service, and

nearly as nnub in passenger service. The

air cylinders shoidd be lubricated regu-

larly, 4 to drops, depending on the

service, but never over 4 to 6 hours apart

in heavy freight service, and especially

just before starting down a mountain

grade. The use of superheater oil in the

compressor was considered by the com-
mittee as too heavy, tending to more
quickly clog the passageways and packing

rings. Better results are said to be ob-

tained from the use of Perfection valve

oil, yet where the special 54 air strainer

is used no trouble is experienced with the

use of superheater oil, thus indicating

that gumming with it is mainly due to

dirt. The committee favored the use of

a seiiarate lubricator for use of Perfec-

tion valve oil to lubricate both steam

and air ends of the compressor. Con-
sidering 4.000 drops per pint of Perfec-

tion oil and, lubricating the compressor

properly, a gallon of oil should be suf-

ficient to lubricate the compressor eleven

si.xteen-Iiour trips.

Pounding in tlu' compressor may be

caused by the main steam valve being

dry, packing rings in low pressure

cylinders badly worn, piston rod packing

blowing, clogged air passages, air valves

with improper lift or leaking, and too

much oil in the steam cylinders in com-
bination with close throttling by the

steam valve or governor, or the next most
common cause may be worn packing

rings in the low-pressure air cylinder.

By giving the air cylinders a little signal

oil throiiah the suction this pound will

temporarily be eliminated. Tlie compres-

sor will also pound if it is loose on the.

lirackct or tlie bracket loose on the boiler.

Gener.illy. when a compressor gradually

keeps reducing in efficiency until it .gets

to where it does not maintain standard

pressures, the trouble is usually due to

the bi'..;li-prcssure air piston rings bein.g

worn antl leaking. The compressor is

sometimes considered at fatdt for not

maintaining standard pressure when the

tronlile is from frozen pipes or serious

bral>e pipe leakaae.

When compressors are sent to the

shops for general overhanlin'-:. they

should lirst be dismanlleil and all parts.

cxcei)t the steam pistons and rods and

top head, be subtnerged in boiling lye for

about twenty-fom- liours. after which they

shoidil be taken out :uid thoroughly

washed and jiassages in the air compres-

sor blown out to make sure all lye is re-

moved. Tlie compressor may then be

placed on a bench, the parts examined

and any hard substances removed by a

scraper or chisel. Piston rods, cylinder

diameters, and other details should be

carefully repaired. When the cylinders

are reliorcd. the standard bevel at cd.ges

of ports should be restored. The air

valves, air valve seats, rages, caps and

stops should all be carefully examined,

and all repaired or renewed as may be

found necessary.
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While no good material should be

scrapped, care should be taken to avoid

the expensive economy of retaining parts

that will not be satisfactory in the next

overhauling, as such will cause compres-

sor failures and excessive cost for re-

placement in the roundhouse.

liable mechanics, which simplifies largely

the question of .supervision, and insures

each part of the feed valve receiving a

careful examination before being allowed

to go back into service.

The Feed Valve

—

Its Operation and
Maintenance.

W. Clegg, general air brake inspcclor

of the Canadian Northern Railway, pre-

sented a special paper on the above sub-

ject, and in the course of which gave a

number of instances in which the feed

valve had failed in its operation. In-

vestigation showed that the repairs had

been made regardless of whether the re-

pairmen were qualified or not. It was

deemed advisable to establish repair

points so located as to enable them to

handle the feed valve repairs at a min-

imum cost and delay to outside terminals.

The following specifications were de-

veloped: Repair points for the hamllinij

of feed values to be located preferably

at terminals where triple and distribut-

ing valves are handled ; install rack for

testing feed valves as recommended by

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company,

in a pamphlet. No. 5039, current issue

;

provide suitable tools, gauges and face-

plates, and with instructions for their in-

dividual use; discontinuing the practice

of supplying feed and reducing valve re-

pair parts to divisional points other than

where repairs are being made ; arranae

with terminal stores department for the

expeditious movement of feed and reduc-

ing valves complete to and from repair

points.

When the valves finally reach the \ari-

ous repair shops they are subjected to

the following treatment: They are dis-

mantled and the valve bodies immersed

in a lye vat for such duration as may in-

sure the air passages being thoroiiylily

cleaned before removing; supply pis;i>ns

and valves, re.gulating parts, etc.. are

cleaned with gasoline, similar to the

methods used in the cleaning of \alve

parts; the supply valves and their seats

are trued up on babbit face plates. Tools

such as scrapers, files, etc., are not used

for facing up valves or valve seats ex-

cept in special cases; supply pistniK "i

standard size are used whenever jos-

silile. Pistons found worn below standard

size are reduced in diameter to gauLC. a

•d which is bored out to gauL:e is

pressed and sweated on the pistons, after

which the pLstons arc turned down to

: -iige for standard size cylinders, and

Tor gauge 1/64 in. larger than standard.

There may be some question as to

aming cylinders, and applying bands to

the supply valve piston ; but experience

has shown that this practice is commend-
able in conserving brake material.

It is desirable to place in charge of all

repair work the most competent and re-

M. C. B. Freight Brake Stenciling for

Cleaning, Etc.

The North West Air Brake Club of

St. Paul, Minn., submitted a paper point-

ing out that the present M. C. B. stencil-

ing for freight brake changing, etc., can

be simplified by using but two lines, the

upper to show the shop or station letters

indicating where the work was done, fol-

lowed by the numerals indicating the

month, day and year ; the second to be

the initials of the road that did the work.

.MKTIIon (IF STENXILINX. -MR BRAKE
(VI.INDKR.S .\S PER M. C. B. RULES

ONE SIDE OXLY.

.'\lso, duplicate this on the opposite side

of the reservoir or car so that one man
inspecting can read all dates without

frequently crossing over the train, as is

now necessary.

The present requirements are to stencil

on one side only, and that the shop mark,

date and road be repeated each for the

"Cylinders," "Triple'' and "Dirt Col-

lector," the parts to be lettered as quoted.

There is just room enough to get all of it

on the auxiliary reservoir of an 8-in.

cylinder. The retaining valve is supposed

to be cared for at the same time, but

there would be no room for a similar

stencil for it, even were this desirable, as

Cl
PROPOSED METHOD OF STEN'CILIXG

BOTH SIDES.

it is not. In the case, for example, a

triple valve must be changed, usually

cared for in the train, and the other

parts may be let go, time and money will

be saved if the stencil is not changed and,

if a foreign car. no charge is made.

It is hoped that the preferred change

in the stenciling rule will be favorably

recommended to the M. C. B. .Associa-

tion, and will meet with their careful

consideration.

Recommended Practice.

.\ report on the above subject was sub-

mitted by a committee consisting of

II. .A. Clark, chairman; M. E. Hamilton,

Charles X. Remery. F. J. Barry, T. W.

Dow and N. C. Burns. The majority of

the changes were submitted by various

air brake clubs, and the committee re-

turned thanks for their co-operation.

.'\mong other changes suggested para-

graph No. 3, referring to "Air Com-
pressors," should be read ; It is recom-

mended that not less than six 1J4 in-

studs, properly spaced, be used where
compressor is hung low. Paragraph No.

2 should read ; Air compressors returned

to the shop for repairs should be

thoroughly cleaned in boiling lye after dis-

mantling lor inspection. Paragraph No. 2

should be further changed to read: Dis-

tributing valve of the standard type should

be maintained in a condition to apply with

a 5-lb. brake pipe reduction, made with

the automatic brake valve, and to enable

[iressure to be graduated out of the brake

cylinders in steps of about 8 lbs. at a

time. Under heading, "Brake Cylinders,"

sub-heading "Cleaning and Lubricating,"

Paragraph No. 1, the words "removed

parts and." should be omitted. Para-

graph No. 18 should be chan.ged to read

:

Engine and tender brake cylinders should

1)6 cleaned, tested and stenciled in accord

with the rules of Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Lender the heading of "Automatic

Slack .Adjuster," the following be added:

The same lubricant be used in slack

adjuster cylinder as in the brake cylinder,

also the same attention should be given

to slack adjuster with reference to pack-

ing leather and expander. Dry graphite

should be placed in the ratchet nut to

lubricate the screw. .Amount of graphite,

type "J" adjuster, 10 cubic ins., type "K"

adjuster 14 cubic ins. This amount will

give the lubrication necessary, and also

prevent caking. L'nder heading "Piping,"

sub-heading "Piping " of Compressors."

Paragraph No. 4, change "45 ft. long" to

"60 ft. long." This changes the maximum
length of equalizing pipe between reser-

\oirs. Add a new paragraph as follow-s

:

Equalizing pipe between reservoirs or op-

posite sides of boiler should he run under

and away from boiler wdth not less than

one inch space between jacket and pipe,

and should be so located as to provide

proper drainage into the second reservoir.

Under heading "Piping." sub-heading

"Brake Pipe." Paragraph No. 1 should

read : Brake pipe in locomotive and pas-

senger equipment cam .should be 1^4 in.

extra heavy pipe, and on freight equip-

ment cars I'l in. standard weight black

steel pipe. The pipe to be free from

short bends and should not sag or have

pockets that might catch water.

Under sub-heading, "Retaining Valve

Pipe." Paragraph No. 3. should read

:

The pipe to be carried along intermediate

sill when practicable, from the triple

valve to end of car. and be supported

by clamps not exceeding 6 ft apart, first

clamp to be six feet from f'ple valve.

The nipple attached to triple valve .should
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be bent at an angle of 90 degrees, and llie

connection to main pipe made in a ver-

tical line above triple valve, end of nipple

at exhaust port not less than 7 ins. in

length. The object of this is to provide

flexibility.

The discussions that followed tlie read-

ing of the various papers were necessarily

brief, but some interesting details were

furnished, and in nearly every instance

the views of the committees were in-

dorsed. On the evening of May ?.

Walter V. Turner gave an address on the

electro-pneumatic brake, and illustrated

the same with moving pictures, showing

the admirable adaptability of the device

for high class passenger trains. In the

open discussions on May 9, the welfare

of those members who are in active

service in France and elsewhere was
warmly dwelt upon, and the earnest co-

operation of car and locomotive build-

ers was urged to the end that the recom-

mendations of the association might be

universally adopted.

The election of officers resulted a^ fal-

lows : President. F. T. Barry, New York;

Ontario & Western. First vice-presi-

dent. T. M. Lyons. New York Central ;

second vice-president. L. F. Strceter.

Illinois Central; third vice-president.

Mark Purcell. Northern Pacific : secre-

tary and treasurer, F. M. Nellis. Westing-

hnuse Air Brake Company. New York.

The members of the Executive Com-
mittee continued from last year were : G. H.

Wood. .Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fc

;

C. M. Kidd, Norfolk & Western, and

R. C. Burns. Pennsylvania. The mem-
bers of the Executive Committee elected

this year embrace M. E, Hamilton, St.

Louis &• San Fraiicisro. and M. S. P.elk.

of the Sr.uthern Railwav.

Questions and Answers
Locomotive Air Brake Inspection

(Continued from /-«sr 156, May, 1918.)

.^41. Q.—Has the retain pipe a

br:inch to the straight air brake valve?

A—Nn.

.142. O.— Is the automatic brake

valve liandled tlie same way during a

test as the H-6 valve (if tlie E. T. equip-

ment?
A.—Yes.
.343. Q.—Can the brake be relea'-cd

with the straight air valve after tlie

first application of the automatic valve

during the test?

A.—Yes.
344. Q.—In what position?

A.— Full release.

345. Q.—Will the handle remain in

full release position when the hand is

reiiif.\cd from tlie handle?

A.—No.
.Ur,. Q._Why not'

.^.—A spring will rdnrn the handle
I', riinnincr position.

.^47. O,—What if it docs not?

A.—The spring is broken or there is

some other disorder that prevents it.

348. Q.—Should such a disorder be
reported?

A.—Yes.

349. Q.—Why?
A.—So that the valve handle will not

accidentally be in release position when
the automatic brake is applied.

350. Q.—What would be the result?

A.—The locomotive brake would not

remain applied.

351. Q.—Why not?

A.—The application chamber of the

central valve would be open to the

atmosphere through the exhaust port

of the straight air valve.

352. Q.—What might be the result

when handling the brake when the

engine is coupled to a train and running
over the road?

A.—Under certain conditions of

make up of train, it might result in a

break-in-two.

353. Q.—What is the difference be-

tween a straight air brake valve and
the independent valve of the E. T.

brake?

\.—The straight air valve admits
main reservoir pressure direct to the

brake cylinders while the independent
valve operated the application portion
of the distributin.g valve.

354. Q.—W'hat governs the amount
of pressure admitted to the brake

cylinders with the sfrai.ght air valve'

A.—The reducing valve.

355. Q.—What pressure is it set at?

A.—45 lbs.

356. Q.—Is there any time limit for

the application of a straight air brake?
.\.— .\s a general proposition there is

not except that the brake should be in

a condition to be applied in full alinost

instantly.

357. O.—^VIlat could be wrong if

the strai.Ljht .lir br.ike could not be ap-

plied but file autoni;itic brake was
working properly?

.\.—The reducing v;il\e piston might
be stuck shut or the piston of the

double check \alve might be stuck

ag.aiiist the straight air side.

358. n._What would you look for

if the .lutomatic brake would not re-

main applied after a brake application?

A.—For a leak in the control pipe, or

in the cover gasket of the application

cylinder of the control valve.

359. Q.— Is there any other partic-

ular difference in the inspection of

these two Iirakes?

A,—No.
360. O.—Is the signal apparatus

and brake pipe feed valve tested in the

same manner as with the F. T. brake?
A.—Yes.
361. O.—What is the difference in

the (-fiiistrticlion of the H-6 and the

Vow York type L brake valve?

A —There is none.

362. y.—Then these brake valves

are tested in the same manner?
A.—Yes.
363. Q.—What would you think

wrong if there was a leak from the

control valve exhaust port when the

automatic brake was applied?

A.—That the exhaust valve of the

application portion of the control valve

was defective.

364. Q.—What if the leak occurred

when the brake was released or the

control \alve in release position?

A.—That the application valve was
leaking.

365. Q.—What if the leak at the ex-

haust port occurred only when the

straight air brake was applied?

A.— It would indicate that the auto-

matic seat of the double check valve

piston was defective.

366. Q.—What would you think

wrong if the brake released after an
automatic application with a series of

sharp exhausts from the control valve?

A.—That the control pipe had burst or

was leaking badly.

(To he continncd.)

Train Handling.

(Conlnuicd from page 157, May. 1918.)

373. Q.—What is the effect of leav-

ing the brake valve handle on lap posi-

tion for a time before moving it to

service ]' isitioii?

.\.— It tends to cause uudesired quick

action of the brakes.

374. Q.— In what manner?
\.-—By i>eriiiitting brake pipe leakage

to start the a]iplication provided that

the leakage is of sufficient volume.

375. Q.—What is the difference be-

tween leakage starting the inovement of

the triple valve or the brake application?

A.—Leakage moves the trijile valve

piston to engage the slide valve, usually

very slowly, so that there is a tendency

for the piston to stop when it engages

the slide valve, whereas if the move-
ment is made under the influence of a

positive lirake pipe reduction, the piston

does not slop when it touches or conies

in contact with the slide valve and the

slide valve is moved promptly to service

application position.

376. Q.—What is the effect of the

piston stopping when it en,gages the

slide valve?

.\.— It closes the feed groove and

bottles up the jiressure in the auxiliary

reservoir while the slide valve is not in

a position \(i allow air from the auxiliary

reservoir into the brake cylinder.

?i77. Ci,—What is the general effect

if the slide \ alve has considerable re-

sistance to movement?
.^.—The piston hangs on the slide

valve until sufficient pressure to a.gain

move it is accumulated on the reservoir

side of the i)iston when it finally makes
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a quick movement or 'jumps" to appli-

cation position.

378. Q.—What does it sometimes do

if it "jumps" to application position?

A.—Compresses the graduating spring

and causes the triple valve to operate

in quick action.

379. Q.—How?
A.—In the usual manner, as the slide

valve travels its full distance in the

bushing, a flow of air from the auxiliary

reservoir unseats the quick action or

emergency valve through the action of

the emergency piston and brake pipe

pressure is admitted to the brake

cylinder.

380. Q.—Does this cause other triple

valves in the train to assume emergency

application position?

.\.—-Yes, the serial transmission of

the reduction causes the brakes on the

entire train to operate in quick action

provided that the reservoirs on all of

the cars are charged.

381. Q.—What is this movement of

the brake valve to lap position before

making a brake application slaugily

termed?

A.—"Loafing on lap."

382. Q.—If the 5, 6, or 7 lbs. brake

pipe reduction stops the train at the

desired point what should the next

movement of the brake valve handle

be?

A.—To service application position.

383. Q.—What is the object of mov-
ing the valve to service position after

the train has stopped?

A.—To make a greater differential in

pressure between the auxiliary reser-

voir and the adjustment of the brake

pipe feed valve before a release of

brakes is attempted.

384. Q.—Why?
•A.—To insure so far as possible a

more satisfactory release of brakes.

385. Q.—Why will a brake tend to

release more promptly after a 12 or

15-lb. brake pipe reduction than after

a 5-lb. brake pipe reduction?

.A.—Because there will be a greater

difference in the pressure in the main
reservoir and that in the auxil iry

reservoirs after the application and
further there will be less pressure per

square inch on the triple valve slide

valves.

386. Q.—What is the object o; tlie

light initial reduction in passenger
service?

A.—Same as in freight service, to

secure a low brake cylinder pre-:=iirc

while the slack of the train is adjusliivj:

itself, or rather not to suddenly 1 'lild

up enough p.-essure in any brake
cylinder to cause retarding tHrce

enough to cause the slack to change
quickly.

387. Q.—What do you know about
the effect of time in changing draw bar
slack?

.\.—That slack cannot be changed

quickly and gently at the same time and

conversely it cannot be changed slowly

and harshly at the same time.

388. Q.—What causes rapid changes

in slack in trains?

A.—Differences in speed between dif-

ferent vehicles in trains same as in

freight train braking.

389. Q.—What generally causes

these changes in speed?

A.—Differences in brake cylinder

pressure due to differences in brake

cylinder piston travel, differences in

loading of cars, and differences in the

braking ratio employed in different

brake installations, it may also be

caused by too heavy an application of

tlie brake or through leakage continu-

ing the brake application after the re-

duction at the brake valve ceases or

the changes in speed may be the result of

clianges in the condition of the track.

(To &£• continued.)

Car Brake Inspection

(Continued from page 158. May. 1918.)

354. Q.—-What is meant by cylinder

\alue?

-\.—The total pressure of compressed

air on the brake cylinder piston.

355. Q.—What expression is used

if this cylinder value is multiplied more
than 9 or possibly 12 times by the

levers?

A.—The car is termed as being too

high leveraged.

356. Q.—What does this signify?

.\.—If the power then developed by

the brake cylinder is multiplied too

often in obtaining the required brake

shoe pressure, there will be some diffi-

culty experienced in securing proper

brake cylinder piston travel, and suffi-

cient brake shoe clearance when the

brake is released.

357. Q.—What is the effect?

A.—Proper shoe clearance is not

provided for the established standards

of piston travel of the brake cylinder.

358. Why not?

.A.—Because the piston must travel

9 inches or 12 inches as the case may
be. to secure one inch of shoe move-
ment.

359. Q.—If the leverage was as

high as 14 to 1 as the expression com-
monly used, how far must the brake

piston travel to move the brake shoe

Y2 of an inch?

.\.—7 inches.

360. Q.—What must be done to

maintain the leverage ratio as low as

9 to P
.A.—The proper size of brake cylinder

must be used.

361. Q.—What if the car weight is

such that an 18 inch cylinder will not

develop the required brake shoe force

if multiplied but 9 times by the brake

levers ? How can this be arranged ?

A.—Two brake cylinder equipments,

or double brake cylinder arrangements
must be used.

362. Q.—What is meant by the term
braking power?

A.—The power applied to the brake
shoes.

363. Q.—What would be a more defi-

nite expression?

'^.—The term ''braking ratio."

304 Q.—Why?
A.—Because "power" is a rate of doing

work which is not a factor when an at-

tempt is made to compare "braking
power" and the distance in which the car

can be stopped by the influence of the

brake.

365. Q.—What is meant by the term
"percentage of braking power" which will

hereafter be referred to as "percentage of

braking ratio"?

A.—The ratio of the total brake shoe

pressure and the total weight of the car.

366. Q.—How is this percentage

found?

A.—By dividing the total brake shoe

force by the w-eight of the car.

367. Q.—What is this braking ratio, or

"percentage of braking power" usually

termed ?

.\.—The nominal "percentage of brak-

ing power."

368. Q.—What is meant by the word
nominal?

.\.—Unreal.

369. Q.—Why is this percentage of

braking ratio unreal?

A.—Because it is based on the light

weight of the car and has no fixed rela-

tion to any variation in the load on the

car, and the retarding force does not re-

main constant when the speed of the car

changes.

370. Q.—When speaking of air brake

performance, is there any relation be-

tween the terms "braking power" and

"retarding force"?

.\.—None whatever.

371. Q.—Why not'

371. .\.—Because the calculated brake

shoe pressure is not obtained in full be-

cause of losses encountered at various

points in the foundation brake gear, and

the actual retarding force obtained be-

tween the shoe and the wheel is very

variable, even when the shoe pressure

remains constant.

372. Q.—What term is used to indi-

cate the ratio between the average actual

stopping force realized and the weight of

the car"

.\.—The factor of retardation.

373. Q.—Why is the percentage of

braking ratio based on the light weight

of a car?

A.—To preclude so far as possible the

possibility or probabihty of wheel sliding

at low speeds.

1
7",> he continued.)
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Pacific Type 1-6-2, Built by the Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

Not long a.uo the Philadelphia &

Reading Railway, of which Mr. 1. A.

Sciders is superintendent of Motive

Power and Rolling Equipment, con-

structed in their own shop, and from

their own designs, a nuniher of Facil'ic or

4-6-2 locomotives for their own use. Ten

of them are now in service.

These engines were built to handle

heavy and fast passenger service, witli a

limit of weight per pair of drivers of

60.000 lbs., giving a moderately heav>-

engine of this type. On account of u^

ing the engine in fast service, the recip-

rocating weights have been kept as low-

as possible, making a light free-runnini;

engine.

The front ends are equipped with a

new type of spark arrester, which is

called the economy fr..nt end and it is

giving very excellent results in prevent-

ing fires along the right-of-way. It does

'ihe table> placed at the sides of the

smoke box are at an angle to prevent

the collection of dirt; all fine particles

are carried to the bottom on the square

part of tlie talile, which is perforated,

tlie exhaust carrying the line particles out

of the stack. The front end arrangement

lias no bad joints nor openings between

tlie front end nettings, table and smoke

arcli, forcing sparks to make direct egress

to stack.

All the nettings and plates are bolted

to a twu-inch angle iron wliicb is riveted

to tlie smoke box, secured with addition-

al bands with bolts 6]/. ins. apart. The

table is not fitted around the blower pipe;

Init the blower pipe is fitted into the

exliaust nozzle below the table line. The

table plate is not fitted around the ex-

haust nozzle, but rests on a flange pro-

vided at the top of the nozzle tip. below

the table plate, avoiding spark emission.

smoke box and in their course will be

reduced and pass out of the netting at

front end of the smoke box as fine par-

ticles.

This front end has direct draft ; it is

not necessary to reduce the size of the

exhaust nozzle to create a greater draft

on the fires, as in other front ends. This

device uses solid deflecting plates, result-

ing in a better steaming engine, and it

is spark tight. It is a self-cleaning front

end, secured with extra straps at each

joint, and only fine particles of dirt are

discharged from the stack, which parti-

cles are of no consequence. This has

been proved by actual test. It is also

a fuel saver on account of having dircet

draft, being able to increase the size of

exhaust nozzle. It reduces the cost of

shop maintenance on account of being a

self-cleaning front end. avoiding the

drawing of fires to clean out the back

this without adversely affecting the steam-

ing capacity of the engine.

One of tile features which is used on

the engine which we illustrate is the econ-

omy spark arrester. It is a patented tie-

vice, but was brought out by Mr. I. A.

Seiders. He explains tliat "tliis device lla^

been developed on the I'. & R. as tlir re-

sult of tile demand for an efiicient spark

arrester which will not appreciably re-

duce the steaming cajiacity of the li>co-

molive, and has given very gratil>iiig

results in service in reducing the expense

resulting from right-of-way fires, since

the first apiilication over two and oiu

-

half years ai;o. The device has now

been applied and in use on more tb.in

475 locomotives."

In building this front end, care lias

been taken tliat the hole in square jiart

of table (26 x 26 x 's ins.) round ex

haust jet. is for the entrainment of ga-i >

without decreasing the size of the ex-

haust nozzle. The increase of the en-

trainment surface is obtained without

resort to smaller exhaust nozzles or

causing i)a(k pressure.

The sti-ain pipe opening; at tlie sides of

the plate is secured by plates around

steam pipes wliicb are close to the side

fittings of tile smoke arch, thus avoiding

any vibration of the parts, and prevent-

ing spark emission. All nettings and

Iilates are arranged in three sep.aratc

parts and liolted at each joint with ad-

ditional plates to avoid emission of

sjiarks. With netting and plates in three

separate pieces, the center parts may be

removed for work at the flues, when

necessan,-, without removing the entire

front end, netting or table.

The spark breaker plate, pbiccd direct-

ly in front of the flue sheet and back

(.f front end netting, is secured to the

flue sheet over the top row of flues un-

der a 1-in. pipe, having 16 pressed open-

ings the full length of each plate; tlie

o|)enings 1-in. wide, pressed out '/$ 'U-

away from the plate. Tlie spark break-

er plate is of such construction th.it it

will break up the sparks and only the

finer particles will pass through the net-

ting in front of it; otiier and larger

sparks will pass to the front of tlie

1'. ,>v R. Railroad.

of the brick arches and chambers on

wide lire box engines.

Some of the dimensions of tliese en-

gines are as follows

:

Tractive effort, 37.IS7 llis. ; total weight,

273,600 U.S.; on drivers. 176,925 lbs.;

on truck, 38.000 llis. ; on trailer, 58,675

lbs.; on tender, l.iaded, Ui0,(K)ll lbs.;

wheel base, driving, 13 It. 10 ins.; total,

engine, 35 ft. 7 ins.; engine and tender,

67 ft. 11 '.s ius. ; diameter of drivers, 80

ins.; total weight of reciprocating parts,

1,237 Ills.; percentage of reciprocating

parts balanced 65 per cent, 804 lbs.; dy-

namic augment at 80 M. P. H. per cent,

41.5 lbs.; cylinders, diameter. 25 ins.; cyl-

inders, stroke. 28 ins.; valve gear, type,

WalschaiTts ; steam pressure, 200 lbs.

;

boiler, t.vpr, Wooten ; boiler, smallest

diameter. 72 lbs. ; boiler, largest diam-

eter, 80 ins.; tubes, 163 and 2^4 ins.;

diameter piston valve. 13 ins.; lap, Vi
ins.; lead, 5T6 in.; extra clearance, 'i

in.; valve travel, 7 ins.; flues, 30 ft. 5J/j

ins. ; length of tubes and flues, 19 ft.

;

heating surface, tubes and flues, 2.644

sq. ft.; firebox, 282 sq. ft.; superheater
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equivalent, 1,225 sq. ft.; total, 4,151 sq.

ft.; gate area, 94.5 sq. ft.; firebox, length,

10 ft. 6 ins. ; lirebox, width, 9 ft. ; kind of

fuel, anthracite coal ; tender, coal capac-

ity, 12.85 tons; tender, water capacity,

8,000 gals.

Ratios.—Weight on drivers h- tractive

effort, 4.76 ; weight on drivers H- total

weight, per cent, 64.7; evap. heat, surface

•^ superheater heat, surface, 2.39 ; firebox

heat, surface -=- total heat, surface, per

cent, 6.8; lirebox heat, surface -i- grate

Water and Its Usual Ingredients.

Carbonic acid, air and dissolved o.xygcn,

are the agents which accelerate corrosion,

and they are present in all waters, in

varying quantities. Other impurities com-

mon to waters are Carbonates of Lime
and Magnesia, Sulphates of Lime, Soda,

Potash, and Magnesia, and the Chlorides

of Soda (common salt). Potash, and

Magnesia, which are the most active cor-

rosive agents. Corrosion in the interior

of steam boilers exhibits itself generally

r>ra W.I. One Righl and lj-j ',

^ -J

THE •KCONOMY" SMOKE BOX USED ON THE P. & R. R.\ILRO.\D.

area, 2.98 ; total heat, surface -f- grate

area, 43.9; tractive effort x diameter

drivers ^ heat, surface, 716; total weight

-j- total heat, surface, 66; volume of cyl-

inders, cu. ft.. 15.9; total heat, surface -=-

cylinder volume, 261 ; grate area H- cylin-

der volume, 5.95. The front end which
we have described is thoroughly satisfac-

tory to the P. & R.

in two forms, namely pitting and grooving.

Certain solid substances contained in

some waters in service, may either hydro-

lize or as we would say decompose, and

this decomposition results either in an

acid (corrosive) condition, or the libera-

tion of an acid in a free or uncombined

state, but in either case it results in very

rapid and serious corrosion of the metal-

lic surfaces witli which the water is in

contact. The substances usually found in

boiler feed waters which most readily

decompose under the above mentioned

conditions are Sulphate of Soda (Glau-

ber's Salts), Sulphate of Magnesia
(Epsom Salts) and Chloride of Soda
(Common Salt). Those that decompose
and liberate free acids arc Chloride of

Magnesia and the Nitrates of Soda and
Lime. While the actions of waters con-

taining free acids are by far the most
corrosive, such ones are the least com-
mon in practice.

On the other hand virtually all waters

contain one or more substances which
readily assume the acid condition and
these are extremely corrosive.

Natural water in practical boiler opera-

tion when the feed water actually enters a

boiler may be quite different from what
it is as it comes from its original source,

and such differences often result in the

delivery to the boiler of water that is cor-

rosive in its properties, while the contrary

was the case with the water in its original

condition.

Waters of too high purity, that is, those

whicli are either devoid of solid sub-

stances or at most contain but very small

quantities of such substances readily in-

duce corrosion. In boilers where a con-

siderable part of the feed water is the

water of condensation, there is found to

be corrosion. The impregnation of the

feed water with fatty acids in the process

of condensation, taken up from rancid fats

contained in the cylinder oil, is very often

responsible for corrosion. Rain water

which is usually entirely free from solid

mineral substances is known to be the

most corrosive in its action, the action in

this case being correctly attributable to

the presence of minute quantities of gases

and soot, which is really carbon, picked

up while the water is falling through the

atmosphere. A study of the facts con-

cerning any individual source of water

supply for locomotives is necessary if

permanent improvement is to be had, be-

cause ascertaining the cause of trouble

must necessarily precede the applying of

a remedy.

The walls of a vessel of clean steel is a

good conductor of heat. It quickly trans-

fers the heat applied on tlie "fire side"

of the sheet, to tlie water. So complete

is this transfer that the temperature of

the sheet is usually only raised a few

degrees above that of the water. If the

inside of the wall becomes coated even

with a tliin film of scale or oil or other

foreign substance, the heat will not pass

rapidly through the rilm, but will, in

great part be retained, or delayed and so

raise the temperature to a point where

the steel suffers a reduction of its tensile

strength. The remedy consists not in

"doctoring" the steel, but in removing the

cause of these defects and preventing

their repetition.
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Railway Business Association

The annual mcctipg of the Railway

Business Association, recently held in Chi-

cago, was a great success and many live

topics in the railway world came up for

discussion. Among these was a report on

the change of scope of the association.

Mr. Frank W. Xo.xon, tlie efficient secre-

tary, read the report, as follows : "The
determination of policy now and after the

war rests with the government. What
that policy shall be will depend upon pub-

lic opinion. Public opinion will be intelli-

gent in proportion to the thoroughness

with which exact knowledge is diffused

among the citizens. While the railroad

men because they are operating under gov-

ernment direction may not be in position

to voice their views freely to the public,

the manufacturers of and dealers in equip-

ment, material and supplies are entirely

free to make inquiry and publication of

the results on any aspect which they view

as affecting the national interest or their

own.

Wc have never known business men in

this field to manifest so great an an.xiety

or so thoroughgoing a desire as now for

concerted action.

The work falls under two general

heads : Development of policy and prac-

tice by the Director General of Railroads

affecting construction and maintenance

of material, equipment, supplies and struc-

tures during the war. We recommend a

systematic participation by us in public

discussion of the problem so far as our

occupation gives us special competency to

speak."

The question of standardization next

came to the front, the secretary, as before,

ri-ading the report: Decisions by the Di-

rector General or administrative applica-

tion of policies by his deputies during the

war may profoundly affect manufacturers

of railway goods. The present Director

General has indicated a hospitable disposi-

tion toward devices not ytt in use. He
has also declared that for up-kcep and

repair, use will be made of llic appliances

for which existing vehicles were designed.

The purpose to improve car and loco-

motive design will not only afford the

country for the war the most advanced

transportation instruments obtainable,

but, together with use of existing estab-

lished devices, will carry through the

war into times of peace the occupation

of promoting progress in the art of

transportation through invention and

manufacture.

Such business units have been built up

liy inventive genius, adequate manage-

ir.cnt and fair dealing; they arc e't.ib-

li^hc'l upon the practicil denion^tr.ilinn

of actual use. To exclude a given maker

ol a[ipli,!nci> for the jieriod of ibc war

with the aim of standardization might

signify his permanent disappearance as an

industrial factor. It is impossible to fore-

see in what shapes standardization may
be advocated or what criteria may be

proposed in sanctioning interchangeable

appliances as permitted to bid upon new
construction. We do not know what

changes in personnel, organization or

policy may occur. With constant vigi-

lance we must warn the public and of-

ficials against setting up unwise and

harmful precedents.

LHtimately, what the country has to

fenr and what manufacturers should re-

sist is overstandardization, which dis-

courages invention and stifles enterprise

and progress.

It is our duty to observe systematically

the course of official thought and action

and to give those in authority the benefit

of our knowledge and opinions and like-

wise the benefit of public opinion as gath-

ered by us upon the questions involved."

Mr. J, S. Leslie, president of the

Leslie Company, in dealing with the

status of competing appliances, said he

believed that it would help this conven-

tion very largely if there was a little

more light thrown on the subject in con-

nection with the manufacturing of the

products that have to be supplied to the

railway companies. The atmosphere

seems surcharged with 101 different views

of what they appear to understand or do

not understand, and if any who have been

at Washington have had the opportunity

of getting this information. I think the

convention ought to have it.

For instance, members have been given

to understand that the government will

require in the standardization to adopt

one device of a certain kind, one make
to be used in the railway service. Others

have an understanding that their idea is

to have two or three of the leading de-

vices selected, and that they be made
interchangeable so as to fit. Others have

the understanding that in order to be

able to quote on any of their requirements

the bidder is required to submit in de-

tail the cost of the raw materials.

Mr. McAdoo was quoted as saying

when asked about the government atti-

tude that he wanted it distinctly nndcr-

~tooii that he thought the rondition

ought to be very encouraging to improve-

ment, because instead of having to have

tests and trials made in a great variety

of cases, that the tests made by one, the

experience of one road, will be available

for all. He said: We should expect

from the railroad company which has cn-

tcrcil into an investigation and got such

results an explanation as to what their

conditions arc, why they believe that

those results were of value to them, either

for or against, and to explain at the same
time what their conditions were, so that

it might not show for similar work on

other railroads where the results might

be different owing to different conditions.

He wished it clearly understood that his

attitude was that of encouraging every-

thing of that kind, and of permitting it,

but that there were two requirements

:

first, that application be made for permis-

sion if it involved any expenditure; and

the second, that the result should be re-

ported promptly and fully to the Admin-
istration at Washington.

The difficulties of standardization were

touched on and the speaker said

:

The general dimensions of a locomo-

tive and the location are perfectly easy,

in my mind, but there are so many spe-

cialties that are applied to locomotives

in these days of advancement that are

made for the same use but that are of

widely different dimensions. If the di-

mensions of those particular specialties

must be made interchangeable, one with

the other, isn't it going to work a great

deal of hardship on the different manu-
facturers to compromise their dimensions

to meet the dimensions of other designs?

I found out in standardization we had

really to get compromise from all sources.

In fact, in one particular case we had to

make brakes, of which there were two in-

dependent companies at that time, the

New York Air Brake, and the Westing-

house Air Brake, and we had to get them

to follow each other's designs to the

elimination of their ow-n standards.

What I want to inquire is, is it the in-

tention by this present standardization

that two specialties, each performing the

same function, must meet the exact di-

mensions to go on that locoomtive or that

car or they will not be considered in any

manner whatsoever?

The intention is to eventually make all

injectors so that no matter where the

road is situated, any injector that is

taken off can at once be replaced by any

other, even of an entirely different make.

This docs not alter the features of the

design which the maker may have brought

out and whicli he believes adds to the

value of bis product, but it results in a

dimentional standardization which in car-

buildini; is not new to the railway world.

This same idea is to be made to apply to

safety v.ilves, piston and valve stem pack-

ing, lubricators and other of the neces-

sary dcvicrs.

Mr. Post then said : "I feel it proper to

call attention to the fact, that the Direc-

tor General of Railroads explicitly dis-

avows that he is a railroad man ; he has

turned to railroad mechanical men and

asked tlu-m to speak out about standard-

izing locomotives.
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Lopulco" Feeder for Pulverized Fuel

A new device for fcediiiK pulverized

coal or lignite has been perfected and

tested by the Locomotive Pulverized I'liel

Company, of New York. It contains sev-

eral features now calculated to meet the

requirements of the service in a manner

hitherto unapproached in efficiency and

adapted to any pulverized fuel installa-

tion, insuring the burning of the fuel in

suspension the same as oil or gas. The
improved feeder is the result of four

years of careful study, and the result of

the tests on locomotives, steam-power

plants and other service have more than

justifieci the expectation of the designers.

As shown in the annexed drawing, the

feeder is motor driven. The power re-

quired ranging from J4 to 2 horse-power.

The standard motor equipment is 230-

volt D. C. variable speed control, Init

special motors may be provided to meet

complete control at all times, precluding

the possibility of flooding or stoppage of

feeding. As will be observed there is a

long contact of fuel screw with the fuel

in the bins, the single bin supplying any

number of feeders without structural com-
plications. A single feeder may also be

so equipped as to supply multiple burners,

the substitution of feed screws of dif-

ferent pitch Ijcing the only change neces-

sary to increase or decrease the capacity

beyond the limits of the normal speed

range.

The marked econmnical advantages in

the use of pulverized fuel has been re-

peatedly pointed out in our pages, but it

may be again re-stated that the general

results are: the ability to utilize the

cheapest grade of locally available fuel,

the absolute use of from 95 to 98 per

cent of the heat value, irrespective of the

"I.OPULCO" COMIUNATKi.N l-KEDKR AND MI.XEl^

the requirements of the service, the (|U,ui

tity of fuel fed being proportional to tlic

speed of the feed screw, and the intch

and depth of the screw. For example, a

5 ins. feeder equipped with a 3>i ins.

pitch screw has a minimuin capacity nf

<S50 lbs., and a maximum capacit\ nf

3,400 lbs. of fuel per hour, with tueUe
intermediate steps. Feeders using as low

as 60 lbs. of fuel per hour and as high

as 4,000 lbs. are already in operation and
working efTectively and economically.

The feeder is of heavy, durable con-

struction throughout. The gears .ire of

machine-cut steel, pinions of rawhide and
the interchangeable screw is of cast iron.

The bearings are extra long, an.l the

joints are all ground or milled, and
where necessary felt gaskets are used.

All the parts are readily accessible, and
the operation is noiseless and entirely

free from leakage. The air for feeding

and mixing is supplied by a blower of 6

oz. pressure, and the appliance is under

ash content, the elimination of grates,

retorts and other metal e(|uipmcnt, and a

continued maintenance of the highest

rate of combustion per culiic foot of

furnace volume, willuiut loss in internal

efficiency.

King Metallic Piston Rod and Valve

Stem Packing.

Continued improvements are being

inade on piston rod and valve stem pack-

ing, among the most popular being a re-

duction in the number of parts in what

is known as the King metallic locomotive

piston rod packing, and locomotive valve

stem packing. Our illustrations show the

extreme simplicity of the design. The
packing ring, it will be observed, is in

two parts only, which interlock when as-

sembled on the rod. This is an important

advance in the right direction, and is of

great value when compared with many
varieties of packing where the rings are

in four or live pieces, and are frequently

complicated by either garter or flat

springs. The chief advantage is that there

is but one ground joint—that between the

gland and the sliding plate. It will be

noted that the bevel of the King packing
is toward llic cylinder. A special metal

KIN'C I'ISTON ROD PACKING.

also, having a high melting point, is used

in the packing rings when applied to lo-

comotives equipped with superheating ap-

pliances.

In the case of the valve stem packing,

there is also only one ground joint, as in

the piston rod packing—that between the

sliding plate and gland. The support

shown at the back of the spring and rest-

ing on the cylinder head is only used in

the case of locomotives equipped with

slide valves, and is not used in packings

for engines having piston valves.

These improved and simplified forms of

piston rod and valve stem packings have

been tried in every kind of steam locomo-

tive service, and have met with the warm
approval of all who have had an oppor-

tunity of observing their adaptability to

the varying requirements of the service.

The LTnited States Metallic Packing

Company, Philadelphia, Pa., are the

manufacturers of the improved designs

of packing.

It should be borne in mind that in the

universal cry for economy in present-day

railroad practice nuich attention has been

given to suppressing the loss incident to

the blowing off of safety valves, but at

the most the loss in this wav is onlv at

isiNi; \Ai.\:". STEM r.\CKiNr,.

intermittent distant intervals, whereas a

leak in the piston rod or valve stem pack-

ing is continuous, and packing that is free

from complicated parts and easy of re-

pair or renewal is of greater value than

may ]<c at first consideredj in any case it

make- for economy, and that is what all

of u-' desire.
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Electrical Department

U.4u.i». An.,.s,.. an,, ., -I C ..,.,io„-C„.u.uc.ivUy and Catenary Co..n...ion

^ , .1 ;.i till-" t'nmi I it

l.a.t niniUli we .Icscrihcd tin- cm-

Miiiclum c.l llK- ck-clrolylK- ligbtiniiK ;ii-

re-tc-r. 'riuro arc a few a.hlitional points

wliicl. were n..t then mentioned and

„hieh are very in,portant. A useful l-mnt

to constantly remember when assemblniy

an.l ercctinii an arrester of this type, is

that all parts of it must be absolutely

clean. A verv small quantity of dirt m

the tanks or trays may prevent proper

„peration of the arrester and spoil llie

clcctrolvte. In preparing the trays for as-

semliHnt;. thev should he examined to

see if thev lit properly together and

should not be tilled with electrolyte until

ready for assembling in the tanks aii<l

,ust 'immediately before the arrester is to

be put into service.

.M.solute cleanliness must be obtained

while handling the electrolyte. It and

the trays mu-t be kept free from dust.

If it becomes slightly impure an CN.es

sive current will tb.w when the arrester

is being charged and if there is a laree

amount of impurity present, the charg-

iuy current will be excessive and the ar-

rester will not operate satisfactorily. Mu

Ml til IN ol TVl'K .M. ICI.l-XTl!

I^ IK ANKI'SH'.K.

,,;i inasmuch as it frci|uc.itly coutau-

i;auments of iron scale, should be !d

tcrcd before being placed in the tank^

When the trays arc in position, ihc oil

should be carefully poured, syphoned or

,,„„„,,,! slowly into the tank so as to

avoid splashing it into the trays. Ihe

electrolvte which is but slightly heaMcr

„„„ .he oil, will be washed Iroin the

„-,ss unless care is taken. SulticKiit od

shV.uld be placed ,n the tanks so that all

,,( the I'lates are submerged m the oil.

\nnlbcr iioint to consider in counec-

t„m with tlie installation is the ground

connection. As previously mentioned

the lightning arrester is connected, one

ru,\ to the power wire and the other end

t,, the .ground, thus acting as a safety valve

,,, ;ak("..tT the high voltages or lightning

,|,,r"es and allowing same to dissipate

nuo^tbc ground. Too much importance

cannot be attached to the making ot prop

^r ground connections. These should be

as short and straight as possible. .\
poor

,,,ntact uill render inetYective every et-

t,,ri made to divert the static electricity

„,„, the earth. Many lightning arrester

iroubles are traceable to poor or defective

„,,,und connections. Ground connections

m.y be two classes. First. cMsting

,,,-onnds, and second, constructed grounds

PNisting grounds are, for instance, mi-

.Ur^round pipe systems such as a city

water main. This furnishes an excel-

|,.nl ..round because of the great surtace

,,,- ,,ipc in contact with the nioist earth

.„„1 the larye number of alleii-atnc path

-

l,„- the discbarge.

There arc. in general. U... diliercnt

,v,H-s of constructed ;.;r.uind nainei\

The buried pl.itc gr-und and the iron

,„,K- ground. The buned plate gronnd is

made as foUou s and is illustrated by Ir.:,

''
I'irst. diu .1 bole lonr It. spare .is

^ear the anesler as ,
-ble n.td pcv-

„,a„en,lv damn e.irtb lias be' n rr :. IrM

Nest cover the bottom of this hole to the

,lcplb of J fl. with ircsh coke or ch.n

e,,al (about lua si/e). Then over this

lav Ills,,, (t, ..I tinned copper plate. Alter

,i;,in. this, solder or met the ground

.ires secureK across ,be entire length

,, f the ..round plate, and cover tbe, round

nlate witli if., of fresh coke.,, charcoal.

•||„.„ 1,11 the b.,le with earth and have

,,|,.„,, of cnnnoii s:.ll sprinkle, I in it.

1 It < T'-
Using running water lo m o^'

This nietbod of making die gr,,iiiid c.ii-

ne„..„ has ..;iven excellent results, llow'-

.xer. if not constructerl in proper sod. it

,. IV iirove of little value.

The ir.,n pipe ground ,s s„uple and

elTective and is formed bs driving gal-

,ani.e,l iron pipes into the earth. A mul-

,i,,le ,,ipe ,4roiind is c.eiierallv used, lor

,„„es spaced approximatelv. K to 10 f,

,|)art An arrangement ..f seven l>ipe-

iu parallel is very good for this purpose

They mav be arranged in the torm ol a

circle, six pipes around a central one.

Plenty of salt should be sprmkled on

the surface of the .-artl, about the place

where the pipes are driven. The salt is

Ground
Conductor

^\^ S t I- ng

|.U-,. .'. MKTIIOU (IF M.\KlNi; .\ r.KOI-Nli.

an aid to holding the moisture and creat

ing a good ground.

Proper soil must be available m order

to secure a satisfactory ground, (.lay.

rock, san.l. gravel, dry earth and pure

water are not suitable material m which

to place a lightning arrester ground.

Rich sod IS the besf. one that is damp

and containing s,.me s.ilutiou ot acid,

alkaH or salt. In addition to the above-

mentioned grounds, a go,id many times

advantaee is taken of a stream ot water

f„r a gr,.und. This may or may not be

effective. If the bed of the stream is

rockv, the gr,,nnd plate is more or less

iusulate.l. .specially at a ni..iintain sMeam

where tb,- v\,iler is pure I'-arth coiniec-

,i„ns or m-unds should 1h- periodically

examine.l ..nd tested t..r resistance at

least once a year to a.scertain their conili

tion. .

i ,

.

Conductivity.

In ,l,e article, in this issue, on the elec-

irifcation of the I hestnut Mill Branch ol

,he P. K l< . '"" "*' I'lnladelphia, meii-

,i,,„ is made of the conductivity of thv

,,verhcad and signal wires, and it is ex-

pressed in terms of copi'cr wire. ,\ lew

words in > xplaiiatiou may be of benelit.

\s we all know, metals are conductors

ol clectricitv. lint while they conduct ibe

ele-tric ciinent. there is wide variation

„, the amount of electricity which each

will carrv. No two metals have the same

properties and while one metal may be

siiecially a.la,.te,l for use as a conductor

of electricity, another may not on account

of its resistance.

A term is applied to this property ol a
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metal in virtue of wliicli it conducts elec-

tric current, it is called conductance.

Conductance is used as the inverse of re-

sistance. The conductance of a piece of

any material 1 cm. long and 1 sq. cm. in

cross section is called its spccilic conduct

ance or conductivity. Percentage conduc-

tivit)- of a substance is the ratio of its

conductivity to that of the standard at

the same temperature. The standard is

taken as pure copper at degs. C, i e.,

the conductivity is 100 per cent.

• A table of relative conductances of the

diflferent metals follows

:

Metals at degs., C Relative Conduct'ce

Copper (annealed) 100 per cent

Copper (hard) 98.1
'

Silver (annealed) 105 " "

Silver (hard) 98 "

CJold 76 • ••

Alutninum 54 "

Platinum 17 "

Iron (pure) 16 " ''

Iron (telegraph wire) 10 "

Lead 8.3 '

Mercury 1.6 "

It is an interesting fact that conductiv-

ity of electric current in metals is closely

related to the ability of the metals to con-

duct heat. It is found that those sub

stances that possess a high conducting

power for heat are also the best conductors

of electricity. Take for instance iron and

silver. We all know that the blacksmith

heats up and works one end of an iron

rod holding the other end in hi^ bare

hand without discomfort, while a ^il\er

spoon is held by the end of the liaiulle

with difficulty, if the spoon is placed in

a bowl of boiling water. The iron con-

ducts the heat back very slowly, the sil-

ver carries it very rapidly. We would
expect then that the silver had a high con-

ductivity for electricity and the iron a

low conductivity. Referring to the table

it will be seen that same is true—the

silver is higher than the copper wliile the

iron is 1/10 that of copper.

Though aluminum has a conducti\ity of

appro.\imately J4 that of copper, still it is

a better conductor than silver (weiiilit for

weight). The comparative weights of

equal volumes of aluminum and copjier

are as 1 for aluminum and 3.33 for coj)-

per. Therefore the relative weights of

given lengths of same conductivity will

be as 47.77 for aluminum to KM) for

copper. That is the weight per mile of

aluminum wire is 47.77 per cent of the

weight of the same length of copper of

the same conductivity.

Catenary Construction.

Reference is made in one article oti the

"Cestnut Hill Klectrification" to the "mes-

senger" wire. What is the "messenger"?

It is part of the overhead trolley construc-

tion. The overhead trolley construction

is of the so-called catenary construction

and is composed of three wires bound to-

gether by spacing rods or hangers, as

they are called ; the whole siqjported on

insulators or bracket arms, or on cross

supports.

The arrangement of the wires is shown
in the engraving. A steel cable is strung

over the supporting insulators, to which

are bolted the hangers carrying the

INSULATOR

is ei|ually loaded throughout. The hang-

ers are of different lengths, so that the

contact wire is horizontal. The catenary,

the messenger and the contact wires are

all charged.

This type of construction has many
points of superiority over the old method
of trolley construction. The messenger

MESSENGER WIRE

HANGERS SECOtSOARY WIRE CONTACT WIRE

SKEl.l 10-\ OUTLINE OI- l.ATE.\AKV CO.XSTRUCTIOX.

secondary and contact wires. The steel

cable is allowed to sag, and the curve

which this cable takes when equally loaded

i.i a curve known as the catenary—hence

the name for this type of construction.

This curve is what is known as a roulette

of the parabola, and is therefore a sort of

distant relation to the conic sections. We
made reference to this in our article on

headlights, published in our January.

cable is of stranded steel wire, and can

be of any desired size necessary to sup-

port the other wires, and to provide a

factor of safety. This construction can

be likened to the cable bridge. The cables

take the catenary curve, and can carry the

whole weight of the bridge, which is,

nearly horizontal, the cables being equally

loaded throughout. The name catenary,

however, (jriginated as describing a cable

1918, issue, page 10. This is the curve

that the supporting cables ol a suspension

bridge assume, when equally loaded over

their entire length. If you want to see

the outline of a catenary curve look at a

picture of the Urooklyn Bridge, or look at

the bridge itself.

The w'ord comes from the Latin

"catena," a chain, and gets its name from

the fact that a chain, equally loaded or

unloaded, and supported at its ends, will

hang freely in this position. The hangers

carrying the other two wires arc equally

spaced so that the steel messenger wire

'
i .- :i I rioX ox Cl'RN ;

which was not loaded. The application

of an e<]nal load throughout its entire

length was found not to alter the form of

the curve in any way.

Nickel Plating.

Light nickel (ilatiug can be readily ac-

complished by heating a bath of pure

granulated tin, argol and water by boil-

ing, and adding a small quantity of red-

hot nickel oxide. .\ brass or copper

article inniierseil in this solution is in-

slaiillv c'i\ereil with pure nickel.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. G. A. Hillmaii lias been aiii>uiiUccl

shop demonstrator at the Meadville shops

of the Erie.

Mr. S. C. Carlough has been appointed

supervisor of locomotive operation of the

Erie, with office at Secaucus, N. J.

Mr. Frank Beatty has been appointed

supervisor of locomotive operation at the

Erie, with office at Port Jervis, N. Y.

Mr. M. O. Griffith has been appointed

general foreman of the Santa Fe shops

at Clives, N. M., succeeding Mr. J. .\.

Klasner.

Mr. Henry Reiff has been appointed

machine shop foreman of the Erie, with

office at Marion, Oliio, succeeding Mr. J.

Strawser.

Mr. S. IleeUathiirnc has been ap-

pointed master mcelianic of the Anthony
& Northern, with office at Pratt, Kan.,

succeeding Mr. S. C. RafT.

Mr. T. Stewart, formerly master me-
chanic of tlie Baltimore & Ohio, at Con-
ncllsville, I'a.. has been transferred as

master medianic to Cumberland, Pa.

Mr. T. Hamblcy has been appointed

master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific,

with office at North Bay, succeeding Mr.
C. < Iribben transferred to St. John, .\. ]'..

Mr. T. J. Bell has been appointed sup-

erintendent foreman of the car dciiarl-

ment of the h>ie, with offices at L'leve-

land, Ohio, succeeding Mr. M. b'agan, re-

signed.

.Mr. (i. II. Berry has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of the South
Louisville shops of the Louisville & Nash-
ville, succeeding Mr. I'.. ]•;. Dupont, trans

ferred.

Mr. W. M. Harding has been appoiiU-

ed general foreman of the Cincinnati,

Xew Orleans & Texas Pacific, with office

at Oakdale, Teiin., succeeding Mr. D. II.

-Andrews.

Mr. Frank A. De Wolff, formerly nias-

ler mechanic at the .Sagua-la-Cranile

shops, Culia, has been ajjpointcd supcriii-

terideiit of locomotives, with the same
headcpiarters.

Mr, T. V. Beardmore has been appoint

ed locomotive foreman on the Canadian

Pacific, with office at Schreiber in the

.Mgoma district, succeeding .Mr. R. Gard-

ner, resigned.

Mr. W. 1-". I'ra/icr has been appointed

road foreman of engines on llie I'altimore

S: Ohio, succeeding Mr. J.
1'.. Fisher, ap

pointed train master, both willi offices a1

Garrett, Ind.

.Mr. 11. J. Bell, safety inspector of llie

( liicago & North Wesleni. has been ap-

pointed safely Mipervisor of llu' railroa<!s

under the inrisdicllnii of ibe western

regional (hrccior.

Mr. G. Brown, formerly master me-

chanic of the Wrightsville & Tennile.

with office at Tennile, Ga., has resigned

to enter the service of the Georgia, Flor-

ida & .Maliama, with office at Bainbridge,

Ga.

Mr. Garland P. Robinson, formerly as-

sistant chief inspector of locomotives tor

the Interstate Commerce Commission, has

been appointed assistant manager of the

locomotive section of the Railroad .\d-

ministration.

Mr. George G. Yeamans has been ap-

pointed general purchasing agent of the

New- York, New Haven & Hartford, and

Mr. G. W. Hayden assistant purchasing

agent. The purchasing and stores depart

mgiits have been consolidated, with head-

quarters at New Haven, Conn.

Mr. F. N. Fritchey, formerly of the

division of locomotive inspection of tbe

Interstate Commerce Commission. Dis-

trict \S. has been appointed superintend-

ent of shops of the Wheeling & Lake

Erie, with office at Brewster, Ohio.

Mr. John L. Smith, formerly master

mechanic of the Pittsburgh, Shawmut &
Northern, with office at St. Mary's, Pa.,

has been appointed superintendent i^l

motive power and equipment.

Mr. W. Wright, formerly division

master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific,

at Toronto, Out., has been transferred as

division master mechanic to Brownsville

Junction, Me., succeeding Mr. C. Pow-

ers, who has been transferred to

Toronto.

Mr. G. 1'". Johnson, formerly general

master mechanic of the Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy, with office at Lincoln,

Neb., has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of motive power at Lincoln,

and his former position has been abol-

ished.

Mr. O. R. Hale, formerly assistant suii-

crintendent of locomotives of the Cuban

Central railways, with office at Sagua-la-

foaiidc, Cuba, has been appointed super-

intendent of locomotives, with the same

headquarters, succeeding Mr. 1". .\. De

Wolff.

Mr. J. A. Conley, formerly master

mechanic of the .Xtchison, Topeka S;

Santa Fc, at Raton, N. M., has been

transferred to the Valley Division, with

office at Fresno, N. M., succeeding Mr.

John PuUar, transferred to San Ber-

nardino, Cal.

Mr. J. R. Slater has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago. Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, at Savanna, 111. Mr.

Howard dentine has been appointed

iili;lit roundhouse foreman at Perry, la..

tiid Mr. 11. Collins has been appointed

roniidhouse foreman at Kansas City, Mo.

Mr. II. K. Fox, formerlv chief

draughtsman in the motive power de-

partment of the Western Maryland, at

Hagerstown, Md.. has been appointed

engineer of tests of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul, with headquarters

at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding Mr. W.
Bennison, resigned.

Mr. Stephen G. Mason, of the Mc-
Conway & Torley Company of Pitts-

burgh, has been elected president of the

National .Association of Manufacturers.

The office of the association is at 30

Church St.. New York, vice Col. George

Pope, deceased. The other officers

elected were Mr. J. Philip Reid, general

manager ; Mr. Henry Abbott, treasurer,

and Mr. George B. Baudinot, secretary.

Mr. A. B. Enbody, formerly assistant

master mcclianic of the Central of New
jersey, with offices at Maucli Chunk, Pa.,

lias been appointed master mechanic of

the Lehigh & Susquehanna division, in

charge of locomotive and car depart-

ments, and assignment of i)ower, witli

office at .Ashley, and Mr. C. W. Culver,

formerly foreman at Manch Chunk, has

been appointed assistant master mechanic

of the Lehigh & Susquehanna division,

with office at Mauch Chunk.

Mr. H. S. Patterson has been appointed

manager of tlie railroad department of

the Walworth Manufacturing Company,

with headquarters in Boston. Mr. H. T.

( ioodwin has been appointed assistant

manager of the railroad department, with

headquarters in New York. Both Mr.

I'atterson mid Mr. Goodwin obtained

their training witli tlie National Tube

Company liy taking the Specialty Course

at Kewaiiee Works of the National

'I'ube Company (now the Walworth

Manufacturing Company). Mr. Goodwin

will probably be remembered by many

railroad nuclianical officials as the son

of Mr. J. I". (lOodwin, past president of

llie Master Boiler Makers' .Association.

Mr. If. I lewer, superintendent of fuel

economy of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific announces the following appoint-

ments as supervisors of fuel ecenomy:

.\Ir. J. Bcnzies, Chicago terminals and

Illinois division, with headcpiarters at

Kock Island. 111.; Mr. B. J. Bonner, East

l.iwa and Minnesota divisions, at Cedar

Rapids, Iowa; Mr. P. Smith, Dakota and

Dcs Moines valley division, at Valley

Junction, Iowa; Mr. F. Meredith, West

Iowa ; Nebraska and Colorado divisions,

at Fairbury, Neb.; Mr. C. W. Reed, Mis-

souri, Kansas City Terminal and St.

Louis divisions, at Trenton, Mo., and

Mr. F. Connolly, Kansas and FI Paso

liivisions, at llerington, Kan.

Mr, J. .A. Meb'arran has been appointed

master mechanic of the M &• M division

and branches of the Louisville & Nash-
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villi', with office at the Montgomery shops,

ihc position of assistant-master mechanic
at Montsonicry having been abolished.

Mr. T. I''. Ryan has been appointed as-

sistant-master mechanic of the Cincinnati

terminals and Kentucky division with

office at the Central Covington shop. Mr.
I'. W. Oakley has been appointed master
mechanic of the Eastern Kentucky divi-

sion, with office at Ravenna, Ky., shops,

and Mr. K. K. Dupont has been appointed
master mechanic at Howell, Ind., shops,

Henderson and St. Louis divisions and
St: Louis terminals.

Mr. Edward Bukcr has been appointed
Western representative of the Rome Iron
Mills, Inc., with office in the McConnick
Building, Chicago, 111. Mr. Buker is a

graduate of the University of Illinois,

from which he received the degree of

Mechanical Engineer. He entered as an
apprentice in the shops of the Pullman
Company, and latterly in the shops of

the Illinois Central. Later he was ap-
pointed inspector on the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, and after filling the posi-

tion of general foreman on the same
road, he was appointed master mechanic
on the Missouri, Kansas & Te.xas. Dnr-
nig the last two years he has been en-
gaged as a mechanical expert with the
Galena Signal Oil Company, which posi-
tion he held at the time of his recent
appointment.

Mr. C. Z. Moore, as a representalive
for John Lundie, D. Sc, will locate in

Philadelphia, Pa., with office in tiie

I-inanee Building. Mr. Moore has iden-
tified himself with Dr. Lundie, of 52
Broadway, New York, who is the in-

ventor and patentee of the Lundie tie-

plate used extensively in track work on
railways. Mr. Moore is a railroad man
of broad experience, especially in track
work, having devoted 19 years of his life

to service in the Maintcnance-of-Way
Department of the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company. In the last five years he suc-

ceeded in capturing the prize each year,

offered in competition by the General
Manager to the man in charge of any
section showing the greatest improve-
ment and maintaining tracks in the best

condition of any on the system.

Mr. Joseph Robinson, of the Robinson
Connector Company, of Branford, Conn.,

has been working very steadily during
the past winter. The severity of the

weather in the winter months has, almost
automatically, assisted him in the demon-
stration of the efficacy of his device. The
connector, which unites steam, air and
signal hose, was not only easily uncoupled
in the coldest days, but when in use it

kept tight, and freezing was entirely ab-

sent. Mr. Robinson has met with much
gratifying success in Canada. He has

left the business care of his device in

able hands and has started on an auto-

mobile trip, with his family, across the

continent. He will pass close to Chicago,

visit Denver and finally traverse the

mountain roads and winding pathways of

the Rockies. The wonders of the Yos-
emite valley and the Yellowstone Park
will unfold their glories to the "party to-

ward the end of the trip. Mr. Robinson
intends to return to the "Connector" in

the early fall. We all wish his well-de-

served rest will do him good.

Mr. V. R. Hawthorne has been elected

acting secretary of the Master Car Build-

ers' Association and the Master Mechan-
ics' Association, at a meeting of the

Executive Committees of both associa-

tions held in Chicago on May 13 to fill

the vacancy caused by the death of the

late secretary, Mr. Joseph W. Taylor.

Mr. Hawthorne is from Oleana, Pa., and
has had a wide railroad experience, espe-

cially on the Pennsylvania, where he was

Acting Secretary M. (". I;, ami .M. M. .A. ,\s5n.

engaged in the car department, and was
special M. C. B. inspector. He has

served on the Master Car Builders' price

committee preparing time studies. Mr.
Hawthorne has also assisted Mr. Taylor
in the preparation of his annual and
other reports, and is in every way, both

by education and experience, eminently

qualified for the position of the secretary

of the joint associations.

Mr. .Mba B. Johnson, president of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works, Philadel-

phia, has recently been elected to the

presidency of the Railway Business As-
sociation, replacing Mr. (ieo. A. Post,

retired. Mr. Johnson's long connection
with one of the most prominent industrial

concerns in the country and his ability

and success with that important indus-

try, more than fits him to carry on the

work of the .'\ssociation, which has been
carried on with exemplary power and
efficiency to the satisfaction of all of its

large list of members.

Joint Meeting of M. M. and M. C. B.

Associations.

The American Railway Master Me-
chanics' .Association and the Master Car
Builders' Association have issued a joint

circular calling a meeting to dispose of
all work of committees and to pass on
other matters. All representative mem-
bers, the chairmen of all committees, the

executive committees of both associa-

tions, and the arbitration committee of

the Master Car Builders' Association are

invited to attend the meeting, which will

be held in the Florentine Room of the

Congress Hotel, Chicago, on June 19 and
20, 1918.

The M. C. B. Association will receive

reports from the committees on arbitra-

tion
; standards and recommended prac-

tice ; brake shoe and brake beam equip-

ment
; couplers ; loading rules ; car

wheels ; specifications and tests for ma-
terials; train lighting and equipment;
tank cars, and welding truck side frames,

bolsters and archbars. The Master Me-
chanics' .Association w'ill present reports

on standards and recommended practice;

mechanical stokers ; fuel economy and
smoke prevention ; specifications and tests

for materials; train resistance and ton-

nage rating; springs.

The reports of the committees will not

be sent out to the members in advance
of the meeting, copies will be distributed

!< those attending. Headquarters will be

1 the Congress Hotel. There will be no
t \hibit of appliances in connection with

I he meeting.

The American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.

The amnial meeting papers for the

December, 1918, meeting should be in the

hands of the secretary by September 20.

Papers are solicited for this meeting, and
for any of the meetings held by the 22

local sections in different cities through-

out the country. Brief contributions of

less formal character arc also desired,

containing notes of experience, results

of investigations, accounts of new work,

engineering data, discussion of society

affairs, etc. Such communications can

often be used otherwise, even if un-

available for a meeting. The society

has 9,000 members, everyone of whom
may be helped by a contribution from a

single member.

Packing and Lubricating.

The O. & (
'. Company announce that

they have taken o\er the manufacture

and sale of packini: and lubricating for

some time under the Thomas Smith pat-

ents, formerly operated and controlled by

The B. H. Jones & Co., of Boston, Mass.

The devices will be hereafter known as

the Q. & C. Packing and Q. & C. Lubri-

cating.
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Railroad Equipment Notes

The Baltimore & Mluo is hi tlu- iiiarkil

fur 1(X) steel uiulcr-fraiiu-s (or calmosc

tars.

'rile Miehiyaii Central Railroad, it is

said, will Imild a car repair sliop at May
City, Mich.

'I'lie Alabama & X'ickslnirg lias ordered

J Mallet type hicomotives from the Bald-

win Loconioti\e Works.

I lie Anu'rieaii International Steel I oi-

poration. ' New York, is inquiring for

twi-iity-livc 18-ton and twenty-tive 22-ton

wooden flat cars for ex|iort to South

.\iiierica.

.\ 2-l-stall roundhouse for tlie Illinois

Central is to he erected at CJarhondale,

111., at a cost of $2(10.11110. Flans for the

roundhouse have been under considera-

tion several vears.

Tlie Colorado & Wyoming has ordered

ten SO-ton gondola cars from the Western
Steel Car & Foundry Company.

The Canadian Government has i>laced

orders for 8,150 freight cars, some of

which are to lie built in this couiitr\.

The Cliinio Copper Company. S.ill

l.ake. Utah, has ordered 24 underfraiiirs

from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Ferrocarriles Delnorte de Cuba
have ordered live ten-wheel locomotives

from the Baldwin Locomotive Work^.

'J'he Canadian .\ortlieni will build a

coaling plant, roundhouse, ice house, etc,

at Leaside Junction, Out., to cost aliout

$80,000.

The .Xmerican Steel Co., Bridgeport,

(omi.. is reported ordering fifty OO-toii

steel hopiH-r cars fr.uii the Pressed Steel

( ar Company.

The Pennsylvania will luiilil np.iir

shops. rouiKlhouse and make oilier ter-

minal improienunts to the e.xleiit ..f

about .SI.fKIO.niKl at Wbeatl.iml, Pa.

The Baltimore S: (Jliio has ordered a

48-lever interlocking switchin.i,' machine
from the Union Switch vK- Signal Coiii-

l>any. for inst.illation at diilville, Ohi...

The Louisville S Nashville will re-

build its wheel and a.xle sh..p at Souili

Louisville, Ky., recently destroyed by

lire, Willi an i-stimated loss of $7.s.0(K).

'I'lie Peims\lvania Railroad, Lines

West, has ordereil a ,12-lever machine
from the Union Switch & Signal Com-
liany for installation at Smilbliebl, Ohio.

'I'lie Wittakcr Glessner Company,
Portsmouth. Ohio, has ordered four 50-

Ion gondola and seven SO-ton hopper

ears from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

The Hocking \'alley lias awarded a

c.ntract to the Roberts iV Schaefer Com-
pany for the installation of Robertson

coaling Conveyors at Toledo, Ohio, and

Marion.

The St. Louis Southwestern has or-

dered from the Roberts & Schaefer Com-
pany, Chicago, two automatic electric

coaling plants, to be of reinforced con-

crete and of 2(X)-tons capacity each.

These will be duplicates of the plant that

was receiitl> Ijuilt for the same road at

X'alley Junction, J II. The new plants are

to be built at Commerce. Te.x.. and Jones-

boro, Ark.

The Great Northern has just placeil

an order for materials for 2% train order

signals. It is their intention to provide

standard RSA train order signals on all

of the more important main line mileage

of the system. The work of installation

will be done by the force of the (ireat

.Vortliern. Materials to be furnished by

the Chicago Railway Signal & Supidy

Company. The Great Northern uses

RSA standards for all new work, and

also for renewals and replacenienls.

Director General .\lc.\doo has an-

nounced the allotment of orders l.«r the

construction of 70,000 additional steel un-

derframe freight cars to various car-build-

ing concerns on the same basis on vvliicli

the order was recently placed for 30,IIO'I

cars. These 70,000 cars include 15,000 411-

ton double-sheathed bos cars. Id.OOO 5(1.-

ton single-sheathed ho\ cars. 15.0(K) 50 ton

composite gonclida coal cars. 5.000 70-lon

low-side gondola cars, l').l)Oi) 55-ton lioi>-

per coal cars.

The 70.0011 cars have been apporti.ined

ainon.u the following builders: Betteiidorf

CiK. I'.elleii.lorf. Iowa. .?.01)(); Cambria
Steel C... j..biis|own. Pa., .1000; Haskell

S: Barker Works. Michi.gan City, 1ml.,

".(X)0 ; Keilli (ar M.uiufacturing Co.,

Sagamore, .Mass.. 1,(K10; Laconia Car
Co., Lacoma. \. H., I.IKIO; Leii..ir Car
\\'i>rks, l.eiioii. Tenn., 2.0(10; Liberly Car
vV l-:quipmenl Co., Chicago. 111., 1,00(1;

.Magor Car Corporation, Passaic. N. J.,

1,000; Mount Vernon Car Manufactur-
ing Co., Mount Vernon, 111., 4,0(X); Pa-

eilic Car iS: I''ouiulry Co., Seattle. Wash..
2(HI0; Pressed Steel Car Co.. Pitlsburgh,

Pa.. 14.000; Pullman Co., Chicago. Ill,,

8.(100; Ralst,.ii Steel Car C.i.. Cdumbus.
Ohio. 4.000; St. Louis Car Co., St. Louis,

.Mo., 1,000; Standar<l Steel Car Co., Pills

burgh, Pa., 15,000.

DIXpNS
Tia)ncJero^a

FI/AKE?
GRAPHITE

Lubrication
of Air Pump
Cylinders

Lubricating air pump
cylinders has always been

a difficult and annoying

prublciiL

The niaintcnancc ol' air

pump cylinders in loco-

motive service is the rea-

son that air pumps are sent

to the shop for repairs.

DIXON'S
Ticonderoga

Flake Graphite

will txlend at least UX)^^ the

time lift ween overli;iulings of

the imniii.

L)i\' Ill's I'Make Tiraphite pol-

ishes the workino stirfaces of

the c\ liniler and ])iston, im-

proves the lit. and reduces

friction.

Write to Dept. 69-C for rec-

ord of fourteen months' con-

tinuotis service without the

aid of a drop of oil and method

of sticcessfull)' feeding dry

_L;rai)hite into cylinders.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by th>

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dX^<n Company d><^<n
'"" "" ESTABLISHED 1817

'""
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

•nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th« Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
CnalRecrs, iron

rounders, Machinists.

too Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maliiiffl.-liir. rs of Injprtnrn. EJcctnrs.
Bol|.<r WiKlur-. iiiicl T.sfcrs. H.illpr Ch.cts,

• h.-ck Valrp.,

Locomotive Electric Headlights

"f all descriptions

J^

THE

i-h'^iTt GfNfRAfOR

ATIONAL SETS

COMPANY

1334 NO. KOSTNER AVENUE CHICAGO. ILL.

ASHTOISJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

27) Franklin Street. Boston. Mas

Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Pr.\CT1C.\1. l.(l(nM(iTIVK l''. NUI NKKRl N(;. l))'

Frederick J. Prior, 204 Grand Ave-
nue, Mihvaulscc, Wi,-;. Flexible

morocco. Price, $2.J5.

This is another addition to Mr. Prior's

scries of self-educational text and refer-

ence books, and worthily sustains the high

character of Mr. Prior's publications. In

addition to a comprehensive system of the

three separate examinations for liremcn

wherein every question is fully and clearly

answered, there are also sections devoted

to Locomotive Running, Breakdowns. De-

fects to .\ir P>rakc, and how to remedy

them, with a carcfidly compiled index

appended. .\s i'^ well known there has

never been ;i pericHJ in the history of the

country when a tb(irout;li mastery of the

details of ihe incclianieal department is so

necessary to those encased in their con-

struction and manipulation as the pres-

ent, and this cannot be gained by observa-

tion, and the experience of a lifetime inay

lie gained by the carefid study of one good

book.

Accident Bulletin.

Act idem r.ulletin \'o. 63, issued by the

litircau of Statistics. Interstate Com-
merce Commission, furnishing data in re-

Lrard to railway accidents in the LInited

States during tlie first three tnonths of

1917. is at hand, and it is gratifying to

observe that, while railroad traffic shows

considerable increase, the number of acci-

cients are diminishing. The total number

of persons killed—trespassers, cmiiloyces

and others—mmiber 2,21.3: injured, 17,-

r27. As usual, over SO per cent of the

casualties happened to trespassers. The

tallies publishcil are restricted to steam

railways.

Baldwin Record.

The I'.aldwin Record Xo, ''0, contains

the address delivered by .Mba 1'.. John-

^on, president of the Baldwin Locomo-

tive Works, Philadelphia, I'a., at the

annual convention of the Chamber of Com-

merce of the L'nitcd States of .\merica,

in Chicago, April 11, 1918. The subject

of the address, "The Problem of Motive

Power L'nder the National .•\dministra-

tion of Railroads." is not only of vital

interest. Imt the address, coming from

^uch an authority, is worthy the most

serious attention. Briclly and strongly

the contention is made that standardiza-

tion can onl\- be applied to details with

any degree of permanency, because, in the

words of Mr. Johnson, "every improve-

ment in some sense involves the destruc-

tion of standardization. It would be an

evil day for .\merican engineering and

for American progress in the art of trans-

portation which would involve a policy of

discouragement to new and useful im-

pro\cnients in the art. We should, there-

fore, look carefully before we leap, to

make sure that we are not giving up the

substance of continued growth in effi-

ciency and economy, to grasp the chimera

of standardization." The logic of the

address is convincing.

Proceedings of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association.

.As intimated in the pages of R.mi.wav

.\.\n Locomotive E.\T.iNEERiNr, last No-
vember, the proceedings of the business

meeting instead of the twenty-fifth an-

nual convention of the Traveling Engi-

neers' Association was held at Chicago,

October S and 9, and have been compiled

and published by W. O. Thompson, secre-

tary. Cleveland, Ohio. The publication

extends to 120 pages, and presents a full

report of the meeting including an ex-

cellent address by the president. B. J.

FeencN', who dwelt particularly on the

need of training in fuel economy and a

general call to greater activity in the

way of assistance to the Council of Na-
tional Defense. The reports of special

committee.^ on the following subjects are

printed in fidl: "What is the best meth-

od of keeping engineers and liremcn up to

date on modern equipment and methods?"

"What are the best mechanical devices

for smoke prevention in locomotive

operation?" "Difficidtics of lubricating

the locomotive of today." "The loco-

motive furnace." The latter report is

fully illustrated and the subject is ex-

haustively treated by J. T. .Anthony, of

the American .Xrch Company. Lists of

committees on special subjects for dis-

cussion at the next annual meeting, and

also a list of Ihe membership, which now
numbers 1.1)76, is also given. Copies of

the publication may be had on application

to the secretary, care of general offices,

X. Y. C. R. K., Cleveland. Ohio.

Storage of Bituminous Coal.

The Engineering b'xperiinent Station

of the I'niversily of Illinois has just com-

pleted a study of the problems involved

in coal storage and has published the re-

sults in a 200-page illustrated book desig-

nated as Circidar No. 6, "Storage of

Bituminous Coal." The study was made

under the direction of II. II. Stock, [iro

fessor of Mining luigineering. The

reasons and advantages of storing coal

are given, the kin<ls and sizes of coal

which may be safely stored arc described,

and the many factors entering into suc-

cessful storage are discussed. Copies of

Circular No. 6 may be had by address-

ing the Engineering Experiment Station,

L^rbana, 111. The price is 40 cents per

copy.
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Coal Prices and Bulletins.

rublicalioii No. 4U, 1918, published by

the United States Eucl -Administration,

Washington, 1). L'., furnishes in detail

the coal prices at the mine, which came

into elTect .\pril 22, 1918. The prices

range from $1.9,i per ton for Indiana

bitmiiinous run of mine coal, to ?5.30

per ton for Pennsylvania Lykens Valley

anthracite coa!, and to this price may be

added 35 per cent per ton allowed to com-

pensate the operators for the increase in

wages granted to the mine workers.

The Administration is also preparing

a series of olTicial bulletins on engineer-

ing phases of steam and fuel economies.

Some of these are now ready for print-

ing. They will include : Boiler and Fur-

nace Testing, Flue Gas Analysis, Saving

Steam in Heating Systems, Boiler Room
Accounting Systems, Saving Steam and

F'uel in Industrial Plants, Burning Fine

Sizes of .Anthracite, Boiler Water Treat-

nu-nl. Oil lUirning, Stoker Operation.

In addition to this service, a list of

competent engineers has been prepared in

Washington for each State and is avail-

able for use of each local adminis-

tration. .As the work develops, still

further constructive assistance is contem-

plated for helping owners to bring their

plants up to a high plane of economic

operation.

Car Utility.

The May issue of Car Utility, edited

by Bruce V. Crandall, is devoted to

freight car construction, and is peculiarly

pertinent and timely. It reproduces in its

entirety an editorial on the subject from

Railway and Locomc.tive 1''.ngineehi.n-(;,

.March, 1918. Briefly, it conclusively

proves tliat no car should be built

with a bottom which is incapable of

dumping a dumpalile load, or which is in-

capable of carrying more than one class

of freight. Twelve illustrations ilhmiin-

ale the text, and a careful perusal of

llic interesting periodical shows that one

car can be made to do the work of two

with little addition to the cost of the car,

while the cost, particularly of unloading,

can be reduced to a negligible (juantity.

.\s an example a general service car fur

the transportation of cattle, fitted willi

drop bottoms, securely locked, may be

used for the carrying of coal. Thus

cattle one way and coal the other would

be doing double work.

Statistics of Steam Railways.

An al).straet of sleam railways in tin

I'liilcd Stales for the year ending De
(ember 31, 1916, has been issued by the

Government Printing Press, the material

for the larger volume containing com-

plete details being in preparation. From
the abstract before us it appears that at

the date mentioned the miles of road, not

•nchiding second, third, fourth, or yard

tracks and sidings, amount to 259.710.18

miles, and the grand total, including all

tracks, 397,014.32 miles. The number of

roads represented arc placed at 854, the

number of operating, switching and ter-

minal roads not covered by the state-

ment being 209. The number of steam

locomotives in service were 63,738, and

of other than steam, 335. The number of

freight cars of all classes amounted to

2,342,699. Passenger train, exclusive of

cars in the service of the Pullman Com-
pany, 55,081. Of company service cars

there were 99,665. The number of em-

ployes of all classes were 1,700,814.

Railroad Regulations.

The War Trade Board announces that

they had adopted as a part of their rules

and regulations the regulations of the

L'nited Stales Railroad .Administration

in accordance with the proclamation of

the President of the United States that

all articles of commerce shall require an

export license from the War Trade

Board for e.xportatioti by any port or

border point to whatsoever destination,

except to points in the non-contiguous

piissessions of the United States. For

status of Canadian shipments, a list of

articles require individual licenses.

Electric Lighting.

'I'lic illuminating engineers of the Edi-

son Lamp Works of the General Electric

Comjiany have prepared Bulletin No. 43,-

4)0 containing the latest information as

to the correct methods of lighting indus-

trial plants. The Bulletin is well illus-

trated, sliowing various lighting schemes

most suitable for industrial purposes, and

I be facts are brought out that to con-

serve the employees' health, to save coal,

ti increase the output and tn keep the

workers contented, it is necessary that a

slicip be well illuminated aceordnig to

niiMlern metlunls.

Loco.

The (|u.irierly periodical, /..((), pub-

lished by the L.iceimctivc Club. Schenec-

tady, X. N'.. issued last month, has an

interesting article on "Old Engines."

The stibjcct is not new. It comes round

jieriodically like tlie hay fe\er and the

hives, but tile stury is told in a new way.

that is engaging and also historically

cejrrect. The illustrations arc not as

clear as they might be, but looked at in

the light of other days, the dimness is

lucenning to them. .Among other arti-

cles, "The .Apprentice Department of the

American Locomotive Company," is up-

to-date, and is well worthy of iiersusa!

by those interested in the best methods of

training apprentices.

terly issue of Rcactinns, describe and il-

lustrate a ininibcr of thermit welds suc-

cessfully accomplished around the rail-

road shops. They embrace frames, end

sills, wdieel centers and other fractures,

and the descriptions are given by the

v.'elders themselves, and hence are of

real value in showing what is really capa-

ble of lieing done in every-day practice.

Copies cif the publication may be had on

application to the company's main office.

New York.

Against the Metric System.

The -Xational .Association of Manufac-
turers .it the final session of its conven-

tion in New York recently adopted reso-

lutions condemning the recent revival of

agitation to introduce the metric system

into the United States. Their decision

follows, and is based upon Great Britain's

rejection of the same plan after investi-

gation by the British Committee on Com-
mercial and Indutsrial Policy after the

war.

Proceedings of the American Railway
Bridge and Building Association.

The report of the proceedings of the an-

nual convention of the American Railway

Bridge and Building .Association, which

was held at Chicago in October, 1917, a^

now published in a volume of 300 pages

with numerous illustrations. Copies of

the volume may be had from C. A.

Lichty, secretary, 319 West Waller Ave-

nue, Chicago, III. Price, one dollar.

TheNorwalklron^WorksCo.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors

Send for Catalog

Reactions.

The .Mela! and Thermit Corporation,

120 Broadway, .\'ew Y'ork, in their quar-

You Want Tool Holde

That Have Made Good t—. —j

ARMSTRONG TOOL HOLDERS
WERE AWARDED THE

GRAND PRIZE
i at the Pan-
Exposition

THEY ALWAYS MAKE GOOD

i^
ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL CO.

Tlic Tool llol.lcr Veople"
312 N. Francisco Ave., Ch cago, U. S. A.
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Eleclrification of the New York Connecting Railroad

and Hell Gate Bridge

The so-called Hell Gate bridge, the line

on which has been recently electrified, is

the greatest arch bridge so far built, hav-

ing a span of 995 ft. 1^ ins. between

centers of bearings and 1,017 ft. between

faces of abutments, and a total height of

305 ft. above mean high water. It carries

four railway tracks on a heavily ballasted

floor. Apart from its great span and ca-

pacity, its principal features are the ex-

pression joints and the provision for

heavy "braking" girders to relieve the

floor beams from stress caused by the

braking and friction forces. The design

was governed by rules and specifications

specially prepared by the consulting engi-

neer, Mr, G. Lindenthal, and among their

ori.ginal features is a new formula for im-

pact which, in combination with apparent-

ly liiyh permissible unit stresses, is appli-

iial name, was applied to the strait on
.

account of whirlpools which made navi-

gation at this point diflicult if not actually

dan.gerous, and the latter, misinterpreted

name has stuck. The New York Con-
necting Railroad, built and owned jointly

by the Pennsylvania and the New York,

New Haven & Hartford Railroad Com-
panies, forms an important link in the

heart of Greater Xew York between the

HEI.L G.ATE BRIDGE, OF THE -NEW YORK CONNECTING KAILRO.XD.

ceptional size and weight of its individual

members and riveted connections, the use

of special high-carbon steel, the unusual

method of erection, and the monumental
towers forming the abutments, one of which

rests on a deep and difficultly made and

placed pneumatic caisson foundation.

Among the details of special interest are

the compact closed section of the main
arch, the extraordinarily rigid bracing,

the efficient latticing of the compression

members, the full splicing of the com-

cable to the design of bridges of any

length of span or any capacity, and se-

cures in each case a well-proportioned

structure.

The rather startling name applied to

the narrow pass in the East River at

New York began its career as a mild

and quiet term. It comes from a Dutch

(Holland) word "Hellegate," the trans-

lation of which is "bright strait" or "clear

opening." The Anglicized form, which

is somewhat similar in sound to the origi-

existing railroad lines of these two com-

panies. It is used both for freight and

passenger service, separate tracks being

provided for each. The connection with

the New Haven is at Port Morris and

the connection with the Pennsylvania

Railroad for passengers is at Sunnyside

Yard on Long Island, and from this point

trains are run to the Pennsylvania Sta-

tion, New York, through tunnels. The
two-track freight line extends from the

New Haven at Port Morris to Fresh
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Poiul Jet., thciice over the I.' nig Island

Railroad to Ha\- Ridge, from which point

a sliort car ferry (about three miles

long) completes tlic connection with the

Pennsylvania's freight terminal at Green-

ville, .\. J., on New York Bay. Eormerly,

the intercliangc of a few passenger trains

between the Pennsylvania and the New

Haven Systems was by a car ferry route

of abont 11 miles from Jersey City li

Harlem River and tile freight interchange

was by a still longer ferry, about 1.^

miles, between Greenville and Oak Point.

As these Hoat services were conducted by

the New Haven Road, the New \"ork

Connecting Railroad, which takes their

place, is operated entirely by the New

York. New Haven & Hartford.

i"or satisfactory operation in connec-

tion with the New Haven Railroad's elec-

tric jiassenger service between New \"ork

and .\"ew Haven it was decided to elec-

trify the passenger tracks of the New
York Connecting Railroad so that

through trains may be operated into the

PennsNlvania Station in New York, with-

out changing engines. This electrification

has been carried out by the single-phase,

overhead catenary trolley system with the

same operating characteristics as those

employed on the New Haven Road, the

current delivered being at 11.1100 volt,

and _'.S cycles. The .Yew Haven jias-

seilger locomotives used ill this service

are of the .\.C.-1).C. t\ pe an<l are. there-

u-ed f. ir sujiporting the overhead eaten

ary trolley. Where it can be used, the

Pennsylvania Railroad style of tulnilar

pole has been adopted. On the steel via-

duct either side of Hell (iate. the bridges

are supported on heavy double brackets

riveted directly to the girders underneath

the track. \s most of these supports are

at expansion joints between the deck gir-

ders, it was necessary to separate these

brackets in order to jirovide for expansion

and obtain satisfactory widths of bear-

ing. The bolts on one side of each iiost

lit into slotted holes to allow for move-

ments due to temperature changes. With-

in Hell (iate Bridge the trolleys are su])-

p.irted by cri>ss-wires attached to the steel

mcnilicrs I'f the bridge, naaking a very

light, inconsiiiciious system, and not de-

tracting from the artistic form of the

bridge.

The trolley is insulated from the struc-

tures by three 10-in. free swinging por-

celain discs, similar to those used in the

\ards «i the New Haven Railroail. -Yn

insulator arrangement of this kind has

the advantage of economy, ample strength

and, most important of all, it provides

insurance against interruptions to service

due to the failure of any one insulator.

The height of the contact trolley above

the top of rail on and between Bronx

Kdl and Hell Gate Bridges is 18 ft. be-

cause of overhead structural clearances

within the bridges. On either side of

relay box by means of ladders and plat-

forms. The rails, used on the New York

Connecting Railroad are the Peinisyl-

vania Railroad standard 12.=-lb. steel rail.

Each joint is bonded with two No. 1/0

duplex pin terminal bonds, similar to

those used on the New Haven R.ailroad,

.M.\i' nr 111:-, KMfTi-; (jI' '1111 l<\ll.\\.\^ ^lIllWl^•(i i'dsitiox uf i'.kidc.i;.

fore, callable of operating throu^^h the ilusi- imints the trolley rises to a normal

b;ast Ki\er Tunnels, which are e.piiiipcd height of _'.' ft. ;iliove the rail,

with thir<l rail into the Pcnns'.lvania \t each sij.|ial bridge on the \iaduct

."Station, the change from overhead to ,;rcui|s ba\ c been run between the sig

third rail •pcration being effected at the naU and relay boxes which are on top o

east end of Sunii>siile ^'ard. the concrete piers and against the stee

Two general types of structures are -. ir.jers. \ccess has been provided to tin

Tri:UI..\K POST .VXD TROLLEY WIRE
SfSP!-:X?ION.

except that the thickness of web in the

extra heavy rail required a slightly longer

terminal.

h"or the [inrpose of railroad communi-

cation, a telephone and telegraph conduit

line has been built connecting with the

Pennsylvania Railroad at Sunnyside

\'aril. and llu New Haven Railroad at

East 132(1 St. between Harlem River and

Port Morris, with Cvnmections into the

railroad towers and to numerous tele-

phones on the railroad.

In the steel splicing chambers on the

viaduct the telephone cable has been ofif-

set to allow for expansion and contrac-

tion of the steel girder, which amounts

to about tbrei -(luarters of an inch. On
Hell Gate and Little Hell Gate Bridges,

however, the maximum e.xpansii'n in the

bridge system will be about K^ ins. and

here the cable has been terminated with

potheads and llexible rubber insulated

c.dib's used for connection between the

pothe.ids. South of Sunnxside junction

a similar cable has been run alnni; the

freight line to Bay Ridge.

Length of twd-track passenger line.

I'l.rt Morris P. Sunnvside ^.^rd. .s miles.

Length of tw.i-tr,ick freight line. Port

.Morns to Fresh Pond Junction. S miles.

I.euglh of twi) track freight line. Port

.Moiris to Bay Ridge, 20 miles. Max-
imum grade westliound, ai)proachins

Hell Gate Bridge, two miles, l.J per cent.

.Maxunum grade castbound, approaching

Hell Gate Bridge, 1.7 miles. .72 jier cent.

Length of four-track passenger and

freigin section. Port Morris \" Snnny-

sicle Junction. .18 miles. Length of Hell
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Gate Bridge between abutments, 977 feet.

Length of Hell Gate Bridge outside of

towers, 1,150 feet. Clear height of

bridge above mean high water, 135 feet.

Cost of Hell Gate R ridge, $4,000,000.

TROLLEY BRIDGE OX VIADITct WITH
I..ATTICE POST.

Cost of the New York Connecting Rail-

road, $30,000,000. Total cost of Hue, in-

cluding the Bay Ridge Improvement,

$40,000,000.

.Ssthetics of Bridge Design.

A very interesting pai.iphlet on this

SI hjecl has been written by Dr. J. .\.

Wadell, a consulting engmeer in New
York. He deals with the harmony and

beauty which are now cons-idered as part

and parcell of good bridge designing.

There is no work of man which can add

to the beauty of a landscape like a liridge.

harmonizing with its surroundings and
by its regular lines, br-nging out the

varieties and vagaries of a sylvan

scene. The lines of nature are irregular,

those of a bridge are regular. That docs

not mean that bridge lines arc always

straight, for a top cord with a parabolic

curve is at times most pleasing to the

eye.

Dr. Wadell insists that to secure har-

mony between the structure and its en-

vironment, means the mergi'ig of its gen-

eral outlines with those of the landscape.

A bridge likely to be seen from vari-

ous angles and each point of view

yieids its own impression. The merg-
ing of its outlines can usually be secured

by attention to the approaches, iiy ex-

tending the hand rails beyond the struc-

ture or by curving the wing walls of the

abutments. A small arch or girder span

can often be given dignity by lengthening

the approach walls or extending the hand
rails.

There is no feature so pleasing as

perfect symmetry in the lay-out of spans.

If one can see at a glance the reason for

the position and function of all the prin-

cipal parts and features of a bridge, his

sense of fitness will be satisfied, and the

general impression will be favorable. On
nearer approach, if these impressions are

justified or enhanced and the more artistic

outlines begin \a tell, the more thorough
will l)e the general appreciation of the

uhole.

The harsh outlines of a cantilever can

generally lie relieved liy making the

cords simulate a curve. This feature may
be made to efi^ect some economy. In

many bridges the otherwise pleasing out-

line is spoiled by the introduction of mas-
sive ornamental portals at the ends, and
intrusive towers at intermediate piers.

Habit plays an important part in our con-

ception of the proper scale or relation of

things. Those proportions, which by

long usage we have become accustomed
\'i. we instinctively regard as pleasing

and fitting, so that a marked departure

from these standards fills us with a vague

feeling of disappointment.

Ornamentation, profuse and overdone,

is an aesthetic sin. Properly carried out.

to cmpliasizc the function of a member
it is completely justifiable and is "good
form." If a bridge is forever before a

moving throng of people it is well to

decorate it becomingly. If the bridge is

iii a dense forest or sandy desert, and

seldom seen, it is folly to spend money on

fense in the United States is employing a

path-finding automobile to map out a

practicable route from a city on the west
to the Atlantic seaboard. The route
when mapped out will be tested for mili-

tary transportation by an army truck
train, and, if satisfactory, will be adopted
as the official route for the transfer of

10.000 trucks to the points for embarka-
tion to I'Vance. Besides relieving rail-

ways of carrying the trucks, the trucks

will be fully loaded with supplies of about
30.C00 tons.

Locomotive Headlight Order.

The order requiring locomotives to be

provided with high-power electric head-
lights went into effect on July 1. The
Interstate Commerce Commission had ex-

tended the date three times since Octo-
ber, 1915. It is not likely that further

extensions will be allowed. The order

provides that all locomotives produced
after that date as well as all that passed

through the shops for general repairs shall

be equipped with electric headlights, and
all locomotives that may not now be in

need of general repairs shall be so

equipped by July 1, 1920. .\bout two-

thirds of the locomotives now in service

are already equipped in compliance with

the order. The remainder of which, there

are aliout 25.000. will be equipped as rap-

idly as their need of heavy repairs call

TKOI.LF.V WIKP: SHOWING CATEX.VRV SrPI'ORTS OX .\ CURVE.

its ornamentation. The ability of any

member to do its duty effectively, is a

most valuable criterion.

Relieving Railway Congestion.

As a method of relieving congestion on

them temporarily out of service. The

Pylc-National Electric Headlight Com-
pany are equipping the new standard loco-

motive ordered by the Railroad .^dminis-

trati'in. but the roads are at liberty to

use any electric headlight that complies

railways, the Council of National De- with the requirements of the order.
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Installation and Repair of Superheater Dampers

•\m.'ii}; tlic troubles thit are to be ex-

pected in locomotives equipped with su-

perheater appliances is the gradual change

that occurs in tlie exact opening and clos-

ing of the damjier which is adapted to

prevent the passage of gases when the

throttle is closed and there is therefore no

steam in the pipes, and to open the pas-

sage of the gases when the throttle is

opened and the steam flowing through

the su[)erheater pipes. An improper in-

stallation of the damper in its connections

i- apt to defeat the purpose for which the

device is intended. It car. be readily lui-

derstood lliat if the damper fails to close

properly it will not effectually prevent hot

gases entering the large flues when the

throttle is closed; and agr.in if the dam-

per does not open properly it will have

the effect of a baffling plate in the front

end and divert part of the gases, causing

poor steaming of the engine, or prevent-

ing the desired degree of superheating

from bcin.g obtained.

When the damper is open, it should

!*tand in such a position that it will be

directly parallel to the current of gases

flowing through the damper opening. If

it does not open far enough, or opens \<in

far, it will have the effect of baffling the

gases. The changes in temperature also.

in soiue cases, have the etTect of warping

the damper, which influences the correct-

installed, may cease to give the proper

damper opening. Fig. 1 illustrates this

condition, and is based on the assumption

that tliere has been a total wear of % in.

in the various pins. This is about the

amouiU of wear that might be expected

in a damper that has been in service for

l-K.. 1. DA.MPKU C<>Nr>]T10X.S WITH .\

loi.M. 'If ., l.V. nx I'INS .\.M>

iti;.\niN<;s.

ness of operation. The bearing parts

wear, and the occurring lost luotion has

a perniciinis elTcct on the elTiciency of the

locomotive. This wear, as may be ex-

pected, is cumulative, so that damper
,;,.„:— „.l,;,.l, >,-a. nriinnallv rnrrectlv

VIC. 2. n.VMPRR CLOSED, DF.T.\II,S OF
RlllCIXd .\XI) METHOD OF PIPE

L.\r,GIXG.

a couple years. The effect of the wear is

to decrease the damper opening, which

diminishes the voUune of gases passing

tlirough the larger flues, as the angle at

which the damiier stands ot'fers more ob-

^lruction to the passage of the .gases.

Apart, however, from tlie tendency to

fall aw.iy from the original position at

wliich file d.'imper may have been ad-

justed, much of tlie tronliles occurring to

the appliances ;iri>es from the fact that in

adjusting the link arm it not infrequently

happens that the arm may lia\e been too

long or too sh..rt to suit the ex.ict re-

i|uiremeiifs of the situation. This has

been discovered t.i be the case in maii\

insfauce^. and the Loc(nnolive ."^uiK-r-

liealer tdm]iaiiy has carefully prepareil a

rule for the proper adjustment of the

appliance, ami ubicli Ts well uortliy ol

the alfeiifion <'f tli(.se who may be eii-

.gaged in installing the devices, or in re-

fitting the parts :

.\fter the damper is in I'ace, clam]! it in

the closed positii>n. When the d.imiier

cylinder is bolted in place, the outside

cylinder arm shoidd lie so located that

the centre of the outside pin holes is ' !•

ii: below the centre of the cylinder shaft.

Place the damper shaft arm on the shaft,

connect the link between the outside

c\linder shaft arm and the damper shaft

;nin. and l>lace the counterweight on the

l.itter. The damper is n^nv closed, and

tin piston should be at the bottom of the

c\liiider. Lay off, drill and drive int'i

place the ^i in. pin which connects the

damper shaft ariu to the damper shaft.

Onerate the damper cylinder, either by

steam or air pressure, or by pushing the

piston to the upper end of its stroke by

means of a roil, and then check up the

damper opening to see that the damper is

ai'proximately parallel with the direction

of the flow of the gases thiough the open-

ing. If this is not the case, adjustment

should be made until the correct amount

of opening is oljtained.

In some cases, it is impi.issible to locate

the damper cylinder on the bracket pro-

vided on the outside damper shaft bear-

ing. It then becomes necessary to place

the cylinder forward on the smoke-box,

and use a long connecting link. In such

cases the outside cylinder arm is so located

on the cylinder shaft that it travels the

same distance on either side of the vertical

centre line through the damper cylinder

shaft. The damper shaft arm, to which

the link is connected, is located in the

same relation to the centre line of the

dr.mper shaft. In such ca^es the counter-

weight may be attached, either to the

daiuper shaft or to the damper cylinder

shaft, according to the restrictions placed

on the installation hy clearances and ob-

structions on the locomotive. Care should

always be taken to see that the counter-

weight is of the correct weight. .\ weight

that is too heavy will cause an excessive

lilow on the damper and daiuper cylinder

cover, and may break the cylinder, or the

cover, or spring the damper. .\ weight

that is too light will not provide positive

closing of the damiier. Provision is made

in the dam])er shaft arm liy extra holes,

for adjusting the weight on the arin.

.\ word mav lie added in regard to

FH;. 3. D.VMPKR OPEX. DETAILS OF
RIGCLXG .\X1) METtlOD OF PIPE

L.NGC.tXC.

the effect of climatic comlitioiis on the

apidiance.

In cold weather, the damper cylinder

may become inojierative due to moisture

collecting and freezing in the steam and

drain pipes, unless these are properly pro-
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tected. Figs. 2 and 3 show a desirable

practice for arranging and lagging these

pipes. Particular care should be taken

to see that the pipes are so arranged that

they will not contain pockets at any

point which would permit moisture to

collect and freeze.

The steam pipe should be 5^ in. O. D.

copper, 1-16 in. thick, and the drain pipe

Yz in. standard iron pipe and both cov-

ered with lagging at least J4 'i. thick.

The drain pipe should be cnnected at its

lower end to the cylinder saddle exhaust

passage. The piston should always have

a tight seat on the upper end of the cylin-

der wlien the damper is open in order to

prevent leakage as far as possible.

Care should also be taken to connect

the damper cylinder steam pipe above the

oil supply pipe to the steam chest. If this

connection is made Iielow the oil pipe con-

nection oil will be carried into the damper
cylinder and is likely to so coat the piston

and cylinder walls with gum and other

deposits that the cylinder will become in-

operative.

Figs. 2 and 3 also show the general ar-

rangement nf tlie damper rigging, with

tlie cylinder shown partly in section so

as clearly to indicate the relative positions

of the various parts.

It may be added that among the latest

methods of maintaining a correct ad-

justment of the parts, as lost motion is

likely to occur between the end of the

inside damper cylinder arm and the end
of the slot in the piston rod, the end of

the arm may be built up, and if neces-

sary, the slot, by means of oxy-acetylene

or electric welding. This is a ready and
reliable method of maintaining the correct

adjustment.

Tenth Annual Convention of the International

Railway Fuel Association

Digest of Important Papers Submitted—Election of Officers

Not very long ago the most im-

portant convention of the Internationa!

Railway Fuel Association yet held took

place in Chicago, 111. Indeed it might be

truly said that the meeting marked the

beginning of a vigorous campaign for the

conservation of coal by all the railroads

in the country, and to promote the pro-

duction of more and better coal at all

mines. The convention was held under

the joint auspices of the United States

Railroad Administration and United

States Fuel Administration. Mr. E. W.
Pratt opened the proceedings with an

able and eloquent address pointing out

the pressing need of continuing tlie con-

ventions of the Association as the neces-

sity for fuel economy was greater than

ever during the war, and their decision

had met the approval of the Federal

government. Mr. Pratt pointed out that

it took a million more coal cars to haul

about SO million tons of slate and rock

from the mines to the users, a tremen-

dous loss in economical firing due to

ashes and clinkers, and another million

cars to haul them away. The min;r
might say that it would give him less

earnings during the year to pick the coal

well and the operator might say it would
give him less sales for the year, but

this is not true. The output of both

miners and the mines will without doubt

this year be the car supply at the mines, as

has been the case for the last few years

:

and it should be borne in mind that the

railroads are not responsible for this

condition, but the public policy towards

them for the past decade. Twenty-seven
per cent of the coal which is used by the

railroads is so large that we hope by

care and close attention to details, not

only as to firing, but better repair of

locomotives, more care in dispatching and

moving trains and better operation on

the part of the engineer, to save millions

of tons of coal and millions of gallons

of fuel oil ; for be it remembered that

tb.ere are several thousand locomotives

in this country burning oil.

Superheating has been proved practi-

cable and each locomotive so equipped

saves hundreds of tons of fuel per year

besides rendering faster and better ser-

vice ; hence the present practice of super-

heating the larger locomotives passing

through the shop should be continued

as far as possible. The locomotive feed-

water heater also offers an attractive

lield for economy and efficiency and well

warrants careful and continued exper-

imentation. Mr. Pratt closed by stating

that it has been said. "Ships will win the

war", "Ff)od will win the war", "Coal

will win the war" ; but I tell you it is

individual effort that will solve the fuel

problem and thus render its great share

in winning this war for democracy."

Mr. P. B. Noyes, Director, Distribution

Division. United States Fuel .Adminis-

tration, stated that the .solution of the

war fuel problem is a task quite beyond

the power of any administration or ad-

ministrator. It lies in the hands of a

thousand agencies and millions of men.

The coal supply is short, and the require-

ments for war purposes threaten to make
it shorter still in the coming winter. Every

ton of coal saved means the employment
or non-employment of a hundred men,

because fuel is a small nart of the raw
material of most manufacturing institu-

tions, but this part is vital. Without it

the factory closes. If you remember that

railway locomotives burn more than a

ouarter of all the coal mined in the

country, yon will not accuse me of ex-

aggeration w-hcn I say that it is in your

oower and in the power of the railway

firemen and the organization with which

he works to save enough coal to turn

threatened national disaster into national

prosperity. I appeal to the railroad

superintendent, the firemen—every man
who has a hand directly or indirectly in

producing or consuming the one hundred
and sixty million tons of railway coal

—

to do each his work the very best he
knows how, and this convention will have
accomjilished more of real value than a

world of instructive technical papers or

discussions.

Mr. Robert Quaylc, General Superin-

tendent. .Motive, Power and Car Depart-

ment. Chicago & Northwestern railway,

also dwelt on the need o' intense earn-

estness on the part of every man of the

two millions of railroad men, to work to-

gether as one man, each helping the other

to the one end of saving fuel, then we
Could easily save ten per cent, which
vv(Mild mean a saving of 17,.SOO,000 tons,

or S43.750,(X)().00. The master mechanics
should be in touch with the division su-

perintendents and train dispatchers, so

that they should feel and know what they

are personally being interested in.

It is the master mechanic's duty to be

so in touch with his shop men, and
engineers and firemen, that they will

have confidence in him. and he should

have the happy faculty of having the men
constantly feel kindly toward him. This
would enable him at once to get the best

from the men that can be had, bearing

in mind that becau.se a man fills a lower
position than the master mechanic, that

he is no less a man, and might be a whole
lot bigger with the same opportunities.

The duties of the roundhouse foreman
are multitudinous. He has to see that

the men are there on time, has to see

that his engines arc out 'n time, has to

look over the reports, and see that every-

thing is properly done.

We require a .good deal from the round-
hoii<p foreman, and to be a successful

roundhouse foreman, to get the very best
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out t>l his job, lie .should be gracious, he

must needs be a philosoplier, he must be

a student of human nature, he must

smile when everything goes "dead wrong."

The engineers and firemen also have op-

portunities to save fuel. 'J'hey are doing

much and they will do more. We should

all think more deeply, work a little har-

der, tight a little harder for the conser-

vation of fuel and for the Government

by which we are employed.

Mr. W. S. Carter, Director, Division of

Labor, presented a clear and comprehen-

sive vision of the great struggle in which

America is engaged and closed by stating

that when our children's children read

these stories of the part played by Amer-

icans in the great war for Liberty, they

must lind there also recorded that the

railr.-ad men of America, realizing that

uixiii them had fallen tlie burden of trans-

pi.irting troops, munitions and food far

beyond their normal cainicity, worked as

no men had ever worked before, and

thereby had maintained an uninterrupted

medium (jf transportation, without which

tlie war could not have 1 een won.

Mr. Frank McMananiy. Division of

L^ iconic .live Maintenance, presented an

aide and instructive paper on "The rela-

tion '! Locomotive Maintenance to Fuel

Ec .n'>my", in the course of which he

pointed out that without well-studied,

well-lialanced design, locomotive main-

tenance alone cannot effectuate either fuel

economy or operating efficiency. The in-

ventor has dune great work witli the

result that the super-heater, the brick-

arch, the combiisiion chamber firebox

and other fuel-saving <ievices are today

parts 'if the eiiuipment of every modern

locomotive. The influence of these de-

vices in effecting real fuel economy is

tremendous, arid their applications to

many existing locomotives will result in

a marked reduction in fuel consumption.

Frefjuent and thorinigh boiler washing is

the foundation of i)roper boiler main-

tenance, and this has been recognized in

all boiler inspection rules, botli state

and national, .\uthorities dilTer some-

what as to the exact loss due to scale on

the Ijr.ilcr sheets, but a comparison of

tests made indicate pretty ci'iulusively

that 1, 1') of an inch of scale -.vdl in-

creas!- th'- fuel cost aiiproximately Li per

cent and th.it 1/4 of an inch of -cale will

irv.re.i>e tlii.- fuel co^l approxiiii.i;ely 00

per cmt.
<..!!.. .it ll-,<- repairs which v. ill d..

the !!! -t t'.uard reducing fuel cnsiimii-

Von ar.'l impr'.\ing Licmiotive perform-

ance, arrangnl ni what i^ belived to be

ihe ri.la:i-.e '.rdcr of tluir inii' Ttance.

arc: .-tling the valves properly and main-

tainiiv^ till- valve motion, washing the

boili.-r-. keeping the flues clean, eliminat-

in'j -•'.-mi leak- aliout cylim'.ers and steam

cbe-i-. and m.iiinaiiiing the drivini; boxes

and r..d-.

Ill Ihe <-..n^!-rvalioii of fuel bv better

locomotive maintenance, as in all other

matters relating to transportation, the

United States Railroad Administration

and the railroadmen of the country who
are solidly behind it can rightfully adopt

as their motto, "We will deliver the

Mr. Thomas Britt, Kaih-'.ad Fuel Agent,

Canadian Pacific Railway, in the absence

of Sir George Bury, who was unable to

lie present, made a forceful appeal for

an earnest and united effort, and impress-

ed the meeting with the truth of the fact

that the successful prosecution of this

war depends upon no single industry

—

upi-in no .group of resources. At the same

time all the resources of a nation are

worthless without adequate transporta-

tion facilities. There is scarcely an in-

dustry, that we can think nt. that is

not ultimately at the absolute mercy of

the railroads. They link together the

scattered centers of a mighty continent,

and thus permit all to share the various

products of each. Coming to the ques-

tion—what are we doing? The most

drastic feature nf our programme has

been the reduction in passenger service

with a simultaneous increase in freight

traffic— this, of course, as a matter of

sheer necessity ti.i meet war requirements.

In the handling of freight we are seeking

to apply the well-established principle,

that the greater the speed, the greater the

consumption of coal. Hence fast freights

are by no means a desireratum. In addi-

tion we have endeavored to run our

freights at full capacity tonnage, thus

securin.g the iiia-xinium results with the

niinimuni fuel consumption. .-Xnother

feature of fuel conservation is the elim-

ination of needless delays by a careful ar-

rangement of schedules vnd rapid dis-

patching.

.Meclianical devices suc'i as superheat-

ers, automatic fire doors, etc. may accom-

]dish a .great deal in the matter of avoiding

unnecessary wastage, but certainly the

luinian element is the dominant factor

—

we cannot get away from it. Give us a

liody of expert and conscientious firemen,

and 1 dare say the prolilem is solved. In

tlie malliT of detail gas-house coke can

]<v utilized for heating stations. Scrap

wood can be used in shop boilers, old

ties can be gathered up and burned for

the same purpose. In wooded districts,

i:' we stop to consider that one cord of

liard wood is e(|iiivalent to a ton of coal,

it i^ easily understood ihat. for every

cord of wood s,, substituted a ton of coal

i- released for use in war work. We
rnigbt more earnestly ask in exchange lor

our -^h.-ire in this worthy enterprise thai

oiir r.iilroads be not overliurdeneil any

longer with a lot of foreign matter under

tile guise of coal. I myself have found

i, necessary to have wdiolc carloads of

lbi> extraneous matter dumped inlo the

ditch, it being absolutely worthless as

fuel for any I'uriiose. There is certainly

no conomy that can e\er be found there.

The overloading of tenders has been

the cause in the past of an incalculable

waste. Thousands of tons have been lost

by thus scattering coal along the highw-ay.

Measures have been taken to avoid this

frightful delicit. and yet observation along

the right-of-way of our lailroads would

indicate that there is still room for im-

provement.

"Fuel Oil and the War', furnished a

to|iic for Mr. ^L L. ReQtia, Director Oil

Division, who jiointed out that the normal

increased consumption of fuel oil for the

year 1918. based upon the average in-

crease over a period of fourteen years,

will approximate something over 20,000,-

(100 barrels. .\ii abnormal increase, due

to war conditions, will probably very

greatly add to this amount. We are,

therefore, faced with the necessity of

handling a tonnage considerably in excess

of last year, viewed solely from the stand-

point of railroad transportation. If coal

were available it would be highly desir-

able that the use of oil be discouraged

wherever possible; but unfortunately con-

ditions governing the supply of coal are

also acute. We are stating the problem,

therefore, from the viewpoint of the oil

division of the Fuel .'Administration, in

the hope that, if conditions make it pos-

sible, the substitution of coal for oil may
lie made wherever practicable.

.\ campaign of education for the prompt

unloading of tank cars by the railroad

shops is very ur.gent. Motive power de-

partments particularly have a habit of

partly unloadin.g a tank car at one shop,

then switching it to another division point

for further unIoadin,g. In this way they

are responsible for the outrageous abuse

of tank cars of private ownership.

Among others who contributed pajiers

were Mr. John P. White, Lalior Advisor;

Mr. Eugene .Mc.Xulifi'e, Manager, Fuel

Conservation Section: Mr. Harry N. Tay-

lor. Vice-iiresident. Central Coal and

Coke Company. Kansas City. Mo., and

Mr. Claxton E. .Mien. De])uty Fuel .Ad-

ministrator of Illinois.

.\I1 of tliein dwelt strongly on the ab-

solute need of the strictest economy in

(he use of fuel, and the suggestions of-

fered will ;M'pe;ir in full in the published

report of the iiieetin:.; wbuli will be issued

at an early date, and which will be distri-

bmed to all the railroad centers and other

industries.

The following officers were chosen for

the ensuing \ear: President, L. R. Pyle,

.Soo Line, Minneapolis. Minn.; vice-presi-

dent. J. B. llurle:,. Wabash Ky., Decatur,

111,, and 11. B. .Mclarland, Santa Fe.

Chicago; secretar\ -treasurer, John G.

Crawford, Burlington Ry. ; executive com-

mittee, E. W. Pratt. R. R. llibben, W. H.

Averell, B. PemJ.erton Phillippee, T. D.

Smith, A. X. Willsie, W. D. Artcr, W. J.

Bohan. H. B. Brown, L. J. I'.rown, L. J.

loffrav and H. Woods.
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Mallet Articulated Locomotives for the

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad

In the spring of 1916, the Baltimore &
Ohio received from the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works tifteen Mallet locomotives

of the 2-8-8-0 type. These engines were

placed in road service on the Cumber-

land Division, handling heavy coal traffic

over maximum grades of 2.4 per cent. A
proof of their efticiency is found in the

fact that thirty additional locomotives of

similar design were subsequently ordered

and are now being placed in service. One
of the new engines, No. 7135, is illus-

trated on this page.

This design of the engine si)eciaily fits

it for road service, it has a truck at the

front end only. The maximum curves

which the locomotives traverse are of 22

degs. radius, and the tractive force ex-

erted is 103.f)(X) lbs. Sustained horse-

power is necessary in handling heavy ton-

nage over tne long mountain grades on

which these engines work, and careful at-

tention has been given the boiler iKsign

and is litted with cast iron slides working

in cast steel frames. The shell plates

used in this boiler are heavy, those in the

third and fourth rings being 1 1/16 ins.

thick. The middle seam in the barrel,

and the seams uniting the throat, outside

tirebo.x shell and fourth ring, are triple

riveted.

The superheater is arranged with 48

units. There are 2 outside steam pipes,

placed right and left, connecting the

superheater header in the smoke-box with

the high-pressure cylinders; and a single

flexible receiver pipe connecting the high

and low pressure cylinders. The start-

ing-valve is placed in a pipe which con-

nects the left-hand high-pressure steam

pipe with the receiver pipe. When the

throttle is first opened, and there is no

pressure in the receiver pipe, this valve,

which is fitted with a differential piston,

is open, allowing live steam at reduced

pressure to pass direct to tin- low jire-.-

l)et\\een centers. The articulated connec-

tion between the front and rear frames is

designed to provide flexibility in a ver-

tical as well as a horizontal plane. The

radius bar which forms this connection,

is attached to the front frames by a hori-

zontal pin, and has a ball-jointed connec-

tion with the hinge-pin. The front and

rear frames are neither interlocked nor

connected by hanger-bolts. In this way

these frames are free to move both ver-

tically and horizontally with reference to

each other, without binding at the ar-

ticulated joint. This construction is reg-

ularly used on Baldwin Mallet locomo-

tives.

The lioilcr is supported, on the front

frames, by two waist bearers. The upper

section of each bearer is fitted with a

brass shoe, which slides on a steel plate.

This plate is mounted on the lower sec-

tion of the bearer, and its under side is

roinuled to a larpe radius; hence ihe

.MAl.LKT .\K iiri-|..\Ti;n L(JC'().MOTIVE J-SS-0 I'UR THE 1!. &
F. II. Cl.irk den. .Supt. .\Ioli Works EiiildcrS.

in order to provide ample steaming ca-

pacity. The boiler has a grate area of

88.2 sq. ft., a water heating surface of

5.819 sq. ft. and a superheating surface of

1,415 sq. ft. These ligures appear impres-

sive when it is recalled that the heaviest

freight locomotive used on this road

twenty years ago had a total heating sur-

face of 2,331 sq. ft. and a grate area of

33.6 sq. ft. This locomotive was of the

Consolidation type, weighing 172.0W lbs.

and using saturated steam.

The Mallets have conical boilers, 90 ins.

in diameter at the front ring and 100 ins.

in diameter at the throat. The firebox

is placed above the two rear pairs of

drivers, and has a combustion chamber

60 ins. long, extending forward into the

boiler barrel. The firebo.x crown slopes

3j4 ins. from front to back, this slope

being approximately parallel to tlu- water

level when the locomotive is descending

a grade of 2.4 per cent. The firebox

equipment includes an arch, power oper-

ated grate shaker, and Street mechanical

stoker. The ash-pan has three hoppers,

sure cylinders. .\s soon as the receiver

pressue builds up, due to the high-pres-

sure exhaust, the starting valve closes, by

reason of this increased pressure acting

on the large end of the differential pis-

ton ; and the locomotive works in com-

pound at once. Should the starting-valve

for any reason fail to operate, steam at

boiler pressure can be admitted against

the piston through a valve in the cab and

a suitable pipe connection.

The high-pressure distribution is con-

trolled by 14-in. piston valves, and the

low-pressure by Allen-ported balanced

slide valves. A force-feed lubricator is

used, with one feed to each high-pressure

cylinder, one to the receiver pipe, one to

the starting valve and one to the air

pumps. Walschaerts valve motion is cm-
ployed, and the gears are controlled by

the Ragonnet power reverse mechanism.

The low'-pressure cylinders are set on an

inclination of 1 in 39. in order to allow

sufficient clearance above the rail.

The frames are annealed carbon steel

castings, 5^4 ins. wide, and spaced 41 ins.

pressure on its upper surface will always

be evenly distributed. The liners which

are used above the two waist bearers and
the high-pressure cylinder-saddle, for the

purpose of strengthening the boiler shell,

are placed outside the boiler in order to

permit caulking.

These locomotives were designed with

a height limit of 15 ft. 6 ins. and a width

over the low pressure cylinders of 11 ft.

4 ins. To keep within the tunnel clear-

ances, four saddle shaped sand bo.xes are

used, two for the front engine and two
for the rear ; and they are placed right

and left, on the round of the boiler.

Sand can be blown under either the front

or rear wheels of each group. The bell

is mounted on the smoke-box front. Elec-

tric headlight equipment is applied and
the headlight is mounted on the center

of the smoke-box door. The dynamo is

placed over the boiler, between the front

sand boxes and main dome. Flange

lubricators are applied to the leading

drivers of the low-pressure engine.

The tender is of the Vanderbilt type,
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and is amoHK the largest thus far con-

structed, as it has capacity for 12,000

U. S. gallons of water and 20 tons of

coal. It is carried on rolled steel wheels

and arch bar trucks. The frame is built

up, with heavy longitudinal steel angles

and cast-steel end sills.

These large Mallets are proving suc-

cessful under exceptionally difficult oper-

ating conditions, because they were spe-

cially designerl for the service they are

in, and are intelligently handled on the

road. Their leading dimensions are given

in the table.

Cylinders. 26 ins. and 41 ins. x 32 ins.:

valves, H. P., 14 ins. piston L. P., bal-

anced slide. Boiler—Type, conical ; diam-

eter, 90 ins.; thickness of sheets, 15/16

ins., 1 in., 1 1/16 ins. ; working pressure,

210 lbs.; fuel, soft coal; staying, radial.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length, 132!^:^

ins. ; width, 96 ins. ; depth, front, 89;4

ins.: depth, back, 67 ins.; thickness of

sheets—sides, back and crown, f^ ins.

;

thickness of sheets, tube, Yz ins. Water

Space—Front, 6 ins. ; sides, 6 ins. to 4

ins. ; back, 4 ins. Tubes—Diameter, 5; j

ins. and 2'4 ins.; material, steel; thick-

ness, S'i ins., No. 9 W. G., 2Yi, ins., 0.12.S

ins.; number, 5VS ins., 48; 2^ ins., 259;

length, 24 ft. ins. Heating Surface

—

Fire box, 228 sq. ft. ; combustion chamber,

113 sq. ft.; tubes, 5,443 sq. ft.; firebrick

tubes, 35 sq. ft.; total, 5,819 s(|. ft.; super-

heater, 1,415 sq. ft.: grate area, 88.2 S(i.

ft. Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside,

58 ins.; diameter, center, 50 ins. ; journals,

main, lOVi ins. x 20 ins.; journals, others,

10 ins. x 13 ins. En.gine Truck Wheels

—

Diameter, 33 ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 10

ins. Wheel Hase—Driving, 41 ft. 2 ins.

:

rigid, 15 ft. 6 ins.: total engine, 50 ft. 4

ins.; total engine and tender, )^1 ft. S'4

ins. Weight—On driving wheels, 459,400

lbs. ; on truck, 25,000 lbs. ; total engine,

484,400 lbs. ; total engine and tender, 694,-

m.) lbs. Ten.ler—Wheels. numl)er 8,

fliameter, 33 ins.; j(nirnals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.;

tank capacity, 12,000 U. S. gals.; fuel ca-

pacity, 20 tons; service, freight.

Estimates on Increased Revenue.

Ohicrs .if nearly all the liiilroaiK liave

made estimates uhich arr likrly to result

from the recent order of the Director-

General, increasing freight r.ites and pas-

sen.ger fares, and also of tlir increase in

this year's expenses following the liig

wage increase and higher prices for nearly

everything entering into operation.

The railroads carrying a large propor-

tion r.f high-class freight, ami coal roarls

with short hauls will show the highest ra-

tios of .gain in freight earnings. On coal

ami coke, rates n|i to 49 cliiis a ton are

to be increased IS cents, that is. .?() per

ci lit or more, P.etween 50 and W ceius

the increase is 20 cents, or from 40 per

c.-iit to 20 |)er cent: and iTlu.rti SI and
.^1.99 the increase is 30 cents .,r from .50

per cent t.j approxiinately IS per cent.

(.;n grain the increase is to be 2S per cent,

hut not more than six cents per 100

pounds.

Passenger rates, other than commu-
tation, soldiers' and sailors' personally

paid fares and certain other special

rates, are to be raised to three cents

a mile. In addition, to this and the

rc.gular Pullman fare, passengers in stand-

ard sleeping or parlor cars must pay 16

1-i per cent of the ordinary train fare for

their berths. Commuters are to (lay an

advance of 10 per cent.

Tentative estimates indicate that the

New York Central will get in the neigh-

borhood of $55,000,000 additional revenue

from these advances, of which perhaps

$21,000,000 or $22,0a),000 will come from

passenger business

The New Haven Railroad will be one

of the principal beneficiaries of the pas-

senger fare advance. Of the 92,000,000

passengers carried by the New Haven in

1917, 16,500,000 were commuters. New
England roads, furthermore, were granted

certain higher fares two years ago and

a general increase early this year. The
New Haven should get upward of $10,-

000,000 a year out of the passenger fare

order. The Erie will get something like

$2,700,000 from passenger business. This

is a gain of about 38 per cent. The Erie's

coal business is expected to yield $4,500,-

00() more than last year and the Iialance of

the $20,000,000 will be from other com-

modities and merchandise.

The Pennsylvania Raih-oad officers put

the increase in passenger revenue at not

m.ire than $8,000,000, or about 15 per

cent of the $53,000,000 for I'd".

The Philadelphia & Re.iding think the

increase in passenger reveinie at the low

figure of $100,000 and the additional

frei.ght revenue at $9,000,000. They ex-

pect their ojierating expense, including

wages, coal and materials, to run $7,000,-

000 above 1917 figures.

U.iilroad men discuss the wage adjust-

ment guardedly, Ijut some have pointed

out that a good many alterations are like-

ly t') be made as a matter of necessity,

uhich will swell the total increase for

all the roads well above $ >0O,0OO,OO0. per-

ha|is to $350,000,000. Numerous cases

h.ive already come to li.ght in which em-
]iloyees who have had adv;iriccs since the

rnd of I'M 5 on account of si'ecial diligence

,ind ability obtain little or nothing from

tlir latest wage order.

the mainland in British Columbia and the

Island of Vancouver, completing the

transcontinental service of the company
from Quebec City to Victoria.

The vessel is, over all, 308 ft. ; of

moulded breadth, 52 ft., and draught,

loaded, of 14 ft. 6 ins. The displace-

ment is 3,400 ft. ; service speed, 14 miles,

and the capacity, 20 cars. The vessel is

constructed on the transverse framing

principle, open bottom type and is sub-

divided into si.x main transverse water-

tight coiTipartments by five water-tight

bulkheads. Water-tight doors are fitted

for connnunication between the engine

and boiler spaces and shaft tunnel.

Water ballast is provided for in peak

tanks forward and aft and in trimming

tanks on each siile of the engine room.

The cars are carried on the main or car

deck on three lines of tracks, one line

of tracks being on the centre line oi the

vessel and one line is on each side of the

centre. A.bove the car deck at a height

of eighteen feet there is a complete shel-

ter deck extending the full length and

width of the vessel, and on this deck ac-

commodation for passengers and officers

is provided.

The "Canora" will go under her own
steam from Onebec to X'ancouver via the

Panama Canal, forty days being allotted

for the voyage.

Launching of Canadian Northern Ferry.

The Canadian Northern Railway f.ir

ferry "Canor.a" has been laniuhed at

Point Levis, One. It is expected that the

•,< .s<d will be completed aii.l turned over

to the cfinipanv early in .Inly. The
"Canora" was built for the transi)orta-

tion iif passenger and freight cars he-

tueeii Canadian Northern terminals on

Speed of Wood-Working Machinery.

It is curious, said a well-known mas-

ter car Iniilder the other day as we
strolled around his finely arranged plan-

ing mill, it is curious how ignorant most

of your iron working friends are about

the speed of wood-working tools. Most
of them know that this class of machine

requires great power to drive it, and

that is due to the enormous capacity of

these machines for doing work. Wood,
of course, is more easily worked than

metals: but the material is cut up so rap-

idly that it re|iresents immense concen-

tration of power. Here are some notes

on the subject that may surjirise some of

the men who are deficient in respect for

the wood wiirkrrs of the country.

.\ properly driven circular saw has a

periphery speed of 7.000 fi-et per minute

—

nearly a mile and a h.ilf. .\ band saw
is run at :ihoiit iLilf that sliced. Plan-

ing mill cnttrr^ haxe a speed .-it the edge

of 6,000 feel per iiiiinite. and the cutters

of moulding maeliines turn out material

at about 4.(1110 feet per ininiite. Wood-
c.irving drills ;,rc run about 5,0(X)

rev(dutions pi-r minute. .'\ugers V/i

ins. in di:iineler are run 'XX) rev<ilu-

lions iier minute, ;ind those half that size

are run at 1.2(10 rev(diitions per minute.

Mortising machine jaitters make about
3')0 strokes per minute.

To endure the severe service that wood-
working machines perform they must be

well made and of excellent material.



Fifty-first Annual Meeting of the Master Car Builders'

Association, and Fiftieth Annual Meeting of the

American Railway Master Mechanics Association

In view of the fact that the Exeiutive

Committees of the Master Car Builders

and American Master Mechanics had

both decided that the annual conventions

be again postponed this year it was felt

that on account of accumulated work of

committees and other matters, it was

deemed advisable that an annual meet-

ing of the joint executive committees be

held in Chicago, 111., on June 19 and 20

The Director General of Railways ap-

proved of the meeting of the associa-

tions as proposed and outlined and

authorized the carriers to make such ar-

rangements as would meet the require-

ments of the members in attendance at

the meeting. The various committees

that were appointed last year had pre-

pared reports on the various subjects as-

signed to them which will be printed in

full as soon as the acting secretary can

prepare the matter for publication, and

these reports will be distributed among

the entire membership of the associations.

It will be remembered that no conven-

tion of the two associations was held

last year, as the absence of so many of

the leading men in the mechanical de-

partments of railroads, even for a limited

time was not deemed advisable in view

ot the pressing needs of transportation

service. At the same time many impor-

tant subjects of the service were in the

hands of committees, and much valuable

matter had accumulated in their hands.

Hence the decision that the work of the

committees should be continued even if

it be deemed advisable to temporarily

discontinue holding the two conventions.

Meanwhile, the Executive Committees

will meet at such times as arc deemed

advisable.

The Executive Committees met in the

Florentine Room of the Congress Hotel,

Chicago, as announced, and after trans-

acting considerable routine business, the

various committees reports were submit-

ted, and generally approved of. .-N. con-

densed synopsis of the reports is ap-

pended, and, to say the least, the

continued activity of the work of the

associations is a growing necessity that

amply justifies the selection of the bright-

est and best minds of the membership to

continue in the good work which they

have so long and so faithfully carried on.

PRESIDENT SCHL.^FGe's ADDRESS.

In this passion time of the world, in

this greatest of all crises, not only indi-

viduals, but every association of individ-

uals, and every agency of human thought

and action, especially those intimately re-

lated to the vital necessities of the na-

tion's life must pass through a course of

searching self-inquiry to determine to

what extent the individual, or the asso-

ciation, or the agency is responsive to tlic

full duty that rests upon him or it. In

harmony with this thought, it is pertinent

to recall that the test of the capacity of

any individual or of any organization is

his or its reaction to supreme emergencies.

This association is an organization pur-

porting to promote the interests of rail

commerce in respect, primarily, of me-

chanical operation and the problems there-

to related arising in the conduct of that

vast enterprise.

The test then is
—"Has this association,

with exactly SO years of experience be-

hind it, so conducted its affairs ; has it so

impressed itself upon the thought of the

railway world ; has it so utilized its op-

portunities that it has in fact achieved

the leadership that reasonably and logi-

cally could have been expected, so that

in the supreme emergency of the nation's

need, the director general of the national

railways could turn to it as a perfectly

organized and efficient instrumentality of

railroad work and find in its proceedings

solutions of many of the problems that

he had to solve, and an active, smoothly

running agency to put into effect the con-

clusions of its experience and to give con-

structive advice?" Did it so shape its

course to render assistance to the end, in

sight for many years, of a thorough co-

ordination of the transportation business

of the country in the interest of its peo-

ple?

Candor compels the admission that

while the association has justified its ex-

istence, it has not taken the high place to

which it might have aspired. It is only

just to say. however, that the limitations

upon its proper expansion and develop-

ment were largely beyond its control be-

cause of the general failure of railroad

interests to recognize the fundamental

principle that the transportation business

of a nation is a natural state monopoly

and that, sooner or later, a progressive

state will either dominate the control of

its transportation lines or own them.

To far-seeing men, it has been clear

for many years that even peace conditions

demanded the nationalization, either un-

der private control or public ownership,

of all the transportation agencies of this

country. It was, therefore, apparent that

standardization of the instrumentalities of

commerce, as w-ell as of methods, was in-

evitable if the highest efficiency were to

be attained and the nation be well served

according to its constantly growing busi-

ness expansion. This association practi-

cally failed to recognize the ineluctable

trend of events so that when, as a neces-

sary war measure, the National Railway

Administration demanded a standard lo-

comotive, the association had no standard

to offer.

."Ml the voluntary railway associations

have failed, more or less, to do the good
they might have done for the simple rea-

son that, as units, or collectively, they

had no authority to constrain the rail-

roads to the standards they did prescribe.

This brings us to the question of the fu-

ture of the associations.

Both major mechanical associations

have been continued by the director gen-

eral of railroads as railway organizations

to the support of which the carriers may
contribute. It is obvious that, if the ap-

proval is to stand indefinitely, both asso-

ciations must bring themselves into har-

mony with the demand that these, and all

similar railway agencies, shall be fully

co-ordinated under a plan that will in-

sure the achievement of stated and defi-

nite ends.

Conceding that co-ordination does not

necessarily imply consolidation, it seems,

nevertheless, that the logic of the situa-

tion might justify an institution to be

called, for example, the .American Rail-

way Mechanical Association, organized to

cfifect detinite and highly useful ends as a

unit. The institution of a new organiza-

tion to cover the field now occupied by

two can be effected without impairing the

usefulness of either; on the contrary,

their usefulness would be increased.

I earnestly commend to the association

the wisdom of complete responsiveness to

the letter and spirit of the director gen-

eral's desire that thj work of all such

organizations be brought into close co-

ordination, clearing their conclusions

through one central authoritative body

which, it is submitted, should be the

American Railway Association. There is

a growing conviction in many quarters

that sentiment is the chief obstacle in the

way of consolidation and, however ad-

mirable sentiment may be in its jiroper

pl.icc. it is scarcely entitled to any con-

sideration here.

It is suggested that a plan can be

worked out, using the .\merican Railway

.Association as the clearing house, where-

by the results of all railway experience

can be crystallized into settled practice and
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whereby the sum of knowledge may be

increased and an organization perfected

meriting at least a quasi public footing

tliat will be able and qualitied to render

valuable constructive service to the nation

in time of peace as well as war.

Let me urge with equal earnestness the

necessity of accepting and in every way

encouraging the principle of the stand-

ardization of locomotives. There is little

merit in the argument that standardiza-

tion implies the end of improvement and

progress. It would and ought to stop ill-

advised and ill-considered innovation.

By accepting the principle of standardiza-

tion, and applying it to details of con-

struction, a start will have been made that

will rapidly reduce the ranks of those

real obstructionists who are always on

the job to cover every sign post on the

road to progress with the legend "It can't

be done."

With the authority of the Government

back of tliis ;)roI)o^ition and crediting its

proponents with a full appreciation of the

value, not to say dire necessity, of loco-

motive efficiency, may we not safely dis-

miss all fears that evolution will die a

violent deatli or tliat any substantial dis-

couragement will be given to American

enterprise to continue to apply its genius

to keep tlie development of the locomo-

tive abreast of the improvements that

America shall make in all other direc-

tions. .Also, it should be kept in mind

that whatever the ultimate fate of the

r:iJlro;i'U m;iy lie. all si'jns indicate that

they will be operated in tlie future as a

national system and the elficieney of the

whole operation rather than of a given

portion of it will be the test.

It is iiiiile generally urged that the pres-

ent is inopportune to take such a radical

step on account of the delay it will cause

in deliveries. The force of this objec-

tion is dissipated by the reflection that

the duration of the war is problematical

and that the present is the very latest

time to take essential steps to guard the

future. Standardization of ships and sub-

marine chasers has justilied itself—Why
not locomotives?

The association has done much valuable

work through its various standing and

special committees. Many of the more

important committees covering assign-

ments of live sulijects, such as Fuel Econ-

omy and the related sulijects of Mechani-

cal Stokers and Powdered I'uel and Su-

perheater Locomotives and Train Resist-

ance Toimage Rating, as well as the es-

sential committees on Standards and Rec-

ommended I'ractice will lie asked, doubt-

less, to collaborate with agencies created

by the National Railway Administration.

All endeavors within the scope of the

association's activities arc indissolubly

joined to the dominant issue of the na-

tional defense and it caiuiot be stated too

often that the yard stick by which effort

was measured in times of peace is utterly

inailequate for application to the quality

and quantity of endeavors that America

now expects. -\ whole-hearted responsive-

ness to the plans and policies of the Na-

tional leadership is the duty of every

citizen, and if more may be expected of

any class than of another, it surely may
be expected from those like ourselves who
are actually in highly essential Govern-

ment service.

We stand lure today in the place of

tliat small group of forehanded men who

a half century ago conceived and or-

Ijanized this association. Through all the

_\ears that have passed since then, it has

belli true to its original purposes and

ideals. If it has failed in any respect to

achieve the commanding position that it

might ha\e heUl, it must be granted that

from its [lioneer days it has been an active

iMnstructi\e force in its own tield. Our

faces nnist now turn hopefully to the fu-

ture and, with the high inspiration of this

stirring age to guide and encourage us,

resolutely "carry on" and make up the lost

opportunities of the past days.

KEl'ORi OF SECRET.^RV.

The secretary reported the following

membership : Active members, 902 ; rep-

resentative members, 98; associate mem-
bers, 17; honorary members, 45; and a

total membership of 1,062. The total re-

ceipts during the two years ending June

18. 191,X. were $16,308.56; disbursements,

$12,809..S5, leaxing a cash balance of $3,-

-1W21.

The treasurer reported a back balance

of $2,115,-50.

Committee Report on Car Wheels.

The committee reporting to the M. C.

ci. ,Association on car wheels was com-
pifcd of }\lessrs. W. C. A. Henry, chair-

man; W. .\lexaniler, C. W. \"an Buren,

J A. Pilchcr, O. C. Cromwell, J. M.
Shackford, H. E. Smith, C. T. Ripley,

and R. E. Jackson. They said, among
other things that the Committee on

Standards and Recommended Practice in

the 1917 report, had recommended the

circumference measure for steel and steel-

tired wheels, as shown on M. C. B. Sheet

"C," be advanced to Standard for steel,

steel-tired and cast-iron wheels, and that

llir circumference measure for cast-iron

wheels. Sheet M. C. B. 16.A, be elimi-

n.iled. This recommendation was sub-

mitted to letter ballot and carried, no

change being made in the specilications

for cast-iron wheels.

Much confusion has arisen as this

gauge can not be used in connection with

specificatinns for cast-iron wheels as they

now read. In order to meet the situation

it was recommended by this committee

ili.it the circumference measure for steel,

steel-tired and cast-iron wheels be modi-

fied on the drawing which was annexed

to this report.

The proposed gauge was different from
the one heretofore used, in that the length

of the band is increased 5 ins. in order

to take care of the 38-ins. diameter steel

and steel-tired wheels. The markings

for steel and steel-tired wheels occupy

liut half the width of the band, the mark-

ings for cast-iron wheels occupying the

other half. The latter markings are iden-

tical with the past practice, but when re-

(|uired to meet present specifications for

cast-iron car wdieels, it does not seem

practicable to have one set of markings,

for the reason that the 36-ins. steel

wheel after being turned down and be-

fore reaching the condemning limit will

sometimes be of less diameter than a new
33-ins. wheel, and, therefore, for use in

mating steel wheels a continuous scale

is necessary.

Attention is called to certain errors in

the specifications for cast-iron wdieels.

In Paragraph (b). It shall not exceed

1 in. in the middle of the tread nor be

less than vj; in. in throat for wdieels hav-

iii.g a maximum weight of 625 lbs.

In Paragraph (c). It shall not ex-

ceed 1 in. in the middle of the tread nor

be less than 7/16 in. in the throat for

wheels having a maximum weight of

700 lbs.

In Paragraph 15. Marking. CThe last

sentence of this paragraph should read

as follows). Wheels conforming to the

requirements and furnished under this

specification shall have plainly formed on

the outside plate, M. C. B. 1900 for wheels

of nominal wei.ght of 625 and 725 lbs., and
M. C. B. 1917 for wheels having a nomi-

nal weight of 70n and 8.50 lbs.

Sufficient time has not elapsed since the

adoption of the new recommended prac-

tice cast-iron car wheels of 700 lbs. and

850 lbs, weight to draw any conclusions

based upon actual service. The com-

mittee is not in position to recommend
changing the shape of the plate or the

veight of the 625 and 725 lbs. wheels.

Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating.

The report on Train Resistance and

Tonnage Rating was presented to the

Master Mechanics' Association by Messrs.

O. C. Wright, chairman: II. C. Manches-

ter, C. E. Chambers. J. 11. Manning,

Frank Zeleny, J. Chidley, J. T. Carroll,

and Prof. E. C. .Schmidt. .\ circular with

eleven questions was sent out by the

committee, and twenty-five answers were

received. None of the roads replied to

the first six questions. The B. & O., how-

ever, sent in a plotted curve, drawn from

tests on that road on October, Novem-
ber and December, 1910 an4 January

1911. This curve represented the aver-

age of the cars used, running on 90 and

100 lbs. rails, on rock ballast. The aver-

age temperature was 75 degs. Fahr. The

P. R. R. lines west gave a curve show-

ing resistances with classes of cars, which
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were run on 85-lbs. rails and cinder bal-

last.

Gl. Gla
Capacity, lb. 100.000 100,000
Light weight,

lb 39,200 39,050 38,700
Whtcl base. 28 ft. 9 in. 27 ft. 9 in. 27 ft. 3 in.
Type of truck Arch Bar Arch Bar .\tch Bar
Size of SJ^in. by 5/, in. by .S'.. .n. by
journal 10 in. 10 in. 10 in.

The New York Central lines gave in-

I
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shank provides ideal conditions for push-

ing service in that it keeps the longitu-

dinal center line of mating couplers in

alignment. This was clearly demon-

strated in tests conducted on a two per

cent grade and nine degree curves on the

Pennsylvania Railroad with locomotives

and caliin cars equipped with No. 10 con-

tour line couplers. By eliminating the in-

clined face on the head of the coupler the

nose of the knuckle is relieved of strains

in coupling and buffing; furthermoie, the

wedging action due to knuckle engaging

both the face of the coupler and guard

arm is also eliminated.

At a joint meeting of the coupler man-

ufacturers and M. C. B. Coupler Com-
mittee, held at .^Itoona, March 29. 191.S.

the coupler manufacturers were unani-

mous that but one contour line should be

adopted and that the same should be de-

cided liy th'e Coupler Committee. Your

committee thereupon unanimously agreed

and J. Snowden Bell, reported on the

al)ove subject, and confined their investi-

gations almost entirely to the use of

autogenous welding as applied to loco-

motive l)oilers. The details w^ere gath-

ered from thirty-six railroads, and from

the report it was evident that the con-

struction and renewal of smoke boxes

is handled expeditiously and economically

by the use of autogenous welding. Oxy-

acetylene and electric seemed to be about

equally popular. The usual method is to

tack the edges of the sheet together at

intervals of about S ins. with strips about

2 ins. long, then complete the weld, thus

providing for more uniform expansion of

tlie slieet than if a through weld was

made. The voltage at the panel is usually

about 70 reduced at the arc to about 25.

A 3/16 in. welding rod appears to give

the best results. Practically all roads re-

ported cutting off old or damaged smoke

l)ox pl.ites by oxyacetylene. The rein-

' '' Tv -i-r- '

h--
-^

M. (.!'.. .< !'.\xn.\Rn "])• )ri>I.I-:R; DF.T.Ml.S Ol" DKSICX OF 6X6 IX.S. SHANK.

to recommend for adoiition the No. 10 f. i cement riii:.;s in smoke boxes are usu-

contour line. ally not disturbcil, tlic weld being made

.At this meeting Mr. R. 1{. Janney, of aliead of tlie ring,

the .American Steel Poundries, presented Mues are also being >afe-ended by

his views cm the contour lines with the auto|.;enous weliling. Tlie weldint; of back

request that the same be embodied in the tluc sheets is not greatly in favor, but its

minutes of the meeting. .Accordingly it u.^e in repairin^g cracks in the knuckle or

was inclmled. Hue slieets is general. Some weld on the

Our illustration shows tlie design ot water side only, and some in the fire side

the 6-in. by 8-in. shank as agreed upon only. .\ 3 Id in. rod appears to give the

between the coupler manufacturers and best results in this class of work. The

M. C. B. Coupler Committee at the meet- burning off ihc i-nds of projecting stay-

ing held at .Altoona, Marcli 29, 1918. bi. Its before ri\ ctin« is much in la\or In

This tlesign was also ap]irov<d by the welding cracks radiating from stayboits.

Committee on Car Construction and con- it is customary to remove the slaybolt

forms with the design adopted by the anil to bevid both bole and crack to 90

Cnited States Government for freiudu dei^s. and till the bole and crack solid;

c.-rs, Tliis shank takes a I'j-in. by 6-in. the sheet is then drilled and tapped for a

ki V new staybolt.

Regarding new fireboxes the electric

Design and Maintenance of Locomotive weldiu'^' process is quite general. Door
Boilers. sleeves arc renewed, part wrapper sheets

A .oniiniltee cnsisting of i I', Fuller, and |.art back heads applied, and the ap-

cb.airman; .\. W. Gibbs, 1). R M.icBain. p!i.ation of patches reduced to a mini-

M. K. I'.arnum. R. K. Smilli. C. li. Young mum b\' welding, the latter being about

t>0 per cent of the cost of riveted patches.

In regard to the length of cracks welded,

S ins. is generally considered as long a

crack as it is desirable to weld for per-

manent repairs. The method in repair-

ing cracked mud rings is to cut out a

piece Of the side sheet over the crack in

the mud ring, bevel the mud ring from

the top, then fill up the opening, after

which the sheet is patched. If the mud
ring is removed it is preferable to bevel

the crack in the mud ring from both

sides. A large saving is made by welding

mud rings in place. The welding wire

is usually y^ in. in diameter.

Among other repairs cited are wash-

out plug holes, reclaiming superheater

units, building up worn places or stayed

surfaces and welding up abandoned flue

or plug holes. The use of a carbon elec-

trode or a metal electrode is primarily

dependent on the size and strength ot

weld desired.

The carbon electrode process should

be used on work of considerable size. It

is customary to heat around the weld, so

that extensive contraction may be avoid-

ed. The current required for carbon

\\ elding is about -400 amperes. The metal

electrode process, used in the various

piiases of boiler maintenance work, has

the advantage of confining the heat more

closely and is used for welds requiring

strength and small work. The current

required has a much lower value than

that used, than that with the carbon elec-

trode process.

It is better after starting a weld to

complete it if possible before stopping,

on account of the effect of the contraction

of the sheet if work ceases. In some

cases it is advisable to have two men
working alternately. .At the same time

it is believed that the art is still in a

formative and developmental state, and

greater progress is expected in the near

tuture. A warning should be pointed out

against too radical application. Stayed

surfaces and appurtenances, which are not

subject to direct radial pressure, ofifer a

safe and attractive field for future ex-

periments, and any work for the time

being shcnild be limited to these sections

of the boiler.

Revision of the Rules of Interchange.

The committee on rules recommended

that the changes in prices be made ef-

fective as soon as possible.

The report is signed by J. J. Hennessey,

chairman, T. W. Demarest, Jas. Coleman,

I-'. W. Brazier, and T. H. Goodnow

stated that with the approval of the Ex-

ecutive Committee the committee on rules

of interchange w.as continued. Regarding

the rendering of interpretations of such

(|uestions as have been asked by the mem-

bers regarding the rules the committee

I--S decided that until the status of the

Master Car Builders' Association in rc-

lalicm to the Master Car Builders' Rules
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of Imerchange shall be established no

change in these rules will be recommended

except in the rules governing prices of

material. During the year, arbitration

cases \o. 1061 to 1147 have been decided

and copies have been sent to the members

in accordance with our usual practice.

The committee dealt with rules 9S, 101,

111, 120, also passenger car 21 and 12.

Specifications Tests for Materials.

This report is signed by C. D. Young,

chairman, J. R. Onderdonk, J. J. Birch,

I. S. Downing, Frank Zeleney, A. H.

Fetters, H. B. MacFarland, G. S. Sprowle

and 11. G. Burnham.

The committee report covers the dif-

ferent subjects which were reviewed dur-

ing the i)ast year and recommends that

changes be made in the several specifica-

tions, as shown under the respective ex-

hibits.

Exhibit A.—Specifications for Steel

Axles.

Exhibit B.—Specifications for Mild

Steel Bars for Passenger and Freight

Etiuipment Cars.

Exhibit C.—Specifications for Rivet

Steel and Rivets for Passenger and

Freight Equipment Cars.

Exhibit D.—Specifications for Heat-

Treatcd Knuckle Pivot Pins for Passenger

and Freight Equipment Cars.

Exhibit E.—Specifications for .Mr-

Brake and Train .-Xir-Signal Hose.

Exhibit F.—Specifications for Welded

Pipe.

Exhibit G.—Specifications for Air-

Brake Hose Gaskets.

Exhibit H.—Specification for Struc-

tural Steel Plate and Steel Sheets for

Pas.sengcr Car Equipment.

foundry practices, as recommended by

brake beam manufacturers, is being con-

sidered. The committee is awaiting its

final decision for additional information,

and to ascertain what, if any, action is

taken by the Railway Administration in

providing a new brake head for the cars

being purchased this year.

Third.—The present Recommended
Practice M. C. B. shows the recommended
practice for .\o. 2 Brake Beam. The
committee is considering, in connection

with this beam, the location and design

of two ujjper hanger openings, in order to

provide a more satisfactory bearing area

tor the openings to meet certain require-

ments in foundry practice, as suggested.

giving the torch a rotary movement, will

assist in their removal and make a

stronger weld than if this practice was
not observed.

Report on Brake Shoe and Brake
Beams.

This report is signed by C. D. ^ oung,

chairman. Prof. Chas. H. Benjamin, T.

L. Burton, C. B. Young, C. H. Bilty, G.

H. Gilman and T. J. Burns.

Owing to the existing conditions aris-

ing from the national crisis the committee

has only been able to meet once this year.

It has agreed that, with the exception of

one item, it would report progress for the

year 1918.

The committee recommends that M. C.

B. "Standard Brake Head, Shoe and Key-

Standard Gauges for Brake Head and

Shoe" be changed.

The following subjects upon which the

committee reports progress are

:

First.—The desirability of modifying

the present standard brake beam gauge,

with a view of simplifying the gau.ge and
reducing its cost; the new gauge to pro-

vide for checking substantially the same
dimensions and angles as the present

gauge.

Second.—M C. B. new standard con-

tour for brake head. The question of a

modification of this contour to meet

Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters

and Arch Bars.

The committee of the M. C. B. .Associa-

tion to whom this subject was assigned

were : Messrs. W. (). Thompson, chair-

man, G. W. Rink, J. J. Hennessey, A. M.

McGill, R. W. Schulze, Willard Kells,

J. R. Gould, E. H. Sweeley and C. F.

Giles.

One of the items brought out in this

report was the selection of operations.

first.—Experience has shown that an

ordinary helper, handy-man or laborer is

not possessed of the ability to make
proper welds, as they are not conversant

with the changes which metals undergo

while lieing welded. A competent me-

chanic should be selected and given the

necessary instruction by an experienced

welder before being assigned to this im-

portant work. When the desired pro-

ficiency has been acquired, the operator's

ability should be certified to by the me-

chanical officer in charge or by an in-

structor qualified by experience in gen-

eral railroad welding with the method in-

volved.

Second.—Only in an emergency should

an attempt be made to weld a side frame

or bolster until it has been removed from

the car, and whenever it is necessary to

do so the recommendation should be

made by a competent operator or in-

structor.

Third.—Great care should be exercised

to prevent welding under load becoming

a general practice for the reason that in-

ternal strain is liable to be set up through

welding, which can be avoided by pre-

heating. Therefore, it is considered good

shop practice to preheat cast steel and

pressed form bolsters and side frames and

this should be done whenever possible.

Fourth.—In making the weld the frac-

ture should be cut or burned out beveled

or V-shape in order that a good surface

will be obtained for the uniting of the

metal, care and patience as well as skill

being employed to prevent oxidization.

To insure this, the work should be placed

at an angle that would allow the flowing

out or blowing out of all slag or impuri-

ties in the fused metal ; the operators

Report of Committee on Loading Rules.

The report of the committee on the

above mentioned subject was signed by

.\. Kearney, chairman, A. B. Corinth, L.

II. Turner, R. L. Kleine, E. J. Robertson,

C. X. Swanson, H. C. May and H. H.

Harvey.

The committee submitted the following

recommendations covering additions and
changes in the present Code of Loading

Rules. The committee has received a

number of recommendations and sugges-

tions from the Regional Directors and
others, relative to new rules to cover lad-

ing not taken care of in the present Code
of Loading Rules and changes in the

present rules. The suggestions in the

main have reference to the conservation

of the car supply by increasing the load

carried per car and by prohibiting the

use of hopper bottom cars for shipments

of pig iron, billets and similar material,

so that this type of cars may be avail-

able for ore and coal shipments.

On account of the apparent necessity

that immediate action be taken, this com-
mittee has prepared several new rules

and revised others, sending them to the

executive committee for their approval,

they being later issued as a supplement to

the present Code of Loading Rules.

The rules which have been revised and
issued as a supplement to the present

Code of Loading Rules by the Executive

Committee are for convenient use.

Specifications and Tests for Materials.

A committee consisting of C. D. Young,
chairman

; J. R. Onderdunk. .\. H. Fet-

ters, Frank Zelcny, H. F. Smith, H. B.

Macl-arland, Prof. L. S. Randolph and

F. M. Waring reported on a variety of

subjects which were viewed during the

past year, including also reports of the

previous year, and submitted their recom-

mendations by selections from a mass of

"exhibits" running all the way from the

detailed dimensions and qualities of rivets

to that of locomotive cylinder castings,

cylinder bushings, cylinder heads, steam

chests, valve bushings, packing rmgs,

superheater castings, tank and underframe

ri\ot steel, welded pipe, steel axles, stay-

bolt iron, shafts and other forgin.gs. The
niethoils of inspecting and testing the

same were given in detail, all showing

how carefully the committee had investi-

gated the subject, and compared the re-

sults with previous investigations. .\

iiunibor of variable admissions were dis-

tinctly specified, so that the report lacked

nothing on completeness. Many minute

chantrcs in the previous tables were

recommended, all being the result of cx-

t< nded experiments conducted under the

mooi exacting conditions.
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Tk.mx likAki; AXii Signal Equipment.

A report l>y ^Ie^?r^. T. L. Burton,

chairman. B. P. Flory, J. M. Henry, R.

B. Rasl>rirl,ui' W. J. Harlman, 1-, V.

Strecttr and (',. H. Wood on I rain

Brakes and Signal Equipment was pre-

sented to the M. C. B. Association.

The committee .•.nlnnittecl the following

report ;

J. E. O'Hearne. superintendent motive

power, Chicago & Alton, liaving reported

improper iierlormancc of brakes on pas-

senger cars liaving a water raising system

in conjunction with L triple valves and

suggesting that the air supply for the

water raising system on cars with this type

of triple vaUe he taken from the air pipe

leading from the trijjle \alve lo the sup-

plementary reservoir, adjacent the former,

the suhject was considered in conjunction

with practically all types of passenger

brakes. The committee believes that, as a

fundamental principle, when the water

raising system i-^ UNcd on cars whose air

brake eciuipment includes an air reservoir,

which is supplementary to the auxiliary

reservoir, the air supply for the water

raising system should he taken from the

reservoir in which the air pressure is not

reduced during >ervice brake applications.

On this basis the air supply should be

taken from the following points in the

brake system with the types of brakes

mentioned below :

First, the charge should be proportional

to the service rendereil. Second, the in-

auguration of such a scheme would neces-

sitate a difference between charge and

credit which would be in excess of the

present charge for cleaning and oiling

only, and less than the present permissi-

ble charge for repairs, thereby tempting a

road handling foreign cars to neglect en-

tirely the tiuestion of repairs, and to con-

tine attention to the more profitable job

of cleaning and oiling for whicli the au-

thorized charge would be excessive.

Third, granting that the projioscd method,

if adopted, would not encourage "bad

practice" on the part of repair men, con-

siderably more time and labor would be

required than is now available in arriving

at a satisfactory credit and charge price.

It is earnestly and unanimoU'=ly recom-

mended that the Master Car Buiklers' As-

sociation quickly supiilemeiu interchange

rule Xo. (*j, at least for the duration of

the war. so that foreign car brakes bear-

ing cleaning stencils nine months' old or

more may. when on reiiair or ..ther tracks

where the wirk can be done, be cleaned

and repaired and the proper charge made

against the owning road.

'l"he committee carefully considered the

resolution anrl recommends its adoption

by the M. C. B. .Association, if concurred

in by the proper committee on rules. In

fad the practice on many roads is to

rlian. oil and te-t brakes on home cars

wluti the vtencil date^ are aiiproximately

nine months old.

Semi-Elliptic Springs—Shop Manufac-

ture and Repair—Design and

Appliance.

The committee having the manufac-

ture, repair, design and ajipliance of semi-

elliptic springs, was composed of Messrs.

M. F. Cox, chairman ; Elliot Sumner, A.

1 .\XU 2.

C, Trumble, E. W. Pratt, T. A. Foque,

C. A. Gill and G. W. Rink. The report

was made to the Master Mechanics' .As-

sociation, practically as follous; In the

operation of manufacture eleven events

were enumerated. The more camber a

spring has. the stiffer it is apt to be. The

amount of deflection a spring will with-

stand, under a given load, without per-

manently changing its form determines

its elasticity.

Many manufacturers are now making

locomotive springs with main leaves and

end clips as ibi.wn by our illustrations.

Figs. 1 and 2. By this method two ex-

pensive operations are eliminated. Clips

niaile of scrap spring steel or boiler steel

are best. Malleable iron clips are suit-

:d>le only for light eiiuipmcnt. The prac-

tice of welding on .-i slab of iron or mild

steel and forming it at the same time

under the hammer, with dies, is by no

means obsolete.

In small shops band-making is usually

done by hand and the stock is equal to

that of the crown band. The fuller is

used after the ends are drawn down, bent

and welded. When the slock is standard

for sr/e of the band the bcmling may be

To properly temper springs the furnace

must be properly constructed and an oil

tank of 200 gals, provided. The oil

must be surrounded by sufficient water to

keep it cool. Fish oil has been generally

used and it has been found satisfactory.

.\ tempered plate after becoming cold

should not be struck with a hammer, as

this often leads to fracture in service.

The use of hydraulic or pneumatic power

1., essential for assembling, clamping, ap-

plication of band, etc.

.\ drawing of a common form of coke

furnace accompanied the report. It con-

tains a fire chamber, with grate and ash

|iit. It also has a bridge wall, top and

bottom flame working chamber, damper

and chimney. The whole encased in sec-

tional cast iron plates bolted together.

The interior construction is so arranged

that the flame and gases are baffled back

and forth throu.gh the combustion cham-

lier. The temiicrature is regulated by the

liamper. The cold template over which

(1, ne on an air jire^s or .m a Bradley

strap bannner. as shown in bit;. .1 Our

.ither illuvtration. Fig. 4, shows the most

approved method of making bands on a

machine. The setting or cambering pre-

redes the tempering, .\fter slowly heat-

ing to a good red color they should be

drawn down with --hort. r.ipid strokes of

ilu- hammer.

the hot one is replied should be in position

between the rolls of the machine. The

operation is smooth and noiseless, and

the plates do not require Iiammer blows.

Reclaiming spring plates is not alto-

gether a satisfactory operation. The

committee believe it is good practice to

do all spring work in one shop, centrally

placed, where men may be trained to be

expert spring workers. In such a shop

there should be a supply of all the neces-

sary tools ,ind such scientific equipment as

will ensure a high grade of workman-

ship. The greatly increased si7e and

weight of modern locomotives makes the

-ubject of springs one of considerable

uiqiortance. There is still room for im-

pruvement. both as to methods of repair-

in'4 and manufacturing springs. The

uriatly increased size and weight of mod-

ern locomotives makes this subject one

iif considerable importance. There is still

room for improvement, both as to meth-

ods of repairiiii; and manufacturing

springs.

The operation of re-applying an old

sjiring band is the same as that required

for a new one, as is also the retesting of

the spring. Spring inspection should in-

clude loose bamls. broken plates, free

height below standard and total thickness

I if plates at edge of band.
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The Report of the Tank Car Committee.

The M. C. 1j. Committee on Tank Cars

consisting of Messrs. A. W. Gibbs, chair-

man, Thomas Beaghen, Jr., C. E. Cham-
bers. Wm. Schlafge, S. Lynn, John Pur-

cell and O. J. Parks, reported that for the

year I^JIS the Tank Car Committee does

not recommend that the existing specitlca-

tions l)e disturbed.

Owing to the conditions brought about

by the war, it has been necessary to sus-

pend some of the requirements, as, for

instance, that of the use of flange quality

steel in the construction of Class III

tanks, and that of hydraulic retests of all

classes of tanks, the former until July 1,

1919. and the latter until January 1. 1920.

Train Lighting and Heating

Mc>.-r->. J. R. Sloan, chairman; C. H.

Quinn. D. J. Cartwright, E. \V . Jaiisen,

E. Waiiamaker, Alex. McGary. and L.

G. r.illau .-signed this report : Tin- com-

mittee, as recommended in last year's re-

port, took up the question of standardiza-

tion of ball bearings for axle generators.

The 412 bearing in ball annular size had

been made recommended practice for

truck hung axle generators and had been

generally adopted by the generator manu-
facturers previous to the advent of the

body hung generator. When the commit-

tee took the matter up it found that body

hung axle generators were on the market,

using the following sizes of ball bearings,

viz.. 304. 307, 308, 312, 407, 408, 409, 410,

411 and 412, a total of ten different sizes.

The committee obtained from the axle

generator manufacturers all data relative

to the various types of axle generators

they were building, or contemplated build-

ing, necessary to determine the projier size

of bearing to use. This information was
transmitted to the ball bearing manufac-

turers, who formed a committee and made
recommendation as to the size of bearing

that should be used in each case.

.\ joint meeting of the representatives

of the ball bearing manufacturers, axle

generator manufacturers, and this commit-
tee \va- tlieii called.

The Revision of Standards and Recom-
mended Practice

The committee reporting to the M. M.
.Association was composed of Messrs. W.
E. Dunham, chairman; M. H. Ifaig,

A. G. Trumbull, C. D. Young, G. S. Good-
win, R. L. Etten,ger, and B. B. Milner.

.\fter consideration of the present

Standards and Recommended Practices of
the Association, together with the replies

received to the circular of inquiry sent to

members, the committee submits the fol-

lowing report, dealing with a numl)cr of

suggestions proposed by members and
others

: The suggestions covered axles,

wheels, Ijoxes, wedges, bearings, steel

tires, steel-tired wheels, solid wheels,

chain, safety appliances, etc., etc.

Feed-Water Heaters.

Mr. J. Snowden Bell, of New York,

presented an individual paper on the De-
velopment of Locomotive Feed Water
Heaters. Mr. Bell said among other

things

:

The economic value of an appliance by

which any substantial portion of the heat

units contained in the waste gases of com-
bustion and the e.xhaust steam of a loco-

motive can be made available in heating

boiler feed water is too obvious a propo-

sition to require discussion, and it was
recognized by engineers at a very early

day. While experiments have been made
from time to time with numerous appli-

ances of this character and have ordi-

narily failed to prove sufficiently satisfac-

tory in practice to cause them to be coti-

tinucd in regular service, the undeniable

correctness of the general principle upon

which they are based warrants, if not posi-

tively demands, its renewed consideration,

particularly in view of the rigid economies

in every department \vhich present condi-

tions have rendered indispensable, not

merely to the profitable operation, but even

to the very existence of the railroads of

the United States.

-After a general review of a number of

feed-water heaters, Mr. .A. L. Ilolley, in

his comprehensive book, "American and
European Railway Practice in the Econ-

omical Generation of Steam," 1861, makes
the following statement

:

"It is impossible to state the exact eco-

nomical results of feed-heating—either the

saving of fuel or the cost of repairs ; be-

cause no experiments which fairly esti-

mate all the conditions have been made.

It is quite sufficient, for present purposes,

however, to know that there is a saving

worth making, and it is very obvious that

the cost of maintaining such heaters as

Clark's and Eaton's cannot materially de-

tract from the economy. It would, there-

fore, be unreasonable to neglect this im-

provement any Ion,ger, on lines, at least,

where fuel is expensive." ( ji. 130.)

.Mr. Ilolley's statement is as correct and
noteworthy today as w hen written 56 years

ago, and its importance is accentuated by

the fact that appliances of improved con-

struction have been produced since he

wrote it. Feed-water heaters are of two

types : surface heaters and injection heat-

ers. The former type, in which the trans-

fer of heat from gases or steam to the

feed water is effected through walls of

comparatively thin metal, is that which

has been the more frequently experiment-

ed with, and, for several reasons, would
seem to be the more practical and desira-

ble of the two types.

In a report on a system of feed-water

heating used in I'rance, the following con-

ditions were laid down by a committee of

French engineers, in 1896, as being those

which should be followed, as nearly as

possible in a locomotive feed-water

heater: "First, simplicity, and facility for

examination, cleaning and overhauling;
second, that the heater should take up lit-

tle room and be of a minimum weight;
third, the heater should give a continuous
and certain supply of hot water; fourth,

that the feed heater should be heated by
steam that would otherwise be lost; fifth,

that the steam used for the heater should
vary with the quantity of feed required."

The paper of Trevithick & Cowan
(frocecdings, Inslitutxon of Mechanical
Engineers. Eng. : March-.April, 1913, pp.

353-356) clearly indicates that to effect

the increase of the temperature of feed
water to such a degree as will result in

a substantial economy sufficient to war-
rant the application of a feed-water heater,

a pump must be adopted as the feeding
member instead of an injector, and this

has been done in the systems before noted
as having met with approval in European
practice, .\fter stating that two feed-

water heating agents arc available, i. e.,

the exhaust steam discharged from the

cylinders and the waste gases passing out
of the stack, and that the process may re-

sult
.
in reaching temperatures at which

even the so-called hot-water injectors will

irot work, they proceed with what they
term "a reconsideration of the feeding
system generally." the following excerpt
from which is believed to be of sufficient

interest to be here presented

:

"The ordinary injector will not pick

up water above about 120 degs. to 125

degs. F., and the feed cannot, therefore,

be effectively heated before it reaches the

injector, while the admixture in that ap-

paratus of live steam with the feed so

raises the temperature of the latter that

full advantage cannot be taken of subse-

quent heating by either of the agents avail-

able. .\n injector may feed into a boiler

at 180 lbs. per sq. in. pressure, about 11.2

lbs. of water for every 1 lb. of steam used.

If the supply be at 65 degs. Fahr. the

delivery will be ab9ut 160.5 degs. Fahr.

This increase is not an economic gain.

Delivery falls off as the boiler pressure

rises, and the temperature of delivery is

higher at the higher pressures. Subse-
quent feed-heatint; is of less advantage
now than it would ha\e been when pres-

sures were lower."

Concluding Business

Due- 1)1 the ass. iciaiion will remain the

same as last year.

Owing to the resignation of William
Schlafge. president of the association, an
election of oliiccrs was necessary. The
following were elected: F. H. Clark, gen-
eral superintendent motive power, B. & O.,

president: W J. Tollerton. general me-
chanical superintendent. C. R. I. & P.,

tirst vice-president; C. F. Giles, superin-

tendent machinery. L. & .\.. sec^ind vice-

president: C. H. Hogan. assistant super-

intendent motive power. X. Y. C, third

vice-i)rc>ident : and H. C. Manchester,

S. M. P. and E. of the D.. L. & W., mem-
ber of I he executive committee.
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Conservation of Man-Power.

'I'liis (ilirasv. "fniisiTvatimi of nian-

pijwir." primarily means the saving of

life. 'I'liis applies not only to the battle-

ficltl, hilt to the industrial world as well,

and it means in its fullest sense the pro-

tection of men so that they shall not lie-

conie invalids, or maimed nr uijured in

any wa\-. It is keepiiiR man-ptnver safe

from disease, accident ami death. We
have many and ijood factory laws intended

to prevent injury and death. We. have a

sanitary code designed to preserve health,

but there is another sense in which the

phrase embraces something idsc of very

great importance.

If ail employer puts men to work at

things which need not he i]n\tr. he is not

conserving man-i>owcr in the highest

sense. It he uses two men where one

would do. he is wasting man power, or if

he puts a man to do what an automatic

macliine conld do, he is inmeccssarily

using up man priwer. lie is ncjt economi-

cal in essentials if he does :uiy of these

thiuL-'s. If, however, he uses man-power

wisely, he is nf>t interfering with any of

the economic laws of the world, because

the men released from labor by conserving

man-)iower are nc.t wholly rei)rcsented by

a money sa\ing. nor are these men
turned out of employment to walk the

streets, he is only releasing men for good,

useful work elsewhere. That is the true

essence of conserving man-power.

A phase of such conservation is some

arrangement whereby a man shall last all

day and every day and be able, all the

time, to apply himself to his task. To do

this fatigue and monotony must be elim-

inated as far as possible. The manage-

ment of a machine which takes the

drudgery of work away from a man, and

leaves him free for the careful manipula-

tion of the machine, tends to reduce

fati.gue and makes him a more efficient

worker.

.-\s an example in daily life at the pres-

ent time, one may cite the employiuent of

the men who run our locomotives. The
c:ill to the colors is imperative. It has

been forced upon us. It has depleted the

ranks of the very llower of our industrial

;irmy. It was nut of our own choosing

yet it is here with all its sinister conse-

quences. The result of all this is that

the men wlio would normally be retired

are forced to remain at work. They are

not exactly old nun nor are they young,

yet they can do good work yet. This may
not be an unmixed evil, but rather a good
thing, for the pendulum had well-nigh

swinig too far toward the "young man
cr.ize," which not so long ago swep,t over

the land.

The older men. who have perhaps

I)asse<l out of the ranks of the fast pas-

senger and hea\y freight runners, are

available for switching service. They are

not onl>- available, but desiralile for this

kind of activity, because they know the

work and are familiar with railway cus-

toms and procedure. They know the style

of traffic handled by their own road and
they know just what is wanled ami how
to do it. All this is snmmed up in the

wonl "experience." These men are ex-

pi-rienced, they are not raw ri'cniits. The
minils of these men are alert and keen,

they can think and act. The one thing

some of them may lack is the Inioyant

spring of yonth, and its tireless activity.

The problem is to lessen the weight of

the handicap, .-md give them power to

tnin their v.ihiable experience to good
accom:t. In the running of a switchin.g

engine, a great deal of constant reversing

of the engine is necessary and the stop-

ping and starling is incessant. The use

of the air brake is most e.isily accom-
idished and the openiuy and closin- of

the throttle valve is not what wnnld be

lalled l.ihorious. Reversing the valve

eear is the tiresome item in switch engine

running. If any one of the power reverse

Hears now on the market be substituted

for the heavy lK)d\-. ai'm. and leg move-
tiKiit of the man. and the whole operation

redncerl to an ecjuality with air brake

m.inipidation, the men we have described

are put on a p.arity with younger ami
sir. .tiger men, .and the work does nut

sulTir, but is more quickly done and better

d.iiie by experienced men than by novices.

Here we have the tending of a machine
which takes to itself the drudgery of

work and leaves the man free to apply

his best judgment. This, according to

our definition, is one form of the con-

servation of man-power, with work ade-

quately, easily and fully done.

The same is true in the machine shop.

Riveting machines, air hammers, hand-

boring machines, and other drudgery-de-

stroying appliances all attest to the sound-

ness of the principle, and their regular

employment in the shoj) supplies proof, if

that were needed, of the practical efficacy

and money-saving adjunct which the

proper conservation of man-power always

carries with it. It is not a profane use

of the w orris of the liiblo, when we apply

them to the whole science of raihvay

operation, to sa.\ ,
"^\• shall know the

truth, and the truth sliall make von free."

Burning Low Grade Fuel

In the account which we t;ive in another

column of this issue, .Mr. Irank McMan-
amy and Mr. Thomas Britt. speaking at

the tenth annual convention of the Inter-

national Railway K u e 1 .\ssociation,

brought out the fact that large quantities

of so-called fuel were comimscd of mate-

rial which would not burn. Material

which is not coal cannot be used, and

there is no use experimenting with it.

Fuel which is fuel, but of a poor quality,

is often thrown away or produces sO'

much ash that it is not worth the haul-

age, though it d.ies ])roduce some heat.

This poor fuel is capable ..f economical

use as fuel if binned in a suitable way,

and this way is to burn it as pulverized

fuel. .Xs an example, Rhode Island anth-

racite is a poor grade of coal, and is

burdened with consi<lerable (|uantities of

graphite, slate and other non-combustible

matter. With tin.- means and methods

now developed Rhode Island anthracite

can be niiiuil on a commercial basis.

'Ibis will release very large amoinils of

fuel oil, I'ennsyhania anthracite and

liituminons c.ial iii.w being transported by

rail and water into the Xew f.ngland

district, for oilier pressin.g needs. Rhode
Island anthracite, heretofore unusable,

has at last been made to burn as freely

as gas or oil. The Locomotive Tulver-

i/ed Fuel Co.'s .System of burning such

fuel in suspension has accomplished this.

Results of recent tests seem to justify

one in saying tint Xew I-'ngland can now
draw on its own fuel resmirces.

With np-lo-il.ile equipment, the minin.g

operations alre.-nly est;ililislied conld be

made to yield about .^'00 tons daily. On
this basis Rhode Island anthracite,

mined for fuel jiurposes. could be sup-

plied to the Xew l-'.ngland district at a

c.«sl substantially below that of the best

West Virginia coal for equivalent heat

\alnes. The output capacity could be

further increased by new openings that

would prove of great value in connec-

tion with the existing fuel situation.
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There are about four hundred plants or

mills in the Providence, Fall River, Xew
Bedford and Taunton districts. Last

year they used between one and one-

quarter million and one and one-half mil-

lion tons of coal. The advantages which

would be derived from the development

and utilization of regional fuel are very

great. Much water and rail transporta-

tion now required to bring fuel oil and

coal into these districts could be utilized

to "handle raw and finished materials.

The coal tested was some of the by-

product from the Cranston mine of the

Graphite Mines Corporation, south of

Providence, R. I., and which is being

mined for graphite. This coal was taken

from near the surface and is below the

average. Four openings now worked for

graphite range from 125 ft. to 200 ft. in

length, with an average depth of about

160 ft. and an average width of about

120 ft. The anthracite tested, before

preparation, had been lying on the ground

over si.\ months and exposed to weather

conditions, and it contained about 18 per

cent of moisture.

The Rhode Island anthracite pulverizes

with less difficulty than the Pennsylvania

anthracite, apparently due to the lubricat-

ing factor of its graphitic nature.

The first test of this coal was made
in connection with a 465 H. P. nominal

rating Stirling type of stationary boiler,

which was being regularly operated with

the Pennsylvania pulverized anthracite.

About si.x tons of pulverized Rhode Isl-

and anthracite was substituted for the

pulverized Pennsylvania anthracite during

the regular operation without any change

in the feeding, nor burning equipment,

nor altering the furnace in any way, nor

any operating adjustments were changed.

Xo difficulty was experienced, and the

combustion w-as excellent. The final test

was made under the same boiler for the

purpose of determining the relative com-
bustion and boiler efficiency. The Rhode
Island anthracite burned in practically

the same manner as the Pennsylvania an-

thracite, but with a greater accumula-
tion of ash in the slag-pit due to the

higher ash content in the coal.

Securing Positive Results.

Some time ago what luckily did not

result in a railway accident, occurred on

one of our railways. An accident did not

happen, but it might have happened. .\n

engincman in apparently good health, was
suddenly overtaken with what is generally

called heart-failure. His state was not

noticed for some time by the fireman,

busy at his work, and the train sped on
at a good speed. His failure to whistle

for a certain crossing caused the fireman

to look at him, and ascertaining his con-

dition, the fireman brought the train safely

to a stop at the terminal. There was no
accident. There was only the menace of

one, and that was removed by the fire-

man.

Signals set at caution or at danger

would be of no use where clear compre-

hending vision had been suddenly super-

seded by the dull stare of sightless eyes,

and where for intelligent action, there re-

mained only the nerveless hand of death.

The passengers escaped with their lives,

but the grave danger had been there. It

was a danger of which they were ignor-

ant, and therefore were powerless to re-

sist. The busy fireman for some time

ignorant of the very shadow of disaster,

was their only hope of safety. What most

men call good luck was vouchsafed to

them. They lived and were thankful.

In this, as in other cases to which we
have made allusion, it is not necessary

for a locomotive runner to die suddenly

at his post. A mental aberration for the

time may cause him to be practically

unresponsive to a signal's position, or to

the signilicance of its colored lights. The
man may appear normal, even under the

scrutiny of his fireman and yet be making
a grave mental error. The "dead-man's

handle" on electric trains, where there is

no fireman, has been designed to obviate

his solitary condition, but the safety con-

troller does more than take the place of a

watchful mate. It prevents an incapaci-

tated man Irnm letting his train run

away.

A speed and stop-control device has

even a stronger reason for its being, as it

enforces obedience to its w'arning and

thus secures a positive result. It does

this irrespective of whether the effort to

pass it unheeded, is caused by death, or

by faint or by some form of temporary

mental aberration, which we all often

loosely speak of as carelessness. The cau-

tion device which enforces a reduction of

speed to safe limits, or a stop mechanism
which actually halts a train definitely and

positively, are among the railroad appli-

ances which arc urgently needed.

These are the days, above all others

which have gone before, where the con-

servation of man-power has become a

national reciuiremcnt. Pershing, I laig and
Petain are generals in the field and the

"work" of war is to destroy men, and

each side to ruin the other. It is a stern

and pitiless business, and ahhough no
sane man doulits the ultimate and full

success of the ."Mlies, of which we are

in heart, one, it is, and will be, a hard

fight. In the work of destruction, these

generals are expected, as far as possible,

to save their men. They have not the

autocratic idea that man-power may be

wasted. If it is not admissable in our

war, where destruction is the ruling mo-
tive for attack or defense, why should the

unnecessary loss of life be even tolerated

in the industrial army? .^n accident with

the loss of precious human life caused

for want of automatic control devices

when such appliances are to be had, is

a grave matter. Railway and Locomo-
tive E.NCi.NEERiNG has no pecuniary inter-

est in any such device nor has it carried a

single line of advertising relating to the

subject, and what we have said is in the

interest of no one concern, but it regards

this matter of so great importance to rail-

roads that it oflfers no apology for espous-

ing the principle involved.

Prof. G. T. W. Patrick, of the State

University of Iowa, says, in a recently

published article: "The surface of the

earth happened to be underlaid with iron,

coal and petroleum, and man happened
to discover them and devise ways of

using them, and they have suddenly made
for him a totally new environment. Not
only have they changed his environment
but they have produced disharmonies in

his nature by compelling him to live

under new conditions, for which evolu-

tion had not adapted him."

Will any one say that engine running

and management amid caution. Stop and
switch signals ; at night with other lights,

forming a veritable galaxy of suns and
moons and stars; is a work traceable to

evolution;' Is it not rather a highly com-
plex, artificial employment in which every

aid should be given to obviate the effects

of death or the temporary and often in-

voluntary return to race characteristics

and to haliits formed in the earliest dawn
ot intelligence and the gradual growth of

experience in essential pursuits such as

war or the chase or the tilling of the

soil. The modern artificial life of man
requires automatic protection in many
ways, and wherever possil)le. The con-

trol and stop device is niic of these.

European and American Practice.

.\t present the scarcity of skilled

labor and its high cost emphasizes the

fact which long ago led to the adoption

on the .American continent of a system of

maintenance &nd design of rolling stock

differing from the European system. The
development of this ilea has caused the

American locomotive to vary more and
more widely from its relatives across

the water, until at present an .American

locomotive in Europe is a stranger in a

strange land, probably doomed to failure,

because of the impossiliility of co-ordi-

nating the machine with the European
shop and personnel. The ".American

idea" in locomotive maintenance briefly

stated is as follows:

The locomotive must be so designed that

it shall be capable of operating at ap-

proxiniatelv maximi!m capacity for a

period (ranging from nine months to

two years') with only minor repairs, such

as mai- be handled in outlying round

houses with only the most meagre facili-

ties and practically without detention

from service. This period is familiarly

referred to as "between shops." and after

its completion the locomotive goes to the
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"back shop" and is practically reliuilt.

coming out as good as new, or even bet-

ter than new, as the present tendency is

to take advantage of recently developed

appliances making lor economy and fuel

saving, increase in power or reduction of

maintenance.

The European idea on tlie other liand

may be called the "stitch in time" plan.

.'\t the end of each run the facilities of a

well appointed shop, with high class and

at tlie same time comparatively cheap

labor, is available. For this reason every

detail possible is made adjustable, and

tile machine, beloved of the "driver," is

given more than mere "running re-

pairs" after each trip. Every slight

thump is removed by the proper adjust-

ment and valve gear is squared or

changed as dictated by a skilled driver.

These locomotives never wear out and

are seldotii rebuilt. The result is that

they are continued in service long after

recent developments in the art have

rendered them obsolete, and according to

any method of bnokkeeping, a losing in-

vestment.

W'itliiHit an abundance of skilled help,

at a l.>w rate of compensation, such a

plan would be impossible and could not

be long continued with the low freight

and mileage rates, long reaches of non-

producing country, "regulation" by va-

rious states, etc., with which we have to

contend. The difference in the two sys-

tems can best be elucidated by a com-

parison of the mechanical design of the

various important parts of the American

and Funipean locomotives. It is briefly

as follows:

Taking bniler tubes as the tirst cx-

an:i)le. v. e have .American practice typi-

fied by iron welded into steel tube sheets

with low first cost, practically no main-

tenance between shoppings. By the use

of automatic fire doors and brick arches

cold air is iirevented from entering tubes,

and thrir life prolonged; and European

practice typified by tubes rolled into

copper lube >lleets with high first cost.

The tubes require frequent re-rolling.

The -opper tube sheets and constant re-

working of flues are necessitated liy the

fact that in firing, cold air is admitted

directly in the Hues.

In the matter of valve gear .Xmerican

practice ha? all parts forged the projier

length ami no adjustment is necessary

wlier, ..lU'ine is properly biiili, Bearings

are ^mii.Ic removable bushings I-'.uropean

pra.-ti<!- .Mfks to have all parts made ad-

jiista''l''. to jiermit of fine a»d frequent

readj;i<ln;ent by skilled mechanics. Bear-

ings made with "take iqi" arrangement.

WIk-11 it comes to driving boxes

.Nniericar. practice goes in for liberal

liearin',; -urfaces, IV i refitting between

shnpiiini;s. I'rasses : removable in many

'ases without dropping wheels. European

practice tends to small bearing surfaces,

frequent refitting I'rasses ; pressed in,

requiring the dropping of the wheels for

removal.

-American practice uses hard grease for

driving box lubrication and no serious

attention is paid to it, for from four to

twelve months. European practice, on

ihe other hand, uses oil, requiring inspec-

tion each trip, and frequent repacking

of the , o\i .

Driving box wedges in America are

automatically self-adjusting in the latest

practice, while in Europe they require

frequent careful setting-up by skilled

mechanics.

Main and side rods in .America have

solid ends with removable bushings. Very

little attention is required if the wedges

are properly adjusted, while in Europe

they are made with a strap or solid

kej-ed ends. All slack taken up at fre-

quent intervals.

American practice regarding main and

side rod pin lubrication leads to the use

of grease, and the cups are screwed down

once or twice each trip. European prac-

tice favors oil, and the cups are filled by

driver at every opportunity.

The American idea makes engine and

tender trucks quite massive, but light mon-

olithic construction of steel castings are

used. Few bolts and nuts or small parts

are there to become loose. The Euro-

pean iilea is for the built-up type, with a

multitude of small parts secured by

hundreds of bolts.

The spring rigging in America is of

the non-adjustable type so designed that

after permanent initial "set" is taken the

engine is level and all parts in proper

relation. In Europe each hanger is ad-

justable, and the engines are frequently

levelled up by adjustment of hangers.

Lubricators in .America are hydrostatic,

requiring absolutely no maintenance. In

Eiiroiie nuchanical force feed is used.

Coiiiieclions to moving parts often give

considerable trouble, and require careful

attention and inspection to insure proper

functioning.

The grates in the V. S. are power

operated to reduce time of fire cleaning

and therefore detention at terminals, as

well .IS to insure economical combustion

of poor co.al. In Europe grates are gcn-

crally hand operated.

.A great many more cases of radical

difference in jiractice might be men

tionerl. but what we h.ive given will

•-erve to illustrate the tendency of di-

vergence anil its cause. All this is of

interest tn us in the present crisis in

showing the extreme pressure which has

been brought njion the .American rail-

mad even in normal times, <lne to

scarcity of and high Cost entailed by

skilled labor. How much more import-

ant is it now, in this period of maximum
demand, coupled with increasing short-

age of "man power" in this country to

fiirllier the development of the ".\meri-

caii ido.i" and to take advantage of all

the "Yankee kinks" which time and ex-

perience have developed and which will

pay 100 per cent or more on the invest-

ment.

These differences of practice exist and

may be the result of the different styles

of rolling stock that have grown up in

each country to meet particular needs

;

or they may be the results of radically

different viewpoints adopted by each, but

in any case they seem to suit the people

using wdiat belongs to each land.

Theory and Practice

The old (|uestion of theory vs. practice,

which was at I'lrst a protest by the old

school of self-made men, against the ad-

\ent of the college man in railway work,

has largely given way to the advancement

of science. The present day railroad man
is better equipped than his predecessor,

and yet mistakes have been made and are

even yet being made as to the teachings

and aims of what is called theory, but

these are mistakes of judgment and inter-

pretation, and are not the evidence of any

radical antagonism between theory and

practice, or in the correct methods of

understanding them.

When a stream of water is allowed to

run from a faucet the liquid, if the pres-

sure be regulated carefully, will leave the

orilice in a solid stream and will continue

to maintain that form, unruffled by the

air, for a considerable distance. As the

water falls away from the faucet it

quickens its pace under the inlluence of

the attraction of gravity and the section

nf the stream becomes smaller and

smaller. In fact, the sides of the un-

broken column of water assume the beau-

tiful form represented by a pair of para-

bolic curves. .\s the water moves faster

and faster in its fall and diminishes the

section of the column, we would naturally

expect that if the distance traversed were

great enough we should have a stream

of exceedingly rapidiv moving water,

jierhaps no tliicker than a steel knitting

needle, and ultimately a streaiu of prac-

tirally no measurable thickness, moving

infinitely fast.

.As a matter of fact this never happens,

because long liefore that state is reached,

the falling water becomes subject to phy-

sical laws ani il lireaks into drops and

so changes tin whole phenomenon com-

pletely. The extremely thin stream mov-

ing at an exceedingly high velocity is a

conception of the mind, not a reality.

It is a perfectly legitimate conception, yet

it ignores the iiliysical changes which in-

terpose themselves at some point in the

downllow of w.iter. This is theory pure

and simple, and it no more upsets the

practical view of things than when the

tractive effort of a locomotive is calcu-

lated and transformed into drawbar puM

with the friction of the machine left out,

as it generally is. The point to be re-
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membcrcd is that it is incunibciit on yuud

judgment and knowledge to allow for

physical changes at the right place, and

at their lull value, in dealing with a

practical problem and not to throw over

the theory altogether as useless and mis-

leading, lingineering is sanctified com-

mon sense, and not a formula or a species

of incantation which changes wrong

thought and makes it right.

An ordinary gas, according to Boyle's

law, shrinks in bulk 1/273 of its volume

for every loss of heat corresponding to

one degree of temperature on the Centi-

grade thermometer. It is manifest that,

theoretically, such a gas would have no

volume at all at minus 273 degs. C This

figure, which is not obtainable in this form,

is called the absolute zero of temperatures.

Most gases turn to liquids long before they

attain this extreme degree of refrigera-

tion, and this alteration from gas to

liquid is a physical change which inter-

poses itself and modifies the purely theo-

retical consideration, while not upset-

ting the reasoning based clearly and

openly on the unhampered process of

cooling. The absolute zero of tempera-

tures is useful in many ways. The draw-

bar pull of an engine, ignoring friction,

is a working basis of comparison between

locomotives, which groundwork we can-

not afford to entirely disregard simply

because a fairly constant factor has been

temporarily withdrawn from considera-

tion. That is the internal friction of the

machine.

.Ml our cfTorts at knowledge of the

world around us and of the physical

forces which there hold sway are in

reality more or less close approximations

to absolute truth, and nothing can be said

to be wholely, completely and inflexibly

theoretical, and nothing dominantly and

exclusively practical. The happy mean in

this, as in other things, is our working

basis and our salvation. There is no real

antagonism between the two. Lack of

understanding, appreciation, and the prop-

er appraisal of facts is one of the great

obstacles to our seeing in all these things,

the fudnamental unity of nature, though

often presented to us under many
seeming disguises and aliases.

International Railway Fuel Association.

The annual convention of the Inter-

national Railway Fuel Association, a con-

densed report of which appears in another

part of our columns, is of more than

usual interest on account of the large

nuinber of eminent men who contributed

to the general mass of information on the

subject of fuel conservation, which formed
the main topic of discussion of the en-

tire convention. Many of the statements
were sufficiently startling to awaken a

keen interest in the subject, and while the

engineering press generally has been call-

ing attention to the matter with a digrcc

of earnestness, worthy of all praise, the

meeting of the association cannot fail to

focus more particular attention on the

urgent need that there i-; for a united

effort towards the saving of fuel by

every means that may be suggested to

human ingenuity. That there has been

much waste is now apparent to every

one, and that its importance at this

time cannot be overestimated when
we may be said to be engaged in a great

national tragedy to the end that out of

this appalling trial we may come to

triumph. It should not need idle repeti-

tions to induce a nation-wide movement
on the conservation of one of the most
vital necessities of our national defense,

involving as it does the very existence of

civilization, as we have been accustomed
to look upon it.

That the people at large will rise to

the occasion we have no doubt. That the

railroad men have already risen to it

we know, and that they will continue to

do their part is just as assured as that

history repeats itself. To this must be

superadded the assurance that in the

science of engineering we are not stand-

ing still, but out of the threat of short-

age of material to meet the emergency
will come the vitalizing and creative

spirit that has met other emergencies.

The -American people have put their hands

to the plough, and they will not look

back again until the garner ?d sheaves of

victory is theirs.

Address of M. M. Association

Pesident.

Mr. William Schlafge. general mechani-
cal superintendent of the Erie, had been

made president of the American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association ; there-

fore, it devolved upon him to deliver the

1918 address to the members. In his ab-

sence he forwarded a paper which con-

tained much that cannot be gainsaid, and
as a plea for Government control it is all

right. One or two points, however, seem
open to debate. Mr. Schlafge weakens
his otherwise good argument by pointing

to what he considers a fault in the pre-

vious work of the Master Mechanics' As-
sociation. He asks: "Has this associa-

tion so conducted its affairs, has it so

impressed itself upon the thought of the

railway world, has it achieved leader-

ship?" One may answer yes and no.

Yes, because there is no similar society.

Xo, because it cannot enforce its rules.

The M. C. B. by reason of car inter-

change can enforce its decrees, and it does

not have to seek Government aid. The
M. M. .Association has no such power in

itself, because locomotives are not inter-

changed. To do anything authoritative the

Government is required to step in and
complete the power of the organization

which must be imperfect without such

aid. It can do this itself or it can au-

tliorize the .\inerican Railway Association

to do it. This, it seems to us, is almost
self-evident. The devising of a standard

locomotive was not done, as it did not

appear in pre-war days to be called for.

As to Government intervention in any
republic, it is necessarily slow, not arbi-

trary, carefully thought out, and applied

in a kindly spirit. There is a complete

absence of the sudden, tyranous, and auto-

cratic application of force. The war
measure by which the railways passed to

Government control in the United States

had in it all the best features ; where su-

preme power was used to win the war,
and not to throttle home enterprise or
crush those citizens who for the moment
were ta1<en unawares. That may truly be
the natural tendency or even the inevit-

able trend of events, in the introduction

of supreme power in close association

witli private life, in a country constituted

with the customs, ideals, and safeguards

as those of the United States, rather than
the accomplishment of any more or less

narrow association design.

Free speech has not been forbidden

and it is open to any railroad supply man
to state liis case definitely. The govern-
ment is not disposed to be arbitrary.

Only tliose in a rut have felt the strain

of new conditions, we may well believe

responsible government officers.

The association's president, however, is

most highly to be commended for his

words of encouragement in his exhorta-

tion of loyalty. These minor matters, to

which we liave referred, such as seeing

fault in the behavior of the M. M. so-

ciety, in whose minds in the last fifty

years, war was the last thought to find

lodgment—these are but the motes in

the sunshine, when now an unheard of

and unexpected emergency is upon us.

It would be degrading to the ability of

the United States to say that in this broad
land we were unable serenely to handle a

new condition, and one fraught with such

momentous issues to us. We have fre-

quently heard the expression. "Have faith

in the institutions of your country." Here
is a concrete case. Reflect how the as-

sumption of supreme power arose and

how it is applied in a democratic country,

and as a "member in good standing" of

a modern republic, honestly, loyally,

steadily and without panic, help to carry

on the work as it should be done. Help
the Government to win the war.

When it comes to the consideration of

the future, we may say that railroad su-

pervision, in addition to mere rate mak-
ing, has come to stay, and such new su-

pervision, performed with authority, and

not in the form of recommendations, will

be found to be highly beneficial to all con-

cerned The question of Government

ownership after the war is an entirely

different matter. Xo opinion <ji any

value cm now be otfere<'. Conditions

then will have changed—"Tempora mu-
tantur ims ct mutamur in illis."
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Air Brake Department
Actual Value of Improved Brake E<iuipments for Electric Service.

lU W ALTER \ . 11 HNKR, Manager of Engineering, Westingliouse Air lirake Co.

The basic time and distance for liraking

are, for the I'AX) PM equipment, 650 foot

emersency stop in 21 seconds, service

stop HI 1.470 feet and 40 seconds time,

both from 40 mile per hour speeds. As

seen from ligure 2. the maximum speed

does not exceed 28 miles per hour. Tlie

corresponding stops from 40 miles per

hour for the 1916 (AMrE) equipment

are. 380 feet in 11 seconds for the emer-

gency, and 580 feet in 16 seconds for ser-

vice. For all other speeds the liraking

distances are assumed to vary as the

squares of the speeds and the times di-

rectly with the speed. The time of sta-

tion stop is taken in every case as 20

seconds. The station headways (Hs) of

figures previously shown are tlie values

used for the modern performance shown

on the diagrams.

Figure 3 compares the "running" and

-station" headways for modern ei|uip-

nient with thnse of 1906. The train length

I "

TfoiNarr Co - i9o& (n^vwo-
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FIG. 1.

for each case is approximately the same,

which eliminates any uncertainty due to

the influence of this factor. The min-

imum "running" headway required for

modern opi-ration is only from 637" (a*

<jO miles per hour) to 65?; (at 30

miles per liour) of that required for

1906 operation. The minimum "station"

headway re(|uircd varies from 63 to 72

per cent, in like manner. .Ml of this may

he summed up by saying that modern

train control equipment has cut down the

minimum he.idway re(|uirr'". for the move-

ment of trains to less than two-thirds of

tliat required ten years ago.

It has also lieen demonstrated that as

the st.ition siiacing is increased the traf-

fic acceleration is also, which means in

turn, that the tratTic volume for any given

period is enlarged. This is for the rea-

son that the time spent running at the

maximum speed becomes a larger portion

of tlie total time a train is on the road,

and the average speed over a given dis-

trict becomes correspondingly higher, as

the station spacing is increased. The

practice of having train stops at alternate

stations or groups of stations—"ship"

stops, in other words—is based on tliis

relation.

These curves also show that as the

maximum running speed is increased the

traffic acceleration becomes greater, luit

at a decreasing rate until finally, at some

critical speed value, it actually starts to

fall off with a continued increase in

speed. The critical speed for the 19i)h

equipment and this station spacing is

aliout 25 miles per hour, and that fnr the

modern ei|nipnient is about 35 miles per

hour. To operate at speeds greater than

these critical values is actually to reduce

the tralTic acceleration and correspond-

ingly the traffic capacity and as the sta-

tion stops are spaced farther apart this

critical value for speed becomes greatly

increased.

Modern lirake apparatus as compared

with that of 1906 has permitted an in-

crease of SO per cent, in the number of

trains to be handled with the same road-

way facilities in the way of number of

tracks. While it is true that inodern

motor equipment provides a higher max-

imum speed and a rate of acceleration

somewhat better, the train length is also

greater, contributing toward an increased

headway for the modern conditions, other

things remaining equal. This increased

train length means more passengers per

train, therefore the best over-all com-

parison of the efficiency of the brake is

found in the relative passenger mile per-

formance, and this shows a gain of from

30O per cent, to 350 per cent, with un-

changed roadway facilities. This great

advance in the transportation service, and

therefore in the value of the railway

property which carries this service, de-

pends on more than anything else, the

strides made in the science of train con-

trol, for the present status of this science

FIG. 4.

has rcudercl possible high rates of re-

tardation started in trains of greatly in-

creased length with a minimum loss of

lime heavv cars with large load capacity.

:uid
'

greatly reduced headway between

trains.

I'igure No. 4 pictures the strides that

jiave been made by the Kew York Inter-

borough Rapid Transit Company in the

number of passengers handled daily since

its inception in 1904 and serves well as

an interesting practical summary of the

vital relation of train control to the value

of railway properties. Trains cannot be

moved unless they can he controlled. To

turn loose the tremendous power of mod-

ern locomotives without adequate means

for controlling it would be similar to

^.enerating a higli steam pressure without

suitable provision for containing it. The



effectiveness of control will dctorniiiic the

speed and number of trains. It will

determine the number of cars which may

be successfully operated in each train,

as well as their weight and variation in

weight, from the efnpty to the loaded

condition. The word determine has been

used, but a^ a matter of fact, the advance-

ment in the science of train control,

arising in llie types of apparatus de-

signed to meet ever-changing require-

ments, has kept pace with, and is actually

abreast of, the increasingly severe oi)er-

ating conditions. Therefore the advance-

ment in railroad efficiency which in this

respect has placed us ahead of other na-

tions, has been permitted rather than been

determined by the. progress made in train

control cciuipment.

Further advancement will also be jier-

mitted in just the same degree that the

railroads continue to avail themselves of

the advantages offered by modern equip-

ment for train control ; that is, amazing

strides in furthering the economic worth

of railway properties, to the public and

stockholders alike, can be made by apply-

ing intelligently to the science of train

control for sokition of the weighty traffic

problems of this day.

The attempt of this paper has been to

point out ituire the potential value of,

rather than the absolute necessity for, im-

proved types of train control apparatus.

This is not intended to be a claim that

increasing the capacity of a railroad by

any means will increase the supply of

business, whether the means be doul)le-

tracking, improved methods of train con-

trol, or an}' other. Increased capacity for

a railroad no more increases the business

of the railroad than does the enlarging of

a tank increase the water it originally

contained. Putting in a second pipe line

does not add to the content of an oil well

—it merely makes possible the transporta-

tion of a larger output if the larger

output be there. Similarly, providing im-

proved tratTic facilities for a railroad will

not supply the traffic, but such provision

will meet increased traffic demands. And
all may rest assured that the demands
will always precede the extension in

capacity. In short, the science of train

control solves weighty traffic problems.

Where there is no problem obviously

there is no solution required.

Unfortunately, the significance of the

problems themselves, quite apart from
their solution, is not appreciated by many
who are directly concerned with them.

There are evil results attendant upon the

use of the single-shoe-per-week type of

foundation brake gear; the use of air

brake devices in service far beyond their

designed capacity; the operation of trains

with effective brakmg ratios widely vary-

ing from one portion of the train to an-
other, due to leakage, lack of uniform
piston travel, car loading, etc.—upon all

of these and many other malpractices.

The extent of the evil results herein

arising is beyond the ken of only too

many whose interest it is to know of this

indirect ta.\—this improperly invisible

drain on the economic wealth of our

transportation systems and, therefore,

finally, on the cotnmonwealth.

In other instances these results are ac-

cepted by many railroad managers as a

matter of course; as necessary evils in-

dis-solubly associated with the operation

of trains, and to be paid for as unavoid-

able elements of the cost of transporta-

tion.

The purpose of this series of papers

has been to review the factors involved

in railroad capacity and to show that

train control can be made the most effec-

tive and profitable of all (in fact, it is so

now ) ; still, there is as much to be gained

in this direction as has already been done.

Some say we are getting along all right

with what we have, and this may be

granted, particularly as regards safe

operation, luit safety is now being had

largely at the expense of economy and

capacity. Is this wise? Is the investor

satisfied ? I think not when I see such

efforts as are being made to increase

capacity by "bigger power," greater

capacity cars, etc.—the larger factor being

neglected for the smaller.

What we now use generally is good,

but what only a few are using is better,

as they have proved. All the factors

should advance at an equal pace if a

rounded-out return is to be had. It is

not the intent to condemn the old train

control systems any more than progress

in any direction may be considered con-

demnatory of that which has served its

time and has been the pioneer of a better

thing.

Wherever increase in capacitv' of a

road is the desideratum it will pay to give

the train control factor the most intelli-

gent consideration. In other words, I

intend only to set this up as a business

proposition to be considered according to

strict business principles.

It is high time that due study and

thereby due appreciation be given to the

underlying, and, it is true, intricately in-

terrelated causes for operating troubles,

because their removal establishes an eco-

nomic gain of a dual nature : First, the

elimination of expense directl\ due to

these troubles, such as damaged lading

and etiuipment, delays, etc. ; and, second,

the extension in traffic capacity permitted

without a corresponding increase in oper-

ating expense.

The adoption of adequate train control

equipment will do more than any other

means possible to remove operating trou-

bles, and, with existing right-of-way facil-

ities, to provide for the extension in

traffic capacity which will make possible

the realization of the utmost efficiency in

that most wonderful of our industries,

transportation by rail.

Questions and Answers
Locomotive Air Brake Inspection

(CoiitiiiurJ from page 192, June, 1918.)

367. Q,—What would you think

wrong if there was a leak at the direct

exhaust port of the automatic brake
valve when tlie brake is released.

A.—That the rotary valve of the

automatic brake valve was leaking or
that the triple valve slide valve of the

control valve was leaking.

.368. Q.—How can you tell the dif-

ference?

-V.—By placing the brake valve

handle on lap position, if the blow
stops the leak is likely from the con-
trol valve, if it continues it indicates a

leaky rotary valve.

369. Q.—What would be wrong if

there was a leak from the safety valve

of the straight air brake equipment?
A.— It would indicate that the reduc-

ing valve was out of order, that the

safety valve was out of adjustment or

that the piston valve seat of the safetj

valve was leaking.

370. Q.—How can you tell the

difference?

A.—By noticing the brake cylinder

gauge hand.

371. Q.—What pressure is this safety

set to carry in the brake cylinders?

A.—To open at 53 lbs.

372. Q.—What pressure will be
shown if the safety valve is out of ad-

order?

.\.—.S3 lbs. or more.

373. Q.—What pressure will be
shown if the reducing valve is out of

justnient?

A.—Less than 45 Ib.s.

374. O.—How can it be ascertained

whether the safety valve is leaking

trom its piston valve seat?

A.—There will be a leak when the

pressure in the brake cylinders is con-

siderably lower than 40 lbs.

375. Q.—What does a leak at the ex.

haust port of the straight air brake

valve indicate at a time when both

brakes are released.

A.—That the slide valve of the

straight air valve is leaking.

376. Q.—What is wrong if there is

a leak from this exhaust port only when
the automatic brake is applied?

A.—The leather seat at the straight

air side of the double check valve is

defective.

377. Q.—What would be wrong if

the brake could not be released with

the straight air brake valve after an

automatic application with the auto-

matic valve on lap position?

A.—The control and retain pipes

might be wrongly connected, or there

might be some stoppage in the control

pipe branch to the straight air valve

or in the ports of the straight air valve.

378. Q —What could be wrong if

the aut'inatic brake would not apply
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witli rvice brake iiipe reduction."

A._'Jlie triple vaUc piston packing

ring niiglu he leaking or tlierc might

be a bad leak in the control valve

re:iervoir.

379 ().—What it the brake could

not be applied either in service or

emergency r

.\._t)rdinarily it would indicate that

the control valve was cut out, or that

the ciuitrol vah e was broken or tlie

brake pipe port stopped up.

3)<() g.—What i.s the difference in

the brake eiiuipnienLs E. T. and 1-. T.

when the engines arc in freight service?

A.—The brake pipe and main reser-

voir pressures are lower
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apply regardless of th

llie locomotive is in.

,W3. O.—How does the bral

tion on a locomotive with th

inspec-

mbined

they were not fully charged before the

application.

408. Q.— How would too long a piston

travel reduce the pressure that will be

automatic and straight air brake compare obtained in the brake cylinders

with that of the locumotive with the

I-;. 'P. equipment?

.\.- It is made in the same general way

A.—The longer the piston travel, the

greater the brake cylinder volume which

must be supplied from the auxiliary
.\. — II l> uitiiir 111 HIV -?w>if. ~.^. ....... .. —,. — „w. - _ ,1

with but a few exceptions on account of reservoir which is of a fi.xed size corre

the dilTerence in the brake valves and the

brake operating valves.

304. (J.—What are the principal dif-

ferences in the two brakes?'

A.—The combined brake has tlie brake

cylinders supplied from an auxiliary

reservoir and ulien this pressure is de-

pleted the brake releases, also tlie engine

In-akc cannot be graduated off with the

;ponding to the size of the brake cylinders

used.

409. Q_l[<nv much brake pipe reduc-

tion is required to produce 60 lbs. brake

cylinder pressure from 110 lbs. brake pipe

pressure if every part is properly propor-

tioned '

A.—24 lbs.

{To he continued.)

3i<] (j._Are there any other changes automatic brake valve

in adjusuiienls? i9S. Q.—What improvement is made

A.—No. with the K. T. brake with respect to the

T,><2. Q.^How can the adjustment of ,n,ni[,er of parts used?

the safety valve of a distributing valve be A.—The brake is very much more flex-

determined when the brake pipe pressure if,]^ ^^.jth considerably less apparatus.

is 70 lbs.' 396. O.—What parts of the combined

A. By moving the automatic brake brake are dispensed with?

valve to emergency position. A.—Triple valves, auxiliary reservoirs,

34<3 Q.—What will increase the appli- ijigh speed reducing valves and the

cation cylinder pressure h^ 6.S lbs. in this <,traight air apparatus .,11 the engine and

position of the brake valve.' teiiiler.

A.—A flow of air from the rotary valve 397. O.—What parts remain on the ten-

seat of the automatic brake valve through rler?'

the application cylinder pipe branch. A.— ( )nly the tirake cylinder and the

.^84. Q.^What will the pressure cham- brake rigging,

ber and the application chambers equalize 398. Q.— I low is the lirake inspection

at with a full service reduction when the started on the engine with the '-omliined

brake pipe pressure is 70 llis..' brake,'

A.—50 lbs. .•\.—With the lirake cylinder leakage

385. ().— What pressure will they test.

equalize at with an emergency aiijilica-

tion
'

.\.—They will not eiiualize.

386. Q.--\Vhy not?

A.—The application chamber is not

connected with the jiressure chamber or

application evlinder when the equalizing

slide valve moves to emergency position.

,W7. O.—What chambers equalize"'

.\.- The pressure chamber and apjili

cation cylinder.

3HS. 0.^.\t what iiressure?'

A. -.\!"iut 65 lbs.

.W. O. -Why do they eipialize at a

higher pressure than when the brake is

used in a service application:

399. g.— How is it made'

.\.— 1!> apidying the straight air brake

Train Handling.

(Continued fr.nn puae 193. June. 1918.>

390. g—How does a difference in

brake cylinder piston travel materially

change the retarding force or the speed

of various cars in the train.'

.\.—The light reduction of from 5 to

7 lbs., may develop practically no air

jiressure that would be noticed on an

air gauge in a brake cylinder with •>

inches piston tra\el while the s.,me re-

duction may develop as much a.- 20 or

25 lbs. brake cylinder pressure or one-

half of a full service application on a

5 inch travel.

391. {J,—Does what has been said

concerning slack in freight trains apply

to long passenger trains?

.\.—Yes, the run in or run out of

slack on the t'lrst application should be

noted same as in freight service.

392. (J.—With a train made up of\, l,\ .l|l| l|.\ 111^ lilV .>linil,lH (111 ...t..»v, .J V_. V,J. \» llll ,1 ».,l... ...,.v.^ .,1- --

in full and returning the >al\e handle to l,,aded express or mail cars at the head

lap iiosition. end. which way could the slack be ex-

4<X). (.)—Wlure is the automatic brake pected to run when the brake was ap-

valve banille at this time?'

.\.— In running position.

401. Q.— Is there any difference in the

inspection under the running board '

.\.—Xo.

4112. (J. Where is the tirst rliffereiice

i ncountereil '

.•\.— In tlu' brake valve test,

403. g. What should happen on the

I'lrst 5 lbs. brake pipe reduction !-

A. The brakes in the engine and ten-

.\.— Kecause the application cylinder ,l,r should appK

volume is iiaturall.\ smaller when the ap-

plication chamber is not connected

V. ith it.

39f>. Q.—What is the object of this'

.A.—To provide a higher brake cylimler

pressure lor emergency stojis.

391. O.-ls there any other difiiTeiue

in the locomotive inspection if it is in

freight service!'

\.-Xo.
T,<)2_ Q..— Is tin brake on the freight

iricomolive to be viven as careful inspec-

;:Mn as the brake 011 a passenger loco-

otn

lb. lie Federal regnlatioi

4114. g.—How much more brake pipe

reduction should then be made'

A. -.About 22 lbs.

405. Q.—What should this do''

A.- Open the hicdi speed reducing

valves on the engine and tender.

40f. 0— Why'
A. This reilu't-on sbouM eive a brake

c.vlinder jiressure of over 60 lbs.

407. O. What is wrong if the valves

do not open?'

\,--Tlic brake cylinder i.iston travel is

I..0 l.>ng. the high speed reducing valves

are out of adjustment, the auxiliary

plied from the locomotive.

.\.—Toward the rear.

393. g—Why'
.\._l;ecanse the greater perctntage of

retarding fi'rcc would be set up ;>t the

rear.

394. (J.
— b'or what reason'

A.— |-,.r the reason that there would

be less loail on these cars a; ;he rear

than on the loaded express cars at the

front eml.

,?95. g. What would be ;be <iiffer-

eiice ill the percentage of braking ratio

between the head end and the rear end

if the cars at the lieail end weie loaded

with a load equal to their light weight?

.\._Aboiit 100 percent.

.W6. g What is the passenger car

braked at'

A.— I'siLilly at 90 per cent o: its li.ght

weight,

397. g. What does this mean?

,\._That the total pull in p.umds of

the brake shoes against the wheels is

90 per cent of the weight resting on the

wheels or rather of the total w..i-ht of

are not of the proper size or the wheel on the rail.
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398. Q.—What would be tlie effect

of doubling tbe weight on the wheel r

A.—Halving the percentage of brak-

ing ratio.

399. Q.—How so?

A.—The brake shoe pressure would

then be hut 45 ptfr cent of the weight

pressing tlie wheel to the rail.

400. Q —How is the brake valve to

be handled in making a train stop from

a high rate of speed in passenger ser-

vice?

A.— It depends upon the type of

brake equipment in use, whether of the

direct or graduated release and also up-

on the make up of the train and in a

general way upon the condition of the

track as to grade and curvature, but at

a high rate of speed the brake cylinder

pressure should be high at the be-

ginning elf the stop and be reduced witli

the speed of the train.

401. O.—Does this hold good for

stops in cases of emergency?
A.—No. in cases of emergency the

idea is to retain the maximum brake

cylinder pressure developed to the

point of stop.

402. Q.—Are all modern types of

brake equipments designed to do this?^

A.—Ves.

403. Q.—Does the PM equipment
retain the maximum brake cylinder

I)ressure to the point of stop?

A.—No.
404. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because the high speed reducing

valves reduce the pressure in the brake

cylinders to 60 lbs. before a stop from
a high rate of speed is made.

40.T. Q.—How much is the initial re-

duction for stopping trains from liigh

rates of speed ^

.A.— It depends upon the type of equip-

ment in U'^t' and the instructions that arc

issued for handling that particular equip-

ment.

406. Q.—What were previous instruc-

tions governing the amount of brake pipe

reduction

'

A.—.\ J5-lb. brake application made at

a high speed and in one reduction.

407. Q.—How has this been varied'

A.—By specifying that the initial appli-

cation he made with a "split" reduction.

405. Q.—What is meant by the term

"split''
"

.•\.—That the application of the brake

be made with one or more reductions"

409. Q.—For what purpose'

•^.—To prevent a harsh change in slack

that is likely to occur with modern pas-

senger trains even if running at a fairly

high rate of speed.

410. Q.—At what tiine is the slack to

be permitted to adjust itself during such

a stop?

A.—Between the first and second re-

duction in brake pipe pressure.

411. Q.—What is to be gained in the

way of uniformit\- in brake cvlinder pres-

sure by making a heavy brake application

when the speed is high?

A.— It tends to a uniformity in brake

cylinder t>ressure regardless as to ordin-

ary differences in piston travel, for if the

reduction is sufficiently heavy the safety

valves and high speed reducing valves

will blow the pressure in all cylinders

down to 60 ll)s. per square inch.

412. Q.—How much of an initial reduc-

tion should be made with the ordinary

length of passenger train, if the equip-

ments are of the PM, L'C, PC, or type J

New York?
A.—Not less than 8 lbs.

413. Q.—How much for the second

one ?

A.—With no great differences in brak-

ing ratio lietvvecn the different cars in

the train, it may be as heavy as desired,

but with heavily loaded express cars, it

might lie of advantage to make 5 or 6 lbs.

more and after the brake pipe exhaust

closes, the reduction may be continued

and made as heavy as desirable.

414. Q.—How much reduction should

he made for the initial one with LN equip-

ment ?

.•\.— .•Xbout 6 lbs.

415. Q.—For the second?

.\.—.\notIier light reduction of two or

three lbs.

416. Q.—.Vnd thereafter:"

A.— .-^s heavily as may be required.

417. Q.—Why may the initial reduction

be made lighter with LN equipment than

with PM equipment?

.\.—Because T, triple valves have quick

service features which P triples have not.

418. Q.—How can the brake cylinder

pressure be reduced as the speed of the

train reduces with LN equipment ?

A.—By graduating the brake off'.

419. Q.—How is the brake valve moved

to graduate the release?

A.—From lap to release for one second

for the first graduation, and thereafter

the graduations are to be made from lap

to rmming i)osition.

420. Q.—With a very long train, is it

necessary to leave the handle in release

position for more than one second ?

A.—No, but the valve handle may be

left in running position for another sec-

ond before returning it to lap position.

421. Q.—What graduates the brake or

rather what forces the triple valve back

to graduated release lap position ?

.\.—The flow of air from the supple-

mentary reservoir into the auxiliary

reservoir when the triple valve is moved
to release position.

422. Q.—What stops the flow into the

auxiliary from the supplementary reser-

voir, during a graduation of release?

.\.—The tri])le valve slide valve when
the triple valve is moved away from re-

lease position.

423. Q.—What retains the brake cylin-

der pressure with the triple valve in

graduated release position ?

A.—The trq)le valve graduating valve

which closes tlie triple valve exhaust port

when it is moved to graduated release lap

position.

424. y.—How is the brake cylinder

pressure reduced with the speed of the

train with P.M. equipment?
A.—The brake is released when the

speed of the train has reduced to 18 or

20 miles per hour and re-applied with a
light reduction. «

425. Q.—How liyht is the second appli-

cation made?
.\.—Merely enough to stop the train.

426. Q.— Is the brake held on to the
stop ?

A.— It is with trains of 10 and 12 cars
or more, or if the train is on a descend-
ing grade at the time of the stop.

427. Q.—Why is the brake released
with moderate lengths of trains on a level

track, just before the train comes to a
stop ?

•^—To have the brake piston receding
mto the cylinders and the brake shoes
merely against the wheels as the train

comes to a stop.

428. Q.—For what purpose?
-^-—To produce a smooth stop which

may be done uith a low brake cylinder
pressure.

429. Q.—What is the disadvanta.ye of a
split reduction?

A.—It tends to lengthen the stop and
thus consume a little more time for the
stoj). I)ut it results in a smoother stop.

430. Q.—What is the disadvantage of a
very heavy im'tial reduction at moderate
rates of speed?

.^.— It sets up the retarding effect too
quickly and under certain conditions re-

sults in a shock to the train.

431. Q.—Would the brake valve ever
he moved to release position when run-
ning along the road ?

-^•—^'ot except in actual cases of brakes
sticking.

(To l>r amtiiuwd.)

Car Brake Inspection

(Continued from fo.vr 193, June. 1918.)

374. Q.—What should be the percent-
age of braking ratio on a passenger car?

-•'k—Ninety per cent based on a 24-lb.

drop in the pressure in the auxiliary

reservoir.

375. Q. - Is there anv time limit on
this?

.\.— It should be ohtained in 7 seconds
time during service operation.

376. Q —What should be the emerg-
ency braking ratio'

•A.—Not less than I.^O per cent.

^77. <J Is it possilile to obtain this

high enurijcncy braking ratio'

.\.—^Cs. with modern types of air

brake equipments.

378 Q —What percentage of braking

ratio is employed on freight cars?

A.—I'sually 60 per cent.
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3/9. Q.—What is it usually based

upon ?

A.—50 lbs. brake cylinder pressure.

380. Q.—What olinder pressure is

used for a base when tlie freight car is

braked at 70 per cent ?

A.—On 60 lbs. cylinder pressure.

381. Q.—Ordinarily the passenger car

braking ratio is based on a brake cylin-

der pressure, what is this pressure when

90 )>er cent is speciliAl?

.•\.

—

bO lbs. pressure.

38J. Q.— \\ here is the actual retardin.i;

force obtained when a brake shoe is ap-

plied to a revohing car wheel'

.\.—Between the wheel and the rail.

.583. Q.—How is this found?

.\.—By measuring the difference be-

tween the distance of two stops made

with maNimuni braking force, one with

the rail sanded and the other with the

rails lubricated.

384. Q.—What is this retardnig force

called

-

A.—The adhesion of the wheel to the

rail.

38.S. O.—How is this force calculated?

A.— l-r^m the weight pressing the

wheel against the rail.

386. (J.—How does this force vary?

A.—With the condition of the rail.

387. Q.—What is the actual force in

pounds of the adhesion of the wheel to

the rail
"

A.— l-'rom 15 to 30 per cent of the weight

pressing the wheel to the rail, the actual

amount deiiending upon the condition of

the rail.

38^;. O.—Explain this a trille more

fully.

A.—With a damp grea.sy rail the ad-

hesion of the wheel to the rail may be as

low as 15 per cent of the weight on the

wheel and with a dry or sanded raid it

may be as high as 30 per cent of the

weight.

389. Q.^What is the force derived

from pressing the brake slioe against the

wheel usually termed'

A.— Brake shoe friction.

390. Q.— Wliat is the force pre.^^nlg

the shoe against the wheel termed'

.\.— Brake shoe pressure.

391. Q.—What docs tlie brake shoe

pressure result in .'

.•\.— In develo|iing a certain force tend-

ing to check the rotation of the wheel

y)2. O.—What is this force called:-

A.—The coefticient of friction.

.393. Q. What is this force?

.A.— .\ cert.iin per cent of the pressure

forcing the shoe against the wdieel.

394. 0.--Ilow does this force vary'

.\.— Wilh the ipeed of the wdlcel, with

the force iiressing the shoe against ibe

wheel ami with the time the shoe is in

contact with the wheel.

395. Q.—What is (he simplest way to

measure this force?

.\.— By the imll in pounds on the brake

396. (J.—What are the names of these

two forces developed by the application

of a brake shoe to a revolving car wheel?

.\.—The coefficient of friction and the

coefticient of adhesion.

397. Q.—Do they work in harmony or

in opposition?

.\.—In opposition.

3''8. I.J.—In just what manner?
3.—The coefficient of friction is a force

teiiiling to check the rotation of tlie wheel

and the coefficient of adhesion is a force

tending to keep the wheel revolving.

3' 9. (J.— \\ luit haplieiis if the fncti. iii

lielwecn the wheel and the rail is in ex-

cess of the friction Ijetween the brake

shoe and the wheel?

.\.—The wheel keeps on revolving.

4..0. Q.—What happens if the friction

between the shoe and the wheel exceeds

the friction Iietweer the wheel and the

rail'

.\.—The rotation of the wheel is stopped

and the wheel slides along on the rail.

401. O.—How wide is the variation in

the coefficient of friction ?

.\. From 7; J per cent, at 60-mile per

hour speeds to as high as 35 or 40'^^ at

the stop or slow speed of the wdieel with

light cars or light-weight equipment, but

under modern conditions of high brake

shi,ie pressures the average coefficient of

brake shoe friction obtained is not over

10' i ; that is, of the force in pounds

jiressing the brake shoe against the

uheel.

402. Q.—What is the only possible way
that the coefficient of friction can increase

after the brake is ajiplied with full force'

.\.—Through a ilecrease in the speed

of the wdieel.

403. Q.—How can the frictional force

decrease, the speed of the wheel remain-

ing constant?

.•\.—By an increase of the force press-

in.g the shoe against the wheel or througli

the increase in the time the shoe is hold

against the wheel.

A(H. Q.— In what cpihcr way can it de-

crease?'

.\.—With an increase in tlie speed of

l!ie wheel.

405. Q.—By the coefficient of friction

decreasing with an increase in the force

pressing the shoe against the wheel, is it

meant that the frictional force is lower

for the higher pressure

-

.\.— No, the total ainoniil of friction is

greater for the higher shoe pressure luil

the coefficient r,f brake sb..e friction does

not increase in the same (iroiiortion with

the brake shoe pressure.

4<X). Q.—Why not"'

.\.—Principall.v because of the liigluT

ilegree of heat gener.ited with the higher

br.ake shoe pressure,

407. n.—Technically, wliat is the work

done by the brake in stopjiing a train of

c.irs transformed into?

A.— Heat.

the results out in round numbers so that

no more than a mental calculation will be

involved, let us assume that a car weighs

88,888 lbs., resting on two four-wheel

trucks and we wish to design a brake

leverage to develop 90% braking ratio

for service operation, what will be the

braking force required for the car?

A.—90"r of 88,888 lbs., or 80,000 lbs.,

wdien full service brake cylinder pressure

is attained.

409. (J-—Assuming then that a 14-inch

brake cylinder is to be used and that it

will develop an even 10.000 lbs. pressure

on the lirake piston, what will be the total

leverage ratio :'

.\.— Might to one.

410. O.—Why'
.\.—Because the total pressure on the

brake piston is multiidied 8 times to de-

velop the Ijrake shoe pressure necessary

for full service braking power.

411. Q.—Assuming then that we have

live truck levers 24 inches long, the dis-

tance from the force applied point to the

fulcrum being 24 inches and the distance

from the fulcrum to the beam connection

being 6 inches and it is a lever of the

second class, what is the proportion of

the lever ?

A.—Four to one.

412. Q.— If 5.000 lbs. pressure was then

delivered to the force applied end of the

live truck lexer, how much pressure

would be developed on the brake beam ?

A.—20.000 lbs.

413. Q.—Why?
.A.—Because the proportion of the lever

has multiplied the force delivered by four.

414. Q.— If the cylinder lever then is 24

inches long, also the piston lever and the

connecting rod between the levers is ex-

actly in the middle of the levers, or if the

distance Ironi the force applied point to

the fulcrum is the same as the distance

from the fulcrum to the pull rod, how
much force will lie developed on the

pul rod '

A.— 10.000 lbs.

(.To hr contiuiici.)

Government Warns Thieves.

The projierty protection section of the

Railroad .Administration has prepared a

large poster to acKise all concerned of

the heavy penalties provided under the

laws of the I'liited .States for stealing

from, or tamiierlng with railroad property.

It is belie\e(l that the dissemination of

this inf(jrmation will form a powerful de-

terrent iiidnence to wrongdoers. The

government shows that it means business

by promising a \igorous prosecution of

those to whom the crime can be brought

home, and also searching investi.gation of

suspected cases. The government is right.

Tr.-insportalion is a vital tjiin.g now-a-

(lays, and any liam])erin.g of the shipments

authorized by the Director General, is a

form of impeding rightful n.itional activ-
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Second Triennial Convention of the Brotherhood of

Locomotive Engineers

The delegates to the second triennial

convention of the B. of L. E. assembled

in Cleveland, Ohio, for business not long

ago and continued in session over two

weeks. The convention was in many
v.'ays remarkable, both in attendance and

enthusiasm. Nearly 400 were present and

the hospitality of the citizens of Cleve-

land was unbounded towards the visiting

delegations. The Women's Auxiliary

closed the convention some days earlier,

but many of their members remained until

the clbse of the Brotherhood convention.

Grand Chief Warren S. Stone presided

during the meetings, and in his recom-

mendations advised conservation and

thought in whatever legislation may be

needed, and his ' lucid portrait of the

eight-hour law contest and other move-

ments of much importance since the 1915

convention met with the hearty approval

of the delegates present.

A letter was received from President

Wilson expressing his regret at his in-

ability to visit the convention, and also

expressing his very great confidence in

the patriotism, as well as the capacity,

ol the locomotive engineers of the coun-

try.

Mr. Timothy Shea, acting president of

the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen,

was present by invitation and made an

eloquent and forceful address, in the

course of which he paid a very high

compliment to the executive officers of

the two organizations, stating that since

the adoption of the Chicago joint agree-

ment five years ago, the chief executives,

Mr. Stone and Mr. Carter, ruled upon
several hundred cases that were referred

to them, and the most remarkable fact

in connection with the entire situation is

this, that not once have they failed to

agree.

On Sunday, May 12, a non-sectarian

public service was held in the B. of L. E.

-Auditorium, to which all were invited.

.\ddresses were made by Grand Chief

Stone, Mr. Fred Bauman of the Cleve-

land Twist Drill Company, and Mr.
Homer Rodeheaver, "Billy" Sunday's
choir leader. The services closed by the

congregation singing, "The Star-Spangled
Banner." .At a s ibsequent service in the

afternoon. First Grand Engineer W. B.

Prenter spoke feelingly on the fact that

since the last convention this nation, to

which we owe our allegiance, has been
swept into the whirlpool of conflict and
strife in which practically the whole civi-

lized world is now engaged, and we, as

citizens of this nation, have been trying
to do what is commonly expressed "our
bit." It was fitting, therefore, Mr. Pren-

ter said, tliat we should pause from the

many activities of our convention and

take this opportunity of expressing our

loyalty and our fealty to our country.

On April 15, 572 of the members were

on the field of Flanders, and of that

number 23 are now in their last rest-

ing place.

Mr. Stone also addressed the meetings,

and in referring to the work of the

Brotherhood he stated that the locomo-

tive engineers were vitally interested in

winning the war. When they talked about

an increase in wages last winter, Mr.

Stone said he told them first of all to

decide whether we are going to have a

country to railroad in or not, and then

we will talk about wages later on. We
have put all of our money that we could

into bonds. We are all trying to help

our Government, and doing with a heart

full of gladness all that it is possible

that we are able to. When the victorious

soldiers come back they are coming back

to a new world under new conditions,

with a broader grasp of the many great

problems that confront humanity than

they ever had before. They are not going

to be content to sit down in a little iso-

lated spot here and be content with only

a small share of their earnings. They
are going to have more to say than ever

before as to how this country of ours

shall be managed and run. They are go-

ing to have their part in the progress of

the world, and it is going to be a govern-

ment of the people, by the people, and
for the people, in which labor will have
a prominent part.

In closing our report it may be said

briefly that during the many days that

the convention was in session, and the

many social functions attendant upon the

occasion, the spirit of patriotic fervor was
of the highest and best. The business

transacted was not conspicuously put for-

ward, as may be expected, the great bulk

of the routine w'ork being done by special

committees, and as is well known, this

work goes on continually, so that there

is no congestion of unsettled questions

coming before the convention. This
naturally induces a greater degree of

harmony, and the proceedings as far as

we were able to judge, took more the

form of a series of ratification meetings,

so that the convention altogether was,

perhaps, the most harmonious that has

yet been held. To this admirable end,

Mr. Stone contributed largely by his mas-
terly method of presiding over the delib-

erations of the delegates. .\s may be ex-

pected, his re-election to the office of

president was a foregone conclusion, and

the future work of the Brotherhood dur-

ing the great national crisis in which we
are involved may be confidently looked

upon as calculated to contribute in no
small degree to the goo<l name of the

worthy organization and the maintenance
of the (jovcrnment under wliich we live.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

The Kailroad .Administration has au-

thorized the Traveling Engineers' As-
sociation to hold the next convention at

Chicago, 111., commencing September 10,

1918, and the following are the subjects

to be discussed:

Fuel Economy under the following

heads
: ( 1 ) Value of present draft ap-

Iiliances ; can they be improved to effect

fuel economy? (2) Best practice for

handling locomotives at terminals to re-

duce coal consumption. (3) How can
engincmen and firemen effect the greatest

saving of fuel when locomotives are in

their charge? (4) Whether it is most
economical to buy cheap fuel, at a low
heat value or a higher priced fuel at a

greater heat value. (5) The most eco-

nomical method of weighing fuel when
delivered to locomotives, in order that

individual records of coal used by engine-

men and firemen may be kept. (6) Su-

perheat applied to locomotive as affect-

ing coal consumption.

Engine Failures—causes and remedies,

best methods of investigating same, and
placing responsibility. The use of super-

heat steam in slide valve engines. Drift-

ing, relief and by-pass valves or the

absence of any one or all on superheat

locomotives equipped with piston valves.

Cab and cab fittings on modern locomo-

tives, from the viewpoint of the engine-

man. How can the traveling engineer

and general air brake inspector best co-

operate to improve and maintain the air

brake service? There will be some op-

portunity afforded for taking up such

other matters as may be .considered of

interest.

Fire Lighters.

Experiments in London, England, on

the suliject of fire lighters has resulted in

the approval of using Ine parts of resin

and two parts of paraffin, being melted

together and poured over four parts of

wood chips, shavings, or sawdust. Four

parts 111 coal dust are then added, the

composition, after being well mixed,

being poured into moulds. The moulds

are shaped so as to form several

briquettes joined together at their bases,

but cariable of easy separation.
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Electrical Department
ConvtTlinsr of Alternating Current Into Direct Current—The Torque of a Motor

In miiiiy instances which we might give,

direct current is required where only

alternating current power is available.

It is therefore necessary to convert the

alternatinij current into direct current.

This can be accomplished by three dif-

ferent methods: U) By the use of the

motor generator .-et. (2) By the use of

the rotary converter or synchronous con-

verter. ( 3 ) By the mercuo' rectifier. By

each of the above-mentioned methods,

direct current is obtained, but the opera-

tion in each case is different. Each

method will be considered in detail.

The motor generator consists of two in-

dependent machines connected together

on a common shaft. The motor which

does the driving is an alternating cur-

rent motor and may be of the induction

or synchronous type. It is connected to

the .\. C. power supply. The generator

supplying the direct current is a machine

of the D. C. generator type and is en-

tirely independent of the motor. There

are no electrical connections whatever

between the two machines and the rela-

tion is purely mechanical; the motor in-

stead of driving the generator by a belt

is direct connected to it by a coupler.

Both machines are mounted on a common

bed-plate and both machines form a con-

venient unit, which economizes floor

space.

The rotary converter is diflterent from

the motor generator set in that the two

ARMATURE WINOIHO

on the armature is a closed windmg, as

illustrated by Fig. 2, and each ring is

tapped in to this winding, separated so

they are 120 degs. apart. Connections are

brought out from this winding to the

commutator exactly the same as in the

case of a D. C. generator. The fields,

as will be seen in Fig. L are e.xcited

!•:, . CIKCi;iT.S ASlt WINDING.

parts, that i;, the motor and the gen-

erator, are embodied in one machine. In

fact, there is 'nly one rotor and one

winding for both the .\. C. and D. C

sides. The machine is a rotating one as

is the mo;..r generator -ct. The motor

side of the machine is a synchrot'.mis

motor whic!; run^ at constant speed under

all loads, keeping in step with the clertnc

generator at the power house. The ar-

rangement of th'- circuits and windings.

e>.; .
;- -Iv.wn in I-i'^. 1. This diayram-

rr.atic sketch shows the one armat'ire

•,vith a dirert current commutator on one

f-nd and shp-rings on the other end. Fig.

I =»i^,.,-i '.,,.... the ilip-rings are connected

.i! ir. winding The winding
2 shr

Fir,. 2. SLIP RINGS AND ARM.\TURE
WINDING.

or receive the current for their excita-

tion from the direct current side. The

alternating current voltage which for 600

volts supply on the D. C. side, is approxi-

mately 400 volts, is applied through the

collector rings to the armature winding.

The rotary then starts running, it comes

up to speed and then operates as a syn-

chronous motor. At the same time, on

account of the rotation of the armature,

the windings or conductors are cutting

the lines of force from the fields which

are placed around the frame. This volt-

age is commutated by means of the com-

mutator and direct current is taken off by

means of the carbon brushes. As ex-

plained before there is but one winding

on the armature connected to both the

commutator and the collector ring.

.\nalysis of the floor currents in the ar-

mature winding shows that part of the

current passes from the collector rings

directly through the winding to the com-

mutator and flows through but a part of

the winding. A rotary converter has a

certain apjiroximate ratio between the

alternating voltage applied and the direct

current voltage delivered. The ratio

differs slightly depending on the winding

arrangement of the rotary and is either

().(A5 or 0.707. That is, as>uming that

the D. C. voltage to be 1.0 and the A. C.

voltage to be .615 or 0.707.

The mercury rectifier works on an en-

tirely different principle than either of the

,il,()%c-named two pieces of apparatus. It

is a stationar\- piece of apparatus and has

r.r rotating parts. Moreover, it is a true

rcctinfr. It acts as a switch, opening and

closing alternate paths in such a manner

that the two halves of the alternating

current waves are trancsformed into "uni-

directional" waves without practically any

loss, and thus the efliciency is extremely

high. While commercially the mercury

rectifier has not been built in large sizes

like the rotary converter and the motor

generator set, still it is used very exten-

sively for small circuits especially for the

charging of batteries. Large experi-

mental mercury rectifiers have been de-

signed using iron tanks. The small com-

mercial rectifier consists of a hermetic-

ally sealed glass bulb rilled with mercury

vapor and provided with four electrodes.

The arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The

two upper electrodes are of graphite or

other suitable material and the two low-

er are of mercury. The graphite elec-

trodes are called the Anodes ; the main

mercury electrode is called the cathode,

and the small one is the supplementary

starting electrode. The rectifier stands in

the upright position as shown in the

sketch, and the mercury pool at the

cathode is of such a depth that the two

lower electrodes are not in contact when

the bulb is vertical. The bulb, however,

is so mounted that it can be tilted to

bring the two pools of mercury tempo-

rarily in contact for starting.

The entire bulb contains litiuid mercury

CATHODE
MERCURY

FIG. SI.CTION OF THE MERCfKV
VAl'OK RF.CTIFIKR.

and the vapor of mercury which like

many other metal vapors is an electrical

conductor under some conditions. This

vapor surrounds the anodes and has the

property such that an electric current

can pass from either of the solid elec-

trodes to the mercury vapor and from it

to the mercury electrode, but the current
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cannot flow in the reverse direction, that

is, it cannot pass from the mercury to

the vapor and on to the anodes. This

impossibility of flow in the reverse di-

rection just mentioned is due to the high

resistance at the surface of the mercury.

The alternating current supply circuit is

connected to the two anodes as shown in

the diagram and as the anodes will allow

current to flow only in one direction, the

pulsations of the current pass alternately

from first one and then the other of the

anodes into the mercury. As these currents

cannot pass back to the anodes, they must

all pass out in one direction and that is

through the mercury electrode, from

which they emerge as a uni-dircctional

current. This action can be compared

to that of a check valve. The anode of

a rectifier is practically a check valve per-

mitting current to pass into the mercury

vapor but preventing it from passing out.

This action of the mercury rectifier will

be better understood by referring to the

diagrams. Fig. 4. Alternating current, as

we know, varies from zero to maximum
and back to zero; reverses to negative

maximum and back to zero, and this can

be illustrated graphically by the wave
forms Fig. 4a. We have shown that

current can only pass from the anode to

the mercury and taking anode (x) Fig.

3, the current shown in Fig. 4a cannot

all pass from this anode, but only the

current above the zero line, so that the

CURRENT FROM
ANODE X

RESULTING RECTIFIED
CURRENT IN LEAD Z

FIG. 4. DI.\GRAM OF MERCURY V.VPOR
RECTIFIC.\TION.

current flowing from the anode ix) to

the cathode is shown by Fig. 4b.

Tlie positive current passes from anode
X to the mercury, but cannot pass
through the vapor to anode V. The
negative current passes from anode Y to

the mercury, but like the positive current,

it cannot pass through vapor to anode
X. Thus the flow of this current is

from anode Y to the mercury and out

of the cathode lead in the same direc-

tion as the current from the anode X.

Therefore in reality the current is trans-

posed above the zero line and the cur-

rent flowing from anode Y is shown in

4 C. It is practically a direct current,

slightly fluctuating. By means of a react-

FIG. 5. m,\(;R.\M OF CONNECTIONS
FOR B.\TTERV CH.^RGING.

atice connected in the outside circuit, the

currents 4b and 4c are so changed that

they overlap and there is resulting current

shown by Fig. 4d. The pulsations are

very slight and a comparatively smooth
direct current is obtained. .\ complete

circuit of a mercury rectifier is shown by
Fig. 5. A transformer as noted is used

to give the proper voltage.

Before the rectifier begins to "rectify"

the alternating current there is a high re-

sistance at the surface of the mercury
which must be broken down so that the

current can pass. This surface resist-

ance is called the cathode resistance and
acts like an insulating film over the en-

tire surface of the mercury. The film

must be punctured before any current

can pass. When once started, the current

will continue to flow, meeting with prac-

tically no resistance as long as the cur-

rent is uninterrupted. Any interruption

of the current, however, even for the

smallest fraction of a second of time, per-

mits the cathode resistance to re-establish

itself which stops the operation of the

l)ulb.

This resistance is overcome by tilting

the bull) so that tlie mercury connects the

cathode and tlie starting anode together.

Current then passes between these two
terminals and when the bulb is returned

again to its vertical position, the connec-

tion of the mercury is broken, resulting

in a spark which breaks down or punc-

tures this film and the rectifier begins to

operate.

Dunainis, power) is a machine for con-

verting mechanical energy into electrical.

The word motor (from the Latin, motere,

to move, is generally understood to signify

a machine which is used to change elec-

trical energy into a mechanical form.

Dynamos are generally divided into two

classes, according to the current used.

One is a direct-current dynamo, and the

other is an alternating-current machine,

or an alternator.

The direct current does not reverse,

but the alternating current periodically

reverses and flows in a series of pulsa-

tions, first one way and then the other.

The number of these reverses per second

is dependent on the number of poles which

the machine has, and on the speed of

rotation.

A direct current dynamo has its arma-

ture usually made by a series of conductor

wires placed on the surface of a cylindri-

cal casting or drum. The conductor wires

are parallel to the axis of the drum. The
cylindrical casting is mounted on a shaft,

with bearings at each end and can be

roiated. The conductor wires of the

armature do not touch the poles, though

in rotating, they pass close to them. Any
even number of poles or electro-magnets

(which they are) may be used, according

to the si/e of the dynamo.

The torque of a motor (derived from the

Latin toniuerc, to twist) is in mechanics

the turning moment necessary to make the

armature of a machine turn on its axis.

Torque is usually expressed in foot-

pounds and is the turning moment of a

circle one foot radius, or two feet dia-

meter. The circumference of a circle 2 ft.

(liaimti-r is 6.2832 ft. The formula for

the torijue is

ll.P.X 33.000 5,252 II. P.

iTrXK.P.M. R.P.M.

dividing 33,000 by 2tt or 6.2832 gives 5,252.

Since one H.P. is equal to 746 Watts

it follows that W or the Watts used in

the c(|uation gives

5,252 X W 7.04 W

746 R.P.M. R.P.M.

so that 7.04 times the Walts, divided by

the rev olutions per minute ( R.P.M.) gives

the tciroue of the motor.

The Torque of a Motor.
.\ (iynanio-clectric machine, usually

called a dynamo (from the Greek

Electric Coaling Plant.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has awarded

a contract to the Roberts & Schaefer

Company, engineers and contractors,

Chicago, for the installation of a 300-ton,

two-track, automatic electric, reinforced

concrete locomotive coaling plant and

two separate "RandS" gravity sand

plants of concrete construction for in-

stallation at Kane. Pa. .\ contract has

also been given to the same company for

the construction of a concrete 100-ton

coaliiig plant at Rainey Junction, Pa.
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Correspondence
Standard Type of British Locomotive

in France.

l!v R. W. A. Sai.tkr, London', England.

The Rritisli Ministry of Munitions has

decided on the type of locomotive shown

in our illustration, the first of a series of

standard 2-8-0 locomotives, and are now
being built at the Gaston shops of the

more or less of a temporary quality of

construction throughout the wide war

region.

Day Coach Turned Into a Sleeper.

1^ I". KiwKv. Salt Lake Citv, L'tah.

A iU'\i(c fur fransfiirniins a day

lach iiitii a sK'ciitT for military transport

have seen the device demonstrated are

i'i the opinion that it is likely to prove

of particular value in relieving the heavy

transportation demands on the Standard

Pullman. The main parts being con-

structed of ordinary iron tubing, the cost

is insignificant compared with the sleep-

ing car equipment generally in use.

iRlTlSH T\1'E OF LOCOMOTIVrC IN SERNTCI".

AND FR.\NCE.
RKAT BRITAIN'

t^ircat Central Railway of England. This

type of locomotive has already done un-

usually good service in France, and in ad-

dition to an extensive government order,

no fewer than 335 of them have been

ordered from various corporations. The

boiler, ? ft. 6 in. in diameter, has a bar-

rel 15 ft. long. It is fitted with a Robin-

son superheater having 28 short return

loop elements with anti-carbonizing steam

circulation through the superheater, steam

chests and cylinders ; with pressure re-

lease annular valves on the piston valve

heads ; and with an Intensifore forced

sight feed lubricator for the steam cliests

and cylinders. The leading pony truck

has 6 in. total cross travel which, in con-

junction with thin ilanges on the inter-

mediate and driving wheels, enables the

locomotive to operate round sharp curves.

in addition to having a steam brake on

all the coupled wheels as well as on those

of the tender, the vacuum ejector and

train heating cock are lifted together with

llie necessary pipes to enable passenger

cars to be worked if required. The ten-

der carries 4,(K)0 imperial gallons of water

and 6 tons of coal, and is fitted with water

pick-up apparatus. Other particulars are

as follows :

Cylinders, two. 21 ins. dia.. 26 ins. stroke,

Inbes. superheater element^. 2S, dia. 1 v;

ins. out; fire lubes, 28. dia. .^!4 ins. outs;

fire lubes 116, dia. 2% ins. outs. Heating

surface, superheater elements 308 sq. ft.;

fire tubes 1,641 sq. ft.; firebox 174 sq. ft;

total 2,12,3 sq. ft. .\rca of firegrate, 26

sq. ft.

Frnm the latest accounts it appears that

this type of Incnmolivc is likely to become

Maiiil.ird. at least during the war activi-

ties. a~ II iHisscsMs many qualities that arc

ailinir..l.l\ arlaptcd Jor the roads that arc

service has been invented by Mr. J. H.

Covington, of Salt Lake City, who has

nffered it to the government as an aid in

tlie movement of troops during the war.

The ready adaptability of the appliance

has lieen demonstrated on the Oregon

Sliiu't Line, and orders liave been placed

for a number of cars to be equipped

«itli the de\ice on that road. The in-

Miitioii. as shnwn in the accompanying

illustratinii, ccuisists of a series of steel

standards .•ind frames adjustable to the

Pneumatic Press for Straightening

Steel Sheets.

Bv A. C. Ci.AKK, Pittsburgh, Pa.

The accompanying drawing shows an

elevation view of a pneumatic press for

-traightening steel sheets for steel cars,

tanks, tenders, boilers and other appli-

ances requiring straight sheets. It is con-

ceded to be the best of its kind in use,

and quite a number are already on the

Pennsylvania and other railroads. In

way of construction, it rests on four con-

crete piers, and on each pier is a l^-in.

plate, 16"/2 ins. by 17 ins., on top of which

the cross channels, 12 ins.—20;,<2 lbs. per

ft. rest; also 8 in.-ll'^ lbs. per ft. ver-

tical channels. 4 ins. by 4 ins. angles and

4 ins. by 6 ins. angles. Two 1-in. bolts

2 ft. long are introduced in each iiier, as

is also the long plate 1 in. by .5 ins. by 17

ills., which is all

the upper ends

the ,'4-in. plate

angle jilate.

The 12 in.-,

uliich there an

ive the heads of the holts,

if the holts iiass through

and the 4 ins. by 6 ins.

horizontal channels, of

four. 10 ft. 10 ins. long.
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Directly outside of each of the 12 ins.- The Director General Speaks.

12J4 Ihs. per ft. horizontal channels is a A comprehensive statement of policy

fii-iii. plate. 20 ins. wide and 24 ins. in was recently made public by the Director

DETAILS OF PNEUMATIC PRESS FOR STRAIGIITEMNG STEEL SHEETS.

height, which is riveted to these hori-

zontally, and also to the upright channels

as shown. Each pair of upright channels

are rigidly 'latticed together by >i-in.

plates, and which are further strength-

ened at the top by ^-in. by 2 ins. pieces

as shown. The cylinder is 30 ins. in

diameter, with S'/i ins. piston rod. The
cyhnder is held up to four top channels

by four l]4-'m. bolts, the plates being on

the top of the channels. Air pipes are

shown for raising and lowering the pis-

ton, and tlie exhaust pipe is also shown.

The block on the piston rod is 7 ins. by

15 ins. by 12 ins., and is of cast iron.

All rivets are 5^ in. in diameter. The
operating valve is attached to the ad-

mission pipe and, although not shown in

the drawing, its location can be readily

made at any suitable height.

The general dimensions of the press are

11 ft. 2 ins. between the centers of the

piers in front, and 3 ft. 3J^ ins. on the

sides. The width across the top of the

press is 4 ft. Tyi ins., and the height

from the ground line, 11 ft.

It will be understood that there are

four piers, the distances between wliich

we have already mentioned, and it may
be added that each pair of upright chan-

nels are rigidly latticed together by 'A-

in. by 2 in. plates. There are eit;ht of

these plates, and the uprights are further

strengthened at the top by additional

f^-in. by 2 ins. pieces.

General. He declared the railroad ad-

ministration's aims in order of impor-

tance are to win the war by moving

troops and war material promptly, to give

efficient service to the public, to promote

sympathy and understanding among the

railroad managements, employes and

patrons and to apply sound business

policies to railway operation.

"The policy of the United States rail-

read administration has been shaped by

a desire to accomplish the following pur-

poses, which are named in the order of

their importance

:

"First, the winning of the war, which

iiicludcs tlie prompt movement of the men
and material that the Government re-

quires.

"Second, the service of the public,

which is the purpose for which the rail-

ways were built and given the privileges

accorded them. This implies the main-

tenance and improvements of railroad

properties so that adequate transportation

facilities will be provided at the lowest

cost.

"Third, the promotion of a better un-

derstanding as between the administration

oi the railways and their two million em-

ployes, as well as their one hundred

million patrons. Transportation has be-

come a prime and universal necessity of

civilized existence.

"Fourth, the application of sound

economies, including : The elimination of

superfluous expenditures. The payment
of a fair and living wage for services

rendered and a j[ust and prompt com-
pensation for injuries received. The
purchase of material and equipment at

the lowest prices consistent with a rea-

sonable profit to the producer. The
adoption of standardized equipment and
the introduction of approved devices that

will save life and labor. The routing of

freight and passenger traffic with due re-

gard to the fact that a straight line is the

shortest distance between two points.

The intensive employment of all equip-

ment and a careful record and scientific

study of the results obtained, with a

view to determining the comparative effi-

ciency secured.

"The development of this policy will,

of course, require time. The task is an
immense one. It is as yet too early to

judge of the results obtained, but the

Director General believes that progress

has been made toward the goal. The
official government staff, the officers and
employes of the railways, have shown
intelligence, public spirit, loyalty and en-

thusiasm in dealing with problems that

have already been solved and in attacking

those that still await solution.

Inspector o£ Motive Power

The I'nited States Civil Service Com-
mission announces an open competitive

examination for senior inspector of mo-
tive power for men only, between the

ages of 25 and 60. It is desired to secure

a list of eligibles having several years

of practical experience in locomotive con-

struction and repair shops in locomotive

operation, and in cost estimating of lo-

comotive construction and repairs. .'\p-

plicants should apply by July 16, for Form
1,312, stating the title of the examina-

tion desired, to the Civil Service Com-
mission, Washington, D. C.

Economizing in Brass.

The Bureau of Mines announced the

perfection of a type of electric melting

furnace that may be revolutionary in the

making of brass. Patents on this furnace.

known as the Rocking electric furnace,

have been taken out by the bureau and

have been assigned to Secretary of the

Interior Lane as trustee. The licenses to

operate these furnaces under the patents,

it is understood, can be obtained by mak-

ing application through Van H. Manning,

Director of the Bureau of Mines.

The Central of Georgia is to install an

electric interlocking at Boundary street,

adjacent to the Union passenger station

at Macon. Ga. This station is used by

the Central of Georgia, the Southern and

the Georgia Southern & Florida. The

macliinc will have 85 working levers.

The c iiitract has been given to the Gen-

eral Rail-.vay Signal Company.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. Zack Burrell has been appointed

assistant master mechanic of the Oregon

Short Line, with office at Salt Lake City,

Utah.

Mr. J. S. Allen has been appointed

general foreman of the locomotive erect-

ing shop of the Canadian Pacific at North

Hay, Ont.

Mr. C". M. Rogers has been appointed

supervisor of stationary plants of the

C'hicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with

headquarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. A. B. Clark, formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago Great Western

at Oelwein, Iowa, has been appointed

master mechanic at Des Moines, Iowa.

Mr. Frank Dice has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Santa Fe,

with ol'lice at Cluvis. N. M., succeeding

.Mr. Harry Blake, transferred to Topcka,

Kans.

Mr. L. (i. I'laisted has been appointed

general fnreman of the Ko,k Island, with

offici- at Sayre, Okla.. and Mr. .S. E. Jones

has been appointed erecting foreman at

.<hauiiee. Okla.

Mr. l-'Iliott Sunitncr, lornicrly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Centr.il

division of the Pennsylvania, has been

appointed su|)erintendent of motive power

of the New jersey division.

Mr. C. W. Matthews has been ap-

pointed master niecbanic of the Cincin-

nati terminals at Kentucky division ni

the Louisville & Nashville, with office ai

Central Covington Shops, K\'.

.Mr. Harry Beck has been appointed

division foreman of the .'>anla I'c. u)i;i

office at San Marcial, N. M., and Mr. W
II. Dillon has been appointed roundlionse

foreman at .Mbuquerque. .\'. .M.

Mr. J. M. Davis, formerly general fore-

M'an of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient

a Wichita, Kans., has been appointed to

a similar position on the Colorado South-

ern, with office at Denver, Colo.

Mr. W. N. .Alexander, formerly yard

foreman for the Chicago Crcat Western

at Council Bluffs, Iowa, has been ap-

[Fointed traveling electrical inspector,

with headquarters at Oelwein, Iowa.

Mr. W. Wells, formerly district master

mechanic of the Canadian Pacific, with

'ifficc at .Schreiber, Out . has been trans

ferred to a similar position on the Farn-

ham division of the Quebec district.

Mr. C. \V^ Culver, formerly general

foreman of the Central of New Jersey,

has been appointed assistant master me-

chanic ol the Lehiiih ancl Sustiuehanna

division, with office at Mauch Chunk, Pa

Mr. A. R. Kipp. formerly mechanical

superintendent of the Chicago division

of the Minneapolis, St Paul & Sault Sle

Marie, with office at Fond du Lac, Wis.,

has been transferred to Minneapolis,

Minn.

-Mr. James S. Mustis, president of the

Boston & Maine, has been appointed dis-

trict director of the United States Rail-

road .\dmiuistration, in charge of New
l-.ngland Railroads, with headquarters at

I'M.stnii. Mass.

Mr. K. P. Pfahler, formerly master

mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio, with

office at Cumberland, Md., has been ap-

pc'inted mechanical engineer of the loco-

motive section. United States Railroad

.Administration.

Mr. Percy R. Todd, president of the

Bangor & .Aroostook, has been appointed

assistant to district director of the United

States Railmad .Administration, and geii-

i-:: isn.\ i.f.i-:

e>"al manager ol the Bangor & .Aroostook,

u ith office at Bangor, Mg.

.Mr. John \'ass, formerly road foreman

111 vngincs of the Grand Trunk, at Battle

Creek, Mich., has been appointed assis-

tant master mechanic of the Ontario

lines, with office at Allandale, Ont., suc-

ceeding Mr. J. R. Donnelly.

Mr. F. W. I'ritchey, formerly of the

Division of Locomotive Inspection, Inter-

state Commerce Commission, District IS,

has been appointed superintendent of

shops of the Wheeling & Lake Eric, witli

headquarters at Brewster, Ohio.

Mr. H. M. Oakcs. formerly master

mechanic of the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas at Parsons, Kans.. has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Chicago

Great Western, with office at Oelwein.

Iowa, succeeding Mr. .\. B. Clark.

Mr. C. B. Mottice has been appointed

ifiundhouse foreman of the Kanawha &
Michigan, at Dickinson, W. Va., and Mr.

\V. S. Straw has been appointed night

foreman at the same point, and Mr. John
Smith has been appointed traveling fore-

man, succeeding Mr. Mottice.

Mr. Ross .Anderson has been placed in

charge of the new accessory plant of the

-American Locomotive Company, at Rich-

mond, Va. The new plant is chieHy

adapted for the production of piston

valves, flexible stayliolts, valve gears, and

other of the lighter parts of locomotive

equipment.

Mr. B. J. Bonner, formerly road fore-

man of equipment of the Chicago, Rock

Island and Pacific, with headquarters at

Herington, Kans., has been appointed

supervisor of fuel economy of the East

Iowa, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota di-

visions, with headquarters at Cedar Rap-

ids, Iowa.

Mr. F. Connolly, formerly supervisor

111 fuel economy of the St. Louis, Kaasas

City Terminal, Kansas and El Paso di-

visions of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Herington,

Kans., has now also charge of the Kansas

and El Paso divisions, with the same

headquarters.

.Mr. H. MacFarland, formerly engineer

of tests of the Santa Fe, and Mr. G. M.

1 'avidson, formerly chemist and engineer

111 tests of the Chicago & North Western,

have been appointed members of the in-

spection and test section of the United

States Railroad .\dministration fur the

western railroad region.

Mr. W. S. Jackson, formerly master

mechanic of the Erie, at Marion, Ohio,

lias been appointed mechanical suiierin-

tendent with offices at New York, suc-

ceeding Mr. 1-". .S. I'itzsimmons, resigned

and Mr. R. \'. Blocker, formerly general

foreman at lluntington, Ind., has been

appointed iii,i-.ter mechanic, succeeding

Mr. Jackson.

Mr. W. M. Punter has been appointed

signal engimer of the Canadian Northern

eastern linc<, with head(piarters a Toron-

to, Out., and Mr. W. .Adams has been

appointed signal inspector at Port .Ar-

thur, succeeding Mr. H. E. McDonald,

transferred to the Duluth, Winniiieg &
Pacific, and Mr. J. J. Crowe has been ap-

pointed acting signal inspector at Ed-

monton, .Alb.

Mr. Ral|ih Peters, president of the

Long Island, has been appointed I'^ederal

manager of the mad, with office at New
^'ork. Mr. I'eters entered railway ser-

vice in 1872. and has held many positions,

chiefly in the nperating departments of

the Southern and Mississippi Valley

Railroads. In 1905 he was appointed

president of the Long Island Railroad

and allied companies.

Mr. Eugene McAuliffe, president of the
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Union ColliiTV Company, and formerly

general coal agent of the Frisco Lines,

has been appointed manager of the Fuel

Conservation Section, Division of Trans-

portation, of the United States Railroad

Administration, and Major E. C. Schmidt

has been appointed assistant to Mr.

McAuliflfe, who will have offices at

Washington, D. C, and St. Louis, Mo
Mr. Edward J. Pearson, formerly pres-

ident of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, has been appointed Federal

manager of the road. Mr. Pearson is

among the leading railroad engineers of

our time, having had e.xtensive experi-

ence in almost every department of rail-

road en.gineering, particularly in the West

and Middle West. He is a graduate of

the engineering department of Cornel!

University, and in 1880 entered railway

service on the Missouri Pacific.

Mr. A. J. Stone, formerly general man-

ager of the Erie, has been appointed

Federal manager of the same road. Mr.

Stone was educated at the Elmira Busi-

ness College, at Elmira, N. Y., and en-

tered railway service on the New ^'l>rk,

Lake Erie & Western in 1888, since

which time he has been with that road

and its successor, the Erie, passing

through many positions, chiefly in the

operating department. He was appointed

general manager in 1913, which position

he held until his appointment as noted

above.

Mr. F'rank B. Clifton, formerly division

electrician of the Kansas division of the

Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been

appointed division electrician of the

Iowa and Des Moines Valley division,

with headquarters at Valley Junction,

Iowa ; and Mr. Roy Smith, formerly di-

vision electrician of the Iowa and Des

Moines Valley division, has been ap-

pointed division electrician of the Illinois

division, with headquarters at Rock

Island, 111., and Mr. Don Baird, formerly

electrician at Huntington, Kans., has

been appointed division electrician of the

Kansas division, with headquarters at

Huntington, Kans.

Mr. b'.Iisha Lee has assumed his

new duties as F'ederal manager of the

Pennsylvania Railroad and its directly

operated eastern lines, including the

Pennsylvania Railroad Lines East, the

West Jersey & Seashore Railroad, and

the New York, Philadelphia and Norfolk

Railroad. Mr. Lee states that it is his

intention to disturb as little as possible

the present organizations of the various

departments, in order that the advantages

arising from the long-established rela-

tions of the officers and employees shall

be preserved. It should be borne in mind
that all are directly in the service of the

Government, and that the work, tlioush

free from the hardships and dangers that

the soldiers and sailors must face, is no

less necessary for the welfare of the

country and for victory in this war.

Mr. K. W. Smith, formerly master

mechanic of the Philadelphia division of

the Pemisylvania, with office at Harris-

burg, Pa., has been appointed superin-

tendent of motive power of the Central

division, with office at Williamsport, Pa.

Mr. Smith is a graduate of the Virginia

W.\LTER V. TURNER.

Polytechnic Institute, and entered the

service of the Pennsylvania as a special

apprentice in 1906. His promotion was
rapid, successively filling nearly every

position in the motive power department,

among others from 1913 to 1916 he was
assistant master mechanic at the Altoona

machine shops, from which position he

SI K.rilEX C. M.\SOX.

was appointed assistant engineer of

motive power in the office of the general

superintendent of motive power at Al-

toona. In 1917 he was appointed master

mechanic of the Philadelphia division,

which position he held until his recent

appointment as noted.

Mr. D. !•'. Crawford has been elected

vice-president of the Locomotive Stoker

Company, with headquarters at Pittsburg,

Pa. Mr. Crawford entered railway ser-

vice on the Pennsylvania in 1882, and
continued in the service of the company,
and filled many positions, chiefly in the

mechanical department, and in 1903 was
appointed general superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania Lines

west of Pittsburgh. In 1917 he was pro-

moted to general manager of the Lines
West. Mr. Crawford was president of

the Master Mechanics Association in

1913. and in 1915 he was president of

the Master Car Builders' Association.

Mr. Crawford has been particularly in-

terested in the improvement of mechan-
ical stokers, and is the inventor of the

Crawford underfeed stoker, which has
met with much popular favor, particu-

larly on the Pennsylvania Lines West>
The degree of Doctor of Engineering

was conferred upon Mr. V\'alter V.
Furner, manager of engineering for the

Westingliousc .Mr Brake Company, by
the University of Pittsburgh, at their

annual commencement, in recognition of

his valuable services to the engineering

profession and to humanity. Mr. Tur-
ner is considered the foremost pneu-
matic engineer in the world, and has

over four hundred (400) inventions,

covered by U. S. patents, in use on most
railways of the world and in many
large industrial plants. One invention

alone, viz.. the "K" triple valve, is

valued at twentj-eight million dollars

($28,000,000). In 1906, Mr. Turner in-

stalled a newly devised brake on the

New 'iork subw-ay, which produced a

quicker and shorter stop than any brake

heretofore employed. The control valve,

adopted by the New York Central Rail-

way in 1909, and the universal valve, the

first successful electro -pneumatic brake
ever devised, by the Penn.sylvania Rail-

road in 1913, are inventions of equal im-

portance. Mr. Turner is an .American

citizen, but he was born in Epping For-

est, Essex Count}-, England. He came
to the United States in 1888; became
secretary and manager of Lake Ranch
Cattle Company, Raton, Xew Mexico, in

1893; was engaged by the .Vtchison, To-
peka & Santa Fe Railway in 1897. where
he developed his first patent; and en-

tered the services of the Westinghouse
.'\ir Brake Company in 1903. He re-

ceived the following appointments with

the latter company—mechanical engi-

neer, 1907; chief engineer. 1910; assist-

ant manager, 1915, and manager of engi-

neering. 1916.

.Mr. Stephen C. Mason, formerly secre-

tary of the McConway & Torley Com-
pany of Pittsburgh, has taken up his

duties as president of the National As-
sociation of Manufacturers. Mr. Ma-
son's entire business career has been con-

fined to some branch of railroad work.
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He began on November 10, 188U, us a

station agent in his home town, Lynde-
villc, Vermont. As soon as he took up

the work he learned telegraph operating

and before he was 20 years old was
called to headc|uarters of the Connecticut

& Passumpsic Railroad, and asked to

assume the duties of local freight agent

at the headquarters of the division. After

the creation of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, Mr. Mason applied for and
secured a position with that body in

Washington, Ijrst in the office of the

auditor of the commission, where he had

charge of the tariffs tiled by the railroad

companies. Upon the creation of tlie

Division of Statistics, of which Professor

Henry C. Adams was the head, Mr.
Mason was placed in that department and
remained there until 1S90, when he occu-

pied the position of assistant statistician.

At that time he was offered a position

with the McC'onway & Torley Company
of Pittsburgh, which he accepted in Jan-

uary, 1896, and in whose service he has

been continuously ever since. Latterly

.\lr. Mason, in addition to his business

e.xperiences, has taken an active part in

all public affairs affecting the interests of

the railroads. He is vice-president of

the Steel Founders Society of America,

a member of the National Industrial Con-
ference Board, representing the National

.Association of Manufacturers thereon,

and is a member of the Chamber of Com-
merce of Pittsburgh. In addition, Mr.
-Mason is chairman of the finance com-
mittee of the Railway Club of Pittsburgh,

a member of the Railroad Club of New
York, the City Club of New York, and
the New "i'ork Railroad Club.

Obituary
Alfred R. Miller

Alfred R. Miller, treasurer of the Cana-
dian Westinghouse Company, Hamilton,
Canada, died at his home in that city, re-

cently. His whole business life was
devoted to the interests of the Westing-
house Company. He entered their service

as bill clerk in 1897, was promoted con-

secutively to head bookkeeper in 1903,

acting assistant treasurer in 1904, assis-

tant treasurer in 1907, and treasurer in

1917.

William Dewar Ellis.

-Mr. William Dewar i:ili^ president of

the Schenectady Locomotive Works at

the time that it was merged with the

.Xmerican Locomotive Works, died in

.New ">Urk, on May 23, aged 63 yea^^.

lie succeeded his brother in the presi-

dency of the company, and his father, .Mr.

John Ellis, was one of the founders of

the Schenectady Locomotive Works.

Stephen L. Bean.

.Mr. Stephen L. Bean, mechanical su-

perintendent of tlie .\tchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Coast Lines, died recently at

Los Angeles, Cal. He was from New
York and entered railway service as a

machinist on the Wisconsin Central in

1874. He held many positions in some of

the leading western railroads, and in

1903 was appointed master mechanic at

the Santa Fe at Albuquerque, N. M., and
in 1904 was promoted to mechanical su-

perintendent of the Coast Lines, which
position he held at the time of his deatli.

Railroad President's Son a Hero.

.Railroad men and the sons of promi-
nent railroad men have reason to be

proud of the part they have taken in the

piesent terrible war. The latest e.'iample

we have noted is that of Daniel Willard,

Jr., son of Mr. Willard, president of

the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. The in-

formation comes to us that in the herce
light at Seicheprey young Willard dis-

played amazing coolness in manning his

gun for five hours under terrible shell

lire. Daniel Willard, Jr., is a Yale grad-
uate and volunteered early in the war.

Retirement of James C. Currie.

Mr. James C. Currie, special represen-

tative of the Nathan Manufacturing Com-
pany for the last 22 years, has been en-

tered on the retired list witli a liberal

pension and a warm expression of grati-

tude from the president and officers of the

company. Mr. Currie entered the rail-

road service on the Pennsylvania in 1871,

and was rapidly advanced to engineer in

the passenger locomotive service running
between New York and Philadelphia, with
a perfect record for a quarter of a cen-
tury. He was selected by the Nathan
company as special representative in the

Eastern States and occupied a unique po-
sition as demonstrator of injectors, lubri-

cators and all of the constantly improved
boiler attachments and brass work for

v\hich the company has been long noted.
Mr. Currie was constantly engaged in

addressing railroad clubs and classes, and
his engaging personality lent a charm to

his discourses, which, lightened with a hne
sense of humor, were warmly appreciated
by the railroad men generally and young
engineers iiarticularly. Mr. Currie was
born in Scotland, and is a line type of
what are known as the Borderers. He
.Ljruduated in the school of hard experi-
ence, in youth an athlete, in manhood an
enyiiieer and special instructor, in age a
model of well preserved physique bright-

cntd by the consciousness of a life's work
well done and properly appreciated.

Mr. Currie has occasionally visited his

native land, and is hopeful when the war
IS <ivcr to make another visit after wit-

nessing the triumphant return of the

victorious American army to the United
States, which he is positively assured it

will do before this time ne.xt year.

DIXONS
Ticondero^a

FLAKET
GRAPHITE

Lubrication
of Air Pump
Cylinders

Lubricating air pump
cylinders has always been

a difficult and annoying

problem.

The maintenance of air

pump cylinders in loco-

motive service is the rea-

son that air pumps are sent

to the siiop for repairs.

DIXON'S
Ticonderoga

Flake Graphite

will exU-iui at least lOO^o the

time Iielween overjiaulings of

the piim]).

Ui.xoii's Make Graphite pol-

i.shes the workint^ surfaces of

the cylinder and piston, im-

proves the fit, and reduces

friction.

Write to Dept. 69-C for rec-

ord of fourteen months' con-

tinuous ^ervice without the

aid of a drop of oil and method
of successfully feeding' dry

graphite into cylinders.

Made In JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^x;^<N Company dX^<n
'""

ESTABLISHED 1827
'""
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Hydraulic
Riveters nxcdand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses^ Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

The Camden High'Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
tnfiRcers, Iron

rouaders, Machinists.

too Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Maiiiifm-liinrs ..f liiJiTtors. K]p.'t..ra.
Koll.T \\»- B and r.sti.rs, Hollpr Chcrks.

I hwli Vnlid.

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

J^

THE

Ai-T^Jr.*. GENERATOR

ATIONAL
SETS

COMPANY

1334 NO. KOSTNER AVENUE

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Boiton. Mau.

Railroad Equipment Notes

The Canadian Northern has ordered

7,430 freight cars for fall delivery.

The .Santa Fc is completing a modern
roundhouse at Wellington, Kans.

Tlie Lehigh Valley is arranging to build

shops and a round house to cost $1,200,-

000, at .^shmore, Pa.

The United States Ordnance Depart-

ment has ordered ISO ammunition cars

from the American Car & Foundry Com-
pany.

The Long Island will erect a one-story

engine shop, 33x100 feet to cost $15,000,

at Sixty-fourth street and Eighth avenue,

I'.roiiklvii.

The Baltimore & Ohio let contract to

erect a 22-staIl roundhouse and 100 foot

turntable at Grafton, \V. \'a., to cost

$275,000.

The Chinese Government Railways have

ordered 14 Mikado type locomotives for

the Pekin-Mukden line from the Baldwin

Locomotive Works.

The Juniata shops of the Pennsylvania

Railroad completed 22 K4S passenger

locomotives during May, establishing a

new production record.

The Lehigh Valley has ordered 56 loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. \Vork on this order will prob-

ably be started in August.

The United States Railroad .Adminis-

tration has ordered 390 additional loco-

motives, of which the Lima Locomotive

Works arc expected to take 45. American

Locomotive Company 245 and Baldwin

Locomotive Works 100.

The Baltimore & Ohio has awarded

contract to the Westingliouse. Church,

Kerr it Company for the construction of

sliop buildings at Glenwood, near Pitts-

burgh, Pa., wliich will double the capacity

of the company's repair facilities at that

point.

The Chesapeake & Ohio will expend

$.500,000 for improvements and extensions

to car and locomotive repair shops at

Huntington, W. Va. The company prob-

ably will build an erecting shop and ad-

ditional unit for machine shop. Work
has begun on yard improvements at Hunt-

ington to cost $75,000 to $100,000.

The Pennsylvania Railroad, Western

Lines, ha? contracted with the LTnion

Switch & Signal Company for the com-

plete installation of a 59-lever interlocking

machine at Logansport, Ind. This ma--

chine will liave IS levers operating 16

switches and 8 derails and 25 levers op-

erating 26 signals and 19 spare spaces.

Draft gears for Government cars will

lie furnished by the following companies:
Standard Coupler Company, Sessions-

Standard, 50,000; Westinghouse Air
Brake Company, Westinghouse Type D-3,

20,000; Union Draft Gear Company,
Cardwell, 15,000; W. H. Miner, 10,000;

Keyoke Railway Equipment Company,
Murray, 5,000.

Orders for 392,000 car axles arc re-

ported placed by the Government, divided

as follows: 95,000 to the Carnegie Steel

Company ; 84,000 to the Illinois Steel

Company; 149,000 to the Pollak Steel

Company; 16,000 to the Laclede Steel

Company; 18,000 to the Pittsburgh Forge
& Iron Company, and 30,000 to the Mid-
vale Steel Company.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

is planning an extensive improvement at

Ottumwa Junction, Iowa, on its Chicago-

Kansas City line, where a large engine

terminal is to be constructed. The new
structures include an 18-stall roundhouse,

an 8S-foot terminal building, a water
softening plant, a power house, water
tanks and other structures.

The Illinois Central is to erect auto-

matic block signals between Springfield,

111, and Marine, 73 miles, at a cost of

about $155,000, and between Princeton,

Ky., and llsley, 18 miles, at a cost of

about $51,000. A telephone circuit will

be installed in the Grenada district of the

.Mississippi division between the division

and general offices and the principal sta-

tions, at a cost of about $30,000.

The Missouri, Kansas & Texas will

erect following buildings at .\pplcton

City, Mo. : Roundhouse and foreman's of-

fice, one-story. 120 x 136 ft., cost $20,000;

engine house, 188 k 37 ft., cost $9,650;

roundhou.-e. otiicc and washroom, one-

story, 32 X 36 ft., cost $4,600; oilhouse

and storeroom, one-story, 30 x 72 ft., cost

$2,500; boiler and pumphouse, one-story,

24 X 32 ft., cost $3,200; eating and lodg-

ing house, one-story, 31 x 63 ft., cost

$3,500.

The New York. New Haven & Hart-

ford has ordered from the Union Switch

& Signal Company the material for an

electro-pneumatic push button machine

for the operation of the switches and sig-

nals at the new Cedar Hill Classification

yard. New Haven. Conn. The machine

has 42 units for switch operations, 2 for

signal operation and 4 spare spaces. The

switches wi1! be operated by direct acting

electro-pneimatic switch movements with

direct track circuits provided for detector

locking.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Lubrication

Last montli the Texas Company, 17

Battery Place, New Vork, published an

excellent article on "Steam Cylinder Lu

brication," by W. 1'". Osborne, which is

well worlliy of perusal as showing the

enormous loss of power caused by an

improperly lubricated cylinder. It is

clearly set forth that if all of the poor

i^radcs of oils in use were replaced with

nood oils, a saving of 15 per cent could

be made in the amount of fuel used for

power purposes. This seems like a big

estimate, but it should be understood that

this excessive loss is not due to the ac-

tual difference in the coefficient of fric-

tion of good and poor oils, but rather

to the wear and destruction of machine

parts through the inefficient or incomplete

lubrication film provided by poor or un-

suitable oils. This wearing of bearings

and cylinders increases the friction and

likewise the amount of fuel necessary to

develop the desired amount of power.

Copies may be had on application to the

company's New Vork office.

Finding and Stopping Waste in Modern
Boiler Rooms

\'olumc II of the excellent sericN of

books in reference to power plant man-

agement has just been published liy the

Harrison Safety Boiler Works, 17th

street and Allegheny avenue, Philadel-

phia, Pa. It is a reference manual of

text, charts and diagrams, carefully se-

lected, from papers read before engineer-

ing societies, the latest hooks, articles in

technical papers and the publications of

tlie United States Rurcau of Mines, all

concisely presented for practical applica-

tion, by owners, designers, managers ami

operators in securing and maintaining

boiler plant economy. The work extends

to 274 pages, with 213 illustrations,

bound in llexible cloth. Price $1.00.

Women Employees on the P. R. R.

Mr. I'.lisha Lee, I'ederal manager.

Pcinisylvania Railroad Lines h.ast, and

New Jersey and New ^ork connecting

lines, issued a statement in regard to the

rajiid increase in the number of women
employees, accompanied by a decrease in

the number of men, which is particu-

larly interesting on account of the rapid-

ity of the cliange. In the last week in

May there were S.682 women employees,

and in the first week in June, in a period

nf only ten days, this had increased to

7.227. Thus, in the period under con-

sideration L.^4.' mfire women were hired

than had, in the me.inwhile. left the service.

As the total number of both men and

w^men hired exceeded b>- 645 the number
who were lost, these figures would indi-

cate that during llie ten days in question

there had been a loss of exactly 9(X) male

employees as against a gain of 1,54.^

female workers.

A New Belt Booklet

"The Proper Care of Belts"' is the title

of a new booklet gotten out by the Joseph

Dixon Crucible Company. We suggest

that engineers obtain a copy for their files.

.\s long as the original condition of life

and pliability of a belt is preserved it is

worth its cost price. To neglect belts will

result in a twofold loss : a waste of power

due to the inefiiciency of the belts, and in-

creased cost due to frequent belt renewals.

Just now, as never before, it is essential

that belting be given careful attention.

The booklet contains helpful suggestions

for getting maximum results from belts,

and in addition has several pages devoted

to useful information of a general char-

acter. Those interested should write to

the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.. Jersey

City, N. J., Dept. 190-O. for a sanqile of

Dixon's Solid Belt Dressing,

Fuel Economy

The engineering experiment station of

the I'niversity of Illinois has just issucil

n 90-page booklet, printed in four colors

which shows that the average small power

plant can save IS per cent of its fuel by

the exercise of greater care in equipment

and operation. This means a saving of

twelve or thirteen million tons per annum
if applied throughout the country. The
purpose of the publication, which i? en-

titled "Fuel Fconomy in the Operation of

Hand-Fired Powit Plants." is to present

snggestions in effecting greater fuel econ-

omy, and in determining the properties

.ind characteristics of the coal purchased.

The publication was prepared by a special

loinmittee of experts, and as only a lim-

ited supply of copies of this publication

is available for free distrilmtion. requests

t'or copies should be directed to the En-

gineering F.xpcriment Station. Urbana.

Illinois, and should specify "Circular No.
7."

The Identifying Mark

The National Tulie tonqi.iny. I'ills-

Inirgli, Pa., has issued a finely illiistrate<I

poster emphasizing the fact that from

prehistoric times any meritorious product

has borne an identifying mark. TIic trade

m;irk "National" is an assurance of a

liilie of great strength and exceptional

ductility; of luiiform structure and i|ital-

ity ; of fidl weight; and. most important

of all. a proxed duraliilily. "National" is

the identifying mark of a make of tubular

malorial luanufacturcd in ;i wide variety

of sizes and types which fulfill or antic-

ipate all wrought tubular requirements.

There is not a "National" pipe for every

tubular service, but in the qualities enu-

merated it is unequalled.

The World's Coal Supply.

If it be true that the domination of the

world will rest with those nations that

own or control tlie two most important

natural resources—coal and iron—a some-
what startling sidelight is thrown on the

great prol)lems of the present century by

Campbell's figures on the coal reserves of

the world.

Short tons.

Americas 5,627,823,500,000

Asia 1,410,487,600,000

Europe 864,412,600,000

Oceania 187,842.900,000

\hka. 63,755.900,000

8,154,322,500,000

The portion falling to the United States

alone is 4,205,1 54,a)0,000 tons, or over
half of all the coal in the world.
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Baldwin Locomotive Works Completes the First of the

United States Standard Locomotives

Mikado Type, 2-8-2, Assigned to the Baltimore & Ohio

It is interesting to learn that the first

of the standardized locomotives ordered

by the United States Government was

completed by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works on July 2, and is illustrated here-

with. It is of the Mikado (2-8-2)

type, and is one of the lighter series of

locomotives carrying approximately 55,-

000 pounds on each pair of driving-

wheels. The tractive force exerted is

54,600 pounds. This particular locomo-

tive is one of a number that will be as-

turnace volume. The tubes vary in len.^th

from 19 ft. in. in the Mikados and

Pacifies, to 24 ft. in. in the Mallets.

In this locomotive the combustion

chamber has a length of 24 ins., and the

boiler is fitted for coal burning. The
equipment includes a brick arch, me-

chanical stoker, and power operated fire-

door and grate shaker. Flexible bolts

are applied in the breaking zones in the

sides and back of the firebox. They also

stay the entire throat, and are used in

oi Waischairts motion is applied. The
combining levers are short, and the union

links are attached directly to the cross-

head wrist pins, thus saving the weight of

separate cross-head lugs. The valve mo-
tion is controlled by power reverse

mechanism, so arranged that it can be

operated by either steam or air.

The frames are of substantial construc-

tion, as the main sections have a width

of 6 inches, and a depth over the pedes-

tals of 6^4 inches. Transverse braces are

MIKADO TVPE LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE UNITED ST.\Ti:S COVKR.VMKNT .\NU .ASSICNED TO THE BAl.Tl.MORE & OHIO RAILROAD
U, S. Government, Designers. Taldwin Locomotive Works. Builders.

signed to the Baltimore and Ohio R. K.,

and it has been lettered accordingly.

There is nothing radically novel about

the construction of this locomotive. It

represents modern practice for an ensiinc

of its type and size, and is equipped with

fuel and labor saving devices ; while the

wheel loading is such that locomotives

of this design can be operated on the

greater part of the railway mileage in

the United States.

The boiler has a conical wagon-top in

the middle of the barrel, which increases

the shell diameter from 78 in. at the first

ring to 90 in. at the firebox throat. All

road engines in the standardized series

have combustion chambers and birge

the water space surrounding the com-

bustion chamber, and in first four rows

of combustion chamber crown stays.

The cylinder castings are secured to

the smoke-box, and to each other, bj'

double rows of bolts, and are attached

to the frame rail, on each side, by ton

horizontal bolts I'/i inches in diameter.

Gun iron is used for the cylinder and

steam chest bushings ; also for the piston

and valve bull rings and packing rings,

and for the cross-head shoes. The piston

heads are of rolled steel, with a dished

section ; and the cross-head guides are of

the alligator type. The stub on the back

end of the main rod is of the strap type,

with removable brasses. .\ simple design

applied at the first, second and third pairs

of pedestals, and the upper frame rails

are braced by the guide yoke and valve-

motion beariT. and by a waist sheet cross-

tie placed midway between the main and

rear drivers. The pedestal shoes and

wedges arc of bronze. Instead of separate

rear frames, a one-piece, cast steel

cradle is used, and is bolted to the main

frames immediately back of the rear

driving-pedestals.

The front truck is of the constant re-

sistance type, and the rear truck is of

the Hodges type. The equalization sys-

tem divides between the second and

third pair.= of driving-wheels, and the

spring rigcing is cross-equalized back of
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the rear drivers. Flanged tires are used

throughout. The lateral play between

rails and flanges is !s in. greater on the

front and rear driving wheels than on the

two intermediate pairs, and the swing of

the trucks is sufticicnt to enable the loco-

motive to traverse 19-degrce curves.

The tender is carried on arch-bar

trucks, with cast steel side frames and

rolled steel wheels. The tender frame is

a one-piece steel casting. The design is

such that a water scoop can be subse-

quently applied, if necessary.

Special attention has been given to the

arrangement of the cab details and other

equipment, so that the locomotive can be

conveniently handled by the engine

crew. The cab is of steel, lined with

wood. To keep within the clearance

limits, the bell is mounted on the smoke-

box front, and the headlight on the

center of the smokcbox door.

The materials of which the standardized

locomotives are being built, conform to

specifications issued by the American

Society for Testing Materials. The fol-

lowing are the leading dimensions of the

locomotive described above.

Gauge, 4 ft. 8>< ins. ; cylinders, 26 ins.

by 30 ins. ; valves, piston, 14 ins. diam.

Boiler—Type, conical; diameter, 78 ins.;

thickness of sheets, 11/16 in. and

25/32 in.; working pressure, 200 lbs.; fuel,

soft coal ; staying, radial. Fire Box

—

Material, steel; length, 114^8 ins.; width,

84' 4 ins.; depth, front, 83!/2 ins.; depth,

back, 61 ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

's in.; thickness of sheets, back, ^'s in.;

thickness of sheets, crown, 3/^ in. ; thick-

ness of sheets, tube, ^ in. Water Space

—

Front. 6 ins.; sides, 5 ins.; back, 5 ins.

Tubes—Diameter, 5)4 ins. and 2J4 ins.

;

material, steel; thickness, SYz ins. No. 9

W. G,, 2' 4 ins,, Xo. 11 W. G. ; number.

Syi ins., 40; 2' 4 ins. 216; length, 19 ft.

in. Heating Surface— Fire box, 259 sq. ft.

;

tubes, 3497 sq. ft.; firebrick tubes, 27 sq.

ft.; total, 3783 sq. ft.; superheater, 882

sq. ft.; grate area, 66.7 sq. ft. Driving

Wheels—Diameter, outside. 63 ins.; diam-

eter, center, 56 ins.; journals, main, 11 ins.

X 13 ins.: journals, others, 10 ins. x 13 ins.

Engine Truck Wheels—Diameter, front,

33 ins.; journals, 65/2 ins. by 12 ins.; diam-

eter, back, 43 ins.
;
journals. 9 ins. x 14 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 16 ft. 9 ins.; rigid,

16 ft. 9 ins. ; total engine, 36 ft. 1 in.; total

engine and tender, 71 ft. 4]'^ ins. Weight-

On driving wheels, 221,500 lbs.; on truck,

front, 20,200 lbs.; on truck, back, 49,100

lbs.; total engine, 290,800 lbs.; total

engine and tender, about 463,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; wheels,

diameter. 33 ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 11

ins.; tank capacity, 10.000 V. S. gals.;

fuel capacity, 16 tens: service, freight.

Relative Economy of Locomotive of 1900 and Today
By JUH\ E. ml HLFELD, before the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

-At the meeting of The American

Society of Mechanical Engineers, held at

Worcester, Mass., recently, sessions were

held for the discussion of the all-import-

ant subject of fuel economy. Mr. John E.

Muhlfeld, the well-known railway engi-

neering expert and jiresident of the Loco-

motive Pulverized Fuel Co., presented a

special paper bearing on the relative

economy of the Locomotive of 1900 and

today, wherein he stated that prior to

1900 considerable development work had

been done on two, three and four cylinder

types of compound locomotives by Mallet,

Webb, Pilkin, Mellin, Vauclain and

others. Pilkin's two-cylinder system

was applied to a Michigan Central ten-

wheel locomotive in 1889, and Vauclain's

four-cylinder system was first introduced

on a Baltimore & Oliio eight-wheel

locomotive, No. 848, in October of the

same year. These and other developments

caused the adoption of both of the two

and four-cylinder systems in new loco-

motives, the maximum application being

reached during 1904, when approximately

1.000 two-cylinder, and 2,000 four-cyl-

inder compound locomotives were in

existence.

Previous to 1900 Schmidt, Pielock and

others had done considerable experiment-

ing with superheated steam, the former

having succeeded in 1894 in producing a

boiler and motor in which superheated

steam of relatively low pressure was used

at about 700 (leg. Fahr. The failure of

the compound locomotive to produce the

economy predicted—due largely to the

factors of indifferent design, lack ot

proper maintenance and operation, cheap

fuel and road failures—resulted in the

general return to the single expansion

cylinder locomotive, and this with the

demand for greater steaming capacity

per square foot of boiler heating surface,

naturally brought about consideration of

ths use of superheated steam. The results

of further experiments by Vauclain,

Vaughn, Horsey, Cole, Emerson, Jacobs

and others, along the lines of higli and

low degrees of superheat, in combination

with either high or low steam pressures,

by means of smokebox, fire tube, or a

combination of both types of superheaters,

resulted in the fire tube type being now
practically a standard part of all new

equipment, and it is further being rapidly

applied to existing saturated steam loco-

motives in the United States.

STE.\M I.nrOMOTIVES IN THE UNITED STATE.S
SINCE 1900.

SinKle Two- Four- Mallot
espan- cylin- cyliri- articu-

r Il'-m slon tier dor Intod Total

cylin- com- com- com- loco-

(icr pountl pound pounrf motives

900 Nnmlirr . :!C,.I51I0 1.000 900 ...38,500
Mi: trac.

poller. 111. 111. 000 28.000 29,000

Vca

III.

on drlicre.

lb 83,000 125.000 130,000
3Numl)cr» . 48,949 900 l.ROO I .'il.GSO

.\vp, Irac.

poucr, Ih. 23.000 31,000 32.000 75,000

I, 27.000 31,500 40,000 72,000

lb, . . .'.'l20,nOO 142,000 175,000 320,000
drill

1 9 1 5 NumbiTt . 02,000 050 1,300 SOO 04,750
,\v.-, trac.

poller, lb. 30,500 32,000 33,000 79,000
Me. nt.

I drivers.

lb. .135.000 145.000 148,000 350,000

'Includes 1 siipcrlieaU'r locomotive.

tinrliides 300 snperhcatcr and 3000 oll-biiniinK loco-

motives,

tincliides 14,000 fiiipcrhpatcr and 4250 oil-burnlnK loco-

motives.

While the Cole and N'auclain balanced

compound types of locomotives as brought

out since 1900—along the lines of the

French De Glehn system—have not made

much progress, the Mallet Articulated

Compound system, introduced on the

Baltimore & Ohio in 1904, is now in

use on over fifty railways in the United

States, and aggregates more than 1,500

locomotives. This latter type of loco-

motive not only permits extreme concen-

tration of great power over a flexible

wheel base within axle-load limits, but

also reduces the stresses by greater dis-

tribution and lightness of parts, and

through the combination of high-pressure

superheating, compounding, simpling and

reduction of unbalanced pressure gives

the maximum direct and reserve tractive

power for from 25 to 35 per cent, less

fuel and water consumption per ton-mile

than a superheated single-expansion loco-

motive.

With regard to tlie present status of

the relative economy of steam and electric

locomotives in the United States, as com-

pared with the results obtained in 1900,

general conditions have very substantially

changed and the predominating factors

today are manual labor and fuel for

operation. While the inauguration of the

use of fuel oil on almost 4.500 steam loco-

motives has somewhat improved the firing

and steam-generation conditions, the in-

creasing cost and demand for oil for more

essential purposes and the reducing supply

will soon make its use for locomotive fuel

prohibitive. Uowcmt, the use of oil as

a locomotive fuel lias long since demon-

strated that the mechanical feeding and

burning of fuel in suspension, whether

gaseous, liquid or solid, for the production

of steain in a sclf-cfiiitained motive-pow-er

unit, is the most logical, successful, effec-
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live and economical method for generat-

ing power and moving long-haul heavy-

tonnage traffic on railways.

Even where hydroelectric power is

available the self-contained steam-power-

plant locomotive will show a much lower

cost for tixed charge, maintenance and

operation than the electric unit, as the

transmission and conversion of electric

current into drawbar hauling capacity is

a very wasteful and expensive process in

the present state of the electrical art. In

fact, the principal economies brought

about in the electrical field during the

past quarter century have been in the

production and use of steam for the gen-

eration of current and not in the electrical

apparatus.

As applied to a long-haul railway, the

metering and conveying of extremely

high-voltage current from various power-

plant sources into transmission mains,

through switching sub-stations, transform-

ing and converting, conveying to contact

lines and converting into great hauling

capacity at the draw-bar results in enorm-

ous line and bonding dead losses, which

will bring the cost of even hydroelectric

current per drawbar horsepower hour to

from 6 to 7 mills. This cost, which, in

combination with copper limitations,

fixed train speeds up and down grades,

general tie-up of operation in case of

failure, and like factors, will hardly ad-

mit of comparison with steam-locomotive

boilers operating at equivalent to 700 per

cent, of the rated capacity of stationary

boilers, with a 75 per cent, combined fur-

nace, boiler and superheater efficiency,

and furnishing a boiler horsepower for

each lyi sq. ft. of evaporating surface and

producing a drawbar horsepower-hour for

2H lb. of coal.

Nevertheless, the steam locomotive is

still in its infancy so far as economy per

ton-mile is concerned. The atomization

and burning of liquid or solid fuels in

suspension will enable the elimination of

grates and other metal work from the

combustion zone and permit of higher fur-

nace temperatures and more complete and

effective combustion, which, in combina-

tion with higher steam pressures ; com-

pounding; higher superheating of both

high and low-pressure steam ; utilization

of waste gases and steam for feedw-ater

heating and purification; better boiler-

water circulation ; reduced cylinder clear-

ances and back pressure; improved steam

distribution ; lower factor of adhesion

;

higher percentage of propelling to total

weight; less radiation; elimination of

unbalanced pressures and weights ; appli-

cation of safety and labor-saving devices,

and the greater refinement and perfection

of general and detailed design, equipment

and control throughout, will yet enable it

to produce a drawbar horsepower-hour

for one pound of coal.

Furthermore, it is not inconsistent to

now predict that a self-contained steam-

electric articulated compound locomotive,

combining the advantages of both steam

and electric motive power, will shortly

find a useful field in services where maxi-

mum power and efficiency at high speeds:

greater utilization of existing waste heat;

high starting and low speed torque and

rapid acceleration are required and where

an exclusive electrification system would

not be permissible from the standpoint

of first cost or justified on account of the

combined expense for operation and

maintenance.

Running Repairs of Locomotive Boilers, and Approved

Methods of Wash-Out of Boilers
In these strenuous days of railroad

transportation involving long hauls, in-

creased tonnage and high speed, it is grat

ifying to observe from the reports of the

recent committees and meetings of rail-

road men that much attention has been

given to the maintenance and care of

locomotive boilers. With improved appli-

ances many difficulties have been over-

come, particularly since the introduction

of autogenous welding by means of which

the expense of repairing has been reduced

to a minimum. The designs and con-

struction of locomotives have also been

vastly improved, and the best engineering

minds in the countrj- are constantly en-

gaged in still further advancement. It

seems, however, that in some of the more

elemental requirements of the service

there is need of a greater degree of

earnestness in boiler maintenance. It has

been frequently pointed out that scale

formation in the boiler, which is inevi-

table, if permitted to assume any measur-

able degree of thickness is perhaps the

greatest obstacle to advancement in the

problem of fuel economy. The estimates

furnished by experts as to the effect of

certain thicknesses of scale in boilers is

very conflicting, depending as it does on

the degree of hardness of the scale or

heat-resisting qualities, but all agree that

the effect is by far greater than the

degree of attention that is given to its

remedy. Mr. Frank McManamv, for-

merly chief Federal inspector of loco-

motive boilers, and now head of the

Division of Locomotive Maintenance,

claimed at the recent Convention of the

International Railway Fuel .Association

that 1/16 in. of scale will increase the

fuel cost approximately 13 per cent., and

that ;4 in. of scale will increase the fuel

cost 60 per cent. His figures seem high,

made less 1,000 miles; 8,312 engines made
over I,(XX) miles, and less than 1,300

miles, and 20,472 engines made over 1,500

miles. The passenger locomotives make
30 per cent, greater mileage between

w-ash-outs than freight engines. The av-

erage number of wash-out plugs in

modern locomotives is 32. Washing out

with hot water costs 35 per cent, less

nOU-ER INSPECTION- TORCH .\ND KLirc'TKIC LH.HT.

but his estimate remains unchallenged,

and he has had excellent advantages in

collecting reliable data.

As to the efforts made by the leading

railroads in recent years on the matter

of boiler washing, it may be stated

briefly that from recent reports it ap-

pears that 9,760 made less than 500 miles

between wash-outs, while 11,283 engines

than with cold water. Roads using

water-softening plants report over lOO"

per cent, gain in mileage as compared

with untreated water. The average cost

of washing out with cold water is $4.50,

and with hot water about $3.00. The
incrusting matter in boiler waters con-

sists almost entirely of carbonates of

lime and magnesia and sulphates of lime
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and magnesia. The carbonates require

treatment with hydratcd lime, and the

suljihates require soda ash.

While this data is of real value as

showing a condensed reflex of the gen-

eral practice in recent years, there is

little (lata ret;ar(lin,i; the actual time nccu-

TO(]L I ' I,; .--l ALINl. .sll]-;i.I..

jiied in the operation, Imt on the con-

trary there is abundant evidence <>1 a

pressing desire to make the operation as

cheap as possible as if the lessened cost

was the sole object to be aimed at in-

stead of that absolute degree of thor-

oughness which should be the real object

in view. Tliose who have had ii]>pnr-

tunities of observing the condition ot

boilers that have been some time in

service cannot have failed to observe that

while a large area of the boiler sni lai e

as well as the flues are comparatively

free from any accutnulated degree ot

scale, other parts, particularly certain

kinds and forms of crown sheets m:i\'

have been allowe<! to become considerably

incrustcd, showing that the operation has

not received that intricate degree of at-

tention to detail that it demands.

A word or two may be said in regard

to shciii organization and its bearing

upon boiler maintenance before we take

up the matter of lioiler cleaning or wash-

ing, as a great deal depends on the proper

handling of the routine work in running

repairs. .After the locomotive has been

turned out of the shup, and before being

placed into aclixe >er\ice. the roundhonsi-

inspectors should make a thorough in

•spection nf the front end ajipliances, ash

pan and grates, in order to ascertain if

they have lieen projierly ajijilied and are

iti perfect condition. This is very es-

sential in order to avoid engine failures,

due to being improperly drafle<l or hav-

ing some defect develop in the newly ap-

plied front em! rigging or grates. .\ like

inspection >hiiuld lie made after each

tri]i and a report made on regular form

showing condition. Any defect reported

should be repaired immediately.

The cleaning of flues is a very impor-

tant factor in locomotive performance, as

stopped-up flues will cause a poor

steaming engine. Whenever an engineer

reports steam pipes leaking, engine not

steaming, the flues should be examined to

make sure that they are clean, as almost

inxariably the conditions referred to are

due to stopped-up flues. The proper

method of cleaning flues is with the

auger and compressed air. Mues should

be thoroughly blown out with air at the

termination of each trip. When flues are

stopped up they should be bored out with

an auger of sufficient length to reach

from end to end and then blown out

thoroughly with air. Special attention

should be gi\en to flues in superheated

locomotives. In locomotives with brick

arches the bottom flues should be main-

tained in clean condition, and no loco-

motive should be allowed to go into

service w-ith any flues stopped up. This

work should be done previous to boiler-

makers entering the fire b'.ix in order

that they may check the work to see that

it has been properly performed.

The brick arch, which has gained such

a prominent part in the economical oper-

ation of the locomotive, should receive

a great deal of care and consideration.

By doing so the trouble experienced by
leak\- flues is very materially decreased

and their life greatly increased. Care

should be taken to see that the brick

arch is properly cleaned after each trip

and is maintained in perfect condition,

and the engine should not be allowe<l to

go into service with holes in the arch or

witli jiart nf the arch missing as trouble

is likely lo be experienced either with

the tlues leaking or a poor steaming en-

gine.

In the case of flues showing cinder-pit

leak, they should be caulked by hand
with standard beading tool. Flues blow-

ing or leaking enough to allow water to

run down the sheet should be expanded
with a straight sectional expander: the

use cif the roller expander is not advis-

rdile. The leaks should be stopped with

the sectional eNjiander while the boih-r

is slill comparatively hot, and a section

"f lines in the lower part of the sheet

should be beaded with a light air ham-
mer and the standard beading tool after

tile b.,il,-r is empty. The flues should be

iiisprcled after the boiler is refilled and
any le.iks tightened up. This is cspi-cially

important, because the inequalities in

temperature occasioned by the cooling

and washing have a tendencx- to lireak

tile joint of the flues in the flue sheet.

<"oming to the washing of the boiler,

the subject is so extensive and the

meth.^ds used may be conducive to good
"r ba<l results that a few concise rules

slviuld be established as a proper method

of preparing and washing the boiler.

General rules stating that locomotive

boilers are required to be washed out as

often as may be necessary to keep them

clean and free from scale and sediment

is hardly sut^ciently explicit, as individ-

ual judgments differ in this as on all

other subjects, and observations gathered

from various sources have show-n that it

is good practice that boilers should be

thoroughly cooled before being washed,

excepting where improved hot water

washing systems have been installed. In

most division points where there is no

specially perfected appliances in use the

injector is very serviceable in helping to

cool the boiler. If there is sufficient

steam pressure to work the injector it

should be kept in operation until the

steam pressure w'ill no longer operate the

injector. Then connect water hose to

feed pipe and fill the boiler, allowing the

remaining steam pressure to blow through

syphon cock or some other outlet at the

top of- the boiler. The blow-off cock

may then be opened and the water in the

boiler allowed to escape, but not faster

than it is forced in through the cheek, so

as to keep the boiler completely filled

until the temperature of the steel in the

firebox is reduced to about ninety de-

grees, then all blow-off cocks may be

opened and the boiler emptied as speed-

ily as possible.

All W'ash-out plugs should then be re-

moved, including arch tube plugs, and

the washing of the boiler should begin

with the crown sheet, starting on the

sides and the washing through the holes

in the back head. The door ring may
then follow in the process, succeeded by

a careful .md thorough washing of the

IK SCKATING SUKLL.

.ircli tubes, and it should be remembered

that the pneum.itic or other cleaner

should be used every time that the boiler

is washed out. The washing may then be

continued through the plug holes in the

barrel of tlic boiler imnu'diatelv ahead of
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the firebox, using a bent nozzle in order

t<3 thoroughly wash down the flues. The
same appliance and method should be

continued at the front of the barrel. In

washing belly of the boiler, it is good

practice to begin -at the front end, using

bent nozzle and washing scale toward the

firebox.

In washing legs of boiler through plug

holes in the side and corner of firebox,

a straight nozzle should be used in cor-

ner holes and bent nozzle through side

holes, revolving the same to thoroughly

clean the side sheets. Rods should be

used to dislodge any accumulation of

matter that water pressure fails to re-

move.

When the operation is finished the

boiler should be thoroughly inspected

through the plug holes before any plugs

are replaced. This inspection should be

made by the foreman boilermaker, or

special inspector, just as any other piece

of work is examined by other than the

workman himself. In returning the

plugs in position it is good practice to

apply a coating of graphite and oil made
to the consistency of a paste. It will be

found that if this practice is adopted the

plugs may be removed at any time more
readily. The water pressure should not

be less than 100 pounds.

It must be remembered by those in

charge that, when orders are issued to

boiler washers to slight the washing of

any boiler in order to get the locomotive
ready for a certain run, they are storing

up trouble for the future. .Mthough it

might not be in evidence at that time,

CROWN SIIEETVVASIIINr. XOZZI.E.

the day of reckoning is sure to cume
Blowing-out can be resorted to in some
instances to save washouts, with cither

incrusting or alkali water, but care must
be taken to see that the fire is in proper

condition, that is, clean and bright

The prevention of engine failures due

to leaky flues does not rest entirely with

the roundhouse boilermakers, regardless

of the fact that they are compelled to

assume the responsibility in most in-

stances. One may take a locomotive w^ith

liractically a new set of flues, and bv the

nOVE SHEET-WASHING N(JZZLE.

improper use of the injector, cause most

of the flues to leak.- This can be demon-
strated by getting into the fire-box after

the fire has been drawn and the locomo-

tive placed in the roundhouse with a

perfectly dry set of flues, then start either

the right or left injector and watch the

results caused by the change in tempera-

ture of the water around the flues. The
engineer and fireman should carefully

examine the firebox sheets and flues as

soon as they take charge of the locomo-

tive, reporting any leaks or defects to

the roundhouse foreman.

If the flues are all open, in good con-

dition, and there is no mud on the flue-

sheet, there is absolutely no reason for

a failure due to flues leaking, yet there

are cases where tonnage is reduced or

trains set out, and on making an in-

spection of the flues, they are found

to be in good condition, but loose in

the sheet, which is prima facie evi-

dence of the improper use of the in-

jector.

.^fter the cause and effect of the in-

equalities of temperature in the boiler

is thoroughly understood by the engine-

men and hostlers, it should not be diffi-

cult for them to fully appreciate the

damage done to the flues and firebox

sheets by the injection of water at a

temperature of about 200 degrees lower
than the water in the boiler. It is a

common practice to fill the boiled at

terminals while the blower is on and
the fire door standing open, in order to

eliminate the black smoke. Whenever it

becomes necessary to fill the boilers

while standing at stations or on sidings, a

bright fire should be maintained, using

the blower and applying fresh coal if nec-

essary. The fire door should be closed

while the injector is working. It is not

desirable to put a large amount of water
in the boiler at one time, unless it is

necessary in order to protect the crown
sheet. Enginemen should endeavor to

leave their locomotives at the cinder

pit with a full boiler of w-ater and a

good fire in order that the hostlers will

not be required to fill the boiler just

previous to blowing off. Care should

be exercised by the hostlers in blow-
ing off and in no instance should the

boiler be blown off when the fire is

dirty, and too much water should not

be blown out at one, time, in no case

should the water be reduced over one
gauge. Hostlers should see that there

is plenty of water in the boiler to al-

low for re-firing, before knocking the

fire, as it is very poor policy to put

water into the boiler while cleaning or

knocking the fire. Care should also be

taken to see that the fire is clean and in

.ifood condition in locomotives that it

is neces.sary to herd on account of short

lay-over or shortage of round-house
room.

The successful maintenance of the loco-

motive boiler in service is summed up
in just one word, "Co-operation:" first,

by the foreman and mechanics turning
out a perfectly tight boiler from the

locomotive works or the company shop.

Second, the careful inspection and work
of the round-house organization in keep-
ing boiler tight and free from mud and
scale. Third, in the careful handling by
the enginemen. The best care and work-

R CLKANING LARdE SVPER-
HE.VTER TUBES.

manship will be of no avail, however,

if the boiler does not receive intelligent

treatment while in service and limiting

the time occupied in washing the boiler

to a certain iixcd period should be avoided

it at all possible.
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Test of the Automatic Straight Air Brake on

the Virginian Railway

A lest of the Automatic Straight Air

. Brake has recently been conducted on the

Virginian Railway. It is said to be the

most elaborate and thorough test that has

ever been made on any railroad with any

brake since the famous Galton-Westing-

house investigation in England in 1878.

Certain fundamental principles of fric-

tional resistance then discovered have set

the pace in brake applications ever since.

These recent tests on the Virginian Rail-

way have shown that the possibilities of

the air brake for rapidity and reliability

of action have set up a new standard for

the measurement of the efficiency and ope-

ration of brakes.

Our readers will recollect that in our

issue of November, 1917, we published an

account of certain tests that had been

made with the .Automatic Straight .Air

nieni was designed for work botli on a

standing and a running train.

The engine was fitted with an Oliver-

Boyer speed recorder for the information

of the engineman. There were also two

"Toolometers" or air-flow recorders, by

which, in certain tests, the amount of air

delivered to the brake system, back of the

locomotive was measured. The handle

of the engineer's brakevalve was fitted

with an electrical contact device by which

a contact was made at each of the five

cardinal points of operation, to wit :
tlie

emergency, service, lap, running, and full

release positions.

Wires were carried back from each of

these positions to electrically controlled

pens on a "Chronograph" apparatus lo-

cated in the caboose. There was also a

teleplione wire running from the engine

"Chronograph" in the caboose with its

electrically controlled pens, by which the

application and release of the brakes on

the first, middle and last cars, were re-

corded.

A grooved pulley was placed on one of

the axles of the caboose from which a

spring belt drove a reducing contact

gear, by which an electric circuit was

closed at each si.xly-fourth revolution of

the wheels. The wires from this were

led to one of the electrically controlled

pens of the "Chronograph," so that an

indication was made at the end of each

train advance of about 570 ft. .\ clock

iTiaking and breaking a circuit every ten

seconds, was connected in the same way.

The "Chronograph." in the caboose, as

shown in our engraving, consisted of a

recording apparatus, using a continuous

Tr;.ST TK.MN ON TlIK \"IKi;i\l.\\ H.MI.WAN. liil ( .\RS lOXii— 100 FREIGHT .\Mi

Brake, liefore a large group of railway

olilicials. on a lfX)-car rack in New York.

Last spring this same rack was turned

over to the engineers of tlie Department

of Safety of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, who conducted an elaborate

scries of tests with tlio ijrake, the report

of which has not yet been issued. .\t the

conclusion of these tests the rack was

dismantled and the equipment transferred

to 100 Iiopper-iiottom coal cars on the

Virginian Railway. When this had been

done, the Safety Department of the Inter-

state Commerce Commission again took

charge and conducted the elaborate in-

vestigation which is the subject of this

review. The thoroughness with which the

work was done, may be indicated by a

brief resume of the equipment in the form

of mca-uriiig opparatus that was used on

the trai:i. merely stating tliat this equip-

to the caliooscwith several cut-in stations

so tliat observers along tlie train could be

keiit in communication witli those in con-

trol in tlie cab and the caboose.

To the locomotive and to each car of

the train tliere was attached a "Traino-

graph." This instrument consists of a

clockwork mechanism, driving a c^jntinu-

otis strip of iiapcr on which was recorded

the brake cylinder pressure, and also that

of the train-i)ipe and auxiliary reservoir,

existing on tlie car to which it was at-

taclu-d. Tliis made it possil)le to com-

pare the action of the brakes throughout

the- whole length of the train. Pressure

gauges were also attached to the first,

middle aiul last cars of tlic train that were

arranged to break an electric circuit

whenever the brakes were applied, and

make connection when they were released.

\\'ires from these were also led to the

strip of paper <lriven by an electric motor

at a speed of IS'4 ins. each minute. It

carried eiglit pens, seven of which were

recording ; and. as two of these had a

double motion, the apparatus was cap-

able of making nine records. One of

these records showing a brake application

and release is shown in another of our

engravings. The paper was moved from

right to left so that the records were

drawn from left to right.

The top line (A) was drawn by the

extra pen and serves only as a base, the

pen being held in reserve to be put in the

place of any pen that became exhausted.

Line (B) gave application and release

indications for the middle car of the train.

Line (C) gave the same indications for

the last car and (D) for the first car.

It so happened that the record here re-

produced, was taken on a SO-car train.
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Line (E) indicated tlie periods wlion tlie

engineer's brake valve was in running or

full release position. Line (F) marks

each 10 seconds intervals of time. Line

(G) marks the passage of each 570 ft. of

run, and, in addition thereto, an observer

<il,I\ ER BOYER SPEED RECORDER.

in the monitor of the caboose recorded the

passage of each mile post and station.

Line (H) indicated the periods of service

application and lap position of the en-

gineer's brake valve. This was for thr

running tests. For the standing tests, linr

(G) was used to mark the emergency po-

sition of the brake valve. It is evident

from the record of the elapsed time for

the passage of any 570 ft. interval a cal-

culation of the average speed of passing

that distance can be made.

Referring to the engraving of the rec-

ord of the brake while in running position.

and first put into service at (a) then into

lap at (b) ; then in release at (c) and

finally back into running, at (d). Tlic

brakes applied on car 1, at (e) ; on car

26 at (f) on car SO at (g). The release

on car 1 occurred at (h) ; on car 26 at

(i) ; and on car SO at (k). The serial

action between -the first and last car for

both application and release was about 10

seconds.

Finally one of the rear wheels of the

train was fitted with thermo-couples in

the rim, plate and hub, by means of whicli

the temperature of the wheel was olt

tained while in motion and subjected tc

brakeshoe pressure. A similar couple was

also put in the corresponding brakeshne.

It will be seen that this apparatus removes

any possibility of the "personal eriuation'

of any observer having any effects on the

results. It will be remembered that, in

our previous article regarding the rack

tests of last fall, especial emphasis was

placed on the high rate of transmission

of the serial action of the brakes. This

same condition prevailed on the road tests.

It will be impossible to enter into the

details of all the tests that were made but

some things were accomplished that were

unusual, and they will probably be particu-

larly interesting to our readers. One of

the things that is desirable, but has not

been obtained heretofore, is the full emer-

gency application of the brakes immedi-

ately after a service application. Tests

were made that established the possibility

of obtaining such an action with the Au-

tomatic Straight Air Brake. For ex-

ample, on a 50-car train, the brake was

put into service position for S'A seconds,

ending with an emergency application for

20 seconds. The brakes were fully applied

in 14 seconds after the first movement of

the brake valve, w'ith a serial action on

the fifty cars of 8]4 seconds, then came a

full emergency application. This was

repeated often enough to demonstrate the

reliability of the action.

.Again with a 100-car train a lO-lbs. re-

duction was made in the brake pipe fol-

lowed by an emergency and full release

both of which were obtained. One of the

most striking exhibitions in the stand-

ing test was that of a full service appli-

cation, followed by going to full release

for 10 seconds and then immediately to

emergency. The trainograph records

show tliat there w-as a service application

on everv car of the train, and that at the

the emergency overlook the service, the

pressure having just started to fall when
the emergency interrupted and sent the

brake into that application. From car

No. 74 to car No. 100 there was no sign

of any influence of the release and the

record showed merely a service applica-

tion followed by a full emergency. It

was as though the engineman had made
a service application, followed by a re-

lease when he was suddenly confronted

by the necessity of going to emergency.

The release was coursing back through

the train, when he sent the emergency

chasing it, and the latter being the more
rapid runner of the two, overtook it at

the seventy-third car and, putting a stop

to its career, assumed full control of the

train, and then by the rapidity of its ac-

tion would have brought the train to a

standstill.

The angle cock back of the caboose on

a hundred car train was opened while the

engineer's valve was in running position,

and the emergency sent ahead to the

front car a.gainst the inflow of air. This

had been previously paralleled on the

rack, where an emergency application had

been sent through the whole 100-car

equipment against the inflow of air with

CHRONOGRAPH RECORDIXG FIVE BRAKE PO.SITION.S OF BRAKE VALVE. ALSO
RECORDS MILE POSTS. STATIONS. SPKKIi AND STOP DISTANCES.

front there was a full release. This full the engineer's valve in release position,

release carried back for a number of The miming tests were made on a grade

cars. The release being followed by the out of Princeton, \V. Va., that ran about

emergency application. .At car No. 73 79 ft. to the mile except when there was
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urements were made. There would be a

rise of brake shoe temperature with each

application, followed by a fall in tem-

perature at each release. The couple in

the rim of the wheel would show it gradu-

ally rising in temperature during the ap-

plication of the brakes and then, like the

shoe, a falling off on release. But the

rise did not increase indefinitely. The

A

Of course all this must be accomplished

in harmony with and without interfering

with the action of the present brakes.

-Vnd this has been accomplished. Trains

were run with every conceivable mixture

of Westinghouse and .-K. S. A. equipment.

There were 50 cars at the front and 50

cars at the rear of one kind or the other.

There were trains made- up of blocks of

^ ^C't^.se ^fPL /£o
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New Pacific and Mikado Type Locomotives for the

iurlington & Quincy RailroadChicago, Bi

During the past few years, four classes

of locomotives for road service have been

built by The Baldwin Locomotive Works

for the Burlington System. These classes

are as follows

:

(1) A Pacific or 4-6-2 type for pas-

senger service, with 27 x 28 ins. cylinders

and 74 ins. driving wheels, first built in

1915.

(2) A medium-weight 2-8-2 Mikado,

Special interest centers in the Pacifies and

the medium-weight Mikados, because of

the extent to which interchangeable parts

are introduced into these designs. A
large number of details and fittings are

interchangeable in all the locomotives, but

the dimensions of the two types referred

to are such that this policy can be carried

out to an unusual and satisfactory degree.

The Pacific type e.xerts a tractive force

its length, and re-enforced by inside and

outside welt strips. By removing the

auxiliary dome the boiler can be entered

without dismantling the throttle rigging.

The firebox has a combustion chamber,

and the seams uniting this chamber with

the crown and throat, and those uniting

the throat and side sheets are welded. A
brick arch is installed, and is supported

on angle irons studded to the side sheets.

r.\SSE.\ijIiK PALIKH iMi i ri\"i': i< iK TiiK
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with 27 X 30 ins. cylinders and 64 ins.

driving wheels, first built in 1911.

(3) A heavy Mikado, 2-8-2 28 x 32 ins.

cylinders and 64 ins. driving wheels, first

built in 1912.

(4) A Santa Fe, sometimes called a

mountain or 2-10-7 type, with 30 x 32 ins.

cylinders and 60 ins. driving wheels, first

built in 1912.

A careful studv has been made of these

of 42,200 lbs., and the Mikado of 52,200

lbs. ; the ratio of adhesion being slightly

over 4 in each case. The boilers are

alike, except for a few changes in details

incident to the different classes of service

for which the locomotives are intended.

The barrel is built with three rings; the

first ring is sloped on the top, and the

third ring on the bottom. This provides

a large steam space, and an easy entry to

The grate rocking bars are held in

rectangular frames, which are trunnioned

so that they can be tilted through a wide

angle when dumping the fire. The grate

castings interchange on the two types of

locomotives. The ash-pans of both types

are of the double-hopper pattern with

swing bottoms, and separate the operating

rigging for each hopper.

The cvlinders of the Pacific and

four classes, with a view to improving

many and various details when i)lacing

successive orders while the leading dimen-

sions of each class have been retained, and

no change has been made in the tractive

force developed, the designs have been tho-

roughly re\ised since the first locomotives

were built. .At present an order which

includes all four classes is being completed.

the I'lrebox throat. The main dome is

placed (in the middle ring. Here the

lor.i;itu(linal seam is on the right-hand

side, and a large inside liner covers the

seam and re-enforces the shell under the

dome opening. The auxiliary dome is on

tliL- third ring, and is placed over a 16-in.

opening in the shell. The seam, which is

on the top center, is welded thoroughont

Works Buil,lcr»

inedium-wei.ulit .Mikado type locomotives

arc cast from the same pattern. The

steam chest heads are interchangeable, and

the cylinder heads are similar, except that

those of the Pacifies are recessed to a

greater extent than those of the Mikados.

to allow for 2 ins. less piston stroke.

There is a slight difference in the steam-

chest bushings, the ports being so cut that
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on the passenger locomotives there is an

exhaust clearance of 'A in., while the

valves are line-and-line on the freight

engines. No by-pass valves are used on

these cylinders, but vacuum relief valves

are tapped into the steam chests. The

piston-valves are interchangeable, as are

also the pistons and their rods, except for

a slight difference in the length of the

latter. The piston heads are rolled steel,

of light section, fitted with cast iron bull-

rings which are shrunk on, and further

secured by electrically welded retaining

rings. The piston rods are extended, and

are of Nichrome steel, hollow bored. In-

terchangeable crossheads are used on

these two types of locomotives. They are

of the Laird pattern, with light bodies of

.40 carbon steel with bronze shoes. The
crosshead wrist pins are of Nichrome steel

hollow bored, and the same is true of all

the crank-pins on the Pacific type, and the

main pins on the Mikados. Nichrome steel

is also used for the main and side rods,

and for the stub straps of both types;

and the main rod stubs are alike on the

two locomotives. All the driving axles

are of chrome vanadium steel, hollow-

bored.

A light design of Walschaerts valve

gear, with Ragonnet power reverse me-

chanism is used on these locomotives.

The valve gear pin bearings are fitted with

case-hardened bushings. The power re-

verse cylinder, in each type, is placed im-

mediately back of the reverse shaft, so

that a short reach-rod connection can be

•used.

The design of the machinery, as above

described, is the result of careful study on

the part of the railroad company and the

builders ; and by the use of special ma-
terials and correct proportions the parts

have been lightened and the dynamic aug-

ment on the rail materially reduced. Tests

have shown a marked reduction in bridge

stresses as a result of this policy. Light

parts are also used on the heavy Mikado
and Santa Fe type locomotives.

The main frames of the Pacific and

medium-weight Mikado type locomotives

are 5 ins. wide, of .40 carbon steel an-

nealed. The driving-boxes interchange on

these two types, as do also the pedestal

wedges. The shoes and wedges are of

bronze. The Rushton design of trailing

truck, with outside journals, is used on

the passenger locomotives. In this in-

stance the swing links are of the three-

point suspension pattern. This acts as an

efTective stabilizer, and no centering de-

vice is necessary. The Mikados are

equipped with the Hodges trailing truck.

The cabs have been redesitrned, and

they are considerably shorter than those

used on the previous locomotives. This

saves unnecessary weight and gives the

enginemen a better view through the front

cab windows. The steam turret is placed

outside the cab, and the valves have ex-

tension handles. Each locomotive is

equiijped with a speed recorder which is

driven from the rear truck axle.

The tenders of both types are similar in

construction, and are equipped with coal

pushers. The frames have 12-in. channels

for the longitudinal sills, with oak front

bumpers and back bumpers of built-up

steel. Equalized pedestal trucks are used

with the Pacific type locomotives, and

arch-bar trucks with the Mikados. The
wheels, in each case, are of forged and

rolled steel. The tables appended show

the principal dimensions of these loco-

motives.

Pacific or 4-6-2 type

:

Cylinders, 27 x 28 ins.; valves, piston.

14 ins. diameter. Boiler—Type, wagon-

top; diameter, 78 ins.; thickness of

sheets, J4 and 13/16 in.; working pressure,

180 lbs. ; fuel, soft coal ; staying, radial.

Fire Bo.x—Material, steel ; length, 108;^

ins. ; width, 78;'4 ins. ; depth, front, 85^
ins. ; depth, back, 72 ins. ; thickness of

sheets, sides, back and crown, 3^ in. ; tube,

5^ in. Water Space—Front, 6 ins.; sides

6 to 4 ins. ; back, 4 ins. Tubes—Diameter,

514 and 2J4 ins.; material, steel, Syi ins.;

iron, 2,'4 ins. ; thickness, Syi ins., No. 9

W. G.; 2J4 ins., No. 11 W. G.; number,

34, Sy^ ins.; 200, 2'4 ins.; length, 18 ft.

6 ins. Heating Surface—Fire box, 233

sq. ft. ; combustion chamber, 59 sq. ft.

;

tubes. 3,072 sq. ft.; total, 3,364 sq. ft.;

superheater. 751 sq. ft.
; grate area, 58.7

sq. ft. Driving Wheels—Diameter, out-

side, 74 ins.; center, 66 ins.; journafs,

main, 11 x 12 ins.; others, 10 x 12 ins.

Engine Truck \\'heels—Diameter, front,

3754 ins.; journals, 6 x 12 ins.; diameter,

back, 48;4 ins.; journals, 8 x 14 ins.

Wheel Base—Driving, 13 ft.; rigid, 13 ft.;

total engine. 33 ft. 854 ins. ; total engine

and tender, 68 ft. 4 ins. Weight—On
driving wheels, 171,300 lbs.; on truck,

front, 49,300 lbs.; on truck, back, 48,600

lbs. ; total engine, 269.200 lbs. ; total en-

gine and tender, about 433,000 lbs.

Tender—Wheels, number, 8; diameter,

36 ins.; journals, 554 x 10 ins.; tank

capacity. 8.200 U. S. gals. ; fuel, 13 tons

;

service, passenger.

Mikado or 2-8-2 type

:

Cylinders, 27 x 30 ins. ; valves, piston,

14 ins. diameter. Boiler—Type, wagon-
top ; diameter. 78 ins. ; thickness of sheets,

J4 and 13/16 in.; working pressure, 180

lbs. ; fuel, soft coal ; staying, radial. Fire

Box—Material, steel ; length, 108'^ ins.

;

width, 7854 ins. ; depth, front, 85^ ins.

;

depth, back, 72 ins. ; thickness of sheets,

sides, back and crown. .>^ in. ; tube, 54

in. Water Space—Front, 6 ins. ; sides,

6 to 4 ins. ; back. 4 ins. Tubes— diameter,

554 and 254 ins. : material, steel. 554 ins.

;

iron, 25-^ ins. ; thickness, 554 ins., No. 9

W. G. ; 254 ins-, ^o. 11 W. G. ; number,

34, 554 ins.; 200. 2'i ins.; length, 18 ft.

6 ins. Heating Surface—Fire box. 233 sq.

ft. : combustion chamber. 59 sq ft. ; tubes,

3.072 sq. ft.: total. 3,364 sq. ft.; super-

heater, 751 sq. ft.
;
grate area, 58.7 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels—Diameter, outside, 64

ins.; center, 56 ins.; journals, main, 11 x

12 ins. ; others, 10 x 12 ins.. Engine Truck
Wheels—Diameter, front, 37]4 ins.; jour-

nals, 6x10 ins. ; diameter, back, 4254

ins.; journals, 8 x 14 ins. Wheel Base

—

Driving, 16 ft. 9 ins.; rigid, 16 ft. 9 ins.;

total engine, 33 ft. 954 ins.; total engine

and tender, 68 ft. 5 ins. Weight—On
driving wheels, 211,300 lbs.; on truck,

front, 27,900 lbs.; on truck, back, 39,400

lbs. ; total engine, 278,600 lbs. ; total engine

and tender, about 472,000 lbs. Tender-
Wheels, number, 8; diameter, 33 ins.;

journals, 6 x 11 ins.; tank capacity, 10,000

U. S. gals. ; fuel, 19 tons ; service, freight.

The Trans-Australian Railway.

Mail advices from Australia recently

told of the completion of this railway

—

but another example of British colonial

development—from Kalgoorlie (in the

State of Western Australia) to the east-

ern terminus at Port Augusta (in the

State of South Australia), a distance of

1,053 miles.

In 1911 the Commonwealth Parliament

passed a bill for the construction of the

Kalgoorlie-Port Augusta railway under

the supervision of the Railway Depart-

ment, and the work was begun next year,

the first sod being turned by the then

Governor-General, Lord Denman. on
September 14.

The construction of the line has been
an undertaking of great magnitude.

Along the whole route there is no surface

water, and for 800 miles no habitation

whatever. In crossing Nullabor Plain

the line runs 330 miles without a curve.

Operations were commenced from
either end, and tw^o Roberts tracklayers

purchased in the L'nited States employed.

The rails are 80 lbs. to the yard ; ties of

Australian timber, and ballast of broken

stone and gravel.

While there were no rushing torrents

to bridge or mountains to pierce by tun-

nels, the absence of water caused mani-
fold hardships. There is not a single

tunnel on the entire 1.053 miles.

The railway is designed for high-speed

traffic. When ballasted throughout it

will be possible to make a speed of 44

miles per hour, comparing favorably with

other express train services in .\u5tralia.

Before the new great highway was
flung across the continent the only link

between east and west was the telegraph

along the coast of the Great Australian

Bight. To make the journey meant a

sea voyage of over l.(KX) miles.

It is interesting to compare this great

work of development in .Australia, with

the comparatively insignificant work that

has been accomplished in the same direc-

tion by the German government while it

was in possession of vast areas in Africa,

and where the country gives promise of a

much higher degree of development than

certain areas in Australia.
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Construction, Care and Maintenance of Turntables

The iRu types of turntables are marked ju>tin;-; the rollers endwise. Fine threads

by many iniprovemcnts, necessitated by the arc cut on tlie outer ends of the roller

rapid and radical changes in the past few pins and castle nuts used so that accurate

years in tlic type and design of locomo- endwise adjustment of the rollers is made

tives. The older designs were but tern- when the center is assembled in the shop,

porary expedients rather than definite Good lubrication of all interior moving

SECTIONAL ELEVATION', DECK TURNT.XBLE.

application of engineering principles. A
number of engineering firms now manu-

facture turntables intended to meet tlie

requirements of long life, and at moderate

costs. The dimensions now run from 50

ft. to 110 ft., varying by 5 ft. The end

trucks have wheels of one diameter, but

with two widths of face and two sizes of

journals. The centers are generally of

three sizes adapted to the general weight

of engines used.

The girders as shown in the main illus-

tration are made deep at the center, and

so constructed that they are stiff under

loads, and the center cross girders are

designed to deliver the weight of the en-

gine and turntable to the roller center in

the best manner. Cross frames are used

at lateral panel points. Structural steel, as

called for by the American Railway En-

gineering .\ssociation, is used for all

girders and their bracing. The end wheels

have treads of liljeral width and the

journals are unusually large in order for

the dynamic effect of passing locomotive

wlieels, when the ends of the turntable

are mit kept in good adjustment. The

centers are made of the cone roller type,

and provide for good distribution of the

loads to the masonry. They are easily

maintained and reduce the turning fric-

tion to a minimmn. The center longitu-

dinal girders rest on a saddle which bears

or. a hump, of small radius, on the top uf

the upper roller bo.x, so that if an engine

stops with its center of gravity away from

the center oi rotation, the table tips on

the hump and one set of end wheels i>

made to bear on tile circle-rail, but tlie

load on the center is still delivered cen-

trally.

The roller cage, as shown in the second

ilhistration consists of an inner ring,

which takes all roller thrusts, and an outer

ring wliich determines their correct spac-

ing, and special provision is made for ad-

parts is assured by tilling the lower roller

Ik.ix witli oil up to the oil-lip overflow

line, which is abo\ e the center of the

rollers. -\ dust guard extends around the

iiutside of the center covering the oil-lip

joint so as to exclude dust and water.

The upper and lower tread plates are

specially treated steel castings with their

cone bearing surfaces ground. The roll-

er- ;;re al-o made of special steel forgings

with their cone surfaces and thrust ends

ground.

toming tw the older types of turntables,

.1 large niimber of which are still in use,

it i.- a singular circumstance that some

of the most important mechanical appli-

ances used on railroads are the most neg-

lected. Turntables belong to this cate-

gory. As long as it is in good working

order locomotives may be moved in and

out of the engine house with ease. When
something happens and it works hard, de-

lays occur, and between the loss of time

and the growth of the trouble, whatever

it is. much needless expense is incurred.

As a rule, nobody seems to take par-

ticular charge of the turntable, but it

seems to us that the engine house fore-

man should observe its condition and re-

port any defects to the proper authorities,

whether it be the master mechanic or the

resident engineer.

Taking the causes of trouble cate-

gorically, there is the center bearing, the

elevation of tracks and clearances, the

levels and incidental twists to the struc-

ture, the foundations and drainage, the

material, deck, and. it may be added, the

climatic conditions—snow and ice. The
center bearing consists of a set of conical

rollers or balls, supposed to be running in

oil between two castings. The oil has

generally passed away by the process of

evaporation. If taken in time, and the

table is jacked up. and the balls or rollers

are taken out and thoroughly cleaned, and

put back in fresh lubricant about twice

a year, and good oil is added at reason-

able intervals, the bearing will rarely need

any further attention. .\ growing cause

of trouble arises from the fact that in the

older turntables the balls are rather too

small to bear the weight of the modern

heavy locomotive. Changes are being

made gradually to the roller type, but

not as rapidly as they might be. and closer

attention should be given to the bearings

and broken balls promptly renewed.

.\ common fault or weakness occurring

in the older turntables is the improper ad-

justment or elevation of tracks. When a

locomotive is on the table it will deflect

aliout three-quarters of an inch at each

end. The tracks leading to the turntable

should all be at absolutely the same ele-

vation all around the turntable pit. The

table should tluii be high enough so that

when balanced with load the rails on the

table will be at least one inch above the

rails on the pit walls at each end. This

is of real importance, because this allow-

ance of one inch or more of an elevation

of the rail in the table will be all taken

up when the locomotive is going on or

coming off tlic table, and if the track rails

are higher than those on the table, the

tendency to damage the rails or even cause

a derailment is very great.

.\s is well known, frost, such as we

had last winter, will interfere with the

most exactly adjusted turntable by

heaving the pit walls. The rails on the
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turntable should not be adjusted to meet

this emergency because the heaving or

moving of the foundation is, in the very

nature of physical phenomena, irregular.

And it is so easy to make matters worse.

The proper way is to jack up the turn-

table a few inches, blocking under one

end, and jacking up the other, and put a

steel shim on the center casting under

the loading girder. Shimming up the

turntable restores the lost clearance and

leaves the table in correct adjustment. If

heaving, or moving of the earth beneath, is

unequal, the table should be shimmed high

enough to clear the circle rail at its

highest points. The timber on which the

turntable rails rest should not be changed

by reducing their size. It may be added
that the pernicuous effects of extreme

climatic conditions may be largely avoided

by proper drainage, and an application of

hot water at the psychological moment
It will have been observed by railroad

men of experience that light turntables

develop a twist or warp. It can be

readily detected by noting the clearance

under the end wheels as the locomotive

is passing on or off. It is no hard matter

to turn the empty turntable and note the

variation in the clearance. If the center

pier is exactly level, the difference in the

clearance will be the amount of the twist.

If the pier is not level the difference will

be accentuated and easily discoverable. It

will not take long to turn the turntable

several times and discover the amount of

twist, and also the amount and direction

of shape, if any, to the pier. If it should

be discovered that the pier is not level.

the turntable should be lifted and also

the pier, and the pier top should be

levelled. The twist can be then corrected

by putting shims between the end roller

bo.xes and the steel girders to level all of

the four corners and to make the rails

level at both ends of the turntable. This

may throw the deck out of level, and

that can be corrected by facing the deck

ties properly.

When these shims are once put in they

must not be altered or removed except by

proper authority, and that only when tests

show that the amount of warp in the

girders has altered.

The steel girders, floor system and brac-

ing require frequent cleaning and painting.

On too many of our tables the outside of

the girders have been well painted and the

less accessible parts inside allowed to

become dirty and rusty. Whenever paint-

ing is done the cleaning and scraping of

the steel must be especially thorough, on
account of the large opportunity for the

collection of wet dirt and refuse on the

steel, and the many corners difficult to

clean. Locomotive men can help on this

point by not starting their injectors on the

table, so as to avoid as far as possible

dripping w'ater on to the steelwork.

The deck of a turntable usually requires

little or no care, except that when the

end heights are not correct, the end ties

get pounded to pieces quickly. A number
of tables have a walk on the deck, consist-

ing of one or two stout planks ; some have
the deck entirely covered with light

lioards. The latter is especially unde-

sirable from a maintenance standpoint.

When the deck is covered, the steel under-

neath is kept almost constantly wet and

does not get a chance to dry out and in-

spection is rendered difficult. If any walk
at all is on the table it should be away
from the girders or stringers, so that the

steel may be readily cleaned. However,
tlie turntable is intended for use in turn-

ing locomotives and not as a footbridge

across the pit, and if the area around the

pit is kept clear and in shape, there is

no necessity whatever for any one walk-
ing across the table except to get to the

centre for inspection and repairs. Any
plank walk is therefore unnecessary, as

well as detrimental to the table.

In winter snow and ice collect in the

jiits and interfere with operation. The
duty of cleaning out the pit devolves on
the trackmen, but the locomotive house
force should give them assistance at all

times. Generally in winter, when a table

is reported as working hard, the trouble,

if not due to heaving of foundations, is

found to be caused by an accumulation
of ice around the centre. In severe

weather this should l)e watched and ice

cleared out as fast as it forms, instead

of allowing it to collect until it becomes
a nuisance.

Where tables are operated by air mo-
tors, the care of the motor and acces-

sories devolves on the locomotive house
staff. They should periodically examine
and overhaul all parts of it. If they

allow a tractor to get out of repair so

that they have to turn locomotives by
man power it is their own fault. .A.

tractor generally needs very little atten-

tion, but like all machinery, requires care.

Where several departmental organiza-

tions are jointly responsible for anything,

as in the case of turntables, they each
frequently form the habit of waiting on
the others to take action. If the locomo-
tive house and maintenance forces will

only form the habit of co-operation, the

turntables will all be kept in much better

shape with much less work and will afford

the minimum of inconvenience to all con-

cerned.

Locomotive Exhaust Nozzles
The prevalent use of water during the

summer months for outdoor purposes in

cities has, among other things, de-

veloped two very different kinds of water

sprinklers. The form of the aperture of

discharge of water so used plays a most
important part in determining the results

obtained. The name "nozzle" is given to

the spout or pipe for discharge, com-
monly tapering, and placed at the end

of a flexible tube or hose. For want of

more definite description they may be

called, respectively, the "fire-engine

nozzle" and the "garden-sprinkler nozzle."

The essential difference between them
may be stated more exactly by regarding

the first as the one which throws a

concentrated stream, and the second as

spreading or spraying the water. The
object to be gained by the use of the

fire-engine nozzle is the throwing of a

quantity of water over a comparatively

long distance, and delivering it as much

as possible in Inilk wliere it will do most
good. A fireman is enabled, by the use

of a properly designed nozzle, to reach,

if need be, the roof of a high building

with a powerful stream of water, or to

throw it over an inaccessible area to a

point where fire is raging. The object

sought by the use of the nozzle of the

garden-sprinkler kind is, on the other

hand, to cover the largest area possible

by a diffused and not very violent jet of

water.

The construction of the fire-engine

nozzle, or one best adapted for the pro-

duction of a concentrated jet. is that of

a gradually tapering tube, through which
water under pressure is forced. The tip

or extreme end of this nozzle is partially

blocked with a square-shouldered ring of

metal. An illustration of this form might
be given by supposing something like an

ordinary plain finger-ring of square

section forced into the end of an inch

pipe. Another rough approximation to

the fire-engine nozzle might also be had
by screwing on the end of an inch gas-

pipe a cap, such as is used by plumbers

to close the end of a pipe not required

for immediate service, and drilling a

three-quarter inch hole in the end of the

cap. Either of these illustrations pre-

sents an abruptly contracted aperture

very similar to that of the fire-engine

nozzle, and in some degree not unlike the

form of exhaust pipe used in many loco-

motives at the present time.

When water under pressure is forced

down the gradually tapering fire-engine

nozzle its speed is uniformly increased, so

that at the point of exit it has attained

a very much increased velocity. This

speed is still further augmented by

the partial obstruction of the square-

shouldered ring at the extremity of the

nozzle. .\ theory which may possibly

help in the understanding of the prin-
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cipic upon which this mode of construc-

tion is based may be tentatively stated

thus : The moving body of water passing

through the nozzle encounters a certain

amount of frictional resistance offered

by the sides of the tapering tube. The

particles of water which come in contact

SMALL TIP NOZZLE.

with the walls of the nozzle are rolled

along, over and over, thus forming an

indefinite series of minute water rollers,

upon which the central stream passes

with comparatively little frictional ob-

struction. The square - sectioned ring

placed at the nozzle receives the pressure

of the numberless little rollers as they

progress down the tube, and it has, there-

fore, from its position and form, a ten-

dency to turn their direction of motion

to one at right angles to the general line

of motion of the whole body of water.

These rolling particles are pressed upon

by those behind, and are at last forced

to move inward from all sides towards

the center of the circular aperture. This

inward and toward-the-center motion im-

parted to the film of water which had

passed down along the sides of the tube,

and given just at the moment of escape,

has probably the effect of neutralizing,

in a certain degree, any tendency which

the main jet would otherwise have to

.spread. The sharp ring at the opening

makes what hydraulic engineers would

probably call the "orifice" in a thin plate

or wall. This kind of aperture through

a thin plate—thin in comparison to the

diameter of the jet—produces a still fur-

tlicr slight contraction of the stream just

after it has left the pipe; the further con-

traction outside the orifice being techni-

cally called the "veina contracta," or con-

tracted vein. The tendency of the water to

spread is therefore delayed by the use of the

fire-engine nozzle, and a powerful concen-

trated and solid stream of water thrown

for a considerable distance is the result.

In tlie garden-sprinkler jet the result is

almost completely the reverse. The water

moving down this tapered nozzle has

its velocity increased as it nears the

muzzle, as in the other example. The
.same phenomena, which for the purposes

of illustration have been outlined, may
be supposed to exist here also. The ex-

ceedingly minute and infinite series of

water "ball-bearing" roller particles re-

duce the friction of the central mass,

but at the nozzle the aperture opens out

slightly and in a direction different from

the gradual tapering of the nozzle walls.

It may be said to resemble in shape the

old-fashioned, bugle-mouthed blunder-

buss. The direction of the emerging par-

ticles of water is therefore outward and

away from the center line of motion of

the whole, and a spraying, scattering jet

of or cone of water is thus produced.

If this tentative and roughly sketched

working hypothesis be admitted as ap-

proximately true, it may be interesting

to apply a similar line of reasoning to

the consideration of the effect produced

by the abruptly contracted nozzle or tip

in use on many of the locomotives in

service on our various railways. The
ordinarily used exhaust pipe is a rough

copy of the fire-engine nozzle. The tap-

ering pipe bears a close resemblance to

the watertube, and the contracted tip

presents a close analogy to the sharply

defined partial obstruction of the fire-

engine nozzle. The steam from the cyl-

inders is shot out at each e.xhaust, if not

quite, without touching the sides of the

smokestack, and in a measure resembles

the concentrated jet thrown by the fire-

engine. The intermittent character of

the exhaust, however, renders it capable

of expelling a certain amount of air each

time it passes out of the stack. It is

able to throw' out. at each pulsation, a

quantity of air which, for sake of illus-

tratifin may be supposed roughly to equal

in volume that occupied by, say, tw-o or

three bottle or non-traversing jacks,

standing on end. The quantity is not

relatively great with reference to the vol-

ume contained in the wdiole smokestack

;

but the fact that the concentrated jet of

steam is capable of causing a draught,

and so stimulating the action of the fire,

is to a large extent, dependent upon the

violence with which it expels the air.

The more rapidly a relatively small quan-

tity of air is driven out at each exhaust,

the better will be the draught. The
"sharpening" of the draught by the fur-

ther contraction of the exhaust tip is

evidence that the rapidity with which

the expulsion of the air is effected is

what is most fully relied upon to pro-

duce a satisfactory and powerful draught.

.'\s each separate exhaust removes a

definite quantity of air from the stack

I'.nd smokebox a further supply of fresh

air enters at its only point of ingress,

which is through the grates. Various

means are employed to cause the concen-

trated jet to suck air out of the smoke-

box; but the high velocity of the jet. and

its ability to pass out without striking

any obstruction, is the end sought.

.'\n innocent, though instructive, ex-

periment may be made by anyone who
happens to possess the requisite qualifi-

cations. He should have a garden nozzle

capable, as many are, of alteration from
what will give a spreading or spraying

jet, to one which will throw a compara-

tively solid and compact stream of water,

when it becomes necessary to reach the

more remote places. If such an experi-

menter will turn his garden nozzle so

that it will throw, as nearly as may be,

a solid jet, he will find that the water

issues from the nozzle with little or no
disturbance to the surrounding air, for a

considerable distance from the mouth of

the nozzle. The rapidly moving and com-
pact stream of water will pass through

the atmosphere as a rod or arrowshaft

might do. If he smokes so that a few

puffs from his pipe will pass toward the

jet, he will find the smoke blow over or

under the jet, and that very little will be

absorbed by the water. If, however, the

nozzle be transformed so as to give a

spreading and spraying jet, the smoke

blown gently toward the water will be

rapidly caught up and disappear in the

sparkling cone of water. This seems to

show that the spray has the power of

producing a certain slight current of air

in the direction of the jet, which the

other does not seem to possess.

An examination of the steam nozzle of

almost any injector will reveal the fact

that it has no obstructed tip ; its function

being to pick up. if one may so say, the

w'ater which lies behind and around it,

Ti^.

^t^.tr^_\
XOZZLE WIIHK .\\ TOP TILW BOTTOM.

Ti:.\l>.-^ -in SPREAD .lET.

as the siiraying jet from the lawn sprink-

ler did with the smoke.

Mr. W. II. Thomas, at one time assist-

ant superintendent of motive power on

the Southern Railroad, contributed a

most interesting paper to R.mlway and
LocoMOTi\-E Engineering, which was pub-
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lished in the March issue some years ago.

In it was given the result of experiments

with a nozzle or exhaust tip which was

certainly designed to spread or spray

the jet of steam, and which purposely

caused it to strike the sides of the smoke-

stack in passing out. Such an exhaust

takes out, at each release of steam, a

stackful of air. This is presumably a

much greater quantity than that expelled

by steam from the concentrating tip. A
large diameter of tip, and consequently a

less violent action on the fire, was said

to produce most beneficial results. If

these facts are as stated, may it not be

that the advantage gained by the less

violent exhaust is in large measure due

to the greater air-drawing quality of the

spreading jet.

For sake of illustration, it was sup-

posed that the exhaust from the contract-

ing tip threw out of the stack a quan-

tity of air roughly approximating in vol-

ume to, say, that of two or three bottle

jacks standing on end, as compared with

an entire stackful removed by the steam

from the spreading tip. It appeared that

the draught on the fire was produced

by the very rapid expulsion of the rela-

tively small amoun: of air, which was

driven out almost explosively. The ex-

ceedingly rapid removal of the air pro-

duced a greater rarcfication, not to say

vacuum, in the smokebox, and particles

of air from without moved with greater

rapidity to take the place of those driven

out. But here another fact becomes ap-

parent. The movement of air from with-

out toward the firebox, though rapid at

each exhaust, is nevertheless for only a

short distance each time. This rapid but

small movement of air toward the grates

is due to tlie relatively small but violently

expelled volume from the smokestack. If

the smoker above referred to were to

occupy the fireman's seat on a locomo-

tive, running at a high speed, he might

have ocular demonstration of this fact.

The windows of the cab being shut and

the back curtain down, if the damper

in the firebox door be slightly opened,

the experimenter might watch the be-

havior of a puff of smoke from his briar

root pipe. He would probably notice the

smoke first float off in a cloud which

would hang motionless for an instant. It

would suddenly descend a short distance,

perhaps two or three inches, and again re-

main suspended in the atmosphere for a

moment, until the next exhaust drew it

rapidly down through a second short

distance, the smoke just pausing before

again quickly sinking in response to the

pulsations of the locomotive. The suc-

cessive beats of the engine would thus,

through the medium of the puff of smoke,

be rendered visible in their effects, until

the fragrant cloud disappeared through

the opening of the fire-door damper.

With the use of the spreading tip, a

stackful of smoke would be ejected more
slowly, though the larger quantity pass-

ing out would require a similarly large

quantity to come into replace it. It would
enter at a relatively slower velocity, and
would blow in through the grate bars and
play on the fire with an even, more con-

tinuous, slightly prolonged, but perhaps

more bellows-like effect. A large quan-

tity of air removed slowly and regularly

appears to be desirable. Many modifica-

tions in exhaust nozzles have been made,

but all have been tried with the endeavor

to reach the best.

The Brotherhoods Are Intensely Loyal

The leaders of the four railroad

Brotherhoods are a unit on the question

of delinquency, indifference, carelessness.

Of "slacking" on the part of employes

engaged in the vital service of trans-

portation. This is clearly shown by cir-

cular letters sent out by the general chair-

men of these organizations to all local

chairmen and members on the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Lines East. The circular

letters were issued following the receipt

of several communications from the as-

sistant general manager addressed to the

four general chairmen and calling atten-

tion to a large number of specific in-

stances of failure in duty and other forms

of apparent "slacking" on the part of

train service employes of the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad Lines East, occurring

within the last few weeks.

The four chairmen replied, partly, as

follows

:

"We assure you of our hearty coop-

eration, and we trust that steps will be

taken to correct matters. We fully ap-

preciate that now that we are all Gov-

ernment employes, it is necessary that

there be cooperation, not only on the part

of the employes, but also on the part of

the officials of the company, so that we
may all work as a unit for the Govern-

ment, for without cooperation we feel

that all efforts will fail along the lines

of unification of forces for the successful

handling of traffic on our railroad."

Mr. William Park, general chairman.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers,

said : "The man who is failing to report

on time, or is refusing to respond when
called, is not -helping the situation by

such action ; on the other hand, he is

helping to discredit our organization.

One must be patriotic when at this criti-

cal period there is such an extreme short-

age of men in railroad service to move
the great volume of freight necessary to

keep supplies moving promptly to our

armies and those of our .Mlies.

"If the boys in the trenches failed to

report promptly, or failed to respond

when ordered to do so, as some of our

railroad men are doing, serious things

would result, yet by a general order the

President has placed us all in the same

category with the soldiers. We are just

as much a part of this great war machine,

our duties are just as great, our responsi-

bility is even greater, for if we fail or if

we all should do as a few are doing (fail-

ing to respond when called), the result

would be appalling.

".\ spirit of cooperation should take

hold of every branch of service, to the

end that we may serve our country faith-

fully and efficiently. A spirit of mutual

helpfulness should pervade every part of

our lives in this time of Democracy's

great struggle for the world's freedom

from autocracy."

Mr. H. E. Core, general chairman.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and

Enginemcn, wrote as follows: "As mem-

bers of an honorable organization we are

all duty bound to do all in our power to

assist officials of the company in the

prompt, efficient and safe movement of

engines and trains, and to see that all

firemen and hostlers properly, promptly

and efliciently do their duty while in the

service of the company.

"The long list in the assistant general

manager's letters, among whom are em-
ployed many firemen, shows a seriously

demoralizing tendency towards inef-

ficiency among many engine and train

service employes. If this is not promptly

and effectively checked, it must inevitably

injure the good repute of our organiza-

tion, and the good name of tlie firemen

and hostlers as efficient working men, and
loyal and patriotic citizens.

"I therefore urge upon you all to do

all in your power to see that every fire-

man and hostler is careful to perform all

his duties. Industrial slacking has a

seriously demoralizing effect on the ef-

ficiency of railroad service in the move-

ment of all trains now so vitally neces-

sary. Industrial slacking in any of its

forms is as great a menace to the safety

of our country as any pro-German propa-

ganda can possibly be."

It is everywhere apparent that the men
who do the work of railroading are in-

tensely loyal to the United States. They
have abandoned weak compromise and

are determined to aid the government in

everv wav to win the war.
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Win the War.

It i> .1 iTLtty ui-11 acccplcil fart that no
man can please t-vcryliodv all the time,

and a.*: tliis i.s so, it is equally true that no
c.nc man, Iiolding a responsible position,

where thousands look for, and act on his

word, can possibly satisfy everyone in the

community. The Director General of

Railroads has had new work, to him, to

perform, he has little intimate knowled.ne

of those who, from tlie nature of the case,

must ad\ise liim. Think this over. You
may not agree with everytliing that has

been dune: hut could ynu do much belter

lourself: Well hardly' Then turn in

and sive all the help to him that you can.

I'art of tlic time for gettiiig equipment
read.\ for the winter is gone, thoUKli not

all of it. .Xiiw is the time to get in and
Work, and so aid in winning the war. We
are not likely to ha\e (|uite m) bad a win-

ter this year as we had last year. We
mean ther<- may imt be the long peril. ds

"i inlen>.e cold, or as mucli snow, but it

will be ba<l enough. We do not want to

make it more severe by Ijeing unpreiiared,

or by ini'lere-timaling it. We can't al'ford

to ha\e the transportation system of this

..oiHilry deran<.;ed during the war. if we
know how |r. |.re\ent it. Now is the time

\K lay aside all fault linding, hostile criti-

c:^m, and >Iackncss. Everyone can't be

c-iiitain o; the ship al the same time.

Lend a li;.nd. we must win the war.

Locomotive Repair Shop Output.

I'rom reports that come to us from the

ailroads now in the hands of the Federal

\dministration otficers it appears that the

repair work on locomotives is being ac-

complished with a degree of thorough-

ness and rapidity that surpasses the rec-

ord of previous years. This speaks vol-

umes for the loyalty and increased energy
of the skilled mechanics engaged in the

work. The liberal increase in remunera-
tion made by the government has doubt-

less much to do with this. Men who are

fairly well paid may be relied to do more
than those who are kept on starvation

wages. That machinists and others en-

gaged in locomotive repair work have not

been paid as well as they should have
been for many years is universally con-

ceded. It is not necessary to dwell on
the causes that have conduced to this de-

jilorable state of things. That it was
liartly owing to harsh legislation and
partly to the lack of unity among the em-
Iiloyes themselves is well known.

.A.gain many of the railroads suttered

from a constant change in the ranks of

the workmen. .Assuming that a man is a

:40od mechanic he will not develop 100

l)er cein. of efficiency until he has been in

the service a certain length of time, as

there will be conditions with which he is

not familiar and it takes time to educate
Iiim. In addition, mechanical depart-

ments have exjierienced in the past de-

lays on account of shortage of material.

This is not a reflection on the stores de-

partmciU. but due to tlie fact that re-

trenchments were necessary and they

could not order material far enou,L;li in

advance to prevent shortages.

-Again in many instances the shops were
not permitted to remain in full operation

all the year round. A great saving is

effected by maintaining a steady staff, and
in this way the mechanical department
could ligure on a certain number of en-
gines falling due for the shop each month,
whereas dnriiig the past several years the

i^reater proportion of heavy locomoti^e^
have been put through the shops in m.iny
ol the railroads in the summer or f.ill

months, which makes them all fall due
about the same time the following year,

and this is a condition which works hard-
shi|is in the mechanical and operating de-
partments. Supposing a railroad receives

a number of new locomotives about this

time and under ordinary conditions these
engines remain in service approximately
fourteen months, necessitating shop at-

liiition about the eml of the year, when
in all prolialiility there is the greatest
ilemand for their service. The necessity
for retrenchment in the output of a shop
m the summer months, prevents the re-
pairs to ,,ther locomotives in the same
(la-^s, making a shortage of power and
congestion, which would make it inad-
visable to repair then- engines when due.
To relieve a sittiation of this kind, if is

occasionally necessary to advance the

regular date of shopping to prepare the

heaviest power for the service in winter
months, and this necessarily increases the

maintenance cost, also necessitates the

engines contiiniing in service longer than
their condition would warrant, probably
decreasing the number of miles run for

failure, and unless these conditions are
fully considered it is hard to maintain the

ma.ximum of efficiency expected.

Electrification of Railroads,

We commend to our reader:; a careful

perusal of the able paper on Railway
Electrification, the bulk of which appears
elsewhere in our columns. Jhe degree
of fairness with which the subject is

handled is admirable, and while it would
be idle to venture an opinion as to the

feasibility of the-general recommendations
set forth, it is to say the least worthy
of that serious degree of consideration

wdiich the gravity of the fuel situation

calls for, that the advantageous use of
electricity as a motive power from an
economic standpoint in certain districts is

unquestioned is universally admitted. Not
only so, but apart from the economical
advantages there are other advantages,
particularly in suburban districts, where
it has almost become a primal necessity,

as its success in many ways is so marked.
In the districts particularly referred to

b.\- Mr. Murphy, the author of the paper,
where water powxr is abundant, the more
rapid adoption of electric power is merely
a question of time. Kot only so, as is

shown by the reports from the electrified

districts (d" the Chicago, Milwaukee &
Western, but ..n the Xorfolk & Western
where the supply of coal is conveniently
near, the increase in power and reduction
of maintenance is clearly established. On
the other hand districts less -fortunate in

these regards look upon the adoption of
electric pouer as prohibitive. .As an in-

stance, the proposition to electrify the
railroads in Chicago and vicinity was
found by most careful investigation to be
impractical from a financial standpoint.
It simply meant bankruptcy, and, as is

well known, many of the railroads have
been long on the brink of ruin already.

Perhai>s flu- most gratifying feature of
the attempts to solve the fuel problem,
and incidentally, the great and growing
transportation problem, is to note that the
best and briubt.st minds among the en-
.ginecring frautnity are engaged in the
.solution of these problems, and in no
country in the world is there a more
ready recognition „r encouragement
be found than in the highlv
atmosphere of At

to

charged
lencan enter[inse.

Railroading As It Is and As It Will Be.
The unfortunate acri.lent which re-

cently occurre.I on the X. C. & St. L. Rv.
has focused public attention o,, the things
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that may happen on a well equipped and

efficiently run railway. The well known
\erdict that the dead cngineman was to

blame, which has hitherto very largely

suited each species of accident as the

"Amen" suits any Anglican church

hymn, does not appear to be fully accep-

table to the Director General of Rail-

roads. If a man failed, be he now dead

or alive, it is quite possible to arrive at

some sort of rational explanation of his

failure, or at least the probable causes of

his delinquency. Failure, as we have

more than once pointed out may be

psychological.

Who is to say what interpretation the

mind of a busy engineman will give to a

colored signal light, when squinted at

sideways when only the short, straight

faces of the signal lens are seen ? Scien-

tific men would call this extra Fovial

vision directed to the parallel sur-

faces of a Fresnel lens. What they mean

is this, that there is on the optic axis of

the eye. that is the direct line of sight,

ul depression or shallow pit on the retina

of the eye and this small area is called

the "Fovia Centralis." It is the area of

sharpest and most definite sight, and to

bring this small area in the direct line

of sight, explains why we move our eyes

to see an object most clearly. All the

rest of the area of the retina falls short

of that given by the Fovia.

The object of a semaphore lens is to

project parallel lines of light from the

flame in the lamp. In order to bring

the lens down to a satisfactory size the

lens which theoretically might stand out

12 inches or more from the lamp is, if

we may so say, compressed to perhaps

2 inches, so that there are a number of

small flat surfaces parallel to the lines

of light, but these small areas or rings

in the lens are not designed to scatter or

diffuse the light though being made of

glass some small amount of light can get

through.

N'ow, as we said before, who can say

positively what interpretation the mind

of a busy man may put upon light follow-

ing a path which is rather accidental than

of design and reaching the retina of the

eye where vision is not at its best? It

may give a distorted impression, or it

may not even stimulate conscious appre-

ciation, especially if the man has his

thoughts engrossed by something else.

There is certainly some danger in this

condition. This is one example ;
others

could easily be found.

\\"c have previously spoken of the dis-

tractions of work on the engine, of

thoughts of home and friends <ir even

hopes of gain. The effects of a quarrel

and the endeavor to think out an ex-

planation for some previous act, likely to

be called in question, may also I'.ull per-

ception to the danger point. Or even a

temporary fit of drowsiness may do it.

We cannot speak in too high terms of

praise of the desire of the Director Gen-

eral to seek out the cause and so adjudge

the adequate remedy. Such a course will

inaugurate a far safer style of railroad-

ing than we have hitherto had. We are

not concerned with how far other na-

tions have gone in this matter. This is a

subject pertinent to the .American Rail-

road System as it stands, and we alone

suffer the loss caused by what may be

called, preventable accidents, and we

alone must apply the remedy.

Some sort of automatic stop device,

put in operation in case a train, from

whatever cause, is forced past a signal

which "advises" stop, but does not en-

force it, is the desideratum in this day.

We believe the administration has an

opportunity of conferring upon the people

one of the best promises for safe railroad

operation in the world, and we believe

that the government intends to give this

important matter most serious thought,

and will act in such a way as to ennoble

its own reputation and confer a priceless

boon on the traveling public, the signifi-

cance of which can only today be imag-

ined.

There arc many train control and stop

devices to be had. .\ committee of prac-

tical, competent, cool, expert signal en-

gineers and a sprinkling of those whose

duty it is to look at. and oliey signal in-

dications, if got together, and for the time

being, removed from the i)ressure of home
duties, would be able to give a clear,

straightforward statement of what is re-

quired, and these men, looking at many
devices, would weed out the ineffective

and leave perhaps a dozen or so that had

real merit. It is not necessary to say

that all these devices would be perfect,

but they would not be beyond improve-

ment. Healthy rivalry would cause the

advocate of each specific design to look

for and eliminate the suspicion of a weak

spot in his device, but the grand move-

ment of till would be toward the same

goal.

It is not to save one accident that this

time and thought and money must be ex-

pended. It is not that one railway may
plume itself on its record. It is for a

higher and greater result that the govern-

ment takes action. It is a result which

comports in exalted, patriotic and high

emprise, with the dignity of the power-

ful agency of the national government.

A momentary mental abberation, a drowsy

moment, a misread signal, a preoccupied

mind, a passing quarrel, may cost the

lives of many, and darken the homes of

scores of innocent victims. Xo more
noble, praiseworthy and glorious work
was ever resolutely taken up by the ad-

ministration than this of making the great

land transportation system safe for the

people, and no one can do it as the gov-

ernment can and will do it, thoroughly

and splendidly. It is government of the

people, liy the pe-iule and for the people.

Increase of Wages for Shopmen.

The railroad shopmen of the country
have recently come in for recognition in

the way of an increase of pay at the
hands of the Director General. It may
be said that this is not so much an act

of generosity as it is of justice. What-
ever raises of pay, from time to time may
have gladdened the hearts of railroad

men, the shopmen have seldom been part
of the glad throng.

The work of the shop man is onerous
and hard, his toil is just as unending as
any other branch of the service. He
now has the right to feel that his in-

creasing usefulness and experience is be-
ing counted in the scale in his favor.

There is no feeling so filled with satis-

faction as the frank admission of one's

ability by another. The feeling is more
to be prized than winning a fight though
the feeling of triumph is strong.

The advance of wages affect about
.^00,000 men and apply to all over the

country. The addition to the aggregate
annual payroll is estimated at nearly

$100,000,000. The advance is the first ex-
tensive modification of the new wage
scale, and was made on recominendation
of the commission on railroad wages and
working conditions.

The new scale of wages w-as announced
as follows

:

.Machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths,

sheet metal workers, moulders and first

class electrical workers, 68 cents an hour;
carmen and second class electrical

workers, 58 cents an hour; helpers, 45
cents an hour; foremen paid on hourly
basis, five cents an hour more.

b'oremen paid on monthly basis, in-

crease of $4 a month; minimum $155 and
$250.

The wage advance has been made re-

troactive, and the increases therefore date

from January 1, 1918. From .-Xugust 1

eight hours will be recognized as a stand-

ard working day, and overtime for Sun-
day and holiday work will be paid for at

the rate of time and a half-. Back pay
will be given the men as soon as it can

be calculated. Viewed in any light it is

a matter for congratulation to the

shopman of this land that the wags
increase has been given as it has, with-

out a fight and that the amount paid to

each man will help to lighten the increas-

ingly heavy financial burdens which the

war, and the higher cost of necessaries

brings with it.

Railroad service, with its many and its

varied activities, is a complicated piece

of business, and it is by no means easy or
soft work. Its e.\actions are persistent

and its call is imperative. The increase

of wages, though it may look 'arge in

the aggregate, is no more than the ste-

nographer in an office or the clerk in a

dry goods store, has a moral right to

look for as an individual recognition of

his full and faithful service.
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Air Brake Department
Brakes Failing to Release — Questions and Answers

We have received several inquiries

relative to brakes failing to release on

passenger trains, particularly with LN
e(iuipment, and a few comments upon this

subject should be of general interest.

The failure of a brake to release, pro-

vided that the exhaust port of the operat-

ing valve is open and no air pressure

escaping, that the brake rigging is not

fouled, or that a hand brake is not set,

means, of course, that for some reason

or reasons, brake pipe pressure cannot

be increased above the pressure in the

auxiliary reservoir sufficiently to force the

triple valve piston and slide valve to re-

lease position. When the triple valve is

in a reasonably good condition, or where

several brakes in a train have failed to

release, it means that the supplementary

reservoirs have charged the auxiliary

reservoirs to a higher pressure than

there is contained in the brake pipe.

With PM equipment, the same result is

obtained if the auxiliary reservoirs have

been charged to a higher pressure than

that being maintained in the brake pipe.

This overcharge of the auxiliary reser-

voir may be obtained from allowing the

brake valve handle to remain in release

position for too long a period, or from

some other engine having handled the

cars with a higher brake pipe pressure

or a higher pressure may have been ad-

mitted from a yard testing plant, in any

event, the stuck brakes should be re-

leased from the engine, whether in road

or shifting movements, as to release a

brake by means of bleeding the reser-

voirs is usually a waste of compressed

air, whicli may result in the application

of other brakes in the train, and, obvi-

ously, if brakes are released by means of

bleeder cocks or drain cocks, it gives no

assurance that the brakes can be released

by the engineman or from the engine.

There are. however, shifting conditions

wherein it is argued that in some in-

stances time may be saved by bleeding

off a brake that fails to release promptly,

as in the case of coupling fully charged

cars to others that have no air pressure

in the brake system, and it must be ad-

mitted that under certain conditions a

train movement may be facilitated by

Mecdin-^ ''( a lirakc or '.rakes.

Witli the LN" equipment, a movement

of the triple valve to release position,

after an application of the brake, opens

the supplementary reservoir to the auxili-

ary, and a; the supplementary reservoir

volume has not been disturbed during a

service application, and its volume being

approximately, two and a half times that

of the auxiliary. tlie auxiliary reservoir

pressure is increased from the supple-

mentary reservoir at about the same rate

that brake pipe pressure is increasing, up

to the point of equalization between the

two reservoirs, therefore it is only neces-

sary to increase the pressure in the brake

pipe alone in order to elTect a release.

When the brake pipe pressure for any

reason cannot be increased above the

equalizing point between the reservoirs,

the brake remains applied, or graduates

the release, retaining a portion of the

pressure in the brake cylinder, or the

release of air from the brake cylinder is

in proportion to the amount admitted

from the main reservoir into the brake

pipe. While we contend that the brake

should be released from the engine, if it

ever becomes necessary to release a brake

by means of the bleeder cocks in the res-

ervoirs, it should be done by means of

the release valve or drain cock of the

auxiliary reservoir. This should be

opened until the triple valve starts to dis-

charge brake cylinder pressure, and the

bleeder cock should be closed imme-
diately, and again opened as the brake

graduates, and to be repeated, if neces-

sary, the object being to release the

brake, by exhausting the least possible

amount of air from the auxiliary reser-

voir.

Bleeding the supplementary reservoir

at such a time involves an unnecessary

waste of compressed air, as the supple-

mentary reservoir is not in communica-

tion with the auxiliary when the triple

valve is in service, service lap or gradu-

ated release lap position, and the brake

cannot be released by bleeding the sup-

plementary reservoir until this pressure

has lowered sufficiently to allow the by-

pass valve to open, and the pressure must

be reduced to about 40 lbs. to permit the

by-pass valve to permit air to pass from

the auxiliary to the supplementary res-

ervoir. In any event, it is a waste of

compressed air that must be restored

from the locomotive.

Wlicii supplementary reservoirs be-

come overcharged, that is, charged to a

Iiighcr pressure than the brake pipe pres-

sure as controlled by the feed valve, the

pressure is reduced by making an appli-

cation of the brake and during release,

each time the triple valve moves to re-

lease position a portion of the supple-

mentary reservoir pressure will be used

in recharging the auxiliary, and if the

reservoirs are very highly overcharged,

several full service applications of the

brake may be necessary to effect a com-

plete release. During such operations,

the supplementary reservoir pressure

drops about 1 lb. for every 4 lbs. in-

crease in the auxiliary reservoir, this

taking into consideration the amount that

may enter the auxiliary from the brake

pipe, which is a very small amount. From

this it is evident that a 20 lb. brake pipe

reduction, resulting in a 20 lb. auxiliary

reservoir reduction would drop the sup-

plementary reservoir pressure 5 lbs. dur-

ing a release, or a 30 lb. reduction would

cause a loss of 7'A lbs. in the supple-

mentary. In this connection, it might be

well to state that the secondary charging

port from the brake pipe to the auxiliary

reservoir opens when the brake pres-

sure is 4 lbs. higher than that in the

auxiliary reservoir, but the auxiliary res-

ervoir is charged principally from the

supplementary.

The greatest difficulty in brakes of this

equipment failing to release is during a

test of brakes, conducted immediately

after a train is made up and the various

cars have been charged from some dif-

ferent sources and when a difference in

supplementary reservoir pressure on the

various cars exists. If after an applica-

tion of the brake, the brake pipe pres-

sure cannot be promptly increased above

the point of equalization of the highest

charged supplementary reservoirs and

their auxiliary those brakes will remain

applied while those with lower pressures

are released and recharging. When
trains are made up in such a manner, the

brake pipe reduction for the test should

never be less than 30 lbs., not for the

purpose of insuring an application of the

brakes, but to so far as possible, insure a

satisfactory release of brakes. Under

conditions where there may be as much

as IS or 20 lbs. difference in supplemen-

tary reservoir pressures, and where it is

understood that brakes are ready for test

with LN equipment when the pressures

have equalized, which does not neces-

sarily mean the supplementary reservoir

pressures, the best method is to make a

brake pipe reduction that will reduce the

auxiliary reservoir pressure to 60 lbs.,

this giving tlie maximum amount of drop

in the reservoirs that will tend to insure

a release of brakes. Where it is possible

to charge all reservoirs to a uniform

pressure, the amount of brake pipe re-

duction for the brake test is of very lit-

tle consequence as effecting the release,

provided that it is not less than 15 lbs.

It is generally understood that testing

brakes with LN equipment with less than

standard pressure is permissible, when it

is understood that this brake with 90 lbs.

pressure is more effective than the PM
equipment with 110 lbs. pressure.
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Questions and Answers

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Coiiliiiucd from page 226, July, 1918.)

410. Q.—Can this brake be released

with the straight air valve after an appli-

cation with the automatic brake valve?

A.—Not with the S-3 brake valve, but

it can be with an S-3-A brake valve.

411. Q.—After having made the 27

lbs. brake pipe reduction during the test,

is the brake valve allowed to remain in

release position as when inspecting the

E. T. brake?

A.—Yes.
412. Q.—Why?
A.—To make a comparison of the air

gauge hands.

413. Q.—What is the next brake valve

movement?
A.—Same as for the E. T. equipment,

the brake pipe is reduced to 110 lbs. and

the rate of equalizing reservoir reduction

timed from 110 to 90 lbs.

414. Q.— Is this time the same for the

G-6 and H-6 brake valves?

A.—Yes.

415. Q.—What is the time if the equal-

izing reservoir pressure is 70 lbs. and a

20 lb. reduction is made as with the en-

gine in freight service?

A.—9 to 11 seconds.

416. Q.—Are these two applications

sufficient for the automatic brake valve

test?

A.—Yes.
*17. Q.—What test is made witli the

straight air brake valve?

A.—.An application to see that the

brake will be instantly applied, and a

movement to release position to see that

the release is prompt.

418. Q.—What would cause a blow at

the exhaust port of a driver brake triple

valve when both brake valves are in re-

lease position?

A.

—

A leaky triple valve slide valve.

419. Q.—What would cause the blow

only at a time the straight air brake is

applied?

A.

—

A leak past the automatic side of

the driver brake double check valve.

420. Q.—What would cause a blow at

the exhaust port of the straight air brake

valve when both brakes are released ?

A.—A leaky application valve in the

straight air brake valve.

421. Q.—If the straight air brake was
applied?

A.—.A leaky exhaust valve or a leaky

handle shaft washer.

422. Q.—What would cause a leak

here only at a time the automatic brake

was applied ?

A.—A leak from the straight air side

of one of the double check valves.

423. Q.—Can you tell which one would

be at fault?

A.—Yes.

424. Q.—How?

A.—By trying the brake with the ten-

der brake triple valve out, which would

eliminate the tender check valve from the

disorder.

425. Q.—What would cause a leak at

the exhaust port of a quick action triple

valve on the tender only at a time the

straight air brake was applied?

A.

—

A leaky seat at the automatic side

of the tender double check valve.

426. Q.—What would cause a blow at

a time that both brakes are released?

A.—A leaky triple valve slide valve, a

leaky emergency valve seat, a leaky check

valve case gasket or a leaky triple valve

body gasket of the tender triple valve.

427. Q.—How can the source of the

leak be determined?

-A.—By closing the cut out cock in the

brake pipe branch leading to the triple

valve.

428. Q.—What is wrong if the brake

then applies?

.'\.—The leak is from the brake pipe.

429. Q.—Which defects cause this?

.\.—The leaky emergency valve seat or

the leaky check valve case gasket.

430. Q.—What if the brake does not

apply when the stop cock is closed?

A.—The leak is from the auxiliary res-

ervoir pressure.

431. Q.—WTiich parts could be at

fault?

A.—The triple valve body gasket or the

slide valve.

432. Q.—How can the difference be de-

termined ?

•A.—By rechareing the auxiliary reser-

voir and making a 10-lb. brake pipe re-

duction.

433. Q.—What is wrong if the brake

applies and the blow stops?

A.—Usually the body gasket is de-

fective.

434. Q.—What would be wrong if the

blow continued after the brake applied.

A.—The triple valve slide valve would
be leaking.

435. Q.—Why are you positive of this?

A.—Because the triple valve slide valve

should close the triple valve exhaust port

when the brake is applied.

436. Q.—Where is a leak at the emer-

gency exhaust port of the automatic

brake valve from?

A.^From a leaky rotary valve in the

automatic brake valve.

437. Q.—.\ leak at the brake pipe ex-

haust port of the aiitomatic brake valve?

A.—Same as with the K. T. equipment.

438. Q.—What would cause either one

of these brake equipments to apply with

both brake valves in running position?

.A.—Brake pipe leakage and an over-

charged brake pipe, or brake pipe leak-

age in combination with a defective feed

valve.

439. Q.—How is the brake cylinder

leakage test made on an engine that has

no straight air or independent brake?
A.—By making a IS-lb. brake pipe re-

duction and returning the brake valve

handle to lap position.

440. Q.— Is this a fair test?

A.—Yes, if there is no brake pipe leak-

age in excess of 10 lbs. in five minutes.

441. Q.—Why is the test unfair if

there is a greater amount of brake pipe

leakage?

A.—Communication with the brake cyl-

inders will not be closed as required by
the Federal regulations.

442. Q.—What is the actual object in

making but IS lbs. brake pipe reduction,

when the instructions permit of a full

service reduction?

A.—If the reduction is 15 lbs. and the

brake pipe leakage is 10 lbs. during the

time of test, the total brake pipe reduc-

tion will have been 25 lbs. and if the

brake remains applied for a period of S

minutes under the conditions the rules of
the Interstate Commerce Commission will

have been complied with.

443. Q.—How is an accurate leakage

test made with this brake?

A.—By attaching an air gauge to the

exhaust port of the triple valve, and
making a full service brake pipe reduction

and returning the valve handle to running
position.

444. Q.—How can the test be made in

the driver brake when there is a special

retaining valve or stop cock attached to

the triple valve exhaust port?

A.—By closing the cock in the retainer

pipe and making the full service brake
application and returning the brake valve
to running position.

445. Q.—How long must the brake re-

main applied on any locomotive or tender

with communication to the brake cylin-

ders closed ?

.'\.—For five minutes' time.

446. Q.—What would be wrong if the

brake leaked oflf very quickly when using
a retaining valve or cut-out cock for the

brake cylinder leakage test, but the brake
appeared to be holding very well, when
the retaining valve was not used?

A.—It would indicate that the leakage

was in the piping attached to the triple

valve exhaust port.

(Tn be continued)

Train Handling.

(Continued from page '227, July, 1918.)

432. Q.—What if the sticking was pri-

marily due to low steam prcs.^ure on the

locomotive boiler?

A.—The brake valve handle would be

allowed to remain in release position un-

til the steam pressure was regained.

433. Q.-Why?
A.—To add the main re.=ervoir volume

to that of the brake pipe.

434. Q.— Of what advantage would
this be?

A. .Any leakage that wnuld have a

tendency to apply the brakes would then

have to reduce the main reservoir pres-
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sure as well as that in the hrakc pipe be-

fore an application of the brake could

take place.

435. (J.— E.xplain further ?

A.—The reduction of lirake pipe pres-

sure tiirough openings of a fixed size in

the brake pipe would be compelled to

reduce a greater volume which would re-

quire a greater length of time than if the

leakage was from the brake pipe alone,

consequently permitting of more tirne for

the air from the au.xihary reservoirs to

feed through the triple valve feed grooves

into the brake pipe and thus lower the

pressures throu.shout without resulting in

a lirake application.

436. Q.—When would the valve handle

be returned to running position?

.A.—Wlien steam pressure is sufficient

to bring the brake pipe pressure very

nearly up to the adjustment of the feed

valve.

437. Q.—Wliat nia\' be done in an ef-

fort to maintain the brake pipe pressure

against leakage while e.xcess pressure is

being accumulated for the operatinn of

the feed valve?

.\.—An occasional movement of the

brake valve to release position may be

made, great care being taken not to over-

charge the brake pipe and auxiliary res-

ervoirs at the head end of the train.

438. Q.—What are the chief causes of

slid flat wheels in passenger service?

.A.—Bad condition of rail, unequal

braking forces, defective equipment and

incorrect manipulation of tlie brake valve.

439. Q.—How can unequal braking

power cause wheels to slide'

A.—By momentarily creating differ-

ences in speed between tlie various cars

in tlie train.

44<). n.—How does the difference in

speed cause it?

.\.— .-K car ninving along at a uniform

rate of speed, with tlie Ijrake applied, if

suddenly pushed or jerked to a faster

rate of speed, will tend to drag the wheel

along the rail for tlie reason that the

speed of the wheel being controlled by the

brake shoe cannot increase at the same

instant that the car body changes speed,

lience the adhesion of the wheel to the

rail ;- broken and the wheel slid along

on t!ie rail.

441. Q.—Why will heavy reductions at

low speeds tend to cause wheel sliding?

A.—Because a greater brake shoe fric-

ti'iii is obtained at low rates of speed,

anil in the event of a bad condition of the

rail, the adhesion of the wheel to the rail

may be broken.

442. Q.— Is wheel sliding affected by

thin Ijtake shoes'

A.—Yes. for the reason that the thin

shoe lend; to a quick rise in temperature

and ni..mt-ntarily creates a greater hold-

ing ; -wer than the ordinary thickness of

443. Q.—Docs the thin shoe continue

t(i gi\e greater retarding effect than the

heavy shoe ?

A.—No, the shoe is quickly heated to a

point where it will give less retarding

effect than the heavier shoe.

444. Q.—Will the wheel to which the

thin shoe is applied then start revolving?

.-\.—No, not until the brake shoe pres-

sure is almost entirely removed from the

uheel.

445. Q.—What rule is generally con-

sidered to be correct with reference to

locked wdieels starting to revolve?

.\.—That once they are locked they will

remain locked or sliding until the brakes

are released.

446. Q.

—

(liven ample time, can a

train be stopped on a bad rail without

serious injury to the wheels from sliding?

A.—Yes, but it also requires ample dis-

tance, and sometimes several applications

of the brake during the stop.

447. Q.—Is wheel sliding to be con-

sidered in cases of emergency?

.\.—No. Failure to use the emergency

brake in actual cases of emergency might

be construed to appear as criminal neg-

lect ; however, there is no doubt but that

under certain conditions as to a bad rail

and moderate rate of speed a shorter stop

could sometimes be made with a prompt

service reduction.

448. Q.—Why is this?

.\.—For the reason that a wheel slid-

ing on the rail will usually move further

than if it was revolving with a brake shoe

applied to it for retarding the speed of

the wheel.

449. Q.—How is application to steady

a train around a curve made?
.\.—The application and release is made

before the train enters the curve.

450. Q.—Why?
.\.—Releasing brakes while a passenger

train or the rear end of It is in a curve

Is generally regarded as bad practice.

451. O.— How heavy a lirake pipe re-

ductinn is to be made '

A.- The same as outlined for any other

stop.

452. Q.—Are there any circumstances

under which a series of light reductions

would be of advantage?

.\. 'S'cs, If it was found that the

brakes were working in undesired quick

act inn every time a heavy reduction was
made, but worked properly on light re-

ductions.

453. Q.—What could cause such an

action of the brake?
.'\.— .X partially closed service port in a

Iriplc valve.

454. Q.- Why would the light reduc-

tions not cause quick ;iction?

.•\.—More time would be allowed for

the auxiliary reservoir pressure to pass

through the restricted service port.

455. O.— .-Vre tliere many triple valves

fr.und to lie in this condition'

.\.— X... the use of standard test racks

has almost entirely eliminated this dis-

order.

456. Q.—f)rdlnarll.\-, will the light re-

duction tend to avoid or produce unde-

sired quick action?

.\.— It will tend to produce the dis-

order.

457. Q.— In what manner?
A.—In the same manner that brake

pipe leakage will tend to cause the dis-

order when the brake valve handle is al-

lowed to remain in lap position for a

short time before a brake application is

started with the brake valve.

458. Q.—How many contributing dis-

orders are there in a brake system that

may be partly responsible for a case of

undesired quick action ?

A.—About 45.

459. Q.—How would the brake valve

be handled if quick action occurred every

time the brake valve was placed in service

application position?

A.—The train could be run in close to

the point at which the stop is desired

and the brake valve be used in emergency
position.

460. Q.—For wdiat purpose?

.\.—To have the quick action initiated

at the head end of the train.

461. Q.—Why will this be more desir-

able than to have it emanate from the

rear end?

A.—There is consider.ddy less likeli-

hood of the emergency application part-

ing the train.

462. Q.— Hoes a quick action or emer-

gency application cause a serious shock

to a train running at a high rate of

speed?

A.—As a general proposition it does

not.

463. Q.^Why not'

A.—Because the wheel is revolving rap-

idly and the retarding force of -the shoe

is very low at high speeds as compared
with lower rates of speed.

464. Q.—Can the second engine of a

double header be of any assistance in

charging a tr.iin?

A.—Yes, a man with a good general

knowledge of .lir brakes would almost

unconsciousl\- cut in his brake valve and

assist until the brake pipe pressure was
very near the maximum to be carried.

465. Q.—Would the second man ever

cut in to assist in charging a train in

descending a grade?

A.—No. Because of the probability of

interfering with the brake operation and

the possibility of forgetting to again cut

out he would leave the brake valve cut

out cock closed and allow the lead engi-

neer to handle the brakes.

466. Q.—How can the second engineer

render assistance during the release of

the brakes on a freight train in motion?
.•\.—By placing the independent brake

valve on lap position when the brake valve

on the first engine is moved to release

position.
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467. g—What will this do?

A.—.Assist the head engine and the K
triple valves on the train to hold in tlie

slack by holding the brake on the second

engine applied.

• 468. Q.—How will the second man

know when the first brake valve is moved

to release position?

A.—By the increase in pressure shown

on the No. 2 air gauge, and by the escap-

ing ot application cylinder pressure from

the brake valve exhaust port.

{To he continued)

Car Brake Inspection.

{Continued from page 228, July, 1918.)

415. Q.—If 10,000 lbs. pressure is de-

livered to the floating lever, and the force

is delivered to the middle hole of the

lever and the distances to the top rod

and the hand brake stop are equal, what

will be the pressure delivered to the top

rod?

A.—5,000 lbs.

416. Q.—Why?
A.—Because 10,000 lbs. has been deliv-

ered to the pull rod and 5,000 lbs. is then

delivered to the hand brake stop and the

top truck rod.

417. Q.—What will this force then de-

liver to the brake beam with the same

proportion of truck lever previously men-

tioned?

A.—20,000 lbs.

418. Q.—And how much 'to the entire

four beams?

A.—80.000 lbs.

419. Q.—With 20,000 lbs. per beam

how much pressure will be delivered to

each brake shoe?

A.—10.000 lbs.

420. Q.—.'Assuming that the brake

shoe is pressed a,?ainst the wheel with a

force of 10.000 lbs., and the coefficient of

friction average 10 per cent, what will be

the actual average holding force or re-

tarding force in pounds that is tending

to check the rotation of the wheel?

A.—10 per cent of 10,000 lbs., or 1.000

lbs.

421. Q.—If the coefficient of adhesion

is as low as IS per cent, what. will be the

actual force in pounds acting to keep the

wheel revolving while the brake shoe is

applied?

A.—15 per cent of the weight of the

wheel on the rail, which is 11,111 lbs. from
the car weight assumed.

422. Q.—How much is this force in

pounds?

A.—1.666 lbs.

423. Q.—What would the latter force

be if the coef^cient of adhesion was 20

per cent, which could be expected with a

good condition of the rail ?

A.—20 per cent of 11,111 lbs. or 2,220

lbs.

424. Q.—Suppose that the car was of

a modern construction and it was desired

to use a high emergency brakins ratio.

say 180 per cent, what pressure would

then be developed at the brake shoe?

.A.—Twice the service brake shoe pres-

sure, or 20,000 lbs.

425. Q.—If the 10 per cent average co-

efficient of friction was then obtained,

what would be the actual retarding force

of the brake shoe on the wheel or the

force that can be measured by the pull

on the brake beam hanger?

A.—10 per cent of 20,000 lbs., or 2,000

lbs.

426. Q.—With 2,000 lbs. actual force

lending to check the rotation of the wheel,

and 2,220 lbs. actual force in pounds tend-

ing to keep the wheel rotating, will the

wheel slide?

A.—No. the wheel cannot pick up and

slide until the force tending to check the

rotation of the wheel overcomes or is

greater than the force tending to keep

the wheel revolving or in motion.

427. Q.—In other words, when do
wheels slide?

.\.—When the frictional force between

the shoe and the wheel exceeds the ad-

hesional force obtained between the wheel

and the rail.

428. Q.—Is this calculated brake shoe

pressure delivered to the brake shoes in

actual practice?

A.—No.
429. Q.—Why not?

A.—Account of the losses encountered

through movements of levers and from

compressing brake beam release springs

and the brake cylinder release spring and

any other release springs that may be

employed moving the brake shoes away
from the wheels when the brake is re-

leased.

430. Q.—.\bnut what per cent of the

calculated brake shoe pressure is actually

delivered?

.A.—With a fairly good design of foun-

dation brake gear about 85 per cent of

the force calculated from the area of the

brake piston is delivered to the brake

shoes.

431. Q.—What does this indicate in

the way of deciding upon the emergency
braking ratio that may be safely employed

on modern passenger cars without en-

countering the liability of wheel sliding?

A.—That an emergency braking ratio

of from 150 to 180 per cent may be used.

432. Q.—With this same car assumed,

under what conditions would wheel slid-

ing likely occur as a result of a brake

application during a stop?

.A.—If the coefficient of brake shoe

friction was to reach as high a figure as

23 or 25 per cent and the coefficient of

adhesion due to a poor condition of the

rail was as low as 15 per cent so that the

1.666 lbs. force tending to keep the wheel

rotating would be exceeded by 23 or 25

per cent of an actual 8..S0O lb. brake shoe

pressure.

433. Q.—If these forces are known, or

if it can be determined just what retard-

ing force will be obtained by an applica-

tion of the brake, can the distance in

which a car or a train of cars will be

sto|)ped be calculated?

\.—Yes, if all of the factors entering

the problem are known the stop distance

can be calculated to an inch.

434. Q.—What becomes of the energy

exerted or expended by the locomotive

in bringing a train from a state of rest to

a high rate of speed?

A.— It is stored in the train.

435. Q.—What is this usually termed?
.\.—The kinetic energy in the train.

436. Q.—What becomes of this energy

when the train is being stopped ?

.\.—It is being dissipated.

437. Q.—What must occur before the

train can stop?

A.—The energy stored in the train by

the locomotive must be destroyed or dis-

sipated by the action of the brakes before

the train can be stopped, unless the train

is allowed to run a sufficient distance for

the energy to naturally dissipate itself,

through journal friction and atmospheric

resistance.

438. Q.—How is the energy or amount
of foot pounds energy stored in a moving
body found?

A.—By multiplying one-half of the mass
by the square of the speed at which the

body is moving.

439. Q.—What is the mass?
A.—The weight of the body divided by

the acceleration due to gravity.

440. Q.—What is the acceleration of

gravity?

A.—32.8 feet per second.

441. Q.—Is there any formula that can

be used for calculating a train stop dis-

tance with modern types of air brakes

and foundation brake gear?

.\.—Yes. a fairly accurate calculation

may be made as the variable factors are

fairly well known or rather have been

determined from air brake tests.

442. Q.—What is this formula?

A.— A^

2gPef
or the square of the velocity divided by

twMcc the acceleration of gravity times

the nominal percentage of braking power
times the efficiency of the brake riggjing

times the average coefficient of brake shoe

friction obtained during the stop.

443. Q.—To be a trifle more explicit,

what does g represent?

A.—The acceleration due to gravit\', or

32.2 feet per second.

444. Q.—What does P represent?

A.—The nominal or calculated percent-

age of braking ratio employed.

445. Q.—And e?

.'\.—The efficiency of the brake rigging

in per cent.

446. Q.—And f?

.•\.—The average co-efficient of brake

shoe friction during the stop.

{To be continued)
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Railway Electrification

An interesting and instructive paper on

Railway Electrification was recently read

before the Canadian Society of Civil En-

gineers by Mr. John Murphy, C. E. Elec-

trical Engineer, Railways and Canals

Department, and Board of Railway Com-
missioners, from which we quote the

following: No argument is required to

support the contention that eliminating

the need for coal at a considerable dis-

tance from the mine is a greater measure

of relief, and of true conservation, than

increasing mine production and thereby

incidentally adding more load to the al-

ready overburdened railways. Reducing

coal consumption automatically relieves

or releases men and apparatus all along

the route from the mine to the consumer

;

it also relieves the route itself from some
of its congestion. So eminent an author-

ity as E. W. Rice, president of the

.American . Institute of Electrical Engin-

oi coal imported into and mined in this

country. Our 9,000,000 tons cover, I be-

lieve, wood and oil consumed on steam

locomotives ; some 49,000,000 gal. of oil

are covered by the Canadian record. But

in the United States figures, 40.000,000

barrels of oil (15 per cent, of the total

output) are not included.

The conservation of—the elimination of

llie necessity for mining—those great

quantities of fuel would be secured if all

the railways were operated electrically,

and if the electrical energy were gener-

ated from water power. Modern steam

central stations would save from 50 to

()6 per cent, of the coal now used in steam

locomotives if the latter were discarded

and electric locomotives used instead.

With such possibilities for fuel conserva-

tion in sight may we not soon expect to

learn tliat the fuel controllers in both

countries Iiave asked the railwavs, and

at the same time decreased the number of

trains, and its incidenal expenses, 25 per

cent. The time per trip was decreased 27

per cent. It is said the savings in the

first year's operation, after electrification,

amounted to 20 per cent, of the total cost

of electrificati'in. It buys power from

water power plants.

On the Norfolk & Western Ry., power

is obtained from its own steam station.

Twelve electric locomotives have replaced

33 Mallets of the most modern and

powerful type. The tonnage has been in-

creased 50 per cent. Electrification ob-

viated the necessity for double tracking.

The salvage value of the released steam

locomotives was 45 per cent, of the cost

of electrification. Electric locomotives

make eight times as many miles per train

minute delay as the steam ones. Their

terminal lay overs average 45 minutes and

they are double crewed every 24 hours.

ELE\'ATIOX VIEW OF ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE, NORFOLK & WESTERN RAILW.W.

eers, addressing that body in New York

recently, made the following statement

:

"It is really terrifying to realize that

25 per cent, of the total amount of coal

which we are digging from the earth is

burned to operate our steam railways

—

and l)urned under such incfficiciU condi-

tions that an average of at least 6 lb. of

coal is required per horsepower hour of

work performed. The same amount of

coal, burned in a modern central power

station, would produce an equivalent of

three times tliat amount of power in the

motors of an electric locomotive, even

including all the losses of generation and

transmission from the power station to

the locomotive."

Mr. Rice went on to say that 150,000,-

000 tons of coal, nearly 25 per cent, of all

the coal mined in the United States, were

consumed in steam locomotives last year.

Here, in Canada, steam locomotives also

did their bit and consumed about 9,000,000

tons; 30 i)cr cent, of the 30,000,000 tons

tliat tlie railways managers have asked

their engineers : "How many of these mil-

lions of tons of coal can you save? When
will the good work begin?"

It is said that our fuel shortages were

due to a combination of bad weather and

inadequate transportation. As we cannot

control the weather, our attention and ef-

forts must be directed to the transporta-

tion portion of the difficulty. Railway

electrification will reduce coal consump-

tion and haulage; it will also greatly im-

prove traffic conditions. Electrification,

therefore, seems to be the solution of the

problem. Under these circumstances it

may not be out of place to recite in gen-

eral terms what electrification has actu-

ally accomplished on some notaljle rail-

ways. Railroading in the mountains is

the most strenuous kind of railway work.

The examples which I have chosen cover

luountain sections. The Butte, Anaconda
and Pacific Ry., by electrification, in-

creased its ton mileage 35 per cent., and

Pusher locc^niotive crows have been re-

duced from 8 steam to 4 electric. Pusher

locomotives have been reduced from 7

steam to 2 cloctric. Steam locomotives

used to "fall down"' in cold weather—the

electrics always "stand up," and are really

more efficient in cold weather. At the

New York Railroad Club meeting last

year the N. ^: W. electrical engineer

stated tliat "onal wharves, spark pits,

water tanks and pumps, as well as round-

houses and turntables, have all disap-

peared from the electric zone. The track

capacity has been doubled. The operating

costs have been reduced. From an en-

gineering, and operating and a financial

viewpoint the electrification has been a

success." Speaking of the value of the

regenerative electric braking of the sys-

tem, he went on to say : "The use of the

air brake is practically eliminated ; it is

only used to stop trains. It is regrettable

we are unable to put a dollars and cents

value on this great asset ; to appreciate it
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properly, oue must have had experitnce

with the difficulties of handling 90-car

trains with air." Another official, refer-

ring to the same subject, made the follow-

ing statement : Tlie 2.4 per cent, grade,

without ever touching the summit 12 to

20 times every day, down the 2.4 per cent,

grade, without ever touching the air. We
never broke a train in two or slid a wheel.

' It is done so nicely we wouldn't spill a

drop of water out of a glass in the

caboose."

The 440 route miles of the Chicago,

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. which have

been electrified will soon be augmented

by 450 miles more. Nearly 500 route

miles and about 33 per cent, in addition

for passing tracks, yards, industrial tracks

and sidings will soon represent the ex-

tent of this great railway electrification.

Among the advantages secured by this

railway on its electric sections are the

following : The cruising radius of each

electric locomotive is twice that of the

steam locomotive. Subdivisional points,

where freight crews and steam locomo-

tives were formerly changed, have been

abolished ; the passenger crews' runs are

now 220 miles, instead of 110. For rail-

way purposes, these stations do not now

tlie number of trains has not been in-

creased. .About 11 JX per cent, of the

energy usedby the railway is returned to

tile line in the process of regenerative

braking and tliis returned energy helps

to haul other trains. While this is a very
important item and reduces the power
bills, it is only regarded by the manage-
ment as of secondary importance in com-
parison with the more safe and easy

operation of trains on the grades and the

elimination of former delays for changing
brake shoes and repairs to brake rigging,

when operating with steam locomotives.

The electrics maintain their schedules

much better than steam locomotives. In

three months the electrics only waited for

the right of way 254 minutes, while the

steam locomotives in a similar period

waited 1,910 minutes, or seven and a half

times as long. Extra cars on trains only

delayed electric one-ninth of the time

steam trains were delayed for a similar

reason. Cold weather delayed steam
trains 445 minutes in the three months
under discussion, but the electrics were
not delayed a minute; the latter are more
efficient in cold weather. Many of the

delayed steam trains were double headers

—never more than one electric is hitched

-New York, writing of the period after the

war, referred to the stagnation which may
ensue in all the great industries now en-
gaged in war work as soon as peace is

declared; the multitude of people thus
thrown out of work, in addition to the

men of the returning armies, would create

unbearable conditions unless suitable em-
ployment will have been arranged for

them in advance. He referred to the

economic advantages of railway electri-

fication and was of opinion that this work
might solve the whole question if soon
taken up with vigor.

The Minister of Public Works, Hon. F.

B. Carvell, addressing the Canadian So-
ciety of Civil Engineers, Ottawa brancii,

recently, spoke of the necessity of con-
serving the energy of our water powers,
instead of letting them run to waste, so
that this great store of energy might be
employed in assisting to build up our own
and rebuild other countries when peace
comes. How nicely these two ideals,

water power development and railway

electrification, work together if properly
carried out.

With the view of securing something
really worthy of presentation to this im-
portant meeting, I wrote recently to an

~
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TYPE OF ELELTKIC LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE CHICAGO, MILWAUKEE & ST. PAUL RAILWAY.

exist; seven or eight miles of track have

been taken up; through freights do not

leave the main line track at all ; shops and
locomotive houses have disappeared along

with their staffs, and one electrician re-

places the whole old force. An electric

locomotive has made 9,052 miles in one
month. .-Xlthough schedules have been

reduced, the electrics have made up more
than two and a half times as many
minutes as steam locomotives—time which
had been lost on other divisions; 29 per

cent, of electric passenger trains made up
time in this manner. On a mileage basis

alone, the operating costs of the electrics

are less than one-half the steam locomo-
tive costs. Freight traffic increased 40
per cent, shortly after electrification-

double tracking would have been neces-

sary to hanule such increased business

under steam operation. .An average in-

crease of 22 per cent, in freight tonnage
per train has taken place. One electric

handles about three and a halt times as

many ton-miles as a steam locomotive;
the reduction in times in handling a ton-

mile is 30 per cent.; faster and heavier

trains have accomplished these results.

to a passenger train. An entire suspen-

sion of freight service, due to steam loco-

motives losing their steaming capacity

and freezing up, was not an uncommon
experience. Electrical energy for the

operation of these trains costs consider-

ably less than coal. This latter statement

is one of the most interesting in connec-

tion with the operation of the C, M. &
St. P. Ry. and it is especially interesting

because it was made more than a year

ago. The foregoing experience of men
who are actually operating large railway

electrification projects, show what the

electric locomotive is doing every day. .'\s

the vice-president of the last-mentioned

railway said, "Electrification has made us

forget that there is a continental divide."

The continual increasing cost of coal

and fuel oil will force railway managers
to look more and more carefully into rail-

way electrification. Estimates of a few
years ago now need revision. Money may
be hard to .get, but if, at times, fuel can-

not be obtained at all, some substitute

must be obtained if normal life is to be

continued in northern latitudes. A rep-

resentative of the National City Bank of

eminent engineer, a man of international

fame, and recognized as an authority on
railway electrification, requesting him to

tell me his own views upon this subject.

A specialist's opinion, in my opinion, is

always very valuable. Here is a short

extract from his interesting reply : "Gen-
eralization is always dangerous, especially

in connection with electrification of rail-

ways, where so many factors, such as

the physical location, character of loads,

the power situation, etc., come in to af-

fect the decision if applied locally." From
his sober statement it may be seen that

my correspondent is an engineer, not a

politician. He proceeded, as follows

:

".And with present equipment prices, the

cost is absolutely prohibitive." This opin-

ion, let mc point out, is in connection

with the proposal to "electrify every-

thing." Do not let it dampen our en-

thusiasm. Listen to this also and kindly

keep it in mind ; it is another extract

from the address of E. W. Rice, above

referred to. He said : "I think we can

demonstrate that there is no other way
known to us by which the railway

problem facing the country can be as
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quickly and as clicaiily solved as by elec-

trification.

"

While the iiresent fuel shortage ques-

tions have made us look to railway elec-

trification lor relief, 1 feel such a project

on a large scale can only follow or go

hand in hand witli power plant develop-

ment and co-operative operation of power

plants. The location of a number of plants

at different points—large water power

plants and au.xiliary steam plants—so

situated and inter connected that a fail-

ure at one plant or the connections to it

will not jeopardize the others or complete-

ly cut off and isolate an important railway

district is, in my opinion, an essential

feature in connection with any large rail-

way electrification project.

The 99-year contract of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry. is worthy of

more than a moment's attention and con-

sideration in this discussion. That rail-

way has a contract with a power company

which has a series of plants stretching

across the country parallel to the rail-

way. The railway owns its sub-stations

and secondary lines, but is not concerned

with the power company's high tension

lines or power plants. A reasonable rate

for power, arranged between a willing

purchaser and a willing seller—a contract,

in fact, which each party knows the otlier

will respect— is the basis and the real rea-

son for that great railway electrification.

Neither party questions the other's in-

tegrity or tinancial soundness. One de-

livers the power it has undertaken to

supply and the other uses it. The ar-

rangement is ideal in its simplicity and

entirely satisfactory to everybody cnii^

cerned. It will, in my oiiinion, be neces-

sary to have such attractive power supply

situations as those outlined above, liacked

by abundant supplies of power, in order

to foster and encourage early railway

electrification work in this country. Rail-

way electrification is, in my opinion, a

very pressing financial, economic and en-

gineering problem—a problem wortliy of

the best attention of the most liiglily

trained and experienced specialists.

Powerful Hvdraulic Shock Valve

The fuiKtioii of a shock valve is to re-

lease the excess pressure that may be

causeil by tlie sudden drop of the accumu-

lator or by a sudden release of pressure

caused l)y accident. This drop of ac-

cumulator will raise the pressure from

3(J0 to 500 lbs. above the regular working

pressure, wliicli in this case is 1,500 lbs.

Tlie U\e double springs hold down the

6 ins. plunger of the valve at 1,500 lbs.

and for every 100 lbs. of excess pressure,

the 6 ins. plunger will compress the

springs 10 ins., thus relieving the shock

expansion and contraction in the pressure

pipes to which it is attached.

This is said to be the largest valve that

has been made for this purpose, and will

be used in tlie Ordnance Department of

the New York .\ir Brake Company at

Watertown, N. Y., and has been con-

structed by William 11. Wood, the well-

known builder of special machinery, at

his engineering works, Reading, Pa.

Elements of Combustion.

line •!' the iiinvi prri)lcNiii.g pmlilriii

that has alway- been present witli siiain-

men and especially with railroad men lia>

been, how can bituminous coal be l)urned

without causing smoke nuisance? It i-

well known to every observer that win n

fresh coals are idaced on a fire in an

open fire-grate, smoke arises immediately,

and the cause of tliat smoke is not very

far to seek, as it will be easily under-

Moiid that before the fresh coals were

put upon the fire within the grate, the

^.-lowing cnals already burning have been

radiating their lieat and warming the air

ab'.ve. thereby enalding the rising gases

tri combine with the warmed air to pro-

(bice ci>rnbiistion, but fresh coal absorbs

litat and c.nls the gases.

Improving the Locomotive.

.\ great many mechanics, and people

connected with the mechanic arts, turn

their attention to improving the appli-

ances in use, and much ingenious labor

is wasted in this line because the would-

'p inventors are ignorant of what has

'len tried and failed and what has suc-

. reded. We would particularly advise

inventors to study from records of past

iiliievements to find out how much of

ihcir ingenuity has been tried by former

;;i\ entors.

it is no doubt possible to imiirove the

.ipliliances used to promote combustion

in locomotive fire-boxes so that more ef-

ficiency may be etTected by the fuel

burned, and we notice that such subjects

are receiving consideralde attention at

ihe present time.

Wlien talking some time ago with a

n tired master mechanic of the Pennsyl-

..oiia Railroad we heard interesting remi-

niscences of what had been done to pro-

mote combustion in locomotive fire-boxes

v\hen coal was first introduced as fuel.

.\mong the devices tried the combustion

chamlier was a favorite, and it was made

between 4 ft. to 5 ft. long, but what

astonished the mechanical man was that

when the space used by the combustion

chamber was filled with tubes the engines

always steamed better. Various methods

.if mixing air with the flames were tried,

brick arches in dilTerent forms were ap-

plied, and tluir .mly utility was to help

ihe tirenuiii In prevent smoke.

iniiKAn ir siioc k \\:.\ :•;.

1i> making a displacement in the piiie

ecpial to the area of the plunger wliicli is

2S',, ins. .\o water is released In. in llie

pressure jiipes to which it is attached.

and which are 8 ins. in diameter, from

fare to face ..f connecting flanges of the

valve it is about 33 ins. and the height

over all 6 ft. 3 ins., tliat is. from liase

to top (.1 springs, and the valve is about

26 ins. wide, tliat is ..ver tli<- springs.

The foot is put on valve to relieve the

weight of valve from the pressure mains.

.\ concrete pier can be built under it,

and a plate with a couple of steel rollers

i-.iii be phiced under it to allow for the

A Curious Accident.

Some engiiu.rs delight to take a rise

..ut of reporters who crowd mund to

tell the cause ..i breakdowns of passenger

tiaiiis. .lim I'.eiiin is a g<)od engineer,

ulio tliinks that men wlio ]irovide news

for newspaper^ are a nuisance and de-

serve no consideration.

Jim had a broken valve stem the other

lay, and a reporter turned up t.i find out

tlie cause of delay. Jim said: "Now

don't go and get this thing mixed up and

make me ridictdous. Give the plain facts

and nothing else. This accident is not

uncommon on fast trains. All there is to

it is 'that the Jeemis pin came out of the

ash-pan and the engine won't suck her

ashes."
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Superheaters on Small Locomotives
The superheater is now recognized as

an essential parf of American locomo-

tives. Practically all of the locomotives

built in the past few years for American
roads are superheated. Indeed, m the

case of much of our larger power it

would be impossible to obtain satisfac-

tory results if the superheater were not

employed. There is no limit placed on

the size of the locomotive to which super-

heaters are applicable. The huge Mallets

of the 2-10-10-2 type, recently built for

the Virginia Railway by the American

are now operating in San Domingo.
These engines burn soft coal and have

cylinders 15 ins. in diameter by 20 ins.

in stroke. The driving wheels are 37

ins. in diameter, and with a boiler pres-

sure of 170 lbs., the locomotives will de-

velop 17,600 lbs, tractive eflfort. The
boiler is of the straight top type, 48 ins.

inside diameter at the first ring, and con-

tains a 12-unit su|)erhealer, type A, sup-

plied by the Locomotive Superheater

Company, 30 Church street, Xew York.

There are twelve 5',s ins. flues and sev-

SMALL 2-8-0 WITH SUPERHE.STKk FOR THE LENTK.M. l)F Sl'.M.V.

Locomotive Company are of necessity

equipped with superheaters ; and, gomg to

the other extreme, many plantation own-
ers and logging companies, recognizing

the increased capacity and economy re-

sulting from the use of superheated

steam, have equipped their locomotives

with this device. A recent example of

the use of superheaters in plantation lo-

comotives is the small Consolidation

shown in our illustration. Two of these

locomotives were recently built by the

Vulcan Iron Works, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,

for the Central Espana Plantations, and

cnty-nine 2 in. tubes, 11 ft. 3 ins. long

over tube sheets. The heating surface

of the tubes and flues is 650 sq. ft. and
that of the firebox 65 sq. ft., making a

total evaporative surface of 715 sq. ft.

The superheating surface is 150 sq. ft.,

and the grate area is 17.5 sq. ft. As will

be seen from the engraving, the locomo-
tives are modern in every respect, hav-

ing Westinghouse air brakes, electric

headlights and Walschaerts valve gear.

They weigh, in working order, 79,000

lbs., of which 69,000 lbs. is on the driv-

ers.

Compound Mallet for the N. & W.
.\ number of large compound engines 7,850 sq. ft., including firebox and flues,

of the Mallet type (2-8-8-2) called on The cylinders of these engines arc,
the road Y-2 class, have recently been H.P. 39 x 32 ins. and the L.P. 24H x 32
built by the Norfolk & Western Railway ins. The main valves are of the piston
at their own shops at Roanoke. \'a.. ac- type and are 17 and 14 ins. respectively.

drivers, and 28,000 lbs. on the engine

truck wheels, making a total weight for

the engine, in working order of 535,060

lbs. The weight carried upon the sixteen

driving wheels is 472,000 lbs.

The overall length of the engine is 66

feet. 6 ins., while the drivers are confined

to a space of 42 ft. 1 in. The tender

over-all length is 35 ft. 4'.g ins., and
weighs in working order 212,000 lbs. It

is mounted on two six-wheel trucks, hav-

ing an extreme spread of 28 ft. 6}i ins.

The boiler is of the wagon top type

and the slope of the gusset sheet just

behind the dome to the firebox is 2 11/16
ins. The outside diameter of the boiler

is 98 ins. The boiler sheets are 1 1/16,

1 'A and 1 in. thick. The breakage zone
is fitted with flexible stay-bolts. The ex-
treme height to the underside of the roof
of the cab to the rail is 15 ft. 7 ins. and
other parts of the engine are less than

this. Over the smoke stack the height is

15 ft. 5% ins. The height over the bal-

ance ball on top of the bell is 15 ft. 9 ins.,

so that this figure is the practical limit of

height for the engine, and it will get

through under anything over this figure.

.Some of the specialties used on the loco-

motive are given below. They are equip-

ind with the following specialties:

I'.akcr V'alve Gear, Schmidt Super-
hcatir. Chambers Throttle, Sentinel Low
Water .Marm, Graham-White Perfect

Sanders, Duplex Stokers, Sellers Injec-

tors, American Brake Company's Founda-
tion Brake Gear, McCord Force Feed
Lubricator, Pyle National Headlight
Generator.

The sample locomotive of this class is

already in use, and the service of same
has been found to be very satisfactory.

The dimensions are as follows : Fire
box— Length, 144 ins.: width, 96 ins.

Tubes—Number, 2^ 287 ins., 5'/i 53 ins.;

diameter, 2;4 and S'A ins. ; length 24
ft.: heating surface— total, 7.850 sq. ft.:

Ratios
: Weight on drivers ^ tractive

effort = 4.52; heating surface -^ grate

area = 78; weight on drivers -^ heating

surface =r 63 : total weight -=- heating

i;r:ite area, 96 sc|. f«. Driving wheels

—

N. & \V. Builders.

cording to designs approved by
H. Lewis, superintendent of

power. These engines have a

power of 104.350 lbs., and carrv

Mr. W. The spread of the engine truck and the Diameter outside, 56 ins.; diameter cen-
motive rear carrying wheels is 57 ft. 4 ins., and ter, 50 ins.; journals, 11 x 12 ins. Wheel
tractive the weights within this length are, 35,000 base—Driving, 42 ft. 1 in.; rigid, 15 ft.

a steam lbs. on the rear carrying wheels, 23,600 6 ins. Total engine, 57 ft. 4 ins. Total
pressure of 230 lbs. The grate area is lbs. on the set of eight rear driving engine and tender, 92 ft. 11 ,'4 ins. Super-
96 sq. ft, and the heating surface is wheels. 23,600 lbs. on the front set of heater—Type A Stokers—Duplex.
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Electrical Department
Tor(jue ol Electric Motors as Applied to Electric Locomotives— Axle Generators for

St. Paul Locomotives

The last issue contained a short descrip-

tion 01 "The Torque of a Motor." It

seems that this is a rather important sub-

ject. There are many questions that im-

mediately arise. What is the torque?

What is the formula for calculating it?

Why is the pull or twisting moment taken

at one foot radius? Does the torque

vary? Is it different for different types

or classes of electric motors—namely the

series motor, the shunt motor and the in-

duction motor? How does it affect the

tractive effort of the electric locomotive?

To better understand the relation of

torque, we will first tnake a comparison

between the steam and electric locomotive

showing how this torque enters into the

rating of the electric locomotive. Later,

we will consider the individual torque

characteristics of the three different types

of motor mentioned above.

In the case of the steam locomotive, the

power and tractive effort can be easily

calculated, as all factors are concrete and

mechanical and known. Is there a similar

concrete arrangement for the electric

motor? The power of the steam locomo-

tive is generally expressed in the term of

tractive effort and tlie T. can be easily

calculated from the formula

c- :, S '• .85 P
T =

D
\Vhere

T = tractive furce at rim of driving

wheels.

P = usually 85 ]ier cent, of the boiler

lircssure in pounds per square

incli.

C = diameter of cylinders in inches.

S = stroke in inches.

D = diameter of driving wheels in

inclics.

The power of the electric locomotive is

also expressed in terms of tractive elTort

and same can be determined if we know
tlie numlier oi motors mounted on the

running gear and the electrical charac-

teristics of eacli motor. The only fixed

Concrete part whicli enters into the cal-

culation of the tractive effort is the wheel

diameter. The force from the motors is

not dependent upon quantities, such as

boiler pressure or the lixed, diameter of

cylinder and length of stroke, but upon

the electrical cliaracteristics whieh vary

with the amoinit of current taken by tlie

inotcr.

The yteam locomotive consists of two
distinct parts, the boiler and the engine,

each designed for tlie service in which the

locomotive i- I.. Ire placed. The bniJir has

its limits in size and it is necessary to

work the boiler at its maximum capacity

so as to get the most power possible out

of the locomotive. The engine is distinct

from the boiler and the power it is capable

of delivering in the terms of tractive effort

at the drivers is determined by the above-

mentioned formula.

It will be seen from reference to the

formula that the only variable part is the

boiler pressure, so that with full boiler

pressure in the cylinders the maximum
tractive effort is obtained.

The electric locomotive does not have

two distinct parts. The boiler is at the

power house, which may be several miles

away. The power for operating the loco-

motive is brought to it over wires or

some such conductor, and connected to

the electric motors. The motors are con-

nected to the driving-wheels and the loco-

motive delivers power in the form of

tractive effort just as the steam locomo-
fi\es does.

The tractive effort of the electric loco-

motive depends on the number of motors

that are connected to the driving wheels.

As these motors are generally all the

same, the total power is a multiple of

what one motor is capable of doing. The
power of the motor is the force it has to

rotate, and for convenience has been re-

duced to the pull in pounds is can exert

I'll uiie foot radius from the centre of the

armature shaft—that is at any point in a

circumference of a circle of 24 ins. dia-

meter whose centre is at the centre of the

shaft. The distance of one foot and the

pull expressed in pounds, is most con-

venient as the turning power expressed in

loot-iiounds which is a recognized unit,

SM) (if which per second is equivalent to

one horsepower.

.As mentioned above, the tractive effort

of the electric locomotive depends on the

number of motors which may be con-

nected to the driving wheels. The
formula for an electric locomotive then,

is as follows

:

T X 24 X G X gear cff. X N

D X g
. E. = tractive effort.

— torque of motor.

= number of teeth in gear.

' = diameter of driving wheel

in inches.

= number of teeth in pinion.

= number of motors.

a general formula to take care

inditions. In many designs of

es the motor is direct connected

to the driviiiy wheels and in this case, the

factors G and g and the gear elficiency

drop out. The torque of the motors
produce the tractive effort and the rela-

tion between them is determined by the

transmission. If gearing is used, the

speed of the car axle is changed froin that

of the motor shaft by the ratio of g to

G, and as the power at the motor shaft

and axle are practically the same, the

torque at the axle must increase and by
the ratio of G to g. Since the torque is

measured at one foot radius and the

tractive effort is measured at the wdieel

tread the T. E. will be to the torque as

24 is to D.

Referring to the formula all the factors

are fixed except the torque and this is the

factor we are much interested in.

The torque of the motor is entirely

different from the power obtained in the

sleain cylinder, in that the value depends
on the amount and not on the pressure.

The amount 'il current to the motor is at

the control of the engineer, so that within

safety limits as large a torque as desired

can be obtained from the motors and the

maximum power is not fixed as in an
engine supplied with constant steam
pressure. There is a certain relation be-

tween the current taken by the motor and
the torque delivered, but for practical

purposes there is no formula to say what
this Torque is. Electrical designers,

knowing the number of turns of wire on
the armature, the number of turns of

wire around the field poles, the air gap

and many other factors in the design of

the motor could calculate the torque.

This laborious process is not practical and
moreover the details of design are not

generally available.

In order, therefore, that the T. E. can

be calculated and the performance of the

electric locomotive be known, the de-

signers furnish, with a motor, a set of

curves obtained by tests known as the

characteristic curves. These character-

istic curves show the relation between

current, tor(iue and revolutions, and it is

possible, kiunving one to obtain values

for tlie others.

Before taking up in detail these char-

acteristic curves and showing how to

read them, we will consider further the

comparison of the steam and the electric

locomotive. The torque and hence the

T. E'. depends on the amount of current

flowing through the motors which is un-

der the control of the engineer. There
is. as far as one locomotive is concerned,

an unlimited supply of power available
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and the maximuni power is not fixed as

with the steam locomotive. It is there-

fore possible with the electric locomo-

tives to take advantage of extra adhesion

with the rail, which may be natural or

caused by application of sand. A co-

efficient of adhesion as high as 33 per

cent, has been obtained. It is then a

matter of having sufficient wheel load on

drivers to take care of maximum draw-

bar pull required.

While the electric locomotive has this

great advantage of being able to c.xert a

large maximum tractive etiort, it is not

possible to maintain this tractive effort

continuously, on account of the damage
which would result to the motors. This

takes us to what is meant as the continu-

ous and hourly rating of an electric lo-

comotive wJiich does not enter into the

calculation where the steam locomotive

is used, as the latter is able to maintain

its maximum tractive effort at slow speed

as long as desired.

Since the torque depends on the amount
of current passing through the motor,

with this very large torque an equally

large current is required, which passes

through the 'armature and field coils.

These coils arc made up of copper wires

or bars, covered with special tape or in-

sulation, and have a certain resistance

to the flow of the electric current. This

resistance causes heat to be generated,

which is conducted away by the iron and

by radiation, and a certain constant tt-m-

perafurc will be reached when a certain

constant current is flowing through the

motor continuously. There is a maxi-
mum temperature of about 70 dcgs. C.

above that of the surrounding air which

the motor should not exceed, for if this

is exceeded, the excess temperature will

damage the insulation around the coils

and later cause a failure of the motor.

If this excess current is allowed to re-

main on too long the motor would be-

come so heated that it would burn up.

The value of the current which will give

this maximum rise al)ove the air deter-

mines the torque each motor can exert

continuously and thus the tractive effort

and drawbar pull of the locomotive.

We have taken the case where the

maximum temperature is reached with

continuous current. A very much larger

current can be taken for a certain pe-

riod* before the maximum allowable tem-
perature is reached without harm to the

motors, and so it is possible to rate the

motors at a much larger torque for a

short time performance. It is customary
to take one hour, and so with the same
locomotive we are able to obtain much
greater tractive effort, but the Incomo-
tive is not able to exert this tractive ef-

fort continuously or undue heatini; of

the motor? would result.

It is now clear why it is possible to

get a large tractive effort for starting

or emergency conditions and why this

same tractive effort cannot be used con-

tinuously. Ill specifying an electric lo-

comotive, the work this locomotive will

have to do is studied carefully, and then

it is fitted with motors of such size that

the work in any one hour will not cause

overheating. It is possible to work these

motors for short periods at much higher

currents, but it will be necessary to have

coasts, stops or layovers so that the total

amount of current in any one hour will

not exceed the safe value of the motors.

This is of vital importance in the opera-

tion of the electric locomotive, but does

not concern the steam locomotive runner,

for as long as the boiler has plenty of

water no harm can be done by operating

it contimiously at its maximum drawbar

pull.

It is seen clearly from the above com-

])arison that the motor characteristics

must be available before the performance

of an electric locomotive can be known.

These characteristic curves show the re-

lation between the current taken by the

motor, the torque developed and the revo-

lutions. With tlic voltage constant the

torque and the revolutions are always the

same for the same current; in other

words, there is a definite relation be-

tween them. The types of motors used

today for electric locomotives are the

direct-current series motor, the alternat-

ing current single -phase motor and the

three-phase motor. The alternating cur-

rent motor can be divided into the

straight series type and the doubly-fed

type, both of the series motor-speed char-

acteristics like the direct-current series

motor.

The scries motor is generally used,

since its characteristics in nearly every

case better meet operating conditions.

There arc service conditions, such as are

encountered on the Norfolk & Western

Railroad, whore the constant-speed three-

phase motor works out advantageously.

Due to the variation in grades and

curves, the tractive effort required to

Iiropcl a train over the road varies.

When running up grades and around

curves a larger tractive effort is required

than when running on a straight and level

track. When accelerating a train, a still

larger tractive effort is required, and

when running at full speed only enough

tractive effort is required to overcome

the train resistance. We know that in

the series motor the field and the arma-

ture are in series, so that as the load in-

creases the current increases and the field

increases. We know also that as the

field strength increases, the torque or pull

of the motor increases and the speed de-

creases.

The torque depends on two factors

—

the ampere turns in the armature and the

field strength. Each varies directly with

the current, so that in an unsaturated

motor the torque is proportional to the

square of the current. Motors used for

railway work are generally more or less

saturated, so that the exact proportion

does not hold.

In the case of the three-phase motor
the speed is constant, depending on the

frequency of the power supply and not

on the current. The torque is, then, near-

ly directly proportional to the current.

The speed cannot decrease with the load,

so that large torque may exist at high

si)ced, resulting in a large horsepower
output and requiring a large imput of

power.

It is the general practice to draw up a

set of characteristic curves for the com-
plete locomotive so that it is possible to

read off the relation existing between the

speed in miles per hour, the tractive ef-

fort in pounds and the current taken. In

other words, the pounds tractive effort

is olitained by multiplying the torque of

the motor by X (the number of motors)

G 24"

X — X — X gear efliciencv. The miles

g D
])cr hour is obtained by multiplying the

S
r. p. m. X D X ^- 336.

G
(7'(j be cvntiiuicd.)

Axle Generators for St. Paul Loco-

motives.

One of tlie novel features used on the

Baldwin Westinghouse locomotives being

built for the heavy passenger service of

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way, is the axle-driven generator. There
are two of these generators, each one

being mounted on the trailing axle of

the four-wheel guiding trucks. The gen-

erators are mounted and geared to the

axle in the same way as the ordinary

street car motor. From outside observa-

tion, they look like small sized railway

motors. However, their purposes are

entirely different. The axle-driven gen-

erators are used entirely for generating

current, and they form not only a source

of excitation for the fields of ^he main

motors during operation, but they are of

the source of power for the auxiliary

motors, such as compressors and blowers,

during the remainder of the running

time. The generators arc regulated for

a normal voltage of 1(X), and it is regu-

lated for this during the period that they

are furnishing current for the auxiliary

motors. During the period of regenera-

tion the voltage of the machine varies

from 25 to 100 volts. The generator

fields are excited from a storage battery

circuit, and the voltage is controlled by a

power-operated rheostat automatically

controlled during the time the machine

furnishes current for the auxiliary motors,

and manually controlled by the engineer

during the time when the locomotive is

occupied in the act of regenerating v '..':h

is an advantage.
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Superheater Used on Rotary Snow Plow Engine

Rotary snow plows arc very gciicrally

used in districts where tlie winter con-

ditions are severe. After heavy snow

storms on roads in mountainous regions

these plows have to he worked to their

maximum capacity, and frequently have

to maintain this rate of working for long

periods of time. Any means of increas-

ing the power of a rotary plow adds to

the facility and speed with wdiich the road

can he cleared of snow and also reduces

the danger of the plow hecoming snowed

in or stalled in a drift.

The use of highly superheated steam in

rotary snow pious provides a sidistantial

increase in the i)ower of the plow and

using saturated steam in llic prompt and

rlTective clearing of tlie road.

This plow is equipped with a Type .A

superheater furnished l)y the Locomotive

.'-.uperheater Comi)any. 30 Church street,

.\ew York, .\. Y. Tlie arrangement of

the superheater, wliieh is sliown on our

drawing, is similar to that employed on

locomotives. The lioiler is 11 ft. 2 ins.

long over tuhc sheets and the superheater

miils, of whicli there are twelve, extend

t.i within 24 ins. of the hack tuhe sheet.

'I'lie header is of the tec-holt type.

While the conditions on the entire dis-

liict over which this l)low is operating are

\erv severe, the most dirfuult portion of

ti; l.,i(M sq. It. There were many (lucs-

tions that did not ai)ply to .American loco-

motives, hut c|ueslions might he formed

that would take cognizance of the di-

versity of our motive power, the only

r;itional explanation for the diversity

heing many men, many minds.

If radical iHfference in practice made

no difference in the expense of operation,

onlookers and those financially interested

might be contented to regard the prefer-

ences of different men with some indif-

ference; Init it is nearly always in di-

versity of design tliat there is evidence

of good anil had, ami the choosing of the

had implies that increased expense has

)Mnri\i-; siTKHiii: \ ri;K i'i)M1'.\n\ 's diaici-; ai'I'i.ik

also reduces the fuel .md water eonsimiii-

tion, so that the chinger of running out of

fuel and water at some point wliere an

additional supply cannot readily lie oh-

tained is consiilerahly lessened. In a re-

cent exanqde of the aiiplication of super-

heaters to a rotary snow plow on a West-

ern road, the operating resuUs obtained

showed very plaiidy the advantages over

a phiw using saturated steam.

Tile snow plow service on this railroail

is i)robably more severe than anywhere

else in the country, outside of .Alaska, It

is necessary to use ])lows throughout nine

months of the year, beginning about the

middle of .September, ami in order to

kee|) tile road open in the face of the

numerous heavy snow storms, llie [jIows

must be operated at maximum caiiacity

for coiisideralde iicriods of time. Tlic

operating officials have lieen highly grati-

fied witli the results of supcrlicating tliis

plow and report that it is more econonii-

ral on coal and water tlian a plow nsiiie

aturaled steam is, liecause it can be

..perated inderinitcly at full capacity. It

l..;s established its superiority over plows

ihe ro.id is at ibe end of .a snow shed on

;i 4 per ci-iu. s^i.ide Al lliis point the

altiUide is over ll.dOO ft

Diversity of Motive Power.

(tlie of the advantages hinteil at in tlie

(io\ernnienl control of railroads is that

there is likely to be more uniformity in

Ihe design of the power emplojed. It

has been our i)ri\ilege to visit a great

many establishments belonging to rail-

roads in various jiarts of the continent,

anil we have often marvelled at the prac-

tices and products encountered.

.An eminent lirilish contemporary once

put before its readers questions concern-

ing the causes for the diversity of the

motive power on different raihvays. Such

<|uestions as the following were asked:

Why baxe express locomotives on some

lines inside cylinders while others

on the same line are outside' Why do

some engines have coupled wheels wdiile

others are single? Why do some en-

gines have domes while others take Ihe

steam from a perforated pipe? Why
does the heating surface range from 1,000

(IFAUY S.N'dW PLOW KNCINK.

In en iiuiirred in obtaining reqnireil re-

sults. W lien lliis is the cise the error of

.iiidgmeiil. ulnrh le.ids to faulty desijti or

to the choice of unsnilable material.

We have beard such questimis asked,

as why some master mechanics prefer

straight boilers or forms tli.-it provide

limited sle.uii room, when the wagon top

is the reco..;nued birm of the .Master Me-

clianics' \-sociation' Some critics ask.

is there .ni\ necessity for nuking expen-

sne bull minis tor boiler se.uns when

lap joiiifs lia\e been fnuiul perfectly

reliable ? W li> clo some designers stay

the crown vln-it by means of radial stays

when olbers use crown bars? Why arc

the locnnMti\es for some roads built

with the mud ring above the frame, while

the common practice is to make a cheap',

narrow lirebox? Is there good reason

for the practice of some roads using a

brick arch while other r. .ails using the

same (|u.ility of coal doing similar work

find a plain lireboN satisfactory?" Com-

mon practice makes the length of cylinder

steam ports about the length of cylinder

diaiTietcr, yet of some are shorter.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. J.

1''. Murphy lias been appointed

general manager of the Missouri Pacilic,

with hca<l(|uarters at St. Louis, Mo.

Mr. J. Hay has been appointed master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk Lines in

New England, with office at Portland, Me.

Mr. L. K. Fletcher has been appointed

master mechanic of the Santa Fe, with

office at Raton, N. M., succeeding .\lr.

1. .\. Conley.

Mr. B. P. Phillippe has been appointed

fuel distributor of the Central .Advisory

Purchasing Committee, with headquarters

at Washington, D. C.

Mr. J. .A. Klumb, formerly master me-

chanic of the Chicago, Milwaukee S: .'^t

Paul, has been transferred from Mil-

waukee lo Madison, Wis.

-Mr. 11. (i. Huber has been appointed

assistant superintendent of motive power

of the Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh division,

with office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. L. ^L Jones, formerly assistant l"

the general manager of the Norfolk

Southern, with office at Xorfolk, Va., has

been appointed purchasing agent.

Mr. J. H. Garden, formerly master me-

chanic of the Grand Trunk at Battle

Creek, Mich., has been appointed inaster

mechanic at Stratford, Ont., Canada.

.\Ir. .\. G. Pack, whose name was placed

in nomination for the position of inspec-

toru of locomotives by President Wilson.

was confirmed by the Senate last month
Mr. M. J. McCarthy, formerly super-

intendent of motive power of the Balti-

more it Ohio, has been appointed superin-

tendent of equipment, western lines, with

office at Cincinnati.

Mr. L. G. Curtis, formerly assistant

chief engineer of the Baltimore S: Ohio,

with office at Baltimore, Md., has been

made chief engineer of the western lines,

with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.

Mr. C. A. Kothe, formerly inaster me-
chanic of the Erie, with office at Port

Jcrvis, N. Y., has been transferred to a

similar position on the same road, with

office at Brier I-fills, Youngstown, O.

Mr. C. C. Higgins. formerly a'^sistaiit

to the vice-president of the 'Frisco lines,

has been placed in charge of the mechani-

cal department, succeeding Mr. P. T.

Dimlap, granted leave of absence,

Mr. F. G. Grimshaw, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Pennsyl-

vania, with office at New York, has lieen

appointed assistant to the general mana-
ger, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. H. .'\. Kennedy has been ajjpointed

manager of the St. Paul and Minneapolis

terminals, including Minnesota transfer

for the United States Railroad .'Xdminis-

tration, with headquarters at Washington,
D, C.

Mr. E. A. Hadley, formerly chief engi-

neer of the Missouri Pacific, with liead-

(piarters at St. Louis, Mo., is now engi-

neering assistant to tlie regional director

of southwestern railroads, with olTice at

St, Louis.

Mr. A. S. McKelligan, formerly store-

keeper of the Southern Pacific, at Sacra-

mento, Cal., has been appointed general

storekeeper with headquarters at San

I'rancisco, Cal,, succeeding Mr. II. (i.

Cook, resigned,

Mr. W. J. Burkhart has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Santa Fe,

with office at Gallup, N, M.. and .Mr.

i:ii\v.\uri p. Kiri.HV,

S. M. McKean has been appointed to a

similar position on the same road with

office at Brownwood, Tex.

Mr. G. E. Sisco, formerly master me-

chanic of the Pennsylvania lines west of

Toledo. Ohio, has been appointed master

mechanic of the Logansport division,

with office at Logansport, Ind., succeeding

Mr. O. C. Wright, promoted.

Mr. O. H. Wood, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the CIreat N'orthern

at Seattle, Wash,, has lieen appointed

special representative of the Central .Ad-

visory Purchasing Committee of the Rail-

road .Administration, with headquarters

at Seattle.

Mr. J. T. Carroll, formerly general

superintendent of motive power of the

Baltimore & Ohio, has lieen appointed

mechanical assistant on the staff of the

Regional Director, Mr. Charles If. Afark-

ham, of the Allegheny Region, United

States Railroad .Administration.

Mr. C. Tillett, formerly supervisor of

signals of the Grand Trunk, has been

appointed electrical engineer, with head-

quarters at Montreal, Que,, succeeding

Mr. J, .A. Burnett, who has been appoint-

ed technical assistant with the British

War Mission at Washington, D. C.

.Mr. C. 11. Bilty, formerly mechanical

engineer of the Pennsylvania Western

Lines, southwest system, with oflice at

Pittsburgh, Pa., has been appointed divi-

sion engineer of the northwest system,

with olfice at Fort Wayne, Ind., succeed-

ing Mr. Guy Scott, who has joined the

army,

.Mr. C. .A, Wheeler has been appointed

master mechanic of the Quebec division

of the Canadian Pacific, with office at

Montreal, Que., succeeding Mr. John
lUirns, promoted, and Mr. J. S. .Allen

has been appointed master mechanic with

olfice at Sunbury, .Ark., succeeding .Mr.

Wlieeler,

Mr. !".
J. Monahan has been appointed

master mechanic of the Birmingham di-

\isioii of the Louisville & Xashville, with

ol'tice at tile shops at Boyle, Ala., and

Mr. T. H. I fogan has been appointed

master mechanic of the Memphis line,

with olfice at Paris, Tenn., succeeding

Mr, Monahan.

Mr. .A. N. Ostberg, formerly mechani-

• :il inspector of the Chicago, Burlington

\ Quincy, with headquarters at Chicago,

111., has been appointed mechanical cngi-

i;ier for valuation, succeeding Mr. W. H.

I'avis. who has been appointed as office

( u^ineer in the department of inspection

:!nd tests of the railroad administration

.It Washington, D. C.

Mr. W. S. Galloway, formerly assistant

purchasing agent of the Baltimore &
( )liio at Baltimore, Md., has been ap-

pointed purchasing a.gent of the Baltimore

S: Ohio, eastern lines and New York

terminals, the Western Maryland, the

Cumberland Valley, the Cumberland &
Pennsylvania, and the Coal & Coke, with

office at Baltimore.

.Mr. Pobert Collett, formerly supervisor

and superintendent oi locomotive per-

formance of the 'Frisco Lines and lat-

terly assistant manager of the railroad

department of the Pierce Oil Corporation,

has been appointed assistant manager of

the I'uel Conservation section of the

United States Railroad .Administration,

eastern district, with headquarters at New
York,

.Mr. T. B, ^^^rrington, formerly assist-

ant master mechanic of the Pennsylvania

Western IJnes. southwestern system, with

office at Columbus, Ohio, has been ap-

pointed master mechanic of the Michigan

division, with office at Logansport, Ind.,

succeeding Mr. J. R. Riggs, who has been

appointed master mechanic on the central

system. Toledo division, with office at

Toledo. Ohio.

Mr, Martin II. Clapp. formerly super-
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iiitciKiciit of telegraph of the Northern Mr. lulward P. Ripley, wlm luis been \\e.-.linghouse Air Brake Company, vice

I'aejlie, has heen appointed manager, tele- inesiiKnl of the \lclns,in, Topeka \- Santa Air. A. 1.. llinni)hrey, resigned. Mr.
.yraph -section, division of operation of i\- fur the l.iNt twenty two years, has re- lhnn])hrey lonlinues as ranking vice-

tlie Railroad .\dniinistration, with olliec signed ficmi his e.\eenlive <hities in eon- president .ind in that capacity will, as

in the Southern Railway building. Wash- nection with the operation of the road, heretofore, ha\e general direction of the

ingtoii, U. (.". Mr. L'lapp will have super- l)nt remains as president of the corpora- company's operations in all departments
vision over telegraph and telephone lin?s

in connection with the railroads under

h'ederal management.

Mr. R. W. .Anderson, formerly division

master mechanic of the Chicago, Milwau-

kee & St. I'aul at Xiles City, Mont., has

heen appointed assistant superintendent of

moti\e power of the middle district of the

same road, with luad(|uarters at the Mil-

w.iukee sho]is. .Milu.tukee, Wis., succeed-

in.n -Mr. .V. VV. Lucas, who lias been ap-

pointed shop superintendent, with juris-

dicliirii o\fr tlie loconiotixe department of

the .Milwaukee sh..p^.

Mr. J. .M. R. I'airbairn, formerly assist-

ant chief engineer of the I anadian I'a-

cilic, willi headquarters at .Ahintreal, Our.,

has been ai)pointed chief engineer of the

Canadian Pacific. Mr. Fairbairn is a

graduate of 'roroiito L'niversity and en-

tered railroad service as a draughtsman

on the Canadian Pacific at Winnipeg,

.Man. In l''Il be was appointed assistant

ihief engineer, wliicb positi.m be held

until a]ipoinleil chief engineer as above

noted.

.Mr. .\. J. X'ogler, formerly general fore-

man of the inisseiiger tenniiial of the ('lii-

cago, .Milwaukee \- Si. P.iul. at W.steri

111 11 in charge of the interests of the stock

W. WIMUX.

and subsidiary organizations, Mr. Wildin

reporting to him. .As genera! manager of

tile Locomotive Stoker Company, .Mr.

Wildin has been succeeded by Mr. IJ. !•'.

Crawford, formerly general manager of

the Pennsylvania Lines West, who was

elected vice-]iresident and general man-
ager of the Stoker Company. .At the

^ame meeting of the Stoker Company, Mr.

N. M. Lower was elected assistant gen-

eral manager.

Mr. Charlev W. Galloway, who has

been appointed I'ederal Manager of the

r..i!timore v\ ( lliio Western Lines, has bail

an experieiiie of thirty-five years in the

service of ibe mad. I'.eginning as utilil>

boy in a telegraiib .iffice at the age of

lifteeii, he has fdled many positions and

is a master of transportation, being su-

lierintendent of nearl> all of the divisions

111 the road, and in 1''12 was appointed

general manager, which iiosiliiui be held

when appointed b'ederal Manager. It is

interesting to recall that Mr. Galloway

belongs to the third .generation of (iallo-

ways who ba\e been in the service of the

company. .\lr. William Galloway, the

nldest, bi'caine prominent in a meniorable

race between the tirst loconn iti\e built inid liiind holders. Mr. Ri|iley has achieved

avenue. Chicago, 111. has tieen appointed '" '"^'''''l^' leiiutation aiming the railroad .\nierica and a hor.se, Mr. Galloway liav

master'mechanic'of the Siou.x City cS: Da- '"'" "' ^"nrica. He rctiro fnmi the

per.ilion ol the road uilb the geiniine

ffcclii.n of .-d! who have worked under
kota division of the same road, with ullice

at Siou.x City, la., and Mr. (jeorge P.

Kcmpf has been appointed engineer of

tests, with (jitice at Milwaukee. Wis., suc-

ceeding -Mr. K. b'o.x, who has been ap-

pointed mechanical engineer, with head-

(|uartc-rs at Chicago.

.Mr. J.
1-'.. Mechling, formerly ma-ter

nuihanic of the Pennsylvania lines west

at Terre 1 laiite. Ind., has heen aiipoiiited

superiiileiidenl of motive jiower of .St.

Louis system, with oflice at Terre llaute,

and .Mr. K. 11. Minn, formerly assistant

engineer rif moti\e power of the Central

system, succeed> Mr. Mechling as master

nuchanic at Terre llaute, and Mr. ( . \\ .

Kiniuar, formerly assistant master me-

chaiiic at Dennisun. Ohio, succeed-, Mr
Minn as assistant engineer of nioli\i:

power at Toledo.

Mr, E. J, I'lreiinan. formerly general

master mechanic of the Baltimore iV ()lnii.

with oflice at Pittsburgh, Pa., has been

aiipointed suiierintendent of motive power

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

lines east of Mohridge, with headquarters

at Milwaukee. Wis., and Mr. W. I".

Walsli, formerly traveling mechanical ex

pert for the (lalena Signal Oil Company, under his nianagement the road has

ing driven llie horse in this historic test

f endurance. Later Mr. (ialloway became

n engineer, wliicb position be held for

if is only justice to stale that |,ity years. 1 be next in line, Mr. Charles

I'l. ti.illoway, father of the Federal Man
ager, was also a locomotive engineer and

fur many years ran what was known as

,l;e •Caniiiin I'.all" express.

Mr. i". II, Clark, formerly general sii

])i rintendeiit uf inoti\e jiower of the

liahiniore .V Ohio, has been appoinlid

general siijic rintendent maintenance of

e.iiiipmeiit I if the Baltimore & Ohio, cist-

ern lines and New York terminals, the

Western Maryland, the Cumberland Val-

ley, the Cumberland & Pennsylvania and

(be t'oal &• I like, with office .it Baltimore.

Mr, Cl.irk is a graduate of ibe Cniversity

111 Illinois, and entered the railway service

as chief draftsman on the Chicago. P.nrl-

iiigton & Qiiincy in bS')4. and in ISW was

.idvanccd tu mechanical engineer on the

same road, and in mC to superintendent

of motive power, ami in I'MO lo general

superintendent of nintixe jiower nf the

entire Burlington system In l"»ll he was

appointed general superintendent of the

motive power of the B.iltimore & Ohio,

which position he held :it the time of his

apiiointment, as .abo\ e noted. ,\t the

11 \Ki i.s \\. I, \i i.( i\\ A^•,

with licad(|uarters. at Chicago, lias been \ eloped in magnitude and efficiency in June meeting of the .American Railway

appointed assistant superintendent of mo- service in an unparalleled degree. Master Mechanics' .Association Mr. Clark

tive power of the southern district of the .\t a recent meeling of the Board of was elected President. Me is also promi-

Chicago, Milwaukee ^ St. Paul, willi Direclurs, Mr. George W. Wildin was nently ideiitibed with many of the leading

head(|uarters at l)ubu(|ue, Iowa. duly elected general maiiagrr of the railroad clubs and engineering societies.
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Making Americans on the Railroad

Mr. Sanuiel Kea, president, Pcnusyl-

vania Kailruad System, prepared a state-

ment for the Hon. Franklin K. Lane,

Secretary of the Interior. It tells of some
of the methods adopted and results

achieved in persuading and fitting foreign-

born employees of the Pennsylvania rail-

road to become loyal and useful citizens

of the United States. The subject is of

particular interest at all times, and more
especially at this time, as the United

States must, necessarily, rely on people

of foreign birth to keep up the labor sup-

ply if the further settling and developing

the country is to be maintained. It is,

therefore, a clear duty to take care of the

foreigners who come to America, in order

that they may become good citizens, and

get an equal opportunity of sliaring thp

benefits of good citizenship.

On the Pennsylvania Lines East of

Pittsburgh, at the present time, about 16

per cent, of the total employees are of

foreign birth. On the Lines West of that

city, operating chiefly in Ohio, Indiana

and Illinois, the proportion is somewhat
smaller, but it is still quite material. Of
the more than 33,000 foreign-born men
working on the entire System, about 25,700

are employed east of Pittsliurgh, and 7,500

west of that point.

Some years ago, prior to tlie comnirnce-

ment of the great confiict in wliich the

United States is now one of the leading

participants, a canvass was made of the

alien employees on all portions of the

Pennsylvania System. This investigation

showed that Italians greatly predominated

in numbers. Today they make up nearly

one-third of all employees of foreign birth

east of Pittsburgh. It was found, also,

that large numbers of the Italians, while

they could not properly be termed il-

literate, since they could read and write

their own language, were nevertheless un-

able to understand English at all, either

in written or spoken form.

With the feeling, for these reasons, that

Americanization work was more urgently

needed among the Italians on the Penn-
sylvania Railroad than among the repre-

sentatives of any other nationality, a cor-

respondence course in Italian-English was
inaugurated on the Lines East of Pitts-

burgh.

This work was placed in direct charge

of a native-born Italian, who is also a

graduate of Vale, and is an enthusiast on

the subject oi Americanization. A
similar course in Italian-English has also

been established, under the charge of a

native-born Italian, on the Lines West of

Pitt.sburgh.

After the first few months of the War,
as is well known, the labor situation in

this country became very acute, and it

was necessary for the Pennsylvania Rail-

road to find and open up new and hitherto

untouched sources of labor supply. After

careful investigation a considerable num-
ber of Mexicans were induced to enter the

service. They have been chiefly located

along the Main Line between Pittsburgh,

Philadelphia and Xew York. While they

have been found efficient and satisfactory

workmen on the whole, they, like the

Italians, were greatly handicapped by the

fact that few could speak any language

except their native tongue, which is

Spanish.

To meet this condition, therefore, a

special course in Spanish-English was
prepared for the Mexicans, similar to the

Italian-English course. On February 28,

1918, there were 451 Spanish-speaking

employees learning English in this way.

The Mexican laborers have been chiefly

concentrated in camps located at various

points along the lines. .Ml modern fea-

At the time when the First Liberty

Loan was offered to the public, the Penn-

sylvania Lines East of Pittsburgh and

Erie had a total of 25,827 employees who
had been born in foreign countries. Of
this number, 8,146 employees, or almost

32 per cent, of the total foreign born, pur-

chased Liberty Bonds, and this was within

2 per cent, of the proportion of employees
of American birth who subscribed.

To ascertain the proportion of foreign-

born employees who had been naturalized,

or were in process of becoming citizens,

a special analysis was made as of June

30, last. At that time, there were in the

service of the Pennsylvania Lines East

of Pittsburgh, 25,721 men of alien birth.

Of this number it was found that 8,003

had been fully naturalized, 3,0<)9 had taken

out their lirst papers and 5,064 had

delinilely announced their intention of

applying for naturalization. In other

ITALIA.V.'^. .\Ii:XkA.\,- AMI nlllKK RACE.S LISTEMXl
i).\ rilK. PKNNSVLVAXIA RAIl.KO.M),

\ I.lliRUTV LOAN TALK

tures to promote sanitation and health

are adopted. In addition, provisions have

been made for annisements and recreation,

including camp recreation rooms, victrolas,

etc. Instructive entertainments are given

from time to time under the auspices of

the Young Men's Christian Association.

Wherever possible religious services for

the Mexican employees are conducted

under the direction of a Catholic church.

In addition to the langua.ge courses car-

ried on through the educational organiza-

tion of the Pennsylvania Railroad, instruc-

tion is also provided, by correspondence,

in electricity (including elementary

mathematics) and in stenography. Al-

together, out of approximately 166,000 em-
ployees on the Lines East of Pittsburgh,

18,769, or 10.7 per cent, of the total, were
on February 28, 1918, enrolled in the edu-

cational courses. Supplementing the cor-

respondence courses, numerous safety lec-

tures arc conducted solely for the benefit

of alien employees.

words, nearly 63 per cent, of the total had

either become United States citizens or

bad declared their intention of so doing.

On the Lines West, out of a total num-

ber of 7,500 employees of alien birth,

about 1,000 are naturalized, 1,700 have

taken first steps toward naturalization and

1.300 have definitely announced their in-

tention of applying for citizenship.

Our illustration shows a view of a meet-

ing of Italians, Mexicans and men of other

races listening to a Liberty Loan talk on

the Pennsylvania railroad, and it is grati-

fying to know that the subscriptions from

this source almost equalled the percentage

of the .Xmerican born employees. The

purchase of a Liberty Bond by a foreigner

is an assurance that a stej) has been taken

toward bis .\inericanization. and the work

being done among the foreign employees

of the Pennsylvania railroad is worthy of

emulation, and no time to begin such

work rnuld lie belter suited than the

present.
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Commission in the Engineer Reserve

Corps.

Applications for examination lor a com-

mission in the Engineer Reserve Corps

will be received from qualified engineers,

tlie application forms being furnished by

the Chief of Engineers, Washington,

i). C. The applicants selected by reason

of education and experience will he noti-

lied when to appear for the professional

and physical examination. The commis-

sions embrace the grades «i I'lrst lieulcnaiu

and captain. For the grade of lirsl

lieutenant the age is limited between 32

and 36 years; for captain 36 to 42 years.

.\pplicants must he engaged in the active

practice of the engineering profession,

otherwise no set rules have been es-

tablished further than that all a|)plicants

must be citizens of the United States, and

no application will be considered from

any one born in a country \rilh which the

Cnited States is at war.

Important Change of Address.

Ibe oltice of the Secretary of the

.'.merican Railway Master Mechanics' As-

sociation has been removed from Room

906, Karpen Building, Chicago, 111., and is

now located in Room 746, Transportation

Building, Chicago. All commuiiications

should be addressed to the new oifice.

Sale of Railroad Equipment.

.•\dvices have been received from the

Federal authorities that all carriers hav-

ing railroad equipment for sale are em-

powered without further authority from

their regional directors that no loco-

motives or cars are to be sold. Rports in

regard to such material must be made to

the federal managers, vv-ho will make sucli

recommendations as they deem necessary.

Patent Office Examiners.

Examinations for the position uf as-

sistant examiner in the Patent Office wmU

be held on August 21 and 22, 1918. Men

or women are desired, who have a scien-

tific education, particularly in higher math-

einatics, chemistry, physics and French or

German, and who are not subject to the

draft for military service. Engineering

or teaching experience in addition to the

above is valued. The entrance salary is

$1,500. Details of the examination, and

places for holding the same, may be had

upon application to the Commissioner of

Patents, Washington, D. C. Temporary

api)ointments of qualified persons may be

iTkiide iirnding their taking the Civil

Service examination.

Travsling Engineers' Association.

The twenty-sixth annual convention

of the Traveling Engineers' .Association

will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chi-

cago, 111., commencing on Tuesday, Sep-

tember 10, 1918. The convention of the

association has the approval of the

federal authorities, and a large attend-

ance is expected.

Willard to Act on Board to Aid Russia

Mr. Uaniel Willard, president of tin

Baltimore & Ohio, has been selected

among others, including a number o

.\merican industrial leaders and fman

ciers who are entrusted with preparing ;

.^clleme to extend aid to Russia.

Committee on Standards.

The C:i)nM]nltee on Standards are pre-

paring standard dimensions for passenger

and baggage cars, and designs for the

new cars will be made as speedily as

possible. This is the initial movement on

the slandardi/ing of all railroad cars

throughout the country. Tables are also

being prepared in regard to the amount

of repairs allowed on cars.

Increase of Wages for Canadian Rail-

way Men.

.Announcement lias been m.ide that the

Canadian war board had decided, after a

council with the cabinet, that the Canadi.iii

railway employees would receive the same

rate of wages as have been awarded to

railway employees in the United Slates.

The threatened strike among the railway

employees is thereby averted, and '.he nt-

MiMsi ilegree of satisfaction is being rnan-

ifesied among the employees at all points

in the great railroad system involvid in

the recent ilisimte.

Railway Control.

On July 1 the Kailroad -Xdministralion

turned back to private management about

1,700 of the 2.()(X) so-called short-line

roads. Those lines have about MUU)
miles of track, or one seventh of the toliil

railwav mileage of the United State-.

.\t

Railways in Mesopotamia.

present, engines in Mevoiiolaini.

lulitrequiring major repairs have to be \ir<

all the way to India and returned alter

being repaired. The British (iovermnent

i^ now making arrangements for the coii-

The illUli

rkshoie the former

Automobiles.

;
caiiacity of the automobile

in this country is 2S,(KK),0()0 persons

-eating capacity of the railroad car

.s(K),IKK).

We
perse

learn littU

.eriiif; win

by little; it is onl.\

ever kin)W much.

COLUMBIA

LOCK mj
STAYS TIGHT

Thousands of tons

of these nuts are

in use on the lead-

ing railroads
throughout the

coil ntry in car,

locomotive and

track work.

THEY TAKE A
GRIP THAT
CANNOT SLIP

//';//( for S,iiii/^/('.'i

Columbia Nut

& Bolt Company
INC.

Bridgeport, Conn.
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Hydraulic
Riveters fixed and Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Th€ Camden High-Pressure Valves.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

Pounders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

MiiiM.liMiiiriT» of InJectorB. Rjertiira.

Unll.r Wii^li.i^ mil) Tisters. Boiler rhi-cks.
ii..k Vnlvi

Locomotive Electric Headlights

of all descriptions

^ ^ COMPANY

1334 NO. KOSTNER AVENUE CHICUGO, ILL.

THE

fliy-"~ 6[N[RAT0R

ATIONAL SETS

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Ashlon Valve Co.

271 Franklin Stxeel. Bo<«on. Mau.

Railroad E(jui|)inent Notes

The Illinois Central proposes to pur-

chase 7 tank cars of 10,000 gal. capacity.

Tlu' IVnnj-ylvania has plans for build-

ing a car and repair shop at Cambridge,

N.J.

The Cnion I'acilic i^i in(|iiiring for

about 70 tools of niisccllaiK-ous descrip-

tion.

The r.altinioru & Oliio plans to build

additions and install machinery at its

shops at KcysiT, W. \'a.

The Atlantic Coast Line has purchased

80 acres of land at Sanford, I'la., on

which to l)uild shops and terminals.

The Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific

lias ordered two 90-ft. turntables for

I'.urr Oak, 111., and Bureau, 114 tons,

.\nierican Bridge Company make.

The American Locomotive Company
plans to build an addition to its boiler-

sliop at Schenectady, N. Y. The new por-

tion is to be 120 by 175 feet.

The New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford has placed an order with the Brown
Hoisting Machinery Company, of Cleve-

land, Ohio, for 10 locomotive cranes.

The Railroad .Xdministration has ap-

proved an appropriation of $500,000 for

tlie construction of locomotive shops at

Tijiton, Ind., for the Lake Erie & West-

Orders for headlight cases for the

Cnited States standard locomotives have

been placed as follows ; 765 Shroeder

Headlight & Generator Company, 500

Handlon & Buch. 500 Adams & West-

lake.

Water gauge cocks for the 1,025 United

States standard locomotives have been

ordered from the Nathan Manufacturing

Company. Sni)erlnatcrs for the locomo-

tives will be built l>y the locomotive

builders on a royalty basis.

The L'nion I'acilic has awarded con-

tracts to the Zeigler & Dalton Construc-

tion Company. Junction City, Kan., for

improvements to be built at Junction City,

including a new roundhouse, powerhouse

;ind other buildings, to cost about $300,-

tXX).

Rids are being received by the .Ameri-

can Locomotive Company on the erection

of a one-story. 120 by 125-ft. addition, to

its boiler shop at Schenectady, N. Y. The

company also is receiving bids on a one-

story, 80 by 12S-ft. addition to its plant

at Dunkirk, N. Y.

Contracts have been let by the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas for new terminal

buildings at .\ppleton City, Mo., includ-

ing a roundhouse, 37 by 188 ft.; store-

room and oil house, 30 by 72 ft. ; boiler

and pumphouse, 31 by 63 ft,, also office

Iniildings, lodging house, etc.

The allotment of orders for the journal

bo.\es for the government standard freight

cars are as follows : Journal boxes for

4,000 cars have been ordered from McCord
S: Company, and the order from the Has-

kell & Barker Car Company has been

reduced from 8,000 to 6,0(X).

It is understood that the L'. S. Railroad

.Vdministration will soon place orders for

390 locomotives in addition to the 1,025

ordered several weeks ago. The new
orders are to include 100 switching en-

gines, 175 light Mikados, 57 heavy

Mikados, 15 heavy Santa Fe type. 13 light

Pacifies and 30 Consolidation engines.

Tbc Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis has ordered from the Federal

Signal Company an electric interlocking

plant to be put in by the builders at

HclIcfoiUaine, Ohio. The machine will

have 68 working levers and there will he

detector circuits and sectional ro*ite lock-

ing throughout. The machine will be type

4. direct current, with alternating current

indication.

The Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy is

incjuiring for an 18-in. by 7-ft. 6 in. en-

gine lathe; 14-in. by 4-ft. 6-in. lathe; 30-in.

radial drill, double-end punch and shear

with a 20-in. throat to punch 1-in. hole;

20-in. heavy-duty shaping machine. IK--'"-

single-head bolt cutter, draw cut high-

speed power saw, 50-lb. power hammer
and a combination rip and cross-cut saw

with boring attachment.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has ordered

an electro-mechanical interlocking plant

for Birmingham, N. J. The machine will

consist of a 4-Iever mechanical frame,

with 7 electric units. It will be provided

with electric detector locks on all switch

levers and electric indication locks and

electric light indicators on all working

levers. The Union Switch & Signal Com-

pany will furnish this machine.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul

has plans for extensive terminal improve-

ments at Ottumwa Junction. la., which in-

clude an eighteon-stall roundhouse, an

eighty-tive foot terminal building, a water

softening plant, a power house, water

tanks and other structures. The necessary

track work will be done by the St. Paul's

own force The contracts for the build-

ings ha\c been let to two Chicago firms

and the estimated cost is $500,000.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Railroad Men's Mountain Home
The board of directors of the Railroad

Men's Mountain Home Association lias

issued a report setting forth the progress

that is being made in establishing a hotne

for railroad men. The association al-

ready owns \(i) acres, located near Den-
ver, Col., and in an ideal location about

2,1)00 feet aliovc the level of the city. Ac-
conmiodation for 50 inmates in the cot-

tages and other Iniildings is already com-
plcte. and tlie earnestness with which

the work is being taken in support of the

good cause is particularly gratifying.

While the full development of the scheme
may take some time, it may be briefly

stated that at present it takes the form
of what may be called a recuperative

camp, and is not intended for hospital

work or surgical cases, but a home where
convalescent railroad men will receive the

full advantage of Colorado's sunshine and
pure mountain air, and may regain health

and strength imder ideal conditions. Con^
tributions to the wortliy cause may be sent

to L. P. I-'rench. Acting Secretary, Union
Depot. Denver, Col.

An Investigation of Twist Drills.

RoHetin 10.3 issued by the Engineering
I'.xperiment Station of the University of

llhnois records a series of interesting c.x-

|ierimcnts disclosing certain facts regard-
ing the jierforniance of metal drills. One-
incli drills (if many well known standard
makes and special cast-iron blocks made
in the shop laboratories were used. The
power recpiired at t!ie drill point for vari-

ous s|ieeds and rate^ of feed was noted
in all tcMs the thrust and tonpie of the

drill were recordr.j by si)ccial dynamom-
eters, and the endurance of drills of dif-

ferent designs u.is -.tudied. The econom-
ical heli.x angle, point angle, clearance

angle, speed and feed were determined,

and the effect of pilot holes and rounded
corners were shown. The teM^ were
conducted by H. W. I'.enedin, Director of

the .'^lioii Laboratories, ami \V. P.

Lukens. Research bellow in the b.ngin-

eering ICxiieriment Station. Copies may
be had gratis on application to C. R.

Kich.iriL, Director, Cniversitv of Illinois,

Crban.i, III.

Electrification of Railroads.

Tlie Westinghouse b'.lectric & Manu-
facturing Cr.mpany has issued a special

publication No. l.SKS. pointing out the fact

tliat during the last ten years railroad

expansion has not kept pace with in-

dustrial growth. Rate ruling and un
wise legislation deprived them of the sur-

plus necessary for expansion, leaving

them only the b.are necessities for a pre-

carious existence, and we are now de-

m.inding. m order to relie\e congestion

ami increase eliiciency. that they do the

very things we only a short time back

passed laws to prevent. It is certain in

the near future that there will be much
activity along tlie lines of electrilication.

Two excellent essays, one by I", b'..

Wynne, and the other by Q. W. Hershey.

pomt out very clearly that electrical in-

stallatiim is being called upon to supply

the method of meeting the reipiirements

of iuteiisilied operation. The effect of

mountains is \irtually eliminated. It is

claimed that where under steam operation,

thirty or forty per cent, only of the total

liours Iiave been sjient on the road, now
ninet>' per cent, of each twenty-four hours
may be given to service on the road by
the Use of electric engines. Many other

advantages are iiointed out. and a fuller

electrification of railroads is urged as a

war measure. The bulletin is finely il-

lustrated.

Locomotive Fuel Economy.

This IS one of the series of popular

handbooks published by the Federal Rail-

way Invtitute for >elf-instruction, and
contains twenty lessons in locomotive

fuel economy in the question and answer
form, ancl covers the three examinations

as re(|uired by some of the railroads. .Xs

is well known, locomotive firemen must
lia\e technical instruction combined with

prartical experience, and must iiass

gradi-il examinations before qualifying as

locomotive engineers. In the work be-

fore us a sincere efTort has been made to

imest the subject with an interest that

engages the attention of the earnest stu-

dent, and as fuel economy is a question

of sur]ias^iiig interest at the present time,

the 1 k cannot fail to meet with popular

approxal. The numerous illustrations are

easdy nnilerst..od, and the book is handy
in form ruid boumi in flexible leatlier.

Copies niay be had from the author,

Fn'derick J. Pryor, 204 Grand avenue.

Milw.iukee. Wis. Price $L.=;tl postpaid.

Staybolts.

The current issue of the organ of the

|-lanner\ Holt Company. Pittsburgh. Pa..

reniiiKL its n.iilerv that the minimum
c.irlo.ul slii|inicnts lia\ e precedence over
le^^ than rarb.ad loiv, m, th;,t in estimat-

nig llie reipiired stock it woidd be well

lo .on^ider flu- tonna'^e tliiil wdl mo\e
till' qinckr-,t in the makeup of supply or-

ders, Th, railroads are accomplishing a

miiibly l.isk, and it is interesting to know-
that r^p.or^ on loconioli\-, ^ for the l";o\

-

ernnienl ,dnlrolU-d radroads are now
passing lliroii-li shops at the r;ite of 4.S()0

engines weekl>. or rOd more than a \ear

Weights of Various Coals.

Tlie Government Printing Office has

issued a technical paper by S. B. Flagg on
"The Weights of Various Coals," from
which it appears that the heavier weights

of coals may be expected among those of

high fixed carbon content than from those

of low. hureased ash content seems to

lower the unit weight. It also appears

that the coals higli in moisture are lighter

than those low in moisture and the

younger coals are lighter than the older

coals. It is difficult to determine froin

the data avadalile anything m»re than a

general trend. The weights run from 41

lbs. per cubic foot, reported from Raleigh
County, West Virginia, to 58 lbs. per

cubic foot, from Schuylkill County, Pa.

The Petroleum Industry.

The Nation. d Petroleum War Service

lommittee h.is issue<i a circular relating

tc a proposed Go\crniiunt control of the

petroleum industry, where it is stated

that it may lie entirely possible that we
are in the future ,L;oii,g to undertake some
exceedingly drastic measures. Cer-
tainly we sh.ill ii this war lasts long
enough. National iiecessit\- knows no in-

dividual. It iiecessar}, the petroleum in-

dustry will be unified to an extent not

now dreamed of; but no matter wdiat that

unilication may be. how complete it may
I'e, even to the point of handling it as

absolutely one unit, there is no reason

wdiy on the whole the members of that

industry should be seriously injured be-

cause of tin- tiglitcnin.g of Government
control.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors
All Purposes

Send for Catalog

The Armstrong

Automatic Drift Drill
IS DHIFT AND HAMMER COMBINED.

TI

Tlie tiandle or driver is always
ready to etriko a blow ai the
spring automatically throwa It

B *^ S ' back into position.

• 5 1a leaves one hanu free to
save the tool.

Special Circular Mailed on Requent.

ARMSTRONG BROS. TOOL COMPANY
312 N. Francisco Ave.. CHICAGO. V. 8. A.
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The Railway Army Corps— First in War and First

in Peace
The half-tone iUustration, which we the two which now cimstaiuly prevails, modern methods of fighting use up am-

show this month, gives a representation It was Napoleon's famous dictum that munition in quantities never before

of a finished American giant locomotive, an army marches on its stomach, an e.K- imagined.

turned out of a British railway shop pressive way of saying that an army can It is not too much to say that whatever
"somewhere in France," and it may serve light and move forward only as long as successes the Germans have won in their

as an introduction to a few words about it regularly receives all ihe necessities for campaigns on land have been mainly due
one part of the vast war machine whose its daily existence. In probably no other to the network of strategic railways that

Eritisli Official Pi Londc
AMKKK AN WAK LO
n, Englan,!.

-i':M i;i : h at i'.i;rn.-ii r.A.-^i-: I.\ ll; \.N( K

Press Illu.strati, Vork.

magnitude is not fully appreciated by the

average layman. The American engine

at the British base railway shop brings

home very closely the fact that there is a

clear and unified understanding between

the two nations, and a hearty co-opera-

tion between these powers that em-
phasizes the happy goodwill between

war have communications played such an

important part, since they have practically

dictated the strategic conceptions of the

higher commands on both sides. The
vast numbers of men that make up the

armies of today necessitate the handling

and the transportation of hitherto un-

heard of quantities of supplies, while

tl;cy had built up within their own bor-

ders in the years preceding the war and

to the additional fact that during their

rapid advance into Belgium and France

they seized and converted to their own
use the finest and most vital of the

French railway systems. By the skillful

use of their railways, and those they stole,
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ihey have been able all during the war

to shift troops rapidly from the eastern

front to the western front, or vice versa,

and so concentrate an overwhelming

number of men at any selected point of

attack which they chose, and at the same

lime retaining the ability to brealv off, if

danger threatened elsewhere, and rush

their reserves to whatever part of the line

they believed to need them most.

After the first rush to Paris had been

checked at the Marne, and the French

and Brilisli had thrown the Germans

back to their prepared positions on the

Aisne, the long period of trench warfare

set in, and the Allies devoted their utmost

energies to improving their communica-

tions. Wliole stretches of railway line in

England were torn up and shipped to

France, so also Canada did the same

;

they were rclaid in France and by the end

of 1917 a total of over 2.000 miles of

track had been so dealt with. The Brit-

ish railways were stripped of every piece

of rolling stock that could possibly be

spared, and their skilled employees were

formed into special railway battalions,

which were sent to France for the build-

ing and maintenance of the lines in the

British .-Xrmy zone. In addition, many

battalions of skilled railwaymen were re-

cruited in Canada and hurried across the

seas," These men. most of whom had

been engaged in construction work upon

the huge Canadian Trans-Continental

railway systems, enlisted by whole gangs

al a time, their own foremen being ap-

pointed as officers, so that in the trans-

formation from civilian into military life

they lost, none of the advantages of the

system under which they had previously

been working. The speed with which

tliey followed with their rails the vic-

torious advance of the British Armies in

1916 and V)\7 was one of the real sur-

prises of this most surprising war. Vimy
Ridge had not been in possession of the

Canadians for more than four days be-

fore a line of steel rails had been pushed

far into the heart of what had been but

ninety-si.x hours earlier the German ar-

tillery positions. At the taking of Mes-

sines Ridge a month or so later, the rail-

way troops had completed their first line

and run a train into the village of Mes-

sines just two days after the titanic com-

bat had started, and before the opposing

forces had had time to stabilize them-

selves after the British lurch forward.

In addition to the construction bat-

talions, special companies of operators

consisting of conductors, enginemen, fire-

men, train despatchers, etc., were formed,

and day and night these men are operat-

ing the intricate thread of railways that

reach from the British bases on the Eng-

lish Channel to within a few miles of the

front line trenches. Often their trains

are the targets for the German long-range

guns and much more often are they the

recipients of attention from Hun aero-

planes which flew over the lines at night,

laden with their death-dealing missiles

and follow for many miles the railway

lines looking for the glare from a firebox

that will betray the presence of a train

laden with precious food or ammunition,

or yet more precious lives. At other

times, baby killing is more their idea of

war, which has always disregarded the

laws of God and man. But a stretch of

track is no sooner damaged than a work

gang is put on the job. heedless of the

danger overhead, or near them, the men

are intent only on keeping the line open

and running, so that their comrades in

the trenches shall want for none of the

things that a soldier needs, those vital

necessities of war, of food, clothing, and

ammunition, the want of which means

the difference between life and death to

"our boys" Over There.

Whenever one speaks of the railway

men in this war. one cannot forget the

brave fellows from America. These men

bad hardly got over there and started

work when General Byng's army moved

forward in victorious fight. The Amer-

ican Engineer Corps were caught in one

of the eddies of the great battle, hut how
heroically and how eagerly they let go

the trackjack. the shovel and the lining

bar and seized rifle and bayonet, and

wrote their name large on the ranks of

the agressive foe in the fields of down-

trodden, but enduring France, is now a

matter of glorious history and a matter of

pride in the future.

Economy in the Use of Water
The municipal authorities of New York

are said to be giving serious attention to

the question of economy in the use of

water. That the waste is very great is

well known, but whether a special com-

mission would subtract from or add to

the expense is doubtful. Commissions

are always costly, and water is cheap.

This leads us to observe that the subject

of the economy in the use of water on

railroad operations is one that has re-

ceived very considerable attention and

might receive more. Quite recently Mr.

C. R. Knowles, superintendent water

service Illinois Central Railroad, con-

tributed an able paper on the suliject,

wherein he presented some startling,

figures, claiming that the estimated an-

nual consumption of water by locomotives

alone on the railroad of the United .States

amounted to 4.S0,000.000.000 of gallon^.

The cost of furnishing this water, not in-

cluding maintenance, interest and depre-

ciation of water stations was said to ex-

ceed $16,000,000 per year. Water for

other than locomotives' supply is not in-

cluded in the above figures. The total

consumption for all purposes is an excess

of 625.000,000.000 of gallons per year.

with a total expense for all water, includ-

ing maintenance, interest and depreciation

on plants, of over $30,000,000 per year.

Nearly 13,000 water stations are main-

tained to supply the water required by

60.000 locomotives. As is w^ell known, the

development of transportation by rail has

made it necessary to provide improved

facilities in every branch of railway oper-

ation. While water supply is among the

most important of these requirements, it

has perhaps received less consideration

than almost any other department, many

railroads being apparently indifferent to

the necessity for more economical and

serviceable installations. While many of

the water stations constructed 20 years or

more atro arc still in use, the expense for

maintenance and operation is often ex-

cessive and an aderpiate supply uncertain.

With freight trains on important trunk

lines of low gradients loaded with 2.000 to

5,000 tons and engine tender storage of

9.000 and 10.000 gals., the development of

a water supply may certainly be classed

among the most important features of

modern railway operation. Not alone is

the demand for an increased supply, but

the higher pressure carried and the im-

portance of maintaining fast passenger

and freight schedules, together with the

loss of time through keeping locomotives

out of service for washing and repairs on

account of bad water, has created a de-

mand for water of a better quality than

that of former years.

In the selection of a railway water

supply, two important features are to be

considered : first, the water must be satis-

factory as to quality, and second, it must

be available in sufficient quantity. To
secure an ample supply of satisfactory

water, it is often necessary to pipe it from

a distance. If water from surface sup-

plies is not available within a reasonable

distance, consideration should be given to

water from ground sources, or from im-

pounding reservoirs, if a suitable location

may be found.

Impounding reservoirs are frequently

found necessary for storage of water

wdien a suitable supply is not available

from other sources. The most economical

and satisfactory method of constructing

an impounding reservoir is by damming

up a valley, if one may be found suitable

for the purpose.

The general tendencv of railroads has
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been to attempt to standardize tbe pump-
ing equipment along with other common
standards, it being assumed in many in-

stances that if certain equipment gave

good results under certain conditions, tliat

it should be adopted as standard and used

in all cases, regardless of local conditions.

While it is desirable to adopt certain

standards as applying to water supply,

such as tanks, pump houses, etc., it is a

mistake to include the pumping equip-

ment in such standardization, except

where such equipment will not lie ma-
terially affected by varying condition's so

often found in establishing a pmnping
station.

Steam is most commonly used in

pumping water and is economical or

otherwise, according to the installation

and location with regard to fuel supply.

In localities where coal is plentiful and a

low grade, such as raw screenings, may
be secured without a long haul (aside

from the question of attendance) water

may be pumped by steam almost as

economically as by any other power and
generally with a great deal more reliability

and lower cost of upkeep. This is

especially true where a large quantity of

water is pumped.

Gasoline engines, while never the most

economical pumping units, are less so with

the increased cost of gasoline and the ex-

pense of operating these engines, except

on a lower priced fuel than gasoline, is

almost prohibitive. Gasoline engines now
in service may be converted into oil burn-

ing engines by the use of attachments for

vaporizing the heavier oils before they

enter the cylinder. While these engines

are not as economical in the use of oil

as the Semi-Diesel engine, the cost of

operation is much less than with tlic use

of gasoline.

Oil engines are not as flexible as steam
pumps and their use is necessarily limited

to a certain extent, particularly where
there is a wide range of duty, as they

will not operate successfully under an

overload and providing excess power cuts

down the efficiency, as the maximum
efficiency is obtained where the engine is

operating under full load. They are

coming into greater favor, as the centrif-

ugal pump is being developed, as an oil

engine and centrifugal pump makes an
ideal installation under favorable condi-

tions.

Up to within the past few years,

standard tanks rarely exceeded a ca|)acity

of 50.000 to 60.000 gals., while the tanks

on many lines today include tanks holding

100.000 to 150.000 gals., and even 200.000

gals. While the tendency toward larger

tanks has been marked, the development
along this line has been all too slow and
the efificiency of the water service impaired

to a great extent by limited storage. Par-

ticularly is this true at terminals where
a large number of engines take water in

a limited time, and at road side stations.

where the capacity will not carry over

without the employment of night pump-
ers, thus materially increasing the cost

of water. It is not economy to erect a

tank good for a life of thirty or forty

years and then find within a few years

that it is too small to supply the demand
without continuous pumping.

The construction of large tanks has

been retarded to some extent due to the

question of a permanent location, on ac-

count of the possibility of track changes

and other construction features. By in-

stalling penstocks, it is possible to select

a permanent location for a tank, remote
from the track and out of the way of

future construction. In addition to per-

mitting of a more satisfactory location

of the tank, a penstock offers many other

advantages, as it does not obstruct the

\ieu- of signals, etc.; offers better drain

age and gives less trouble from soft track

and ice in winter, is less liable to strike

trainmen and cars than a spout sus-

pended over track, and may be more
readily protected from freezing than the

gooseneck and valves of tank.

In regard to the treatment commonly
in use to reduce impurities in water, there

are two methods to be followed in the

treatment of boiler water. It may either

l::e purified by treating plants before it

enters the boiler, or it may be treated in-

side the boiler by the use of compounds.
Concerning interior treatment, while in

the case of stationary boilers conditions

are favoralile for the use of compounds.
the interior of a locomotive boiler is so

small in proportion to the steaming

capacity that there is a definite limit to

the jiermissahle viscosity of the water.

Time for reaction is a factor also and
as a general proposition interior treat-

ment would appear inadvisable. The
proper treatment of locomotive boiler

water is by means of a purifying or

softening plant before it enters the boiler,

although it is decidedly better to use

some sort of compouiul with bad water
than to eliminate tin- treatment alto-

gether.

This lack of co operation, due to

ignorance of the value of water, some-
times aided and al)ctted by departmental

lines and jealousies, causes thousands of

dollars' needless expense, .-\merican rail-

roads consume daily approximately 1,730.-

000.000 gals, of water, at a daily expense
of about one hundred thousand dollars.

These figures should be enough to con-

vince almn^it any one that water is not

free, and that a saving in water is quite

as important as a saving in coal, oil or

other supplies. Tt is safe to .say that 15

per cent of all the water used by rail-

roads is waste. P>v waste is meant that

quantity of water drawn in excess of the

amount actually required.

Large quantities of water may be

wasted in taking water at tanks and pen-

stocks. Xot only does this cause a waste

of water, but it causes an additional ex-

pense for removing ice from track in

winter months and repairs to soft tracks

during the summer. A conservative esti-

mate of the total cost of this waste per

annum is $60 per tank, or 5 per cent on
$1,200, and will pay the interest and
depreciation on the cost of construction
of a new 100,000-galIon tank at each
station in five years.

With the exception of a few of the

larger railroad systems, no distinct water
departments are maintained. On the ma-
jority of roads the development of water
supply

. and design and construction of

water stations is handled by some one
in the engineering department in connec-
tion with other duties, while the mainte-
nance and operation comes under the

supervisor or foreman of bridges and
Iniildings, whose principal duties are along
other lines. In fact, providing water for

locomotives and other railway purposes
is a feature of railway operation that

varies more widely than any other de-
partment on the railroad, and at the

same time its importance, in view of the

need of economy in every department,
cannot he overestimated.

The many different methods of han-
dling water supply on railroads may be
accounted for in the fact that within com-
paratively a few years ago this depart-

ment of the railroad was not considered
of any great importance, as the quantity
of water required was not great, the

reconstruction of the existing organiza-
tion, placing the forces used in water
service on a definite basis, with a super-

vising head directing the energies of the

department in the proper channel. In
fact, reorganizing the water service forces

as a distinct unit would, on many roads,

effect an actual reduction of force.

.'\ water department organization does
not always mean that the division or local

forces are materially changed where water
service men are locally employed, and the

nucleus of an. organization exists, but

rather that the local officers and engineer-

ing department are relieved of the duties

incidental to the design and development
of water facilities and the work placed

in the hands of those trained along this

particular line. That there is an urgent
necessity for such an organization has

been proven by the results olitained by
the roads who ha\e established a depart-

ment to handle this very important

feature of railroad operation.

The water question in the future will

undoubtedly become more perplexing than

it has ever been before. With the rapid

advance that the chemical industry has

made in the United States, it can be

readily foreseen that the time is near

when the waste from these industries will

affect the water supplies and create a

serious problem, but in this, as in all other

ouestions «\ crowine importance, doubt-

less the difficulty will be overcome.
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The History of Locomotive Feed Water Heaters

Bv J. SNOWDEN BELL, NEW YORK

Two years agu tlu- American Railway

Master Mechanics' Association appointed

Mr. J. S. Bell as a committee of one to

prepare a report on Feed Water Heaters.

Mr. Bell's article is encyclop;edic and

practically puts all that is now known of

the art on record. We are only able to

print the salient features of tlii'~ adniir-

able and exhaustive paper.

The econ(jmic value of an appHance hy

which any substantial portion of the heat

units contained in the waste gases of com-

bustion and the exhaust steam of a loco-

motive can be made available in heating

boiler feed-water, is too obvious a propo-

sition to require discussion, and it was

recogniEed by engineers at a very early

day. While numerous appliances of tins

character have from time to time l)eeii

experimented with, and have ordinaril>

failed to prove sufficiently satisfactory in

practice to cause them to be continued

in regular service, the undeniable correct-

ness of the general principle upon which

they are based warrants, if not positively

demands, its renewed consideration, jiar-

ticularly in view of the rigid economies

in every department which present condi-

tions have rendered indispensable. Mr.

A. L. Holley wrote tifty-six years ago:

•it is imiiossible to state the exact eco-

nomical results of feed-heating—either

the saving of fuel or the cost of rejiairs ;

because no experiments which fairly esti-

mate all the conditions have been made.

It is (luite sufficient, for present purposes,

however, to know that there is a savinu

worth making." The position of Mr.

ll()lle.\, above stated, was, forty years

later, endorsed by Mr. M. N. 1-orney.

whose universally recognized ability and

practical ex|)erience in .American locomo-

tive work render his opinions on that sub-

ject reliable and of value.

Feed-water heaters are of two dilTerent

types, which may be termed, respectively,

"surface" heaters, being tliosc in wliich

the heating medium, either gases or

steam, is applied to the surfaces of clian-

nels or passages (usually tubular)

through which the feed- water traverses

on its way to the lioilcr. and "injection"

heaters, in which steam is discharged di-

rectly into the feed water. The former

type, in which the transfer .if heat from

gases or steam to the feed-water is ef-

fected through walls of comijaratively

thin metal, is that which has been the

more frequently experimenteil with, and,

for several reasons, would seem to be the

more practical and desirable of the two

types. Subordinate ') the division into

the two types last mentioned, a classilica

tion f)f feed-water heaters might be made

with reference to their location on or in a

locomotive boiler, the earliest proposed

and most extensive division of which in-

cludes those which are enclosed in a

casing supported on the side or top of the

boiler. The next design that was de-

veloped placed the heater in the stack,

which position could be adopted with the

low boilers of small diameter which were

in service when it was presented, but

which is manifestly inapplicable in pres-

ent practice. Succeeding this, the heater

was located in the smokebox, or around

it, and later in the forward portion of the

waist of the boiler, as revived in Mallet

locomotives of comparatively recent con-

struction. Other locations were proposed

by dilTerent designers, among which may

be mentioned the tender tank, the locomo-

tive ash pan, the fire-box door deflector,

tile grate bars, the exhaust pipe, the cylin-

der saddles and the boiler tubes.

The earliest record of a feed-water

heater design is thought to be that which

is presented in a British Patent of ISOJ.

granted to Trevithick & Vivian, for

"Steam l-^ngines for Propelling Car-

riages, etc." ami the appliance, whicli is

rather erude!\ represented in the draw-

in;. I. i KI-.\ 11 HICK ,v \l\l.\\. ISIlJ.

ings of the patent, is shown in l-"ig. 1. It

is very briefly described in the specilica

tion. the only matter referring to it being

the following : "The steam may escape

into the outer air, or be directed and ap-

plied to heating fluids or other uses." In

another view is represented a method of

heating the water for feeding the boiler,

by the admission of steam after its escape

into the cistern The steam passes under

a false bottom, perforated with small

holes, and heats the water therein, a por-

tion of which water is driven at every

revolution of tlie fly by the small pump

through into the boiler.

Among his references to the work that

had been done in this line by Goldsworthy

Gurney, the author makes the following

statement: "Mr. Goldsworthy Gurney, in

1825, produced a steam carriage; and his

improvements upon it led to the success-

ful introduction, by Lieut-Col. Sir Charles

Dance, of steain carriages on turnpike

roads, as an established and regular con-

veyance for the public betwixt Gloucester

and Cheltenhaiji in February. 1831."

The locomotive "Royal George" was

put in service on the Stockton & Darling-

ton Ry., in Fngland. in October, 1827.

This engine is stated to have been fitted

with a feed-water heater, and its appli-

cation is believed by the writer to be the

lirst that was made to a locomotive. The

feed-water heater is not shown in the

illustration which goe« with Mr. Bell's

report.

The single ]iipe "surface" feed-water

heater of Gough was improved and

brought to the multitubular condition in

which it was applied in the then most recent

designs by Ross Winans, the celebrated

locomotive builder of Baltimore, who ap-

plied it in the "grasshopper" and "crab"

engines of the B. & O. in 1836 and there-

after, in connection with a fan wdieel,

which was driven by the exhaust steam.

TheWinans heater consisted of a cylinder,

which may be 24 ins. long and 15 ins. in

diameter, for an ordinary locomotive en-

gine, tlie cylinder having inner and outer

heads at each end. Tubes, of say \s in.

diameter, extend from one inner head to

the other, and the steam passes into one

end of the cylinder, through the tubes

and out at the opposite end. The feed-

water passes around the tubes.

The I'. S. Patent of Z. H. Mann and

L B. Thyng. of Lowell. Mass.. 1838, for

'Mode of Constructing Locomotive En-

gines, " is the earliest design which has

been found in which it is proposed to

locate a feed-water heater in the stack.

Tlie boiler li.i- a return flue, which may

be 8 ins. in height and 12 ins. in breadth,

and what is termed "a cylindrical space

or tube for water'" is placed in the stack,

the feed-water being supplied to it, at

the bottom, from the pumps.

The Mann & Thyng patent is also

thought to be the earliest record of a

jiroposal to heat feed-water liy I'assing a

portion of the exhaust steam into the

tender. The spcoification describes what

the patentees term their "simple appa-

ratus." which consists of a vahe !)ox to
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receive the exhaust steam, ahout 45<i ins.

wide and 6 ins. long, in which are jilaced

two pipes, one leading to the exhaust pipe

and the other carrying e.xhaust steam to

the tender, the proportion delivered to the

tender being controlled by a valve in the

valve box. The principle of heating

water in the tender tank by exhaust steam,

which was hardly more than outlined by

Mann & Thyng, was thought to be a good
one by many subsequent designers.

Zerah Colburn, in his small treatise,

The Locomotive Engine, Philadelphia,

1851, wrote as follows :

"We will add a few particulars of an

engine for burning bituminous coal, which
was constructed for the B. & O. R. R. by
Thatcher Perkins, master of machinery
on that road. Attached to the boiler of

this engine was the patent apparatus for

heating the feed water by the surplus ex-

haust steam of the engine, which was
invented by Mr. Perkins. The exhaust
steam from both cylinders enters a square

box in the center of the smoke box. In

this box is a movable valve by which the

steam can be discharged through the ordi-

nary blast pipes or turned into a pipe

leading to a steam casing surrounding the

smoke box. This pipe also continues
along beneath the boiler, and is united to

a steam belt surrounding the same at the

fire-box end. and from which the steam
finally escapes through a pipe for that

purpose. The feed water can be admitted
directly to the boiler, near the fire-box

end of this pipe, or which is intended in

running, it can be pumped into a casing
surrounding this pipe, from whence it

passes into a water casing surrounding the

smoke box and within the steam casing
already mentioned.

Smith & Perkins built, between 1852
and 1854. fifteen locomotives for the

Pennsylvania R. R.. all of which were of
the type with six 44-ins. driving wheels
and a pair of forward bearing wheels in

rigid pedestals.

J. E. McConnell, a prominent English
motive power officer, made a number
of improvements in locomotive design,
among which was a feed-water heater in

which it was proposed to utili/e the heat
of the gases passing through the sm'oke
box, and the steam passing through the
high exhaust pipes, which were standard
in English locomotives of his time. This
appliance is shown in his British Patent.
1851. and will be understood by reference
to Fig. 2, whicli is reproduced from this

patent.

.A French patent, dated in 1851. was
granted to Ilerr Kirchweger, of Hanover,
for an apparatus stated to be for allowing
the steam of locomotives, after it has
done its work, to escape, at the will of
the operator, either from the exhaust pipe
or into the tender, for the purpose of
economizing water and fuel, whereby
variation of the exhaust nozzle will be
superfluous. Le Genie Civil, 1912. p. 308,

in an article on locomotive feed-water
heaters, refers to the Kirchweger system
as one that has had the most success, and
states that it was tried on a locomotive
of the Paris, Lyons & .Mediterranean Ry.
in 1854. The conclusion of the last trial

was that the apparatus effected an econ-
omy of from 10 to 12 per cent.

M. W. Baldwin, of Philadelphia, and
David Clark, Master Mechanic of the

Mine Hill Railroad, Schuylkill Haven.
Pa., were granted U. S. Patents in 1854
for a feed-water heater which, as de-
scribed in the Illustrated Catalogue,
Baldwin Locomotive Works, 1874, w^as

placed at the base of a locomotive chim-
ney, and consisted of one large vertical

flue surrounded by a number of smaller
ones. The exhaust steam was discharged
from the nozzles through the large cen-
tral flue, creating a draft of the products
of combustion through the smaller sur-
rounding flues. The pumps forced the
feed-water into the chamber around these
Hues, whence it passed to the boiler by a
pipe from the back of the stack. Another
form of feed-water Iicater located at the
Iiase of the stack was patented by R. A.
Wilder, also of the Mine Hill R. R.
(U. S. Patent granted in 1854).

James Milholland. who was at the time
in charge of the Motive Power Depart-
ment of the Philadelphia & Reading R. R.,

fitted a feed-water heater on the engine

FIG. 2.—J. E. McCOXXELL, 1851.

"Juniatta," which was l)uilt at the Read-
ing shops of that road in 1855, and" was
of the same type as the Smith & Perkins
engine. Mr. I. A. Seiders, Supt., M. P.

& R. E., Philadelphia & Reading Ry., re-

ports as to this heater as follows: "We
have no records or prints of this device.

except an original picture of this engine,
which shows the feed-water heater to be
of the drum type, suspended under the
right-hand running board. Exhaust steam
was piped to the front end of heater from
main exhaust and left the rear end of
heater, being piped to ash pan. The feed
water enters the rear end of the heater
drum from feed pump and leaves the
front end, being piped to boiler check on
front course of boiler. Two heaters of
this t\pe were still in use about 1881, one
lieing applied to a Consolidation type and
the other to an American type locomo-
tive."

The drum of the heater was tubular,
the steam passing through the tubes and
the water around them. The general
principle and essential features of the Mil-
holland heater form the basis of many
appliances of the same type, which, under
\arious modifications of detail, have been,
from time to time, subsequently produced
and put in practice. The "Juniatta,"
which is reproduced from the drawing
referred to by Mr. Seiders, and shows the
feed-water heater quite plainly, although
on a small scale. The construction of
the Milholland feed-water heater was sub-
stantially similar to that which illustrates
a feed-water heater applied by W. S.
Hudson, of the Rogers Locomotive &
Machine Works, in 1859. shown in Fig 3.

D. K. Clark, the well-known English
engineer and author, designed a feed-
water heater which is the subject of his
British Patent of 1859. This heater,
which was of the "injection" type, is illus-

trated in Holley's book before referred
to, and will be readily understood by the
following description of i^

:

"The most simple and compact heater
that has appeared, and, obviously, the
most effective, for its cost and dimen-
>ion3, is that by D. K. Clark. The prin-
ciple is similar to that of the steam jet
for coal-burning—the forcible and imme-
diate inter-mixture of currents or jets of
water and steam brought into direct con-
tact and traveling together. One or more
jets of steam are discharged freely and
directly through a pipe or other passage,
or chamber of suitable form, into which
also the water to be heated is delivered,
and through which it is passed in con-
junction with the steam. In this confined
passage the steam, in virtue of its initial

velocity, forcibly impinges upon, disperses
and mixes with the water, and is quickly
condensed, and the water is raised in

temperature by the heat of the condensed
steam. The jets of steam should be so
adjusted as by suction to draw and con-
duct the water into and through the heat-
ing chamber, after the manner of the blast
pipe."

William Stroudley, Locomotive Super-
intendent ofi the London, Brighton &
South Coast Ry., iftigland. equipped a
number of locomotives with a feed-water
heater, in which a portion of the exhaust
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stoain was iliscliarged into tlie tanl<, as in

the Mann & Thyns, Ayrcs, and Kirch-

wcgcr .-ysienis before noted. An 0-6-0

type loi'oniotive of tlie L. I!. & S. C. Ry.

is described thus: "In addition to tlie

blast orii'ico, which is large, namely, AVs

inclies, tliore is a 4-inch pipe from the ex-

haust pas?age in cylinders to tlie surface

of the water in ilie tender. A stop valve

is provided in llic blast pijie, worked from

the footplate, as also anotlier in tlie -?-

inch licating pipe, the object being to shut

nearly all the blast ott the tire wlien

shnnling at stations, so as to avoid waste

of steam at the safety valves and to licat

up the water in tlie tender. By this means
the feed v.ater is generally heated to lioil-

ing point, and to still furllier avoid waste,

a steam donkey pump is provided on
the footplate, tlii- [ninip being large

enough to supply the boiler sliouhi the

other pumps fail,"

The Clieniin de Fer du Mord apiilied

at one time a feed-water heater. I

put water into the boiler at a temperature

near the boiling point, and the same road

also tested the Korting reheating injector.

This latter apidianre coniprcliended two

Kit; -\V. .S. HfD.SO.V,

distinct apparatn-e.^ : the injector, proper-

ly so-called, which fed warm water, and

the reheater. which increased its temper-

ature befr.re its entrance into the boiler.

The injector jiroper was really formed of

two snper!)osed injectors, the water dis-

charged friini the :irst one being forced

into the boiler by the second. The rc-

lieater is a casing filled with small tubes,

through which the feed-water from the

seond injector |ias^cs, the e.xhaust steam

circulating; around the tubes.

Gen. S. ."Strong, who will be remembered

as the designer of the Strong valve gear

and locom^.tive boiler, wliich were e.xperi-

nicnled with on tlic Lehigh \'alley R. R.,

and otliers, commencing aliont 1880, was

graiiter! four U. S. Patents for fecd-waler

heater<- I-'.ach of these designs proposed

to heat fi-ed-water by passing it through a

casine, artund a set of tubes in which ex-

haust >team traversed upwardly and

downwardly in inner and outer lubes of

tlic l-"ield type, and thereafter to pass it

through a :iller before being delivered to

the bniler In the two latter patents, live

steam heatin.: .-oils of pipe were a'ided.

.\ feed-water beater placed in the smoke
box, but of dilTerent form from any of

that type that preceded it, is shown iu the

L'. S. Patents of \V. II. Rushforlh. The
licater in each case being located imme-
diately in front of the smoke box tube

sheet, in the manner of the ju'esent stand-

ard detlccling plate and being, in the iirst

l)aleut. a rectangular "water drum," and

in the two latter ones a "coil" of straight

boiiz-ontal iiipes connected by return

be nils. This was in 1883-8. The Union
I'.icitic R. K. show, the Kushforth heater

as applied mi a number of locomotives of

that road. 'J'he feed-water is delivered

from the pumps or injectors to the coil

through iioz/bs at the sides, and after

passing through the coil in which it is

healed, enters the boiler through a con-

nection at the lop of the coil.

J. II. Mcl'ounell, then Superintendent

of Motive Power of the I'nion Pacihc

R. R., iu a committee re])ort on P.ulging

ol l-'ire-box Sheets, submitted at the 189,^

t'onvention of the Association, gave an

extremely f.avorable account of the per-

formance of the RtKhfortli healer on that

road, from which the ((.llouing excerpt

i.; made: "The most successful method
of taking care of our boilers in bad water

districts has been by the apjilication of the

Kushf..ilb bced Water Healer. Have
now about lif'y of these in siicces.-ful op-

er,ition, RcNults have been very s:^ti^f.•lc-

tory. ( )n the seventh district of the Wy-
oming nivision, where the water is large-

ly soda, it has been our practice, and an

absolute necessity, to wash the boilers out

,-ifter making a trip of I,?/ miles. This

practice has been in operation for the

l>asr twenty-live years, and until the

I'.eaters were applied to tin- nmines. Since

the apidication of the beaters the engines

run o\cr that district thirty days wilhonl

washing llie boilers," —( /'r.-cc-Jni-.v,

18''.\ p 80.1

.\lc( onnell also says that he has been

enabird to open the nozzle 'i inch; that

liie engine steamed free'r and carried water

well on the hills; and that, with the heat-

ers, the engines carry ,i inches of solid

water in the glass, sliul off.

.\n exhause steam feed-water heatiu.g

.ippliance. known as the Davies &• Metcalfe

loconioiivc exhaust injector and grease

separator, was tested on the Pennsylvania

K. R. in the fall of 1899. and was also ap-

])lierl on two locomotives of the Cheniin

de lev de 1( inest I'rance, in 1900.

The mechanical ability of the late M.

X. l-'orney: the analytical menial process-

es with which he exercised it ; and the

ccpuservatism which cb,ir,icteri/ed his

judgment as to undeveloped, or partially

deV(doped theories, involving |>ossib|e lack

of ineri' from a jiractical standpoint, are

all familiar to tliose who intimately knew
him, including many iiresent members of

the ,\ssocialioii. I lis expressions on the

snl'jerl of belting feed water, so clearly

ii'ilieate an intelligent and favoralile view

of the subject that it could reasonably be
hoped that he had developed a feed-water

lieater in which theoretical economy
would not be overbalanced by structural

and maintenance expense. The feed-

water heaters of the Forney patents are

both of the smoke-box type, that of No.
632,708 being enclosed in a casing sur-

rounding a smoke box which it extended
considerably beyond the cylinder saddles,

and that of No. 688,402 being in and be-

low an extension of over 100 per cent of

the length of the smoke box. In the first

mentioned patent, the feed water passes

through a .system of heating tubes extend-
ing longitudinally in the smoke box
casing, and the entire volume of exhaust
steam passes through the casing, around
the tubes, and thence to a nozzle in the

smoke box from which it is discharged
in the ordinary manner to tlu- stack.

.\ feed-water heater which Nvas tested

nil the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Ry. is described under the heading "Feed-
water Heaters," in the "Report of the

Committee on What is the Most Promis-
ing Direction in which to Effect a Re-
d.nction in Locomotive l-iul Consump-
tion," appearing in the Proceedings of the

-Association of 1901, The committee
states, preliminarily, that it looks upon
using the exhauvt steam from air pump
and cylinders, ".-is being one of the most
liromising directions in which to effect a

reduction in locomotiw fuel consump-
tion," and considers that a saving of 12

lier cent in fuel would result.

Another appliance. known as the

Drown fecd-uattr heater, was installed

I!!! two locomoti\cs of ibc C. M. & St. P.

I\y, in l'H)8, and operated for some time

on se\eral divisions. This combined a

tubular heater in llie smoke box, sur-

rounding the exhaust pipe, with a tulnilar

casing on toji of ihe boiler in which ex-

haust steam acted on the feed water. When
operated uniler the care of the inventor

it is st:iteil to have shown a fuel saving

of 4 or ,^ pel' cent, but when put into pool

SI r\ ice no .•ipprecitiblc saving was visible

,111(1 it w.is a! andoncd after one test.

The I aille I'olonie feed water system,

which is stati-d by its proprietors to be

intended "for fi'eding locoiuotive boilers

with water brouglit to a very high temper-

ature by the partial condensation of the

exhaust steam," has been applied to a

considerable extent, and it appears, with

very satisfactcu-y results in Europe. A
total of 24.n locomotives having been titled

with it U]) to March 7, 1913, the Iirst ap-

plication having been made on the Cheniin

de Fer du Nord, I'rance. in 190.S. This

system is slated to be covered by British

patents. The reports of performance of

the Caille-Potonic heater in Europe are

very favorable. One that was made iu

1913 by three hinglish engineers, Messrs.

Robert .Steele. L lohnstone Bourne and

11. C. Powel. gives the results of four

trial runs made on locomotives Nos, 3807,
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3843, 3842 and 3803 oi tlie Ditmin de l"er

du Nord, France. In tteir report ihey

say that the jiumps woi'ked quietly and

without shock, at aboal 35 double strokes

per minute ; that the comparison between

the engines littcd with pumps, for cleanli-

ness, leakage ot water, etc., with those

worked by injectors, "was most marked

in favor of the pumps."

The Pittsburgh works of the .American

Locomotive Co. applied a feed-water

heater to a 2-8-0 type locomotive which it

built foT the Lake Superior & Ishpcmins;

Rv. in IW). This heater was in ilic

jections were, liowevcr, found to this sys-

tem, one being in the operation of the

feed-waler pump, which was later re-

moved, and injectors used to force water

through the whole system. The ne.xt ob-

jection was that it was found that very

little use could be made of the exhaust

steam from the cylinder passage. Finally,

the feed-water tmits in the front end cut

out very rapidly, by reason of the action

of llic sparks, in connection with the

draft, and eventually the appliance was

abandoned.

.\n (.xceptionall)- valuable and interest-

MmiI SW.n J»e,->V "r'

fiHetider-

ffetum hteStitet-'

EMpannon Jornf Rings

'Footand>kadfrSvt>porf(froatand Sacfr}

FIG. 4.—LOCOMOTIVE FEED W.\TER GOVS .\PP.\R.\TUS, 1916.

form of an annular water chamber, in-

cluded between the wall of the smoke

bo.x and an inner sheet extending around

its top and to a distance of 22 ins. below

the center line of the boiler. This sheet

was spaced 2 ins. from the smoke bo.x

wall, and boiler pressure in the chamber

was sustained by 1-in. stayholts. No par-

ticulars of the water supply and discharge

connections are available.

W. H. Richmond, M.'.M., Lake Superior

& Ishpeming Ry. and Munising, Mar-

quette & Southeastern Ry., reports that

this heater was in use on the engine

for about two years, but on account of

application of superheater it was taken

out. "The arrangement showed a good

saving in coal and repairs to boiler," and

the water entered the boiler at a tempera-

ture of 250 degs. Fahr.

A feed-water heater which was applied

on four or five locomotives of the Cen-

tral of Georgia Ry. in 1908. It was
of the following construction : The ex-

haust steam from two 9'/s ins. Westing-

house pumps and from a boilerfeed pump
was passed through a preliminary tubular

heater located on the running board of

the locomotive, and originally a pipe was
also led from one of the cylinder-exhaust

passages to this heater. The water was
pumped therefrom to a tubular heater in

the smoke box, in the form of the Bald-

win Locomotive Works superheater, and

after passing through it was delivered

through the regular check valve to the

boiler. Tests which were run .showed a

fuel economy of practically about 15 per

cent. As reported by F. F. Gaines, Super-

intendent of Motive Power, several ob-

ing paper, entitled ".Some Effects of

Superheating and Feed-water Heating on

Locomotive Working," was presented by

1". H. Trevithick and P. J. Cowan, at tlie

meetings of the British Institution of

-Mechanical Engineers, and, with the dis-

cussion is published in the Proceedings,

March-.'Vpril, 1913. The views expressed

in this paper as to the controlling prin-

ciples and operative results of effective

feed-water healing arc fully applicable to

designs other than those which it illus-

trates. It will be seen that the Trevithick

& Cowan designs are based on the utili-

i:
i 0\0;0
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FIG. 5.

zation of the heat of the smoke-box gases

and of the exhaust steam, and are similar

in principle, and structural variations from

that of M. N. Forney; also that they are

similarly subject to the substantial objec-

tions of being bulky, imposing a large

amount of weight on the truck, costly,

both as to structure and maintenance,

and involving an objectionable increase

of smoke-box volume. The paper, how-
ever, alleged remarkable economies.

The Lovekin "film" feed-water heater,

which was developed about six years ago,

has been brought into successful and

extensive application in marine and sta-

tionary practice. It is now being applied

ir, locomotive service by the Locomotive

Feed Waler Heater Co. of New York.

The heater member proper, which ap-

pears to be entirely novel in principle

and structure, is here illustrated. In this

system cold feed-water is drawn from the

tender by a pump and forced through a

tubular heater of the closed type, which

is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Tlie water

to be heated is forced through a set of

narrow "film" spaces, each included be-

tween an inner and an outer corrugated

tube, the pairs of tubes being so dis-

posed in a casing that exhaust steam

from the exhaust passages of the loco-

motive, as well as from the pump, passes-

around the outer corrugated lubes and

through the inner ones. The arrangement

of the pairs of corrugated tubes, one

threaded inside the other in each pair, is

such as lo provide four passes tor the

feed-water, through the atmosphere of ex-

haust steam in the casing, from the last

of which passes it goes directly to the

boiler check valve. The principle upon

which this heater is based is that of forc-

ing the water, in thin layers or lilms, be-

tween surfaces of such form as to effect

a high degree of agitation of the w'ater

and bring the agitated thin films of water

into close contact with the exhaust steam.

The object of the construction is to at-

tain a high degree of heat transference

in a compact apparatus, and to depend

entirely upon heat that would otherwise

be wasted, which is reclaimed in the

heater, with a corresponding economy
and increase of boiler capacity.

So far as the information of the writer

extends, none of the different forms of

feed-water heaters that have been applied

in the United States, the earliest of which

was that of Ross Winans on the Baltimore

& Ohio Railroad in 1836, has been con-

sidered to be of sufficient advantage to be

retained in operation, and none is believed

to be now in service, except experiment-

ally. The earlier designs have also been

discarded in Europe, but there appears to

have been in recent years a revival of

interest there in the subject, and a con-

siderable number of applications of the

Caille-Potonie system and Weir have been

made. There has been no variation of

structural and operative principle in these

from that of the early Winans heater, their

essential elements being a tubular heater

to which feed-water is supplied by a

pump, and in which it is heated by ex-

haust steam. Various features of im-

provement in details have, of course, been

added.

The feed-water heater of the future

must, in the opinion of the writer, in

order to be acceptable and advantageously

applicable, be laid down on the general

lines already stated and. as it seems to

him, it is beyond question that such an

appliance can and will be developed and

adopted with the most substantial benefit

in locomotive operation. Upon the basis
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of the unquestionable advantage obtained

in the long-esiablished use of feed-water

heaters in stationary and marine practice

;

the reported satisfactory results of their

operation on European locomotives ; the

probable increase of advantage from their circular of inquiry, conclusions, as to the

use in connection with the now practically question of the advisability of the appli-

universal application of superheating; and cation of feed-water heaters to locomo-

the views expressed by the large majority lives, have been thus practically submitted

of the replies of members to the writer's for the consideration of the association.

Practical Hints on Valve Setting

Constant Tendency to Error Should Be Constantly Corrected

In an address delivered licfore the

nieml)ers of the International Railway

Fuel Association at Chicago in the middle

of the present year, Mr. Frank McMana-
my, governmental head of the Division of

Locomotive Maintenance, and formerly

Chief of the Federal Inspection of Loco-

inotive Boilers, stated that in the matter

•of repairs to locomotives with a view to-

wards reducing fuel consumption and im-

proving locomotive performance the tirst

in relative order of importance was set-

ting the valves properly and maintaining

the valve motion. Coincidentally we find

that tliere are calls from locomotive con-

structors, for valve-setters, and while this

detail of locomotive valve gear construc-

tion and repairs has always engaged the

attention of the highest and best minds

in the mechanical department, it would

seem that in these days of a more reso-

lute spirit of economy the subject is com-
ing into a greater degree of prominence

than usual, and rightly so, because while

there is no longer any of that old-fash-

ioned, stupid mystery in regard to the

adjustment of the valve gear of a steam

engine, every apprentice machinist en-

gaged on locomotive work now having

full opportunities for mastering the oper-

ation, it will be readily admitted by those

who have ears to hear and heads to un-

derstand that tile passionate exhaust of

an overworked locomotive, especially of

the heavy freight type, is seldom pos-

sessed of that exact, measured, regularly

intermittent succession of blasts that it

should have. There is a brevity or weak-
ness in one or other of the four blasts

that tells of organic disorder, but in tlie

multiplicity of noises it is little heeded.

or, if heard at all, it is seldom regarded

and \ et if the loss of steam, and inci-

<lentall> of fuel, could be correctly calcu-

lated the flgu^e^ would lie startling, just

as a constant leak in a domestic hydrant

is looked upon by the busy domestic as

being neither here nor there, as water i>

regarded as being as cheap as the intangi-

f)le air. But that is another story.

It is easier, however, to discover a fault

than to apply a remedy, and while it is

not our intention at this time to enter

into a scientific or practical des(ri|)tioM

of the methods of adjusting the valve Kcar

of the modern locomotive, a few hints in

reg.ird to its maintenance might not be

out ot place at this time, .-\dmittiiig that

the valves may be carefully adjusted in

what is generally known as the back shop,

a week's service on the road will develop

inevitable variations. This should not be

wondered at if we consider the blows of

circumstance that have fallen upon the

elastic and multiplex parts of the in-

volved contrivance. It would be a marvel

if it were otherwise, not only on account

of the strains incident to the service, liut

more particularly on account of the \aria-

tions in temperature, the original adjust-

ment being invariably made while the

locomotive was in a normal or cool con-

dition, while the service and usually the

examination of the searing is made while

the locomotive is in a heated condition.

L'sually tliis examination is seldom made
by the same expert who originally ad-

justed the gear, but by a roundhouse au-

thority who discovers that the wheel

markings are not correct, as indeed the\'

should not be expected to lie under the

charged conditions. Invariably the engine

has dropped some distance on account of

the relaxing of the springs, while the

boiler has expanded in every direction

carrying with it the quadrant, while little

or no expanviiin has occurred in the

reach rod and other parts of the gear.

The readjustment i-- usually of a sHiishod

kind, the reach roil being rarely read-

justed to the new conditions, while liear-

ings that rarely all fit exactly may l)c

rapidly wearing or adjusting themselves

at some particular points. .Ml tend l'<

distort to a greater or less extent tlie ex-

act opening and closing of tlie valve-..

.Admitting that these clianges occur in

the first week of service, it shoulil not be

imagined that a stationary or abidinn

condition has been arrived at, any more
than one boiler washing will suftice for

an indeterminate period. In brief, the

regulations in regard to boiler washing

at staled intervals could be worthily and

well applied to the readjustment of the

\alve gear, with thi'^ variation in favor of

the lioiler, that with really pure water, if

such a thing exists, the boiler can go a

loni; lime, while the exact adjustment of

the valve Kear is doomed to rapid dis-

tortion under any condition

.\Kain it must bo admitted that uniler

the best conditions both in exact con-

struction and carefid maintenance the con-

trivance, whatever form it may take, is

never exactly correct. This should not

be imputed as a fault either in the con-

structing engineer or in the skilled me-
chanic, but in the combination of forces

passing through a variety of parts, no
two of which are acting in the same plane,

counteracting each other through a variety

of loosening joints, all leading to error at

the last delicate point where the open-

ing and closing (jf the valve occurs.

Hence it is well to ha\e in particular

regard the point of closure of the valve,

or cut-off as it is called, wherever it may
be, at which the engine, from the nature

of the service, may be called upon to do

its usually greatest amount of work. The
full stroke of the valve is generally rarely

used, and is not expected to be except in

starting heavy loads, or on steep grades,

and at such limes the loss of steam under

a comparatively high pressure is consid-

erable, but usually of short duration.

Hence it is of more importance than the

points of cut-olif should be as exact as

possible, even if some sacrifice of the

exact opening of the valve at each of the

points of admission should necessarily be

made to obtain an equality of the point

of cut-off. Tluso remarks refer more
particularly lo the Stephenson valve

gear, which is more susceptible lo dis-

tortion than the other gears now in use,

but has tlie merit of licing more easily

rectified. It is generally admitted among
leading experts tliat in the Stephenson

.year, temporary adjustment of the ec-

centric rods from valve travel lines is

generally made, and tlieii cut-ofl^s are

taken, ami. if lu•c^^^ary, final adjustment

is made, wlu-n.is in the case of the

W'alschaerts .uear, co-opvration with the

blacksmith, as far as the eccentric rod

alteration is concerned, had lietter be done
before taking the cut-otfs to prove setting,

even if a second alteration to eccentric

rods is neccs.sary to finally adjust cut-offs.

.Vgain, it is not uncommon that in

adjusting the intricate gearing, a real dif-

ficulty occurs at some particular point,

and the question naturally arises in the

mind—what does 1/64 signify? Perhaps

it is inconsideral>le in some instances

when it stands alone, or if it remained

at that limited figure, but the contrary

is almost in\arial)ly llio rase. Error be-

gets error, Wlun tlie sliglitc--t negligence
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occurs in the several parts of the same

engine, it may happen by mere chance

that the disregard of one small difference

adds to each and every other variation,

that the result becomes very marked when
the locomotive goes into service, while on

the valve stem marking nothing much

out of the ideal may be noticeable. It

should be remembered that trifles make
perfection, but perfection is not a trifle.

One of the leading valve-setting ex-

perts of America, Mr. J. R. Britton, of

the Canadian Pacific, pointed out to us

that with an inside admission valve its

valve stem expansion of 1/32 in. may be

forgotten and the volume of piston rod

at back end of cylinder may be neglected

which together counts for a considera-

ble distance in the cut-offs in many
cases. When finding a dead centre the

side play to piston crosshead and lost

the cut-otT occurs in the bark of the

cylinder is of considerable importance,

referring as it does in the case of a pis-

ton where the piston rod docs not ex-

tend through the front cylinder head. In

the case of the common single-ended pis-

ton rod, the variation in steam pressure,

or, rather, the duration of high steam

pressure, at the diflferent ends of the pis-

ton can be readily deterinined by cal-

culating the area of the piston rod and
deducting it from the area of the piston.

Thus, supposing the piston rod to be S

ins. in diameter and the piston 25 nis. in

diameter, their ratio of area being equal

to the square of their diameters, the pis-

ton would occupy l-25th of the space oc-

cupied by the piston. Hence if the point

of cut-off on the front end of the piston

stroke occurred at 61-^ ins., a distance of

6'-S ins. at the Iiack end of the stroke

mam rod bearings arc avoided. See Fig.

2. Draw line on tire parallel with out-

side edge and find exact center between

^ini

motion in main rod is very likely not

considered. Driving horn binders not

being tightened and driving axle box
wedges being set up may be disregarded,

thus allowing of an incorrect dead centre

and even when dead centres are found,

when in the act of catching one it may
possibly be allowed to run by slightly

and let go. The setting up of the driving

wheels which occupy the rollers to the

blue print distance from main frames on

both sides during valve setting cuts some
figure with the lead and the correct setting

of the eccentric crank arms or sheaves,

as the case may be.

Striking a mean effect on lead and
valve travels for a given change of reach

rod of lifters amounts to something, but

if this is neglected and again when

would equalize the amount of steam ad-

mitted at both ends of the stroke.

Furthermore, again referring to the

securing of the dead center marks, the

approved method of securing correct

markings might well be emphasized by

repeating a few of the directions recently

issued by the American Locomotive Com-
pany : "Before locating the dead center

tram marks check distance from top of

frames to center of main wheels. If

this distance is not exactly to figure

given on erecting card, raise or lower

the wheel to obtain the correct figure,

checking both sides of engine. Revolve

the wheel forward till crosshead is near

end of stroke and make tram mark on

outside face of the tire from center

punch mark on frame, aUo tram mark

irfa^

measuring up lead on the valve stem
reading, same is out 1/64 in. and is al-

lowed to pass just because a 1/64 in. does
not count for much, can it be wondered
that a valve stem reading appears to be
right, and when the locomotive gets into

service it proves to be out of square?
It may he added that the reference to

the allowing a larger distance before

on guide from center punch mark on
crosshead. See Fig. 1. Revolve wheel
forward till crosshead passes the first

trammed position on return stroke, then

revolve the wheel backward till tram
from crosshead exactly matches the line

on guide. Then make second tram mark
on tire. By obtaining these marks in

this manner errors due to looseness of

intersections of this line and the tram
marks to obtain the point corresponding

with exact dead center. See Fig. 3."

Dearborn Specialties.

The Dearborn Chemical Company have

completed extensive experiments in the

Dearborn laboratories, and are now mar-
keting several of the products that are

already meeting with much popular favor.

Perhaps the most important of these is a

rust preventative, known as N'o-Oxide,

which is already in use in many plant

making tools, and machinery, where it is

essential or desirable to keep the metal

parts, or the linely finished surfaces of the

completed machines free from corroding,

disfiguring rust, and certain Government
departments have adopted it as the most
efficient article on the market for the

purpose.

.\mong other specialties developed are

cutting oils, for use in metal cutting,

to lubricate the cutting tool and prevent

overheating; quenching oils, for heat

treating, drawing oils, and what is

known as Dearboline—a preparation for

cleansing machined parts of emery or

grease.

The research department of the Dear-
born laboratories has devoted three or
four years to the development and test-

ing of these specialties, working along sci-

entific lines in this, as they have ahvays

done in the manufacture and sale of their

widely known water treating preparations,

and in these days of greater efficiency the

admirable work of the enterprising com-
pany cannot fail to meec with a full meas-
ure of recognition and encouragement.

Service.

We are living in conservative times.

We arc familiar with the command to

save wheat, save meat, save daylight, save

everything and hel]) win the war. Xow
let us. as railrorad men. as soldiers, if

you please, in the railroad branch of the

government service, save men. Kvery

man serving a railroad is serving Persh-

ing's guns. Every train that moves is a

part of the army and navy supply force

as truly as if it were only ten miles be-

hind the first line trench.

In a certain way we are all soldiers, and

if we sleep at our posts we should not be

allowed to live.
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Pacific Type Locomotive for the Atlantic Coast Line

Tlic Atlantic Coast Line lias recently

received from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works, of Philadelphia, a number of

Pacitic, or 4-6-2, type locomotives,

which are designated as Class P-4 on

the railroad. These mark the latest de-

velopment of an interesting series of pas-

>ens;er locomotives, which have been

doing excellent work on the A. C. L.

("omjiared with their immediate predeces-

sors. Class P-3. on that road, they show-

increases in weight and capacity as fol-

lows ; Increase in weight on drivers, 7.

i

per cent ; increase in total weight, 7.5 per

cent ; increase in tractive force, 9.0 per

cent : increase in water heating surface.

21 per cent ; increase in superheating sur-

face. 51 per cent.

Although the main line of the Atlantic

Coast Line has comparatively easy grades

and curves, these locomotives are called

upon to do some exceedingly trying work.

Especially during the Florida tourist

season, passenger traffic becomes very

meter is amide lor the requirements of

the service. The same sized wlieels, ti8

ins., are used on these engines as on

engines of Class P-3.

The firebo.x has a combustion chamber

24 ins. long, and in order to provide a

water space of ample depth under this

chamber, a conical ring is placed in the

middle of the barrel. In accordance

with Atlantic Coast Line practice, all the

iary drifting valve. .

The valve motion is of the Walschaerts

type controlled, in the case of the loco-

motive illustrated, by the Lewis power

reverse gear. Some of these locomotives

are equipped with the Ragonnet power

reverse gear. The valves are set with

a lead of 'i in. Gun iron is used for

the cylinder and steam chest bushings, the

piston heads, and the piston and valve

packin.i; rings. The piston rings are of

the Dunbar t\pe, and are set out against

the cylinder walls by means of springs.

The main frames are 40 carbon steel

;8 in.; working pressure. 200 lb?.; fuel,

soft coal; staying, radial.

Firebox — Material. steel ; length,

108 1/16 ins.; width. ;5'4 ins.; depth,

front, 82-)4 ins.; depth, back. 74=4 ins.;

thickness of sheets, sides, .vk in. ; thickness

of sheets Y^ in. ; crown, .34 in. ; tube, J/2 in.

Water Space—Front, 5 ins.; sides and

back, AYz ins. Tubes—Diameter. 5}8 ins.

and 2 ins. ; material, iVi, ins. steel. 2 ins.

iron ; thickness, 5-Vs ins. No. 9 W. G.,

2 ins. No. 11 W. G. ; number, 5>s ins. 36,

2 ins., 227; length, IS ft. 2 ins.

Heating Surface—Fire box, 208 sq. ft. ; -

combustion chamber, 46 sq. ft. ; tubes,

3,065 sq. ft. ; firebrick tubes. 26 sq. ft.

;

total. 3,345 sq. ft. ; superheater. 792 sq.

ft. ; grate area. 56.5 sq. ft.

Driving Wheels — Diameter, outside,

68 ins.; diameter, center. 62 ins.; journals,

main, lO;/ ins. x 20 ins. ; journals,

others. 9'/j ins. x 12 in-.

Engine Truck Wlieels — Diameter,

front, 31's ins.; journal^. 6 ins. x 10^

R. E. .=;mit!i. Ccnl. Siipt. Mntive Power.

luavy. and 12-car steel trains must be

hauled on exacting schedules. The line

also handles a large amount of perish-

able freight, which is moved on fast

schedules. The weight on drivers is lim-

ited to an amount that can be safely car-

ried on 85-lb. rails, and in view of this, a

most satisfactory design of locomotive

has licen produced.

Comparing Classes P-3 and P-4. accord-

iuL: to ;lu- nomenclature used on this rail-

way, it is evident that the additional

weight of the newer engine has luin

utili/cd chiefly in providing a lareer

Iioiler. The diameter of the shell at the

first ring has been increased 10 ins., and

the result is a marked increase in the

sustained horsepower capacity of tin-

biCf>molive. .\l the same time, the

'vlinder diameter has been incrca^rd

from 22 to 23 ins. With a tractive force

of 37.flOO lbs., and a weight on the drivers

of 151,050 lbs.. Class P-4 has a ratio of

adhesion <t\ 4 0*^. .Mthough the drivintr

wbetls are of moderate size, their dia-

.\1LAM1C t.ii.\Sr LINE R.MLRUAD 4.6-2.

castings, annealed. In place of the

usual rear frames, which have .separate

cross-ties, spring hanger brackets, foot-

plate, etc., bolted to them, the Cominon-

wealth rear frame cradle is used, and all

these separate pieces are combined in a

single casting. The rear truck is of the

well-known llndges type. Double re-

tiiied wrought iron is used for tlu' e<tual-

i/jng beams .-md spring hangers, and all

pin-holes in the spring rigging are

liusluil. The spring ri,gging is cross-

eqnali/eil between the rear drivers and

irailiii- truck.

The tender has a one-piece, cast steel

frame. T!ie fuel and water caiiacities

are 12 tons cal, and 8.000 .gallons water,

respectively.

I'urtber particulars of these locomo-

tives are given in the table of dimensions

which we here append.

Gauge of track, 4 ft. 8''^ ins.; cylinders.

23 X 28 ins.; valves, piston. 14 ins. diani.

I'.oiler— Type, conical; diameter. 76

ins.; tliickness of sheets, Y^ in., 13/16 in..

KaUwin Loco. Wks., Builders.

ins.; diameter, back, 44 ins.; journals, 8

ins. X 14 ins.

Wheel Base— Driving, 13 ins.; rigid, 13

ins.; total engine, iTi ft.; total engine and

teniler, 67 ft. 2'
i ins.

Weight—On driving wheels. 151.050

U.S.: oil truck, front, 51.700 lbs.; on truck,

hack, 41.101) U.S.; total engine. 243,850

U.S.; total engine and tender. 402.7tX) lbs.

Tender—Wheels, diameter, lb ins.;

journals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.; tank capacity,

.^.000 U. S. gals.; fuel capacity, 12 tons;

service, passenger.

The Fourth Lilierty Loan campaign

will begin Satur<lay. Seiitember 28. and

close October 19. \o American doubts

its success; no good American will fail

to contribute to its success. The blood

of our men fallen in Europe calls to us;

our answer must le and will be worthy

of them and our country. It becomes us

all not only to ilo-all that we sh^nild do,

but to make others do all that thev can.
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The Advance of

the
Mr. II. B. Oatley, chief engineer of

the Locomotive Superheater Company
of New York, spoke at a recent meeting

of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, on the relative economy of the

locomotive, as it was in 1900, and as it is

today. Dealing with this interesting com-

parison, he said among other things :
".\

substantial advance has been made
during the past eighteen years, in the

development of the locomotive. When
viewed in its broadest sense the question

may fairly be answered by the statement

that the locomotive of today is at least

50 per cent more effective than the loco-

motive of 1900. The leading factors that

produce this result are: (a) Adoption of

highly superheated steam; (b) increase

in size of locomotives: (c) more positive

control of mechanical operation and

better steam distribution: (d) improved

combusion
; (e) increased average speed

while hauling trains; (f) increase in the

percentage of time available for revenue

earning service.

Fuel economies through the use of

highly superheated steam of not less than

20 per cent in all class of service, have

been demonstrated, and are unanimously

accepted by railroad men. The fact that

today over 21,800 locomotives, out of a

total of approximately 65,000 that are in

service on American railroads, are using

superheated steam is emphasized by re-

alizing that over 95 per cent of the steam

locomotives built during the past five

years have been thus fitted, and this

is taken as proof of the advantages to

be obtained by the use of superheated

steam. The adoption of highly super-

heated steam by the United States Rail-

way Administration engines now under

construction is a very strong endorse-

ment of the system. When these facts

arc considered and it is realized that

figures as low as 2 lbs. of coal per i.h.p.

hour have been obtained on engines

using highly superheated steam and that

in general road operation, under all con-

ditions of weather, a figure of 3 lbs. of

coal per i.h.p. hour is obtained, it is par-

ticularly difficult to accept as accurate a

recently published statement attributed to

^Ir. E. W. Rice in his argument for the

electrification of steam roads, in which
he says, "At least 6 lbs. of coal is re-

quired per horsepower hour for the

work performed on steam locomotives."

Such a statement is unfair to the rail-

roads in this countO', and should have
been accompanied by supporting data.

The increase in the size of locomotives
during the past decade and a half is

strikingly shown by the comparisons of

locomotives given in the following tables :

Science AppHed to Locomotives in

Last Eighteen Years
Table No. 1—P.^ssE^•GER Service.

Year built 1900 1905 1918 1918
Type of engine ... 460 462 462 482
Road L.S.&M.S. B. & O. U.S.Std. U.S.Std.
Total weight 171,600 229..500 300.000 350,000
Weight on drivers 133,000 150,500 IfO.OOO 240,000

Cylinders 20.x28 ins. 22 in. x 28 ins. 27 ins. x 28 in?. 28 ins. x 30 ins.

Wheels, in inches.: 80 ins. 74 ins. 79 ins. 69 ins.

Boiler pressure ... 24,990 35,000 43.800 58,000
Max. I. H. r 1,398 1,816 2,624 2,824
Fuel Bit Bjt Bit Bit

Brick arch No No Yes Yes
Superheater No No Yes Yes

Table No. 2

—

Freight Service.

Y'ear built 1900 1917 1918. 1918
Type of engine ... 280 230 282 2-10-2

Road LC.R.R. D. & H. U.S.Std. U.S.Std.
Total weight 216.000 297.000 322,000 390,000
Weight on drivers 196.000 266.000 240,000 300.000
Cylinders 23 ins. x 30 ins. 27 ins. x 32 ins. 27 ins. x 32 ins. 30 x 32 ins.

Wheels in inches . . 57 ins. 63 ins. 63 ins. 63 ins.

Boiler pressure ... 210 210 190 190

Tractive power ... 49,690 66,000 60.000 74,000
Max. I. H. P 1,853 2.755 2.493 3.082
Fuel Bit Pulverized fuel Bit Bit
Brick arch No Yes Yes Yes
Superheater No Yes Yes Yes

TAiii.E No. 3

—

PtsiiER Service.

Year built 1903 1918 1918

Type of en.yine 0660 2.882 2-10-10-2

Road R. & O. U.S.Std. Virginian

Total weight 334.500 540.000 (W.OOO
Weight on drivers ,W.500 480.000 617.000

Cylinders 20x32.x32 ins. 25x39x32 ins. 30&48x32 ins.

Wheels in inches 56 ins. 57 ins. 56 ins.

Boiler pressure 235 240 215

Tractive power 71,300 101,000 147,000

Max. I. IT. P 2,450 3.725 5.030

Fuel Bit Bit Bit

Brick arch No Yes Yes
Superheater No Yes Yes

The Consolidation engine of 1900 and

of 1918, illustrates the growth of a type

of engine which would not have been

possible, economically, had it not been for

the successful solution of the problems

of superheating, improved steam distribu-

tion, mechanical stokers, feed water heat-

ing, the use of pulverized fuel, large fire-

box volume and the increased knowledge

of boiler design which permitted the

successful combination of these devices

on one engine. The same conditions are

responsible for the growth in the 4-6-2,

or Pacific type of passenger locomotive,

as well as in the 2-8-2 or Mikado type

and the 2-10-2 type engines, which

have had a rapid development and wide

adoption during the better part of the

period 1900-1918. There arc nnv over

5,000 of the Mikado, or 2-8-2. type of

locomotives that have been placed in

service during the past eight years, and

over 900 of the 2-10-2 type. Over 4,000

Pacific type engines have been built since

1910. .MI of these have been fitted to use

superheated steam, and a very large pro-

portion of them have been equipped with

water tubes in the fire-box, which are

used in comliination with the fire-brick

arch.

The growth in size of the Mallet or

articulated locomotive is well illustrated

by a comparison between the first

0-6-6-0 engine built for road service in

1903 and tlic maximum-sized 2-10-10-2

articulated engine now in service on the
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Virginian Railway. The increase in the

size of the locomotive has been a great

factor in cutting down the various costs

of transportation, by permitting not only

increases ii\ the average weight of trains,

but in the incidental advantages accom-

pan\-ing greater train loads, particularly

with respect to increasing the capacity of

single track roads. It is interesting to

note that the average tractive power of

all engines operating in the United

States in 19i]0 wa- 17,000 lbs. In 1918

it had increased to .lO.OOO lbs., or 126

per cent.

Improved .'onditions of combustion

have been brought about by the study and

development of adequate air openings in

ash pan and through grates, proper pro-

portioning of combustion chambers, the

extended use oi water-tubes and fire-brick

arches, greater knowledge as to the proper

length and diameters of boiler tubes, and

incidentally better design of, and closer

attention to. the front end draft appli-

ances. Full credit should also be given,

in this particular, to the efforts on the

part of the railroad mechanical officers in

the instruction of liremen and enginemen

in the proper tiring and handling of

engines. These efforts have shown ex-

cellent results in eliminating fuel loss

from tanks, at coaling stations and in

the handling of the coal on the locomo-

tive. The present interest in feed water

heating is commendable, and advantageous

results have been demonstrated.

Greater average speed over the road

has resulted fr tm the building of locomo-

tives of greater power and efficiency, as

well as from l>etter knowledge of the

proi)c-r rating of engines. Overloaded

loconicitive-. w'rcli are stalled in bad

weather or on the ruling grade, are today

e.xceptional. Twenty years ago they were

of very frequent occurrence. The annual

report for 1917 of the Illinois Central

contains a striking illustration of the in-

crease in train loads made possible by

the development of the present-day loco-

motive. In 1908 on this road the average

train load per revenue train mile was

slightly under 410 tons. In 1917 it was

approximately 700 tons (more than 70

per cent increase in iiiiu- years.) Loco-

motives of the present date are in rev-

enue-earning work a longer part of the

lime than was the case at the beginning

of the present century. Greater efforts

on the part of the mechanical organiza-

tions to keep locomotives ready for serv-

ice have contributed toward this im-

provement. The progress in design of

locomotive and tender parts subject to

wear and cmisequent removal have lat-

terly cau^vil the introduction of details

which help the engines to make greater

mileage l)etween shoppings, and this fact

contributes to increase in hours per day

that the locomcitive is in service.

The above are a few of the principal

causes for tlie conclusion stated in the

above paragraplis, which is that the

present day locomotive may conser\ali\ ely

be stated as not less than 50 per cent

more effective than the locomotive of

1900. This \ery gratifying result can be

credited, ni>t to any one group of men,

hut to the energy of railroad mechanical

officers, also to locomotive builders and

til the engineering organizations which

have specialized and developed various

devices that arc incorporated in the

present-day i)ractice.

In 1917 a statement was made b\ the

general superintendent of motive power

of a prominent road, in which he said,

'All of this shows that during the last live

years the economy and capacity of our

locomotives has been more than doubled,

and this has been obtained for an invest-

ment in property, insofar as the cost of

the locomotives is concerned, that will not

amount to a 30 per cent increase." If

this is the condition on one road cover-

ing a five-year period, it ought certainly

to be accepted as applicable to the rail-

roads of the country over an eighteen-year

period. Promise for future development,

probably as noteworthy during the next

generation as during the past, will come

from the efforts being steadily made along

the following lines: 1. Increase in steam

pressure. 2. Greater boiler capacity. 3.

Higher degrees of superheat. 4. Exten-

sion of the use of feed water heating. S.

Increased use and improvement in

methods of burning powdered or pulver-

ized fuel. 6. Modification in engine de-

sign to produce higher thermal efficiency.

7. Adoption of steam-electric self-con-

tained units. 8. The adoption of condens-

ing operation for the engine.

It is realized that a prophet usually

treads on uncertain ground, but consid-

erable thought has been given, and notice-

able progress has been made at the pres-

ent time, which gives us confidence to

make the above statement. No one who is

familiar with the subject of the steam

locomotive will contend that the present

development repre^ellt^ the maximum
that is yet olitaina1)le, ,uid it is not over

optimism ti' belie\e that, at least equal

progress will be made in the next eigh-

teen years as has been made since

1900.

Goggles More Than Protective

Hv W . T. I'OWKK. M.A., M.D., NEW YORK

Public Health officials and the medical

l)rofession generally have contributed

their share of good work in directing at-

leution !. thi; occupational diseases and

to the unnecessarily great number of acci-

(lent>. maiming, disfiguring, and even latal,

!t ha> bven sIdwii that by careful atten-

tion \'> the details oi environment, ven-

tilation, illumination, hours of work and

such conditions coupled with safeguards

adapted to each industry, a surijrising

amouni of occupational disease ciin be

aboli.-hed and more than fifty per ciiit of

the accideni> formerly considered un-

avoidable, may be prevented.

It has been demonstrated that these

things pay. Xot alone in the physical

wcU-'ieing of the worker, not alone in the

mental sati-t'acti.ju of the employer, but

financially It also pays in the increa-ied

prod-.:ctiv.'.y .•; the worker and in the ob-

viating of legal expenses resulting from

settling for such injuries and diseases.

l''rom all this arises the emiiu-ntly suc-

cessful "Safety First" movement. It

would lie difiicult to exaggerate the good

aeeoniplisbeil by the widespread adoption

of the s|iirit of this movement.

1 refer to the eyes of industrial work-

er>. Ill making this statement, 1 recog-

nize fully the fact thai much has been

done to imjirove lighting condition- and

lb, it device- have been adopted and rides

liromulgated to offset the danger to the

eyes from dying missiles. 1 am not un-

mindful that carefully constructed gog-

gles are in general use to protect the eyes

of the wearer from injury by violence. I

am also aware that colored glasses have

been deviseil to safeguard the eyes from

the baneful effects of ultra-violet and

other iniuriiiu- rays and from the glare

of incandescence, and other menaces to

the sight of llie workers ; but one phase of

the subject ha- so far received scant at-

tention and that is the presence of re-

fractive errors in the eyes of the wiirkcr.

The great benefit derived from the ex-

amination of the eyes of school children

and the correction of their refractive er-

rors are familiar to all. The improve-

ment in visiini. the abating of nerve irri-

tation by the relief of eye strain and the

resultant -en-e of general well-lieing

bring about a greater capacity for work.

The manifeslalions of eye strain are

numerous. They range from siinple

squint and from headache to severe nerv-

ous conditions and mental disturbance.

.•\t first, eye strain may cause simply

fatigue after a short lime at reading, sew-

ing, writing or other use of the eyes at

short range. It may cause drowsiness or
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simply diimclination for further near

work. It may cause a watering of the

eyes, redness of eyeball or edges of the

eyelids. It may give rise to headache of

almost any character. Many cases of

vertigo, so-called sick headache or

"bilious attacks," are caused by eye

strain.

As the great mass of workers is re-

cruited from the ranks of foreign and na-

tive born individuals whose educational

opportunities have not been great, they

may be said to be in practically total ig-

norance of the handicap imposed by re-

fractive errors in the eye. The average

manual laborer is of the opinion that

glasses are quite proper for the office man
and the man of education and refinement

to use, but for him to wear glasses would

be a confession of weakness or affecta-

tion because they do not belong to his

sphere of existence.

All unknown to the individual himself,

errors of refraction are of very frequent

occurrence among industrial workers.

The consequence of this is not alone the

resultant inaccuracy of vision, but all the

concomitant distressful symptoms of eye

strain. That this is a serious handicap

to the comfort and physical well-being of

the worker as well as a bar to his effi-

ciency and advancement.

The lirst step in the desired direction

must be to educate the workers to main-

tain a receptive condition of mind. The
employer must be taught to recognize the

fact that his presbyopic workman is no

more unfitted for his exacting tine work
by the correction of his presbyopia than

is he himself unfitted for conducting the

business of his office because he must

wear presbyopic correction glasses to read

his letters. .And the workman must learn

that his employer has come to think that

way. Presbyoptic is the scientific name
for long sightedness, together with the

diminishing power to distinguish things

near at hand. This is a condition com-
mon to the approach of old age. The
worker may be practically unconscious of

it, but its effects persist. The way has

been prepared by the widespread use of

protective goggles which fortunately can

be ground to prescription.

H we are going to put goggles on the

workingman, let us see that those goggles

not alone do him no injury, but tliat in

them he receives all the benefits that

scientific skill can devise.

In the past there were three main rea-

sons why the workingman did not wear
glasses. First

—

A lingering prejudice

founded in a belief that the wearing of

glasses was an affectation of elegance or

style that did not belong to his walk of

life. Second—Ignorance of what consti-

tutes eye strain and the benefits to be de-

rived from properly fitted glasses. Third

—Fear of injury to his eyes from the

breaking of lenses. This fear shared in

by his employer who preferred men who

did not wear glasses. The last was prob-

ably the most potent reason of all. The
protecting goggle has done away with all

of these barriers. Now that ground gog-

gles have so demonstrated their efficiency

that they are a feature of industrial equip-

ment ; now while they are comparatively

new and while their use is beginning to

spread so that the time is not far distant

v.hcn every man whose eyes are even re-

motely endangered by his employment,

will be required to wear them; now is the

time to advocate that when goggles are

being fitted that the vision should be

tested and the goggle utilized to correct

all errors of refraction.

When we consider the thousands or

perhaps hundreds of thousands of work-

men now' equipped with protective gog-

gles, the thought arises that peering

through these lenses, there must be an

infinite variety of eyes. There are un-

doubtedly among them numerous exam-
ples of every abnormal or anomalous con-

dition to which human eyes are subject.

There are of course many normal eyes,

but there must be also many eyes afflicted

with varying degrees of heterophoria.

Intent or manifest, fundus diseases of ev-

ery description and every variety of

corneal and lid affection. The disease

called Iieterophoria is simply failure of

accommodation, or the ability of the eye

to quickly change from long to short

si.yht with all intermediate adjustments.

It is caused by insufficient action of one

or more muscles of the eye. Some of the

fundus diseases result in the retaining in

the eye the image previously looked at

long and intently, and the corneal affec-

tions concern the outer covering of the

hall of the eye.

It would seem hut a part of wisdum to

crifically examine the goggles and deter-

mine whether or not they may contain

any subtle or hidden infiuence for harm.

It goes without saying that the lenses

must be made of tough glass capable of

resisting great violence, fhat if the impact

be great enough to cause the lens to

break that the fragments will not enter

the eyes of the wearer. The lens must be

clear, transparent and be of such size,

shape and so positioned as to give a wide,

unobstructed field of vision. That it must

not distort, ma.gnify nor minimize the ob-

jects looked at.

These requirements are obvious and

arc of cour.se essential to the success of

any goggle on fhe market. But there is

a defect which may be present in lenses

which will fulfil all the requirements so

far eiumierated, a defect not apparent to

the wearer and not readily detected ex-

cept by most accurate and expert exam-

inalion, and that is the presence in the

lens of a prism of low degree. The leni

may have a smooth surface and appear

perfect, but if one segment of the circum-

ference is ever so slightly thicker than

the rest of the circumferetice, then that

letis is a prism. The uninientional pres-

ence of such a prism is capable of work-

ing great harm to the wearer.

Just as therapeutically a prism may be

utilized to restore the muscular balance

in an eye afflicted with heterophoria, or

old age sight, so a prism placed before

the eye in which the muscular balance is

normal will throw out of balance the

muscle over which its influence is ex-

erted. If the wearer had already a latent

heterophoria, the prism would tend to

aggrevate this condition, unless by sheer

good luck the base of the prism should

chance to fall into a position favorable to

the weak muscle. The healthy, robust in-

dividual can frequently accomplish a wide
range of accommodative effort, even suc-

cessfully compensating for high degrees

of refractive error with, little or no in-

convenience. Yet this forcing of the re-

fractive media of the eyeball to overcome
its defects, always taxes the delicate

ciliary or eye-lid muscle, and in those not

sufficiently robust to endure it, eye strain

is the result.

These protective goggles have accom-
plished so much in the saving of human
eyes that it is well to make them more
perfect and to eliminate any possibility

of harmful affects from their use. This

can be done by rigid examination of every

lens l)y a delicately adjusted instrument

capable of detecting the slightest varia-

tion in the thickness of the glass.

It \\c could bring about conditions

whereby every individual who is required

to wear protective goggles would have his

vision tested and corrected )>y the goggles,

the benefits derived would be such an

r.Iiject lesson to employers and employees

that it would lead in the near future to

the correction of refractive errors of all

workers whether their eyes were exposed

to injury by violence or not. This is an

ideal well worthy of the medical profes-

sion and its accomplishment a great and

important step in the direction of the

conservation of vision and the benefiting

of the individual worker. In the aggre-

gate it would tend to increased inchistrial

activitv and increa.sec efficiencv.

Painting Iron Structures

Iron structures should be painted

while their scale is still on, after loosely

adherent flakes and rust have been

scraped off. The paint will last rather

longer than if applied to the pickled or

sand-blasted surface, and the labor of re-

moving the scale is saved. The very best

results are obtained by multiple coats.

Two thin coats are better than one thick

one of equal weight.

Quebec Bridge

The Quebec bridge over the St. Law-

rence River, which collapsed twice during

the course of construction, pas.sed its final

test when two trains weighing 7,000 tons

were run out on the central span.
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The Flow of Metal
The expression, "the tlow of solid

metal," would ordinarily strike one as

anomalous. \\"e have seen bronze statues

retain their shape from generation to

generation, and we ha\e somehow come

to believe that hot metal in the liquid

form is the onl.v state it can exist in and

tlow. In fact, uc usually think of the

llow of water only when it is in the liquid

form. Nature gives us so many streams

and rivulets, that the idea is easily super-

ficially contirmed. But for all that, it is

not entirely true. -Vii early .Alpine ex-

plorer. Hugi, in 182". found that a little

hut built on the glacier called Untezaar,

at the foot of a great promontory, had

most distinctly moved with the flow of the

solid, and as poets call it, the eternal

snow.

In 1830 the htu was 110 yds. lower down

the slope than where it had been built

In 1836 It had travelled 780 yds. and by

1841 it had reached a distance of 1561

yds. from its original position. Its average

moveinent had been at the rate of about

!iJ yds. a year. The measurements, by

one of our large high-power coast-defence

guns. The target exhibits, after the im-

pact of the projectile, the stage of a

"frozen" splash. These phenomena speak

to those who are inclined to Iicar of the

"oneness" oi matter, and we are not sur-

1N,\KII \" Sll M'l- 11 lit .\li 111- KU'KT
SlliiUlXi, liU, lliii i; .Not oriTE

FlI.I.EIl.

our own scientific men, like .Vgassiz. con-

firmed the truth of the slow moveinent of

so solid, so unyielding and so firm a thing

as the ice-cap of the eternal mountains.

X'arious movements have been observed,

and "stationary" marks that have been

rhown to have shifted their positions from

.'2 to 80 yds. and others from 36 to 81

vds.. but at uhaiever sjeed the ice flow

'fl
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Bad Substitutes for Piston Packing for Small Cylinders
One of the ''diseases" which is more or

less chronic on railways at supply sta-

tions is being "out" of certain articles

which iiioiiM always be in stock. This

"disease" occasionally reaches the acute

stage and makeshifts of various kinds

have to be resorted to in order to meet

the emergency. Take for exami)le piston

packing, particularly that used in air

brake and Ragonnet cylinder work. In

some cases pieces of bell cord, frayed

rope and even suspenders have been made
to do duty instead of properly made
packing.

Ragonnet reverse gear cylinders arc

operated by air, though there is an emer-

gency connection for steam in case the

air gave out. The kind of packing whicli

is recommended for this gear is a rubber

fibre packing, and this has been adopted

because road engines pulling approx-

imately nearlj' equal loads day after day,

cause tlie piston to move within very nar-

row limits, and what wear does lake idacc

on the cylinder walls causes the gradual

formation of a "hump," which the piston,

when traveling full stroke, is forced t'^

negotiate by the aid of what "give" tliei-

is in packing rings.

Under these conditions it has \>u^n

found that rubber fibre packing permits

the formation of the "hump" to be so bms
delayed as to be almost a negligilde tiuaii-

tity. The form of the packing is inter-

esting as a means of solving the prolilem

It consists of a piston with space turned

on the rim, capable of containing a "bull-

ring." With the rubber fibre packing the

bull-ring is not necessary, the space bcin.u

neatly occupied by the square-section

rings of prepared rubber fibre. These

rings are soft enough to be .squeezed

by the tirm pressure of the hand, and they

stand on a strip of flat red-rubber which

rREP.\RKD RUBBER 1'.\CI<1 NC.

has specially been prepared so as to re-

sist the action of air, steam or hot water.

In order to keep this packing tight and
hold it in place, a follower plate has been

applied, with a "take up" in the form of

a flange which jirojects over the place

where the bidl-ring usually goes, and by
screwing up the holding bolts a pressure

is e.xerted on the rings and fiat strip of

red rubber. The compression of the red

rubber strip by the action of the follower

plate has a tendency to bow it up under

NflMUCR P.\CKI\G RIN'GS.

the rubber fibre rings, and this forces

them outward against the cylinder walls

and so keeps them tight. The rubber of

which the rings are composed is, so to

speak, "impregnated" or closely associat-

ed with fibre which is a suitable texture

of some kind, and holds the piston tight

with verj' little tendency to allow a hump
to form. The red rubber strip rests on
a thin layer of rubber fibre, so that it

will not stick to the metal of the piston.

It is easy to see that the substitution

lor this efficient packing, of pieces of

torn-up overalls, bell cord, waste or even
the otherwise useful human suspender,

cannot make for economy. The scrap

packing may not encourage the formation

of a hump, but it does not keep tight very
long and the pieces of dirt and grit which
invariably coat its surface have a tenden-

cy to increase friction, uselessly use up
oil, and may score or scratch the cylinder

walls.

The Government engines are, however,

supplied on special order with metallic

packing which requires the use of a bull-

ring. The metallic rings are bored ec-

centrically and are made very thin, like

those used in automobile engines, and, of

course, these rings are held out by air

liressure or by steam when that is used

in case of an emergency.

.\ difticulty presents itself here as it

does with all cylinders which are horizon-

tal, and that is the difiiculty of proper
lubrication. It is easy enough to keep

the bottom supplied with oil. but the top

does not readily hold it. The company
recommends that on wash-out days the

cylinder heads be taken oflt and the pis-

tons w-ithdrawn and the cylinder walls be

rubbed with grease.

Increase of Wages.

By C. Richardson, Bridgeport, Conn.

The admirable editorial in last month's

K.Mi.w.w .\ND Locomotive Engineerixg
on the "Increase of Wages for Shopmen"
hits the nail on the head. The meager
rate of wages at which railroad machinists

and other mechanics have been working
lor many jears was a reproach to the

service, and the Government administra-

tion has done well in making a liberal in-

crease in the remuneration to the skilled

artisans who have been overlooked in the

general trend of increased wages. The
high prices of commodities and the ad-

vanced cost of living have been realized

by the Goverimient, and not only have

they performed an act of justice to the

artisan, but they have shown their appre-

cialion of the really reduced purchasing

pow'er of the dollar, in a most

practical and satisfactory way. These

things have made it imperative that

somethinijr in this way should be done,

but in other years, perhaps not so

particularly marked as the present war
l)eriod. nol)ody seemed to have thought of

the railroad mechanic.

STYr.F, OF MKT.M.IC P.XCKl.NG USED.

Buildin.i> union, and brotherhood men,

quite useful in their line, were compara-

tively well olT. The railway machinists'

horny hands were never sheathed in

gloves except to resist the shock of elec-

tric batteries or to withstand the heated

firebox bricks.
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Electrical Test of Coal.

The comjtaratiN I- valtu- nl different

kinds of coal, as far as their steam-prtj-

ducing (lualities are concerned is ably

dealt with by Mr. Samuel Cohen in the

Electrical Experimenter. l"or many
years, people of a scientific turn of mind,

though not experts, have been anxious to

find an easy, expeditious, and compara-

tively cheafi way of geftiiiK at a working
hasi> of cianparison, between fuels of

more or less heating value. . The elec-

trical test applied to coal, appears to be

at least an approximation to what many
would like to have.

When we come to make the lest, tlie

writer points out, we must consider five

important points. These are, the amount
of moisture, volatile combustible matter,

percentage of ash. sulphur, ami calorific

value. The latter is the one in which we
are interested. I-'lectricity plays a very

important role in ihe deiermination of

the last while the lirst four items are dc-

temjierature of 212 degrees Fahr.

The analysis of the coal is very

thorough, yet it i- --imple, and an idea

of the heating value is secured, .\nthra-

citc coals are characterized by a small

percentage of volatile combustible mat-
ter (usually less than 10 per cent), while

bituminous coal contains a large amount
of this volatile constituent (usually 30 to

40 per cent). In cannel coal this is the

main constituent. The proportion of

volatile matter is dependent on the

amount of hydrogen present, as hydrogen

forms volatile compounds with carbon.

When li\drogeii burns, it evolves a much
larger amount of heat than is produced

by the combustion of the same amount
of carbon.

Among the direct methods of getting at

the calorific \alue of coal, tlie nielbod by

which a calorimeter is used seems to be

liighly satisfactory. The calorimeter is

made up of a combustion chamlier, a

tank of water with a delicate thermome-
ter for indicating the amount of heat ab-

sorbed, and an insulating device to pre-

\ent the external heat from reaching the

water and tlic thermometer, and also to

prevent the lieat generated in the com-
bustion chamber from escaping from the

apparatus.

The temperature of the coal when burn-

ing is determined by means of an electric

thermometer which is inserted in the coal

chamber. This thermometer is a fine

high-resistance wire, whose resistance is

determined at the beginning of the test

and at the period of combustion. The
resistance increases as the temperature
rises, and as there is a definite relation

between temperature and resistance, it is

possible to determine the temperature
corresponding to the resistance. By meas-
uring the resistance of the wire in the

coal chamber during combustion, we can
derive from the resistance offered to the

passage of the current, a mathematical
relation of the temperature to resistance,

and from that we may calculate the calo-

rific value Where this method is pur-
sued it is satisfactory to the purchaser of

coal to know what is the highest quan-
tity of heat he can obtain from a given
grade or quality of coal.

The Formation of Steam.

'I here i^ no mystery in the formation

of steam. It is a jibysical process and is

quite capable of being easily understood
by those who are inclined to approach
the subject from this standpoint. The
chemical composition of water is H;.0

:

that is, it is composed of twn atoms of

hydrogen to one of oxygen. In tliis form
i: is a chemical union and therefore dif-

fers entirely from wliat we know are its

component parts. This compound can

exist in three states— ice, water and
steam. The fact that it may be any one
of the three, is very largely determined
liy the activity of its constituent atoms
and molecules, and this activity we speak

of, for convenience, as the presence or

absence of heat.

blame is caused by rapid combustion,

which is the result of uniting carbon and
hydrogen with oxygen. The atoms of

these substances, though they may be sep-

arated by almost infinitely short distances,

yet in the act of combustion clash to-

gether with such an exceedingly high

velocity as to manifest the phenomenon
we call heat. In fact, the noted physicist,

the late John Tyndall, has told us that

these forces, acting through such minute
distances, yet develop so prodigious a

velocity that the forces of nature, such as

the attraction of gravity— a force capable

oi holding our earth and the other planets

in their courses— are quite insignificant

when compared with the forces developed

in the rushing together of what seems to

us to be a war of atoms, too feeble for

more than passing notice. What seems
to be, is not always what is.

There is a certain action, or more cor-

rectly staled, molecular and atomic mo-
tion in the particles of even still water.

The motion is conij-aratively sluggish,

but still it exists. There is much more
atomic and molecular activity in flame,

and a law of nature makes itself compre-
hensible when we apply a flame to the

walls of a vessel containing water. A
temperature of 2.000 degrees Fahr. causes

the atoms concerned in combustion to be

in very rapid motion, while those of the

water are comparatively slow. The law of

nature, which here comes in, is that when
any fast moving body comes in contact

with one of slow-er motion, the fast-

motion body loses some of its activity,

and the slow-moving body gains in speed.

Thus the agitation is communicated to

the water. Some heat is imparted to the

walls of the containir.g vessel, but the

Inilk goes through and reaches the water,

so that its activity is thereby much in-

creased.

If the process of increasing the atomic

or molecular activity of the water goes

on, the water becomes hotter and hotter,

until the critical temperature of 212 de-

grees Fahr. is reached. Here, if the ves-

sel is open to the air, at a pressure close

to 14.7 lbs. to the square inch, the tem-

perature of the water goes no higher, and
we say the water boils, and steam is

formed. The atomic or molecular activ-

ity is now, in the ojien vessel, able to

burst through the restraining jiressure of

the atmosphere, and the molecules of the

water fly apart, lieating back the sur-

rounding hot water, rising cpiickly to the

surface, on account of the lightness of the

bubble of steam now formed, and the

steam leaves the containing vessel at a

temperature of 212 degrees Fahr.

The saine phenomenon is capable of

taking place when the vessel is not open
to the air. The initial jiressure may have
been 14.7 lbs. (one atmosphere), but the

accumulation of the steam above the

boiling mass of water increases the pres-

sure and compels the water to put forth

more activity, or, in other words, to be

hotter, in order to push back the wall of

water about each bubble, and to break

away from the new quiescent and
strongly pressed upon surface of the very

hot water.
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Some Interesting Facts

There is often some confusion in the

minds of many persons as to the exact

difference between what temperature is,

and what is heat. The confusion is of

the same kiiul as experienced in thinking

of strategy and tactics. The same may
be said of the words sex and gender.

Gender is simply a grammatical term to

show the class a word belongs to. It has

no reference to a person, and to say that

a woman is of the feminine gender has

no rational meaning at all.

Heat is a measurable quantity. It is,

as a unit, the amount required to raise

one pound (another unit) of pure dis-

tilled water, one degree on the Fahren-

heit thermometer. This unit of heat is

usually taken at or near the maximum
density of water, which is when it is close

to 39 degs. Fahr. This amount of heat is

spoken of as a British Thermal Unit

(usually written B. T. L'.).

Temperature, on the other liand, is

shown in merely the arbitrary division of

the thermometer. The Fahrenheit scale

has 212 degs. between zero and the boil-

ing point. The freezing point of water is

32 degs. above the zero point. The cente-

grade thermometer has exactly 100 degs.

between these points, and the Reaumur
thermometer has only 80 divisions be-

tween these critical points. The reason

that the British nation adopted the ther-

mometer they did is not a thing of today.

In early times when thermometers were
piactically unknown, salt thrown on ice

was believed to produce the lowest tem-

perature known, and this was at that

time probably quite true. Subsequent and
more careful scientitic experiments re-

vealed the fact that greater cold could be

offered even by Nature. The Fahrenheit

thermometer was, however, not given up
for the Centegrade scale, because many
calculations and records had been made
en the basis of the Fahrenheit scale.

Heat, then, is a measurable quantity,

while temperature gives one a means of

judging of the activity, with reference to

heat, w^hich a solid body or a liquid or

gas may manifest at any time it is under
examination. .\ further example of what
heat is may be found when we come to

take up the subject of fuel as a steam

generator. One pound of pure carbon

gives off. whin burned to CO;, about

14,500 B. T. v.. and requires about 12 lbs.

of air for its combustion. One pound
of pure hydrogen gives aboiit 62,000

B. T. U. and requires 36 lbs. of air to

burn it thoroughly. Solid fuels contain

a good deal cf incombustible matter,

which not only do not increase the heat,

but actually uses up heat in bringing it

up to the temperature of the burning

mass. These substances form the bulk of

the ash which has to be removed from
the ash pan of a locomotive at the end
of a trip, and this matter in its uncon-

sumed form represents so much loss in

tile atnount of time and material.

Liquid fuels contain ( nearly all of them
do) pure compounds of carbon and hydro-

gen if actually there is no by-product; but

some give off a pasty or sticky soot

which is, in a way, analogous to the ash

of solid fuels.

In speaking about boilers, the expres-

sion horse power is often used. Strictly

speaking there is no such thing as boiler

horse power. It may, however, be under-

stood in two senses. I-'irst as an arbi-

trary unit expressing the rate of work
done in a given time. The usual value of

this term is the evaporation of 30 lbs. of

water from a temperature of 1(X) degs.

Fahr. to steam at 70 lbs, pressure above

the atmosphere. The second sense in

which horse power is spoken of in con-

nection with boilers is an approximate

measure of the size and rating of the

boiler by which it may be described, ad-

vertised, bought or sold. There is no

uniform or generally accepted standard

in this case. It is purely arbitrary, and

is often governed by local custom or by

the opinion of the maker or owner.

Fuel Conservation.

Mr. Eugene Mc.-\uliffe, manager. Fuel

Conservation Section of the United States

Railroad .Administration, has addressed

a circular letter to all motive power of-

ficials concerned with locomotive main-

tenance, wherein he makes pertinent ob-

servations in regard to several points at

which inspection has shown sources of fuel

loss, and from his letter we extract the

following; "The inspection of locomotive

front-ends on certain roads shows that

there is a marked variation in the size of

exhaust nozzles. In many instances ex-

haust nozzles have been decreased in size

because of the presence of air leaks in

the front-end, which of course partially

destroys the vacuum and necessitates ex-

cess draft. Such leaks can be readily

found when the engines are under steam

or when they are located near to an out-

side steam supply, by using the blower to

create a draft and holding a lighted torch

to all seams and joints. In superheater

locomotives with outside steam pipes,

leaks are frequently found under the cov-

ering of the steam pipe where it goes

through the sheet. When so located, the

leak does not show a burnt spot. Any
front-end leakage obviously increases the

amount of gas and air which must be

moved by the exhaust jet, and conse-

quently necessitates a reduction in the

size in the nozzle tip. This of course in-

creases the cylinder back pressure and

entails fuel losses, and in addition fre-

quently leads to partial engine failures

and to an increased cost of front-end

maintenance."

among railway men, ano the need of a

con-tant call upon all employers to exer-

cise a greater degree of caution and de-

termination in avoiding risk. It has been

pointed out that in normal times the labor

turnover among motive power department

employes is made up very largely of un-

skilled labor, but the present demand for

skilled labor has resulted in the working
forces being depleted in all branches of

the motive power department. The pre-

vention of injuries among such employes
is largely dependent upon familiarity with

the use of tools, handling material, the

movement of cranes and other work in-

cident to the construction and repair of

locomotives and cars, and until the men
become familiar with the layout of the

shops and the work in which they and the'r

fellow employes may be engaged, they are

less likely to ward against the natural

hazards of the business than they are after

some experience has been acquired. In

many shops the working forces have been
largely changed in recent times, and, as in

all other departments of railroad business,

the necessity for employing new men has

created additional difficulties from a safety

standpoint.

Many shops are now employing women
to fill the positions formerly occupied by
men, but sufficient time has not elapsed

since this departure was made to deter-

mine the relation the employment of

female help bears to accident frequency.

It is believed, however, that female work-
ers, as a general rule, are not as liable to

injury as men, but it will require some
time to determine the exact facts in the

matter.

Increase in Accidents.

Particular attention is being called to

the increase of the number of accidents

Locomotive Feed Water Heaters.

The growing interest m the subject of

locomotive feed water heaters has found

a timely expression in the admirable pa-

per submitted by J. Snowden Bell, which

appears in a condensed form elsewhere in

our pages. The panistaking research

furnishes an idea of how the subject has

engaged the minds of many eminent engi-

neers, and it is gratifying to know that

the large measure of success which has

come has been wrought out in the at-

mosphere of .American enterprise The
need of fuel saving appliances was never

so great as at present, and any device that

pays for itself in a short time should be

unhesitatingly applied. Standardization

of parts is not intended in any sense to

hinder the adoption of new appliances

and new methods that are certain of eco-

nomic advantages. That this has been

reached in the matter referred to is be-

beyond controversy, and it is expected

of those in authority to order the adop-

tion of such appliances forthwith. Mean-
while we commend the perusal of Mr.

Bell's vahiable historical article reflecting

as it does so much light on the subject as

well as credit to himself.
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Air Brake Department
Su'^icestions from the Air Brake Association—Bleeding Off Brakes—Questions and Answers

Mr. Eugene Mc.\ulili'e, manager, Divi-

sion of Operation, Fuel Conservation Sec-

tion, U. S. Railroad Ailministration, hav-

ing accepted a proposition from the Air

Brake As-~ociation to render active as-

sistance to the Government's Division on

Fuel Con.>ervatioii, Mr. F. J. Barry, presi-

dent o! the association convened a special

committee of supervising air brake men

in Chicago, on August 1 from 24 of the

largest railroads in the L'nited States.

The committee con-isted of Messrs. L. P.

Streeter, Chm'n. I. C. R. R. ; L. S. Ayer,

Sou. I'ac. R. R,; L. II. Albers, N. Y. C.

Lines: J. A. Eurke, Santa Fe R. R.; M.

S. Belk. Sou. Ry. Lines ; T. L. Burton,

K. Y. C. R. R. ; R. C. Burns, Penn. R. R.

;

T. \V. Dow. llrw R. R.: LI. A.

Clark, Soo Line; II. A. Click, B.

& A. R. R. : II. -V. Flynn, D. &
II. R. R.: E. llarten^tein, C. & A. R. R.

;

M. E. Hamilton, Frisco Lines; P. J.

LanL-an. Lack. R. R.; C. "^l. Kidd, N. &
\V. R. R. ; C. H. Raulings, D. & R. G.

;

Mark ]\ircell, X. P. R. R. ; H. S. Walton,

B. & Albany; H. L. Sandhas, C. R. R. of

K. J.; C. il. Weaver, N. Y. C. R. R.

;

G. Terwilliaer. X Y., X. II. & H.; Geo.

H. Wood. Sania Fe ; Robert Wark, M. P.

R. R ; !L F W^ood. B. & M. R. R. ; W.
W. While. Mich. Central R. R. ; R. M.

Lou::, P. & L. E. ; F. M. NeUis, secretary.

Tliis cininiittee's deliberations resulted

in tlic consm-us of opinion that its great-

est and nv'-t needful help in fuel saving

could be rer.dered through a materially

decreased leakage in brake pipes on

freight trains, which according to care-

ful e.\per; estimate, is now the cause of a

wastaue of m<jre than 6,000,000 tons of

coal amu'.aUy. Tliis wastage can be mate-

rially cut d<5W!i in tlie opinion of the .\ir

Ijr;ke A-sociation Committee quickly

and with little additi'.nal cost, if the fol-

lowing recommendations be diligently and

faithfully followed up by railroads and

government authority alike.

(1 ' In switching cars in hump yard

service, liand brakes must be known to be

in nj.erative conditi^in before dropping

over the hump. Each cut should be rid-

den home and not be allowed to hit cars

on make-np track at a speed exceeding

thrcr niiki ])cr hour, as excessive shocks

result in bio^cncd brake pipe and cylinder

coiuie .ti'.ns with attendant leakage at

joints, .^anie conditions apply to general

yard -witrhing, and -iinilar care sbrnibj

be rv.-rciM-d,

(Ji When h'.io are uncnnple<l, tbiv

must be >;c-parale'l by baml and not ]iidled

apart Pidbni; h(i>c apart b- not oidy the

moil i.roli'ic rause of brake i>ipe k-ak.ij:e,

liut the d.linage annually due to train

I)arting, account of hose blowing off nip-

ples, also bursting, due to liber stress,

results in damage running into thousands

of dollars, .-\nglc cocks first must be

closed if brake piiie is charged.

(3) .\mple time must be allowed to

Iiropcrly ins]iect the air brakes and place

them in good working order liefore leav-

ing terminals.

(4) l-'reiidit terminals uliere conditions

and business handled justifies, should be

provided with a yard testing plant, piped

to reach all ontliound trains. At all

freight bouses, loading sheds, team tracks

and other places where cars in quantity-

are spotted for any purpose long enough

to make repairs and test lirakes, air should

be pro\ided to do such work.

(.St (hi shop and repair tracks provided

with air, brakes shou'.d be cleaned and

tested in accordance with M. C. B. rules

and iiistriiclions. Weather permitting,

hose and pipe connections shall be given

soapsuds test. Hose showing porosity

shall be removed and all leaks eliminated

before car is returned to service.

(6) Freight trains on arrival at ter-

minals where inspectors are stationed to

make immediate brake inspection and re-

pairs, shall have slack stretched and left

with brakes fully applied.

(7) Brake pipe leakage on outbound

freight trains shall not exceed eight

pounds per minute, and preferably should

not exceed live pounds per minute, fol-

lowing a fifteen pounds service reduction

from standard brake pipe pressure, with

brake valve in lap position.

(H) A suitable pipe wrench should be

furnished each caboose to ciialde train-

men to remme and replace hose and to

tighten up leaks developing en route. In-

structions directing its use should be

posted in each caboose.

CM .\ rule should lie put into effect

that trainmen mnst aiipl.v an M. C. B.

standard air brake defect card in cases

where ilefecis develo]) en route, or for

brakes cut out by them, defect to be

checked off on back of card.

(10) .Air comiiressor strainers nmst be

known to be free of foreign matter be-

fore each trip and removed for cleaning

if necessary. Steam pipe t'l compressor

to be lagued outside of cab or jacket.

(Ill Sjiecial effort must be made to re-

duce the leakage of the various air-oper-

ated de\ices on locomotives,

(l_'i III mounting air hose, the coup-

liim sboiiM be i^auecd with an M. C. B.

standard ^.•^lge. and the coupling and

coniilim.; packini; rings known to be

standard in each and every case.

(13) Special attention should be given

to maintaining brake pipe, brake cylinder,

reservoir, retaining \alves and pipe secure

to car.

(14) The importance of competent air

brake supervision to successfully cope

with existing conditions cannot be over-

estimated.

(15) In the recommendations submitted

it is not the intent in any way to ab-

rogate existing instructions or rules that

are now in force that are more stringent

than those recommended, as these recom-

mendations are intended to represent

maximum conditions.

Bleeding Off Brakes.

In last month's issne we mentioned a

failure of brakes to release with particu-

lar reference to the LX equiimient. The

failure of brakes to release with PM
equipment was quite as prevalent at one

tiine, but a car brake reservoir of PM
equipment that has been overcharged can

be released with one application of the

brake, as it is possible to bring the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure down to the ad-

justment of the high speed reducing valve

in one application, whereas with LN
equipment several brake applications may
be necessary as pointed out. As to bleed-

ing off a brake or releasing it by means

of the reser\ciir drain cocks, the manner

in which the LX equipment is thus re-

leased has been explained, with PM equip-

ment there is but one reservoir to bleed

unless the car has a double brake eqnip-

inent, and with the PC equipment, the

service reser\oir drain cock is opened to

release a brake and with the I'C equip-

ment the auxiliary reservoir drain cock

should be used for this purpose if it be-

comes necessary to do what is termed

"bleed off" a brake.

In connection with the failure of

brakes to release, and with the under-

standing that the brakes should be re-

leased from the locomotive, when one is

attached to the train, a car with PC
equipment niiist necessarily be released

with the service reservoir drain cock

when it is desired to release a brake by

bleeding it. as the pressure chamber of

the control valve has no drain or

bleeder cock. Bleeding the service reser-

voir involves a considerable loss of air

pressure as the service reservoir pressure

must be practically exhausted in order

to allow the brake cylinder pressure to

flow back through the application portion

of the control valve and permit the brake

cylinder piston to recede. However, with
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either the PC or UC equipment, an in-

crease of 2 lbs. pressure in the brake pipe

above that in the auxiliary reservoir or

above the pressure in the pressure cham-

ber of the control valve, will positively

eflfect a release of brakes regardless of

the pressure remaining in the emergency

reservoirs. If either the PC or UC
valves deteriorate to such an extent, from

any cause whatever that the brake will

not release upon a 2 lb. increase in brake

pipe pressure above that in the auxiliary

or pressure chamber, those valves should

be removed and replaced by repaired and

tested valves as it is no longer safe to

attempt to operate them because if they

are in any reasonable state of operative

efficiency, they will positively bleed them-

selves off promptly upon an increase in

brake pipe pressure above that in the

auxiliary or in the pressure chamber, re-

gardless as to the pressure that may re-

main bottled up in the emergency reser-

voirs.

Particular care should be exercised to

prevent the possibility of overcharging

the reservoirs on a train of cars, because

if there is brake pipe leakage enough to

cause an application of the brakes with

the brake valve handle on lap position,

an overcharge will result in brakes stick-

ing when the handle is placed in running

position, and if the brakes cannot then

be applied with a full service brake ap-

plication, without delaying or stalling the

train, it will be necessarj' to carry the

brake valve handle in full release posi-

tion until such time as the pressure may
be reduced by one or more applications.

Placing the brake valve handle in release

position adds the main reservoir volume

to that of the brake pipe and the leakage

that was previously sufficient to exceed

the rate at which air pressure could flow

back from the auxiliarj- reservoirs into

the brake pipe and prevent an application

of brakes, cannot reduce both volumes at

the required rate to produce a movement
of the car brake operating valves regard-

less as to the condition of the pump
governor. Such possibilities point out the

advantage of having a pump governor in

a sensitive condition, and if necessary to

carry a brake valve handle in release posi-

tion, the governor may be relied upon to

prevent a reduction in pressure that would
result in an undesired application of the

brakes on a train.

.^.—To store a supply of compressed brake operating vahes where it causes the

air for the operation of the brake sys- lubricant to be less effective or it results

lem, to cool the temperature of the coin- in certain brake actions that will be men-
pressed air down to the temperature of tioned later.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Locomorive Air Brake Inspection.

(Coil limned from page 257, August, 1918.)

447. Q.—What is the function of the

air compressor?

A.—To compress air for the operation
of the air brake, and sometimes for the

operation of other devices on locomotives

and cars.

448. Q.—What is the function of the

main reservoir?

the surrounding atmosphere, and to col-

lect dirt and foreign matter that passes

through the compressor.

449. Q.—What is main reservoir pres-

sure used for?

.V.—Principally to release brakes and

recharge the brake system.

450. Q.—Why is it necessary to cool

the compressed air in the main reservoir

to the temperature of the surrounding at-

mosphere before it leaves the reservoirs?

A.—To allow the moisture to be de-

posited in the reservoirs.

451. Q.—Where doc

come from?

461. Q.—What is the law that governs
the capacity of the atmosphere or com-
pressed air to hold moisture:

A.— It varies directly with the increase

in tinipcrature and inversely with a rise

in pressure, the temperature remaining
constant.

462. y.— \\ hat do you understand by
this?

A.—That after being cooled in the main
reservoir and having the moisture de-

posited, the compressed air may be re-

heated by pipes running close to the boiler

the moisture or through pipe friction, and again it may
absorb moisture from the main reservoir

A.—It is always present in the atmos- and deposit it elsewhere,

phere. 463. Q.—What is relied upon to cool

452. Q.—\\"hy will there be no deposit the compressed air in the main reservoir?

of moisture in the main reservoir if the -^.—Liberal lengths of circulating or
compressed air is not cooled at this point' main reservoir connecting pipes.

A.—Because the higher the tempera- 464. Q.—What should be the length of
ture of the compressed air. the greater the air puinp discharge pipe?
the capacity of compressed air per square .A.— It depends somewhat on climatic

inch, to hold moisture, and the moisture

so held will be retained until the air is

cooled.

453. Q.—\\"hy is the moisture de-

posited where the compressed air is

cooled?

conditions, but usually there should be
from 25 to 45 ft.

465. Q.—How much in the connecting

pipes ?

A.—About the same length.

466. Q.—What is the effect of loo long
A.—Becau':e the lower the temperature an air pump discharge pipe?

of the coinpressed air, the less the capac-

ity to hold moisture in suspension, and
the pressure remainiiig constant while the

temperature is lowering, the w-ater is

squeezed out of the compressed air.

454. Q.—What would be the effect of

A.—There is a liability in cold weather
of freezing up at the connection to the
first main reservoir.

467. Q.—What is the object of long
slender main reservoirs of the tube type?

A.—To permit of a circulation of the
admitting a quantity of water to a main compressed air through the reservoirs.

reservoir filled with compressed air under
a high temperature'

'^ —The water would be absorbed by
the compressed air and carried to some
other point in the l)rake system.

455. Q.—How is the temperature of

the compressed air obtained?

•A.—By compressing the air.

456. Q.—Please explain this further?

A.—Forcing the fire particles of air to-

gether produces friction and the friction

in turn generates heat.

457. Q.—Technically, what is the work
done by the compros^or transformed into?

A.—Heat.
45S. Q — What Incomes of the mois-

ture or water, if the compressed air is not
cooled in the main reservoir?

A.—It is deposited at the point of

equilibrium between the surrounding at-

mosphere, and the compressed air.

468. Q.—How should the pipe connec-
tions be made?
A.—The flow of air should be in at one

end of the reservoir and out at the other.

469. Q.—How often should the main
reservoirs be drained ?

A.—Before each trip.

470. Q.—From where should the pipe

connection to the brake valve be made?
A.—From the opposite end of the sec-

ond or the last main riservoir from which
the connecting pipe is attached.

471. Q.—What volume of compressed
air space should the main reservoirs con-

tain in passenger service?

-A.—Not Icis than 50,000 cu. ins.

472. Q.— In freight service
"

.•\.—Not less than 60.000 cu. ins.

473. Q.—What is the effect of too
small a main reservoir volume

"

-A.— It tends to contain too small a vol-
'*'>'' Q.—In air brake operation, where umc for the release and prompt recharge

IS this point? of brakes on train<:. and tends to cause
A.—In the brake pipe of a train of overheating of the compressors.

cars- 474. Q.—What is the effect of an ex-
460. Q.—Is there any objection to cessively large main reservoir volume?

this? A.—Under certain conditions it tends to
A-—In the winter time the water is cause a slow recharge of brakes in freight

likely to freeze and cause trouble, but in service,

warm weather it is blown into the car 475. Q.—Under what conditions?
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A.—Where the in.iin reservoir and

brake pipe equalize at some point below

the adjustment of the feed valve.

470. Q.—How does this lengllien the

time required to recharge the brakes.'

A.—The compressor must then charge

both the large main reservoirs and the

brake pipe at the same time.

4"7.
(J.—If the main reser\oir pressure

is maintained at a lignre somewhat near

the maximum pressure will the large main

reservoir volume recharge the train brake

reservoirs at a faster rate than a -mailer

main reservoir volume?

A.—Yes.
487. Q.—Mow so?

A.—The larger volume will equalise

with the brake pipe at a higher ligure.

479. Q.—What is the law that applies

to the compression and expansion of the

atmosphere with regard to the space it

occupies?

.\.—Doubling the pressure hahes the

volume and doubling the \olume halves

the pressure.

480. Q.—Explain more fully
'

.\.—If a reservoir having one culiic

foot of compressed air space contains Wl

lbs. air pressure per square inch, com-

pressing this volume to ; j cu. ft. s])ace,

it will result in 120 1I)S. air pressure per

square inch, or if the 1 cu. ft. of com-

pressed air under f)0 lbs. pressure is ex-

panded into aiKitber vessel of the same

cubic capacity, the i>ressure will equalize

at 30 lbs. pres.^ure per square inch. This

is in accordance with Boyle's law.

481. Q.—What is the et¥cct of heatin.g

compressed air besides increasimi its

capacity to hold moisture'

A,— It expands it. If the heat of c< im-

pression remains in the air in the cylinder,

il is called Isothermal compression. If

the heat of com])ression is constantly ab-

stracted, it is called .\diabatic c. im-

pression.

( 7'ti In- i.>Htii>iii-d.)

Train Handling.

{Conttv.ucd from pa:J,c 259, .Uisnsl. 1918.)

W). Q.— How would the brake ap-

plications on a passenger train be gov-

erned if the inspect(.irs were to amtounce

that there was a car in the train witlmtil

a high speed reducing \alve or a safety

valve in the brake cylinder.'

.\.—Care would be taken to make the

total brake applications \\'< heavier than

absolutely necessary.

470 (J,—Why?
.\.—To prevent a much higher braking

force on this car if a heavy brake applica-

tion was made,

471. g.—What should be done if the

brake was to suddenly be applied at the

front .if the train?

.-\ —The throttle w.mld lie immediately

close! and the brake valve handle nrnved

to emergency position.

472. (J —For what purpose

-

.A.—To retain the pressure in the main

reservoir and build up a high braking

power on the locomotive.

473. Q.—How should the brake valve

be handled on a freight train under this

condition '

A.—The handle would be moved to lap

position.

474. Q.—When picking up cars from a

side track, what must be done before

moving them out on the main track?

A.—,\ test of the brakes must be made.

475. Q.—What kind of a test?

A.—A terminal test, all of the brakes

must be examined to know that they ap-

ply and release properly or that if any are

inoperative, adding them to the rest of

the train will not reduce the percentage

of operative brakes below 85 per cent,

476. Q.—fan a car with an inoperative

hand brake be placed as the rear car of a

train ?

A.—Under no circumstances.

477. Q.—When coupled to a train with

two locomotives, which engine must

handle the brakes?

A.—The leading engine.

478. Q.—What could be wrong if with

two engines a brake application was made

for a brake test and the brake pipe ex-

haust port of the brake valve would not

close and the brakes failed to apply

properly

.\.— It would indicate that the brake

valve cm out cock on the second engine

was open.

479. (J, -What would lie wrong if the

brake valve was placed' in service position

and the brake pipe exhaust port closed

about as soon as the valve handle was

returned to lap position'

A. Il would indicate a very short train

|iipe. or a closed angle cock near the head

end of a long train.

480. O.—Wh.-U would be in(licate<l if

[he brake pipe cxhaiisl was very short

lnu the brake apiilied bea\ily and the

safety \alve of the disliibnting valve

opened '

A.—That the brake- on the train had

operated in quick action.

481 g. Which hand of the air gauges

would indicate tin-
'

A.—The black band of the small air

g.inge.

482 (J.—How Would it act

-

A.— It would drop suddenly in accord

with the drop in brake pipe pressure.

483. Q.—Why is the black hand of the

small air gauge connected with the brake

I)ipe below the doulile-heading cock'

.\. To indicate the pressure in the

brake jjipe when the engine is the second

one in double heading.

ASA. Q.—In stopping a train on a grade

should air brakes or han<l brakes be used

to hold the train if the engine cuts offi"

,'\ —Hand brakes under all circum-

stances.

485. Q.-Why-
.\.—The air brake system of a freight

tram invariably contains leaks that may
result in a release of enough brakes to

cause a runaway if the engine is detached

or the air brake held applied for a con-

siderable length of time.

486. Q.—What is the effect of exces-

sive brake pipe leakage?

A.—Besides taking the control of the

brakes out of the hands of the engineer,

it contributes to brakes sticking, causes

overheating of air compressors, and pre-

vents the maintenance of standard brake

pipe pressure.

487. Q.—What should be the maxi-

mum amount of brake pipe leakage per

minute ?

A,— It should not exceed 7 lbs, per

minute,

488. Q.—How is the leakage noted?"

A.—By making a 15 lb. brake pipe re-

duction for the brake test, and noting

the fall of brake pipe for the next minute

after the service exhaust port has closed,

489. Q,—Has the length of train, that

is, the brake pipe volume, any bearing

upon the amount of brake pipe leakage

that should be permitted in pounds per

minute ?

A,—Yes, with one train of SO cars and

another of 100 the same amount of leak-

age per minute in both trains means that

double the volume of air is escaping from

the long train.

490. Q.—What does this mean with the

long train ?

A.—That the compressor must furnish

a double amount of compressed air in

order to supply brake pipe leakage.

491. Q.—What would 4 lbs. per

minute leakage on the 100 car train equal

in leakage from the 50 car train so far

as the supply is concerned?

A.—It would equal a leakage of 8 lbs.

per minute with the 50 car train.

492. Q.—Which train would naturally

be the most dilhcult to handle, from a

view point of control by the engineer'

A,—The 50 car train with the 8 lbs.

leakage per minute.

493. Q.—\\hy :-

.\.—Because the additional brake pipe

reduction after the brake valve handle

was placed on lip position after an ap-

plication would be twice as rapid with

the .50 car train.

494. Q.—Can the train crew observe

the amount of brake pipe leakage that

exists at such times as when the brake

valve handle is in lap position with the

brakes applied or when the engine is cut

off from the train ''

.\.- ^es, b\ the air gauge in the

caboose.

495. Q.—Where are pressure valves

used

'

A.—Whenever descending a long heavy

grade, or to assist in holding in the train

slack at points where slops are likely to

be made.

496. Q._\Vhat is the effect of failure

to return the valve handles to their ver-
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tical position when reaching the foot of

the grade, or when their use is no longer

required?

A.—Brakes dragging and frequently

damage to wheels.

497. Q.—What two kinds of slack are

in a train of cars?

A.—Loose slack from lost motion in

car couplings and spring slack.

498. Q.—When handling a train, do

they work together or in opposition?

A.—They work together.

499. Q.—What is understood by the

term loose slack?

A.—That which can be run in or out

without compressing the draft gear

springs.

500. Q.—What is the effect of a rapid

change in this slack?

.\.—Shocks to the train.

501. Q.—What is the effect of the

spring slack ?

A.—This additional amount helps to

drive the slack in the opposite direction

and increases shocks when the spring

tension is releasing.

502. Q.—What is the effect of shutting

off steam suddenly when engine is work-

ing hard and applying the brake heavily?

A.—A driving together of the train that

sometimes results in "buckling" a wooden

car and there is always the liability of

driving in couplers.

503. Q.—What is frequently the effect

of making light 3 or 4 lbs. brake pipe

reductions for a stop?

.\.— It results in undesired quick action

of brakes if there are any triple valves

in the train that might possibly work in

undesired quick action.

504. Q.—What is another bad effect of

very light brake pipe reductions?

.A.— It tends to cause brakes to fail to

apply throughout a train, due to a cer-

tain amount of auxiliary reservoir pres-

sure that will tlow back into the brake

pipe through the triple valve feed grooves,

and permit of leakage through the brake

cylinder leakage grooves.

505. Q.—What is a loss of train con-

trol through this method termed?
A.—A loss through "dribbling on" the

brakes.

506. Q.—What should be particularly

observed in starting a freight train, from
the viewpoint of acceleration?

A.—The engine should be kept at a

slow and uniform speed .for at least two
car lengths.

507. Q.—Why.'
.'\.— In order to get all of the cars of

the train in motion before any material

speed is attained by the locomotive.

(To be continued.)

Car Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 259, August, 1918.)

447. Q.—And the expression V?
A.—The .speed of the train or car in

feet per second multiplied by itself, which

is termed "sciuared."

448. Q.—What would this formula

look like in figures if it was desired to

calculate the stop distance of a car run-

ning at the rate of 60 miles per hour on

a level track, and the average co-efficient

of friction was 10 per cent, as previously

mentioned and the brake rigging develop-

ing 85 per cent of the calculated cylinder

pressure and if the percentage of emer-

gency braking ratio was ISO per cent.?

88 X 88

A.—SD =
2 X 32.2 X 1.5 X .10 X .85

whore SD is the stop distance.

449. Q.—How is the figure 88 ob-

tained ?

A.—-The speed in feet per second at a

60 mile an hour rate.

450. Q.—How is this found?

A.—^Multiplying the speed in miles per.

hour by 1.47.

451. Q.—How is the 1.47 obtained?

A.—By dividing the number of feet in

a mile by the number of seconds in an

hour (5280 ^ 3600).

452. Q.—.-Vfter the calculation is made,

what allowance must be made for the dis-

tance the train will run from the time

the brake starts to apply until it is fully

effective'

A.—.^s at least two seconds time will

elapse before full brake cylinder pressure

will be obtained, it must be considered

that from the time of brake application

to the time full brake cylinder pressure is

obtained the brake is applied on an aver-

age of one-half the full effectiveness for

the entire time { average Zero to Maxi-

mum) or in full one-half of the time in

effect, and therefore it must be considered

that the train will be running "without a

brake for the first second and with the

brake fully applied during the second

second of time.

453. Q.—In making the above calcula-

tion what will be the distance indicated?

\.—944 ft. from the point the brake is

fully applied, or 1.032 ft from the point

at which the brake is applied.

454. Q.—Can a train stop be made
with modern cars in such distances?

.A.—Yes. with modern types of clasp

foundation brake gear and the electro-

pneumatic brake.

455. Q.—Have you any idea as to why
so many questions are asked concerning

the forces in effect on a revolviiig car

wheel when a brake shoe is pressed

against it?

A.—Because if anj-one is desirous of

possessing a good general knowledge of

air brake operation it is necessary to have

an understanding of the fundamental prin-

ciples as well as to be able to trace the

flow of air through ports and passages.

456. Q.—Can you explain in a very

few words how an automatic air brake

on a car operates?

•A.—Compressed air enters a brake pipe

extending through the entire length of

the car from which the triple valve traps

an e(iual pressure in a reservoir so that

the compressed air cannot be withdrawn
from the pipe without the reservoir pres-

sure moving the triple valve in a manner
to admit pressure to the brake cylinder

and apply the brake.

457. Q,—Could an automatic brake be

made without a triple valve?

A.—Yes, to illustrate the principle of

the operation, the brake pipe connection

could be made to the non-pressure head

of the brake cylinder and the brake pis-

ton supplied with a stuffing box, nut and
gland and the auxiliary reservoir could be

connected to the pressure end of the

brake cylinder, which would serve as an

automatic brake.

458. Q.—What would then occur when
air was admitted to the brake pipe?

A.—The brake piston would be pushed

to release position and the reservoir

would charge through the leakage groove

of the brake cylinder.

459. Q.—What would occur if the

brake pipe pressure was withdrawn at a

faster rate than that at which it could

flow back through the leakage groove?

A.—The higher pressure in the reser-

voir and on the pressure end of the brake

piston would force the brake piston out

and apply the brake.

4<)0. Q.—Why was not this discovered

before the triple valve was invented?

A.— It is quite likely that it was, but

such a brake is impractical especially un-

der' modern operating conditions.

461. Q.—What is the most prolific

cause of disorders in a triple valve.

A.— Dirt and foreign matter being col-

lected by the lubricant that is used on

the movable parts of the triple valve.

462. Q.—What kind of lubricant should

be used in a triple valve?

A.—None whatever, but if the rules of

the company specify lubrication only dry

graphite should be used.

463. Q.—Why is oil frequently used in

triple valves?

.\.—Because the use of oil has always

been associated with the operation of

machinery.

464. Q.—What bad effect has the use

of oil

'

A.— It is the source of practically all

of the air brake trouble encountered in

car brake operation.

465. Q.—How often should a triple

valve be cleaned?

,A.—As often as necessary.

466. Q.—When is it necessary?

.•\.—Whenever the moist lubricant picks

up enough foreign matter to interfere

with the proper operation of the valve,

or whenever the rules of the company or

the federal regulations demand cleaning.

467. Q.— I low often might it be nec-

essary to clean a triple valve on a car,

if the repair work and lubricating was

properly done, and if the locomotive and
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yard plant cqiiipnionts were properly in-

stalled and maintained, and if there was

no specified time of cleaning ?

.\ —Possible every 2 or 3 years.

45^ Q._]Iow often should a triple

valve he tested r

A.—Whenever the car is made up in a

train or about once every week.

4C9. O.—What is the difference be-

tween a brake lest and a triple valve test?

.\._The brake test is made with the

locomotive coupled to the train, while a

triple valve is tested with a portable brake

test truck or some device that will con-

stitute a test of the operation of the tri!)le

valve under severe conditions.

470. Q.—Why does the locomotive at-

tached to a train fail to constitute a

severe test of brakes?

A.—Because it is made umkr the most

favorable circumstances with full main

reservoir pressure and a heavy brake pipe

reduction.

471. Q._Does the brake test then give

any assurance that the triple valve will

operate correctly after the train is on the

road ?

A.—Xone whatever, as tlic application

though possibly a much hghtcr brake pipe

reduction followed by an attempt to re-

lease with a depleted main reservoir pres-

sure establishes an entirely dififercnt con-

dition from that encountcre<l during a

brake test at a station.

472. Q.— Is there any other difference?

A._Ouite a bit as to differences in rate

of brake pipe leakage, the leakage in-

variably increases as the train is stretched

and being hauled along the road.

473. Q._How would a triple valve be

tested on a car if a portable brake test

truck cannot be olitained?

A.— With some device whereliy the in-

crease in brake pipe pressure during a

release can be regulated to a predeter-

mined ligure.

474. Q.— Ib.w many triple valves may

be tested at one time in this manner ••

A.— P,ut one at a time can be accurately

tested.

475. Q.—Why not more?

.^.—Because if the rate of increase it)

the brake pipe is based on the brake pipe

volume of the car alone and made through

a fixed opening, the tirst triple valve that

moves to release position adds the

auxiliary reservoir volume to that of the

brake pipe an.l the brake pipe volume is

immediately multiplied several times so

that the next triple valve will not be

tested under the -ame release condition

as the Inst.

A7<>. 0,--llow is a release test made in

this manner with ty[)e L triple valves?

.\.—The supplementary reservoirs are

usually cut out so that the brake will not

gradtiate with the ^low increase in brake

pipe pre-surc and make it appear that

the triple valve had failed to move to re-

lease position.

{To be continued.)

Pulverized Fuel in Stationary Boilers

It should be a matter of congratulation

to all who are interested in the use of

stationary boilers to learn that after four

years development work and progressive

eliminatioti of the difficulties encountered,

tlie Locomotive Pulverized Fuel Company

is now prepared to build and deliver for

operation, coinplete installations of pul-

verizing plants, together with equipment

for tlie econotiiic use of the proditct un-

der boilers. The equiptiient can be in-

stalled witliottt the necessity of resetting

of boilers, or making radical chatiges.

The degree of economy secured is read-

ily understood wheti it is remembered

tliat cflicieiit combustion is obtained only

when each combustible atom is brought

mto contai t witli the necessary atoms of

oxygen in an atmosplierc being acted

upon by sufficient heat to make possible

the progressive chemical union of the ele-

ments of rombnstiori. The ultimate re-

.\11 these difficulties have been complete-

ly overcome, with the result that the

u ide-awake company has made available

to the users of fuel, a simple, automatic

atid dependable means for utilizing by the

most efticienl method atiy available solid

fuel, and obtaining the ultimate thermal

results independent of the amount or

character of the asli contents or the vola-

tile constituents of solid fuel without the

need of constant attention by tlie boiler-

room operators, and without the necessity

for operating interruption due to slag, or,

as we have already stated, to excessive

lirick renewals.

Oitr illustration shows a typical appli-

cation of what is known as the "Lopulco"

systein, but the company's service depart-

ment coinposed of fuel and combustion

engineers is ready to advise all interested

in the adoption or use of pulverized fuel

to the end that the best and most eco-

TYPICAL "LOPULCO" APPLICATION.

suits can only be obtained with an ash-

free cotnbustible in an atmosphere of pure

oxygen. The insurmountable difficulties

ir, obtaitiing idea! combustion require-

ment^ are the non-coniljustililes in the

coal and tlie inert iiilrogeu in the at-

mospliere, and, as is well known, jjiilver-

i/ing the fuel has lotig been recognized

atid acce|)led in theory as the one way in

which the>e ideal conditinns could be

most closely approximated.

It may be stated that the orgatiization

nf the l.cicomotive Pulverized I'uel Com-

pany w.is specilically created to bring the

use of pulverized fuel to a comtiiercial

standpoint by overcoming in practice the

elements which were responsilile for pre-

vious f.iilures. It may also be justly

added that a great deal of intelligent

pioneer work in attempting to overcome

the inherent difficulties in burning pul-

verized fuel in suspensioti had been done

in the pa-t.

mimical metlmd of adapting or installing

the necessary appliances may be secured.

.'\mong the most recent comparative

reports showing detailed data of tests the

following are the economic results :

Total cost of pulverized fuel

delivered to lioiler. (Not in-

cluding fire-room labor"! $69.94

Total cost of coal burtied on

grates or in retorts to produce

same amount of steam. (Not

including ure-room labor) .... $77.40

-Net fuel saving ior IJ-hour run.

(Not including firc-room la-

bor) $7.46

Net saving per boiler h. ji. Year

of 6,000 hours for fuel and la-

bor. (Not including f'lre-room

labor) $6.96

In a 3.000 h. p. plant this shows

an annual net operating saving

in fuel and labor (not includ-

ing (ire-room labor) of $20,880.00
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The Landis Stay-Bolt Machine.
The superiority of the Landis chaser is

so well kiKiwM to all interested in the

threading of bolts that. it is a mere rep-

etition of an old story to state that the

chasers have a much longer life than

those of any other type of die. Their ap-

plication, however, to the growing re-

quirements of varied services brings

something new into prominence and pop-

ular favor. The demand, chiefly on the

part of the manufacturer and users of

stay liolts, for a threading machine of

more tlian ordinary carriage, has resulted

in the recent production of the Landis

Stay-Bolt machine. It has already come
into much favor, possessing, as it does, in

an eminent degree, the elements or reli-

ability and durability. This machine is

furnished in both single and double

models.

.\s the diameter of most stay bolts

come within the range of I'/j in. die head,

the type of machine is limited to one size.

with the movement of the carriage. The
rack is supported at both ends, and has

a well elevated central location between

the carriage ways. The bed has also a

new feature in having a gradual slope

from both ends toward the reservoir

to insure a complete drainage for the cut-

ting lubricant. The bed is cast in one

piece, and a detachable pan is furnished

for the chips.

The head, which locks within itself,

produces the effect of a solid die, thereby

relieving the yoke of all cutting strain.

It is opened and closed automatically by

the forward and backward movements of

ihe carriage, and is controlled by means

of a trip rod by which an adjustment for

any desired length of thread may be ob-

tained. The head is also fitted with a

lever whereby it may be opened and

closed by hand in case of emergency.

The cone pulley is mounied on top of the

niacliinc, to economize floor space and

belling, the driving gears being enclosed.

I..\.\niS ST.W 11(11.T THRE.\DI.\G M.^CHINE.

The pitch of stay-bolts is also usually

constant for all diameters, and since the

pitch angle of the Landis die is controlled

by the inclination of the chaser in its

holder, special stay-bolt chaser holders

are reqquired. One set of stay-bolt chaser

holders covers a range from 15/16 in. to

1 1/16 in., inclusive. When used without a

lead screw attarlunent, and a range from

'/i in. to 1% in., inclusive, when used in

conjiniction with a lead screw attachment.

These holders, it will be observed, when
used without a lead screw attachment are

milled to have a diametrical range of

% in., and when used in conjunction with

a head screw attachment they have a dia-

metrical range of Vi in.

The rack also shows a marked im-

provement in being constructed with

openings between the teeth, preventing

the accumulation of chips which would
tend to jam the pinion and interfere

The licad is made entirely of steel and the

higli-specd steel used in the die cone can

be used to a better advantage than in any
other form of die. The material used in

the entire machine is of the best and in

every detail the fitting may be said to be

the acme of perfection because there has

come to the firm many clever engineers

whose e.xperience has added much to those

who have gone before, and the combina-
tion gives promise to a higher degree of

perfection in the future.

The general dimensions embrace a

travel of carriage of 36 in., floor space

7 ft. 3 in. by 3 ft. C'/L- in., diameter of tight

and loose pulleys 9-'i ins. for 3 ins. belt,

number of speeds 3. speed of counter-

shaft, with carbon steel chasers, 225

revolutions per minute; with high-speed

chasers, 360 revolutions per minute.

Xet weight 2,650 lbs., gross weight,

3,300 lbs.

Combustion.

A ton of average bituminous coal con-

tains about 1,600 pounds of oxygen, nitro-

gen, sulphur and ashes. But if this coal

be coked, the 600 pounds of hydrogen

driven off by the heat will carry about

300 pounds of carbon in combining with

it, making 400 pounds, or nearly 10,000

cubic feet, of carburetted hydrogen gas.

Thus for every 2,000 pounds of coal we
have about 1,300 pounds of solid carbon

or 400 pounds of carburetted hydrogen to

l)e burned, the remaining 300 pounds be-

ing waste. When such coal is subjected

to a temperature of about 1,200 degrees,

carburetted hydrogen will be generated

and expelled from the coal, so that if a

shovelful of the latter is thrown into the

firebox of a locomotive with a bright fire

evenly spread over the grate and a few

inches thick, the carburetted hydrogen

will unite with the air which passes

through the fire and will be burned with-

out smoke. If, however, a dozen or more
shovelfuls are thrown in at once, a com-
mon practice with poor firemen, the tem-

perature of the firebox will be so much
reduced that clouds of smoke w-ill be

formed. Now, why is this true?

.•\s stated already, if a shovelful of

bituminous coal is thrown on a bright

fire, as soon as it is sufficiently heated,

carburetted hydrogen will be generated.

If there is enough air above the fire, with-

in reach of the escaping gas from the

coal, the gas will be burned provided the

temperature is high enough to keep it

li.ghted. Hut inasmuch as the oxygen of

the air has more affinity for the hydrogen
of the gas than for carbon, if there is not

enough oxygen to combine with both, it

will by preference unite with the hydro-

Ken instead of the carbon of the gas. It

.'io happens that carbon will not remain in

the gaseous form except at enormously
liigh temperature uncombined with some
other element. Therefore, if there is not

enough oxygen for the hydrogen of the

gas, the carbon will remain free and will

assume a solid form which is really

smoke. If, on the other hand, there is

enough air above the fire for both the

hydrogen or carbon of the gas generated

from the fresh coal, it will be generated

without smoke provided the fire is hot

enough to keep the gas burning.

.Safely. ciTort an<l loyalty to your gov-

ernment go hand in hand. It involves

the safety of us all, the safety of our

couiUrv—world safetv.

.\re you "doing your bit" in saving.

food for our allies and our soldiers and

sailors. It should be borne in mind that

the battle does not depen.d upon those who
are face to lace with the foe. but upon

those who are sustaining the brave men
who are offering their lives for us that we
may enjoy the right to live.
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Electrical Department
Torque of Electric INlotors as Applied to Electric Locomotives

Last nioiuh we began the dibcussiuii ot

the electrical term "Torque." To Ijetter

understand how the torque is related to

the tractive effort, we made a comparison

between the steam and tlie electric loco-

motive. \Vc showed that whereas in the

case ol the steam locomotive, the power

and tractive etifort can be easily calculated,

as all factors are concrete and mechanical.

In tlie electric locomotive it is not so

easy to calculate. The power of tlic elec-

tric locomotive is expressed in terms of

tractive effort, but the only fi.xed concrete

part entering into the calculation is the

wheel diameter. The force from the mo-

tors, or the toniue, is not dependent upon

quantities, such as the boiler pressure, di-

ameter of cylinder and length of stroke,

but upon tlie electrical design. It is de-

pendent upon the number of armature

coils and the number of turns per coil;

upon the number of turns of the field

coils, and the strength of the magnetic

poles or fields. The number of armature

coils and turns as well as the field turns

are constant, but the magnetism varies

with the amoinit of current taken by the

motor so that the torque also varies with

the current. The amount of current to

the motor is at the control of the motor-

man, so that within safety limits as large

a torque as desired can be obtained from

the motors and the maximum power is

not fixed as in an engine supplied with

constant steam pressure. There is a cer-

tain relation between the current and the

test. These curves can be uscil to de-

termine the locomotive performance. The

curves show the relation between the cur-

rent, the torque and the revolutions and

it is [iiissible, knowing one. to obtain

values for the others.

It is the general practice to draw up
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I'oiir. The brake horsepower is obtained

by projecting liorizonlally to the B.H.P.

scale, the point F where the vertical line

BC extended, cuts the B.H.P. cnrvc at

point J, iiirresponding to 2,240 horse-

power.

Five. The time the motor will stand

this load and not exceed a temperature

rise of 60 dcgs Cent, is obtained by pro-

jecting the point K, where the line HC
cuts the temperature curve, horizontally

to the time scale point M, whicli corre-

sponds to 25 minutes.

Sixth. The time this work could be

handled after the temperature of the mo-
tors had already reached a 60 deg. Cent,

rise, and not exceed an additional 20 dcgs.

Cent, rise, is determined by projecting

point P to the time scale to point R, which

corresponds to 4 minutes, stated previ-

ously.

As all of the curves are drawn with cur-

rent as a base. Moreover, a line drawn
vertically from any current will cut all of

the curves making up the set, which means
that the characteristics of the locomotive

for a particular current are fixed and

can only change with change in current

value.

To better illustrate this, let us take

another example. We might desire to

know how much tractive effort the loco-

motive is capable of exerting when run-

ning at 20 miles an hour. Referring to

Fig. 1 find 20 miles an hour on the scale,

project over to the m.p.h. curve and

down to the current, corresponding to 255

amperes. This vertical line cuts the T.E.

curve at a point, if projected to the right,

over to the T.K, scale, which will give

14,000 lbs. T.E.

Again we will assume that the locomo-

tive is handling a load requiring 40,000

lbs. T.E. What speed will the train be

running at ? First find the 40,000 lbs. on

the T.E. scale, project over horizontally

to the T.E. curve, then vertically to the

m.p.h. curve, then to the m.p.h. scale

and we find the locomotive will be running

at 135-T. miles an hour.

Figs. 2 and 3 show the characteristic

curve of a three phase or split phase loco-

motive. By the expression "split phase"

we mean a locomotive similar to the one

operating on the Norfolk & Western Rail-

road. Current is taken from only one
overhead wire and thus is single phase

current, but it is changed to three phase

on the locomotive itself so that three

phase motors are used, giving the con-

stant speed characteristic. Two curves

are shown as the motors are generally

so designed that the number of poles can

be changed (at the will of the motorman).
That is, the motors may be operating as

4-pole machines or as 8-pole machines.
The revolutions of the armature, hence
the speed of the locomotive is twice as

great with the 4-pole combination as with

the 8-pole combination. The locomotive
has therefore two constant speeds, one

of approximately 14 m.p.h., the other of

appro.ximately 28 m.p.h. The various

curves bear the same relation, so that the

problems above set forth can be applied

to these curves.

.Another type of electric locomotive

which should be mentioned, since it is

I-IG. 4.—SINGLE.PH.\SE SERIES-MOTOR.

used in large numbers on the N. Y. N. H.
& H. R. R., is the single phase locomo-
tive. Instead of showing the complete
curve for a single phase locomotive, we
give in Fig. 4 the curves for one motor
only, but the revolutions and the torque

change over to m. p. h. and T. E. To ob-

tain the entire locomotive performance it

is only necessary to know the number of

motors and multiply the current, T. E.,

brake horse power by the number of mo-
tors. The m. p. h. curve will not change,
as all the motors are usually geared alike.

It will be noted that there are several

different speed curves labelled with dif-

ferent voltages. Generally if not always
with a single phase locomotive there are

several transformer taps used, and the

motorman can get increased speed by
going from one tap to the other. Every
tap is a running position so that it is cus-

tomary to show the speeds at the dififer-

ent voltages, so that the [lerformance of

the locomotive can be determined for any
speed.

The single-phase scries motor is of the

straight scries type and is essentially a

direct-current series motor, except it has
lesistance leads inserted in the armature
windings.

also consumes steam, and the various
leaks from boiler and engines form a con-
stant drain on the supply. The simmer-
ing and blowing of the pops constitute a

loss pure and simple. The injectors use
live steam, and on passenger trains in

winter the steam-heating apparatus makes
a substantial draught on the generative
ability of the boiler. On many trains

there is an additional draught on the air

pump for air to raise the water for wash-
ing, in the Pullman cars.

When the total for each one of these

things is added together, it is not surpris-

ing to learn that about 15 per cent, of the

steam that goes to the cylinders is

thus used. This IS per cent, is reck-
oned for freight trains; but even with
a lighter consumption of air on passenger
trains for brakes than on freight, the par-
asites use up in various ways perhaps as

much as 20 per cent, of that for which
the steam was primarily generated.
Wlielher these figures, which are given
Ijy a contemporary, arc exact or not, does
not matter here; they are prol)ably ap-

proximately correct, but the fact that has
been brought out is that the combined
working of these appliances constitute a
heavy drain on the resources of the boiler,

and this means an increased consumption
of coal.

It is not thai we would advise the dis-

continuance of the "parasites." They are
useful, each in its own way, and the em-
ployment of them adds much to the com-
fort of travelers and employees. .Anyone
of the appliances may not make or mar
the work of the locomotive, taken on the

whole. It is in the aggregate that their

use of steam makes a definite appearance.
From this it is evident that it is a mis-
taken policy to consider them, reverse

gear, fire door openers and all the rest, as
negligible quantities, which may run with-

out attention between shoppings. Each
one of the "parasites" uses up steam;
any one of them may get out of order at

any time, and the only solution of the

problem, and one of the important steps

in coal saving, is to give these appliances

constant attention and to anticipate their

failure by steady watchfulness and prompt
attention.

Locomotive Parasites.

This somewhat aml)iguous expression

has been applied to the various steam-
driven appliances on the train. The loco-

motive is the reservoir from which all

the appliances derive their driving power.
The air brake comes first as an auxiliary

which uses up locomotive steam. Steam
bell-ringers are equivalent to a small

though steady leak. The electric head-

light dynamo takes a comparatively large

amount of steam td drive it; the blower

Progress
The whole history of mechanical cn-

i;ineering in .America is founded on the

urinciple that whatever has been done is

not the best that could be done. Each
successive machine was regarded for

years and years as but an experiment

which led up to the better machine that

lollnwcd it. It is only of late, when
manufacturing has tended to take the

place of engineering, and when progress

is measured by numbers rather than by

excellence, that an attempt at standardi-

zation has gained power, Imt cannot in

any way stop inevitable progress in im-

provement.
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A New Steam End Valve

Everyone who has worked on ;i railway

—not ui.^t looked at it through the win-

dows of a waiting room, or pounded a

typewriter in a railroad office—knows the

trouble which is usually experienced by a

worker with steam heating hose, at the

back of tlie train, giving out. The end

valve is often just ""cracked" to prevent

the water of condensation from forming in

the pipes and hose of the forward part of

the train and to maintaining a constant

flow-lack. When it forms and is deposit-

ed, freezing and clogging of pipes and

hose usually takes place. This is a seri-

ous matter for tlie worker.

The "cracking" of the valve at the end

of tile train relieves this trouble to a

large e.Ktent, but it introduces another

which cannot be ignored, because the end

hi'se below ibe "cracked" valve receives

the slow and steady drip of the water of

condensation, and ibis has a tendency to

rot out the hose, if il does nothing worse.

11K.\TIXG .-\XD LIGHTING END
V.M.VK.

lii any case the life of the hose is pre-

maturely shortened, contrary to the the-

ory of conservation of railway material

prevalent today. Here is the problem.

It is to make tlie cure not only, not as

bad as the disease, it is to eliminate tlie

disease altogether and not merely to ad-

minister palliatives.

Mr Edward A. Gold, president of the

Gobi far Heating and Lighting Company,

17 Battery Place, New York, claims to

have solved the problem in an efticicnt and

satisfactory way. The valve he has de-

signed is known by the number 1126 end

vab.e With ibis valve the dri]) from the

water .f ondensati'jn falls from the body

iif the valve and doe-, not go into or on

the rear liose.

Tlie \ alve body i> made of iron and tiie

vab. r is ;,ractically a brass piston, double

K.i'.e.:, a:-.d i^ m.j-.ed by turning a spindle

rarryir.i! a cam. This cam moves the

vaKe forward or back, liorizontally and

at r!,;bt angles t"' the line of jiipiiig or

h -e The valve has two extension

rods or siiindles wdiich move easily

and closely in recesses in the thick walls

of the vahe. When the valve is shut the

rear one is partly withdrawn fmni its

guide socket, and on this rear ex-

pansion spindle a groove has been

milled so that water or even steam can

liiid its way out through the groove and

into a -mall vertical chamber in which

the set-scrcw (adjusted by a screw

driver) \ia> been placed, as a partial ob-

siructidii, l-"rom this vertical chamber the

water nl condensation passes out and falls

to the ground.

The se.it-- of this valve can be easily re-

newed witliDut disconnecting any piping.

The valve is substantially built, the body

i,i made of iron and the cam and spindle

are cast in one solid piece.

The Gold Car Heating and Lighting

Company have prepared a very illuminat-

ing circular on this subject which they

will be happy to send to anyone who
writes I,, tliem for one.

screwed in place projecting to the required

distance beyond the seat, and when riv-

eted in place provides a combined retain-

ing and closure member which supple-

ments the action of the threads to hold

the belt for displacement, and at the same

time co-operates with the threads to pre-

vent leakage.

By these means it is claimed that there

is sufficient resiliency in the parts to have

relative movement without undue strain

upon the tubular i)rojection, thus avoid-

ing the use nf any auxiliary part what-

ever. The bolts arc connected with the

inner or tire hux slu.et in the usual man-

Stay-Bolt Connection

Regarding the various forms of stay-

bolts an inleresting device has been pat-

ented last month by Peter F. Gallagher

of Baltimore, Md., and assigned to the

Flannery Bolt Coinpany of Pittsburgh.

Pa. The device, as shown in the accom-

p.uiyinL; illustrations, consists of a im-

proved mode of connecting flexible stay-

inlts with the outside sheets or shell

lates of steam boilers, the object being

1 provide a connection which shall be

roof against leakage or breakage of the

parts at the point of connection, wdiich

avoids the use of parts auxiliary to the

boll and sheet, and which allows the bolt

to have ample flexibility to compensate

for expansion and contraction.

big. 1 is a vertical section taken through

one side of a fire box and showing the

ap|)lication of the device. Fig. 2 is a sec-

tional view through the inside sheet,

and showing the connection of one of the

slay-bolts therewith. It will thus be seen

ibe tubular projection in the .sheet forms

an enlarged, inwardly flaring space between

the boh and the walls of the opening.

The outer extremities of the tubular pro-

jeciions .ire plane surfaced to provide

seat- ai;ainst which bear heads are formed

upon the outer ends of the bolts. The

flaring portion may also provide for the

recciilioM, plastic or of other yielding

packing if desired, and permits ri-lative

motion biiueen the bolt and shell or plate,

in which motion of the tubular projection

i- permitted to jiarlake by means of a

-ertaiii de'.;rees of resiliency inherent there-

in. It will also be understood that the

tubular proieciions are punched and the

cirmlar walls thereof internally thread-

ed, liie extreniitv of the bolt when

IMI'RfA K|i ^TAV ROLT CONNECTION'.

p.er in general use or in any other pre-

ferred inanncr. The outer ends of all of

the stay-bolts, or any desired number of

them may be engaged with the tubular

projections referred to whereby the bolts

are fastened to the outer sheet.

Mr. McAdoo Is Right

Mr. McAdoo, Director General of Rail-

roads, states that a great responsibility

and duty rest upon the railroad em-

ployees of the United States. Upon their

loyalty, cfticiency and patriotism depends

in large part .Viuerica's success and the

overthrow of the Kaiser and all that he

rtiiresents. Let us not fail to measure

up to our duty, and to the just demand

of the public that railroad service shall

not only be ctlicient. but tliat it siiall al-

ways be courteously admniistered.

Safety Inspectors Wanted

On October 2 and 3 a civil service

examination for in^pertor of safety ap-

pliances will be held .\pplications should

be made to the Ci\il Service Commission,

Washington, D. C. .Applicants must be

between 25 and 50 years of age, and must

have had consideralde experience in rail-

road work. It is decided that a large

number of appointments will be made,

and the positions will in all likelihood be

luriuancnt.
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Device for Re-Centering Car Axles
BY A. C. CLARKE, PITTSBURGH, PA.

The accompanying drawing shows the

details of a useful device for centering

axles. At the bottom of the drawing the

cutting tool is shown which drills the

center cut deeper and also countersinks

it, the other end of the tool, of course,

being adapted to fit in the motor. The
end of the clamp which fits, or, rather, is

clamped on the journal, should be

slightly rounded on the side that is next

to the axle, the other clamp is plainly

shown and no further description is

to be recentered before putting them in

a lathe.

It may be stated that we have several

of these in use at various points, and they

are doing very satisfactory work, and it

can be easily seen how useful and practi-

cal it is for the purpose indicated.

Railroading at the Battle Front.

Back of the entire allied battle line,

there is a zone from four to five miles

^-^
[
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. K. S. iiruun has recently been

elected vice-president of the G. M. Bas-

ford Company, of 30 Church street. New
York, X. Y.

Mr. H. P. .Anderson has been appointed'

superintendent of motive power of the

Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with head-

quarters at Kansas, Te.x.

Mr. E. D. Bronner, federal manager of

the Michigan Central, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Grand Rapids

& Indiana, with headquarters at Detroit,

Mich.

Mr. T. J. Clayton has been appointed

master mechanic of tlie Texarkana & I'ort

Smith, with ofhce at Texarkana. Tex.,

succeeding Mr. A. D. Williams, re-

signed.

.Mr. J. W. Small, formerly su])crintond-

cnt of motive power of the Seaboard .-Xir

Line, has been appointed mechanical as-

sistant on the staff of the regional direc-

tor of the Southern region.

Mr. S. G. Kennedy, formerly shop fore-

man of the Atlanta Coast Line, with

office at Sanford, Fla.. has been appointed

general foreman at the Lakeland shops,

Fla., succeeding Mr. G. F. Richards, re-

signed.

Mr. J. C. Garden, formerly master

mechanic of the Grand Trunk at Battle

Creek, Mich., has been appointed master

mechanic of the Stratford, Ont., shops,

succeeding Mr. C. Kelso assigned to other

duties.

Mr. J. S. .Mien, formerly general fore-

man of the Canadian Pacific, with office

at North Bay, Ont., has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Sudbury
division, succeeding Mr. C. A. Wheeler,

promoted.

Mr. F. V. McDonnell, formerly mas-

ter mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines

West, Northwest system, at Pittsburgh.

Pa., has been appointed master mechanic

at Fort Wayne, succeeding Mr. I".. K.

Greist, resigned.

Mr. E. M. Coslin. federal manager of

the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

Louis, has had his jurisdiction extended

over the Muncie Belt railway and the In-

dianapolis I'nion, with headquarters at

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Mr. R. E. Smith, general superintendent

of motive power of the .'\tlantic Coast

Line, with office at WilmiuKton, N. C,
has al-o been appointed general superin-

tendent of motive power of the Winston-
Salem Southbound,

Mr. L. IL Turner, superintendent of

motive power of the Pittsburg & Lake
Erie, has been appointed superintendent

of motive pr)wer also of the Lake Erie

& Eastern, and the Monongaliela. with

headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. George A. Post, president of the

Standard Coupler Company, and honor-

ary vice-i)resident of the Railway Busi-

ness Association, has been elected chair-

man of the Railroad (.'ommittee of the

Chamber of Commerce of the United

States.

Mr. G. J. Messer, formerly master me-
chanic of the Sioux City and Dakota divi-

sion of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, has been transferred to the

Dubucjue division, with headciuarters at

Dubuque, Iowa, succeeding Mr. George
P. Keinpf.

Mr. L. Kramer, federal manager of the

.Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the St. Louis-

.San I'Vancisco, the Oklahoma Belt, and the

West Tulsa Bell, has bad bis jurisdiction

extended to include the Kansas City,

Clinton & .Springiicld, with headquarters

at St. Liiiii>, Mo.

Mr. i;. L. Wheatley. formerly master

mechanic of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, and the Chicago, Rock Island &
Gulf, with office at Fort Worth, Tex., has

been appointed superintendent of fuel

economy of the same roads, with liead-

quarters at Chicago, 111.

Mr. J. B. Morehead. formerly shop

inspector of the Chicago, Indianapolis 6t

Louisville, has been appointed mechanical

engineer with office at Lafayette, Iiid.,

succeeding Mr. K. J. Lambert, wlio has

entered the military service in the Quar-

termaster's Departinent.

Mr. H. Clewer, formerly superintendent

of fuel economy of the Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific, at Chicago, has been ap-

pointed regional supervisor of fuel con-

servation of the Pocahontas region for

the I'nited States Railroad .-Xdministra-

tion, with headquarters at Roanoke. Va.

Mr M. .\. Kleeson, formerly general

foreman locomotive dcpartiuent of the

Baltimore & Ohio, with office at New
Castle Junction, Pa., has been appointed

master mechanic of the New Castle di\i-

sion, with office at New Castle Junction,

succeeding Mr. A. S. Hodges, transferred.

Mr. .\. S. Goble, formerly representa-

li\c of the Baldwin Locoiuotive Works,
and ttie Standard Steel Works at Cliicago,

111
,
has been appointed southwestern dis-

triii representative of the same companies
at St. Louis. Mo., succeeding Mr. C. H.
Peter-.,. 11. transferred to the Chicago of-

fice.

Mr. O. P. Prcndergast. mechanical su-

perinlenrlent of the Texas it Pacific at

Dallas. Te\.. has been appointed also

mechanical superintendent of the Loui-

siana &• N'avigation Company's lines west

of the Mississippi, and the Trans-Mis-
sissippi Teriuinal, with headqu.irters at

Dallas.

Mr A. 1" Duffy lias been appointed

assisianl manager of the Safety Section,

Division of Operation of the United
States Railroad Administration, with of-

fice at Washington, D. C, succeeding Mr.
W. P. Borland, appointed chief of the

Bureau of Safety, Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Mr. F. W. Taylor has been appointed

mechanical superintendent of the Mis-

souri, Kansas & Texas Railway of Texas,

the Wichita Falls & North Western, the

Fort Worth & Denver City, the Wichita

Valley, the L^nion Teriuinal of Dallas,

and the Abeline & Soutliern, with head-

quarters at Denison, Tex.

Mr. H. C. Eich. hitherto superintendent

of motive power of the Chicago Great

Western, has had his title changed lo that

of superinlcnilent of machinery of the

same road, willi headquarters at Oelwein,

loua, and .Mr. (iuy J. Congdon has been

appointed supervisor of fuel of the same
road, with office at Cliicago, 111.

Mr. F. H. .Alfred, federal manager of

the Pere Marquette and the car ferry

lines in Lake Michi.gan. has had his juris-

diction extended over the Detroit Bay City

& Western, the .\nn .\rbor railroad, the

Detroit & Mackinac, the Port Huron
iS: Detroit, and the I'ort Huron Southern,

with office at Detrnil, Mich.

Mr. J. F. Shcahan. superintendent of

motive power of the .Atlanta, Binuingham

& .Atlantic, has also been appointed

superintendent of tnotive power of the

Georgia Railroad, the .Atlanta & West
Point, the Western Railway of Alabama,

the Charleston &• Western Carolina, and

the St. Louis, I'rancisco lines of the

Mississippi river.

Mr. William E. 1 larnisson, formerly as-

sistant master mechanic of the Mahoning
division of the Erie, at Brier Hill,

Youngstown. Ohio, has been appointed

master mechanic, with office at Kent,

Ohio, aiul Mr. Ralph R. Munn has been

appointed assistant master mechanic of

the Mahoning division, with ofiice at

Brier Hill, -ucceeding Mr. Harnisson.

Mr. (',. ].. IV'ck. federal manager of the

Pennsylvania, western lines, the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, the

Cincinnati. Lebanon & Northern, the Lor-

ain. .Ashland S: Southern, the Pittsburgh.

Chartreis & N'oughiogheny, the Calumet

Western, the l'"iiglewood connecting rail-

way and the South Chicago & Southern,

has had his jurisdiction extended over the

Ohio River S: Western, with headquar-

ters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

Mr. Clarence H. Norton, formerly

master mechanic of the Susquehanna.

Tioga and JclTerson divisions of the Erie,

at Susquehanna. Pa., has been transferred

t.i the .Alleghenx- and Bradford divisions,

with headquarters at Ilornell, N. Y., and

Mr. William Moore, formerlv master
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mechanic at Kent, Ohio, has been trans-

ferred to the Susquehanna, Tioga and

Jefferson divisions witli headtiuarters at

Susquehanna, Pa.

Mr. C. S. Patten has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Seaboard .Air Line. He entered railway

service in 1892 as a brakcman on the Nor-
folk & Western, and latterly served as

foreman and locomotive engineer on tlie

same road. In 1901 he was foreman of

engines on the Seaboard Air Line, and
latterly as master mechanic, which posi-

tion lie held until his recent appointment

as superintendent motive power.

Mr. W. J. Schlacks has purchased the

McCord locomotive lubricator and has

incorporated the Locomotive Lubricator

company for the manufacture and sale of

the Schlacks' sj-stem of locomotive force

feed lubrication, with offices in the Tower
Building, No. 6 North Michigan avenue,

Chicago, 111. Mr. O. H. Neal and Mr.

C. W. Rudolph, who have been associated

with Mr. Schlacks in McCord & Com-
pany, have joined the new company.

Mr. Le Grand Parish, at one time

superintendent of motive power of the

New York Central Lines at Cleveland,

Ohio, and now president of the Ameri-

can Arch Company, has been appointed

president of the Lima Locomotive Works,
Inc., Lima, Ohio, with office at 30

Church street, New York. Mr. Parish

has had exceptional experience in loco-

motive construction, and is one of tlie

leading authorities on railway appliances.

Mr. A. J. Davis, formerly master me-
chanic of the Erie, with office at Hornell,

X. Y., has been transferred to the New
York division and side lines^ having

charge of passenger equipment, with head-

quarters at Jersey City, N. J., and Mr.
Leo R. Lavzine, formerly shop superin-

tendent at Hornell, has been appoinled

master mechanic of the New York divi-

sion and side lines, in charge of freight

equipment, with headquarters at Syracuse,

N. Y.

Mr. J. J. Tatiim, formerly manager of
the car repair section under the United
States Railroad Administration, has been
appointed general supervisor of car re-

pairs; Mr. F. P. Pfahler, formerly me-
chanical engineer of the locomotive sec-

tion, has been appointed chief mechanical
engineer; Mr. John McManany has been
appointed general superintendent of

equipment. West, and Mr. George N. De
Guire has been appointed general super-

visor of equipment, East, all with head-

quarters at Washington, D. C.

Mr. B. J. Freney, president of the

Traveling Engineers' Association, has

been appointed supervisor of fuel con-

servation section for the Southern region,

with office in the Healey Building, At-
lanta, Ga. Mr. Feeney will give special

attention to the conservation of fuel used
on locomotives, or shops at terminals, at

water stations, and for all miscellaneous

purposes, and also report on the prepara-

tion of fuel received and its quality, and
will make reconnnendations with respect

to its transportation to and its handling
at fuel stations. Mr. Feeney's appoint-

ment is universally commended among
railroad men.

Mr. II. C. Woodbridge has been ap-

pointed supervisor of fuel conservation

section for the Allegheny region, with

office in Broad Street Station, Phila-

delphia, Pa. Mr. L. R. Pyle is appointed
to the Western region, with office at 547

West Jackson avenue, Chicago, 111. Mr.

J. W. Hardy is appointed to the South-
western region, with office in the Rail-

way E.Kchange Building, St. Louis. These
appointees will give special attention to

the conservation of fuel used on loco-

motives, in shops, at terminals, at water
stations, and for all miscellaneous pur-
poses, and also give attention to the prep-

aration of fuel received and its quality,

and make investigations and recommen-
dations with respect to its transportation

lo and its handling at fuel stations.

Mr. Frank P. Roesch, formerly master
mechanic of the El Paso & Southwestern,

^
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Traveling Engineers* Association

The animal coiivintion of the Travel-

ing Engineers' Association will be held

at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, HI., be-

ginning September. The following are

the lists o£ subjects to be discussed: 1.

•Fuel Economy," under the following

heads: (a) Value of present draft ap-

pliances ; can they be improved to efifect

fuel economy? (.b) Best practice for

handling locomotives at terminals to re-

duce coal consumption. (cj How can

enginemen and firemen effect the great-

est saving of fuel when locomotives are

in their charge? (.d) Whether it is

most economical to buy cheap fuel at a

low heat value or a higher priced fuel at

a greater heat value, (e) The most eco-

nomical method of weighing fuel when

delivered to locomotives, in order that in-

dividual records of coal used by engine-

men and firemen may be kept, (i)

Superheat applied to locomotives as af-

fecting coal consumption.

2. "Engine Failures—causes and reme-

dies, best methods of investigating same,

and placing responsibility."

3. "The use of superheat steam in slide

valve engines. Drifting, relief and by-

pass valves or the absence of any one or

all on superheat locomotives eciuipped

with piston valves."

4. "Cab and cab fittings on modern

locomotives, from the viewpoint of the

enginemen."

5. "How can the Traveling Engineer

and General Air Brake Inspector best co-

operate to improve and maintain the air

brake service?" A large attendance of

members is expected.

week, and a much larger number is being

supplied to the military railroads in

l-'rance. The demand continues to grow

and the railroad administration is con-

sidering the advisability of building new

plants or making appropriations to e.xist-

ing locomotive builders to make exten-

sions to their plants. Meanwhile, tin-

principal lomocotive builders are increas-

ing their output.

Old Material

Regional Director A. H. Smith has

called special attention to the possibilities

in reclaiming old bolts, nuts, locomotive

and car parts and maintenance-of-way

material, particularly because of the

present difficulty in obtaining iron and

steel products, and recommends the im-

mediate increase of o.xy-acetylene and

electric outlits. The close co-operation of

all in this matter is requested.

Public to Know the Facts.

A. H. Smith, president of the .\ew

York Central, and regional director of

the eastern region, in a circular letter

recently issued to federal managers and

general managers, advises that the

public be treated fairly in all matters that

require the giving out of accurate,

prompt and frank information.

Such a policy will exert a strong in-

fluence in promoting harmonious and

sympathetic relations between the people

and the railroads whicii they are operat-

ing and financing through their govern-

ment.

Signal Appliance Association

The annual meeting of the Signal Ap-

pliance .\ssociation was held in New York

last month. A new constituticjn and by-

laws were adopted, and the officers and

committees were continued until the next

annual meeting. There are now 53 mem-

bers, and applications for membership are

being received.

Locomotive Attachments

Automatic lire doors and vestibule cabs

are required to be attached to all steam

locomotives in New Y'ork City Jan. 1,

1919, unless the Director General other-

wise order,—that is, all new locomotives

coming into service after that date, must

be so equipped, and all locomotives un-

dergoing general repairs after the same

date must be equipped with these ap-

pliances.

Crippled Cars

About 60,000 freight cars, it is esti-

mated, will be condemned for the reason

that they are not worth repairing. Not

only so, but they frequently cause delays

and accidents. The elimination of worn-

out cars has been aimed at by a number

of the leading railroads, and was particu-

larly noted in the operation of the Balti-

more & Ohio Railroad, effecting a saving

of several hours on the through service.

Women in Railway Service

Steps are being taken to conserve the

employment of women in what may be

called suitable places only, and at the

same lime wherever they can be used in

order to release men for war service. .\

woman's welfare section is being organ-

ized under Director Carter to sec that the

CMiulitions under which women arc cin-

]. loved arc the best that can be provided.

Locomotive Builders' Plants

.\merican railways are now being fur-

nished with about forty locomotives per

Testing Watches.

A test cjf watches will be made by the

Cnited States Bureau of Standards, be-

«iniiiiig September 10, 1''1X. .\ consid-

erable reduction is ma<le in the fees

cl:argeab!e in cases where several watcher

are submitted. Watches and correspond-

ence should be addressed to the Bureau

of Standards, Washington, D. C. .\\>-

idication blanks may be had on applic:i-

tion to the Bureau.

KEEP YOUR
CARS MOVING

WITH
COLUMBIA
DEVICES

Simplicity Cotter Key

Tlicy are a

,^iiai'anlec(<r

SAFETY
ECONOMY
AND

EFFICIENCY

Supcrioi'in every

way lo oilier

foi-iiis of tii>iil

r;isleiiin£>'s for

nuts and holts.

.Saiiii)K'> nil rccittcst.

Columbia Nut
& Bolt Company

INC.

Bridgeport, Conn.
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Hydraulic
Riveters rixedand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,
Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
CnglRcers, Iron

rouBders, Machinists.

100 Chtstnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Manufarturera of Injectora, Ejectors.
Boiler Wasliera and Testers, Boiler Checks.

Check Valvei.

locomotive Engine Running

and Management

By ANGUS SINCLAIR

Thia popular book hat been a RE-
LIABLE REFERENCE and comfort-
able unfailing POCKET EDITION.

PRICE, S2.M

ANGUS SINCLAIR CO.
114 Liberty St., New York

Railroad Equipment JNotes The Illinois Central proposes improve-
ments at Central City, Ky., to include a

Uie .\nn Arbor is inquiring for about ten-stall brick roundhouse, an 85-foot
3,000 tons of 8S-lb. rails. turn table, one-story brick power house

and machine shop, 100,00<J-gallon water
I he Texas Electric Railway will build tank of wood on steel frame, cinder pits

repair shops at Denison, Tex. concrete stack, etc.

The Chicago & Northwestern has let a The Pennsylvania Railroad Lines West
contract ^for a 20-staIl roundhouse al has been granted permission by the Rail-

road Administration to build a new loco-
Fond du Lac, Wis.

motive repair and engine house at Stark,
Ohio, to cost about $900,000 and to re-

model and improve its shops and engine
house at Wellsville, Ohio, at a cost of

?276,000.

The scrap yards of the Atchison, To-

The Louisiana Western will construct a
roundhouse and terminal facilities at Lake
Charles, La., to cost $132,000.

The Railroad Administration's order
is for 15 additionil light Mikado locomo-
tives from the Lima Locomotive Works, peka & Santa' Fe are reported marketing
"'^- 2{X) tons of bar iron. Formerly the Santa
The Pennsylvania Railroad, it is report- Ke made only sufficient bar iron at Cor-

ed, will soon break ground for a new with to supply its own needs, but by run-
roundhouse, coal tipple and car shops at "ing its mill full, it is understood, it can
Wheatland, Pa. supply about 800 tons a month more than

it can consume.
The Central of Georgia has given the

contract for a 300-ton concrete coal chute The Chesapeake & Ohio has let con-
at Good Water, Ala., to the Ogle Con- tract to the .'\rnold Company, 105 La
struction Co., Chicago. Salle street, Chicago, to erect additions

to its car and locomotive repair shops at
The Maine Central it is reported, will Huntington, W. Va. The work includes

build a two-story, 70 by ISO-foot pattern construction of erecting shops for han-
shop and a one-story, 20 by 40-foot dry dling Mallet locomotives, addition to
house at Watervilie, Me.

The United States Navy, Bureau of

Supplies and Accounts, has placed an or-

der for steel flat cars with the General
.\merican Tank Car Corporation.

blacksmith shop and installation of addi
tional machine tools.

The Pennsylvania Lines West has let

a contract for extensive engine terminals

at Crestline, Ohio, including a 30-stall

roundhouse. Also similar improvements
at Richmond, Ind. At Logansport, Ind.,

this company will erect a machine shop
200 by 420 feet, to be equipped with a

250-ton crane. The improvements at

these points will cost about $1,600,000.
The plans are being made and land is

being bought for a large terminal for the The Government has placed orders for
Michigan Central, north and east, of 10,000 freight cars for overseas service.

Niles, Mich. Shops, roundhouse, yards. The orders were distributed : Pressed
etc., to cost $1,500,000 will be built. Steel Car Company, 500 gondolas and

The Baltimore & Ohio has had plans

prepared for a foiir-story locomotive re-

pair shop and freight house to cost $400,-

000, to be located at Pittsburgh, Pa.

1,000 box cars; Pullman Company, 1,500
The United States Government has box cars; American Car & Foundry Com-

.L;iven an additional order for 500 Con- pany, 2,400 cars; Standard Steel Car
solidation type locomotives to the Bald- Company, 1,900; Haskell & Barker Car
win Locomotive Works, for service on Company, 1,800 cars; Standard Car Con-
the military railway lines in France. struclion Co., 400 tank cars; St. Louis

Car Company, 250; Liberty Car & Equip-
The Pennsylvania Railroad Lines West ment Company, 250 cars.

has awarded contract to the Austin Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio, for a locomotive erecting Orders for 200,000 tons of rails for use
and machine shop, 200 by 420 feet, at in the extension of the .American military
Logansport, Ind., estimated to cost ap- railroads in France have been allocated
proximately $600,000.

ASHXOIM The railroad administration advises

that at the request of the Chicago, Mil-

POP VALVES AND GAGES "*"•'« ^' ^'- P»"' •'i^t 'o^J will receive

,^0 heavy Mikado type locomotives in-

stead of lighter engines of the same type to the I.aikawanna Steel Company and
it was originally announced would be 16,000 tons ;o the Colorado Fuel & Iron
assigned. Company.

The Quality Gooda That Last

The Aahton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street. B<MtoQ. M*u.

within the past few days. These require-

ments were distributed as follows: 127,-

000 tons to the United States Steel Cor-

poration subsidiaries, 25,000 tons to the

Bethlehem Sicel Company, 16,000 tons to

the Cambria Steel Company, 16,000 tons
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Books, Bulletins, Catalo<^ues, Etc.

Proceedings of the 25tii Annual Con-

VENTIUN OF THE AlK BrAKE ASSOCIA-

TION. 275 pages, witli illustrations.

Edited by I'', M. Xelles, secretary, 165

Broadway, New York. Price, $2.

A record of the proceedings of the 25th

.•\nnual Convenlioii of the .-\ir Brake As-

sociation held in Cleveland, Ohio, May
7-9. 1918, was issued last month and con-

tains the papers submitted by the various

committees and the debates on the same,

together with the addresses delivered by

prominent citizens of Cleveland, and

others, all of real interest and value ta

railroad men generally and air brake men
particularly. While it may be a matter

of regret to many that a number of con-

ventions are being dispensed with in tliese

strenuous times, it is generally conceded

that the convention of the air brake men
was indispensable; and the best proof of

the vital importance of their transactions

will be found in the pages of their annual

volumes so carefully edited and tmely

presented by the worthy secretary, to

whom application should be made tor

copies of the volume.

Westinghouse Instruments and Relays.

Catalogue 3-B, superseding Catalogue

3-B of July, 1916, has been issued by the

Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing

Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa., and con-

tains full explanatory data and illustra-

tions of the Westinghouse instruments,

including switch board, portable and pre-

cision instruments, ammeter sliunts, in-

strument transformers and relays. In-

teresting facts about the company fur-

nish an idea of tlie vast enterprise, the

chief works at East Pittsburgh alone em-

ploying over 30,000 persons, not speaking

of the other nine subsidiary establish-

ments in various parts of the country em-

ploying many more tliousands. It may be

added that there arc over twenty other

catalogues, all setting forth the particu-

lars in regard to tlie numerous specialties

furnished by the conii)any. Railway ac-

cessories arc particularly dealt with in

Catalogue 5-B. -Any of the company's

catalogues may be had on ai>plication to

the main ollice at East Pittsburgh.

MacRae's Blue Book.

This notable advertising publication im-

proves and enlarges year by year and now

extends to 1.350 pages, with a perfection

of classitication not cominon in advcrlis-

ink books. 'I'he address section furni.shes

an alphabetical list of all the princi|ial

manufacturers of iron and steel products,

building mtiterials. etc., in the United

States. Of siiccial interest is the section

giving llie standard list of prices of

building materials, and iron and steel

products, and is a valuable source of in-

fornialion not usually pulilislied. .\ net

discount computer is a liandy supplement

to this section. The arrangement of the

work is excellent and the letter-press is

among the best.

Age of Workers Injured

The (iencral Irlectric Company has

made a report on the causes of industrial

accidents which shows some interesting

facts: Most accidents, in proportion to

the lunnlier of its employes, occurred to

workers between 22 and 26 years of age,

and 50 and over; 37 years was the most

careful age ; 50 per cent, of accidents oc-

curred to emi)loyes who had lieen with

the company less than 6 months ; more

accidents occur on Alonday llian on any

other day, and more in hot weather than

in cold, b'iglny per cent, of tlie acci-

dents were due to carelessness; 47 per

cent, were due" to the handling of mate-

iials; 12 per cent, to slipping of tools,

stich as wrenches, chisels, liammers, etc.

;

12J1. per cent, to stepping on cliips, scraps,

nails, etc., or striking some part of the

body against some object; 4 per cent, to

slipping and falling; I per cent, to loco-

moti\es, cars or cranes; I ]ier cent, to

electrical shocks and burns, and tlic re-

mainrler to miscellaneous causes.

Analyses of Coal

Bulletin 123, issued by the Bureau of

Mines, presents analyses and descriptions

of samples of coal collected during the

fiscal year 1913 to 1916. Nearly 50O pages

are occupied in the description of the

methods of sampling and tabulation of

results. .Xs a ready index of the quali-

ties of the various kinds it is reliable and

should be of much service to all inter-

ested ill coal consumption. Cii]jies of the

Bulletin may be had from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, Go\ernment Print-

ing f)rt'ice, Washington, D. C. Price, 50

cents.

Reactions

The quarterly publication issued by the

Metal & Thermit Corporation, 120 Broad-

way, New York, for the second i|ii.irter

of the current year, contains a number
of articles descriliing and illustrating

uelds in some of the leading railroad

shops, all of which are remarkable from

the \ iewjioint of conqilexity of fracture.

.As a satnide, a cast sled locomotive

<lriving wheel with no less than live sepa-

rate fractures was sucee^sfiilly repaired

at Knoxville, Teiin., on the Smitheni

railway. In viev,- of the dil'liculty of se-

curing a plentiful supply of steel castings.

thermit welding is raiiidly growing in

favor. Catalogues furnished on applica-

UfU to the company.

New Type of Boiler

A foreign publication describes a boiler

in wliich the hrebox is provided with

vertical corrugations and the front ring

of the barrel is corrugated like the Sam-
son-l''ox furnace tube used in Lancashire

boilers. The smokebox itself is not riv-

eted to the extreme end of the barrel in

the usual way, but is riveted to the back

end of the corrugated length of barrel,

and to the front end of the second ring

from the front, three plates being held by

one row of rivets. The makers claim

that the tubes remain in good condition

inuch longer, as free expansion length-

wise is allowed by the length of corru-

gated barrel.

Safety First

.\ report of the California Railway

Commission is being used frequently to

show the carelessness of people even with

all the "Safety First" urge. Si.xty-nine

per cent, of the many thousand drivers

who were observed crossed the tracks

without halting or looking to right or left.

Three per cent, looked one way. Twenty-

eight per cent, only looked both ways.

Forty-nine per cent, of the pedestrians

looked neither to right or left, IS per

cent, looked one way and 36 per cent,

looked both ways. Eternal vigilance is

the price of life and limb, as it is of

liberty.

—w s s

.\ Thrifi c.'in! in your jiocket licats a

dozen lla;-:s nn tlu- l.ipel of your coat.
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Gasoline Traveling Crane for Railroad Ash Pits

The science of railroading is a progres-

sive science, in which new ideas, new pro-

cedure and new appliances are being

brought forward, and worked and tried

and subjected to the severities of the

"road test." Those that survive are

proved to be useful and those that fail

are eliminated, or modified and built over.

The whole process is analogous to natural

selection with its harsh corollary, the

"survival of the fittest."

Not long ago the Xew York Central,

in the van of progress, secured some

Ions of kerosene for the same machine in

the same time.

In making use of the gasoline motor

for this service the N. Y. C. is not open

to the imputation of disregarding the

President's recently expressed wish for

the conservation of gasoline, which has

eliminated joy-riding in automobiles on

Sunday. The railway must have engines

expeditiously handled, and ashes removed
and some kind of power is required for

this necessary work. If steam i.-> used,

coal must be burnt, and burnt almost con-

4,200 locomotives a month or about 142

in the 24 hours. The gasoline crane has

not been used at night and only intermit-

tent work is required in the day, and

then only is fuel necessary. The crane

moves itself and can handle a car or two

in addition, so that the ash handling be-

comes, as it were, a self-contained sub-

sidiary industry in the mechanical de-

partment, as it does not call for outside

assistance when minding its own busi-

ness. Light yard work can also be done

by the gasoline crane such as picking up

C;.\SOI.INI- CR.\NE.S ISKD FOR H.\.N"ni.ING C().\l., .\SIIES .\XD MATEKI.M., .\. V. (\ I.INE.s.

gasoline operated traveling cranes for use

on ash pits, and for slight but necessary

jobs about the roundhouse yard. .Ac-

cording to the books of the makers, the

N. Y. C. Lines have eleven of these

cranes in service and five on order not

yet received. The P. R. R. have ordered

four, and the Boston & .Mbany have two
coming to them. These cranes use gaso-

line, kerosene, or distilate, which is a light

fuel oil. The gasoline used approximates

1/10 of a gallon per H. P.-hour, and

kerosene about 1/7 of a gallon per H. P.-

hour. It takes about 3 gallons of gaso-

line per hour to run a 30-H. P. crane in

continuous operation and about 4 gal-

tinuously, because even when not at

work, a steam crane must keep up steam.

With the gasoline crane when a slack

time comes the fuel is shut off, none is

used and the crane is dead, but can be

brought to life as easily as one starts a

motor car. The slack time with the gaso-

line crane, liberates the crane man for

other work as he has no bed of burning

fuel to take care of, and nothing to do on

the crane. If for winter some non-freez-

ing liquid be used for the radiator the

crane can be left in the side track and no

harm come to it.

.\X East Buffalo on the N. Y. C, that

railroad handles in the neighborhood of

material, loading or unloading it and if

rubbish or other material be collected

and piled up, the clam-shell bucket of

the crane can lilt it and plaoe it where

desired.

The crane sweeps round in a circle ar-

ranged for l.S ft. spacing of track and can

turn a full circle. The cab is only 12 ft.

7 ins. high, 9 ft. wide, and swings on a

radius of 8 ft. 9 ins. The reason which

gives this crane its gaps in the working

day, when the man in charge can be em-

ployed with advantage elsewhere by the

railway is found in the speed of opera-

tion. The approximate swing in ordi-

narv work is through a circular of
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90 degs. The bucket which weighs about

2.m) lbs. and holds 1,0()0 lbs. of coal or

()00 to 700 lbs. of ashes, can be closed in 5

.jCc, hoisting 12 ft. in 6 sec, finishing

the hoist and slewing the load 9 sec,

dumping 3 sec, retur-- slewing and open-

ing the bucket 7 sec total of 30 sec.

Thus making 2 cycles movement per

minute. Coal is lifted, when that is hand-

led, at 20 ft. radius and ashes at 25 ft., on

account of the differing weighs of load

and positions of the loading and discharg-

ing points. The minimum radius of the

crane is 10 ft., and the inaxiinum is 2}

It., and is varial)lc between these limits

by the use of the radius varying appliance

with which each crane is equipped.

The operation of this crane docs not

require the services of a skilled man. an

intelligent and handy laborer can Ije em-

ployed. The tractor motor is of rugged

type, intended for hard usage and is ap-

proximately from 30 to 35 H. i'., I'lttcd

with automatic governor to maintain cmi-

slant speed, and the various motions are

controlled by friction clutches. lietwern

50 and 60 tons of coal can be handled in

an hour, and 42 tons of ashes in the same

time. The difference between coal and

ash handling is nut due to slower crane

operation, but is on account of the fact

that the bucket though full in each case

contains a greater weight of coal than it

is possible to be carried l)y tlie same

bucket as bulk for bidk the ashes is

much lighter than the coal.

The crane has all the essential features

for .general crane service and aside from

buckel work, can lie apiilied to any other

propelling shafts are babbitted in their

bearings. The wheel base is 5 ft. lyi ins.,

and the crane operates on a minimum
track curvature of 60 ft. Both axles are

connected with the propelling mechanism.

The engine is supported by two heavy

channels that run from frame to frame.

The motor is of a type that has been

tested in service and found successful.

I'uel consumi)tion is very low. and as a

CLAMSIIKLI- r.UCKET I'.SEn WITH
I.ASDI.IXE CRAXIC.

residt of its sturdy construction, repairs

are almost negligible. The engine is a

4-cylinder, 4-cyclc motor with 5 ins., bore

and 7'- ins., stroke, and is rated at 30 lo

35 H. P. at 650 revolutions a miinite. The
governor is of the fl\-ball type with vari-

able speed, direct connected with the

butterfly in the carburetor and governs

witliiii ." |ier ceni. of normal from no load

I, \S'/I IM: ( ]( \v|.; MAN I
! r i, ' -

i M - •,
,

u~e within its capacity. When electric I.) full load. The ojierator does nol have

ojieraiiun is desired instead of gasoline it to adjust llie mixture lor varying weather

i-. jiossilfle to make the necessary cnanue conditions.

without disturbing essential features. The Raisin:; the boom is acconqdished by

crane car is 6 ft. long alid 7 it. 4 ins., usiny a liain of cut steel spur gearing

wide. The car is mounted on four from the intermediate shaft. This motion

wheels. The driving gear attached to the i- ptjsitive. and easily controllefl by means

axle is cast sieel. of heavy pattern :ind of a cone iriclioii clutch <pperaie(l by a

made in halves lo faciliiaie repair-. The hand lever. A foot brake with ratchet

journal brasses are reinovable, and the pawl is also jirovided. The lioom is low-

ered by gravity and is controlled by a

foot brake. The motions of slewing and

propelling are not independent of each

other. They cannot be performed to-

gether. Whether the crane folates or

travels depends on whether the rack is

locked or free. Slewing or traveling in

either direction is controljed by a single

hand lever operating two friction cone

clutches on an intermediate shaft. The
1 lacks of these two clutches are integral

with bevel gears actuating a large bevel

on top of the vertical slewing and pro-

jielling shaft which is babbitted in the

base casting. This shaft projects below

the base casting and carries a spur gear

meshing with the rack.

Slewing is accomjjlished by locking the

rack to the mast by means of a toggle

friction operated by a lever. At all times

except when desired lo propel, the rack

remains locked to the mast. Involuntary

slewing when traveling is prevented auto-

matically by a lock. The crane has suf-

ficient power to slew at three to four

revolutions a minuic with loads.

For traveling, the operation is the same

as for slewing, except that the toggle fric-

tion locking the rack is released and the

revolving part of the crane becomes auto-

matically locked in position. Only one

hand lever is recjuired to perform this

double function. The rack then be-

comes an idler which transmits power to

a vertical propelling shaft in ihe car

body, and thence to both a.xles. The pro-

pelling speed is apiiroxi?nately two miles

an hour.

The levers actuating all motions are

arranged for easy handling from the

operator's platform. This is forward on

the right hand side, where the man has a

clear view of his work at all times. The

boom is made of two channels latticed

with bars and tie plates and furnished

with castin.gs for the pin connections on

the base castin.g, and also reinforced to

carry the jiins for the sheaves at ihe end

of the boom. It is apiiroximately 27' j ft.

long and is furnished with a 5-lon hook

and a 3-i)art block. The crane has an

overhead clearance of 12 ft. 6 ins., when

ihe boom is in the lowest posiiion. The

rear end will slew within a circle of 8 ft.

•» ins., radius from the center of revolu-

tion.

With a Maiiilard 27 ft. 6 ins. bo. ni. at a

:.idius of 20 fi. the ccnier of the sheave

ii ihe end of the boom is 24 ft. above the

lail. When the crane is swung at right

angles to the track, there is no part of

the car or of the rotating structure ex-

cept the boom, extending beyond the rail

ii) front of the crane. This provides

ample roiim for handling bulky loads ai

short radii.

The ballast required for the crane is

1,0(10 11)S. of scraj) in the rear extension,

and 3,000 lbs. of scrap in the car. The

weight in full workin,^ order, including a

fidl radiator of water, but without a
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bucket, is approximately 41,270 lbs. as dustrial Works o! Bay City, Mich., are fact that when wanted, no delay getting

we said above, the bucket weighs about receiving many inquiries. The economi- up steam is present, causes it to be

2,800 lbs. The shipping weight of this cal features of its operation, its "rests" looked upon as a step in the right direc-

crane. including a radiator full of water, during the day, while it performs all that lion, and an advance over hitherto

but without the bucket, is 37,270 lbs. This is required of it, and it is able to liberate a regularly pursued methods. It is an at-

crane is coming into favor with the rail- workman part of his time, for other work, tempi to put a substantial economy into

road otlicials and the makers. The In- its elimination of night work, and the operation, and is an advance.

Camouflage In Nature and In War
Camouflage is not new, except in its

modern application to war. Nature has

her subterfuges and her efforts to deceive.

The struggle for existence has, in some

aspects, a likeness to war. Mimicry is

otie of the tricks played, so that one spe-

cies may cheat, and survive against the

attacks of another species. Warning col-

ors are often employed by an individual

of one species, to advertise to its enemies

that it is unpalatable, or has an evil odor,

or maintains a sting or a poison gland.

It makes known to its adversaries that its

olhcial signatory powers to that agree-

ment, as well as to the treaty guaranteeing

sovereign rights to Belgium. The red

cross on a white ground, was the desig-

nation devised at the titne, in complement

to Switzerland, whose flag is a white

cross on a red ground. The huinane

symbol consists in reversing or counter-

changing, the colors of the Swiss flag.

The cross does not reach the border of

the flag and in making the red cross em-

blem, it is necessary to see that it is

everywhere surrounded liy a broad strip

yet sulnik advanta:.;e. The Oriental

tree-shrew is a beast of prey, but it so

resembles the harmless squirrel that birds

allow it to approach, because they mis-

take it for the vegetable-feeding squirrel,

and so fall victims to its predatory habits.

The camouflaging of trains, ships,

guns or the whole paraphernalia of

war, does not outrage any moral code,

nor does it violate any known law.

It is perfectly legitimate, it follows from

what Nature has taught us she does

licrsi-lf. One of the animal or insect

.^.MKK1CA^ i;riLT I'.o.x car p.eixg camoufl.xged; somicwiikki-; ix i kaxc f

destruction or injury will be attended

with most unpleasant consequences.

This is an aggressive phase of protec-

tion by coloration or form. It warns

enemies before they attack. In war.

the only parallel we have tn this

form of aggressive mimicry, is that which

is solely intended to protect, and in no

case to assail an enemy. This is the red

cross marking on hospital ships and build-

ings. They are so n.ar1<ed, very conspic-

uously, that they may make known their

whereabout and their employment. It does

not even hint at reprisal or evil conse-

quences. This is in accordance with the

international a.greement, drawn up at Ge-

neva in 1863. and Germanv was one of the

of white. This constitutes the ofiicial

badge ; the "red cross." The conspicuous

marking of hospital ships and buildings to

designate their use, puts them in a class by

themselves, and the sinking of hospital

ships, against the existing Geneva rules,

in no way aids military advantages, while

it constitutes one of the deepest crimes

against Christian humanity, and stands

out marked with its black-hearted abro-

gation of the laws of (iod and man, that

the barbarous hordes of Germany have

ever dared to commit.

Camouflage, however, is Nature's way

of masquerading as one thing, while it is

really another, or in hiding its predatory

character in order to .gain a legitimate

kingdoms of our planet, from the neces-

sities of the case, and from the inside of

its being, seems to touch the exterior of

another domain. The marking of the

wings of moths often shows the effort

to pass unnoticed. The shamming of death

by some species of insects on the ap-

proach of danger, is not a conscious piece

of acting on tlieir part, but is the paralysis

of fear, which causes the individual to

lie motionless and so escape notice. Im-

mobility is in itself a camouflage of the

greatest efticacy.

In the case of railway trains the ab-

sence of motion, however good it may be

theoretically is out of the (piestion. The

irregular m:irkin.£r. and the contrast of
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colors is rclicii upon to confuse the ob-

server and render attack from aircraft

more ditticult for the enemy, and it causes

the aiming of guns to be less accurate.

The outline of the train is so blurred or

the whole thing is misUiken for some-

thing that it is not, even if it is seen, that

it may become practically safe. It so

happens that a species of spider, which

is good bird-food, closely resembles an

ant, which is not. The spider is so

modified in body-form and by its holding

the front pair of legs up to represent

anteiin;e, or "feelers," that it frequently

escapes attack. Although this spider

may be seen, its true nature is not ap-

prehended. A species of tree-hoppers

(menihracid) is entirely unHkc the ant,

yet it carries on its back an ant-like sliield,

and when looked upon from above, it

appears lo lie wliolely an ant, which it

is not by any means.

In the case of war camouflage, the ef-

fort made, outside the conspicuous mark-

ing of red cross ships and hospitals, is

to render the object most difficult of dis-

cernment, or if seen at all to blur or ob-

scure its outlines, or in fact, to hide it,

or distract the attention of hostile air-

men or observers. A moving train, if

traveling over ground which it resembles,

or beside or under the branches of trees,

to which it approximates in hue, the en-

gine emitting very little, light-colored

smoke, and wlierc steam leaks are reduced

to a minimum ; the whole presents a con-

fusedly unusual mingling of color, and of

light and shade traveling at what looks

from a great height, as a snail's pace

;

must have in its coloration, and vague-

ness of outline, and apparently slow- mo-
' tion, a means of appearing, to distant hos-

tile observers, as that which it is not. So

conventionally educated has man's mind

become in the lapse of years, that a devia-

tion from looked for and expected colora-

tion, has a misleading and confusing ef-

fect on the eye, however well informed

the mind may lie. Part of the protecliott

of the camouflage is psychological, and it

is a i>erfect!y fair "ruse de guerre" lo ex-

ploit the protective features of lii^arre

coloration to their fullest extent.

When one considers the object of the

camouflage, aside from the aggresi\e

phase, spoken of iu a previous paragraph,

and especially of a moving train, where

absolute stillness is unknown, we may be-

gin to appreciate value of the end in

view. It is not the production of low-

visibility that is aimed at so much, as it

is the ability to confuse the enemy. This

is done by what is called in Great I'rilain,

the "dazzle system" of painting The
aim here is not to conceal the car or

train, but to so mottle it, with contrast-

ing light and dark color as to obliterate

its familiar outlines.

When this is done it is liable to c.-iuse

an error of judgment on the part of a

hostile gunner, because he cannot accu-

rately gauge distance, or the size of the

object or its rate of motion. Tlie irregu-

lar pattern of the camouflage painting fur-

nishes a degree of protection under widely

dilTering conditions. The pattern contains

dark patches of color which blend with the

landscape, and light areas which blend w'ith

the sky, so that on whatever background

the train is seen its outline never presents

definite, clear-cut, lines. The difference

between the "dazzle system" and the low

visibility camouflage is that a train paint-

ed a uniform color, even naval gray, or

pure white— which are good colors for the

purpose—is that the contour becomes

definite, but with the "dazzle system," the

outline is purposely made to appear in-

definite and looks blurred and vague, and

its distance from a hostile airman or gun-

ner on the ground, becomes, for them,

largely a matter of conjecture. It is like

a man clutching at a stick in the water,

without being able to realize tliat the re-

fraction of the image in the denser

medium, so distorts the apparent position

of the stick that his eye and hand fail to co-

operate, and a mere guess is forced on him

by the perplexing object, so it is in war.

Mr. E. L. Warner says that with regard

to ships, one that is properly camouflaged

stands a 10 to 20 per cent better chance

of escaping an enemy submarine than one

not so protected. It seems fair, therefore,

to believe that a camouflaged train has

a very much better chance of escaping

aircraft or artillery hits than one which

is painted a uniform color, even if it adds

to low visibility.

The war was forced upon us, it is part

of a deep-laid plot which had for its ob-

ject the unrighteous spoliation of peace-

able nations because of the ambition

of one incapable man whose mind

sought power, which he has shown

no ability lo wield. The whole German
einpire and its mendacious ways and

works, has been a forceful example of the

most daring subtle, sinister and wicked

efi'ort at camouflage, mental, moral, and

physical, that the world has ever seen

;

and now that the concealment is de-

stroyed, it is know-n to be w-hat it is.

Let us beat it at its own game—the

camouflage of war. as we are beating this

German thing down, with our victorious

armies nrnx on the road to vulturous

I'.erlin.

~J!-g;"BU'' LIBERTY BONDS:-Sr<-

Passenger Car Cleaning.

\ ^Imrt time ago a pajier was read be-

I'lire tlie Canadian R,-iilway Club on the

subject of "Passenger Car Cleaning."

The speaker pointed out in liis remarks,

a few- (if which we give, that before clean-

ing can begin some of the cars nuist be

fiHiiigaled, which is done once a niontli;

upper berths have to be oi)ened, ami

lilankets. pillows, berth curtains and mat-

tresses spreail out so that the fumes will

lienelrate every part of the equipment:

locker doors and toilets must be opened

and all wiiulows and ventilators closed.

I'or an ordinary fumigation one sheet is

used, saturated with formaldehyde, and

hung up in the center of the car ; the car

is then closed up, locked and left for at

least one and oue-half hours, after which

it is opened and ventilated for the clean-

ers to go in. For a thorough fumigation,

which is used in cases of actual infection,

three sheets are used saturated with for-

maldehyde and hung up, one in each end

and one in the center of the car, and car

left closed at least three hours. After

which it may be opened and ventilated.

The interior of the car is cleaned from

the headlining to the floor. First the dust

is got rid of, then deck sash are opened

and dust wiped out with a disinfectant

solution in the water, dust is got out

from between and above the window sash

by hammering with the hand and window
sticks covered with a cloth. When all

the dust that can be remo\ed is out, the

floor is swept. Then the headluiing is

washed, including the deck sash down to

the deck sash rail.

The baggage and express cars coine

next. The fish racks are lifted and the

pits are swept out and then rack and pits

are scrubbed with clean water, but without

disinfectant ; then the pits and racks are

sprinkled with lime and the racks are re-

placed. As necessity requires these cars

are washed down from roof to floor, as

they are on the front end; they get very;

dirty from srnoke from the locomotive.

The reason that disinfectant in the watec

for scrubbing baggage cars is not used, ii

that it would taint some of the commodi-
ties carried.

Mail cars jre cleaned in the same way,'

except that the floors are scrubbed with,

disinfectant in the water. This com-j

pletes the inside cleaning. The outside-

is cleaned by washing or wiping one Qi^

other is ddiie. according to weather con-j

dilions. i

-frgj-BU Y LIBERTY BONDSSfia-
(

War Industry Must Spread.

As a means of relieving congestion of

traffic lines and of manufacturing condi-

tions in the northeastern portion of the

country, the War Industries Board, the-

I'nited States I-uel .Administration and

the I'nited States Railroad Administra-

tion annoiniced. on June, 1918, a policy

of limiting new production within this

district. The congested area comprises

the New l-"ngland States, Eastern and

•Southeastern New York as far west as

Binghamton. Peimsylvania as far west as

Willian-isport, .Mtoona and Harrisbnrg,

all of New Jer.-ey. all of Delaw-are and

Eastern Mar>land. not including Balti-

more. War industries must spread west

and south.

-epBUV l|J?KJiTY BOND?:-J!>-

Our Individual Part

The I-'ourth Liberty Loan drive, which

began September 28. offers a great oppor-

tunity for concerted action and for indi-

vidual action, and the loan will be a

success if we all do our part.
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Pacific or 4-6-2 Type Locomotive for the Central

Railroad of New Jersey
Six large Pacific type locomotives, de-

signed for fast passenger service, have

recently been built by the Baldwin Loco-

motive Works for the Central Railroad

of New Jersey. These locomotives have

driving-wheels 79 ins. in diameter ; and

with 26 X 28-inch cylinders, and a steam

pressure of 210 lbs. The maximum trac-

tive force exerted is 42,770 lbs. As the

weight on drivers is 181,400 lbs., the

ratio of adhesion is 4.24. The locomotives

are therefore able to cope with heavy

trains, while at the same time their pro-

portions fit tliem for sustained running

at high speed.

The boiler is of the Wootten type, with

a conical ring in the middle of the barrel,

and a combustion chamber 36 ins. long.

Flexible bolts are used exclusively in the

throat, sides and back-head, and in the

water-space under the combustion cliaiii-

dcr, to keep them from working out, in

case of breakage. The piston rods are

of heat treated steel, hollow-bored. The
cross-head is a one-piece steel casting,

with a wide shoe on the top, which is

babbitt lined and slides in a box-shaped
.i-uide. It has a short depending lug, to

which the union link of the Walschaerts
valve gear is attached. This style of

cross-head has a comparatively small

bearing area on the guide when backing

up, but this need not be considered a

disadvantage on a fast passenger loco-

motive. The cross-head pins and main
crank pins are hollow-bored. A light

design of valve gear is used, with the

pins working in phosphor bronze bush-

ings.^ The gears are controlled by the

Ragonnet type "R" power reverse mechan-
ism.

The main frames are of most sub-

Space—Front, 5 ins.; sides and back, 4

ins. Tubes—Diameter, S^i ins. x 2 ins.;

material, 5^-^ ins., steel; 2 in., iron; thick-

ness, 5-}i ins.. No. 9 W. G.; 2 ins., No. 11

W. G. ; number, S)| ins. are 36; 2 ins. are

252; lengtli, 19 ft. ins. Heating Surface

—Fire box, 236 sq. ft. ; combustion cham-
ber, 67 sq. ft.; tubes, 3,454 sq. ft.; total,

3,757 sq. ft. ; superheater, 816 sq. ft. ;
grate

area, 94.8 sq. ft. Driving Wheels—Diame-
ter, outside, 79 ins. ; diameter, center, 72

ins.; journals, main, 11^ ins. x 14 ins.;

journals, others, 10>^ ins. x 14 ins. Engine
Truck Wheels—Diameter, front, 36 ins.;

journals, 614 ins. x 12 ins.; diameter, back,

48 ins.
;
journals, 9 ins. x 14 ins. Wheel

Base—Driving, 13 ft. 10 ins.; rigid, 13

ft. 10 ins.; total engine, 35 ft. 8 ins.; total

engine and tender, 72 ft. yi ins. Weight

—

On driving wheels, 181,400 lbs.; on truck,

front. .'0,6(11) lbs.: on truck, back. 59.400

CENTR.M, RAILRO.\D OF XICW TERSKY NEW P.\CIFIC (^e-Z) EXGI.VE FOR PASSKNGER SERVICE.
nbers, Supt. Motive Power. Paldwin Loco. Works. Builders

ber ; and three rows of expansion stays

support the forward end of the com-
bustion chamber crown. The grate is

composed of three groups of rocking

bars, each group being arranged to shake

in two sections; and separating these

groups are two groups of drop-plates,

which run lengthwise of the firebox.

With a grate area of 94.8 sq. ft., this

firebox is suitable for burning either

lump anthracite, or a mixture of fine

antliracite and bituminous coal. There
are two, round fire-doors, whose centers

are 38 ins. apart measured transversely.

The reciprocating and revolving parts

are comparatively light in weight, and are

of a design which is specially suitable for

a high-speed locomotive. The piston

heads are steel castings of dished section,

fitted with gun-iron bull-rings bolted on.

The packing rings are also of gun iron,

and are of the Dunbar type set out by
springs. Gun-iron is also used for the

cylinder and steam chest bushings, and
for the valve bull rings and packing rings.

The last named are turned with a shoul-

stantial construction, as they are 5'/2 ins.

w'ide, and have a depth of TA ins. over

the pedestals. The pedestal shoes and
wedges are of gun-iron, and the shoe

and wedge bearing surfaces of the driv-

ing-boxes are fitted with phosphor bronze

liners. The Commonwealth rear frame

cradle is applied, in combination with

the Cole design of trailing truck.

The tender has a one-piece, cast sieel

frame, and is equipped with an air-oper-

ated water scoop.

I'urther particulars arc found in the

table of dimensions, which we give be-

low :

The gauge of the track is 4 ft. 8;^ ins.;

cylinders, 26 ins. x 28 ins. ; valves, piston,

13 ins. diam. Boiler—Type, wagon-top;

diameter, 78 ins.; thickness of sheets, 13-

16 in. and % ins.; w'orking pressure, 210

lbs. ; fuel, fine anthracite ; staying, radial.

Fire Box—Material, steel; length, 126Jr
ins.; width, 108^ ins.; depth, front, 81M
ins. ; depth, back, 6054 in. ; thickness of

sheets, sides, back and crown, f^ ins.;

thickness of sheets, tube, ^i ins. Water

lbs. ; total engine. 291,400 lbs. ; total engine

and tender, about 460,000 lbs. Tender-
Wheels, number, 8 ; wheels, diameter, 36

ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 11 ins.; lank ca-

pacity, 9,000 V. S. gals. : fuel capacity, 12

tons ; service, passenger.

-gS BUY LIBERT Y BONDS-j?»-

Inventors—Attention

Any person desiring to submit any ap-

paratus or device to the United States

Railroad Administration at Washington
for the purpo.se of having it passed upon
and investigated should forward complete

specifications and detailed drawings, draw-

ings not larger than 8 by 10'; ins. are

preferred, and not to be returned. Cor-

respondence relating to locomotives and

cars should be addressed to Mr. Frank
McManamy, assistant director, division of

operation, Washington, D. C. -Appliances

in regard to roadway and track should

be addressed to Mr. C. .V. Morse, assistant

director, division of operation, engineering

and maintenance. Waiihington, D. C.

This arrangement has the effect of sepa-

rating dcp.nrtments.
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Twenty-Sixth Annual Convention of the Traveling

Engineers' Association

The annual coiivtiition of the Travcl-

iiif; Engineers' Association was liekl in

Chicago. 111., beginning on Tuesday, Scp-

tcmlier lU and continuing for the suc-

ceeding lour days. The attendaTice was

unusually large. The approval and sup-

port of the .-Kdininistration gave the meet-

ing a degree of increased interest that

attracted many leading railroad men other

than tlie members. President P. J. l-'eeiiey

presided, and in the course of an oin-ning

address referred to the increase in nu-m-

bership and the very substantial linancial

condition of the Association. Mr. beeney

alluded to the fact that great responsibili-

ty devolved upon the members at all

times in stipervising locomotive .service,

and at the present time more so because

a unity ..f puriiose and an' earnest c.m-

centvatioii of ettort was essential in oriler

that the most importaiu factor in traii^-

jioriatinn. the motive power, should not

fail the government in the great national

emergency in which we were all involved.

Mr. Frank McManamy, assislaiU <ii-

rector of <iperaiion, L'nited States Kad-

road Administration, followed in an a<l-

dress setting forth with remarkable

clearness the action of the governmeiU in

assuming control of the railroads-, a re-

sponsibility which it did not wish to as-

sume. The railroads were placed under

federal control because in the crisis

brought aliout by the war they had prac-

tically ceased to function under pri\ate

mana'.;emeTit. 'I'hat this condition .v.l^

recognized iiy the leading railroad men oi

the country before the goverinnent made

any step towards taking over the rail-

roads, is evidenced by the fact that a sub-

committee of the (omicil of .\ational

Defense ailemiilei! for some time before

the raib-oads were actually taken over by

the yovernmeut to ojterate them as a

na'i. i.a! -ysteni iir a single unit. 'Ibis

plan did not fail because of lack of ability

on the part of the men in charge of it.

becan-e they were considered the able-.!

in liie railroad lield ; it failed because un

orgaiu/ati.in with le.-- authority and power

than t'le l-'edera! government could con-

trol and ilirect such a huge work tis the

nationali.'ation of the American railroads.

Tlie question is no longer, can ibe Gov-

ernmeiii successfully o])eratc the rail-

roacU. Iiecause that has already been

demonstrated, tlie only (|nestion no^ is.

how big a success is it going to be. That

(|ucs|i..n will be largely determined liy

the sjiirit in whicli the principles laiil

down b> the President and the Director

General are carried out aiid no Imily oi

men can do more to aid in carrying: oin

those
I
rit-ciides than the members of the

Traveling Engineers' Association.

Everyone knows that we are in this

war to win and that we are going to win.

tind thp splendid reports of the work of

our boys in bVance leaves no doubt in

anyone's mind as to what they are doing

and are going to do; but the thing that

railroad men here must realize is that

they are an essential part of the .\merican

l'!.\peditionary Force; that they are truly

a part of the .American .\riny : that they

ha\e an important link in the chain of

connnunications with the front to main-

tain and to operate successfully and that

a failure of any part of our transportation

system is the only thing that can possildy

endanger the success of tlie .\llied cause.

Mr. F. Roesch, of the Fl Paso & .South

r. I. ti'-i-xi^^

Western, and recently appointed siiper-

\isor for the fuel conseivatiou section, in

till' .\ortln\estern region, jiiesented the

lirsl technical paper bcf(U-e the coniniit-

lee on the Mibject.

now CAN THK TRAVELING KNGINEERS
AID THE RAILROAD ADMINISTRA-
TION IN THE MAINTENANCE OF

LOCOMOTIVES?

In the course of his address Mr. Koescli

slated that there were at present lifty

federal inspectors to cover two Inuidretl

and fifty thousand miles ,,i" rail-

r.iad. When ue look hack and see

what these lifty men have accom-

|.lishe<l toward improxing the gen-

eral condition of all the locomotives in

the L'nited Slates, we can appreciate what

thirteen hundred traveling engineers

v.orking along the same lines can do. Put

that is not all. The tra\eling engineer

can, by his example, multiply himself lifty-

fold, after having convinced yourself that

you are working for the U. S. A., and not

ihe X. 'l'. Z. railroad, line up the men
under your supervision the same way.

Show your men that all locomotives are

L'. S. .\. locomotives and that it is their

duty to get the very best there is in them

out of them. That when lying on sidings

waiting for other trains, they should, if

they would deserve the name of engine-

men in every sense of the word (and at

this time that includes unqualilied loyalty)

gel down and inspect each his engine,

tighten up any loose nuts or bolts they

may lind, put a nail or piece of wire in

place of any missing cotter or split key,

fill a grease cup or -et up a wedge, if

necessary, or do anything else that they

can do to help Inatler^ along, regardless

of any contracts or agreements they may
have with the company relieving them on

this duty. And more yet, have them make

notes of any defects found that they can-

not repair, and report same on arrival

e\en though they are not required to

make uiuk or inspection reports.

In the course of the discussion that

followed the jiresentation of Mr. Roesch's

paper Mr. H. M. Curry, mechanical su-

perintendeni of the .Xorthern Pacific called

particular attention to the greater need

of keeping the equipment in a presentable

condition, as an improved appearance is

always certain to receive better considera-

tion at the hands of those operating it

than might otherwise fall to its lot, and

that hecause of this fact, great economy

and care of maiuten.ince will ensue. Mr.

I. P.. Hurley of the Wabash, referred to

the proper maiulenance of the driving

gear of the locomotive as one of the

fundamental and practical phases over

which the traveling engineer has immed-

iate induence. Lacking jiroper attention

to the matter of binder and wedge ad-

justments, driving boxes become worn,

crown brasses are loosened, rod and pin

bearings arc distorted and the whole me-

chanism of the locomotive generally is

demoralized. (.'lose attention to these

parts by the traveling engineer with re-

ports on same to the maintenance forces

arc held to be a vital feature in the keep-

ing of locomotives in satisfactory running

condition.

Mr. Joseiih Keller presented the report

of a special committee on

SUPERHEATER LOCOMOTIVE PER-
FORMANCE

in the course of which it was stated that

parts of superheater locomotives which

may afifecl economy should be very care-

fully watched for proper size and adjust-
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ment. Air openings in ash-pans on many
locomotives are insufficient. Grate de-

signs are not adaptable to the kind of

fuel burned. Exhaust nozzle size and

location bear a direct relation to fuel

economy. Front end arrangement and

adjustment, with special attention to the

prevention of steam or air leaks, furnish

opportunity for improvement in many
cases. Stack design, size and location,

can be given closer attention with profit-

able results. Many other items might be

enumerated, constituting things that it is

more convenient to get along with than to

correct, as the engine probably runs satis-

factorily to those who do not have the

ow-ners' interests particularly at heart. .At-

tention to them, however, would increase

the earning power of the machine for the

operators and move more freight. The

superheater is made of the best materials

obtainable, from designs that are the re-

sults of long experience: it requires a

minimum of attention to keep it in good

condition. If it is not given this at-

tention, the superheater may be injured:

but the performance of the locomotive

certainly will be injured.

The direct result of not_ keeping the

flues clean is the shutting off of part of

the hot gases from reaching the super-

heater units and also the evaporative sur-

face of the flue ; the amount of superheat

in the steam falls off and the effective per-

formance of the locomotive is reduced.

If the flue becomes completely stopped up,

the effect is aggravated. One large flue

of a 25-unit superheater locomotive stop-

pel up in this way, reduces the capacity

of the superheater 4 per cent, and the

total superheating capacity falls off 4 per

cent more for every additional plugged

flue. There should be no need of a

remedy for this condition : what is re-

quired is a preventative. Thorough, sys-

tematic, regular cleaning of all flues, large

and small, obviates the diflicullies result-

ing from plugged flues. Spasmodic half-

hearted poking with a rod at one or two

flues which appear to be the worst, is not

flue cleaning. Correct flue cleaning must

be a matter of shop routine.

.\fter referring to the importance of

maintaining tight joints between the sup-

erheater units and the heater, and the

effect on locomotive performance of steam

leaks on the front end, and other details,

Mr. Keller pointed out the pernicious ef-

fects of high water, particularly in loco-

motives equipped with superheater ap-

pliances. The water should always be

carried as low as the service conditions

will permit. It should be impressed on

hostlers and others who move locomo-

tives around shops and terminals that

floating the boiler is bad practice. It will

result in water going over into the super-

heater under conditions favorable to the

formation of scale, besides adding to the

tendency to leaky imits, and a falling off

of the performance of the locomotive

when it is on the road. The discussion

brought out strong endorsements of the

committees reports and a strong recom-

mendation of a more general use of the

pyrometer on testing the degree of ef-

ficiency in the superheater.

.\t a subsequent session the meeting wa^
opened by an address by Mr. Robert

Quayle, general superintendent of mo-
tive power of the Chicago & North-

western. The traveling engineers were

reminded that in the stress of the present

great national emergency the most exact-

ing service of which they were capable is

not too great for them to render and

that at the best it was but small com-
pared with that being made by those who
have heroically gone to maintain the

ri,ghts of our common humanity overseas.

-Mr. E. Hartenstein, Chicago & Alton,

read the report of the Committee on

FUEL ECONOMY
The views of the committee were sum-

marized in twelve specilio suggestions as

follows

:

1. The selection of fuel that is clean

and of as high a heat value as can be ob-

tained on the line of road or as close to

the line of road to he supplied as possible.

2. .Ml fuel should be inspected to see

that it is reasonably free froin slate, sul-

phur, shale bone and other impurities

that arc non-combustible. Such impuri-

ties only take up room in cars, coal

pockets and on tenders that should be

occupied by clean coal, helps to fill up the

firebox and form clinkers which in turn

are responsilile for engines failing for

steam and delays that thoroughly disor-

ganize dispatching, keep crews out on the

road many hours after they should have

arrived at the terminal and in many cases

cause crews to be tied up between ter-

minals on account of the hours of service

law. In addition there is the effect of

dirty, clinkered fires on firebox sheets

and boiler tubes.

3. Locomotives should he equipped

with modern fireboxes with brick arches

and combustion chambers so that when
coal is applied to the fire the gases that

are given off will burn and aid in steam

making instead of passing out to the at-

mosphere nnburned. To provide for this

there should be ample provision for the

admission of sufficient air to produce

proper combustion. In a paper read by

J. T. .Anthony before the Central Rail-

road Club at Ruflfalo, he states that in-

creasing the firebox volume is generally

accompanied by an increase of heating sur-

face, but the increase in surface is inci-

dental to the increased volume and it is

the volume that is responsible for the

increase in radiating surface and increased

firebox evaporation. The installation

of a combustion chamber results in an

increase of both volume and heating sur-

face, but the added heating surface is of

little value if the firebox volume is not

to he utilized and filled with the flame.

With a restricted air opening or a heavy
fire, much of the fixed carbon is com-
pletely burned to carbon-monoxide and
this combustible gas must then be burned

in the space above the fuel bed, in ad-

dition to the hydro-carbons. With a fair

grade of bituminous coal under ordinary

firing methods, fully 50 per cent of the

heat generated in the firebox is due to

the burning of combustible gases above

the fuel bed, and in order to burn them
completely it is necessary to have an

adequate supply of oxygen above the fuel

bed. The more intimate the mixing of

the gases and the greater the supply of

oxygen, the quicker will the flame burn

and the shorter will be its length ; other-

wise combustion is apt to be incomplete.

It is therefore apparent that to produce

perfect combustion, it is as necessary to

provide for air above the fuel bed as

below.

4. Coal should be prepared bj- having

it broken to the proper size for firing and
thereby eliminate the wasteful habit of

some firemen of throwing large lumps of

coal into the firebox or throwing them
off along the right of way.

5. It has been the habit of a large

number of roundhouse foremen on many
roads to fire up engines as soon as it is

seen that whatever work there is to be

done on an engine is near enough done
that they may accept an order for the

engine, regardless of whether the engine

is ordered out or not. .Mmost any engine

can be gotten ready for service, even after

a washout, in not to exceed one hour and

thirty minutes, and no engine should be

fired in excess of this amount of time

before a call and thus avoid engines

standing with fire and under steam wait-

ing for a call. Some yardmasters arc

also prone to order engines when they

know the train to be handled will not be

ready on the call, and sometimes hours

elapse before such trains are ready, but

the engine is burning coal all the time.

6. In coaling up engines at terminals

or at coaling stations along the road, care

should be taken in regard to overloading

tenders, as this is not only wastt-ful, but

very dangerous to employes and 'thers.

Coal chutes should be installed of a de-

sign that tenders can be coaled without

the liability of trouble with the chute that

would cause coal to be spilled on the

ground. Coal that is spilled on the ground

should be kept cleaned up and not allowed

to accumulate as is the case at many coal-

ing stations.

7. Engines should he drafted, if pos-

sible, to liurn one grade of fuel, and a

reasonable effort should be made to keep

the grade of fuel on the division to which

the engine is assigned. Draft appliances

should have a standard setting for each

class of engines and the grade of fuel to

be used. It altogether too frequently hap-

pens that if a certain crew has steam

troubles iliat changes are made in draft
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appiiances when there is nothing wrong

except improper firing or improper opera-

tion of engine. Then again, changes are

made in draft apphances to overcome

snch defects as leaky steam pipes, leaky

exhaust stands, leaky units or air leaks

into smoke-arch around smoke-arch door

steam pipe joints where they pass througli

smoke-arch shell, etc.

8. Engines should at all times be

operated with the idea of doing the work

assigned to such engine and such op-

eration should be as economical as

is consistent with the work to be

performed. .\ watchful and consistent

engineer can accomphsh much that

will aid in fuel economy if he will at all

times note any defects that would in-

crease the consumption of fuel and have

necessary repairs made on arrival at the

terminal. Conditions that cause the en-

gine to burn an excessive amount of fuel

should always be given due consideration

by both engineer and fireman and the fore-

man in charge at the terminal where such

work is to be done.

Steam leaks at steam pipe joints, ex-

haust stands, header and unit connections,

pop and wltistle valves, piston rods and

valve sicms or any leak that will permit

steam to pass out to the atmosphere with-

out first aiding in the "pull at the draw-

bar" should at all times be kept at a

minimum.

10. A'alvcs, valve at rings and cylinder

packing blowing are liberal contributors

to excessive fuel use. Superheater and

small tubes partially or wholly stopped

up with ashes or clinkers are responsible

for cutting otT a great deal of heating

surface and changing tlie effect of the

draft on the fire.

11. Permitting excessive brake pipe

leakage to exist on our trains causes air

compressors to work hard and contin-

uously using far in excess of the amount

of steam they sliould use to maintain the

desired pressure and all of thi> means

more fuel. If our lirakc pipes were kept

reasonably tight and such leakage reduced

to a rca'^onable minimum, it would aid

materially in economy of fuel.

12. The valves and cylinders of the

locomotive should be kept well lubricated

to avoid operating the engine against diy

valve seats and cylinder walls.

The discussion that followed the com-

mittee's report was participated in by a

numlicr of members and it might be justly

saitl that ihere was not any part of the

loc'imotive left untouched that had any

bearing on the qnestion of fuel consump-

tion. The earnestness with which the

matter was di>cus5cd showed how llujr-

onghly the memliers had considered ihe

subject, and while there was not niuch

that was new Irrought forward, there was

an emphasis ])laced on the greater iic-ed

of earnestness in economy in the use <<i

fuel that spoke well for the fnlurc in

railway service.

-\ special message expressing loyalty

and a desire to render every possible as-

sistance in promoting the full eflfective-

ness of locomotive service w'as trans-

mitted to the President of the United

States, the Premier of Canada, and to

the Director General of Railroads.

On Thursday, September 12, Mr. E. F.

Wentworth, Chairman of the Committee

on the subject of

CO-OPERATION BETWEEN THE TRAVEL-
ING ENGINEERS AND THE GENERAL

AIR BRAKE INSPECTOR

presented a very comprehensive report

in the course of which it was stated

that the air brake manufacturers, to meet

the more exacting conditions imposed on

the air brakes, have made every effort to

improve and change the equipment to

meet the requirements. Although the im-

provement in brake equipment for both

locomotives and cars has been rapid, it

is doubtful if it has kept pace with the

requirements, and a higher state of main-

tenance than was required a few years

ago is now necessary if we expect to get

the desired results.

As changes in road conditions take

place, the traveling engineer, on account

of his being in close touch with the men
handling equipment and with operating

instructions regarding increase in tonnage

and length of train, also placing of power,

is in a position to either notice or have

his attention called to irregularities that

interfere w-ith good train handling; and

as a rule men handling equipment give

their opinions freely as to cause and

remedy for troubles, to the traveling engi-

neer. .Although many of these opinions

finally prove to be worthless, they are all

worthy of consideration until the real

cause of trouble is found, and close co-

operation on the part of the traveling

engineer and general air brake inspector

in the analysis of suggestions offered by

men handling equipment and of their own
observation regarding the cause of and the

best methods of overcoming trouble, will

result in intelligent conclusions as to

cause and i>rompt remedies being applied.

We believe that practically all air brake

trmdiles that cause delay .-md d.iniage to

ec|uipment are avoidabU' ; also, that they

are due either lo a jioor condition of

maintenance or improper handling. Where
improper handling is the real cause, a

liintiinialion of the trouble is almost in-

<-Ncii>able. as most men handling equip-

ment are glad to handle it properly if the

right way is pointed <un to them, and as

Ihe traveling engineer and general air

br.ake inspector are looked to by ihe men
for proper instruction, it follows that

close co-operation regarding best methods

of handling is absolutely necessary on the

part of the traveling engineer and general

air brake insi>cctor.

Where such co-operation does not exist

it will be generally found that the men
have little conlidence in instructions given

by either, and they will handle the equip-

ment according to their individual ideas,

which, as a rule, vary from the best meth-

ods, to those that are to blame for dam-

age.

The traveling engineer, as a rule, comes

in contact with real troubles that are due

to changes in conditions, which require

changes in handling, before such troubles

come to the attention of the general air

brake inspector; and as a rule improve-

ments and changes in equipment tirst

come to the attention of the general air

brake inspector. It therefore follows that

frequent exchanges of opinions on the

part of these men will result in best meth-

ods being put in practice and delay and

damage being kept down to a minimum.
It is of the greatest importance that

the air brake equipment on the locomotive

be kept up to a high standard of main-

tenance, and if roundhouse forces are

properly organized the equipment will be

thoroughly inspected by competent men,

and proper repairs made as soon after

engines arrive as possible. However, it

is a fact that many of the air brake trou-

bles blamed to train equipment are due to

a poor condi.tion of maintenance of loco-

motive equipment, and it is also a fact

that too man\' locomotives are allowed to

make trip after trip with main reservoirs

improperly drained, excessive pipe leak-

age, improper air pump -lubrication, ex-

cessive pressure xariations due to feed

valve and governor defects, brake valves

and distributing valves, etc.

Brake pijie leakage is one of the most

prolific causes of air brake troubles on

the road, and although all of us very often

hear men handling equipment complain

of brake pijie leakage, it is seldom that

we can find a man who has any idea of

how many potnids per minute brake pipe

leakage exists on the train he is handling.

It is therefore om- opinion that men hand-

ling trains should be educated to under-

stand the oonditi'in of brake pipe, and

when necess,iiy to make report, a clear

statement of the number of pounds per

minute leakage should be made, instead

of the usual rejiort of "too much brake

pipe leakage." Co-operation between the

traveling engineer and general air brake

inspector v.-ould result in a thorough

knowledge of the actual brake pipe leak-

age conditienis, and a thorough knowl-

edge of such conditions in most cases

would result in improvement.

It is probable that brake cylinder leak-

age is responsible for brake inefficiency

more often than any other part of the

equipment, and it is also probable that re-

sponsibility for such inefliciency is seldom

traced to the cylinder unless leakage be-

comes excessive to the extent of practically

making the brake inoperative. It is there-

fore apparent that brake cylinder mainten-

ance should receive more attention than it

does, and co-operation between the travel-

ing engineer and general air brake in-
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spector along this line should result in a

more thorough knowledge of the actual

conditions of brake cylinders, and a sys-

tem of brake cylinder maintenance being

adopted that would insure work being

properly done at the time of cleaning,

and proper material being used.

The use of inferior low-cost material in

air brake repairs is responsible for more

or less air brake inefficiency, and under

the present cost of labor there is no doubt

that the use of such material is much
more expensive than the use of the best

material, even at a higher price. While

the traveling engineers and general air

brake inspectors do not as a rule have

much to say regarding the purchase of

material, we believe that their co-opera-

tion in keeping the attention of higher

officials on the quality of material being

used, would in many instances, result in

the best material being furnished, which

in most instances would result in more

lasting repairs being made which means a

higher efficiency and lower total cost of

maintenance.

The suggestions of the committees were

generally approved, and in regard to the

duties of a traveling engineer, while they

are already numerous, it was held by

many that the traveling engineer should

be as thoroughly conversant with air

brake manipulation as is the air brake in-

structor himself, it being the duties of the

road foreman to instruct his men in the

operation of the locomotive which is con-

strued to comprise the workings of the

air brake equipment. It was also main-

tained that no traveling engineer should

require of others the performance of

duties in any manner which he himself is

not capable of demonstrating. It is ex-

pected, however, that the men are especial-

ly expert in their own particular lines,

and should be referred to in intricate

matters touching those lines. .Ml that is

needed is a complete and harmonious

spirit oi universal co-operation.

The next subject to be reported on was

that of

LOCOMOTIVE CABS AND CAB FITTINGS
Mr. J. 11. Desalis, chairman of the com-

mittee presented the report which cover-

ed the subject with a degree of fulness

which would be difficult to surpass. After

recommending heavier material for the

corner posts, as well as uprights and

flooring of the cab in order to insure less

vibration, the report proceeded to re-

commend that the front of the cab should

be designed with a view of. placing the

front windows as close as is consistent to

the engine crews usual. and proper posi-

tion in the cab. , This is. to provide a

broader view for the crew. The side

windows provided for locomotive cabs

are as a general rule of the sliding type,

and a sash should be constructed in such

a manner as to provide for. small panes

of glass, for the reason that the portion

of frame between window panes forms a

brace lessening tlie Iial)ility of breakage.

Ventilators should be provided and so

constructed as to exclude cinders. Gutters

on sides of cab should be located im-

mediately over the windows in a way that

will aflford all the protection possible to

the engine crew.

Regarding injectors the committee' were
of opinion that better provisions could

be made for the securing of the injector

to the boiler. It was suggested that in-

stead of casting the body of the injector

so that it is held in place by frail studs

that it be provided with a bolting flange

similar in a way to the bolting flange on

an air pump with a bed plate on the

boiler to secure it firmly in place. This

would reduce the vibration and elimi-

nate the strain on pipe connections and
injector tubes, thus decreasing wear and
liability of failure wliile there is no stand-

ard location for injectors, good argu-

ments can be advanced for locating the

injector on either the inside or outside of

the cab. This is a proposition that is

governor by local conditions, such as type

and size of engine. Where injectors are

located outsire of the cab, suitable pro-

vision should be made to apply and se-

cure the operating rods in such a manner
as to eliminate lost motion. Many mis-

takes have been made by not providing

substantial rods equipped with durable

joints and suitable brackets to withhold

the rod from turning and thereby change

the capacity at times when it should re-

main constant. Re.gardless of other' de-

tails on location of injectors, the operat-

ing handles should be located conveniently

within reach of the engine crew, so that

injectors may be started, shut off or regu-

lated from the usual and proper position

of the engine crew in the cab.

Special attentioin is invited to the ne-

cessity of having operating rods connect-

ed to all valves on the injector for the

reason that this has not always been con-

sidered a necessity on overflows and

water valves. We feel that there is no

question but that the "bull's eye" type of

lubricator is most desirable, but this, like

the injector, deserves better attention

with respect to the manner in which it is

secured. To care for this in a diirable

manner, provisjon should .be made for at

least two-bolt ccuinectipns'on. the lubricar

tor and a bracket on the boiler of ampfe

strength to care for vibration. Lubrica-

tors should be located so that during day-

light hours sight feeds would be visible

and a suitable light provided to care for

this at night.

While the throttle valve is covered by

rules of the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission as to the maimer in which it

should be maintained, it is the opinion of

the committee that it is desirable to have

a throttle lever provided that can be

readily handled by the man located in a

position where he can at the same time

have his head outside of the window in

order to observe signals from either front

or rear of engine. It has been in some
places the practice to have the handle on
the throttle lever too close to the boiler

head when in shut-off position. Where a

power reverse gear is used an indicator

should be provided to indicate the posi-

tion of the valve gear, in order to pro-

vide against the engine moving in the di-

rection opposite from that intended as

may be the case where a low steam and
air pressure exists. When air reverse

gear is used, the steam connection globe

valve should be provided within bandy
reach of the engineman in the cab, so that

the steam pressure may be readily turned

on in case of air pressure failure.

In locating automatic and independent

air brake valves in cabs, particular at-

tention should be paid to locating them in

such a manner as to provide ample clear-

ance with the handles in any position

so that they may be easily operated from
the engineman's usual and proper posi-

tion in the cab. The proper position

when handling the brake valve should be

a position that would enable the engine-

man to have clear vision both to front

and rear of engine. It is also desirable

on the part of the engineman and fireman

to have the dial on gauges made so that

it can be readily read or seen. The
gauge hands should be of liberal size.

These two features are great assistants

to both engineman and fireman, and are

particularly a great benefit to the fireman

whose duty requires him to read the in-

dication shown him on the gauge imme-

diately after looking into the incandescent

light of the lire box. It is believed that

if a vote could be taken a great majority

of the enginemen and firemen would favor

the enameled hands and dials for gauges.

ENGINE FAILURES. CAUSES AND
REMEDIES

Mr. l\ T. Roo.>;ch presented a report

on the above subject, and in the course

of which gave a definition of what con-

stitutes an engine failure : .\11 delays

waiting for an engine at an initial ter-

minal, except in cases where an engine

must be turned and does not arrive in

time to be despatched and cared for be-

fore leaving time: aixl all delajs on ac-

count of engines l)reaking down, running

hot, not steaming well, or having to re-

duce tonnage on account of defective en-

gine, making a delay at a terminal, a

meeting point, a junction connection, or

delaying other trafiio.

If an engine apparently fails on the

line of road, it is charged as an engine

failure, although the engine may be in

perfect condition and the delay due en-

tirely to other causes, such as mis-

handling on the part of the crew, either

engineer or fireman, excessive tonnage,

weather conditions, or any of a hundred

possible causes, any of which may re-

sult in a poor engine performance and

for which the engine or its condition is
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least of all responsible. The true cause

oi the poor performance should be de-

termined by a full investigation, which,

however may not be possible im-

mediately and. consequently, when de-

termined several days may have elapsed

before the cancellation of the charge is

requested. This being tlie case, it ap-

pears to this committee, in justice to

the mechanical department, it would le

much more equitable were all doubttul

cases simply shown as delays on tlie

"morning report" and these delays then

promptly investigated and where the fail-

ure is established it be so reported on a

subsequent report, or else a monthly re-

liort compiled, showing all failures and

delays.

Any criticism to be of value must be

constructive; therefore, as a tirst step

toward the elimination of engine fail-

ures, we would recommend a closer re-

lationship between all departments of a

railroad, "get-together" meeting about

once a month where engine and train

performance can be freely discussed and

wrong practices corrected.

We w'ould also recomincnd that tlie

mechanical department be kept advised

as far ahead as possible of any power

requireiuents, so that fitting preparation

can be made ; where no such system ob-

tains the rouiulhouse foreman will some-

times take a chance when pressed for

power and let an engine go on the as-

sumption that perhaps it can make just

one more trip.

Xew devices are continually being ap-

plied and too often men are expected to

familiarize themselves with these with no

other instructions than that contained in

descriptive pamphlets. One ounce of

ocular demonstration is worth a pinmd

of reading in such cases, and we feel that

enginemen should not be condemned for

lack of knowledge where no adetpiate

means fur insi ruction nbtains. W'c feel

ihal all new methods or devices should

be thoroughly explained and demon-

strated to the iricn whose duty it is to

operate or work with them, before we
can place ourselves in a position to

critricise. l-'.very roundhouse where re-

pairs are made can be titled up with in-

struction rooms, containing charts or

inodels, or both, and certain liours nr

days can lie set when instruction will lie

given. Then if the men do not avail

themselves of the opportunities offered

action can be taken in case of man
failure.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

The following olficers and members oi

executive connniltc-e for the ensuing year

were elected:

President, 11. 1-. llenson, Norfolk .S:

Western
; fir>t vice-president, G. A. Kell.

Grand Trunk; second vice-president. W'.

I-^. Preston, Southern : third vice-presi-

dent. L. R. Pvle. Uailr<iad .\dministra-

tion; fourth vice-president, E. Harten-

stein, Chicago & Alton; fifth vice-presi-

dent, J. 11. DeSalis, New York Central;

treasurer, David Meadows, Michigan

Central ; secretary, W. O. Thompson,

Xew York Central ; executive commit-

tee—W. H. Corbett, Michigan Central;

S. V. Sproul, Philadelphia, Baltimore &
Washington; T. F. Howley, Erie, and 1-".

Kerby. Baltimore & Ohio.

Chicago was again selected as the

meeting place of the ne.xt convention,

and in closing the session the Secretary

reported that over 2(X) new members had

been added to the roll, making the en-

tire membership over 1,300.

-»a-:BUY LIBERTY BONDSSj^*-

Service and Civility.

The Director General of Railroads

has enunciated the doctrine that at

the ])resent time all railroad employees

in every grade are government officials,

and therefore servants of the people.

This may not at first sight appear to be

a \ery weighty announcement, but it is

much mi.pre than it seems, because in it

is contained the essence of Deiuocracy.

Democracy, strictly considered, is not a

"hail-fellow-well-met" attitude among
citizens, nor is the easy, and often mis-

placed familiarity between persons of dif-

ferent stations, nor should there be any

cringing servility between irian and man,

but there most assuredly should exist a

dignilied. self-reliant, respect for one's

self, which is reluctant to encroach upon

the rights of others, or seem to infringe

upon another's place.

Deinocracy, properly considered is a

Ijolitical conditio^, in whicli the [leople

are the ruling power over themselves,

and they carry on the work of govern-

ing, which is a department of national

life, liv means of i)roperly chosen experts

and functionaries, electe<l for that pur-

pose. Xow as the real source of power

is the iieople, the consideration and re-

spect which is claimed with ruthless in-

•-isiciue b.v the autocrat, really belongs

to the people, and in thus emphasizing the

jiosition of all railway employees to the

public, the Direct(rr Generiil has put the

whole matter in its true liu;ht.

-Mr. Geo. A. Cullen. chairman of the

I'. .S. Railroad .\dministration Comniit-

ti e, seems to have admirably caught the

nnderlying jirinciple, contained in the

words and wishes of his chief. Mr. Cnl-

len, in addressiny the managers, agents

and employees of the Xew York ticket

oflices, among other remarks, said : There

are two things which neither the Di-

rector General with his liberal policy

nor the Committee with its utmost in-

gemiity can possibly supply and which

rest wholly with the men who are

charged with the work. The hrst of

these is the spirit of service. We live

in a new day when men and women are

living more for ideals than ever before.

There is here an opportunity for service

to the public aliuost unmatched in com-

mercial life. Our employees ineet each

day more people seeking important, ac-

curate and vital information than, 1 be-

lieve, any other organization in the city.

One can respond in a careless aijd per-

funtory way. doling out half-facts and

guesses, or one can painstakingly ascer-

tain what the inquirers want to know and

then give clear, explicit and understand-

able answers. One can give transporta-

tion and accommodations in a grudging

and indilt'erent maimer or do this with

carefulness and alacrity and with con-

sequent satisfaction.

The other feature is wholly dependent

on the attitude oi the staff, and for want

of a belter name we may call it

the spirit of civility. Civility is not a

mask to be put on or a smile or an ex-

ternal assumption of politeness. To be

of any lasting value in the day's work,

or the year's work, it must come from

an honest and wdiole-hearted desire to

put oneself in another's place. It must

come from thinking how each employee

himself would like to be treated if he

were asking information or trying to se-

cure transportation. In a word it is the

constant practical application of the

Golden Rule in our work and it is more

essential than all the so-called rules and

regulation> that the Committee can pos-

sibly set down.

After all the (iolden Rule is the foun-

dation of the structure of true Deiuoc-

racy. but if the attempt is at any time

made, to build a house upon the sands,

and cover it with a coat of varnish to

resemble a true civility of heart, that

house on the sand will cnunble when

the first rain or tempest may shake it,

and great will be the fall thereof.

^»S1;BUY LIBERTY BONDSij^
Bureau to Stimulate Production.
The orgaiii/ation of the Production

Bureau of the Cuited States l-'uel .Admin-

istration, headed by Mr. James B. Xeale,

who had lie<n acting as anthracite ad-

viser to the -Xdmiiiisirator, Mr. Garfield,

was announced in June of this year. This

bureau took o\er, for expansion, the nu-

mer(nis activities directed toward increas-

ing the volume of coal mined and coke

produced, and an intensive campaign to

stimulate iiroduction was inaugurated.

The situation then was that, while a

weekly aver.igo of about 11,700.000 tons

of bituminous coal had been produced

during May. the co,-il requirements of the

war industries had increased to a point

where, to avoid shortage, the weekly av-

erage must be raised about 1,000,<X)0 tons

for the rest of the current coal vear.

-S^BUY LIBERTY BONDSSj^
From present indications there will be

no great ditViculty in meeting the in-

creased deiuand, as the war sjiirit seems

to animate the miner-; in a most praise-

worthv degree.
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General Construction and Maintenance o£

Superheater Units

In the early days of the application ot

the devices used in superheating steam in

locomotives it will be remembered iliat

considerable difficulty was experienced in

retaining the absolute freedom from leak-

age in the joints of the pipes which is so

essential in securing the full benetit or

increase in power that may be derived

from the use of superheated steam in the

modern high-powered locomotive. This

was not all, as rapid deterioration of

the ends of the superheater pipes that pro-

jected nearest to the lire-box was another

detriment. Both defects have now been

completely overcome, the former by the

introduction of tools of a light and port-

able kind that readily form conical and

spherical bearings that are not only re-

liable when put in place but remain so

in spite of the constant changes of tem-

perature arising from the situation. The

latter difficulty has been overcome liy the

abolition of the early U-shaped unions

into which the superheater tubes were

screwed, and substituting return bends in-

tegral with the pipes of the unit, and from

the same tubing with which the unit is

constructed. This was only made pos-

sible by the use of improved material,

the tubes now used being of low carbon,

cold drawn, seamless steel. This bend-

ing, and welding and thickening of the

projecting end of the superheater tube is

a machine forging job throughout. Xo
acetylene or electric welding is used in

this process, and yet the degree of skill

in forming the part is. such that the bend

is not reduced in cross-section, and at

the same time the increase in size of the

return bend as compared with that of the

pipe is so slight that practically no iiddi-

tional obstrncticn is presented to tiic How

the material, after which the liall ends

are annealed and accurately turned in a

turret lathe so that the finished surfaces,

one forming a seat in the header and the

other resting in the clamp, are true parts

of the surface of a sphere 2% ins. in di-

ameter. The ball joints arc carefully

Cl-Ar^P BOUT

2._fNlT PIPK ENDS SHOWING CON
NECTIONS TO TIIF. IIICXDER

ground to this contour, the correctness

of the grinding being insured by spot-

ting in gauges that are hardened and

ground to the precise segment of a circle.

Fig. 2 shows the improved method of con-

necting the tubes to the header by means

of a clamp and a threaded bolt, with

nuts passing through the header, and hold-

ins; two of the tubes in place. In case

it is necessary that the old clamps be re-

moved from the unit to prevent their

wearing holes in the pipes, the old clamps

being readily removable by the application

of a cold chisel. The washer, it will be

observed, is applied in a manner similar

to that used in applying the gland for

piston rod packing and piston rods hav-

ing enlarged ends ; that is. the split ring

on the inside of the washer is removed

and the scjlid ring slipped over the solid

end of the unit.

For obtaining the final line bearing on

both the unit end and the header, the

most satisfactory method is the soft-metal

grinding process. This process is both

simple and cheap. A grinding cup of lead

or hard babbitt metal is used for the unit

end and a ball 2% ins. in diameter, and

of the same metal, for the seat in the

header. These are used with powdered

carborundum to obtain the line bearing,

and when the cups and balls commence
to lose their contour they can be melted

and used over again. The mould for

forming the cups and spheres is shown
uNiTPiPtj,,

].-jg 4 j( consists of three parts

—

the base in which the cup grinder is cast,

the base in which the spherical grinder

is cast, and the top part of the mould

which may be used with either base. A
chuck is provided which will hold either

the cup or the spherical grinder, the chuck

having a shank suitable for use in an

air motor. The use of these moulds ren-

ders practical the production, at a nominal

cost, of grinding forms which are ac-

curate in contour, by all terminals re-

gardless of their mechanical equipment.

There is piactically no waste of material

as the material can be used repeatedly.

In conclusion, it may be stated, being

-KOKOEn UETI.-RX ri:.\», .StlOWINC. THE .SIErs IN THE
MANTF.VCTURING PROCESS.

of gases. The steps in the manufacture

and the comparative area in the bend of

the tubes, as well as the increase in tho

bend of the tubing is shown in our illus-

tration. Fig. 1.

Coming to the smoke-box end of the

tubes, it may be stated briefly that the

ball ends on the unit pipes are formed
by upsetting, a three-operation die being

used to prevent folding or creasing of

of damage to the clamp, an emergency

clamp with holes large enough to allow

the expanded end of the tube to pass

through is furnished, the enlarged open-

ing being filled by detachable washers.

The clamps and' washers, which with the

unit bolts, hold the units in place, are

arc made of steel.

When the emergency clamp is used, an

illustration of which is shown in Fig. 3,

Mc. .i.- i;mi:ui;enc\ ( i.a.m; i
w., ,i>.

such a highly developed product, the su-

perheater will stand a great deal of abuse

without failing; but, as clearly brought

out in what has preceded, the abuse of

the superheater or the neglect or care-

lessness of cngitiemen or shopmen in op-

erating the locomotive or in making re-

pairs, will result in a falling off in the

locomotive's capacity for doing its work.

The means of keeping the units in good
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working condition and obtaining the best

results from the superheater are summed

up briefly by the Locomotive Superheater

Company as follows : Keep the tubes

per, damper cylinder and rigging in good

operative condition. Don't operate a lo-

comotive with a damper tied open, nor

permit one to be operated in tliis condi-

Apply the correct number of bands and

supports and sec that they are main-

tained.

The proper application of bands and

FIG. 4—1 iKT.MLS OF MOULD AND HOLDER FOR SOFT MMT.XL GRINDERS.

and llucs clean. Keep the water in the

boiler at sucli a level that it will not be

carried over into the superheater. The

suiierhtater is built to superheat steam,

not to evaporate water. Keep tlie dam-

tion. Make sure that a good joint is ob-

tained between the hall ends of the units

and their seats in the header when re-

pairs are being made, and keep the unit

clniip bolls ti'jht to prevent steam leaks.

supports is of the utmost importance. The

pipes should lie firmly held together at all

times and unless the bands and supports

are properly applied, the pipes will vi-

lirate in tlie flue.

Annual Congress of the National Safety Council

Tile -Seventh Annual Congress of the

X..lional .Safety Council was held at St.

Louis. Mo., last month. President David

Van Schaack delivered the opening ad-

dress and urged the delegates to a greater

degree of earnestness in the work of

safety in every industrial community. .Mr.

Hiram W. Helnap, manager, Safety Sec-

tion, United States Railroad .\dminivira-

tion. delivered an address before tlie

Steam Railroad Section, which allrai tcil

wide attention. In the course of his ad-

dress after pointing out the number i.f

ca-iiallies that have occurred on Annri-

ran railroads during tlie last five years.

Mr. l:!ehiai> stated that experiemc has

demon sualed that tlie two clement- iIkiI

have the mi.-t important bearine u|Hjn

bolli .-ervice and safety are the mcilianii al

and iiliy-ical, wliioh involve safe mailiiii-

cr>-. track and structures, and the luiman

clemmt. which involves the entire per-

sonml from the highest officer t<i t!ie

humble-t employee. The mechanical (le-

nient i)re-ents much the easier problem to

soI\e. and it has already reached a hitrh

"^tsRe of perfection as is evidenced by the

improved safety devices of almost everv

cliaracter that have been and are being

constantly installed and applied upon every

railroad in this country. From the great

advancement that has been made during

the last decade in the construction of

tracks, bridges, locomotives and cars, and

in tlie development and installation of im-

proved signalling and other safety devices,

one would naturally think that the num-

ber of accidents should be materially re-

duced. But such is not the case.

A study of these statistics clearly estab-

bslies tlie fact that the majority of acci-

dents on our railroads, jiarticularly to

employees, are of a character that the most

linprovcil of mechanical devices will not

prevent, and it is evident that the control

.ind training of tlic human element is the

L'Tcat pnililem nf the future. It is this

].rnl.lem to which the student of accident

prevention must devote the greater part

of bis energies, if effective results in pro-

viding greater safety upon our railroads

are to be accomplished.

It has often been stated llial the acci-

dents wdiich swell the total are caused by

the negligence of the injured employee. A
general assunii>tion of that nature is abso-

lutely unwarranted. Men cannot properly

be charged with willful negligence in case

of injury until it is clearly established

that proper instruction and supervision

have in each instance been given to the

jured employee, and Mr. liclnap thinks

that when a careful study is made of

each accident, it will lie found in tlums-

ands of cases that lliis very lack of in-

struction and superxision has had an im-

portant, if tint a controlling inlhience in

the occurence of the accident.

Regardless of the fact that I lie men

employed on the railroad are of an ex-

ceptionally high intellectual character, it

is not pr'ipcr to start them at work in

this hazardous vocation without knowing

in advance tliat they are carefully in-

structed as to the hazard of employment,

and that they are competent and fully

understand the duties they must perform.

While frequently thou.ghtlessness, care-

lessness or even negligence is given as

the cause of accidents, in many cases

these are only excuses ; the real, under-

lying causes being unsafe conditions and

failure to instruct and constantly educate

employees to the ba.'ards of the position

occupied. Continuing he said,

"Notliwithstanding the old saying, Acci-

dents arc bound to happen, accidents are
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not inevitable. Most of them can be

avoided by proper education, supervision

and care, and through well organized, ef-

ficiently-handled safety commitlces a great

deal can and will be accomplished. How
best to do this is our problem."

During the last five or six years safety

work on many lines of railroads has been

carried on by employing different methods.

Very few railroads handled this work
alike, they thus effect many different re-

sults. Some reduced accidents, while

others, even though carrying on a so-

called "Systematic Safety Campaign," re-

flected an increase in casualties. Others

kept no record of their safety work and
could not tell whether they had accom-
plished beneficial results.

Immediately upon the creation of the

Safety Section, a questionnaire was sent

out to all Class 1 railroads, calling for

information regarding the different kinds

of safety organizations, their relative ef-

ficiency and the scope of their activities.

From the replies received, it became ap-

parent that to a large degree there was
no uniform or well defined method in

vogue, and with the exception of a limited

number of roads, Safety work was super-

vised by no particular offcer, the result

being that "What was everybody's busi-

ness was nobody's business." On some
railroads, after a trial. Safety work was
subordinated to something "more im-

portant."

"Mr. Belnap also said for the pur-

pose of standardizing this work as

far as possible and practicable to

do, under date of May 27, Circular

No. 5 was issued, directing that each rail-

road under Federal control organize a

General or Central Safety Committee, as

well as safety committees on each di-

vision and in the principal shops and
terminals, these latter committees to be

composed of both officers and employees,

the Superintendent of the Division to be

Chairman of the Division Committee and
the ranking officer in each shop or ter-

minal to be Chairman of these commit-
tees."

"Proper means should be provided by
Avhich safety committeemen and employees
in general can readily make suggestions
and recommendations to the various safe-

ty committees. A postal card form can
be used with advantage. A supply of

these cards or other forms used should
also be distributed to safety committee-
men and others attending safety com-
mittee meetings, and every effort made to

encourage their frequent use. If a thing

is worth doing, it is worth doing well,

and as the prime purpose of the work of

the Safety Section is to bring about a

substantial reduction of casualties, every
possible effort must be made to bring
about the desired results."

"It has been said that when an accident

occurs, there is either something wrong
with the machinery, the method, or the

man. If this be true, and results in acci-

dent reduction are not forthcoming, the

Safety Section will endeavor to find out

the reason. This necessarily means that

upon the supervising talent on the rail-

roads will rest the burden of educating

men in the principles of safety. When all

officers and all employees finally realize

that the Government is in earnest about
this work and that it is just as much the

duty of a supervising officer to supervise

for safety as it is to get the cars out of

the yard or trains over the road, I believe

that we will have reached the high attain-

ments expected in this work. To gain
this, it is imperative that all shall give

hearty co-operation, and push with all

energy."

Mr. Belnap dwelt fully on the chief

points of the new plan, laying particular

emphasis on the need that all officers in

executive positions shall give safety work
their active co-operation ; that it should
be regarded as of the same importance as

other branches of railroad work ; that the

fundamental principles of safety shall be
wisely and energetically instilled into the

minds of the men who do the actual work
of operating the railroads, and that

proper observance of the requirements of

safety is a work of the men, by the men,
and for the men.

In conclusion, Mr. Belnap stated that it

had been an inspiration to note the enthu-

siastic manner in which the employees in

all classes of the railroad service have
taken hold of this work. Practically

every employee's labor organization has
already endorsed the Safety Section's

work. Even now in many of their lodges

a certain specific amount of time is de-

voted at each meeting to the subject of

Safety and .Accident Preventi(>n. In some
organizations it has been arranged that

this be a regular part of tlioir order of

business. The hope was expressed
that this practice will soon be adopted by
every lodge in every organization upon
every railroad in this country. When this

is done, and when Safety Committees ac-

tively and efficiently perform their func-

tions, we expect that we are going to

have a material and substantial reduction

in accidents. "If we ran get men to talk

Safety, they will begin to think Safety:

and when they think Safety they are al-

ways going to be on the lookout for un-
safe condition.s, which can and should be
corrected, as w-ell as the unsafe practices

followed by themselves and their fellow

employees, and which must be discon-

tinued. These are the things, above all

else, that are going to make ihe Safety
work successful on all railroads, and
which can and will be brought about."

-*a=BUY LIBERTY BONDSSg>-

Peat.

The use of peat as fuel is increasing

and might be much more increased. The
public could be educated to use the stuff

as a substitute for coal.

Work of the United States Railroad

Administration.

The report of the Director General of

Railroads, issued early in September, is

of interest, in presenting details of what
has been accomplished during the period
in which the railroads have been under
governmental control, as well as indicat-

ing what may be expected in the future.

In regard to mileage and capitalization, it

appears that on December 31, 1916, the

total steam railway mileage in operation

in the United States (all tracks) was
397,014 miles. This mileage was owned
or controlled by 2,905 companies, employ-
ing some 1,700,814 persons. They had
outstanding $10,875,206,565 of bonds and
$8,755,403,517 of stock (par value).

The inland waterways system includes

some 57 canals, 3,057 miles in length, some
of which were owned or controlled by the

railroads, and many thousand miles of

navigable rivers, lakes, bays, sounds, in-

lets, traversed by innumerable craft.

Of the 2,905 railway companies 185 op-
erated major systems, each of which had
an annual operating revenue of $1,000,000

or more; 221 were switching and terminal

companies; 1,434 were "plant facility"

roads, constructed primarily for the pur-

pose of serving some particular factory

or industry ; and 765 were what have come
to be described as "short line" railways,

dependent upon one or more of the larger

systems for through connections.

This briefly describes the plexus of

transportation facilities which came under
Federal control January 1, 1918, or
shortly thereafter. Some of the "short

lines" and "plant facility'' corporations

have since been relinquished as not essen-

tial to the purposes in view, but every
effort has been and will be made to deal

equitably with the relinquished properties.

To administer and operate this system the

United States Railroad Administration,

with headquarters at Washington, was
promptly organized.

The reorganization of the operating

force has been made without any impair-

ment of efficiency and with a reduction

in the number of oflicers required and in

the aggregate of the salaries paid them
and chargeable to operating expenses.

This shows that under private control

of the railroads 2.325 officers drawing sal-

aries of $5,000 a year or over were em-
ployed, with aggregate salaries of $21.-

320.1,97. Under Government control,

1,925 officials (a reduction of 400) are

doing the same work, and the aggregate

of their salaries is $16.705.298—a saving

of $4,614,889 |)er annum. This total in-

cludes the ofticers of the various regional

districts as well as those of the central

administration in Washington, except the

Director (icnoral himself, who receives no
salary.

Advance in wages has been made rang-

ing from 43 per cent in the case of em-
ployes drawing the lowest monthly wage
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to notliini; in the case of those receiving;

as niucli as f250 a month ; and an order

has been issued recognizing that justice

demanded the adoption of the basic eight-

hour day in railroad service. This impor-

tant and far-reaching step embraces all

employes in the mechanical crafts, with

time and a half for overtime.

To provide for the increase in wages

allowed, the higher prices that must he

paid for all supplies, and the rising costs

of operation generally, an average ad-

vance of 25 per cent in freight rates has

been ordered and passenger rates have

rptember. One thousand f.nir hundred to suit the engines and are rated by the

id thirty locomotives of the new type extent of grate and heating surface only.

have also been ordered, in addition to

aliout 2,100 that had been contracted for

by the railroads prior to January 1, 191S.

Of the total of about 3,600 locomotives,

some 1,185 had been delivered up to Au-

gust 1. The equipment of all tlie rail-

ways December 31, 1917, included about

2.400,000 freight cars and 64,750 engines.

The ratio which the newly ordered cars

and engines bear to the total is not as

large as is to be desired, and other or-

ders will be placed as rapidly as the man-

The unit of evaporation— i. e., the

evaporation of 34.5 lbs. of water per h.nir

from and at 212 (legs. Fahr. is an arbi-

trary unit originally adopted in 1876 be-

cause it was considered to be the steam

requirement per indicated horsepower of

an average engine. It means the evapora-

tion of 34.5 lbs. of water per hour from^a

feed water temperature of 212 degs. Fahr.

to steam at the same temperature.

Unless a particular lioiler is tested for

the actual amount of evaporation per

been raised to a minimum of 3 cents per ufacturers can accept them. Just at pres- hour from and at 212 degs. the nearest

ent, however, the War Department is tak- approximation we can make to its capac-

ing a large number of the new engines [(y jj j,jng \,y multiplying the total heat-

and cars for use on our railroads in j^g surface in square feet by 3 and divid-

Krance, and these with the orders placed j^g (he result by 34.5 to reduce to result

mile where they were previously lower.

In tlie clistricts where more than 3 cents

a mile lias been charged fares have not

been changed. Commutation fares have

been advanced 10 per cent.

Referring to the standardization of

by the Railroad .Administration will more

lan absorb the entire manufacturing ca-

freight cars and locomotives, the report pacify of the equipment and locomotive

states that it has long been admitted that plants in the immediate future,

the standardization of the engines and The material and supplies annually pur-

freight cars in use on the American rail- chased by the railroads have hitherto

roads was highly desirable, but not until cost between $1,500,000,000 an<l $2,000,-

govcrnmental control became a fact has it 01)0,000 a year. When the carriers were

been possible to secure an effective agree- in competition for traffic they were also

ment as to which types of cars and en- in competition for the supplies required,

gines shotdd be adopted. It is said that This competition has been for the most

2,023 different styles of freight cars and part eliminated and a substantial savmg

almost as many different descriptions of has been effected as a result of the super

locomotives were included in the eiiuip-

ment of .American railroads prior to the

war. The facts are not known, but

"boiler hnrsepc:

Bciler horsepower

nearly every important railroad had its

own specifications for cars and engines.

None of these was identical, and they

were generally changed in some detail

when new orders w^ere placed. Tlicre

were box cars of both steel and wood,

gondola cars, flat cars, hopper cars, re-

frigerator cars, tank cars, automobile

cars, furniture cars, cattle cars, and many

other sorts of cars suited to the different

varieties of traffic. The lack of standard-

ization increased the difficulties of repair

when llie>e cars were off the lines of tlie

roads which owned them. Parts were not

interchangeable and often had to lie tele-

graphed for.

In a general way llie same thing wa-,

true of the locomotives in use. Complete

standardization will of course lie imiios-

silile until the rolling stock and eiigim -

now in use shall have been entirely re-

placed by standardized types. Progress

has. however, lieen made. Soine 12 stand-

ard types for freight cars have tliiis far

been agreed uimn. and it has also been

decided that here;.fter only' six t>pes of

locomotives of two weights each sliall be

purchased. The parts of these vari..u-

types of locomotives and freight i .irs

will be interchangeable. Their ciiMru',-

tion will be uniform and when ni.airs

are needed they <an be made wiib -'h-

areatest possible promptitude.

One hundred tliousand freight car 'i

tile agreed upon types have been onU : - d.

and it is expected that the manufactui. r

.

ran commence delivering them early :•

\ision over all .
purchases exercised by

the director of the division in charge of

them. He is aided by an advisory com-

mittee of three com.posed o' the General

Purchasing Agents of the three leading

divisions of the Federal Railroad System

and acts through Regional Purchasing

Committees, with headquarters in New
"I'ork, Chicago and .Mlanta, to whom the

larger part of the buying that is done for

account of the railroads is intrusted. It

is jilanned shortly to enlarge the .\d-

visory Committee by including a rejire-

M'lilative from each regional district.

-5^:buy liberty bonds-j?*-
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Making Good Engines Better on the Delaware,

LacJ^awanna & Western
The Uclaware, Lackawanna & West-

ern have lately experienced a good deal

of satisfaction from what is often called

"Making Old Power, New", on a consid-

erable number of their engines. The
engines have had superheaters applied to

them and a snlistantial economv has Iieen

l-KiiXT OF D., L. i- W. EXGIXE WITT! OLD
rVMNDERS AXD NEW UNIVERSAL

STKAM CHESTS AND VALVES.

the result. In order to put in piston

valves so as to get the best results from

superheating, Mr. H. C. Manchester, the

superintendent of motive power and

equipment restored to the use of the

valves and steam chests made by the

.-team clic.-.t, enabled the whole thing to

le put in opcratiun at a very much re-

"duoed cost. This is the "raisuii d'etre" of

the universal valve and steam chest.

The D. L. & W. now have 50 engines

of this type with superheaters and piston

valves. 25 more are to be so fitted as they

pass through the shop, and thi; still

furtlier use of tlic appliance it to be made
lo many more engines. This road was

formerly entirely ctiuipped with ordinary

slide valves. Although exhaustive tests

have not been made, a practical demon-

stration of efficiency has been given by

ihe engines themselves, and it has been

found that ordinary engines that were

loaded beyond their capacity, as saturated

steam users: after tlie superheater and

L'niversal valve chest treatment had been

a|.i)lied. were able to handle one more
steel car on the same .schedule, and easily

make time since their conversion.

Large consolidation tyi)e engines, which

as saturated steam users, requiring two

Tiremen, are now superheated and have

L'nixersal valves and steamchests, and

only require one fireman to do the work.

Tlie liremcn on the road prefer to tire

this class of engine, so equipped, to the

smaller consolidation, or 2-8-0 engines

which have 15,000 lbs., less tractive power.

Xo trouble is experienced with lubrica-

tion, the renewed engines run on the same

quantity of oil, as formerly, wheti they

did less work. They are equipped with

3-feed htbricators, which is the same ap-

pliance they had when running on sat-

tirated steam, in the past.

Here is a three-fold improvement, viz:

an extra car on an old established sched-

fl^l
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The appt-al for the Fourth Liberty

Loan has been made by the Government.
The dates fixed are from September 28

to October 19, 1918. This is a loan, as

the others were, payalile in full in a few
years, and bearing interest at 4"4 per Let us make that eflort strongly, as one
cent, per annum, during the intervening man; and work, and lend money to the
time. We did not begin this European Government, and with our effort many
struggle, it is the "Battle of Armaged- blessings will come to us in due lime a
don." We were ruthlessly attacked with- Iiundredfold. Events in Europe today are
out reason, in the most dastardly way, full of promise, and when the war is over

v.liioii we belony. Tliis nation cannot be

cnnciuered because it will never give up.

This means to us a justifiable source of

pnde, not of boasting. The men who do
ihe figlning for us need rifles, bullets,

machine guns, cannon, food, clothing,

bouts, tobacco, and last, but not least, the

bayonet. The words of the Psalmist may
pcihaiis be taken as applicable, in a sense,

t.' present-day warfare. "Thou shalt

bicak them witli a rod of iron; thou
shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's

vosel." The bayonet or "rod of iron"

has always been a terrible weapon in

Aiiglo-Sa.\on hands.

These things which the soldier needs
cost money, and our Government, lo carry
out our will, in our war, asks for the

means to do our bidding. The news from
the front sliows that day by day American
forces, with the Allies, Great Britain,

1' ranee and Italy, are steadily forging
ahead. The Huns will never be asked to

go out of Belgium and France, they will

be driven out by force, and the victorious

troops have even now their eyes on Ber-
lin as the last "objective." We have
bright days ahead, we have the courage
and the certainty of almost fullilled hope.
But we have yet lo overcome. We still

must make a great sacrifice if we would
triumph. The fourth Liberty Loan is one
"f the ways the non-military citizen can
yet wR-l(i the rod of iron which shall

Ijreak our foes. With the bright vision

of victory before us we must yet struggle
for the full and completed result. Vic-
tory is assuredly ours, but we must, as the

heading of this article indicates, get to-

gether, and make a long pull, a strong
pull, and a pull all together.

The necessity of looking at things as

they are is upon us. it is imperative. We
are sure to win, but not without efifort.

murder and piracy took the place of war,

and all largely because of our weallh, our
jiosition, and that we stood for the rights

of man. We had made the theory of

Democracy into a practicable scheme.
\\ e had made it work, and no greater

arVmnt can be offered fo a misguided
man or nation, however unwittingly it

he done, than to make a success of what
lie or they abhor, and .Autocracy is there-

fore at the death grapple with the rights

of man. We well know that the men
who are now doing our behest, our Gov-
ernment, have the same "will to con-

quer." that is felt by the man in the

street. Our fighting men arc taking their

place along with the sorely-tried nation^

of Europe fighting in the same gn.,d

cause, but we bring fresh with us the

bulldog tenacity and the stubborness in

fight of the great .Xnplo-Saxon race tn

we will, as Tennyson says, go forward,
"In that new world, which is tlic old."

Old because the same old world will hold
ilie same old friendships, the same old
delights of living, the same old duties
to perform. The same old opportunities
>il serving fellow men, but new, gloriously
new, in the abiding realization of Peace,
Willi new thoughts and aspirations, and
the dawning of the millenium years, where
the elhics of Christ will grow, and in

lime become the commonplace rules of
the wharf, the warehouse, the factory and
the mart.

We sec all this coming, with victory and
with peace, but there is l)efore us one
great, strenuous effort, which will make
It re.illy ours, so that none may make us
afraid. The hard work, the toilsome ef-

fort, the heavy sacrifice lie just ahead,
and come ju>t liefore the great milleneal

rest. Shall we not be recreant to the
high trust we have taken upon ourselves
if we fail to sttijport our Government at

this time, and in our own war? A
much greater than Henry \', calls upon us
now, as we stand, like greyhounds in the
slips, straining upon the start; when the

sprit adjures us, "Once more into the

breach, dear friends, once more.'"—The
one supreme effort at hand has yet to be
made; it must and shall be made.—A long
pull, a strong pull, and a pull all together,

and the great day is ours. Then the

stained and battle-torn flags will be
furled, in the long, happy, tranquil, halcyon
days that are to be; but first, as Gibbon
says, "A heart to resolve, a head to con-
trive, and a hand to execute."—Fides et

Fortitudine.

~»3SBUY LIBERTY BONDSi??)-

Government Operation of Railways

It is only to be expected that in a free

country the government of that country
will be criticized, and the government of
ihe United States is no exception to the
rule. It also implies, however, that the
accused party has an undoubted right to

make reply. The repy to the strictures

on the go\ernment operation of the rail-

ways, which appeared not long ago in a

prominent daily in New York, has fallen

to the lot of Mr. T. H. Price, the actuary
to the U. S. Railroad Administration.
The complaints, when stated briefly, and

the answers thereto make very instruc-
tive reading, and the replies contain facts

the public ought to know. We commend
ilie perusal of the government rejoinder
to those (and ihey probably form the
majority) who have only seen the adverse
criticism and have not pursued the sub-
ject any further. It is claimed, for in-

stance that under government operation,
there has been a heavy advance in freight

and passenger rates, to which the govern-
ment makes the reply that the advance in

the cost of transportation is less than the
advance in wages and the price of almost
every other commodity that society re-

(|uires. .Again it is said by way of criti-

cism, the abolition of the through bill of
lading for export freight and the cancel-
lation of ex])ort and import rates, is bad.

Ill rebuttal of this, Mr. Price points out
that through bills of lading for export,
cannot be issued because the government
has preempted the ocean room and there
is no assurance that the goods can be for-

warded tii)on arrival at the seaboard. A
further stricture on .government operation
is the dismissal of solicitors who "took
an interest in the handling of the iraflic"

and the consolidation of frei.ght and ticket

offices.

To which the government replies, very
forcibly and with perfect truth, as every
one knows, that as competition between
the railroads no longer exists there is

no occasion for comiictilivc solicitors and
ticket offices and that their abandonment
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will save the railroads about $23,(XX).000

annually. A saving of this magnitude,
cannot be overlooked or dismissed by
a wave of the hand, and its full signifi-

cance should sink into the mind of each
reader.

True, it is monopoly, but think what
such a monopoly means to the public.

Let any one imagine where we w-ould all

be, if the postal facilities of the country
were to be controlled by private enter-

prise, backed by the avowed purpose of

securing gain. The post office depart-

ment is the "most complete monopoly in

the world, yet few would seek to change
it, and all are beneficiaries of its monopo-
listic working.

Again, the critics object, that the with-

drawal of the credit previously allowed
in the matter of freight charges which
must now be paid before or upon the de-
livery of the goods unless the consignee
gives a bond that will protect the govern-
ment. The logical reply is, of course, that

the government is not authorized to ex-
tend credit to consignees for the freight

they owe when the goods are delivered,

and that it cannot exceed its legal au-
thority. A further allegation speaks of
the difficulty of getting information re-

garding tariffs and rates. To which the
answer is that a new and simplified class-

ification and rate book has been prepared,
and will be effective and available as soon
as the shippers themselves approve it.

Those concerned will see it, and agree
to it before it is used. This is a fair

ai)d. businesslike method of procedure.
Another reproach leveled at the govern-
ment operation contends that the discon-
liufiance of the package car service be-

^
Iwecn important jobbing and consuming
sections is unwise. In reply it is said by
those in authority that a continuance of
the package car service would have in-

volved a wasteful use of facilities that
are needed for the winning of the war.
Lastly, the government is reprobated by
the same critic, for the withdrawal of a
shipper's right to route his own freight as
he may choose. The answer to this is

practically self-evident, but it amounts to
this, that if shippers were allowed to select
the routes by which their freight would be
carried, the efficiency and economy that
are shown to have been secured by re-
routing could not have been obtained.
Caprice or self-interest -would then hold
against a species of sanctified common-
sense.

The whole government policy amounts
to the intensive use of existing equip-
ment before other equipment <now on
order) can be added to, and these addi-
tions are to come after the new war equip-
ment now urgently needed in France have
been supplied for the carrying on of the
war. Government operation is not a deli-
cate experiment, made under ideal con-
ditions, for the purpose of proving gov-

ernment superiority to private operation.

It is work done in the face of an emer-
gency; a pressing, imperative demand. It

is not made by a group of men in order
to bolster up one set of views and to

throw down another set. It is the con-
scientious attempt by those in office to do
the best for the whole nation, under the

abnormal, exacting, and paramount urge
of a world, disorganized from without, by
war in its most hideous aspect.

-»S5BUY LIBERTY BONDSS|»>-

the railroad employees in taking rare of
themselves, Mr. Belnap's hope of a les-

sened degree of accidents on railroads
would be accomplished.

Mr. Belnap on Safety

The address delivered by Ifiram W.
Belnap, manager. Safety Section, United
States Railroad Administration, at the
annual congress of the National Safety
Council, a condensed report of which ap-
pears elsewhere in our pages, is a notable
contribution to the subject of increased
safety in railroad operation. :Mr. Bel-
nap's analysis of casualties is illuminat-

ing. In the record of accidents extend-
ing over a period of five years the list

of fatalities show that over 67 per cent,

of the victims are persons who have no
legal right whatever to be on the rail-

road, and whose safety is a subject that
I)roperIy comes within the jurisdiction of
the local authorities. The railroad au-
thorities can neither make arrests nor
inflict penalties on trespassers, but now
when the management is largely in the
hands of the Federal Government some
action in the direction of dealing with
trespassers may be expected.

At the same time the records show that

30 per cent, of all the killed and 90 per
cent, of all the injured on the railroads
in the United States are railroad em-
ployees. Statistics show that improved
appliances have not lessened this deplor-
able condition. Mr. Belnap's conclusion
is that those in authority do not suf-
ficiently instruct the employees, and that
there is no systematic method in general
practice of educating the young railway
men how to take care of themselves. This
is true, and it will be interesting to ob-
serve how far the .government will go in

endorsing Mr. Belnap's views in estab-
lishing better methods of inculcating a
stronger degree of caution in the minds
of the railway men, not only towards
the safety of the traveling public, but
more particularly toward themselves.

Regarding the traveling public the
statistics also show that less than 3 per
cent, of the total fatalities occurring
during the same period were passengers
and persons carried under contract. This
rate of fatal accidents to railway passen-
gers as compared with fatalities on rail-

roads generally is the lowest of which
there are any authentic records, and
speaks volumes for the care with which
the passengers are safeguarded. And if

the same degree of care could be exer-
cised by the authorities in preventing: tres-

pass, and a similar degree of caution in

^»5gB UY LIBERTY BONDSSJa*-

Workshop Accuracy.

In an address recently delivered before
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, New York, by Brig. General
L. B. Ken3-on, he discussed the absolute
necessity, in shop work, of the greatest
accuracy of workmanship and quality of
material required in munition work.
.Vmong other things he referred to the
rolling of thin steel sheets for shell bodies
and told how material which came too
near the piped end of steel ingots was
apt to split while in the gun and cause a
premature explosion by which not only
the gun itself, the carriage, the sighting
apparatus, the recoil mechanism, but the
whole of the gun crew were blown to
bits, and that "good enough" work often
resulted in a costly wreckage of the
weapon and the death of men working it.

In the matter of time fuses, it was
necessary that they be made with the
greatest nicely so as not to burn short
and explode among our own men, nor
too long and so go off away beyond the
enemy. A battery six miles behind the
allied lines firing over the near and friend-
ly trench was required to explode
shrapnel or timed shells close above or in

the hostile trench when there might not
be 100 yards distance between the two.
The manufacturers who succeeded best
were those firms which were hardest on
themselves and maintained a drastically

severe inspection of tlieir own product,
and that those who failed or were com-
pelled to go out of business were those
who failed to appreciate the necessity of
workshop accuracy in manufacturing and
did not realize the terrible respon-
sibility of those who make munitions.

Sometimes workmen, thoughtlesily or
through ignorance, jeopardize the lives of
those who are fighting for right and jus-
tice and who belong to the same nation
which gives them the means to struggle
on. The army must take what is sent
them, in faith. They cannot test the
shells, or the fuses of the explosives, nor
can they file and fit new parts of a gun
when a substitution must he made on the
field. "Theirs not to reason why. theirs

but to do or die." and they are now in

the valley of death, looking with trust and
faith to home and friends.

-tjgBUY LIBERTY BONDSS&>-

Goggles More Than Protective.

.\s some discrepancies and inaccuracies

crept into Dr. U'm. T. Powers" article

on "Goggles More Than Protective." as
we were going to press for our Septem-
ber, 191R issue, a more detailed and
corrected statement of Dr. Powers' thesis

will appear next month.
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Air Brake Department
The JNo. 6.-A Distributing Valve—Questions and Answers

The distrilniting valves of the ET Ifno-

motive brake eqiiiprreiit furnished by the

Westinghouse Air Brake Co. are now of

the Xo. 6-A typo, the photographic view

showing this type of valve mounted on

the reservoir and the filling piece contain-

ing a reduction chamber between the

valve and reservoir. There is no differ-

w
I/i.Sl tvIllL'TlNi

PIKCL.

ence whatever in the operation of the

No. and No. 6-A valves uidess the Idl-

ing piece or reduction chamber is used.

We have mentioned this device under the

' heaihng of "Retarded application type of

disinbuting valve" calling attention to the

desirability of employing a locomotive

brake cylinder operating valve that will

not apply in advance of the train brakes,

which residts in rough handling from the

alternate running in and out of slack es-

pecially when car brake operating valves

.i the IT and UC tyjie are in use.

.\s staled at that time, the reduction

cr.a:n''er in the rilling piece is connected

with tlie pressure chamber ihrough the

cfjuali/ini,' slide valve and graduating

valve when the equalizing piston and at-

tacheil graduating \alve move from re-

lease |Misitii>u to engage the equalizing

slide valve to move it to application posi-

tion. The reduction chamber is of such

size that the lucssure chamber equalizes

with it at a [ire>?ure of from 104 to In-

1))S. and ihercafter a dit'ferential of fmni

.1 111 .T I'is. between the pressure chamber

and the brake pipe results in a movemeii;

I'l the piston and slide valve to service

IKisition, this requiring a total of from

.s to 10 lbs. brake pqie reduction. .A- -oou

a~ the equalizing slide valve move-, the

reiluctiou chamljer is opened to the al-

lU'i^pbere through a separate exhau-l port

and liie reduction chamber is .c.:,ini

em;iiied. f..r a retarded application in tin

evei,! of applications following in -uc, i -

-ioii. With the 20 lbs. brake pipe redn

lior. 4." r''v application cylinder and liv.r.r

cyliti'ler [ire-surc is obtained against ^o

iiis. with tlie same valve when the reduc-

tion chamber is not tised. This feature

is also taken advantage of in preventing

the creeping on of driver brakes after the

train brakes have released, through the

liressure chamber being charged to a

higher pressure than that to which the

lirake pipe settles after the return of the

I'rake valve to running position.

The release pipe valve shown is a de-

vice that prevents the failure of the ap-

I
licaiioii pi^ton of the distri'iutiug valve

'o return to release position, due to ab-

liormal friction when the driver brake

cylinder pressure has been graduated

down, litis resulting in the retention of a

light jiressure in the locomotive brake

cylinders. This is sufficient to cause an-

noyance, and sometiines overheated and

loosened driving wheel tires, if the brake

cylinders and connections are free from

leakage. This valve operates in such a

manner that when the brake cylinder pres-

sure is reduced to the predetermined

amount the release pipe valve opens the

independent brake valve connection direct

to the atmosphere. This insures that any

air pressure that may leak into the appli-

cation chamber of the distributing valve

reservoir, while the equalizing slide valve

ma\- be on lap position from slight varia-

tions in brake pipe pressure that may
exist llirough brake pipe leakage and a

feed valve that is not sufficiently sensitive

to respond and supply the leakage

position even if there is abnormal fric-

tion, thus there will be no possibility of

any brake cylinder pressure being trapped

when graduating tlie driver brake off.

It will be understood that both the fill-

ing piece for the No. 6-A valve and the

release pipe valve are regarded as spe-

cialties, and are not supplied unless spe-

cially requested, as it is obvious that if

the distributing valve is maintained in a

reasonable state of efficiency there will be

no friciional resistance to the movement

RKI.K.ASE I'lPE \'AL\'E.

of the appbcation piston so abnormal as

to require a special device in the form of

a release pipe valve to obtain the release

or complete release during graduations of

the brake.

The release |ni>e valve may be used

either alone or in conjunclion with the

retarded apidication type of distri1)Uting

i;l I I
.\.>s|. It I'l. \ AIAT. AM) IN.M.(. 1 Iii.\>

iir(jm|)ily. will lie discharged through the valve, and while the former may be con-

release pijie valve and the brake will be sidered :is a refinement not absolutely

prevented from "creeping on." essential there is a demand, and a prac-

Tlie release pipe valve is so |)ropor- tical necessity for the use of a retarded

tinned that when it opens the application application type of distributing valve

chamlier exhaust the brake cylinder pres- when the majority of the cars in the train

sure will lie high enough to move the ap- lave their brakes operated with universal

plication ]iiston back to normal or release valves or control valves.
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Questions and Answers.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Conlinncd from page 292, Sept., 1918.)

482. Q.—What if there is no additional

space for the compressed air to expand

into?

A.—The pressure per square inch will

be increased.

483. Q.—In what proportion?

A.—In a direct proportion to the in-

crease of temperature.

484. Q.—What would be the probable

effect of heating a reservoir full of com-

pressed air in a furnace

A.—The temperature would likely pro-

duce sufficient pressure through expan-

sion to burst the reservoir.

485. Q.—What causes a main reservoir

to burst in service?

.\.—An explosion.

486. Q.—How are the chemical ele-

ments necessary to produce combustion

collected?

A.—From using a poor grade of oil in

the air cylinder of the compressor and

running the compressors when the engines

are on the fire track.

487. Q.—How does running the com-

pressor on the fire track enter into the

question?

A.—By the compressor drawing in the

fumes and gases from the burning coal,

and hot cinders.

488. Q.—Have these gases any other

bad effect?

A.—They destroy the lubrication in the

cylinders, and they tend to destroy or eat

up the inside of the reservoir.

489. Q.—Can this be prevented?

A.—To a great extent by shutting off

the compressor on the fire track or using

the enameled reservoirs.

490. Q.—What are the main reservoir

pressures usually carried in passenger

service?

A.—130 and 140 lbs.

491. Q.—In freight service?

A.—They vary from 100 to 130 lbs.

492. Q.—What prevents a back flow of

compressed air from the main reservoir

to the air compressor?

A.—The compressor discharge valves.

493. Q.—What prevents a back flow

from the air cylinder to the atmosphere?

A.—The receiving valves.

494. Q.—What kind of compressors are

the 9K> and 11-inch pumps?

.\.—Direct acting.

495. Q.—The S'-S and 10^-inch pumps?

.\.—Cross compound.

496. Q._The New York No. 5 and 6-

inch pumps?
.\.— Duplex compressors.

497. Q.—Which types of these com-

pressors compound the air pressure?

A.—The Cross compound and the du-

plex.

498. Q.—Which type uses the same

steam in more than one cylinder?

A.—The cross compound.

499 Q,—What is the duty of the dif-

ferential piston of the 9'/i and 11-inch

compressors?

A.—To move the main slide valve in the

top head.

500. Q.—What is the duty of the main

slide valve ?

A.—To distribute the steam to, and ex-

haust it from the steam cylinders.

501. Q.—What does this do?

\_Imparts movement to the main

steam piston and rod.

502. Q.—What is the duty of the main

steam piston and rod?

.\.—To move the air piston in the air

c.vlinder and to impart motion to the re-

versing valve rod.

the duty of the rc-

thc reversing slide

the duty of the re-

503. Q.—What i

versing valve rod?

.\.—To operate

valve.

.i04. Q.—What i

versing slide valve ?

.\.—To admit live steam to. and ex-

haust it from, the chamber at the outside

end of the large piston of the differential

valve.

505. Q.—What does this result in?

.\.—The alternate movement of the dif-

ferential piston structure.

506. Q.—In what manner?

A.—By alternately balancing and unbal-

ancing the pressure surrounding the large

piston of the differential valve.

507. Q.—When does this structure

move in the direction of the large piston

end?

\.—When boiler pressure is effective

in the chamber between the pistons and

the oinside end of the large piston is open

to the atmosphere.

.SOS. Q.—What causes the movement in

this direction?

A.— It has the largest area exposed to

live steam pressure.

509. Q.—Or in other words?

.\._Having the largest area exposed, it

has the greatest amount of pull in pounds

per square inch.

510. Q.—When can the smaller piston

move the structure in the opposite direc-

tion and reverse the motion of the pump?

.\.—When the steam pressure is bal-

anced on both sides of the large piston.

511.
"q —Are there any slide valves in

the cross compound compressor?

.\.~One. the reversing slide valve.

512. Q.—What distributes the' steam to

these cylinders?

.\.—The main piston valve.

513 Q._What is the duty of the re-

versing valve of the compound com-

pressor?

.\.—Identically the same as that of the

direct acting compressors.

514 Q.— .At what point docs steam from

the boiler enter the compound com-

pressor?

.\.—In the main valve piston chamber.

515. Q.—With the compressor in opera-

tion, where does steam pressure go from

this chamber?

A.—To the high pressure steam cylin-

der.

516. Q.—.And from there?

A.—To the low pressure steam cylin-

der.

517. Q.—What controls the flow of

steam to the cylinders of the duplex com-

pressors?

A.—Two reversing valves, operated by

vaivs stems.

518. Q._.\re these slide valves?

A.—In the late types of compressors

they are piston valves.

519. Q.—Is the steam compounded in

this type of compressor?

.A.—No, live steam enters both steam

cylinders.

520. Q.—What is the principal differ-

ence in the piston movement between the

compound and duplex compressors?

A.—With the compound both high and

low^ pressure pistons are in motion at the

same time, while with the duplex one

piston is at rest while the other is in

motion.

521. Q.—What is atmospheric pressure

at the sea level?

.\.— 14.7 lbs. per square inch.

522. Q.—-M about what rate does the

pressure decrease for higher altitudes?

.\._.\l,out one-half pound for every

additional 1,000 ft. in altitude.

523. Q.—Has this any effect upon the

efficiency of the air compressor?

A.—Yes; the higher the altitude, the

lower the efficiency of the compressor or

the less the capacity, all other things re-

maining ccpial.

524. Q.— In just what maimer:-'

A._Instead of having a pressure of 14.7

lbs. in the air cylinder at the beginning

of the stroke, it may have but 12 or 13

lbs. at a high altitude, thus requiring more

strokes of the compressor per minute to

compress a given volume of free air.

525. Q.—Commencing with about 15

lbs. atmospheric pressure in the cylinder,

what amount of pressure will bo in the

compression end of the cylinder when

the piston is half way through cylinder?

.\._30 11,.;. absolute pressure.

526. Q.—What i-; meant by absolute

pressure?

.\._The actual or .gauge, plus the at-

mospheric.

527. Q.—What would an air gauge reg-

a cylinder with 30 ll'S. absolute
ister on

pressure?

A.—15 lbs.

528. Q.—Why?
.\._Becau?e air gauges do not register

atmospheric pressure.

529. Q.— L'udcr the same conditions,

what would the cylinder pressure be

when the piston was three-fourth? of

the way through the cylindcr-

.\._60 lb~. absnlute or 45 lb«. gauge

pressure.

( TiJ he continued.)
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Train Handling.

(Continued from page 292, Sept., 1918.)

508. Q.—In double heading with ihe

two engines at the head of the train,

which engine should start first?

.-\.—The head engine.

509. Q.^When should the second en-

gine begin to use steam ?

.\.—.'Xlter the iiead engine has started

the entire train.

510. Q.—What if the head engine can-

not start the train?

A.— It should be allowed to ahnost

stall before giving any assistance.

511. Q.—What will starting the two en-

gines at the same time cause?

A.— It will cause a severe shock in the

train if a portion of the slack is bunched

at the titne.

512. Q.—With the helper at the rear,

which sliould lie the first engine to use

steam ?

.\.—The engine at the rear of the train.

513. Q.—When should the head engine

be given steam?

A.—When the rear engine has started

the train or after it becomes evident that

the rear engine has stalled.

514. Q.—What should be done if it is

iiece.-sary for the head engineman to take

slack in order to start the train?

A.—He should give a whistle signal

"aiiply brakes" before attempting to take

the slack and the rear engineman should

imderstand tliis signal.

515. Q.—What if the head engine is un-

able to start tlie train after taking the

slack ?

.A.—The rear engineman should give

the si.gnal to apply lirakes and take slack

from tliL- rear and attempt to start the

train.

516. Q.—When two engines are ahead

of tlu- train, which one should take the

slack -

.-\.—Tlic head engine.

51". Q.—Of what use is sand in making

in aiiplic.ition of the brakes?

A.— Ii tends to prevent wheel sliding.

51.*. O.— In what manner?

.\.— Hy primarily creating a greater ad-

hesion between the wheels and the rail.

519. O —Why is this of importance'

A.— r.ecause wheel sliding is generally

pri>fliui.-d by a damp or greasy condition

of t!ie rail, and the use of sand tends to

counteract this effect.

5211. O.—Mi)w should the helper engine

on ihe rear be handled when a brake ap-

I>li.ati()Ti i.-. made from the head engine'

A.— The rear engine should keep ,,n

u^ing steam to keep in the slack.

521. fj.—How should the throttle be

handled when the rear engineman rui'; r.fT

will', the train in motion?

A—He should ease ofT the throttle by

degree- to allow the slack to chanee n"

gently a,- possible.

522 —What must be done before a

signal to proceed down a grade is given?

.A.—The necessary number of pressure

retaining valves must be turned up in ac-

cordance with the instructions.

s23. Q.—Should a train be controlled

down a grade by hand or air brakes?

A.—Trains must be controlled by air

brakes supplemented by hand brakes

when necessary.

524. Q.—How many hand brakes should

be used if their use is necessary?

-\.—Only as many as are actually re-

quired.

525. Q.—Why is this?

.A.—Because the use of hand brakes

tends to increase the number of cracked

and slid flat wheels and it interferes with

good braking.

526. Q.—Is there anything to be ob-

served in connection with the air com-

pressors before starting the descent of a

grade?

.-\.—The compressors should be known
to be operating correctly and the steam

and air cylinders known to be well lubri-

cated.

527. Q.—Why is this?

.A.—Because in the descent of the grade

the work required from the air com-

pressors is the heaviest, and they are

more liable to overheat or stop at this

time from a lack of sufficient lubrication.

528. Q.—What should be done where

there is a gradual loss of air jiressure dur-

ing the descent of the grade?

A.—The train should be stopped and

fully recharged while there is still ample

Iiressure with which to make the stop.

529. Q.—What two things must be con-

stantly observed during the descent of the

grade?

.\.— Speed and air pressures.

530. O.—What is indicated with high

>pecd and low air pressure?

A.—Danger.
531. Q.—.\nd with low speed and high

air pressure what?

.\.— Safety.

532. Q.—Where an error in judgment

during release and recharge, necessitates

either a high speed or re-application of

brakes before the train is amply re-

charged, what should be done?

.A.—The application should be made
with the partial recharge and the speed

reduced, care being taken to avoid repeat-

ing the mistake.

5,'53. Q.—The principal aim in grade

braking should then be wdiat?

.A.- To keep the speed down and the

auxiliary reservoirs recharged.

534. Q.— How- is this best done?

.A.— By relatively short holds or fre-

riucnt recharges.

535. Q.—What is the most dangerous

condition in descending?

.A.—Brake pipe leakage that does not

show readily, and that permits the train

to descend at a uniform rate of speed

while the pressures are being depleted.

536. Q—What does this result in. if

brakes are held on for a considerable

length of time?

A.—A loss of train control, possibly a

runaway.

537. Q.—How does this leakage affect

the brakes?

.A.—The brake pipe leakage tends to

supply brake cylinder leakage from the

auxiliary reservoir until no reserve brak-

ing force is left.

538. Q.—What should be done to avoid

these depletions in pressure?

A.—Make somewhat heavier brake ap-

plications and recharge at every oppor-

tunity.

539. Q.—In what position should the

brake valve be for the recharge?

A.—In release position to make the re-

charge as rapid as possible.

540. Q.—When should running position

be used 'f

A.—When the pressure can be main-

tained with the handle in running posi-

tion, and for several seconds before mak-

ing a brake application when the re-

charging is being done entirely from re-

lease position.

541. Q.—What is this for'

A.—To permit an opportunity for a

partial equalization of pressure through-

out the brake pipe, and avoid, so far as

possible, the tendency for undesired quick

action to occur.

(To hr rontiniu'd.)
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Car Brake Inspection.

(Conliiiurd frum page 294, Sept., 1918.)

477. Q.— If a triple valve is found that

fails to apply or release upon the specified

diflterencc in pressure, what should be

done?

A.— It ^lionld be removed and replaced

by a tested valve.

478. Q.—How should a triple valve be

cleaned, in a general way?
A.-—By removing all of the grease and

oily snbslancc with some lliiid that will

evaporate and leave the parts perfectly

dry.

479. Q.—What should then be done?

.A.—The parts should be further cleaned

with a compressed air jet.

480. Q. -What is the essential condition

of the piston bushing?

.A.' That it is straight, that is. not worn

in any manner.

481. Q.— How must the packing ring fit'

.A.— It nuist fit the bushing, and the pis-

ton groove and the ends of the ring must

be very near together when the ring is in

place.

482. O.— Is this delcrmincd by removing

the ring from the .groove?

A.—No it can be determined without

removing the ring.

483. Q.—What is very frequently the

result of removing the ring from the pis-

ton groove?

.A.— It is frequently sprung in a manner

that renders it unfit for further service.
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484. Q.—What is a good rule to follow

in reference to the removal of rings?

A. They- should ; not be removtil from

the groove except for the purpose of re-

newal.

485. Q.—How should a new ring be

fitted?

A.—As a general proposition this

should be left to the manufacturer.

486. Q.—For what reason?

A. The manufacturer is prepared to do

tlie work accurately without damaging the

piston bushing also by the time a ring

is worn out, the piston bushing will also

be worn to an extent that it may require

truing up.

487. Q.— If it is absolutely necessary to

fit a new ring and the bushing is not ma-

terially worn, how is it done?

A. The ring is first rubbed down on a

surface plate to a neat fit in the piston

groove, and thereafter the ends are filed

until they lap over just a mere trifle at the

ends, so that some friction will be encoun-

tered in forcing the piston and ring

through the bushing, by the time the ring

is then rubbed through the bushing suf-

ficiently to reduce the friction to the de-

sired point, the ring will have a perfect

bearing all the way round in the cylinder.

488. Q.—What is the general result of

truing up bushings and fitting packing

rings in railroad shops?

A.—It contributes its full share to the

air brake troubles from undesired quick

action, stuck brakes and slid flat wheels

that are being encountered in railroad

service at the present time.

489. Q.—How should a slide valve and

seat be trued up?

A.—In any manner that will leave the

valve and seat perfectly level, and free

from leakage in any position of the slide

•valve.

490. Q.—How should a triple valve be

lubricated?

A.—There is a question as to whether it

should be lubricated in any manner what-

ever, but if anything is used it should

not be moist.

491. Q.—What is the objection to a

moist lubricant?

A.—It collects the dust that passes

through the triple valve and makes what

is termed a "dirty" triple valve.

492. Q.—How does dust enter the triple

valve ?

A.—It is always present in the atmos-

phere about railroad trains.

493. Q.—What becomes of the dust if

it is not collected by moisture in the

triple valve?

•-\ —The greiter part passes out to the

atmosphere in the same w^ay that it enters.

that is, dust that enters the triple valve

will pass to the brake cylinder or to the

auxiliary reservoir or through the triple

valve exhaust port back to the atmos-

phere.

494. Q._How should the ring he tested

for leakage on the test rack?

A.—According to the standard code,

while the ring, groove and bushing are

perfectly dry.

495. Q.—Why is ring leakage so fre-

quently found to be excessive a short

time after the triple valve is placed in

service?

A.—The ring leakage present is packed
by oil or grease when the valve is tested

on the rack and after it is absorbed or

blown off in service the leakage remains,

that is, the leakage is not detected when
the valve is on the test rack on account

of the oil packing about the ring.

496. Q.—What other fit in the triple

valve is important?

A. About the most important fit is the

piston in the bushing, regardless as to

the condition of the packing ring.

497. Q.—Why sliould the triple valve

piston fit the bushing?

A.—For the same reason that air pump,

pistons and governor pistons must fit their

cylinders, that is. to prevent leakage past

the ring.

498. Q—What then is tlie result of

scraping, rolling or reaming piston bush-

ings in an effort to true them up for

the renewal of a packing ring?

A.—A ruined triple valve through an

enlarged piston bushing and consequently

a piston that cannot fit the bushing.

499. Q—What is wrong with a triple

valve that permits a waste of air through

its exhaust port when the valve is in

release position?

A.—Some part of the valve is defec-

tive.

5tX). Q.—Where will the leak be from?

A.—Either from the auxiliary reservoir

or from the brake pipe.

501. Q.—How can the difference be dis-

tinguished?

A.—By closing the cut-out cork in the

brake pipe branch leading to the triple

valve.

502. Q.—If the leak is from the brake

pipe, what will occur?

A.—The reduction in brake pipe pres-

sure will instantly apply the brake as the

small volume between the triple valve and

the cut-out cock will quickly reduce.

503. Q.—Where would such a leak be

from ?

A.—Either from a leaky emergency

valve seat or from a leak through the

check valve case gasket.

504. Q.—Would it be necessary to dis-

tinguish the difference?

A.—No, the check valve case must be

removed in order to make an examina-

tion of either part.

505. Q.—How will the brake act when

the cock is clo.sed if the leak is from

the auxiliary reservoir?

A. The brake will not apply because

there will be no brake pipe reduction.

506. Q.—From what parts could this

leak be?

.•\.—From a leaky triple valve body gas-

ket, or from a leaky slide valve.

507. Q.—How would the difference be

ascertained as to which part is at fault?

A.— liy re-opening the stop cock in

the brake pipe branch and making a 10-

Ib. brake pipe reduction, if the blow stops

it indicates that the body gasket is leaking

but if the blow continues the slide valve

is at fault.

508. Q.—How are you positive of this?

A.— If the slide valve is perfect it will

close the triple valve exhaust port when
the brake is applied.

509. Q.—Will this ever be varied?

A.—Yes, the slide valve may possibly

be worn in a manner to be tight in one
position and leaking in another and with
quick service types of triple valves there

are sometimes flaws in the check valve

cases, and there is always a possibility

of a flaw developing in a casting but any-
one familiar with triple valve operation
will have very little difficulty in locating

the source of the leakage.

510. Q.—In freight car equipment there

is another source of leakage at a triple

valve exhaust port, where is this?

A.

—

A defective auxiliary reservoir

tulie.

511. Q.—How can this tube be tested?

A.—By bolting a triple valve in place

with the brake cylinder port blanked. A
leak from the non-pressure end of the

cylinder will then indicate a defective

tube.

(To be continuedJ)

-*S{eB UY LIBERTY BONDSiB»-

Save Oil

The request of the President that joy-
riding and the general unnecessary use of
automobiles be discontinued on Sundays,
although not a law, has received even a

more scrupulous observance than any
legislative enactment could have. The
people showed by their ready grasp of

the ineaning and the occasion.

The oil division of the U. S. Fuel Ad-
ministration has lately issued the follow-

ing to still further direct attention to the

matter of saving oil in all forms in

which the writer says : "The con-

servation of fuel oil. gasoline, kero-
sene and lubricating oils is necessary,

otherwise a shortage in their supply may
result. The Oil Division of the Fuel

Administration desires to bring this fact

to your attention and to ask your aid in

stopping the waste of oil in all forms.

Realizing much oil. of various kinds and
used for numerous purposes, comes under
the direction of many of your readers,

I ask that copies of this letter be placed

in the hands of each, d shall be glad to

send you sufficient copies if you will state

the number needed.) By way of making
a start. I suggest that each railroad officer

inspect the plant with which he is

connected, and. if any oil is found on the

ground, floors, or engine beds, etc., to

issue instructions to the operators to have

the waste stopped. It is the drops that

cotmt

'
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Powerful Punching and Shearing Machines
The promptitude with which the rail-

roads have met the great national emer-

gency in transportation, tinds its equiva-

lent in naval construction and seaman-

ship, and coincident with these are the

this form of construction is commonly
known by the term "boiler form," and

may be used on any size machine.

The capacity of the machine as shown
with 42 ins. throat will punch lyi ins. Iiole

I'M -INCr.E PUNCHI.NG .\XD SHE.NRlXi; MA( IlINI

machine constructors who liave made rap-

idity and uniformity and reliability of

construction possible. The superiority of

.American manufacturers of machinery is

»o well knoun and universally con-

ceded that it need hardly he referred to.

In earlier years it could be heard tliat

America excelled in light machinery, but

we have oiugrown this, and some of the

ntachines now being delivered in France

could not and now cannot be duplicated

in Eurojje. It sliould be remembered that

many of our .American (irms enga.urd in

the constnictinii of macliinery have been

employed in tlie work for many years,

and are constantly striving after improve-

rnenls. .Amoni; these the Long & .Ml-t.it-

ter Company. Hamilton, Ohio, have earned

an enviable rei)utation. .Sixty years Ii.i\e

elap^ied since the first power pmuh w.iv

built by the founders of this firm, .md

tlie ni.ichine is slill doing active dnt\. uimI

l)id^ fair to do gi^d ser\iee for many
\car> ii. come.

Coming to proent ilay practice, our il-

lu-tralioiis show two of the conipany'>-

m.ichine<. one or otlier of which may be

-ccn in nearly all ihe larger railroad

-liGps. Fig. 1 shows a single type of

punching .and shearing machine. beinL; a

modified form of the regular or standard

niarbine for boiler shop use. It will In'

observed lh.it the end of the lower j.iw

i> rounded, ami the tools are a.liu-tal^lc

-o that it will punch line, hand and rivd

hr.Ics close in the corner of the iLanuie

n Iioiler head-; and other circular f.rin-,

and by rea'^on fif this ready adapla'iiliiy.

tbrougli 1 in. tliickness. and will shear S

ins. by 1 in. dat bars, 2 ins. round bars.

and will also shear with equal facility 5

ins. by 5 ins. by .}'s in. angles. The machine
uill also split \'j in plales. It is also

equipped with motor drive and auto-

matic stop.

Fig. 2 shows a double machine with 15-

in. throats. This machine is adapted to

drive by belt or electric motor, and in

common with the company's products is

made of the best material, the body or

main frame of the machine, the slides

and the gearing being of semi-steel, the

cam pintles tliat give movement to the

slides are made from steel castings bushed

with phosphor bronze. Gibs also of phos-

phor bronze are provided for takiijg up

the wear on the slides. The clutch, and

the clutch face, bolted to the huh of the

main gear on the respective sides are made
from high carlmn steel castings. The cam

or eccentric shafts are made from ham-
mered open hearth steel forgings, and run

in phosphor bronze bushed bearings in

the head of the machine. Provisi .n is

made for turning the cam shafts fiy Iiand

for convenience in setting and adjn-tini;

tire tools.

The niacbine will punch 1-in. hole

ihrougb 1-in. thickness, and shear 6 ins.

Iiy 1-in. llat bars, and shear 1^ ins. round

bars, 4 by 4 hy '.s ins. angles, and splitjg-

in. plates.

The conijiany manufactures a large

number of sizes and varieties of standard

single and double luachines ranging in

capacity frim! the smallest to the largest,

with a larue ninnlier of specially designed

tools for special purposes.

-Ill M<IM. M \i Ml
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A Method of Saving Coal.

RAILWAY AND LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEERING 327

The report of the committee of the

American Railway Master Mechanics' As-
sociation, on Fuel Economy and Smoke
Prevention, has just been issued. Mr.
William Schlafge is chairman of the
committee, wliich is made up of Mes.srs.

W. H. Flynn, D. M. Ferine, R. Quayle,
U. J. Redding, and W. J. Tollerton.

They point out that according lo the

official figures, in 1917 the railroads con-
sumed 155,000.000 tons of coal. Ivsli-

mates of the Fuel .Vdministration indi-

cate that the consumption in 191,S will

aggregate 166.000.000 tons, an increase of

7 i)er cent, over last year. It is believed

that this entire estimated increase can be
avoided and a substantial saving effected

if the earnest co-operation of every rail-

road employee can be enlisted in the ap-
plication of individual economies. The
L nitcd States Fuel .Administration in an
official statement said that "A sa\ ini> of
60.000,000 tons of coal was the one pos-
sible avenue of escape. The necessities of

war must be supplied. The coal deficit

must inevitably come out of the neces-
sary fuel for non-war industries. These
industries employ millions of our popu-
lation and furnish the backbone of our
national wealth. Factories will shutdown
and men be out of work in proportion
to the coal deficit. Every ton of coal
saved will keep fifty workmen from idle-

ness and permit additional creation of
several hundred dollars' worth of na-
tional wealth. The Fuel Administration
has frankly given to the public statistics

of the fuel situation. It desires to state

just as frankly that it is in the power of
the American people, through fuel econ-
omy, to save the country from the effects

of the fuel famine.

Of the 60,000,000 tons of coal, the Fuel
.Vdministration states that a million and
a quarter Ions per month could be saved
by such simple methods that any man
suing fuel on a railroad could at once
apply for additional apparatus or per-
sonal instruction. These men have only
to be impressed with the importance of
the subject to make the required saving.
The committee believes that every road
foreman, supervisor, traveling engineer
and fireman should be immediately ac-
quainted with the situation so that its

importance may be understood by c\cry
engine crew in the country.

But this probable shortage in the sup-
ply is not the only factor that demands
our consideration. The fact is, lliat in

the opinion of the Fuel .Administration
it is physically impossible to transport all

the coal needed, so that it may fairly be
concluded that the difficulty is mainly one
of transportation. .And this, at the pres-
ent time, is vital not only to our economic
necessities, but to the success of our
arms abroad. This means that for every
pound of coal saved, a pound of another
needed commodity may be tran-ported.

.\ saving of 10 per cent, in the coal con-
sumption on .American railroads ineans
a reduction in demand of 332,000 cars,

which is the appro.ximate equivalent of

8,300 tons a year, representing a movement
in the winter months of .SOO trains a
month. If this 10 per cent, could be
begun at once, the reserve supplies could
be increased, so as to show by December
1, 1918, fully 6,000,000 tons. Previously the
committee named a definite standard of
quality. The necessity of using all the
coal in the ground was emphasized. The
increased demand for the last three years
has tended to let in coal of inferior qual-
ity. The impurities accepted aflect our
commercial and industrial efficiency.

They reduce the efficiency of power plants,

increase the necessity for e.xcess plant
capacity, they reduce the available units
of transportation, increase the cost of
labor per ton of combustible transported,
unloaded and utilized. They not infre-

quently reduce plant output, and always
impair locomotive performance.

In every contract between operators
and miners it is agreed to, and upheld
by the United Mine Workers, that there
is a penalty on miners who load impuri-
ties with coal when the impurities
could reasonal)ly be kept out. It is the
duty of the railroads to insist on clean
coal, to apply rigid inspection methods,
and to co-operate with the mine officials

in securing a higher average in the qual-
ity of the coal supplied.

There is not an element of locomotive
maintenance that does not in some de-

gree atYect fuel consumption. .Any neg-
lect to make needed repairs to a boiler

or any part of the machinery, or any
failure to make such repairs properly, is

reflected in operation. Moreover, there
are features of car maintenance that are
intimately related to the coal consumption
so that the question is one which should
have large general interest to all em-
plovees of the mechanical department.

In order that the matter may be
brought to the attention of those con-
cerned briefly and comprehensively, a
tabulation has been made indicating those
details most affecting fuel economy in a

properly designed locomotive. They
ha\e been arranged in what appears to

be the order of importance

.\ very common cause •

iher back. Every report of a poor sieaoi-
mg locomotive now requires immediate
and special attention. We should so or-
ganize and instruct our forces as to insure
prompt investigation and the application
of the proper remedy in every instance.

Probably there is no single source of
immediate and absolute waste greater than
at the ash pit. Every pound of uncon-
sumed combustible that finds its way to
the ash pit is a direct loss, and the total

aggregates large proportions. It is, of
course, impossible to eliminate this waste
entirely, but it can be minimized by
proper firing methods so that the locomo-
tives reach the pit with light fires, by
dumping the engines as soon as possible
after arrival at the ash pit. Another
prolific source of ash pit waste is caused
by defective crane buckets and careless
crane operation. Coal often drops from
the buckets into the pit and is lost.

It frequently occurs that cars un-
loaded witli clam-shell buckets are sent
back to the mine, not completely unload-
ed, often more than a ton remains.
Every pound of coal should be removed.
The uimecessary movement of engines
and the excessive use of the air pump are
important matters which in many cases
admit of reform. .Among other sources
of economy which may be inaugurated
about roundhouses, etc.. is the elimina-
tion of waste that often occurs in the
healing system. The coal basket and
open coal lire should be done away with,
often found at ash pits and water cranes.
.Another common source of heat loss fre-

quently is found in steam pipes installed

under ground, the course of which is

often indicated by a line of melted snow,
in the winter, and e.Nposed piping is left

uncovered.

Reference is made to the storage of coal
which will undoubtedly be required to a

greater e.xtent than heretofore, not only
because it permits the accumulation of
large reserve supplies against extraordi-
nary demands, but it accomplishes a sta-

bilization of the entire fuel supply situ-

ation. In the past there have been huge
losses because of the spontaneous com-
bustion of stored coal, particularly bi-

tuminous, and this has not only resulted

in loss of fuel, but has affected subse-
jiient locomotive efficiency in some de-
.;rce and made labor demands upon our

rocOMOTIVF. DETAILS.
, .,

M"ST .XVFECTING FlEL Co.VSlM PTI..X.""" Kngiiie. Locomoti

H^"" '';'.''?,
,

Improper .-idinstti
J'ues.. ( ylindcr packing Stca
Superheater
Mud rini

Firebox
Shell...

Ive packinK Shoes an.l
(ylindcr heads Safety v.iKe5
Cylinder cocks Worn or (lefec't
Steam chests and covers. not nrn,hicin

(."ylinder packing;.
iRts Rod packing.

. . Governor relief port
rts

Hose.
Hose couplings.

Rods

locomotives i

door which is tre.iiiently lomiKn-atcd I'jr

by a reduction in the area of the e.xhaust

nozzle, thereby placing a double burden
upon the boiler and the coal supply fur-

rganizalion at a time when labor could

have been m^re advantageously employed
elsewhere The subject of storage of coal,

with a view to prevention of spontaneous
combustion, has received much study by
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various invesligators. but the latest and

most comprehensive treatment of the sub-

ject appears in the L'niversity of Illinois

Bulletin Circular Xo. 6, on "The Storage

of Bituminous Coal," by H. H. Stouk,

Professor of Mining Engineering in the

University.

In'structtons for the Storage of

Bituminous Coal.

1. The risk of spontaneous combustion

in stored bituminous coal increases with

the percentage of slack, consequently as

far as practicable only lump coal should

be stored and this should be as free from

dust and fine coal as possible. This con-

sideration suggests the selection of the

less friable coal for storage purposes.

2. The risk of fire from the storage of

fine coal or slack may be minimized by

the exclusion of air from the interior,

which may be accomplished (a) by a

closely sealed wall built around the pile,

or (b) by close packing of the fine coal.

3. It is advisable that coal for storage

purposes be as dry as possible. It should

not be dampened when or after it is

placed in storage.

4. Where a choice is possible, coal

having low sulphur content should be

shipped for storage purposes.

5. The risk of spontaneous combustion

is minimized by so packing that air can-

not enter the pile.

6. The segregation of fine and lump

coal in the same pile should be avoided.

7. Where space permits, coal should

be stored in low piles, divided by alley-

ways.

8. The different varieties should not

be mi.xed and stored in the same pile.

Storage appliances and arrangements

should be so designed as to permit the

coal to be quickly removed and large piles

should not be made when there is no pro-

vision for loading quickly.

In storing coal, care should be exer-

cised to remcA-e pieces of wood, greasy

waste or other easily combustible mate-

rial.

.-Ml storage piles should be regularly

inspected and the temperature recorded.

If the temperature reaches ISOdegs. Fahr.,

the pile should be watched carefully, and

if it ri.'.es to 175 or 180 degs. Fahr., the

coal should be removed as quickly as pos-

sible. The temperatures should be taken

at various places and at varying depths. A

i;ood tlR-rmomeler should be used. Here-

tofore the problem of fuel economy has

been approached with a view to its effect

r.n ojjcrating expenses. Now we must go

further to effect economy to conserve the

available supply. As the Director (icn-

eral points out, "The Government now

being in control of the railroads, the of-

ficers and employees of the various cian-

panies are no longer serving private in-

terests. All now serve the Governniciit

and the public interests only." Co-opera-

tion is necessary; individual effort, in<lis-

pensable.

Locomotive Exhaust Apparatus

The subject of locomotive exhaust ap-

pliances has engaged the attention of

many clever engineers since the days of

George Stephenson whose appliance of the

t\liaust steam in maintaining the draft in

the fire box was undoubtedly the chief

factor in the success of his "Rocket."

Nozzles, circular, rectangular, and others

furnished with internal projections have

been experimented with and the end is

not yet. A. G. Hentz, of Collinwood,

Ohio, has just patented an im-

proved device which it is claimed will

materially increase the draft, and will not

require so much restriction of the steam

escape opening as is commonly the case,

and in consequence will reduce the back

pressure on tlie locomotive pistons.

The chief feature of the device is the

use of a series of outlet openings con-

Fig. 2 is a partial plan view of the nozzle

itself, and Fig. 3 a sectional view of the

exhaust pipe and nozzle. It will be ob-

served that the exhaust pipe is made with

a base part which carries a cylindrical

portion, the upper end of which is closed

at the center by a kind of plug or head

wall supported in position by a plurality

of spacing members holding the head in

place, and also providing square-shaped

exhaust apertures in a series arranged

around the head and between the latter

and the walls of the cylindrical chamber,

the formation of the openings being such

that they gradually approach each other

as they expand at the same time that the

discharging column of steam expands as

a whole, and will therefore serve to sub-

stantially fill the interior of the stack at a

point a considerable distance above the

point of escape on the nozzle.

It may be observed that the number,

size, shape and arrangement of the several

members, and of the parts or separate

nected to a common chamber arranged to

discharge the exhaust steam in a plural-

ity of jets so disposed as to leave some

clearance space between adjacent jets just

at the point of discharge, insuring the

junction of the discharging jets within the

stack at some distance above the point of

discharge. A reduction of noise incident

in the discharge is also claimed.

.Another object is that the products of

combustion may be drawn in between

the jets at a point beyond the place of

discharge and entrain with the escaping

steam upon tlie inside and throughout

tlie mass as well as upon the outside,

whcreliy the available entraining area of

the steam is increased to a considerable

extent, and also lessening the abrading or

destructive action of the cinders carried

with the escapin.g gases, tlie only part

liable to be abraded being the top sur-

face of the nozzle which can be easily

and cheaply protected by any suitable de-

tachal)lc, or renewable wear plate.

Our accompanying illustrations show

in detail the chief features of the device,

1 ig. I being a transverse sectional view of

a portion of the front eiul of a locomotive

through the exhaust nozzle and stack.

discharge apertures may not be limited

to that shown in the drawing but may be

varied as the conditions of service re-

quire to produce the most effective re-

sults.
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British Railways and the War
BY ROBERT W. A. SALTER, LONDON, ENGLAND.

Some months having elapsed since the

appointment of Mr. McAdoo to the re-

sponsible position of Director General of

Railroads and a fair basis for compari-

son between the merits and demerits of

the two administrations being thus af-

forded, the following paper, a resume of

the outcomings and experiences of nearly

four j'cars of Government control in

Great Britain, will not come amiss.

It will be remembered that when war
was declared tlie British Government ex-

ercised its legal powers and took over

the railways of Great Britain. On Aug-
ust 4, 1914, the Secretary of State for

War issued an announcement in the fol-

lowing terms

:

"An Order in Council has been m.ide

under Section 16 of the Regulation of the

Forces Act, 1871, declaring that it is ex-

pedient that the Government should have
control over the railroads in Great

Britain. This control will be exercised

through an Executive Committee com-
posed of general managers of railways

which have been formed for some time,

and has prepared plans with a view to

facilitating the working of these provi-

sions of the Act.

".Mthough tlie railway facilities for

other than naval and military purposes
may for a time be somewhat restricted,

the effect of the use of the powers under
this .'Vet will be to co-ordinate the de-

mands on the railways of the civil com-
munity with those necessary to meet the

special requirements of the naval and
military authorities.

"More normal conditions will, in due
course, be restored, and it is hoped that

the public will recognize the necessity- for

the special conditions, and will, in the

general interest, accommodate themselves
to the inconvenience involved."

The Regulation of the Forces Act un-
der which the Government assumed con-
trol provided that full compensation
should be paid to the owners for any loss

or Mnjury sustained in consequence, the
amount to be settled by agreement, or by
arbitration if necessary. The Govern-
ment agreed with the railway companies
concerned that compensation paid to them
should be the sum by which the aggre-
gate net receipts of their railways for the
period during which the Government
were in possession fell short of the ag-
gregate net receipts for the corresponding
period of 1913, subject, however, to a

proportionate reduction if the net receipts
of the companies whose net receipt^ for
the first half of 1914 were less than the
net receipts for the first half of 1913.
The compensation paid under the ar-
rangement covers all special services,
such as naval or military transport, the
Government consequently being liberated

from the necessity of making payment on
such transport.

Throughout the war relations between
railway employees and the Government
have been satisfactory. At the beginning
of 1915 a war bonus was granted. This
was later converted into war wages.

In .Xpril, 1915, the original terms of

remuneration were moditied. This re-

lieved the railways from the proviso
quoted above relating to the first half of

1914, and instead the railways agreed to

pay 25 per cent of the war bonus granted
to employees.

The passenger train services were con-
siderably curtailed and decelerated; reser-

vation of seats, compartments and saloons
for private parties discontinued ; opera-
tion of sleeping and dining cars curtailed;

working of certain slip coaches and
through cars off main line trains to

branch lines discontinued ; acceptance of

road vehicles by passenger train pro-
hibited

; all passenger fares, except work-
men's season, traders' and zone tickets,

increased by 50 per cent; limitation made
in the amount of baggage which passen-
gers might have accompanying them on
a journey. In regard to freight traffic,

arrangements were made for the pooling
of wagons, and to enable equation be-

tween various companies Great Britain

was divided between twelve of the great
systems, all other lines being allocated

between these. More than a thousand
stations and depots throughout the king-
dom were closed to passenger, and, in

some cases, to freight traffic.

In short, the aim of the Government
was to discourage travel. But notwith-
standing the efforts in this direction the

volume of traffic on the railways appears
now to be on an upward tendency, al-

though there was a marked falling off

after the raising of fares by 50 per cent.

The Railway Executives feel, in these cir-

cumstances, constrained shortly to estab-

lish further curtailments, which will in-

volve a reduction in the speed of express
trains to 35 miles per hour. This will in-

cidentally mean economy in fuel. Passen-
ger fares are not to be increased again at

present, since it would impose such a
great hardship upon bona fide travellers.

"A recent census of passengers arriv-

ing in London by main line trains."

says a London paper, "showed that

69 per cent of the total were in uni-

form. The most striking feature of these

figures is that they do not refer to troop
movements proper, that is, to special

trains carrying soldiers, but to the indi-

vidual soldiers and sailors on leave or in

performance of military functions, such
as escort duty. These facts," continues
our contemporary, "have a very import-
ant bearing on both the railway conges-

tion problem and the considerations of

any reductions in passenger train serv-

ices. In suburban traffic civilian passen-

gers are in die majority."

Since the war the British public has

been made familiar with innumerable
forms of control, but not generally ap-

preciated, or even known, is the fact that

there existed before the war a body
known as the War Council of Engineer
and Railway Staff Corps. It was consti-

tuted in 1912, and the present Railway
Executive Committee, consisting of

eighteen general managers—whose duties,

by the way, are equivalent to those of

President in the United States—is its

outcome. Machinery for controlling rail-

ways as a unit was, therefore, existing

before the war.

The position of British railways in De-
cember, 1916, was that of 700,000 men
employed in railway work in Great
Britain over 130,000 had been taken for

military or naval work. In February this

year that number was increased by 39,896.

So far as numbers are concerned, these

have been practically replaced by women,
or men physically ineligible for military

service, but who came with no experi-
ence of the duties they had to perform.
In 1916 the quantity of steel used for

maintenance, renewals, etc., amounted to

60,000 tons, or 140.000 tons less than in

pre-war times. Rolling-stock had suf-

fered in the same way, the locomotive and
car shops of the various companies hav-
ing been diverted to the manufacture of
shells and munitions of war. From the

railway companies' own stock 18,000

wagons and 600 locomotives have been
sent to France and other countries, while
in the railway shops 2,000 20-ton box cars

have been constructed for use in France;
rails and ties for over 200 miles of track
sent away, and something like 30 ambu-
lance trains completed for the theaters of

war.

In the House of Lords recently Lord
Curzon said that, during the recent Ger-
man offensive, reinforcements have been
crossing the l-.nglish Channel to France
at the rate of 30.000 a day, without loss

of a single life—another testimony to the

efficiency of the transport system in Great
Britain and of the Royal Xavy.

The preceding remarks emphasize an
error which has been commonly printed

in the newspapers in .America, namely,

that of assuming that the ownership of

railways has passed into the hands of

the Government in the L^nited Kingdom.
It is only the result of the control having

been left completely in the hands of rail-

way officers themselves that elasticitv- of

,

policy has been possible. The present .sys-,

tcm of control ii; admirable and will un-
doubtedly continue after the war.
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Electrical Department
How the Locomotive Characteristic Curves Are Made—Electrical Tests on Railway

Motors

Last niiinth wo took ii|i the subject of

electric locomotive characteristic curves.

We explained how these curves deter-

mined the locomotive performance. They
show the relation between the current,

the tractive effort and the speed. We
used a set of characteristic curves to il-

lustrate a few problems and showed the

II IK IIDLUl.NG \\.\TEK.

relation existing between the speed, trac-

tive effort and electric current used by

the locomotive, and how to a]iply these

curves and make practical use of them.

We mentioned that it is the general

practice to draw tip these curves for the

complete locomotive. We showed how
these comjilcte curves were used, but did

not explain how the curves were made.

We now desire to offer some explanation

of the curves.

The characteristic curves show the true

and exact performance of the locomotive

and are worked out and drawn up fmrn

actual tests of the motors used on the

locomotive. It should be clear that it i-

not necessary to wait until the locomotive

is complete and ready for service hefon-

the test can be ma<le. In fact it miyht be

practically impossible to make a test of

the complete locomotive <lue to lack of

testing apparatus. To .i;et the draw Ijar

p;d! a dynamometer car would lie neces-

sary and few of these are available. .More-

.'ver it would be almost impossible lo act

simultaneous readings.

With an electric locomotive there i.- a

unit of power, namely the electric moior.

'I'his unit is used in various number> to

make the complete locomotive; sa\ f"iir

r.r e'^dit or even more. Each elc.iri.

motor is connected to the driving wbeeU

iii the same mechanical manner s.;. t'aa;

the relations as regards power delivered

to the drivers is the same for all motors

and the total power of the locomotive is

a multiple of the power delivered by one

motor, depending of course on the number
of motors used in the construction of the

locomotive. Therefore if the electrical

cliaracteristics of one motor is known the

complete locomotive characteristics can

easily be calculated.

The easiest and best way to get the

electric motor characteristics is not on

the locomotive when completed, but at the

factory on the electric motor itself

mounted on a test stand with all facilities

readily available for making the tests.

The locomotive characteristic cur\es

consist of an efficiency curve, a speed

curve, a tractive effort curve, and a brake

lior>e-power curve all plotted in reference

to the current. The tests on the one

motor should therefore be such that these

curves are obtained.

An electric locomotive is required to

work at all loads, from very light loads

to heavy loads. In testing the electric

motor it is therefore necessary to operate

the motor over a wdde range of load,

from light load to full load, obtaining at

these various loads the power delivered

by the motor and the rev(dutions jier

niiniue.

Tlie most direct method of testing a

nint.ir, is by the use of the Prony brake.

It i^ also possible with the use of this

l>rake to determine the efficiency of the

motor, l-'or large motors the pulley used

i-- ci instructed in general as shown in Fig.

steel

strap

When rotating the centrifugal force keeps

the water out against the inside of the

rim and the flanges prevent it from spil-

ling out. A pipe pours water into the in-

terior of the pulley and another pipe with

a scoop-end collects as much water as is

fed in, by means of the wide end which

rakes off a tilm of appropriate depth at

each revohition. The pulley is always

supplied witli running water, inside, for

purpose of keeping it cool when in use.

The brake itself consists of strips of

wood placed all round the pulley and

held together by steel straps. Under the

wood is generally placed a sheet of as-

bestos, and under that is a sheet of brass,

the brass bearing directly against the

pulley. The tension is adjusted by a screw

and hand wheel as is shown in Fig. 2.

When testing there is a large amount of

heat generated due to the pressure of the

brake against the pulley and some pro-

vision must be made to get this heal

away. .\s mentioned above, the pulley

is so constructed that a film or layer of

water can be maintained in the ' pulley

when rotating. .\ uniform thickness of

water is thus maintained. It is essential

that the brake band be kept well lubricat-

ed with grease, otherwise the brake might

"bite" and so interfere with the tests.

To the brake band is fastened an arm,

provided with a point, a known distance

from the vertical line through the centre

of the shaft, when the arm is horizontal.

A convenient length is 3 ft. This point

during tests is carried or rests on an or-

dinary pair of weighing scales so that the

Zl
"T

motor -

shoft
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when the arm is horizontal and it is

necessary to subtract a constant amount

from the readings of the weight on the

scales. This quantity is found as follows.

The brake is taken from the pulley and

is supported on the vertical line men-

tioned above, by a V-shaped piece of

wood, the other end resting on tlie scale.

The weight as measured on the scale, or

the "tare" of the brake, will 1)e the atnoinit

which will be subtracted from all the

readings, in order to obtain tlie true

power.

The test of the motor is carried out

something as follows. The motor is con-

nected to the power supply and tlic brake

is adjusted so that it represents a very

hght load. Witli this load kept constant

for a minute or so, the speed in revolu-

tions per minute of the armature is taken

by a speed counter. At the same time

the current used in the motor is taken, as

well as the weight on the scale which is

the pressure of the brake point. For this

load we have the current reading, the

speed and the torque of the motor. (Tiie

weight on the scale reduced to terms of

pounds at one foot radius.)

These readings are then taken for a

slightly heavier load and so on, point by

point until full load condition is reached.

Having obtained these readings tor the

several points, the locomotive curves can

be drawn up by multiplying these readings

of current and torque by the numlier of

motors and changing over to terms of

miles per hour and tractive effort hy the

use of the following formulas

:

Our sliipbuilding programme requires

It.OOO.OOt) tons. This is for assem-

bling the material alone, and in build-

ing eight million tons of vessels we

use about 5 tons for every ship that

leaves the ways. When it comes to think-

ing of warfare there are many citizens

to whom the war is nothing but records

of .American and .Allied prowess, or sole-

stirring headlines in the daily papers.

When it comes to actual war it takes 80

lbs. of coal in the manufacture of every

3-in. shell thrown by American guns in

tile world war for freedom. larger shells

use coal in proportion, and all kinds of

explosive projectiles are made here by the

million. It has been estimated by British

authorities that to shell an enemy position

or to maintain a l)arrage, more .shells are

used in an afternoon than were thrown

in the whole Boer war. Under such a

death-dealing storm, casualties are multi-

plied, and the transport of troops to the

firing line and the systematic return of

wounded men has »axed railway facilities,

liotb here and in Europe.

It is when confronted liy such untoward

hai>penings that the Government, lenient

as it must be in a republic, is forced by

drastic measures to show the way to save,

and to enforce it, so that the war inay

be won, as it must be and will be. for we

are all resolved. Rut witli the enormous

war demand, added to the normal coal

cinisuniption of our railroads, industries

and people, the United States is confront-

ed with the necessity of supplying ap-

pro.ximately 735,000.000 tons of coal

Horsepower =
Pounds torque X Revolutions per

Pounds trartive ctifrrt X Miles per hour

No. pe.ir teeth X 24 X Ciear efficiency X Pounds torque

No. pinion teeth X Inches wheel diamete

Inches wheel diameter X No. pinion teeth X (r. P- "'•)

336 X No. gear teeth

The various points are then plotted

using the ctirrent readings as a base and
the characteristic curves can thus lie ob-

tained.
-»§;BUY liberty BONDSSJ^*-

Cold Facts About Coal.

It is stated on the very best aulhnr:ty,

that of the U. S. Fuel Administration.

that each fifteen thousand ton troop siiip

that puts American soldiers on the battle

ground of France consumes more than

3.000 tons of coal or 12.000 barrels of fuel

oil. More than 4,000,000 tons is used in

moving the supplies that go forward to

"oiir boys" or the .Allies. These supplies

must go forward, in one continuous, un-

broken stream. There are no "ifs" not

"ands" to this fact, it is imperative, it

cannot be argued about, and it is to make
.rood in war what Kipling calls "loud

waste that none may check."

during the year from April 1, 1918, to

Ajiril 1. 1919. The gap bethwcen last

year's production and this year's demands

1 at least 80,000.000 tons ) must be bridged.

The |)roduction of coal, going as it does

band in. hand with railroad service, in-

creased tremendously during June and

July of 1918. Records for bituminous pro-

duction were established which the coal

mining industry had never approached

before. But as railroad service improves

a heavy burden is laid upon the labor at

the mines which must bring forth the

coal. With the ranks of mine labor de-

pleted by the demand for active service in

the fighting line and by the shifting of

labor to tnore remunerative work in war
industry, there has developed the task of

increasing the efficiency and output of the

iiidi\idual miner. To ibis end the I'ucl

.Administration is bending evcrv elTort.

It is, however, encouraging to learn

from a recent statement of the Director

General that, among other things, he said

:

"Of late cars have been supplied to the

coal mines more rapidly than they have

1 ceil able to load them.

"The country has been led to believe

that coal production is limited entirely by

transportation and that any shortage is

due to the railroads. This is erroneous.

The maintenance of an adequate coal sup-

ply depends in the first instance upon pro-

duction, which in turn is restricted by

shortages of labor and other causes aside

from transportation."

The reduction of paper for printing is

part of the same movement for economy

which is not only desirable, but an abso-

lute necessity. Lumber jacks have been

withdrawn from their regular work in

Canada, from where most of our wood

pulp comes, and there is also a scarcity of

river drivers in the Dominion owing to

the same cause. The manufacture of print

paper takes coal, hence the restrictions.

From a census of the war industries and

similar activities, undertaken by the

United States T-'uel .Administration esti-

mates since the declaration of war that

the iiroduclion of bituminous coal during

the year begiiuiiiig .April 1, 1918, must be

increased 79.866.000 net tons over the pro-

duction of 1917, if estimated requirements

are met. Uilless this added production is

accomplished, the re(|uirements must be

curtailed by conservation and by further

limitalion.

The ever-increasing fuel demand of the

war machine has sent up the figures for

the bituminous retiuirements for the cur-

rent year to 634.594,000 net tons, while the

production during 1917 was only 554,728,-

000 net tons, although all previous pro-

duction records were then broken by more

than 52,000,000 tons. To meet the re-

quirements an average weekly production

of more than 12,200.000 tons was sure to

be necessary throughout the coal year.

On June 1. the first nine weeks of the

coal year had expired and at that time the

average weekly production had been so

far below the rei|uirement that for the re-

maining forty-three weeks of the coal year

an average weekly production of more

than 12.4lK).0l)0 net tons was the pro-

gramme necessary for fulfilling bitu-

minous requirements.

The lesson of all this is a very practical

personal appeal to the people of the

United States, who of their own motion

took up the instance of the right of small

nations to live, and carried that insistence

lo the point of actual war. This war is

not gratifying newspaper headlines, read

hurriedly on the way to the office. It is a

calamitous reality, as those in the trenches

well kiin« Those who stay at home

must turn their strenn<ins endeavors more

strongly than before to an actual, concrete

effort to -a\ e coal on the railways.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. William A. Cotton has been aii-

iKiintcd assistant to the general mechani-

cal superintendent of the h'.rie. with ofticc

at Meadville, Pa.

Mr. Willartl Wells has been apjiointed

superintendent of motive power of tlic

Atlantic Coast Line, with lieadqiiarlers at

W'ilminglon. X. C.

Mr. J. S. I'eter has been appointed

general manager of the San AntcJiiii).

I'valde & Gulf, with headquarters at

.San Antonio, Texas.

Mr, W. A. Callison has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Chicago, Indianapolis & Louiville. witli

headquarters at Lafaj'ette, Ind.

.Mr. W. G. IJierd, federal manager nf

the ('liicago K; .\lloii, has had Ids juris-

diction extended o\er the I'eoria &
Pekin I'nion and the Peoria Railway

Terminal.

Mr. I-'.. L, I'.rown, general manager of

the Denver X Kio Grande, has had lii>

jurisdiction extended to incbide tlie Salt

Lake City I'liioti Deiuit and Raihoad

Company.

Mr. Tliomas S. Davey, furnierly luastcr

mechanic of the b-rie at Secaucus. X. J.,

has lieeii appoiiUe<l sliop superintendent

at Hornell, X. V.. succeeding Mr. Lee R.

I.ai/tire.

Mr. W. H. Sam|iK-, superintendent of

luotive power of tlie (iraiul Trunk at

Montreal, Que., has been transferred to

the western litics, with headquarters at

Detroit. Midi.

Mr. J. Ilorrigan has lieen appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Cliicago, Milwaukee & Gary, and the

b'.Igin, joliet S: Eastern, with headquar-

ters at Joliet, 111.

Mr. Oscar I". Ostby has been elected

vice-president of Glazier Manuf.ict tir-

ing Company of Rochester, N. Y. Mr.

Ostby has offices in the Grand (/entral

Terminal. New Y^ork.

Mr. E. T. lUirnett will perform tlu-

duties of purchasing agent of the Norfolk

& Western, in addition to his duties as

chairman of the Regional Purchasing

("ommittce for tlie Pocahontas Region.

Mr. William I". Murray has been ap-

pianted master mechanic of the Xcw jer-

sey southern division of the Central of

New Jersey, with office at Lakeliiirst,

N. J., succeeding Mr. William Mont;;om-

ery. retired.

Mr. A. 1-:. Calkins, formerly .issistaiit

superintendent of rolling stork of tlie

X'ew \nrk Central Lines East, has been

appiiinled engineer of rnlling stock .if the

New \>T\i Central Lines, with ofii. r .it

Xew York.

Mr. J. W. Small, formerly sup.rni-

tendent of motive power. Scabo.ir.l

.Mr Line, has been appointed staff

c. nicer, mechanical, in the organization

of tlie Southern regional director, with

ollice at -Atlanta, Ga.

Mr. .\. B. Ford, formerly division mas-

ter meclianic of the Great Xorthern at

Great ]''alls, Mont., has been promoted

to general master mechanic, with head-

quarters at Great Falls, succeeding Mr.

J J. Dow ling, transferred.

Mr. A. G. Delany, formerly salesman

for the American Brake Slice & Foundry

t'onipaiiy, with headquarters at Chicago,

111., has been appointed local manager of

that company at Minneapolis, and sales

m.inager in the northwestern territory.

< ien. Guy K. Tripp, formerly Colonel

Cnited States Army and liead of produc-

tion division, has been promoted Briga-

dier General, and placed in offices having

I barge of the production of ordnance ma-

terial. Previous to his connection with

riF.N'. GUY E. TRIPP.

the Ordnance Department, General Tripp

V as chairman of the Board of Directors.

Westiiighousr Electric & Mamifacturing

(omp.uiy. witli beadcjuarters in Xew
^ork.

Mr. S. G. Strickland, 1-Yderal manager

of the Cliica.go & North Western, witli

lieadciuarters at Chicago, 111 ,
has had liis

jurisdiction e.xtendcd over the bent

I'oilge, Pes Moines & Southern, and the

Waterloo, Cedar Falls & Northern.

Mr. D. M. Case, signal and electrical

engineer of the Southern Railway lines

west, with headquarters at Cincinnati,

I •bio. lias had his jurisdiction extended

o\ir the Georgia Southern &-. b'lorida, and

the .Mab.ama and V^icksburg railways.

Mr F. F.. Calvin, feilcral manager of

tb.' rnion Pacific, llie Oregon Short

Line, the St. Joseph & Grand Island, and

the Los Angeles &• Salt Lake, has had
bis jurisdiction extended over the Ogdoii

I iiion Railway and Depot Company.

Mr. W. ]. ThiehofT, formerly assist-

ant to the general manager of the Chi-

cago, Burlington & (Juiiicy, has been as-

signed to temporary service as active

general manager of llie Denver & Salt

Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.

Mr. Clarence H. Norton, formerly

master mechanic of the Susquehanna,

Tiogo and Jefferson divisions of the Erie,

has been transferred to the .-Xllegheny and

Bradford divisions, with headquarters at

Hornell, X. Y., succeeding Mr. A. J.

Davis.

Mr. Jiiliu Burns, formerly master

mechanic iif the (Jiiebec district of tlie

Canadian Pacitic. at Montreal, Que., has

been appointed assistant works manager

of the .Angus shops at Montreal, succeed-

ing Mr. J W. Jiuckland. granted leave jI

absence.

Mr. George McCormick, general supei-

intendent of motive power of the South-

ern Pacitic. has had his jurisilictioii ex-

tended over the Western Pacific, the Tide-

water Southern, and the Deep Creek

Railroad, with hcadcjuarters at San Fran-

cisco, Cab

Mr. J. J. Dowling. formerly general

master mechanic on the Great Northern,

with olfices at Great Falls, Mont., has

lieen appointed general master mechanic

of the eastern district, with offices at

St. Paul, Minn,, succeeding Mr. G. .\.

Bruce, deceased.

Mr. F., 1\ Battley has been appointed

snperinteiidnit of motive power of the

(irand Trunk, b'astern lines, with head-

quarters at .Montreal, Que., and M. .\.

McDonald has been appointed assistant

superintendent of motive power of the

same division, also with offices at Mon-
treal.

Mr. R, F, Roe, formerly general mas-

ter mechanic of the Gulf Coast Lines,

has been appointed assistant mechanical

superintendent of the New Orleans.

Texas & Mexico, the Beaumont, Sour

Lake & Western, and the St. Louis,

Brownsville S: Mexico, with oftices at

Kiugsville. Tex,

Mr. J. I',. Taussig, general manager of

the Wab.isli. has been ai>pointed Federal

manager of that road, including such of

its leased and operate<I properties un-

der Feder.d control, with liead(piarters at

St. Louis. Mo, .Mr, Taussig has also had

bis authority extended over the Toledo,

St, Louis i^- Western.

Mr. G. W. Saul, purchasing agent of

the Oregon-Washington Railroad & Nav-

igation lines, and the ^^^kima Valley

Transportation Conipany. has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent also of the

Southern Pacilic Terminal of (~)regoii

and the Pacific Coast with headquartei s

at Portland. (Ire,

Mr. J. J. Carey, general master
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mechanic of llic Texas & Pacific at Dal-

las, Texas, has also been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic of the Louisiana

Railway & Navigation Company's lines

west of the Mississippi river, and the

trans-Mississippi terminal, witli lu-adqiiar-

ters at Dallas.

Mr. Oscar E. Wolden, assistant fuel

supervisor of the Minneapolis, St. Paul

& Sault Ste. Marie, with headquarters at

Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointe

acting fuel supervisor, succeeding Mr. R.

L. Pyle, who, as announced last inoutb,

was appointed supervisor of fuel conser-

vation for the Central Western Region.

United States Railroad Administration.

Mr. C. G. Burnham, federal manager

of the Chicago, Burlington & (Jnincy.

the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, the

Toledo, Peoria & Western, west of

Peoria, including the Peoria Terminal,

the Rock Port Langdon & Northern, and

the Rapid City, Black Hills & Western,

has had his jurisdiction extended to in-

clude the Illinois Terminal and tlu- Mis-

souri &• Illinois, Bridge and Belt.

Mr. D. J. McCuaig has been appoint

superintendent of motive power of the

Grand Trunk, Ontario lines, with head-

quarters at Toronto, Ont., -and Mr. J.

Vass has been appointed assistant super-

intendent of motive power of the Ontario

lines, with headquarters at Allendale,

Out., and Mr. J. R. Leckie becomes assist-

ant to the superintendent of motive power

of the Ontario lines, with headquarters at

London, Out.

Mr. H. R. Safford, formerly chief

engineer of the Grand Trunk Railway

System, has been appointed engineering

assistant to Mr. H. Holden, Regional Di-

rector of the Central western district,

embracing the Santa Fe, Rock Island,

Chicago & .-Xlton. L'nion Pacific an<i otlier

railways. Mr. Safford is a graduate of

Purdee University, and a now vice-presi-

dent of the American Railway Engineer-

ing Association.

Mr. C. 11. Ewing, Federal manager oi

the Philadelphia & Reading, the Central

Railroad of New Jersey, the New \'ork

& Long Branch, the .-Xtlantic City, the

Port Reading, and the Statcn Islaifl

Rapid Transit Railroad, has had his luri^

diction extended over the Staten Klaml
the Baltimore & New York, and the Kalti

more & Ohio properties and piers on Man
hattan Island, which lines and facilities

have been released from the jurisdiction

of Federal manager, Mr. A. W. Tlioinp-

son.

Mr. n. E. Chilcoat, representative of

the \\ csiinghnnse Air Brake Company in

the Pittsburgh district, has accepted a

position as manager of the Clark Car
Company, manufacturers of the Clark Ex-
tension Side Dump Car. Mr. Chilcoat

entered railroad service in the employ of

the Pennsylvania in 1900 as machinist's

apprentice, and served successively as

work inspector, gang foreman and fore-

man of the air brake department until

I90(), when he entered the service of the

Westinghouse .'\ir Brake Company as

traveling inspector, and shortly after was
assigned to the southeastern district with

office at Richmond, Va., and in 1910 to

Pittsburgh, as noted above.

Mr. R. S. lirown, vice-iiresideiit of the

G. M. Basford Company, and whose
election was noted in the September issue

of R.MLVv.w .\ND Locomotive Engineer-
T.Nc;. is a graduate of Pratt Institute. In

\-9CG he entered railway service as a

special apprentice in the Meadville shops

R, S. r.ROWX

of the Erie railroad, and later, in the

office of the mechanical engineer at

Meadville, from which he was transferred

to the Susquehanna shops in charge of a

section of the work. Latterly he was
promoted to a position on the staff of the

general mechanical superintendent at

New York. On the formation of the G.

M. Basford Company two years ago Mr.
Brown became associated with the new
enterprise and has shown an admirable

adajitabilily to the requirements of the

oflice, with the result that he was elected

vice-president as noted.

Mr. James A. Trainor has been appoint-

ed assistant general sales manager of the

.American Flexible Belt Co. with offices

at SO Church street, New York. Mr.
Trainor started his business life with the

Baldwin Locomotive Works and worked
his way up through various departments
to the position of assistant to the idW.t

manager. While with this company he

gained a wide experience in locomotive

construction and operation. In Novem-
ber, 1917, he entered the services of the

C. S. Gnveriiment as a Major in the Rus-
sian Railway .Service Corps, this organi-

;ation being sent to Russia to operate the

Trans-Siberian Railway. Owing to the

upheaval in Russia part of this organiza-

tion was recalled to the U. S., and Mr.
Irainor again entered the service of the

Ualdwin Locomotive Works, resuming

liis position as assistant to sales manager,

which position he held at the time of his

recent appointment.

^»g;BUY LIBERTY B0NDS6S»-

Back Pay

Hundreds of thousands of employees

in the railroad service of the United

States have received or will receive

checks for back pay, in accordance with

order issued on July 25. 1918. No em-
ployee can make better use of his back

pay than to lend it to the government at

interest, thus helping to win the war, and

securin.g an investment of absolute safety

lor himself.

-»g;BUY LIBERTY B0NDS6g»-

American Locomotive Company.

The annual report of the .American

Locomotive Company- shows that all of

the company's plants have been engaged

exclusively on locomotive production

since October last year. Extensive ad-

ditions have been made to existing plants,

and the company purchased the former

plant of the Kline Motor Car Corporation

of Richmond, V'a., and this plant is now-

used for the manufacture of the smaller

accessories of the locomolive. The com-

pany disposed of the jilants at Providence,

R. I., formerly used for the manufacture

of automobiles, and the locomotive plant

at Manchester, N. H. Eight hundred loco-

motives of the administration's standard

designs are now in course of construction

and the company's plants are taxed to

their utmost, and will likely continue to be

so even after the war, as the scarcity of

skilled labor as well as the shortage of

material conduces to the unavoidable de-

lays which, under existing conditions,

should be expected.
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Safety and Loyalty.

Xnt long .,ii<,' Mr. Marcus A. Dou.
titiieral Safely AkciU um the X. V. ( .

lines, said anioni; (Jllier lliinHs at a niecl-

ing held in Indianapolis, Ind., tliat the

killing of 22.(100 and the injuring sericnisl\

of half a million industrial workers a

year in all classes of industry was a sc

rious dr.iin on the man-power of the na

tion, at a time when every available man
is needed for the work that has to Ik-

done. We must keep the machines Koin.i;.

keep the wlieels niovin.if, kcej) llie railroails

and industries up to their liighest point

of productive etliciency. Hut we Tuu^t

kee|) as far as ])ossililc from having acci-

dents or anytliing else that will tenil to

lessen that efficiency.

Safety effort and loyab\ to the C.ov-

ernmcnt go hand in band. Safety today

involves a bigger thing than onl> indus-

trial safety. It involves the safety of all

and the safety of our country. Lver\

.American must be a good safet\ man.

He must put his shoulder lo the ubeel,

must give a full day's work every work-

ing day, and do nothing that will in an.\

degree impair his ability, or tlie al)ilit\

of others, to give that full measure of

service The railroads must be operated

witli the utmost efficiency. Good service

and a full day's service every day on thf

liart of every em]doye is necessary to thai

end. l-'or an employe to lay off work.

even temporarily merely to suit his own
))ersonaI ends, deprives the c<nmtry un-

necessarily of services that are needed,

and whether intended so or not is an act

of disloyalty. Careless work, shiftless

work, indiffcrenl work, "Oon't-givc-a-

hang" sort of wdrk on the part of any
man today is disloyalty to the cotmtry

because it handicaps our boys "over

tliere" in their effort lo win the war.

-i-?j BUY L I B F R T Y_B ON D SjJ?!-

Mixing Locomotive Coal for Economy.

'Ihe Lehigh Valley, of which Mr. F. N
llibbits is suiierintendent of nionve

power, has adopted an ingenious melhoil

of mixing bituminous and very Inie, other-

wise unusable, anlhracitc coal, so :is lo

form a very satisfactory kind of fuel.

The fuel mixing plant is at llazleton, I'a..

where the bituminous and fine anthrariu

coal is rni.xed for use on locomotive-.

The bituminous coal is run through a

set of breakers or rolls and broken into

a small size, but not pnl\cri/cd. The
bituminous coal is then mixed in propor-

tion to 60 per cent bituminous and 40 pir

cent fine anlhr;icile coal known as sil;.

wdiich is the waste anthracite almosl a>

tine as powiler. The l)ituminous coal

cokes and hi.lds tlu- silt so that it is re

laiiied jn i),,- lir<-box and not cani-l
llirough the flues by the strong draft

Bituminous Zone System.

The L'niled Slates I'liel .\dniinistralion,

cooperating uuh the Director General of

Kailroads, announced in March, 1918, that

a /one system was to cover the distrilm-

iion <jf bituminous coal during the coal

.\ear beginning .April 1, 1918. To avoid

waste of iransportation is the purpose of

ihe system. The .system provides for tlie

retention of something like .5,000,(XX) tons

of coal for the iCast wdiich has heretofore

gone west. It will eliminate the move-
ment of more than 2,VlflO,l)00 Ions of I'o-

lahoutas coal to Chicago and other west-

ern points over a haul of about OtiO miles.

Chicago can make up this shortage from
southern Illinois mines, with an average

rail haul of 312 miles. Thus, there will

lie saved 11,400,1100 car-miles. This will

permit 14 additional round trii)s of 211

(la\s each from West Virginia to zone

destinations, permitting an additional pro-

duction of at least 700,000 tons of Poca-

hontas and New River coal.

-?^:buy liberty bondssj^

Cleaning Coal.

.\uthority was gi\en to the district rep-

iescntati\es of the Fuel .Administration

to appoint inspectors of knowdedge and
experience to inspect the product of the

various mines, and with sufticient aiithor-

iiv to eiif,>rce the cleaning of coal at the

iiMiic.-.. 'I'hey were empowered to order
ilic sus])envion of operation in mines
where the coal was fcnind naturally to lie

f such character as to be unfit for use.

Tile order ilid not change the terms, con-

dit oils or \alidity of existing contracts,

bnl new conlr.uts were made subject lo it

~»g-:BUY LIBERTY BONDSSiijj~

Change of Tune.

The coal areas of France recenlly cap-

lured from the Huns will be the field of

MI^ice f..r MtO steel coal cars being

-liipped from here. The cars were built

li.\ Ihc ()renstein-.\rtliur Kojiiiel 'Coni-

pan.\ for shipment to (iermany by w;i\- .f

.Mexico. The ()rciislein-.\rlliiir Kopprl
Company's plant near Pittsburgh was sold

at auction by the alien enemy projierty

cuslodian to the Pressed Steel Car Com-
pany, which will build 2,IK10 cars for

ihe .\Ihes.

^vTbUY LIBERT Y BONDS ij?»-

.\ man who won't lend is the Kais, i

friend.

^Vf BUY LtJJJ«^TYJ^nU)S i>4^

Handling Material and Supplies.

' hie of tlie most frec|iu-nl causes of iii-

lury lo employes is the handling of freight

or material and sui>]ilies. The recor<ls

indicate that many of the injuries received

by employes while engaged in work of

llrs character are iiainfnl and cause long

l.erirKls ,,f lay-off from work. In almosl
every casi' the acciilenl is one which can
oiil> be avoirled by greater care b> the

'.w.rkman himself or by closer siiper\ i

sion on the p,art of men in charge.

~-s-:gBUY LIBERT Y B~OND 55SH'~

\ bond slacker is the Kaiser's backer

Air Brake
Reliability
The importance of air

brake reliability is well

known. This reliability un-

der all conditions is largely

dependent upon proper lu-

brication.

DIXONS
Graphite
Air Brake
Grease

is prepared especially for

the peeuliarly delicate re-

tjuirenicnts of triple vah'e

mechanisms, and for brake

cylinders and engineer's

yahes, distributing yah'es

and angle cocks,
'

Trifile yahes lubricated

with this grease respond

sensitiyely but smoothly to

all reductions in air pres-

sure.

\\'rite for Booklet No.

69-RR.

Made in JERSEY CITY. N. J., bv Ihe

Joseph Dixon Crucible
D><x><^ Company dXxXn

E.STABLISHED IS2
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COLUMBIA
DEVICES

A'^

Original
Columbia Lock Nut Assembled
Made Hexagon and Square

Make your work light

er, protect your reve-

nue earners and insure

smooth running cars

and engines. Illustrated

booklet mailed upon
request.

Columbia Nut
& Bolt Company

INC.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Railroad Eijuipment Notes

llic .Santa I'c has plans for the con-

struction of a lunvt-r plant 100 by 100 ft.

at Shopton, 111.

The Pennsylvania Lines have let con-

tracts for a roundhouse and other terminal

facilities at Canton, O.

The Tientsin Pukow Railway, China,

has ordered 10 Mikado locomotives from
the American Locomotive Company.

The Philadelphia & Reading has award-
ed a contract for the erection of a 70 by

200-foot engine house at Essington, Pa.

The new machine shop and engine house

to be constructed by the Illinois Central,

at Benton, 111., is estimated to cost about

$30,000.

The Pekin Kalgan Railway, China, has

ordered 5 Mikado and three Mallet loco-

motives from tlie American Locomotive
Company.

The Illinois Central has plans for the

extensive new terminal facilities at Cen-

tral City., Ky., including a 12-staII round-

house, turntable, powerhouse, repair shop,

conveyor pits, etc.

The Chicago & North Western has

let a contract for the Ogle Construction

Company for the construction of a coaling

station at Rochester. Minn., at an estimat-

ed cost of $10,(X)0.

Contract has been awarded to T. S.

Leake & Company, Chicago, by the Illinois

Central for the erection of a new engine

terminal at Hawthorne, III., to cost $150,-

000, including engine house, machine shop,

etc.

The Mississippi Eastern is having built

at the Long licll Lumber Company's plant

at Quitman, Miss., SO Hat, bo.\ and log-

ging cars.

The Chicago & Xorth Western has let

the contract for a seven-stall roundhouse
at Beula, 111., also for a mechanical coal-

ing station.

The Lake Erie & Western has let con-

tracts for a 20-stall roundhouse and an oil

house at Lima. O., also a 10-stall round-

Iiouse at Peru, Ind.

The Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste.

Marie has ordered 50 bard coal car heat-

ers from the Refrigerator Heater & Ven-
tilator Car Company. St. Paul. Minn.

The .American Locomotive Company has

let a contract to the Lackawanna Bridge

Company, BulTalo. for the erection of an

addition to the I)iiilcr shop, to cost $150,-

000.

The Baltimore & Ohio is contemplating

an expenditure of $168,000 for the enlarg-

ing and improving of its shops at San-

dusky, Ohio, under government super-

vision.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

will expend about $150,000 for improve-

ments to lie made at Merington, Kan., in-

cluding an 18-stall addition to No. 2

roundhouse.

The Chicago Great Western has award-

ed a contract to the Ogle Construction

Co. for the construction of a coaling sta-

tion at Rochester, Minn., at an estimated

cost of $10,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio has let a con-

tract to the Surety Engineering Company,
New York, to build an addition to its coal-

thawing plant, at Curtis Bay, Md. The
building will be one story of reinforced

concrete and steel construction.

The Michigan Central has awarded con-

tract to the Walbridge-.AIdinger Company,
Detroit, for construction of a boiler and

tank shop for the repair of locomotives at

Jackson, Midi., to be of brick and steel,

215 x270 feet, estimated to cost $355,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio will establish a

reclamation plant (adjoining $1,200,000

erecting shop now under construction) to

handle materials from all the Baltimore &
Ohio system ; reclaim and distribute loco-

motives, cars, bridges, machinery, etc., at

Cumberland, Md.

The Cliesapeake & Ohio has let a con-

tract to the .Arnold Company, Chicago, to

erect a brass foundry, 53 by 244 feet, cost-

ing $.^0,000; locomotive shop, steel frame,

concrete foundations. 110 by 400 feet, cost

$250,000 : machine shop, main building of

brick, 4.3 by 204 feel, concrete foundation,

with Icantos, sheds, etc., cost $100,000, and

a general mechanical shop, power house

and oiVicc annex building, at Richmond,

Va.

Rollins S: Schaefer Co., Chicago, were

recently awarded a contract by the Phila-

delpbi.i, Baltimore & Washington for the

designing and construction of a 300-fon

capacity two-track automatic electric loco-

motive coaling plant and a concrete

"RandS" gravity sand plant, using Beamer

patent steam sand dryers, for erection at

Perryville. Md. The Pennsylvania award-

ed tin- same company a contract for the

const ruction of a 900-ton capacity two-

track reinforced concrete automatic elec-

tric locomotive coaling plant and a

"Raiid.S" gravity sand plant for installa-

tion at ^'<'nng5wood, Pa. Contract price

was JKv'.OOO.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Fuel Conservation

Eugene McAuliCte, manager, Fuel Con-

servation Section, United States Railroad

Administration, has issued a special cir-

cular Xo. 13, calling uijon the chief oper-

ating ot'ticcr of each railroad to direct

the attention of every employee who is

connected with the maintenance and

operation of brake equipment to the

observance of the recommendations sub-

mitted by a committee of the Air Brake

Association, and which were published

in the September issue of Railway and

LocuMuTiVE ENGiNtERiNG. It is requested

that a copy of the circular should be

posted on all bulletin boards, and a copy

should be furnished to men in charge of

repair yards, to yardmasters and to con-

ductors for posting in train cabooses.

The recommendations are largely based

on the necessity for a stricter inspection,

and better care of air brake equipment,

particularly with a view to amend the

causes of brake-pipe leakage, which it

is claimed by the Air Brake Committee,

is responsible for an annual loss of

6,000,000 tons of coal.

-»g3BUY LIBERTY BONDStS»-

Graphite.

Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint is the

text of the latest issue of Graphite. Tank

cars run over five years without repainting

when Dixon's silica-graphite paint is used.

Other paints last less than three years.

On wooden buildings it is good for fifteen

years, while other paints evaporate or fall

off in less than five years. It is not only

the coming paint, but it is the stayuig

paint. It lasts longer, and hence reduces

the cost by reason of its durability. It

defies climatic influences. Tile expanding

city of Buenos Aires has its principal

structures covered with it. Those who

desire to see copies of testimonials should

send for a copy of Vol.- XX. No. 8, to the

loseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City,

N. J.

-ggiUY LIBERTY BONDSij^
Staybolts

The bi-monthly Digest, issued by tlic

Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa,,

has the rare quality of singleness of pur-

pose. It sticks to staybolts, and does not

wander off into realms of thought or en-

deavor with which it has no concern.

It does not even remind us that war

stamps are on sale. In the latest is^ne

it tells us how the first completed I "nilid

States standard locomotive is one of 1,41.^

of the light Mikado type that will be

completed this year. While pointing out

the merits of the flexible stay bolt il

reminds us th:it tliey were first thought

of a quarter of a century ago, as tlie most

practical means to overcome the effects

of a too rigid assemblage in the firebox

connections of the locomotive boiler. This

conception prevailed when lirebox di-

mensions were very small compared to

present day designs, yet the idea brought

to light a principle that was quite gen-

crally disregarded, and largely ignored,

ill the sense of defining its application

and true value, which to all intents and

purposes is most vital when full con-

bidcration is given to the best methods,

and the provisions necessary to properly

stay and safeguard tlie material structure

of the firebox assemblage, under the stress

and influence of the variable firebox tem-

peratures existing under service condi-

tions.

Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and PorfaWc

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

-«#BUY LIBERTY BONDS«i^»-

Classifications of Coal

The Geological Survey gives to coal

six classifications. They are: Anthra-

cite, semi-anthracite, semi-bituminous, bi-

tuminous, sub-bituminous, and lignite. All

of these various classes are produced in

ilie United States. Most of the antlira-

cite coal is mined in eastern Pennsylvania.

Small areas of coal exist in the West that

are placed in the anthracite classification,

but which are not identical in quality

u itii the Pennsylvania anthracite. Anthra-

cite IS an almost ideal domestic fuel, but

is not well adapted to steam raising, al-

though it is used for this purpose when

an absolutely smokeless fuel is required.

There is very little semi-anthracile in

this country, hence is but a small factor

in tlie trade. Semi-bituminous is of high-

er rank than bituminous. It has a high

percentage of fixed carbon, which makes

it nearly smokeless. It is best adapted to

raising steam and to general manufacture

that requires a high degree of heat. It

is regarded as the best coal for steam-

-ships, and is used almost exclusively by

tlie Xavy. Being of a soft, tender quality,

it is easily broken. This fineness is re-

garded by those accustomed to lump coal

a> detrimental, but il is not. It burns

slowly and retains a high degree uf heat

liituminous coal is produced in a num-

ber of grades, but generally speaking it

describes a grade of coal having about

eciual proportions t)f volatile matter and

fixed carbon. Bituminous coal is only

slightly affected chemically by weather-

ing unless it is exposed for many years.

"Sub-bituminous" is a term adopted by

the Geological Survey to describe a grade

of coal more generally known as "black

lii;nite." It is produced principally in the

Western States. It is a clean, domestic

icial, and ignites easily.

Lignite is a product of Xortli Dakota

and Texas. It is heavy in moisture when

it comes from the mines, but dries quick-

ly when exposed to the weather. Lignite

i^ marketed mainly at points near the

mine as a domestic fuel.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Cnflneers, Iron

rounders, Machinists.

100 Chastnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing

Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

ManufHctiirera of Injectors. Ejectors.

Boiler Washers and Testers, Boiler Checks,

Check Valvei.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Good* That Last

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franklin Street. Bonton, M«

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOLTH NORWALR. CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressors

Stnd for Catalog
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Completion of the New York Subway Extension
Since tlic recent complctiun ui exten-

sions and improvements it may be truth-

fully said that the New York subway

extension system represents the world's

greatest achievement in electric railway

construction. It consists of 619 miles of

track, serves four of the five boroughs of

the city and has a capacity of three billion

passengers per annum. New York, after

>il LuMipaMy have co-upcratcd uith the

city in developing it.

Four parallel elevated lines and a sub-

way constituted the former rapid transit

system in Manhattan. The subway
started in Brooklyn, ran north through

the eastern part of Manhattan as far as

42nd street, west on 42nd street to Broad-

way, and then north through the western

western will laier on enter Brooklyn

through a new tunnel. These two sub-

ways arc operated by the Interborough

I^apid Transit Company. A third sub-

way is operated by the New York Munici-

pal Railway Corporation formed by the

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company. This

subway was built between two Inter-

borough subways, which will eventually

NEW YORK SUBWAY CONXKITION'S. TIMES Si,H'.\KE. -120 STREET, NEW \i>[<\<

Courtesy Electrical Experimenter.

five years of construction work and the

expenditure of $400,000,000, or more than

the cost of the Panama Canal, has com-
pleted and has put into operation the

greater part of her new system of rapid

transit known as the Dual System be-

cause of the Interborough Rapid Transit

Company, and the Brooklyn Rapid Tran-

part of the city, thus forming the so-called

"Z." In the new system the eastern part

of the old subway has been continued

south thus forming two parallel and in-

dependent subways with a shuttle connec-

tion under 42nd street. This arrangement

is known as the "H." The eastern branch

uses the old Brooklyn tunnel, while the

start in Brooklyn pass under Broadway,

Manhattan and run over the Quccnsbor-

ough Bridge, at 59th street into Queens

County. A fourth subway operated by

the Interborough, connects with the old

subway at the Grand Central Station and

runs through the Steinway tube to Long
Island City thence into Queens Borough.
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Thus the railway milt-age of New York

City has been more than doubled and it

has the most extensive subway system in

the world, comprising as it does more

than two hundred miles of underground

railway. Some of the subway routes

which honeycomb the soil of the great

Metropolis has necessitated the boring of

tubes under the East river, at an enor-

mous cost, and under difficulties, which

would seem to require almost superhuman

endeavor, and patience and skill.

In addition to this great work a third

track has been added to the elevated

railways on which express service is pro-

vided during the rush hours, while in-

stead of one subway there are now three

with express service all day. Hence it

is no exaggeration to say that the trans-

portation facilities have been increased

live fold in down-lown Manhattan and

three fold elsewhere.

.\ large anmunt of new e(iui]]inciU w^as

naturallv needed for the Dual System and

for this the Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company has furnished

600 control equipments for the New York

Municipal railways and 680 control equip-

ments and 978 Matroes for the Interbor-

ough lines, the total cost of this apparatus

being over $3,000,000. The power require-

ments are also greatly increased and to

stipplement its present power equipment,

the Interborough Company has installed

an 80,000 horsepower Westinghouse tur-

bine generator, wliich helps considerably.

Tank Engine for Chile, South America
The H. K. Porter Company of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., have recently constructed four

tank engines of the 2-8-2 type for the

Nitrate Company of Chile, S. A. These

engines are to run 6n a 56H-inch track,

which is of course our standard gauge in

the U. S. The cylinders are 22x20 ins.

The driving wheels, of which there are

eight, are 47 ins. in diameter. The total

engine weighs 180,000 lbs. and of this

146,000 lbs. are on the drivers. The lead-

ing pony truck carries a weight of 16,000

lbs. and the rear wheels bear 18,000 lbs.

The rigid wheel base measures 12 ft., and

the total wheel base in 27 ft. 6 ins.

The weights so distributed as stated,

with a factor of adhesion of 4.02, the

130 sq. ft. The total, with the super-

heater, as given at 288 sq. ft., comes up

to 1754 sq. ft. The grate area is 30.3 sq.

ft. The fuel is oil and the tank holds

1,000 gals., of it. The water supply

amounts to 3,000 U. S. gals. This boiler

IS made of open hearth steel, thoroughly

braced and stayed. Brass wash-out plugs

are supplied and the holes for the plugs

are expanded so as to give sufficient

thickness for an ample number of threads.

The cylindrical sheets are 5i in. thick,

the back head is 9-16 in. thick, the tube

and throat sheets are S/g in. The hori-

.'ontal seams are butt-jointed, sextuple

riveted, with inside and outside welts.

Tlie dome is M ins. in diameter, and 26

T^iM. r.xci.M-; I'l

limit by tl;

.M I K.\I 1-: r()Ml'.\.NV OF CIlIl-E, S.

Torlir I <.. of Pittsburgh, Pa,

tractive power is calculated at 36,240 lbs.,

the height of this engine for clearance, is

14 feet., its width is 10 ft., 10 ins., and

the length over the bumpers is 34 fl. The

boiler is of the straight type, 66 ins., in

diameter at the largest ring, and main-

tains a steam [ircssnre of 185 ll)s. per

sq. in. The fire liox is 84 ins., long, 57

ins. wide at the top, and 52 ins. at tin-

bottom. The lioiler is supplied with a

type "A" superheater, double loop style.

made up of 22 units. The arrangennnt

of the tubes gives 155 of 2 ins. dianul( r

and 22 flues sYn ins. diameter. Tli'

length of the tubes is 12 ft.

In the matter of heating surface iht

tuties gi\e 967 sq. ft., the flues give 36''

sq. ft . and the fire box measures up to

ins. high. A fusible plug is used in the

crown slu-i-t.

Tin- water spaces at the fire box sides.

I rack anil front are 4 ins. The crown

^Inet is .;s in. thick, as are also the side

slieets. The tube sheet is, however, J/^ in.,

thick. Tell-tale holes are drilled, to a

depth of 3-16 in. in diameter, in the

outer ends of the stay bolts. The radial

st.ays arc one inch in diameter, 4;:( ins.

icntre to centre. The central rows are

maiie with button heads under the crown

sheet. There is an extended front with

low exhaust and lift pipe. Tin- two in-

jectors supplied are Sellers, 9'/^ type "N."

These injectors have stop valves, so that

injector checks can he rcmnveil and ex-

.iinined with boiler under full sicani.

The cylinders which are 20x22 ins., as

we have already said, are oiled, as are

other appliances, by a Detroit Bull's Eye,

No. 42, five-feed automatic sight feed

lubricator. The valves are piston valves,

and metallic packing is used for the piston

rods and fibrous packing for the valve

stems. The cross heads are steel with

brass bearings, and are of the Laird type.

The main driving wheel centres are made
of cast steel, the others are composed al-

so of cast steel turned to 36 ins. diameter,

upon which the open hearth tires 3 ins.

thick and S'/i ins. wide, are shrunk on.

All tires are flanged and held, in addition

to the shrunk-fit, by set screws. The
main journals are 85/^ ins. in diameter,

by 954 ins. long. The other journals are

8x85-^ ins. The driving boxes are steel,

with babbitted faces. The rods are fitted

with straps, keys, and brasses.

The engine has a radial truck front and

rear, and the front truck is equalized with

the drivers. The truck frames are of

east steel with 26-in. wheels and 2x5-in.

tires. The axles are hammered open

hearth steel with journals 5 13-16x9 ins.

The cab of the engine is made of sheet

steel, with a ventilator in the roof. The
tank is placed at each side of the boiler,

with a connecting pipe between. As oil

is the fuel, the engine has a No. 3 Best

oil burning apparatus, with steam pipe in

the oil tank and a steam jacket for the

oil pipe leading to the burner. The oil

burner is placed under the fire box tube

sheet, and the fuel is carried at the rear.

There is a steam brake on all the driving

wheels, with hand screw attachment, and

the Le Chatclier brake has also been ap-

plied.

The builders do not confine their activi-

ties to the building of light locomotives.

They also construct engines of any size

and weight which may use steam or com-
pressed air, and they also build what

sounds like a contradiction in terms, the

fircless steam locomotive which has come
into service in '.li- vicinity of factories

and works wlieri- it would not he in

keeping with the princi]de of "safety

first" to employ fuel-burning steam loco-

motives.
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Virginian Mallet Locomotives

Ten Mallei locomotives having a trac-

tive power of 147,200 lbs., working com-

pound, and 176,600 lbs., working simple,

are now being delivered to the Virginian

Railway by the American Locomotive

Company. This order was given because

the authorities of the Virginian Railway

had the problem of handling a constantly

increasing volume of traffic on an excep-

tionally difficult part of the system, stead-

ily before them.

The portion of the line between Elmore

and Clark's Gap on the Deepwatcr divi-

sion, a distance of about fourteen miles,

has a grade for the last eleven and one-

half miles of 2.07 per cent with maximum
compensated curves of 12 degs. For the

first two and one-half miles the grade is

0.5 per cent. This fourteen miles is all

single track and includes five tunnels,

which compel the use of an absolute block

system. This is the crucial part of the

entire system, as all the tonnage of the

Virginian Railway passes over it. During

the last eleven years, Mallet locomotives

have been employed in handling this traf-

fic. The size and power of these locomo-

tives have progressively advanced lo keep

a? it is not desired to increase the num-
ber of engines on any train above three,

it has been found necessary to put still

larger locomotives into service. The
enormous locomotives here described were

developed in order to accomplish this re-

sult.

L'pon receipt of these new engines,

trains will be composed of one of the

2-8-8-2 Mallet engines, having a tractive

power .of 115,000 lbs., at the head, and

two of the new 2-10-10-2 Mallet engines,

having a tractive power of 147,200 lbs.,

behind, giving a total tractive power for

the train of 409,400 lbs. The train to be

hauled by this combination of engines will

have a tonnage of 5,850 tons, the equiv-

alent of 78 cars having an average weight

for car and load of 75 tons.

The 2-8-8-2 type Mallets which will be

used on the head end of the train were

built by the American Locomotive Com-
pany in 1912 and 1913. At that time thes,e

engines were the most powerful locomo-

tives in the world. The following com-

parison shows the extent to which these

i-8-8-2 type engines have been exceeded

in the new 2-10-10-2 type- locomotive:

surface of 2,120 sq. ft. are obtained. The
design as a whole follows the builder's

ordinary practice, differing from previous

designs only in modifications made neces-

sary by the increase of power.

These engines were built at Schenec-

tady, X. Y., and the contract called for

delivery completely erected and ready for

service on the Virginian Railway Com-
pany's tracks. The shii)ping arrangement

re(|uired considerable planning before the

railroad carriers could be convinced that

they could safely accept, and run over

their lines, locomotives of such size and

weight.

In preparing for the shipment of large

locomotives it is first necessary to submit

diagrams showing the estimated height

and width, clearance dimensions, and the

distribution of weights on each axle to

the operating or engineering departments

of each carrier over whose line it is in-

tended to route the shipment, in order to

secure the agreement of the railways to

handle the shipment when offered to their

lines. If some projection exceeds the car-

riers' clearance limitations, an effort is

made to meet the objection by removing

IIE.W V .MALLliT lOCOMUTlVE 1-OR THE VIRGIM.\X R.MI.W A^ .

R. E. Jackson, Supt. of Moti Lo Co., Builders.

pace with the growth of the traffic.

The first installment consisted of four

engines of the 2-6-6-0 type with tractive

power of 70,800 lbs. Next in sequence

were eight of the same wheel arrange-

ment but with a tractive power of 90,000

lbs. The third installment consisted of

one engine of the 2-8-8-2 type with a

tractive power of 100,800 lbs. The fourth

lot was six engines of the 2-8-8-2 type

with a tractive pow-er of 115,000 lbs.

At present, trains passing over the

mountain section are operated by one
2-6-6-0 type Mallet road engine, with a

tractive power of 90,000 lbs., at the head,

and two 2-8-8-2 Mallet pusher engines,

with a tractive power of 115,000 lbs. each,

behind. The maximum tractive power
which can thus be applied to a train is

320.000 lbs., which enables them to handle

4.500 tons in 60 cars having an average

weight for car and load of 75 tons.

The traffic volume on this road is still

growing, and as the track is single, and

Apart from the enormous weight and

power of the locomotive as a whole, some

of the dimensions of the boiler are im-

pressive as showing the extent by which

all limits were exceeded in its design and

construction. At the first course it is

that part, if possible, and reapplying it on

arrival at destination. Or, if the weights

are too heavy for some trestle or some
bridges via a natural route, an effort was

made to find a way to ship by a detour

route.

2-10-10-2
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the remaining skeleton with tender were

shipped on their own wlieels. Each loco-

motive required one flat, one gondola, and

one box car to carry the loose and de-

tached parts. Authority was eventually

secured for shipping in this manner, al-

though under special operating instruc-

tions and via detour routes. The full route

used was as follows

:

New York Central Railroad, Schenec-

tady to Newberry Junction. Pennsylvania

Railroad via Columbia, Perryville, New-

ark, Delaware, Porter, Delmar and Cape

Charles. Float from Cape Charles to Port

Norfolk, Va. N. & P. B. L. Ry., Norfolk

& Western, and Virginian Railway to

Princeton, W. Va.

The Norfolk & Western Railway was

used only in the Norfolk district as the

Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt Line Railway

could not handle these engines direct to

their point of connection with the Vir-

ginian Railway. These engines could only

be handled one at a time from Cape

Charles to Norfolk as there was only one

float, the latest one built, capable of

handling the shipment under special in-

structions. Each locomotive was accom-

panied by a messenger who had sleeping

quarters fitted up in the cab. which was

loaded on a flat car. Approxiinately two

weeks has been the actual running time

from Schenectady, N. Y., to Princeton,

W. \'a.

Track gauge, 4 ft. S'A ins. Fuel, bitu-

minous coal. Cylinder, type, h. p. piston

valve; diam., 30 ins.; 1. p. slide valve;

diam., 48 ins.; stroke, 32 ins. Tractive

power, simple, 176,600 lbs.; compound,

147,200 lbs. Factor of adhesion, simple,

3.49; compound, 4.19. Wheel base, driv-

ing. 19 ft. 10 ins. and 19 ft. 10 ins.; rigid,

19 ft. 10 ins. and 19 ft. 10 ins.; total, 64

ft. 3 ins. Wheel base, total, engine and

tender, 97 ft. Weight in working order,

084,000 lbs.; on drivers, 617,000 lbs.

Weight on trailer, 35.000 lbs.; on engine

truck, 32,000 lbs. Weight, engine and

tender, 898.300 lbs. Bailer, tyi)e. ext

wagon top ; O. D., first ring, lOSyi ins.

Boiler, working pressure, 215 lbs. Fire-

box, type, wide; length, 181 1/16 ins.;

width, 108J4 ins. Firebox grate, length,

144-5-^ ins.; width, 10854 ins. Firebox

combustion chainber, length, 36 ft. O. 3/16

ins. Firebox, thickness of crown, ^g in.

;

tube, .>8 in. ; sides, 5-^ in. ; back, }i in.

Firebox, water space front, 5^:2 ins.

;

sides, 5 ins. ; back, 5 ins. Firebox depth

(top of grate to center of lowest tube),

9 ins. Crown staying. 1 1/16 in. radial.

Tubes, material, hot rolled seamless steel

;

Number 381 ; diam., 2li ins. Flues, cold

drawn seamless steel; Number 70; diam.,

Sjl ins. Thickness tubes. No. 11; flues,

No. 9. Tube, length, 25 ft. ; spacing, Ji

in. Heating surface, tubes and flues, 8,090

sq. ft. ; firebox, 437.5 sq. ft. ; arch tubes,

78.5 sq. ft.; total, 8,606 sq. ft. Super-

heater surface, 2,120 sq. ft. Grate area,

108.7 sq. ft. Wheels, driv., dia. outside

tire, 56 ins. ; center diam., 49 ins. Wheels,

driv., material, cast steel. Wheels, en-

gine truck, diam., 30 ins. ; kind, rolled

steel. Wheels, trailing truck, diam., 30

ins. ; rolled steel. Wheels, tender truck,

diam., 33 ins. Axles, driv. journals, main,

12 X 15 ins.; other, 11 x 13 ins. .\xles,

engine and irailing truck journals,

6',{. X 13 ins. Axles, tender truck jour-

nals. 6 x 11 ins. Boxes, driving, all cast

steel. Brake, driver, American ; truck,

cast steel. Brake, trailers, American.

Brake, tender, Westinghouse; air sig-

nal, W. A. B. Brake pump, two

S'/i-'m. W. A. B. cross compound

;

reservoir, two 20^4 x 90 ins. ; one, 20'^ x

144 ins. Exhaust pipe, double ; nozzles,

6j4 ins. Grate, style, rocking. Piston,

rod diam., 454 ins. ; piston packing, snap

rings. Smoke stack, diam., 22j4 ins. ; top

above rail, 16 ft. Vli ins. Tender frame,

cast steel. Tank, style, water bottom

;

capacity, 13,000 gals. ; fuel, 12 tons.

Valves, h. p. 16-in. piston; travel. 6'A ins.;

steam lap, 1 in. Valves, 1. p. slide ; travel,

b ins.; steam lap, l^g ins. Valves, ex. lap,

clearance, h. p., J4 in. ; 1. p., 9/16 in.

Valves, setting, lead, h. p., 5g in. ; 1. p.,

3/16 ins. These engines are beyond doubt

the heaviest locomotives in the world, and

require strong bridges and track.

Norfolk & Western Large Capacity Wooden

Hopper Car

The Norfolk & Western have lately

built at their own shops 2,000 cars for

the carriage of coal principally, but ore

and rough freight can be handled by them

as well as coal. The salient feature about

these cars is that they have no roofs, and

the doors for the egress of the load are

in the bottom and are approached by the

coal through hopper slides. The cars

look as if they were box cars, but are

loaded from above, so that there being

no roof, each car can be filled full and

carry a very lieavy load.

The cars are designed so that all but

10 have steel centre sills and bolsters,

and these 10 have been made entirely of

wood. These few cars have been built

with a view of testing the value of the

idea, that cars of large capacity (115,000

lbs.) could be built of wood. With the

exception of the draw gear, bolsters and

centre sills, both kinds of cars arc exactly

alike. The all-wood cars have centre sills

6 X 12 ins. spaced 15!-'^ ins. apart. The

bolsters arc made of two 16 x 20 ins.

timbers, 4'A ins. apart and put over the

centre sills, at a distance of 4^4 ins. from

each other. The bolster-timbers are fas-

tened to the sills by a centre casting,

which acts also as a centre plate and

forms a filling piece between the bolster-

timbers and the centre sills. Other attach-

ments in the form of cast iron brackets

tie these members together.

The draw gear (Sessions) is secured

to the centre sills. The centre line of

the draw gear is 4 1/16 ins. above the

lower face of the sills. The pull is trans-

ferred to the cheek castings by the fol-

lower plate. Each cheek casting has four

vertical projections or keys cast in them,

and these fit tightly into cross cut spaces

or pockets, in the sills, so that they take

part of the pulling and bufling stresses

from the cheek bolts. The coupled shank

is 28 ins. long, so as to carry the front

cheek castings back as far as possible.

In bufling the end of the coupler yoke

bears directly against an exicnsion from

tlie centre casting, so that in reality the

cluck castings are subjected to severe

strains in one direction only. Buffng sills

4x8 ins. are placed between the centre

nils, and tlic ends of these members are

fitted into pockets in the back of the cen-

tre plates, so that buffing strains go

through the centre casting to the end of

the buffing sills, and no sheering stress

is imposed on the casting bolts by which

the casting is held to the centre sills.

The end sills are 4"^ x 12 ins., and are

placed immediately above the centre sills,

and are boiled to them. The ends of the

centre sills, by this means, gain a sup-

port from the side frames of the car.

They also receive support from the hop-

per end, by posts 4^2 x A'/z ins. posi-

tioned in the outer angles which are be-

tween the centre and end sills. The ends

of the centre sills are capped and tied

together by a casting of malleable iron,

to which the carrier iron and the dead

wood are attached. This dead wood is

S x 4 ins. in section and is faced with a

steel plate IJ-4 ins. thick. The carrier iron

is made of a 5 x 3'A x 7/16 ins. angle,

and is 27^-^ ins. long, with horizontal

flange turned up, so as do duty as the

coupler limit stop.

The form decided upon for the car

liDclics is that of the king post side truss.
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which form a brace for the side sills and

so helps in the carriage of the load. The
trusses have'4H x 9 ins. side sills and

4J4 X 4J/2 ins. plates. There are three

4/4 X 4J/i ins. posts ; two are at the bol-

sters and the other at the centre, form-

ing the king post. Main diagonal mem-
bers, 8 X 4J/2 ins., extend from the top

of the king post to footings at the bol-

sters, where a large pocket casting re-

ceives the lower ends, the keys for which

are cast integral with the pocket and the

key ways are gained in the wood. The
tension members are two ^^-in rods. V-
shaped bolts straddle the frame and are

secured to the sills. They are supported

from the main diagonals by the J^g-in.

tension rods. The truss is held in place

by Ayi X 4'/i ins. compression members
which support the main diagonals. The

doors is taken by the side sills. The
centre sills thus, are seen to uphold a

quarter of the door-load, and part of this

is transmitted by the needle beams and
bolsters to the side frames. The siding

and chutes, being wood, are ship lapped

and are 1 5/16 ins. thick. The siding is

vertical and is spiked to the side frames

with support boards bolted in place. On
the inside of the car horizontal retain-

ing strips are attached to the sides in or-

der to prevent the boards becoming loose

by the pounding or hammering of the car

by men, to loosen pieces of coal which
adhere after iniloading.

The chute boards are supported at the

ends and over the bolsters, but in addition

they have two intermediate supports

secured to the side planking by cast iron

|)Ockets. The lower one is gained over

ing dimensions are as follows. length
inside, 33 ft. 4]^ ins. Coupled length, 37
ft. 1 in. Distance between truck centres,

23 ft. 6'A ins. Inside width, 9 ft. 2j4 ins.

Width to clear, 10 ft. 4 ins. Top of

sides above the rail, 10 ft. 9'/i ins.

Capacity. 57'/i tons. Light weight 42,300

lbs. Cubic capacity (level full) 1,980 cu.

ft. C ubic capacity (30 degs. heap) 2,350

cu. ft. U. S. Safety Appliances Standard.

K-2 triple \V. A. U.

Inspector of Car Equipment.
.\ri open competitive examination for

senior inspector of car equipment open to

all male citizens of the United States will

be held in the districts established by the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The
entrance salaries range from $1,800 to

$,lf)00 a year. Applicants must have

NORFOLK & WESTERN CO.\L C.\R Bfll.T ON ORIGIX.M, I.l.NK.S

overhang of the side frames at the ends

is carried by %-m. diagonal rods.

The car has four sets of double hopjicr

doors, hinged from cross timbers, resting

on the side and centre sills. The doors

are 2 ft. 9 ins. in width and extend across

the car. When the doors are shut they

are supported at the ends only, but the

edges of the doors are reinforced by

angle irons. The ends of these angle

irons project slightly beyond the sides

of the car, where they engage with the

hooks used in holding the doors closed.

The locking device is simple and effective

and is similar to that used on the Nor-
folk & Western ;00-ton steel hopper coal

cars. Across the car, and above the sills,

two 414 X 12 ins. needle beams are placed

so that the load at the centre sills is partly

transferred to the side frames.

At the doors, half the load is carried

by the centre sills and half by the side

sills. The load at the hinge-side oi the

the centre sills and the upper one is sup-

ported from the end sill by 6x4 ins.

diagonal struts. Under the chutes are

two truss rods passing from the top of

the chute on one side to the bottom of

the chute at the other side. The chute

itself is practically a transverse truss in

the centre of the car which helps to keep

the side frames rigid and has the general

etTecl of keeping the whole structure from

getting out of alignment. The sides of

the car are tied together at the top by
live Js-in. rods, used as cross bolts.

The trucks are built up of cast s'.eel

frames and bolsters. The wheels are or-

dinary cast iron, 33 ins. diameter with a

wheel base of 5 ft. 6 ins., and the axles

present journals SVj x 10 ins. The cars

have so far given excellent results and
no shrinkage of wood has been noticed

though some of the all-wood cars have
been in heavy service with steel cars for

about eight months, .Some of the lead-

reached their twenty-tilth but not their

sixtieth birthday. And all applications

should be tiled with the Civil Service

Commission, Washington, D. C, on or

before November 12, 1918.

Locomotive builders in the month of

September turned out 480 locomotives,

according to reports to the Railroad Ad-
ministration. The locomotives delivered

to the railroads under government con-

trol, amounted to 251, of which 151 were

delivered by the .\merican Locomotive

Company. 78 by the Baldwin I.ocomotive

Works and 22 by the Lima Locomotive

Works. This brings the total number
of locomotives delivered to the railroads

under government control for the year

to date to 1.951. In addition to those

already mentioned, during September the

builder shipped 16 miscellaneous loco-

motives and completed 213 foreign loco-

motives.
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Official Reports on Recent Railway Accidents

Mr. \V. P. Borland, Chief of the Bureau

of Safety, Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, has reported upon the collision

which occurred on June 22, 1918, between

two extra trains on the Michigan Central

railroad at Ivanhoe, Ind., which resulted

in the death of 07 passengers and one em-

ployee and the injury of 127 passengers.

The investi.uation of this accident was

made in conjunction with the Indiana

Public Service Conmiission, and the hear-

in"; was held at Hammond, Ind.

Mr. Borland reports further on a col-

lision that followed on July 9, 1918, be-

tween two passenger trains on the Nash-

ville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railway

at Nashville, Tenn., which resulted in the

death of 87 passengers and 14 employees,

and the injury of 87 passengers and 14

employees. Two disasters of such mag-

nitude occurring at such a short interval

attracted wide attention, and tlie official

reports have been awaited with much im-

patience, as the reports of recent years have

revealed such a marked degree of safety as

far as the list of accidents to passengers

was concerned, that it is of vital interest

to learn what the oflicial report would be

as showing how far mechanical defects

might be considered as the cause, or how

far negligence on the part of those en-

gaged in operation was contributory.

The trains involved in the first accident

referred to, were westbound extra 7826

with a part of the Hagenbach-Wallace

Circus, en route from Michigan City, Ind.,

to the Indiana Harbor Belt railway at

Gibson, Ind., and westbound extra 8485,

an empty equipment train, en route from

Detroit, Mich., to Cliicago, III. The cir-

cus train left Michigan City at 2:30 a. m.

with orders to take the Gary & Western

at Ivanhoe. It proceeded at about 25

miles an hour, slowed up on account of

the caution signal east of Ivanhoe, and

was stopped on account of a hot box on

the soulli side of the train which was ob-

served by the flagman on the rear as the

train aiiproachod Ivanhoe. The train

slo|)ped at 3:55 a. m. The flagman of

the circus train immediately proceeded

with ilie usual caution signals to guard

tlie approach of an oncoming train. Extra

H4K5. c<insisting of 21 Pullman sleeijing

cars left Michigan city at 2:57 a. m. and

passed the automatic signal two miles

east of Ivanhoe, at caution; passed the

iKxi signal at stop; passed the flagman

of the circus train at 3:57 a. m. Th-

four sleeping cars on the rear of extra

7826 were entirely <lestroyed, and th'

wreckaee immediately took fire.

From the evidence of the trainmen, all

sitmals and e(|uipment were in good con-

dition, and every man alert at his post,

except the cngineman who in his evidence

admitted that the accident was solely due

til the fact tliat he had fallen asleep.

In summing up the Chief of the Bu-

reau of Safety states that the collision is

another example of that class of acci-

dents which a modern system of signalling

is powerless to prevent. The only way

to guard against such accidents is the

use of some form of automatic device

whicli will assume control of the train

wlien the engineman fails to obey the stop

indication of a signal. It is in view of

this fact lliat the automatic stop has been

devised and appliances of this kind have

now been sufficiently developed to warrant

scr\ ice trials on an extensive scale. Pro-

tection by flag cannot be relied upon if

for any reason an engineman disregards

a stop signal indication. The flagging

rule can be relied upon to furnish but

little if any additional protection. The

automatic slop should be developed as

has been the case with other signal de-

vices It is the duty of railroads to sur-

round their passengers with every known

safeguard, even though some of the de-

vices may be called upon to act very in-

frequently.

In the second case referred to this acci-

dent occurred on a single track line over

which trains are operated by time table

and train orders, there being no block sys-

tem in use. Train No. 1 consisted of

locomotivce 281 and eight cars partly

wooden and partly of steel construction.

It approached Nashville about 30 minutes

late and collided with train No. 4 at a

point about A'/i miles from Nashville,

while both trains were running at a speed

"f about SO miles an hour.

Train No. 4 consisted of locomotive 282,

and eight cars all of wooden construc-

lidii, and the dispatcher stated that when

he issued the train order for train No. 4

111 meet train No. 1, he added the in-

idrmation that train No. 1 was being

hauled by locomotive 281, to aid them in

identifying the train, and also to advise

them as to wdiether or not the train had

arrived at the shops where there are

double tracks. He stated that trains No.

1 and 4 are scheduled to pass on the

double track, between Nashville and the

^hoI)s, and in case train No. 4 arrived at

tlie sho|is liefore train No. 1, train No. 4

is expected to remain at the shops until

train No. 1 arrived, unless the crew re-

ceived authority to proceed, train No. 1

being the superior train. There was no

train register at the shops. Both the en-

i;iiieer and conductor were advised that

train No. 1 had not arrived ;it the shops,

till' di^|iatcher remarking that No. 1 was

ronsiilerably late, but from the remarks

l):issing between them, the dispatcher sup-

in '^ed that the engineman knew that the

ii.iin was liable to be detained at the shops

to iiicel train No. 1, it being the under-

standing that the interlocking signals gave

train No. 4 no right over superior trains

beyond the shops. In regard to this a

special order had been issued on May 28,

1918, reading as follows:

Understand some engineers on outbound

trains are passing the shops without any

definite information as to whether supe-

rior trains have arrived, other than to ask

operator at shop tower. This must be

discontinued. Superior trains must either

be registered before the northbound trains

depart or be identified by some member

of the crew of the superior train, and

meet the superior train between Nash-

ville and the shops or have an order at

the shops stating that the superior train

has arrived.

Note.—See that train dispatchers under-

stand this and have the orders ready at

the shops so they can be handed on to

the outbound trains.

The accident was caused by train No.

4 occupying the main track on the time

of a superior train, for which the engine-

man and conductor were responsible.

Rule 83, provides in part as follows

:

A train must not leave its initial sta-

tion on any division, or a junction, or

pass from double to single track, until it

has been ascertained whether all trains

due, wdiich are superior or of the same

class, have arrived or left.

It is to be noted that all the cars of

both trains, except the two sleeping cars

on train No. 1, w-ere of wooden construc-

tion, and six of these wooden cars were

entirely destroyed. This accident presents

a more appalling record of deaths and

injuries than any other accident investi-

gated by the commission since the acci-

dent-investigation work was begun in

1912. Had steel cars been used in these

trains, the toll of human lives taken in this

accident would undoubtedly have been

very much less.

The report further stated that this acci-

dent woidd have been prevented, beyond

question of doubt, by a properly operated

manual block system on the single track

Ime north of shops, for which all neces-

sary ap|)liances and facilities were already

available. The time table indicates that

between Nashville and Hickman, Ky., a

distance of approximately 172 miles, there

are 27 train-order ofiices, of which 14

are continuously operated. On this line

there arc four scheduled passenger trains

in each direction, and a total of 12

schedultd freight trains. \\'ith this vol-

mne of traffic, and in view^ of the uni-

versally recognized features of increased

s;ifcly afforded by the block system, there

can be no valid excuse for the failure or

neglect on the part of the railroad com-

pany to utilize existing facilities for the

imrpose of operating a block system.
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Experimenting With Peat Fuel

Peat, as found in its natural state, con-

tains about 10 per cent, combustible mat-

ter and 90 per cent, water, the removal

of this exceedingly high proportion of

water constituted the great problem for

the peat engineer. It is claimed that the

water content of raw peat can not be

reduced much below 80 per cent, by pres-

sure alone, but the process of wet car-

bonizing has not proved a success. Any
process depending upon the employment

of artificial heat for the evaporation of the

moisture will not prove economical. The
only economical process in existence at

the present time is that which utilizes the

sun's heat and the wind for the removal

of the moisture through a long period

of time.

The onlj' approach to progress that is

being made towards the utilization of

peat as a fuel in America is that attempt-

ed by the Peat Committee of Canada.

Unfortunately this committee was ap-

pointed too late to be a factor in the com-
ing winter's fuel supply for Ontario.

Moreover, if the present limited plans are

follow-ed, this committee will not be a

factor in the fuel supply for the winter

of 1919-20. It will be the winter of 1920-

a modern machine. Mr. Ernest V. Moore
of Montreal, was engaged as consulting

engineer to design two plants, one of

these will be similar to the one he already

built at Alfred, but re-designed in the

light of the experience obtained there.

The other is an entirely new design, which
if successful, will no doubt prove a dis-

tinct step forward in the manufacture of

machine made fuel. It includes bucket

excavators, a very etirtcient maccrator,

conveyors for laying the material in the

licld, spreaders, markers and mechanical

harvesters. An industrial railroad system
will gridiron the bog and little cars will

carry the material to the railroad, and
when, the peat is sufficiently dried, har-

vest it into a pile, and altogether it will

be more simple and less costly per tun

of output than any peat plant known

Peat appears to be a most desirable fuel

from every standpoint excepting its bulk,

and with the present fuel scarcity, no one

is likely to complain about that. Its

calorific value is about 7,000 B.T.U.'s as

compared with 12,500 for anthracite (or

probably 10,000 for the average anthracite

received in Canada last year). There is

no clinker from peat, it ignites very

readily, and its ash is very fine.

Excerpts from the Director General's

Report.

In making his report to the President
the Director General of Railroads calls

attention to the fact of the increased ef-

ficiency through shortening of freight

routes, heavier loading of cars, stimulating
prompt removal of goods at terminals,

standardizing designs for cars and loco-
motives and other operating reforms.

Speaking generally, there is good

A"f7r7hes7pirius were7esignc'd."manu- ^'"""Z* ^°[
'^''''^"'f

"^" substantial prog-

facturing arrangements were made by the
'"' ''"' ''""

"L"^"
'" accelerating the

Committee. The factory of the William "l"^'^'"^"'
°^ ''^^^- e."ploymg the avail-

Hamilton Co., at Peterborough, Ont.. is
"'''" ^^"'P'"^"' "'"^^ mtensively and run-

being largely devoted at present to the re-

quirements of the Committee. The two
plants will cost about $45,000, but neither

of them is likely to be ready for extensive

operation this year. It is expected that

21 before any considerable quantity of the two plants will produce a minimum
peat is on the market, and by that time of 20,000 tons next year, and the present

public interest in the enterprise may be program does not call for any additional

thoroughly chilled. plants to be put into operation.

The Dominion government owns a large As the fuel value of peat, compared
peat bog at Alfred, Ont., where exhaus- with the average available anthracite, is

tive experiments were conducted some as 1:1 8/10, 20,000 tons of peat will re-

years ago and about 3,000 tons of stand- place less than 12,000 tons of anthracite

ard peat fuel were manufactured and sold

to householders in Ottawa and neighbor-
ing municipilities. The bog was then

turned over to a private company for

coal during the winter of 1919-20. The
government's present idea is to see wheth-
er this 20,000 tons of peat, manufactured
at Alfred under commercial conditions.

further development, but the company can be sold through ordinao' dealer chan-
spent all of its money in getting ready to nels, or by some other entirely com-
operate and had no capital left to carry mercial means, so as to compete satis-

on the enterprise; its plant was junked, factorily with other fuels. If the new
"The results of the manufacturing opcr- peat plant is demonstrated to be a com-

nmg trains more nearly on time.

"A daily increase in facility and ef-

ficiency is noticeable, and I am confident
that the railroads will shortly be in con-
dition to meet any demands that may be
made on them if needed motive power,
already ordered, can be secured and if

the necesary skilled labor is not with-
drawn from the railroads for military and
other purposes.

"Officials and employees have worked
with such loyalty and zeal to accomplish
what has already been done, that it is a

genuine pleasure to make acknowledg-
ment of their splendid work. It is a con-
stant satisfaction to be associated with
them."

Although no specific mention is made
of the work of salvage, we may be sure

the work is being effectively carried on.

In this connection Mr. Otto H. Kahn,
who has recently returned from a visit to

Great Britain. France, Spain and the U. S.ations conducted at Alfred indicate that mercial success (the government experts f^ont. says, speaking' of the work of sal-
with strict business management, peat

could be manufactured for $1.70 per ton

in the field. This figure includes all

charges such as interest on investment,
amortization, etc.," writes B. F. Haancl,
who is one of the four members of the

Peat Committee of Canada.

have no doubt about its success from a

manufacturing standpoint), the govern-
ments do not intend to go into the peat

liusiness. They intend to leave it to private

individuals who own peat bogs through-
out Ontario, and who, aided by the of-

ficial balance sheet in regard to those
Not more than 120 sun-drying days per 20,000 experimental tons, may be able to

annum can be depended upon in Ontario
in the manufacture of peat, and as solar

energy is the only known form of energy
that is cheap enough to be economical in

the manufacture of peat, therefore the

material has to be laid out in the sun to

dry after it has been excavated from the

bog, and the minimum period under the

most favorable drying conditions is about
30 days.

secure capital to develop their bogs as

private enterprises.

Assuming that the experimental sales

made in the winter of 1919-20 are com-
mercially successfully, it is quite doubtful

vage in Great Britain, that he went into

the whole matter with Mr. .Andrew Weir,
Director General of Supplies and the

army salvage system. In the space of

three years there will have been saved to

the nation through salvage, or, rather, in

effect created for the nation, $500,000,000

out of things which formerly went into

the scrap heap.

If we find ways of applying after the

war, systematically in civil life, the lesson.s

now being learned as to the use and value

of material? heretofore considered waste,

the possibility of the creation of wealth
whether private financial arrangements,

and the manufacture of additional plants by that means in our country almost stag
for private companies, can be carried out gcrs the imagination. This idea of sal-

with sufficient rapidity to enable those vage of material by railways is one that
private companies to make any consider- opens up vast possibilities. It is only

When the committee was appointed able amount of peat fuel even for the adapting to our needs the same principle
last spring, their first task was to design winter of 1920-21. ,vhich the British have made successful.
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Gravity and Motor Conveyor on Freight Handling

and Other Railroad Work
The handling of freight in car ioa<l frci.ulil (less than car load lots). No two

lots is comparatively simple, hecause boxes of this kind of lading are neces-

boxes, bales, sacks, cartons, etc., con- -arily alike, either in size or weight and

taining material sufTicient to fully hll one the destinations are various. The "Ardee"

car or more, are generally all of one size gravity conveyor is desiKned to liandle

Till-: miO.STEK," .MOTOR fSED WITH CK.WITV C0-\\EVORS.

and weight, so that the amount tor one

car can be very fairly estimated, or if

this is not done, one car properly loaded,

gives practical data concerning all other

similar cars. Tlicrtf'irc niven ,in adc-

;ir load lots (1 L. C. L. freii^ht

l.KW 111 I o.w l.w iK^ W nil l.oi-)l

quate nietliod of handling freight, v

little trouble will lie ex])erienced.

This is not the case with L. C.

The apparatus consists of a series of

rollers assembled in rigid steel frames of

.S-foot lengths and of a variety of widths,

which wdnen placed so as to form a slight

yrade, will convey goods any distance,

and the runway can be built in any di-

rerlion. These frames are portable, they

are easy to juit up and easy to take down.

The motion of ihe boxes is secured by

I he action of gravity. Two men can

rarry an 8-foot length, and at a pinch

•lie man can do it. Xo skilled labor is

iiqiiirt'il to (it lip the coiivevor or lo take

It ai>.ut. The frame is made of pressed

steel and is trussed like a steel bridge be-

Iween supports to insure rigidity, perfect

alignment an<l free play for every con-

\eyor roller. I-'.ach individual roller turns

in case-hardened steel roller bearings

which are lionsed in .i manner that pro-

urts the beariims from luinie and dust.

The frames or units of Ihe conveyor arc

joined together liy a special interlocking

n miller, fastened to the side frames. The
h.ioks of one end of a unit interlock lirm-

Iv aufl accurately with two ilanyed holts

on an adjoining unit, thus forming a

strong, firm, connection, that can he made
very (|uickl.\', cir "umnadc" with equal

rapidity. The 8-foot sections can be add-

ed to, practically indcfuiitcly until any rc-

i|iiiied distance is covcreil- The coupling

joints of the individual units insure in-

stant connection when the conveyor is

moved from one place to another. There

is no bolting or screwing necessary, the

sections hook together lirmly, and auto-

matically throw themselves into proper

alignment. The runway is supported by

very strong adjustable legs or supports.

These can be altered to suit any pitch.

Improvised supports found at hand can

also be used. With the angle of these

supports, the speed of the goods can be

regulated. The sharper the pitch of the

conveyor, the faster the material will

1 lavel. For conveying around corners or

to clear columns in a shed, or other ob-

structions curved conveyor lengths are

supplied, thus making the conveyor a

system adaptable to all needs.

Ship loading conveyors are constructed

on the iirinciple of the endless chain.

They load and unload continuously and

therefore, more rapidly than the ordinary

sling, which is necessarily empty a great

portion of the time. But as Kipling says,

"that is another story."

Rownson, Drew and Clydesdale are

makers of this apparatus and the engi-

neering principles, and the materials em-

ployed in the construction of the convey-

ing system are based on many years of

practical experience applied to general

terminal work. It is not necessary to

[ioint out the endless variety of uses to

which their gravity conveyors can be put

in general railroad work. In the moving

of material, especially in and around the

larger divisional points, at foundries, in

machine shops, and at store rooms and

the handling of coal, the use of the port-

able conveyor and the elevator would ef-

fect great savings both in time and labor.

In connection with the great war in

Europe it is said that the British used

200,000 men for a long time in France

handling freight between the shipside at

Calais, Havre and other ports and the

various bases near the front. The rail-

roads did not have adequate terminals,

the piers and wharves did not have labor-

saving de\ices and man-power had to be

depended upon for nearly everything. The

railroads were overtaxed and there were

not enough auto-trucks for the flood of

material that was constantly pouring in.

Congestion was chronic. .'\s a conse-

quence the ariuy suffered.

To get the innnense mimber of boxed

goods from ship to some point inland, the

quartermaster's department was compell-

ed to establish relays of men. One gang

of thirty men would take boxes on their

shoulders, carry them 300 ft., set them

down and walk back to get another load

without anv delav.
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Meantime anolher gang would pick up

the boxes, carry them 300 ft., set them

down and walk back. Then another gang

would transport the stuff another 300 ft.

and so on. The use of the "Ardee"

conveyor, released 70 per cent of these

men for fighting or other purposes, and

the goods were moved with great saving

of time. These are most desirable things

in times of peace, and they are essential

in times of war. Recently 40 miles of

conveyors were sold to the U. S. and the

Allies. They take sliot and shell within

speaking distance of the firing line.

To return to the question of freight

handling, one of our illustrations shows

a condition that maj' arise in peace or

war. The idea is to keep the general

level of the conveyor at about 4 ft. 6 ins.,

or S ft. above the ground. A height at

which a box or other object can be reach-

ed bj' a man, anywhere along the route is

thus secured, and the drop of the con-

veyor is about 5 ft. in 100 ft., or 1 in 20.

The slope is approximately this, and the

figure is approached as often as it can be.

As a iTiatter of fact, a conveyor line is

greater (and especially on the field of war)

,

generally much longer than 100 ft. At the

point where the conveyor line reaches

the ground, the high point of the next

section begins, 5 ft. above the ground
line. Here a gasoline engine or wherever
electric power can be brought by wires, a

motor is placed. The object of this in-

sertion of power (gasoline or electric)

is to raise the run down box, or other

object, to the high point of the next sec-

tion, so that it may continue its journey.

The 5 ft. hoist, by the gasoline or electric

engine ; which power is called a "l!oos-

ter" is simply to raise the load from it.-, run

down position near the ground level, to

the high point of the next 100 or 1.50 ft.

The Booster does not operate the rollers

of the conveyor system. The power to

move resident in any box or case, is its

own weight when placed on an inclined

plane, formed of a series of smoothly
running rollers. A long series of con-
veyor sections would roughly have the

shape of an exceedingly flat saw-tootlied

roof on a factory, and the short, steep

incline up which the Booster thrusts the

load, simply gives a box or case the

potential energy of position, when it

reached the high point of any section, and
this energy is turned into the kinetic

form as the box rolls onward down the

long, yielding slope of the conveyor, al-

ways at a height to which a man can

reach in case any crowding or mishap oc-

curred. The excellence of the whole
system, however, renders such a con-
tingency practically unknown.
Adverting again to L. C. L. freight,

this matter is handled as shown in one
of our illustrations. Such freight has no
standard size of box, bag or case. Its

destination is here and yonder, and its

weight is far from uniform. The mat-

ter resolves itself largely into a question

of sorting, and stowing. These things

need judgment, but the conveyor is like

an intelligent hod-carrier who brings

stone, red bricks and white bricks to the

mason, and at the same time takes the

place of a man who sorts each kind into

an appropriate pile. The conveyor does

not sort goods, that must be done by a

man, who is exempt from l)odily labor.

Once the .sorting is done, the conveyor

maintains the sorted group to destination.

The conveyor may have short right-angle

branches, with a man to divert each kind

of freight, according to destination. IK

puts them on to appropriate short con

veyor arms, or the whole system may li-

arranged as a broad conveyor from whici

at the unloading end, narrower .onveyoi

are placed like the streams that flou

through the Delta of a river. Another
system makes boxes, bags, or cases take

a designated side. An example of this in

one illustration shows a conveyor stream

branching, as if to avoid an obstacle ami

reuniting beyond it. It here forms a

loop. A man at one end of the single

stream may have freight for say New
York and Boston, and suppose the ship-

ment originates in a mingled, heterogene-

ous, mass at Pittsburgh. If he puts New
York freight near the right side, it will

go to the set of rollers nearest the pile of

lumber seen in the picture. Boston

freight if shoved to the left margin of

the conveyor, will go to the left of the

divided section. The man sorting the

freight by putting New York to the right,

and Boston to the left, has done his work,

and the convc\or faithfully carries out or

.\ length of gravity conveyor can be

attached to the end of a delivery wagon
or truck and the man in charge, by the

lessening of bodily labor, does more work
and spends the bulk of his time in doing

what is actually necessary, than he did

before. He increases his capacity and

does not play out, before quitting lime.

The object of bringing before mechanical

department men, this efficient labor sav-

ing system, with all its atlendent econo-

^()^"\L^(lk ii.wui.iNG co.vl.

mies of man-power, time and money is

because the system is applicable to the

store house, and the large back shop, the

coal handling plant, and the resting

ground for repair shop material. It is

itself a mechanical svstcm. and at some

GRAVITY CON^•EVOK ATTACHED TO BACK END OF WAGON.

maintains his initial idea and action, even

if he is beyond shouting distance from the

men at the loop, whose duty it is to lift

the boxes each for the city in whose in-

terest he is temporarily working. The ap-

paratus itself cannot think, nor use any
judgment. The man docs that.

points and sometimes it will require the

knowledge, for maintenance, and repairs

of men employed in the mechanical de-

partments of our railway systems. When
it comes to things more immediately con-

nected with the mechanical department

this system will be found adapted to the
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needs that may arise in times of peace

and in purely industrial work. Messrs.

Rownson, Drew and Clydesdale have

thus modernized many existing establish-

ments.

The elevator system to which we have

made brief reference, can be fitted with

coal buckets and elevated to any height,

or to the top of a pemianent coal pocket.

For store houses, folds of canvas may be

provided for containing light, separate

pieces, and is like the pocket in the front

of a workman's overalls, which is used

to carry light tools in. The "booster" by

slight alteration, lends itself to the uses

of a barrel hoist, and can be employed

for handling fuel oil or lubricating oil,

in a very expeditious way.

It also is apparent that the transporta-

tion and elevation of baggage can be done

most quickly and with very little trouble

by this system. The "faculty" whicli the

machine seems to possess, of sortin.t;

goods, can be most facilitously applied to

baggage movement at a busy terminal.

The men using it as well as the men who
will probably keep it in order, should

known what the whole system is, all it

v.ill do. how it is made, and how it is

operated.

The National Coiled Spring Journal Box

Effect of Throttling Steam
Steam engineers have long been accus-

tomed to believe that waste of heat results

from throttling steam on its way to the

steam chest, that it is hard for them to

adtnit that there may be exceptions to

the rule in favor of a full open throttle

We have recently read a paper prepared

by Mr. Charles T. Porter, the celebrated

mechanical engineer years ago, describing

experiments he made to find out the exact

effects of throttling steam. Mr. Porter

appears to prove that under certain cir-

cumstances throttling saves steam. For

a locomotive, the time when throttling

would he beneficial would be when the

engine was working so very light that the

reverse lever might be kept in the center

notch or very close to the center. Before

Porter published the result of his investi-

gations many locomotive engineers, the

writer among them, claimed that they

used less fuel at short cut-offs when steam

was throttled.

Since Mr. Porter published the result

of his investigation several of our friends

have made tests and they unite in hold-

ing that a locomotive cannot be oper-

ated economically with a cut-off shorter

than 25 per cent.

It is well known that locomotives and

all other steam engines having cylinders

exposed to the weather lose some portion

of the steam by cylinder condensation

The range of temperatures of the cylin-

ders is so great that the internal steam

finds the cylinder acting as a condenser,

since the metal has to be heated up from

the temperature of the exhaust steam to

that of the incoming steam.

The Malleable iron journal box as per-

fected by the National Malleable Castings

Company has largely superseded the ordi-

nary cast iron box which was in general

use when this company began the manu-

facture of Malleable iron journal boxes

Tliis type of journal box, is the result of

many \ears of practical experience, and

its outstanding or superior feature, apart

from the excellence of the material is in

the lid or cover which is so constructed

tliat it remains absolutely dust proof, am!

also easy of operation.

The inevitable wear from the pedestals

and ec|ualizei bars, is also provided for

by the use of hard steel inserts, cast into

the pedestal guides and equalizer seats.

These inserts give lasting wearing quali-

ties.

Regarding the details of the lid, and its

distinct features as varying from other

designs of journal box lids. Fig. 1,

shows the operating parts embracing the

spring lever "C" pivoted to the inside face

of the lid "B." The lever receives its

thrust from a coiled spring "D" scaled in

a pocket in the lid, and transforms this

pressure by full running against the hinge

lug "E", into a powerful direct inward

pull against the center of the lid at a right

angle to it and the mouth of the box

when the lid is closed, thereby maintain-

in no way affects the security of the lid

and operating parts.

When the lid is closed the spring

wedges the heel of the spring lever

against the lower edge of the hinge lug,

forcing the lid down tightly against the

FIG. 2.

trunnions on the hinge lug, thereby pre-

\enting any wear of the parts through,

vibration of the truck while in motion.

The working surface of the hinge Uig, as

well as all the operating parts, are in the

inside, where they are kept lubricated by

the oil in the box, insuring early opera-

tion and protection from rust. The de-

vice is equipped with a large and power-

ful coiled spring, which is very durable

and positive in its action.

It may be added that the hinge lug is

formed to permit the application and
proper operation of the ordinary M. C. B.

lid. The journal box conforms to all the

essential M. C. B. standard dimensions,

and can be furnished for both freight

trucks now in general use either of the

M. C. B., arch liar, pedestal or special

types, and for all standard sizes of

journals.

Fig. 2 shows a reproduction of a photo-

i;raph of the coiled spring journal box

with the lid in opened position.

ir.g a secure fit. It will be noted that the

lid has a socket "G" which bears on a

round trunnion "11" at either side of the

hinge lu.e, and forms a bearing for the

lid, so that the absence of the lid pin "E"

New Coaling Plants.

Tlie Pennsylvania has awarded a con-

tract to tlic Roberts & Schaefer Com-
|iany, Chicago, for the removal of the

present elevating equipment at its coal-

ing plant, at Conway, Pa., and the in-

stallation of its standard automatic-

electric duplicate counter lialanced ele-

vating buckets, with R. & S. tram car

distributing equipment on the existing

bins. The Pennsylvania has also awarded

two other contracts to the Roberts &
Schaefer Company, one for a 1,000-ton

reinforced concrete automatic-electric

coaling plant at Columbus, Ohio.
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Goggles More Than Protective
By WM. T. POWER, M.A., M.D., New York

Much thought has been given in recent

years to the conditions of industrial em-

ployment. PubHc health officials and the

medical profession generally have con-

tributed their share by directing attention

to the occupational diseases and to the un-

necessarily great number of maiming, dis

figuring and even fatal accidents. It has

been shown that by careful attention to

the details of environment, ventilation,

illumination, hours of work and such con-

ditions coupled with safeguards adapted

to each industry, a surprising amount of

occupational disease can be abolished and

more than fifty per cent of the accidents

formerly considered unavoidable, may be

prevented.

It has been effectively demonstrated

that these things pay. Not alone in the

physical well-being of the worker, not

alone in the mental satisfaction of the

employer ; but financially also. It pays in

the increased productivity of the worker
and in tlie obviating of legal expenses

resulting from such injuries and diseases.

While appreciating in the highest de-

gree the enormous benefits that have been

derived from the well-nigh universal adop-

tion of methods leading to the prevention

of disease and injury, it is my present

purpose to point out a field that has been
so far all but totally neglected. 1 refer to

the eyes of industrial workers. In mak-
ing this statement, I recognize fully the

fact that much has been done to improve
lighting conditions and that devices have
been adopted and rules promulgated to

offset the danger to the eyes from flying

missiles. I am not unmindful that care-

fully constructed goggles are in general

use to protect the eyes of the wearer from
injury by violence. I am also aware that

colored glasses have been devised to safe-

guard the eyes from the baneful effects

of the ultra-violet and other injurious

rays and from the glare of incandescence
and other menaces to the sight of the

workers; but one phase of the subject has
so far received scant attention and that is

the presence of refractive errors in the
eyes of the worker. A refractive error is

any defect in the mechanism of the eye
interfering with the accurate focussing of
images upon the retina. This defect may
cause defective vision or it may be over-
come and accurate vision attained by a

faculty of the eye known as accommoda-
tion. In either case it causes eyestrain.

Eyestrain may manifest itself in numer-
ous ways such as simple inflammation of
the eyelids, headache, fatigue, drowsiness,
vertigo, so-called "bilious attack" or even
severe mental disturbance.

The great benefits derived from the ex
amination of the eyes of school children

and the correction of their refractive er-

rors are familiar to all. The improve-

ment in vision, the abating of nerve ir-

ritation by the relief of eyestrain and the

resultant sense of general well-being bring

about a greater .capacity for work. It is

but logical to assume that if an exhaus-
tive campaign were made to discover and
correct the refractive errors of industrial

workers it would be productive of results

no less strikingly beneficial than those ob-

tained among school children, in fact it

would seem that such a campaign would
accomplish much greater and more far-

reaching results.

.'\s the great mass of workers is re-

cruited from the ranks of foreign and na-

tive born individuals whose educational

opportunities have not been great they

may be said to be in practically total ig-

norance of the handicap imposed by re-

fractive errors. The average manual
laborer is of the opinion that glasses are

quite proper for the ofiice man and the

man of education and refinement, but for

him to wear them would be a confession

of weakness or affectation as he imagines

that they do not belong to his sphere of

existence.

All unknown to the individuals them-
selves errors of refraction are of very
frequent occurrence ainong industrial

workers. The consequence of this is not
alone inaccuracy of vision but all the con-
comitant, distressful symptoms of eye-

strain. This is a serious handicap to the

comfort and physical well-being of the

victims as well as a bar to their efficiency

and advancement.

The first step in this direction must be
to educate both the employers and the

workers up to a receptive condition of

mind. The employer must be taught to

recognize the fact that his workman is no
more unfitted for his exacting fine work
by the correction of his refractive errors

than is he himself unfitted for conducting
the business of his office because he must
wear glasses to read his letters. And the

workman must learn that his employer
has come to think that way. The way has
been prepared by the widespread use of
protective goggles—which fortunately can
be ground to prescription.

If we are going to put goggles on the

workingman, let us see that these goggles
not alone do him no injury but that in

them he receives all the benefits that our
skill can devise.

In the past there were three main rea-

sons why the workingman did not wear
glasses

:

First.—A lingering prejudice founded
in a belief that the wearing of glasses was

an affectation of elegance or style that

did not belong to his walk of life.

Second.—Ignorance of what constitutes

eye strain and the benefits to be derived

from properly fitted glasses.

Third.—Fear of injury to his eyes from
the breaking of lenses. This fear shared

in by his employer who preferred men
who did not wear glasses.

The last was probably the most potent

reason of all.

The protecting goggle has done away
with all of these barriers. Now that these

goggles have so demonstrated their effi-

ciency that they are a feature of industrial

cciuipment ; now while they are compara-
tively new and while their use is spread-

ing so that the time is not far distant

when every man whose eyes are even re-

motely endangered by his employment,
will be required to wear them; now is the

time to advocate that when goggles are

being fitted that the vision should be
tested and the goggles utilized to correct

all errors of refraction.

When we consider the thousands or

perhaps hundreds of thousands of work-
men now equipped with protective gog-
gles, the thought arises that peering

through these lenses, there must be an
infinite variety of eyes. There are un-

doubtedly among them numerous ex-

amples of every abnormal or anomalous
condition to which human eyes are sub-

ject. There are, of course, many normal
eyes, but there must be also among them
eyes afflicted with diseases of every de-

scription, every variety of corneal and lid

affection and muscle trouble.

It is patent then that a goggle to be
readily adaptable to any and all of these

types of eyes amid all the variable con-
ditions under which industrial workers
are placed, to be at all times and in all

circumstances useful a..d beneficial must
of necessity be the product of the highest

type of the optical art.

It would seem but the part of wisdom
to examine the goggles critically and de-

termine whether or not they may contain

any subtle or hidden influence for harm.
It goes without saying that the lenses

must be made of tough glass capable of

resisting great violence, but if the impact

be great enough to cause the lens to

break that the fragments will not enter

the eyes of the wearer. That the lens

must be clear, transparent and of such

size, shape and so positioned as to give

a wide unobstructed field of vision. That
it must not distort, magnify nor minimize
the objects looked at.

These requirements are obvious and are

of course essential to the success of any
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goggle on the market. But there is a de-

fect which may be present in lenses which

will fulfill all the requirements so far

enumerated, a defect not apparent to the

wearer and not readily detected except

by most accurate and expert examination

and that is the presence in the lens of a

prism of low degree. The lens may have

a smooth surface and appear quite per-

fect but if one segment of the circumfer-

ence is ever so slightly thicker than the

rest of the circumference, tlien that lens

is a prism.

The unintentional presence of such a

prism is capable of working great harm

to the wearer.

Just as therapeutically a prism may be

utilized to restore the muscular balance

in an eye afflicted with muscular imbal-

ance, so a prism placed before the eye in

which tlie muscular balance is normal will

throw out of balance the muscle over

which its influence is exerted. If the

wearer had already a latent muscular im-

balance, the prism would tend to aggra-

vate this condition, unless by sheer good

luck the base of the prism should chance

to fall into a position favorable to the

weak muscle.

The importance of this lies in the fact

that the injurious effect would be insidi-

ous and slow in development and the cause

not readily detected. The symptoms would

probably be ascribed to eyestrain, and

careful and skillful examination of the

eyes themselves would not disclose the

cause of the difficulty.

There is no disputing the fact that the

constant wearing over an extended period

of a prism not therapeutically adapted to

the eye, is harmful. The harmfulness will

vary with tlie strength of the prism and

the nature of the work demanded of the

eye, as well as the condition of the eye it-

self at the start.

These protective goggles have accom-

plished so much in the saving of human
eyes that it is well to make them more

perfect and to eliminate any possibility of

harmful effects froin their use. Tliis can

be done by riuid examination of every

lens by a delicately adjusted instrument

capable of detecting the slightest varia-

tion in the thickness of the glass.

I have dwelt at some length on this

particular subject because it is tlie one

of most frequent occurence in the gog-

gles now on the market.

If we could bring about conditions

whereby every individual who is required

to wear protective goggles would have

bis vision tested and corrected by the gog-

gles, tlie benefits derived would be such

an object lesson to employer and em-

ployees, that it would lead in the near

future to the correction of refractive er-

rors of all workers whether their eyes

were exposed to injury by violence or

not. This is an ideal well worthy of the

medical profession.

Steam Gauge Glasses

A good steam gauge-glass is a safely

appliance of the highest value. True,

there are on a locomotive three try-

cocks, and a careful man can get along

very well with them, but all men are not

particularly careful, so that a safely ap-

pliance lias to be made so as to save

the careless man. The opening of a try-

cock requires remembrance, and that is

a mental act. It requires manipulation,

and tlial is a bodily act, and another

mental act follows, that of appreciating

what the try-cock reveals. The gauge-

glass, however, is always before an

engineman, and a glance tells the tale.

Muscular exertion is eliminated, and the

mental process of remembering to test

the lieight of the water is absent. The
gauge-glass is economical, as it only re-

(juires one thought instead of two and

no manual act.

This all being true, the natural idea is

to get the best glass for service con-

ditions. The Moncrieft' glass appears to

be the best made abroad, and the Libbey

glass in this country. The requirements

for a good glass are more than a hasty

thinker would imagine. The glass must

be clear, strong, non-corrosive in alka-

line waters, and above all it must be

able to stand wide or violent fluctuations

of temperature. Clear and strong glass does

not entail a difficult or secret process in its

manufacture. The non-corrosive element

is the result of methods which the

makers keep to themselves, and the

ability to withstand heat and cold is the

result of the "make up" or the con-

stituents of the glass, and the way it is

worked in the process of manufacture.

We usually regard glass as a close-

grained, dense, hard, solid substance, but

in reality as a gauge-glass it has some

of these qualities, only, but not all. Hard,

bright, flint glass called "paste," is used

to imitate the diamond, and its brilliant

sparkle, and its ability to be cut with

small facets, and to take a high polish,

make it a good imitation of Nature's

gem. This glass, however, lacks one

essential characteristic for high-pressure

steam and water glasses, and it would

be unserviceable for our purpose if

drawn into the form of a tube. The
quality that flint glass lacks, and which

resists heat and cold is present in the

"Laiilic" glass for high pressures. It and

the "Perth" glass for low pressure are

made in .'Scotland.

Tlicre is a quality which makes a .gauge

glass, good, and this quality, for want of

a belter name, is "porosity." Here how-

ever the word "porosity" is inaccurate,

liecause we usually associate it with cavi-

ties like those found in a sponge. In the

Libbey make the glass "pores" are far

less tlian these, and would probably defy

a powerful microscope. Yet the pores

exist, filled with what, we know not. it

may be air or gas from the fused glass

constituents, or it may be ether. The
pores are there, and the spaces that these

exceedingly small globules occupy are

separated by distances so short that the

very word "distance" loses its meaning

when describing a thing so minute and this

thought of distance is thus brought to the

very verge, of rational conception. Yet

these tiny spaces, which are almost the

vanishing point of small compass, have

place, and probably form the slipping

locations for the molecules of the glass,

and so allow a cold exterior to co-e.xist

with a hot interior, and such infinitesimal

"porosity," takes up the expansion or

contraction due to the sud-

den cooling or heating,

which may come from

without ; and they thus avert

a crack or break in the

clear glass tube.

Little things, go into the

"make-up" of a good glass,

capable of standing inter-

nal stress and of resisting

strain due to knocks, jars

and the constant vibration

of a locomotive in motion.

The longer the life of a

gauge glass, the more eco-

nomical it is to buy; and

we know that the easier

it is to put in place, the

better it is from a me-

chanical or operating man's

standpoint. The Libbey

glass has these character-

istics, for this firm is not

a novice in glass making.

The ends of the glass tubes,

after having been made,

are fused, so as to seal up

the minute "pores," of

wliich we have been speaking. The seal-

ing up process is proof of the existence

of these exceedingly small spaces, be-

cause when sealed, they resist the con-

centrated corrosive action of alkaline or

other impure water, and prevent the

ends from being eaten away and so cut

off, before the glass would otherwise be

considered as out of service. The sole

a.Kency for the Libbey glass has been

taken liv the H. A. Rogers Company of

ii7 Walker .Street, New York, N. Y., and

the glasses are most emiihatically the best

"Made in America" glass.

The French government has finally

decided to introduce a liill providing

for the taking over of the railways dur-

ing the war and one year afterward. The
measure is expected to pass without op-

position.
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Marc Seguin and His Work—The First Tubular

Locomotive Boiler

The literature of the locomotive engine

may probably be properly considered as

commencing with Nicholas Wood's well

known "Practical Treatise on Railroads,"

London, 1825, and the statements of that

author, as to the origin and early develop-

ment of the locomotive, have been ac-

cepted, and adopted without substantial

variation, in the numerous treatises on

this subject matter, that have succeeded

his book, in Great Britain and the United

States, as correctly indicating all the vari-

ous steps of improvement which were

sufficiently novel and characteristic to be

worthy of historical record.

The history, as stated in these later pub-

lications, is, however, so far as it has

been studied by the writer, materially in-

complete, in failing to develop the orig-

ination and first application, by Marc Se-

guin, of the tubular boiler, which was

undeniably the essential and most im-

portant feature of the practical success

of the locomotive. It is true that Seguin's

work is mentioned in Colburn's "Loco-

motive Engineering," London, 1871, pp.

22, 23, but credit is not given to him as

an originator, and, on the other hand, an

attempt is made, by an excerpt from the

Neville British Patent No. 5344 of 1826,

for a vertical boiler for stationary pur-

poses, to deny the originality of Seguin

and his right to be credited with this

important improvement. As a reply to

this denial, it is hoped that the following

statements of Seguin's character and

work, and illustrations of his original ap-

plication of the tubular locomotive boiler

in practical railroad service, may be

found to be a measure of justice and a

proper contribution to the historical

record.

In the review of the early history of lo-

comotives, appearing in the Introduction

to "Guide du Mccanicien Constructeur et

Conductcur dc Machines Locomotives" by

Le Chatelier, Flachat, Petiet and Polon-

ceau, Paris, 1859, Seguin's tubular boiler

is referred to as follow-s (pp. 10, 11) :

"A French engineer, M. Seguin aine,

director of the Lyons and Saint Etienne

railroad, had brought at that Spoch |1!^25]

from the shops of Stephenson, two loco-

motives conforming with the preceding

ones ; after numerous observations and
well followed experiments on suitable

means for increasing the steam generat-

ing power of these engines, and conse-

quently their speed, he invented the re-

placement of the interior flue by a large

number of tubes of small diameter and
slight thickness ; he thus increased, in

considerable proportion, the surface of

By J. SNOWDEN BELL

contact of the hot gases produced by com-
bustion, with the water which was to be
converted into steam. It was not suf-

ficient to increase the heating surface,

and it was necessary to also increase the

activity of combustion, for which natural

draft, in a chimney of restricted dimen-
sions, was insufficient. M. Seguin used

a fan blower, operated by the movement
of the engine, which he first worked under
the firebo.x and then in the chimney ; he
took out a French Patent, December 20,

1827, for the realization of these two
ideas, the application of which he him-
self made."

The accompanying portrait of Marc
.Seguin is reproduced from the frontis-

piece to Vol. 2 of Aug. Pcrdonnet's trea-

tise, "Trailc Elcmcniairc des Chcmhis
de Per," Paris. 1860, from which (pp.

359-362) the following notice of his

career is extracted.

"Seguin I'aiiic. Seguin the elder

whose portrait we have placed at the

front of the second volume, was the

nephew of Monlgolficr. The inventor of

the high-speed locomotive is the nephew
of the inventor of balloons. The inven-

tion of balloons has been received with

immense enthusiasm; that of the steam

locomotive produced at first but a weak
impression. What far realizing difference

there is in the results of these two dis-

coveries.

Marc Seguin was born at Annonay,

April 20, 1786. His first education was

neglected, and perhaps his brilliant qual-

ities would not have been developed, if

he had not had the good fortune to meet
the best and most devoted of instructors

in his uncle, Montgolfier, who had rec-

ognized his good disposition for study.

"In 1820, he entered the career of civil

construction by a master stroke. New
roads were being constructed, and those
already constructed were being improved.
It was necessary for the best results to

find a means of crossing rivers at slight

cost. Seguin discovered it. After having
made numerous and important experi-

ments, on the resistance of iron, used
under different forms, he constructed,

basing it on these experiments, the wire
suspension bridge of Tournon. This
bridge cost only 200,000 francs. A stone

bridge would have cost three times as

much. Notwithstanding the strong op-

position that the construction of wire sus-

pension bridges encountered, on the part

of the State engineers in France, more
than four hundred bridges of this kind

have since been built at difTerent points,

all upon analogous plans, and the Amer-
icans have recently constructed a bridge

of this type for the passage of a railroad

across Niagara.

"In 1825 and 1826, Marc Seguin, asso-

ciated with the sons of the illustrious

Montgolfier, and with his brothers, made
the first attempts at steam navigation on
the Rhone, It was then that, for the first

time, he used a tubular boiler ; but an-

other occasion soon presented itself for

employing that boiler with much greater

advantage."

"Messrs. Seguin brothers had obtained

in 1825, the concession of the railroad

from Saint Etienne to Lyons. Marc
Seguin from 1827, there used the tubular

locomotive boiler. In February, 1828, he

took out a Patent for that boiler, and it

was no more than a year and a half

thereafter (October, 1829) that analogous

ones were seen at the locomotive trials on

the Liverpool and Manchester railway."

"Did Mr. Booth, secretary of that rail-

road company, to whom there has some-

times been attributed the merit of the in-

vention of the tubular boiler, or Mr.
Stephenson, the constructor, have knowl-

edge of the Seguin boiler when they laid

out their plan, or did they have the same
thought at the same time, or near it. This

is a question that we will not pass upon.

It is entirely possible that two men of

genius may have had the same thought

at the same hour."

"We have seen the working of the first

Seguin tubular boiler locomotives. Thejr
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made much more steam than the older

ones; but the -draft effected by the air

projected from the blades of wheels did

not make the Lest conditions. The steam

jet was substituted for these wheels. It

was a new progress."

"The construction of the railroad from

Samt-I-".tionne to Lyons presented great

appreciated the services rendered by

Seguin to science and industry, he was,

in 1842, named, on his presentation, cor-

responding member of the Academy of

Sciences."

"Indefatigable worker, Seguin the elder,

already loaded with years, still studies a

ne\\' eneine. ahv:ivs unrkiiiQ \\ itli the

October 26, 1831, upon a tr-p taken in

the name of the Society, to e.xamine the

new system of steam boiler of "Messrs.

Seguin & Co., at Saint Etienne." (pp.

169-187, PI. 63. 64). 'The construction

of the boiler and the performance of the

locomotives on the Saint Etienne and

Lyons railro.td are clearly shown and

difficulties. The most of the engineers of

that time, proposed to overcome them by

means of inclined planes, as was then done

on a large number of roads in the environs

of Newcastle. Seguin did not recoil be-

fore these considerable works which nec-

essitated a grade and curves of a radius

of 500 metres. He had divined the future.

It is a characteristic of men of genius to

advance their epoch. We have heard

Stephenson himself express his admira-

tion for this laying out of the road

which so many others then considered as

defective."

"Seguin the elder, it is proper to say,

was ably seconded in his works by his

brothers, Camille, Paul and Charles, who

THE SfiGUIN LOCOMOTIVE.

same steam, to which there is restored, at

each stroke of the piston, the heat that

it has lost in producing the mechanical

elf'ect, and he devotes himself to scien-

tific researches on cohesion, researches

on which we do not venture to give an

opinion, hut which, perhaps, are of wide

scope."

"Who would not believe thit the in-

ventor of the locomotive has been loaded

with the favors of sovereigns whose

States have seen their prosperity increase

so rapidly by the establishment of rail-

roads? Nevertheless, this is not so.

Seguin the elder, simple chevalier of the

Legion or Honor, lives in modest retreat,

nearly ignored, but the figure i-; noble of

described in the accompanying illustra-

tion, which is a reduced reproduction of

Plates 63 and 64, Tome Cinquienne, of

the Bulletin, and in the following notes,

which are abstracts from the text of the

report.

.\s shown in the side elevations, it

will be seen that the locomotive is of

the early British type, having four

coupled driving wheels and vertical cyl-

inders, with long cross-heads, the ends

of which are coupled to the driving

wheels by main rods. The tender carries

two fan blowers, which are driven by a

belt from one of the tender axles, when

running, or rotated by hand when draft

is required while standing, the air blast

were happy in execution and happy in

administration."

"In 1857, we find Seguin occupying him-

self anew in steam navigation on tin-

Rhine. In 1839, when there was hesita-

tion as to the part to be taken in ihe con-

struction of the I'Vench system, he pub-

lisher! a work which made a great --('ii^.i'

tion; this work was entitled: 'On

lite iiiUtiouf of railroads and the art of

laying out and canslntcling them.'

"Patron of all our glories, .Arago had

TIIK .srCflX I.OCtiMfiTI\K.

that patriarch of industry, surrounded by

a beautiful and numerous family, cease-

lessly occupying himself in perfecting his

woik "

THK SECI-IN' TtIBUI-.^R IIOII FR

LoroMOTPVKS.

I'll,- /Uill.lin de la Socu-tc Industncl',-

d,- Mulhaitscn," Tome Cinquienne, con-

tains a very full and interesting report.

Iiy Messrs. .Mliert Schlumberger and

l''iiiili' Kocrblin, read at the •-cssioii of

from the fans being delivered below the

grate. A small four-wheeled coal car or

"chariot" is shown coupled to the tender.

The follov.'ing are the particulars of

the boiler as given in the Bulletin

:

The lircboN- is 4 feet (1 mt. 30) long.

2 feet 4 inches (0 mt. 75) wide, and is

placed between two double "fonds" of

cast iron. Idled with water and com-

municating with the interior of the boiler.

In the bottom of the firebox there is

another cast iron piece, ,ilso full of
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water, which communicates with the

boiler, which is fixed on it. The grate

is composed of two rows of 17 bars, and

there are 43 small fire tubes. The whole,

with water, weighs 30O0 kilos (6613.8

pounds). The tension of the steam is

three atmospheres above that of ordinary

pressure.

m/mt per metre (0.00569) which is near

the limit after which it becomes impos-
sible to mount by the simple friction of

the wheels of the locomotive on the rails.

From Saint Etienne to Rive de Giers it

is 13m/mt per metre (0.0134) over a

length of 18,600 metres.

The dale oi Seguin's Patent is incor-

THE Sf.GUIX BOII.KK.

Weight of engine and tender 6,000 kos.

(13227.6 pounds), price 10,000 francs.

Square

Heating Surf.ace. metres.

Cylindrical part 2.56

2 demi bases or flat part 0.55

43 tubes in the boiler 15.78

2 double bottoms on the 2 sides of

the firebox 0.35

Reservoir of water under the boiler

to supply the feed pump 1.95

Total 23.47

Say 23J^ square metres=252.9 sq. ft.

P.\RTICULARS OF ENGINE.

Diameter of pistons 0.23 mt
Stroke of pistons 0.60 "

Density of steam in atmospheres 4.00
"

Each cylinder filled twice for

one turn of crank or one cy-

linder four times 4.00

Number of turns of crank per

hour 3600

Volume of 1 Kilo, of Steam at

135 degrees or 3 atmospheres 1922

Experiment.

The engine taking up empty chariots

and the two blowers working, 100 kilos

of coal were burned in one hour, and 785

kilos of water were taken from the reser-

voir. One square metre of heating sur-

face evaporated in one hour 785/23.5=33
kilo. 4. One kilo of coal=7 kilo. 8.

The chariots weigh 1000 to 1100 Kilos,

and can carry 2000 Kilos of coal.

The engines haul 20,000 Kilos (25 to

30 empty chariots) at a speed of 2 metres
per second, say 4.4 miles per hour.

The inclinati.m of the rails, from Rive
de Gier to Givors, is mt.00569 per

metre, and is sufficient to allow the load-

€d chariots to descend by their own
weight.

The grade from Lyons to Givors, a

length of 21,150 metres, can be considered
as null; from Rive de Giers to Givors, a

length of 16,300 metres, it is nearlv 6

rectly given in the "Guide du Mecanicien,"

his French Patent, for the invention of

the tubular boiler, being dated February

22, 1828, Xo. 3744. As shown in the

single Figure of the Patent, which is

reproduced above, the setting of the fur-

nace is of brick, and the furnace is stated

to be supplied with air by a blower or

otherwise. The invention is broadly de-

fined as consisting in "a greater or less

number of tubes which are traversed by

the heat, and these tubes, surrounded by

water, form a very large heating sur-

face."

There is no evidence that the tubular

locomotive boiler was designed, pro-

posed, or put in service by any one,

prior to Marc Seguin, and the great

credit which is due him as its originator

should not, in the view of the writer, be

in anywise impaired by the inere sug-

iii'Stion, in the Neville British Patent No.

3.544 of 1826, that the tubes of the verti-

cal boiler therein shown, may, "In some
cases," be placed in "an horizontal or

oblique position, particularly where al-

titude of such apparatus should be found

inconvenient,"

Measuring Steam by Meter

Considerable economy in fuel may De

obtained by supplying steam from a plant

which is working under economical con-

ditions to steam-using apparatus.

In a certain works there was a plant

consisting of four water-tube boilers of

240 to 350 sq. m. heating surface and a

working pressure of 180 lbs. per sq. in. A
new steam main about 328 ft. long and

2y2 inches diameter was installed to con-

nect the two works, and a reducing valve

fixed at the end. A mercury differential

pressure gauge was fixed at the entrance

to the works and also a steam meter. It

was agreed that the charge to the con-

sumer should be the actual cost of fuel

which he would have had to use to gener-

ate the steam.

Automatic Stops in Canada.

The Board of Railway Commissioners

in Canada have recently issued a circular,

dealing with automatic stops on railways.

In dealing with this specific subject, a

kindred object invariably comes up, and

that is the matter of train control, which

has for its object not only the saving of

life, but by its action is said to increase

the track capacity of the road. The cir-

cular issued is as follows

:

"In view of the frequency of accidents.

as shown by reports made to the board

from time to time, indicating that some
grave consideration should now be given

by Canadian railways to the question of

the advisability of adopting an effective

automatic train stop device, the board, in

lull realization of the necessities of the

situation brought to its attention, desires

an expression of the views of each rail-

way company under its jurisdiction upon
the subject after full consideration and
investigation has been given by the rail-

ways. It is suggested that the Canadian
Pacific, Grand Trunk, Michigan Central,

Canadian Northern, St. Lawrence & Adi-

rondack, Grand Trunk Pacific, and To-
ronto, Hamilton & Buffalo railways

should appoint a special committee to

consider the matter, and report.

Safety First.

"In its 'Safety First' Work the Safety

Section of the Division of Transportation,

United States Railroad Administration,

intends to utilize to the fullest extent

the safety organizations now in operation

on such railroads as have working organ-

izations, and to assist those railroads

not having a safety organization to per-

fect such an organization as will keep
constantly before the minds of all officials

and employes the necessity of care and
caution so as to insure greater safety in

railway work that may be brought about
in every possible way.

"This is a great humanitarian and phil-

anthropic work in which science, labor,

business enterprises, and the government
must all unite. In science the appeal is

especially made to the mechanical engi-

neering profession and it is asked to

furnish the safest equipment ; to statistics

and economics to furnish facts and to

supply methods of investigation and of

prevention; but the greatest need of all is

the help of labor, which has the greatest

immediate interest in the matter. It is too

often handicapped by the lack of scien-

tific knowledge, or by a lack of means of
making itself heard. .Ml organizations

and all societies can be of material bene-
.• and of great service in pointing out
fields of investigation, so that unsafe

conditions may be corrected, but better

still they can assist in instilling into the

mind of every employe, the fundamental
rule, that no chances of any kind should

ever be taken.
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The Greater Mechanical Department.

The niccliaiiical department o{ olilcii

days wa.s a wide-reaching department. Its

!;cope included the repair of all manner

of things, not only engines and cars, for

the rehabilitation of which it was original-

ly organized, but for the repair of anything

a railway uses. Office chairs, desks, type-

writers, cases, letter presses, book shelves,

etc., etc., came to it for overhauling. In

fact at first the mechanical department

was a huge manufactory, which made

locomotive tires, car wheels, sheet steel,

and a variety of articles which are now
bought in ojien niarkcl.

The change from this wide-reaching

plan came about gradually. Specialists in

the world outside the domain of the iron

horse, devoted their energies to the mak-

ing of one thing and doing it supremely

well. Railway supply houses proved to be

able to turn out articles cheaper and bet-

ter than could be made by the consumer

and in time much of what was formerly

made by railways, was turned over to

manufacturers and their agents.

This seems to imply that the railroad

mechanical department shrunk in size ami

power, and though this is to a certain ex-

tent true, it did not turn out to be the

absolute state of affairs. It has todav

two effects upon those who work dircrtl\

and indirectly for railways. In the first

place it never took away from actual

railway workers, what we may call the

emergency call Much of the material

bought by il'.e railway in the tirst place,

was liable to failure at any time and often

at undesirable places.

This does not say that failure was the

rule, far from it, and for the very reason

tliat the goods are made by specialists in

their own line. These men had focused

their attention on particular aspects of

the case, and they had carefully noted

defects of workmanship, of design and of

material. Where it was possible they had

applied a remedy, and excellent results

became the rule rather than the exception-

Yet failure was and is always a possibili-

ty, and it behooves the railroad man, even

if he is not a specialist, at least to have

acquired such knowledge of a special

appliance as to be a proficient workman

so that he may relieve a blockage on the

road or permit an engine or car to be

quickly moved to a divisional point and

so got out of the way, until reached by

the necessary force of men with tools and

appliances.

One of the ways for acquiring such

knowledge is through the literature of

the supply houses and through the pages

of the periodic technical press. Much

of these forms of literature are intended

to instruct those who have to deal at

close range with accessories. It is a

form of "tnrsl aid," that is often quite in-

dispensible- This form of reading is not

necessarily intended to only catch the eye

of the president or other high official.

The whole subject of locomotive operation

and car design and maintenance, is too

important and too complicated to be left

to a workman who is confronted with it,

for the first time, in a break-down or a

failure. "Forwarned is forearmed" is a

motto as applicable to the mechanical de-

partment of a railway today, as it was in

the days of general warfare or single

combat.

The mechanical department of a rail-

w.iy is manned by skilful men, who can

he relied upon; but the railway system of

our continent is supplimented by the ef-

forts of what we may. with all good will,

speak of as the ununiformed force. These

nun are the particularists and the special-

ists of ihe mechanical profession. They

Imilil and equip locomotives and cars,

and though they do not operate ihcni.

these men are conversant with all the

details, and with the stresses and strains

of operation. These men have time to

devote to theoretical questions of design,

as well as to the more onerous duties of

operation. A system of "service." if it

may be so called, is carried on by these

nu-ii, and failures are investigated as

well for the benefit of the railways, as for

the information atid guidance of this

"|i1ain clothes" force, every ready to look

for the cause of failure and to assist those

who operate the machines.

These "plain clothes" men of the rail

have detailed a corps of men to equip,

or supervise the equipment of their goods

on railways. They are prepared to

"stand by" and to give instructions and

explanations, until successful performance

is established- So it comes about that

efficient and scientific performance results

from "service." At the present time

a phonograph in the President's car may
not be considered as a legitimate field for

operation or repairs for the mechanical

department, as it might have been in early

days, had it been in existence. The
vital economies in railway operation;

originated by specialists, and often super-

vised by them, until knowledge and ability

to "go it alone," is possessed by the rank

and file of the mechanical department

;

are more efficiently attended to than ever

before. The old proverb, of two heads

being better than one loses nothing of

its essential truth, while finding a wider

application in making the uniformed force

and the plain clothes man of the railway

one large, comprehensive organization

serving different leaders, but striving for

the same goal, and for safety, economy,

and successful operation, all along the

line. Thus with those in actual railway

service and those interested, who serve

outside, is the greater mechanical de-

partment brought into being.

Recent Collisions and Their Lesson.

The findings of the Federal Commis-

sion on two unusually serious railway

accidents, a condensed report of which

occurs elsewhere in our columns, brings

forcibly into notice the need of further

improvements in automatic stop ap-

pliances. Inventions that aim at prevent-

ing an engineer from running past a dan-

ger signal arc of service only in so far as

they are olie>ed. An engineer frankly

admitting that he was asleep as his train

rushed in to the destruction of scores of

human lives, is not in a condition to be

impressed by signals intended for the eye

alone. The evidence in the disasters re-

ferred to show that a strongly built steel

car will not be telescoped by any kind of

collision witli which we are familiar, but

there is no doubt that the shock of a col-

lision which is not taken up by some one

or more of the vehicles in the train would

probably result in the severe injury of the

passengers.

We had recently a visit from an inven-

tor who claimed that he had a device that

would stop a train running at 40 miles an

hour wilhin a few feet. In such a case

the passengers would all have the velocity

of 40 miles an hour, and to suddenly stop

this would be almost equivalent to a per-

sonal collision of each passenger with

parts of the car ; in fact, the partitions

and seats and car end would appear to
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rush at them with a velocity only slij^htly

less than 40 miles per hour, as they were

hurled from one end to the other.

In one of the accidents we have a vision

of the chancetaker, that anarchist of the

road. Good discipline on American rail-

roads is improving, but the stricter en-

forcement of discipline will, as we have

repeatedly stated, never meet the exigen-

cies of railroad service, as long as it de-

pends entirely on the human element.

The use of improved automatic stop sig-

nals, if they could be made suitable for

all conditions of weather and become as

reliable as those used on the New York
subway would meet the situation. All that

is wanted, is the universal application of a

stop signal that is simple, workable in

winter as well as in summer, and that it

shall effectively apply the air brake auto-

matically in case of emergency.

Soot and Scale and Tired Arms.

Coal must not only be burned fully

and properly, but it must be handled
quickly and carefully, if we are to make
up the quantity for 1919 which ought to

be saved over that used this year. The
careful handling of coal means the in-

numerable instances where odd lumps and
small quantities dropped here and there,

must be eliminated. This is just one of

the ways that coal conservation can be

aided.

Next comes the consideration of the

importance of burning the volatile gases

that arise from the coal bed. These gases

must be delayed in their rush to the

smoke stack in order that they may be
thoroughly mixed with the oxygen of the

air. The brick arch and the combustion
chamber are very potent aids in this mat-
ter. If the volatile gases are not properly
burned, a loss of heat ensues. Soot or
smoke is the evidence of incomplete com-
bustion. Soot is formed at the surface

of the fuel bed by the absence of oxygen.
If sufficient air is supplied, there will

be (theoretically) no smoke. Soot is the

enemy of heat transferrence. It not only
means a loss of heat in its very formation
but it interposes a very troublesome bar-
rier to the heat as it tries to pass through
the firebox sheets and tubes to the water.
It practically insulates the steel sheets of

the firebox, and the tubes, and so keeps
out part of the heat that is formed from
reaching the wafer. The remedy is to

prevent the formation of soot as far as

possible, and also to see that the tubes
are clean. Any fireman on an engine
filled with soot has to work harder than
he would work, if the tubes were clean.

The fireman lifts shovelful after shovel-
ful on the trip. He raises weight, and
this is a "back-breaking" process if per-
sisted in for any length of time. It means
that some of the coal so lifted fails of
the object the fireman has in view, that
of generating heat and he has to lift more

shovelfuls to make up the deficit. Sup-

pose a hard working fireman had an ill-

natured child on the seat beside where
he stands, and for the sake of malicious

fun, the child kicked part of the coal off

tlie scoop, every time the fireman raised

it. It is not hard to see that the child

would increase the work of the fireman,

and yet the result, as far as the engine

is concerned, would be no better with soot

forming than if the child was off the en-

gine. The extra work might amuse the

ill-natured child, but no more steam

would be shown on the gauge, and coal

would have been wasted and the fireman

needlessly fatigued. Soot is the ill-natured

child on the engine, in fact soot is worse,

because it needs extra work at the ter-

minal, and some one must remove it.

The formation of scale is somewhat
analogous to the bad influence of the soot.

In fact scale is a still more ill-natured

child on the engine, but he is not sitting

on the seat where he can be got at and
put off (the non-formation of soot).

Scale is the demon inside the boiler, and
if left to itself, will put a coat of in-

sulating material on the water side of

firebox and tubes. The fireman will have

to work harder than ever and do no more
good, if he keeps the steam pressure up

to normal. A crust of scale 1/32 of an
inch thick, results in a loss of 11 per

cent in fuel. If the scale is let accumulate
until it is l^-'m. thick, the loss will be 60

per cent. Water-softening is one of the

principal and very effective methods of

preventing the formation of scale. Fre-

quent boiler washing is also a good pre-

ventive measure.

The water softening plant must be put

in by the railway, but that does not pre-

vent a fireman from using his influence

to get it, or the brick arch considered.

The combined influence and voice of a

number of men who have to "go up
against" the conditions which we have
here outlined cannot fail to he produc-

tive of beneficial results. The saving of

coal just now is good business ; it is in a

sense, a war measure; it gives a chance
to display patriotism, and help to win the

war. A serious feeling engendered among
the rank and file of railroad men, cannot

pass unnoticed by officials, now-a-days,

especially when the men are not alone

thinking of their needlessly tired arms,
but are advocating a real, necessary serv-

ice to the countrv.

Coal.

A plant using a carload of coal a day
that is workin.g at 60 per cent efficiency

would waste more fuel than is consumed
by all the great electric display si,gns in

New York City. The conservation of
coal, to be effective, becomes the problem
of the individual railway shop, just as

food conservation becomes the problem
of the individual housewife. The saving

by any one family of two pounds of meat
on certain days does not amount to any-

thing in itself, but when ten million fam-
ilies save two pounds of meat each week
the total is over a billion pounds per an-

num. Likewise, if every one of America's
factories saved just 1 per cent of their fuel,

the total savings would be S,f)00,000 tons.

This year the war requires at least eight

million more tons of coal than were taken

from the earth last year. Mine operators

and miners are speeding their work but
cannot supply all the extra tons needed.

There is a limit to production because
there is a limit to labor and to transpor-

tation. Many million tons of the added
war requirements must be saved in the
homes, apartment houses, hotels, churches,

schools, stores and railroad repair shops
and power houses.

Mr. McAdoo's Figures.

Since the leading railroads came under
Government control Mr. McAdoo asserts

that the number of tons of revenue freight

carried has increased 8.9 per cent ; the
number of freight cars in service, 5.1 per
cent

; the number of tons hauled per train,

6.9 per cent and the average carload has
been increased 14.4 per cent.

Under Federal control the number of
railroad officials drawing salaries of
$5,(XX) a year or over has been reduced
by 400 and $4,615,000 a year has been
saved. The expenses of the law depart-
ment have been reduced $1,500,000 a year.
By the consolidation of ticket offices, and
the abandonment of competition, it is esti-

mated that $23,566,633 will be saved. And
of this amount. $7,000000 will be saved on
advertising bills.

Importance of Lubrication.

Have you ever thought that not a

single one of the ships, aeroplanes, tanks,

motor cars, guns or shells for Uncle
Sam's Fighting Forces could be produced
if it were not for the little drops of oil

which lubricate the vast machinery used

for their manufacture? We have all read

about the marvelous feats of shipbuilding

and the enormous steel plants and rolling

mills which are making the plates for the

hulls, but except for those who are di-

rectly identified with the mills them-
selves there are very few people who
have heard about the lubricants that keep

the bearings and the gears of these mas-
sive machines movin.g or the manner in

which these lubricants are used.

This explains why Germany feels the

pinch on lubricants. It has been said

that there are engines and cars ovrned

and operated by the Central Powers,
which are standing still and out of ser-

vice for want nf lubricants. That is why
fats of all kinds are precious in German
eyes to-day. Every drop of oil saved here

is a distinct gain for the Government in

the war.
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Air Brake Department
Spring Type Pressure Retaining Valve—Questions and Answers

The value of a brake cyclinder pressure

retaining valve is recognized to such an

extent that all freight cars offered in in-

terchange must be equipped with this de-

vice, according to a ruling of the M. C. B.

Association. An analysis of the require-

ments imposed upon such a device indi-

cates that a uniform blow down of brake

cylinder pressure is essential, regardless

of the size of the brake cylinder.

In an efTort to provide an efficient re-

taining valve the Westinghouse Air

Brake Company has developed a spring

type pressure retaining valve to replace

the former weight type, the limitations

of which are quite well known. As the

of large capacity cars when empty. Wear

of the valve seat and efficiency of the

device is not affected by inclination of the

valve from a vertical position. The vent

port is located where it will not be

aftected by dirt. The valve seat is raised

so as to avoid lodgment of dirt between

the valve and seat. Elimination of bent

valve stems sometimes found in weight

type of retainers due to rough handling.

A large key bearing is provided so as

to prolong the period before wear re-

quires repairs. The double pressure type

is designed to eliminate the leakage occa-

sionally found in the weight type when

in its high pressure position, due to dirt

and purpose of the air brake system is to

deliver and maintain certain air pressures

in the brake cylinder, the importance of

guarding against leakage from the brake

cylinder and retaining pipe must appeal

strongly to all railroad officials and par-

ticularly to air brake men. The ability to

check this leakage and establish the re-

quisite pressure quickly when it exceeds

a predetermined permissible maximum is,

therefore, a feature of much broader eco-

nomic significance than a mere casual con-

sideration of the retaining valve might in-

dicate, especially in steep grade and level

road service.

It is acnerallv vmderstood that a re-

FRiiXT AXU SIDE VIICWS OF THE SPRING TYPE OF PRESSURE RETAINING VALVE.

illustrations show, the valves are fur-

nished in cither single or double pressure

designs, and have a range wide enough

to cover all sizes of cylinders for cither

passenger or freight service. The double

pressure valves are arranged to retain

brake cylinder pressures of 10 to 20 lbs.,

15 to 3U lbs. or 25 to SO lbs. as required,

the high and low jjressure positions being

shown by the lettering on the valve body.

The advantage of the use of spring type

retainers is summed up in the following

particulars

:

It is a means of securing dcimite and

uniform rate of blow down for the vari-

ous sizes of cylinders, in order to assist

in insuring uniform brake action. Hither

the pressure retained or the rate of blow

down may be modified to suit conditions

of service by merely changing the .spring

on the one hand and the top cap on ihe

other. The elimination of possible valve

scat wear occasionally developed in the

weight type of retainer due to the vibra-

tion of the weights caused by rough riding

preventing tlie lifting pin from seating. taining valve should receive atten-

A tapped exhaust opening is provided tion at the same time that the brake cylin-

which is arranged for a gauge connection der and triple valve are cleaned, and it

thereby providing a convenient method and the retaining valve piping should be

for testing brake cylinder leakage with- tested when the brake cylinder and triple

out the necessity for disconnecting the re- valve are tested on shop repair tracks

Leakage

in one minute.

Position

Type of retaining valve. ot

handle,

l.i lb. single pressure both spring and

weighted ."
• • •

15-30 double pressure weight type • • • •

(High
1.^-30 double pressure sprmg type Low

25-50 double pressure weight type .
.

•

(High
25-50 double pressure spring type )

I ow

Cylinders

CA'linder Cylinders not

pressure, cleaned, cleaned.

10 lbs.

20 lbs.

20 lbs.

10 lbs.

40 lbs.

40 lbs.

15 lbs.

5
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cylinders that have not been cleaned, does

not exceed 12 lbs. per minute. The weight

tj'pe of retaining valve is to be tested

by screwing a gauge into the exhaust port

of the triple, opposite to the retaining

valve pipe connection.

The table is one that is employed by a

certain railroad system and is resulting

in a considerable improvement in freight

car brake efficiency. It is also specified

that the e.xhaust port of tlie spring type

of retaining valve for freight service

should be cleaned with a No. 54 drill for

8-in. equipment and with a No. 52 drill

for 10-in. equipment.

Questions and Answrers.

Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 323, October, 1918.)

530. Q.—What would an air gauge

register on a cylinder with 30 lbs. abso-

lute pressure at 3i of the way?
A.—120 lbs. or 105 lbs. gauge pressure.

531. Q.—When pumping against 100

lbs. air pressure with a 9j^-in. pump, how
near is the piston to the end of the cylin-

der when the discharge valve is lifted to

admit pressure to the main reservoir?

.\.—Within lyg ins.

532. Q.—How do you calculate this?

A.—By % of a 9-in. stroke.

533. Q.—How near is the air piston

of the 11 -in. pump to the end of its stroke

before the discharge valve can be lifted

against 100 lbs. air pressure?

A.—It must travel ^ of a 12-in. stroke

or will be within 1J4 ins.

534. Q.—Is this assumption applicable

to the low pressure cylinders of the com-
pound or duplex compressors ?

A.—Not exactly in the same manner, as

air is then discharged into the high pres-

sure cylinder from the low pressure, in-

stead of into the main reservoir direct.

535. Q.—What determines the capacity

of a single stage compressor?

A.—The speed in strokes per minute,

the air pressure it is being operated

against, and to a certain extent, the pres-

sure of the atmosphere.

536. Q.—What is meant by the term
"one atmosphere" as used in connection
with air brake operation?

A.—A cylinder or reservoir containing
air at atmospheric pressure.

537. Q.—How are the number of at-

mospheres of a given air pressure per

square inch determined?

.A.—By dividing gauge pressure, plus

atmospheric pressure, by the pressure of

the atmosphere.

538. Q.—Give an example.

A.— .At 110 lbs. gauge pressure, there

are 124.7 lbs. absolute pressure at the

sea level. 124.7 divided by 14.7 equals 8.5

or in 110 lbs. gauge pressure there is con-
tained S'A atmospheres.

539. Q.—Can this be made somewhat
clearer?

A.—If the reservoir has a capacity of

one cubic foot, and the pressure is 110

lbs. it contains 8J4 cb. ft. of free air or

air at atmospheric pressure.

540. Q.—What is generally meant by

the term "capacity of the compressor" or

"air pump capacity"?

A.—The size of the compressor or the

number of compressors used on a locomo-

tive.

541. Q.—What is meant by "efficiency

of the compressor"?

A.—The general condition of the pump
or compressors.

542. Q.—What is wrong when a com-
pressor is in what is termed a poor con-

dition ?

A.—There is leakage through or past

r.ome part of the air or steam end of the

pump, which reduces its efficiency, or

capacity to compress air.

543. Q.—At what points do these leaks

occur in the air cylinder?

A.—Past the air piston packing rings,

back from the main reservoir through the

discharge valves or from the cylinder to

the atmosphere past the receiving valves

or from any stuffing box, gasket or any

other leak of the atmosphere.

544. Q.—Is there any other disorder

that can prevent the delivery of the proper

amount of compressed air to the main

reservoir?

A.—Obstructions in the ports, passages

or in the air strainer.

545. Q.—How does the condition of

the steam end affect the volume of air

delivered to the main reservoir?

A.—By reducing the speed of the com-
pressor.

546. Q.—Does the piston speed influ-

ence the amount of leakage that may be

l)a.«sing the air piston packing rings?

A.—Yes; the faster the piston speed,

the less time that will be permitted for

leakage to exist.

547. Q.—At what time is leakage past

the packing rings of the most conse-

quence ?

.\.—When the compressor piston is near

the end of its stroke.

548. Q.—Why?
.\.—Because the air pressure in the

cylinder is higher near the end of the

piston stroke.

549. Q.-—How does this affect the pis-

ton speed?

.\.—It tends to slow it up.

5.S0. Q.—Why?
\ —Because the higher the .air pres-

sure, the more work that it is necessary

for the steam end to do.

551. Q.—How is it proved that more

work is done at the ends of the stroke

than in the center of the cylinder?

A.—By the wear of the cylinders, which

is always greater at the ends than in the

middle of the cylinder.

552. Q.—How can leakage in the

steam cylinder or steam valve mech-

anism generally be quickly discovered?
A.—By a blow or waste of steam at

the exhaust connection.

553. Q.— Is there anything besides

leakage in the steam end that can re-

duce the speed of the compressor?

A.—Yes ; restrictions in the ports or

passages or in the steam supply.

554. Q.—How does the construction of

a compressor vary its efficiency?

A.—Through the amount of, or percent-

age of, a cylinder full of free air that

can be delivered to the main reservoir on
each stroke.

555. Q.—How is this governed by con-

struction ?

A.—In the location of discharge valves

and intermediate valves, and the clear-

ance of the pistons at the ends of the

cylinders.

556. Q.—What is the effect of in-

creased clearance space between the air

piston and cylinder heads?

A.—It permits the compressed air that

remains in the ends of tlie cylinder, to

expand back into the cylinder as the

piston movement reverses and thus take

III) space that should be filled with free

air, through the air strainers.

557. Q.—How does location of valves

enter into this efficiency of the compres-
sor?

A.—The greater the distance from the

air piston to the delivery valve, the

greater the amount of compressed air that

will not be discharged from the cylinder.

558. Q.—Does this also apply to the

space between the receiving valves and
the air piston?

A.—Yes, in the same manner.

559. Q.—Then a compressor may have

what may be termed different capacities?

A.—Yes, it has a theoretical capacity

and an actual capacity.

560. Q.—What is meant by the the-

oretical capacity?

-A.—The capacity of the air cylinder

that receives free air in cubic inches less

tlie thickness of the piston, or the area

multiplied by the length of the piston

stroke.

561. Q.—What other term is some-
times used to designate the capacity of

the receiving cylinder to hold free air?

A.—Piston displacement.

562. Q.—How is the actual capacity of

ihe compressor found?

A.—By ascertaining the number of cubic

feet of free air actually compressed under

some particular condition.

563. Q.—What is meant by "per cent.

of efficiency" in air compressors?
.•\.—The percentage of a cylinder full

of free air that is actually delivered on

each stroke of the compressor.

564. Q.—Or in figures?

.•\.—The actual number of cubic inches

of free air compressed per stroke, divided

by the piston displacement.

565. Q.—W hich type of compressor
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manifests the greater per cent, of effi-

ciencj'?

A.—The cross compound compressors.

566. Q.—Why?
.•\.—Because of a better location of air

valves already mentioned and a reduced

clearance space for the pistons and

through the fact that the low pressure

air pislon does not work against a higher

air pressure than 40 lbs. per square inch.

{To be continued.)

Train Handling.

(Continued from page 324, October, 1918.)

542. Q.—Wliat advantages have the

I'.T and LT brake equipments over former

types ?

A.—Locomotive and tender brake cylin-

der pressure will be maintained at a con-

stant figure regardless of unequal brake

piston travel and brake cylinder leakage,

up to the capacity of the air compressor

and the point at which the brake pistons

come in contact with the non-pressure

heads of the cylinders.

543. Q.—What are the principal ad-

vantages from a view point of manipula-

tion?

A.—The locomotive and tender brake

can be operated entirely independent of

the train brakes, and the pressure can

be graduated out of, as well as into, tlie

brake cylinders with either one of the

brake valves.

544. Q.—What are the essential parts

of these equipments?

A.—An air compressor, a governor, a

main reservoir, two brake valves, two

duplex air gauges, two pressure control-

lers, suitable brake cylinders, and the

usual piping, cut out cocks and hose con-

nections.

545. Q.—What other advantages are

there in the way of brake apparatus used?

A.—Less brake apparatus is required

for the improved features, and but one

size of operating valve and reservoir is

required.

546. Q.— Is it adaptable to all classes

of service?

A.—It is used In any passenger, freight

or switching service without any special

change in adjustment.

547. Q.—What is the name of the pipe

leading from the dome or bridge pipe to

the air compressor?

A.—The air pump steam pipe, or steam

admission pipe.

548. Q.—What part of the equipment

is in this pipe'

.^.—The air pump governor.

549. Q.— Has it any other pipe connec-

tion to its steam portion?

A.—Yes, a drain or waste pipe.

550. Q.—What is the name of the pipe

leading from the steam cylinder of the

compressor to the locomotive cylinder

saddle or tlie front end ?

A.—The air pump exhaust pipe.

551. Q.—What is the name of the pipe

leading from the air pump to the first

main reservoir?

.'\.—The air pump discharge pipe.

552. Q.—Have the steam cylinders any

other pipe connections?

A.—Sometimes steam cylinder waste or

drain pipes.

553. Q.—Have the air cylinders any

other pipe connections?

A.—Sometimes oil pipes leading from

the locomotive lubricator.

554. Q.—What is the name of the pipe

connecting the main reservoirs?

A.—The connecting pipe.

555. Q.—The name of the pipe con-

necting the last main reservoir and the

automatic brake valve?

'A.—The main reservoir pipe ; usually

termed the reservoir pipe.

556. Q.—The name of the pipe con-

necting the automatic brake valve and the

feed valve?

A.—The feed valve pipe.

557. Q.—Is the feed valve pipe an es-

sential of the equipment?

A.—No, the feed valve may be attached

to the automatic brake valve bracket and

require no pipe connections.

558. Q.—The pipe connecting the re-

ducing valve and independent brake

valve ?

A.—The reducing valve pipe.

559. Q.—The pipe connecting the auto-

matic brake valve, the driver brake cylin-

der operating valve and the angle cocks

at the front and rear end?

.A.—The brake pipe.

560. Q.—The pipe connecting the

<lriver brake operating valve and the

brake cylinders?

A.—The brake cylinder pipe.

561. Q.—The pipe connecting the feed

valve pipe, or feed valve pipe port, in the

brake valve pipe bracket, and the excess

pressure governor top?

.'\.—The excess pressure pipe.

562. Q.—The pipe connecting the brake

valve bracket and the lower connection

of the excess pressure governor top?

A.—The excess pressure operating pipe.

.563. Q.—The pipe connecting the max-
imum governor top with the main reser-

voir?

.'\.—The governor pipe.

564. Q.—The pipe connecting the main
reservoir and air gauge?

.'\.—The reservoir gauge pipe.

565. Q.—The name of the pipe con-

necting the brake pipe and air gauge?

.'\.—The brake pipe gauge pipe.

566. Q.—The pipe connecting the

equalizing reservoir and air gauge?
.\.—The equalizing reservoir gauge

pipe.

567. Q.—The pipe connecting the brake

cylinders and the air gauge?

-A.—The brake cylinder gauge pipe.

568. Q.—The pipe connecting the

equalizing reservoir and the brake valve?

A.—The equalizing reservoir pipe.

569. Q.—The one connecting the main

reservoir pipe and the distributing valve

reservoir?

-A.—The distributing valve supply pipe.

570. Q.—The pipe connecting the inde-

pendent brake valve and distributing

\ alve?

A.—The release pipe.

571. Q.—The one connecting the dis-

tributing valve and both brake valves?

A.—The application cylinder pipe.

572. Q.—The one connecting the brake

valves ?

A.—The release pipe branch pipe.

573. Q.—The name of the pipe con-

necting the control valve of the LT equip-

ment with the automatic brake valve?

A.—The control valve release pipe.

574. Q.—The one connecting the con-

trol valve and both brake valves?

A.—The control reservoir pipe.

575. Q.—The one leading from the

straight air brake valve to the double

check valve ?

A.—The straight air pipe.

576. Q.—How do the names of the

rest of the piping of the LT equipment

compare with the ET ?

.\.—They are practically the same.

Syy. O.—How are the pipes leading to

the distributing valve or control valve or

to the aulnniatic brake valve from the

main brake pipe referred to?

A.-—As brake pipe branch pipes, specify-

ing the part the branch leads to.

578. (J.— The pipe leading from the

reservoir ]iipe to the pressure controllers?

.\.— .\s the reservoir branch pipe.

579 O. What is the difference be-

tween the independent brake of the ET
and the straight air brake of the LT
equipment '

A.—With the independent brake the

distributing valve controls the flow of air

to and from the brake cylinders, with

the straii^ht air it flows direct from the

main reservoir through the straight air

brake valve and double check valve to

the cylinders.

580. Q.—How should an air compres-

sor be started?

A.—With the drain cocks in the steam

cylinders open and with a very light

throttle or at a very slow speed.

581. O. When should the lubricator

be started to feed the steam cylinders?

A.— .As soon as the condensation has

worked out of the cylinders and the drain

cocks have been closed.

582. Q.—How should it be fed?

A.—With 10 or 15 drops to start with,

and thereafter the feed should be reg-

ulated to from one to two drops per min-

ute per cylinder.

583. Q —When should the air cylinders

be lubricated?

A.—.^s soon as the compressor is

started.

584. Q.--In what quantity?

,A.—8 or 10 drops per cylinder
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585. Q.—Under what condition?

A.—While the coinpressor is working

at a fair rate of speed against a low air

pressure and with very hot oil.

586. Q.—Wliat kind of oil?

A.—Valve oil.

587. Q.—Why should the oil be hot

and the speed at a fair rate?

A.—So that the oil may be scattered

around in the cylinder and properly lubri-

cate it.

588. Q.—Can this be done if the air

pressure is high and the speed slow?

A.—Not without using an excessive

amount of oil and flooding the cylinder.

(To be continued.)

Car Brake Inspection.

(Continued front fage 325, October, 1918.)

512. Q.—What is the effect of such

leakage ?

A.—If from tlie brake pipe it is a waste

of air and tends to apply the brakes with

a greater force than is desired, or rather

tends to take the control of the brakes

away from the engineman and if from

the au.xiliary reservoir it tends to release

brakes after being applied, that is. the

brake with the defective valve, and there-

after cause a drain on the brake pipe.

513. Q.—What is the effect of a leaky

graduating valve?

A.—It fails to stop the flow of air

from the auxiliary reservoir after the

triple valve has assumed lap position and

under certain conditions may result in a

release of the brake.

514. Q.—In what way can it cause the

brake to release?

A.—By making a reduction in the pres-

sure in the auxiliary reservoir.

515. Q.—If the triple valve is in per-

fect condition will the brake release even

if the graduating valve is leaking?

A.—No, as the triple valve may then

be expected to move toward its release

position gradually, the slide valve will

eventually stop with the service port

closed by the slide valve seat before the

exhaust port can open.

516. Q.—Will the leaky graduating

valve cause a blow at the triple valve

exhaust port?

A.—Not unless it is of the slide valve

kind, used in modern types of triple

valves.

517. Q.—How can it sometimes be

known whether a leak is from the emer-

gency valve without an examination?

A.—By the buzzing sound accompany-
ing the leak at the exhaust port.

518. Q.—What causes this buzzing

noise?

A.—The check valve rising and falling

very rapidly in supplying the leakage.

519. Q.—What causes a triple valve to

fail to release?

A.—Either the brake pipe pressure has

not been increased sufficiently to accom-
plish the release, the auxiliary reservoir

has been charged to a higher pressure

than that carried in the brake pipe or

brake pipe pressure has passed the triple

valve piston packing ring and has charged

the auxiliary reservoir equal to the brake

pipe, without moving the triple valve.

520. Q.—What causes a brake to fail

to appl)-, with a light brake pipe reduc-

tion ?

A.—Either excessive friction in the

triple valve, leakage past the packing ring

or the triple valve piston and slide valve

may have moved, but the pressure has

escaped from the brake cylinder through

the leather or gasket.

521. Q.—What does a failure to release

this sometimes result in?

A.—A slid flat wheel.

522. Q.—What defects in wheels and

trucks are sometimes responsible for slid

flat wheels?

A.—Wheels not bored centrally; im-

properly mounted on axle ; wheels not

perfectly round ; wheels warped ; unevenly

chilled; improperly hung brake beams;

improper length of brake beam hangers.

523. Q.—What defects of the car

brakes contribute toward bad results?

A.—Unequal piston travel ; brake pipe

leakage; slopped up retaining valve;

w-rongly used triple valve ; imperfect triple

valve repair w ork ; leaky emergency valve

or check valve case gasket; wrongly used

triple valve piston ; leaky triple valve pis-

ton packing ring; too thin brake shoes.

524. Q.—What lack of observation or

inspection may be responsible?

A.—Starting trains w-ith brakes applied

is the most prolific cause ; retaining valve

turned up; switching cars with brakes

set; ice frozen in brake rigging; brake

beams wedged with shoes against the

wheels; clubbing down hand brakes with

air brakes applied.

525. Q.—How will improper manipula-

tion contribute?

A.—Too long a time with the brake

valve in release position ; allowing insuffi-

cient time for a release of brakes ; failure

to kick off brakes after a re-application;

failure to apply brake in a manner to con-

form with slack conditions in train.

526. Q.—Are there any defects of the

engine equipment that may result in slid

flat wheels on cars?

A.—Yes, defective triple valves on en-

gine; leaky brake cylinder; defective feed

valve; no excess pressure; main reservoir

full of water.

527. Q.—Is there any other prolific

cause of slid flat wheels?

A.—Yes, due to slack action in trains

not being properly controlled (not neces-

sarily a fault in the manipulation) the

car bodies are accelerated at a faster rate

than at w-hich the car wheels can revolve

with the brake shoes retarding them and

in this manner the adhesion of the wheel

to the rail is broken.

528. Q.—What is the effect of a leaky

check valve if found in the triple valve?

A.— It will have no effect until the

brake pipe pressure is lower than the

point of equalization of the brake cylinder

and auxiliary reservoir, thereafter it will

leak brake cylinder pressure back into the

brake pipe.

529. Q.—What occurs if for any rea-

son the brake pipe pressure reduces at a

faster rate than that at which the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure can flow through

the service port into the brake cylinder?

A.—The triple valve will travel its full

stroke and assume emergency position.

530. Q.—What defects of the triple

valve will cause this action?

A.—The disorders that will contribute

are: A restricted service port; oil or

moisture on the slide valve ; a dirty or

gummed up triple valve piston ; excessive

friction in the movement of the slide

valve; a tight piston or ring; a partly

closed feed groove
; piston making a tight

seal on the slide valve bushing; gum on

piston bevel ; slide valve spring catching

in bushing; a weak graduating spring; a

broken graduating spring; under some
conditions a very short piston travel.

531. Q.^How does oil on the slide

valve contribute?

A.—By making a tight seal around the

edges of the slide valve and positively

excluding any leakage to the under side

of the slide valve which allows the en-

tire pressure per square inch of the auxil-

iary reservoir pressure to be effective on

the slide valve, whereas if there was a

slight amount of leakage or percolation

of air to the under side of the slide valve

the valve would tend to be balanced and

would be comparatively free in its move-
ment.

532. Q.—How does the partly closed

feed groove contribute?

.'\.—On a slow rate of brake pipe re-

duction through leakage, the triple valve

piston and graduating valve may be

moved to close the feed groove with the

end of the piston being in contact with

the slide valve, but the brake pipe reduc-

tion being insufficient to cause the further

movement of the slid^ valve or the triple

valve pistons where the feed grooves are

open and free to permit of a certain

amount of back flow into the brake pipe,

this triple valve with the partly closed

feed groove will have assumed a position

in which the piston engages the slide valve

with the auxiliary reservoir pressure bot-

tled up, and if a brake pipe reduction is

made at this time the valve may jump

into the quick action position. On the

other hand if the feed groove had been

open, the piston would not have been

moved until a positive brake pipe reduc-

tion had occurred and as a result it would

have moved against the slide valve with

suflScient force to dislodge it and move

it promptly to service application posi-

tion. (To be continued.)
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Forty-Ton Steel Flat Car for the Canadian

Government Railways

The Eastern Car Company of New
Glasgow, X. S. Canada have lately built

a number of steel 40-ton flat cars for the

Canadian Government. These cars were

specified lo be of ample strength to carry

the load designated 80,000 lbs., in addition

to the tare weight of the car with an

increase of 15 per cent, of the load, if

need be. The forgings are of open hearth

steel. The centre sill is open hearth

steel plates 5-16 ins., thick spliced at the

centre, 30 ins., deep and strengthened

with top outside angles, 3^x3^2x5-16

ins., and having bottom inside and out-

side angles, 35^x31-2x7-16 ins.

The centre sill cover plate is 24xfi

ins., open hearth steel 18 ft., long at the

centre, and 24x;4 ins., at ends; two plates,

each about 12 ft.. 6 ins., long, form the

end sections. The intermediate sills are

open hearth Z-bars 3 ins., high and run-

ning 6.7 lbs., to the foot of length, Kach

and bolted to the intermediate sills with

'/z in., round head bolts, 3}4 ins., long

The end boards are bolted to the end sills

with four 54 in., bolts and four nails to

t-ach board.

The draw gear is the Miner twin spring

type with yokes l^^-'^S ins., forged from

solid billets. The draw bars are Penn.

with 5/i in., shank 6'/2 ins., but, with 5x7

ins., shank and with key slot, bufSng

lugs, and cored holes. The couplers

are equipped with "Acine" uncoupling

device, operated from both sides of the

car.

A yellow pine board 1 18x9x12 ins., is

bolted with four ^ in., bolts to the out-

side of the side sills on each side of the

rar, and to this 13 open hearth steel stake

pockets are secured on each side.

The Westinghouse standard automatic

brake equipment Schedule K. C. SIJ with

j-M brake cylinder expander rings is

with single nuts and grip nuts. The M.

C. B. standard, 5x9 ins., journals are used.

Journals are roller finish, and this in-

cludes the shoulder from the wheel, and

the collar.

The bolsters are Simplex for these 40-

ton cars. The side bearings are spaced 52

ins., centre to centre. The centre plates

are cast steel, riveted to the bolsters. The

spring plank is formed of steel channels,

one to a truck 13 ins., wide and weighing

32 lbs., to the foot, riveted to columns

with 1 in., rivets.

A few of the genera! dimensions of the

car are as follows :—Length between end

sills 41 ft. Length over striking plates 42

ft.. 2 ins. Width over side sills 8 ft., 10

ins. Width over floor 9 ft., 10 ins. Width

over stake pockets 9 ft., 7J4 'ns. Height

from rail to centre of coupler 2 ft., IO5/2

ins. Height from rail to top of floor 4

ft., 2 13-16 ins., and from centre to centre

STEEI. FI..\T C.\K. 40 TONS (-.\P.\aTV. FOR r.W,\I)I.\\ (TOVF.RNMENT R.\TI.\V.\V.'^.

Z-bar is made in one length. The

side sills are open hearth ship channels

10 ins., deep, in one length and running

20 lbs., to the foot. The end sills are of

similar make, only they weigh 21.S lbs.,

to the foot and are also 10 ins. deep. The

body bolsters are of the built u|i t.\]n-.

combined with the other frame.

The diaphragms between sills arc i>pcn

hearth steel shapes, pressed to sh.ipe 'i

in., thick. The top cover plates are each

15x7-16 ins. The liottom tie plati;, arc

15x9-16 ins. The floor stringers air of

yellow pine or British Columbia fir, sides

4x4 ins., the centre being 3'.ix4 ins., ami

3,'.;ix4 in~., running the full length of tin:

car. The centre stringers are bolted with

'A in., bolts, and side stringers use i^ in.,

bolts. The flooring is of spruce 9 ft.,

long, 2)8 inc., thick, with S, 6 or 7 ins
,

face width, and carefully ship-lappcil.

Fach board is nailed to the stringers with

eight steel barl)ed wire nails 5 ins., long.

u.^ed. The general arrangement and details

conform to the M. C. B. requirements.

P.raking power 60 per cent, of the light

weight of car l)ascd on 5(» lbs., cylinder

l)ressure. M. C. B. standarrl air brake

ho^c.

.\t one end of car, arranged to drop, is

a hand brake wliecl of malKablc iron.

and of 7-16 in., wrought iron or >tccl.

The car trucks are of the diainond i)at-

tern. The diamond trucks are for 4 ft., 8; 2

MIS., track, and have a wheel base of 5

ft. 4 ins. The size of the journals are

5\'' ins., and llic wheels are of ordinary

chilled from ,^^ ins., in diameter Heads

of journal \>i>\ bolts and column bolts

1 est on mallealile iron washers

TIic arch bars are open hearth steel.

Ihe top bars measure 15'2x45'2 ins. The

liottom bars are ll/ixAy, ins. The tie

bars are .5 8x45 2 ins. Column bolts are 15^

ins., diameter. Journal box bolts 15-^ ins.,

diameter, of O. 11. steel, and are fitted

of bolsters 30 ft. These cars are built

according to specifications of the Superin-

tendent of Canadian Government Rail-

ways, Mr. r,eo. R. Joughins.—Moncton,

X. B.

The Future of the U. S. A.

The (icrman war has taught us many

things, and it lias forced us to take a

wide, more iiUernational view of things.

The era 01 the purchaser beginning at

the door of the producer will pass, and

the producer must prepare for it. He

must cultivate new demands for his pro-

ducts or else curtail production. It is up

to him, and now is none too soon to be-

gin. Railway supply houses as well as

other luanufacturers come under this

rule. They must widen their field, and

let the public know that they have widen-

ed it. They must say what they have

to sell and tell everyone all aliont it.
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Electrical Department
What Is the Meaning of Split Phase 'i The Electro - Pneumatic Brake

In our article of September on elec-

tric locomotive characteristics we
showed certain curves and referred to

the split phase locomotive. A few

words of explanation may not be out

of place as to just what is meant by

"split phase."

The split phase type ot electric loco-

motive is that used by the Norfolk &
Western Railroad. In order to better

appreciate the choice of this type of

locomotive for the Norfolk & Western

we may point out the operating con-

ditions which any electric locomotive

would have to meet on this railroad.

The train weights are great, varying

from 3,000 tons to as high as 4,000

tons, although the average train is

about 3,300 tons. It is therefore

necessary to have part of the motive

power at the rear of the train in order

to avoid excessive strain on the draft

rigging of the cars at the front. For-

merly the trains handled by steam re-

quired three steam locomotives of the

Mallet type; two at the head and one

at the rear as a "pusher." With electric

operation and flexibility of design and

the possibility of utilizing heavy start-

ing tractive effort, it is possible to

eliminate one steam locomotive so that

two electric locomotives can do the

work of the three engines using steam.

The trains are of such great length

that there is difficulty in signaling from

the front locomotive to the rear loco-

motive when a start is to be made, so

that the locomotives are subject to

treatment which would be considered

impossible for ordinary service. For

example, the rear locomotive may re-

ceive a signal to go ahead one full

minute before the leading locomotive

has started and taken up the slack.

The rear locomotive during this period

will stand still with power on, exerting

full tractive effort in an endeavor to

start the train. This condition may
easily come about when the rail is slip-

pery and the first locomotive docs not

"take hold" or when the brakes do not

release wholly. We know that with a

steam locomotive the live steam can

be kept in the cylinder as long as de-

sired and the locomotive be kept exert-

ing maximum tractive effort, without

any harm to the locomotive. We know,
from the preceding two articles, that

the electric locomotive has a time limit

for the current. All the time that the

electric locomotive, in the above case.

is standing still, current is flowing and
the motor is heating up. Operating
conditions of this kind would be ex-

ceedingly hard on a commutating

motor— i. e., a motor with a commu-
tator. Again an engineering study of

service conditions showed that an en-

gine of constant speed would be best

for this kind of work. This would mean
the three |)hase motor, which has a

constant speed under all conditions of

load and moreover has no commutator.

The three phase motor as the name
implies runs on three phase electric

current, and this in turn is carried over

three wires. There are three phase

electric locomotives, operating abroad,

and there is also one three-phase in-

stallation in this country on the Great

Northern Railroad. With three phase

current, as mentioned above, three lines

DIAGR.-\MMATIC CONNECTIONS FOR
PH.\SK CONVERTER AND TrtiVCTION

MOTORS SPLIT PHASE
I.OtOMOTnE

are required, and in the case of the

three phase electrifications, the running

rails are used as one wire, and two
overhead wires are used, insulated from
each other. On straight track these

two wires can be easily maintained in

alignment, but at cross wires, switches,

turnouts, etc., it is diflicult to keep the

wires in alignment, and the special

means employed are not very satisfac-

tory. Provisions must be made so that

the power will not be taken to the

locomotive which may be pulling a

heavy train, but wires must not be

placed so that the trolley on the loco-

motive does not "short circuit" two

wires of different phase.

If it was possible to use one over-

head wire of high voltage, alternating

current, like the New Haven electrifica-

tion, and at the same time to use the

three phase motors, an ideal electrifica-

tion would result for service as on the

N. & W. There are no complications

involved in the stringing of one over-

head high tension wire and the three

phase characteristics are ideal for these

conditions.

This has been done in the case of

the N. & W. electric locomotives.

Three phase induction type motors,

with wound secondaries (rotors) are

mounted on the trucks, and single

phase 11,000 volt alternating current is

fed into the locomotive from one over-

head wire.

This single-phase current must then

lie changed into a three-phase current

to operate the motors, and this is done

inside the locomotive as described

below. It is this arrangement which

has been called "split phase."

Our diagram shows the diagrammatic

connections inside the locomotive. The
single phase current is fed through an

oil-type circuit-breaker to the main

transformer. The phase converter is a

rotary piece of apparatus and is con-

nected to the low tension side of the

transformer, and is the apparatus which

changes the single-phase current to the

three-phase form. The phase converter

operates constantly when the engine is

in service.

The phase converter is a single-phase

induction motor with a short-circuited,

squirrel-cage rotor, or secondary and
with two primary windings on the

stator. One of these windings is con-

nected across the secondary of a trans-

former, and when the rotor is running

there is generated in the second winding

an emf of 90 degrees phase displacement

from that of the secondary of the station-

ary transformer. The use of this device

in railway work is so novel that a review

of the fundamental principle may be of

interest.

Any polyphase induction motor will

operate as a single-phase motor on one

phase of a polyphase circuit if the motor
is brought up to its "pick-up" speed by
some external or internal means. Thus
if one wire of an operating two-phase

motor is broken, leaving but one phase in

action, it will continue to run. Moreover,

a voltmeter, applied to the open primary

winding will show a voltage practically

equal to that in the line from which it

was disconnected. The motor is, there-

fore, performing two functions, motor
and phase transformer or converter.

If a primary lead is opened with the
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motor running, there is only single-phase

magnetizing current available. By trans-

former action, however, this produces in

the rotor conductors surrounding the

magnetic field a single-phase secondary

current. At the same time tlie motion of

the rotor conductors in the single-phase

magnetic field produces emf and another

current phase displaced 90 degrees from

the first. Thus there are two rotor cur-

rents in phase quadrature and in differ-

ent parts of the rotor windmg. The cur-

rent generated by the speed acts as a

second nignetizing current and, combined

with the magnetizing current from the

line, produces a rotating field, just as

when the machine was operating as a

two-phase motor. In this field the rotor

produces torque and will carry a me-

chanical load satisfactorily.

This rotating field cuts tlie open pri-

mary winding of the motor and generates

in it an emf in quadrature with the line

emf. I'rom this winding, current can be

drawn as from the secondary winding of

any transformer. It and the line current,

OPCnATiNC tND

kinds of apparatus. Why can it not be

used in connection with the air brake,

was a natural question, asked by the air

brake man and the electrician. The brake

is the most important feature of a rail-

road train, which improves its operation.

Electricity can, and has been adapted to

the air brake of the high speed subway

trains in New York. The operation of

the subway trains consisting of ten cars

at a speed of 30 miles an hour and with

a "headway" of 90 seconds, necessitated

the use of a brake giving the ma.ximum

rate of retardation in emergency, and a

rapid and accurate stop in ''service," with-

out shock.

A somewhat general impression pre-

vails that the use of the electric control,

increases the actual braking power, but

this is not the case. The sole function

of the electric control is to secure a

simultaneous application of all brakes,

regardless of the length of the train. It

eliminates the time required for the ordi-

nary brake application. With the electric

control all the brakes are applied simul-

pneumatic application a certain reduction

in brake pipe pressure is necessary before

pressure reaches the cylinder. The saving

in time is 2 seconds. Second, There is a

saving in time when brakes are released.

With electric operation the release can

be made in 5 seconds as compared with

from 10 up to 17 seconds. The total sav-

ing is therefore from 7 to 14 seconds.

This time-element if of particular ad-

vantage when slowing down for signals,

as in the New York subway. In slowing

down for a signal it is as necessary to

get the brake oflf as it is to get it on,

under operating conditions, where "the

second" is the unit of time schedule. The

delay resulting from applying the brakes

with electric control really mean in

many cases, no necessity for applying

brakes at all, because the signal may go

to "clear" within the 2 seconds which are

saved in the "reflex" time. Therefore,

the total saving in initial delay of from 7

to 14 seconds may mean a final total of 14

to 40 seconds which would otherwise re-

sult in delay.

taken together, form a two-phase cur-

rent. A three-phase current can be gen-

erated in a similar manner.

Reference to the line diagram shows

a two-hole phase converter with the

rotor omitted, as the function of this is

induction only, as explained. One ter-

minal of the quadrature winding is con-

nected at C, at or near the centre of

the secondary transformer winding. The

converter winding is so designed that

the voltage between C and C will be

sufficient to produce equal voltages be-

tween A and C, and between C and B,

and also between B and A. With this

arrangement only a portion of the cur-

rent used in the main motors is con-

verted, as a large part comes directly

from the main transformers. The single

phase power is "split."

The Electro-Pneumatic Brake.

Electricity has been adapted to many

features and used in connection with all

NO. 5—ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC BItAKE.

taneously, while with regular air control

the brake pipe pressure must be reduced

through the engineers' valve and con-

siderable time is required for the pressure

to be reduced at the end of the train.

The first car receives the braking effect

first, and each car in sequence until the

last one. The electric control, with brakes

iin all cars applied, at the same time, per-

mits braking rates up to the maximum
without rough handling in long trains.

The value of the electric-pneumatic

brake can be appreciated by a study of

ihe time required to perform the various

functions. First, There is a saving in

reflex time of the brake application (''Re-

flex" time is the time from brake valve

handle movement, to rise in brake cyl-

inder pressure. It corresponds to "re-

action" time which is the interval from

sight to action in man. "Reflex"

time is mechanical "Reaction" lime, is

nerve action time.) With tlie electric

application the pressure is built up al-

most instantaneously, while with the

The electric circuits are shown in

the cut. Trolley voltage is brought to the

master brake switch of the brake valve at

the operating end of the train. It is dis-

tributed at the will of the motorman to

the application, release and emergency

valve's magnets on each car. The brake

control is connected between cars by

electric jumpers. Thus when the appli-

cation wire is engaged, all the application

magnets throughout the train admit air

to the cylinders. Resistance is placed in

the circuits so as to cut the current down

to approximately 1/5 of an ampere.

Referring to the diagram here, it will

be noted that there are seven positions of

the brake valve handle, namely Release

or Running, Electric Lap, Electric appli-

cation, Automatic Lap, First Service.

Second Service and Emergency.

In release position, trolley, application,

release and emergency fingers are all off the

switch drum. On moving the brake valve

handle to electric lap, the trolley and re

lease fingers are joined by the switch
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drum, and consequently the release mag-

nets of the train are energized and the

release valves closed. A further move-

ment of the brake valve handle to ap-

plication position brings the application

finger in contact with the drum, thereby

energizing the application magnets and

applying brakes. Returning the handle to

the electric lap position opens the circuit

through the application finger and the ap-

plication valves close and cut off a further

increase of brake cylinder pressure. The

release and trolley lingers being still in

contact with the switch, whatever pressure

is in the brake cylinders is held there in

this position. On returning the handle

to release position, the release magnets

are de-energized and the brakes released.

In all three of the above mentioned posi-

tions, the release port of the brake valve

is open and communication between the

feed valve and the brake pipe is maintain-

ed. Consequently the air which is drawn

from the au.xihary reservoir for use in

the brake cylinders is continuously re-

placed by air drawn from the main reser-

voir system through the feed valve and

the brake pipe. Should the motorman

thoughtlessly continue the movement of

the brake valve handle beyond electric

application position, the brakes would con-

tinue to apply if the cylinders had not

already received their maximum pressure.

This would also be the case even though he

continued the movement to lirst service

position, in which a small opening is

made from the brake pipe to the atmo-

sphere through the rotary valve, and the

brakes would be applied automatically in

the event of their not having been prev-

iously applied electrically. It will thus

be seen that there, is no possible danger

of a careless motorman failing to obtain

an application of the brakes, or losing an

application already obtained electrically

by moving the handle.

As each brake valve in a train is wired

to the brake circuits through the train, as

shown, and all break valves except the

operating one are left in lap position

when the handles are removed, it is nec-

essary to provide means for cutting off

the application and release fingers of

these valves, as otherwise the brakes

would always be applied electrically by

them. Also the supply of current must

be controlled entirely from the one point

on the train so that should there occur

any derangement of the brake circuits or

electrical apparatus this part of the brake

system can be instantly isolated and the

train continue under control of the auto-

matic air brake. Furthermore, owing to

the close headway on which trains oper-

ate, it was considered necessary to have

the brakes apply automatically whenever

the supply of current for the electric con-

trol of the brakes is taken away from the

motorman, through the blowing of fuses

or any other cause, for otherwise he

might attempt to "get" the brakes elec-

trically when there was no current avail-

able and lose a few seconds before realiz-

ing he can only use automatic service

portion of the brake valve.

Switcher for the Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad

Not long ago the American Locomotive

Company built some eight wheel switch-

ing engines for the U. S. Railroad Ad-

ministration which have been assigned to

the Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad.

These engines have 25 x 28-in. cylinders

and 51-in. driving wheels. The weight on

tubes are 15 ft. long, and there are 230 of

the 2-in. size, and 36 of the S'/j-in. size.

The heating surface which is 2,717 sq.

ft. in all is distributed as follows : Tubes,

1,796 sq. ft.; flues, 773 sq. ft., and the

firebox contributes 130 sq. ft., the arch

lubes give 18 sq. ft., and the superheater

is used for manipulating the reverse lever.

The headlights are electric, and there

are two of them, one being placed on top

of the smoke box in front of the smoke

stack and another headlight is placed at

the back of the tender. This tender is

carried on two trucks (i. e. eight wheels)

UNITED ST.VrES GOVER.XME.XT DKSIG.X OS TYPE SWITCHER FOR THE T. & O. C.

C. Bowerson, Mast. Mcch. Co., Builders.

the drivers is 214,000 lbs. and the total

weight of the engine is of course, the

same. The tractive power, with a factor

of adhesion of 4.19, is 51,000 lbs.

The tender wliich weighs 167,900 lbs.

carries 16 tons soft coal as fuel and 8,000

gals, of water, this with the engine makes

the total weight of the whole machine

381,900 lbs. The boiler is 789/16 ins.

inside diameter and the steam pressure is

175 lbs. per sq. in. The tubes and flues

are arranged for a superheater. The

is rated at 662 sq. ft. The grate area is

47 sq. ft. and the boiler is supplied with

a brick arch. The firebox measures 102^^

ins. long and is 66J4 '"s. wide.

The wheel base of the engine alone is

15 ft. the engine being a switcher with-

out leading or trailing wheels, the rigid

wheel base is the same. The total wheel

base of engine and tender is 52 ft. llyi

ins. The engine has main valves of the

piston type and the valves are actuated

by the Walschaerls gear. Power gear

and is to all intents and purposes a road-

engine tender. American driver brakes

are on the truck while Westinghousc are

used elsewhere. One 8!'2-in. cross com-

pound air compressor is carried on the

engine, and the main reservoirs, two in

number arc each 20}'' x 102 ins. The

grate is of the rocking type. The tender

is of the water leg type and carries 8,000

gals, of water and 16 tons of coal. The

engine presents a neat and businesslike

appearance.
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Hose Mounting and Hose Clamping Machines
DESIGNED BY THE WESTINGHOUSE AIR BRAKE COMPANY

The Westinghouse Air Brake Company

some time ago designed and developed

for use in its Wilmcrding factory, air-

operated machines for mounting and

clamping fittings into air brake hose.

While the company has not heretofore

AIK-OPEKATKl) .M.JiCllI.Nt \ ' :K 1(IK(ING

COUPLING HEADS AM) Nli'l'I.KS

INTO AlK IIDSK

attempted the manufacture of llic^e de-

vices, e-xcept for its own needs, it has

recently arranged that the macliines can

be procured on order, eitlier as complete

outfits, or merely such details as are not

obtainable from existing railroad mate-

rial. Most of the details can he obtained

from air brake stock, in which case re-

pair shops could build their own ma-

chines, with exception, possibly, of espec-

ially designed parts. These special parts

can either be obtained from the company

or made by the railroads to blueprints

which the company will be pleased to

furnisli on request. These machines have

jirovcd liighly efficient and great labor

savers.

The hose mounting machine consists of

a frame on which is mounted a hand-op-

erated clamp, designed to grip the hose

throughout the greater part of its length,

so as to hold it rigid while the coupling

or nipple is being applied. The com-

pressed air cylinder, with piston and rod,

drives the fitting into the hose. An op-

crating valve for controlling admission

and exhaust of air from the cylinder and

accessories, completes the machine. The

piston rod of the cylinder is adapted to

the special heads used for mounting both

the cnnpling and the nipple. These heads

i\re removable so tliat both nipple and

coupling can be mounted on a single ma-

chine, although not at the same time.

The hose clamping machine consists of

two hardened steel jaws, one of which is

movable, and is operated by a compressed

r:ir cylinder, piston and rod. A tension

spring is attached to the lower end of the

movable jaw, providing for the opening

of the jaws when the air pressure is re-

leased. An adjustable support is pro-

vided for the various sizes of hose used,

and can be raised or lowered to suit

larger and smaller hose sizes. After the

coupling and nipple have been applied, the

Iiose is then laid on the support and the

clamp placed in position by hand. The
<iperating valve handle is moved to ap-

plication position, admitting air to the

compressed air cylinder, forcing out the

piston and rod and causing the jaws to

close. This grips the clamp just back of

the shoulder, closing in and holding it

closed while the bolt is applied, and the

nut run up on the bolt until it comes

tightly in contact with the lug on the

clamp. The pressure is then released by

removing the operating valve to release

.MIMil'l- K.\ I Kl> .MACHINE KOK CLAMPING
(111 IM, INC HEADS AND NIPPLES

().NT() AIR HOSE.

position, the ho.^e turned end for end and

the same positicm repeated. The air pres-

sure used in both mounting and clamp-

ing is 70 to 80 lbs.

Locomotive Wheel Flange Lubrication
Lubrication is intended

tion, and if one has a

friction is useless, it i

to e fric-

.se where the

only common

FLANGE LCHRICATOR SHOWLNG
CONSTRUCTION.

sense to reduce it as far a> may be. Wlien

we speak of a case of useless friction, we
n:ean to draw a distinction between fric-

tion like thai of a journal on a bearing,

wiiere useful work is being done and, of

course, friction is simply retarding it. and

'tlur kinds, hut we speak more particu-

l.iily of wliat is called "rolling" friction,

where a wheel on a rail is forced to give

way before frictional resistance so that it

turns round, and does not slip along the

track. TIlis rolling friction is resistance

irduccd to very low terms, but in a sense

it is really useful.

( ioing a step further, we come into the

domain of higher mathematics. Take any

point on the flange of a wheel, say the

lowest point of a very sharp flange. If

the wheel is 59 ins. in diameter, the point

we are considering is 31 ins. from the

:ixle. This point ii:

I lltldCAIoR IN PLACE ON WHEEL.
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wheel with a very sharp tlangc scrapes

and grinds on the side of the rail-head.

Mathematicians tell us that in one revo-

lution of the wheel this point describes

what they call a curtate cycloidal curve.

It is because this flange-point is outside

the circumference of the "generating cir-

cle," which in this case is the wheel itself.

This "curtate cycloid"' makes the form of

a loop in rubbing against the rail-hcad, so

that the kind of curve traced out by this

lowest flange-point, while very interest-

ing to mathematicians, is the worst form

that could be found for actual railroad

operation. Points at a less distance from

the centre of the axle, yet still outside the

tread, make sinaller loops; that is, they

grind and rub less than others situated

at a greater distance, but wherever they

arc, they do their worst. They cause a

certain loss of power, small or great, but

it is there.

If the flange is new, and befort these

flange points touch the rail, they do no

harm, but when they do touch, trouble

begins. The flange keeps the wheel nn

the rail, whether new, or old and sharp,

and this is what we mean when we direct-

ed attention to that which may be called

"itseless friction." We can do without

it, or we can very materially reduce

it, and yet not in any way interfere with

the working of the machine. We cannot

completely do that with journal and bear-

ing friction. Flange friction is a detri-

ment, pure and simple.

The Collins Metallic Packing Co. of

Philadelphia have a way of meeting this

flange friction difSculty by the use of

their wheel flange lul)ricator. The lubri-

cation is eflfected by the constant pres-

sure against the wheel flange, of a stick

made of a graphite composition. This

stick approaches the wheel on an incline.

In fact, the stick is housed in a tube of

box- like shape, whicli fits the rectangular

section of the lubricating stick. The stick

is puslied against the wheel-flange, by the

actioti of gravity intensified by a roller

weight, which insures an equal pressure

on the stick all the time.

The former plan was to get this pres-

sure by the use of a spring, which, when
new and strongly compressed, gave a ten-

sion of about 4 lbs. When the spring

relaxed this tension was reduced to less

tlian 1 lb. The stick of graphite first

rubbed hard on the flange but gradually

became almost non-eiTectivc as the spring

relaxed. The present inode of feeding

the graphite stick is to urge it down a

neatly fitting tube by the action of grav-

ity, supplemented by a roller weight, so

that a constant pressure is always kept

up on the stick, and it is fed to the

flange steadily and with practically no
variation of pressure and without fluctua-

tion of any kind. This mode of pro-

cedure has the advantage of doing away
with a spring, which may be lost, or

stuck, and eventually becomes limp and
slack. The lubricator is of convenient

size, out of the way of other things, and
can be set at any angle so that the feed

may be adjusted to any rate that is de-

sirable. Flange lubrication is important

on account of its several economies.

The Collins lubricator is always "on
the job," and there is little or no per-

ceptible wear of the stick on the already

lubricated flange. Generally speaking,

and in ordinary cases, the lubricant lies

on the flange like a streak of paint, and it

is only when it is scraped off by flange

contact with a frog or curved track that

plentiful renewal is required. The lubri-

cator is, then as always, in service to do
the work, but lubrication is never want-
ing, and what we have called "useless

friction" is practically made to disappear.

Ordinary Rules of Counterbalancing

The first operation is to weigh the

reciprocating parts, piston and rod, cross-

head and pin, and small end of connecting

rod, add them together and call the total

.\. The weighing of the rod is done by

placing it upon knife edges through crank

and wrist pin holes, one of which sup-

ports rests upon a set of platform scales,

and then reversing. The sum of the

weights of the two ends should be the

weight of the rod.

Second.—Weigh the revolving parts,

that is, the side rods as distributed to each

wheel, and to the weight of side rod on

main wheel add the weight of the Iiutt

end of the connecting rod as above ascer-

tained. The distributed weight of the side

rod on each wheel is ascertained in the

same manner as tlie connecting rod

above; all the rods on one side should be

coupled together, placed on knife edges

through the crank pin holes, carefully

levelled and the weighing machine in-

serted under each knife edge" in turn.

The sum of these weighings should be

equal to the total weight of the rods.

Third.—Two-thirds of weight A should
be divided into as many parts as there

are driving wheels on one side and added
to the weight of side rod found for each
wheel, together with the by end of con-
necting rod on the main driver. We have

By KOGEK .AIMNSON

then ascertained the weight to be balanced

at the radius of the crank pin.

Fourth.— Place each pair of driving

wheels successively upon a pair of trestles

with journals resting on smooth flat strips

of iron or steel and carefully levelled.

Hang weights to one of the crank pins

until it comes down to a horizontal posi-

tion and if pushed gently in either direc-

tion will return to its position. If then

the hanging weight is equal to the weight

above ascertained the wheel is correctly

balanced, if not, tlic balance weight in the

wheel should be adjusted by increasing or

decreasing accordingly. Tliis should be

done for each wheel.

Example : For a consolidation engine.

as spelled "Mets" by the Huns, though
the French pronounce it as if spelled

"Maise." We will probably refer to it at

"Mess," when General Pershing's large

naval guns have been pounding at it for

a few days with good, high-explosive

shells and other iriissiles.

We said tliat naval guns were used,

and it is true. Much has been written

of the part the American navy is taking

on the sea. Except for what the marines

are doing, few know that the navy is also

taking part in the fighting on land. The
Navy Department has loaned several

naval guns with expert crews to the army,

and these gave efiicient service in the

recent olYensixe. Each gun requires a

Recip'g W'ht.
Piston and rod. . .

.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. A. C. Longdo has been appointed

assistant fuel supervisor of the Minne-.

apolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie.

Mr. R. v.. Jones, has been appoiiiltd

fuel and oil supervisor of the Duhith &

Iron Range, and the Duluth, Missabe &

Northern.

Mr. E. R. Manor, formerly chief elec-

trician for the Northern Pacific, has been

appointed as,'i>tant engineer of tests on

the same road.

Mr. C. Gribbon has been appointed di

vision master mechanic, London division,

of the Canadian Pacific; succeeding Mr.

A. Maynes, transferred.

Mr. I'rank D. Shook, formerly car

foreman of the Chicago, Milwaukee &

St. Paul, has been appointed general car

foreman at Spokane, Wash.

Mr. James D. Young has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Lehigh

& Susquehanna division of the Central of

New Jersey, witli office at Ashley, Pa.

Mr. J. O. Mc.Arthur has been ap-

pointed roundhouse foreman of the Chi-

cago. Milwaukee S: St. Paul, at Aber-

deen, succeeding Mr. W. D. Hayes, re-

signed.

Mr. C. G. Burnham federal manager of

the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, witli

headquarters at Chicago, has had his

jurisdiction extended over tlic Padncah &

Illinois.

Mr. Harry Modaff has been appointed

division master mechanic of the Chicago.

Burlington & Quincy, with oflice at Han-

nibal, Mo., succeeding Mr. O. E. Paradise,

promoted.

Mr. \V. C. Witts, formerly car fore-

man of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

Paul, at .Maiden, Wash., has been ap-

pointed general car foreman at llarlow-

ton, Mont.

Mr. R. J. Niedbani lia:- been appointed

mechanical and electrical engineer of

motive power and car departments of the

Grand Trunk with headqu.irters at

Montreal, Que

.Mr. G. M. Wilson, formerly master

mechanic at the Montreal locomotive

shops of the Grand Trunk, has been ap-

pointed superinlendcn' of motive innver

sliMp> at Mfiiilreal.

Mr A. Walter has been appointed divi

sion master mechanic of the Farnbam di-

vision of the Canadian Pacific, with olfice

at Farnham, Que., succeeiling Mr. W.

Wills, transferred.

Mr. R. J. Sporseller has liven ap-

;"inted road foreman of engines of the

i'ennsylvania. Western Lines, with olTrci-

at Lancaster, Ohio, succeeding Mr T 1.

I •dbunier, transferred.

.Mr S. W. Haker has been appointed

manager of the e.xtra work departmeui

of the Lima Locomotive Works, and Mr.

M. K. Tate has been appointed manager

of the service department.

Mr. G. F. McCormack has been ap-

poitited assistant division engineer of the

Sacramento division of the Southern Pa-

cific lines south of .\shlatid, with head-

(luarters at Sacramento. Cal.

Mr. W. J. Barnes has been appomted

engineer of power plants of the Balti-

more & Ohio, Western lines; the Dayton

& Union railroad, and the Dayton Union

railroad, at Cincinnati, (3hio.

Mr. Paul C. Cheatham, sales repre-

sentative of the Baldwin Locomotive

Works attd the Standanl Steel Works at

St. Louis, Mo., has been transferred to

ilie Chicago otfice, succeeding Mr. .A. S.

lioble.

.Mr. Clyde Medley, fornicrly assistaiu

s^eneral car foreman of the Chicago.

Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Miles City,

.Mont., has been appointed .general car

foreman, with headquarters at Seal tie.

Wash.

Mr. W. B. Mellon, formerly assistant

foreman of the Pennsylvania at the

twenty-eighth street shops, Pittsbur.gh,

Pa., has been appointed engine house

foreman of the same road at Youn.us-

town, Pa.

Mr. I". E. Keenan, formerlj traiiim.is-

lor of the Southern Pacific, at Truckee,

I .il., has been appointed district road

foienian of engities, with oflicc at Sacra-

nu'nto, Cal., succeeding Mr. W. 1.. Hack.

]ll nUlntcd.

Mr. W. C. Weldon, purchasing agent

r)f the Colorado & Southern, has had his

jurisdiction extended to include the

Denver & Salt Lake, with head<inarlcrs

at Denver, Colo., succeeding Mr. .\. L.

I.'ocbrane.

Mr. I". L. Carson, superinlendciit of

motive power of the San .\ntonio & Aran-

sas Pass, has been appointed assistant

mechanical superintendent under fed-

eral control, with hcad(n^•lrter^ at

Yoakum, Texas.

-Mr. L. B. Wood, purchasini; agent and

storekeeper of the Southern Pacilic,

Texas lines, has been appointed general

storekeeper of all lines under Mr. W. B.

Scott, federal manager, with headquarters

at I lonston, Tex.

Mr. D. M. Mcl.auchlan. foinicrly as-

vivlaiii master mechanic of tlu- Southern

I'acilic, at P.rooklyn, Ore., has been a|)-

poinled master mechanic oti the Port

land division, succeeding Mr. G. Iv

Peck, resigned.

Mr Robert h'. L'arr. president of the

licaiborn Chemical Co.. of Chicago, has

teen commissioned major on the general

stall in the department of purchases,

storage and traffic of the army, with

headquarters at Washington, D. C.

Mr. F". D. Campbell, formerly general

car foreman of the Chicago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul, at Tacoma, Wash., has been

appointed assistant master car builder

of the lines west of Mobridge, S. D.,

with headquarters at Tacoma, Wash.

Mr. F. Ravena, formerly roundhouse

foreman of the Erie at Cleveland, Ohio,

has been appointed general foreman, and

Mr. F. Svec, formerly fitting shop fore-

man, has been appointed erecting shop

foreman, with office also at Cleveland.

Mr. J. .\. Power, assistant general

manager of the Southern Pacific, Texas

Lines, has been appointed mechanical

>uperintendent of all lines under the

authority of Mr. W. B. Scott, federal

manager, with headquarters at Houston,

Texas.

Mr. J. A. McXuIt)', formerly railroad

representative of the .\nchor Packing

Company, at Chicago, 111., has been ap-

jiointed division master mechanic of the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Du-

buque, Iowa, succeeding Mr. G. T.

Messer.

Mr. H. E. Dutton, purchasing agent of

the Green Bay & Western, has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent also of the

Kewanee, Green Bay & Western, the

.\hnapec & Western and the Waupaca-

Green Bay. with headquarters at Green

r.ay. Wis.

Mr. A. D. Williams, superintendent of

motive power of the Southern district of

the Southern Pacific, has had his juris-

diction extended over the Western Pacific,

the Tidewater Southern and the Deep

Creek railroads with headquarters at

Sacramento, Cal.

Mr. I". W. Ta\lor, purchasing agent of

the Southern Pacific at San bVancisco,

Cal., has been appointed purchasing

agent of the Southern Pacific system,

lines south of .Ashland, Ore., the Western

Pacific, the Tidewater Southern, and the

Deep Creek.

Mr. I. I". Graham superintendent of

motive power of tbe Oregon, Washington

Railroad & Xavigation Comjiany, with

headquarters at Portland, Ore , has had

his jurisdiction extended over the South-

ern Pacifn: lines north of .Ashlainl, and

the Pacific coast railroad.

Mr. T. ]•". Paradise, division master

mechanic and trainmaster on the (Chicago,

Burlington 5; Quincy, with headquarters

at Centerville, Iowa, has been appointed

mechanical assistant to ihe regional

director of the Central Western region,

with headquarters at Chicago, 111

Mr. C. L. Fuller, formerly assistant
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general foreman at the Milwaukee shops

of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,

has been appointed general foreman.

Mr. \Vm. G. Corbett succeeds Mr. Fuller,

and Mr. T. J. Huepper has been appointed

machine foreman, succeeding Mr. Corbett.

Mr. 1. N. Clark has been appointed

master car builder on the Ontario lines

of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters

at London, Ont., and Mr. I. Brooks has

been appointed assistant master car

builder at the London shops, and Mr. W.
A. Pitt has been appointed assistant mas-
ter car builder at the Montreal shops.

Mr. W. A. Callison has been appointed

superintendent of motive power and Mr.
L. B. Morehead mechanical engineer of

the company formed by the consolidation

of the Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville,

and the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & West-
ern, both with headquarters at Lafayette,

Ind.

Mr. W. T. Ilendrix has been appointed

roundhouse foreman of the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul at Avery, Idaho, suc-

ceeding Mr. J. A. Wright, promoted;
and Mr. Earl Walters has been appointed

machine shop foreman on the same road,

with office at Deer Lodge, Mont., suc-

ceeding Mr. D. J. Davies, resigned.

Mr. C. M. Kittle, federal manager of

the Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Mis-
sissippi Valley, the Gulf & Ship Island,

the Mississippi Central, the New Orleans

Great Northern, the St. Charles Air Line
and the Helena Terminal, Helena, Ark.,

has had his jurisdiction e.xtended al.'Mi

over the Chicago. .Memphis & Gulf, with

office at Chicago, III.

Mr. C. E. Haygood, manager of the

railway department of the Manila Electric

Railroad and Light Company of Manila,
Philippine Islands, is visiting the United
States on a vacation and for the purpose
of consulting with the officers of the J. G.
White Management Corporation, New
^ ork, N. v., the operating managers of
the Manila Company. He e.xpects to re-

turn to the Philippines some time before
the first of the year.

Mr. J. H. Rodger has been elected

vice-president of the Safety Car Heating
& Lighting Company, v.ith office at Chi-
cago, III. Mr. Rodger has been asso-
ciated with the company since 1911, prior
to which he was with the Standard
Coupler Company. Mr. Rodger succeeds
Mr. A. Clark Moore, who has been com-
missioned as major in charge of air-
craft production in the New York district.

Mr. A. Clement A. Hardy, formerly
sales engineer and mechanical engineer
for the Whiting Foundry Equipment
Company, has disposed of his interest in

that company, and has opened an office

in the Railway Exchange Building, Chi-
cago, 111., as consulting and contracting
engineer, and is making preparation.? to

meet the growing demand for his loco-

motive jack, which is already in opera-

tion on about twenty of the leading rail-

roads.

Mr. W. C. Curd, former Drainage en-

gineer of the Union Pacific, in charge of

water service on that road, and who is

one of the best experts in water service

matters, has recently joined the railroad

department of the Wm. Graver Tank
Works, Chicago, 111. During the last few

years Mr. Curd has been employed by a

number of the leading trunk lines, as ex-

pert in law suits which they have had in

Cincinnati with water service conditions

upon their lines.

Col. Horace C. Booz has received his

honorable discharge from the United

States Army, and has entered upon his

duties as Corporate Engineer of the

Pennsylvania. Col. Booz was formerly

assistant chief engineer of the Pennsyl-

vania, and after vice-president W. W. At-

terbury went to France, in the summer
of 1917, as Director General of Trans-

portation of the American Expeditionary

Forces, witli the rank of Brigadier Gen-

eral, he asked that Mr. Booz be sent over

to become one of the principal members
of his stafif, and indefinite leave of ab-

sence was granted to him, and he was

appointed Engineer of Construction in

charge of building port and railroad

facilities for the American forces in

France. The Railroad corporation was
left without an engineering representa-

tive, hence, an urgent request was made
by the government for the return of Col.

Booz for the purpose of inspection and

approval of plans, estimates and improve-

ments and extensions for which no other

man was so eminently qualified. He was
a student at Lafayette College from

Obituary

Robert M. Dixon.

Robert Munn Dixon, president of the

Safety Car Heating and Lighting Com-
pany of New York, was born on Sep-

tember 19, 1860, at East Orange, N. J.

Me died on October 16, 1918. Mr. Dixon
was elected vice-president of The Safety

Car Heating and Lighting Company on
January IS, 1902, and was made presi-

coL. H. c. nooz.

which he graduated as civil engineer in

1895, and entered the engineering depart-

ment of the Pennsylvania in the same
year. He was appointed assistant chief

engineer of the company in 1911.

dent of the company in May, 1907, which
(-I'fice he held at tlie time of death. The
greater part of his life was spent in the

field of railway car heating and lighting.

He was identified with the first applica-

tion of steam from the locomotive for

heating railway passenger cars and with

the development of gas and electricity for

lighting railway cars, and he was also

active in the field of harbor and coast

lighting.

He was a member of the American So-
ciety of Mechanical Engineers for 35

years. He was president of the .Mumni
-Association of Stevens Institute of Tech-
iiologj' 1898-1899, and an alumni trustee

1890-1893. It is with feeling of the great-

est regret and sorrow that the news of

his death came to his many friends and

acquaintances. Mr. Dixon will be greatly

missed among the members of the leadint

railroad clubs and societies among whom
he was long a movin.g spirit.

Hiram W. Belnap.

Hiram W. Belnap, manager of the

safety section of the division of operation.

United States Railroad .Xdministration.

died «t his home in V.'ashington, D. C..

on October 12. 1918. Mr. Belnap was
'trieken with Spanish influenra, which
culminated, after a few days' illness, in

pneumonia. Mr. Belnap was in his 52nd

year, and had been connected with the
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Interstate Commerce Commission for 15

\ears. previous to which he had been in

railroad service in the operating depart-

ment. Since last July he had been active-

1> engaged in organizing the safety de-

partments of the railroads with a view

tc a similarity in organization and meth-

ods. His work in the service of the Gov-

ernment was very much appreciated.

John J. Smart.

John J. Smart, one of the founders of

the W. J. Crouch Company Inc., and

since its amalgamation with Rownson,

Drew & Clydesdale, Inc., manager of the

Manufacturing Division, died suddenly

on Sunday, October 20, after a brief ill-

ness, due to the prevailing epidemic. Mr.

Smart was a man in the prime of life.

His death was unexpected, and is a severe

shock to his as.sociates. He did much

toward the success uliicli the W . J-

Crouch Company attained, and greater

things were expected of him under the

new arrangement, liy which he became

manager of the Manufacturini; Division

of Rownson, Drew & Clydesdale, Inc.

His death will leave a gap that cannot

easily be filled.

There was in his case a subtle char-

acteristic quality which easily endeared

him to all wdio came in contact with him.

This quality is often called "personality."

and the possessor of this method of ea-y

and friendly approach is a business attri-

bute of the highest possible value. Mr.

Smart had it in a marked degree and his

company and his many friends will

mourn his loss with sincerity and with an

endiiring memory.

Waste of Fuel Oil.

The experts of the lUireau of Mine-,

Department of the Interior, have been

co-operating with the Fuel .\dmiiiistia-

lion in a genera! survey of the use cf

fuel oil for power purposes in the rniied

States. They find that last year 160,00(1.001)

barrels of fuel oil were used and that

40.000,000 barrels, or one-fourth of the

entire amount, was wasted and mii^bt

have been saved by more intelligent oper-

ation of plants and proper firing. This

represents a useless expenditure of $140,-

000,(JOf) a year, or etunigh money to pay

iome of the country's important war bills,

the fuel oil selling at about $3.50 a barrel.

The experts also say that this wastage i-

doubly criminal at ibis time because of

the urgent nee<l ..f fuel oil for the ships

of the Navy and for other essential war

purposes, lurlher ihey declare that the

40,000,fX)0 barrels of fuel oil lost each year

is the equivalent of 10.000,000 tons of

coal.

With such a situation confronting thf

country-, both the Bureau of Mines and

the Fuel .Administration have sent into

those parts of the counln.- where fuel oil

is extensively used a mimber of engineers

who have been visiting the plants and en-

deavoring to demonstrate to the men

where losses occur and showing how the>

may be stopped. As one result of the in-

vestigation a handbook for boiler-plain

and locomotive engineers in the ethcieni

use of oil fuel has been issued by the

I'.ureau of Mines giving instruction tn

all those who have oil burning plains

\'an H. Manning, Director of the Bureau

..t Mines, has ordered that a copy dI

these instructions be forwarded to all

known plants using fuel oil. Railways can

also get them.

Hudson Bay Railway.

The route of the Hudson Bay K.iilu.i\

hcs between Le Pas, Manitoba, where

connection is made with the Canadian

.Xorthern Railway, and Port Nelson of

Hudson Bay, a total distance of 424 miles.

1 he work of construction was placed uii-

<kr contract in August. 1911. The entire

line has now been graded and track laid

irotn Le Pas north to the second crossing

ol the Nelson River at Kettle Rapids, a

.li^tance of 334 miles, to which point also

lelegraphic communication has been estab-

lished. All bridges up to and including

that at Kettle Rapids, have been com-

pleted. Between this point and Port Nel-

^oll two bridges have yet to be coii-

.structed. Considerable progress has been

made on railway terminals, docks and

ctlur harbor works at Port Nelson.

Waste of Power at Niagara.

Some engineering authorities claim

ihat live million horse-power is being

va-ted by omitting to utilise fully the

.\'iai;ara Falls. The annual value of the

power going to waste is at least $50,000.-

000; and. meantime, important works are

-ulVering from lack of power to operate

It the full capacity for which they were

lU-signed. It is stated that indu-trial men

on bntli sides of the Falls arc anxious lor

more complete utilization, and that the

<iiil\ obstacle is Governuient.d inertia.

The proposed onsolidali-'n of the .\i-

agara I'alL Pi>ucr Company, the 11>-

draulic Pnwer Company, and the (. lill

I'llectrical Distributing Company would

be followed by expenditure of $15,000,000

on new equipment, and a total increase in

wutiiul ..f 170,0(K) 11. 1'.

Annealing Steel

.Xccording to a recent patent by F.

I'.agliardi, of Milan, Italy, high-speed steel

is annealed by heating it to .500-550 deg. C.

withdrawing it from the fire, allowing it

t<. cool for a few seconds beneath cinders,

.'ind then immediately quenching it in

.v.itcr or grease, or preferably in a mi.x-

iiire of 200 parts of animal grease not con-

1. lining stearin. 700 parts of tallow, and

KKI parts of charcoal.

pIXOK§

The Easy
Removal of

Triple Valves
is made possible by tbe use

of Dixon's Graphite Pipe

Joint Compound because

the graphite in it lubricates

the threads and allows the

connections to be easily

opened. The gaskets are

also uninjured and pre-

served for future use.

In replacing triple valves

the use of Dixon's Graphite

Pipe Joint Compound not

onlv insures easv removal

but' also TIGHTER air

joints than possible with any

other compound which

stops all leaks of air at

joints.

DIXONS
Graphite Pipe
Joint Compound
resists heat, cold and cor-

rosion.

Write for Booklet 69-D.

Made in JERSEY CITY. N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

^^^ Company ^>^^
ESTABLISHED 1827
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Be Sure

and

Specify

the

"COLUMBIA"

GIB NUT
You can use it either

side up. It never
injures the thread on
the bolt or nut.

Sample will prove it.

Columbia Nut
& Bolt Company

INC.

Bridgeport, Conn.

Simplicity Cotter Key

BETTER and CHEAPER
Than the

"Split" riveted keys.

Railroad Equipment Notes

The Biddle Purchasing Company, Chi-
cago, is inquiring for 100 standard-gauge,
four-wheel trucks.

The Grand Trunk is taking bids on a
coaling plant at Portland, Me., which
will require 1,200 tons of steel.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe will

Iniild a new electric power plant at Shop-
iiin, Iowa, to CO.SI about $75,000.

The Great Northern has ordered 675
ton.s of steel for deck and through girder
spans from the Milwaukee Bridge Com-
pany.

The War Industries Board is expected
lo place orders shortly for approximately
5,000 four-wheeled gondola cars for the
Italian Government.

The Boston & Maine has let a contract
for erection of an engine house, a boiler

house and an office building at Rotterdam
Junction, N. Y., to cost $75,000.

New York, New Haven & Hartford
lias filed plans for a one-story brick ad-
dition, 43 by 200 ft. to its engine house
at East 132nd street, New York.

The New York Central has awarded
contract to the Robert W. Smith Cor-
poration, New York, for erecting car re-

pair shops at Belle Isle, N. Y., to cost

$60,000.

A coaling plant valued at $30,000 will

he erected at Ogdensburg, N. Y., by the

New York Central. The same road is

taking bids for an addition to its shops
at Avis, Pa.

The American Locomotive Company, it

uas announced at the annual stockhold-

ers' meeting October 15, has closed a

contract with the Italian Government for

150 locomotives.

The Pennsylvania Lines West are re-

ported buying a large number of machine
tools for new shops and roundhouses at

Columbus and West Akron. Ohio, and
I ogansport, Ind.

Locomotive builders delivered a total of
I A locomotives during the week ended
October S: American Locomotive Com-
pany, 40; Lima Locomotive Works, 9;
Baldwin Locomotive Works. 15.

The Rutland Railroad has let the con-

tract for a 50-foot high, 105 by 263-foot

locomotive shop, 125 by 172-foot coach
repair shop, two 75 by 186-foot and 45 by
209-foot transfer tables and a brick, two-

story 35 by 50-foot office buildint at Rut-
land, Vt.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has award-
ed the general contract to Braun &
Stuart for a $100,000 extension to its

engine house No. 2, Philadelphia, Pa.,

and the general contract for a $100,000
extension to engine house No. 4 to the
Wm. Steele & Son Co.

The Government's inquiry for cars for

the American Expeditionary Forces in

I'rance calls for 40,315 cars, classified as
follows: 4,060 fiat cars, 9,670 low-side
gondolas, 7,135 high-side gondolas, 7,840

gondolas with cabs, 10,010 box cars, 550
refrigerator cars and 1,050 tank cars.

The Philadelphia & Reading has filed

jiians for two reinforced concrete build-

ings at its shops, Tulip and Somerset
streets, Philadelphia, Pa., consisting of a

one-story structure, 42 by 50 feet, with
wing 37 by 43 feet, to cost $36,000, and a
one-story building. 17 bv 37 feet, to cost

$10,000.

The Baltimore & Ohio has awarded a

contract to Franie Brothers & Haigley,

Baltimore, Md., for the construction of a
one-story machine shop at Putnam and
Paca streets, in that city, 120 by 200 ft.,

to cost $10,000. It is also planning for

the construction of a new engine house
with shop facilities at Clarksburg, W. Va.

The Chesapeake & Ohio has awarded a
contract to the Roberts & Schaefer Com-
pany of Chicago for the building of a
500-ton capacity reinforced concrete, au-
tomatic, electric locomotive coaling plant,

using the Duplex shallow pit feeder, for

installation at Concord, Ky. A similar

plant for this road is now being con-

structed by the Roberts & Schaefer Com-
pany at Handley, W. Va.

The Pennsylvania has completed plans

for its new shops and engine house at

Marietta, Pa., to cost $500,000. Contract

has also been awarded to T. L. Fyre,

Philadelphia, for a one-story engine

house with locomotive repair facilities, at

the Gray's Ferry avenue yards, to cost

$60,000. The company has also awarded
a contract to Rodyhouse, Arey & Co.,

Philadelphia, for an engme house and
shop facilities at Emporium Junction, Pa.,

to cost $100,000.

The Philadelphia & Reading has

awarded a contract to A. L. Carhart,

Pliiladelphia, for its new engine house,

shops, etc., at Rutherford, Pa., consist-

ing of a one-story building, 114x132 feet,

to cost $100,000. Contract has also been

let to the F. A. Havens Co., Philadelphia,

for an addition to the engine house and

turntable installation at St. Clair, Pa.,

to cost $41,000.
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Books, Bulletins. Catalogues, Etc.

Power Punching and Shearing

Machinery.

The Long & Allstatter Company,
Hamilton, Ohio, have issued Catalog
No. 2I-A, describing and illustrating

punching and shearing machinery.
There are over 300 pages and an almost
equal number of illustrations, all in the

highest style of the illustrators' and
printers' art. In addition to the great

variety of punching and shearing ma-
chines tliere are a variety of new forms
of riveting machines. Tables of cir-

cumferences and areas, weights of flat

and round steel, wire gauges, and other

data form a valuable appendix to the

publication, wliicli reflects more than

half a century of experience in the

manufacture of special lines of ma-
chinery, ranging from the very small-

est to the very large.st and ni.ist power-
ful types.

Saving Coal in Boiler Plants.

Tlie Bureau of Mines is doing a notable

work in disseminating information con-

cerning the economic use of coal. The 24

page pamphlet on the Saving Coal in Boiler

plants, by Henry KreLsinger, contains a

mass of matter in regard to what can be

done in saving coal. According to the

data furnished there is need of saving.

It appears that among other losses out of

every 100 tons of coal burned under the

boilers, the heat of 35 tons literally goes

up the stack. It is this loss that can be

greatly reduced atid every effort should

be made to do so. Special comments are

made on the best methods of firing, and
obtaining records. Every effort should

be made to get such records by measuring
the water fed into the boilers or the steam
passing out through the steam header.

A certain mnnber of pounds of water

evaporated for each pound of coal fired

could be adopted for a standard, and
every time higher evaporation tlian the

standard is obtained the fireman and the

engineer could receive a reward pro-

portionate to the increase of evaporation.

Copies of the pamphlet may lie had free

on ap[)lication to tlie Supcriiitendent of

Documents, Government Priiitiiit.; office,

Washington, D. C.

The Tool-om-eter.

The New Jersey Meter Company, Llain-

:icld, X. J., has issued an illustrated de-

^:^iplive circular explaining the prin-

' iple of the company's iraprove<! type of

ompressed air meter. The "tool-om

••er" takes its name from its chief ap-

I.lication, the measurement of air used by

I.neumatic tr.ols. It will detect and inca-

nre leaka;ic in air line?, valves, hi-.-,

cock.^, and other appliances; determim-
ihe net volume of actual air produced liy

compressors for comparison with nominal

rating or displacement, shows where the

air goes after it is compressed, and

furnish the facts on various disputed

questions. It is especially serviceable in

testing small tools, chipping and riveting

hammers, plug, hammer and air feed

drills, wood boring and metal drilling

mahcines, hoists and motors. The ap-

pliance has a capacity of 10 to 100 cubic

feet of free air per minute, and has the

reliability of a standardized instrument.

Rigidity of Riveted Joints.

The experiment station of the Univers-

ity of Illinois has issued Bulletin No.

104, description of "Tests to Determine

the Rigidity of Riveted Joints of Steel

Structures." The tests were conducted

under the direction of Wilbur M. Wilson,

.Xssistant Professor of Civil Engineering,

and Herbert F. Moore, Research Pro-

fessor of Engineering Materials. The
liieces tested were connections which are

types common in engineering structures

and which resist loads and moments
fundamentally different. The result of

the tests are given in detail, and copies

of the Bulletin may be obtained without

charge, by addressing the Engineering

Experiment Station, Urbana, 111.

The Comraonwecdther.

The Commonwealth Steel Company's
organ published every little while in the

interest of fellowship grows more in-

teresting with each issue. Intensely

patriotic, it breathes a spirit of courageous
earnestness in the great cause in which
tlie embattled Allies are engaged. It

keeps in touch with the 484 Coninum-
v.ealth men in the service, and doubtless
cheers the heroic spirit of the brave men
fighting for the right, but in a larger sense
all the Comnionwealthcrs are in the ser-

vice, liecause Uncle Sam's requirements
-supersede all else. The 16 bright pages
refiect the kindly spirit, the cheerful ac-

tivity, the warm fellowship, the high en-
deavor blossoming into artistic skill, the
record of work well done, the merging of

emijioycr and employee into one common
Kriiup of workers in the same field.

Hunt-Spiller Iron.

The Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Cor-
poration has issued a booklet setting forth
Ihe reasons "Why Railroads Use Hunt-
Spiller Gun Iron." Those who have had
ilie opportunity <,f observing the ex-
rellent qualities of the metal in use on the
modern locomotive do not require the
reasons to be urged. Those who have
not had such opportunities should send
lor a copy of the booklet to the com-
Iiany's ofSce, South Boston, Masi.

Hydraulic
Riveters rixcd and portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

nd Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,
Eddy Valvss

Valve Indicator Posts.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

fouRdcrs, liachinists.

100 Chastnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mamifnrtiircrs of Injectors, Ejectors.
Boiler Wasliers and Testers. Boiler Checks.

Check Valves.

ASHTOINJ
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Goods That Last

The Aflhton Valve Co.
271 Franklin Street, Boston, Maw.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co;
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air and Gas Compressor*

Smnd fmr Calmlag
For All Purp****
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The Work of the Allies' Railroad Army In France.

Fidelity of the Belgian Railroad Men
The degree of perfection in transporta-

tion of the men and munitions needed in

the Alhes' campaign against the German

invasion of Belgium and France has been

particularlj' marked since the addition of

60,000 Americans operating over 1,000 lo-

comotives and 5,000 freight cars over 6,000

miles of raiKvav tracks. Little over a

rails, and establish new and larger shops.

An American company also built a large

plant in France, where it has constructed

freight cars for the French Government

at actual cost, the entire metal portions of

the cars having been transported from

America. Two freight yards established

bv the .American engineers in 1-Vance have

ton cars formerly in use. The use of

many of the modern appliances and im-

provements in methods in American rail-

road practice was a matter of wonder to

F'rench railroad men of the old school.

Special water tanks had to be constructed

lor the big locomotives, and on some of

the principal lines scoop water-troughs

ALLIED EXGINEFR REGIMENT L.WING KAIL.S BEHIND THE B.\TTLE LINE IN FKANCE.

year ago these men were at work on

American railroads, and when they be-

came soldiers they needed no period of

training. They had already learned in

the unwritten rut stern code of practical

railroading and about orders. Tliey had

been used to making out orders and act-

ing on them without lengthened experi-

ments.

To work efficiently the transportation

department had to enlarge many existing

French lines and terminals, lay heavier

nearly 700 miles of sidings, one with over

400 miles and another having 257 miles.

The American engineer otTiccrs state

that they found the physical condition of

the French railways that they took over

to be remarkably good considering the

hard service they had been called upon to

undergo. More than 1,000 miles of new

track had to be laid to connect up e.xist-

ing F'rench lines which had to be changed

to suit the use of the larger locomotives

hauling thirty-ton cars instead of the ten-

bctwecn the lines were built. Trains of

unheard of length in Europe were in con-

slant motion, and it may be relied on that

the object lessons furnished by the Ameri-

can engineers to the French railway men

will not be forgotten.

The British engineers have also done

excellent work on the French railroads.

Their equipment is, of course, of, the

lighter type, as compared with American

practice, but in the matter of adaptability

our illustration showing a rail-mounted
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big gun is a proof that tlie British have

shown a mastery in the transportation and

use of artillery that lias not been sur-

passed in the annals of the great war.

We had described, in the early days of

the war, and also illustrated smaller types

of locomotives used on the narrow gauge

railroads, a large number of which were

constructed in America, the most popular

in the first year of the war being what is

known as the Pechot type. They are almost

similar to what are known as the Fairlie

type of locomotive, consisting of a two-

barrelled boiler and two fireboxes, with a

cab in the center and water tanks on the

sides of each of the double-ended engine.

The locomotive is carried on two swivel

trucks. The gauge is less than 2 ft. Such

a locomotive is exceedingly flexible, and

where curves are sharp and rails resting

on little other than the common earth, an

Belgian raihvaymen to return to work,

I)ointing out to them that the railways

were still of service to the civil popula-

tion when not required by the military.

The Germans offered an all round increase

of wages and specially high rates to driv-

ers (at Liege $10 per day was offered to

drivers accustomed to the inclined plane

of Haut Pre). All the railwaymen refused

these offers and resisted with the same

courage when the Germans tried force

instead of persuasion.

The Germans then secured the names

of the men, arrested them singly in their

homes and escorted 500 of them to tlie

works, where, on their refusal to work

they were incarcerated. Finding the men
stubborn the Germans penalized the town.

No one was allowed to enter or leave it

and the population had all to be indoors

by 6:30 p. m. Still the men would not

condemned to death and immediately

executed ; the two others were sentenced

to 15 years' hard labor. In order to ter-

rorize the population the town was

placarded with their names and punish-

ments. We may be grateful thus far to

Germany for giving us their names to

honor, Achille Debacker executed, Henri

Debavoy and Jules Leuridan imprisoned.

These facts are well authenticated and

could be largely added to, and are part

of a report of the official commission on

the violation of the Rights of Nations.

Spark Arresters and Ashpans.

The .Railroad Administration's mechani-

cal department circular No. 5 provides

that a careful and thorough inspection of

every part of the spark-arresting appli-

ances in the front end of locomotives must

BIG GU.X MorXTKD OX .\ R.MI.W.W TRUCK FIGHTl.NG WITH THE .\LUES IN FR.\XCE.

amount of traffic has been carried on by

the use of these locomotives that could

not have been accomplished in any other

way. They may be said to be an out-

growth of the necessities of the war, and

will in all likelihood pass into disuse with

other war material that has served its

purpose.

It might be added in this connertion

that the railway men of Belgium have

shown a spirit whereby they may be said

to have become ennobled. After the

failure of the Germans to break through

to Paris or Calais and their defeat at the

Marne, on the Yser and before Vpres,

the Germans began to organize for a long

war and to draw all fit men into essential

services. As many Germans as are re-

quired for an army corps were employed

on the Belgian railways and, in order to

free them for military service, the occu-

pying governinent tried to persuade the

give way and eventually the Germans
were obliged to raise the embargo, with-

out having achieved their object.

.\s rcgauls railwaymen, the Germans
were really more anxious to use their

services in Belgium than in Germany and

instances of pressure brought to bear on

them and whicli amounted to a regular

persecution, are too numerous to men-
tion. At Tournai the railwaymen were

condemned to four months' im|>rison-

mcnt for refusing to work on Cicrni.in

engines. Finding them equally obdurate

at the end of the sentence it was in-

ireasod to a year's imprisonment, during

which time tliey were nearly dying of

hunger.

In February, 1918. at Mouscren, a small

town in West Flanders, two guards and

a railway laborer were sentenced by a

military court for "acts opposed to Ger-

man interests." One of the guards was

be made every time that the front door is

opened, and these intervals must not ex-

ceed seven days. The ashpans, hoppers,

slides or other apparatus for dumping cin-

ders, must also be inspected. In extreme

drought or if the stale of adjoining prop-

erty, or crops require it, inspection must

be made every 24 hours. A record of con-

dition must be made and signed by those

making the inspection. Nettings and

spark arresters must be in serviceable con-

dition before the locomotive is put in

service. Defective netting and plates

should be renewed instead of being

patched. .'\sh pans and hoppers must be

tight, and dampers, slides or apparatus

for dumping cinders must be in good

working order, closing tight. Record of

all repairs must be made, with the date,

and entries to be made and signed by the

person doing the work. The order is

now in effect.
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Heavy U. S. Standard 2-8-2 Locomotives for the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway

The design o£ the heavy Mikado, or

2-8-2 locomotives, is on the lines of the

lighter type of the same class. The

American Locomotive Co. have recently

turned out a number of the heavy class

and these have been assigned by the

U. S. Government to the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway. As far as

possible, interchangeability of parts has

been arranged for, between these C, M.

& St. P. engines and the lighter standard

of the same class, designed by the U. S.

Railroad Administration, which is also

the originator of the design under con-

sideration.

The boilers are of the conical wagon-

top type, having a diameter at the front

course of 86 ins. increasing up to 96 ins.

at the dome course. A comparison of

these, and the light Mikado class, reveals

the fact that the tube sheet is 3 ins. fur-

sembles that of the light Mikados previ-

ously built. The main frames are made
of cast steel, and are 6 ins. wide, and in-

clude integral front frame rails. Over
the pedestals, the top rail has been

strengthened by making it 6^4 ins. The
lighter section between the pedestals

measures SJ4 ins. in depth. These parts

are slightly heavier than those of the

light Mikado class. Over the binders the

lower rails and the frames have a depth

of 4% ins. Under the cylinders the

frames are of slab section 6 ins. wide, and

10^4 ins. deep. At the very front where

the front deck casting rests, the frame is

10 X 3j4 ins. section.

The wheel spacing of these engines' is

like that of the light Mikado engines, and

it is also similar in the distance between

the centre of the cylinder saddle and the

front pair of driving wheels, and that

ins. in diameter and 13 ins. long. The
driving wheels have brass hub liners.

The engine springs for these C, M. & St.

P. engines are heavier than those of the

lighter engines. The Economy constant

resistance engine trucks are used on the

heavy and light type engines. This heavy

Mikado type of engine is supplied with

the Cole-Scoville style of trailer trucks.

Gun-iron is used to make bushings for

the cylinders and valve chambers. The
steel pistons are of single plate section,

with gun-iron wearing shoes.

The valve motion is the Walschaerts,

and is fitted with the Lewis power re-

versing gear. Paxton-Mitchell packing

is used on the piston rods and valve

stems. The details of the valve motion

are similar to those used by the light

Mikado type of locomotive, the same de-

sign of piston valve and link are used

m
V
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of driving wheels, 63 ins.; steam pressure,

190 lbs.; fuel, bituminous coal; wheel

base of the drivers is 16 ft. 9 ins.; that

of the engine is 36 ft. 1 in., and of the

engine and tender together, 71 ft. 8^^

ins. The weights on the various wheels

are: on the engine truck 24,000 lbs., on

the driving wheels 239,000 lbs., on the

trailing or carrying wheels 57,000 lbs.,

making the total for the whole engine

320,000 lbs., and with the weight of the

tender, which is 183,800 lbs., the weight

of the whole thing comes to 503,800 lbs.

This engine with wheels, cylinders, steam

pressure as given, is able to develop a

calculated tractive effort of 60,000 lbs.,

and the factor of adhesion is 3.98.

The engine is simple, with 14 ins. pis-

ton valves. The greatest valve' travel is

7 ins., outside lap IH ins., lead in full

gear 3-16 ins., no inside clearance. The

diameter of the engine truck wheels is i3

ins., that of the trailer truck wheels is 43

ins. The engine truck journals are S'A

X 12 ins., trailer axle journals 9 x 14 ins.

The boiler, as we have already said, is of

conical wagon-top shape. The tube sheet

is '/< in. thick, the side, back and crown

sheets are each H ins. thick. The fire-

box water spaces are sides and back each

5 ins., and the front is 6 ins. The heat-

ing surface of tubes and flues is 3,978 sq.

ft., the firebox with arch tubes counted in,

comes to 319 sq. ft. These added to-

gether give a total of 4,297 sq. ft. The

superheater heating surface is 993 sq. ft.

If this was added as it stands, it would

make the total heating surface 5,290 sq.

ft., but upon the basis (which some cal-

culators use, though not universally ac-

cepted), the total heating surface is given

as equivalent to 5,787 sq. ft. This last

figure is got purely on the assumption

that what is called "equivalent heating

surface," it is the total heating surface,

with l;^ times the superheater heating

surface added.

The tender has a water bottom, and the

frame is made of cast steel and the tank

holds 10,000 U. S. gallons of water and

carries 16 tons of coal. This engine

shows some interesting ratios ; for ex-

ample, the weight on the driving wheels,

when divided by the tractive effort, gives

4, which is a normal figure. The total

weight when divided by the tractive effort

gives 5.4; the tractive effort figure multi-

plied by the diameter of the driving

wheels, and the product divided by what

is called the equivalent heating surface,

gives 653.2; the equivalent heating sur-

face divided by the grate area gives 81.7;

and the firebox heating surface divided

by the equivalent heating surface, and

the percentage taken, gives 5.5. The

whole machine has a good appearance.

A Theory of the Fatigue of Metals

A good deal of research work in the

investigation of metals under stress has

been done at the U. S. Bureau of Stand-

ards, Washington, D. C, by Mr. F. J.

Schlink, an associate physicist, and an

article on the subject of metal fatigue

has lately appeared in the Engineering

Nc-.i-s-Kcconl. In it the gradual approach

of failure has been typified by the be-

havior of a piece oi cloth which w^as made

to undergo a strain, and was subsequently

released, and again and again stressed,

with an interval between each recurrence.

The author says: "When a tensile load

is applied to this material it is certain

that before all of the longitudinal yarns

can take up the stress, a phase of mutual

adjustment of the yarns and their com-

ponent fibres must take place. Some will

be slack, while others will be taut, some

will be in close adherence to their neigh-

bors while others will have comparative

independence of action in the initial un-

stressed condition. When the load is aii-

plied the slack fibres and yarns take up

a portion of the load, after the fir^t

stretching of tho-^e that are taut, while

those which adhere to adjacent ones will

slip relatively to their neighbors.

If, before the last named stale i"-

reached, the load is removed, the speri

men will return to a condition of zero

stress, but its extension will not return

to zero, as some of the displacement

-

which have taken place during the earlie-

stages of stress api>lication are not re

versiblc. being maintained at more or less

definite values by the friction which exists

between the roniingnous elements. If a

second cycle of loading take place, many

of these adiuMmenIs will not recur, since

the fibres have been permanently disposed

into positions more favorable to uniform

distribution of the stress. A fairly defi-

nite proportion of them, however, will

recur, comprising mainly those which, due

to insufficiency of friction between ele-

ments, have been allowed to appropriate

their initial condition of slackness or

mutual contact. Thus at every repetition

of the loading and unloading cycle cer-

tain slips and shifts will take place in

the fabric, decreasing, however, in num-

ber and extent with each succeeding repe-

tition.

"It is this condition which must largely

account for the ultimate failure of the

fabric under rci)eated loadings since the

energy involved in these slips and shifts

of the fibres and yarns is largely ex-

pended in mechanical wear of the mate-

rial itself, diminishing the effective cross-

sections and breaking down the adhesions

and intcrlockings which exist between the

component \arns of the faliric.''

It appears from this that it is almost

imiKissilile to apply a strain so that all the

lilircs will be uniformly faxed at once and

all from the start, but that some limited

number will take the initial strain, and

Mrotch, others quickly following, will slip

on adjacent fibres, and finally a sufficient

number of them will be able to take the

full load, and when unloaded will be able

to go partially back to. or go back nearly

to their former positions. In all this

there is a slight, perhaps imperceptible,

deformation which never wholly disap-

pears.

The effect of the load produces a slight

ncffacalile stretch in the fibres which

yvt feel the load, and the slipping, one

:n.iv even say. disentangling, of the se;-

..nd lot of filires, is a form of work which

the applied load performs, and this

"work" causes a very slight wear and

stretch of the parts, so that if the process

is kept up long enough, ultimate failure

is brought about, like the slow filing away

of substance when even the lubricated

surfaces of crosshead and guides rub upon

each other for a long period of time, and

this produces the "loose guides," with

v.diich we are all so familiar.

Some railways, perhaps without any

very well defined reason, set a time limit

to the endurance of their car axles, and

do not take account of the mileage made

per car. It is assumed, perhaps rightly

by them, that the average time of service

is practically accurate enough to be ap-

plied to all cars, and they are in reality

allowing for this very form of loading

and unloading of the axle, which is slowdy

yet imperceptibly disintegrating the in-

ternal structure of the metal. Good qual-

ity of materia! seems to be. from what

we have been considering, nothing more

than the ability of a piece of metal to

put quite a large number of fibres into

the field, to take up the initial strain and

to lock other fibres together, so that they

will not readily slip or disentangle. By

so doing, this good quality metal, longer

withstands the disintegrating and fibre-

wearing "work" of the intermittantly ap-

plied outside strain.

Metal stands to fail, from the moment

it is put in service, and to give up its use

despite api>earances seems to be the

course dictated liy reason. The failure

of metal, by what is called "fatigue" is,

if our author's reasoning means anything,

the culmination of a long, drawn-out

process, and does not come to us like a

bolt out of the blue.
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Train Resistance and Draw-Bar Pull

Speaking in general terms there is a

relation of train resistance to speed, and

there are elements that go to make up

the resistance to the movement of a car

on a level track. These are journal

resistance
; air resistance, including wind ;

and miscellaneous things, such as flange

friction, rolling friction, and any shocks

or concussions that may arise on account

of slight defects in the track.

Journal resistance is reduced to an

almost negligible quantity by careful fit-

ting of the journal and brass and by

proper and effective lubrication. Air and

wind resistance are variable and can be

recorded and allowed for, by the ob-

server, but not controlled by anything he

is able to do. Air and wind resistance,

however, increase with speed.

In 1907 some tests were made on ihe

P. R. R. to find out the resistance of-

fered by a twenty-ton car on a level

tangent. The resistance was found to

amount to 8 lbs. per ton. Since that time

other experiments have shown that 7

lbs. per ton w-as nearer the mark. In

some of the tests a stop of from 10 to

30 minutes was made for experimental

purposes, and some of the runs showed
an increased resistance after the start.

On a level tangent a car weighing 12 tons

with the load included in this figure, mov-
ing at slow speeds showed a resistance

of from 2j/2 to 4 lbs. per ton. On
good tangent track 3 lbs. per ton for a

70-ton car (gross w-eight), is a fairly ac-

curate average. Cars of less gross weight
were found to pull heavier or with more
resistance. A probable explanation of

this is that the same number of wheels

and axles in heavy and light cars, pro-

duce very different results. The con-

centrated load carried on comparatively

few wheels gives less resistance than the

lighter car riding on the same number of

wheels, and the rolling journal, and
flange friction does not rise in the same
ratio as the gross car load.

In the tests, which also included ex-

periments on a given grade, the figures so

found were "corrected" for level track,

so that they are not specifically shown in

the results given below, but they have
been recorded and their effect has been
introduced into the calculations and the

v.hole appears as a level track resistance

with the grade referred to, having been
taken into account. It is difiicult, if not

impossible to get a tangent long encugli

and without any grades, to give the de-

sired results at first hand and without a

"correction" for what the result must be
as if taken under practically perfect and
unattainable conditions.

A table prepared for the level tangent
resistance of freight cars shows approxi-
mately 80 tons gross gives 2J4 lbs. per

ton; 70 tons 3 lbs. per ton; 60 tons 3.27

lbs., SO tons; 3.64 lbs., 40 tons 4.20 lbs.,

30 tons 6.13 lbs., 20 tons 7.00 lbs. These
figures represent about the same speed in

cacli case, and with the grade counted in

and allowed for.

When we come to curve resistance,

there are two aspects presented. One
where the train is shorter than the length

of the curve and is never on it, in its

entire length of cars. The other is

svhere the curve is longer than the train,

and the whole train is on the curve only

lor a short time. If the curve is shorter

than the train, the resistance will in-

crease uniformly from the time the head
end of the train enters the curve until

the head end of the train leaves the

curve. Then the resistance will remain

constant until the read end of the train

enters the curve. When the head end

leaves the curve the resistance will de-

crease just as it increased when the

train entered the curve. If the curve

is longer than the train, the train re-

sistance having gradually increased dur-

ing entrance, remains constant while the

whole train is on the curve, and gradu-

ally decreases as the train runs off the

curve. For a freight train weighing 72

tons, gross; the resistance per ton per

degree of curvature, with level road may
vary between 0.10 lbs. and 1.75 lbs. A
fair average for curve resistance at low

speeds, on level tracks, is about 8 lbs.

resistance per ton, per degree.

In dealing with passenger cars it may
be said that the data so far accumulated

on this subject show that at the higher

speeds at which these cars are run, the

combined effect of the journal and the

atmospheric resistance undergoes a large

increase as the speed increases. The
journal friction is greatest at the start,

but reaches its minimum at from 25 to

30 miles an hour. It is then constant,

or shows a very gradual rise as the speed

increases. .Vtmosphcric resistance in-

creases in proportion to the speed, but

at low speeds the lower resistance due to

slow speeds, is partly offset by the lower

resistance of the journals when the train

is gaining speed. The combined effect of

wind and journal friction rapidly in-

creases as the speed gets above 25 or

30 miles an hour.

With, say, 65-ton passenger cars, a

table worked out from tests made, shows

that at a speed of about 30 miles an

hour, the resistance is between 4 and S

lbs., at 40 miles an hour, it is between

5 and 6 lbs., at 50 miles an hour it is

7 lbs., at 60 miles an hour it is 8^ lbs.,

at 70 miles an hour 10j4 lbs., and at 80

miles an hour it is 12)^ lbs. The only

difference between four wheel and six

wheel trucks carrying approximately each

the same weights, is due to the six wheel

trucks being heavier than the four wheel

trucks. The larger trucks added slightly

to the gross weight of the car filled with

passengers. In general it may be said

that practically, scarcely any difference

in the resistance of passenger cars of

equal weight, exists by reason of the

different kind of trucks upon which they

are carried. The supposition, formerly

in vogue, that for equal car weights hav-

ing the greater number of journals, hav-

ing greater resistance, is not sustained

by this test. Practically the resistance of

equal weight cars is not altered or af-

fected by the four wheel or the six wheel

truck.

To handle the pulling of cars, which

is the real work of the locomotive en-

gine, complicated, as it is by the re-

sistances to which reference has been

made, w-e have, and must have, the essen-

tial of satisfactorj' performance, and that

is continuous draw-bar pull. This ex-

pression has been defined to mean that

it is the intensity of the pull that the

engine exerts on a train, measured from

the rear of the tender, and that the en-

gine can maintain for one or more hours,

continuously, speed conditions being the

same. This draw-bar pull is usually

given for straight, level tracks, and

necessarily will have to be stated in ac-

cordance with the grades and curves

encountered. Some recent designs of

P. R. R. locomotives are such that 10

lbs., of water per square foot of heating

surface per hour, can be exaporated.

The resulting amount of steam is prac-

tically constant for all speeds; therefore,

the draw-bar pull will vary with the speed.

The starting power of the engine can

usually be maintained almost constant up
to 12 or 15 miles an hour, after which it

gradually reduces to Yi of the starting

power at 25 miles an hour. The question

of continuous draw-bar pull is very

largely a boiler question and that demands
considerable attention now-a-days. An
ample boiler is always good, but a large

well - proportioned carefully - designed

boiler, taking advantage of the numerous
scientific aids to be had, is better.

Electrification in Sweden.
It is calculated that had Sweden's rail-

ways been electrified before the war their

cost would have been paid for by the

money that has been expended in the

present year for coal. Seven power sta-

tions are available, namely. Lagan, Gota

.Mv, Molala Stii.m, Daljiven, Indalsiiven,

Emea .Mv, and Lulea Alv. The supply

of power is under governmental controL

It is calculated that power for agricultural

purposes' could be delivered from the

railway supply.
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Efficiency in the Use of Fuel Oil

The Bureau of Mines is doing excellent

work for the conservation of fuel by pub-

lishing numerous hand books and circu-

lars especially for the use of boiler plant

and locomotive etigineers. Among those

who have never had the opportunity of

observing the amount of care necessary in

the use of oil fuel it is not uncommon to

meet many who think that on locomotives

burning liquid fuel the fireman has noth-

ing more to do than open the valve ad-

mitting the oil and that the burners do

the rest. On most of the railroads where

fuel oil is in use special instruction cir-

culars are furnished setting forth in detail

the operations necessary from the starting

of the fire when the firebox is cold to the

giving up of the engine at the end of the

run when all hands are going away from

the engine. Between those periods of

starting and stopping the fire should never

be entirely out. The fire is, as a rule,

started by igniting a piece of greasy waste,

then slightly turn on the oil, then open

atomizer valve enough to atomize the oil

passing from the burner, and the oil will

instantly ignite. Care should be taken

not to turn on too much oil, for an explo-

sion would drive the flame out of the fire-

box and might cause more or less injury.

The presence of water in the oil may

put out the fire and oil will continue to

run into pan and from the pan into the

pit: and then if the fire should be re-

kindled, the lighted oil might start the

oil burning in the pan and also in the

pit. and --et fire to the locomotive. The

fire in the engine should be carefully

watched until after the engine has com-

menced making steam, when there is little

or no danger of any bad results. Fire

going out on an oil-burning engine can

be detected readily by smoke coming out

of the stack. It is of a white, milky color,

and indicates that the fire has gone out

and that the oil is still running out into

the pan.

Firing up oil-burning engines at places

where there is no steam available^ it is

nerc-sary to fire up with enough wood

to raise sleam pressure required in tlie

boiler to work the atomizer. Care should

be exercised by the operator in throwing

wood into the box, not to injure the brick

vail, nor arch, and care sliould he exer-

cised by the engineer starting out of a ter-

minal with an oil-burning engine which

has licen fired up with wood to see that

tliere are no sparks to endanger the equip-

ment and objects in the surrounding

country.

It is very important that the proper

amount of steam be admitted to the

burner as an atomizer. It is also very

important that brick walls and arches

should be kept in perfect condition.

Occasionally small pieces of brick may
fall down and lodge in front of the burner

and interfere with the engine steaming.

In oil-burning engines it is necessary to

occasionally use sand for cleaning the

gum ofif the end of the flues in the fire-

box. The sand is applied through an

elbow-shaped funnel made for the pur-

pose. The nozzle of the funnel is in-

serted through an aperture in the firebox

door, and when sand is being applied by

the fireman the engineer has the revers-

ing lever in the bottom notch and has the

throttle valve wide open. This is very

ellective in inducing a sharp blast of sand

against the flue ends and through the

flues.

In handling oil-burning locomotives on

the road the engineers and firemen both

work in harmony. When an engineer is

about to shut off steam, he should notify

the fireman in time so that the latter may

reduce the opening in the oil valve and

prevent the waste of oil and the blowing

ofi:' of the safety valves ; and again, in

starting up, the engineer should notify

the fireman, so that the oil valve may be

fully opened and the fire burning brightly

before any cold air is drawn into the

firebox by the exhaust. In opening the

oil valve it should be gradually increased

as the engineer increases the working of

the engine. The careful manipulation of

ihc oil and steam valves at this time will

in a great measure prevent leaky flues.

The firebox also can be easily damaged

by over-firing. In an oil-burning engine

the fire can be raised so rapidly that there

is danger of overheating the plates and

damaging the firebox. The proper method

IS to handle the oil valve so that as much

time may be consumed in raising the

sioam to the desired pressure as in the

firing of a coal-burning locomotive.

Improvements have been effected in re-

cent years both in the appliances used

in oil-burning and in the purity of the oil

itself. The greater proportion of the oil

fuel now burned is knowm as reduced

crude or residuum. Formerly crude pe-

troleum was burned, but as this has a low

flash point and is unsafe to handle, be-

cause of its containing the more volatile

hydrocarbons, and as it contains consid-

erable water, its use has been largely

abandoned. The present practice is to

remove the lighter hydrocarbons and the

water by partial distillation, thus raising

ll-.c flash point, recovering the valuable

light products, and reducing the water

content to an allowable percentage.

Regarding atomization and burners, the

function of any burner is to atomize and

finely divide the oil so that the oil par-

ticles will present the maximum of sur-

face for contact with the air required for

combustion. Usually the air is admitted

around the burner. The proper position

of air ports and the method of admitting

the air are of prime importance, slight

changes often having a startling effect on

the fire. In general the cooling effect of

a large volume of air should be avoided

as much as possible.

For effective atomization of fuel oil, the

v;scosit>' must be reduced by heating.

Certain oils now marketed have to be

heated above the flash point in order to

attain this viscosity, consequently the

hazard in handling them is increased.

The capacity of the burner increases as

the oil is healed to a certain temperature,

determined by the viscosity and the ex-

pansion relation, but with furtlier increase

of temperature the capacity steadily de-

creases. The operator should always

know the temperature to which the oil is

being heated and govern the conditions

according to the oil.

The oil is usually heated by steam, and

preferably by exhaust steam which has a

heat content that is nearly as great as live

steam and at many plants would other-

wise be wasted. The immense amount of

heat latent in exhaust steam is so rarely

utilized that the advantage of utilization

needs to be emphasized repeatedly. Steam

atomizing burners are of two types—the

outside mixing and inside mixing. In the

outside type the steam and oil leave the

burners from separate nozzles and are

mixed directly in the combustion cham-

ber. The burner shown in Fig. 1 is used

rather widely on locomotives. The steam

is directed across the oil jet and creates a

suction effect that aids the atomization.

Fig. 2 shows a burner of the inside type.

The steam enters the mixing chamber

through a central nozzle and thus induces

the flow of oil. Air is also drawn into

the chamber through a small central

passage; this air hastens combustion and

the central passage facilitates the cleaning

of the burner. The outside ring of steam

jets is for inducing a sufficient supply of

air and directing this where needed.
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Causes of Improper Lubrication
Tower's Device for Showing the Pressure on the Oil Film

From expert opinions advanced by sev-

eraJ traveling engineers it is claimed that

the problem of valve and cylinder lubri-

cation is not so much in the choice of the

oil used as it is in the degree of success

attending the effort to prevent the ad-

mission of air and smokestack gases.

This cannot be accomplished by the use

of automatic devices, for sooner or later

they will fail. It is necessary to secure

the co-operation of the engineer to keep

the cylinder filled with steam at a pres-

sure above that of the atmosphere at all

times when the locomotive is drifting. So
tar this has depended on the intelligence

of the engineer. A drifting valve may
he produced that will be so positive in its

action that with a reasonable amount of

attention on the part of the engineer it

may be depended upon to open and close

automatically at the proper time. When
this valve is in action it must admit vary-

ing amounts of steam to the cylinders to

take care of the demands of varying

speeds.

The general causes of improper lubri-

cation may be summed up as comprehend-
ing the improper operation of the locomo-

tive; poor maintenance of valves, pistons,

crossheads, lubricators, or to a poor grade

of oil. Investigation of a large number
of cases in which defective lubrication has

been reported, indicates that the relative

importance of their causes of lubricating

troubles is in the order stated. The fail-

ure to use steam while drifting down
grade or in bringing the train to a station

stop, is, of course, the most frequent cause

of poor lubrication, but the improper

maintenance of pistons, valves, bull rings,

packing rings and even of guides and
crossheads, has been a prolific cause of

lubricating troubles. To secure satisfac-

tory results, the guides and crossheads

should be lined up to the center line of the

cylinder, while piston and valve bull rings

must be maintained as close to the size of

the valve and cylinder bushings as the

expansion of the metal will permit. The
closer the bull rings fit the cylinder bush-

ings, the less stress is thrown on the pack-

ing rings and the longer the packing will

last. It is very important that the bore of

valve bushings and cylinders be correctly

maintained, and if this is done, ordinary

snap packing rings will give satisfactory

service. All packing rings should be

roughed out before they are cut and

should afterwards be placed in a jig and

turned to the exact size of the bushing.

In case the cylinder and valve bushings

are out of round, it is not possible to

maintain the packing steam tight if the

ordinary snap rings are used. While a

good grade of cast iron has given satis-

factory service in packing rings or cylin-

der and valve bushings, a number of rail-

roads have increased their cylinder pack-

ing mileage greatly by the use of a special

gun metal for these parts. The import-

ance of the correct maintenance of pis-

tons, valves and cylinder bores cannot be

exaggerated.

The lubrication of the main journal of

the modern locomotive calls for careful

consideration, both because of increased

weights and exacting demands in service.

.\ passenger locomotive of fifteen years

TOWER'S DEVICE FOR SHOWING THE
PRESSURE ON OIL OR GREASE

IX A JOURNAL BO.X.

ago, with a tractive force of say 16,000

pounds, could handle a light train be-

tween Chicago and New York in say

thirty hours. Today the same service re-

quires a locomotive of 300.000 pounds,

with a tractive force of 30,000 pounds,

capable of hauling the heavy all-steel train

in twenty hours at all seasons and always

without delays. In like manner freight

locomotives have developed from a trac-

tive force of 25,000 pounds to the Mallet

articulated compounds, with tractive force

of 100,000 pounds, weighing 450,000

pounds.

Claims have been made that the heavy

demands on journals and the necessity

of keeping them in cool running condi-

tion, a properly compounded grease is

safer in operation than by the use of oil,

no matter how carefully the latter may
be applied. From the experiments of

Beauchamp Tower, a British engineer, the

"film of oil" theory was established. The
instant that this film is broken and metal

touched metal, all laws of lubrication

failed. Mr. Tower's experiments also

show that there is a best lubricant for

every class of service, ranging from the

heavy oils and greases, with high viscosity

or "body" for great pressures, and low

velocity of rubbing, to the light spindle

oils for low pressures and high velocities.

Good judgment based on experience is the

best guide in the selection of the proper

oil for each service.

The results of some of Mr. Tower's ex-

periments are interesting. In the accom-

panying drawing is shown a simple device

showing the pressure on the oil or grease

film in a journal box. A hole was drilled

in the cap of the box lor the purpose of

applying oil at that point. It was found

that oil would not enter there, and a bath

was applied below the box, inserting a

wood plug in the hole. But this was

always forced out by the oil. Mr. Tower
then connected a pressure gauge and

found that while the pressure on the jour-

nal was 100 lbs. per square inch, the pres-

sure gauge recorded an oil pressure of

over 200 lbs. per square inch. Apparently

the journal with oil adhering to its sur-

face serves as a pump constantly lifting

oil to the top. The adhesion of the oil to

tlie surface made it possible for the pres-

.^ure at the center to reach this very high

point. The importance to be attached to

tliis is that journal boxes should be con-

tructed so as to admit of the pumping of

the lubricant up the side to the top. It is

readily concluded that if an ample supply

of lubricant can be maintained between

rubbing surfaces of fluid pressure twice as

great as the unit pre.ssure on the journal,

there need be no concern as to the failure

of the film separating the metals.

Rust Preventing Varnish

Resin six parts, sandarac nine parts.

gumlac three parts, turpentine six parts,

and rectified alcohol nine parts. The
resin, sandarac and gumlac should be

mixed together in a pounded condition,

and then carefully heated until melted.

When they are well melted, the turpen-

tine should be added very gradually, stir-

ring all the while. The mixture should

then be digested until dissolution takes

place. Then add rectified alcohol up to

the amount stated above.
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Correct Alignment of Locomotive Parts Necessary

to Maximum Service and Minimum Wear
It may be set down as a general prin-

ciple in locomotive construction tliat, as

in all construction work, to begin carefully

and correctly is of vital importance. In

many division point railroad sliops there

are many new, or next to new, locomo-

tives built that will compare favorably

with locomotives constructed elsewhere,

and it musi be remembered that the work

is not always done under the best condi-

tions. In the leading locomotive works

there is a precision in ways and means

that is rarely departed from. A pre-

arranged schedule is maintained. In the

roadside shops the work is itntermitlent.

and the work usually begins with an at-

tempt at a dramatic flourish of gettini;

the frames and boiler and saddle and

cylinders together as rapidly -as possible

with a view to gratify the eye of sonic

higher authority. If the general foreman

was let alone there would be no such

tremendous haste at the start, and tlierc

might be less trouble later on. A con-

sensus of iipinioii aiiKing simp fon-mcii

arc not by any means tinished. There are centers. After this has been perfectly

quite a number of different methods used accomplished draw a vertical line down
in squaring the shoes and wedges with square with the top of the frame and let

the object in view of bringing the wdieels the blade of the square "feel" the edge of

s(|uare with tlie frames and cylinders, the straight edge and this line will be

among which are stretchiiii; a hue drawn

tbrougli the cylinders and made central

ti' the Counter l)ore of each end of the

cyhiider and niniiiiig well back of the

found e.xiifession at a mcetnig of the

International Railway General I-orcmen's

Association, in which a few simple in-

structions were tersely presented in re-

gard to locomotive instruction, and wdiicli

contain much that should be of value to

those aiming at good practice and eco-

nomical results.

Beginning with the boiler, level the

center line till in a horizontal ixisitioii

Level the firebox till the vertical center

line is vertical. The cylinder saildles

should be fitted to locale the center line

parallel to the center line of the boiler,

regardless of the smokebox, with back

cylinder faces at right angles thereto. The

alignment of the frames should be at

right angles to the back joint faces of the

cydinders, and consequently parallel to

the center lines thereof, as shown in I'igs.

1 and 2.

Square jaw centers on frames for shoes

and wedges, so that driving boxes and

axles will be square or at right anules

with cylinder line, and when this oiieration

is carefully and thoroughly done, we may

consider that at least in part we have laid

the foundation for a good engine, bit we

main jaws. A straight edge is then placed

across the main jaws at perfect right

angles to the line, using a true two-foot

s(|iiare along the straight edge and allow

it to "feel" the line which is drawn

through the cylinders, as shown in Fig. 3.

V\

If the sriiiare <loes not show exactly par-

allel wiih the line it will then be neces-

sary to place shims between one of the

iaws and the straight edge until the

straight edge shows exactly at right angles

with the line drawn through the cylinder

what is termed as the square line, and

from this line .should be drawn down on

each frame a vertical line equi-distanl on

each frame. From this line we locate the

centers, and with trams set to rod lengths,

centers in the main jaw, and from these

the centers on the other jaws are located.

After these centers have been obtained

we will lay off half the diameters of our

lioxes on each side of the centers, and

after the shoes and wedges have been

placed in position, with binders tight,

draw vertical lines down the shoe and

wedge, half the diameter of the box plus

one inch. This line is used for setting

up shoes and wedges on the planer, and

if the markings are carefully made this

method will serve the purpose well.

Regarding the center casting it should

be located exactly central between the

frames, as the truck leads the engine, and

o-en if tile engine is correctly lined and

llic center casting i-^ not central, or the

trui-k not properly lineil, to a certain ex-

tent it will be impossible to rectify the

errors. There are, however, various ways

or methods used for lining shoes and

wedges, such as a "fish-tail" tram, from

the center casting, or a tram on points

3 and 4, on b'ig. 2, to locate a center on

each side of the main jaw, or a three-

pointed tram from a center between the

frames, or the back end of cylinder sad-

dle, but the object is the same, and opin-

i.^ns naturally differ as to which method

or means is tlie best. One question all

should agree on is that the work cannot

be done too carefully. Any deviation

from the exact squaring and marking and

jilaning to the lines is sure to invite driv-

ing box and rod brass trouble, and also

the cutting of tire flanges. All parts of

the engine should fit snugly, but should
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go into place without strain if maximum
service and minimum wear is aimed at.

Other causes of trouble arise from hur-

ried or careless adjustment of springs,

saddles and boxes. Evidence of this may
be seen in any repair shop. Some boxes

are worn on the top and some on bottom

of the sides next to the wheel, indicating

unevenly worn brasses. In many cases

the saddle seats on the top of the boxes

are uneven and not square with the planed

surfaces of the box. Spring hangers and

saddles may be fitted and machined ex-

actly as desired, but it is not unusual to

note a difference of half an inch in the

thickness of the brasses. Hence the driv-

ing boxes are out of square and carry

unequal weights and are an additional

cause of unnecessary friction.

Special care should also be taken in the

alignment of the guides both horizontally

and transversely. This is to take care of

undue friction in piston packing and pis-

ton rings. If this is done as it should

be it will add to the life of the rings, as

well as the packing and piston rod. It

need hardly l)e added that the valve mo-
tion should be maintained in correct ad-

justment, the worker, careful not to fall

into the error of having too much lead,

and noting carefully that as much steam

is used on one side of the engine as on
the other. The point of cut-off should be

correctly maintained, as any serious irreg-

ularity in the use of the steam, even

though the valves may be square at the

opening points,' will cause an unsteady

motion and contribute perhaps to the

breaking of the frames or other avoidable

fracture. The valve gear should be gone
over as often as an opportunity may
afford.

What Is Boiler Lagging and What Does It Do?
Wood, Plaster, Hair-Felt, Magnesia-Carbonate, Asbestos and Other Air Resisting Material

Every man in the locomotive depart-

ment knows the importance of the "lag-

ging" that surrounds the boiler, but very

few men have seen it in modern form, or

know of what it is composed. Suppose

we take a peep underneath the outer

sheet-iron jacket and find out what this

lagging is made of, and what it does.

Locomotive operating conditions are se-

vere. Even in the hottest weather, the

continual rush of air has a tendency to

rapidly cool the outer surface of the boil-

er. In winter time blizzards and below-

zero weather, most efficient firing is re-

quired to keep up a head of steam against

waste of heat.

Many materials have been tried for this

purpose. In the earliest days the lagging

was of wood. Later, various forms of

plaster, hair-felt and other non-conduc-

tors were tried, but with the constant rise

in pressure and in the size of the locomo-

tive, these finally proved to be ineffective.

Very many modern American locomo-

tives are lagged with the heat-insulating

material known to the trade as "85 per

cent. Magnesia." It is composed, as the

name implies, of 85 per cent, magnesia

carbonate with 15 per cent, fibrous mate-

rial, chiefly asbestos, which acts as a

binder, in the same way that hair in lime

plaster does. The "85 per cent, magnesia"

is applied over the outer shell of the

boiler in the form of a double layer of

blocks, usually 6 ins. long by 36 ins. wide.

The second layer is laid so that it breaks

joint with the first and the intervening

spaces are filled with a plastic cement,

composed of the same material, the whole

being securely held in place with a heavy

iron wire. The total thickness of the

double layer is about 2'/<4 ins. Over all,

comes the sheet iron outer jacket which

appears as the solid boiler, but is in

reality little more than what the wrap-

ping paper is to the parcel it covers.

What is the vital principle of this and

other suitable coverings that makes them
the efficient heat insulation for locomo-

tive purposes? The answer is "dead air."

.^ir in rapid motion speedily cools a

heated object. Even a child will blow on

its hot meal to cool it. Thus we come in

contact with the great natural principal

of "convection," which with radiation and

conduction are the three great sources

of heat loss.

But the exactly opposite conditions also

apply here. "Dead" or stagnant air is a

powerful heat retardant or non-conductor.

Therefore, the more "dead air" a sub-

stance contains the poorer a conductor of

heat it is. Metal or stone are homogen-
ous and close-textured, and so are good

conductors. Brick and wood are most por-

ous, resist, to a certain extent, the passage

of heat. Wool and feathers keep the

bodies of animals and birds warm simply

because of the large amount of dead air

enmeshed in them. They are among
the best non-conductors, but obviously

could not be used for boiler covering

under modern strenuous conditions with

their high pressures and temperatures.

Doubtless if locomotives grew feathers

or hair this would form an ideal lagging,

but there is a great difference between

the live substance growing on an animal

and the application of a dead material to

a metal surface.

Fortunately we have in good insulating

material not only resistance to high tem-

perature, but also the large amount of

minute particles of dead air, imprisoned

in the microscopic, crystalline cells of the

substance itself, and this substance shows

no tendency to disintegrate luuler the con-

stant shocks to which a rapidly moving

locomotive is subject. The apparent

lightness in weight of a block of the

magnesia lagging is caused by the enor-

mous quantity of dead air it contains. So

small are the air cells, however, that a

microscope is needed to discover them.

This is the secret of the great heat re-

sisting powers of good boiler covering.

While larger air cells would permit a cer-

tain amount of circulation and consequent

loss of heat, the minute cellular structure

of the magnesia, eflfectively locks up the

air particles so that they cannot part with

their heat to each other or to the colder

air outside.

This brief reference to locomotive boil-

er lagging is primarily intended for the

men who have to work with and live with

various appliances for locomotives and,

in fact, have to make eath of them "go."

.•\ boiler with high steam pressure re-

quires a thicker layer of lagging than

one having a low pressure. The pro-

prietors of the lagging are the best au-

thorities on how much, and what size,

should be used, but the theory of the

working of an appliance and what good

it is, should be in easy reach of all grades

of the service, because the education of a

workman in "how to do it," is a direct

asset to the seller of an article, as well as

to the railway who employs him.

There are many instances on record

where this form of insulation has been

applied to a new steam installation, and

has remained in constant service until

the pipes and boilers were worn out and

scrapped, perhaps twenty-five years later.

When the coverings were removed, they

were, however, found in perfect condi-

tion and were replaced on the new work.

Perhaps the reader of these lines will

never be called upon to specify a lagging

or heat insulation for any purpose. Even
if he should not. it will do him no harm
to know why it is needed and just what it

does. The subject is often lost sight of

or treated as a matter of little importance,

but in view of the rapidly mounting cost

of fuel and its probable .scarcity for many
years to come, it is a subject that deserves,

and is likely to receive, far greater atten-

tion in the future. What is known as

publicity properly handled and with an

educational value is of great importance.

The plain statement of a clearly ascer-

tained fact in this work-a-day always

carries witli it a useful quality that people

look lor and expect.
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New Switcher and Mikado Locomotives for the

Great Northern Railroad
The Great Northern Railroad has re-

cently received a number of heavy loco-

motives of the 0-8-0 and 2-8-2 (Mikado)

types from the Baldwin Locomotive

Works. The former is a new type on

this road, while the latter has been used

in freight service since 1911. The two

types are in many respects similar, and

are equipped with interchangeable details

as far as practicable.

The 0-8-0 locomotives are used in

heavy switching service, and e.xert a

tractive force of 58,700 lbs. The ratio

of adhesion is approximately 4, so that

the weight on drivers is fully utilized.

The high tractive force is backed up by

liberal steaming capacity, thus fitting

these engines, not only for yard duty,

but also for transfer and other special

service where runs of some length must

be made. The locomotives are designed

to traverse curves of 20 degs.

In accordance with Great Xorthern

practice, these locomotives have Belpaire

boilers and Emerson superheaters. The
crow'n and roof sheets of the inside and

outside fireboxes are arched transversely

to a long radius, and the staybolts are

radial to both sheets. The backhead.

above the crown, is stayed by gusset

plates. The large superheater flues are

arranged in eight vertical rows, which are

grouped in four pairs, and the lieadcrs

ports in it that communicate with the

live steam passages at the two ends of

the cylinder. When the throttle is open,

the plate is held on its seat by steam

pressure acting on its upper surface.

When drifting, pressure on the under

side of the plate will cause it to rise from

its seat, thus opening free communication

between the two ends of the cylinder.

The steam distribution is controlled by

13-in. piston valves operated by Wal-
schaerts motion. The gears are con-

trolled by the Ragonnet power reverse

mechanism.

The illustration of locomotive No. 3087

shows the general design of the Mikado
type, of which a total of 145 have, up to

the present time, either been built or or-

dered. These locomotives exert a tract-

ive force of 60.900 lbs. .As far as their

principal features are concerned they

are all of similar construction, but the

original design has undergone extensi\e

revision in the locomotives more recently

built. The tractive force developed is

fully up to the limits of the adhesion

:

while with driving wheels 63 ins. in diam-

eter, the locomotives have good speed

capacity.

In general design, the Mikado type

boiler is similar to that used on the

-witchers, but it is of considerably greater

capacity. These locomotives are stoker

The Walschaerts valve motion has

been used on all these locomotives, with

the exception of five, on which the South-

ern valve motion is specified. Running

gear details include the Hodges design

01 trailing truck, which is used on all the

Great Northern Mikados.

The tender is tarried on rolled steel

\\ heels, and the tender trucks are of the

equalized pedestal type. The frame is

built up, and is placed as low as possible,

in order to keep down the center of grav-

ity to as low a point as possible.

The principal dimensions of both these

types of locomotives are given in the

tables. The first given is the switcher,

the Mikado followmg.

Switcher.—
Gauge 4 ft. 8H ins.; cylinders, 26 ins.

.X 28 ins.; valves, piston, 13 ins. diam.

Boiler.—Type, straight Belpaire; diam-

eter, 80 ins.; thickness of sheets, 13/16

ins. ; working pressure, 200 lbs. ; fuel,

soft coal ; stajing, radial. Fire Box.

—

Material, steel; length, 118 ins.; width,

72',4 ins. ; depth, front, 75j4 ins. ; depth,

back, 65f^ ins. ; thickness of sheets, sides,

back and crown tube, ^ in. Water
Space.—Front, sides and back, 5 ins.

Tubes.—Diameter, S'/z ins. and 2 ins.;

material, steel ; thickness, S'A ins., No. 8

W. G.; 2 ins.. No. 11 W. G. ; number, S'A

ins., 36; 2 ins., 234; length. 15 ft. Heat-

,KI AT .NdUril t;R.\ .MIK.\Dll TVl'E i.ijLu.\iiiTi\'i-:

Baldwin I.O(n. Works. BuiUlc

are placed vertically in the smukcbox.

There are no superheater flues in the

lower part of the boiler barrel, as was

the case in some earlier designs of Emer-

son superheaters.

In addition to the main throttle, there is

an auxiliary valve in the cab, which can

be opened while drifting. This valve has

a lJ4-iii. pipe connection with the steam-

pipe cone in th;' smokcbox. Ry-pass

valves, of a type extensively used on the

Great Northern, are apiilied to the cylin-

ders. This valve consists of a flat plate,

which rests on a horizontal seat having

tired, the Street stoker being used on

loconKJtive No. 30(S7 ; while the Duplex

type is being applied to the more recent

engines of this class. Labor-saving de-

vices further include a |>ower operated

grate sliaker and a coal pusher on the

Under. The auxiliary dome is placed for-

ward of the firebox, and is mounted over

an inspection man-hole, so that the boiler

can be easily entered without dismantling

ibe throttle rigging in the main dome. .\

'irifiing throttle valve and cylinder by-

pass valves, are applied as in the case of

the switchers.

ing Surface.— Fire box, 207 sq. ft.;

tubes, 2,597 sq. ft.; total, 2,804 sq. ft.;

superheater, 651 sq. ft.; grate area, 59.2

sq. ft. Driving Wheels.— Diameter, out-

side, 55 ins.: journals, main, 11 ins. x 16

ins.; journals, otliers, 10 ins. x 12 ins.

Wheel Base.—Driving and rigid, IS ft.

6 ins.; total engine, 15 ft. 6 ins.; total en-

gine and tender, 51 ft. Of^ in. Weight.—
On driving wheels, 232.600 lbs.; total

engine, 232,600 lbs. ; total engine and
tender, about 360,000 lbs. Tender.—
Wheels, 8; wheels, diameter, 33 ins.;

journals, S'/i ins. x 10 ins.; tank ca-
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pacity, 6,000 U. S. gal. ; fuel, capacity

12 tons; service, switching.

Mikado.—
Cylinders, 28 ins. x 32 ins. ; valves, pis-

ton, 13 ins. diam. Boiler.—Type, Bel-

pairc ; diameter, 82 ins.; thickness of

sheets, % in. ; working pressure, 180 lbs.

;

fuel, soft coal; staying, radial. Fire Box.

—Material, steel: length, 117 ins.; width.

Space.—^Front, side and back, 5 ins.

Tubes.—Diameter, Sj/j and 2 ins. ; ma-

terial, steel; thickness, 5^ ins.. No. 8

W. G. ; 2 ins., No. 11 W. G. ; number of

5^ ins., 36; 2 ins., 304; length, 21 ft.

Heating Surface.—Fire box, 252 sq. ft.

;

tubes, 4,413 sq. ft. ; total, 4,665 sq. ft.

;

superheater, 918 sq. ft.; grate area, 78

sq. ft. Driving Wheels.—Diameter, out-

33'/2 ins.; journals, 6 ins. x 11^ ins.;

diameter, back, 42j4 ins.; journals, 8

ins. x 14 ins. Wheel Base.—Driving, 16

ft. 9 ins.; rigid, 16 ft. 9 ins.; total engine,

35 ft. ; total engine and tender, 68 ft. 1 in.

Weight.—On driving wheels, 229,000

lbs. ; on truck, front, 25,400 lbs. ; on truck,

back, 52.100 lbs.; total engine, 306,500

!li5 : total engine and tender, about 460,-
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Bearing Power of Chilled Iron

By F. K. VIAL, Chief Engineer, Griffin Wheel Co.

The effect of a wheel on a steel rail An important item in the above results lbs. The metal does not crush nor flow

when carrying a load is to produce an in- is the reduction in depth of penetration under any load which the rail will sup-

dentation
'

into the surface metal, the of wheel into the metal of the rail when port, consequently the deformation to the

depth of which is determined by the diam- the length of bearing is increased. This surface metal of the rail is at a minimum,

eter of the wheel, the width of the bearing feature is made use of in crane service for it is self-evident that if the metal in

surface and the amount of load. The where loads in excess of 100,000 lbs. per the wheel shoidd crush and llow this

relation of these items and also the area wheel are not uncommon ; special rails action in itself would produce a tendency

of contact betiveen wheel and rail and with a wide bearing surface are rolled to deform the metal in the surface of the

bearing pressure per square inch were de- for this purpose. supporting rail. This action does not

termined in a series of tests conducted by The bearing power of chilled iron is exist m chilled iron.

the Griffin Wheel Company in the R. W. such that the wheel does not flatten per- Nowhere are the properties of chilled

Hunt testing laboratory, with the follow- ceptibly under any load below 250,000 iron shown to better advantage than in

ing results : .. their relation to the requirements of

r^ ,, ,-,, wheel service. The bearing area in con-
Table I-Bk.^king of 33- In. Chiu.ed I«°^^ Wheel on .-v Rail Having a 12-In.

^^^^ ^^^^,^^^^ ^^,,^^^j ^^^^ ^^.j .^ ^^^^^ ^^^„^

^ ,, hence the pressure per square inch over
.\reaof Penetration Pressure per ,,. . , . . _ ^ i

. ^ ., _ ^ r ^ Inis area is verv large, requiring a metal
Load. Contact. in Rail. Sq. In. of Contact. , . . ,

' .... -i .. • •

J having special qualities if the service is

5.000 .072 .00081 69,700 to be satisfactory. It must have a ma.xi-

10,00) .114 .00129 87.800 mum bearing power with minimum duc-

20,000 .203 .00229 98,500 tility and a maximum resistance to abra-

50,000 .436 .00492 114,800 sion, for there is always a certain amount

100,000 .777 .00865 128,800 of slippage between wheel and rail which

150,000 1.089 .01229 137,800 increases as speed is increased.

200,000 1.383 .01560 144,600 ji,^ relative hardness, bearing power
250,000 1.667 .018S8 150,000 ^nd resistance to abrasion of the various

The effect of diameter of the wheel on the depth of penetration into the rail grades of iron and steel are largely rcgu-

under various loads is shown in Tables 2 and 3. Jated by varying the percentage of car-

Table 2-Bearing of Wheels on 85-Lb. Rail With 8-In. Top RAi.irs Under |^°"- .

brought iron, containing no car-

'mnnOiR In\D " '^ ^°
'
""'^'"^ ^"'^ wholly unfit for

.^ I

, any service requiring higli bearing power

Area Pene-" Permanent Mean a"^ low abrasion.

Wheel. Contact. tration. Set in Rail. Pressure. When the carbon in combination with

7 the iron reaches .40 per cent, the alloy

I5-in. straight tread chilled iron 1.30 .027 .009^ 153,800
j^ ductile, especiallv while hot, and has all

20-in. straight tread chilled iron 1.34 .0212 .Oil.-' 149.200
^^^ qualities required for rolling into

33-in. straight tread chilled iron 1.35 .018 .0)9 14S.10()
^.grious shapes such as angles, channels,

33-in. M. C. B. chilled iron 1.60 .024 .0107 12..,000 i_beams, etc., all of which are classified

ON 85-Lb. Flat Top Rail 2-1 N. Wh,e-Under 200,000- Lb. Load.
^^ structural steel. When the carbon

15-in. .straight tread chilled iron 1.60 .0107 .011 12.\000 ^^^j^^j reaches .80 per cent, there is less

20-in. .straight tread chilled iron 1.68 .0089 .001 119,000
ductilitv and greater resistance to abra-

33-in. straight tread chilled iron 1.93 .0071 .001 103.600 ^.^_^ ^^^, ^^^^ material is suitable for rail-

Table 3— Bearing of Straight Tread Chili.kd Iron Wheels on Standard 85-Lb. road rails, rolled wheels, etc., where a

A. S. C. R. Rail Under 100,000-Lb. }jjad. considerable degree of hardness is re-

Diameter Area of Depth of Permanent Pressure Per Sq. In. QU'red to reduce abrasion to a reasonable

of Wheel. Contact. Penetration. Set in Rail. on Area of Contact. amount. At 2 per cent, carbon, the hard-
— ness has verv materially increased and

12 0.737 0.01,3s 0.0068 135,800 ductilitv has practicallv disappeared. The
16 0.745 0.0121 0.0051 134,200 ,„etal is suitable for tool steel.

20 0.753 0.0109 0,0039 132,800 j,, chilled iron, the carbon is increased

24 0.761 0.0101 0.0031 131,400 („ 350 p^ cent., resulting in a corre-

30 0.769 0.0091 0.0021 130,000 spending increase in hardness and resist-

33 0.777 0.0088 0,0018 128,800 ;,„ce to abrasion, hence this material is

36 0.785 0.0085 0.0015 127,400 better adapted than any other grade of

On Flat Top Rail 2-1 n. Wide-Under 100,000-Lb. Load. i™" ''""taining less carbon for carrying

Diameter Area of Depth of Permanent. Pressure Per Sq. In.
.eavy concentrated loads on the small

.,,,, , ^ Ti c . • n -I ^ f (-„,.„-. bearing areas indicated in the foregoing
o! Wheel. Contact. PcnctratMn. Set m Rail. on Area of Contact.

, , ,, ,. ,.,,,..
. tables. I'or this reason chilled iron is

12 0.950 0(K)31 none 105.000 pre-eminently adapted to the manufacture

16 0.960 0.(i027 none 104,000 of wheels for railway service, as indi-

20 0.970 0.0024 none 103,000 cated by the twenty-four million now in

24 0.980 0.0022 none 102.000 service in the United States and Canada.

30 0.990 0.0020 none 101,000 It is interesting to note the changing

33 1.000 0.0019 none 100.000 attitude with reference to the use of

36 1,010 0,0018 none 09.000 chilled iron wheels under the heaviest
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railway service, which is observed on

locomotive tenders. As the capacity of

the tenders reached 7,000 gallons, it was

thought the service too severe for the

chilled iron wheel, but as the capacity

of tenders has increased to 12,000 gallons

and more, with a concentrated wheel load

X>{ 27,000 lbs., there is a tendency to re-

turn to the chilled iron wheel on account

'of its superior bearing power without

the least tendency of the metal to How
or to become out of round. The 950-lb.

chilled iron wheel is used quite freely

under these loads with entirely satisfac-

tory results.

The first permanent set, which indi-

cates passing the elastic limits of the

rail, occurs when the indentation or

penetration is approximately .007 inch.

If we assume that in regular service the

permissible in railway service, such as

occur in heavy crane service, turntables

carrying swing bridges, transfer tables,

cantilever moving bridges for unloading

large tonnages of ore, coal and various

other commodities, where the wheel load

often reaches 125,000 lbs. For these

heavy concentrated loads speciJI rails are

required such as Cambria 150-lb. per yard

crane rail, having a flat bearing surface

of SVs ins. Here again the limiting load

is the bearing power of the rail. The
bearing power of the wheel, which is so

much greater than that of the rail, can

always be left out of consideration.

The diameter of wheel to be used in

these cases is determined by other con-

siderations, than the carrying capacity of

the wheel. The weights of double flange

wheels for crane service run about as

JlkOWNIlolST ((i.M, M.MHINK lj i.\ KAlU ( 1111. 1. El) IkllX WIIEKL 10 LBS.

wheel load will be such that the indenta-

tion shall not exceed one-lialf this

amount, we have the following results

for maximum permissible wheel loads in

railway service:

On wheels 42 ins. in diameter, load

limit 34,000 lbs.; on wheels 36 ins. in

diameter, load limit 31,500 lbs. ; on

wheels 33 ins. in diameter, load limit

30,200 lbs. ; on wheels 30 ins. in diameter,

load limit 28.800 !bs.

These loads do not indicate Hearing

the limit of the bearing power of the

chilled iron wheel. The limiting loads

are based entirely upon the considera-

tion of the bearing power of the rail.

Chilled iron is ideally adapted lo the

•manufacture of wheels for carrying con-

.centrated loads many times greater than

follows: 12 ins., 165 lbs.; 16 ins., 250 lbs.;

20 ins., 400 lbs.; 24 ins., 640 lbs.; 30 ins.,

875 lbs.; 33 ins., 1,200 lbs.; 36 ins., 1,600

lbs. These are intended for heavy

service, with special attention given to

flange design, in which sufficient strength

is developed to carry a full load over the

top of the rail without injury to the

flange in case of spreading rails. Large

quantities of wheels for this purpose are

manufactured and shipped to all parts

of the world. They are especially suc-

cessful for the heaviest cranes used by

the Army and Navy.

Chilled iron is also particularly

adapted to the manufacture of rolls for

all classes of rolling mill requirements;

rolls for grinding refractory materials

such as cement, etc., stamp shoes for

crushing hard ores and a multitude of
other uses where extreme bearing power
with minimum resistance to friction and
maximum resistance to abrasion are es-

sential. Many foundries are given up
exclusively to producing this class of
material. The surface of chilled iron is

peculiarly adapted to producing a smooth
surface on many classes of rolled steel.

Rolls for these purposes often weigh 20
to 30 tons, each.

The composition of the metal suitable

for chilling is practically what is known
as semi-steel, although this term has no
significance metallurgically. It simply
refers to a close grain cast iron of high
tensile strength, ordinary cast iron run-
ning about 22,000 lbs. per sq. in., whereas
it is not at all difficult to produce a grade
in which the tensile strength exceeds
40,000 lbs. per sq. in. This material is

suited to the production of so-called semi-
steel shells of various t\'pes. The special

advantage is the availability of the ma-
terial, the greater ease of bursting the

walls of the shell, allowing the effect of
the explosion to be used against the

carthw-ork instead of being used to burst

the shell; also there is greater fragmen-
tation with far greater number of pieces,

which is of special advantage when used
in the open. Considerable quantities of

shells of this material have been made
in France and England and also in this

country. Far larger quantities might
have been made had this subject been
taken up in earnest. This indicates a

high grade quality of iron of the same
variety as used in chilled iron wheels.

In a smaller way a comparatively large

quantity of chilled iron is used in the

manufacture of wheels for industrial

cars, mine cars, gun carriages—in fact,

for any purpose requiring the use of

wheels.

The forcfioiog indicates the wide adap-

tation of chilled iron, which is of grow-
ing importance. The output in the

United States now exceeds two million

tons per annum, and as a technical study

is made of the properties of chilled iron

and its relation to the conditions under
which it is to serve, a still wider field

will be found and the service in each

class will become more satisfactory.

Chicago Car Foremen's Association

The annual meeting of the above men-
tioned association was recently held at

the Morrison Hotel,, Chicago, and the fol-

lowing were elected officers for the year

1919: President. E. C. Chenoweth, me-
chanical engineer, Chicago. Rock Island

& Pacific; lirst vice-president. M. F. Co-
vert, Standard Car Construction Com-
pany; second vice-president, James Reed,

assistant master car builder. New York
Central : treasurer, F. C. Sohultz, chief

interchange inspector; secretary. Aaron
Kline. 841 Lawlor avenue, Chicago.
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Gold's New Inside Vapor Valve

The new vapor valve No. 1112 devised

by the Gold Car Heating and Lighting Co.

of New York, N. Y., has a number of

special features which make it superior

COLD'S NKW INSIDE VAPOR V.M.VK.

to atiy uiideilniiig valve. It is a vapor

regulating valve placed inside the car. It

is handy, and its location cannot interfere

with other apparatus. If the diaplirat,Mii

fails from any cause, one side of the heat-

ing apparatus in the car can be shut down
until the end of the run, or until the in-

spection point is reached and no blowing

of steam results. It is in no danger of

freezing and it is not liable to be clogged

by dust, or otherwise damaged.

Tlie makers have recognized the fact

that the danger from freezing was great,

and in constructing this valve they have

produced a valve in compact form plac-

ing the inlet and all working parts close

to the live steam supply. The weight of

this vapor valve has been greatly reduced,

which including the drip horn is only 16

Uis. "The Straight Push," plan is used

here avoiding the use of levers, bell

cranks, etc., and the use of packing and a

packing-nut on the main stem has been

eliminated so as to give this stern all pos-

sible freedom when moved by the expan-

sioti of the diaphragm.

In place of packing, a disc is used which

is held to its seat by the pressure of a

spring against the flange on the stem,

which spring also serves the purpose of

opening the valve, when the diaphragm is

in its contracted position. This insures a

quick circulation when steam is turned

on. The diaphragm is of special design,

and very flexible, having expansive quali-

ties sufficient to obviate the necessity of

an adjusting screw giving the valve a

working range of steam pressure from 1

to 100 lbs.

To get good results from any vapor

valve it should be properly ventilated to

insure its positive, sensitive working.

While it is true a drip pipe leading from

the diaphragm chamber if open to the at-

mosphere at all times, requires some
means of forcing the cool air into the

chamber. In the drip horn is placed a

division or separating wall which runs

crosswise of the car and extends down
below the horn proper. When a train is

in motion or when a cold wind is blow-

ing, a jjositive draft is forced upward
through the forward compartment of the

horn. The result of this forced draft

iiKil- ihc ilKiplir.mni. causing it lo (ipcraic

promptly, which in itself keeps the radiat-

ing pipes evenly heated. Thereby main-

taining the greatest efficiency of the radi-

ating surface. The opening to the dia-

phragm chamber is closed by a cover,

held in place by two swing bolts, the

cover fits neatly and is steam-tight with-

out the aid of gaskets, so the diaphragm

can easily be renewed if desired, and by

shutting down the side where the dia-

phragm is, it can be renewed if necessary

while the train is in motion.

In the Gold systems, where this valve

is employed steam is fed to the upper

radiating pipes ; therefore, there is no

cooling of the steam by the condensation

which has lodged in the radiating pipes as

COLDS \ArOR V.\LVE.

is the case in the so-called "Push Around

Systems," wliere steam is fed into the

lower pipes. Therefore, less steam is re-

quired to keep the radiators sufficiently

lieated.

Railroad Men Wanted

The Federal Labor Bureau at .-Mtoona,

Pa., has calls constantly for large num-

bers of artisans, mechanics and laborers.

The last list received from the Pennsyl-

vania Railroad specifies 8,087 positions

which need to be filled on that road. More

than 200 men are wanted in the shops in

that city, and 3.iO laborers on track work.

The Cambria Steel Company is looking

for 1.100 men. mostly laborers, and the

call conks fmni many factories.

Henry Ford and Production

In an article in the "Warki's i/ '"•/.."

Henry Ford writing of standardization

says :
"1 don't care what the commodity

is, if it is something that has a wide

enough possible market it can pay high

wages and give short hours and still sell

the best quality of goods at the lowest

possible price if its production is properly

organized. The whole secret is to make-

one tiling in one plant, concentrate every

effort on that one standardized product,

and adapt the machinery for its manu-

facture to aulfjmatic operation at the high-

est practicable speed. V>\ 'educating' the

machine instead of the worker, it is pos-

sible to u^c untrained or practically un-

trained labor and pay it high wages, and

still perform mechanical operations that

formerly bafllcd even the most highly

skilled worker."

Railway Equipment Manufacturers'

Association

.\t the annual meeting of ihe above

niintioned association, held during the

Traveling Engineers' Convention, $100

was contributed to the Tobacco Fund
and $200 to Red Cross. The following of-

ficers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Gilbert E. Ryder, Locomotive

Superheater Company ; vice-president, C.

\V. Floyd CoITmi, Franklin Railway Sup-

ply Company ; secretary, D. L. Eubank,

Cialena Signal Oil Company; treasurer,

H. C. Hooper, American Steel Foundries;

executive committee members for three

years, C. L. Rrown, Manning, Maxwell

& Moore ; Morris Brewster, United States

Metallic Packing Company, and F. W.
Venton, Crane Company.
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Double Tracking the Southern Railway.

The last link in the double tracking; of

the Southern railway between Washing-

ton, D. C, and Atlanta, Ga., is now
nearly completed. The section between

Central, S. C. and Cornelia, Ga., extend-

ing to sixty miles, will be completed when
the section between Toccoa, Ga., and

Ayersville, Ga., is finished.

This section is the heaviest piece of

work ever undertaken by the Southern

Railway Company. It reduces the mileage

from 7.6 to 6.0 miles. The maximum
curve on the old line is nine degrees, and

the maximum grade is 1.3 per cent while

on the new line the maximum grade is

1.00 per cent and the maximum curve is

3 per cent. In this section there were

to be two steel viaducts, one at North

Broad River 1,600 ft. long and 210 ft.

high, and one at Coldazell Creek, 2.800

ft. long and 160 ft. high. The lack of

structural steel compelled a change in the

original plans, and it was decided to fill

over Coldazell Creek requiring about

1,800.000 cubic yards.

At the North Broad River it was de-

cided to build hollow concrete piers with

100-foot steel deckplate girder spans be-

tween piers, and a 26-foot steel girdei

spanning the top of the piers. This change

in plans called for about 45.000 cubic

yards of concrete. There are eight hollow

piers about 200 ft. in height. These are

30 by 34 ft. at the top. The hollow inside

is circular. One mile south of Ayersville,

Ga., is the last cut on the section. This

cut contained about 300,000 cubic j'ards,

most of which was unusually hard rock,

and would have been found to be very

difficult to remove but for the use of the

very high-grade explosives.

The concrete work, already referred to,

for the viaduct 1,400 feet long and 200

feet high, which is built with hollow con-

crete piers, gives the engineers of the

Southern Railway Company the credit

for having worked out the first hollow
pier construction to be used for such a

high bridge. The work was prosecuted

under the general direction of Mr. R. O.

Parsons, District Engineer, Southern
Railwaj-, Toccoa, Ga., but under the di-

rect supervision of Mr. B. L. Grenshaw,
assistant engineer for the Southern Rail-

way, from Knoxville, Tenn.

Casing-Head Gasoline.
Casing-head gasoline is gasoline which

passes oflf in the form of vapor witli natu-
ral gas accompanying the flow of an oil

well, where oil and gas are found in the
same field. In many localities this gas is

wasted because of the difficulty of han-
dling it, or because no market exists for
its sale, due to its relatively small volume.
Often, however, the recoverable gasoline
in the gas is worth as much as 20 per cent
of the oil produced. Special cars aro Iniilt

for the transportation of Casing-Head
gasoline.

NORTH BRO.AD RIVER VI.\DUCT, TOCCOA. GA.
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A Common Sense Scheme.

There is more tlian more interest to us

a; railway men in wliat follows. If

viewed in a certain liKiit it contain^ a

message and a lesson for us all.

Tlie British (iovernmenl has decided to

promote tlie building after the war of

some 300,000 workers' cottages as part of

the scheme of national reconstruction. An
important part of the planning for this

great scheme is being done by women.

This Women's I'uilding Cumniittee of the

Reconstruction Ministry is seeing what

can be done to assure tliat the houses of

the future arc so built as to be more in

keeping with a woman'^ idea than with a

man's of what a house .should be.

The outwanl planning of the house they

may leave safely to the men architects, so

far as aesthetic beauty is concerned. In-

teriors are their strong point. They con-

sider such things as the fireplace in rela-

tion to the coal hole. What are the

clothes washing arrangements and the

bathing arrangements r

With a view of saving labor for the

housewife the committee goes closely into

the provision of l"ittcd-in furniture and

other fi.xtures. Is there a suitable store

place for food and is it on the south side

of the house where the sun can get at it

all day, or on the cold north side, where

it should be?

The important part, and the striking

feature of this whole plan is that it puts

to practical application, a theory which is

right and proper and which has for some

reason been kept in abeyance, not only as

far as housing of working people is con-

cerned, but in other lines of endeavor.

The common sense of the scheme is that

the class of people who use, or live in,

and work with what they have been given,

will have a voice as to how things are to

be made.

Many roundhouses on railways are

planned and built by one department and

occupied and lived in by another. The
latter department during construction

was not asked for so much as a sugges-

tion as to the position of permanent ap-

pliances, or whether the work to be done

could be done expeditiously or the reverse

with the cut-and-dried layout that me-

chanical men are given and expected to

successfully tackle. On a few railroads,

once in a while, enginemen were asked for

an expression of opinion as to the position

id' fittings and fixings in the cabs. The
prevailing idea, however, even with these

stray exceptions, as to the building and

construction of tilings mechanical, was

that they were no business of the mechani-

cal department.

How far away, or how much difference

in essence is this theory of expecting men
io live how and where others tell them

to, than that principle which all cry out

agaiiist, that of subjecting a nation to a

life it did noi choose and cannot alter?

Mechanical men were given arbitrary con-

diiidus to live under and work in, and in

the last analysis and coming down to

beil ruck, wherein do some conceptions of

national life in Kurope differ from what

we do on railways?

To work out the common sense plan as

far as may be, wdiere the old regime has

previously been in vogue and is still ex-

tant, is to ti-ll the people all that can

be told them about the work they

Iiave to do. Klectrical periodic.ils. air

brake information is supplied by school

cars, etc. Locomotive operation and

fuel burning are subjects which are

I'.ow taught and explained in various ways.

In the matter of si)€cial appliances and

accessories for locomotives, this dissemina-

tion of information has not been followed

ii|i by manufacturers as it might bavi-

been, and as it may be yet.

.\ new idea in advertising might be

n-.ade to fill this very want, and copy

might be written, not merely to catch the

I ye of the president or purchasing agent,

(of which there are comparatively few)and

who simply buy, but it might be so ar-

ranged that the man who works with.

lives with, and makes his livelihood from

n pairing or working an appliance, shall

(onstantly be kept informed as to the

state of the art, the troubles he must look

fiir, and what he should do.

The tlicorv embodied in the dep,irlmenl

of reconstruction in Great Britain is

capable of a wide application and can

easily be made to include some phases of

our railway work. New "locomotive

homes" can be built, where those who
know what they want will have some say.

Lven if old plants and structures have to

be still used, the men in them can be more

fully informed concerning the workability

of new appliances. There is no doubt

that this is the day for new ideas and new
pians and the possible extension of this

British idea to our own railway present-

day, needs may be the means of finding a

more successful adapter to particular

cases in this country, than we would care

to claim for ourselves.

Why Heat Feed Water?

In olden days when cotton factories

were comparatiscly new. they W'ere al-

ways shadowed by a loss, which of course

fluctuated at times, but was never wdiolly

aljsent. This was nothing more or less

than the tangling of the yarn. If a thread

broke, or if it gummed itself momen-
tarily to a revolving spindle, a little loose

ball of tangled thread was the result.

This had to be pulled off the spindle by

the worker and thrown on the floor for

the watchman to gather up. This tangled

ball of yarn represented a loss. It used

up thread, restricted the output of the

m.ichine, and required a man to con-

stantly gather it up. \\'hen he gathered

it up, it could not be unravelled and was

no good to anyone. It was, as its name
implied "waste," pure and simple.

.•\ factory producing "waste." could not

be ojierated at iis full value. The loss

in the shape of waste was always present,

and there was no way of obviating the

trouble, it was a settled loss, it was waste.

r.y-and-bye someone discovered that this

b.st and waste produclion of the factory,

bad a value. It w.is good for willing up

oil and cleaning things, and if was good

for a host of other uses, and people asked

the factory for it and the factory gladly

gave it away, until the officers of the fac-

tory found that the "waste" had a com-

mercial value under a steady demand, and

then the facliTv scdd it. and all the out-

piu of the mill, lioth dry goods and

"waste," bccanir productive and the for-

merly no good "waste" was called a by-

product in the manufacture of cotton.

This little bit of history may help to

throw' some light on the operation of a

locomotive, as it is today. The engine

is intended to move itself, and to haul

cars. That is its "output," measured on

the scale of the cotton mill. In the gain-

ing of this output the engine must burn

coal to boil water. In order to boil water

.ind generate sleam fast enough, it sup-

I'lies too much hot gas, and this hot gas

goes through the flues and smoke-stack

too quickly to do all the good it might do.

The steam generated is full of heat and
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not all of it is used. In early days this

heat was let escape anyhow and nobody

thought of calling it by so dignified and

scientific name as a by-product. It was
waste and represented a loss. And here

let it be stated that a waste of any kind

cannot become a by-product until it ac-

quires a use which gives it a financial

standing in the community, and so the

people dealing with the early locomotives

were right when they regarded the escap-

ing hot gases and steam as a loss of heat

pure and simple.

We have not made much progress in

this line since early days. Anyone who
stands on a railway crossing bridge on

some highway, and feels the hot blast of

steam and gas that is shot out of the

stack, as the engine passes underneath,

does not need to be told of the analogy

between the cotton waste at the mill, and

the wasted heat from the steam and

smoke of the engine. In boiling the

water heat is taken up by it in large

quantities and the water is turned into

hot steam. It is said on good authority

that 76.7 per cent of the heat in any

given quantity of coal properly burnt, goes

into the boiler-water and that 65.2 per

cent is carried away as a waste product

from the exhaust and up the stack. This

means that out of 100 units of heat, only

11.5 parts is made to do any useful work.

The cotton mill was vastly better off be-

cause its "waste" at its very worst, was
far less than the paying output. In the

locomotive the whole thing is reversed

and the loss exceeds the gain more than

eight times. Add to this, the heat loss of

the smoke box gases, and you have a

condition which would make a cotton

manufacturer go into bankruptcy.

The exhaust steam, with all its heat,

is at present only used to stimulate the

draught on the fire, and to that extent it

is good, but the heat lost in this process

is yet so heavy that the waste heat lias

not been elevated by use to the status of

a legitimate by-product.

One of the best and surest ways to

make this waste heat into a useful by-

product is to apply it to heating the feed

water of an engine. Applications now in

service on several railroads give promise
of a satisfactory solution of locomotive
feed water heating. In the meantime It is

the duty of master mechanics, traveling

engineers, enginemen and firemen, and all

the minor officials having to do with loco-

motive operation, to study the whole
problem so that they will not have to hunt
around for information when it is

urgently needed. They should knou- the

theory of it, what it aims to do, and how
it does it. before they have to work with
it, and live with it, and "make it co."

When a thunderstorm is in progress it

is no time to begin to look for a ] light-

ning rod. It ought to be there and ready
for the stroke, before it comes.

The need for some appliance to heat

the water which goes into the boiler, by

means of some of the heat whit:h goes

into the steam in the process of boiling

(and which comes out again as a loss),

is the true, scientific method of dealing

with the problem. It makes part of this

waste heat do some useful work. It gives

it the standing of a by-product, by letting

it have a chance to save coal, and that

saving has been estimated as 10 per cent

of the coal thrown into the firebox. This

is an extremely important consideration,

now more than ever, and foreknowledge

of the whole process is at this day open
to the rank and file of railway men and
they should study it, because come it

must, in these days of thought and action.

The waste we have spoken of is Dame
Nature's way of working. As pointed out

in a recent article by Prof. I. W. Howerth
of the University of California in the

Scientific Monthly, "To appreciate the

waste of Nature, one has but to com-
pare its potential, with its actual achieve-

ment * * *." and he quotes Asa Gray
as saying, "The waste of being (he means
life), is enormous, far beyond the com-
mon apprehension, * * *. As of the

light of the sun, sent forth in all direc-

tions, only a minute portion is intercepted

by the earth or other planets, where some
of it may be utilized for present or future

life, * * *."

In the course of his reasoning,

Prof. Howerth makes out that Na-
ture is wasteful, slow and inicertain. For
mankind to appropriate to his own uses,

the potentialities of Nature, they must be

modified by the purposive, intelligent will

of man. This is an incentive to action,

and a glimpse of man's duty. It is not

merely theorizing about duty, to say that

it applies to the making of good, better.

It deals, in its widest sense, with intelli-

gent action which has for its righteous

aim the elimination of waste in all the

forms, that Nature shows us, abound
everj'where. It is not by damming of the

current, but by cutting new channels that

we may be benefited. The saving of the

waste heat in a locomotive by the method
we have mentioned is one of the best

channels in the making of which, we may
properly look for an adequate return, and
the full menial appreciation of this whole
matter, can only do us good and make
us ready, and widen our views, and sub-

sequently our action, in successful rail-

road operation.

Traffic Moving in Waves.

We are accustomed, by the use of terms

connected with the war, to refer to com-
panies or regiments following one another
in a continuous series of "waves," as they

go over the top. The word "waves," sig-

nifying groups or units of men, has be-

come quite familiar to readers of the war
news. We have had, chiefly owing to the

influenza epidemic and the war, a home
application of the idea of human waves,

and it has been applied to the handling of

traffic in the cities and the larger towns,

during the rush hours.

The daylight-saving idea has nothing to

do with the advantages of dividing the

starting, and the home-coming, traffic into

waves. In the daylight-saving scheme
only the hands of the clock were moved.
People who rise at 7 A. M. go on with

their daily work, no matter where the

dock hands have been officially placed

with reference to the sun. A certain time

is called five o'clock in the morning, win-

ter or summer, and all recognize it as

such, and the same sequence of house-

hold, domestic or civic events go on as

usual, and are carried out by all the

people together. Crowding and crush-

ing, as far as traffic is concerned, is not

altered.

Years ago. Sir Sandford Flemming,

who built the Inter-Colonial Railway in

Canada, evolved a plan for producing

what he called universal time. His idea

was to have 12 o'clock noon in London
the starting point for the whole develop-

ment. Workmen in London would go to

dinner at noon, but in Canada, being five

hours slower, the workman would eat his-

mid-day meal at what was to be called

5 P. M., though the sun was then at the

meridian. The object was to make the

same date and time apply to the whole

world, so that 2 P. M. on Sunday 3rd

November would mean one. and only one

thing wherever time was reckoned. This

pian, however, did not seek to break up-

or disarrange community life in any place.

Crowding at "rush hours" would remain

the same under Sir Sandford's plan as it

had previously existed.

The idea involved in "waves of traffic,"

does not alter the clock, but alters the

actions of people. Office hours are

nominally from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.. with

an hour for lunch. That is 7 working

hours a day. If one begins at 8 A. M.

and stops at 4 P. M., an equal number of

hours has been consumed in business. The
same holds good for a later start and a

later shut down, and it holds goods for

all intervening fractions of hours. If sec-

tion .\, of a city, opens and closes on the

even hours, and section B does similarly,

only with a quarter of an hour later start,

and close, and section C, similarly, but on

the even half hour, and section D. on the

three-quarters past, and E again on the

even hours, but one hour later than .\

;

we would have five successively released

"waves" of humanity, moving north ir

south, let us say. and the transportation

system handling the "wave tralfic." would
have the lime to do it in, lengthened about

equal to that in which the waves were re-

leased, and the peak of the load would'

appear flatter and longer.

This alteration shown on the time-and-

power curve of an electric system. wouW
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mean less crowding of the passengers, a

more expeditious and a safer handling

of the trains, and a less intensive ex-

penditure of power for a short time, by

the company. Both public and company

would reap benefits, which would be satis-

factory to each. The company could make

fewer cars perform the work as the time

of maximum exertion being lengthened,

some cars might be returned for a second

trip before the last "wave" appeared, and

probably electric equipment if speeded up,

would be able to cope with the increased

traffic, without as now, calling in an extra

and hitherto idle electric generator serv-

ice. The traveling public would be more

comfortable, as better accommodation

could be provided, and with the lengthen-

ing of headway time, without impairing

the service, greater security and greater

safety could be had in handling trains

on the "wave traffic" system.

There has hitherto been much bitter

feeling indulged in by the public toward

the transportation companies, much of

which has been amply justified, but the

war has shown us the immense ad-

vantages of intelligent co-operation, and

here, certain!}-, is one of the things where

public and company can co operate with

mutual benefit and profit, and the inestim-

able boon of an appreciable approach to

safe travel, can be satisfactorily brought

about.

New Car Conditions to Be Met.

It has been insisted upon by those in a

position to know, that if shippers of car

load lots used the same care in their load-

ing that the railroads and terminal of-

ficials use in loading less than car loads

of freight, the alleged shortage of rolling

stock would disappear. The waste of

car space is less than it was, but is still

very great according to Mr. E. Durand,

writing in the Bush Magazine. Last

spring the P. R. R. showed that if the

then wasted space were properly utilized

on its own system alone, it would be

equivalent to adding about 120,000 cars

to its equipment. Reinforcing this state

of affairs, the railways did increase the

car supply by about 114,000 cars by means

of intelligent loading.

Mr. Durand goes on to say: The chief

cause of under-loading is the so-called

"trade units." These units were origi-

nally established upon the basis of the

minimum car capacity fixed in the tariffs

of the carriers. Thus the trade unit for

oil in barrels is 6.S bbls., weighing 26,630

lbs. The maximum capacity of a 40-ft.

car, however, is 148 bbls., weighing 60,680

lbs. So it will be seen that more than

twice as many cars as necessary may be

employed in transporting oil in barrels.

The same fundamental evil obtains in

many trades. The normal "carload" of

frrtili/cr in bags, for example, is 250,

wcii-'hiiig 42.000 lbs., whereas a car of

100,000 lbs. capacity will accommodate 600

bags. The normal trade unit carload of

sugar is 400 bags, whereas 1,000 bags can

be shipped in a single car. When shipped

in barrels the trade unit is generally 100

bbls., weighing 37,820 lbs., whereas 244

bbls. weighing 90,960 lbs. can be accom-

modated.

Shippers who complain that they can-

not get cars and buyers who rave because

they cannot have deliveries are themselves

largely to blame. By continuing to abide

by trade customs which result in under-

loading cars they tie up railroad equip-

ment and in many instances demand twice

as many cars as are necessary to move
their commodity.

But the railroads can and do control the

amount packed in L. C. L. cars made up

at terminals from the mixed freight of-

fered by small shippers.

During the year ending last July the

seventy-seven railroads from which re-

ports were received handled 579,180 cars of

L. C. L. freight. During the year ending

July, 1916, the average loading was 11,619

lbs.; this year it was 13,927 lbs., or an

increase of almost 20 per cent. If the old

method of underloading had been fol-

lowed, it would have required 693,289

cars to move this freight instead of 579,180

cars, a saving (with expeditious repairs)

of 114,109 cars, practically given to the

railways.

For the most part, this underloading is

the result of habit, ignorance or careless-

ness. The buyer orders a "carload" of

this or that, specifying the number of

bags, barrels or bales. This number is the

general trade unit for a carload and was
established probably years ago when cars

were smaller and when railroads, eager

for business, set the minimum both for

number of pieces and for weight as low

as possible. The emergency of war calls

for an immediate revision of these stand-

ards. The buyer should inform himself

on what actually constitutes a carload and

place his orders accordingly. Where con-

ditions prevent his buying in full car

lots he might, with advantage to all con-

cerned, club his purchases with other buy-

iT'i so as to insure the hauling of full

cars. In this the shipper can co-operate

by intelligent combining of orders.

Government boards are now taking a

hand in solving this problem, but their

activities should be anticipated by ship-

pers eager to "do their bit." Every pur-

chaser and seller should feel his individ-

ual responsibility in the crisis and should

take the initiative as applied to his busi-

ness.

Honoring Locomotive Engineers

On some railroads the practice of paint-

ing the names of engineers on the cabs of

locomotives, signifying that the recipient

of this distinguishing mark had a long

and flawless record, seems to be growing

in popular favor. Some years ago it came
prominently into practice on the Erie by

naming the first Mallet compound Angus
Sinclair, our editor-in-chief and dean of

the apprenticeship system on the Erie.

The first triplex compound was named
for Matt Shay of the same road. Re-
cently General Superintendent J. J. Man-
tell, of the Erie, had two of the com-
pany's engineers' names painted on the

cabs of the locomotives they have been

driving, "for long service, strict attention

to duty, and loyalty." They are Sydney
Luckey and Charles Watts. Mr. Luckey,

of the Delaware division, has nearly fin-

ished forty-nine years of service, and
Mr. Watts, of the Buffalo division, forty-

three years.

Long service coupled with a good
record and unciuestioned loyalty to the

company served—which also would mean
loyalty to the public and to a personal

conception of duty—could not be more
fittingly recognized than by having the

name of the deserving engineman painted

on the cab of his engine. And the fact

that he might not at all times run the

same engine would not in the slightest

diminish the honor conferred. His name
would be where every one might see it,

and seeing it would spur other enginemen

to follow the example thus appropriately

emphasized.

That the practice appeals to tlie man-
aging officials of other systems is evi-

denced by the action of the Canadian Pa-

cific Railway in deciding recently on what
the management calls a "new policy."

Certain of the company's more than two
thousand locomotives are being named
after enginemen, who by meritorious con-

duct or by acts of special bravery, in

the opinion of the management, have
e.'irned the right to special distinction.

The names are incorporated in the

newly adopted insignia of the railway

—

a circular band enclosing a beaver

placed on a shield on which is painted the

Maple Leaf—Canada's emblem. The
name of the engineman is in letters of gold

upon a blue ground, which, with the green

leaf, the white shield and the brown
beaver, make a color combination pecu-

liarly striking and effective. This in-

signia is painted under the windows of

the engine cab, the most conspicuous

and at the same time most appropriate

position that could have been selected.

More than fifty locomotives in the pas-

senger service of the Canadian Pacific

now bear the names of enginemen. The
Canadian Pacific management says re-

garding this new policy: "The idea is

one which should appeal to every man
who knows the value of personality in

good railroading. It appeals to the

C. P. R. because it will make for efficiency

and encourage that cr/riV de corps which

is the keynote of the whole Canadian

Pacific Svstem."
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Air Brake Department
Differences Between PM Brake Equipment, High Speed Brake With Type L Triple Valve

and LN Equipment—Supplementary Reservoirs Should Be Used in Connection

With Type L Triple Valves

Certain questions have been raised in

reference to the use of supplementary

reservoirs, when cars are equipped with

them, it being the practice on some roads

to operate type L triple valves with the

supplementary reservoirs cut out. In

some instances it is said that cutting

them in is undesirable and that air brake

troubles are encountered through at-

tempting to operate LN equipment in

mixed trains, and an explanation of the

differences between these equipments has

been requested.

The quick action automatic brake con-

sists primarily of a brake cylinder for

utilizing the power of compressed air and

transmitting it through suitably arranged

foundation brake gear to become effect-

ive in bringing the shoes in contact with

the tread of the wheels, an auxiliary res-

ervoir proportioned to the size of the

brake cylinder employed and used to

store a volume of compressed air for the

operation of the brake piston of the

brake cylinder, and a triple valve known
as the type P, which consists mainly of

a piston and slide valve encased in suit-

able bushings and which is operated

through a differential in pressure obtained

betw'een the brake pipe and the auxiliary

reservoir. The" auxiliary reservoir is

charged through the triple valve fiom

the brake pipe pressure when the triple

valve is in release position, and at this

time the brake cylinder is open to the

atmosphere through the triple valve slide

valve. When a brake application is de-

sired, the brake pipe pressure is reduced

at a faster rate than at which it can flow

back from the auxiliary reservoir through

the triple valve feed groove into the

brake pipe, and this results in the dif-

ferential in pressure that causes the

movement of the triple valve parts to ad-

mit air pressure from the auxiliary res-

ervoir into the brake cylinder, applying

the brake, the movement of the parts to

application having severed communication

between the brake cylinder and the at-

mosphere. When a release of brakes is

desired, the brake pipe pressure is in-

creased above that remaining in the aux-

iliary reservoir, or the auxiliary reservoir

pressure may be reduced below that re-

maining in the brake pipe, and any such

difltercnce thus obtained moves the triple

valve parts to release position, opening

the brake cylinder to the atmosphere for

a release of brakes and recharging the

auxiliary reservoir.

Tlie triple valve also contains a series

of supplemental valves, which are oper-

ated by a sudden reduction of brake pipe

pressure or when the rate of brake pipe

reduction exceeds the capacity of the

service port of the triple valve to expand
auxiliary reservoir pressure into the

brake cylinder. This causes the triple

valve parts to travel their full stroke,

opening the brake pipe to the brake cylin-

der for the continuation of the brake pipe

reduction rate, or the initiation and

propagation of quick action throughout

the train, the intent being that the brakes

on a train may become fully applied

tliroughout in advance of any otherwise

violent change of slack in the train.

To change from the quick action brake

to the high speed or what is commonly
known as the PM equipment, it is only

necessary to increase the brake pipe pres-

sure to 110 pounds, and add a high speed

reducing valve to the brake cylinder, to

limit the service braking ratio of the car

to a predetermined figure. This valve

also reduces the initial emergency brak-

ing ratio in a limited space of time.

The type P triple valve may be changed

for one of the type L design, which is

then generally known as the high-speed

brake with type L triple valves ; this valve

contains all of the features of the P triple

valve and in addition a quick service and

quick recharge of the auxiliary reser-

voir.

If desired, a supplementary reservoir

may be added to the type L triple valve,

and the high-speed reducing valve re-

moved from the brake cylinder, and the

brake equipment will then be what is

known as the LN, having all of the fea-

tures of the high-speed brake and in ad-

dition a quick service, quick recharge of

the auxiliary reservoir, high emergency

brake cylinder pressure, graduated re-

lease and a safety valve feature. Com-
menting on these features separately

:

Quick Service.—When the triple valve

piston and slide valve are moved to ap-

plication position, for an application of

the brakes, an opening of a fixed size is

made from the brake pipe to the brake

cylinder, making a local brake pipe re-

duction at each triple valve, thus hasten-

ing the time of serial brake action

throughout a train of cars, or a certain

per cent of the brake pipe volume is

reduced at the triple valves which would

otherwise escape at the brake valve of

the locomotive or at some other brake

pipe opening, necessarily involving a
greater eleme'ht of time for the same
amount of brake pipe reduction to take

place. There is an unavoidable differ-

ence in time in the application of the

brake on the first and last cars in a train,

during service operation, and this serial

hastening of the brake pipe reduction
and consequently the application of the

rear brakes of the train, materially as-

sists in reducing the velocity differences

between the various cars of a train, the

velocity differences or differences in

speed between cars of a train being the

cause of shocks in trains during brake
applications resulting in what is fre-

quently termed "rough handling," and
results in damage to equipment and slid

flat wheels, through the fact that the

change in speed through shock suddenly

accelerates certain cars in a train to a
greater speed than the wheel can instantly

increase in speed with the brake shoe ap-

plied, with the result that the adhesion

between the wheel and rail is broken and
the wheel slides. The damage to equip-

ment through shocks during brake appli-

cations cannot be disregarded when it is

known an elaborate series of scientific

tests have demonstrated that when the

difference in speed between two cars is

only one mile per hour, the impact or

blow resulting is approximately equal to

the weight of one car, both weights

being equal, or where one car is lighter

than the other the force of the impact is

equal in proportion to the weight of the

lighter car to that of the heavier in per

cent. With trains of ten cars and both

front and rear portions solidly bunched

(slack out of couplings) an impact or

blow of 400,000 pounas has been obtained

through the influence of unequal braking

effect, or through velocity differences

produced by differences in time of serial

brake action, hence the importance of a

quick service feature which tends to min-

imize the shocks which are frequently of

such violence that only the capacity of

the draft gear to absorb shocks prevents

the breaking of couplings. This is recog-

nized to such an extent that where traffic

conditions are exceedingly heavy the air

brake is operated by electric current (and

certain railroads are equipping steam

road trains with electro-pneumatic

brakes) for the express purpose of elim-

inating the time element incident to serial

action of brakes.

Quick Recharge.—The quick recharge
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•of the auxiliary reservoir is obtained frotii

tbe supplementary reservoir, whicli has a

stored volume of 2]/^ times that of the

auxiliary reservoir, these sizes varying

v.ith the size of the brake cylinder. In

this manner the auxiliary reservoir is re-

charged for subsequent brake applications

at approximately the same rate that the

brake pipe pressure can be increased from

the main reservoir of the locomotive, the

first consideration having been to provide

for repeated applications of the brakes

without materially depleting the braking

force; or through which four or five full

service applications of the brake may be

made without any recharge of the system

from the locomotive, and if an emergency

should arise a braking force equal to that

employed with the high speed brake with

full pressure could still be obtained. The

result that has been incidentally obtained

is that as the au.xiliary reservoirs are re-

charged from the supplementary reser-

voirs there is no drain on the brake pipe

during a release of brakes, that is, some

auxiliary reservoirs are not absorbing

brake pipe pressure from the head end

of the train at a rate that is in excess

of the capacity of the air compressor be-

fore the rear brakes have received an in-

crease of brake pipe pressure necessary

-to produce a movement of the triple valve

parts to release position. This resulting

in the failure of brakes to release and the

consequent sliding of wheels, to say noth-

ii!g of the rough handling through trying

to start a train with some of the lirakes

applied.

(To he continued.)

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
Locomotive Air Brake Inspection.

(Continued from page 356, A'o;'.. 1918)

567. Q.—Why does the low presnirc

piston not work against a Iiitjhcr pressure

tlian 40 lbs. when the compressor is in

good conditifjn?

A.—The air is only delivered to the

high pressure cylinder during the first

stage of compression.

568. Q.—Where is it delivered from

the high pressure cylinder ?

A.—To the main reservoir.

569. Q.—Which is the type of com-

pressor of next highest efficiency'

.•\.—Tiie duplex type.

570. Q.—Why so?

A.—Because it also compresses air in

two st;iees.

571. Q.—As to percentage of efficiency

under average conditions of service, what

per cent, of a cylinder full of free air

does a 9': ins. pumi' deliver on each

stroke of the piston?

.•\,—.M.ou; fX) |icr cent.

572. Q—The 11 ins. jnimp?

A.—About 68 per cent.

573. -'ll'.e <!uplcx types of com-

pressors

-

.\.- .\bout 'h i'cr cent.

574. Q.—The cross compound com-

pressor?

A.—About 87 per cent.

575. Q.—Why has the 11 ins. pump a

higher per cent, of efficiency than the 9'/!

ins. pump, both being single stage com-

pressors.

A.—Principally on account of the 11

ins. pump having a 12 ins. stroke and

the 9'4 ins. having but a 10 ins. stroke.

576. Q.—Is the higher air delivery ef-

ficiency of the compound compressor the

only reason for its general adoption for

railroad service?

.\.—No ; it also shows a 50 per cent,

or more saving in coal consumption for

a given amount of air compressed, over

that of the single stage compressors.

577. Q.—Is there any distinction be-

tween the terms "single stage" and "single

acting" as applied to 9y2 ins. and 11 ins.

pumps ?

A.—Yes, the term "single acting" is

usually applied lo pumps that deliver a

cylinder full of air on each cycle, a com-

plete revolution, or two strokes, such as

compressors used in electric service.

578. Q.—The 9J.2 ins, and 11 ins. pumps

are then termed as what?

A.—"Double acting" but "single stage"

pumps as the air is delivered from the

same cylinder in which it is compressed

in its first stage.

579. Q.—Why does the cross compound

compressor show- the remarkable saving

in coal consumption on an equal air de-

livery?

.'\.—Because the steam cylinders are

compounded, and only a high pressure

sleam cylinder full of steam is used on

each stroke, the exhaust steam from the

h.uh iiressure cylinder performs the work

in the low pressure steam cylinder.

580. Q.—How is this steam cylinder

efficiency determined '

.\.—By noting the number of pipuiuls of

sleam consumed by each tyjie of com-

pressor per hundred cu. ft. of free air

compressed and making a comparison.

5X1. O.—What is meant by a pound of

sleam ?

.\.—.\n amount of steam that when con-

ch used composes one pound of water.

552. O.—IIow much coal does it take

to evaiioratc one pound of water?

:\.— It varies with the grade of coal,

but it is generally assumed that one pound

..f coal will evaporate se\eii pounds of

water.

553. Q. With tlie average boiler pres-

sures carried on locomotives, and the

cmiprcssors working against lit) lbs. air

jiressure, about how many iiouuds of

steam is required to compress 100 cu. ft

of free air with an 11 ins pump?
.\.—.About 60 lbs. per liuiidred cu. ft.

of air.

554. Q.— .\bout how nuicb steam with

tlie cross compound compressor under the

s.inie c<]ndilion .'

A.—About 25 lbs.

585. Q.—Does exhaust steam alone

operate the low pressure steam and high

pressure air pistons of the compound

compressor?

A.—No, these pistons are assisted by

compressed air from the low pressure

air cylinder.

586. Q.—Is live steam used in the low

pressure cylinder at any time?

A.—Not unless there is some leakage

past the high pressure piston packing

rings or through the steam cylinder

gaskets.

587. Q.~Why is a single stage com-

pressor so wasteful in the use of steam

and consequently waste of fuel?

.\.—Because there is no iioint of cut

off. In steam distribution, as in a loco-

motive valve gear, there is a cut-off

point, but by a compressor a measure

of steam is required to compress an

equal amount of free air. Live steam

is compressed for the entire stroke of the

piston and the highest steam cylinder

pressure is obtained at the extreme end

of the stroke.

"588. Q.—Why is the highest steam

pressure reached at the end of the stroke?

A.—-Because the air pressure reaches its

maximum at the end of the stroke.

589. Q.—How does the distance of the

piston stroke vary in the single stage

pumps ?

A.—.\t a low air pressure, the piston

travels practically the entire stroke,

through the cylinder, but at a higher pres-

sure it does not travel quite so far.

590. Q.—Why is this?

A.—The piston movement near the end

of the stroke reduces in speed with an

increase in the pressure the piston is

working against, this permitting more

time for the steam valve mechanism to

operate and reverse the movement of

the piston.

591. <J. .\n(l the result?

A.
—

'riie piston movement is reversed a

trifle further away from the end of its

stroke, changing the length or distance

of the jiiston movement.

592. Q.—How is the air compressor

tested for efficiency?

A.--By working it at a specified rate

of speed against an opening to the at-

mosphere of a fixed size and noting the

air pressure that is maintained.

593. Q. What size of opening is used

for the 8'/. ins. compressor as specified

by the federal Regulations?

A.—9-32 of an inch.

594. Q. What is the rate of speed for

the test'

A.- 100 sincle strokes of the low pres-

sure air piston per minute.

595. O.—Wli.it air pressure is to be

maintained?

A.-60 lbs.

596. Q.—What is tiie size of the open-

ing to test the 11 ins. compressor?
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A.—3-16 of an inch.

597. Q.—What rate of speed should it

he run ?

A.— 100 single strokes per minute.

, 598. Q.—What pressure should be

maintained?

A.—60 lbs.

599. Q.—What is the rate of speed,

size of opening, and pressure to be main-

tained for testing the 9>4 ins. compressor?

A.— 11-64, opening, 120 single strokes

per minute, pressure to be maintained at

60 lbs.

600. Q.—What are these same figures

for the N. Y. S-B compressor?

A.— 100 strokes, 15-64 opening. 60 lbs.

pressure.

601. Q.—For the N. Y. 6-A?

A.—100 strokes, 13-64 opening, 60 lbs.

j)ressure.

602. Q.—What other expression is

sometime used to express 120 single

strokes?

A.—60 cycles.

603. Q.—What if these compressors do
.not maintain the air pressure against the

specified size of opening, or if a faster

speed is required to maintain this pres-

sure?

A.—The compressor is unfit for further

service.

604. Q.—Is it a violation of the law to

xun a compressor in this condition?

.A..—Yes.

605. Q.—Can these rates of speed for

test be changed under any particular

condition without violating the regula-

.ticns ?

A.—Yes, for altitudes over 1,000 ft.

606. Q.—Explain how the number of

the strokes can be increased per minute
to compensate for lower atmospheric
,pressure at higher altitudes?

A.—For altitudes over 1,000 ft. above
the sea level the speed may be increased

5 single strokes per minute, and 5 addi-

.tjonal strokes for each increase of 1,000

ft. in altitude, all other reiiuiremcnts of
the test remaining the same.

(To be continued.)

Train Handling

iContiiiucd from page 357, Nov., 1918)

589. Q.—What bad results are obtained
from using an excessive amount of oil

an the air cylinders?

A.—The valves, ports and passages are
gummed up causing the compressor to

run hot and very materially reduce its

efficiency.

590. Q.—.Any other bad effect witli the

large capacity compressors?
A.—It causes the intermediate air

valves to stick open and cause cnijine

failures, through failure of the C(im-

pressor to maintain the required air pres-

sure.

591. Q.—What effect has the sticking
of valves on the compressor bracket
studs?

A.—The heavy poimd resulting causes
the bracket to loosen and break off studs

in the boiler.

592. Q.—How should air cylinders be
lubricated when they have oil pipes at-

tached to the locomotive lubricators?

A.—With 8 or 10 drops per cylinder

when the compressor is started, and then
the feed should be closed off tightly.

593. Q.~Should the air cylinders not
be fed continuously?

A.—L'nder no circumstances, they
should not be oiled again until the end
of the trip unless they start groaning.

594. Q.—Should they be lubricated at

the end of the trip?

A.—Y'es, before the engine goes on
the fire track, each cylinder should be
given 8 or 10 drops both steam and air.

595. Q.—What is the object?

A.—To have the cylinders well lubri-

cated before the fire is being cleaned, as

the compressors will be run for a con-
siderable length of time without receiv-

ing any lubrication whatever.

596. Q.—Should a compressor be run
on the fire track?

A.—Not if it can be avoided.

597. Q.—Why not?

A.—Because ashes and cinders will be
drawn into the cylinders, clogging the

air strainers and cutting the cylinders.

598. Q.—Why are they generally per-

mitted to be run on the fire track?

A.—To avoid the lesser of two evils,

someone might forget to re-open the

tlirottle and have an accident.

599. Q.—What bad results are en-

countered from nmning a compressor at

too high a rate of speed?

A.—It tends to cause overheating and
consequently bad results in general.

600 Q.—How is the pump run when
it is found to be excessively heated?

A.—The compressor is to be well oiled

and the speed reduced to as low a figure

as possible and still maintain the air

pressure.

601. Q,—What bad etTect has an over-

heated compressor on the rest of the

brake equipment?

.\.—-The hot and burning oil will usu-

ally be scattered through the brake ap-

paratus and result in defective operation

of the pressure controllers and produce
hard handling brake valves.

602. Q.—An overheated compressor
can then be considered as what?

-A.—.About the most serious and annoy-
ing disorder of the entire brake equip-

ment.

603. Q.—^What is the recommended
speed for air compressors?

.A.—Not over 70 cycles or 140 single

strokes per minute.

604 Q.—What other part of the com-
pressor requires lubrication ?

A.—The piston rods, where a well

oiled swab should he maintained.

^S. Q.—Of what particular oenefit is

this?

.\.— It prolongs the life of the rod pack-
ing, and if metallic packing is used a well
oiled swab is absolutely necessary.

606. Q.—What part of the air com-
pressor is il important to keep clean?

A.—The air strainers.

607. Q.—Should this be done by wiping
them with waste?

A.—No; this only closes the holes in

the strainers, they should be removed and
either be cleaned in lye water or be blown
out with a jet of steam.

608. Q.—What kind of a strainer

should be used?

A.—One in which the air admitted to

the cylinder must pass through curled
hair, which will prevent dirt from enter-
ing and tend to keep the cylinders from
being oiled through the strainers.

609. Q.—When should drain cocks in

the steam cylinders be opened?
A.—When the throttle is shut off in

the engine house or storage yard.

610. Q.—What causes compressors to

make a short stroke?

A.—Defects of the reversing valves or
valve rods.

611. Q.—What when they work with
uneven strokes?

A.—Defects of the air valves or air

piston packing rings.

612. Q.—What causes a blow back at

the air strainers?

A.—Leaky receiving valves.

613. Q.—What causes a constant in-

rush at the receiving valves or air strain-

ers of the single stage compressors?
A.—Partly closed air strainers.

614. Q.—What causes a poor suction

at the air strainers?

A.—Usually leaky air piston packing
rings or badly leaking discharge valves.

615. Q.—What operates the steam
valve of a pum]) governor?

•A.—The governor piston.

616. Q.— .\nd the piston is operated by
what ?

A.—Main reservoir pressure.

617. Q.—Where should air pressure be
discharging while the governor is in con-

trol of the compressor?

A.—From the vent port through the

casing below the diaphragms.

618. Q.—The effect of this port is

stopped up?

A.—The governor will not be sensitive

to regulate reservoir pressure.

619. Q.—What would be wrong if there

was a waste of air at that point while the

main reservoir pressure was considerably

below the standard?

-A.—It would be due to a leaky dia-

phragm valve.

620. Q.—What would be the effect of

a stopped up waste pipe'

.A.—The governor would not stop the

compressor when the desired main reser-

voir pressure has been obtained.
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621. Q.—The compressor delivers the

air pressure direct to where?

A.—The main reservoir.

622. Q.—What other two reservoirs

are found on engines equipped with the

ET or LT brake?

.*\.—The distributing valve or control

valve reservoir and the brake valve equal-

izing reservoir.

623. Q.—Where docs main reservoir

pressure end?

A.— .At the rotary valve seat of the

automatic brake valve, and the supply

valve and regulating valve seats of the

feed valve and reducing valves.

624. Q.—It also flows to?

-A.—The application portion of the dis-

tributing valve, to the air gauge and the

pump governor.

625. Q.—Where docs brake pipe pres-

sure begin ?

A.— .-Vt llic regulating and supply valves

of the fec<l valve.

626. Q.—.And ends where on its way
to the distributing valve reservoir?

A.— .*\t the pressure chamber feed

groove.

627. Q.—What is the pressure sur-

rounding the equalizing slide valve of the

distributing valve termed?

A.—Pressure chamber pressure.

628. Q.—What is the independent

brake valve used for?

A.—To operate the brakes on tlie loco-

motive alone.

629. U-— \\ hat pressures do tlie differ-

ent hands of the air gauges register?

A.—Large gauge, red hand main reser-

voir, black hand equalizing reservoir,

small gauge, red hand brake cylinder,

black hand brake pipe.

''30. Q—.\t what point in the brake

pipe is the black hand tube of the small

gauge connected ?

A.—Below the brake valve cut out

cock.

631. Q- -For what purpose?
.\.—To indicate the brake pipe pressure

at all times regardless as to whetlier the

engine is the first or subsequent engine

in double heading.

632. Q.— What is the correct air pres-

sure to be carried in the brake pipe and

brake cylinders?

A.- 45 lbs. brake cylinder, 70 lbs.

freight 110 passenger unless olberwise

specified by special instructions.

(To he cnnlinucd)

Car Brake Inspection.

(Co,ttinui-d from /'a,;'C 357, Nov.. 1918)

533. Q.— Is the broken graduating

spring certain to cause undesired quick

cction ?

.\.—Practically nothing is positively

certain in connection with this disorder.

On a very short train it is likely to cause

it, but on a long train the brake pipe

reduction will be at a slower rate and

the au.xiliary reservoir pressure can re-

duce as fast as the brake pipe pressure

reduces and there will be no work for

the graduating siiring to do.

534. Q.—How about a broken grad-

uating pin ?

A.—-With the triple valve otherwise in

good condition the broken graduating pin,

while not permitting the graduating valve

to open, will in a long train have no

n(Jticeable effect. The triple valve mov-
ing slowly will pass service position and

expand au.xiliary reservoir pressure into

the brake cylinder through the port in the

slide valve seat and past the emergency
piston at as fast a rate as the brake pipe

pressure is lowering and quick action will

not occur, but on a short train it is very

likely to cause undesired quick action.

535. Q.—What effect has an unusual-

ly short piston travel ?

A.—If extremely short the auxiliary

reservoir has insufficient space to expand

into, and it may cause sufficient difference

in pressure to move the triple valve to

emergency position.

536. Q.—Is there anything else that

may contribute?

.\.— It may be contributed to by the dif-

ference in the expansion of metals under

different temperatures, to moisture in the

brake pipe, freezing of the moisture, or to

the contraction of compressed air when it

is delivered by an overheated air com-
pressor.

537. Q.— Please explain mamur in

which undesired quick action results from

a high temperature of the compressed

air?

A.—When compressed air is heated it

is expanded and shows what may be

lirnied an unreal pressure or a iiressure

partly due to temperature, and as the

ieni[)erature is lowered the compressed

air instantly contracts with a resultant

l')wering of pressure. Therefore if a

brake pipe reduction is started with the

pressure under an abnormal temperature

the sudden lowering or contraction may
add to the reduction sulficiently to lower

brake pipe pressure at a rate in excess of

that permissible for service operation and

(luick action may be the result.

538. Q.—How much pressure in the

brake cylinder is required to prevent a

quick action or emergency application?

.\.—.Xfter about 25 or 30 lbs. brake

cylinder pressure is obtained quick action

will not be transmitted and if the brake

valve is placed in emergency full service

operation only will occur.

SSH'A. Q.—What is the principal dif-

ference between the freight and passenger

car brake installation?

.\.
—

'Ihe passenger triple valves are of

a larger size and bolted to the pressure

bead of the brake cylinder, while on the

freight car the triple valve, cast iron

auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder are

u>ually bolle<i together.

539. Q.—Why is this arrangement on
the freight car?

A,—To economize in the space to be

taken up by the brake equipment.

540. Q.—Is this method of installation

ever varied ?

A.—Yes, sometimes the brake cylinder

is detached from the auxiliary reservoir

and triple valve.

541. Q.—What are these brakes

termed?

A.—The combined and detached types.

542. Q.—How does air pressure pass

from the triple valve through the auxiliary

reservoir into the brake cylinder?

A.—Through a tube running through

the reservoir.

543. Q.—What other valve is attached

to the auxiliary reservoir?

A.—The release valve.

544. Q.—What valve is attached to the

triple valve exhaust port?

.\.—The retaining valve.

545. Q.—What is it used for?

A.—To retain a certain amount of air

pressure in the brake cylinder while the

triple valve is in relase position recharg-

ing the auxiliary reservoir.

546. Q.—When is the valve used?

A.—In descending heavy grades.

547. Q.—What indicates when the

valve is, or is not, in operation?

A.—The position of the valve handle

when vertical the retaining valve is not

in operation, when at horizontal or at an

angle of 45 degs. the valve is in opera-

tion.

548. Q.—-How many types of valves

are in general use?

A.—There are quite a number, but prin-

cipally weight and spring pressure types,

both single and double pressure.

549. Q.—What pressure does the single

pressure type maintain in the brake

cylinder?

A.—Usually 15 to 17 lbs.

550. Q.—.And the double pressure

valve ?

A.—There are a variety, retaining 10-

20, 15-30 and 25-50.

551. Q,—What generally governs the

type of valve that is used?

A.—The capacity and light weight of

the car.

552. Q.— Which is the high pressure

position of a double pressure valve?

A.—Half way between horizontal and

vertical.

553. Q.— -Are retaining valves fur-

nished for passenger cars?

A.—Yes, in almost as large a variety as

for freight cars.

554. Q.— What type of valve is recom-

mended for both freight and passenger

cars?

A.—-The spring type.

555. Q—Why?
A.—The spring is more accurate in

seating the valve than the weight.

556. Q.—What improvement is there in

this type of valve?
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A-—Provision is made for attaching an
air gauge for a brake cylinder and re-
taining valve pipe test.

557. Q.—What railroads use retaining
valves on passenger cars?

A.—Usually those operating over very
mountainous districts.

558. Q.—Are all freight cars equipped
with retaining valves?

A.—All freight cars otTered in inter-

change must be equipped with them.
559. Q.—What are the names of the

air pipes on a freight car?

A.—Brake pipe and retaining valve
pipe.

560. Q.—How many branches has the
brake pipe?

A.—One, leading to the triple valve.
561. Q.—And with the detached type

of brake?

A.—A brake cylinder pipe, leading from
the au.xiliary reservoir to the brake
cylinder.

562. Q.—What does the branch to the
triple valve contain?

A.—A stop cock and centrifugal dirt
collecter.

563. Q.—What is the object of the cut
out cock?

A.—To prevent air from passing to the
triple valve when the brake is cut out.

564. Q.—What is the object of the
dirt collecter?

•'^—To collect dust or foreign matter
that may be passing from the brake pipe
toward the triple valve.

565. Q.—How does it collect the dirt?
A.—The air passing through it must

move in a circular swirl and pass out at
the top of the cock.

566. Q.—And this permits?
A-—The dust and other matter to col-

lect at the bottom through centrifugal
force and gravity.

567. Q.—How can it be told when the
dirt collector is on backwards?
A.—.^n arrow cast on the body indi-

cates the direction in which air sliould
pass.

568. Q.—How is a dirt collc.tor
cleaned ?

A.—By removing the plug at the bottom
of the collector and emptying it and blow-
ing it out with brake pipe air before re-
placing the plug.

569. Q._How often should this be
done?

A.—Every time the triple valve receives
attention.

(To be continued)

A meeting of the New York R.R. Club
was held November 15. The subject of
"Fuel Conservation" was discussed by
Eugene McAuliffe, manager fuel con-
servation section. United States Railroad
Administration; Robert Collett and H. C.
Woodbridge, regional supervisors, fuel
conservation section, Eastern and Alle-
gheny regions; and E. J. Pearson, fed-
eral manager.

The Theory of the Injector.

Nearly everyone knows that the steam
injector was invented in 1858 by a French
engineer named H. V. Gifford, but it was
a long time after that any satisfactory
statement of the cause was forthcoming
as to the ability of steam to force water
into the boiler from which the steam was
originally drawn. In fact, as late as 1873,
Dr. Henry Evers in his book. Steam and
the Steam Engine, says: "This is a
novel contrivance for feeding boilers, fast
superseding all other of feed, but no con-
vincing explanation of its action has been
offered."

Later years have brought fuller knowl-
edge. The cause is generally stated as
the result of the high velocity of the
steam, which is comparatively a light
I'ody, giving motion to the heavy body of
water with which it commingles in the
combining tube, and increasing the veloc-
ity of the water sufficiently to overcome
the pressure of the steam in the boiler.
Forny very beautifully illustrates thid
principle by taking as an example a light

wooden, or a hollow ball, which readily
floats on water, and shows no tendency
to stay down, if plunged below the sur-
face. Such a ball, if thrown on water,
smiply makes a splash, but does not sink.
If, however, the ball be dropped from a
height, it will go down a considerable dis-
tance in the water before its natural buoy-
ancy will cause it to push itself up to the
surface, where it will float. This ex-
ample is intended to emphasize, when
applied to the injector, the effect of the
velocity of the water which has been
forcibly urged on the action of the steam.

This explanation is apt enough, but
there are other things which help toward
the final result. One of these is that the
steam coming in contact with the water
al the nozzle of the steam tube condenses,
and by the formation of a partial vacuum
rapidly makes way for more steam to fol-

low, and this condensation of steam tends
to increase the velocity of the following
steam, and so hasten it in imparting its

motion to the water. It also heats the
water and renders its entry into the boiler
in the hot state, one of the economies
which is justly claimed for the injector.

The tapering form of the combining
tube augments the velocity of the whole,
as is the case with any tapering nozzle
where a given volume of water must pass
through a small opening in the same time
that an equal volume of water could flow
through a larger orifice. The rapidly mov-
ing mass, heated and mixed in the com-
bining tube, enters the delivery tube across
a short opening leading to the overflow.
The delivery tube is made so that its

smaller end is the entrance end for the

water flow, and in this the delivery tube
is diflferent from the forms of the steam
nozzle or the combining tube. The object
of this widening of the delivery tube as

the water passes through it, may not be
apparent at first sight, but by a well-
known hydro-dynamic principle the mov-
ing water loses slightly in velocity, but
gains in pressure, until it rises sufficiently
to overcome the boiler steam pressure and
enter.

Perhaps a reference to one of the many
and instructive experiments made by Pas-
cal, may help us to understand the prin-
ciple of which we have just spoken. As
long ago as 1647 this celebrated French
geometrician, philosopher and writer,
performed the experiment of bursting a
keg filled with water by the addition of a
small quantity of the same liquid. He
fitted into the upper head of a strong
cask a tube of small diameter and about
34 ft. long. The cask being filled with
water, closely and securely made water-
tight, and able to stand a considerable
internal pressure, had the tube of small
diameter fitted tightly into it. When the
long slender tube was only partly filled

with water the cask gave way and burst
from excessive internal pressure. This
internal pressure was the same as if the
slender tube had been of the same diam-
eter as the cask, or even greater. The
flow of water in at the small end of the
delivery tube, encountering a constantly
widening pathway, is in a way analogous
to the slender tube and the cask, in Pas-
cal's experiment in hydrodynamics.
There is, however, another action of the

moving water imder all the conditions
we have endeavored to describe, which
adds its quota to the general result. It is

here that the matter of shock, or blow oi

impact comes in. The blow of the moving
water which had its velocity increased by
the formation of the partial vacuum at the
end of the steam tube, and again lost some
of its velocity while gaining pressure in

its progress through the delivery tube,

strikes the under side of the top check.
The sudden impact of the water unseats
the valve and gives passage to the fluid.

The eff^ect of the overflow had been made
to act where the water left the com-
bining tube and ente.cd the delivery tube.

This tul)e permits the water to flow-

to the atmosphere without encountering
any opposing pressure, and the flow con-
tinues until sufficient velocity and pressure
are generated in the delivery tube to un-
seat the top check and flow into the boiler,

when we say the injector is "working."
The shock of the water on the underside
of the top check is like the light, yet

efficacious, blow of a tack-hammer, which
might disengage a detent, from which
hung a heavy weight, though upon the

weight, the light hammer blow would
make no impression of itself alone.

It will thus be seen that the injector did

not come in its present perfected state

from the hands of the original inventor,

but has been largely improved by many
distinguished engineers, several of them
being Americans.
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Electrical Department
No-Voltage Control—Electric Railway Equipment—Control of Railway Equipment-

What Is Meant by Bridging System ?

In our April issue we discussed the use

of no-voltage control for electric railway

equipments. We have had several in-

quiries asking for additional explanation

on one or two points. In order that all

may get the benefit we will explain them
here.

In the case of electric operation using

the third rail to carry the power to the

electric trains, it is not possible to have a

continuous third rail as is possible with

an overhead conductor or trolley wire.

Cross-overs, turn-outs, etc., make it neces-

sady to break the third rail and "gaps"

therefore exist. These gaps are in many
cases longer than the cars, so that each

car of the train as it passes through the

gap loses the power. The loss of power
may be of very short duration, or it may
he as much as several seconds, depending

on the speed of the train, and on the

length of the gap.

A moment's thought will show one that

it would be next to impossible for the

motorman to throw "on" and "off" the

master controller at the head end of a

train, made up of, say, ten cars as oper-

ated in the New York subway, so that

each car would be "off" as it passed

through the gap and "on" immediately

after. Some means is necessary to auto-

matically deal with this situation, so that

Fig. 1 is pulled up by the magnetic

troller "on" in the full running position

and pay no attention to the gaps, no mat-

ter at what speed the train may be run-

ning: knowing that each car will auto-

matically take care of itself without dam-
age to ihc equipment, and any jar will

be imperceptible to the passengers.

When the train takes a cross-over or

passes through a gap, the electric power
is disconnected from ihc car due to the

contact shoes leaving the third rail. The
switches, used to connect the power to

the motors, open and the car is in the

"off" po>;ition altliough the motornian li.cs

not thrown off the controller. .-Xs soon as

the current is asain connected to the

car. due to the third rail shoes making
roniart with the third rail, the switilics

comr in again ste]) by step in ihc same
fcquenrc as if the motorman had thrown
<iff the controller and notched it up

again. In other words, an automatic fea-

ture mu>^t be installed which will allow

each car to function by itself, deiiendintr

on whether it is in contact with the third

rail or not. and thus prevent "surging"

between cars in the same train.

To obtain this automatic functioning

of the control apjiaraius, two small pieces

of apparatus, termed relays, are used.

One is the no-voltage relay and the other

is the limit relay or limit switch, as it is

sotuetimes called.

The no-voltage relay consists of a

large number of turns of small wire

wound on a spool. One end of the coil

is brought to the lead connecting with the

third rail shoes, and the other end is con-

nected to the ground, so that whenever
the third rail shoe is on tlie third rail,

this coil is energized. There is a pull on

the plunger and the disc (d) is held in

contact with and connects together the two
control wires shown in Fig. 1. The disc

(d) is held in this position at all times

when the shoes, or one shoe of the one

car, is in contact with the third rail, pro-,

viding that power is on the rail. The
control wires, used to control the opera-

600(v)
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tion of the switches, are >o arranged thai

the two control wires, miming to the no-

voltage relay must be connected together,

in order that the switches may come in

and power be connected to the motors.

Even if the master controller at the head

end of the train be in the full running

position, the switches will be out, and no

current will be flowing to the motors if

the two control wires on the no-voltage

relay are not connected. We have men-
tioned just above that these wires are

connected when the coil is energized. It

is iierfectly clear, then, that as the shoes

on any particular car leave the third rail

at the gap there is no power, the coil is

i;ot energized and the switches fall out,

I'.ven if the switches stayed in. there

would be no power to the tuotor, so the

(|ue-~(ion arises, what benefit is gained by

droiiping them out. or having them
'ipeued: It is to get ready for the i)Ower

again. If the train proceeded at a uni-

*'orm rate through the gap. there is no

particular benefit gained by having the

switches drop out; but suppose the gap

was long, as on a lad<ier track, and that

the train slowed down, then it is very es-

sential to have the s«itclie< drop out in-

dependent of tlie niotorinan. so tliat when
the electric power is again connected to

the car, there will not be a heavy rush of

electric current due to the switches being

all in while the car is operating at a slow

speed, but the switches will come in step

by step as if the train was starting up
from a standstill. Another condition

would exist where the train w'ould be

standing still with, say, the first 3 or 4

cars in contact with the third rail and

the remaining cars in the gap. The
switches on the dead cars should not

begin to come in until the respective

shoes of each car come in contact with

the third rail, otherwise each car, if the

switches were in, would jerk badly as

the power was "picked up."

We have explained that it is necessary

for the no-voltage relay to be energized

and the disc (d) connecting together the

two contacts, before the electrical

switches can come in. This relay deter-

n.ines whether the switches are to be in

or not, but does not have any control over

the speed that the switches will come in

at. Some provision is necessary so that

the speed will not be too rapid, and the

limit relay is therefore used. The Umit

relay is made up of a few turns of heavy

copper strap, through which passes every

hit of current taken by one motor. The
plunger, to which is fastened the disc (c)

Fig. 1. is pulled up by the magnetic

pull in the few turns of the strap. The
plunger is loaded, that is, weighted, so

that a certain amount of current must

pass through the coil before it will raise.

Each switch is interlocked by the preced-

ing one ; that is. No. 2 switch can not

come in until No. 1 has come in nor No.

3 before No. 2. Moreover, tliis progres-

sion of switches is controlled by the limit

relay. .As long as the disc (ci is in con-

tact with tile control wires the switches

will continue to come in, but as soon as

the plunger rises the progression of

switches will stop, and will not commence,

again until the plunger has fallen down
again. We have pointed out that the limit

relay coil is energized by the current jiass-

ing through one motor. The abo\e state-

ment means tliat as long as the motor cur-

rent is above a certain value, the plunger

is held up ancl no more current can pass

to the motor until this value lias been

reduced.

Now, what reduces this current value

to the motor "•' We know that as the car

speeds up. the motor current will fall. Be-

rause there is a choking action in the

motor itself, called the back electro-

motive force, and this back electro-motive

force increases w-ith the speed of the

motor. It never reaches the value of the

impressed voltage, because there is always
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a flow of current going to the motor, not

from it.

When the current falls to a certain

value, depending on ]he weight of the

plunger, the plunger will fall, as it is

heavier than the magnetic pull. Contact

is made on the control wires and another

switch comes in, cutting out a step of re-

sistance; more current flows to the motor

and the plunger is held up until, with the in-

creased speed of the car, the back electro-

motive force increases to a value where

the current is choked back so that another

switch can come in. This is repeated for

each step of the resistance until the

.switches are all .in.

From the above it should be clear that

if the train was running at, say, 10 miles

per hour when the current was permitted

to flow, that the back electro-motive force

would be considerably more than the volt-

age received at the motor, so that several

steps of the switches would have to occur

before sufficient increase of voltage would
be obtained at the motor, to overcome the

back electro-motive force by a sufficient

amount to give current value enough to

raise the relay and prevent further pro-

gression of switches. If the speed w-as 15

miles per hour more switches would have

to come in before progression would be

stopped ; and if 20 miles an hour, all the

switches could come in, as at that speed

the back electro-motive force would be

sufficient to prevent a flow of current of

such a value as to raise the relay. The
operation is automatic and "fool proof."

The car adjusts itself to the conditions so

that smooth operation is obtained through

gaps, cross-overs, etc.

The operation anioimts to this. The
switches are all "out" while in a gap.

The current finds its power reduced by

the back electro-motive force, its own
entrance produced. This force is always

less than that from the third rail. As
speed increases, more third-rail current

enters, and a limit switch acts. The
whole operation goes on again on a larger

scale until limit switch No. 2 acts, and so

on up to iinrnial.

Control for Electric Railway Equip-
ments—What Is Meant by the

Bridging System.

We have all ridden in electric cars or
trains, and have probably noticed that
there is a wide variation in the operation
as far as smoothness is concerned. In the
case of the trolley car the smoothness of
operation depends on the way the ni .t.ir-

nian handles the controller. If he u-es
due care and thought, fairly sm .oth

operation can be obtained. If, however,
he has no thought of the comfort t.j the
passengers, very jerky operation will re-
sult from too rapid manipulation of the
controller handle. The smoothness of
the street car is entirely in the hands of
the motorman, as there are no automatic

features to regulate the maximum amount
of current which can be taken by the

motor, but will correspond to the rapidity

of movement of the controller handle.

When we come to subway and elevated

trains of the multiple unit system, auto-

matic regulation is used. We have de-

scribed how the automatic regulation is

obtained in another article, namely,

by using a no-voltage and limit relay. To

Trolley

We must now look for the reason of
this variation. Wc have said that the

operation is automatic, and that it is not
the fault of the motorman. It therefore

comes down to the method employed in

changing the motor combinations so as

to increase the speed. The latest modern
equipments have the so-called bridging

method while earlier equipments have the

shunting method, and still earlier ones the

Trolley

X Rez:siance
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electro-motive force to clioke back the

current. The result would be disastrous

both electrically and mechanically ; in fact,

no sort of satisfactory operation would be

possible.

The control, therefore, includes electri-

cal resistance, made up in the form of

grids mounted in one or more frames,

which are connected in series with the

motors during the starting. This resistor

is provided with taps so that the amount
of resistance in the circuit may be gradu-

ally reduced from the maximum at the

instant of starting until it is finally all

cut out of circuit and the motors are re-

ceiving full voltage.

The various connections are made by

;he switches. The number of switches are

limited so that the voltage is applied to

the motors gradually by steps, instead of

continuously, which would be the ideal

method if it was practicable. Hence the

current, and consequently the tractive ef-

fort of the motors, varies during the

"notching-up" process.

There are three classes of resistor con-

nections used in starting, namely, series

resistors, parallel resistors, and combina-

tion resistors.

With "series resistors" all of the resist-

ance is in circuit at first, and it is gradu-

ally short-circuited by sections as indi-

cated by Fig. 2 (a). Switches for short-

circuiting the sections are indicated at 1,

2, 3, 4 and S. When power is first applied

all of these switches are open. They are

closed consecutively in notching up the

controller until all are closed. In this

position the motors are running on full

voltage without resistance in the circuit.

Remtonce —^ X, ^—^ < -LResntonce

TroHey
/Field3^ Rails

Rejistonce —^ 'V ^

—

-^/ -L^Fields^ Rails"
Trolley .

-gj—

'

Armolures^^,

^Fieluy Rjiis~

^Sp" Armature, -..^.^^^^^

Resistance "^~4^^— / -L
^fields Rci::s~

Trollif
"CT— Armatures -^^

nient is shown by Fig. (2b) where 1, 2,

3, 4 and 5 indicate switches which are all

open at the start and are closed consecu-

tively. When switch 5 is closed the

icjuiimient is in an economical running

connection.

The "combination resistor" includes

both "series" and "parallel" connections,

l-'ig. 2 (c) shows this arrangement, and the

sequence of operation of the switches is

indicated by Fig. 2 (d). Step No. S is the

holley

''Fields Raili

rig

and this is an economical operating ccm-

dition.

With "parallel resistors" only a part '•{

ihc resistor is in circuit at starting, and

additional resistors are connected in

parallel with the initial section by suc-

cessive notches until finally the entire re-

sistor is short-circuited. This arrange-

rig5

running position without resistance in cir-

cuit.

Equipments include an even number of

motors. For the purpose of illustrating

the resistor connections only, the motors
in Fig. 2 (a, b, and c) were shown as two,

connected permanently in parallel. This
arrangement is hardly ever held to in

practice. The motors are first connected

in series either individually or in groups,

and then changed into parallel. The pur-

pose of this series parallel arrangement is

10 reduce the rheostatic loss. When two
motors are in series each takes only half

of the trolley voltage, and the loss in re-

sistors is appro.ximately one-half the

amount it would be without the series

Iiarallcl connection.

The series-parallel combinations for a

two-motor and a four-motor equipment
are shown by Fig. 3 (a) and 3 (b).

The changing from series to parallel

combinations is known as the transition.

1

1

is during this period that there may
lie a change in acceleration causing the

jerking to which we have referred, de-

pending on the method used in making
this transition. There are three methods
in existence, namely, the open-circuit

method, the shunting method, and the

bridging method.

The order of these events is the order

as developed and brought out and the or-

der of cfiiciency. For instance, the

bridging method is the latest developed

and the smoothest in operation, while the

o|K'ii circuit method was the first and the

roughest.

In the "open-circuit method" on the

"transition" step the connection is broken
! at ween the motors and also between the

iiollcy and motors so that there is no cur-

unt flowing and the motors are develop-

ii;i.- no torque to propel the train. The
-I'ced falls, and when the power is again

connected there is a rush of current, the

motor suddenly imparts force to the car

and there is a decided jerk. In this

method the leads .are "open circuited,"

hence the name.

With the shunting method shown in

Fig. 4 there are three transition steps. On
the first step part of the resistance is in-

serted in the circuit with the motors still

in "series." On the second "transition"

step, one of the motors is short-circuited

or "shunted," which gives the naine to this

method. On the third transition step the

"shunted" motor is disconnected froin the

other motor and from the shunt. On the

second and third transit.ion points, one
motor is developing no torque, but the

other is still working. Therefore, this

method has an operating advantage as

compared to the open-circuit method in

that only one-half of the torque is dropped
during the transition instead of all.

In the bridging method two resistors

are used. To understand what happens

refer to Fig. 5, which shows three posi-

tions, the last series the "bridging" and

the first parallel. On the bridging step

the motors in "series" are receiving full

trolley voltage through the circuit T b' b G
and the two resistors are in series with

each other between trolley and rail, re-

ceiving the voltage through circuit

T R b b' R' G. This circuit is parallel to

the motor circuit. A bridging connection

b b' is made between the junction points

of the two resistors and the junction point

of the two motors establishing the two

parallel circuits, T b' R' G and T R b G,

each comprising one motor and one re-

sistor in series. On the first parallel notch

b b' (the bridge) is opened and the mo-
tors are in "parallel" with the resistor in

series with each other.

This method has an advantage over

both of the other methods, in that both

motors are working all the time and none

of the torque is dropped during the tran-

sition period. Smooth operation is thus

obtained.

The Scrap Heap

The scrap heap is a kind of a shop

barometer telling in its own mute way of

the general shop management, and of the

use and misuse of materials. A scrap

heap represents and spells "employed

capital," and at this time when all rail-

road materials have advanced enormously

in price the employment of this capital

should be along business lines, so as to

produce available assets.

Many valuable lessons can lie learned

by an intelligent inspection of various

Iiicccs which are common to a scrap heap.

The undue weakness of component parts

of locomotives, cars and machinery is

shown by their presence on the scrap heap,

and a careful inspection of the appear-

ance of the breaks will show where the

parts need strengthening.
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Locomotive Construction in Australia

In order to deal successfully witli the

constantly increasing freight traffic on the

X'ictorian, Australian, Government sys-

tem, and also to minimize the practice of

double-heading which has had to be re-

sorted to so much in the past, the Railway

Commissioners have made provision for

the introduction of a niimlier of heavy

By C. F. DEWEY, Sydney, N. S. W.

dine, and 1,()(X) tons over tlat or level

track.

This locomotive was manufactured to

tlie designs of W. M. Shannon Esq., Chief

-Mechanical Engineer of the Victorian

System, at the Railway Workshops, New-
port, Vic. Its construction incorporates

all the most modern contrivances adapt-

! so TYPE I'.\SSE.\(;KR I.0( llMl JlIXK FiilC THE AfSTKAl.TAX (li )\'ERX>rENT.

powerful in .Vustralia. It eclipses in some
respects any locomotive on Great Brit-

tain's railways, superseding in power and
weight both the "Great Bear" and the

"Sir Sam Fay." It may therefore be con-

sidered as a monster of .-Kustralian loco-

motive construction.

The leading particulars of the locomo-

tive are as follows: Diameter of drivers,

60 ins. ; cylinders, 22 ins. x 28 ins. stroke

;

boiler pressure, 200 lbs. per sq. in. ; grate

area, 32 sq. ft. ; heating surface : firebox,

173 sq. ft.; tubes, 1,879 sq. ft.; supcr-

licater, 369 sq. ft. ; total, 2,421 sq. ft.

Tender capacity^Water, 4,600 gals.

;

fuel, 65^ tons ; total length, engine and

tender, 64 ft. 4^. ins. ; total weight, 127

tons
;
gauge, 5 ft. 3 ins.

The older type of a .-\2 class 4-6-0 fast

Iiasscnger locomotive is of the following

uencral dimensions : Driving wheels, 72

ins. diameter; heating surface, 2,215 sq.

ft.
; grate area, 29 sq. ft. ; boiler pressure,

185 lbs. per .sq. in.; cylinders, 22 ins. by

26 ins. stroke ; tractive effort, 25,867 lbs.

;

weight—engine and tender, 118 tons;

total length over all, 62 ft. 6^ ins.

locomotives of the 2-8-0 or Consolidation

type.

The initial engine of this new class,

Xo. 1 "C," which we illustrate, has re-

cently been put into service and has been

undergoing a series of test runs, all of

which have up to the present rendered

very satisfactory returns. For instance

:

one test train made up of 31 loaded coal

trucks and 1 caboo.se, weighing 554 tons

(exclusive of locomotive 128 tons) made
a trip from Melbourne to Seymour a dis-

tance of 61 miles, in 21 minutes ahead of

scheduled time which allowed three

hours. This is considered to be excep-

tional working as this particular section

has some very heavy grades, includint,' a

1 in 50 extending for two miles, and fur-

thermore, the coal used w-as of inferior

quality.

In order to appreciate the size and

capacity of this locomotive from an Aus-

tralian point of view, perhaps one or two

comparisons would not be amiss. The
Victorian Railways "Dd" class 4-6-0 liijlit

lines mixed and freight locomotive with

a tractive power of 20,000 lbs. is taken as

standard and rated at 100 per cent, ca-

pacity; its load behind the tender over a

grade of I in 50 is 270 tons. The " A2

"

class 4-6-0 fast passenger locomotive is

rated at 130 per cent., has a tractive power
of 25.000 lbs. and will haul a load of 350

tons ufia similar .grade. This new engine

has a tractive effort of 37.000 lbs., is

rated at 205 per cent, and will haul 555

tons behind the tender up a 1 in 50 in-

able to local conditions. It is equipped

with a boiler of large dimensions, a lire-

box and grate designed specially to suit

the class of coal used, a Robinson super-

heater, F'laman speed recorder, Detroit

5-feed lubricator, reflex gauge glasses and

a \ictorian Railways standard injector of

Newport make. The magnesia boiler

covering is also of Xewport make. Wal-
schacrts valve gearing of simple and ex-

Hardening Copper and Bronze.

The hardest cupro-tin alloy is com-

posed of 73 per cent, copper and 27 per

cent. tin. and where this is obtained on

a copper soldering bolt which has been

"burnt," it takes a good tile and much
labor to remove the hard metal. By pur-

posely adopting the same ircthod of sur-

face alloving. a similar hardness can be

secured, and the surface of copper and
bronze made practically proof against

4 6-0 TYPE r.\.s.^KN(;ER i.Miiini. IVil; THE .\fsrK.\LIAN fi(>\"ERXMENT,

cecdingly compact design has been adopt-

ed. .Ml the steel and iron castings, in-

cluding wheel centres and cylinders, are

of .Australian manufacture. Other im-

provements worthy of note are the opera-

tion by compressed air of the ash pan
door slides, and the emptying and clean-

ing of the smoke box by a jet of hot

water from the boiler.

The locomotive presents a handsome
appearance and is the largest and most

tiling. The copper or tin alloy is kept

at a full red heat under a coating of tin

for some time, the surface forming an

alloy of the maximum hardness, although

care is necessary not to overdo the

matter. It is stated on good authority

that this is une of the oldest methods of

hardening the surface of the softer

mcials, and was used by the ancients in

hardening the edges of soine of their

weapons used in battle.
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Items of Personal Interest
Mr. J. Brooks has been appoimcd aj-

sistant master car builder of the Grand

Trunk, with otYice at London, Out.

Mr. \V. A. Pitt has been appointed as-

sistant master car builder at the Mon-

treal, Que., shops of the Grand Trunk.

Mr. W. F. Paulus has been appointed

steel car foreman of the Eric, ^it Kent,

Ohio, succeeding Mr. I. M. Lower, trans-

ferred.

Mr. E. J. Frazer has been appointed

general road foreman of engines of the

Southern, lines west, and the .Mabama

& Vicksburg.

Mr. J. Beckwith, general manager nf

the Florida East Coast, with ofl'ice at ."^t.

Augustine, Fla., has been appointed fed-

era! manager.

Mr. G. K. Lund has lieen appointed

general foreman of the Erie, with office

at Hammond, Ind,, succeeding Mr. C.

Roth, transferred.

Mr. C. B. Smith has been appointed

general foreman of the Philadelphia <h-

vision of the Baltimore & Ohio, with i<i-

lice at Philadelphia, Pa.

Mr. VV. IX Duke, general manager of

the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac,

with office at Richmond, Va.. has l)cen

appointed federal manager.

Mr. \V. .\. Black has been api)ointed

locomotive foreman of the Canachan

Pacific, at Farnham, Que., succeeding Mr.

\V. D. Watson, transferred.

Mr. G. .•\. Hammond, general mechan-

ical superintendent of the New York.

New Haven & Hartford, with headquar-

ters at New ?laven. Conn., has resigned.

Mr. G. J. Wentz has been appoiiilcil

master mechanic of the Montana. Wyom-

ing & Southern, with office at X'allcy.

Mont., succeeding Mr. H. R. Frencli, re-

signed.

Mr. J. E. O'Brien, mechanical superin-

tendent of the Missouri-Pacific, with head-

riuarters at St. Louis, Mo., has had his

jurisdiction extended over the Memphis,

Dallas & Gulf.

Mr. A. Kearney has been appointcil su-

perintendent of motive power of the X"r-

folk & Western, with headquarters at

Roanoke, \'a , succeeding Mr. W. H.

Lewis, retired.

Mr. M. C: Thompson, formerly mad

foreman of engines on the Pitts' iirgb

division of the Baltimore & Ohio, has

been appointed superintendent locomo-

tive operation^

Mr. Ralston Tuck has been app.intid

general foreman of the Santa Fc -hops

at Needle?. Ca! . succeeding Mr. C I',.

Perry, transferred to San Francisco as

genera] foreman.

Mr. L. N. Clark has been appoiiilcd

master car budder on the Ontario lines

of the Grand Trunk, with headquarters

at London, Out., succeeding Mr. T. A.

Tredeaven, retired.

Mr. i;. H. l-'unk, chief smoke inspector,

has liecn appointed also supervisor of

locomotive operation of the Cincinnati

Terminal under the United States Rail-

road .Xdministration.

Mr. (iarland P. Robinson has resigned

as assistant chief inspector of locomotive

lioilers for the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission to accept service with the .Ameri-

can Locomotive Company.

Mr. G, L. Peek, federal manager of the

Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has

liad his jurisdiction extended to include

the Chicago Union Station.

Mr. F. H. Greenwood, superintendent

of shops of the Norfolk & Western at

Ivast Roanoke, Va., has had his jurisdic-

tion extended to include all departments

nf the l-^ast Roanoke shops.

Mr. R. E. Bell, division master me-

chanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe,

lias been appointed joint master mechanic

of the Galveston Terminal .A-Ssociation,

u ith office at Galveston, Tex.

Mr. C. D. Young, superintendent of

motive power of the Pennsylvania, with

office at Wilmington, Del., has been com-

missioned as lieutenant-colonel in the

Transportalion Corps, Engineers.

Mr. W. A. Linn, purchasing agent of

the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, with

hcadciuarters at Chicago, has had his

jurisdiction extended over the l-'scanaba

\- Lake Siijierior and the Ontonagon.

Mr, .1. i:. Gorman, federal manager of

the Rock Island Lines, with headquarters

at Chicago, ha.s had his jurisdiction ex-

tended over the Dcs Moines Ihiion. the

Des Moines Western and the Iowa Trans-

fer.

.Mr. W. L. Robinson has been appointed

supervisor of fuel consumption on the

lialtimore & Ohio western lines, the Day-

ion S: Uniiiii, and the Dayton I'nion rail-

road, with headrpiarters at Cincinnati,

Ohio.

Mr. Charles Ivinersoii has been ap-

pointerl master mechanic of the Fargo

dixision of the northern division of the

Northern T'acitic, with offices at Dilworth.

Minn., succeeding Mr. R. P. Blake trans-

ferred.

Mr. Silas /.wight, general master mc-

ilianic, and Mr. W. J. Bohan, mechanical

engineer of the Northern Pacific, liavc

hceii appointed assistant mechanical sii-

iirrinlendents. Iioth with headqn.irters at

St. Paul. Minn.

Mr. U. B. Earling, general manager of

the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, lines

west of Mobridge, S. D., with headquar-

ters at Seattle, Wash., has had his juris-

diction extended over the Port Townsend

& Puget Sound.

Mr. O. .\. Garber has been appointed

master mechanic of the Minnesota and

Iowa divisions of the Illinois Central, with

headquarters at Waterloo, Iowa, succeed-

ing Mr. Norman Bell, resigned to enter

military service.

Mr. J. E. Angling has been appointed

inspector of locomotive service on the

Erie fines east of Salamanca. N. Y., with

headquarters at 30 Church Street, New

York, succeeding Mr. V. C. Randolph, on

leave of absence.

Mr. J. J. Barry has been appointed gen-

eral master mechanic of the Norfolk &

Western, with offices at Roanoke, Va..

and has jurisdiction over all shops and

motive power department employees other

than at East Roanoke shops.

Mr. J. F. Kimbell, formerly division

foreman of the El Paso & Southwestern.

at Carozozo. N. M., has been appointed

master mech.uiic of the Western division,

with headquarters at Douglas, Ariz., suc-

ceeding Mr. 1'. P. Roesch, resigned.

Mr. C. Wittel has been appointed day

roundhouse foreman of the Rock Island

at Herington. Kans., succeeding Mr. VV. J.

Devitt, transferred, and Mr. W. S. Ad-

dington has been appointed night round-

house foreman at Haleyville, Okla.

Mr. Cliarlcs P. Richardson, assistant

engineer of track elevation of the Chi-

cago, Rock Island & Pacific, has been

appointed engineer of water service of

the Rock I -land lines, with headquarters

at Chicag(.. succeeding Mr. J. M. Brown.

Mr. T. A. Foque, general mechanical

superintendent of the Minneapolis, St.

P;.ul & Sault Ste. Marie, has had his

iurisdiction extended over the Duluth,

South Shore & .Atlantic, and the Mineral

Range, with headquarters at Minneapolis.

Minn.

Mr. ('•. W. CuiulitT has been appointed

road foreman of engines of the Mobile &

Ohio and the Southern in Mississippi,

with oflicc at Jackson. Tenn.. succeeding

Mr. .A. J. Merriweather, appointed fuel

supervisor, with oflice also at Jackson.

Tenn.

Mr. L. H. Turner has been appointed

superintendent of motive power of the

Pittsburgh & West Virginia, and the

west side Belt, with headquarters at

Pittsburgh, Pa., and Mr. H. F. Grewe

has been appointed master mechanic, with

office at Rock, Pa

Mr. B. J. Farr. formerly master me-

chanic of the Grand Trunk, Western lines,

at Battle Creek, Mich., has been appointed
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superintendent of motive power and car

department of the Western lines, with

headquarters at Detroit, Mich., succeeding

Mr. W. H. Sample.

Mr. D. C. Wilsuii, formerly electrical

engineer of the Union Pacific, has heen

appointed electrical engineer of the Cen-

tral of Georgia, with headquarters at

Savannah, Ga., and Mr. H. B. (Earner lias

been appointed acting electrical engineer,

succeeding Mr. Wilson.

Mr. W. H. Sample, formerly superin-

tendent of motive power of the Grand
Trunk, Western lines, at Detroil, Mich,
has been appointed general superintend-

ent of motive power and car department

of the Grand Trunk system, with head-

quarters at Montreal, Que.

Mr. Maynard Robinson, division master

mechanic of the Gulf, Colorado & Santa

I-e, with office at Temple, Te.K., has had

liis jurisdiction extended to include the

Galveston division. This division has been

combined with the Southern division, and

will be known as the Southern division.

.Mr. Lawrence B. Thompson, and Mr.

A. Roy Wood have been appointed road

foremen of engines on the Southern, with

offices at Spencer, N. C, and Mr. J. S.

Lawrence, assistant road foreman of en-

gines, at Spencer, and Mr. A. Overton to

a similar position at Knoxville, Tenn.

Mr. C. R. Burns has been appointed

road foreman of engines on the Pitts-

burgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio,

with office at (jlensmore, Pa., and Mr.

J. C. Mc.\voy has been appointed road

foreman of engines, with office at Fox-

burg, Pa., succeeding Mr. D. B !"aw-

cett, transferred.

Mr. H. C. Oviatt, formerly superinten-

dent at Danbury, Conn., has been ap-

pointed superintendent of moti\e power
of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

ford, the Central New England, the New
York Connecting, the Wood River

Branch, the Union Freight railroad and
the Narragansett Pier railroad, with

headquarters at New Haven, Conn.

Lt. Colonel Reuben W. Leonard has

been elected president of the Engineering
Institute of Canada. He served in the

Northwest Rebellion, and afterward

served for many years in construction

work on the Canadian Pacific, and latterly

as chief engineer on several of the Cana-
dian railways, and constructor of hydro-
electric power plants. He was also chief

commissioner of the National Trans-

continental Railway.

Mr. J. E. Murray, formerly electrician

of the Chicago & North Western, with

headquarters at Chicago, has been ap-

pointed electrical and mechanical en.ijineer

of the Grand Trunk Western lines, with
headquarters at Battle Creek, Mich, and
Mr. J. A. Peters, formerly foreman of
the electrical department of the Chicago

& North Western shops, at Chicago, has

l)een appointed chief electrician of the

entire system, succeeding Mr. Murray.

Mr. Daniel Willard, president of the

Baltimore & Ohio, has been selected by

General Pershing, at the request of the

Krench Government, which desires the

services of an .Xmcrican railroad operat-

ing officer as an assistant to the French

Transport Department. As stated in our
pages last month the French Government
has decided to take over the control of

the French railways. Mr. Willard has

been appointed colonel of engineers. He
has been granted indefinite leave of ab-

sence, and Mr. L. F. Loree, a member of

the executive committee, will act as chair-

man of the committee during Colonel

Willard's absence.

Hon. William G. Mc.Vdoo, Director

General of Railroads and Secretary of

the Treasury, resigned from these and
other positions on November 22. He has

served as head of the Railroads nearly one

Wrr t.I.\M G. McADOO
Copynaht hy (,. ('. Buck, Underwood &

Uuderuvoil.

year and nearly six years as Secretary of

the Treasury. He will retire from the

railroad administration on or before Jan-

uary 1, 1919, and will leave the treasury

department as soon as his successor is

appointed. Mr. McAdoo states that he

has been overworked and underpaid and
proposes resting for a few months, after

which he will likely resume law practice

in New York City. The President ex-

presses his regret in parting with one who
has rendered admirable service.

Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
The issue of the annual report of the

Westinghouse Air Brake Company has

been postponed until March, next year.

There is no anticipation of a reduction of

business next year, for the reason that the

brake equipments and draft-gear now be-

ing supplied for application to the cars and

locomotives ordered by the United States

Railroad Administration include a rela-

tively small number originally intended

for use on .'\merican lines in France, but

the demand in this country is so great

that the entire number of equipments on
order will be required as promptly as

they can be provided. The same state-

ment applies to the Union Signal Com-
pany, and the company's other subsidiary

and associated companies, and the net

earnings for the year 1918 when published
will show earnings much beyond any pre-

viously reported for a similar period.

Railway Electrical Engineers
.\t the ainuial convention of Railway

Klectrical Fngineers held at the La Salle

Hotel, in Chicago, this year, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the en-
suing year: President, J. E. Gardner,
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R. R.;
senior vice-president, L. S. Billau, Balti-

more & Ohio R. R.; junior vice-president,

L. C. llensel, St. Louis-San Francisco
Ry.

; and as meml)crs of the executive
M'inmittee, E. Wanamaker, formerly of
I lie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Ry.;

I S. M. McNab, Canadian Pacific Ry.

;

\ I". Voight, Atchison Topeka & Santa
1 e ky. ; C. H. Quinn, Norfolk & Western
Hy.

; £. Lunn, Pullman Co., and F. J.

Hill. Michigan Central R. R. Jos. A.
.\ndrucetti, Chicago & North Western
Ry., Chicago, continues as secretary and
treasurer of the organization.

Manufacturers of Chilled Car Wheels
At the recent annual meeting of the

aliove mentioned association held at the

\Valdorf-.\sloria, .\ew York, the following
were elected officers for the ensing year:
President and treasurer, George W. Lyn-
don

; vice-presidents, E. F. Carry, presi-

dent, Haskell & Barker Car Company,
and J. A. Kilpatrick, president, Albany
Car Wheel Company; secretary, George
F. GriflSn, president. Griffin Wheel Com-
pany; consulting engineer, F. K. Vial,

chief engineer. Griffin Wheel Company.

N. Y. Railroad Club.
Not long ago Mr. Chas. E. Fowler read

a paper before the members of the New
York Railroad Club on the ".-Vrchitecture

and Construction of Bridges." The meet-
ing marked the opening of the fall season
of 1918, and was well attended. Among
other things, Mr. Fowler said: The ar-

chitecture and construction of bridges has
undergone an evolution from the earliest

times, and the stone beams of the Egyp-
tians may be regarded as the first gird-

ers ever employed, unless it might be con-
sidered that the unconscious use of fallen

logs across small streams to effect a pas-

sage antedated the studied use of stone

slabs for crossing streams.

The first use of the arch with voussoirs

was undoubtedly by the Babylonians, as

some of the ruins disclose arches of mud
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bricks which were constructed about 4000

B. C. ; and the arch was developed in

Roman times into structures of real archi-

tecture, such as the bridge of Augustus at

Rimini. The earliest type of the suspen-

sion bridge was undoubtedly the swinging

vine.

The suspension bridge went through a

very interesting period of its evolution in

Europe during the first half of the nine-

teenth century, and the chain bri.'ge of

Telford over the Menai Straits in Wales,

with its 580-ft. span, is still in use, and is

tindoubtedly. the jirototype of many great

suspension bridges yet to be constructed.

The wire cable suspension bridge built

over the Niagara gorge by John A. Roe-

bling to carry railway trains was one of

the earliest successful bridges of this

form of construction in the United States,

and while we revere the name of Roe-

bling, it is with some amusement that we
read in his report of the tests on its com-

pletion of a 23-ton engine being used for

this purpose, and of one very heavy loco-

motive of 36 tons being run over the

bridge.

The earliest c.Namplcs of modern lung

span girder bridges were the iron tulnilar

girders of Robert Stephenson, one a sin-

gle span of 406 ft. at Conway Castle, Eng-

land, and another the doul)le tube contin-

uous girder bridge at the Menai Straits,

with two spans of 230 ft. and two middle

spans of 460 ft. each. The two most remark-

able early long span open web girders or

trusses in this country were the Louisville

400-ft. Warren truss by Fink, and the

.S19-ft. Whipple truss at Cincinnati by

Jacob Luiville, built in 1876. The most

recently built long bridge, with simple

span, and the longest ever built, is the

721-ft. truss of the Metropolis bridge over

the Ohio river.

The longest cantilever span is that of

1,«(X) ft. employed for the Queliec bridge,

while the greatest bridge of the type in

existence is the Forth bridge in Scotland

with two spans of 1,710 ft. The longest

spans of the cantilever form seriously

proposed are for a bridge with three

2,000-ft. spans at San Francisco.

Theoretical considerations in the de-

sign of long span bridges are usually of

secondary consequence, and in preliminary

investigations need only be taken into ac-

count as factors of minor import^uice.

The situation of a long span bridge and

the length of span or spans are in the

great majority of cases determined from

practical considerations, and only the

maximum, or perhaps the economical,

.pan-length that is possible need concern

the engineer. .Sir Benjamin Baker st:itcd

in 1882, in an address on the Firth of

1-orth bridge : "It is not the physical fea-

tures of the country, but the habits of

the poi)ulation that renders the construc-

tion of a 1.700-ft. span (bridge) expedi-

ent." The decision of the elder Rocbling

to design a 1,595-ft. suspension-span

across the East River at New York may
be ascribed to much the same reason, al-

thougli in both cases the length of spans

was linally determined from the proper

and possible positions for piers and tlie

considerations of ocean commerce. I'lie

site of the Quebec liridge was determined

because of the desire of the people for a

direct route of travel, and the span-length

was determined from the most practicable

location for piers.

The Roebling or lirst Brooklyn bridge

is a striking examjile of the reason why
40 years of life has been assumed for long

span bridges. The cables liave enough

strength to carry a new deck and present

day traft'ic. .Although tile expansion roll-

ers on the tops of the stone towers are

"frozen," tliese towers have, by their elas-

ticity and by the yielding of the founda-

tions, carried the loads and can carry

still heavier ones. On the other hand,

the deck and the stififening trusses, be-

cause of exigencies of tinancc- and poli-

tics, were built so li.yht as to rc(|uire re-

placement years ago.

The length of span or sp.ins is to a

large extent determined by the position of

foundations tliat are practicalile. This

was true for the Qucliec bridge and also

the Firth of Forth bridge, where the

piers were built at the only practicable

positions, the island of Inch tiarvie an:l

at the Fife and Queensferry shores. Be-

cause of Government requirements the

only l)ier jiositions for bridges at New
^'(lrk across the Fast River were inside

the pierhead liiu";. The only position,

possible for piers tor a bridge across tin-

Hudson River are inside the [lierlua 1

lines in order to comply with >imilar Gov-

ernment re<|uirements, also a pier near the

center of the river is impossible on ar

count of the great .Upth t,i bedrock. The
pier positions for a bridge across San

l-'rancisco bay at Goat island must lie

fixed to comply witli Government require

iTuiits for facilitating commerce.

The design of a great bridge i>- olten

tlirown open to competition, whicli ni.ikes

it necessary for the engineer to produce

a lilan for the least expensive structure,

usually requiring the least possible

weight. This is accomplished by using

high unit stresses for a steel of the biiihest

practicable strength, and usu.illy jirciduces

a structure of too great elasticity. On
the other hand, a bridge designed williout

conijietition and to have as great rigidity

as is consistent with good engineering and

good financiering, is a considerably heav-

ier and more costly structure.

The economical proportions of individu.il

structures of whatever t\pe is a matter

distinct from the economics proper, and

for arch bridges deductions have been

made by the writer in a discussion of the

I'X) longest arch bridees ever designed or

built, and which will be published in an

early nutnber of the Transactions of the

American Society of Civil Engineers.

A Real
Protective
Paint
i.s line that succes.sfully with-
stands f(ir many years the at-

tacks (<i nisi, .teases, acids, and
utlier nist-prnduciiig agencies,
makino i"i-e(|tieiit repainting un-
necessar}'.

Steel l)ridges, cars, sigtial ap-

paratus, tanks, track pans, loco-

inotixe tanks, etc.. of raih'oads

are siiliject to these severe at-

tacks in tile greatest degree.

DIXON'S
SILICA PAINT
GRAPHITE r/\llll

will c licclitally jirotect for

many \ears such structures
rriiin this currosion.

Tinie tests the elliciencv of a

paint. Di.xon's .Silica-( iraphite

Paint h.is iioen made for o\er
fifty years. \Vc have records
of long serxice given in all cli-

mates and nil all kinds of struc-

tures.

Protect i\e ])aint should be
bought on "price per year of

service" basis and not on the

"])rice ])er gallon" l);isis. J)i.\-

on's is tlie lowest jiriced \)cr

year of srr\ ice paint.

Write lor P.ooklet 28-B and
records of long service given
on railro.ad bridges, cars, etc.

Made in JERSEY CITY, N. J., by the

Joseph Dixon Crucible

dX^Xn Company dX^Kn
ESTABLISHED 1827
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Be Sure

and

Specify

the

"COLUMBIA"

GIB NUT
You can use it either

side up. It never
injures the thread on

the bolt or nut.

Sample will prove it.

Columbia Nut
& Bolt Company

Conn.
INC.

Bridgeport,

Simplicity Cotter Key

BETTER and CHEAPER
Than the

"Split" riveted keys.

Haih-oad Equipment Notes
A iiiie-slory .S5.\il_'-loi)t creeling shop

will lie constructed at Chainlicrslnirg, I'a.,

Iiy the Cumlierlaiid \'alley.

Tlie United States Railroad Adinini>-

iration has put out an inquiry for 2,U00

litty-tou steel lioppcr cars for ihc X'lrginia

Railway.

Tlic I'.rie Railroad has taken out a

iieriiiit to build a shop addition at its

locomotive shops on Pavonia avenue at

Jersey City, X. J.

Tile Kanotex Retining Company, Ar-
kansas City, Kan., has ordered SO 40-ton

tank cars from the .\merican Car &
I'oundry Company.

The Pere Marquette is building a 16-

stall roundhouse, a 90-foot turntable and
a machine shop at an estimated cost of

$1(jO,1I(X) at .\e\v lUiffalo, Mich.

The New ^'ork. New Plaven & Hart-
lord lias had plans ])repared for a one-

^tory forge shop and mill 40 x 80 feet at

13_'d street and Harlem river, New York.

The Washington Railroad & Naviga-
tion Company is contemplating the erec-

tion of a plate shop at Portland, Ore. It

is estimated the building will cost about

$67,000.

The Rarilan River has awarded con-

tract to the Austin Company, Philadel-

lihia, for a one-story engine house at its

local yards at South Amboy, N. J., to

cost $200,000.

The Cumberland Valley has awarded
contract to the Price Construction Com-
l)any, Baltimore, for new car and locomo-
tive shops at Cumbo, near .Martinsburg,

\'a.. to cost about $100,0(X).

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has

been authorized by the railroad adminis-

tration to build 5,000 freight cars in its

own shops. They will probably be turned

out at the rate of 1,000 a year.

The L"nion Pacific is planning for the

construction of a new one-story machine

shop at Eighth and Cass streets in

Omaha to cost about $200,000. It will be

used for assembling and erecting work.

The Chicago & North Western has

awarded a contract to L. O. Peppard, 1712

Irving avenue. Minneapolis, Minn., for

building an addition to the round house

and several small buildings at .\shland.

Wis.

is planning the construction of a machine

shop, wheel pressing works, engine house

and other structures.

The railroad shops and buildings now-

being constructed by the Pennsylvania at

its South Philadelphia yards, near Green-

wich Point, are estimated to cost, with

c<iuipment, about $1,000,000. Six build-

ings will be erected for general capacity

increase.

The Itasca roundhouse and machine

shop of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneap-

olis & Omaha in the Mast End, Superior,

Wis., were badly damaged by lire re-

cently. They will be rebuilt at once, the

contract having been let to Peppard &
l-'ulton, Minneapolis and Duhith, Minn.

The three principal locomotive builders

during the month of October, ship|>ed 265

locomotives to railroads under federal

control, in addition to 343 locomotives

completed or shipped for miscellaneous

domestic service or for use abroad, a total

of 608. The 269 locomotives included l,i8

of the V. S. R. A. standard types.

The Baltimore & Ohio and the Western
Maryland, Baltimore, Md., have awarded
contracts to the Price Construction Com
pany for the construction of new railroad

shops, for construction and repair work,

at Connellsville, Pa. The shops for the

former are estimated to cost with equip-

ment about $250,000, and for the West-
ern .Maryland, $100,000.

Additional large orders for portable

track for military use in Krance have been

placed througli the French commission, it

is said, representing a practical doubling

of orders recently placed with a northern

Ohio manufacturer and with a large ex-

port company, and they now total ap-

proximately 60,000 tons, including the

rails, ties, fastenings, etc.

In connection with its proposed new
^hop buildin.gs and yard extensions at

Grafton, W. Va., the Baltimore & Ohio

The new railroad shops to be erected at

Hagerstown, Md., by the Western Mary-
land will consist of one-stor>' buildings,

including machine shop, foundry, wheel

works, etc., to cost about $500,000. The
Price Construction Company, Baltimore.

is the contractor. The same contractor

has also been authorized to build similar

shops for the company at F.lkins, W. Va.,

to cost about $500,000.

The United States Railroad .Adminis-

tration has ordered 600 locomotives in

addition to the 1,415 which have already

been ordered. It is expected that 400 of

these will be built by the American Loco-

motive Company and 200 by Lima Co.

Orders are distributed as follows : .\mer-

ican Locomotive Company 150 eight-

wheel switchers. 50 six-wheel switchers.

150 light Mikados. 50 heavy Mikados. The
Lima Loco Co. build the rest.
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Books, Bulletins, Catalogues, Etc.

Saving Coal in Locomotives.

'I'lic luigiiicering ICxperimeiit Station

of tlie L'niversity of Illinois has issueil a

circular, the title of which is "The Eco-

noinical Use of Coal on Railway Loco-

iiiutives," that presents suggestions con-

cerning ways in which saving may lie

made. It is stated that tlie saving of a

piece of coal the size of an ordinary egg

on each scoopful of coal used in loco-

motives would amount to 1,500,000 tons

a year. Even when firing a freight k)Co-

motive on a heavy grade, one less scoop-

ful of coal every fifteen minutes, or one

less scoopful every three or four miles,

would effect a similar saving. .\ Httle

more personal interest on the part of

railway officials and employes will reduce

coal consumption even on railroads where

the practice is already e.xcellent and

where an earnest effort is being e.\pended

to save coal. Copies of this circular may
lie Itad on application. Price 20 cents.

Southern Development.

S. Uavies Warlield's address before tlie

Southern Settlement and Development

Organization has been published in

pamphlet form. Mr. VVarfield is strongly

in favor of private ownership. He asks:

"What will become of the individual in-

centive for invention which has produced

the air brake and the other life saving

devices and instruments for economy un-

der individually operated railroads, now

stopped, and one or two men sitting in

their offices in Washington deciding on

standards for all the railroads. The

gradual encroachment of such a system

upon property rights and upon personal

liberty, the restraint entailed thereby, and

the |)olitiral control thus made possible,

must finally result in a one-party coun-

try, the forerumier of a form of govern-

mental autocracy that could be finally

overlhrown onlv by revolution."

Notes on Lignite.

The Bureau of Mines has issued a cir-

cular containing Notes on I-ignite liy

S. M. Darling, from which it a|)pears that

lignite will never be used to an> great

extent in its raw state. The 30 per rent,

of water wliich it contains prevents its

use except in the vicinity of the mines.

Millions of tons are used annually in the

lignite-bearing regions, resulting in high

prices for lioth industrial and donnstic

fuel, imposing a handicap on the indus-

trial development of these regions. 'Die

dried lignite liriijnets, for large hand-

fircd industrial furnaces have pro\(.l

them to be eciual to good Middle W<-1

bituminous coal, and in the powdered

form it is cfjiially serviceable in loconio-

tives.

Train Lighting Batteries

The F.dison .Storage Battery Company,

Orange, N. J., has issued Bulletin 11."^.

showing that electric vehicles equippeil

with Ldison batteries have proved to be

ihe most economical inethod for the solu-

tion of hauling and delivery problems

everywhere. Tiie fact that more than

one hundred railroads use the Edison

.Alkaline Storage Battery for train light-

ing or signaling or both, leaves no room

to longer question its value. Full par-

ticular are furnished in the finely illus-

trated Bulletin, copies of which may be

had on application.

Dixon's Graphite

.\s we have repeatedK stated Dixon's

Graphite ."^ir Brake Grease is especially

designed for lubricating parts of air

brakes. It prevents all undesired quick

action of air brakes due to imperfect lu-

brication and guarantees smooth opera-

tion of all parts. Copy of "Graphite" tlie

company's monthly publication, can be

had on application to the Joseph Dixon

Cnicil)le Company, Jersey City, X. j.

tlydraulflc
Riveters nxcdand Portable

Punches, Shears,
Presses, Lifts, Cranes

and Accumulators.

Matthews' Fire Hydrants,

Eddy Valves

Valve Indicator Posts.

Cast Iron Pipe

R. D. Wood & Company
Engineers, Iron

roundcr.s. Machinists.

too Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Softening Temperature

The I'usibility of Coal .\sh and llie

Determination of the .Softening Tempera-

ture, is the title of an interesting pub-

lication issued at the Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, D. C, and copies

may be had, price 20 cents. It is the com-
bined product of .A. C. Fieldner, A. E.

Hall an. I .\. L. Field, and is the result of

niuiii roniliined and indi\idual research.

For Testing and Washing
Locomotive Boilers

Coal Prospects.

.Mr. Stefanson. the explorer, publishes

a rejiort that he has explored several new
islands in the .Arctic regions and mapi)ed

this new land, where, he states, they

found coal on nearly every island they

touched at. These coal lands may soiiie

(lax- be of great value, for it was onlv

a few years ago that the Spit/bergcn

Islands, in the .Arctic north of tlie .Allan

tic were little thought of as coal pro-

ducers. Xow the Spitzbergen Islands arc

farther north than many islands on which
coal has been found to rival thai of Wales
in F'.ngland.

Wood and Peat in Denmark.

F'rom a government report received

from Denmark it appears that the short-

age of coal during the last two years
necessitated the carbonization of wood
and peat—the latter after a certain de-

gree of drying in stacks. Peat charcoal

was less satisfactory, as much of it was
small and had to be employed as an indif-

ferent domestic and industrial fuel.

Rue Boiler Washer
and Tester
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

Rue Manufacturing Co.
228 Cherry Street Philadelphia, Pa.

Mnniifn.Miinrs of liiJeotorB, Ejectors.

Boiler Washers ami Testers, Bolter Checks,
Check Valvei.

ASHTOIM
POP VALVES AND GAGES

The Quality Good* ThatrLa«t

The Ashton Valve Co.

271 Franltlin Street. Bo<iton, M«^s.

The Norwalk Iron Works Co.
SOUTH NORWALK, CONN.

Makers of Air anti Gas Compressors
for All Purposes

S»nd for Catalog
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